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INTRODUCTORY. 
W ASHING1'0N, March 20, 1872. 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith my report on mines and 
mining in the States and Territories of California, Nevada, Oregon, 
Idaho, Montana, Utah, Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, and Wyoming, 
giving a general review of the history of this industry in each district 
during the year 1871, and of its condition and prospects, with such 
comments and suggestions as seemed likely to be of use to miners, me-
tallurgists, capitalists, and legislators. 
It is pleasant to know that the series of reports of which this consti-
tutes the sixth, (two having been prepared by my predecessor aud four 
by myself,) has been recognized at home and abroad as highly important 
and valuable, constituting not only a repository of much current infor-
mation, but a display of the natural resources of the country, and a 
history of American progress which no other means could supply. 
Those portions of the reports which discuss the geological, metallurgical, 
and mechanical problems involved in American mining have been widely 
studied, quoted, and discussed, and have done much, if I may credit the 
testimony which has reached me from many qual'ters, to increase the 
economy and success of the extraction and reduction of ores. One evi-
dence of this fact is found in the numerous inquiries upon practical 
points addressed to me by letter, or in personal visits from persons en-
gaged in mining, milling, and smelting throughout the West. The addi-
tionallabor of correspondence thus thrown upon me will be cheerfully 
discharged, so far as time and strength permit. While this part of my 
work has greatly increased, the ordinary duty of collecting, by personal 
inspection or correspondence, the statistical and technical information 
from the mining districts required for my annual reports, has also 
grown to double what it was four years ago. Large numbers of new 
districts have been opened and made productive since the completion 
of the Pacific railroads, and the difficulty of obtaining correct informa-
tion from them is enhanced by the complexity of their communications 
and financial connections. 
The means at my disposal have always been inadequate to the 
thorough performance of .this work as I would like to do it. Ten thou-
sand dollars is scarcely sufficient to provide for the salary of a single 
assistant, and the necessary traveling expenses. A careful estimate, 
made in detail, shows that twenty-five thousand dollars would be re-
quired to carry out a comprehensive plan, including the employment of 
resident agents in all the leading districts, and the payment to them of 
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small sums, sufficient to cover their actual expenses in visiting the 
mines and preparing their consolidated returns. No such agent would re-
cEive more than $250, and in most cases the sum would be from $100 to 
$150. This has always been my ideal; I cannot realize it with voluntary 
correspondents, because they are not open to direction or criticism from 
me. Tile amount of money I was able to spend last year, for work per-
formed in the collection of statistics, aside from that of myself and one 
deputy, was only about $500. The result is, that Oregon, Idaho, New 
Mexico, and parts of other States and Territories, are but slightly treated 
in this volume, and would have been necessarily ignored altogether, 
had not a few personal and professional friends very generously pre-
pared notes upon such districts as came within their immediate obser-
vation. 
The number of gentlemen in all parts of the country who have assisted 
freely in the collection of materials for this report, is Yery great. I 
trust that Congress·, if an edition is ordered for general distribution, 
will put it in illY power to acknowledge their kindness by sending them 
copies of the volume. H llas been heretofore a serious annoyance aud 
hindrance to me, that I could not furnish any copies of the mining re-
ports to scientific men at home or abroad, or even to those who had shared 
in their preparation, except by the unwelcome and precarious means of 
sol] citing such copies from the Department,, or from members of Con-
gress, who are overrun with other applications. The Commissioners of 
Agriculture and of the General Land Office are not crippled in this way 
in the distribution of their reports, and I respectfully urge that the iH-
dustry I represent and the work I perform do not deserve to be thus 
slighted. 
I beg leave to return thanks to the following gentlemen for their as-
sistance, remarking, however, that this list does not include all who have 
rendered courteous service. The names of many others will be found in 
connection with the information theJr have furnished, in the course of 
this report. · 
The chapter on California was prepared almost entirely by Mr. W. A. 
Skidmore, my resident agent in that State., to whose industry and in-
telligence I am greatly indebted. l\'fr. Skidmore's acknowledgments (iu 
which I cordially join) for services rendered to him by various citizens 
of California in the prosecution of his work, will be found in the chapter 
referred to. 
For Yalua ble statistical and scientific material from Nevada, I am 
under obligation to Messrs. 0. H. Hahn, of Eureka; Alexis Janin, of 
Meadow Valley; B. N. LilienthaJ and A. J. Brown, of White Pine; J. W. 
Hussey, of' Elko; the county assessors of the various counties; and the 
agents of Wells, Fargo & Company. 
In Idaho, Messrs. J. M. Adams, of Silver City, and Richard Hurley, 
ofWarren's Camp, have kindly furnished information. 
In Oregon, I desire to mention with thanks Messrs. E. vV. Reynolds 
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and W. H. Packwood, of Baker City, and Mr. W. V. Rinehart, of Canon 
City. 
In Montana, the list of those who extended hospitality and assistance 
to my dcput.Y and myself is too long for recital. I can only mention 
generally the agents of the express and stage lines; the editors of news· 
pap.ers; Ron. James Cavanaugh, late territorial Delegate; Hon. Willimn 
Clagett, his successor; GoYernor Potts and his staff; Mr. W. M. Roberts, 
chief engineer of theN or1.hern Pacific Hailroad, and his assistants; the 
proprietors of mines, mills, and furnaces, and the miners and merchants 
of all the districts visited. The names of many of these gentlemen will 
be found in the chapter on Montana. 
1\Iy acknowledgments to leading citizens of Utah rnnst, be equally 
general. I am indebted for special iuformation with regard to this 
Territory to Professor vV. P. Blake, who examined for me sevenll dis-
tricts, and a number of other gentlemen to whom credit is given in tll~ 
appropriate chapter. 
In other Territories, I would name particularly 1\iessrs. John Wasson, 
smTeyor general, and Hon. Richard McCormick, Delegate, of Arizona; 
SmTeyor General Willison, and Messrs. Hilgert, Bloomfield. Goulding, 
amll\lorehead, of New Mexico; 1\iessrs. Schirmer and Jones, of Denver, 
:Messrs. G. W. Baker and A. von Schulz, of Central City, aud Mr. A. 
\Volters, of Georgetown, Colorado; Messrs. Thomas Wardell, of Rock 
Springs, and Charles Deuel, of Evanston, Wyoming; and Mr. T. E. 
Sickels, superintendent of the Union Pacific Hailroad, Omaha. 
I have had occasion this year more than ever to realize the extraordinary 
ability and industry of Mr. A. Eilers, who h~s continued to act as my 
deputy, and whose thorough scientific training aud wide experience of 
American as well as European mining and metallurgy have been of the 
greatest assistance in my work. We were both in the field duriug a 
part of the year, and traveled about twenty thousand miles in the dis. 
clwrge of official duty. 
The recognition expressed in former reports of the courtesies extended 
by transportation companies should be here renewed. I am under obli-
gations to the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific, the Union Pacific, and 
the Central Pacific Railroau Companies, and to Gilmer and Salisbury, 
proprietors of the :Montana stage line, for facilities of travel which con-
siderably enlarged the area I was aule to visit with the limited means 
at my disposal. Wells, Fargo & Company, and all their agentR 
throughout the country were, as usual, most generous in their courtesy 
and active assistance. 
The general condition and prospects of our western mining industry 
are set forth with so much fullness in the following pages ·that I will 
not prolong this letter by a discussion of them. The amount of the 
estimated bullion product will be found in the appendix. The nature of 
the increase it exhibits is still more gratifying than its amount, since it 
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shows clearly that the decline of production from superficial mining is 
more than compensated by a steady augmentation from deeper and more 
permanent sources. 
I ha-ve the honor to be, yours respectfully, 
R. W. RAYMOND, 
United States Oomrn,issioner of jllining Statistics. 
Ron. GEORGES. BOUTWELL, 
Secretary of the Treasu1·y. 
PART I. 




The State of California has a length of nearly se~en hundred miles, 
and a breadth of over two hundred miles, its area being estimated at 
154,000 square miles. The State is divi<led into forty-nine counties, and 
in twenty-four of these com1ties mlning is carried on to a greater or less 
extent. 
The principal mining ·region lies on the western slope of the Sierra 
Nevada, near the central portion of the State, but several important 
districts are 'found in the extreme northern and southern parts of the 
State, as well as on the eastern slopes of the Sierras. 
The collection of information and statistics relative to the mining 
interest over such an extensive area is a task attended with great diffi-
culty and expense, and its satisfactory performance would require, a 
much larger expenditure of money than it has been within the power 
of the Commissioner to devote to any one State or Territory fi"om the 
small appropriation made by Congress for this purpose, as the scope of 
. his duties embraces aU the extensive mineral region of the country west 
of the Hocky l\1:ountains, extending from the borders of British Colum-
bia to the Mexican boundary, and embracing the ]arge Territories of 
I\1:outana, Idaho, Utah, Colorado, and Arizona, in all of which explora-
tion is being carried on and important discoveries are being made yearly, 
requiring attention and investigation. 
As it is impossible, for these reasons, to p~rsona1ly visit and examine 
more than a portion of the State each year, au effort has been made to ob-
tain information from those districts not visited through the medium of 
correspondence. Tllis has not proved as successful as was hoped, tllrough 
the want of interest felt by the mining community in the labors of the 
}lining Commissioner and his agents. This incliff:erence is to be attrib-
uted to the want of knowledge as to the objects of the commission rather 
than to an unwilhngness to impart information. Strange as it may r.:;eem 
in a country where public documents are printed and circulated by the 
Go\ernment with such profusion as in the United States, it happens, 
with respect to the reports of the Mining Commissioner, that but few 
copies have reached the class of persons most interested in their con-
tents; and the various editions, both public and private, are already 
virtually out of print. During the travels of the writer in various pa.rts 
of the mining region of California, for the past three years, he has not 
seen more than a dozen copies of the various reports of the Mining Com-
missioner, though there is a continual demand for them by persons inter-
ested in mining. Could these reports be distributed more liberally and 
judiciously the results would be beneficial to the mining interest, not 
only by the diffusion of the information contained in them, but it would 
materially assist in the collection of valuable statistics and information 
for the future. The recipients of these reports have ever manifested a 
willingness to aid in the collection of information, and much valuable 
data have been obtained through their observation and investigation in 
their respective districts. 
In 1869, a set of blanks, five in number, embracing under appropriate 
headings the class of information desired, were sent by mail and express 
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to persons engaged in mining in various parts of the State, accom-
panied by a letter explaining their objects and uses. Two hundred and 
thirty-four sets of these blanks were dispatched, and these elicited but 
thirty-one replies, though in some cases the returns were comprehensive 
and valuable. 
In 1870, the deep placers of Nevada, Yuba, and Placer Counties were 
visited and described as thoroughly as limited time and means would 
permit. Mr. C. Luckhardt visited San Diego County and Inyo County, 
and much valuable information was gleaned from the returns of the 
United States census marshals. 
During the present year a hasty trip was made through the southern 
mines, the results of which appear in this report, and letters and circu-
lars soliciting information were sent to such mining counties as could 
not be visited by an agent. The following is· a copy of a circular of 
which two hundred copies were dispatched to various addresses in dif-
ferent parts of the State, and to the secretaries of mining companies 
having offices in our principal towns: 
OFFICE U. S. COMMISSIONER MINING STATISTICS, 
37 Park Bow, New York. 
DEAR SIR: Being desirous of collecting for my forthcoming Annual Report on 
Mining Statistics (for 1871) as much trustwort.hy information as possible concerning 
the progress and condition of the mining industry in: California, and being unable, with 
the limited means at my disposal, to examine, either personally or through agents, all 
the districts in the State, I take the liberty of asking your assistance, so far as your 
district is concerned, assuring you that anything you may be willing to do in this 
matter will be considered not only as a contribution to the welfare of the mining inter-
est generall~r, but a]so as an official and personal favor to myself. 
I desire particularly the following information: 
An outline of the history of your district for the past year, with notices of any im-
provements or important works, (such as mills, mining ditches, bed-rock tunnels, &c.,) 
either in progress or in contemplation. 
A general statement of the condition and prospects of quartz, pbcer, and other mines 
in your district. 
'l'he (estimated) product of bullion for your district (or mine) for the year 1871. 
The names, and brief notices, of the principal mines-quartz anu placer-in your 
district. . 
A list of the stamp-mills in your district, with number of stamps, &c. 
A statement of the ruling rates of wages in your district. 
In districts or counties where the principal interest is gravel or hydraulic mining, 
the estimatt:d area of ground (in acres) now being worked, and the extent of the aurif-
erous deposits; a,n estimate of the yield of hydraulic ground, peT cubic yard j a,nd a 
statement of the yield and expense of milling per cubic yard (where stamps are used) 
in centent and gravel claims. 
Superintendents and secretaries of mining companies, and proprietors of mining 
ground, are urgently solicited to fnrnish such details of the operations of f.be companies 
they re]Jresent., for the past year, as may with propriety be made public. 
Unless you otherwise direct, your courtesy will be acknowledged in the report. Per-
sons fumishing information, desiring a copy of my annual report, will be supplied, as 
soon after its issuance as practicable, on application to my agent in San Francisco. 
Please send an early reply to this letter, stating whether I may depend upon yon in , 
the matter, addressing your reply to my assistant! Mr. vV. A. Skidmore, Box 1513, San 
Francisco, Cal., to whom also your notes (in any form that may snit your convenience, 
whether rough and hasty, or written out in fnll) should be sent as early as practicable. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant., 
R. W. RAYMOND, 
U.S. Comm·issione1' Mining Statisiics. 
No more than twenty-four replies were received to this circular, and 
of these more than half were of no value. Without exception, the for-
eign companies operating in California-mostly in gravel-mining-haYe 
neglected to answer the circular or communicate any information, though 
in several cases a second circular was sent, accompanied with a letter. 
Our own large companies have been equally negligent as a general rule. 
Of the circulars addressed to mining secretaries, but one received atten-
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tion, though in many cases I have procured the annual reports of the 
respective companies, when they have been printed. 
On the other hand, some replies have been prepared with care, after 
patient investigation, and contain much valuable data. Of this class is 
the information furnished by Mr. J. Rathgeb, of San Andreas, Calaveras 
County, and by Mr. W. ·M. Eddy, of French Corral, Nevada County. 
The latter gentleman, at my request, instituted a SP-ries of experiments, 
extending over a period of several montl.ts, with a -view of testing- the 
~yield of gravel, and the expense of treatment by mill process, at l!""'l'eneh 
Corr~l. I am also under obligations to Messrs. Cronise and Cross-
man, and to Dr. Henry De root, of San Francisco; also to l\'Ir. Lyman 
Ackley, of Smarts ville, Yuba County, and Mr. E. N. Strout, of Placerville, 
ElDorado County. 
Condition of the m,ining interest.-The business of mining for the precious 
metals has for the past two years made very marked advances throug-h-
out all parts of the Pacific slope. Never within a like period bas thi;-;; 
pursuit so strengthened itself in public confidence, or undergone so 
great territorial expansion. At first regarded with distrust and 
suspicion, it has achieved the favor of capitalists to a large degree, and 
can now enlist their aid more readily than almost any other interest. 
]\fining, instead of being proscribed, as it was at one time, is now not 
only recognized as a legitimate pursuit, but is fairly regarded as entitled 
to precedence over most others. Purged of its follies, and with many 
of its errors corrected by experience, it opens now not only a more profit-
able but a safer field for investment than any other of our leading 
industries. In no other department. of business on the Pacific coast 
have the gains for several years past been so liberal or so certain as in 
this, nor does any other hold out such flattering prospects for large 
profits in the future. Many of the mineral developments made of late 
have been enormous, and successful Never has the business of 
prospecting been pushed so far, nor been attended with such happy 
results, as during the past few years. From Mexico to Alaska important 
discoveries are announced, while the opening np of one rich district 
seems only to point to another still further on in the distant interior. 
StimulatP.d by the aid of modern enterprise, silver-mining is being 
quickened into a new life in our sister republic of :Mexico on the soutll, 
while the latest accounts from the far north speak of valuable minernl 
discoveries having been made in our recently acquired possessions in 
that quarter. 
\Vith all these rich <liseo,~eries and such a large measure of success, 
our mining communities have for several years past been comparatively 
free from those unwholesome excitements that formerly resulted in so much 
mischief and suffering. Exploration has indeed been exceedingly active, 
but, having been prosecuted iu widely remote and opposite directions, 
and having been nearly eYerywhere attended with fortunate results, tlle 
discoveries made in one place ha,~e, to some extent, neutralized the 
effects of those made in another, and thus tended to preserYe the pub-
lic mind in a state of equilibrium and prevent a sudden migration to-
ward any particular locality. Tile hard experience of our miniug popu-
httion has .also, it is to be hoped, had something to do in restraining 
them, during a period signalized by so many important events, fi.'om 
being drawn into one of tlwse precipitate movements that have so often 
heretofore hmTied them away to distant and unremunerative .fields of 
labor. It is also tlle case, that, while mining enterprise has been 
greatl;y stimulated of late, it has not, to such an extent as formerly, 
been rnis<lirecteu or overdone. Very rarely have recent undertakings 
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involving large expenditure been entered upon without calculations 
based on reliable data having first been made, and the whole commit,ted 
for execution to careful and experienced management. It is not the 
custom now to build expensive mills or reduction-works without some-
thing having been first ascertained as to the capacity of the mine whence 
ore~ are expected to be obtained for supplying them. Indeed, a good 
degree of development is insisted upon as a condition-precedent to con-
sidering the question of erecting reduction-works, while in most of our 
large mines extensive deposits are held in reserve, and exploratory la-
bors maintained well in ad ,-ance of extraction. In strong contra~t 
with the unfortunate results of the large enterprises set on foot a 
few years since, are those generally :reached by companies who have 
more recentl.r eng<1ged in quartz and placer mining ou a large scale. 
Then failure was the rule, and success the exception, a condition of 
thiugs which is now almost reversed, more especially in the State of 
C::1lifornia. Parties operating in mining stocks continue, as they ever 
\vill do, to meet with disaster. Corners are made and tlle Yenturesome 
and unwary are caught, a:::; they m-er will be, by their more Yigilant and 
astnte adversaries. Reckless ventures and wild speculation arc as rife as 
ever, bringing fortune to some and discomfiture to others. while certain 
miues are managed, as before, in the interest of selfish rings and combin-
ations. But all tllis has, it is needless to say, no necessary connection 
witll legitimate miniug, which should in. no sense suffer disparagement 
from practices so detrimental to its best interests and so foreigu to its 
objects. 
Ca1.tses of past jail1.we.-A practical miner of many years' experience 
in California and Nevada, in in vestigatin~· the causes of disaster to SD 
many of our mining operations in years past, says failures have often 
been attributeu to the high rates of labor, bnt a critical investigation 
would show t!1at it was to be attributed more frequently to other causes, 
which he thus enumerates: 1st. Too extensive as well as too expensiYe 
machinery on too small developments of positive property. 2d. Too 
· mnch expenditure in corporate associations for speculative purposes, 
and too little for practical mining. 3d. Too small a percentage of metal 
sa.ved after heav,y expenditure for extracting and raising ores. 
In seeking for the cause of many early failures much stress has been 
laid ou tLe defective and careless manipulation of our gold ores-errors 
which, now that attention has been so strongly called to them by the 
press of the State, are rapidly being remedied by experiment and inven-
tion. On this subject I quote the following extracts from a series of 
articles on the "Wastage of the Precious Metals," written for the :Mining 
and Scientific Press by Almal'in B. Paul, of San Francisco: 
The fact that a high percentage of the precious metals is lost in the manipulating 
of ores oy t.he present modes of working, no one for a moment questions; out ·when 
it comes to any special data, out little bus been presented to the pul>lic. Some assert 
their loss to oe only a trifle, while others, who more clm;ely investigate, know it to oe 
greater than it shonld he. Having closely investigated the subject for the past two 
sears, I find the nvcrage loss, especially in California, so great, tllat really I think, if 
there is not more care taken in the lms!Janding of our riches, when extracted from the 
eahh, that the Government should take measures to do so. 
There is au idea that all gold is readily amalgawated, and therefore it is not neces-
sary to be so 11articular; consequently there is au uuwarrantaole degree of carelessness. 
I have lea,rned, by practical working iu ootb gold and silver, that a higher pP-rcentage 
of silver is more readily obtained oy the known system of working for silver than the 
percentage of gold by its most adYanced system, showing that gold milling is far behind 
silver working, altbolwh, as before remarked, gohl is considered so "readily amalga-
mated." Yet to adopt
0
the systems for gold that are used in silver affords no especial 
relief. 
That my readers may have some datn, as a corner-stone, to build their ideas upon, 
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before I go too fa.r in my general observations, I will give a few tests of the many 
which I have made in the lat.t two years, and intersperse with them, as n,(lclitional 
evidence, tests of other parties. And here I would call the reader's especial attentiou 
to the fact of a goodly percentage of silver in all of our California ores; and I will a.lso 
remark that the assay of tailings does not even show what percentage of silver the ores 
may contain, as some may be jn the form of chlorides which move off in the water. 
Bnt to the tests of our gold mining. 
Test No.1. Average yield of ore in mill, $18.60. Wastage after complete washing, 
including concentrating-silver, $3.14; gold, $10.04; total, $13.18. 
TeRt No. 2. Same mill-tailings 350 feet from mill: silver, $3.93; gold, $5.02; total, 
$8.98; showing that a percentage secreted itself in its passage down stream. 
Test No.3. Average yield of 150 tons, $3.50. Assays of tailings carefully sampled: 
silver, $6.28; gold, $13.55; total, $18.83. Silver, $6.28; gold, $8.79; total, $15.07. 
The above bad results were occasioned by the extreme :fineness of the gold. And 
even the above does not show the full wastage. To corroborate this I will give some 
admirable tests made to get at the question of" :float gold." 
A friend of mine, having somewhat similar ideas to my own, concludetl to test the 
qut>stion of float gold as well as he could at the time, and embraced the opportnnity of 
cleaning up the slum from a water-tank for supplying the batter.v, where the water 
was used over and over again in consequence of its scarcity. The ores were worked 
after the usual wet method for gold .ores. The water and pulp ·were first passed 
through a sluice to tailing· bed, 190 feet. The tailings beiug deposited, the water was 
drawn off at the top, :flowing into a well; where it was raised and passed thruugh a 
slnice 120 feet to tank at battery. This is the tank cleaned up. 
'l'be residue was amalgamated in a tub quite rudely, but .with a large body of mer-
cury and chemicals. The result was $33 in silver and $56 in gold, making a total of 
$89 per t1111. It will be observed that there were two chan~es for the metals to precipi-
tate previous to reaching this tank: first, in the tailing reservoir, and second, in the 
welL 
This ":float "-met.al question is further established by a system of tests made by Mr. 
G. McDougal, of Grass VaHey, who very kindly allowed me to extract the same from 
his books of tests. And here let me say that these tests are made from water flowing 
from mills at a point three-fourtha of a mile below the mills. 
Cents. 
1st test of 20 gallons of water gave ................................... _ .... __ . 1. 10 
2d test of 20 gallons of water gave...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 13 
3d test of 20 gallons of water gave ......................... _.. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 95 
4th test of 20 gallons of water gave ........................ __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 83 
5th test of20 gallons of water gave ....... ------ ........... --- .. ----.......... 1. 02 
6th test of20 gallons of water gave.------ .... ---- .... ------ ............ ·----· 1.13 
7th test of ~0 gallons of water gave .................................. __ .. _.... . 97 
8th test of 20 gallons of water gave ........................ _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 12 
9th test of20 gallons of water gave.··--·· .................. ---· .............. 1.07 
lOth test of 20 gallons of water gave...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63 
11th test of20 ga1lons of water gave ----·------ ...... ------ .........•. --·. .... 1. 01 
12th test of 20 gallons of water gave . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90 
Average ...............•..................... , .... - ............ - ..... -. 1. 18 
It was estimated that 576,000 gallons of this "muddy water" :flowed by every 24 
hours, which, according to these tests, contain $339.84. Let us carry this calculation 
a little further. · 
The average amount of ore worked in 24 hours was given as 58 tons. This shows 
that $5.85 per ton "floats," which probably is at least 20 per cent. of the yield. Let us 
run this loss a little furt.her. Suppose the two mills run 250 days in each year, whieh 
is not unreasonable, and we have a yearly loss in " :float gold" alone, to say nothing of 
loss by imperfect pulverization and general wastage, of $84,960 from two single 
mills! 
Extend the test as far as you may, on a smaller or larger scale, and wastage star,es 
one badly in the face at every turn. 
I made a test of 50 pounds of tailings for a party who took them a mile belo·w his ·mill, 
and the return was 55 per cent. of what was his average working. I also made a test 
of three-fourths of a ton, and the result showed the loss in the mill-working to be 63 
per cent. From what attention I have given the subject in actual labor, as well as 
collecting all the data attainable from others, I know that the loss as a vvhole is fully 
50 per cent., and, in the majority of mills, all of 60 per cent. of what the ore contains. 
From these data of loss we must come to the conclusion that gold mining, not only in 
California, but elsewhere on the Pacific slope, as all are operating on about the same 
system, is not up to the point it should be. In fact, so imperfect is it, that it has been 
H. Ex. 211--2 
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said that our gold mining enterprises, as a whole, may be set down as a failure, when 
the question ofpTojit in all is considered. 
One step in advance would be, taking more care. There is too much slashing abont 
in our gold mining. There is euough in silver, but no comparison between tho work-
ing of the two metals. This plan of seeing how much can be pounded up anu rushed 
through every 24 hours, is a false, wasteful, and ruinous system. 
The profit will be found in how well and hovv cheap it can be done. It is in the right 
direction, certainly, to reduce ores expeditiously and cheaply, but not to as expeditiously 
wash cve1'ything away, having an eye more to pounding up the rock than to taking up 
the metal. 
That our gold ores are so readily amalgamated, is one of the ruinous ideas extant. 
The majority of California mint'lrs are, in f~wt, hut little experienced in all the trouble-
some accompaniments of even gold ores, considering that if the rock does not pay, 
it canuot certainly contain it. All, however, admit it to be difficult to extract the gold 
from iron sulphurets, forgettiug that even a small percentage of lead, copper, arsenic, 
or antimony, which is to be found in nearly all the gold ores of California, vitiates the 
mercnry in a little while, rendering it quite inefficient in collecting even the gold that 
otherwise from gravity might be taken up. It is too universal to consider that it is 
only necessary to rig up a set of stamps, apply the power, and let them rip away, 
smashing rocks, to wnsh over blankets and copper plates; and all is done with a stream 
of water to wash the sands off, forgett,ing that it is equally as poteut to wash off the 
smaller particles of gold. 
Some will say, it is all well to talk about loss of metal, hut how can we prove it, and. 
where is the remedy V 
I will tell you how to prove it, bnt each must work out his own remedy. For my 
part, I have worked out the loss by what I consider the remedy-dry amalgamation; bnt 
our subject now is loss, not remedy. 'fo awaken the mind for improvements, and be 
interest,ed in a remedy, miners must first realize their loss. I contend there are seY-
,eral ways of working our gold ores better than t,he one now universally used in California. 
lf you want to get a clear comprehension of your loss, take, say, 5 tons or more, not 
less. Reduce the ore d1'y through say No. 20 wire-cloth screens; mix all thoroughly, 
then spread it out upon a floor about two inches thick. Lay it out in 12-inch squares, 
take a smaller quantity from each square, take samples thus obtained, and again mb:: 
them. Again spread out, say, one inch thick, laid out into 4-inch squares, taking a 
smaller portion from each. R.cduce this sample to powder; if too much for average 
assays, sample again as before. Get 3 or 5 assays from reliable assayers, average the 
.assays. vVork your ore by your mill process; compare the results with assays; and in 
nine cases out of ten every one will find he possesses more riches than he thought, 
.he bad. Any other system of testing is unrehable. Pieces of rock can be bad to 
assay more or less, as you want. To get a,t the value of youe mine, the testing of ton8 
by this mode is the only safe one. 
M1~. Paul further calls the attention of our miners to the existence 
of .a large percentage of silver associated with the gold-bearing quartz: 
That there has been still too great a wastage of precious metal, all admit; not only 
is this in our gold in gold mining, but in the silvm· associated with the gold. This fact 
is not generally understood, as California, miners are not accustomed to getting silver 
with the gold, a thing precluded by their present mode of working. An investigation 
will disclose the fact that nearly all the gold ores of California contain no meager per-
centage of silver. The same may be said of the "gold ores" of other States and 
Territories. By way of illustration the following assays are given: 
Gold. Silver. Total. 
-----------------------------------------------------1-------- ------- -------
Ore from Mariposa County . . . . __ ... _. _ ... __ .. ____ .. ____ . $12 06 
Snlphurets from Washington Mine ............ _........... 81 40 








The yield of Quartz Mountain ran 9 per cent. silver. The ores of all the counties 
of California carry silver, and my experiments show they run from 3 to 50 per cent. 
of the yield. 
The .closer the .concentration from batteries, the higher is the percentage of silver. 
It is time we were investigat,ing more closely, and outgrowing this rushing system of 
mining, and, instead of sluicing our silver and gold down streams, seeking modes of 
working that will produce less wastage. As far as California is concerned, I am satis-
fied that uot more than 40 per cent. of her gold is extracted. The fact is, as before 
expressed, we .are not working for gold or silver, but to crush rock. 
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Mr. Paul's opinions on the condition of the gold are given in the 
following extracts: 
Our present general system of gold mining is based upon the idea that gold is mainly 
coarse, while examination will show that the high percentage is in atoms finer than 
flour itself. In my experiments gold has been taken up so fine that in distilled water 
it would not precipitate in less than from five to ten minutes. Can you save gold of 
this kind by running water down stream~ Again, can you obtain the gold of this 
fineness, without minnte reduction~ Therein lies the secret of high assays before 
working, and small returns after. 
Gold in its mn.trix, according to the highest authorities, is in a metallic condition. 
Such being the case, the first requisite is minute t·ednction, to the .fineness of the gold 
itself, in onler to release it. Gold in quart•-.; of gravity enough to resist the pressure 
of any stream of water is tho exception, and this is the aggregating of finer particles, 
the primary simple condition, in my opinion, being flour or powder of gold. It is the 
flour of gold we must seek to obtain, to get the wealth of our ores. 
In commenting on the disasters that haYe so often oYertaken mining 
enterprises on this coast, too much stress has sometimes been laid upon 
a presumed gross mismanagement, or a willful purpose to defraud. To 
these much of the failure and loss heretofore sustained is undou btedlv 
due; yet it should be recollected that mining for the precious metal~-. 
was a business with which our people were wholly unacquainted at the 
outset. When we embarked in this pursuit, one naturally beset with 
obstables and full of inherent difficulty, we llad everything to prepare 
and everything to learn. Not only so, but we had to make our :first 
trials under circumstances that rendered the mining and metallurgical 
knowledge gained elsewhere of little aYail. The experience obtained in 
the Old World and the rules laid down in the books could not be applied 
here to ad vantage. The high prices of labor, the want of material, the 
character of the ores, the climate, and, in short, all the conditions, were 
so unlike those to which the experts of other countries llad been 
accustomed, that they, of all otl1ers, proved the most inefficient and 
helpless. In attemptiug to adapt .themselves to surroundings so new 
and strange, none found themselves at so great a loss or blundered 
more widely than they. Of all failures, those of our scientific men from · 
abroad were at the first the most signal. Our sins were, therefore, at 
:first, mostly the sins of ignorance, and our errors, the errors of judg-
ment. If, in a few instances, deliberate frauds have been committed, it 
is no more than has happened in the conduct. of many other kinds of 
business not accounted specially difficult or hazardous. Or if it should 
appear that there has been some extravagant and even culpable expendi-
ture incurred on mining account, it may yet be claimed that we ha,Te 
introduced many valuaple improvements into this business, and ad-
vanced it with an energy that more than atone3 for these wasteful 
and unwarranted outlays. It is now generally conceded that we have, 
in the matter of mechanical contrivance, if not also in metallurgical 
skill, advanced this industry in all its branches far beyond the point 
where we found it, and even beyond its present status in almost any 
other country. In the adaptation of means for washing auriferous 
earth, in the use of hydraulic power, in our ore-crushing machinery, our 
roasting-furnaces, our concentrators and amalgamators, and in much 
of our other milling-apparatus and appliances, we can point to improve-
ments that leave us without a rival elsewhere. Both as regards the 
exploitation of the mines and the beneficiating of the ores, we can 
justly claim to have reached as great perfection as any other nation in 
the world, having contribute9. our full quota towards the wonderful 
advancement that this branch of mining has undergone during the past 
quarter of a century. 
Present ancl prospeatit'e prod,uction.-With so much progress made and 
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so large an aggregate of improvements effected, a large and profitable 
production of bullion has ensued, leading to heavy investments in min-
ing properties on both home and foreign account, and to an unwonted 
activity in every department of this industry. The yield of the precious 
metals for the entire coast has, of course, been greatly curtailed in con-
sequence of the restricted amount of rain that has fallen for the past 
two years; the effect of which bas proved more disastrous to the mining 
interest of California than of any other portion of the Pacific slope, as 
we have here many quartz mills dependent on water for their propulsive 
power, ·while placer washing constitutes, in favorable seasons, our most 
prolific source of gold production. But despite this serious interference 
the California yield for the current year is probably $20,000,000, a sum 
that would, with the ordinary supply of water, have been increased 
fully one-fourth. Owing to the introduction of improved machinery and 
modes of washing, as well as to the employment of more efficient metal-
lurgical processes and labor-sa·ving contrivances, the profit margin is 
being steadily enlarged in mining operations even while working a lower 
grade of material; much auriferous gravel being now washed and ore 
milled with satisfactory gains that would not a few years ago have paid 
working expenses. Hence the maintenance of such a big·h rate of pro-
duction in the face of a drought almost unexampled for its long cnntin-
uance and severity. During the prevalence of the drought our hydraulic 
and placer miners have been engaged in the extraction and accumula-
tion of dirt; and in running deep-drainage tunnels, until they have now 
large quantities on band, ready for washing as soon as the rainy season 
will permit. As we have now bad three dry years in succession, we may 
safely count on the incoming winter being a wet one, affording the wait-
ing miner a.U the water that his needs require. Should this prove to be 
the case, a heavy yield of gold will be speedily gathered, insuring 
for next year a larger product than bas been realized in California for 
several years past.* Indeed, a heavy annual increase of bullion in this 
· State may be calculated upon for an indefinite period to come, in view of 
the impulse lately given to mining enterprise through the liberal invest-
ments of capital and other assistance brought to its aid. In the con-
struction of capacious hydraulic works, looking to vastly increased 
supplies of water, in the extensive opening up of the old river-channels 
and gravel-banks and in the erection of many large m_ills and reduction 
works, to say nothing of the favorable developments being everywhere 
made in our mines, we have ample assurance,of the largely augmented 
production that awaits us in the future. There is good authority for 
believing that with the usual supply of water the yield of the California 
mines alone would be increased $500,000 per month. With all the 
water available for that purpose introduced into the mines at the head 
of the State Creek Basin, Sierra County, it is computed that two million 
dollars could be annually taken from that locality more than it affords 
at present. With the Von Schmidt ditch completed according to the 
original plan referred to elsewhere in this report, the gold-producing 
capacity of the country to be supplied by it, already one of the most 
prolific in the State, would at once be more than doubled. In El Dorado 
County the Oalifornia Water Corn pany are constructing a system of 
ditches and reservoirs which will furnish from 30,000 to 45,000 inches 
of water, miners' measurement, and open a large section of gravel country 
hitherto untouched or worked only on a small scale; while at Parks Bar in 
*Since writing the above my anticipations have been more than realized, as the rain-
fall for December has been almost unprecedented, giving promise of a year of abundance 
to both the miner and the agriculturist. 
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Yuba County, and at Indian Bar, (IJa Grange,) Stanislaus County, exten-
sive water-ditches will supply large tracts of undeveloped ground of great 
promise. In like manner, many other great hydrau1i~ works pro-
jected will, when they come to be finished, contribute, more or less, to-
wards swelling the aggregate bullion product of the State; and as several 
of them are already well advanced, with the prospect of being carried 
to an early completion, we may hope to soon enjoy the benefits of their 
co-operation in stimulating our mines to a more free production. 
Investments of capital.-During the past two or three years invest-
ments on mining account have been liberal beyond precedent, a great 
number of valuable properties having been purchased, the most of them 
with a view to the early inauguration of practical operations upon them. 
Much of this capital has been drawn from abroad, the English public 
having been very active in promoting mining enterprises throughout all 
parts of our Pacific States and Territories. California, Nevada, and 
Utah have come in for the greater sllare of these investments, though 
some of limited extent have been made in Idaho and Moutana. The 
aggregate amount of foreign investments made during this time is vari-
ously estimated as ranging between fifteen and twenty millions of dol-
lars. Many of these investments have been made with care, and are 
likely to prove both safe and profitable. In purchasing properties of 
this kind much circumspection has latterly been observed, only such 
being negotiated for as have been somewhat developed, and these being 
accepted only on the approval of competent experts, based on thorough 
and careful examination. It bas occasionally happened that shares 
in these mines have been forced up in the market abroad to :figures 
that there was nothing in their condition or prospects to justify. It 
e1nnot reasonably be expected that the stocks of mines, however 
good, should appreciate three or four hundred per cent. in the course 
of a few months and be able to maintain themselves permanently at 
this advance. English promoters have made the further mistake of 
exacting an inordinate commission for their services, necessitating the 
holders of mines to stock them at extravagant :figures. But with all 
these errors and mishaps, many of the investments made in our mines 
on foreign account cannot be considered otherwise than fortunate, 
encouraging the hope that they will be continued and even largely in-
creased in the future. 
Our mines have also of late grown much in favor with home investors, 
it having become evident to all that we cannot longer neglect their de-
velopment if we expect to enjoy a rapid increase of material wealth 
hereafter. The experience of the past two years has demonstrated the 
fallacy of relying upon our agricultural resources alone if we hope to 
insure for our people an uninterrupted prosperity; while the fact that 
able-bodied men can at all times command from $.2.50 to $3.50 per day 
in the mines, shows. the impossil>ility of our being able to build up for 
the present any very extended mechanical or manufacturing industries 
on this coast. With these wages prevailing, it is obvious that we cannot 
successfully compete with the low-priced labor of the Eastern States, 
except in making a few bulky articles, into the manufacture of which 
our own raw material largely enters. Satisfied of this, there is a grow-
ing disposition on the part of the working classes to engage in mining 
pursuits, causing domestic capital to incline strongly in the same direc-
tion. 
Recent operations and improvernents.-The great extent and the costly 
character of many of the projects undertaken constitute a notable fea-
ture in the late history of mining enterprise on this side the continent. 
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Nearly all operations and improvements are now planned and carried 
forward on a large scale, it having become apparent that by this method 
great gains and economies could be effected. In fact, the altered con-
ditions under which the business of mining must now be prosecuted, have 
made this necessary. The superficial placers in which men without 
capital could once earn fair wages, ha\e now become in most places so 
much impoverished that they can no longer be worked with profit, with-
out a large expenditure first incurred in fitting them up with the requi-
, site apparatus and supplying tllem with water. With these furnished, 
they can still be worked with remunerative results, and very often with 
large gains. There also remains a great extent of rich deposits deeply 
buried in the beds of the pliocene rivers, with vast banks of auriferous 
gravel, some of them several hundred feet deep, all of which, though 
useless to the man without means, can, with the aid of capital, be made 
to yield u~ their treasures with profit. To 'vork this class of mines to 
advantage it becomes necessary that a large area of ground should be 
secured; to which eud the titles to individual claims are first extin-
guished when they are aggregated in large masses, for which a United 
States patent is, in most cases, afterward procured. Some of these min-
ing estates now cover an area of several hundred, and occasionally as 
much as a thousand acres, (in one case, at North Bloomfield, Nevada 
County, 1,535 acres,) insuring a sufficiency of ground for carrying on 
extended operations for many years to come. In like manner, where 
vein-mining is to be engaged in, it has become the custom, at least with 
the more sagacious anu provident class of operators, to make sure of 
several different lodes, or of a larger portion of some one lode than was 
formerly the practice. So, too, in the erection of quartz-mills and reduc-
tion-works, in the projection of ditches and reservoirs, in rigging up 
hydraulic apparatus, and in exploring the ancient river-channelR, every-
thing is conducted on a scale that causes most former works of the kind 
to sink into seemingly dwarfish proportions. These formidable and ex-
pensive undertakings, while they give promise of early additions to the 
product of our mines, indicate, at the same time, the confidence reposed 
in their permanency by a class of men distinguished for practical 
wisdom. Of the quartz-crushing mills lately built, the majority have 
been of large capacity, many of them carrying from twenty to forty, and 
in a few cases as high as sixty stamps. The erection of several sixty-
stamp mills is now in contemplation, and it seems probable that those 
hereafter constructed will generally be of large size. In the districts 
where the ores require reduction by smeJtiug, larger furnaces will be 
substituted for the rude and limited works used for pioneer purposes, 
these having in some instances already been replaced by others of more 
perfect patterns and increased capacit,y. We have already in San 
Francisco 011e of the most complete and capacious smelting establish-
ments in the United States, and this is now undergoing extensive en-
largement and improvement. A recent number of the California Mail 
Bag says of this enterprise: 
Very few persons in our midst have any correct idea of the magnitude of the Selby 
Smelt.ing vYorks, the extent of their capacity, or the positive benefit the.v are to tbis 
Sta.tc and city. For some time large quantities of certain qres were shipped. from 
Nevada aucl other interior mines to Newark, New Jersey, for reduction; and tbe bullion 
so obtained never again found its way back to our markets, being exchanged for various 
articles of merchandise which interfered with the transactions of our own business 
community. It was soon discovered, however, that such shipments of ore were unprofit-
able, and that infinitely greater facilities existed in the immediate neighborhood of the 
mines, with a conesponding economy of expense for freight, interest, and insurance, 
and much quicker retnrns of extracted bullion. So rapid has been the development of 
this comparatively new industry, that although the Selby Smelting Works contaiued 
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twenty-five large furnaces, which were kept in constant operation, at the commence-
ment of the present year it has been found necessary to increase the Imn11Jer an<l 
tnlargc tl10 capacity uy making costly additions to the estaulislunent. There are fonr 
1ifty-vara lots to uo fille<1 in up to deep water, and these will be covered completely 
1vith the requisite unildin6s, the work being a1rcad~" under active headway. A large 
• coffer-dam i:::; to be sunk at the ontPr extremity of the 1vorks in deep water, a]}(l excava-
tions will be nuu1e uutil the bed-rock of the bay is reached, when a huge chimney wlll 
h ~ · erected on it, and uprear its loft;r, smoking top from out the \Yaters far abo\·e all 
hmTomHliug ohjects. The works arc alrea<l,v tho most cxteusivo in the United StateR, 
lmt with the ad<htious will probably equal any h10\\-n. At present t50mcthiug lih.1 
~.:G,OOO tons of pig-lea<l arc amma11J" imported into tho United States; lmt <lnriug thl' 
ttnTt·nt y<'ar the t\elby \Yorks 'viH supply nearly one-third of the ·whole mnonut, and 
it is coniideutly expected tbat in Jive years more they will furnish cuongh to ~:'lop all 
1·eqnirement from abroad. No lef::S than :~50 tons are under constant. treatment, aml 
this larg(' amount will be increaRed to 500 tons before the close of tliC pre:::;ent :,·ear. 
'I he lead product of these works is admittc<l to be eqnal to :my otber in the Union; am1 
large orders ha YO been receiYed fn.m New York, for tliO purpose of conv<'rting t l1e mei al 
into white-lead superior to an:.1 uow made. The working force cousi~ts of l;jO men, 
did<1et.1 into hvo gangs, GG bclng employed all day ant1 65 all night. Thtso 1wople 
receive liberal wageR, and have steady employment tho year round. The 11i1i'crence in 
freight between Nevada and Newark aml Nevada awl San Francisco is something lil·e 
~. :~4 p<>r ton in faYor of tl.Je last-nan1cd place, "·bile considerable gain is realized in the 
greater (1niclmcss with which returns are made, involving a FlaYing of interest aml 
insurance. Apart from the ge~1eral brnefit conferred by the cxisteuce of t;O great nu 
industry and tho home development of domt'Stie resources, a direct ad vantage is obtained 
by om· mercautile and trading community, whicli reflects upon all other classes. 
Some of the hydraulic working, in this State, though -carried on mostly 
oy single indiYiduals or small com-;,mnies, are really enterprises of grPat 
ruaguitu<le, apart from tlle costly ditches built for conducting water 
upon them. Our system of water-works, witll their extensive canals, 
high re~en·oirs 7 dams, flumes, and irou aqueducts, has long constituted 
a leading feature in the internal illlproyernents of California. 
Principal hy£lraulic cnterprises.-Btanding at the lH•a<l of this category 
\Ye lmYC the gigantic sclwme of Colonel J. vV. You Sclunidt, proposing 
to take the \Yater from Lake Tahoe, an<l, carrying it through the Sierra. 
Nenula l>y a. tunnel nearly four miles iu length, conduct it thence into 
the mining regions lying adjacent to Bear RiYer and the north and mid-
dle forks of the American aud tlwir seYeral tributaries, bringing a. por-
tion of it ou to San Francisco, distant nearly three hundred miles from 
the point of diver.'ion on the Truckee Hi\·er, tlw outlet of Lake Tahoe. 
Sacramento, Vallejo, Oakland, aud other citie~ along the route of tile 
main aqueduct, are also to be supplied with water. The construction of 
this \York, with its many proposed ramifications, will require two or 
three years, and inYolve an expenditure of several million dollars. 
That portion of the scheme looking to the gathering up of the waters 
west of the Sierra. has already been acti\ely entered upon, the locating 
surveys have been finished, the dam across tlle Truckee is in process of 
erection, and nearly all other vreliminary lal)Or completed. The pro-
jector of this enterprise has himself invented au ingenious and what 
promises to prove an effective drilling-maclline, described briefly in the 
report for 1871. Oue of these is now being built with a. Yiew to its early 
employment on the great tunnel tllrough the Sierra. From his well-
known skill and euergy, and his fertility of resonrce, it is belim·ed that 
Colonel Von Sehmi<lt will soon commence the work of penetrating the 
mounta~u, and tllat he will push the whole to a. speedy and successful 
rondnswn. 
Next in order, and second only in importance to the great work of 
Colonel Vou Schmidt, is the enterprise now being carried forward by 
the California \Vater Compally, an association lately organized in San 
li'raucisco, with a capital of $10,000,000, for the purpose of engaging in the 
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business of' mining, dealing in agricultural and timber lands, and of 
\urnishing water for mining and domestic uses at such points as it 
may be required along the route of their canals. The following 
extract from the Quar~erly Mining Heview, contained in a late issue of 
the San Franci~co Commercial Herald, describes the operations, the • 
character of the property secured, and the oujects proposed to be 
accomplished b.v this company. 
"'l'hey have," says the Herald, "located, by right of disco,Tery, 
obtained b.v purchase and grant, and taken possession of twenty-four 
lakes, varying in extent from one hundred to two thousand acres each, 
situated in the Sierra Nevada Mountains, in ElDorado County, at an 
elevation of from three to five thousand feet above the sea. These 
lakes are fed by streams from mountain peaks and gorges of perpetual 
snow, and are capable of furnishing a constant stream of 40,000 inches 
of water of the purest kind. From these lakes run the Big and Little 
Rubicon Rivers and other streams tributarv to the Middle Fork of the 
American River, which have also been clai~ed and taken possession of, 
according to law. These are all very favorabl.v situated in the high 
Sierras, and constitute one of the most convenient, perfect, and valu-
able water-rights in C~Llifornia. The facilities for constructing dams at 
the outlets of these lakes and on the streams are great, admitting of 
these natural reservoirs being increased to an unlimited extent, while 
the reservoirs that are to be constructed in connection with the work, 
and which are to be filled with the waste water of winter, will furnish 
an ample supply for an entire year. 
"The company has also obtained possession of several thousand acres 
of valuable mining ground in the region to be supplied by water, and of 
a large area of timber and agricultural lands in the same section, being 
the choice selections of near two hundred thousand acres of Government 
and railroad lands within the limits of the field of operations; and all 
of which can be purchased at from $1 to $2.50 per acre. The country 
is heavily timbered with pine, spruce, cedar, oak, &c. The soil is gen-
erally fertile, and is well adapted to cultivation of the various products 
suited to the different stages of elevation, the lower portion embracing 
some of the best fruit and wine-producing country in the State. 
"The region to be supplied with water comprises an area of from five 
to twenty miles in width and fifty in length, containing numerous towns 
and mining camps, creating a demand for from ten to twenty thousand 
inches, at a price of ten cents per inch for ten hours' use, independent 
of the large amount needed by the company in working its own mines. 
'"Aside from the amount used in the mines, a vast quantity would be 
required for irrigation. Nearly all the cities mentioned would, it is cal-
culated, take more or less 'Yater~ Sacramento alone being counted upon 
for a net annual revenue of $50.000. 
"~rhe distance from the lakes in the Sierra Nevada to Sacramento is 
about seventy-five miles, and the total ditch and length of pipe to con-
duct the water to the various mining camps and the city would cost, 
probably, $250,000. With it no further extended the sale of water 
would return the whole outlay in a very few years, with the cbauces of 
constantly increasing sales in the future. But the great amount of 
water owned by the company will justify- far more extended works. It 
is sufficient in quantity, and in such commanding position, as to supply 
the greater portion of the mining and agricultural wants of El Dorado, 
Amador, and Sacramento Counties, and, crqssing the Sacramento Hiver, 
can, if necessary, be carried to the cities of Vallejo, Oakland, San Jose, 
and San Francisco." 
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Apart from these more extensive ~nd costly projects, a number of 
works of less magnitude have been commenced, and some of them well 
ad \' anced for supplying the mines with water in different parts of the 
State. A ditch of considerable magnitude was completed last summer 
on the Klamath, carrying water upon a number of high bars along that 
stream, and giving profitable employment to several hundred men who 
were before iUle. A San Franeisco company are pushing forward a 
large ditch in Tuolumne County, designed to furnish water to the 
extensive gravel deposits abont La Grange, very little of which could 
heretofore be worked for want of water. Several important enterprises 
of this kind are also in progress in Yuba, Butte, and adjoining counties, 
besides numerous works, some of them of immense capacity, intended 
to carry water upon the great plains of the interior for irrigating pur-
poses. 
Already most of the large sources of water supply, of which there are 
many in the lakes and in the streams having their spring in the Sierra 
Nevada Mountains, have been utilized a:qd it will not be long before all of 
tllem will be made practically available. When this shall come to pass 
there will be presented such a system of aqueducts leading down the 
slopes of the Great Snowy Range and across the foot-hills and the broad 
valleys at its base, as will have no parallel elsewhere in the world. 
Even now our hydraulic works are a credit to our young State, many 
millions of dollars having been expended and some masterly engineering 
displayed in their construction. As forming a part of this system, it will 
ultimately become necessary to build many large reservoirs, at points 
naturally adapted to the purpose, for collecting the surplus waters 
afforded at high stages of the mountain streams, and tllence distributing 
them as required by the wants of the miners during the dry season. 
These artificial repositories can, in many localities where there are already 
small lakes and natural basins, be easily constructed, nothing more 
being required than building a dam at their outlets. In this manner 
an immense body of water can, in many cases, be easily retained during 
tlie season of floods, equalizing the supply and keeping it up throughout 
the entire :year. In view of future demands for water these franchises 
must come in time to yield large revenues and rank among the most de-
sirable properties in the State. 
Encouraging dr,veloprnents, new discoveries, &c.-During the past year, 
work bas been recommenced on many of the mines in this State upon 
which it had, for various reasons, been discontinued. In nearly all 
these cases the results since obtained have been satisfactory, showing 
that the former stoppage was not caused by want of merit in the mines. 
All thro·...tgh the interior counties old and often-abandoned claims 
have been re-opened and idle mills started up and operated with success, 
raising the presumption that many others now neglected would, in like 
manner, warrant a resumption of operations upon them. 
A large class of mining claims~ too, that had for years struggled along, 
bPxely able to sustain themselves, are now, with cheapened material, 
more reliable labor, and improved modes of working, yielding fair and 
often munificent returns. Among other properties that haYe long been 
slumbering, but are soon to be resuscitated, is the famous Union copper 
mine, in Calaveras County, which, with the advantages of railroad trans-
portation, it is believed can now be worked with profit. 
Among what may justly be ranked as new discoveries is a description 
of gold-bearing deposits denOlJlinatecl "Seam Diggings," and which, ac-
cording to a statement recently published in the Commercial llerald, have 
been brought into notice through the late explorations prosecuted. in the 
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service of the California Water Company, a considerable extent of them 
having been found along the line of their new works on the divide be-
tween the South and Middle Forks of the American River, in ElDorado 
County. The formation, here covering a large por~:ion of t\vo entire 
townships traversed by the company's canal, consists of a soft, easily 
disintegrated slate, permeated by innumerable small seams of quartz. 
IVIany of these seams are rich in free gold, and having become thoroughly 
decomposed through chemical and elemental action, the metal Las been 
liberated from its matrix, and they, together with the inclosing slates, 
can now be readily torn down and washed away by the hsdraulic pro-
cess. Some of these slates have already been successfully worked in 
this manner, the only hinderance to their extensive development haying 
been the want of water. With the quantity that the California Com-
pany's ditch will be able to supply, they will hereafter be worked on an 
extensive scale, and, no doubt, with large profit; aud as similar de-
posits are known to exist in other · portions of the State, and so many 
new water projects are now under way, there is little question hut they 
will add materially to the future prodnct of our California placers. 
In the course of the explorations recently carried on in our old river-
beds and other of our deep-lying placers, it has, in many places, been 
found that, beneath what was generally mistaken for t~he bed-rock, there 
is another, and sometimes more than one rich, gold-bearing layer of 
gravel, adding a novel and valuable feature to these deposits. So im-
portant have these lower strata proved that they will cause more care-
ful examinations to be made of the apparent bottoms of these auriferous 
channels hereafter. 
Large yields, strikes, nuggets, etc.-In the month ·of August, 1871, a 
piece of nearly pure gold, weighing G4 pounds, was reported by the 
local press to have been taken from a claim on St. Charles Hill, near· 
the llead of Fiddle Creek, Sierra County. This report lacks confirma-
tion, and tile story is generally considered exaggerated if not apocry-
phal. 
In September a nugget worth $6,000 was taken from the claim of 
Bunker & Co., in the State of Oregon. 
A man name<l Fields in October last took from his claim on Kanaka 
Creek, N eva<la County, a piece of quartz gold, weighing 96 ounces, and 
valued at $1,500. The same man took from his claim in one day 18 
ounces. 
A party of Chinamen mining in Placer County, in dealing with a 
trader near their camp the past summer, frequently paid for goods ob-
tained of him with chunks of pure gold, evidently cut off from a larger 
piece, concerning the size of which or the locality where it \vas obtained 
nothing could be learned; though from the reticence of the parties hav-
ing it in possession it was generally supposed they had pilfered it from 
some white man's claim. 
Occasionally some exceedingly rich strikes have been made dnring the 
past yearuoth in vein and placer mining, thecleau-upsin the mills and hy-
draulic washings having in some instances never been surpassed. At 
several points chispas of large value have been picked up in supposed 
worked- out claims and lleaps of tailings. 
Hctt'e we diamonds in Gal'ifornia ?-The question of the existence of 
precious stones in California in paying quantities is one which is still 
in doubt. In various parts of the State agates, carnelian, and the 
stones of lesser value abound. Near Mokelumne Hill, in Calaveras 
County, in a strata of an ancient channel, opals are found in large quan-
tities, but of inferior quality. In El Dorado County diamonds have 
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been found at intervals, but no systematic Rearch has been made for 
them. lVIr. W. A. Goodyear, one of the assistants of the State Geolog-
ical Survey, thus writes to the J!lacerville Democrat concerning the ex-
istence of diamonds in the gravel beds of .ElDorado County: 
One other point which may be noted as being of some little interest to the miners, 
as a matter of curiosity if nothing more, although it is no new thing, is the occasional 
finding of diamonus in the auriferous gnwel. From all that I have been able to learn, 
it appears that not less than ten or twelve diamonds have probably been found within 
tour or five miles of this town. And I have no donbt that many more have been picked 
up and looked at and thrown away, the finders not kuo\ving what they were. Duriug 
my stay in ElDorado County I have seen and recognized two of these diamond:,;, both 
of which were in the hands of people who did not know what t.hey \\·ere, but Yv·ho had 
simply saved them ns little curiosities on account of their appearance and peculiar 
shape. For the benefit of those who are not familiar with the stone, it may be stated 
here that tllis peculiar shape of the diamond is one of the easiest :md most characteris-
tic features by which it may be recognized. The commonest shape of the diamond in 
this country is that of a solid or crystal having twenty-four triangular faces. And 
another remark:1 ble and easily distinguished peculiarity is that these faces, instead of 
being perfectly flat, as is generally the case with the faces of quartz and otber crystals, 
are very often currecl, the center of each face being a little higher than the surface 
toward tbe edges. The diamond, more~~er, is cxtrmncly hard, and scratches quartz 
with the greatest ease. If, therefore, any one finds a little white or yellowish white 
crystal with twenty-fonr of these curvetl triangnlar faces, and if on trying it carefully 
with a cr,ystnl of pure quartz, he finds that it easily scratches the quartz without show-
ing the least abrasion itself, he may be tolerably sure that be has a diamond. I 'voulcl 
not recorumeml any one to institute a special hunt for diamonds, since at best they are 
not remnrkably plenty. Bnt it does no harm and takes no time to keep one e;ye 
upon tbe contents of the pan while engaged in cleaning up sluices, batteries, &c., in 
working t,he gravel, and though it may not pay to hunt for diamonds, ;)ret it always 
pays to pick them up when yotf do happen to see them. 
The State Geological 8-urvey.-Tbe legisl;lture of 1860 passed an act 
appointirrg Prof. J. D. Whitney State geologist, and authorizing him to 
make au accurate and complete geological survey of the State. Prof. 
Whitney was engaged at the time his commission reached him in mak-
ing a survey of the lead and copper region of the northwestern States 
under authority of the legislature ofvViseonsiu. Having accomplished 
this duty he departed for the new scenes of his labor awl anived in 
California during the latter part of the year 1860, since which time he 
has been engaged, with the aiel of accomplished and energetic assist-
ants, in making a thorough geological examination of the State, inter-
rupted, however, from tiwe to time, by reason of the failure of the legis-
lature to continue the necessary appropriations for the work. 
The result of his labors up to the present time bas been the publica-
tion of a volume on general g·eology embodying the results of a prelimi-
nary reconnaissance of the State, published in 1865; two volumes on 
paleontology; and several maps illustrat,ing the geology and topography 
of the central portions of the State, showing the area and extent of the 
auriferous deposit, the course of the pliocene rivers, and the course and 
flow of the la\1a streams which in the higher Sierra have filled tlie an-
cient rivers. Two more volumes on economical geology and mining are 
now prepared and ready for press, and their early issue will depend on 
the action of the legislature of 1871-'72, which will be called upon to 
make the necessary appropriations for their publication. 
The following extracts are from the biennial report of Prof. Whitney 
to the legislature of 1871-'72: 
Immediately after being placed in possession of means for continuing the survey, I 
began to make preparations for a more detailed survey and examinatioJl of the most 
important miuing region of the State, namely, the western slope of the Sierra NeYacla., 
between Mariposa and Plumas Counties. There seems to be abundant reason why 
tbis part of the State shonlcl be workecl up with great care, both from a geological and 
a topograpllical point of view; and, as it is impossible to have a detailed knowledge 
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of the geology except on a basis of accurate geography, I long since commenced gath-
ering our materials into shape with the idea eventually of publishing a map of the mining 
counties. Such a map has been partly prepared, aud will be submitted to the legisla-
ture, in order that they may have the means of judging for themselves whether the 
completion and publication of this piece of our work may be advisable. The already 
warmly expressed wishes of many persons interested in mining throughout the State 
seem to me to point very clearly in that direction. The map, as now prepared, is 
about six and a half feet by four in dimensions, and covers an area of about nine 
thousand square runes, extending from Stanislaus County on the south to Plnmas 
County on the north. I propose, however, to extend it in both directions, so that it 
may be published in four sheets, each reaching across the Sierra from foot-hills to sum-
mit, and so arranged that the sheets may be had separately, or the whole combine(l 
together into one map. 
Immediately after the resumption of the survey, the services of Mr. Amos Bowman 
were engaged, and he was directed to begin a minutely detailed exploration of the 
mining belt of the Sierra, with the especial object in view, however, of collecting all 
the data necessary for a fnll report on the gravel deposits worked by the hydraulic 
process. Mr. Bowman took the field in April, 1870, Mr. W. H. Pettee joining him in 
July, and these gentlemen spent nearly all the remainder of the year in working out 
the geology and mapping the detaile(l topography between the YulJa mHl American 
Rivers. In the mean time Mr. \V. A. Goodyear commenced on the detailed survey of 
the mining belt of the Sierra, lying to the south.. of the North Fork of the American River, 
and continued in the field until driven out oy the inclemency of the season, having 
reached a point as far south as Sutter Creek, Amador County. 
In the prosecntion of this work a large amount of valna•hle information has already 
been collected, both of a geographical and geological character. It is confidently ex-
pected that the final elaboration l•f all our materials, with the accompanying maps and 
sections, will exhibit the phenomena of the gravel deposits of the Sierra, in regard 
to which there has been so much discussion an(l such a multiplicity of opinions, 
in a new light, and that many difficulties which have hitherto perplexed the 
miners will be solved. It is my desire that this work shonlLl be continuously and 
vigorously prosecuted, until a full and detailed map of the whole westeru slope of the 
Sierra has been prepared, accompanied b~7 a correspoll(Ung report. This, it is expected, 
can be accomplished dnring the next season, if the pecnuiary means arc forthcoming, 
the map and report being completed during the following winter. 
Tho question how and when the geological portion of the survey reports shall be 
published is one that has been mw~h considered; but in the prevailing uncertainty in 
regard to the moods of the legislature, aml the amount which is to be expendell on the 
survey, it ltas been found impossible to answer it. Some persons have lJeen so unrea-
soualJle as to expect a geological map of the State before a geographical one w~ls or 
could be got ready. As fast as the sheets of the Contra,] California map arc engraved 
we shall color the geology upon them, and we shall do the same with tlle map of the 
whole State, which will probably be colored in time to be exhibited to the next legis-
lature, during the coming winter, (1871-'72.) As soon as the maps are Toady, it will be 
time to prepare for the publication of the geological Yolume to accompany them. The 
engraving of the sections necessary for this volume should also be begun as soon as 
possible. lt is my impression that the geological part of our work can, by condensation 
and the use of small t.ype, be compressed into t\YO volumes, with an accompanying atlas 
of maps, sections, and other illustrations. It also seems, at present, as if the !Jest divis-
ion of the two volumes would be to allot the general geology to one and the economi-
cal geology to the other. In that case tho first one would contain a systematic !lescrip-
tion of the geology of California, arranged in chronological order of the formations; 
"\vhile the other would be devoted toadiscussionofthe character, mode of occurrence, and 
value of the useful mineral and metallic combinations which t.hcy contain. One volume 
would be for the use of the scientific and general public; the other for those especially 
engaged in developing our mineral resources. 
The labors of the State Geological Survey have now reached a point 
where many practical advantages may be expected to follow the publi-
cation of tbe results of their investigation relative to the gravel <lepo8its, 
their extent and moue of occurrence, and the causes of their distribution. 
[n this inYestigat.ion, the history of past and present work in the mining 
region has been carefully prepared, and is chiefly Yaluable as au aid in 
estimating the extent an<l value of the undeveloped ground which yet 
remains. The sunrey has already more than paid for the sums of money 
expended in its pro~ecution, by reYealing to tLe world the almost inex-
haustible extent of our mineral wealth. Capital has thereby been 
attracteu, and universal confi<lence in our resources prevails. It is to 
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be hoped that this useful work ma.y not be stopped at this time, when 
·we are about to reap the reward of the patient and careful labors of 
Prof. Whitney and his assistants . 
. Meteorology of Californict.-The meteorology of California has an im-
portant bearing on the general prosperity of the State, as well in its 
relations to the mining interest as to that of our agricultural prosperity. 
In future the subject will have a still greater interest on account of its 
relations to gold production, in consequence of the numerous great 
undertakings projected or under way for controlling the waters of the 
State and economizing them for mining and agricultural purposes, and 
the extensive development of our unworked gravel deposits, which so 
largely depend for success on copious and regular rains. 
The subject bas received careful attention for years past on the part of a 
few scientific gentlemen, who have, from time to time, published the results 
of their observations for the benefit of the community. Among these 
are Dr. T. M. Logan, of Sacramento, anct Mr. Thomas Tennent, of San 
Francisco, whO", for over twenty years, have kept accurate record of the 
rain-fall at those places. Recently the Government bas established 
branches of its Signal Service Department at various points on the · 
Pacific coast, and their records and observations will, in future, prove 
of great utility to the miner and the farmer, as well as a benefit to 
science at large. • 
I select for publication the table of Dr. Logan, which I prefer because 
his observations are made in the central portions of the State, and in 
closer proximity to the mining region than those of other observers. 
Rain table for Saeramento,prepare(l by T. M. _Logurl, JJJ. D., aJTCtli()Cd accorc~i1lfJ to lhc sca8ons, sho1l'ing the amount in incbes of mch month, during twenty-three 
years, ancljor each rawy season; also the mean qucwhty for erery month, and the mean wnwal amount of 1·aiu. 
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The records of the rain-fall of the State differ greatly in various local-
ities, depending on the topography of the country. In San Francisco 
and in the coast counties it appears to be about _twenty per cent. more 
than in the great valleys of the Sacramento and San Joaquin. In 
Nevada City, at an elevation of about 2,500 feet above sea-level, the fall 
of rain bas been more than double that of the valleys. Higher np in the 
Sierras deep snows fall, which do not melt until late in the summer, when 
they furnish in a wet year the supplies of water necessary to hydraulic 
operations and quartz mining. 
It will lJe observed that during the past three years (1868, '6!J, '70,) 
the aggregate rain-fall has been only 38.68 inches, which is but little 
more than tlmt of many single years, and much less than fell in any 
other turee consecutive years since tbe settlement of California by the 
Americans. The consequence has been a material diminution of the 
gold product in the face of a greater amount of development and explo-
ration. Hydraulic operations have been almost suspended, and even the 
quartz-mills bave been obliged to shut down or run at half their capac-
ity for want of water. 
The present season, however, bas opened auspiciously, and promises 
to equal our best years in the supply of water. 'rhe rain-fall for the 
first three months of the sea~;:;on, up to end of December, bas reached 
12.02 inches at Sacramento. It is now believed the fall for the season, 
October, 1871, to .May, 1872, will reach thirty-six inches. 
The following table prepared by Mr. F. B. Pilling, of the United 
States Signal Service Corps of San Francisco, will show the distribution 
of the rain-fall for December, 1871. It will be observed by comparison 
with Dr. Logan's table, -that rain-fall at San Francisco was 3.77 inches 
in excess of that of Sacramento for same period. 
Tctblc showing daily and rnonthly mean of baTomefeT ancl therrnometer, and arnount of ?'ain-fall 
for the rnonth of Decernber, 1871. 
Date. 
December 1. _. ------- __ -·---- ________ -------. _ ... _ .. __ .. _______ . __ 
December 2 . _. ______ .. ___ . _ ..... __ . _ .... _ . __ .. _ ...... _ . __ ...... _ .. 
December :J. ________ .. __ . ·--- __ .... ·--- ___________ .... _ .... _ ... _ .. 
December 4 . __ .. __ . ___ . ___ ... __ .•.. _ .. __ ... ____ . __ . _ ... __ .•. _ .... . 
December 5 .... _ . _ . __ .. _ ........... _ ... _ ... __ ...... _ ... _ ........ _. 
Decem bcr 6 .. _ ... ___ ... _ .. _. _ .. _. _ . _ ....... __ . ____ ... __ ..... _ ... _ . 
December 7 .. _ ... _____ . _ ........... _ ....... __ . _ ........ __ ........ . 
December 8 ...... __ . ___ .. _ .... _ ............ _ .... _ .. __ .. _ .... _ .. _ .. 
December 9 .... _ ... _ ... _ .. ____ . _ . _ .... _ .. _ ..... _____ ... __ .. _ ... _ .. 
Dece1u ber 10 .. _ ..... _ ... _ ..... _:. _ .. __ ... _ .. __ . __ . _ ............. __ . 
December 11 ....... _ .. __ . _ .... _ ..... _ ..........• ___ . _ . _ .. _____ .. _ .. 
December 12 ... _ .. _ ... _ ....... _ . . ... ___ .. _. _ . _ . __ ...... __ . _. _ .... . 
December 13 ..•.. _ . ___ ... _ .. _. _ .......... _ .. __ .. _ ... ___ ..••• _ •.. _ .. 
December 14 .. _ ....... _ ... __ .... __ .... _ . . . . . . ............ _ ... __ .. . 
Decem bcr 15 ... _ .. __ ...... _ ..... _ . _ .. _ .. __ .. _ ... _ ..... _ . _ ... _ . _ ... . 
December 16 . . __ ... __ . ___ ..... _ ... __ .... __ .... _ ..... _ •... _ .... _ ... . 
Dccen1 ber 17 ... ____ . _ . ___ . _ ... _ ... _ .... _ .. __ . ____ ..... _ .. _ .. _ .... _ . 
Deee1uber 18 .. ___ . ____ . ____ ............. _. _ ... ___ ........... _ .. __ .. 
December 19 .... ___ . __ ....•.... _ .. ____ .... __ .. ___ .. _ . ___ .. _. _ ... __ . 
December 20 .. ____ .. _ ................. _ ....... _ ... _ ... _ .. __ . _ ... _ .. 
December 21 . ... __ .. _ ............. _ ..... _ ... _. __ .. __ .. ___ .... _ ... _ . 
Decem bcr 22 .... . ... _ . __ .... _ . _ . _ .. _ ....................... _ ...... . 
December 23 _ ............. _ ......... _. __ . _____ .. __ .. ____ ...... _ ... . 
December 24 ........ _ ..... __ . . .... _ ...... _ .. __ ...... _ ......... _ ... . 
DeccmlJer 25 ..... _ .. _. _ •..• _ • . .••...••.•. ___ ..•. _ .••• __ . __ •• _. _ . _ .. 
Decem bcr ~G •... __ .• _. __ ••••.••••• _ •. ___ .• __ . __ • ____ .• _ •.• __ •••• _ .. 
Decem bcr 2"/ . _ .•.•. __ ..•...••. ___ • __ . _ • _ ...... _ ..•...••.. __ ..... _ . 
December 28 .... _ ..... _ ... _ ....... _ .... _ .. ____ .. __ ... ___ ... __ .... . 
Decem bcr 29 . _____ .......... _. ___ . __ .. __ ....... ____ ... _ .......... __ 
Decem bcr 30 _ ..... _ ........ _ ............ _. _ ...... _ ...... . ..... __ .. . 
December 31 .... _. _ .. _ .. _ ..... __ .... _ ... _. _. _. _. _ . . ......... _ .... _. 
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Mining ·inventions and improvmnents.-The past year has not been noted 
for the introduction of many new or important appliances uReful to the 
mining industry, but several inventions have been brought to a greater 
degree of perfection, and are now coming into more general use, with 
tl.le most favorable results to economy in mining. 
Hyclraulic nwchinery.-In the gravel and hydraulic mining regions of 
the State, the improved pipes and nozzles for projecting a large quantity 
of water under great head or pressure against the gravel banks, have 
been thorou&"hly tested au.d found to be valuable accessories in the ex-
tensive and economical working of our auriferous deposits, and may be 
said to haye revolutionized this branch of mining. The pipes in general 
use are those of Messrs. Craig and Fisher, of Nevada City, and Mr. R. 
Hoskins; of Dutch Flat, which are described in the report for 1871, pages 
63 to 65. I doubted last year whether 1,000 inches of water could be 
successfully thrown through one nozzle in hydraulic mining. That 
doubt can no longer be entertained. The Dutch Flat Blue Gravel Com-
pany (on the Taeff ground-see my last report, p. 84) have been throw-
ing 1,~00 inches through a Hoskins pipe, with 432 feet head, and are now 
constructing a pipe to throw 2,000 inches. In fact, hydraulic mining is 
assuming proportions heretofore scarcely dreamed of. 
Quartz-cntshing machinery.-In quartz-mills there has been one inven-
tion which possesses the merit of novelty in the application of crushing 
power. This is a tl'ip-hammer quartz-crusher, inYented by Mr. J. D. 
Crocker, of Virginia City, Nevada, and lately introduced in California. 
A small five-stamp crusher was exhibited at the mechanics' fair of San 
}...,rancisco iri September of this year, and attracted much attention and 
favorable comment from persons interested in mining. 
The chief improYement in this invention consists in operating light 
stamps on the principle of the tilt or trip-hammer, whereby quick, sharp 
Crockex's TriiJ-JTanrrnm: Quartz Mill. 
blows are made, with very light stamps, and with less proportionate 
power, according to weight of stamp and frequency of blows, than is 
required in operating heavy stamps with a direct lifting action. The 
advantage of sharp, quick blows with a light stamp, must be obvious to 
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every one who has employed alternately a small light hammer, and a 
hea'\".Y one for breaking quartz before a battery. The inventor claims a 
decided advantage in his 400 light ulows per minute over the 50 to GO 
blows per minute delivered by the usual GOO-pound stamp. A 5-stamp 
battery of this com;trnction strikes 2,000 blows per minute; and while 
the first cost is greatly reduced in attaining the same crushing capacity, 
the power required to run it is also much reduced. The difference in 
freight to many places would also be ver,y great. The machine is made 
of different sizes, and calculated to crush fi·om 7 to 35 tons per twenty-
four hours, according to size. 
\Vhatever may be the results of its practical working on a large scale, 
there can be no doubt that it will prove an inYaluable invention on ac-
count of its lightness, portability, and low price, to those who are 
engaged in the experimental development of quartz claims in localities 
wherr custom mills do not exist. 
The capacity of the most powerful mills in California for crushing 
quartz is from one to one and three-quarter tons per day (24 hours) to 
each stamp-the usual weight of stamp being from 600 to 700 pounds, 
and the drops 60 to 90 per minute. While this method is acknowl-
edged to be slow, it is not probable that it will be superseded for many 
years, if at all; but in the mean time attention is being attracted to aU 
inYentions which claim to '\\Ork greater amounts of quartz in a given 
time and at less expense for cost of machinery. Of this character is an 
invention of l\1r. T. R. Wilson, known as "Wilson's Steam Stamp." 
The principle on which thjs mill operates is that of the direct application 
of steam to the stamp, the stem acting as a piston. The best results 
have been obtained with 70 pounds of steam and 206 drops per minute 
for each stamp. The average amount of ore which it is claimed can be 
crushed in a day (of 24 hours) is 23 tons with a No. 6 slot screen, and 
the average consumption of fuel is about one cord of wood to 10 tons of 
ore. As instances of its capacity we are informed that some time since 
10 tons and 800 pounds of rock were crushed in eight hours and forty-five 
minutes, using only one cord of oak wood. Again, in one run 51 tons 
were crushed in forty-seven hours, and 10,800 pounds in four hours fifty 
minutes with 68 pounds of steam. Several of Mr. \f'\i'jlson's batteries 
are now in operation in San Diego County "-here they seem to meet 
with favor. A detailed description of this invention was ghTen in 
the Mining Commissioner's Report for 1870, page 668, and it is briefly 
refrrred to here as one of the improvements apparently coming into more· 
general use. ' 
Not a year passes without tlw inYention and introduction of nu-
merous deYices for the saving of fiue gold and quicksilver in the tailings 
of our quartz-mills. These rarely achieve any reputation outside of the 
district in which they are invented, and many, after montlls of experi-
ment and trial, are rejected as useless. One of these undercurrent 
sluices, invented by Mr. E\-ans: and lately improved by Dr. Frey of 
Sacramento, is made of cast iron, with transverse corrugations on the bot-
tom, semicircular in shape, and three inches deep. At the bottom of each 
alternate corrugation is a narrow slit through which the heavier material 
falls down into another riffle below with larger corrugations. Both 
riffles are set on the same grade, which should be about one foot in 
twelve. The lower box is charged with quicksilver. These sluices 
do not cake, nor do they require any attention beyo.nd cleaning up 
once a week. They have stood the test of use in quartz-mills below 
all the contrivances for saving gold, and have made large returns of gold, 
ll. Ex. 211--3 
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silver, concentrated sulphurets, and quicksilver, that would otllerwise 
have been lost. 
:Evans' and Frey'S Undercurrent Sluice, 
The following is an assay of tailings saved at the Rhode Island Mills, 
Nevada, by these sluices during a run of one week: 
Gold, $75.24; silyer, $7G.9G; quicksih~er, 250 ponnds to tbe ton. 
One of the most important appliances in the economieal running 
of quartz-mills is Stanford's Self-Feeding Apparatus, which is rapidly 
gaining favor with miners and millmen. This consists of a hopper-
shaped. box placed above and in front of each battery. The feed-shovel 
at the bottom of the box is connected with a lever and a ro<l, and is 
shaken at each blow of the middle stamp of the battery by means of au 
upper tappet which strikes upon one arm of the lever. J3y tbis means 
motion is communicated to the forward eud of the feeu-box. One man 
can attend to twenty stamps, and the freding is more regular than by 
hand, and materially increases the crushing capacity of the mill.* 
Cement and gravel mining by machinery.-The process of trrati11g l1ard 
cement and gra,·el by grinding and friction, instead of crn~hiug under 
stamps, was introduced several years since by Captain J. B. ()ox, who 
invented for this purpose the machine known as the "Cox Pan." This 
invention was intended to suprrsede the use of stamp-mills, by which 
method the bowlders, rarely containing gold, were necessarily erushed 
under the stamps at a great waste of time and power. 'l'his inn'lltiou 
was not for a time receh·ed with favor, and in some cases was I'ejectcd 
~fter trial; but recent practical workings with the machine, siuce some 
improvements have been made, and after Rome changes in the manner of 
feeding, have demonstrated its utility and economy in the wmki11g of 
hard-cemented gravel. This pan is about five feet in diameter aml two 
feet in height, and is intended to bold a charg-e of lwlf a, ton, or from 
1,000 to 1,200 pounds. The rim of the pan is ma(le of boiler-iron, and it 
has a perforated cast-iron bottom, through 'Ybid1 thP. filler 8all(l and 
auriferous material fall into the sluice-boxes or other gold-saving appli-
ances. The bowlders and large pebbles, "-hieh constitute so lnrge a pro-
" On the other hanrl, some of the most experienced millmen in Califomin, prefer 
feeding the bu,tteries by hn,nd to any form of antowatic apparatus. The sdf'-fcedcrs, 
they say, may be superior to careless or unfaithful workmen; bnt a skillful feeder can, 
if he chooses, by giving to each stamp at exactly the rigllt iu::;taut exactly tlle amonnt 
of rock it requires, increase the capacity of the battery to an extent whieh more than 
compensates for the extra outlay in wages.-R. \V. R. 
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portion of the cemented gravel, are discharged at intervals through a sec-
tion of the bottom of the pan, which is opened like a trap-door, by means 
of a lever, when they have accumulated to such an extent as to retar<l the 
grinding and pulverizing of the cement in the pan. Four revolving-
arms are attached to a shaft which passes perpendicularly through the 
center of the pan. On these arms arc fastened the steel teeth (in appear-
ance like plowshares) which, in the rapid revolution of the arms, 
break up the cemented gravel. An abundant supply of water is dis-
tributed while the pan is in motion, and materially aids in the disintegra-
tion of the gravel. Better results are claimed when the pan is fed con-
tinuously instea<l of lJ,y charges, which was the practice on its introduc-
tion. Details of the workings of this process willlJe found iu the present 
report, in the matter descriptive of gravel operations near Jameston-n, 
Tuolumne County, and at Dutch Flat, Placer County. 
Device for transportntion of ore in mountainous regions.-1\finPral coun-
tries are nearly always mountainous, and the transportation of ores from 
the mine to au available mill-site or location for a furnace frequently 
requires a large outlay of money in the construction of a wagon-road or 
tramway, and a consequent expense in the hauling and transportation of 
ores, which prevent the profitable working of mines so situated. In order 
to obviate this difficulty, Mr. A. S. Hallidie, of San Francisco, has per-
fected an invention which be terms au "Endless \Vire-Rope vVay," a 
model of which, on a practical working scale, was exhibited in the fair 
of the l\Iechanics' Institute in San Francisco, in Septern ber, 1871. 
This invention is one which promises to materially facilitate the 
working of quartz and other lodes located at inq,ccessible points, or 
where it is difficult to transport the ores from the ledge to the mill. 
It can be used at such locations for the delivery of material or ores in 
mountainous places or deep gorges; from the shore to yessels in the 
offing; for working up hill and down, and, where there is much descent, 
for economizing the power thus obtained by gravitation for any desired 
purpose. The invention consists in the use of endless iron or steel wire 
ropes, supported on peculiar sheaves, placed on posts, actuated by the 
gravity of the descending loads, or by an engine attached to a grip-
pulley. The function of the grip-pulleys is to bold the rope so as to 
prevent its slipping in the groove. In general, the difference in altitude 
between the mill and the mine is sufficient to olJtain lJy gravitation quite 
an amount of power, which is transmitted by the grip-pulleys for what-
ever purpose it is required, (and where there is no power obtained in 
this manner, it is given by a steam-engine.) The receptacles are small, 
self-dumping boxes which contain from 50 to 150 pounds of ore or other 
material. The rope travels two hundred feet per minute; the posts 
with the bearing pulleys on are usually two hundred feet apart, the 
hooks holding the ore-sacks bc;>ing placed about fifty feet apart, and 
holding one hundred and fifty pounds of ore each. The rope is actuated 
by steam or water power whenever there is not sufficient descent to 
run it by the gravitation of the descending loaded carriers. In any 
event it is better to connect with the motive-power by gear, so as to 
secure uniformity of speed. The amount of ore delivered being four 
sacks of one hundred and fifty pounds, making six hundred pounds 
per minute, or 36,000 pounds per hour, or one hundred and eighty tons 
per clay of ten hours. This can be increased or diminished at will. The 
cost of delivering the ore, including wear and tear of machinery, interest 
on outlay, and running expense, is about twenty-five cents per ton per 
mile. The cost of constructing such a line is from $4,500 to $7,000 per 
mile, accon1ing to the topography of the country. By its use material 
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ean he transported from a higher to a lower, or from a lower to a higller 
point. In the last ease, power must be applied, which can be done 
direetly from a stationary engine at one end uy means of the grip-pnlley; 
in the first case, often no extra pm,,.er will be needed, the gravity of 
the descending loads being suftieient to keep the rope in motiou. Similar 
in ,~entions have been made before, and the merit of this, therefore, 
depends on the peeuliar construetion aud adaptation to the wants of 
the localities. One can readily see the great rnauy advantages that 
this method possesses, from the fact that it requires neither road to be 
built nor expensive machinery; that it can be run at all seasons of the 
yt>ar, even when there are five or eight feet of snow ou the ground; that 
it can be rapidly and cheaply constructed in tLe worst possible country; 
and that when there is sufficient grade, not only does it run itself by 
gravitation, but produces a motive power at both ends of the line. 
Running at four miles per hour, the boxes are carried down at one side 
of the posts and up the other, 400 to the mile, each delivering fifty 
pounds of ore, or ten tons per hour, and they can be run twenty-four 
hours per day.* 
Paul's process.-The" electric dry amalgamating process," introduced 
by Mr. Alrnarin B. Paul, of San Francisco, has been tested in a number 
of localities within the past two years; and though the reports of its 
value vary, it is lmt fair to say that the inventor has receiYed many 
certificates of a very positive and favorable eharacter.t 
*This device is more fully described in a separate chapter of the present report, q. v. 
t The latest in date of these is given herewith: 
DuN GLEN, NEVADA, March, 1872. 
Mr. ALMARIN B. PAUL-SIR: Yours asking for statement of tests made at Sprague & 
Co.'s new mill at this place is received, and we here cheerfnlly comply as follows: We 
reduced 22 tons of ore from the Auburn mine, owned by Messrs. Wright & vVontworth, 
containing besides gold and silver, magnetic iron, carbonate oxide, and snlphuret of 
lead, and has always been considered of a ve'ryrefractorynaturc. Tbe 22 tons 'vorkecl 
by your process paid $107 per ton. Eleven tons of same ore worked in pans paid $53 
per ton. The bullion from your process runs as high aA 989-1,000 fine. 
vVe also worked the tailings of a lot of 20 tons of ore from the Monroe mine, which 
ore in the first instance was reduced by battery and pan process, at Essex Mill, ami 
paid $8.14 per ton. The tailings from this lot yielded by your process $293.27. The 
bullion per battery a,nd pan working was 584 fine; by your process, as per certiti-
ca,tes of San l<'rancisco Assaying and Refining vVorks, was 960 fine. The loss of mer-
cury was less than ba,lf a pound per ton. 
vVe also made a test on a small lot of iron snlpburets from Monroe mine, very closely 
concentrated, and which bad been previously worked by battery and pa,n amalgama-
tion, and which had been salted,oxidized, and worked Reveml times previously-each time 
yielding some low-grade bullion. This lot was treated by ;your process, and to our aston-
ishment obtained more metal in value than we had gained by all the several previous 
working, though very ca,refnlly clone. The bullion by last worlcing, as per certificate 
of California Assay office, wa,s 999-1,000 fine. 
vVe have now commenced on the" Lang Syne" ore, from a mine belonging to the 
"Great Central Mining Company of San Francisco," the results of which speak more for 
your process, and the great revolution the system is likely to inaugurate, and of its inesti-
mable valhe, than any tests we can give you. That yon may fully understand this we 
ruust particularize. 
In 1863-'4-'5, the Lang Syne mine was worked, amlin 1864 a, mill erected for reduc-
tion of its ores, and over $100,000 expended and lost. The ore could not be made 
to pay. 
The operation was pronounced a failure, and the mill removed. Tests of ten and 
t·wenty tons were also worked at the Essex Mill, having all the then modern improvements, 
with like unsatisfactory results. The mill just erected for the working of your process 
is built upon the same spot where the old mill stood. We have now worked a number 
of tons of a class of ore of which there are hundreds of tons in sight, with the result 
of $30 per ton and bullion 966 fine, being more than double the result obtained in the 
other mills. 
Tho same renewed_ life w~ich this locality h!1s received through the introduction of 
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The process and machinery are described in l\fr. PauFs circular as 
follows; 
I start out with the idea, speaking only of mill ores, that the precious metal::;, in 
bulk of value, arc in the most simple out delicate conditions, and require thoroughness 
iu reduction, care, and cbemica1 affinities, to unlock. That iu their metallic state they 
are incased in their matrix in atoms so minute that the word" infinitesimal" hardly 
expresses the fineness. To meet these conditions it requires thorough pulverization, 
then delicacy in preparation, umalgamation, and precipitation. You ""ill understand 
by this that as far as golcl ores go-excepting the all vantages of calcination-! regard 
desulphurization, with all its appliances, as an unprofitable expenditure of time and 
mon<>.v, and often complicating nature's simplicity. I would further add that cblori-
mttion is only au expem;ive mode of getting a high percentage of gold, which canoe 
ol.Jtaincd oy the pmfcct working of this system, at less than half the expense. 
In all orcs are gaseous and refractory substances, atmospheric or other films, which 
coat the rneta,l aud create repulsion between it and the mercury. Au increase of these 
repulsive elementfl takes place where the grinding of ore, iron, and mercury ::tre car-
ried on together. There is sufficient evidence to establish this point-every intelligent 
miuc·r has experienced it. I must, howeyer, for the less experienced, quote from one 
in high authority, (Overman, p. 280 :) ·'All metals appear to have a tendency to float 
in \Yater, when in fine particles, some more t,han others. This is caused by a particle 
of gas, either air or water gas, adhering to the particles of metals, which canscs it to 
be light and float. Precious metals appea1· to possess nw1·e of this quality than others.'' 
Again, tho same author says: "Gold is by far heavier than silex, but we may observe, 
by meaus of a microscope, a multitude of fine particles of gold suspended in water, 
\Yhen we cannot detect the slightest particle of silicious matter." To sum up, as has 
been well expressecll.Jy another: "vVe have too long attempted to do by brute force 
what must be done with care and the gentle persuasion of affinities.'' 
The practical working of the process is as follows: The ore is first heated, dried, 
then reduced dry oy such machinery as best suits the views of parties and accomplishes 
the object of bringing the ore to the fineness of No. 14 wire cloth. The crnshed ore is 
then conveyed. to an iron pulverizing, preparing, and. self-discharging barrel, where it 
is pulverized to flour in fineness and. prepared for amalgamation, wulcr heat. By heat, 
friction, and. chemicals, it is put in what is termed an infinitesimal, electrical, live, and 
pure condition. Thus there is a combustion of all gases, destruction of rebellious films, 
:mel expulsion of atmospheric dampness, instead of wllich are created the greatest activ-
ity, uttraction, and. cohesion between the precious metals only and the mercury. 
The ore thus prepared being so fine and light, and the metal to be operated upon 
infinitesimal, the question now comes ho\v to produce effectual contact for amalgama-
tion. To meet this point the oro is conveyed in its dry, hen,ted, prepared', aud electri-
cal condition to an iron, wood, or earthen cylinder, to which is added from 20 to 25 per 
cent. in weight of mercury. The condition of tile ore raises the temperature of the 
mercury, lessens its density, increases its volume, and the result is, the ore and mercury 
play together like water, aucl create the most thorough and comrlet.e intl3rrniugling. 
So perfect is the blending, that on examinat.ion with the naked eye hardly a particle 
of mercury is disclosed, notwithstanding the percentage to ore is so large. The mer-
cury, in this finely-divided state, having been in continuous motion, rolling over and 
over on the surface and through the entire mass during the one hotu given for amal-
gamation, it is reasonable to suppose bas effectually done its work, and that the precious 
metals, no matter llow fine, cannot escape a contact in this searching. 
Tbe harmony created between precious metals n,nd mercury is fiuely illustrated hy 
the fact that the baser metals are placed in antagonism, and consequently leave the 
mercury free from the fouling or sickening properties of the ore, no m:1tter what it con-
tains. It will be observed, too, that every infinitesimal particle bas had its weight 
your radically improved system, we are certain can be extended to others simibrly 
itnatecl by the introduction of your mills. 
We will add that we have no difficulty in saving the mercury, and as!'lert that the 
loss on all ores can be brought within that of pan amalgamation, and ordinarily very 
considerably less. Under all circumstances it is bright, active, and pure, and is used 
over and over again without any cleansing or retorting. 
Your self-feeding and self-discharging pulverizing barrel is, without exception, one 
of the most complete reducers that we have ever seen. Its capacity is fully equal to 
your estimates of it, receiving ore from No. 14 wire cloth. 
The pnl verizing of ore by quartz, instead of iron, is not only cheaper but much better. 
If l1esiml.Jle, we will, at any time, give l'esuJt.s of our working. 
Yours, SPRAGUE & CO. 
CHARLES D. SMYTH, 
Superintenllent of Sprague~· Co.'.s Mill, also Great Central M. Co.'s Mines. 
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increased by contact with mercury, besides being placed in a state to receive, more 
actively, the precipitat,ing element. 
The operation, it will be admitted, is so far perfectly clone, and the next question is 
the separating of this mingled mass. To accomplish this, the ore from the amalg::unat-
ing barrel is discharged into a large wooden settler, of especial construction, and where 
water for the first time is introduced. The greater portion of mercury, carrying the 
precious metals, is soon precipitated nnd collected for drawing off into a receiver. The 
lighter portions of mercury and metal, in due time arc drawn off into an electric set-
tler, where they arc precipitated by electricity upon the principle of electro-plating, 
excepting there is no adherence of metal or mercury, both of which are drawn off 
together. The residue is then allowed to flow off as wastage, or, if desired, for con-
centration of base metals. A one-thousand-pound charge is workec1 every hour, and 
yet every one-thousand-pound charge has over four ltours of varied treatment. 
It will be observed that though considerable me<cury is used, it does not involve 
having so large an amount on hand as at first thought would seem, in consequence of 
its being in continuous use. 
There are other essential points of equally practical character, but which are only 
given to those who engage in working the process.* 
COST, WEIGHT, AND EXPENS.I!: OF WORKING.-By way of giving definite data as to ex-
pense of machinery, I will contract to furnish in San Francisco, until further notice, 
all material (outside of power and timber) requisite for working according, and up to 
my idea, which embraces crushers, pulverizing, preparing, and ama1gamating barrels, 
electric settlers, concentrators, shafting, gearing, pulleys, belts, boxes, bolts, copper, 
zinc, conveyers, and bolters, as follows: 




For mill of 3-ton capacity per 24 hours ..................................... . 
For mill of 6-ton capacity per 24 hours ..................................... . 
For mill of 12-ton capacity per 24 hours .................................... . 
.For mill of 24-ton capacity per 24 hours ...••.................... _ .......... . 10,000 
Royalty is included in the above figures. Or parties ean have the machinery built 
on my Ol'der and after my plans, at such founcleries as best suit their business and local 
relations, by allowing my charges for patents, which are set at low figures, as the 
above estimates show. 
By way of further insight, I give the following as a close though approximate esti-
mate of weight, power, cost per ton of working. Of course these figures var~7 according 
to locality, wood, and labor: 
Weight. 
1-t-ton mill. ................................... 2t tons. 
3-ton mill ..................................... 4t tons. 
6-ton mill.._ .................................. 7 tons. 
12-ton mill ........................... _ ....... 12 tons. 
24-ton mill ................................... 24 tons. 
Power. Cost per ton of working. 
5-borse. $7 50 to $10 00 
8-borse. 5 00 to 7 GO 
15-horsc. 4 00 to 6 00 
25-horse. 3 50 to 4 50 
45-horse. 3 00 to 4 50 
The putting up of machinery is not expensive, it being mainly framing timber. 
I offer no objections to stamp batteries; ou the contrary, for larger mills the addi-
tional cost has an equivalent for work executed for pulverizers. 
Stamping machinery of mills already erected can at a small expense be changed to 
answer my purpose as reducers. 
The principal objection heretofore urged aga,inst dry working is dust. This I have 
overcome by-using incased batteries or cn1shing-machines, then pulverizing ore in in-
cased barrels, which are both self-feeding and selt~discharging. From this barrel the 
ore is conveyed mechanically and deposited in another-the amalgamating harrel-
which is closed during the operation of amalgamating. From this it is delivered into 
a closecl hopper, and fi'om thence gradually into settlers, all being performed with an 
ease and cleanline~s not found in any mocle of working. . 
The system has a great advantage where water is scarce, as the capacity of machinery 
may be rated according to the amount of water for power. Mill-owners having their 
own ideas as to what machinery is best suited to their wants and eircumstances, aml as 
some may desire single portions which make up the process as a whole, to accommo-
*This description is not sufiiciently definite to permit a discussion. The theoretical explanations are 
partly unintelligible and partly untenable. The product,ion of very fine lmllion is not of itficli' a proof 
of thorough extraction, but rather an inuicatiou to the contrary, particularly in silver orcs. I am 
inclined to ascribe any practical success which the; process mny have achieved, to the fine dry crnshin~, 
the use of chemicals, and the large quantity of mercury continually employed. But, a,ll millmcn lmow 
that these methods have their drawbacks, in cost, inconvenience, and other respects. I have never 
seen a thorough discussion of the economical results of this process ; and though I nm prepared to 
b elieve thnt it may be advantageous, under certain circumstances, the claims in its behalf', that it in-
volves some novel electrical action, and that it works equally well for ·all ores, no matter what b.ase 
metals they contain, arc nmlouutedly without .t'ounliation.-R. W. R. 
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rlate these views, I ·will sell separately electric settlers singly or in pairs, (as they should 
properly go.) These settlers precipitate :tlonr mercury and metal, by the agency of 
electricity, and at auy time within ten miuutes can be cleaned 1tp quite thoroughly 
without stopping machi1W1'Y· The action of electricity has a remarkable eleausing 
effect upon mercnry. Their efficiency in this respect is such that where ores contain 
sickening properties, they will soon pay for themselves. They are also admirably 
adapted for working slums from mills; and for gathering the :flour mercury therein 
they are superior to anything ever introduced. 
The self.feeding and self-discharging pulverizing barrel is another desirable article. 
It is well understood by quartz miners, that down to a certain size, stamps or crushers 
are the most efficieut reducers; but for reductiou to a powder at a practical expense, 
great difficulty has been experienced, on account of slowness and large power required. 
In these barrels these defects are remedied in consequence of making it both self-
feediug and sclf-dischargiug. 
It takes but little power, comparatively, from the fact that but little ore is required 
at a time, it going in at the ratio at which it is discharged. 
Again, on account of there being a less amount of ore at a time for reduction, a less 
amouut of reducing iron is required. Again, more work is executed at less expense, 
from the fact that ore, as soon as reduced to its given fineness, is ont of the way, leaving 
no idle work to be done. This barrel can be made of any size to work from one ton to 
twenty tons per day, and to reduce to any given fineness from No. 20 wire-cloth to 100. 
It is made for strength and work, and will reduce faster, cheaper, and with less Pxpeuse 
for wear and tear, than any class of pulverizing-machinery. In fact I am convinced· 
that \Vbcre power is no expense, the cheapest way of reducing quartz below a 
given fineness is by attrition, and making quartz reduce quartz, in these self-feeding 
and self-discharging pulverizing barrels. 
Thi!:l system is secured by four letters-patent, issued June 29, 1869; October 19,1869; 
April 5, 1870; May 10, 1870 • 
..Ambler~s bloto-pipe furnacc.-Tbis apparatus was patented during the 
year by .Mr. StephenS. Ambler, of l\ionitor, Alpine County, California. 
It bas not yet been successfully put in practice, though several furnaces 
of the kind are reported as in course of construction in California and 
Nevada. The following description is taken substantially from the Sci-
entific Press of San Francisco. 
The main principle in this furnace, which differs from those of ordi-
nary construction, is that a stream of heated air is passed into the ore 
without any loss of oxygen by comlmstion, and that the wood is con-
verted into charcoal before it reaches the :fires, to be used as fuel. These 
are two important points. Generally when air is introduced it passes 
through the :fire, thereby losing a large proportion of its oxygen; by 
the nse of this furnace all of it is utilized, from the fact that it is merely 
heated, not llurned. This excess of oxygen prevents concentration or 
melting of the sulphurets in the cylinder, another point of great impor-
tance. When the ore contains a large proportion of sulphurets, the 
heated air may be passed over it by means of the blower and pipe and 
they may become more completely oxidized, whereas if only a small pro-
portion of sulphurcts are present, the air can, by means of the dampers, 
be turued under the grate into the fire. These draught can be regulated 
at will to throw either all or a certain portion of the air iu the direction 
required, either into the :fire or the revolving cylinder containing the 
ore, according to the class of ore under treatment. The hot-air cham-
ber is arranged so as to permit the introduction of a jet of steam, or of 
water which is instantly converted into steam, and aid in the decompo-
sitiou of certain classes of ores. 
In order to explain this more fully, reference is made to the accom-
panJ'ing cuts, of which Fig. 1 is a side elevation, and Fig. 2 a plan. 
A, represents the furnace, constructed of brick in the usual man-
ner which is provided with a grate over the lower door, and above 
which is the carbonizing chamber, E. This· chamber is kept con-
stantly filled with wood which is fed through the upper door, C. When 
the uoors, 0 and D, are closeu, the wood in the upper part will be car-
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bonized or converted into charcoal, and, as the :fire below burns ont, 
the charred or carbonized wood will settle down and continuall v feed 
the :fire. At the back of the chamber, E, is a bot-air chamber, iP, into 





Ambler's Blow-Pipe Furnace. 
when desirable, pass through the flue, g. A blast pipe~ h1 enters the 
chamber, F 1 at about an equal height with the flue, g, while a branch-
pipe, i, passes to the.frout and enters the chamber, E, so as to ueliver 
its blast directly under the :fire in the grate. The blasts from these 
pipes are regulated by dampers, j, j'. When the damper of the pipe, h, 
is closed, and the damper, j', opened, the l,last will be deliY<:>red upon 
the grate, and a reducing flame produced which will pass through the flue, 
g, into the chamber, F, and when the damper, j, is opened, oxyg-en will 
be supplied to the revolving cylinder, K, whi~h contains the ore. through 
the chamber, F, and an oxidizing beat produced. In communication 
with the chamber, F,. opposite the blast-pipe, h, is the revolving cylin-
der, K, iuto which the ore is fed through the hopper, L, so tbat as the ore 
meets the blast and beat fi:·om the chamber, F, it will be canied into 
the revolving cylinder, and there su"Qjected to beat and roasted while 
passing through. In connection with the furnace, A, and revolving 
cylinder, K, is the dust-chamber, B. The heavy ore passes from the 
cylinder, K, into this chamber, and is taken away from the doors below. 
The light dust is carried by the current of air against the revolving per-
forated disks in 0, one-half of which are submerged in water. These 
disks permit the passage of air, but the wet surfaces catch the · <lust, 
which, by the revolution, is carried under the water and washed off into 
the vat below, where it can be taken out when required. 
The process of feeding the wood into the closed chamber, where it 
may be subjected to heat without air, is an important improvement, and, 
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as can be seen, it will descend to the fire as it is needed. The cylinder 
is worked by friction gearing.* 
Rock-d'rilling machines.-This class of inventions was introduced in 
California in 1870, and is now extensively used in this and adjoining 
States and Territories. The only machines of this description in use in 
CaJiforuia are the diamond drill (Leschot's patent, as improved by Sev- 1 
erance & Holt) and the Blatchley drill, invented by Dr. Blatchley, of 
San Ji'rancisco, the Burleigh drill used in the eastern States and in 
Colorado never having been introduced here. To tlw successful opera-
tion of these drills we are in a great measure indebted for the recent 
investment of capital in and consequent development of our great 
mineral resources. By the use of these maclJines bed-rock tunnels can 
be run tn from one-half to one-sixth of the time required by haud-drill-
ing, so that one of the greatest objections to this kind of mining (the 
great length of time required to drive a long tnnuel) is obviated. AH 
over the Pacific coast are innumerable mines that will almost pay for 
working by the ordinary metllod, which, by the use of these drills, can 
be made to yield a large profit. A cheap, simple, durable, and efficient 
rock-drill, whereby the power of fifty or one hundred men can be con-
centrated in driving one drift or tunnel, has long been a desideratum, 
and has long exercised the ingenuity of our mechanics and miners. The 
system of drilling by machinery used in the construction of large tun-
nels, such as the lloosac and the :Mount Cenis, was not adapted to our 
mining tunnels, which are rarely more tban G by 4 feet in dimensions. 
The great difficulty was in the application of power. Steam was tried, 
but tile pipes conveying steam to the drills at the face of the tunnel 
created an unbearable heat in the tunnels, and this plan was abandoned. 
Compressed air was next tried, with better results, but the construction 
of compressors involved a great additional expense, which neutralized 
the utility of drilling by power. We have reason to believe that all 
obstacles have now been oYercome by the use of water under pressure 
as a motive power. 
The diamoncl drill.-A. J. Severance, after two years of constant labor 
and experiments in building and running the diamond drill in tunnels 
and open-cut rock-work, has at last brought this drill to a high state of 
perfection. He has been engaged in nmniug some of our hardest bed-
rock tunnels, and has proved by actual demonstration that he has run 
the same tunnel many hundred feet with one of his improved drills at 
a cost of $30 per foot, tbe same tunnel costing by band-labor $46 per 
foot, besides running twice the number of feet per month as was run by 
hand. By recent improvements his drills can be placed at any augle 
and ~uljusted so as to be able to bore holes in any desired direction as 
easily as by baud-drilling; and during the last 400 feet run in a tunnel 
6~ by 9~, not a hole was drilled by hand-labor. Heretofore these drills 
have been run by compressed air, or by steam power; but recent modi-
fications have been made by him doing away with the great cost of an 
air-compressor or steam-powm', and in its place the application of water-
power has superseded steam or air. This has been accomplished by 
attaching an ordinary lmrdy-gurdy wheel or a small turbine upon the 
"There is no feature in this furnace wbich can fairly be called new, taken by 
itself. E is an ordinary gas-generator; the introduction of air to the carbonic o.;i<lo 
from the generator is necessarily involved in the use of the latter; aud the use of 1110 
cylinder is equally familiar. Novelty may, however, be claimed for this combination 
of well-known contrivances. Bnt it is open to another objection, which concemH me 
more tllau rwy questiou of novelty. It is an arrangement for procuring a blo\Y-pipe 
bl'at when uo such heat is required, indeed, for a process (namely, that of roasting) to 
which such a heat is fatal.--R. W. H.. 
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back end of the car, upon the front end of which the drills are firmly 
secured. The drill-car is made to suit the same track as the rock-car, 
and when eight to twelve holes are bored the drill is disconnected by 
detaching the feed-hose, (rubber or canvas, three inches in diameter,) 
which simply connects the water-pipe to tho nozzle, which plays upon 
the water-wheel, and is geared to the drill~ upon the front end of the 
car. The car is then run back to a chamber in the tunnel, the holes 
loaded and filled, or exploded with a battery simultaneously, thns util-
izing the whole force of the powder. As many as 663 cubic feet of loose 
rock have been obtained by a single shot of twelve holes in a tLUmel 6~ 
by 9~ feet . This new method of ·using water-power in the tunnel has 
completely satisfied the miners that the year 1871 has been a year of 
progression in mining, and that the day is now close at hand when their 
tunnels can be run much cheaper and at a great saving of time, ·most of 
the mines having already hydraulic pressure by means of ditches, afford-
ing them plenty of water. The amount of water required depends upon 
the head obtained. For a two-drill machine, under 300 foot head, about 
ten to fifteen miners' inches is sufficient; but the more bead the less 
water is required. The water may be taken from the ditch at any dis-
tance from the drill, and conveyed down to the mouth of and up the tun-
nel to the drill at the face of the tunnel, and it may be conducted through 
a 4 or 6-inch pipe, made of No. 10 to 34 iron, according to the amount 
of pressure at hand. Two machines just sold to the Union and Arner-
ica.n Companies in Nevada County are being run under 300-foot pressure. 
Where there is no natural head of water, one can easily be created by 
means of Knowles's patent steam-pump, which can be placed at the 
mouth of the tunnel and supplied with water by means of a small res-
ervoir, thus pumping the water up the tunnel throngll a pipe against 
the wheel,· the water thus running back into the reservoir, and being 
pumped over and over again without exhausting the supply. A trial 
was made recently at the Miners' Fouudery in San Francisco for the ben-
efit of mining and scientific men. The pump used was a small-sized 
Knowles pump, steam-cylinder 10 inches, water-cylinder 5 inches; press-
ure raised upon the pump 70 pounds-equal to about 150 feet of water-
head; and two drills were run at the same time through bard granite, 
boring a 12 inch hole at the rate of one inch per minute. Mr. Sutro, of 
the Sutro tunnel, with his engineer, witnessed the workiugs of the drill, 
and at once purchased one for his tunnel, which no doubt will s~ve at 
least three-fourths of the time required over band labor. This new ap-
plication has overcome all doubts and difficulties in the way; tunnels 
are being run which for years have been abandoned, and new ones are 
started. 
The Diamond drill is now in use in tunnel operations at Smarts\ille, 
Yuba County; t,he Union Gravel Company's ground, Nevada County; 
the American Company's ground, North San Juan; Nevada County, 
Oregon City, Butte County; the Taeff and ]1-,ranklin ground, Dutch 
Flat, Placer County, and in many other localities in perpendicular boring 
for prospecting purposes, or in boring for water. Some details of its 
operations in running tunnels will be found in this report, where oper-
ations at SmartsYille, Yuba County, are described. 
During the publication of this report a novel and important applica-
tion of the Diamond drill has been successfully made at Saint Clair, 
Pennsylvania, in the sinking of deep shafts. This will be fully described 
in my next report; in this place I can only say that the peculiarity of 
the method consists in boring a large number of holes from the surface 
to tho fu1l depth of the proposed shaft, unless this is too great. Three 
I 
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hundred feet is the depth of the holes in the shaft referred to. These 
are then filled up with sand. Wl.Jen the drilling is over the machines 
are removed, and blasting rommences. Four feet of the sand is 
removed with a common sand-pump from the upper part of each hole, 
and one foot of clay-tamping is put in. This leaves an ordinary three-
foot bole, which is blasted out, (with dualine or giant powder.) The 
interior holes are fired first, and afterwards those which have been 
bored in the corners and along the sides of the shaft. This process is 
repeated until the boles have been " used up," and the shaft is down to 
the bottom of the borings. If additional depth is desired the machines 
are set at work again, and a new set of deep borings is made. The 
sides and corners are found to be remarkably true and smooth. The 
drills here used are not annular, but have full convex heads in which 
the diamonds are set, and which are perforated to permit the passage of 
water. A stream, passing down through the tube used as a drill-rod, 
and up on the outside of this tube, keeps the bole cfean and the drill-bead 
cool. Tbe expense and the time required for sinking a shaft are by 
this method both greatly reduced. The average rate of drilling bas 
been 34 feet per day, the maximum thus far for a single machine being 
67 feet in 8 hours. 'rhe shaft has been blasted out at the rate of over 
25 feet per week. :J\iir. M. C. Bullock, engineer of the American Diamond 
Drill Company, 61 Lil>erty street, New York, is one of the patentees of 
the process, and Mr. Henry Pleasants is the engineer in charge of the 
work. 
The Blatchley drill.-This drill, which was briefly noticed in my last 
report, is rapidly growing in favor. It has but recently been perfected, and 
is unlike any other rock-drill, both in principle and construction. It 
overates by percussion, and the blow is like that of the churn drilL It 
gives from three to six hundred lJlows per minute of as great a force as 
the drill-point will sustain. This is a grea.ter degree of speed than has 
heretofore been obtained; consequently it drills more rapidly than it 
has been possible to drill before this machine was invented. It has an 
automatic feed, whereby the drill is fed forward just as fast as it cuts, 
and no faster; in bard rock, slowly; and in softer rock, more rapidly, 
precisely as it is required for its moRt efficient operations. At each 
b;ow the drill makes a part of one revolution so as to strike in a different 
place at each blow, as a miner turns his drill in hand-drilling. It con-
t<lins only about one-fourth as many pieces as other power-drills, and 
does not depend fo:r its action on any springs or pivots, liable to 
get out of order. It has no steam or air-engines attached to the drill 
vi'ith delicate parts and nice adjustments to be destroyed by the concus-
sion and recoil of the blow. The construction is such that the connec-
tions between the drill and the driving machinery cease at the moment 
the blow is delivered, so that there is no recoil on the machine. On this 
account it can be set up in a mine on a plank, and does not require a 
car and heavy fastenings to hold it in place when in operation. It is 
estimated that a miner working at ordinary speed strikes twenty blows 
per minute; but this machine will strike five hundred in the same time, 
all of equal force, and all precisely square against the rock, thus doing 
the work of tbirty men; and as four or five, and even more of these 
machines can be run in an ordinary-sized drift or tunnel, at the same 
time, the work of a hundred men can be done in the space where only 
four could work by the old method of hand-drilling. In form it is com-
posed of two cylinders, the shorter and larger one being placed on the 
top of the other. In the small size, the large cylinder in which the 
drill moves is twent,Y-two inches in length and three inehes in diameter; 
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it has flanges on the bottom by which it is secured when in operation. 
The other cylinder is seven inches long and five in diameter, alHl is 
secured on the top of the other at one end and parallel with it, the 
two being arranged somewhat like the barrels of an opera-glass. The 
upper cylinder revolves and communicateR a reciprocating motion to 
the drill. The length of the whole machine, excepting the <hill, is 
twenty-two inches, height eight, and the wi<lth five inches, excepting 
the flanges, which are ten inches; and the weight is seventy-six pounds. 
The drill is of the length required to reach the bottom of the hole, and 
may be of any length, fi·om one foot to six feet or more. This small size 
enables it to be used in any tunnel, shaft, or place in a mine where a 
miner can enter, and is so arranged that it will bore a hole in any direction. 
It can be put in operation in a tunnel in a few minutes after a blast 
is exploded, and before the broken rock is removed, and while it is 
running the debris can be taken away. In a small space one mau 
can operate oue machine, but in a quarry where there is sufficieut room 
he can manage several. It requires no more skill to run it tllan is re-
quired to operate a sewing-machine, and any miner of or<linary in-
telligence can learn to run it in a couple of days. It takes fl'om one-
half to one horse-power to run it. The motive-power can be steam, 
compressed air, water, or horse-power. In an ordinary-sized tunnel a 
tread-mill horse-power can be placed on one side of the track in the 
tunnel. and be moved in as the tunnel is driven forward. Where a steam-
engine' is at the surface, power can be taken from it to operate in the 
deepest and most extensive mine. Where a high fall of water can be 
obtained, a small wheel attached to the drill gives a very con-venient 
power. This machine has not been completed for a sufficient length of 
time to have worn out any of them, but the tirst one made has drilled 
nearly two thousand feet, and is appareutly as good as e•{er. All of the 
. parts of the different machines are alike, so that one can be substitute<l 
for another, making it very simple to rep~tir, in case a maehiue should 
get out of order.* 
The Von Schmidt drill, noticed in m;y report of 1871, is being con-
structed for running a tunnel through the Sierra Nevadas for the Lake 
Tahoe Water Company, and though probably of great utility, its merits 
have not yet been tested by actual experiment. 
The sale of mineral lands and quartz ledges.-The in-vestment of large 
amounts of foreign capital in the purchase and development of our 
gravel mines aml quartz ledges is to a great extent due to the opera-
tion of the various congressional acts throwing the mineral lands iu 
the mal'ket for occupation and purchase, whereby title may be secured, 
instead of holding mining property, as formerly, subject to the insecure 
teuure of local mining laws and usage. The following table will show 
the extent to which our miners have a-vailed themsel-ves of these acts: 
* This account is taken from statements made in behalf of the inventor. I do not 
wish to discredit it, but merely to say that I have not verified its claims by personal 
examination.-R. W. R. 
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List of mines ·in Califontia sm·vcycd front October, 1870, to January, 1872. 
Kame of mine. Description. I County. 
I,ittle York claim. . . . . . . Placer ..... ·1 Nevada. 
Gre~uwoou ............. Golrl quartz. ElDorado. 
Davulson .................. do........ Do. 
Hock River ................. do ....... Butte. 
Nevada .................... do ....... Nevada. 
Pond & Co.'s claim . . . . . Placer . . . . . . Placer. 
Henry Dorr's claim ......... do . . . . . . . Do. 
Spriug Hill ............. Gold quartz. Nevada. 
Hough and Reauy .......... do . . . . . . . Plumas. 
Eureka ..................... do....... Do. 
Pioneer Chief . . . . . . . . . . Gold and sil- Calaveras. 
vcr quartz. 
New York llill ......... Gold quartz . 
Lincoln .................... do ..... .. 
Zeile ....................... do ...... . 
Oneida ..................... do ..... .. 
Cozzens's claim......... Placer ..... . 
Slate Ledge . . . . . . . . . . . . Gold qua1tz. 
IV olcott. claim......... Placer ...... 
Hancock & Tibbits ..... Gold quartz. 
~~~~,?~\r: ::::::: ::::::·:: J~: :::::: 
Amador .................... do ..... .. 
Blue Jacket ................ do ..... .. 
Socrates................ Quicksilver. 
l~ailroad ............... G-old quartz . 
Allison Hauch .............. <lo ...... . 
l~e1l Hill................ Quicksih·er. 
Ciudcrbergh claim . . . . . l'l::tcer ..... . 
~~~~·eclglia~~~::::: :::::: ::: :~~: :::::: 
Newton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Copper .... . 
Staples & Co . . . . . . . . . . . Placer ..... . 
























fiargent & Jacobs ........... do....... Do. 
~~~;t~~{~'~~ _ :::::::::: ::: : ~~ : :::: :: ~~~'loJ~.do. 
N arne of mine. Description.\ County. 
~~~%e1':l~~~d11~~~~ •• ~!~~r-:::::: ~?~~~~-and 
River claim. Nevada. 
Pond & Constable ......... do . . . . . . . Placer. 
Briggs, Roberts & Me- .... do....... Nevada. 
Guire. 
Franklin Miner ........... do ...... . 
Wildcat ................... do ..... .. 
S. Bright.............. Gold quartz. 
Oakville.............. Qnkksilvcr. 
Lincoln South......... Gold quartz. 
Norambegua .............. do ...... . 
Luetje & Schwartz .... Placer ..... . 
Napa .................. Quicksilver. 
Red Hill............... Placer .... .. 
Crane's Gulch ............. do ...... . 
Union Compauy ....... Gold quartz. 
llilton & McPherson .. Placer ..... . 
Baltic Gravel.. ............ do ..... .. 
Picayune GraYel .......... do ...... . 
Saint Lawrence . . . . . . . Gold quartz. 
Stanislaus ................. <lo ...... . 
Manhattan ............ Placer .... .. 
S. II. Dikeman ............. do ..... .. 
Dutch Flat and :Frank- .... do ...... . 
lin. 
Sailor ..................... do ..... .. 
Olson & Donaldson ........ do ...... . 
Washingtou ........... Gold quartz. 
Moorhouse ................ do ..... .. 
Enterprise ................ do ...... . 
Richards .. .. .. . .. . . . .. Placer ..... . 
Eclipse................ Gold quartz . 
Resen·e ................... do ...... . 
Santa Cruz ................ do ...... . 
Spagnoli .................. do ...... . 
Deadhead claim .. .. . .. Placer .... .. 
































Total claims surveyed, 72. Placer, 34; quartz, 33; quicksilver, 4; 
copper, 1. Many of these haye been patented, and on the others patents 
are pending. 
Statistics of quartz-mills and rnining dUches.-By the laws of Cali-
fornia it is made the duty of the county assessors to return each year 
to tbe snrveyor general of the State, amoug other statistics, a list 
of the quartz-mills and mining ditehes in their respective counties. 
This duty is very imperfectly and carelessly performed, as wiU appear 
from an examination of the returns for the years 18G7-'G8 and 18GD-'70, 
011 page 15 of the Mining Commissioner's Report for 1870, where 
the errors i11 these tables are pointed out and commeute<l on. I belie,Te 
the fo11owiug table, compiled from the surveyor generars report for 
1871, though eyidently more accurate than the two others referred 
to, is open to much criticism, and with this explanatio11 I giYe it for 
what it is worth. It will be observed that there are no returns from two 
of our leading quartz-mining counties, Tuolumne and Plumas. Ac-
cording to Langley's Pacific Coast Directory, the former of these comi-
ties bas 41 mills, with an aggregate of 445 stamps, and the latter 1!) 
mills, with au aggregate of 233 stamps. Returns from those counties 
would ha,Te materially run up the total under the beading of "tons 
crushed," and shmvn, by comparison with the table of 18G7-'G8, a 
great increase in this branch of mining. Tho table of lSG!l-'70, (page 
15, report of 1870,) is so manifestly erroneous under this heading in the 
amount credited to Placer County, as to be useless for comparison. 
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Table of quartz-mills ancl mini11g ditches, as TC]_Jorled by su1·veyor gencml of California, fm· 
the years 1870 and U:l/1. 
Counties. 
QUARTZ-MILLS. ~II:SI"'G DITCHES. 
Amount of 
No. Crusheu. No. Length. wateruseu 
per day. 
------------------1---1-----------------
Tons. JJiiles. Inches. 
Alpine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 100 ..... _ . . . . . . . . . ........... . 
Amador ...... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 70, 360 32 40;} 5, 4::0 
Butte.................................................. 18 8, 000 32 190 41, OCO 
Cabveras ............................................ _ 28 *130, 060 19 515 .'5, 800 
D clNorte ............................................. ------------------ 30 112 8,912 ~ 
ElDorado . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44 21, 045 58 !JCG 9, 450 
:Fresno . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . 
In yo................................................... 4 600 1 3 40 
Kern . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 500 2 5 1, 7:28 
Klamath . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 0, 000 80 ro 16, OGO 
Los.A.ngeles ........................................... 2 5,500 3 2:> 800 
Mariposa............................................. . 34 24,000 10 66 Unlmown. 
Mono... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 330 2 13 720 
Nevada ............................. : ................. 60 190,000 70 946 42,400 
Placer .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . 14 5, 000 10 302 14, 000 
Plumas ...................................................... No returns. 
Sacramento.............................................................. 2 45 4,000 
San Bernardino.... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 5 500 
~~~-?ai~~-~:: ~ ~:::: ~::::: ~:::::::::: ~ ~:::::::::::::::::: 2i 31, ~~~ ---49- -· · · · · 2os- -- .. --iii; iioii 
SiRki.vou .. , ............................................. 3 270 24 2DO 5,010 
Sta-nislaus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,, 12 1, GOO 
Tehama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 7 160 
~~S:!rtz:::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::: ~ :::::: ::: : : :::::: : ----2 · : :: : : : :: : : :: __ ~~~ _ _ _ . ___ ~:~ _ _ ... _. :~·- ~:~ 
Tuolumne ................................................... Norcturus. 
Yuba ........................•......................... 4 2,000 18 69 4,500 
Total. ........... __ ............................. -1290J~6.265f564j-4.G14 --228:243 
* Probably an error; placed too high. 
Great discrepancies exist between these returns and the liRt prepared 
by Mr. Langley for his directory, published in last year's report, (pages 
463-469.) For instance, Langley gives Amador County 36 mills, or 9 
more than the sur-veyor general's report; JYiariposaCount,y 29 mills, being 
5 less than the surveyor generals report. He gives Nevada 74 mills, to 
60 in this table, and Placer County 32 mills, while the assessor's returns 
show only 14. So in Sierra County, Langley 3G mills, and the assessor 
returns only 21. · I cannot reconcile this difference except on the 
hypothesis that the assessors have not returned some mills which have 
not run for several years, while Langley has kept them on his list. 
'l'HE SOU1'HERN MINES. 
The term "southern mines" is an indefinite one, but is generally 
understood to embrace the country between the Cosumnes Hiver on 
the north and the Chowchilla River on the south, a distanee of one 
hundred miles, and include the counties of Mariposa, Tuolumne, 
Calaveras, and Amador. In width the mineral belt extends from the 
eastern edge of the San Joaquin Valley to an average altitude of 2,500 
on the Sierras, a distance of forty miles east and west, thus embracing 
an area of 4,000 square miles. 
This region of country was the scene of the earliest mining opera-
tions in California, as the surface placers were here more accessible and 
productive than further north; and within its limits arc found the once 
populous and thriving mining towns of Mokelumne Bill, Columbia., 
Sonora, and Mariposa. Its population, as estimated in 1851, by Abbe 
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Alric, then parish priest of Sonora, was not less than 50~000, nearly all 
of whom were engaged in mining. 
This extensive territory is cut and eroded to great depths by four 
principal streams, running from east to west, and crossing the course 
of the ancient streams, viz: the Merced, Tuolumne, Stanislaus, and 
Mokelumne rivers, which, with their tributaries, have acted as distri-
butors of the auriferous deposits, and carried the gold from its original 
place of deposit to the banks and bars which yiel<led such enormous 
sums during the early days of mining. The waters of these rivers have 
since been diverted into ditches and flumes for mining purposes, and 
their principal tributaries run dry in the summer, giving the country a 
parched and desolate appearance during the greater part of the year. 
vVithin the area above described, scarcely a square mile can be 
found in which, even at this late day, a "prospect" cannot be obtained, 
although placer mining as a business has ceased to yield large returns, 
except in the opening of new ground. at points where water has been 
lately brought in, or in the development of the ancient channels. 
Superficial placer, as well as river and bar-mining may be considered as 
practically exhausted, althouglJ operations are still prosecuted, on a 
small scale, on the limestone belt, and on the rivers during the short 
season of abundant water. 
The principal mineral resources of the southern mines, at the present 
time, are vein-mining in the gold.-bearing quartz belts and gravel-mining 
on the ancient channels. vVithin the limits of this region are found 
tbe rich and extensive copper belt, of which the town of Copperopolis 
is the central point; the Mother lode of California, one of the most 
thoroughly developed veins of gold- bearing quartz in the world; and a 
system of veins running in the granites, high up in the Sierras, which 
are comparatively undeveloped. Other systems of veins, unconnected 
with either of the above, anti on which extensive and profitable _mining 
operations have been carried ou for several years, occur near tile contact 
line of the slates and granites. All these lodes and systems of veins 
have a general course of northwest and southeast, and are evidently 
true fissures. At many localities, among which we may instance Bald 
Mountain, east of Columbia, in Tuolumne County, smaller veins occur, 
with an east and west course, generally in the slates. ~rhis latter class 
have the peculiarities of gash-veins, most of them ''pinching out" at a, 
depth of from fifty to one bunclred feet, and being generally richest above 
tlle water-line and near the surface. This class is known as "pocket-
veins." Although many so-called pocket-veins exist near to and parallel 
with the Mother lode, as at Angel's Camp, Calaveras County, where this 
class of mining is extensively carried on, it is generally believed they 
are outlying "stringers" of the main lou e. 
Copper 1nining.-An extensive belt of copper veins exists in the slates 
in the western part of Calaveras and adjoining counties, at an elevation 
above sea-level of about 1,000 feet. These Yeins were discove-red in 
1861, and subsequently developed to a depth of 500 feet, at Copperop-
olis, Calaveras County, maintaining their character for width of Teiu 
and grade of ore at lowest levels opened; but in 1867 operations ceased 
in consequence of the depreciation in the price of copper, and have not 
since been resumed. Up to the cessation of work the copper mines of 
California (the most productive of which are in the southern mining re-
gion) bad exported G8,631 tons of ore and 847 tons of metal in bars. Up 
to that period nine smelting-furnaces had been erected in California at 
an aggregate cost of $23G,OOO, all of which proved financial failul'es, and 
a majority of wbich were technical failures. When the copper mines of 
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Copperopolis were in operation~ the price of freight to Stockton, the near-
est shipping point, was $8 per ton, the distance being thirty-six miles. 
From that point it cost $2 per ton to San Francisco, whence it was sent 
to Swansea, Wales, at a further cost of $15 per ton. The total cost on 
each ton, ruining, etc., ineluded, when lauded at SwansC'a, has been 
estimated at $50. Labor was then $4 per day. At this rate ouly first-
grade ores paid a profit; and with increasing depth, second-rate ores 
predominated. The consequence was the suspension of operations and 
the decay of the once flourishing town of Copperopolis. The principal 
mines are the Union, owned by Glidden & Williams, of Bostou, Massa-
chusetts, and the Keystone, the title of which is in litigation. Both of 
these claims are opened to a depth of from 400 to 500 feet, an<l ha\ye 
expensive and powerful hoisting and pumping-works. 
The reopening of these mines will depend on the price of copper. 
This has been steadily decreasing in England since 18G4, bnt the pros-
pects of the trade are now much better than they were one year ago. 
The production of Chile, in 1869, reached the enormous amount of 
55,000 tons, but it has since diminished to 49,000 tons, with prospects 
of a continued diminution. On the other hand, the demand for this 
metal is increasing. 
Should the Sto.ckton and Copperopolis Railroad be completed to Cop-
peropolis, it is believed that with present prices of labor ($2 to $3 per 
day) these mines could be re-opened, and the second-class ores, of which 
large quantities are in sigllt in the mines, could be extracted and shipped 
with profit, as it is believed that the price of freight to Stockton would 
not exceed $1.50 per ton, and the total cost of laying down ores in San 
Francisco would not exceed $20 per ton, instead of $32 per ton, as here-
tofore. The re-opening of the mines, however, would require a large 
outlay of capital, and perhaps involve the erection of new hoistiug-
works. The Stockton and Copperopolis Hailroad was completed as far 
as Milton, at the base of the Sierras, when operations were suspended 
in consequence of the closing of the mines. Ten miles more would 
complete the road, but its eompletion will depend very mnch on the 
price of copper in the marts of the world.* 
The Jllother locle.-The Mother lode of California is a vein, or, more 
properly, a series of veins of quartz which has been traced on a longitu-
dinal line, with occasional interruptions, for a length of about s<~venty­
five miles, from Bear Valley, Mariposa County, to Amador City, Ama-
dor County. Throughout the entire distance it bas a general northwest 
and sontheast course, and an almost uniform dip to the northeast of 
eighty degrees. 
Whether this singular formation is a "lode" or a mere accidental 
occurrence of a series of veins on a longitudinal line in the same belt of 
slates, is a question on which eminent mining engineers have differed. 
It has Leen discussed in the report of J. Ross Browne of 1868, and in 
my report of 186D. Mr. Skidmore considers it as a defined lode, believ-
ing that recent developments, at various points, have a tendency to 
confirm this theory. 
The most southerly well-defined outcrop of this remarkable vein is at 
the Pine Tree and Josephine mines, on the Mariposa estate, at an e1m·a-
tion of about 2,500 feet above sea-level. From tnis point it takes a 
northwest direction, striking across the 11mnerous spurs of the Sierras 
which form the divides between the Tuolumne, Stanislaus, and Moke-
* Since writing the above, I learn that operations have been resumed on the Union 
Mine, at Copperopolis. 
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· lumne Rivers and their tributaries, and terminates in the foot-hills of 
Amador Count,y, the most northerly deep-developed claims being the 
original Amador and Keystone at Amador City, although many loca-
tions between these mines and the Cosumnes River are supposed to be 
on the· same lode. Beyond the Cosumnes the lode is not traceable. 
Between its southern and northern extremities it is frequently broken 
up amllost, (invariably so at the intersection of the principal rivers,) 
making its appearance again at a distance of several miles, frequently \ 
in the form of a solid wall of quartz on the summits of isolated hills on 
the line of its strike, these croppings being visible for many miles. The 
most prominent of these hills are Pinon Blanco, Quartz Mountain, 
Whh;ky Hill, and Carson Hill. At these points the lode has widened 
. with the "blossom" of the mountain, and presents the appearance of a 
system of parallel veins separated on the surface, and to an indefinite· 
depth, by "horse" matter, composed of nearly equal parts of slate and 
broken quartz. Locations have been made in the majority of such in-
stances on the croppings, parallel to each other, one on the hanging 
wall and another on the foot-wall of the lode, these walls being some-
times separated, as at Quartz Mountain, Tuolumne County, by a dis-
tance of from 200 to 250 feet; but recent deep developments at various 
points would seem to indicate a tendency of these walls to narrow, 
which, at depths of from 1,000 tu 1,200 feet, and in some cases less, 
would shut out the ''horse" and develop a permanent fissure of from 
fourteen to eighteen feet in width. 
The principal points at which minin~ bas been prosecuted on the 
Motller lode, are Bear Valles, Princton, and Mariposa, in Mariposa 
County; Quartz Mountain and vicinity, near Jamestown, Tuolumne 
Oounty; Rawhide and Tuttletown, in same county; Carson Hill, Angel's 
Camp, and Paloma, in Calaveras County; and Jackson, Sutter Creek, 
and Amador City, in Amauor County; the deepeRt development hav-
ing been made at Sutter Creek, where, at the Amador mine, a shaft has 
been sunk, and levels opened to a depth of 1,300 feet. 
The entire length of locations made on the Mother lode is estimated 
at 180,000 feet, equal to half the distance between its northern and 
southern extremity. Many of these locations, however, run parallel to 
each other, and the grouncluontinuously located would not exceed 100,000 
feet, while the ground now in process of development (including only 
those claims on which work has been done in 1871) will not exceed 
40,000 feet, exclusive of the Mariposa estate, on which operations. are· 
temporarily suspended owing to financial difficulties and litigation .. 
Tile longest break of the lode is between Angel's an<l Jackson,. a dis-
tance of twenty-three miles, on which only one mine, the Paloma, near 
the south bank of the Mokelumne River, is generally acknowlecl.'ged to 
'be on the lode~ though recent discoveries tend to -prove the continuity. 
of the lode between tlwse points. At ' rarious other points the lode, 
''dives" for several miles, and at one point, between Whisky Hill and the 
Hawllide mine, it is covered by the lava flow which constitutes Table 
Mountain. 
Throughout the entire course of the lode we find many instances of 
failure, manifested by abandoned works and idle mills, but these are 
to be attributed either to mismanagement or to the injudicious location 
of works at points where no pay-chimneys exist. The early locations 
were made at any point where croppings appeared,.. and deep shafts 
were sunk, and mills erected on barren ground, without any effort to 
find the chimneys of the vein. In this way thousands of dollars have 
been uselessly squandered by men utterly ignorant of mining, and these 
H. Ex. 211--1 
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monuments of their folly have discouraged those who otherwise would 
have invested in quartz mining. Another cause for the stagnation of 
mining on this lode is the improvident manner in which work has been 
carried on, resulting in the exhaustion of the s.urface deposits, which 
were worked by open cuts at various places down to the wate1·-line, 
when operations ceased until shafts could be sunk and hoisting-wo1·ks 
and pumping-machinery erected, the owners of the ground having com-
mitted the common error of failing to ke.ep their ground developed in 
a.:l·nmce of their milling capacity. Perhaps a third reason may oe found 
in the superior attractiveness of the mines of the neighboring State 
of Nevada, where fortunes are made (and lost) with greater rapidity in 
mining operations. 
The amonut of ore crushed bv mills on the Mother lode has been 
less for this year than for several years past. This is owing to a com-
bination of circumstances not likely to occur again. The l\1arip()sa 
estate, containing several of the most productive miues, has been 
involved in a, litigation which has temporarily suspended operations. 
An unexampled drought prevailing o\·er the State has closed many 
mills for want of water, and others are only running half their stamps. 
These claims are supplying ore far in e.xcess of their present means of 
crushing. In addition to this a ''strike" took place during the month 
of April, in Amador County, and the Oneida, Keystone, Amador, and 
other leading mines were closed for a period of nearly three rno11ths, 
resulting in a loss to the owners of nearly $2,000,000. This latter diffi-
culty has now been adjusted, and the present season promises to give 
an ample supply of rain. 
The prospects for the future are encouraging. At all points wllere 
great depth has been attained there has been a steady improvement iu 
the quantity and quality of the rock. At Sutter Creek, the Amador 
mine has attained a depth of 1,300 feet, disclosing a vein of from 12 to 
14 feet in width. The quality of the quartz here bas improyed with 
each successive level below a depth of 500 feet. At the Oneida, Key-
stone, and other deep mines, the same encouraging features are met 
with, while many claims heretofore partially opeued are now erecting 
mills and powerful hoisting-works. The development of the Paloma 
mine, owned by ex-Senator Gwin, near 'Mokelumne Bill, atH1 of the 
Angel's Quartz :Mining Company's mine at Angel's Camp, lwtll of which, 
at lowest levels-400 to 500 feet-have opened rich aud extensive zones, 
iR exerting a strong beneficial influence on quartz mining, which is 
already being felt in the investment of home capital in this heretofore 
neglected branch of business. 
Quartz veins in the granite belt.-In addition to the Mother lode, this 
region possesses other quartz mines which are yielding large amounts 
of gold. At an elevation of 4,000 feet, in tile Sierras, an exteusi,~e 
series of veins has been opeued in the grauites, the most noted of which 
is the Confidence, sixteen miles east of Sonora, Tuolumne County, a 
mine scarcely known outside of Tuolumne County, yet producing, with 
forty stamps, fi·om $30,000 to $40,000 monthl,y. Other elaims of like 
characteristics are being developed to the north and south of the Uonfi-
dence, but whether they belong to the same system, of which there is 
a strong probability, remains to be demonstrated. Among tlwse is 
a recent discovery in the upper part of Calaveras County. Tile veins 
here present many striking features of interest. I.Jike many of the 
most noted veins of California, they oecur in fissures which have been 
opened in the earth's crust by the rending asunder of the rock formation 
across its stratification. The country rock is slate. Tllis coutains nn-
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merous dikes of traps, porphyritic green-stone, etc., occupying fissures 
which run transversely across the slate. There are several parallel fissures, 
nearly vertical, having a co·~rse of N. 40° E., with very solid and smooth 
walls, and from 5 to 12 feet wide. In these occur the quartz veins, the 
quartz occupying only a portion of the space, (3 to 9 feet,) the balance 
being filled by an accompanying vein matter differing from the country 
rock, and not found outside of the fissure walls. The whole of this vein 
matter is full of base metals, particularly the sulphurets of iron, deposited 
in a way that indicates a preYious state of solution or possibly vapor; 
for besides being disseminated throughout the body of the rock, the 
faces of broken pieces, which had no seams visible to the eye, are often 
found coated with particles of metal, forming flakes which can be removed 
with a knife-blade. All of this material contains some gold, but the pay 
rock proper occurs in chutes of a peculiar kind of quartz, which is held 
by many of the miners to belong to tbe true chimneys of the precious 
metals. It is so thoroughly impregnated with the various base metals, 
especially the sulphurets of iron, lead, and zinc, that not an ounce of it 
can be found destitute of these. The gold is diffused in fine particles 
through the ore, as if an element of its composition. The ore of these 
lodes is of high grade. 
Further west, in Calaveras County, we find the quartz mines of Rail-
road Flat and 'Vest Point, and in Amador County a group of promising 
mines, near Volcano. At these places hundreds of veins exist, yielt1ing· 
high-grade rock, but few of which are deyeloped below the water-line. 
The future of these districts depends on the development of a few claims, 
considererl as representative mines, on which work is now being prose-
cuted with. the best indications of success. The discovery of pay rock 
in a mine, such as the Petticoat at Railroad .Flat, on which a deep 
shaft is being sunk, will have a tendency to open more than fifty claims 
in the same vicinity. 
Gravel mining.-The gold-bearing gravel deposits of the southern 
mines are not as extem~ive "~in area and depth as those of the central 
mining region, (described in my report of 1871,) neither is the topography 
of the country so favorable for the opening and draining of ground; 
but, on the other hand, the gravel will yield a larger amount of gold per 
cubic yard. This opinion is based on personal observation, and on the 
carefully prepared tables furnished by Mr. J. Rathgeb, of San Andreas, 
which will be found in this report. 
The modes of occurrence of gravel deposits here are various. They 
occur, first, in well-defined ancient river channels, under a capping of 
lava which bas filled the rivers of past ages; second, in isolated mounds 
or hillocks, evidently the remains of such channels, whicb, being unpro-
tected by a covering of lava, have been broken up by the action of air 
and water; third, in basins or flats which have received and· held the 
wash of these disintegrating river bedR; and, fourth, in Jow, rolling hills, 
near the base of the Sierras, and beyond the reach of the lava flow. 
The richest deposits have been found on the flats on the east side of 
Table Mountain, at places where bars evidently existed in the ancient 
river, and the lava flow sought the deep channel, forming an elbow or 
curve on which the lava crust was very thin, or sometimes entirely 
denuded. 
Table )l'Jountctin.-The most remarkable feature in the landscape of the 
southern counties is the great Table ]\fountain. This is a flow of basaltic 
lava covering an ancient river bed several hundred feet higher than 
the modern river-the Stanislaus-by which it is crossed through deep 
cations at two points-Abby's Ferry and Byrne's Ferry. The basaltic 
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matter has a width of from 1,700 to 2,000 feet, and a thiekncss of about 
150 feet; its elevation at Jamestown is about 500 feet above the surrouud-
ing country. Beneath this capping of lava is a stratification of sand-
stone sixty to one hundred feet in thickness; and underneath this, on 
the bed-rock of the ancient river, is found the cemented gravel from one 
to five feet in thickness, and in some localities exceedingly rich in gol<l. 
The distinctive tabular appearance of the mountain ca,n be traced from 
Murphy's, in Calaveras County, where it has an altitude a,bove sea-level 
of about 3,000 !eet, to Knight7s Ferry, Stanislaus Connty, where it is 
lost in the foot-hills of tlle Sierras on the eastern border of the San 
Joaquin Valley, a distance of thirty-six miles. At its upper end it is 
much broken up, but in 'ruolumne County, below ..._t\..bby'8 Ferry, con-
tinuous stretches of many m1les occur wit.h a gentle grade. Below 
Byrne;s Ferry, where it is again cut by the Stanislaus, it is much 
broken, and is finally lost in the foot-hills. 
Prof. J. D. Wbitney, in his General Geology of California, (vol. 1,) 
says of this mountain: 
On approaching Table Mountain and examining the material of which it is composed, 
and tho position "hich it occupies, it is seenatonce that it is avast lava flow, of which the 
upper surface remains very nearly at the level and wit,h the form which it originally 
had at the time of its consolidation, " ·hile its edges aud the surrounding country haYe 
been dennded and washed away, so that, the topography of the region is entirely (lifier-
eut from what it once was-in fact, it is almost the reverse of it. No one can deny that 
a stream of melted lava, running for forty miles do>vn t,he slope of the Sierra, umst 
have sought and found a depression or valley in which to flow, for it is impossible that 
it should hq.ve maintained, for any distance, a position on the crest of a I'idge. Nor 
could the valley of the Stanislaus, now two thousand feet deep, have ex isted at that 
time, for this flow of lava is clearly seen to have crossed it at Abby's Ferry. The whole 
face of the country must, therefore, have undergone an entire change since the eruption 
took place, during which this mass of lava was poured out. The fact that the bva 
flow of Table Mountain took place in a pre-existing valley is not only capable of being 
demonstrated on general principles, but is coufirmecl by what has been Rhown, hy llll-
merous excavations beneath it, to be the character of the formation on which it n·sts. 
Professor Whitney estimates the amount of denudation which has taken 
place during the period since this lava flow took its present position at 
not less than tbree or four thousand feet of -vertical height. The 
excessive hardness of the basaltic cappiug of the mountain has protected 
it from any appreciable amount of denudation and erosion. This is 
manifested by the scarcity of vegetation on its summit, where there is 
uo soil of suffieient depth to support more than a few stunted shrubs. 
The discovery of tp.e auriferous character of the bed of this ancient 
river was made accidentally by some placer-miners working in the 
vicinity of Shaw's Flat, in 1854, at a point near the rim rock of the 
cllannel where the lava capping had been denuded. In the excitement 
which followed almost the entire length ofthe mountain was located, ami 
hundreds of tunnels run to strike the channel. From the best data at our 
disposal we est,imate the total length of tunnels run in this mountain at 
forty thousand feet, at a cost of not less than $800,000. The number of feet 
located was between sixty thousand and eighty thousand, many of tbese 
locations being parallel on the supposition that there were two channels. 
This idea probably originated from the fact that the river frequently 
changed its channel, as do modern streams. At the present time the 
wild spirit of speculation, which induced the expenditure of such large 
sums in running tunnels, has subsid.ed, and mining is onl~ canied on 
at a few localities, but generally with handsome returns. Some details 
of present mining operations in this mountain will be found i '1 the de-
scription of Hughes's claim, (formerly Maine Boy's tunnel,) and the ground 
of the Table.l\Iountain Tunnel Compf1ny, under the heading of" Tuolumne 
Uounty." 
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Gravel deposits in the joot-hills.-Tlw La Grange Ditch OOJnpany.-Exten-
siveauriferous gravel-beds, apparently of~::;econdary deposition, are found 
in the low rolling foot-hills of all the soutllern counties, but generally in 
localities remote from water, and in consequence tlleir development has 
been retarded.. During the past year thousands of acres of ground of 
this character have been purchased aud located by San Francisco capi-
talists, and vast projects are under way for bringing water to them by 
tapping the rivers high np in the mountains. Of tllis ·character is the 
enterprise known as the "La Grange Ditch Compfm,y,'' which is one of 
many having like objects. This company own between four and five 
thousand fe.etfrontageon the Tuolumne River, near thetownofLa Grange, 
Stanislaus County, formerly known as French Bar, their ground run-
ning back from the river a distance varying from one-half mile to one 
mile. The bed--rock lies at a sufficient lleight above the Tuolumne River 
to make a tunnel necessary for opening their ground. The gravel is 
soft, and but little cemented and will wash easily. The banks (or gravel-
beds) average about one hundred feet in thickness and prospects largely 
from top to bottom, several pan tests having· shown the extraordinary 
average of three to five cents to tlle pan. Tlw company are now build-
ing a ditch, taking the water out of the Tuolumne River, at a place 
known as Indian llar, seventeen miles above their ~lai ms. This ditch 
is six feet wide on the bottom, eight feet on the top, and four feet deep, 
with a fall or grade of from six to ten feet per mile, and will carry four 
or five thousand inches of water, deli\7 ering it at a height of over two 
hundred feet abo\Te the level of the ·Tuolumne River. The ditch was 
commenced about the middle of July, 1871, and one thousand men llave 
been constantly employedinitsconstruction; eighthnndredofthese being 
Chinamen at one dollar per day, the white men of course receiYing 
higher wages. The total cost of this ditch is estimated at $200,000, and 
it is expected. to be complete in time for the company to avail themselYes 
of the rise of the river early in 1872. 1\'Ir. Edmund Green, tlle super-
intendent., has adopted a novel method of taking the water from the 
river by which he avoids the risk incidental to a high dam. This is by 
digging a cut along the side of the riYer large enough to contain a box 
flume which will be covered witb. rock and dirt, leaYing the bank of t\u~ 
river in its natural state. But little fluming will be used. Around 
rocky points a stone wall is commenced far enough down the banks to get 
a perfectly solid foundation. This is continued up to the top of the ditch 
and is made four or five feet in thickness, tllen an inner wall two feet 
wid.e and two feet distant from the outer one is built four feet high from 
the bottom of the ditch ; clay is then tamped between these two walls 
so as to make it water-tight, the water running in the ditch inside both 
walls. They have in addition a winter ditch with a capacity of tllree 
thousand inches of water, taken from Dry Creek, three miles distant from 
the mines. The company will commence washing early in 1872 with fiye 
four-feet flumes, using four eight-inch nozzle improved hydraulic pipei:) 
und.er a pressure of one hundred aud fifty feet. Should this enterprise 
prove a success, of which there is no reasonable doubt, capital will seek 
investment in like projects, and many thousands of acres of equally 
valuable ground will be developed in the southern mine~. 
Other gravel deposits.-Turner's· and Kincaid Flat.-Many auriferous 
gravel deposits of great l'ichuess exist in various parts of the southern 
miues, particularly near the limestone belt, in basins or flats wllere, 
from the nature of the snrronndiug conn try, drainage is impossible except 
by the construction of long and expensiYe tunnels. These gravel-beds, 
like the detrital matter in the foot-hills, are probabl,y the result of sec-
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ondary deposition in a recent geological epoch--the effects of the distri-
bution by water of the ancient channels, and the denudation of tile 
surrounding country. Tllis theory is founded on the fact that in these 
basins the remains of the mastodon and elephant are found in great 
abundance, while in the old river-beds they are rarely discovered. 
These basins were worked in early times as deep as was possible by 
means of shafts, whims, and pumps, but as the bed-rock was approached 
the water was found to be an insurmountable obstacle, and they were 
temporarily abandoned. Subsequently, drain-tunnels of great length 
were run at various places where these basins occur. Two of these 
enterprises, the first in contemplation, the second nearly completed, 
will be briefly described here as an illustration of this branch of mining. 
The Turner's :Flat and Table Mountain Mining Company early in 1870 
acquired by purchase and location five hundred acres of ground at 
Turner's Flat, near Jamestown, Tuolumne County, this location giving 
them also 5,000 feet in length on the Table Mountain channel; the 
"flat" being on the eastern side of Table Mountain, and their location 
running down on the western side of the lava-covered mountain toward 
tbe Stanislaus River. They are now making application for a patent to 
this tract and negotiating for capital to open their ground. Turner's 
Flat is an extensive deposit of auriferous gravel, which bas proved very 
rich, and is of unknown depth. Between the years 1853 and 1857~ when 
in the possession of former owners, several sbafts were sunk in the flat, 
near the line of the lava, to a depth of eighty feet, when a large quantity 
of water was encountered, of such volume as to resist the power of the 
best pumping machinery then in use. About the year 1855 or 1856, an 
English company acquired large interests on the flat, and en<leavored 
to drain it by running a tunnel from Slate Gulcb, a small stream tributary 
to vVood's Creek, lying far to the east of Table IVIounta:in. Tbis tunnel, if 
completed, would have been about three miles in length, but after spend-
ing $30,000 it was ascertained that an enor had been made in the sur-
veys, and the completion of tile tunnel on the grade they were runni11g 
would have brought them to the surface instead of the bottom of tlw 
basin, and the work was abandoned. No tunnel except one from Wood's 
Creek seemed feasible for the drainage of this ground, and this would 
have been nearly five miles in length with a light grade. This valuable 
property then remained unocnupied and undeYeloped for a I>eriod of 
nearly ten years, when the present company acquired the ground and 
decided on a new point of attack by opening the bottom of Turner's 
Flat from the west side of Table lVIountain, where the formation is very 
precipitous, instead of on the eastern side, where it slopes gently to 
vVood's Creek. This tunnel will enter the west side of Table Mountain 
about three hundred feet below its summit and about one hundred and 
fifty f~et below the lava line. It is estimated from surveys that its total 
length will not exceed three thousand feet, and at tllat distance, with a 
grade of ten inches to twelve feet, it will tap the gravel deposits of 
Turner's Flat at a depth of one hundred and twenty feet. A deep gorge, 
setting back on the western face of Table Mountain, opposite the flat, 
greatly facilitates the construction of this tunnel. The Turner's Flat 
gravel deposit is evidently an outbreak from the Table Mountain chan-
nel, and had yielded about $1,000,000 before operations were suspended. 
The gravel on the bottom is said to have paid as high as $5 per bucket. 
The tunnel will be laid with flume, and the grade will be sufficient to 
effectually break up the gravel and release the gold. 
The Kincaid Flat Mining Company is a San Francisco company,, who 
have been engaged for several years in an enterprise similar to the 
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abo'Ve, and are now approaching its completion. Kincaid Flat is a 
basin-like depression, surrounded by low hills, situated a few miles from 
Jamestown, Tuolumne County, on the eastern verge of the great lime-
stone br.U., and contains about one hundred and fifty acres of gravel of 
unknown depth. Mining was commenced here shortly after the discovery 
of the placers ori the limestone belt, and immense sums were taken from 
the flat. Rumor says that one claim fifty-five feet square yielded $100,000, 
and that the total product of the flat was not much less than $2,000,000. 
"\Vhile any estimate of the yield of a tract of mining ground in early 
times must be accepted with due allowance for local exaggeration, it is 
undoubtedly true that this ground was notoriously and fabulously rich. 
The present company having acquired this ground several years since, 
commenced a tunnel from Sullivan's Creek, the nearest depression, and 
ba ve been working on it ever since. After running an open cut t.wo 
hundred and fifty feet, they commenced a tunnel, and had run one 
thousand three hundred and thirty-five feet up to November, 1871. They 
had four hundred feet more to run to strike the bed-rock of the basin. 
Tlwir tunnel is about five by seven, and for one thousand three hundred 
feet runs through limestone, when they encountered a trap-dike of ex-
cessive hardness, which will materially delay its completion. The tunnel 
has already cost $60,000, and is in all respects a model piece of work. 
The labor has so far been done by hand, but it is 
probable it will be completed by machinery. This 
tunnel will not drain the flat below a depth of eighty 40 
teet from surface. The construction of such an ex-
pensi\re work shows the confidence of our local capital-
ists in the undeveloped resources of our mines. 3 
At Mokelumne Hill, Calaveras County, extensive 
operations are carried on in the ancient channels, 
which are not yet exhausted. They will be noticed 30 
at some length in this report. Near San Andreas, 
Calaveras County, and in the vicinity of Angel's, 
Murphy's, and Vallecito channels, mining will be 5 
prosecuted with vigor during the coming year. At 
Byrnes' Ferry a New 'York Company have tunneled 
'fable Mountain and are said to be taking out good 15 
• pay. Extensive gravel operations are also in pro-
gress at Garrote, in Tuolumue County, and iu var-
ious parts of lVlariposa County. There is much 
similarity in methods of mining in these various 25 
localities, and my tin::.e and space will not admit of 
• more than general descriptions of some of the rep-
resentative claims, selected on account of the magni- 9 
tude of their operations. These will be found scattered 
throughout this article. 5 
The jormcttion of gravel deposits.-As frequent men-
tion has been made of gravel operations in isolated 4 
patches which were formerly parts of ancient river-
beds, I present the section of a shaft in a claim near 
~ngel's Camp, Calaveras County, in which a human 11 
skull was found at a depth of one hundred and 
thirty-two feet, imbedded in a stratum of gravel fi ~·e 
feet in thiekness. The figures on the left-Land side 
represent feet, and show tlle thickness of the different 153 
strata. The skull was found in the five-foot gravel-bed 
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vVhen the State geologist shall have completed his labors and issued 
his reports through the press, we shall be in possessiou of many facts 
which will elucidate and perhaps reconcile many apparent contrauic-
tions now to be observed in the formation of these deposits. Mr'. Good-
year, one of Professor Whitney's assistants, in a letter to the Mountain 
Democrat, thus foreshadows a new theory: 
With reference to the general question of the migin and distribution of the aurif:. 
erous gravel itself there have been no end of theories, and every agency that is. capalJle 
of moving rocks, from salt-water oceans to enormous glaciers and floating icebergs, has 
been called in to account for the phenomenon. With reference to most of these theo-
ries, it will only be necessary here to state the fact that no well-informed mau can 
study carefully for himself in the field over any considerable extent of this country 
the character and distribution of the gravel, and tlle detailed structure of the hauks 
with the fossils which they contain, without being led to the irresis tilJlc conclusion 
that there is but one possible agency wllich is at all capable of satisfactorily account-
ing for the complex and intricate phenomena, and that this is to be found in tlle action 
of fresh and running water. This agency was iuvolveu. in the old"' blne-lead theory " 
which has been for so many years a favorite, not only among the best-informed prac-
tical men, but among leading geologists and mining. engineers as well. The gist of 
this theory may be stated in a few words by saying that it involved the supposition of 
the former existence here of a great river with its branches, the main trunk of this 
river being supposed to hold for one or two hnuured miles, if not more, a genera.1 
southeasterly course, nearly parallel with the present main crest of the Sierra, before 
the mountains were uplifted. But the detailed and extensive ex plorations of tll e 
gravel mines which have been made during the past two years by the Sta te geological 
survey, have developed among other things the fact that this theor.Y, too, is not only 
inadequate to account for the complex facts, but that it is not unfreqncntly in direct 
conflict wit,h them. The questions involved are extremely complex, aud it is no won-
der that in the absence uf systematic and extensive investigation of tile facts iu the 
field, the theories at first propounded shonld have been wide of the mark. And onr 
own work in tllis direction is hy no means as yet complete. What the true theory is, 
therefore, it, would be premature for me to attempt to develop here. But it is mpidly 
assuming shape in our minds, and the whole snhject will be thoroughly discusseu in 
the fort.bcoming volumes of the geological report, of Professor J. D. "Whitney, provided 
the coming legislature shall furnish the requisite means for their completion aud pub-
licatio~. · 
·The limestone belt.-Placer min·ing.-Anotber pl'ominent feature in tlle 
geology of this part of the country is the limestone belt, on which are 
found the early placers, noted for their immense yield from 1850 to 1855. 
This belt runs through all the southern mining counties, aud can be 
traced continuom;ly for nearly one hundred miles. Its course is nort,b-
east and southwest, and its vddth varies from half a mile to three or 
four miles, in some places contraeting, at otheTs expanding. At Sonora 
it is narrow, while at Shaw's Flat and Columbia, a few nriles farther 
Borth, it is seYeral miles in width. Throughout its entire length it was 
noted for the richness of its placer deposits, which were, howeYer, me1·ely 
superficial, rarely exceeding in depth six or eight feet, except in places • 
where the limestone formation contracts, and at these points it llas been 
worked to a depth of from forty to one hundred feet by following and 
cleaning the crevices. Throughout its length the limestone bed-rock has 
been deeply worn by the action of swiftly running water carrying bowl-
ders aml debris, which have eut and carved it in the most singular and 
fantastic shapes to a depth of many feet. In many places remarkable un-
derground caverns of unknown extent are found. One of these exist~ near 
Cave City, ElDorado County, of many acres in extent, which bas never 
been thoroughly explored, although discovered as early as 1852. The 
rich flats near Columbia and Spriugfield, when discovered by the early 
prospectors, were covered with dense growths of pine, aml the entire 
face of the .country has been so changed by mining operations as to be 
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unrecognizable to the miner of '49-'50. The richest portion of the lime-
stone belt has been found on the east siue of Tabl~ Mountain, in Tuo-
lumne County, and it is very probable that the placers owed much of their 
wmtlth to t,he scattering and distribution by water of portions of the 
Table Mountain channel not protected by lava. There is strong evi-
dence of the correctness of this opinion near Springfield, Columbia, and 
Shaw's Flat-all of these places being lmt slightly below the level of 
the ancient channel at its exposed points. These towns, and Sonora, 
Jamestown, Montezuma, and Chinese Camp, owe their existence to this 
class of placers. Near the head of Table Mountain, where the basins 
and crevices on the limestone belt are deep, we :find the towns of Mur-
phy's and Vallecito, in CalaveraR County, wbere mi11ing is still pro:::;ecutell 
on a small scale by means of whims and pumps, with a fair profit, but 
the ground remaining to be worked is limited. At these points the Table 
~fountain is much broken up and loses its identity as a continuous range. 
The ''flats" between the mound-like elevations have proved exceedingly 
rich, but all·efforts to drain them have proYed pecuniary failur<js in con-
sequence of the great length of tunnels required. The towhs of Colum-
bia, Springfield, and Sonora, once the most populous of the southetn 
miues, were built on the best placer gronud, and town lots are now more 
valuable for mining purposes than for business and residence. Placer 
mining in their vicinity has been virtually abandoned to the Chinese, 
who are satisfied to work grouud which bas been passed through the 
sluice-boxes two or three times. It often happens in these towns that a 
lot with a brick house on it is bought and the bouse torn down, merely 
for the purpose of taking thA gold from tlle ground. As some of these 
towns are very much decayed, property of this kind can be bought for 
· prices which leave an ample margin of profit after sluidng out "iihe 
ground. In confirmation of this statement, the following item from the 
Sonora Democrat of April 15, 1871, is giyeu: 
The fine brick store occupied so many years by Condit has been taken down with 
the store-room next south of it, and now the brick building uext north is being ta,ken 
down for the purpose of mining the ground under it. Every day pieces of quartz are 
found that are very rich in gold. The store was built on ground that bacl not been 
ruined; it is proving so rich now that a miuing hole will soon take the place of the 
building. Pieces containing from one to three hundred dollars each have been taken 
oilt within a week. One week's washing llas averaged $10 per day to the band em-
ployed, running one wheelbarrow, and only as yet washing top dirt. Several pieces 
were fonlH1ranging fTom one to three ounces; 12 wagon-loads (to test tile claim uefore 
erecting sluices) paid him $150. In the rear of this same bnilding, a few years since, one 
2S-pound cllunk was found, and several of nearly that weight. A L1og, digging for a, 
gophGr, at one time scratched out a piece of quartz for wbich Mr. C. outained $70. 
Swall pieces of :float quartz arc now clttily found iu this claim containing from $1 to $10 
in free gold. 
In fact, it would doubtless prove a paying investment to buy the land 
on which several of these towns are situated, tear down tbe buildings, 
aud sluice off the ground. The town of Sonora, however, has other 
resources, and is now experienning a return of its former prosperity 
through its great agricultural and horticultural interests and the numer-
ous quartz-mining districts of which it is the basis of supply. 
MARIPOSA. COUNTY. 
This is the most southerly of the counties included within the limits 
of the "southern mines.'' l'he placer interests of tlle county have been 
neglected for .years, but this branch of mining will be revived with the 
introduction of water, for which purpose several ditches are being con-
structed. · 
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The quartz interests show marked improvement, manifested by the 
opening of many mines abandoned for years, the discover.)'? of new 
ledges, and the investment of San Francisco capital in developed mines. 
The mines belonging to the Mariposa estate are so situated that they 
require water for milling purposes; the mines are proven to be abun-
dantly rich and comparatively inexhaustible, but cannot be worked suc-
cessfully the year round without taking the ores to the Merced River. 
They now propose bringing t.he river to the mines, and the long-talked-
of Mariposa ditch, located in 1852, is no longer a myth but a' fixed fact, 
as the work is being actively prosecuted by the company. 
Of the celebrated Mariposa estate and its mines there is nothing this 
year to be said. A new set of legal complications has paralyzed opera-
tions, but will terminate, it is believed, in a complete reorganization free 
of incumbrances. 
Tl1e county of l\fariposa possesses many valuable claims outside of the 
boundaries of the Mariposa estate, some of which are among the most 
productive in the State. Among these we may instance tbe Ferguson 
mine, the Eclipse, and Hites' Cove mines. 
The Ferguson mine has recently been sold to an English company for 
the sum of $100,000. It is situated on the main fork of the l\'Ierced 
River, not far distant from the Yosemite Valley. The company own 
3,700 feet, and intend erecting powerful machinery, as there is water-
power enough to drive an unlimited number of stamps. This mine bas 
been in successful operation for over ten years without levying an assess-
ment, and during the present year bas paid dividends of $4,000 per 
month with an eight-stamp mill. The vein is from 1 to 8 feet thick, 
averaging 2! feet. The average pa:y of the rock is now about $44 per 
toR. Their tunnel is in 1,100 feet, on a level with the mill, to which the 
rock is easily taken by car. At the back of the tunnel they have suuk 
a shaft 100 feet deep ; at this point it is 800 feet below the surface. 
The Hites' Cove mine (described in report for 1871) is engaged in 
driving a cross-cut which is expected to reach the lode in May, 1872. 
This cross-cut will give them three hundred feet of backs. Tllis mine 
has always paid large returns to its owners. 
Tlle vVashington mine has a large vein and supplies aforty-stampmill. 
It has never levied an assessment, but has paid for'all improvements 
from its opening. 
The Francis mine is a notable instance of a successful mining opera-
tion without capital. :Mr. Francis, the recent owner, purchased the mine 
six years since on credit, and erected on it a five -stamp mill. The mine 
and mill soon yielded its owner a large advance on the original cost. 
The mine bas recently been purchased by parties in San Francisco wlw 
propose erecting a sixty-stamp mill, as thA mine has been lleveloped suffi-
ciently to warrant it, having three years' ore in sight and openell up. 
The lode is from 4 to 12 feet thick, and is tracea,ble for miles through the 
country-is opened by an adit level dri-ven on the mountain side on the 
lode ''rith constantly increasing backs. The rim will pay in ii'ee gold 
milling process from $12 to $15 per ton, with from 10 to 60 per cent. of 
sulphurets, worth from $100 to $300 per ton. The pay chute is of unusual 
length, and is already traced and tested for 1,900 feet. The company have 
3,000 feet of lode. 
There are many other mines in the county in various stages of develop-
ment, but their opening bas been retarded by tile unfortunate condition 
of the Mariposa estate, which has been erroneously supposed to contain 
the best mines in the county, and which, considered abroad as an un- , 
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successful example of mining on a large scale, has proved detrimental to 
all attempts to induce capitalists to invest in tllis county. The condition 
of this estate is to be attributed to the mismanagement incident to the 
control of all large and unwieldy corporations whose stock is elevated 
or depressed at the pleasure of operators who never saw the property 
of the company, and feel no interest in its development beyond the 
temporary enhancement or depres£-:ion of the value of shares in the 
stock market for the purposes of speculation. 
This state of affairs, however, will not be of long duration, as the 
resources of the county in gold-bearing quartz have attracted the atten-
tion of some of the leading mining operators of San Francisco, who 
have purcllased several mines and are now engaged in the de-velopment 
of the long-neglected wealth of this county. 
TUOLUMNE OOUNTY. 
This eonnty, adjoining Mariposa on the north, has an area of !H5,000 
acres, of which but a small proportion is under cultivation, although 
the soil of the western portion of the county, from the foot-hills to an 
elevation of 2,500 feet in the Sierras~ is unequaled in the productiveness 
of its orchards and vineyards, both as to the quantity and :flavor of its 
fruits. The county has promising quartz interests which have for a few 
years pas been dormant, but are now reviving under the impulse of 
successful operations in this branch of mining, while gravel-mining at 
various places on Table l\fountain has proyed, under good management, 
both safe and profitable as a business. 
Oh:inese Oamp.-Tlle town of Chinese Camp is situated in a basin or 
flat, east of Table Mountain, at an elevation of 1,300 feet above sea-
level, the Mother lode lying about one mile east of the town. The 
present population does not exceed five hundred persons, of whom 
tllree-fifths are Chinese. Tlle main interest of the place has been placer-
·miuing on the flat on which the town is situated. The ground has ueen 
worked over to bed-rock, a depth of three to five feet, and the best part 
exhausted, although the Chinese still carry on miuing on a small scale 
·wheu they can find dirt paying one dollar a day to the hand, of which 
enough remains to last for several years. The supply of water is limited, 
rarely more than one hundred inches being available, and this is sold 
at fifteen cents per inch for ten hours' use. Great difficulties were met 
with iu obtaining an adequate supply of water for this place, as a deep 
ravine (Wood's Creek) ran between the town and the nearest ditch. 
These were finally surmounted by running a pipe, eleven inches in 
diameter and one mile iu length, from the Phrenix Water Company's 
reservoir across the ravine of Wood's Creek to a hill above the town. 
'rhe bead of tl1e water-supply (at the reservoir) is two hundred feet 
higher than the discharge-box on the hill above the town, and an inter-
veuing depressiou-the ravine of Wood's Creek-having a depth of 
seven hundred feet, measured from the discharge-box, has been over-
come, not by the construction of an expensive trestle-work, as was 
formerly the practice in carrying water over depressions, but by laying 
the pipes on the surface and relying on the pressure. Two hundred 
inches have been safely run through this pipe. The gold found here is 
noted for its fineness, and is probably the result of the breaking up of 
old channels, of which remnants are found on the edges of the ua8in. 
The pay-dirt extends entirely across the flat or basin, a distance of 
nearly three miles. Some spots proved very rich, but were quickly 
exhausted, and the future of this class of mining is not promising. 
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Detached masses or patches of cemented gravel are forind on the 
summits of a few mounds or spurs of hills in this basin. These patcht>s, 
on account of their hardness, seem to have resisted the disintegrating 
influences of air and water, which ha,re swept away and scattered tho -
original deposit of which they formed a part, depositing the released gold 
in the adjacent gulches and streams and over the flat. They are but iso-
lated monuments, indicating the existence, ages since, of an extensive belt 
of gravel deposited by the action of water, but whether in the channel of 
a running stream, or in a lake-like depression, or whether these deposit!:\ 
were formed from the ~'wash" of the ancient river now covered b:v tlw 
lava of TableMountain,(whichis probably the case,) cannot be ascertained 
witlwutcloseobservationandpatientinyestigation. One of these patches, 
situated immediately to the east of the town, and about one hundred 
and eighty feet above the level of the basin, covers an area of ab,out ten 
acres and proved exceedingly rich, most of the pay being found in a 
blue streak, varying from one to twenty inches in thickness and lying 
immediately above the bed-rock. The depth of the gravel in this tract 
did not exceed thirty feet, and the best surface-diggings of the vicinity 
were found on the slope to the east of this mound and in the bed of 
Wood's Creek. These detached masses of gravel are said to extend 
southerly into Mariposa County, where they exist in larger bodies, and 
will be worked immediately on the completion of several ditches now in 
process of construction. Toward the nortll we find the great surface 
deposits of the limestone belt which probably owe its origin to the 
same causes. 
The quartz ledges in the vicinity of the town are all supposed to be 
on the Mother lode, which lies immediately to the east. They are, begin-
ning with the most southerly and proceeding north: The Clio, 10 stamps-
not running for two years; Orcutt's mine (supposed to be on a spur of 
the Mother lode)-a very rich vein of decomposed quartz; Eagle, 10 
stamps-operations suspended in mill pending completion of drain tun-
nel; the Shawmut-idle for two years; belongs to a Boston company 
and is cloE;ed on account of mismanagement and defective machinery. 
Two miles northerly from Chinese Camp, and on the edge of the same 
basin, is situated the decayed and deserted. town of Montezuma, whiell 
was once noted for its rich placers. Wood's Crossing, on Wood's Creek, 
one mile south of James town, is noted as being the first ground worked 
in the southern mines, early in 1848. The creek hf·re was very rich, and 
was worked by the Indians, of whom there were many here at that time. 
It is said that the first traders who came into this part of the country 
bought gold-dust from the Indians in exchange for its weight iu beadl:;, 
raisins, &c. 
Jamestown.-Between Montezuma and Jamestown the country is 
broken up by rolling bills of no great elevation. The Mother lode is 
intersected and cut half a mile south of Jamestown by V'\Tood's Creek, 
a stream carrying bnt little water in the summer, but very turbulent ju 
the rainy season. At this point the croppings of the lode have a width 
of from twelve to sixteen feet, compact and boldly defined, with numer-
ous spurs and parallel veins on the east side, but the quartz is barren 
at the surface. These parallel veins haye proved very rich but not con-
tinuous. Abandoned excavations and tunnels show that they have been 
followed till they "pinched out" or became merged in the main iode. Near 
here, on the line of the Mother lode, are F-ituated Quartz Mountain and 
Whisky Hill, famous for both rich quartz mines and great failures. 
The most noted mines are the Golden Rule, the App mine, the Heslep 
mine, and the property of Rosencrans, Preston & Co. on Whisky Hill. 
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A bout one mile and a half west of Jamestown the l\fother lode bas been 
crossed by tbe lava flow of Table Mountain, and makes its appearance 
again in prominent croppings on the west side of the mountain at the 
Raw bide uJine, one of the oldest locations in the county. 
'l1he past history of Jamestown is that of all mining towns relying 
mainly ou placer diggings-a hasty gr0wth and a slow but sure decay. 
The placers in this Yicinity aud the bed of Wood's Creek were of great 
richnes~, and for a few years the sales of gold-dust ay-eraged nearly 
$1,000 per day. The placers were of the same character as tlwse of 
Cllinese Camp, rarely exceeding two feet in depth,and have been worked 
0\-er several times. The present population does not exceed three hun-
dred. Tile future of tbe town depends on the quartz-mining on the 
Motlwr lode and the opening of the old channel underlying Table 
Mountain. Both of these classes of mining require large expenditures, 
hut promh;e large and profitable returns. 
Quctrtz JJ[ountain is ·a cone-sbape<l hill rising abruptly to a height of 
four or five hundred feet from a rolling country. Its isolated position 
makes it a prominent landmark for miles around, this prominence 
being greatly enhanced by an immense cropping of quartz which crosses 
tbe summit of the mountain on the line of the 1\'Iother lode, and at a 
distance presents the appearance of a great wall. lYiost of the mines 
are opened abont half way between the base and the summit. The vein-
matter here seems to have widened with the expansion of the mountain, 
and veins are found bo.th on the foot-wall and the hanging-\Yall, sepa-
rated by masses of broken slate and quartz, known as ''horse-matter." 
These veins have a pitch to the east of eighty degrees. 
The Heslep mine, on Quartz l\'lountain, probably the most thoroughly 
ueveloped mine on (~ua.rtz Mountain, is a. location of 1,555 feet on the 
banging: wall of the lode. The mine was opened in 1852, and was then 
worked by an open cut on the face of the ledge. This cut has 
been continued for nearly 100 feet, and a tuunel run from its 
face, on the ledge, a distance of 600 feet. Winzes have been suuk 
from the floor of this tunnel to a depth of 65 feet and a new 
level opened. On this level the vein is 14 feet wide; 8 feet of 
this vein-matter i:;; hard white quartz, and 6 feet are a mixture of soft 
slate and broken quartz, highly ~mlphureted. Tlte foot-wall of the 
vein is greenstone and the hanging-wall slate. The average pay of 
this mine, which may be taken as a fair representative of the mines 
on Quartz Mountain, is about ten dollars per ton for rock taken 
from the tunnel, and a slight advance for rock from the lower level. 
This is exclusive of specimen rock, "·hich is now often encountered as 
depth in the mountain is attained. The pay runs in chutes or chimneys 
which rarely exceed 100 feet in length, but several are found on the liue 
of the location. The softer material can be mined and milled at an 
expense of $3 per ton. Of this class of rock large reserves are in sight 
on the surface which can be cut down on an open face and run through 
the mill in large quantities, with a profit of $3 to $5 per ton witboniJ in-
terfering- with the development of the mine. The property is owued 
and. managed by :Mr. B. F. Heslep; aucl is an example of' prudent and. 
skillful management. lie has commenced sinking a shaft from the sur-
face to connect with tlie winze from the tunnel, and on its completion 
will open a uew len1l 160 feet below the tunnel, or 300 feet iu depth 
from tlle surface. The mill has fifteen stamps of 650 pounds, with a 
cru~bing eapacity of eighteen or twenty tons per day, and is rnu by an 
overshot wlJeel forty feet in diameter, supplied with water all the year, 
at an expense of $140 per week, night and day. The mill is built for 
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thirty stamps, and the other fifteen will be put in as soon as the shaft is 
sunk and. the lower level opened. The niill, situated a short distance 
below the mouth of the tunnel, is provided with Stanford's self-feeding 
apparatus, requiring only one man to attend to the fifteen stamps. No 
pans are used, as the main reliance is on the free gold. The sulphurets 
are preserved for future treatment. 
The App mine next adjoining and parallel on the east is owned by 
Griffin & Co. The ledge is 1,000 feet long, and from 15 to 30 feet wide. 
They have a 25-stamp mill, but it has only been run at intervals during 
past year. Their rock will run from $15 to $20 per ton. They have a 
shaft down 580 feet, on au incline of 60°. The hoisting-works are very 
complete, and run by an engine of 25 horse-power. 
The Kuox mine, one-llalf mile fi.'om the Heslep, is 1,200 feet in length, 
with a vein 10 to 20 inches in width. It is owned by Preston & Co. 
They haye hoisting-works run by a 30 horse-power engine, and a mill 
of ten stamps and two arrastras, now crushing ten tons per day. The 
quartz yields an average of $30 per ton exclusive of snlphurets. 
Tte Golden H,ule, near Poverty Hill, is owned by a San Francisco com-
pany. Their mill of 15 stamps is run by water-power, (50-foot wheel,) and 
will crush 15tons per day (24 hours,) which average $10 per ton. A tunnel 
500 feet in length is run in on a grade with the mill, to which the rock is 
brought by car. This tunnel runs nearly east. At this point, the tunnel 
runs south 75 feet, where their hoisting-works are situated, 87 feet under-
ground. The hoisting-works are run by an engine of 12 horse-power. 
At the hoisting-works there is a vertical shaft 225 feet deep from the 
surface. The banging-wall is of serpentine, and the foot-wall of slate 
formation. The vein is from 7 to 9 feet wide. The Golden Rule has 
not been worked regularly during the year 1871, and no dividends were 
paid. 
Table llfounta.in.-This remarkable remnant of the basaltic overflow 
overlies, as is well known, the ancient channel' of auriferous gravel. 
The accompanying diagram is made from observations with a Green's 
barometer, and shows the interesting fact that the rim-rock of tl1e an-
cient river is bigher on the west side than ou the east. The difference is . 
33 feet. 
The observation taken at A 
was made at the hoisting-works 
of the Table Mountain Co.'s 
claim, on the eastern side of 
Table Mountain, (formerly 
known as the" Humbug''claim,) 
87 feet above the rim-rock of the 
ancient river, cove.red by the 
lava-flow known as Table Moun-
tain; elevation, 1,680 feet. 
Observation B was made at the 
Section..ofTableMountain, California. hoisting-works of Hughes' mine, 
on the west side of the mountain 
(formerly known as the Maine Boys' tunnel) 110 feet above tlle rim rock 
of the ancient channel; elevation 1, 736 feet. This claim is next adjoining 
and south of the Table Mountain Tunnel Co.'s ground. 
Observation C was taken on the summit or plane of Table Mountain 
and at a point equidistant from observations A and B ; elevation 1,882 
feet. 
The diagram, a cross-section of Table Mountain, is a representation 
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of the stratification at this point : a is the basaltic lava rising in 
precipitous cliffs· from the surrounding country; b a stratum of com-
pact sand nearly hard enough to be designated as ~andstone; under-
neath this is a layer of gravel, represented by c; and o shows the posi-
tion of the auriferous gravel. 
The auriferous gravel is extracted by means of inclines running respect-
ively from A and B to the bottom of the channel. 
.1l!Iin,ing in Table Mmmtain.-The ground of the " Table Mountain 
Tunnel Company" is situated on Humbug Flat, about one mile north of 
Jamestown on the east slope of Table 1\fountain. The company own 
4,500 feet of ground, north and south on channel, and claim from base 
to base of the mountain. Their gravel cieposit is partly under the lava 
capping, but a large portion of the best ground lay to the east of the 
lava flow and seemed to owe its origin to a deflection of the ancient 
river channel, which here took a slight bend, followt>d by the 
lava stream, leaving exposed a large portion of the old river bed. 
The ground was first worked in 1852 by a tunnel running from Pepper-
mint Creek, an insignificant stream on the east side of Table Mountain. 
This tunnel was run 1,000 feet in slate bed-rock, and on rising twenty-
five feet pay gravel was struck near t.he rim of the channel. This 
tunnel cost $60,000, and ruined its projectors, only four of them hold-
ing a small iuterest when pay was struck. Subsequently the ground 
was opened by inclines higher up the slope and near the edge of the 
lava capping of the mountain, and is still worked by this method, the 
Peppermint Creek tunnel being used for drainage. Drifts are run from 
thrse inclines by means of which the ground has been breasted out for 
a length of ~,500 feet, and 2,000 feet yet remain -to be opened. The 
channel of the old river proved to be from 100 to 150 feet in width, and 
the breast$ were opened to a width of 30 to 80 feet according to tlie 
yield of the.gravel. The thickness of the pay gravel varies from four 
to six feet-the richest being on the bed-roek, which is "picked" down to 
a depth of ten or twelve inches. The main iucline, through "·hich the 
mine is now worked, is 320 feet in length, the perpendicular depth from 
the bottom of tlle incline to the surface being eighty-se\,en feet. The 
strata passed through . in running this incline were compacted sand 
alternated with thiu layers of" pipe-clay." Underneath this was found 
the pay gravel-four to six feet in thickness, then a soft slate beu-rock. 
The main north drift is now 1,600 feet in length on the channel, but 
'' breasting" has not been made on more than half this distance. The 
gravel is brought from the "head" or" breasts" of the drifts by a car 
drawn by a mule to the foot of the incline, whence it is raised to the 
surface and emptied in a large dump-box. · 
The method of treatment here is by tlle "Cox pan," a process which 
is fully described in another part of this report. The hoisting-works 
and mill are run b,y eighty inches of water, by mean8 of an overshot 
wheel thirty feet in diameter. A test of several hundred car-loads of 
gravel at this mine showed a yield of five to six dollars per car-load, 
equivalent to $10 per cubic yard; but this "run" was on ver,y rich 
ground. The average yield for a run of several successive months 
would probably not exceed half the amount obtained when the test was 
made, and with this yield a large profit accrues to the owners. Tlle 
gravel of this part of the channel of Table Mountain is soft and easily 
extracted with the pick. In using the "pan" the gravel is fed coutin-
uously from a ''hopper," the feeding being interrupted only long enough 
to discharge the bowlders fi·om the mill or pan. The dirt·, released by 
the action of the pan passes througll the apertures in the bottom, 
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whence it runs through three hundred feet of sluice-boxes, and the 
proprietors are confident from experimental tests that they save as 
much of the gold as by any process in use. They speak bighly of the 
'"Cox pan" after two years of constant use. 
The Hughes mine, comprising the ground formerly known as the 
.l\faine Boys' tunnel, one of the earliest locations on Table J\fouutain, is 
situated north of, and next adjoining the claim above descrilled, but 
is opened from the western instead of the eastern face of the mountain, 
which is here nearly 2,000 feet in width. The main drifts of the two 
companies are now approaching each otller, one running north and the 
other south on the channel, and before the close of the present year the 
communication will be opened through the mountain under tbe la\'a 
crust which filled the ancient channel of Table Mountain. This will 
afford complete ventilation for both mines, and greatly facilitate future 
explorations. Barometrical observations taken o~ a line across Table 
:Mountain at this point give the following results: 
Altitude aboYe sea level. 
Month of Table Mountain Company7s incline, east side Table Mountain._ .•. 1, 680 feet. 
Month of Hughes's incline, west side Table Mountain ...... ·._ ....... . _ ..... 1, '73G feet. 
Summit, or plane Table Mountain between these points ..... _ .. _ ... _ ..... _ 1, 882 feet. 
It will be observed that the rim rock of the old river bed' is t.hirty-
three feet higher on the western than on tile eastern side, showing that 
the river wore its deeper channel on the western side. The uottom of 
the river (bed-rock) seems to be about 300 feet below the plane of the 
mountain. It is an interesting question which we submit to the consid-
eration of the State geological survey, whether these facts have auy bear-
ing on the great distribution of gold on the eastern side of the mount-
ain as manifested on the limestone belt from Columbia at Kincaid Flat, 
aud in the hed of Wood's Creek. The Maine Boys' ground, after many 
vicissitudes of good and bad fortune for nearly twenty years, passed 
into the bands of its present energetie owner, Mr. David Hughes, who 
bas demonstrated that this class of mining can be carried on with uni-
form profit when managed with economy and skill. :Mr. Hughes owns 
1,900 feet on the channel, and his ground is opened by au iucline four 
lnmdred and ninety-six feet in length, and 110 feet in perpendicular 
<lepth. The width of the channel varies from 150 to 300 feet, while tlJe 
pay-dirt varies from thirty feet to the entire width of the channel. The 
gravel is about twenty feet in thickness, but the paying portion seldom 
exceeds four feet on the bottom. The stratification is the same as on the 
other side of the mountain. Several "channels" are supposed to exist in 
the claim, but they are probably the results of the changing of the river 
bed from east to -west as demonstrated by the barometrical observations 
above noted. The elaim is worked through two tunnels, the drifts in one 
(the old Maine Boys') being 2,600 feet in length, in the qther 1,500 feet. 
'file gravel is taken out and hoisted in the same manner as in the claim 
last described. Mr. Hughes uses two "Cox pans,'' run with :fift.y inches 
of water by an overshot wheel thirty feet in diameter. Each pan will 
treat forty car-loads of gravel per day-one ton to the car-load. The 
gravel is fed continuously as at the Table Mountain Co.'s mill, about ten 
inches of gravel being kept constantly in the bottom of the pan, uut it 
is here charged with a small quantity of quicksilver. From oue hm~dred 
to two hundred feet of sluices are u::;ed below the pans. The yield is 
from $2 50 to $3 per car-load, and is cousidered good pay. The gravel 
sometimes yields much higher, rarely lower. This is a little less than $5 
per cubic yard. Mr. Hughes bas used these pans for seventl years in 
suceession, and bas made several improvements in their construction 
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and manipulation, particularly in the distribution of the water in the 
pulp while in motion. He says they will successfully work any gra,Tel 
soft enough to yield to the pick, and work it closer than any other pro-
cess, though he admits the loss of a considerable percentage of the finer 
gold. 
Sonora.-The country between James town and Sonora, a distance of 
four miles, is more hilly, and mining bas been confined to the bed of 
Wood's Creek. The town of Sonora, the largest town in the sout;hern .. 
mines, was settled in the summer of 1848 by a party of Mexican miners 
from the province of Sonora, and was originally known as the " Sono-
ranian Camp," to distinguish it from Jamestown, which was settled at 
about the same time and known as the "American Camp." In the fall 
of 1849, with the discovery of the great wealth of the placers on the 
limestone belt, the population of Sonora increased with great rapidity 
and was estimated to be at least five thousand persons. This population, 
however, was much diminished in the succeeding year by the enforce-
ment of the foreign miners' tax, which was then thirty dollars per 
mouth, but reviy·ed in 1852, and stood at about three thousand for many 
years, untii the gradual decay of the placers, when it settled down to 
its present population, about twelve hundred souls. With the exhaus-
tion of the placers the town underwent a period of decay nearly as rapid 
as its growth, but is now recovering its prosperity on a more stable basis. 
This town, like all mining towns in California, has suffered severely from 
repeated and destructive conflagrations. The losses by :fire from 1849 
to 1853, during which period four great :fires devastated the town, were 
estimated at one million of dollars. The :first newspaper published in 
the mines of California was the Sonora Her'1ld, the first number 
being issued on July 4, 1850. Nos. 1 to 7 of the Herald were printed 
on foolscap; single copies sold at :fifty cents. The state of society during 
the fi1ush times-from 1849 to 1853-was of the worst description, and 
crime and lawlessness were much increased by the ill-feeling engendered 
between the Mexican and American population. Murder and robbery 
were crimes of frequent occurrence, and these were punished by the 
stern discipline of lynch law. In 1855 a vigilance committee was organ-
ized, in consequence of the murder of some Americans by Mexican des-
peradoes, and after several summary trials and executions the entire 
Mexican population was banished, and the guilty and innocent suffered 
alike. The winter of 1852 was remarkable for its severity, the rain-fall 
exceeding that of any year since the occupation of the country bJr the 
white races. The streams rose and swept away the few ferries, the 
roads were destroyed, and great sickness, destitution, and suftering· 
resulted. Some idea of the price of living in Sonora at that time may 
be formed from the following extract translated from a work on Cali-
fornia, published in the city ·of Mexico in 1866, by l' Abbe Alric,. who· 
was the parish priest of Sonora from 1851 to 1855. 
"During the months of November and December, 1852," says the 
abbe, "rain and snow fell in great abundance, and the roads were ren-
dered impassable for several months. The consequence was that the 
price of living advanced to exorbitant rntes. Eggs were worth $1 
rach; bear's meat, $1 per pound; bread, $2 per pound ; chickens, $'1 0 
to $12 each ; and a turkey sold for $20. Everything else was sold in 
proportion." • 
I quote a few more extracts from this work to show the social condi-
tion of Sonora at this period: 
"On the 8th of June, 1851," says the abbe," I was compelled to 
witness a terrible spectacle at a neighboring camp where I was called to. 
H. Ex. 211-5 
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administer the last consolations of religion to two Mexicans who had 
been condemned to death by the Yankee miners on the bare suspicion 
of having been implicated in the murder of two Americans whose dead 
bodies bad been discovered near the tents of the Mexicans. After these 
miserable men had received the rites of the church, a noose was placed 
aronnd their necks, the end of the rope was thrown over a limb, and 
they were placed on the back of a mule which was driven from under 
them, the men remaining suspended until life was extinct. 
"On the :::~arne day several Americans discharged their revolvers into 
a gambling-house where seven Mexicans were seated at play, on the 
pretense that the Mexicans had cheated at cards. On arriving, I found 
three dead and the others wounded. These died the next day, and a 
common grave received the remains of all. The murderers escaped 
un punish eel. 
''These scenes were repeated daily. In fact, on the next day I was 
sent for from Melones (now Carson Hil1) to confess two miners acc1_1sed 
of robbing a sluice-box. It was necessary to cross the .Stanislaus Hiver. 
where I was detained for some time, and on my arrival found I was too 
late ; the only thing to be seen was two corpses swinging from a limb 
projecting over a precipice. 
"One night I was called to visit tv-vo sick men, one a ]..,renchman, the 
other a Mexican, who lived in a tent some distance from the town. They 
did not seem in immediate danger of death, and I left them at 11 p. m., 
promising to return early in the morning. Soon after my departure 
they were robbed and murdered for the gold dust in their possession, 
and their bodies disposed of, and on mJ return in the morning I found 
neither tent, sick men, nor corpses. 
"8uch," remarks the abbe, "is life in California." This journal, 
extending over a period of four years, is a coustant record of such 
scenes as the above. Finally a vigilance committee was organized, whose 
first proceeding was the banishment of all the Mexican population who 
Fefused to surrender their arms. The flock being dispersed, the abbe 
sought new fields of labor. 
The Sonora of to-day, with its churches, schools, stores, and pleasant 
residences surrounded by · gardens and orchards, presents a striking 
contrast to the rude collection of tents and brush houses descl'ibed by 
l'Abbe Alric, and the rude and lawless population of 1849-'50 has been 
succeeded by a thrifty and energetic population engaged principally in 
the de\Telopment of the wonderful resources of this locality, in fruit-rais-
ing and vine-culture, the orchards and vineyards here producing fruit 
in a profusion and with size and flavor unequaled in any other part of 
the State. 
Quartz-mining near Sonora.-To the east of Sonora, high up in the 
,Sierras, is found a belt of quartz mines, inelosed in the granite forma-
tion, which are rapidly assuming an importance second to none in the 
State in point of extent and productiveness, and but little known out-
.side of the boundaries of the county. We will briefly notice a few of 
the'3e claims. 
The Confidence mine has been opened for more than ten years, during 
which period work had not been prosecuted with any degree of regu-
larity until it passed into the hands of the present owners, Ben Holla-
day & Co., who purchased it for the sum of $15,000 on the recommen-
dation of Mr. L. Gilson, a miner of experience and skill. 'rhe claim is 
1,050 feet in length; its course northwest and southeast, with a dip to 
the west of twenty-eight to thirty degrees. Both walls are granite, and 
.the fissure v'1ries in width. At the north end of the drifts the vein mat-
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ter is about eight feet wide and yields an average of nearly' $75 per ton. 
The south drifts are wider, sometimes attaining a width of sixteen feet, 
and the yield from this part of the mine is from $12 to. $15 per ton. 
The pay-chute, or chimney, as far as developed, bas a length of 200 feet. 
The rock is a hard, white, sulphnreted quartz, presenting no indication of 
its richness~ and "specimen rock'' is rarely found. The mine is opened 
by an incline, 500 feet in length, running on the vein-the perpendicular 
depth from surface to bottom of incline being about 240 feet. Three 
levels have been opened, each running 100 feet north and 100 feet south 
from the incline. The present owners took the mine 'vith a ten-stamp 
mill. They now have a first-class forty-stamp mill and three arrastras, 
capable of reducing fifty tons per day. The mine is kept developed in 
adYance of the capacity of the mill, and it is estimated that the re-
serves in sight will run the mill six months, without opening another 
level, and that these reserves will yield $200,000. About sixty men are 
employed. This company own 2,100 feet of a similar ledge, and as far 
as opened the ledge has gold visible in every part. Under its present 
management it looks as if it would last for years to come. The extraor-
dinary fineness of the gold in this mine makes it the more valuable, 
the gold running from 900 to 920 fine. For the past two years the 
mine has been yielding at the rate of from $25,000 to $30,000 per month, 
sometimes as high as $40,000. The mill and hoisting-works are run by 
powerful steam machinery. 
The Excelsior mine is situated a short distance to the northeast of the 
Confidence, and the geological and mineralogical features are similar. 
This mine produced $525,000 in twenty months with a ten-stamp mill. 
1'he mine is now closed and has been for the past five years, on ac-
count of a personal difficulty among its owners. Miners in the vicinity, 
who formerly worked in the mine, think it among the richest in the 
State. Explorations have reached a depth of 175 feet, the mine being 
opened lateraliy about 400 feet. Mr. G. F. Wright, \vho has been ab-
sent from the State for several years -past, bas returned from the East, 
and it is thought the mine will be re-opened early in 1872. During the 
working of this mine, the company's little ten-stamp mill made several 
runs ranging from $14,000 to $25,000 per week. One lot resulted in a 
clean-up of $25,800 from fifty tons of rock. 
At Big Basin several ledges are worked, by means of arrastras, oy 
Lewis & Brother. These ledges are found in talcose slate. Besides 
these claims, numerous veins are being opened on the same belt, which 
is believed to extend northerly into Calaveras County, where it outcrops 
at the Sheep Ranch claims, Washington district. Near Sonora and 
Columbia, on the slopes of Bald .Mountain, numerous "pocket" veins 
of great richness, but limited in extent, occurring in slate, are found 
and worked by the adventurous class of prospectors who depend on 
this precarious method of mining for a subsistence. On the west side 
of Table Mountain we find the Mother lode, with the small mining 
villages of Rawhide Ranch and Tuttletown. Numerous claims at these 
points on which work has been suspended for several years will soon be 
re-opened. Among this class we may mention the Rawhide, possessing 
one of the finest mills in the State, closed for several years in conse-
quence of mismanagement and· litigation, and the Waters mine, near 
Tuttletown, which is said to contain a large amount of low-grade ore 
in sight, but operations have been suspended for want of machinery. 
Ool'ttttnbia clnd vicinity.-Four miles north of Sonora we find the towns 
of Columbia, Shaw's Flat, and Springfield. The first-named was once an 
important place, second only to Sonora in population and wealth. .r\Jl 
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these towns nre situated on the limestone belt, which is here nearly 
three miles in width, immediately to the east of Table Mountain, and 
have an elev~tion above sea-level of about 2,100 or 2,200 feet, being but 
little less than that of the plane of the mountain. The surface diggings 
here were from three to thirty feet. in depth. The limestone bed-rock, 
everywhere exposed by the washings of the miners, is deeply eroded 
aud cut in the most fantastic shapes by the action of running water at 
some remote period. The placer.s here were formerly extensive and 
rich, but at the present time they do not yield more than two dollars 
a day, and the unworkeu area is very limited. The best ground is cov-
ered with buildings in the various tmvns. These buildings are being 
removed for the purpose of mining the ground. The auriferous charac-
ter of the ancient channel under Table Mountain was :first discovered in 
1854, near Shaw's Flat, where the denudation of the lava crust exposed 
the richest ground worked in tllis part of tbe State. As late as 1855-'56 
it is said that some claims at Caldwell's ranch yielded ten or twehTe 
pounds of gold per day, for many consecutive days. At that time the 
town of Shaw's Flat contained two hotels anu a dozen stores. Now 
there are not a dozen houses occupied. Indian antiquities, such as 
pestles and mortars of stone, are here found in abundance, and the 
remains of the mastodon and elephant are frequently unearthed by 
mining operations. These remains are found at depths varying from 
ten to thirty feet beneath the surface. At Gold Sprii1gs, near ()olumbia, 
an elephant's tusk nine feet in length, and of proportionate thickness, 
was found in a good state of preservation, but did not long resist exposure 
to the air. Brown's Flat, situated on Wood's Creek, about half way 
between Sonora and Columbia, has a population of one or two hundred 
persons, who are engaged in mining on the creek. The limestone belt is 
here pinched down to very narrow limits, and the depth of pay-dirt in 
the creek varies from twenty to sixty feet, the crevices in the I'ock being 
still deeper. The ~lirt is hoisted to the surface by derricks, emptied in 
dump-boxes, whence it is run through sluice-boxes. Several claims are 
yielding from $3 to $5 per day to the hand, but the available ground is 
now very limited. Yankee Hill, near the head of Wood's Creek, and at 
the base of Bald Mountain, has been noted for the existence of coarse 
gold. Among the nuggets found here was one of twenty- three pounds, 
one. of seventeen pounds, and many pieces varying in weight from one 
to four pounds. Mining is still carried on in the bed of the creek, but 
on a small scale. The basin in which tllese towns are situated bas on 
one side Table Mountain, with its channel of auriferous gravel, and on 
the other Bald Mountain, which is noted for the richness of its "pocket" 
claims. The gulches and ravines of this mountain still contain mueh 
gold released by the decomposition of the quartz veins. 
The following is an extract from the early mining laws of Columbia 
district. Those of other localities described did not materially differ. 
"A full claim for mining purposes on the fiats or hills of the district 
shall consist of au area equal to that of one hundred feet square. 
"A full claim on ravines shall consist of one hundred feet running on 
the ravine, and of a width at the discretion of the claimant, provided it 
does not exceeu one hundred feet. 
"No person shall hold -more than one full claim within the bound-
aries of this district, nor shall it consist of more than two parcels of 
ground, the sum of the area of which shall not exceed the area of one 
full claim; provided, nothing in this article shall be so construed as 
to prevent miners from associating in companies to carry on mining 
operations, such companies holding no more t.han one full claim to ·each 
ruember." 
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Another article pro·dd.ed that no claim should be sold to a Chinaman 
under peualty of forfeiture. Those owning ground now are "\'"ery willing 
to sell to ''John." 
List of qum·tz-rnills in Tuolurnnc County 1·unning during Ul70 and 1871. 
Name. 
Blue Gulch Eagle MilL 
Lombardo Mine and 
Mill. 
Confidence Mine and 
.Mill. 
Deer Creek Mill ....... 
Buchanan Mine and 
MilL 
American Camp Mine 
and Mill. 
Golden Rule Mine and 
Mill. 
Heslep Mine a.nd Mill .. 
Preston's Mineand.MiU 
.App Mine and l\Iia .... 
Ra.wllide Mine and Mill. 
Spring Gulch Mine and 
Mine. 
Wllitman's Pass Mill .. 







10 Eagle Mill and Mining 
Uompany. 
10 Lombardo Company .. 
40 Ben. Holladay ......... 
5 H.P. Gould ........... 
10 Buchanan Mining Com-
pany. 
10 Jones & Woodman. .. 
10 Bosworth & Co ....... 
15 B. F. lleslep .... · ....... 
10 Preston & Co ......... 
25 Griffin & Co .......... 
20 Preston & Co ......... 




Work has been recommenced during present year 
with favorable prospects; tunnel L.eing run to 
drain mine at low level. 
Running at intervals. 
One of the best mines in the State; said to be 
yielding from $1,000 to $1,200 per day. The 
present owner took possession in 1867, since 
which time the mine has pai<l largely, and has 
been dC\·eloped to a depth of 500 feet by an in-
cline. Situated in tho granite belt. 
Runninfl at intervals for two years past; ledge 
muell uroken up and pay spotted. 
Suspended for many y<'ars; pro,;pecting resumed 
this year; mine valuable, but will require a. 
large expenditure-to 1mt it in paying condition. 
Running at intervals. 
Work on mine and mill temporarily suspended 
during past year; will be resumed in 1812. 
Rnnning- constantly, and paying well; vein wide, 
but of low grade; situated on Motller lode, 
Quartz Mountain. 
Formerly known as Knox Mine; vein small, hnt 
rich; running steadily . 
.An old location; work temporarily suspended . 
Operations suspended on account of change of 
management; work will be resumed. This 
mine has been very productive. 
First-cla.ss 10-stamp mill just completed. 
5 Colby & Co . . . . . . . . . . . Vein small, but rich; in granite belt. 
5 Inch & Co ............ Working at interYals. 
Clio ................... 10 Clio Mining Company. Will resume work as soon as supply of water will 
admit. 
Soulsby Mine and MilL 20 Davidson & Co ...... . 
Lewis BrotlJOrs' Mine .. 
Exc<'lE<ior Mine and Mill 
Tullock & Co.'s Mine 
aud MilL 
2 Lewis Bros .......... . 
10 Wright & Co ........ . 
5 Tullock & Uo ........ . 
A productive mine, but now in pecuniary diffi-
culties and litigation. 
Uses two stamps' and arrastras; paying well. 
Mill burned down; will be rebuilt. 
A vein on west side Mother loue, 11arallel witll it. 
Patlcrl:lon's Mine and 10 
Mill. 
Patterson & Co ....... Running arrastrasconstantly; will have 1"0-stamp 
mill in operation next year. 
It appears from the above table that twenty mills, with an aggregate 
of two ·hundred and sixty-two stamps, have been running dnring the 
past two years, and but few of these with regularity. Langley's Pacific 
Coast Directory for 1870-'71 gives a list of forty mills with four hundred 
and forty-four stamps in this county. The county assessors for that 
year made no returns, so that we cannot compare the number of tons 
crushed with that of previous years. -
CALAVERAS COUNTY. 
This county adjoins Tuolumne on the north. It possesses gravel and 
placer deposits of considerable extent, but not of great depth, and 
labors under the disadvantage of scarcity of water. It contains, also, 
near the foot-hills, rich mines of copper, now unworked, and numerous 
veins of quartz of great richness. Many of the richest claims on the 
Mother lode are found in this county. Tbe county assessor, in his re-
port to the surveyor general for 1871, says: " The placer mines of this 
county are 'tllings of the past.' True, now and then, in one's journey-
ings, you will startle some old 'forty-niuer,' in his secluded ravine, with 
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pick, pan, and shovel, mayhap a rocker; now and then a squad of 
O~lestial~ wor~dng, for t_be twentieth time, old tailings. But if the 
bngbt yield of placer mmes bas paled. we are content with the more 
~'esplendent glories of ceme?-t and quart.i; of the first, we are but in our 
1_nfancy." ~hroughout v~nous parts of the county gravel diggings are 
found, and In several basms near the head of Table Mountain the gravel 
h_as a depth of thirty or forty feet, but <lrainage is difficult and expen-
Sive. Mr. J. Rathgeb, of San Andreas, has made close investiO'ation 
into the character and yield of many of the gravel claims of the c~ntral 
part of the county, and furnishes the following valuable description 
and data: · 
The mining districts _of San Andreas, Lower CalaYeritas, and Fonrth Crossing, in 
Calaveras County, are situated on the range of the Mother qnart~ lode of California 
and are about eight miles in length by three miles in width. Since last vca.r thes~ 
districts have inade progress in the mining industry and have advanced by· their self-
sustaining capacity to profitable operations. 
The principal mines of these districts are the Davis, Sceiffart, Thorn, Rhcacl, Union, 
Anton, Miner's Dream, Bachman, and Thorpe. 
The principal tunnel and hydraulic claims are tbe Garnet, Clarks & Co., Wi1son & 
Co., Hedrick, Johnston, Bennet, Worthmann & Co., Pfeffer & Co., Cloyd, Raggio & 
Co., Rivera & Co., Oneto & Co., ¥Vaters, Gay, Peregrini and Driscol. 
For tbe year 1871, the estimated product of bullion for these districts is :fifty thou-
sand dollars. 
The ruling rates of wages are, for first-class miners, $3 per day, also $2.50 and $2 ; 
common laborers, $1.50 to $2 per day; Chinamen, $1.25 to $1.50. 
List of stamp mills: 
Demarest, 10 stamps, overshot water-wheel. 
Union, 10 stamps, overshot water-wheel, 1 pan. 
Thorpe, 5 stamps, overshot water-wheel, 3 arrastras. 
Irvine, 10 stamps, overshot water-·wheel. 
Garnet, 5 stamps, overshot water-wheel, 1 an·astra. 
A 10-stamp quartz-mill at the Thorn mine, and a 10-stamp quartz-mill at the Union 
mine, are in contemplation. 
The Thorn mme has been sunk since last year to the depth of over 200 feet. 
Tbere is in the shaft a well-defined gold-bearing quartz-vein of five feet in width. 
The total width of vein-matter from the foot-wall to the hanging-wall is twelve feet. 
The mill-rock is a blue-rihbou rock, similar to that of t,be celebrated Eureka mine, 
Amador County. The hanging-wall is a blue slate, the foot-wall a va~·iets: of granite. 
Substantial hoisting-works and othe1· improvements are erected on thu1 m111:e. 
The Union mine is yielding well, and IS being sunk to another level, havmg a good 
supply of timber on hand. . . . . . . 
The Rhead mine has two shafts, thirty-three feet each. The vem 1s two feet wide at 
the bottom. Gold is impregnated in tbe foot-wall, and forming a thin coating on the 
talcose slate or rock of the foot-wall. . 
The Anton is a new mine, paying well. · . 
The Thorpe mine has been worked till Ju~e; h~cl to stop _for want of water to dnve 
a five-stamp mill and the pump attached to It to free the mme of water. 
The Bachman mine is yielding well. 
Auriferous deposits of gravel occur in a nearly parallel line with these quartz-lodes, 
to the east of them and arising probably from the disorganization of the net-work of 
quartz-veins and rdcks bearing gold. Tunnelin~ and_ hytlrauli? w~shin.g in _these d_e-
posits have been lucrative. Water may be obtamed m these distnets from iour to six 
months of the year. . . . 
The Garnet claim has been drifted upon 400 feet mlength by 80 feet m width, has a 
ftve-stamp mill with hoisting-works, a heavy Chile mill (anastra) attached, with 3;2-
feet overshot water-wheel. The yield has been $H3,500. _ 
Clark & Co. have extracted rich pay-dirt from a channel on tbe northern bank of 
San Andreas Gulch. . 
Wilson & Co. are getting out cemented gravel, hard to wash, because it will not slake 
for a long time. . . . . . 
The Harvey Hedrick claim is worked by hydmuhc washmg, and dnftmg IS done 
when no water can be obtained for washing. _ · . · 
Tbe Wade Johnston claim is a gravel formation, a channel through alpll, worked by 
drifting and hydraulic washing. Tbe Ben~et is. on th~ s~e channel. . . 
·Raggio & Co. are excavating deep creviCes m a hmestone range m the nver by 
means of a derrick and horse-power, getting good pay. 
Worthman claim is a tunnel claim now; formerly a hydraulic claim ; still yielding 
well. 
~.·. 
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Drisco1 & Co. are c-atting a tail-race and tunnel into good diggings. 
Adjoining, southeast of Fourth Crossing district, are the cement-gravel tunnel 
claims of Dogtown. . . . . 
The Hammerschmidt & Hensel tunnel has been y1eldmg very well; they mtend to 
build a mill for the extraction of the gold held by the cement, which slakes hard. 
The Barney Hurle tunnel is going further into go'od ground. 
The Bully Tunnel Company have struck rich pay-$200 on 75 superficial feet-but 
water interferes badly. 
Hydraulic claims, Calaveritas district, Calaveras County. 
Inches of water used in hydraulic washing._ .......... . 
Cost of water .. _ ............ _ .. - ..................... . 
Fall of the water, (bead) .............................. . 
Supply of water last,ing in a year ..................... . 
Numberofcnbic yards washed in ten hours ............ . 
Yield of gold per day .................... _ ........... .. 
Height of gravel washed this year ................... .. 
Ground worked in the claim, total ..............•...... 
Ground un worked ........................... . ....... . 
Ground worked this year ............................. . 
Number of men working ............................. . 
Wages paid to hired men per clay, per man ............ . 
Composition of auriferous deposit, from top ............ . 
Direction of channel. ..................... __ .... __ .. .. 
Bed-rock ......... __ .. __ . __ ... _ ... _ ..... ____ .... ____ •.. 
Curiosities fo~~nd ......... __ .......... _ .............. .. 
Bennet's claim. 
40. 
$20 per week. 
30 feet. 
4 months. 
3 to 4. 
$10 to $12. 
12 to 14 feet. 
1 acre. 
5 acres. 
40 by 50 feet. 
5. 
$1.25. 
Red soil, ronnel, heavy 
quartz boulders, lava, 
sand, silicious slate frag-
ments, white rounded 
quartz, granite, syenite 
boulders, gneiss, fine gold, 
iron-sand, and rubies. 
N.W.,S.E. 
Blue and gray slate, and 
strata of quartz. 
Hydraulic claims, Calaveritas district, Calaveras County. 
I 
Inches _of water used in hydraulic washing .. ___ ... _. __ . 
Cost of 'vater ....... _ .. __ .... __ .. _ . ___ .... ___ . _. _ •. _ .. 
Fall ofthe water, (head)·----· ...... ____ ............ .. 
Supply of water lasting in a year ...... _ ......... __ ... . 
Number of cubic yards washed in ten hours ........... .. 
Yield of gold per day ... __ .... _ ......... __ ..... _ ... _ . __ . 
Height of gravel washed this year_ .. _ .. __ . _ .. _ .... _ ... 
Ground worked in the claim, total._ ................ _ .. 
Ground unworked ......................... __ .. __ .... .. 
Ground worked this year .......... __ ................. . 
Number of men working .................... __ ....... . 
Wages paid to hired men per clay, per man ............ . 
Composition of auriferous deposit from top .... , .... _ .. . 
Direction of channeL ... _ ............................ . 
~~~i~~f!~~ f~~l;;d~~ ~~ ~: ~~ :~ ~~ ~: ~~~------.-------------~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ :: 
Johnston's claim. 
40. 
$20 per week. 
80 feet. 
4 months. 
3 to 4. 
$12 to $14. 
10 to 15 feet. 
5 acres. 
15 acres. 
70 by 70 feet. 
3. 
$1.25. 
Red soil, round, heavy quartz 
boulders of all colors, lava, 
sand, fragments of slate, 
gneiss, granite, syenite, 
fine gold, magnetic iron 
sand. 
N.W.,.S.E. 
Blue and gray slate. 
Petrified turtles. 
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Hydraulic claims, Calaveritas district, Calaveras Cou.nty. 
Hedrick's claim. 
Inches of water used in hydraulic washing.. . . . . . . . . . . . 40. 
Cost of water.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $20 per week. 
Fall of the water, (bead) .............................. bO feet. 
Supply of water, lasting us a year...................... 3 months. 
Number of cubic yards hydraulic washed in ten hours... 3 to 4. 
Yield of gold. per day.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $15. 
Height of gravel washed thi~:~ year ................. , . . . . 20 feet. 
Ground worked in the claim, total ...... __ ............. 2 acres. 
Ground unworked ..................................... 60 acres. 
Ground worked this year.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 by 100 feet. 
Number of men working.............................. 5 to 7. 
'Wages paill to hired men per day, per man.. . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.25. 
Composition of auriferous deposit, from top............ Red gravelly soil,sand,quartz 
boulders, cemented frag-
ments of slate aml other 
rocks, gold, fine black 
sand, &c. 
Direction of channeL ................................. N. \V., S. E. 
Bed-rock .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. Blue and gray slate. 
Curiosities found.... . . . . . . ................ _. . .. . . • . .. Petrified wood and foliage. 
Shaft claims at San Andreas, Calaveras County. 
Garnet Company. 
Inches of water used in sluice-washing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20. 
Cost of water .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. $10.50 per week. 
Supply of water lasting...... .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . 4 mouths. 
Depth of shaft.. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 feet. 
Height of a rift on an average.... . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . .. 4t feet. 
Area of ground drifted upou....................... .. . . 400 by 80 feet. 
Length of ground unworked on channel................ 1,200 feet. 
Average of cement-gravel extracted per day...... . . . . . . 2,500 pounds per man. 
Quantity of refuse (boulders) left in the drift........... One-half. 
Quantity of gold-bearing cement-gravel crushed in 
twenty-four hours' run of 5 stamps of'500 pounds...... 18 tons, or about 7 cubic 
yards. 
Crushed with heavy Chile arrastra .... _................ 25 tons, or 10 cnbic yards. 
Expense of milling, per cubic yard .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . 70 cents, (wages.) 
Expense of extracting, per cubic yard.................. $2.50. 
Yield of one cubic yard of ground ...................... $8. 
Total yield of claim in one year ....... _ ........... ·...... $18,500. 
·wages paid to underground-drifters...... .. . . . . . . . . .. .. $2.50 per day. 
Number of men working ...... ---· ................. _... 12. 
Composition of deposit from surface downward......... Lava or sedimentary forma-
tion; hard cement above 
leclge or bed-rock; muifer-
ons gravel cement, hard 
quartz, black and dark 
colored. 
Direction of channel. .............•..... __ .... _ ..... _ .. N. W., S. E. 
Bed-rock .............................................. Very hard, compact, _gray 
quartz slate. 
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Shaft claims at San Andreas, Calaveras County. 
Wilson&Co. 
Inches of water used in sluice washing. ______ .. __ ... _.. 15. 
Cost of water.. ___ . . __ . _ .. __ ..... _. _ .. __ . __ . . . . . . . . . . . $1.50 per day. 
Supply of water lasting .. ___ ................... _ ...•. _. 5 months·. 
Dept,h of shaft ..• _ .. __ .... __ ......... _ .... _ . _. . . . . . . . . 33 feet. 
Height of drift on an average .......................... 6 to 10 feet. 
Area of ground drifted upon .................. _ .... _... 300 by 70 feet. 
Length of ground unworked on channel ................ 900 feet. 
Average of cement gravel extracted per day...... . . . . . . 2,500 pounds per man. 
Quantity of refuse (boulders) left in the drift ... _ . . . . . . . One-half. 
Quantity washed in sluices per day, ten hours._.. . . . . . . 3 to 5 cubic yards. 
Expense of milling, per cubic yard ..... _. __ .• ___ ...... . 
Expense of extracting, per cubic yard.......... . . . . . . . . 1 day's labor. 
Yield of one cubic yard of ground ......... _ •.. _ ... _.... $5. 
Total yield of claim in one year .......... _ .... __ .. ____ . $3,000. 
Wages paid to underground-drifters ........ __ ......... . 
Number of men working .............................. 3. 
73 
Composition of deposit from surface down ward.... . . . . . Lava, gravel cement, frag-
ments of slate, granite, 
and gneiss, rounded, loose 
sand. 
Direction of channel. ................................. N. vV., S.E. 
Bed-rock .............................................. Slate, blue. 
T~tnnel claims nectr Dogtown, Calaveras County, California. 
Inches of water used in sluice wasbing ............. _ .. . 
Inches of water used in hydraulic washing .......... _. _. 
Height, or fall ....................................... . 
Supply of water lasting in the year ................... . 
Cost of water, sluicing, per day ....................... . 
Cost of water, bydraulic, per week .... _ ............... . 
Air-shafts ... ~ •................... _ ................... . 
Length of tunnel at present ........................... . 
Height of drift, (all pay-dirt) .. _._ ................... _ .. 
vVhen this claim commenced .......................... . 
Area of ground drifted out and worked ............. _ .. . 
Number of cubic yards drifted out .................... . 
Length of ground unworked .......................... . 
Average of cement gravel extracted per day ........... . 
Quantity of refuse left in the stope .................... . 
Quantity of gravel cement washed during last year, and 
extracted .......................................... . 
Yield of cement gravel washed ....................... . 
Total yield last year. . . . . . . . . . . ..................... . 
Total yield since commencement of this claim ......... . 
Gold, description ..................................... . 
Wages paid to underground-drifters .... _ .... _ ........ . 
Number of men hired .............................. _ .. . 
Number of men working ............ ---·. ____ ........ .. 
Com position of deposit .......... _ .................... . 
Bed-rock .........•........................... __ . ____ .. 
Direction of tunnel and course of deposit-channel •... _. 
Hammerschmidt, Hensel 
& Co. 
25 to 30. 
20. 
100 feet. 
6 to 7 months. 
$4. 
$20. 




9,166 su11er:ficial square yards. 
18,332. 
400 feet. 
20 to 25 car-loads, about 25 
square yards. 
Over one-half. 
2,200 square yards. 
$4 to $5 per square yard. 
Over $8,000. 
$70,000. 




Red soil, small and large 
white and blue quartz 
boulders, pieces of dark-
blue slate, quartz aud mica, 
slate, cemeutcd granite 
gravel. 
Dark blue slate full of cubic-
al pyrites. 
E.N.E. 
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Tunnel claims near Dogtown, Calaveras County, California. 
Inches of water used in sluice wa~hing ................ . 
Supply of water lasting in the year ................... . 
Cost of water, sluicing, per day ...................... .. 
Air-shafts _ .......................................... . 
Length of tunnel at present ..................... ~- ... . 
Height of drift, (all pay-dirt) ......................... . 
When this claim commenced ......................... . 
Area of ground drifted out and worked ............... . 
Number of cubic yards drift.ed out ................... .. 
Length of ground unworked ........................•. 
Average of cern ent gravel extracted per clay ........... . 
Quantity of refuse left in the stope ................... . 
Quantity of gravel cement washed during last year, and 
extracted ......................................... . 
Yield of cement gravel washed ..................... .. 
Total yield last year ................................ .. 
Total yield since commencement of this claim ......... . 
Gold, deHcriptiou ................................... .. 
Wages paid to underground-drifters ....•.............. 
Number of men hired ................................ . 
Number of men ''wrking ............................. . 
Composition of deposit ............................... . 
Bed-rock ..............•••....................•.•..... 
Direction of tunnel and course of deposit-channel ..... . 
Barney, Hurle & Co. 
30. 
6 to 8 months. 
$4. 
One of 105 feet. 
One of 200 feet, one of 400 
feet, one of 300 feet. 
4t to 5t feet. 
In 1862. 
5,600 superficial square yards. 
7,500 square yards. 
600 feet. 




Not washed out. 
$30,000. 
Both coarse and fine. 
$2.50. 
4. 
Red soil, quartz, gravel, 
slate, granite, sand, all 
cemented. 
Dark blue slate, veins of 
quartz. 
East. 
T-unnel claims near Dogtown, Calaveras County, California. 
Bully Company. 
Inches of water used in sluice washing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30. 
Supply of wa.ter lasting in the year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 to 8 months. 
Cost of water, sluicing, per day... .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. $4. 
Air-shafts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 4. 
Length of tunnel at present.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 700 feet. 
Height of drift., (all pay -dirt).. .. .. .. .. . . .. • . . . .. . .. . .. 4 feet. 
\Vhen this claim commenced . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1tl70. 
Number of cubic yards drifted out ..................... 3,000. 
Length of ground unworked .......................... 1,000 feet. 
Quantity of refuse left h1 the stope . .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . Over one-half. 
Quantity of gravel cement washed during last year, and 
ext.racted ............................................ 2,000 square yards. 
Total yield last year .................................. $700. 
Total yield since eommencement of this claim ... __ . . . . . $700. 
Wages paid to underground-drifters .. _._. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.50. 
Number of men working .............................. 4. 
Composition of deposit.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Grave], cemented. 
Bed-rock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Blue slate. 
Direction of tunnel and course of deposit-channeL. . . . . S. E. 
r 
L. 
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Tunnel claims near Dogtown, Calavercts County, California. 
Buckeye Company. 
Inches of water used in sluice washing ......... -....... 30. 
Supply of water lasting in the year.............. . . . . . . 6 to 8 months. 
Cost of water, sluicing, per day ..................... ·~.. $4. 
Air-shafts ......... . ........... ... - ............... - . . .. 4. 
Length of tunnel at present...... .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . 1,000 feet. 
·when this claim commenceu...... .. . .. . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. 1870. 
Number of men workiug .............................. 4. 
Composition of deposit_... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Grav~l, cemented. 
Bed-rock...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Blue slate. 
Direction of tunnel and course of deposit-channeL . . . . . . S. E. 
Tunnel claims nectr Dogtown, Calaveras Cmmty, California. 
Dietrich & Co. 
Inches of water used in sluice washing ..... --.. . . . . . . . . 30. 
Inches of water used in hydraulic washing ...... - .•.... 
Height, or fall ................................ ---- ... . 
Supply of water lasting in the year ........ __ ..... _.... 6 to 8 months. 
Cost of water, sluicing, per da.y ... _ ..... __ .......... _.. $4. 
Cost of water, hydraulic, per week ... __ .. ---_ ......... . 
Air-shafts .............. ---------·------ -----· .. · ...... 10. 
Length of tunnel at present ... _ ... ___ - .... _ .. .. .. . .. .. 1,200 feet. 
·when this claim commenced ......... __ . _ ....... _. .. .. 1870. 
Number of men working .............................. 4. 
Composit.ion of deposit ..... _ •• _ .... _ .......• ___ ... _. _. Gravel, cemented. 
Bed rock. __ .... __ ..................... _ . _. . . . . . . . . . . . Blue slate. 
Direction of tunnel and course of deposit-channel .... _.. S. E. 
Angel's Camp and Carson HiZZ.-These two places have been the scene 
of extensive and profitable quartz-mining on the great Mother lode, 
and the first-named town now possesses several of the best mines found 
on the lode. In 1851, Carson Hill was the scene of one of the great 
"rusLes" which then periodically occurred throughout the State. Rumor 
said that a mountain of quartz had been discovered, with gold enough 
visible for the coinage of a nation. Uompanies were formed, claims 
taken up, and hundreds of men were soon at work. Disputes as to 
boundaries arose, and much bloodshed followed. l\Iost of the claims 
were thrown in litigation, and the rich yield of the surface \vas wasted 
in the expenses incident to protracted lawsuits. Many years elapt::ed 
before decisions were had, and in the mean time the character of the 
quartz changed, as the water-leyel was reached, and the owners, impov-
~rislled by litigation, were not able to open their mines systematically. 
At the present time (Deeember, 1871) no work is being done on Carson 
Hill, though there are several fine mines which will be opened next year. 
The principal mines here are the .Finnegan, or New York, the Reserve, 
or SteYenot, the Morgan Ground, which is said to hav-e yielded nearly 
$3,000,000, the Union, and the Kentucky-all closed. Proceeding-
in a northwesterly diree~ion from Carson Hill, and following the outcrop 
of the Mother lode, which was here very prominent, we find the follow-
ing claims: Two claims at Albany Flat, name unknown, Cogswell's, 
Cameron's, and the Raspberry. \Ve are now at Angel's, where we find 
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the Union, or Stickle's, the Utica, Lightner's, the Angel's Quartz Mining 
Company, Hill's Ground, and Bovee's Ground-the two latter paral1el 
veins. None of these claims, except the Angel's Quartz l\1ining Com-
pany and the Union, are being developed at present. East of the above, 
at Angel's, we :find a series of narrow pocket-veins, known as the "Dead-
horse" claims. On these claims a great deal of work is being done, the 
rock being principally treated by arrastras, and yielding a fair profit, 
while occasionally a rich pocket of free gold is struck. About twenty 
of these arrastras are in constant operati0n at Augel's. 
The ~'Angel's Quartz Mining Company" is a San Francisco corpora-
tion. Tlwy own UOO feet on the ledge, and purchased the property five 
years since. The ground was formerly known as the "Big mine" and the 
"Potter mine." The surface width of the vein here was about 50 feet, 
including "horse-matter," but the horse ran out at a depth of 300 feet, 
leaving a compact vein of 12 to 15 feet in wi<ltb, which has been followed 
in the main shaft to a depth of 600 feet, though no level has been opened 
below 500 feet. They have two shafts 100 feet apart; both are sunk on 
the vein, which pitches east at an angle of 76°. Their mill cost 
$30,000, has thirty stamps, and is in all respects one of the most com-
plete in the State. They use a Blake crusher, or rock-brel:!Jker, and 
Stanford's self-feeding apparatus. Mr. Potter, the superinten•lent, esti-
mates that the crushing capacity of the mill bas been increased six tons 
a day by the use of this contrivance, besides saving much expense for 
labor. The mill now runs about :fifty-five tons per day, and the yield of 
the quartz is from $6 to $20 per ton, with a constantly increasing yield 
as depth is attained. This latter fact seems to be characteristic of the 
Mother lode. The sulphnrets here are treated in pans and settlers, and 
yield about $70 per ton. Two aud a half tons are treated daily. The mill 
is run by au 80 horse-power engine, and the hoisting-works by an engine 
of 25 horse-power. The water in the mine is raised by two of Blake's 
steam-pumps, one situated on the 200-foot, and the other on the 400-foot 
level. They regularly employ sixty men. 'rhe levels of the mine have 
been opened for 200 feet on either side of the shaft. 
The entire surface of the Mother lode, from Angel's to Carson Hill, 
has been worked in early times as an open cut or trench, as far down as 
the water-level. It would seem, from appearauces, that all the rock 
between the walls was sent to t.he mills or arrastras. At present oper-
ations are confined to two claims, the Angel's, above referred to, and the 
Union. 
The Union Quartz mine is better known as the Stickle's Ground, and 
consists of 400 feet of ground . . This grouud was sold, in the fall of 1871, 
to a San Francisco company for $20,000. They have a ledge varying in 
width from 30 feet on the surface to 15 feet at lower levels, where the 
vein becomes compact. The mine is worked through a vertical shaft, 
300 feet deep. They are running a 10-starnp mill by water-power, 
crushing daily about :fifteen tons. Their rock will average about $10, 
exclusive of sulphurets, per ton; it is highly sulphureted, and the sul-
phurets are quite rich. The men are regularly employed on this claim. 
vVages here are $2.50 to $3 per day; wood costs $5 per cord. Giant 
powder and single hand-drills are used. Extensive improvemeuts are 
in contemplation by the present owners, who will make this one of the 
leading mines of the country. . 
The Bovee mine is situated a short distance east of the Angel's 
Quartz Company's mine. It was opened to a depth of 300 feet, and had 
a first class mill, which was burned down by an incendiary. Operations 
were then suspended, and the mine filled with water, and caved in 
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the upper levels. It is probable that during the present year the mine 
will ue opened by a uew vertical shaft, which will be sunk at a consid-
erable di8tance to the east of the old shaft, and will strike the ledge at a 
depth of 500 feet, where the first level will be opened. Tltis course, 
although inYolving a large preliminary outlay, seems best adapted to the 
developrneut of much of the ground on the J\-fother lode. 
Two miles northeast of .Angel's we find several gravel-claims. The 
most prominent of these are known as the North Star, and McElroy's 
claim. The former has been prospected. and will be opened during 1872, 
while the latter has been opened anu yielding a fair profit for several 
years pnst. 
lllu-;]Jhy's and vicinity.-The towns of J\-furphy's, Vallecito, and Douglas 
Flat are situated at the head of Table Mountain, and were noted for 
tile great richness of the basins and rlats situated in the elbows of the 
mountain and between the summits of the basaltic hills, wilich once 
formed a continuous lava-stream. ::\fining is still carried on by a few 
companies. All tilese towns are on the great limestone belt, and the 
cilaracteristics of the placers do not materially differ from those of Co-
lumbia and vicinity, already described, except that here long bed-rock 
cuts and tunnels have been run to open and drain t.he fiats and basins. 
Between Uolumbia and Murphy's, both Table ]\-fountain and the lime-
stone belt have been cut by the Stanislaus River, which nms through 
a tremendous gorge, exposing at one point nearly 1,500 feet in depth 
of tile limestone strata. The drain-tunnels at these places are ap-
proached by an open cut or trench of 1,000 feet in length. These enter-
prises have proved failures in a pecuniary point of view, on account of 
tileir immense cost. Tbe Union Water Company, at Murphy's, derive 
their water-supply from the North and l\Iiddle ~""'orks of the Stanislaus 
River, about 50 miles above J\-furphy's. The aggregate lengtil of the 
two ditches is 60 miles. They originally cost over $250,000 ; their 
receipts for the sale of water for mining and agricultural purpo~es ~.-wer­
age fi.'om $30,000 to $40,000 per annum. 
The Washington quartz district is situated about four miles north of 
lVIurphy's, and was discovered in 1866 by Mr. Jaquith, who opened a 
series of claims, which he subsequently sold to the ''Calaveras Quartz 
Mining Uompany," a San Francisco company, for $40,000. They imme-
diately erected a 20-stamp mill, and are now obtaining large returns, 
having, it is said, already taken out more tllan the purchase-money. 
The principal ]edge is opened to a depth of 150 feet. Two of the veins 
belonging to the company have a width of four feet eaeh; another is 
ten feet wide-all in granite. Tile average pay is said to be $30 per 
ton at the mill of the company, though several tons worked by l\Ir. 
Potter, at .Angel's, yielded a bigiler return. These claims have a north-
west and southeast course and a dip of 33°. The rock is a dark-colored, 
sulphureted quartz, occasionally showing streaks of free gold. 
Parallel to the above, but higher up in the mountains, are found 
another series of veins, known as the Sheep Ranch claims, which, as far 
as prospected, promise to yield largely. These are supposed to be a con-
tinuation of the famous claims in Tuolumne County, before referred to. 
A correspondent of the Mining and Scientific Press, who Yisited 
this locality in the summer of 1871, thus describes operations in these 
districts: 
The Ferguson & Wallace claim, six and a half miles north from Murphy's, is owned 
by the two gentlemen after whom it is named. They own 1,400 feet of a ledge, from 
eight to twenty inches wide. They are running two arrastras by water-power, wol·k-
ing five men. Their rock thus far has averaged from $34 to $44 per ton. They have 
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just completed a drainage-tunnel, 236 feet in length, at a cost of from $10 to $40 per 
foot. The rock is hoisted by a whim, run by horse-power, through a shaft 94 feet deep. 
The Mountain Quail claim, two and a half miles from the above, is owned by Mr. 
Samuel Woods. He bas 1,100 feet of a 20-inch vein, which is much brokeu. It bas 
never paid less than $75 per ton. He is running two arrastras by water-power, em-
ploying three men, working through a shaft by a windlass. 
One mile from the above, a San Francisco company are now engaged working three 
different ledges, known as the South Bank, Enchantress, and Oro Minta. On the latter 
a shaft bas been sunk 130 feet. One 110 feet deep has been sunk on the Enchantress. 
On the South Bank, a shaft 12 feet deep reveals a well-defined ledge, 8 feet thick. 
The few tons of rock crushed from the alwve.nam ed ledges have averaged from $20 
per ton up into the thousands, for small lots. Neiswander, Jaquith, Parsons, and others 
are the proprietors. 
This is the claim above referred to as belonging to the Calaveras · 
l\Iining Company. The spring 9f 1872 will probably witness some ex-
tensive exploration and development in these districts. Mining here 
may truly be said to be only in its infancy. 
A few miles north of .Murphy's is found one of the remarkable natural 
wonder::S of the State-the great limestone cave. This cave was dis-
covered by accident, in 1850; but on account of its nearly inaceessiblc 
situation it has been rarely visited and never thoroughly explored. The 
length of the explored passages is about 1,500 feet north and south, by 
1,000 feet east and west. The height of the chambers varies from fifty to 
one hundred feet, and they present the most wonderful display of stalac-
tites aiHl stalagmites, grouped in the most fantastic shapes. 
Rctilroad Flat and vicinity._:_The town of Railroad Flat is situated at 
an elevation of about 4,000 feet, and lies to the north of the districts 
above uescribed. A few years since the town was scarcely known, but 
now it is becoming a place of much importance on account of the de-
velopment of numerous quartz-veins in the immediate neighborhood. 
These claims were located many years since, but operations were not 
carrieu on below the water-1m-Tel on account of a want of capiU1l and 
limited milling facilities. The "fiat" comprises about 160 acres of 
ground, which was found to be at1riferous, and was worked on a small 
scale by the hydraulic process. vVhile engaged in washing, the crop-
pings of the " Petticoat," the leading mine of the district, were dis-
covered. The detrital matter here is not over twenty feet in thickness, 
and its auriferous character is the result of decomposition of quartz; but 
the principal interest centers in the numerous quartz-veins. These veins 
are generally narrow, and the pay zones or chimneys of very limited 
extent in the majority of claims, but the quartz is of high grade, aud 
present workings indicate an increase in the length of the chimneys 
with increasing depth. The country-rock is generally sla.te, and the 
quartz yields from $20 to $60 per ton. There are two custom mills here, 
Handolph's and Clark's, both of which are run almost constantly. The 
price of milling is from $3.50 to $4 per ton. As wood is cheap-$2.50 
per coru-and water is dear-20 cents per inch-steam-power is used in 
preference to water. Randolph's mill has ten stamps of 680 pounds each, 
eighty blows to the minute, and crushes fifteen tons per twent.y-four 
hours. He amalgamates in battery and uses very fine screens, having 
three hundred apertures to the square inch. Each battery has 25 feet of 
amalgamated copper plates. The Clark mill has eight stamps. No sul-
phurets are saved except by special agreement, and then an extra price 
is charged. 
The ':Petticoat," so named from having been located in the names of 
the wives of the discoverers, was accidentally discovered by the uncov-
ering in a placer claim of its outcrop. At this point it was very rich, 
and is said to have yielded, dowp. to the water-line, an average of nearly 
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$100 per ton. In consequence of an error in the location of the hoisting-
works, and general improv-idence and mismanagement, the mine ran in 
debt after the exhaustion of the surface quartz, and operations were 
suspended for about two years. Work was resumed in the summer of 
1871, and a contract let for the sinking of a shaft to a depth of 350feet. 
Previous to this work the lowest leYel was at 200 feet. Pay-ore has 
been struck in the shaft now being sunk. 'fhe lead shows a broken body 
of q nartz from three to four feet in width, sufficiently rich in gold to pay 
the expenses of sinking. A drift will immediately be run toward the 
north, so as to intersect the rich chimney which cropped out on the sur-
face. The company hav-e powerful hoiBting-works, and exploration will 
be vigorously prostcuted. The future of tile district depends on the 
success of this enterprise. 
The Prussiau Ilill mine, in this Yicinity, is being rapidly developed 
by a San Francisco company, who are negotiating for its purchase. It 
is located south and east of Glencoe, on the narrow divide between the 
North an<l Middle Forks of tlle Calaveras, and west of the great soap-
stone belt passing through the county. Some very rich rock has been 
taken from this mine, and it is believed, if properly develope<l, it will 
rank as one of the No. 1 mines in this com1ty. Tllirty tons of Prussian 
Hill ore, crushed, yielded about $1,100. The rock was taken from a 
shaft 70 feet in depth, an<l the lea<l improves as they go down upon it. 
The company have purchased the "French'' mill at Hich Gulch Flat, 
which they intend removing to their mine as soon as practicable. The 
battery consistR of 15 stamps, a 35 horse-power engine furnishing the 
motive power. A crushing in their mill has yielded $2,2G3 for GO tons, 
or nearly $40 per ton. 
West Point, another quartz-mining town, is situated six miles north-
east of Hailroad Flat. Its general feritures, both as to placers and 
quartz-\cius, are similar to those of Hailroad Flat, except that the 
country-rock is granite. f:' one of the mines have been opened to a 
greater depth than 150 feet. The veins are narrow, rarely exceeding 
15 to 20 inches, but the ore is of high grade, the yielU var,Ying from 
$40 to $50 per ton. There are five mills here, but only two have run 
constantly this season. Gravel-beds are rarely found so high in the 
Sierras. In plain sight of Hailroad Flat and West Point there is a 
1~emarkable landmark of tabular shape called Fort Hill, which seems to 
be a portion of an ancieut channel covered with lava. It has not been 
prospected. 
ElDorado is a decayed mining town situated on the eastern edge of 
the limestone belt, a few miles south of Hailroad Flat. There are nu-
merous promising quartz-ledges near this town which are but little de-
veloped. George Ro<locino is engaged in running a tunnel on a ledge 
10 to 12 feet wide. The rock yields $10 to $12 per ton, and the vein 
is in slate. The tunnel will be 450 feet in length, and will strike the 
ledge at a depth of 150 feet. A 10-stamp mill run by water has been 
put on tbe claim. 
Rich Gulch district, situated in the foot-bills of the county, about 
seven miles south west of Mokelumne Hill, contains many valuable quartz-
claims in a partial state of development. A correspondent of the Mining 
and Scientific Press, of San Franch;co, whose statements we have found 
invariably reliable, notices several of these claims as follows : 
" The Quartz Glen mine has been opened to a depth of 200 feet, and 
a tunnel rnn in on the lead 800 feet bas just been completed, developing 
a ledge at this point (130 feet below the old works) of twelve feet aver-
age thickness. This rock is highly sulphureted. In a two years' run, 
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with the use of an ordinary 10 stamp mill to crush the rock, some $200,000 
were taken out in bullion. Mr. H. Atwood is the present proprietor. 
" Several other apparently good mines are only partially developed 
for want of capital. Tile Oak Ridge claim has been opened to a depth 
of forty feet, shows a vein five feet thick, abounding in sulphurets, and 
prospects well. \Vork is being done on this claim by l\1cssrs. Hoey & 
Co., its proprietors. 
"The Poor Man mine, situated twelve miles southwest from Moke-
lumne Hill, is owned 'by the Lewis Brothers & Co. This company own 
1,200 feet of one of the finest ledges in this county. Their hoisting-
workl3, which are very complete, are run by an engine of 35 horse-power, 
now working through a shaft (nearly vertical) 260 feet deep. At tiJis 
point the ledge is 20 inches thick, and growing larger. They have 
opened, latP-ly, 30 feet at their 160-foot level-the ledge was well defined 
at three feet-in the cross-cut, 300 feet fi·om their main shaft. The same 
machinery that runs their hoisting-works also runs their 5-stamp mill, 
crushing five tons daily, (24 hours.) 'rhe machinery is arranged for 10 
stamps." · 
The Poor Man Company own 1,200 feet 0n the ledge, and have applied 
for a United States patent. It was discovered in 1868, by Wesley & 
Lewis, who have expended $55,000 in labor and improvements. The 
yie d of the quartz has not been uniform. The best grade of rock bas 
yielded $250 per ton, and the lowest grade from $20 to $40 per ton. 
The pay chute or chimney has steadily increased in length as uepth 
was attained, and on lowest level bas a length of 150 feet. 
The Wolverine claim runs ,parallel with the above-mentioned, and 
only 100 rods distant. It is 1,000 feet long, has a shaft down 140 feet, 
and a tunnel in 300 feet. At this point they have a ledge four feet 
thick that prospects $30 to the ton; they haye crushed 60 tons. San 
Francisco parties have thoroughly prospected this mine, aud are about 
purchasing at $35,000. A recent number of the Calaveras Chronicle 
thus speaks of the development of this mine: 
The work of prospecting the lead has proved the existence of three auriferous 
"chimneys," known as the north, middle, and south chimneys. The latter has been 
"stoped" out to the depth of 126 feet, the quartz extracted, good, bad, and in-
different, averaging something over $25 per ton. The new engine-shaft paRsed 
through a part of the middle chimney 221 feet from the surface. At that point some 
excellent quartz was taken out containing gold in visible quantities, associated with 
galena and iron sulphurets. The north chimney was intersected hy tbe shaft at a depth 
of 162 feet. To the depth now reached, 220 feet, the quartz composing the cbimney 
has rapidly improved in productiveness. The fissure, at present, is two and a half feet 
wide between walls, and is gradually widening as the sbaft increases in depth. The 
rich stratum recently struck is now about six inches wide, and consiHts of a "beautiful 
dark blue quartz, rich in gold, and the sulphurets of iron and galena. A level is to be 
run under the chimneys as soon as the shaft is down 230 feet: which will give "backs'' 
for ''stoping" as follows: North chimney, 130 feet; middle, 105 feet; south, 104 feet. 
Competent judges estimate that the best ore taken ti·om the rich stratum recently dis-
covered will pay as high as $150 per ton, while none of it will fall under $20. 
Wet Gulch mine, three-fourths of a mile southwest of tlte Poor Man 
mine, is owned by Messrs. Bandman, Nielson & Co., (of the Giant 
Powder Company, San Francisco.) This mine has been thoroughly pros-
pected by a shaft, 200 feet deep, as deep as could be done without ma-
chinerJ·, which will likely be iJut in operation early in 1872. 
Thorp's mine, near San Andreas, is looked upon as a promising mine. 
It is owned by Captain M. Thorp & Sons, who claim 1,000 feet of a 
ledge that averages four fe8t in width, ( i. e., the principal vein.) It has 
three spurs, possibly three different veins. They have an incliue shaft 
down on the ledge 65 feet deep, on an angle of 45o. vVith three 
arrastras and two stamps they have been crushing about five or six 
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tons per day. They have just completed a :five-stamp mill, and now 
expect to crush eight tons daily. Tlleir rock averages about $6 per 
tou, running as higll as $10. 
The Thorn mine, in the same vicinity, is developed to a depth of 
nearly 300 feet, and is yielding very high-grade rock. The ledge is 12 
feet wide, of which nearly one-third is high-grade rock. 
Jllokelumne Hill ancl vicinity.-The town of Mokelumne llill was for-
merly one of the most populous in the southern mines, and its past history 
does not materially differ fi.·om that of Sonora. It was settled at about 
the same time, and like Sonora had a rapid growth and. a slow decay. 
The principal mining interest llere was in the old channels, found in the 
adjacent hills and ranges, which are now nearly exhausted, the future 
prosperity of tho town depending ou quartz mines in the neigllborhood. 
Tile geological features of this reg-ion possess peculiar interest, and 
are thus described by Professor vVllitne;y, in his volume on General 
Geology: 
The sedimentary and volcanic deposits near the town are about 2GO feet thick, and rest 
on a bed-rock which has an elevatiou of about 1,800 feet auove the bed of the :Mokel-
umne River, which is only a mile distant to the north. The upper part of the vol-
canic ridge is :1 mass of boulders or fragments of trachytic lava, not polished or smooth, 
but roughly rounded, as if by friction with each other, unaided uy water. There are 
no other kinds of rock than volcanic represented in this bed, and no stray pebbles, 
eYen of quartz or slate-a fact that has been observed in many other places in this 
region. Beneath this bm1 of lava-uonlders is a mass of strata, in some places nearly 
200 feet thick, consisting chiefly of volcanic ashes, stmtified and consolidated by water. 
Tbese sedimentary volcanic strata are ofteu fine-grained and homoge11eons, having a 
ligbt pinkish-red color, and breakiug with a conchoidal fracture. The upper beds 
lm,-e much pumice mixed with them. Immediately on the bed-rock lies the stratum 
of pay-graYel, which in some places has been of the most astonishing richm-. ·s. 
The early mining laws of Mokelumne Hill-limited each location to 15 
feet square on account of the great richness of the ground. 'l'lle channel 
was reached by deep shafts, sunk through the oyer1ying volcanic matters 
or by tunnels run into the mountain-side, and success was a matter of 
chance. Sometimes a fortune would be taken from one claim, wllile adjoin-
ing claims would prove entirely unproductive. Some of thf' shafts were 
sunk to a depth of 300 feet, and many tunnels were run more than 1,000 
feet. The thickness of the pay-graYel rarely exceeded 2~ f(-.et. One of 
the layers of the channel on Stockton Hill, immediatel_r southwest of 
the town, contains opals in great abundance. These opals were sent to 
Franee iu large numbers, and there cut, but we cannot learn that the 
enterprise pro\ed remunerative, and the casual visitor is welcome to. 
dig out from the claim all the crude opals he may desire. 
l\Iost. of the claims in the mountain have been practically exhanstedr 
and such claims are now engaged in working over their ''tailings," 
wllich have accumulated to great depth. Some idea of the great rich-
ness of the gravel may be formed from the results of the washings of 
their tailingR. At the claim of Paul & Uo. in cleaning up around the old 
dump-box-less than a week's labor-300 ounces of gold wf're obtained. 
At that rate the tajlings will prove as valuable as the original mine, 
making it one of the very best graYel claims in the county. 
Below the town, an<l to the south, is a deep depression between the 
mountains known as Chili Gulch. Near the head of this gulch hydraulic 
mining has been carried on by Shaw & Co. with profitable results. A~::; 
tile price of water here was 20 cents per inch, the ground must have been 
remarkably rich to afford a profit. The hydraulic ground was neither 
deep nor extensive. 
The bottom of the ravine or gulch was exceedingly rich in gold, and 
in early times supported a large mining population. There are now but 
H. Ex. 211--G 
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few companies engaged in mining. The principal claim of the neigh-
borhooll is t,he Indian Havine Tunnel claim, situated one mile southwest 
of Chili Gulch, and owued in San Francisco. This is a blue-gravel, deep-
channel claim, 1,200 feet in length, worked through a tunnel 2,800 feet 
long. The pay-gravel is about 60 feet wide and 6 feet deep. It is brought 
by car to the dump, at the mouth of tlJe tunnel, and washed by hydraulic 
process. The pay averages about $1 per car-load, and 150 ca.r-loads are 
taken out dail;y, (24 hours.) The tunnel cost $~S,OOO. Air is forced into 
this tunnel b;y a water-blast. This is a f~tll of water arrangecl at the 
mouth of the same, 70 feet high, falling through a pipe into a tub, with 
another tub (inverted) of less diameter over the same, so arranged as to 
let the water escape but not the air. From this upper tube tl1e air is 
conducted into the tunnel by a pipe. 
Tile "\Vhat Cheer ]\fining Uompany have recently opened Home ground 
on an ancient channel about two miles south of Mokelumne Hill. They 
own 3,000 feet of ground, which was prospected in 18G2 by a shaft 190 
feet in depth, which struck the channel, but the claim was abandoned in 
consequence of the difficulty in pumping out the water. The present 
company have opened the ground by means of an incline 500 feet in 
length. The rim of the channel was struck at a perpendicular depth 
from surface of nearly 200 feet. The rim-rock was followed down until 
they reached the bottom of the channel, when drifting was commenced. 
This is l{nown as the Corral Flat channel. The company have erected 
hoisting-works, run by water-power, using only twelve inches of water 
under a fall or head of nearly 300 teet, with a six-foot" hurdy-gurdy" 
wheel. Their water-power costs but $3 per twenty-four hours. The 
machinery for running the claim cost but $1,500, and the incline about 
the same amount. Two large dump-boxes have been erected, with a 
capacity of 1,000 tons each. The dirt will be run through 200 feet of 
sluice-boxes, by water raised from the mine by their pump. The total 
r-unning-expenses of the claim, including labor, are said not to exceed 
$75 per day, which leaves a large margin of profit on low-grade dirt. 
The claim is owned by practical men, and is a notable instance of eco-
nomical maua.gement. 
Bates & Co. are working the old channel near Mokelumne Hill, 
through a tunnel 900 feet in length, with large returns. The Paul claim 
was opened by a tunnel1,100 feet in length, which was found too high 
to
1 
reach the bed of the channel, and was cut down and run 1,000 feet 
further. Notwithstanding this great outlay it is said to have paid well. 
Quartz mines near ~Mokelumne Hill.-The Paloma or Gwin mine, 
situated six miles west of Mokelumne Hill, at Lower Rich Gulch, is un-
questionably on the Mother lode. Between A11gel's and this point the 
croppings of the lode disappear for se,Teral miles, though recent devel-
opments are in favor of the continuance of the lode. The Paloma is 
the property of l\1.essrs. Gwin & Coleman. It is said they spent nearly 
-$100,000 on the mine and machi11ery lwfore it became productive, and 
were once on the point of suspending operations. It is now one of the 
leading mines of the State. This claim is 2,800 feet long, and the vein is 
on an average 10 feet thick. They are working through a shaft 500 feet 
deep on an incline of about Goo, employing 50 men, running two mills, one 
of 20 and the other of 16 stamps. Only 93 inches of water are required to 
run both mills. It is accomplished by conducting the water to a 7-foot 
·hurdy-gurdy wheel at each mill, through a hydraulic pipe under a 280-
foot pressure. They crush daily (24 hours) 65 tons of rock, that aver-
ages them $10 per ton. Work will be commenced upon the 500-foot 
level as soon as the "sump" is sunk 10 feet deeper. The lead is look-
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ing first-rate in the bottom of the shaft, better tlwn at any other point. 
When tlJe whole battery is put in motion the mine will pay $1,000 per 
day. The owners expect to have 100 stamps in operation early in 1872. 
A late number of the Calaveras Chronicle says of a recent "strike" in 
this mine: "A stratum of rock of remarkable richness bas been discov-
ered at a depth of 400 feet. The rock closely resembles the slate of 
which the walls of the lead are composed. The stratum mentioned lies 
next to the foot-wall, and is about a foot in width aud thickness. The 
inclination of the ' streak' differs ~lightly from· that of the shaft. 
Commencing at a point near the surface it crosses the latter diagonally, 
leaving the shaft at the 400-foot level. By 'drifting' a short distance 
on the lead, however, from the 500-foot level, the stratum will undoubt-
edly be struck again. .By the merest accid8nt it was discovered that 
this singular deposit, instead of bei1.1g slate, was simply a mass of sul-
phurets, carrying free gold in abundance; 2~ ounces yielded 166 grains 
of gold, or at the rate of $53,140 per ton. The rock assaye(l was broken 
from a chunk at least a foot square, and is considered a fair test of the 
richness of the whole stratum." 
The vVhisky Slide mine, six miles southeast of 1\fokelumne Hill, 
was located ten years since, but has been worked 011ly at intervals until 
recently, when a 10-stamp mill was ~rected and the mine opened by a 
tunnel 350 feet in length, which cuts the lead at a depth of 100 feet. 
The ledge is in slate and has a width of from four to sixteen feet, the 
width gradually increasing with depth, but, as in all slate formations, 
the \Tein pinches and swells as it is opened on a horizontal line. The 
pay· has been of low grade, but in conseqnence of the great facilities 
for extraction of quartz and the width of the vein, it has been milled 
and mined for $6 per ton. This includes the · expense of hanlillg the 
rock one mile from the mine to the mill. The treatment is by amalga-
mation in battery, copper plates, and blankets. 
This county possesses numerous other promising \eins of quartz in 
various stages of development, and is destined to rank as oue of our 
leading quartz counties. Its copper Yeins are also extensive and rich. 
They have been noticed elsewhere in this article. 
The county assessor's report for 1870-'71 returns the number of 
quartz-mills as twenty-eight, which is probably correct, as it does not 
materially differ from Langley's list. The aggregate of quartz crushed 
is reported by the same authority as 130,000 tons, but this is probably 
a clerical or typographical error. The total number of stamps will not 
exceed 300, of which about 200 have run during the past year, and these 
not regularly. 
Al\IADOR COUNTY. 
This county is the smallest of the group we haye included under the 
general designation of the "southern mines." It has a width, from 
north to south, of only twelve miles. The principal interest of the 
county is quartz-mining, some of the best mines being on the 1\fot.her 
lode. In this respect the county is second only to Nevada, both as to 
the number of tons crushed and the yield of gold from this source. The 
placer diggings, river mining, and other branches of mining: of this char-
acter, are very limited and not worthy of special mention. The lime-
stone belt noticed in the description of Tuolumne and Cah.tveras Uoun-
ties extends into this county, where it is found at Volcano, but to the 
northward of this point it loses its continnity. A few remnants of 
volcanic action are found in the 'southern part of the county, near the 
1\Iokelumne Rh·er. The J\iother lode enters the county near the Mokel-
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umne River, the southern boundar.v, and has been extensively and 
almost continnouslJ~ developed to the Cosumnes River, tile northern 
boundary of the county, where it loses its characteristic features, and 
is known no further by that name. 
· During the past year a remarkable stagnation has existed in quartz-
mining. :Many of the principal mines were closed for several months in 
the spring and summer on account of a strike of the miners. This 
strike occurred during the -very brief season of water-supply, so that 
when the miners resl1med work water was becoming very scarce. Dur-
ing the latter part of the summer, owing to the drought, all the quartz-
mills were idle with the exception of the Oneida, wbicil, fortunately, 
obtained enough water to run forty stamps during most of the season. 
The fact of the qnartz-mines not being worked has been a great calam-
ity to the entire county. From seventy-five to eighty tlwusand dollars, 
which would otherwise have been dispensed to the laborers monthly, 
bas remained in the bowels of the earth, consequently working a great 
hardship to all branches of industry. The leading mine, tile Amador, 
which paid in dividends during the year 1R70 the sum of $155)400, only 
disbursed $24,000 the present year, (1871.) Many other mines were 
forced to suspend operations during the most favorable season of the 
J-ear, and great loss was entailed on the owners. Notwithstanding 
this, active operations were conducted in a number of claims whicll 
have for several years remained idle. Deep shafts have been suuk and 
new and powerful mills erected, and it is certain that the year 1872 will 
witness an unparalleled yield from this section. 
The town of Sutter Creek contains a population of about 2,000, and 
is the largest and most prosperous of the southern mines. Here are 
found the principal mines. These have been fully deseribed and illus-
trated by cuts in former reports, and we will simply note 1he operations 
of the past year. 
The .1:\_mador mine is now in complete working order for the first time 
in nearly eighteen months. In ApriJ, 1870, the maiu slJaft wa~ burned 
out, and the time until the present has been devoted to repairing the 
shaft aud putting up new Iloistiug-works, and it is now the best and 
most complete shaft and hoisting-works on tlJis coast. In place of the 
old bucket plan of hoisting rock, they have a substantial "cage," on 
which iron cars, capable of holding eighteen hundred pounds of quartz, 
are run and speedily hoisted to the surface, and many other modern 
improvements ha-ve been introduced. The company claim 1,800 feet Oli 
the ledge. They have two sets of hoisting-works, each of which is run 
by an engine of 80 horse-power. The upper (or old) shaft is down 1,250 
feet, on an incline of 70o ; at that depth the ledge is 10 feet thick. 
r:l'heir new shaft is down 1,300 feet, on the same ineline as the old shaft, 
and built in three compartments. . 
The company own three quartz-mills: one of 40 stamps, run by steam-
engine of 75 horse-power; the other two, of 16 stamps each, run by 
water-power. The 40-stamp mill is run by the company, and crushes 
daily (24 hours) 80 tons of rock. One hundred men are regularly em-
ployed. 
The mine was visited in July by an intelligent correspondent of the 
San Francisco Bulletin, who gave the following account of its appear-
:m.ce at that time : 
Through the kindness of General Colton, vice president of the board of directors, and 
Mr. Steinberger, superintendent of the mine, we were permitted to descend into the 
Amador mine on Monday last, for the purpose of inspecting the immense underground 
excavations. This mine is situated on the great Mother lode, which extends throngh 
Amador to Calaveras and Mariposa Counties, and has been in active operation for 
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nearly twenty years. The surface-workings overlook the quiet little city of Sutter 
Creek, which is located in a basin beneath, surrounded on all sides by an unbroken 
circle of hills. It, is upon the Amador mine that this place is most dependent for its 
support. 
Entering the dressing-room we were furnished with a suit of miners' working· 
clothes from among the many that were to be seen hanging on the walls all around, 
and at once proceeded to descend the north shaft. This shaft, it will be remembered 
by those interested iu mining matters, vms destro~·ed by fire, in l\Iay last, the same 
lasting thirteen days. The repairs are now nearly completed. The shaft, as it now is, 
is much larger than it formerly used to be. It is now twelve feet long, lyiug in the 
same manner as the vein runs, north and south, and embracing the eutire width of 
the lode. The timbers employed for lining it are aU square-sawn, measuring twenty 
inches iu diameter. These timbers are placed at a distance of :five feet apart, from 
center to center. Stout planking is used to support the foot-waH, which is a soft, rot-
ten slate. The banging-wall, being granite, needs no such support. This shaft is again 
snbdi\"ided into three compartments, in two of which patent cages will be employed in 
hoisting ore, instead of the iron buckets now in use. Entering- a large iron bucket, 
three of us descended in charge of \V. Jones, the foreman. \Ve soon discovered that 
the shaft is nothing more or less than an immense underground incline, as it follows 
the dip of the vein from west to east, at an angle of about 75° . 
Por several hundred feet down the lode l1as been completely exbanstcrl. The pres-
ent worlriug-levcls arc named after the principal stations on the way to New York, the 
first being named the"' Latrobe;" the second, "Folsom;" the third, the "Sacramento;" 
the fourth, "San F1·ancisco ;" and the fifth, or lower level, "Panama." By theRe various 
names they are all known and readily distinguished. Our transit from the surface to 
'"PanauJa" level, a distance of 1,250 feet, occupied abont fifteen minutes' time. To raise 
ore from this level only occupies about one minute. Thb is the prospecting-level in the 
mine. At present, the vein measures twelYe feet in width, and yields an averago of 
about $10 per ton. Althongb "Panama" level is some 150 feet below tbe level of the 
sea, it is proposetl to sink 200 deeper in the course of a few weeks. It is now the deep-
est excavation in search of golJ existing throughout the world. ' 
The Badger or south shaft is used for draining the mine. Large iron cyliuders, of 
about twelve feet in width, having a carrying capacity of 300 gallons, are used for 
that purpose. These are hoisted by means of steam-power at the rate of one per 
minute. During the summer season the mine is kept quite dry by running eight hours 
only of the twenty -four. In the winter or wet season the increased amount of water 
forcing its way into the mine usually compels them to abanc.lon the lower levels. 
Every possible precaution is taken to insnro safety and to prevent accidents occur-
ring; nevertheless, I am informed that as many as thirty-eight men have been killed 
since the opening of the mine, a proportionately large number having been injured 
also. 
The ore, as extracted from the mine, is at once ~onveyed to the mill, situated at a 
distance of about one-quarter of a mile from the shaft. Tbis mill contains seventy-five 
stamps, forty of which are nsnally employed when the mine is in full blast. At pres-
ent, twenty onl:r arc at >vorl;:, inasmuch as there are only forty miners engaged in the 
nndergronud e-xcavations. It "is here that an average of about two thousand tons of 
ore per month undergoes a thorough reduction, yielding an average of about $22 per 
ton, or au aggregate of about $45,000 per mouth. Previous to the present proprietor-
ship, the reduction of the ore was very much neglected. The concentration of snlphur-
ets was altogether disregarded, and they were allowed to escape. Hundreds of thou-
sands of dollars have thus escaped into the bed of Sutter Creek, and are now probably 
irrecoverably lost. The concentration of sulphnrets is now carefully attended to, and 
the gold extracted from them brings in a, large revenue, yielding at the rate of $100 
and upwards per ton. All the sulpburets sased at the various mills in the neighbor-
hood arc reduced at the Chlorination \Vorks of Messrs. Jones & Belding. The yield of 
the snlpburets of the various mines ranges from $90 to $130 per ton. 
Unfortunately, this promising state of affairs was again disturbed by 
trouble with the .1\liner~' League, eesnlting in destruction of property aud 
life. Consequently the annual report of the Amador mine shows only 
four months' running, 17,790 tons of ore raised, 16,490 tons crushed, 
giving $12.21 per ton, or $201,357, of which $24,000 was paid to stock· 
holders. 
The following extracts comprise the substance of the reports of the 
president and superintendent, January 1, 1872: 
PRESIDENT'S REPORT. 
It is a matter of no little regret to me that events, over which the officers of this 
compauy could htwe no control, htwe prevent~d Ul~' makiug as fa,'orable a report, as 
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to the product of the mine for the past year, as we all hoped. It is quite satisfactory, 
however, to know that the small yield bas not been tlw fault of the mine, or its manage-
ment. The large amount of dead \York, (the result of the late fire,) the unusual searcity 
of water, which compelled the mills to remain idle for several mouths, have been the 
main hinderances of a satisfactory retnrn to all parties directly iuterested. 
I would recommend the erection of a first-class GO-stamp mill at an early day, in 
order that we may be able to crush the large amount of low-grade ore which has ac-
cumulated iu all parts of the mine, especially north of the new shaft. My predecessor, 
Colonel Fry, wisel)7 made the same recommendation at the close of last year; but 
misfortunes, which I have before noted, have prevented this most important improve-
ment. In addition, the Canal Cqmpany, on whom we would be dependent for water to 
run so large a mill, have been uual>le to complete the large ditch which we bad hoped 
would furnish ns an abundant supply of water. Althongh disappointed in its com-
pletion, it is but justice to say that it is one of the best-constructed ditches, to the 
point now reached, I have ever had the pleasure of seeing on the Pacific coast. And 
the officers of that company assure me, in the most earnest manner, that they will be 
able to furnish ns, from this ditch, all the water we may require .for onr new mill, by 
the time it is erected. 
In all the extensive improvements consummated during the past year, such as the 
sinking of the north shaft and erection of the new hoisting-works, the result has been 
most satisfactory. 
The unceasing care and attention of Superintenden-t. Steinberger to all the varied 
interests of the company under his management, during the past ~Tear, warrant me in 
saying that no mining property west of t.he Rocky Mountains has been more faithful-
ly, honestly, and economically eonductcd. I say this from personal oLservation, hav.-
ing visited the mine during the past year two or three times each month. In conclu-
sion, I would most earnestly recommend that the sinking of the new or north shaft be 
continwjd, as the shaft is constructed with a view of continuously going down on the 
vein, without interfering with work in the other parts of the mine . . And should the 
vein continue, as it now shows at the bottom of this shaft, we hope to develop, in the 
next year, a large amount of valuable ore. 
Hoping that my successor may have less care and anxiety in the management of 
this extensi vc and valuable property for the coming year than I have had in the past, 
with more satisfactory dividends, 
I remain, very respectfully, yours, 
DAVID D. COLTON, 
P1·esident. 
SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT. 
Herewith I send you statement of operations for the past year at the company's mine. 
Dming the year 1871, 17,790 tons of quartz were extracted from the mine, and 16,490 
tons were crushed at the Eureka ( 40-stamp) mill; 1,300 tons now on the dump at Rose 
mill. 
A large amount of dead work has been done in various parts of the mine during the 
past year. The cleaning out and partial retimberiug of the Panama drift, from north 
shaft to its face, (175 feet,) \vbich was filled up with d6b1'is, retimbering old levels, 
opening drifts nm1er pillars, cleaning out and retiml>ering the Latrobe level, &c., be-
sides the sinking of the north and middle shafts. 
The Badger shaft (which is the water-shaft) has been kept in good repair, and is now 
in condition, as is also the machinery, to contend against any reasonaLle increase of 
water. A prospecting-drift has been driven south from Badger shaft on the Panama 
level 220 feet, but no rock in paj'ing quantities was found. 
The Middle shaft has required considerable repairs, but is now in fair condition. 
This shaft has been sunk below the Pi:mama leYell55 feet, 105 of wllich was sunk the 
past year. Sixty feet below the Panama level the New York level was started, and 60 
feet below the New York was started the Green level, leavi11g a sump of 35 feet nuder 
the Green level. The cost of sinking this shaft., including the turning o,ff of Green 
and New York levels, was $4,85~~ 50, or $46.22-f7- pe~ foot. The vein in the bottom 
of shaft is four feet in thickness, and the qnalit.y of the rock good. 
The North or new shaft is now below the Panama level ~5 feet, and cost $5,056.06, or 
$53.22-H per foot. 
The turning off of the New York level is included in the above figures. The aver-
age thickness of the vein in the bottom of shaft is seven feet. On the 1st of Septem-
ber last the Panama level was reached with this shaft, beiug 1,165 feet from surface, 
460 feet of which was sunk the pm>t year. 
Tho entire cost of sinking this sllaft fi·om ·within 180 feet of surface to Pnnama level, 
a distance of 985 feet, has been $:33,299.88, or $33.06-Hi- per foot. These figurrs em brace 
lumber, timber, lights, smith-work, labor &c., also the turning oft' oflevels at Latrobe, 
San Francisco, and Panama. 
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The time occupie.I in the sinking aml turning off of these levels was eleven months, 
t\vo months htwing- been lost in consequence of the strike. The tim bcrs used for sills 
and legs are sawe<l red spruce, twenty inches square. The center-pieces atHl f'aps are 
12 by ~0 inches. The timuers are five feet apart fi:om center to center and logged. be-
tween with three-inch re<l S]n·uce plank. The shaft is divided into three compm·tments, 
two cage-ways and one uucket-way. The size of shaft is in length in the clear thirteen 
feet, and in width is from six to twenty feet. o,·er the shaft, on t,he surface, have been 
erectetl first-class hoisting-works. Everything in connection with these works is in 
splen<lid con<lition and works admirauly. 
The north drift on Panama level is now north from North shaft 395 feet, 2:30 feet 
having ucen driven the vast year. The vein in the face of drift is over sixteen feet in 
thickness, with a gootl regular hanging-wall. The quality of the qnm'tz bas improved 
very much in the last few feet that have been driven. From the general character and 
regularity of vein an<l wall we have every confidence in the permanence of the vein: 
&ntl bave reasonable assurance that, from tbe <levelopments thus far nuule in this <lrift, 
there exists a large quantity of quartz above this level, as none of the levels above 
the Panama level have been driven over 180 feet north of North shaft. A level has 
been driven north under the old San PrmJcisco level, and is north from North shaft 
180 feet. From this level considerable bowlder-rock has been taken out, and large 
qnantities still remain in place. 
Tlle Latrobe level has been cleaned ont and retimbered to face of drift, being 80 
feet north of North shaft. Large quantities of bowlder-rock are developed. on this 
level. 
The only stoping that has been done in the mine the past year has been above the 
Panama level, north of North shaft, on the l>owltlcr-voin. 
The only ledge-rock that bas been taken out (excepting that from the sinking of the 
shaft~) has ueen taken from pillars under the fourth, fifth, and sixth-hun<l1·ed feet 
levels. 
The great uulk of the rock mined and milled, the past year, was from the bowlder-
vein. 
The only qnartz taken out below tho Panama level has come from the sinking of 
the North aud :Jiiddlo shafts. But little has come from the Green n.nd New York dnfts, 
as they arc as yet, bnt a few feet from shafts. 
The qna,rtz is now in place from Panama to Green level, excepting- "·bat has ueen 
taken out from the sinking, g-iving us 120 feet of backs. 
The 40-stamp mill is in goo(l running condition. The water-wheel, which is old, 
bas ueen repaired, an<l will, with occasional slight repairs, l'nn·this winter. 
The Rose mill has been repaired, an<l is running well. The Badger has also been 
repaired, and will commence crnsbing in a few <lays. 
The wotking of 1 he mine the past year bas ueen attended with many difficulties and 
heavy oxpentlitures, the strike and scarcit,y of water forming a part. 
The vein in tho lower part of tho mine (Groen and New York levels) looks most 
promising, and, so soon as the drifts are driven ahead far enough to open stopes on 
these levels, \Ye will be aulc to get out sufficient lel1ge-roek to keep the mills running; 
until then we will be obliged to take out considerable bowltler-rock to keep up the 
supply. 
The entire mine and machinery (as is everything else in connection) is in good 
working c n<lition, and, uuless some nuforeseen accident takes place, no fears need. l>e 
apprehended of the future profit of the mines. 
Respectfully, yours, 
JOHN A. STEINBERGER, 
SupcrintcntJcnt. 
The Oneida mine, south of the auo\Te, is one of the best developed in 
the county, and has been described in the l\Iining Commissioner's re-
port for 18uD, since which time no material change has occurred in the 
character of the rock. This mine likewise suffered severely from the 
strike of the miners and the drought. lt is situateu about half way 
between the towns of Jackson and Sutter Creek, and is owned princi-
pally in those tmYns. The length of the claim is 3,000 feet. They have 
three different incline shafts down on an angle of G5o. The first is down 
300 feet, the second 700 feet, and the third 800 feet. They are working 
only througll the two latter. The ledge will average 12 feet thick. 
They are working 100 men. Their GO-stamp mill is run by an engine of 
60 ·horse power, aud crushes daily !)0 tons of rock, (24 bonn::.) which 
averages $10 per toll. Tl.te hoisting-works are run by two e11gines, one 
ot' 30 and one ot' 15 horse-power. This mill is complete witll all tlle 
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accompanying pans, machinery, &c., to successfully run a mill of its 
caliber. Drifting was commenced 011 the 800 feet level in the latter part 
of 1871. On the 700 feet level the drifts have been rnn 400 feet 011 either 
side of the shaft. Two pay ehutes or chimneys run throngh this location. 
One has a length of 700 feet, the other of 400 feet, and. both dip to the 
north. The mine has immense reserves in sight, and is a very valuable 
property. 
·The Kennedy mine, situated next adjoining the Oneida, on the south, 
will doubtless soon become one of the leading mines of the country. 
They own 2,300 feet of ground. Up to the present year hoisting waR 
done by means of a whim, but the claim passing in the hands of ener-
getic owners in the early part of 1871, powerful hoisting-works were 
erected and the shaft sunk to a depth of 500 feet. In sinking, the vein 
was followed at an angle of 60°. The first level was opened at 350 feet, 
and drifts were carried 200 feet south and 180 feet north. The next 
level was opened by the present owners at 500 feet. The vein is here 
four feet wide, the quartz aseraging $20 per ton, though rock of a much 
higher grade has been struck since our visit. This claim has a foot-wall 
of granite and a hanging-wall of slate. Au old shaft, sunk many years 
since at the north end of the ground, near the Oneida line, developed 
the existence of a rich chimney in tLat part of the mine. It is in con-
templation to clean out tLis shaft or sink a new one at this point. Three 
distinct pay chutes have been developed by tJ.1e drifts. The company 
have erected a first-class 20-stamp mill, wLich is constantly supplied 
with rock. 
The Keystone mine at Amador City, one of the extreme northerly 
claims of the Mother lode, and considered by many second to none in 
Amador County, has also been described in the report for 18o9. The 
mine is owned in San Frandsco. It consists of 3,000 feet of ground, 
and their improvements consist of two sets of hoisting-works and a mill. 
'rhe latter, containing forty stamps, is run by an engine of 125 horse-
power. The hoisting-works are also run lJy steam-one by an engine of 
20 and the other by one of 80 horse-power. They have two principal shafts 
sunk upon the ledge. The north shaft is dmvn 346 feet, on an angle of 
30o, and tue south shaft is down 500 feet on the same augle. Four hun-
dred feet down the vein rnns from 10 to 30 feet thick. Tiley regularly 
employ 100 men, and crush daily (24 hours) 80 tons of rock, which bas 
averaged $16 per ton. 
The following is condensed from the correspondence of L. P. McCarty 
to the Mining and Scientific Press of San Francisco: 
Tlle Summit mine, (south extension of the Amado.-,) near Suttet Creek, is owned in 
San Francisco. Tbis cbim is 1,400 feet in length, and has fine hoisting-\vorks, run 
by an engine of 45 horse-power. Two shafts are sunk within 110 feet of 1~acb other. 
Ooe is down 300 and the other 500 feet, on an incline of 45:~. This mine was first struck 
in 1869, anu from a chimney down 165 feet some $30,000 >Vere taken out. At that time 
the ore rnn from $16 to $32 ptor ton. Work is now suspended on this mine . . 
The Maxwell mine, situated close by the above-mentioned, is owned 1Jy au incorpo-
rated company in San Francisco. This claim 1·uns north and south, and is 2,000 feet 
long. Tbc hoisting-works are rnu by au engine of 20 horse-pow·er, over a shaft do\Yll 
750 feet, on an incline of 75° . At that point a cross-cut of 70 feet reveals a, l~Cldge 9 
feet thick. They get out from 45 to 50 tons per clay, and are working 25 men. The rock 
is crushed at the Badger and Rose mills, the two 16-stamp mills which they rent 
of the Amador Company, and are situa.tecl one mile distant. 'l'bis rock is low-grade ore, 
averaging from $5 to $6 per ton, but is easily mined and crnshecl. 
The original Amador wine is situated in t,he viciuity of Amarlor City, and is owned 
lJy J. A. Fanll & Co., (ajoint-stock association.) They claim 1,200 feet oflellge; have 
a fme set of hoisting-works, run uy a steam-engine of 25 horse-power. A shaft is 
snnk 360 feet; at tllat point a, ledge 3~, feet thick is found. Twenty-one men are regu-
larly employed, getting ont from 10 to 15 tons of rock daily. They ;:tre now erectiug 
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a splendid 40-stamp mill, "\vbich will be completed in a short time. They have also 
openeu n, new shaft from the 200-foot level, wllich is intended for tho 11win rock-
sllaft. Their mine is doing finely, with au abundance of excclleut qnartz in sight. 
The Medcon mine, situated midway between Sntter Creek and Amador City, is 
owned aUil superintended by L. R Poundstone. Hoisting-works aro erected upon tlw 
same, and ru11 by horse-power. Tllis mine was worked as early as 1837, aud paid, as 
far its worked at that time, about $30 per ton. Since tllat time it has l>eeu i(lle until 
now. Six men are at present employed sinking ::L new shaft, "\Ybich is 11ow down 75 
feet. At this point they have found a ledge four feet thick, and still increasing, the 
prospects of which are quite favoral>le. 
The Little Ama(lor mine is beiug rapidly developed. The main shaft is down nearly 
400 feet, and still progressing. Tl10 lodge is well detiued to t.he lowest depth reached, 
and the rock ta.keu out in siuking is rich. The mill connected with the mine will be 
completed aud ready tor crushing early in 1872. 
The Maxon mine is located a sllort distance south of Amador City. Tile shaft bas 
been snnk to a deptll of 200 feet; with a llrift of 80 feet, sllowing a goou ledge of rock. 
Some of tho rock cruslle<l pays very satisfactorily. Tiley llave several llundred tons 
now on the dump. 
'l'lle Zcile mine (formerly known as tile Couey) is situated oue-half mile south of 
Jacksou, alHl is owned by San Francisco capitalists. This company own tjOO feet of a 
ledge, aud have devclopeu it to a depth of 515 feet. Their hoiRtiug-works are rnn by 
a ZO horse-power engine; the shaft is down on au angle of abont 50° ; their ledge is 
about 11 feet thick. 
The town of Volcano, situated about twelve miles east of Jackson, contains 800 
inhabitants. It is situated on what is known as the grea,t limestone range. Its mines 
have been worked continuously since 1849. ~ 
The Amador County Canal and Volcano ditch, both of which are owned by San 
Frau cisco capitalists, supply the district with water. They take their supply of \Ya,ter 
from the North Fork of the Mokelurm.1e River. This canal was origin<Jlly a flume, 
tbirt.r-one miles in length, with a carrying capacity of 900 inches, and cost $450,000. 
It is now being re1)laced by a substantial ditch. The latter (the Volcano ditch) cost 
in the neighborhood of $200,000, and bas a carrying capacity of 700 inches, the in-
come of which satisfies its owners. 
The .Markley mine is four or U\"e miles from Volcano. About two years ago opera-
tions wel'e commenced, and a deptll of 280 feet has betJn reached. At the snrt~10e tho 
main cllimney is 2 feet thick and GO feet long; at the 200-foot level, 4 fe('t thiek aml 
280 feet long. From rock taken out of the 200-foot level tllcy obtained 814,000, after 
·which, in four weeks, they" stopecl ont" rock from whicll they obtained $::l,OUO. Last 
fall they sank 80 feet, and put up steam hoisting-works of 15 horse-power. The com-
pany Tcccntly started up tlleir t11clve stamps, 350 pounds each, \Yith "\Yhieh they 
ponn<1ed out $1,500 per week, and ran ten hours per day. Tllis mine has recently 
been sold to an English company for $35,000. 
Volcano aud vicinity <·ontains several otller quartz mines of great promise, in v:tri-
ous stages of development. 
Tlle assessor's returns report 70,3()0 tons of quartz crushed for the 
year 1870, by 27 mills. These returns are probably more correct than 
those of any other county in tlle State, a::) the county is small and tbe 
principal mines situated near the county-seat. Tbe returns for 1871 
'"ill probably show a material decrease for tllat year;, on account of 
the strike and tlle drought, but the :year 1872 will nndouhtedly be one 
of 1.mparalleleu prosperity. Three or four new first-class mills, of forty 
stamps eacll, will be ready for cruslliug early in 1872. This county pos-
sesses, according to the Pacific Coast Directory, 35 mills, with an ag-
gregate of 579 stamps. Of this number, 084 stamps lurve been in oper-
ation duriug 1871, wh~u water was available-a larger proportion thau 
is l:lhown by any otller county in the southern mines. 
SAN DIEGO COUN'l'Y. 
The promises held out· last Yt'ar by tbe new mines of this county 
have been rE>alized to a considerable degree. Not alone lutve 
tlle mines then <1iscoYered and worked continued to yield encour-
aging amounts of the precious metals, holding out well at greater depth, 
botll as to width of veins aud contents of gold in the ore, but a large 
nnmuer of Hew ones have been discovered, some of whicll llave turneu 
out very satisfactorily. 
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Julian district.-The control of the California claim was bought in 
the early part of tbe summer by :1\Iessrs. Snyder, l\Iorris & Co., of San 
Francisco. Tlwy straightened and timbered tlw shaft, ancl in sinking 
it deeper the vein was found to vary from two to four feet in width. 
_'l'he ore taken out during this work is reported to ba'"'e yielded $.37 per 
ton in the mill. The company continued sinking <luring the rest of the 
year, intending to put the shaft down 400 feet. 1 do not know whether 
they reached this depth. In December, they were reported to be ready 
to commence drifting and stoping. 
The Owens mine, the original discovery on the same lode with the 
California, l1au a shaft 130 feet deep in August, in which the v<->iu was 
four feet wide and showed some face gold. The ore is raised by a whim, 
the first one bnilt in the district. The shaft was sunk to 180 feet by 
October, and tlle mine is said to have paid very well. In October the 
'lir in the shaft became bad, and it was nece~:;sary to run a dl'ift to con-
nect the mine with adjoining \Yorks, in order to improve the ventilation. 
TlH-\ vein exposed at that time in the lower part of the shaft was larger 
tllan above and contained excellent ore. 
The IIeh'etia, "·hich by many is considered the best mine in the dis-
triet, Lad its shaft (lown 140 feet iu August and raised good ore st~:>adi1y, 
tllougll the quantity was comparatively small, as from most mines iu 
tile district. The mines of the Lone Star Company and tile Big Blue 
ledge are also considered very good property. The Stonewall had a 
shaft 100 feet deep, aud at a deptll of GO feet a lm.,.el 180 feet long to 
the nortb, and oue 100 feet long to the soutll, in October. Stoping bad 
not been commenced. The ore found was all decomposed, aud there 
was no water in tLe mine. The mill of the company could only run five 
hours per day for want of water. 
Banne1· district.-A number of mines appear to have been worked in 
this district. A correspondent of the Scientific Press, writing July 20, 
says in rrgard to them: 
The Kentnck Company, under the superintendence of M.A. Lewis, controlled by 
McDonald & \Vltititey, of San Francisco, wLo have recently bought tho mine, started 
up the "·ork of siukiug, this week, with fnll force, and on yestenby they struck some 
lllore of the 1·ieh oro for" hich that claim has bPen celebrated, being litPrally filled 
with gold. Tlw Madden Company, on same ledgt-, have their usual amonnt of rich 
ore, and tho ledge iH improving every foot they siuk. The last 9re worked paid over 
$40 per ton. The Antelope Company, on the same ledge, are still running their new 
five-stamp mill on their own ore, paying $70 per ton. ThP Rollman mine, under the 
supervision of J. N. Tiernan, is looking well. In sinking the shaft the ledge pitched to 
the west into the hill, where it was nbont four feet wide. Last week a new and small 
ledge made its appearance in the shaft, sbowing free gold <tlHl silver snlpburets. It 
has increased until it uow coYers the bottom ot the sbaft, with slate intermixe<L The 
prospects are very flattering, indeed, for a large and rich lodge, when the two ledges 
come together. The additional machinery brought here antl added to Mc:Mcchan's 
mill, (the \Vilsou Steam Stamp mill,) will probalJly be started np for regular work to-
day. It cousists of a 16 horse-power engine, a Varnc•y pa·n, (l:ttest improverl,) a 
large wooden concentrator, and copprr shaking table, of Tierna,u'~ own invention. If 
they do not do first-class work, there is no use in having good machinery. Tiernan 
bas shown himAdf a man of energy, and competent to carry on such work. The D:ly-
ley Company, on the south eud of tho Hedman leage, are taking ont ore to work uy tllc 
new process in l\Ic)Iecban's mill. They have a large ledge a1Hl rich ore. The King 
ledge, Goldeu Chariot :Mine aud Company, are still siDkiug iu rich on• on their big 
ledge, which, at tho depth of 50 feet, is four to five feet \Yi<lo. Tho Little Joker, 
which was three or four inches wide on top, of soft, decomposed, c·halky-lookiug ore, 
rich from top to bottom, is now 48 feet uPcp aud two feet wide, with some ore 
that, report sayR, is worth fi'<nn $2 to $5 per p01md. There are mauy otber mines that 
I would like to mention, but it will require too much of yonr valuable space. I will 
close by simply saying, of all the ruining districts on the coast, 1 ha.v<' not heard of one 
that shows ns many payiug ledge!:l aud rich prospects, or as much work done and paid 
for out of the mines themselYes, or from a like quantity of ore worked-that can show 
as good returus, witll as good a climate, timber, water, and everytbing to mttke the 
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locality desir:1Lle for health or a home, as Julian and Brmuer districts, Sun Diego 
County, Califoruia. 
The high opinion of this correspondent in regard to the districts 
named seems to be well founded, if the returns of tho mills fi'om ore of 
some of these mines can be accepted as a criterion. Twelv-e toilS from 
the Golden Chariot, for instance, yielded $181 pPr ton; 40 tons of ore 
fi om l\lcl\lPchan's and the Redman mines ~ieldrd $60 per ton ; and 15 
tons of ore from the Antelope, and 25 from the l\Iadden Company's mine 
gave $30 per ton; while a lot of ore from the Kentnck is reported to 
haye.) ieldcd $76 per ton. On the whole, however, the mines in Banner, 
as well as in Julian district, are too little developed yet to give a regu· 
lar yield. Curiously enough a number of new mills have been erected 
in addition to the older ones, only, however, to be forced to lie idle a great 
part of the time for the want of ore. For this reason the want of water, 
which has been experienced throughout the greater part of the year, has 
in reality not injured the ruining in<lustl'y as much as might be supposed. 
l\1y inquiries in10gard to the total yield of the county have so far not been 
answered, but it mu~St have been many times larger than last year. As 
some 8an F1 an cisco capital has during the year been invested in the 
San Diego County mines, it is probable that another year will witness 
a better development of the mines, and a more regular yield. 
SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY. 
The mines in the Clark district, which were mentioned in my last report 
as new discovel'ies of some importance, have bren further explored and 
partly de\·eloped during the year. A considerable amount of high grade 
ore has been forwarded in small lots to Los Angeles, whence it was 
~hipped to San Francisco. .All this ore was of high-grade, but as the 
richest must, of course, be selected to pay for the enormous laud trans-
portation, this giYes no criterion as to the general value of the ores or 
the mines. A number of new locations are mentioned in my advices 
from that region, but the whole district appears to be yet so much in 
its infancy that I reserve a detailed description of it for a futm'e occa-
sion. 
Of the gold-mining enterprise at BelleYille, in this county, I have no 
adv-ices this year. 
INYO COUN'l'Y. 
The b11se-metal mines of Cerro Gordo and vicinity have, according 
to all accounts, maintained their yield, giYing ample employment 
to the various smelting-works. There has, however, nothing new 
of importance been deYeloped during the year, and my description of 
the mines and furnaces in my last report exhausts the snbject. l\Iy let-
ters to prominent men in Cerr0 Gonlo, ashng for information in regard 
to the correct shipments of base bullion and bullion, have, I am sony to 
say, not been answered satisfactorily, and I am therefore not able to 
give them. From other information I am inclined to believe that they have 
not been materially increased. The amalgamating ores have receiveu 
more attention than the year before, aud an English company·, the 
Eclip~e, has erected a nmv mill. A series of mines called toe Silver 
Sprout has attracted some attention. An artide in the Inyo County 
Independent, "'hich appeared in October, says, iu regard to these mines: 
Tlw beries comprises some thirty different ledges, together formiug a complete laby-
rinth or uet-work of qnartz-vcins, such as is seldom met \Vith-perhaps uowberq else 
iu tlw Statt~. Some twcuty ahaftR aud tnunels have been opened on this property, 
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within an area of 500 by 2~ 000 feet, and from the developments already made, 
tlw evideuce is very conclusive that the property must be a very valuable aucl exten-
sive one. The two principal ledges, called the" Lamb" and ''Silver Sprout," are 
about 300 feet apart, parallel to each other and to the crest of the mountain. They 
cut through and across three ridges which extend down the side of tho mountain. 
This gives the best possible position for prospecting at varying heights. Both of these 
ledges have been opened at various places, from 50 to :100 feet apart, covering, in all, 
some 1,500 feet. Several of the minor ledges have been prospected, each presenting 
the same general characteristics of the ma.in, or Silver Sprout. 
In order to determine the future course in regard to the management of the mine, 
Mr. Wingard, the manager, has selected for shipment and reduction in San Francisco 
about 3,000 pounds of fair, average ore, a portion from the severa-l different openings of 
the mine. The location,considered in relation to the facilities for getti ug out and reduc-
ing the ore, may be consiuered as good as could be desired. The alt.itucle is very great, 
probably not less than 10,000 feet above the sea. It. is about three miles distant frow, 
but fnlly 3,000 feet higher than the famous Kearsage miue, and on the same mount-
ain. It is, however, an entirely different series of mines, though there is a great sim-
ilarity in the nature and appearance of the ores of the two mines. Both cany a small 
percentage of base metals, but scarcely enough to be considered "rebeHions." The 
mine is situated upon the southern face of the mountain in such a manner that the 
snows or storms cannot materially affect the transportation of the ore by tramway, 
which is the only cheap method pra0ticable. 
The mill now owued by the company is down the canon nearly five miles. The 
proper place for the mill, and to which it will soon be removed, is immediately below 
the mine, and about one mile distant. Here t.hcre is an abundance of timber and 
water, a wide valley free from all dangers of snow-slides, and where, by means of a 
tramway, ore can at all seasons of the year he shipped directly from the mine to the 
batteries. The whole cost of mining, transportation, ::mel reduction of the ore from 
the mine, with the proper and practicable facilities, need not exceed $10 per ton. 
The Silver Sprout is unquestionably 11 very valuable mine, and with proper manage-
ment cannot fail to remunerate its owners and at the same time prove of great benefit 
to this section generally. 
The ore is of the class named copper ores in my last report, carnes 
much silver, copper, and a little gold, and a very small percentage of 
galena. The principal shaft on the mine was 56 feet cleep in November, 
and the ledge was 7 feet wide at the bottom, 5 feet of which was ore. 
ALPINE COUNTY. 
My efforts to obtain direct communications in reg:.ud to the mining 
industry of this county have been unsuccessful. But the delay in 
the Public Printing Office in printing my present Teport enables me 
to introduce here an excellent letter of Mr. J. Winchester, of the Glob~ 
Company, which appeared in the New York Tribune in the early part of 
1872, and which treats very exhaustively on the rpining resources of this 
county: · 
Alpine County was set off from Amador, and lies upon the summit and both slopes of 
the Sierra Nevada range. Geographically the larger portion of the county belongs to 
Nevada. Through the central portion, on the eat>t of the main divide, runs the east or 
main branch of Carson River. Silver Mountain, the county-seat, is about 8~000 feet 
above the sea. Silver Mountain Peak, a few miles further sonth, is over 11,000 feet in 
height. The mineral belt running through Alpine is geologically traceable ii:om, and 
is believed to be a continuation ot~ that upon wbieh the Comstock lode is situated, the 
courses of the veins being identical, and exactly in range from north to south. When 
the excitement following the discovery of the Comstock was at its height, Alpine 
County, then a part of Amador, was overrun with "prospectors,'< and in 1867 a large 
installment of the prevailing miuing fw·ore was transplanted to what was then known 
as the" Silver Mountain mines," t.hat town being the center of attraction. In 1862-'63, 
two daily lines of stages, with frequent "extras," were required to accommodate the 
rush into Alpine County, and Silver Mountain became a mining camp of from 1,500 to 
2,000 people. In 1863-'64, the specuhtti ve bubble bnrst, and a gradual decadeuce set in, 
which reduced the populat.ion in 1868 to less than 200. The gradual change of t.hc 
mining center from Silver Mountain, on the e<lge of the granite formation, to Monitor, 
in the midst of the trap and porphyry belt, continued to depopulate the former town, 
till at this time the number hardly exceeds 30 persons of all ages, while Monitor has 
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steadily increased from a hamlet of a few families to ::.t lively village of some 300 inbabit-
aHts. This town is situated two miles east of Carson River, ou the creek of the same 
name, which rises in the dividing range between Cttrsou and \Valker Rivers. It owes 
its name to the exploit of Captain Ericsson's "cheese-box" iu the band-to-band contest 
with the rebel ram Merrimac, an event that so electrified the country, and which saved 
the nation from a great disaster. So the people named this new mining camp Monitor. 
The deep calion of Mouitor Creek, being almost due east and west across the rock ''for-
mation" of the country, exposed the mineral ledges in numerous places between the 
river and town, and every one, large or small, was "located" in 1862-'6:-3, and most of 
them regularly organized under the general incorporation act of California. Without 
capital, except muscle, the minen; set vigorously at work in developing tlloir varions 
pr<~pi:nties by shaft and tunnel, levying srnall assessments every "now and t.ben ;" bnt 
gradually mnsole gave up the contest, and, by 1865-'66, work on the mines bad almost 
entirely ceased, after some of the tunnels bad been run a distance of 1,200 feet or more. 
The most prominent "locatiou," in the pioneer Alpine clays, as rrow, \vas the "Tar-
shish." Its outcrop of porphsry looms up in bold relief from ucar t.he summit of Moni-
tor Monnta:in-~tn eminence of about 1,000 feet above the creek, on its northerly side-
and runs southerly, crossing the creek, and again cropping out in massive proportions, 
when it receives the name of "Esmeralda," aud once more shows its crests on the east-
erly slope of a ridge of Globe Mountain. The north side of the calion, half a mile west-
erly (from Monitor to Red Mountain) is one grand "outburst" of mineral matter, in 
some places, as on that portion called the Hercules lode, rising several hundred feet 
above the surface in almost perpendicular cliffs. The " Tarshish" has been in course 
of development-lyiug idle sometimes a year or more at a time-fur eight or nine years, 
showing a degree of faith anclpcrtiuacity on the part of its owners which is now on the 
eve of a munificent reward. The ore is a pure sulphuret of silver-silver glance-
the "gangne" beiug often a putty-like kaolin, but more frequently a harder rock of the 
same character. When concentrated, the ore assays from $1,000 to $3,000 per ton; bnt, 
as it comes from the mine, ranges fi'om $50 to $200. The Tarshish is a New York com-
pany, the "Schenectady Gold and Silver Mining Company" being the owners; and 
Judge Potter, of the supreme court of the State, one of its most active and efficient 
directors. Under the superintendence of M. ~chwerin, who has resided here for three 
years, the mine has been steadily developed, and one of the best 20-stamp mills on the 
Pacific coast erected at a cost of from $60,000 to $75,000 in coin. It is, as. I write, start-
ing into operation, wit,h good ore "in sight'' sufficient to keep it running night a,nd clay 
for at least three years. The motive-power is a 120-borse engine. 
The .Monitor and Northwestern is a company organized under a special act of the 
legislature of Wisconsin, with headquarters at. Milwaukee. Its property is located in 
several different plaees in · the district. Their first and most largely developed claim is 
on the Tarshish lode, ucxt adjoining the Schenectady Company's mine. It is opened 
by an upper and lower tunnel, connected by a "winze," a,nd explored by drifts a,nd 
tunnels of abont l,GOO feet in length. The lower level is about 90 feet deeper than the 
present lowest workings of the Schenectady Company's on the lode; and, as the explo-
rations progress to the north, on the course of the vein, further into the heart of tlle 
mountain, tile quality ancl quantity of the ore steadily increase. The Monitor and 
Northwestern Company also own a series of claims on Reel Mountain, which \•vill be 
opened by a main tunnel from a point on Carson River, by which great depth on the 
lode will be gained. They have about 2,500 feet of tunnel yet to make before a snre 
thing is struck, though some very promising tllough smaller lodes wi111Je crossed before. 
If a judgment may be hazarded from tlle " croppings" on Red Monntaiu, the body of 
ore which the main tunnel will open up will eqnal, if not exceed, in extent. and value 
tile famons bonanza in the Crown Point and other mines on the Comstock. A first-
class ore-house, on the south side of the creek, opposite the mouth of tlle tunnel, and 
reached by a substantial Lrestle bridge, has just been completed at a cost of over $3,000. 
The mill of this company is a large and convenient one, situated on Carson River, half ~t 
mile below the junction of Monitor Creek, and completed a month ago. Its capacity 
is 30 tuns, and it is equipped with stamps, pans, &c., of well-tried kinds. Except the 
furnace for roasting or cblOI"idizing the ores, which is rather experimental, everything 
is first class. The machinery is run by water, and a turbine wheel is used. Tbe power 
is ample for the reduction of 75 tons per clay, which will be utilized as soon as the 
mines are properly opened. The mill was lately started np to test the fitness of the fur-
nace to do its work, and as soon as a decision is a,rrived at as to the best method of 
roasting, steady work wm be hegnn, and bullion regularly shippe(1. Snch delays seem 
unavoidable in almost every instance of commencing the work of 1·ednction, and, though 
vexatious, militate nothing against eventual success. Very few companies but have 
had to pass through the same ordeal. 
The Silver Glance is also a Milwaukee company. Its cla.im is next sonth of the 
Monitor and Northwestern, also on the Tarshisb lode, and, though ouly recently ex-
plored with any force, is developing some splendid ore-bodies. Being deeper than 
either of the other claims on the same lode, the ore is of a, better quality. Tile com-
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pany ha,ve a. working-fund. stock sufficient to open np the mine fully, and erect first-
class reduetwn-works, whiCh latter they propose t.o uo as soon as tlw Tarsb.ish aiHl 
Monitor a,nd Northwestern mills b.a,ve proved wb.at kind of machinery aud processes 
are best adapted to the treatment of the ores. 
Crossing to the south side of Monitor Creek, still upon the sa,me lode-here callcrl 
the Esmeralda-are two companies whose works are in close proximity, and which 
virtually are aiming to develop the same vein of ore. The Marion, by a shaft on the 
margin of the creek, so long ago as 185:3-'64, was the first to develop the rich ore of the 
Tarshish-Esmeralda lode. Ore was disclosed assaying over $3,000 per ton; but the 
want of pumping-macb.inery and the collapse of the mining excitement at, about that 
time caused work to be suspencleu. The owuers dispersed, and notb.ing has since been 
done upou the claim. The Chicago and Detroit-a San Francisco company-have a 
tunnel ali t,tle-below the Marion, which was rnn some 400 feet, bnt failed to strike the 
vein at that distance. Operations are in abeyance, probably to await the develop-
ments now m:1king by the Globe Company on the first extension south, known as the 
Worden property, which was acqnired a year or two ago. 
The original IDeation of the Globe Company was 1,000 feet upon the Hercules lode, 
which outcrops in grand proportions on the north side of the creek, about 1,000 feet 
west of the Tarsbish, and is plainly traceable up a spur of Globe Mountain, on the 
south side, into a still higher elcvn,tion, known as Mount America. Subsequently, 
1,000 additional feet on the Hercules and ~00 feet on the Tarshish-Esmeralda lode wei·e 
obtained by purchase. The Globe's main tunnel was commenced in the summer of 
1868, though the company was incorporated and some work done five years previously. 
The initial point is about 1,000 feet below the Chicago and Detroit aud Silver Glance, 
and will intersect the lode not less than 90 feet deeper. 
The cour~e of the tunnel is east 25c sonth, and is intended to strike the lode, in a 
distance of 1,000 feet, at a somewhat, obtuse angle, and not less than 400 feet below the 
surface, or 180 feet deeper than the lowest level of the Tarshish. The tunnel is a sub-
stantial, well-timbered, double-track one; is now in 840 feet, and progressing at the rate 
of over 50 feet per month. In driving the main tunnel a vein of copper ore was struck 
at a bon t 500 feet from the mouth, last J nne, not more tban a band's thickness in the 
roof, but which increased to six inches in the floor of the tunnel. An iuclilled shaft 
below tlle level, 120 feet deep, developed the vein from twelve to eighteen int:bes wide, 
of fine gray •Mgeutiferous copper, assaying from 28 to ~~6 per cent., valued at the 
"dump" at from $GO to $75 per ton for tJw copper, and $20 per ton for tile silver. The 
large outcrops on tile north seem to be converging to a, common center in Globe 
Mountain and Mount America, and there can be no reasonable doubt that the veins 
unite, formiug a lode of great width and of high-grade ore, within the limits of the 
Globe Company's ground. The continuity of the Tarshisb-Esmeralcla lode, and the 
quality of its ore, ha,ve been proved to within 1,000 feet of the Globe claim, and the 
outcrop upon the latter indicates that the lode ext.ends southerly a groat dis tance. The 
mill of the Globe Company is a substantial building, and, when fully equipped, will 
have a capacity of forty tons per day. It is located one hundred yards below the 
moutll of the tunnel, and tlle ore is run direct to the crushers, saving the b.eavy ex-
pense of haulers, which is necessary at most of the mines. In addition to the main 
tunnel, some 700 feet of " drifts" for exploration have been made. 'I' he fact that there 
is a ready market for all the copper ore that can be raised, for the manufacture of sul-
phate of copper, (blue-stone,) gives great value to this development in the Globe 
propert,y. This chemical is used largely in the amalgamation of silver ores, and the 
demand for it is rapidly increasing. 
In Monitor district are many undeveloped lodes, that only require capital to make 
tllem as valnahle as the best; while in Silver Mountain and Scandinavian districts, 
as well as in Alpine and Raymond~ are numerous others, more or less opened. Tlle 
I XL was one of the noted mines of Alpine County so long ago as 1865, when it pro-
duced a considerable amount of bullion. The Buckeye, now owned by an English 
company, and called the Exchequer, has developecl VC'ry high-grade ore. This company 
own a mill on Silver Creek, near tlle town of Silver Mountain; but, having been built 
six or eight years ago, it is not up to the present condition of ore-reduction for profit-
able work. It is intended to erect a new mill this season, with all the modern improve-
ments. The Sovereign, a new English compan;)7 , reorgauized from the Imperial, will 
soon recommence work. The former company ran a tunnel sorne 1,800 feet, start-
ing from Carson River, and its course is across all the developed lodes of the district, 
including the Hercules and Tarshish, and must eventually become a productive prop-
erty. Across Carson River, opposite the month of Monitor Creek, is the Mount Bnllion 
Company, with a tunnel already 2,000 feet in length, and still pegging away in the 
Lard rock, fnll of conti.dence in fntnre results. 
Good Hope mine, also on the west bank of the Carson, several miles below Bullion a, 
has been developed by a tunnel over GOO feet in length, disclosing a brge body of low-
grade ore, assaying from $12 to $17 per ton. It is capable of ~mpplying fifty tons per 
flay, but bas not been deemed of much value hi1herto, owing to the impossibility of 
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reducing that qi'!ality of ore profitably. The improvements in metallurgy of the past 
two years make this a valnable property. Mr. Thornton, the present owner, has placed 
one-half the mine on the London market at $75,000 for a working capital, negotia-
tions being carried on through an intlnential San Francisco bouse. 
Though the mines of Alpine have been overshadowed uy their ncar neighbor, the 
Comstock, upon which all the capital and influence of San Fnncisco that could be 
npplieu were profusely lavished, yet their developments thus far have proved them to 
coutain oro of a better grade than ever was shown in t.he Comstock miues, even in 
those now worth tens of millions of dollars in the market. Nor llave I any doubt but. 
that Monitor contains silver lodes that will lead iu extent and richness any now known 
iu tllc mining regious of the Pacifw. Wllere a thonsand dollars have been expemled 
in dev('lopment ller~, a uimdrcd times that amonnt ll::we been mvested in the Comst.ock. 
In no part. of Califomia, and certainly not h1 Nevatla, can be fonnd the facilities for 
cheap exploitation of ore as here, with wood and water without limit. 
Parallel with the silver lodes of tho miueral belt, and often in close proximity to 
them, as in the Globe mine, are found copper-YCins of fine quality. The Morning Star 
is sitnatocl two miles to the nort,lJ, and cast of Monitor, in the Great Mogul district. It 
was developed six or seven years ago, and some hundreds of tons of good copper ore 
raised.; but at that time there was no method by which the ore could be profitably 
secured, or a market fonnd for it. The ore is highly argeutiferous. A tunnel of 1,000 
feet intersects tlle lode; and a shaft, with hoisting-works, was completed two years 
ago. It is owneu by a San Francisco company, who ].lave let the mine lie idle for some 
time, awaiting the developments elsewhere to open a methou of profitable treatment 
of the ores. 
Tho Leviathan mine is about six miles northeasterly from Monitor. It \Yas opened 
in 18G4, as a gold nnd silver mine, the croppiugs being metamorphic Hanl1stone, im-
pregnated with red oxide of iron, resemuling quartz. The tunnel at 300 feet found no 
gold or silver, and the mine was abandoned, tlJe copper fonud instead having no value 
at the time. In 1869, Mr. Dorsett, an English gentleman, purchased the property, and 
has since workeu it r egularly for copper, ha.viug taken out sou1e $25,000 iu vvlue iu 
the conrse of opening ont the mine up to the present time. Two tnmwls, 176 feet 
apart, have been ruu into the sandstone, which is over 200 feet in thiukness, and a 
third is about. to be started. There are from two thousancl to three thommnd tons in 
sight, growiug better the further it is opened. The ore is a red oxide U!Jd carbonate, 
eutirely free from sulphur; the latter mineral underlying the lo<le in a 11early pure 
crystalline form: The Leviathan is nuder the management of Professor \Y. T. Rickard, 
now tho assayer an<l metnllnrgist of the Tarsbish. 
The copper ore of the Globe mine is yellow sulphuret in the upper portion of the 
loue, changing to peacock ln depth, aud the bloter giviug way to a. fine quality of 
antimonial, argentiferons, gray ore. E .·perts who haYe visitetl Alpine say tlle Globe 
copper is tlle finest they b~we ever s.oen on this coast. Its percentage is from 2tl to 36 
for the gray variety, and with depth increases in silver-bearing. Sten.m pumping and 
hoisting works were erected on the lode last fall. The rceonr large ad nwce in the 
Eastern and European prices for metallic copper gives additional value to this vein, as 
tl.Jo facilities for reuuction are of l1 :superior character. 
'l'IIE CENTRAL l\IINING REGION. 
The central mining region of California contains the most productive 
and important districts in the State, both quartz and gra ,·e1, and em-
braces the eounties of El Dorado, Placer, Nevada, Ynba, Sierra, and 
Butte. \Vitbin these counties are fonl1ll the rich quartz mines of Grass 
Valley and Auburn, the deep placers of Yuba, Nevada, and Placer 
Counties, and the drift-diggings of Sierra County and of Forest II ill and 
vicinity. 
The country differs materiall,y in its topographical and geological feat-
ures from that described under the heading of "southern mines." 
The streams are larger, the mountains higher, and the cailons deeper 
and more abrupt. The ancient channels are wider, and tile detrital 
matter coYers a larger area and is deeper. As in the southern mines, 
surface and river mining is no longer a source of profit for white men, 
and has been abandoned to the Ohillese, who are yet found on some of 
the rivers mining with "long-tom" aud rocker. Quartz mining bas be-
come the principal mining interest, while the deep placers have at-
tracted the attention of capitalists, large tracts of valuable ground 
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having passed into the bauds of English companies. This class of 
mines WtlS fnlly described in the report for 1871, and will not be alluded 
to llere except to note the progress of some large operations. 
EL DORADO COUNTY. 
This county has an area of nearly 2,000 miles, a great portion of 
which is or has been auriferous. It was in this county that gold was 
diseovered on the 1Dth of January, 1848. The aq.riferous gravel de-
posits are far from exhausted; in fact, in many portions of the county 
they are almost untouched, on account of the scarcity of water. The 
eounty has 966 miles of mining ditches, but the amount of water sup-
plied is entirely disproportioned to the length of ditches.':.: This scarcity 
of water will soon be remedied by a great euterprise now being carried 
on by the California Water Uompany. This company will take their 
water-supply from the head of the South Fork of theMidclleFork of the 
American River, and a system of lakes situated at an elevation of about 
5,600 feet in the Sierras, on the divides between the various tributarjes 
of the American . It is estimated that the whole area of these lakes 
and the artificial reservoirs in process of construction will be 143,202,600 
square feet, exclusive of the Rnbicon River, which flows 5,000 inehes of 
water in the dryest season. These streams and lakes will give an un-
failing supply of from 30,000 to 45,000 inches daily, under a pressure of 
six inches, (miners' measurement.) The completion of tl1is great work 
(which is also inteuded to furnish water for -irrigation in the valleys, 
and probably supply some of the cities) will in a great measure revive 
the early prosperity of El Dorado Uounty and make it one of the fore-
most in the yield of gold . . 
I am indebted to Mr. W. A . Good,year, one of Professor Whitney's 
assistants, who has spent several months in El Dorado County in the 
prosecution of investigations for the State gPo logical survey, for the fol-
lowing article on tb,e gravel-deposits of this region: 
The gravel-hills of Plaeerville.-Tbose who are well acquainted with the character of 
this section of the country, will find nothing new or strange in the remark that the 
ancient auriferous gravel-deposits, scat,teTed o\rer the hills in the vicinity of Placerville, 
iorm a very interesting field of study for the geologi::t, as well as a, valuable an<1 e:xten-
si ve :field of work for the miner. Speaking generally, the bills in which these deposits 
occur may te s<.tid to sweep in a gracefnl and almost semicircular curve of three or 
fonr miles' radius around the head of Hangtowu Creek, this curve being convex toward 
the east, while its two arms, or l>ranciles, exteudiug westward to points nearly oppo-
Aite the town of Placerville itself, form, one of them, on the north, the dividing ridge 
between Hnngtown Creek and the South Fork of tile American River, and the other, 
on the south, the ridge between Haugtowu Creek and \Vel>er Creek. 
The structure of the tanks which enter into the formation of this extensive gravel-
range is varied and complex, and mauy of the questions which they present relati\'C 
to their origin, the exact mode of their formation, ~mel the distribution of the gold 
which they contain, arc intricate and difficult to solve. A dctailecl description of 
them would l>e useless ilere, as it would require mnch space, and would involve little 
tilat is new to those \Yho are already acquainted with the ground, while to those who 
are not it might prove uninteresting, if not nniutelligil>le. 
Three weeks of diligent labor expended by tile writer in a careful and detailed inves-
tigation of these deposits for the State geological survey of California, have, however, 
developed some points which it is believed will te of general interest, and which it is 
the purpose of this article to commn uicate. 
First. As to the quantity of graYel here cxpose(l. No at.tempt has yet been made 
to form any definite estimate of the number of cnbic yards of gravel which these hills 
contain, and which is so situated as to be capable of l>ciug worked by hydraulic pro-
cess if water were available in sufficient quantity and under proper condit.ious. From 
the nature of the case, moreover, the hills being irregular in form and outline, nncl the 
* See table of mining ditches from surveyor general's report, ante. 
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distribution of gravel in them being also irregular, it is impossible to make any close 
estimates of this nature witlwut full topographical surveys of the ground where tho 
gravel lies. And even if such surveys bad been accurately made, and their results 
were already at hand, although they would give the correct volume of the ground so 
measured, yet there would be another large element of uncertainty in the results, clue 
to the ever-varying ratio which exists in different hills, and even in different parts of 
the same hill, between the volume of the gravel itself and that of the volcanic matter 
which is sometimes to a certain extent intermingled with it, and wllich often overlies 
it in heavy masses. The quantity available here for hydraulic purposes bas often, 
doubtless, been greatly overestimated. It is perfectly safe, however, to say tllat this 
quantity is great, amounting, in the aggregate, to many millions of cubic yards, and 
to a quantity much greater than i~ concentrated wHhin any given area of equal ex-
tent at any point between here and the North Fork of the American River. 
Much of this ground would require, however, in order to be worked with profit, 
that the water should be uelivered at a higher level, and in much larger quantities, and 
probably, in a good many cases, at somewhat lower prices than can be done by the 
present South Fork Canal Company. There is no doubt that the construction of a new 
canal which should be capable of meeting the above demands, would do more iban any 
other one tiling can do towards renovating the somewhat waning prosperity of the 
town of Placervme. One peculiar feature in the character of the gravel formation::; in 
this vicinit,y is the presence of such immense quantities of a true volcanic gravel, so 
well known to the miners here under the local name of "mountain gravel." Ninety-
nine per cent. of all the pebbles and bowlders which it contains, and probably more 
than ninety per cent. ofits whole mass, consists of matter which is volcanic in its origin. 
Yet the material is a perfect gravel, and its pebbles are as smoothly and perfectly 
rounded by water as t.he pebbles of any bank of auriferous metamorphic gravel in the 
State. This material forms the whole of the long faee of bank exposed along the 
northern side of Hangtown Hill to the west of Oregon Point, nearly all t,be upper por-
twn and fully half the height of the present face oftbe bank in the Excelsior claim at 
Coon Hill, almost the total height of the central portion of the bank in the Webber 
claim a short distance east of the Excelsior, a large portion of Webber Hill between 
Chili Ravine and Webber Creek, and may be found at intervals for a considerable 
distance to the east along the southern slope of the hills facing Webber Creek. 
It also occurs in large quantity at Indian Hill, in Negro Hlll, and in the spur running 
back from White Rock Point, and in smaller quantities at numerous other localities. 
It is rarely cemented together with any firmness, but generally works very easy under 
the pipe. 
Another point in connection with this volcanic gravel, of no less interest to the 
geologist than to the miner, is the fact that it contains fine gold, distributed appar-
ently through its wlwle mass, even whertl it is seveuty-five feet or more in thickuess; 
and this, too, not in inappreciable quantity, but in sufficient quantity, so that at 
various locaJit,ies where large beads of water have been used, it bas paid ''wages and 
water-money" for piping it off, even at present high prices for water. This fad, 
taken in connection with the occasional pebbles of quartz and metamorphic rocks 
which are sparsely distributed through it, proves that the stream which brought it 
here, thongh flowing mainly at the time over volcanic matter, nevertheless at some 
point of its course flowed over the naked bed-rock, or else over or through beds of 
previously deposited auriferous gravel, fi·om which it gathered this fine gold. 
Besides this volcanic gravel, and the metamorphic, or true auriferous gravel, there are 
two other well-marked substanees which play a large part in the formation of these 
bills, both of 'vbich are volcanic in origin. They are locally known by the miners 
here under the names respectively of "black lava," and "white lava," or "white 
cement." It may be noted here, however, that the term "lava," without further 
modification or explanation, is not strictly applicable to either of these substances; 
for though almost exclusively composed of volcanic matter, they are not entirely so, 
and furthermore they have never reached here in the condition of "lava flows,'' i. e., 
of streams of volcanic matter rendered liquid by heat, and flowing in this condition 
over the country; but, on the contrary, they have both of them been brought and dis-
tributed here in the solid state in the condition of broken and more or less angular 
fragments and comminuted particles, and chiefly; if not entirely, by the agency of 
water. The "white lava" has fnrnishecl the stone which has been employed as a 
building material for many of the houses and stores of Placerville. It is a consoli-
dated mass of moderately fine-grained and nearly white volcanic sand and ash, 
almost entirely free from pebbles or larger fragments of any kind, although it does 
occasionally contain very small and more or less water-worn pebbles of quartz and 
slate-rock. It generally contains more or less mica, distribut,ed through it in black, 
shining scales. Its grit is very sharp, and its surface is generally quite harsh to the 
feel. Its localities are very numerous, and it often occurs in isolated patches of very 
irregular extent and outline, scattered all through this range of gravel- hills. At some 
points it occurs in very heavy masses, as in the south side of Webber Hill, and near the 
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flume at the head of Cetlar Ravine, also at Prospect Flat, and especially near the toll-
house, just above Smith's Flat, and in tlle high bluff overlooldug the road just aboYe 
the toll-house. At this latter point its vertical tllickness is probably more than 200 
feet. It varie~ greatly in hardness at different localities, being sometimes so hanl as to 
Ting like steel when struck with the hammer,~'lnd again so soft as to resemble an 
ordinary sand-ued. The quality used as a building material dresses easily and well, 
both with the hammer and chisel, and makes a very fair qnality of builfling-stone for 
this climate. It is not, however, particularly handsome, owing to the dinginess of its 
color, which is also in general more or less irregnlarly stained with yellow, due to the 
presence of a little free oxide of iron. Its iuternal character and texture exltilJit 
plenty of evidence that it was originally deposited hero in the character of loose 
volcanic sand, which has since become more or less perfectly consolidated into a rock. 
The physical characteristics and appearance of the "black lava" are entirely 
different from tlwse of the "wllite lava." Instead of lJeiug white, like the latter, its 
general color (when not stained reel by decomposition and higher oxi<latiou of the 
protoxide and the magnetic oxide of iron which it contains) ranges from an ashy or 
leaden hue to a dark iron gray. In texture it is generally a well-defined breccia, 
consisting chiefly of angular fragments of all sizes and shapes, from the almost 
impalpably fine particles which make up tho matrix in which the larger fragments arc 
imbedded, up to lJlocks of several tons in 'veight, the whole mass being oftener than 
otherwise, in this vicinity, firmly cemented together into a hard and stulJIJorn rock. 
A certain proportion of the bowlders which it contains are m'ore or less rounded by 
the action of wa,ter. But its general condition might be very aptly illnstrateu lJy 
taking a mass of mortar and stirring into it as large a quantity of brickbats and 
irregular broken bits of stone as it could hol1l, and then allo\Ying it to set aucl hanlcn; 
the chief difference being that in the case of tho "black lava.," the mortar, as well as the 
stones which fill it, are composed almost entirely of broken and commiuutecl volcanic 
rocks. When this "black lava" is hard, and overlies in any considerable thickness tlw 
nnriferous gravel, it forms, of course, a complete obstacle to the. profitable working of 
the bauk by hydraulic means. Tw·cnty or t\venty-five feet of tllis stuff on the top of 
a bed of gravel, if as hard as it is at numerous points in this vicinity, arc enongh to 
prevent all profitable working of the bank by hydraulic, unless the gravel beneath is 
uncommouly rich, or else, being only moderately rich, the bank is very deep and easily 
worked when once uncovered. 
One of the best opportunities in this vicinity for studyiug the character of the 
"black lava," as well as one of the best illustrations of the working of the bank 
under difficulties and disadvantages, is in the Oltlficld and Rocky Mountain claims, at 
Negro Hill. In the Oldfield claim, now owned and worked by the Chinese, the" lJlaek 
lava" forms a capping from 20 to 30 feet thick over the gravel, aud so ltard that 
every pound of it has to be blasted, and most of it broken np into frngments small 
~nough to be handled, either by hand or with the derrick, aml thus removed lJeforc the 
gravel under it can be worked. Sometimes, however, if undermined, a crack will open 
from top to bottom through this capping, at some little distance back from the face of 
,the bank, a111l the lntge block so formed will topple over aml roll dowu into the claim. 
Euormons blocks of this kind, which have happened to lodge in such positions that 
they could be worked around, iustead of broken up and removed, cover a large 
1portion of the area already worked off in this claim. Some of these blocks arc many 
Jrundreds of tons in weight. One of the largest of them was measured, and found to 
·be 55 feet in leugth, while in no direction through tho center was its diameter less 
than 25 feet. Its volume must be very nearly equivalent to, if it does not exceed 
:that of a solid cube, and its weight somewhere in the vicinity of two thousand tons. 
They do no heavy blastiug here, i. e., they move but little rock at a time, and all the 
work is dono by hand with the assistance of a single derrick and a small hydranlic 
pipe to wash tlle gravel after the capping is removed. It is not di.ffiwlt to nuder-
stand that the gravel must be rich which \Yill pay even the Chinese for \Yorkillg it 
1Under such disadvant.ages, and in the face of snch an obstacle. 
With reference to graYel-channels, I havenotloubt that the opinions of well-informed 
practical miners here, so far as they go, with respect to the existence of anythiug like 
distiuct or well-defined channelt;, are very near the truth. It is extremely probable, 
for example, that the yellow gravel which forms the lower portion of the bauk at Coon 
Hill, the banks a short distance east of Dicker hoff's mm, on the south side of Cedar Ra-
vine, and the deep yellow gravel in Big and Little Spanish Hills, are all portious of 
\vhat was once a continuous channel, and the work of the same stream. And it is 
.more than probable that a deep, continuons channel, known here as the "blue lead," 
.extends from \Vhite Roek in a general southerly direction, beueath Dirty Plat and the 
two .intervening ridges, to the extreme south end of Smith's Flat. But whether this 
channel from there on continues its general southerly course, coming out on tLe vVcb-
ber •Creek side at or in the vicinity of old Try Again tunnel, or whether it makes a, sharp 
bend to the southward .and passes unclP.r Prospect Flat, is a question impossible to 
.answer with certainty until developments shall have been pushed further underground. 
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There is a remarkable similarity, not only in the character and nppearance of the gravel, 
and the form of the channel so far as yet worked at Smitll's Flat, and at Prospect Flat, 
but also in tllo general character and structure of the two flats themselves. Moreover, 
tho apparent direction of the cllaunel at Prospect Flat is sontllwesterly, which is its 
prop~r direction in case it should connect. above with the Smith's Flat channel. But 
there is plenty of fall between Smith's Flat aml the Try Again tunnel to allow of a 
good grade in this direction, as well as in the direction of Prospect Flat. And as a.ll 
work at the Try Again tunnel was long since abandoued, I do not know the precise 
character of the gravel, or the appearance of the channel there, or what further evi-
dence there may have been in favor of its being the same as the Smith's Flat channel. 
The question may very naturn.lly be asked, whence came the enormous quantities of 
volcanic matter which are spread so far mid " ·ide over the country, and cover so great 
a portion of the western slope of the Sierra Nevada f The answer is that they came 
from higher up in the mountains, having bad their origin in the great belt of volcanic 
action, whose tremendous throes once shook the monntaius for hundreds of miles 
along the line, and in the near vicinity of tbe present snmmit of t.he range, lmtwhich 
did not, as a general thing, extend very far down its western flank. There is not a. 
particle (Jf evidence that there bas ever ueen any volcauic action within many miles of 
Placerville. The volcanic matter here bas traveled far, and is, generally speaking, 
more recent in its origin and deposition than the auriferous gravel. 
The following contribution from J\Ir. R. N. Strout, of Placerville, is a 
description, in detail, of the section of country referred to by l\lr. \V. 
A. Goodyear in his paper on the gravel· deposits of Placerville: 
Tho district described below is near the center of ElDorado County, and comprises 
about sixty square miles, in all of which more or less gold can be extracted from the 
earth. This tract is bounded on the north by the South Fork of the AmNican River, 
on tho east by land covered with timber, on tbe1 south and west by \VebPr Creek, 
which forms a junction with the Sonth Fork of the American River. ·within thesG 
boundaries, at Coloma, gold. was disco\·cred by J. \V. Marshal aml others in the winter 
of 1848. 
Commencing at t.he junction of \Veber Creek and the American River, running east 
seven or eight miles, iuclndillg Gold and Bald Hills, there are several htuHlred acres of 
placer or surface-ground that wonlcl pay well to work if water coulcl be obtained for 
that vurpose. Bald Hill is a gravel-basin, rich in g-old, as gntvel taken from a shaft 
which has been sunk as deep as the water wonld allow, has fully demonHtrated. This 
bill will eventually be worked by machinery. Bank-diggings are worked along the 
ravines on the sides of B~tld Hill with snccess. 
'fhe Fa11s Mining Company, situated on Weber Creek, near Cold Springs, has for 
several years past averaged from $1:3,000 to $1t;,000 per annum. This company cut 
through granite rock for a long distance to drain their claim aucl give fall to their 
flume, which is nearly a mile in length. The first cost of construction was over thirt.y 
thousand dollars. 'fhe company have yet several years of work on this claim. There 
are bank and bar digging-s along tho creeks and rivers, which frequently pay largo 
::;nms to the owners, but they are mo~tly worked by Cbinamen, and therefore it is im-
possible to obtain a correct account of the amount taken out. 
The most important mining grouud \Yithin this clistrict is a gravel-hill or ridge, and 
its spurs and offshoots, commencing at the lower or west end of the city of Placerville, 
on Hangtown Creek, risinp; to the height of some three hundred feet, rnnning a south-
southeasterly course to near \Vebcr Creek, whence it swings to the eastward, thence 
north-northwest, finally veering to the west, and terminating at Reservoir Hill, on 
the bank of the American River, more than 1,200 feet above itR bed. 
This ridge is more than ten miles in length, and with its spurR, offshoots, and flats, 
will average a. mile in widtlL It is composed of blue and reddish gnwel, from six 
inches to twenty feet thick, which is found at a depth of about 100 feet helow the 
surface. A small portion of this ridge is covered with a thin stratum of lava, or 
volcanic rock, under which, in most places, there is a layer of rich pay-gravel. More 
or less gold can be obtained from all the earth, but as a. g-eneral thing not in sufficient 
quantities to pay for working, bnt it is generally washed in connection \Vith the gra.vel 
found on the bed-rock. 
Coonhollow Hill is a. spur that puts out towards the west from the main ridge, and 
is one of the richest claims in the State. Since 1852 some forty acres of the point of 
this bill baYe been mined, and the lowest estimate given by those who have been on 
the ground during the time is that there bas been mined out more than five million 
dollars, averaging about three dollars per cubic yard. It was first drifted and then 
Wi)rked b;y hydraulic pipe. 
The ground not worked, and next ailjoining- that which has bf'en worked, to the ex-
tent of forty acres, is now owned by Hunt, Alderson & Co., and is know~1 as the Ex-
celsior mining claim, but 1ittle of which has been drifted, most of it baying been pros-
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pected by shafts, all(l is known to b e as rich as that a1ready worked. The Exee1sior 
claim has yielded a large amount in the last year, working only a portion of the t ime, 
when water could be obtained, the owners being reticeut as to the amount taken out. 
A large R.mount still remains on the bed-rock not cleaned up. 
·weber & Co. claim about twenty acres alljoining the Excelsior, going toward the 
cast; worked by hydraulic pipe, but., for the want of water, little has been done on it 
for several months. 
Next adjoining is the claim of Antone & Co.; hydraulic gro11nd. They own ten acres 
of good mineral gronud but little worked. 
Then comes the Green Mountain Company, which claims 100 acres. This company 
have run a tunnel 1,800 feet, and have lately found pay-gravel. An1cs & Co. are the 
owners. 
J. Jeffers & Co. are next in line, and own abont twenty acres, drift claim, which pays 
about five dollars per day to the hand. With water it could be made a fine hydraulic 
claim. 
T. Hardey has ten acres, worked by hydraulic; pays about the same per man as 
Jeffers. 
J. ·williams, ten acres, about the same as the two last mentioned. 
Hall & Stewart's claim, thirty acres, have a 10-stamp mill; water-powet. An 
excellent claim, bnt, for the want of water, has not been worked for the last year. 
Many other claims along the south and west side of the ridge are located, but as yet 
only prospected; yet sufficient is known to warrant us in saying that they will be 
worked as soon as water can be furnished. 
On the north side of this ridge are located the following claims, which have been 
worked more or less during the past year. There are also many claims surveyed and 
held, which httve been worked only enough to hold them. 
McDonald & Co., 1,060 feet front and extending to the center of the hill. Seven 
hundred feet of tunnel run. Taken out enough to pay expeuses in running the tunnel. 
This claim can be worked by hydraulic, or by milling the gravel. 
Kunckey & Co. have five acres; hfwe taken out $5,000 this year. Worked by 
hydraulic and drift. 
Christian & Ely have twenty acres; hydraulic and drift. Have taken out several 
hundred dollars the last year. 
Allen, Steely & Co. Hydraulic and drift. Mueh the same as Christian & Ely, above 
referred to. 
Dicheoff & Goen have abont thirty acres of gravel, which can be worked by hydraulic. 
They have a 10-stamp mill, water-power, 500-pound stamps. This mill has run most 
of the time for tl1e last year, and when on full time will crush about sixty tons, or 
some thirty cubic yards, per twenty-four hours. ·water to rnn the mill and use in 
batteries cost the owners about thirt.y-one cents per hour. Water is furnished from 
the South Fork canal. This claim has paid the two owners about $1,000 per month 
each, clear profit, since their mill went into operation one year antl. a half ago. ·water-
power costs less than one-half that of steam. 
Altar & Co. have about forty acres on a flat about one-half mile above Dickeroff & 
Goen, in the bend of the ridge. A gravel-drift claim. They have a 10-stamp steam-
power mill, and hoisting and pumping machinery. Depth of shaft 100 feet. They 
have taken out about $10,000 this year. 
Macumber & Co. have six: acres; 200 feet tunnel, drift and hydraulic. Have taken 
ont $8,000 in four months' work during the last year. 
Blacklock & Co. claim twelve acres. Hydraulic. From 50 to 75 feet bank. Three 
months' work yielded $11,000 within the last year. 
Hook and Ladder Company, owned by J. & J. Blair & Co. Claim forty acres hydraulic; 
bank 170 feet. Have taken out $11,000 in five months this year, and paid $2,500 for 
water. 
Robinson & Co., 10-stamp steam-mill and hoisting-works. This claim is on a flat, 
330 feet below the top of the l'idge, and about on a level with Smith's Flat, one and 
a half mile east. The shaft is 100 feet deep. At the bottom of the shaft there is a 
steam-engine which receives the steam from the boiler above. This engine works the 
pump, and it is claimed to be a successful operation. Since the mill started, about one 
year ago, it is estimated they have taken out from $;!0,000 to $25,000. The owners 
decline t.o give results. They have 160 acres, most of which is claimed to contain blue 
gra.vel that will pay to work. 
Manyard & Bro. have a claim of ten acres, drift and hydraulic, which have yielded 
about $5,000 the last year. 
Corpendear & Co. have a large and valuable claim at Smith's Flat, called the Deep 
Channel claim. 
Creighton & Co., Smith's Flat, have twenty acres, shaft and tunnel ; 10-stamp mioll; 
water-power. Have taken out $11,000 during the few months they worked the last 
year. 
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Crnson & Co. Gravel and hydraulic. A good claim, and worked when water can be 
obtained. A small, five-stamp steam-mill is used in connection with this claim. 
Hancock & Salter, at the extreme west euu of this ri<1ge, have a most excellent 
hydraulic claim; bank about 90 feet. They have taken out sevcml thousand dollars 
the last year. There is also a large amount of gold on their he<1-rock not cleaned up. 
There are many claims located in this vicinity which are not worke<l, but are known 
to be valuable, and will be worked as soon as water can be bad for that purpose. 
What we most need here is n, ditch of sufficient size to give us plenty of water for 
mining eight months in the year. It is to be Loped that Government will donate land 
for that purpose, and that we may have a ditch that will throw 10,000 inches of water 
into this mining locality ere long. Such a ditch would be of incaJcnlable benefit to the 
community. 
Quartz is not worked to a very great extent in this district. Shephard & Co. have 
a 10-stamp mill within the city limits, water-power, and a ledge near the milL 
They constmcteu the mill about two years ago. The first fifteen months the rock 
paid $18 per ton. The last nino months they have been sinking on tho ledge ::mel get-
ting out rock, the mill being idle. . 
The Pacific mill and mine near Shephard's is at present idle. A 10-stamp steam-
power mill is npon the ground of the company. This mine has yielded more than 
$480,00, and was very ptofitablo to tho original owners, but for a. number of years it 
bas not been worked. One shaft is down :~;w feet. \Vater is troublesome. This prop-
erty has lately changed hands, having been sold to a company who are preparing to 
work it 11t an early day. 
On the north siue of the city, and on the west of Quartz Hill, is situated the Harmon 
mine and mill ; 10-stamps ; steam-power. The Harmon is considered a good mine, bnt 
bas been badly managed, and no work is being clone at present ou it. 
Quartz Hill is about one mile in length, commencing on the north side of Hangtown 
Creek, and terminating at Big Canon, and is about one third of a mile in width, with 
an elevation of about 500 feet above the canon. Mnch of this hill is composed 
of barren quartz, although small veins are found intermixed with porphyry which 
are exceedingly rich in gold. About eighteen months ago a vein of this description 
was fonnd ou the east side, near Big Canon, which has since been worked with much 
success, more than $50,000 Laving been taken out within the last year by Lemon & 
Hodge, Alsburge & Lewis, and Fisk, the last named. being the discoverer of the lead. 
The gold is found in narrow seams of qnartz, and usually the richest where other 
veins intersect the main vein, running north and south. Tho rock taken out is laid 
aside for milling, except the richest specimens, which ttre pounde<l in a hand-mortar, 
and often produce thousands of dollars from a clay's pounding. Frequently a quarter 
or third of the weight is gold. 
Poverty Point, lying non;h of Big Canon, bas produced considerable gold from 
broken and irregular veins of quartz, similar, although not as rich as that found on 
Quartz Hill. At one time-about nino years ago-five steam quartz-mills were in 
operation on this point, which is about one and a ha)f miles square, but at present 
there are none, the owners having rcmo\·cd them to other localities. 
'The U.S. Grant mine (with mill, 10 stamps, steam-power,) about nine miles east of 
Placerville, is said to be a good ledge, hut is not. worked at the present time. Miners' 
wages average about $2.50 per day, boarding themselves. 
The amount of gold taken out in the district of country above named, for 1871, will 
be at least $50,000 per month, or $600,000 for the year. 
During tho year 1870, \Vells, Fargo & Co. shipped from this office (Placerville) 
$47:3,015. Within this district is the Coloma office, which ships considerable dust; besides 
which many persons carry large amounts of dust to the mint or assay offices. It is 
well known that Chinamen lay aside all specimens that come into their hands, to take 
with them when they return to China, preferring the native gold to United States 
coinage. A number of lots in this city arc now being worked over by Chinamen, the 
buildings having been taken down, or the ground under them being worked ont, aud 
the bnildings sustained by props and posts until again filled in. Large sums are 
frequently mined out by the Chinese from these lots. 
DEEP PLACERS OF EL DORADO COUN'l.'Y. 
The following able report on the deep pla-cers of ElDorado County was 
prepared for tbe California Water Company by Mr. l\L D. Fairchild. I 
am indebted to }iessrs. Cronise and Crossman for a copy of the report. 
Tunnel Hill.-Tunnel Hill, so called becanse pierced by the Pilot Creek 
ditch, is a high ridge, extending from Bald l\1ountain to tbe junction of 
Pilot Creek with the South Fork of the Middle Fork of the Americau 
Ri\·er, the former-named stream flnnldug its northeastern base for scv-
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eral mileR. Higher by several hundred feet than the lateral ridges of 
the main Sierra which lie east of it, and which it cuts at right angles, 
it is a marked feature of the region. Its western declension is quite 
abrupt, and its si<le is seamed by depressions, small ravines constituting 
the sources of Otter Calion, and Rock Creek, the latter into the South 
Fork of the American. These streams, as their volume bas increased in 
their flow toward the west, h:::we· formed deep gorges, and but a mile or 
two from the western base of Tunnel Hill we again find lateral ridges 
shooting out from it and running '\dth au easterly and westerly trend 
as distiucti ve as in the higher region. 
"Ancient 'rive1'·"-beds.-Immediately at the foot of Tunnel Hill, upon its 
western side, occur immense beds of auriferous gravel. These base a 
general course of north and south, lie iu nearly parallel deposits with 
each other, at short intervals, and extend many miles to the westward. 
Tileir characterist,ics antl general features leave no doubt but they are 
identical with and a continuation of that "ancient ri ver"-bed system 
which traverses the counties of Placer, Nevada, and Sierra on the north, 
and the results of which, as shown by the workings at Todd;s Valley, 
Forest IIill, Yankee Jim's, Sarahsville, Michigan Bluff's, Dutch Flat, 
H.ed Dog, Nevada, North San Juan~ Forest City, Camptonville, Minne-
sota, and other places, where the more modern hydraulic appliances 
haxe been brought into requisition, have added such vast quantities of 
the precious metal to the commerce of the wodd within the past twenty 
years. 
rtwugh these gravel-beds have been pretty thoroughly tested, and are 
known to he rich in gold, for the past ten years they have been but little 
worketl, solely on account of a lack of water; and the introduction of that 
elemeut in sufficient quantities to justifythe fitting up of proper hydraulic 
works along the lines of these detrital channels, will be the da wu of an 
era of uuexampled prosperity, both to those who introduce it, and those 
who apply it to the gathering of gold, and a miningjitrore will be created 
throughout the State, unequaled for many years. 
The underlying roek tbrQughout this entire locality is that which is 
known by the common appellation of "auriferous" or ''metamorphic" 
slates, and is intricately seamed with veins of quartz, large aud small, 
to which, no doubt, the detrital deposits are in a large ·measure indebted 
for the gold they contain; but as these seams of quartz in the slate have 
in this section formed a new feature in mining, that branch will be noted 
hereafter under an approvriate head. Iler·e will be gi\-en a brief descrip-
tion of a number of the gravel-bede lying between the bead branches of 
Otter Creek and the :Middle Fork of the American, which the waters of 
the California Water Company's canal will command, aud whieh the 
auxions miner is waiting to develop. 
Kelly's Diggings.-Tbe locality of these mines is thus designated 
because discovered and superficially worked by a man uamed Kelly, a 
1mrnber of years ago. The openings matle are uot extensive, aud the 
gravel, when waslled ofl', shows a depth, from sul'face to bed-rock, of not 
more than six feet, and appears to be the extreme eastern edge of the 
auriferous zone found below Tunnel Hill. Its extent south, so far as 
known, is ~he bank of the north branch of Otter Creek, whence it runs 
northerly with a \vesterly inelination until it mingles with a larger dP,-
posit finding its \Yay to the south branch of the 1\'Iiddle Fork of the 
American-as far as we haYe need of following it at present. The area 
washed off is, perhaps, four to :fi\-e acres in extent. Tue gold was pretty 
generally diffused through the gravel, top to bottom, all(} it paid (accord-
ing to Kells's statement) from $15 to $20 per day to tile hand employed, 
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wllile washing-. As befor~ stated, it seems to be on the edge of the pay-
iug belt, for shafts sunk close by disclose the existence of a channel 
ranging in depth from 30 to 80 feet, one-fourth of a mile wide, and two 
miles in lengtb, south to north. Upon tile introduction of water, sev-
crallarge bydraulics will lJe employrd. 
Bell's Diggings.-Next west of Kelly's is a gravel-range, upon which 
an opening bas been made, known in former days as Bell's Diggings. It 
lies at the extreme head of Missouri Canon, a large branch of Otter 
Creek. It llas been prospected by tunnel and many shafts; found to be 
rich, but 110t worked to any extent, as there was no water to be had. 
Tbis gravel-bed is supposed to be wiue and have some connection with 
the Kelly deposit at its outlet toward the river at the north, and also 
to blend '''ith the Kentucky Flat channel at its southern extremity, that 
is, rnnniug diagonally from one to the other of these two parallel chan-
nels. \Vhen opportunity offers, hydraulics will be brought to bear 
against it. 
J[entucl.:y Flat.-Next we arrive at an extensive drift-channel, running 
almost continuously in au unbroken course from south to 11orth for a 
distance of about fi.,·e miles, having an average width of three-quarters 
of a mile, mingliug with the 1\Ionnt Gregory gnwel-ridge lying upon the 
sonth bill-side of the l\'liddle Fork of the American River, the latter 
ridge appearing to be distinct from the others, and running fi.'Olll ea~t 
to west. 
Tlw gravel-range upon which is located Kentucky Flat includes many 
other diggings, known as Bowlder and Tipton Hills, &c., and as it is 
proper that they should be mentioned separately, this paragraph will 
refer particularly to 1 he diggings lying bet. ween the nor~lt branch of Otter 
Creek and l\lissouri Canon. The :first of these are those belonging to A. J. 
"\Vilton & Co., which ha,ve been prospected to considerable extent, and 
are known to be rich. The extreme southern end has been washed off, 
and large quautides of gold extracted. At this point the deposit was 
not deep, ayeraging, perhaps, 10 feet; but further north the bed-rock 
declines, whHe the deposit thickens until it cannot be less than 100 feet, 
aYerage depth, throughout the greater portion of the claim. One tunnel 
pierces the gravel for a length of 1,000 feet, and an opening has been 
made near the month of this for hydraulic washings, but, from lack of 
water, nothing but the merest superficial workings have been carried 
on here for two years. The width of this deposit is about one-quarter 
of a mile at this point, but widens thence both north and south. One 
thousand inches of water will be required at this claim alone. North, a 
little more than a mile, upon the south bank of Missouri Calion, this 
channel has been opened by Messrs. Knight & Jones, thoroughly pros-
pected by them, is of great depth, and now waits the introduction of 
the much-needed water for its successful and remunerative working. 
Ilere, where these drift-clmnnels have crossed the gorge of l\lissouri 
Canon, and intersected the Mount G1egory Hidge, they seem to trend 
toward the west, along the soutllern base of that mountain, and form a 
distinct parallel deposit with the main one in that ridge, and it is per-
haps better to note such nuder a separate head, which will foHow under 
the designation of'' lV(ount Gregory." By survey, the rim-rock at Knigpt 
& Jones's claim has been found to be 100 feet lower than at the open-
ings of Wilton & Co., at Kentucky Flat. From this deposit, west to 
the junction of Mis~ouri Calion with Otter Creek, there are many small 
canons, with streams flmYing to\Yard each of the larger ones, nearly all 
of '"hich have been rich; and though tbere are no more hea,-y gravel-
deposits above tllC junction, tllere are undoubtedly extensive " sealll" 
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digg-ings that will require much water in opening and working, as all 
the gold taken from the collateral branches has been of that peculiar 
character indicative of recent freedom fi·om the parent rock. 
· Jllount Gregory mines.-Here we find a very heavy gravel deposit, 
fully two miles long, with an average width of more than half a mile, 
and varying in depth from 10 to 250 feet. This ridge is flanked upon 
the north by the Middle Fork of the American River, and on the south 
by ~1issouri Canon, above it.s junction with Otter Creek, both very deep 
and precipitous gorges, affording "plendid facilities for hydrauHc opera-· 
tions, the arrangement of proper sluices, and the disposal of the vast 
amount of tailings which inust be run off. At one time many miners 
had delved for gold, a ''city" sprang into existence upon the ridge, and 
an immense mercantile and express business was done, hut, in the midst 
of this scene of bustle and activity, an event transpired " 'hich drove 
industrious people to other parts. The small ditches which furnished 
the water for mining purposes were monopolized, that important con-
comitant of mining was interdicted, and that unfortunate locality par-
celed out as a "reserve" for the posterity of an illiberal ditch-owner. 
Stagnation followed, and, with untold thousands in the earth beneath, 
the miners sorrowfully took their departure, having merely prospected 
the section. Tllat was ten years ago, and, as at the other diggings of 
which we have spoken, water in abundance is all that will be required 
to renmv its life again. Theu, large sums were made by the most common 
method of sluicing; now, by the aid of the improved apparatus in use, 
the result would be astonishing. 
Upon the southern slope of the ridge the surface-earth was washed 
until the heavy deposit was reached, aiHl tllereafter drifting was resorted 
to. Upon some of the lower branches, where water is obtained in some 
seasons from the adjacent ca.fions, a few miners ba \'e lingered and en-
deavored to hydraulic, but haye done but little from the irregularity of 
their supply. Others <lrift, and by husbanding the waters of different 
springs manage to subsist and even to make money by washing the 
gravel they unearth a half day in the week. The great demand is for 
an ahnndanee of water for hydraulic purposes, in onlm· to attain to that 
\vealth which tlwir neighbors have upon this ancient river-be<l further 
north, where facilities have been at hand for the rapid removal of the 
mass of auriferous gravel. But little washing has been done upon the 
northern side toward the river-only enough to determine t!Jat it will 
pay. The hill has been pierced on both sides by tunnels, aud found 
ri9h. From the gravel thrown out in sinki11g a well upon the ridge, 
many pieces of gold have been taken, one worth $2.50. This is only 
60 feet deep, about 100 feet above the bed-rock. 
The different diggings upon this ridge now paralyzed by lack of water, 
and which are worked when the l~ast quantity is aYailable, may be 
enumerated as follows: Gravel Point, Captain Gardner's Point, Bitter's 
Point, Nameless Point, Carter's Point, Drummond's Diggings, Red 
Point, RGss's Dig-gings, Mackey's Diggings, Lloyd's Diggings, Webster's 
Diggings, Cooley's claim, W orthingbam & Bowman mine, Garner's 
claim, the Hercules mine of the California \Vater Compan:y, with a 
front of over half a mile, Drummond's Diggings, Cooley & Murzuer's 
aud others, all requiring hydraulic. 
Volcanoville.-Volcano ville is situated uvon the same ridge as Mount 
Gregory, is a mining locality of considerable importance, an<l its mines 
are of noted richness. A great deal of water \vill be used at this place 
\rhen ouce introduced. Still further west are foun<l gra\el-beds of con-
siderable extent, known a::; )!iller's aud the Freueh Diggings, Buckeye 
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IIil1, &c., the deposit to be washed Yarying in depth from fifteen to 
twenty-five feet. 
Jackass ..Flat.-Leaving the di\·ide between Otter Creek a1Hl the Mid-
dle Fork we will go to tllat which separates the waters of Otter and 
Calion Creeks. First across the branch of Otter at Kentucky Flat we 
follow the immense gravel-bed southward, commencing at Chris ranch 
or Jackass Flat, where we find a large area of drift awaiting water to 
be washed off. This channel seems to have a trend from east to west, 
and connects with the Bowlder Hill deposit. 
Boulder HiZZ.-Boulder Hill is an extensive and deep deposit, and 
has been pretty thoroughly prospected b,y shafts and tunnels. Its situ-
ation is extremely favorable for rapid working with hydraulic power, 
being· located upon the ridge between two branches of tlle creek, which 
here forms large gorges with a sufficient fall for trailings. The Cali-
forrlia Water Company has an excellent location upon the northern end 
of this hill, which has been pierced by a tunnel a distance of several 
hundred feet. 
Dwrling's Ranch.-West from Bowlder Hill occurs a large gravel-ridge 
near Darling's ranch. It bas been well explored by various shaJts and 
tunnels, shows gold in paying quantities, and only awaits water to be 
placed in the list of paying mines. It is favorably located for opening 
either upon Calion Creek or Otter Oreek. 
Bald HiZl.-Bald Hill shows a reef of talcose slate, which cuts the 
drift-cllannel at right angles, and its apex is considerably higher than 
the surrounding hills. 'rhe surface-earth is auriferous, bnt there is 
Iitt.l-e of it, and it is principally noted for its "seam" diggings, which 
will eventually cause a demand tor a large amount of water. 
Harrrison Hill.-This hill is a continuous gravel-l'idge, very deep, ex-
tending east and west. Like other of its fellows it is but little worked 
from similar cause, lack of water. It will require at least six powerful 
hydraulic streams ·in its working. 
Ce·ment HilZ.-Tlle extent of Cement Hill is nearly three-quarters of a 
mile long by half a mile wide. Years ago it was pierc<:'d l>y several 
tunnels, much of the bottom stratum of gravel was extracted and 
washed, and immense sums of gold taken therefrom. It is deep, and 
\Vill all be washed off when water can be obtained. 
Nevada Flat is a "branch" or lateral ridge shooting from the south-
western side of Cement Hill. Considerable water rnu~t necessarily be 
used in washing its gravel-deposits. 
Bottle H·ill.-Tlle diggings of Bottle Hill are perhaps half a mile 
square in extent, and haYe been celebrated for their richness. The North 
Star, Saint Louis, Cuyahoga, Gravoy, and Hopewell tunnels, each exten-
sive works, have pierced it from both sides, and the great portion of 
the bottom stratum of gravel has been extracted. But as it is very 
(1eep, and as the different strata of earth composing the bulk of the 
bill still remain, and contain more or less gold, the application of hy-
t1raulics will render its more perfect working remunerative, and it will 
enmtually all disappear before the attacking miner. 
1lf01.mt Calt,arry.-These mines are owned principally by C. H. Calmes, 
who has held them for many years, unable to work them on account of 
having no water, satisfied that they would ultimately remunerate him 
for his untiring patil::'nce. A large hydraulic stream will be necessary to 
tht'ir successful wmking. 
Gra'wl Bill.-'rhe location of Gravel Hill is west from :Mount Calvary. 
The paying gravel-deposit is deep, nearly one mile square, and will all 
be washed. off upon the introduction of water. 
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Jones's HiZZ.-.Tones's Hill is divided by a gulch called Jones's Calion, 
that portion of the hill upon the northern side consisting of a heavy 
gravel-bed, while that upon the southern si<le is strictly ''seam" dig-
gings. The gravel is deep, has been drifted to great extent, but will be 
worked as soon as hydraulic appliances can -be directed against it. The 
area covered by this deposit is three-fourtbs of a mile square. Below 
it, or further west, is a smaller deposit, with similar characterh;tics, 
known as l\iitchell's Flat. 
Gopher Hill.-Gopher Hill is situatPd upon a divide bet\Yeen two 
branches of Canon Creek, and is favorably located for hydraulic mining 
upon the northern side, where the calion is precipitous, and presents 
the most favorable features to open at great depth, haviug almndance 
of room for the debr·is carried away by waRhing. It extends north and 
south a distance of about one mile, while its eastern bonnt1ary is sup-
posed to intersect with the great chaunel rmming from Tipton llill to 
l\tfount Gregory, upon which we have placed Keutucky Flat. An unfin-
ished tunnel, dri\'en into the hill many years ago, is found at the north-
ern en<l, where also several shafts are sunk, which yielded considerable 
gold. Upon the southern end Current & Cashman have made a small 
opening with the limited amount of water they were able to obtain, and 
the results were of an exceedingly encouraging character. 
Tipton Hill.-The most extensive workings in the whole section of 
country, near the base of Tunnel Hill, are upon the southern end of the 
principal gravel-ridge of which Tipton Hill is the southern terminus, 
and the claim of Knight & .Jones the most southerly. in the diggings 
of the Thfessrs. Schlein. With a small head of water, with a pressure of 
only 65 feet, a sluice-grade of 6 to 8 inches in 12 feet, and boxes but 16 
inches wide, \vithout the aid of quicksilver, the average yield a day to 
the band employed has been $6. vVater for working these mines has 
been brought iu small ditches from the head of Hock Canon, upon the 
northern bank of which the tailings flow. Its nortllern boundary con-
stitutes the norLhern bouudarv of the Schlein Brothers' claim. From 
there north, npon the channel, the California Water Company bas a claim 
one mile in lengtll, upon which there is a shaft, not yet to the bottom, 
120 feet deep, and upon the eastern side, debouching into one of the 
branches of Hoek Creek, a tunnel pierces the ground to the length of 
1,100 feet. With proper hydraulic appliances, the yield from this mag-
nificeut graYel-bed will be enormous. · 
Fort Hill.-Fnrther west is Fort Hill, on which are many claims 
where tlrifting is carried on. In extent, this deposit must be at least 
one-eighth of a mile wide by two miles in length, from north to south. 
Other mines.-Upon the limits which this report so briefly touches, 
are other an<l noted mines, which require a great quantity of water in 
working, as Georgia Slide, Mameluke Hill, Buffalo Hill, Georgetown, 
&c., all reqniriug large hydraulic streams, beside the innumerable small 
canon and many surface-diggings demanding smaller sluice-heads. And 
yet the ground we llave thus far traversed all lies iu an area of ten miles 
east and west b:y six miles north and south. \Vith the completion of the 
canal, and the assurance that the miner~ could rely with certninty upon 
what water was needed for constant work, within one year from its ad-
vent at least one hundred extensive liydraulic mines 'Tould be ready for 
operations, requiring each from five hundred to fifteen hundred inches of 
water. These immense placers cannot be exhausted in a period of 
twenty years, and then the demand for water would not diminish, for 
the denudation of the bed-rock by the remo,·al of the gravel will ex-
pose countless seams of gold-bearing quartz, which from time to time 
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IYoui<l be deYeloped into extensi,·e mines and worked to great depth by 
the applieation of water, aided only by the oceasional blast of p~wder. 
Seam-Di,r;ging!i.-As occasional referenee has l>een made in the aboYe 
to "seam-diggings," the following explanation is deemed proper. In 
nearly the entire n'gion of eountry which is traYersed by the canal of the 
California \Vater Company, iu ElDorado County, the slates of which the 
bed-roelr is composed are permeated by innumerable seams of quartz, 
thousamls of them being exceedingly small, while some sllow large nod-
ules, and assume such proportions as to be frequently mistaken for trne 
veins, mauy of which carry gold. To this faet the placers undoubtedly 
owe much of their richness, particularly the bottom stratum of the 
gravel-deposits, wilieh is only a detrital mass caused by rrosion and attri-
tion of tlw bed-rock. Partially denuded. and subjected to atmosplleric 
influences, iu many places these seams are found in a state of d<>eom-
position, and the gold is frequently freed from its matrix, while the 
friable condition of the slate renders it suscevtible to the attacks of the 
miner, 1vho not unti·eqnently can ~"rash awa~- whole mountains of soft 
bed-rock with as much celerity as tlw gravel-deposits are disposed of. 
A number of mines of this character are now working in the locality 
spokPn or, which pay well, and a hundred more will probably be opened 
when a tillle arri\'CS at wllich the miner is uot restricted in llis opera-
tions by a lack of water. 
QUA..RTZ-l\IINING IN EL DORADO COUNTY. 
This class of ll:1ining has not heretofore been conducted with any great 
degree of success considering the amount of capital invested. The 
county possesses 30 quartz-mills, with an aggregate of 3!)0 stamps, less 
than half of which are in acti,-e operation, and by the county assessor 
21,G4.J tons arc reported crushed. This, I presume, includes cement, as 
there are several mills engaged in this business. Tlle past year, bow-
eYer, has wituesse<1 a revin1l of the quartz interest, aud many promising 
claims are being developed near Georgetown and Plaeerville. The 
cllaracteristics of most of the veins in tlle county have shown them to 
Le '' pockety ," though the yield has been enormous. The future of this 
interest will l>e detcrmiued by the operations now in progress. Should 
they prQ\Te profitable to the companies wbo haye recently purchased, it 
is safe to sa~T that work will be resumed on uearly all the abandoned 
mines of the couuty. A gentleman who has been engnged for several 
years in mining operations in this county, furnishes me with the follow-
ing notes relating to the quartz interests of the county. The elass of 
mining called ''scam diggings" is peeuliar to tilis county. 
The Georgetown divide has been noted for its rich placer-diggings, 
auriferous gra\'el, and a clas' of diggingR found in no other part of the 
State, known as "seam-diggings." The formation is a talcose slate 
interstratified with small quartz-seams coursing in eYery direction. The 
quartz-seams are inYariably rich iu gold, while the formation has been 
decomposed to that extent (friable) that it can be worked wirl1 the 
hydraulic pipe so far as has been explort'd in depth, say from 30 to 100 
feet. A scareity of water on the diYide has hitherto preYented working 
tllis class of mines to any extent. A ditch project, howen~r, is in con-
templation that will furnish an a bnndance of water for the di ,·ide. 
SeYeral ranges of hills are composed of rotten bed-rodr of slate, seamed 
w·ith 11nmerous layers of quartz of Yarions thickness, ranging from an 
inch to twenty feet, all of 'vhich is so soft that it can be piped down, 
wiLh tile aid ot au uecasional ulast, and washed through a sluice. The 
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gold seems to have been freed from its original matrix by rleP-omposi-
tion, and is easily saved. The Whiteside claim, near Georgetown, is one 
of this character. From this, with seventy inches of water, $4,000 in a 
week has been obtained, and the general average is good. 
Aside from this industry, the mineral wealth of the county contained 
in the numerous quartz-lodes coursing through it still remains intact. 
The Saint Lawrence is the only mine that has been developed to auy 
extent, some 200 feet in depth. So far, the mine shows great value, 
and a new 20-stamp mill is about ready to start, with good machinery 
for hoisting and pumping. 
On the Placerville divide the gravel-range is extensive and rich in 
gold, but a scant supply of water prevents the mines being worked to 
any extent. 
The principal quartz mine of note is the Pacific, near Placerville, 
which has recently been bought and is beiug worked by an English 
company. The Hanlah mine, near Shingle Springs, is being worked 
successfully with a mill of 40 stamps run by a turbine-wheel. Ore low 
grade, but ledge large. The Pocahontas is a mine of value. The David-
son mine is erecting a 20-stamp mill. The vVoodside quartz mine, 
which created such an excitement a few years ago, when pockets were 
found showing about equal parts of gold and quartz, is now filled with 
water, and lies neglected. 
Chromic iron of a high grade, (60 per cent.~) is abundant in this county 
and is being profitably worked and shippetl to Eugland and the Atlantic 
States. 
THE DISCOVERY OF GOLD. 
The credit of the discovery of gold in Onlifornia has, until of late years, 
been universally and properly conceded to James W. lVIarshall; but as 
years elapsed and many of the actors in the stirring sceneR of the early 
settlement of the country are passing away, new claimants arise to dis-
pute the honor of the discovery. It is nndoul>tedly true that gold was 
known to exist in California prior to Marshall's discovery at Coloma, 
but it had never been obtained in suf-ficient q nantities to iuflnence tlte 
destiny of the country. Placers had been worked at or near the mis-
sion of San Fernando, in what is now known as Los Angeles County, 
but the padrei'i in charge of the missions discouraged the digging of gold 
as having a demora,lizing tendency on their flocks. Humors of the ex-
istence of gold were from time to time heard on our then western front-
ier, which were traced to the hunters and trappers who bad penetrated 
these distant regions, but it remained for Marshall to make the discov-
ery which settled and populated the State. With a view of preserving 
a record of this memorable discovery, with all its details, we here re-
produce the narrative of Marshall as it fell from his own lips. The 
narrative is taken from a biography of Marshall edited by Mr. John 
Frederick Parsons, of Sacramento : 
James Wilson Marshall, the discoverer of gol<l in California, was born in Hope 
Township, Hunterdon County, New Jersey, in lt:l12. His father was a conch and wagon-
builder, and he was brought up to the same trade. His early life presents no features 
of special interest; and he bad arrived at man's estate, beiug just twenty-one, whe_n 
he began to turn his eyes westward, and to experience the yearning which makes the 
pioneer. Presently his mind was made up, and with such leave-takings as poor men 
make when they start out into the world and t,urn their backs, perhaps finally, upon 
the place of their birth, he set forth and journeyed until h o came to Crawfordsville, 
Indiana. Here he worked as a carpenter f4,r some months; but the le:tYeu of restless-
ness was at work within him, and he set out again shortly, this time reaching Warsaw, 
Illiuois . After a bri ef ~:;tay here, he once more packed his few posses~:;iou s and wandered 
off 'to the Platt Purchase, near Fort Leavenworth, in Mis~:;ouri. Here, for the first time 
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since leaving home, he appears to have had some idea of settling permanently, for be 
lo<:ated a homestead, worked steadily at farming and trading, and was in a fair way 
to prosper, when he was attacked with fever and ague, from which he suffered so much 
that after struggling agaim;t the disease for six years he wal3 compelled to prepare for 
another exollns, or make up his mind to die where be \Vas, for the physician said he 
could not expect more than a two years' lease of life. Just at this t,ime people were 
bPginning to talk a good deal about a strange, new country, far away in the 'Vest, 
called California. It was said to be a desirable place to emigrate to. The valleys 
were broad and fertile; the rivers were numerous; timber was plenty; and game 
abounded; and there was a charm abont the name and the uncertain legends tolcl 
regarding the new region that whetted the curiosity of the border men. Marsball 
Leard of California. If he staid in the low bottom-lands be must die. He could 
only be killetl by tbe Indians if he went. He decilled to go. A party was being made 
up in the neighborhood, and gathering together his stock be joined it and set out. 
They started about the 1st of May, 1844, with a train of a hundred wagons, but owing 
to tbe heavy rains, which had floolled tbe bottom-lands of the Missouri and its tribu-
taries that spring, they were delayed considerauly. At length they arrived at Fort 
Hall, and llere a consultation was llcld, and it was decided that the safest way to enter 
California woulll be uy way of Oregon. All did not agree to this, however, and tile 
difference of opinion finally led to a disruption of the party. Some went one way, 
some another; but Mar~:>hall joined a uaml of about forty souls, and the company 
started (on horseback, amlpacking their provisions) about the spring of 1845. There 
was then, and had been for some time, mnclt trouble wit.h the Indians; unt this party 
was not molested in any way ; and this fact is worthy of remark, for the reason that 
it was the first case of perfect immunity from attack recorded up to that time. 
The jonmey was unaccompanied by any special excitement, and after wintering in 
Oregon they reacl1ed California safely, via Shasta, in the month of Jnno, and coming 
down the Sacramento Valley, camped at Cache Creek, about forty miles from the 
present site of the city of Sacramento. Here they separated. Some went below, to 
San Francisco, (then YcrbaBueua;) some wandered off up the valley; some proceedeu 
to Sacramento, wl10re already Sutter's Fort was established, and regarded with envy 
uy the Mexicans, awe uy the Indians, and aumiratiou by tlle foreigners, (as all Amer-
icans and Europeans then were.) Among those who proceeded to the fort was 
Marshall, and here, in July, Hl45, he eugaged to work for Sutter. 
There were then very few whitA settlers in the northern portion of California. The 
missions were still the principal centers of business and population, but the whole 
country was inert, stagnant, undeveloped, barren, and almost desolate. The power of 
the mission fathers had been broken, and the good work they had done bad been neg-
ati vefl by the rapacity, ignorance, and obstinacy of Mexican officials and legislators. 
The patient l::tuors of a humlreu years had been overthro,vn in a twelvemonth, and tho 
Christianized Indians had been 1·elegated to baruarism. At the missions, where tbe old 
fhthers had exercised a mild despotism, ancl wht;~re,·for generations, their every word 
had been law, they were cast down and despiseu. New rulers, secular by denomina-
tion, too often coarse and brutal by nature, tyrannical and cruel by disposition, occu-
pied tho places of authorit.y, and ground the faces of the poor. Brigandage and law-
lessness had become established in some parts of the State, a!•d progress there was 
none, save hPre and there where some enterprising American or other foreigner bad 
procured a grant of land, and was m1lti vating a portion of 1t, or raising stock. The 
republic of Mexico, impotent as it was to govern the country properly, had, 
nevertheless, inflicted real injuries upon it which nothing but the subsequent aunexa-
tion to the United States could have repaired. 
Sutter bad built the fort on the Sacramento River, and was engaged in raising grain 
and stock, and doing a small trading business. He also made "blankets, ba\'ing secured 
the services of a number of Indians who had ueen taught to spin uy the mission fathers 
of San Jose, and one of the first tasks in w bich .Marshall was engaged wa.s the construc-
tion of a number of spinning-wheels for these "blanket-weavers. The life at the fort 
was a rude one, destitute of comfort, and ill-suppliell even with necessaries. The men 
soon wore out what clothing t.hey had brought with them over the mountains, and 
thenceforward were compelled to trust to their rifles for their garments. Antelope 
were plentiful at that time, and from the skins of these animals most of the clothing 
was made. Sutter employed a band of hunters and trappers, mostly Indians, and these 
supplied the fort with meat, taking their pay generally in ammunition. Everything 
was conducted in the most primitive style. Tea, sugar, coffee, &c., were luxuries 
wholly unknown. Flour there was, of a kind; bnt rudely as it was prepared, the fort 
h~cl the honor of introducing the first improvement in grinding wheat. The custom 
of the country was snfficient.ly barbarous. The grain was placed on a flat stone and 
p01~nded with another stone, the operators being generally women. Sutter, with the 
ass1stance of his men, constructed a ruue mill, which was worked by a rnnle, which 
walked round and round, causing the upper stone to revolve. The flour tbns produced 
was coarse, bnt the men thought themselves lucky when it contaiut>d uo lumps larger 
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than a nutmeg. There were no candles, and consequently all hands retired as soon as 
it was clark, save ''ben some enterprising individual hunted up a pitch-pine knot, aml 
thus secured au hour or so of swoky illumination. 
* " * * * ,. * * 
Up to this time the class of emigrants that had settled in California had consisted 
mainly of that restless vanguard of advancing civilization which ahYnys hovers on the 
frontiers, and wl10se mission stoems to be to keep moving from place to place, fi'om Ter-
ritory to Territory, never staying anywhere long enough to reap the full ii·nit of their 
energy and toil, until the great settlor, death, appears and ends their uneasy career 1y 
a final remove into another w .Jrld. Some few had secured large traets of land under 
Spanish grants, :111(1 had affiliated with the native Californians, by n arringe or other-
wise, but the majority were as ready as ever to'' pull up stakes" again and journey on 
to some newer country, if such conl<l have been funllll. The Calil'oruia of that time-
1847-was a1togetlwr unlike the California Gf a year after, or of any subsequent period. 
The inilnence of tile old padres has been broken, and the clash of a.rms had rudely iu-
terrupte(l tlw sleepy placidity of their lives. The American, "vhosc restless energy and 
unqueuchuble ambition rendered him au object of terror and perploxit.y to those staid 
old souls, had, it is true, conquered tho country, but he " ·as scarcely yet prepared to 
possess it. There seerued, indeed, to be a lull iu the stirring life of the previous years. 
The people were waiting, unconsciously to themselves, for something which was t.o 
change the aspect of affairs, and was to dmw the eyes of the whole world upon this 
little-known region. 
* " * * 
The disturbances known as the Bear Flag \Va.r uow broke out, and in these Marshall 
took an active part, rendering material assistance to tile American forces t.hrough his 
kno"·leclge of the country and the natives. On the cessation of hostilities Marshall 
returned to Sutter's Fort, (the present site of the city of Sacramento,) and detenniued 
on engaging in the lumbering business. He asked Sutter to furnish him with an Indian 
interpreter, purposing to explore the foot-hills for a snitalJlc location for a saw-mill, and 
foreseeing the uecessity of being able to converse with the monutain tribes of Indians. 
Sutter wns at first relnctant to comply with this request, lmving need of 1\larsllall's 
services, bnt after the latter had agreed to perform certain mechanical work for him, 
he consented, though it afterward turned ont tha.t tho Indian who accompanied him 
knew more of the conntry than he did himself. Marshall set out on his quest, and fol-
lowed np the banks of the American River for several days, examining the conn try all 
around 1 but not finding ,,·hat he considered a suitable site for his mill. The country 
tllrouglt which l1e pa::;sed became more eli versified as he traveled upwal'lls. Steep 
canons and considerable ranges of hills broke up the landscape, and while contribnt-
iug not.hiug to the ease of travel, added mtHJh to the picturesqueness of the route. 
Presently he branched off on the South Fork of the American River, and at length 
reached a place which lJe found was called Culloomah by the Indians, and which was 
altewanls known as Coloma. The river here flowed through the center of tl narrow 
valley, hemmed in on both sides by steep, and, iu some parts, almost precipitous hills. 
On the south side the declivity was the gentlest, and here a tolerably level stretch of 
lanu iuvited the erection of tbe town which sprung up there after the discovery of 
gold, while tho slopes be~:ond afforded opportunities for cultivation, \Vhich in later years 
were fully availed of. The river makes several bends in its course through this valley, 
and on the south si(lc a point of land formed by one of these curves iu the stream pre-
sented the explorer ·with the mill-site he was in search of. The water-power was 
abundant, and tile surrounding bills furnished timber in apparently inexhaustible 
quantities. Previous to this it had 1een supposed that the difficulty of bringing lum-
ber from any point in the foot-hills was insurmountable, and Sutter's hunters had so 
impressed bim with this idea that he considered Marshall's expedition little better 
tllan a waste of time. A careful exttmin::ttion of the locality, however, satisfied our 
llero that there would be no difficulty in transporting the products of the mill to the 
lo\ver country, and having marked out a favorable site, he returned to the fort and 
acquainted Sutter with the successful result of the journey. At the same time he 
stated that he was in search of a partner with capital to assist him in building and 
running the mill, and Sutter at once offered to join him in the undertaking. This was 
about tbc 1st of June, 1847, and after mauy delays, caused principal1y by the attempts 
of others to interfere in t.he business, a pa.rtnersbip agreement was entered into between 
the tw-o on or about the 19th of August. The tenus of this agreement were to the 
effect that Sutter should furnish the capital to build the mill, on a site selected by 
Mar:;;hall, who was to be the active partner, and to run tile mill, receiving certain com-
pensatiqu for so doing. A verbal agreement was also entered into between the parties, 
to tbe ;eft~ct that if, at the close of the Mexican war, (then pending,) California should 
belong to Mexico, Sutter, as a citizen of that repnblic, should posso::;s the rnill-site, 
Marshall retaining llis rights to mill-privileges, and to cut timber, &c. ; w!Jile, if the 
count~'Y :was ceded to the United States, Marshall, as an American citizen should own 
the p·rc;>pert.y. The formal articles of partnership were drawn by General Jolm Bidwell, 
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who was then acting as clerk in Sutter's store, and were witnessed by him and Samuel 
Kylmrg, Sutter's business manager. Shortly after these arrangements had been made, 
MarshaH hired a. man named Peter L. \Vemer, with his family, and six or seven mill-
bands, and with several wagons containing material~ provisions, tools, &c., started for 
Coloma. ·work on the mill was at once commenced, and prosecuted with energy and 
rapidity. 
The na.mes of the men who were then working ::tt the mill, and who, if living, can 
substantiate the accnrucy of this narrative, arc as follows: Peter L. \Verner, ·william 
Scott, James Burgee, AlexatHkr Stephcus, James Brown, \Villiam Johnson, and Henry 
Bigler. \Verner was in charge of some eight or ten ludians, whose busiiJess it was to 
throw ont the larger-sized rocks excavated while constrncting the mill-race, in the 
day-time, and at uigbt, by raising the gate of the fore-bay, the water eutered and car-
ried away the lighter stoues, gravel, and saud. This was the work that was going on 
at the mill on tho 19th of Jan nary, 1848. 
On tho morning of that memorable day l\farshall went out. as usual to superintend 
the men, a.ud after closing tho foro-bay gate, and thus shutting otl' the wa.ter, walked 
down tho tail-race to sec what sand and gravel had been 1·emovcd during the night. 
This had been customary with him for some time, for be had previously entertained 
the idea that there might be mineral:,; in the mountains, and had expressed it to Sntter, 
who, bowc\'cr, only laughed at him. On this occasion, having stro11ed to tho lower 
cud of the race, he stood ftn· a moment examining the mass of debris that ha,cl been 
'nshcd down, and at this juncture his eye caught the glitter of something that l::ty, 
lodged in a. crevice, on a riille of soft granite, some six inches under tho water. His 
first act was to stoop and pick np tho substance. It was heavy, of a peculiar color, 
aud unlik<' anything he had seen in tho stream before. For a few minutes he stood 
with it in his ham1, reftPcting, and endea\'Oring to recall aU that be had lwanl or read 
concerning the ntrions minerals. After a close exarniuation he became satisfied that 
what he hcl<l in his hand must be one of three substances-mica, sulphnrt'ts of copper, 
or gold. The weight assured him that it ,,·as not mica. Could it be sulphnrets of cop-
per~ lie remembered that that mineral is brittle, and that golJ i8 malleable, and as 
this thought passed throngh his mind, he tnrne(l about, placed the specinH'n upon a 
flat stone, and proceeded to test it. by striking it with another. The substance did not 
crack or flake off; it simply bent under the blows. This, then, was gold, aud in this 
manner was tho first gold found in California. 
The discoverer was not one of the spasmodic and excitable kind, but a. plain, shrewd, 
. practical fellow, who realized the importance of the discovery, (thongh donbl.less not to 
its full extent, since no one did that then,) an<l proceeded with his work as nsunJ, after 
showiug the nngget to his men, and indulging in a few- conjectures couct>ruiug the 
probable extent of the gold-fields. As a.mattcr of course, he watched closely, from time 
to time, for further deYelopnwntR, an<l in the eom·se of tt few days had collected several 
ounces of the precious metal. Although, ho,YeYer, he "iYas satisfied iu his O\YII mind 
that it was gold, there were some who \Ycre skeptical, and, as he had no means of test-
ing it cllemically, he determined to take some do,vn to his partner at. the fort, an<l h~we 
the question finally decided. Some fonr dn:fs after tho discover.)· it became necessary 
for Lim to go below, for Sntter llad failed to send a. supply of provisions to the mill, 
and the men were OII short commons. So, mounting his horse, and takiug some three 
ounces of gold-dust with him, bd started. lbving alwa,,\'S an eye to business, he 
aYailed hin1self of this opportunity to examine the riYer for a site for a lnmber-yard, 
whence the timber cut at the mill could be floated down; a11d while exploring for this 
purpose be discovered gold in a ravine in tho foot-bills, ancl also at the place after-
"iYards known ns Mormon Islantl. That night he slept nn<ler an oak tree, some eight 
or ten miles east of the fort, when' he ::nrived about 9 o'clock the next moming. Dis-
mounting from his horse, he entered Sutter's priYate office, an(l procee<1ed to inquire 
into the cause of tho delay in seiiding up the proyisions. This matter having been ex-
plaiued, and the teams being in a fair '"ay to load, he asl,cd for a few minutes' private 
conversatioii with Colonel Sntter, and tho t\YO entered a. little room at the back of the 
store, reserved as a private office. Then l\Iarshall showed b im the golcl. He looked at it 
in astonishment, and, still doubting, asked what it was. His visitor replied that it was 
gold. "Impossible!" was the incrednlous ejaculation of Sutter. Upon this ~larshall 
asked for i>ome nitric acid to test it, and a. vaquero ll:wing been dispatched to the 
gunsmith's for that pnrpose, Sutter inquired whether tLero was no other "iYay in which 
it could be tested. lie was told that its character might be ascertaincll by weighing 
it, and accordingly some silver coin ($3.25 "-as all the fort could furni!:>h) aud a pair of 
small scales or balances having been obtained, Marshall proceeded to weigh the dust, 
first in the air aml then in two bowls of 'vator. The experiment resulted as he had 
foreseen. The dust went down; ti.Je coin rose lightly up. Snttcr gazed, and his ~loubts 
faded, and a subsequent test with the nitric acid, which by this time Lad arrived, set-
tled the question finally. Then the excitement began to spread. 
Statements have been published in newspapers and allusions have occasionally been 
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made to the almost fabulous cost of liYinp: at that time, but the following extracts 
from one of tbe books kept at Sutter's Fort will, perhaps, couvey a better idea of the 
actual state of things. \Ve append a few items at random: 
PHICES IN H349. 
1 canister of tea...... . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . $13 00 
2 white shirts .................•.... ------ ................................ 40 00 
2 kits of mackereL... .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. 60 00 
1 fine-tooth con1b.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 00 
1 hickory shirt.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o 00 
3 pounds of crackers ...................................... __ ......... __ .. 3 00 
1 barrel of mess pork ............................................ __ .. . .. . 210 00 
2 ponnds of mackereL... . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 5 00 
1 bottle of lemon-sirup ................................................ __ . 6 00 
4 poundH of nails.... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 00 
1 paper of tacks.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 00 
1 dozen sardines ........ __ ...................................... __ . . .. . .. • 35 00 
1 dozen Sedlitz powders .............................................. __ .. 17 00 
1 pair of socks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . :3 00 
1 pound of powder ........................ __ .... __ .. . • .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. 10 00 
1 bottle of ale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 5 00 
1 bottle of cider .......................... __ .. . . . . . .. . • . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. 6 00 
1 hat.... .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10 00 
1 pair of shoes... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 14 00 
1 bottle of pickles ...................... __ ........ __ ... __ ......... __ .. .. .. 7 00 
1 can of herrings.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 30 00 
13 pounds of barn.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 00 
1 bottle ofmustard....... ...... ...... .... .... ...... .... .... .... .... ...... 6 00 
2 pounds of sauerkraut ........................... ______ .................. 4 00 
55 pounds of tarred rope ................... __ .... __ ...... __ .. • • . . .. .. .. . .. . 75 00 
1 tin of crackers .................. __ ........ __ .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. 24 00 
1 candle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 3 00 
3~ B~m~<~~e~~l~~~~~:~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ::~: ~::: :::~ :~~~ :~::::::::::~:::~~:::::::::: ~~ ~~ 
1 pound of onions... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 flO 
1 tin pan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 00 
1 keg of lard .............................. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70 50 
1 pair of blankets .................................................. __ .... 24 00 
1 dozen of champagne ......................... __ .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. 40 00 
1 pound of butter................................ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 50 
50 pounds of beaus.. . . ................. _ .... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 00 
200 pounds of flour .............. __ .... __ .. ____ ......................... __ .. 150 00 
13 pounds of salmon.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 00 
Such is a sample of the prices of necessaries and luxuries at the time of the great 
rusil. It \Till be seen that though tbe rates of labor were enormously Iligil, tile oppor-
tnnities for saving were not mucil above the aYerngc. 
Two-and-twenty years have passed over Coloma since the day when James Marsilnll 
stood at the end of the tail-race and pondcretl over tilat bit of yellow metal. That 
bit of yellow metal has been multiplied by millions upon millions. The trifling accel-
eration of tile pulse that marked the first emotion of the discoverer has swelled into 
a wave of maddening excitement whose roar bus re-eciloe<l ronnd the world. The 
spring struck in that little mountain valley bas flowed and spread until mighty cities 
have been built upon its banks and communities have bt~en refreshed by its waters. 
:From out tilat wonderful vale Ilas risen all of good and evil that can aftect Ilumanity. 
At first the center of the swarming adventurers, leaping, a~;; it w·ere, in a moment from 
the quiet humdrum of its early settlement into the full glare and crash of a migilty 
mining excitement, it bas passed tilrough tbe prosperity, the fever, the noise, the 
hurly-burly, and the slow decline, and has settlecl at last into the peaceful semblance 
of some New England village. 
Pictnre it to-day as a pretty hamlet of some two hundred inhabitants, its broad 
single street so overshadowed \Yith great, heavy-foliap:ed trees, that the sidewalks are 
scarcely visible; its modest, low-roofed houses, gr:wefnlly bedecked with bright flow-
ers and fresh green creepers; its main thoronghfare silent throughout the day, save 
when the daily stage dashes gallantly in, and draws np witil a rattle and a crasil at the 
door of 'Vells Fargo's office, where tbe courteous agent sometimes migilt find time lif\ 
heavily upon his bands did he not also unclertake the duty of telegrapil opemtor, 
besides doing a little something in trading. Upon tile Ilill-sidc the vine~·ards tlourish, 
and the orchards. In the warm summer air the peaciles mellow and gro\v golden and 
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ruddy, and the great bunchf's of grapes swell out from behind their leafy screens, and 
giYc promise of tbat "wine that maketh glad tbe heart of man." Aronn(l the modest 
houses of those few who are content to pass their days in tbis celebratell yet little 
known spot the roses and honeysuckles clamber, and the air at evening is heavy with 
perfume. Up among the bends of the river some mining is still going on, but there are 
few claims which now yield high wages, and the Chinaman, patient and content with 
little, has set himself to pick up the crumbs that haYe fallen from the rieh (white) 
man's table. One striking evidence of what, the town has been is visible in the rear 
of the houses nearest the river. Close up to the back doors the bowlders arc piled. It 
is a Titanic beach-the debris of the mining of twelve or fifteen years. Gazing upon 
these stones, so completely divested of earth, so white and bare and ugly, one is tempted 
to imagine them the bones of the skeleton of gold, which has here been picked clean 
by the active fiugers of ambitions man. 
And across the river we look in vain for the site of Sutter's mill. Years have passed 
since tbe last vestige of that structure was removed by some miner, careless of tradi-
tion, but needing timber. Even the man who first found the gold there has to scrut,i-
nize the place carefully before he can put his foot down and say, "Here is the spot. It 
was within a yard of where I stand that the first cllispa was pickeu up." So mangled 
and torn and mined away has the face of nature been in this historical locality that 
those who knew her best would fail to recognize the scarred and disfigured lineaments. 
Yet it is Coloma; and yet the site of the gold discovery can be pointed out. In a few 
years more, however, the olLlest inhabitant will have lost all trace of the spot, and the 
visitor will be only able to discover that the gold was found ''somewhere hereabout." 
Tbere is need of a monument at Coloma, and the site of Sutter's mill should be marked 
in an eodnriug manner. Californi:t has been far too careless in such rnatterA hereto-
fore, and she will regret in the fntnrc the vandalism that has left her no relics of a 
time which grows in interest andm value as it recedes into the past. 
PLACER AND NEVADA COUNTIES. 
These two counties are the seat of the most extensive mining opera-
tions in the State, both in quartz and gravel. Tbe operations on the 
deep placers, which are now attracting the attention of capitalists at 
home and abroad, are fully described iu last year's report, (pages 55 to 
90,) and require no further notice here. A large area of auriferous 
ground between tile Middle and North Forks of the American RiYer, 
in Placer Uounty, has for years remained undeveloped tor want of 
water. This want is about to be supplied by taking the water from 
Lake Tahoe, situated near the summits of the Sierra N eyada, at an 
elevation of 6,000 feet above sea-level. The surveys have been com-
pleted and dams built at the outlet of the lake into the Truekee River. 
In order to bring the water from the Jake in the most convenient and 
desirable manner, it was fouud that a tunnel would have to be cut 
through the western summit of the Sierras. This tunnel would be of 
about, five miles in length, and even if of small dimensions would have 
involved a very heavy outlay. A cornmunit.v of interests has led to a 
contract between the Central Pacitic Hailroad Company and Colonel 
Von Scllmidt, by which it is arranged that the latter shall construct a 
tunnel of such dirnensionR as shall admit of the passage of trains, thus 
enabling tlle Central Pacific to shorten its road seven miles, lower the 
line of the railroad upwards of 1,000 feet, and dispense with twenty 
miles of snow-sheds, which last are, from their expense and danger, the 
most objectionable feature of the line. The precise points at which 
the tunnel will enter the mountains have not yet been precisely lo-
cated. It \Vill, howeYer, enter the mountain on Cold Stream, close to 
Truckee, on the eastern slope, and on the North Fork of the American 
River on the wt>stern sidP-. Tlle entire length of t,he tunnel will be about, 
or a little less than, five miles. For one-third of this distance it will be 
ventilated by shafts sunk from the slope of the mountain. The stipu-
lated size of tlle tunnel is 19 feet high by 21 feet in width, and it is to be 
completed iu five years; lmt Colonel Von Schmidt fully believes he will 
II. Ex. 211--8 
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complete it in three years. The cost has been estimated at $1,500,000. 
Carefully made examination shows that less than a mile of the boring 
will be through grauite, which is very much less than was expected. 
The remainder is, for the most part, cement, easily removaulc uy the 
pick, without resort to blasting. The boring will be performed by an 
instrnm(•nt of Colonel Von Schmidt's invention. This mncltine is con-
structed upon the SeYerauce diamond-dl'ill principle, unt in the mode 
of application the machine differs materially from all others at present 
in use. It consists of a circular wheel, eight feet in diameter. Im-
bedd(_'d in the rim of the wheel, each rmTolviug on its own account, will 
be twenty-fonr diamond drills, one foot apart. In the center of the 
wheel is a single drill, and this is kept one foot in ad,Tance of the 
other drills. The wheel is calculnted to make 800 revolutions per 
minute, the drills revolving at a higher rate of speet1. The periphery 
of the tunnel will be ou the ~-;cale of eight feet; the grooye cut hy the 
drills will be two inches wi<le and three feet deep. It is intended to 
load the center hole alone, then run the machine back on the track, and 
raise the lower half of the \Theel on hinges. The blast is fired, and the 
great cheese of rock crumbles to pieces. The machine is so coustructed 
as to admit of three feet space h1side of the wheels, between its frame-
work and the l>ed of the tunnel, and facilities for removiug the debris 
are aftorded by an inner car track. The machine will be run by com-
pressed air. Two pipes, each six feet in diameter, will be laid be-
tween and under the railroad track. The supply of water is estimated 
at 200,000 gallons per day. 
G1·avel cmcl hydTaulic grmtnd.-Some idea of the enormous richness 
of the gravel deposits between the North and i\Iiddle Forks of the 
American RiYer may be formed from the following extracts from the 
local newspapers. I have taken tlw troul>le to Yerify these statements, 
so far as the yield is concerned, by personal inquiry from reliable 
sources. 
The Auburn Stars and Stripes of June 15 says: 
Prom Michigan Bluff, Turkey Hill, and Last Chance the reports are encouraging in 
the extreme. Prom the \Yeske claim- twenty meu workiug six da,ys-the yield left 
to the o'vner a, dividend of $4,030 for the week. \Yeske now has about four feet in 
depth of pay-dirt, ::tud there is every indication that he is on the eve of striking the 
m::tin channel, >vhen he is sanguine of a deposit far surpassing auytLiug he bas yet 
worked. Last Saturday John Yule urought over from his claims, near Last Chance, 
to Michigan Blnfr, $1,740, the pro<lnct of 108 days' work on the timo-t::tule. Til is gives 
$~6.75 per man per da,y as the yield of tile Weske, anu $13.60 per mun per tlny as the 
yield of the Yule claim, makiug no allowance for considnable deau work in both 
claims. In addition to the al.Jove, the Van Emmon Brothers last week cleaned up 106 
ounces jn the Big Gun claims, Michignn Bluff. 
The vV cske claim paid for the first seven weeks of the year 1871, over and above aU 
expenses, as follo,Ys: January 1, $752.50; Jam.wry tl, $510; Jmmary 15, $711; January 
22, $500; January 29, $904.50; Peurnary 5, $900; Fe!Jruary 12, $900. Aggregate net 
yield for seven weeks, $5,178, or at the rate •of lji;:3d,465 per annum. The claim em braces 
about 1,600 feet of the ridge between ElDorado and Volcano Calion. A tunnel from 
the ElDorado Calion side has been driven 1,700 feet; straight for the first 500 feet, 
.and since that following a rich channel parallel for some distance with El Dorado 
·Canon, then diverging into the ridge at rigilt angles, ::tnd apparently leading towards 
a main channel supposed to be perhaps 1,U00 feet farther in, ::tnd douutless immensely 
rich. 
Gold-dust to the ::tmount of 84 ounces, valued at $1,575, wa,s shipped from Michigan 
Bluff to \V. H. vVa,tson, secretary of the Yule Gmvel Comp::tny, San Frallcisco, S::ticl 
su.m b~ing th~ yield of tile a,hove-na,med claim for tile week ending September 30, 
with mght dnfters and two car-men at work, ::tnd a drawback of a, considerable per-
centage of what is known nmong miners as "dead ''orlc," i. e., in "squariug up," 
"straightening track," autl the like. Owing to these dmwb:10ks, the above yield repre-
sents bnt 52 days' work in the actual operations of taking out and washing p::ty-dirt, 
v.-hich is over $30 per day to the h::tntl. 
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The Yule claim, two miles from Last Chance, at Startown, is the best claim in that 
section. The scene of present operations is 1,300 feet from tlw mouth of the tnnnel, 
where a" breast," measuring 130 feet parallel with the tunnel, is being driveu toward 
the west line of tlle Yule, which is the east line of the Morning Star. Thirteen 
men, ueside the superintendent, are employed. This claim yielded a fraction over 102 
ounces for the week ending July 1, and dividends exceeding $6,000 for the month of 
June. The Weske dividends exceeded. $20,000 for the moutll. 
The Morning Star Company have realized returns equal to those obtained in the 
Yule claim. A clean-up (July 1) limited to the three upper sluices, resulted in a 
yield of 12 onnces 5 pennyweights of coarse gold, salable for $1tU2t per ounce at 
Michigan Bluff. Including the above, the yield for five days arnouu.ted to 64 ounces, 
netting, over and above all expenses, more than $900. Considering the uniform re-
sults outa,ineu, we lllay calculate on 700 ounces as the yield from the block of ground, 
90 by 130 feet, between the present line of operations and the west line of the claim. 
The Weske ground is two miles above Michigan 'Bluff. It is a gravel claim, and 
contaius ~10 acres, the property of Adolph Weske. In June, 1871, a clean-up of six 
days' work of twenty men was 261 ounces, worth $17.50 per ounce, or $4,582.50. 
This shows over $38 per day to the man, and if we deduct $360 wages for the men, at 
$3 per day, Mr. W eske bas cleared in one week $4,222.00. 
The same paper gives an extract from a private letter from Michigan Bluff, (Jnne 8 :) 
"All the talk here is about big p.ty in the vVeske claim, Turkey Hill. They cleaned up 
last week 264 ounces, and picked up 60 ounces yesterday before dinner. The dirt is a 
sort of blue cement, and is the richest ever discovered here. The tunnel is in 1,800 
feet; the paying gravel is about 2-} feet thick. This claim yieldecl $4,033.50 for tlte 
week ending June 26, and $4,,104.25 for the week ending July 1, giving a fraction over 
$23,000 for the four weeks ending with the latter date." 
Near Forest Hill and Bath are several claims worked by drifting on 
ancient channels, crushing the cement by mill proces~. There are six 
mills, with an aggregate of ninety stamps, erected for this purpose, but 
none of them have been run regularly for several years past. The 
owners of ground are awaiting the introduction of water, which will 
supply <t more economical method of treatment. Quartz-mining in 
this vicinity bas not been prosecuted with much vigor. Todd's Val-
ley and Iowa Hill have immense tracts of hydraulic ground an1l gravel, 
which cannot be worked to advautage with the present limited supply 
of water. This part of the country is cut up into immense canons by 
the erosion of the two forks of the American l~iver and their tributa-
ries. The Von Schmidt enterprise, above noticed, seems to be the only 
feasible one for 1)rocuring a large supply of water. lYlr. Charles Fett, 
of Forest Rill, writes as follows: 
There is nothing new to report for this year. Many of our mines do not produce as 
mucll as in the previons year, aucluo new mines hnse been opened. In my last year's 
report I estimated the total product of our district at $200,000, but I found afterwards 
that my figures we,re somewhat too low. The above-named amount will be about cor-
rect for this year's product. 
A large supply of water the year ronnel would make our place one •of the liveliest 
camps in the State, and we have some hopes of getting a large ditcll in here before long. 
We have a belt of land between this place aull "Shirt-Tail Calion," from two to five 
miles wide aucl eight miles long, the largest portion of which will pa.y well for hy-
draulic mining with a laTge supply of water. I base my jndgmeut on the hydraulic 
claims of Nevada County, a.nd Gold Run in Placer, where nmcll poorer ground pays a 
handsome profit. An estimate of the yield per cubic yard I am not prepared to give, 
because heretofore our supply of water has been small, and only for two or three 
months in the year, and consequently only sele.ct.ed ground could be worked under 
such circumstances. 
We bavo also deep deposits of gravel to a large extent, wllich, however, require 
heavy capital for their dmrelopment. . 
Of crnshing-mills we have but one in operation, the Paragon mill at Bath. All the 
others are idle, and offered for sale, except the Hough Gold Company's mill at Bath, 
for which the company still hope to have use. 
At Dutch Flat the celebrated Tae:ff and Franklin ground, comprising 
forty acres of gravel with a depth of 240 feet, which has been noticed 
in previous reports, was sold during 1871 to a San Francisco company for 
$100,000, half tbe amount being paid down. The compan:y will run 
a bed-rock tunnel from Bear River, for which purpose they will use a 
I 
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Se,·erance diamond drill. Operations in this vicinity are nettiug as 
good returns as in any previous year, and better than for several last 
past. Rab1in, Taefl', and others in the Summit claims, Plug U g1y Hill, 
recently patented, realized fifty-five and forty-eight pounds respectively, 
from two clean-ups, after two weeks' washiug. Tllis company owns the 
fee to over one hundred acres of ground supposed to be as good. 
Andrew Larson has opened a set of claims known as the ''Central." 
He has put in 2,200 feet of flume 40 inches wide, and 400 feet of flume 
44 inches wiUe, the latter in a tunuel which has been just completed 
through soft clay, with massive trap-bowlders, and so moist as to 
require the use of false timbers and a boarded breast to work it at all. 
The tunnel is timbered with giant posts, standing on solid soils, the 
whole lagged with heavy laggiug. This tunnel gives an additional fall 
of 60 feet, and his sllaft at its head is cribbed with strong timbers, then 
lined with planks, and then again with sheet iron upon a portion. He 
will have a bank 200 feet high, ·which he will attack with 500 inches 
of water from Hoskin7s Dictator and Little Giant. 
Many other claims at Dutch Flat and vicinity are being prepared for 
extensive operations in the spring of 1872, and a larger yield may be 
expected from this locality than. for years past. The Cox pan, noticed 
iu my description of the southern mines, has latel.Y beeu introduced 
here. One of the ownerR of the Baker ground furnishes the following 
account of its operations: 
On the Baker claim at Dutch Flat is one of Cox's cement-mills for working cemented 
gravel. Tlw cement worked by this mill is the blue cement, and probably as bard as 
anv in the State. 
'fbe cement and gravel are loaded in a car in the claim and run to the mill on a 
track, where it is dumped into a hopper with an inclined bottom, from wllich it is 
loaued. into the mill by mea11s of a gate operated by the man in charge of the mill. It 
thus requires but once handling-a great saving of cor3t. 
There are usually put into the mill at one time from ton to twelve hundred pounds, 
which is done while the mill is in motion, as will be described below. 
In the top of the rim of the mill there is constantly a stream of water of four or five 
inches, wllich carries the pulverized cement down through the small openings of the 
bottom of the mill into the sluice-boxes provided for saving tho gold. 
The mill is set in motion and the gate of the hoppe·r raised to gradually let tho 
cement enter the mill, which generally oc.cupies about two minutes, when it is worked 
about four minutes longer, when the mill is stopped and a trap-door opened by a lever, 
the mill sot in motion, and all tho rock is driven through the trap-door iuto the rock-
sluice, (the cement which contains the gold having been thoroughly disintegrated 
and pulverized by the fi.-iction, &c., and passed into the sluice-boxes.) ~fhe operation 
is then repeated. Softer material requires less time to work each charge. 
The mill will readily work from 100 to 125 tons (of 20 cnuic feet to the ton) in 24 
hours, and at an expense, including water-power, labor, &c., of auout 10 cents per ton. 
The llardest cement requires the mill to be workecl at a speed of 65 revolutions per 
lllinute, which requires about 8 horse-power. This mill is run by a hurdy-gurdy wheel 
10 feet in diameter. 
The mills working in Tuolumne County are also worked by hurdy-gurdy wheels, 
but it only costs from 7 to 9 cents per ton, the cement not being so bard as that at 
·Dutch Flat. 
This machine certainly does its work very thoroughly and cheaply; every stone is 
tlloronghly cleaned and washed, and the cement so pulverized tbat 'it is very difficult 
to find a color in tile tailings. 
The inventor claims that one mill will clo as much work as a, 2G-stamp mill. 
The cost of this mill is very small compared. with the stamp-mill, the price beiDg 
$1,200. The cement can be worked for about one-tenth the expense of the stamping 
process, as it costs from $1 to $1.75 by stamp; besides, it does its work more thoroughly. 
The wear and tear is estimated at 10 cents per day. 
The yield for Gold Run district for the past year has been unusually 
light, on account of the drought. A tunnel to open and drain this 
ground has been commenced by the Gold Run Ditch and Mining Com-
pany. It will be run from Canon Creek, and will tap the mines 243 
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feet lower than the present benches. It will be 2,200 feet in length, 9 
feet wide, and 8 feet high. 
Nearly all the extensive and valuable hydraulic and gravel ground 
between Dutch Flat and Nevada City, lying on Bear River, Steep Hol-
low, and Greenhorn Creeks, (see Report for 1871, pages 81-84,) has passed 
into the hands of English companies at_ prices which have yielded for-
tunes to their former owners, but which will prove highl.v remunerative 
to the purchasers. The "You Bet" ground, formerly belonging to , 
Ed ward Williams, is now incorporated in London as the Birdseye Creek 
:Mining Company. The Little York ground is about to pass under the 
control of a London company, and it is rumored that the vast and valu-
able interests of Messrs. Sargent & Jacobs, near Quaker Hill, will like-
wise soon change hands. No facts or figures could be obtained from 
the new owners this year, which is much to be regretted, as their 
systematic and careful management (as manifested in the conduct of 
some of their early purchases) would throw some light on many ques-
tions of economical mining. The .earliest purchase of this kind of 
ground was made at Buckeye Bill, near Sweetland, in Nevada County, 
and the profits realized have produced the natural results of turning 
the attention of English capitalists to these enormous and comparatively 
undeveloped resources of our State. The result has been the invest-
ment during the past year of over $1,000,000 in our gravel mines alone. 
The following report from French Corral mining district, Nevada 
County, was furnished by Mr. W. M. Eddy, of French Corral: 
Estimated area of mining ground to be worked, 275 acres. 
Estimated average yield per cubic yard of hydraulic ground, 15 cents. 
Average yield per cubic yard of cement ground, $3.50. 
Cost per cubic yard of mining and working cement groun~ $1.10. 
Net ~'ield of cement ground, $2.40. 
Principal mining companies in this district as follows: 
The French Corral Mining Company having about 75 acres of ground, both hydraulic 
and cement, own and are running steadily one 15 and one 10-stamp mill, crush-
ing cement. Bed-rock tunnel in contemplation. Present tunnel low enough to work 
hydraulic ground several years. Own valuable water-right in connection with claims. 
Kansas Company own valuable cement, claims. Have one 10-stamp mill running 
steadily. Have ground for about one and a half or two years' work. 
Nebraska Company-Cement ground. Have one 10-stamp mill running steadily, and 
ground to last about six montLs. 
Kate Hayes and Troy Company own about thirty-five acres of ground, (hydraulic and 
cement.) Not worked at present for want of water. Deeper bed-rock tunnel contem-
plated. 
Trust and Hoper Company have about twenty-five acres of hydraulic and cement 
ground. Bed-rock tunnel contemplated and necessary to work it advantageously. 
Bell, Alexander & Co. Lave about forty acres of ground, both hydraulic and cement. 
Bed-rock tunnel necessary to work it. 
Allison and Co. have about twenty-five acres, both hydraulic and cerrlent ground. 
Tunnel necessary to work it. 
Monte Cinto and Railroad have about twenty-five a.crescement and hydraulic ground. 
Tunnel necessary. 
Bed-Rock Tunnel Company have some twenty-five acres ground, both hydraulic and 
cement, completed, and opened up a bed-rock tunnel this year 2,700 feet in length. 
The Allison and Monte Cinto Companies' claims join this company's ground, and can 
be worked through their tunnel. 
Estimated gross yield of mines in this district this year $250,000; ruling wages for 
skilled labor, $4; for unskilled, $3. 
Estimated average depth of mining ground, 100 feet. 
The above-described district is situated between the South and Middle 
Yuba Rivers, a section of country described in Report for 1871, pages 
72 to 78. The North Bloomfield Gravel Company, further up the same 
ridge, having demonstrated the great richness of their ground by pros-
pecting-shafts, haYe commenced a tunnel to open their ulaims to the 
bed-rock. This tunnel will be run from the Yuba River, aud will reach 
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the claims at a point estimated 200 feet belo'' the bed-rock, giving 
ample fall for \vorking. In shaft No. 1, they have run 500 feet each 
way, demonstrating the channel to be 1,000 jeet wide. Ilere they have 
taken out as high as $1,000 a day, the pay-gravel being equally dis-
tributed. In No. 2 they have struck the mine, also in No. 3, and find 
prospects sufficient for hy<lranlic mining all the wny down. The dis-
tam~e between the two shafts is three-quarters of a mile~ and the striking 
of the last prospect is important as demonstrating a continuous channel 
from one to the other. The dam at Bowman's is heavy enough to keep 
the ditch full, and 8,000 inches now run to waste. The ditch is running 
2,800 inches. They are using three or four pipes with six-inch nozzles 
day and night. . 
A Grass Valley paper of recent date, in alluding to the prospects of 
this ridge, says : 
Tlw Union Hill Gravel Mining Comp:wy, at Columbia Hill, is making extensive 
preparations for hydmulic miuiug. Heretofore they have uRed abouL 400 inches of 
water day aud nigllt. As night-work is not as profitable as day-work, the company con-
e] nded to construct a, large reservoir; mal use 1,000 inches ten hours daily. The reser-
voir will be completed in about three weeks, at a cost of between $3,000 and $4,000. 
Sixty men arc now· employed in its construction. The company has run a bed-rock 
tunnel 1,050 feet, and has ()00 feet yet to finish. The rock is hard syenite, and only 
l:t inches' advance can be made in t'Yenty-four hours, with three shifts. To expedite 
the completion of tho tunnel, the company is making anangemcntH to put in a diamond 
drill. 'l'his will be driven by water-power introduced into the tunnel by means of an 
iron pipe. Tllc pressure will be something O\'er 300 feet. Tho power is to bo applied 
to tho drill b;r means of two hnnly-gurdy 'Y heels. Tllo 1 unuel has cost thus far $13 
per foot. It is estimated that the dia,rnoud drill will facilitate progress iu the tunnel 
G6 per cent. oYer tho hand-drill. This winter the company will use in their claims two 
nozzles, one ii.Yc-inch and one six-inch. The smallest will discharge 400 inches, and the 
largt>st GOO inches of water, under a :JOO-foot pressure. 'When their bed-rock tnnnel is 
finished it will be 297 feet from the surface, or from the first bench that bas been 
washed off. Tl1is bench is 142 feet from tho original surface. This "ITill give the 
reader an ide~t of the original depth of the claims. Tho Union Gravoll\Iining Com-
pany have a vast amount of mining ground in one body, their claims extending two 
and one-fonrth miles on the graYel·channel, which lattPr bas a width of from 1,000 to 
2,000 feet. ThPy use for h~·draulic pnrposes in their claims 1,200 feet of 18-inch pipe 
and 3,800 feet of snHtllcr pipe for their diamond drill. 
'Tlle claims at Helief Hill are yiPldii1g excellent returns to their owners. 
The channel proper of the Great Blue Lead at this point is over 2,000 
feet in width, and receut developments pro\e that the pay-gravel con-
tinues from rim-rock to rim-rock. The owners are just getting fairly 
into their mines, after years of perseyering labor. The recent "·clean-
ups" of the \Vbat Cheer and "\Valkinshaw Consolidated, Eagle, North 
Star, and Union Oompauies, showed. a yield of from $16 to $30 per day 
to the lJaud. The above mines cleaned np, September 27, over $20,000, 
middle of October, $5,000, and Nm'ember 13, $1±,673.34. 
The gold in this ancient rh·er-bed is very heavy, especially in the 
ceuter of the channel, \Yllere pieces are frequently found weighing from 
one to five onnces, and sometimes as high as 15 ounces. The above 
claims haxe from 300 to 1,500 feet frontage, and one mile in length. 
The banks vary from 75 to ~00 feet in height. The hill known as Relief 
]Jill is situated three miles from N ortb. Bloomfield, and 17 miles from 
Nevada City, California. The net profits of these claims for less than 
two months exceed $30,000. 
At Omeg8, during the p~1st s~nmner, unusual preparations haYe been 
made in placing the best gravel-elaims iu a complete ~tate of readiness 
for hydraulieking. A large amount of drifting and blasting has been 
done. Tully & Uo. have t\YO sets of claims, and will be able to use from 
1,500 to ~,000 inchPs of water; Burwell & Fuller will use from 500 to 
700 inches; Sale & McSorley also 500 inches. .Fuller, Pease & Co. haYe 
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about 1,000 feet of pipe down, and will run 750 inches of water. Evans 
& Co. ha-ve about GOO feet of pipe down, and will use about GOO inches 
of water. S. Kyle has about 500 feet of pipe laid, and will use about 
500 inches of water. 
The prediction in my last. report of the increasing :yield of the gravel-
channels near Grass Valley has been fully realized. The Hope Com-
pany, which was then the leading company in this branch of mining, 
luwe been coustantly at work, andarenowusingan eight-stamp mill. The 
yieltl from this claim has not, however, been uniform, and has disap-
pointed the expectations formed from the condition of the mine at the 
period of our visit in July, 1870. The mine is now looking better. 'J.1his 
company took out $10,000 in November last, at an expense of $2,500. 
l\Iany claims there engaged in prospecting have been successful in strik-
ing rich spots in the clwnnel. The Webster Company are reported to 
have taken $27,000 fi·om a piece of graYel in this claim 25 by 100 feet 
in dimension~. The Picayune Company also have rich ground opened 
by a tunnel 725 feet in length. The Town Talk, lying to the east of the 
town, has made some extraordinary runs. A month's run in September 
last yielded 27!)~ ounces of retorted gold, worth $5,000. The channels 
here seem to be "spotted n in their character, and difficult to trace, as the 
topography of the country giyes no indication of their subterranean 
course. The surface is gently undulating hills and drainage is difficult. 
l\lost of the claims are opened l>y shafts or inclines, and the 'vater aud 
gravel raised by machinery, 
The yield of the deep placers.-The question of the yield of hydraulic 
and gravel claims is oue wllich bas lately attracted the obserYation of 
some of our practical miners. Some interesting data relatiYe to the 
yield of Gold Run district, Placer Oouuty, were furnished the writer 
last year by Professor vV. II. Pettee, then connected with the State 
geological stuve~'· The facts were known too late for insertion in the 
last report, and were first published as a communication to the Engi-
neering and J\Iiniug ,J ourual, of New York. This com Ill unication called 
forth the following editorial in the :Mining and Scientific Press, of San 
Francisco : 
It woul<l appear that heretofore the yield.of the placer-dirt, at ]east in several local-
ities in onr State, has been generally overestimated. An example of this is with re-
ganl to the placers of GoHl Run district. The Engineering and Mining Jonrnal latl'ly 
had a. communication with regard to an interesting calculation of the av<>rage yield 
per enbic yard of the dirt washed in this district, made by vV. H. Pettee, of the Cali-
fornia State geological survey. The superficial area here, from the Central Pacific Rail-
road southerly to the place where the deposit has ueen broken off by the caiion of tho 
North Fork, is estimated at 860 acres, of which about oue-ha.If has been worked over, 
not worked out, as the bed-rock has been reached only at the southern extremity, in 
the ground of the Indiana Hill Cement Mining CompanJ~. It is estimated that 4:3,000,000 
cubic yards of dirt have been removed by hydraulic process, and tlJe gross product of 
the district, calculated from statistics furuished principally by Messrs. Moore & Miner, 
is given as about $2,000,000. The average yield, therefore, bas not bet•n over 4!} cents, 
and yet hJ·draulic mining has been carried on with large profit. This calculation, 
however, embraces only the prOfluct of the surface-dirt, as there are still from one hun-
dred to two hundred feet of gravel and cement underlying the excavation. As tho 
ricbrst dirt is generally fouud near the bed-rock, future yields will probably bring up 
tlJis average considerably higher. Several estimates have been made of the average 
yield of the claims between the Middle and South Yuba. Onr readers will rem em bcr 
Lam's estimate of about 16 cents, and Silliman's of about 30 cents per cubic yard (in 
Ross Browne's Report, 1868) for this last region. vVe may say iu addition that we 
believe Mr. Pettee's calculations to have boeu as carefully made as any others, proua-
bl:r more carefully than any before. 
The editor is correct in assuming that the calculations of Professor 
Pettee were made with care. They were made after a careful aud de-
tailed llieasul'ement of the banks of the basin, and. an estimate from 
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such measurement of the quantity of dirt removed, taking into consid-
eration the topography of the surface of the country before hydraulic 
washings commenced. For this latter p,urpose ho bad to rely, of course, 
on the information of the miners of the district. The gross yield of the 
district was obtained from the books of J\Iessrs. l\Ioore & Miner, 
bankers, of Gold Run, and will · be found on page 85 of the Report for 
1871. 11be method of calculation adopted, while it cannot be claimed to 
give accurate results, will at least afford an approximation to tbe yield 
of the district per cubic yard of the amount of gold extracted from the 
rupper strcda of hydraulic dirt, but cannot be accepted as the aYerage 
yield of the district, as none but hydraulic dirt was embraced in the 
calculation. At that time the harder gravel and cement had not been 
reached, and subsequent runs indicate an increasing yield in the lower 
strata, while tlle bottom, as developed in the mine of the Indiana Hill 
Cement Company, is proving of great, richness. In view of tllese facts 
we feel justified in believing that the average yield of Gold Run will 
equal, when bed-rock is reaelled, that of the placers described by Pro-
fessor Lauer, between the l\'liddle and South Yuba. The successful 
mining of low-grade dirt at this place is owing to the softness of the 
dirt, its great depth, (average of 200 feet,) the abundance and cheap-
ness of water, and the facilities for running off with plenty of fall. 
The outlets are now becoming filled, a11d a bed-rock tunnel is necessary. 
Mr. W. M. Eddy, of Freneh Uorral, Nevada County, has made some 
estimates, based on experiments undertaken at our request, of the yield 
of hydraulic ground near French Corral, and gives the following as the 
results: 
Average yield per cubic yard of hydraulic ground _____ .. ___ . . $0 15 
Average yield per cubic yard of cement ground __ ._. ____ ._._.. 3 50 
Cost per cubic yard mining and working cement ground, (mill 
process) .. _ .. _ ... _. _ ..... _ .. _ .. _ .. ______ . ___ . _ ...... _. ___ . 1 10 
This gives a net yield for the cement ground of $2.40 per cubic yard. 
The mills are run by water-power. The hydraulic dirt, it will be ob-
served, is mncll richer than at Gold Run, but it is not as deep, and is 
much more compact.. 
A correspondent of Stars and Stripes (Auburn, Placer County) esti-
mates the average past yiel<l of ground per cubio yard, for districts in 
that county, as follows: Iowa Hill, 71 cents; Independence Hill, 25 
cents; Roach Hill, 60 cents; Hiehardson Hill, 15 cents; and Wiscon-
sin Hill, 12~ cents; and says parties in Gold Run district estimate the 
cost of working there at 2 to 3~ cents per cubic yard. lt is estimated 
that the cost of working at Iowa Hill will be 2-?f cents; Inuepcndence 
Hill, ~cents; Hoach Hill, the gravel on which is much harder than in 
the other places named, 6 ceuts; Richardson Hill, 3 cents; and Wiscon-
sin Hill, 2 cents. . 
In this connection attention is called to the tables prepared by Mr. J. 
Rathgeb, of Calaveras County, relative to yield of mines near San 
Andreas, also to description of claims in Table Mountain, under the 
heading of " Sou tbern .1\Iines.~' 
Quartz rnining in Placer and Nevada.-The gold-bearing quartz-ledges 
of these counties are so numerous as to remler a detailed description, or 
even mention, impracticable within tlle limits of this article. Most of 
the leading mines, particularly those of Grass Valley and vicinity, have 
a world-wide reputation, and haye been repeatedly described in there-
ports of the Mining Commissioner, so that their characteristics are 
familiar to all persons interested in mining. Within the limits of these 
counties are three important districts, containing groups of valual>le 
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mines, viz., Ophir district, in Placer County, and Grass Valley and 
Eureka, in Nevada County. 
Op1Jir district lies near the town of Auburn, on the Central PacHic 
Railroad, thirty miles from Sacramento City, at an elevation of only two 
or three hundred feet above the Sacramento Valley. This group of 
mines lies in a southerly direction from the celebrated Grass Valley 
mines, and, it is claimed, are on the same belt of forma1ion, though we 
doubt whether this is capable of demonstration. Tbis locality was 
famous in early times for the yield of its surface placers. These placers 
were of great richness, but very shallow, and the gold was undoubtedly 
t1Je result of the decomposition of the numerous seams of quartz which 
cropped out of their slate casings. As the placer-ground was exhausted 
by t1Je improvident miner of those days, he turned his attention to the 
quartz. veins, and explored them to a depth of from t.hirty to fifty feet, as 
far as he could work without pumping and hoisting-machinery. These 
veins run parallel to each other, and can be traced by these workings 
for thousands of feet in length. Most of them being narrow, and the 
gold lying in "pockets,'' they were only explored to the water-line, where 
they were abandoned and lay dormant for years. The towns of Opllir 
and Auburn were, for several years, nearly de8erted, the latter, owing 
to the location of the county-seat, preser\ing something of its former 
prosperity. It is only within the past two years that some of these 
mines bave been opened systematically, and the results have been, in 
every instance, satisfactory. 
Tllis metalliferous belt, varyiug in width from three to five miles, 
courses t1Jrough the county, and consists of slates highly metamorphic, 
trap, (diorite,) porphyry, and granite. 
The ore-bearing veins vary in thickness; when in slate, from two to 
five feet, but when occurring in trap or granite their strike is at right 
angles with t1Je formation, and rarely exceed twenty inches in thickness. 
The ores contain gohl and silver, pyrites of iron, and copper blende 
occasionally in small quantities, and tellurets. Pockets and nests of 
nuggets of gold are frequent, often containing from $1P to $100,000 
in a single nest; but the mass, aside from the poekets, rarely exceed 
$10 to $70 per ton of 2,000 pounds of ore. 
The St. Patrick 1\IIining Company own three parallel veins in trap. 
The St. Patrick proper, near the surface, contains a pocket from which 
$75,000 was taken. The present depth is 220 feet, with a persistent 
yield of milling ore. An Auburn paper of .March, 1871, thus refers to 
a crushing made by this company: "One hundred and 11inety-four tons 
of rock were crushed, yielding within a small fraction of 60 pounds of 
retorted gold, valued at about $11,000. In addition to the above, the 
eompany sent below a lot of specimen rock-about half a ton-the value 
of which is varionsly ~stimated at from $1,000 to $2,500. Thus we have 
a test by the crushing of nearly 200 tons of rock just as it came out, 
good, bad, and indifferent, that shows an average of abont. $67.50 per 
ton. Considering that tlle bottom of the shaft is 80 feet below the 
water-line, and that the rock at that deptll is the best they have struck, 
t1Je above must establish the reputation of the St. Patrick." 
The Big Doig, a parallel vein, and only 120 feet south, also contains 
rich aml remuneratiYe milling ore. 
'rhe reachy, traceable on the surface for 1,500 feet, 'viii average 18 
inches thick, and pay from $30 to $40 per ton. 
The Bellvue haseig1Jtparallel veins in trap, coursing east and west, and 
within a distance of from 30 to 100 feet of eacll other. The ores from 
this mine ha,ve milled from $33.30 to $±0 per ton, without regard to the 
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snlphurets, which are of a very high grade, and assaying from $50 to 
$G,OOO per ton. The ore contains about 22- per ccut. of sulphurets. 
The Greene mine is about two feetil1 width, and has paid di\·idends from 
ore taken from the shaft· without stoping. A local newspaper of Ma.r, 
1871, gives the following particulars of the yield of this remarkable 
mine : "The owners have placed on the mine a small crusher, pans, and 
other reduction-works, and have made two small runs of the rock. They 
first reduced ten tous, which Jiclded $500, or $30 to the ton. Another 
small rnn of G tons and 1,GOO pounds from a different class of ore was 
theu put through, which turned out $1,235 in gold, or near ~tWO per ton. 
Subsequently they ran through 12 tons of ore, which yielded some 
$15,000 in melted gold, OYer $1,100 to the ton. This is the most astound-
ing yield we lmve ever chronicled, and "\Ye doubt if it has eym· had its 
equal from the same amount of gold-bearing quartz. There are now on 
the dump at the shaft 100 or 200 tons of ore, fully half of which is rich. 
This miue has been extensively prospected by slwfts and drifts, and all 
the expenses, iucludillg the mill, pans, and machinery, have been met 
by ruuning small portions of the quartz through an an·astra occasionally, 
or pounding out gold in a hand-mortar." Auother paper of later date 
says: ''At Greene's (the old '1\IaUet') ledge, supposed by some to be on 
the Good Frida}~ ledge of the Ophir Company, they have within the 
past week taken out a large quantit,y of surpassingly rich. rock. Many 
specimens sPem to be almost half gold. The amount of gold in the 
quartz extracted. within the 'veek is variously estimated at from $12,000 
to $20,000. Two and a half da_ys' crushing last week, with four stamps 
and one Hepburn pan, realized 185~ ounces of retorted gold. This is 
at the rate of $1,DR7 per day, and gives a total of about $~8,000 '\rithin 
the past month. A two-weeks run of the mill-four stamps-has yielded 
within a fi.'action of $50,000, which is reckoned the hea.Yiest yield on 
record.'~ These yields, astounding as they may seem, are \Yell authenti-
cated. 
The Peter Walter, an extension of the Greene easterly, has been noted 
for its rich pockets. The present owuers are working the mine for its 
value for milling ores with good results. The company have complete 
steam-works on the mine, propelled by a 25 horse-power engine, with 
fi.·iction gear aud everything working in most perfect order. The main 
shaft is dowu about 120 feet, aud work is being prosecuted night and 
da,y 'vith 3 shifts, 12 men in all working under ground. Levels are being 
run both east and west from the shaft at a point 116 feet deep. These 
levels are in some 10 or 12 feet, and good ore, showing plenty of free 
gold, is being taken fi.·om them and hoisted to the surface. The value 
of the quartz taken from these drifts is placed at from $40 to $30 per 
ton. It is in contemplation to erect a 10-stami1 mill. 
The St. Louis. This mine is inclosed in granite. Vein from 2 to G feet 
in thickness, and ores varying in value from $20 to $GO per ton. 
The Crandall. This .vein is in a highly metamorphic slate, closely 
resembling trap, aud is an exceptiou in its strike to most other veins in 
this formation, as it runs easterly and westerly, axeraging in strength 
3~ feet. Ore valued at $20 per ton. Recent developments in depth 
denote a valuable and extensive mine. 
The Shipley mi11e has a powerful vein carrying low-grade ores. 
l\'lr. J. II. Crossman, to whom I am iuuebted for notes on this dis-
trict, furnishes the following respecting~ two well-known mines: 
The Bnckeye, with a parallel lode :{0 feet distant called the" Big Vein" or the "Eliza-
beth," nsed to be worked by shafts from 30 to 00 feet deep, or uutil water or hard 
rock was reached; then the shaft would be aban<loned and au other sunk. In that way 
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it -q-as prospected or worked for about 1,GOO feet in tlJe two veins to the depth stated; 
tlw ore taken ont paying from 30 to 100 ounces per ton by arrastrn. rednctiou. Tbc Fra-
ser Wv<>r excitement broke out and the owners all sold ont or aban1loned their claims. 
Some Sau Francisco capitalists recently bouglJt the entire hill coutnining eiglJt paral-
lel lodes witllin a compass of 300 feet at right angles, and extending on their lme of 
strike 2,500 feet easterly and westerly, dipping northerly; all true fissnro-vcins cut-
ting the formation, which is greenstone (diorite) and metamorphic slate. The veins 
are small, say from 12 to 80 inches thick, but carry uniform ore of a very high gratie, 
workin!!' l>y mill-process from 35 to 50 onnces per ton. Tbe concentrated sn1phurets 
assay ft~om $434, the lowest, to $17,000 per ton . The superiutendPut has inaugurated 
syste'tnatic workings by shafts and levels, aml erected good hoisting-works. He has 
taken out and milled 200 tons of ore, wbieh was extracted at an expense ot' $:3 per ton 
and paid $:~5 per ton. He 1Jas nearly 400 tons on the dump, ready for milliug. that he 
estimates worth $40 per ton. He is driving an adit level f10m Doty's ravine (now 
in 123 feet with 50 feet of backs) on the" Elizal>eth lode" 30 feet from the llellevne 
mine north, parallel with it and1,500 feet from the main shaft of the 13ellevne on the 
line of strike of the lode. This level when opposite the Bellevue shaft will drain the 
mght mines to a vertical depth of 175 feet. A cross-cut driven north a11d south will 
tap all the lodes ancl furnish mauy thousand tons of high-grade ores. The vein, which 
was from six to eight inches thick, anti what is known as ril>bon-rock, exhib1ted rich spe-
cimens con~aining more gold than quartz; the parallelribl>on adjoining showl'd l>nnches 
of wire and horn silver; then came a ribbon of massive sulplmrets, containing galena, 
blue snlplmret, silver, and snlplmrct of iron. The formation is easily worked, drif~s 
being dri von for $6 per foot, anti shafts sunk for $12 per foot. . 
lJiills in the district.-'rbe Greeu Emigrant, 20 stamps; the Ophir, 10 
stamps; the Shipley, 10 stamps; the St. Patrick, 15 stamps; and sev-
eral otllers contemplated . 
.Among other mines ofnote in Placer County is the Rising Sun, near 
Colfax, owned principally in Grass Valley. This mine has been managed 
with great economy and prndeuce. The ledg·e i8narrow, but well defined 
and rich. A remarkable strike was made this summer in the east drift 
of the 300-foot level (the lowest level.) The rock is deep blue in 
color, and heavily seamed with gold. This leYel llas proved uniformly 
rich. The Aulmrn Herald says of the recent strike : 
The rock is seamed with gold, which, if all in one, would make a slab of gold about 
half an inch thick, rnuning longitudinally through the ledge, which is al>ont a foot 
thick at this point. The golfl is very pure and ·worth $18.!)0 per onnee. Sueh rock as 
we saw should. yield. ·$15,000 or $20,000 to the ton . Some 1lh;tauce from t!Jis point tho 
ledge widens to four feet, and is au almost solid mass of rich t>nlphnrcts. This very 
rich body of ore was opened at a depth of 310 feet from the surface, a point far below 
any atmospheric influence, and is for this reason more reliable as a permaneut and ex-
tensive deposit. This mine has been workerl for several years, a.JH.l witlliu the past 
year the company have snuk tlw shaft from tlle depth of 230 feet to the present depth 
of 310 feet, aside from the drifting and prot>pectiug the le1lge as tbey went down. 
Tbe company h:1ve a five-stamp mill, steam-power, BOO-pound stamps, ninc-ineh dies, 
eleven-inch drop ~mel sixty-five drops per minute, with a capacity of ten tons per day. 
Tl10re are 3,000 ieet in the claim, and within the past three months dividcmh1 to the 
amount of seven dollars per foot b:we heen declared and paid., being a net profit on the 
working of the mine in ninety days of $21,000. This is tbe deepest " ·orld11g mine in 
the county, and although the owners hall at one time expended over $60,000 over 
receipts, tbey kept on "·ith undaunted conrnge, knowing no snell word as " fail," and 
now ricbly deserve their success and the fine prospect in sight. 
At Grass Valley and Nevada City, the past year bas been one of 
unusual prosperity, and prospecting bas been vigorously carried on 
between the two towns on tbe ridge, where seYeral "blind" ledges of 
great promise have been discovered this season. 
RcpoTt of the North Star Company for the year ending September 5, 1871. 
The cash balance on hand at tlle close of the preYious fiscal ;rear was 
$1~380.33. The bullion product from ore and skimmings was $~05,101.50; 
and from sulphurets, $13,797.55; receipts from tributors, mill-tolls, &c., 
$5,518.12. The disbursements embraced $7G,500 in dividends to stock-
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holders, $150,884.70 for general expenses, including mining and milling 
labor, supplies, salaries of officers, &c.; $5,988.08 for mine and mill im-
provements and wood ranch; $3,5G7.25 for unpaid debt of the previous 
year; and $2,745.55 for gain in stock account and supplies. The re-
ceipts from all sources exceeded the disbursements for current expenses, 
mine and mill improvements, and wood ranch, by $G7,544.39. As the 
company paid their stockholders $76,500 in dividends, and liquidated 
an unpaid debt of the previous year of nearly $3,600, this balance was 
of course more than absorbed. In other words, the result for the year 
may be briefly stated as follows : 
Disbursements for all objects---------·-----·.,.---- .. .. ... ·----- .......... $239,686 
Cash September 5, 1870 ......... _............................... $1,390 
Receipts for the year ... --- ...... ------ .. ---- ............ ----.... 224,417 
225,807 
Liabilities ................ __ ..... -.. . . . ... - ........... _ .•... -.. . . . . 13, 879 
Against the liabilities the company report assets in mine and mill sup-
plies amounting to $21,041, thus showing a surplus of assets, in supplies, 
of $7,162. The receipts since the commencement of the new year, Sep-
tember 5, 1871, aggregate $3,G62. It is expected that dividends will be 
resumed in the course of a month or two. The total amount of ore 
raised was 9,212 tons; amount worked, 9,172 tons; leaving 40 tons on 
hand. The total yield of ore worked was $205,102_, showing au average 
yield of $22.25 per ton, exclusive of sulphurets. The aggregate net 
profit of tlw ore worked was $48,129, or an average of $5.25 per ton. 
The gross yield of 341 tons sulpburets worked was $21,491; cost of 
working the same, $7,694; net profit on same, $13,798. 
Report of the E1.treka Company for the year ending September 30, 1871. 
The claim is at Grass Valley, and bas long been known as one of the 
best gold-quartz mines in California, though recently the grade of ore 
bas unexpectedly run quite low. The report of Supetintendent Watt, 
for the year ending September 30, shows 17,447 tons of quartz raised. 
The amount of ore crusheu was 18,560 tons, in305 running days, with a30-
stamp mill. On account of a scarcity of water only fifteen stamps are now 
used. The amount; of drifting and eross-cutting made was 950 feet. The 
main shaft is sunk 849 feet on the ledge, or 786 feet vertically, of which 
120 feet was sunk and timbered during the past year, besides retimber-
ing 120 feet and sinking 200 feet of winzes. The report closes with the 
remark: "Knowing that the future prosperity of the Eureka mine depends 
upon developments, I am sinking the main shaft and driving the drifts 
and cross-cuts as rapidly as possible." 
RECEIPTS. 
Cash on hand October 1, 1870 ... _ ........................ -...... - ~ ... -- .. 
Bullion ... _ ......... _ ........................................... - ...... . 
Sulphnrets ................. ---- ........ -- ........ .. --- .. ---· ... --·. - ... . 
Premium and discount ....... _ ...... _ .... _ ............................. . 
Miscellaneous ....•........•............................................. 
Total .. _ ...••........................ _ ...... _ ... _ ...... _ ...... _ .. . 
DISBURSEl\fENTS. 
Dividends to stockholders .............................................. . 
1\:Iining account ..................................................... ----
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Construction ........................................................... . 
Prospecting ............................................................ . 
Mine purcllase ....................................................... - .. 
General expenses ....................................................... . 
JHiscellaueous .......................................................... . 
Total eaxpenditures .... - ...... -••....••............................ 
Cash on hand October 1, 1871 .........•.................................. 










The company have no liabilities. Their assets aggregate $127,4 77, as 
follows: 
Cash on hand ........................................................... . 
Ore and supplies ............................................... _ .... __ ... . 
Mill, estimated value.... . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ........... .. 
Mine improvements, &c ................................................. . 
Sulphuret \vorks ........................................................ . 
McDougal works ...................•...................•................. 
Wood ranch, 160 acres ................................................... . 









The average yield of the ore for the year was $30 per ton, and of the 
sulphurets, $158.23. There were 275 tons of sulphurets worked dul'ing 
the J ear. The average cost of mining the ore was $8.82, and the aver-
age cost of milling $2.02, or a total of $10.84, leaving a profit of $1!l.16 
per ton. The average cost of concentrating sulphurets was $15.88, and 
of reducing the same $22.16, or a total of $38.04, leaving a profit of 
$120.1!) per ton. The net profits on the operations of the mine for the 
year were $330,763, or nearly $30,000 less than was paid in dividends, 
showing a draft to that extent on the surplus carried over from the pre-
vious year. The mine went into operation on the 1st October, 1~65, 
since when the receipts have been $3,382,343, of which $3,362,234 was 
from bullion taken out. The disbursements for the same period were 
$3,342,495, of which $1,6!)4,000 was in dividends to stockholders, $133,105 
for construction, $1,21!),492 for mining, milling, and other current ex-
penses, and $295,898 for mines. We annex the monthly dividends of 
the company for the last four fiscal years: 
Month. 1867-·us. 1S68-'G!). 18GD-'70o 1870-'71. 
October ................................................. 0...... $20, 000 $20, 000 $30, 000 
November .................................................... 0 20, OJO 20,000 30,000 
December .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. .. . .. 40, 000 30, 000 30, 000 
.January . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. 20, 000 20, 000 30, 000 
fu:~~~ha~-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ::::::::::: :':::::: ~~; ggg 20, 000 ~g; g~g 
April ................... 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20, 000 30, 000 30, 000 
May .......................................................... 0 20, 000 30, 000 30, 000 
,June........................................................... 30,000 30,000 60,000 
.T uly .... '.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30, 000 20, 000 30, OCO 
August . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30, COO 20, 000 30, 000 











Total ........................................ 0 • • • • • • • • • 290, ooof264, 000 400, OOo 3GO, 000 
No dividend has been paid since July, and there is uo immediate 
prospect of a resumption of such disbursements. On the 1st instant 
there "\\ere 85 tons of quartz on the surface, and 950 tons broken in the 
mine, ready for hoisting, the value of which, as put down in the assets, 
is $0,129. The company hope to crush sufficient ore to meet current 
expenses until new bodies can be discovered and opened. 
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Bcport of the Idaho Company for the year ending December, 1871. 
Work during the year, 1,057 feet of drifts, 79 feet of shaft sunk, 145 
feet of winze raised. The 400-foot level was tbougllt to be worked out 
a year ago: bnt good ore has since been struck east of the sllafts, and 
122 feet of length exposed on that level, which promises as good an 
average as that of last :year. 
The GOO east level is in 460 feet from the shaft, and still in pay-rock; 
the 600 west drift is iu 266 feet from the shaft.; and the 700 west drift, 
is in 25 feet from the shaft. 
Tbe new shaft is completed 48 feet up from the 200 level, and a small 
workiDg ~haft is through to the surface. 
The amount of rock crushed during the year is 11,133 tons, of which 
729 tons came from the 400-foot level, 1,478 from the 500 level, 8,382 
from the 600 level, 69 from the 700 level, and 475 from the shaft, giving 
a total yield of- · 
Bullion ______________ . - _________ ... ___ - ___ . __ . _. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . $385, 017 90 
Ninety-two tons of sulphurets. _ ......... _..... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 10, 041 2:~ 
Specimens and tailings... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29G 50 
Or an average of $35.50 per ton. 
395,355 6:~ 
The average cost of mining and milling (not separated) was $10.20 
per ton. 
EXPENDITURES. 
Mill and mining account ................. _ ............................ _ 
Sulnhurets ....... _ . _ ................................................. . 
Coilstruction-new shaft .........•..............................•...... 
Drain-tunnel. ........ _ .... _ .................. _ ........................ . 
Drifting 350 feet in 200 level and ~Sinking 45-feet winze ........•......... 
Repairing account._ .... ____ .......................................... . 
Law expenses in defending title to 300 shares of stock .................. . 
General account ..... _ ........... _ .................................... . 
Divi<leuds-$75 per share on 310 shares ...... __ ....................... __ 
Rl!:CEIPTS. 
Cash from last year .. _ ...... _ .. _. _. __ . _. _. _ ..... _ ............ ___ . _____ . 
From bullion on h:md last year ............... __ ....................... . 
Fourteen tons sui ph urets on hand __ . _ .. _ .. _____ .... _______ .. _ . __ .... _ .. 
Proceeds from 11,133 tons of quartz crushed during the year __ . ____ .. _ .. . 
Proceeds from 9~ tous of sulphurets ... _ ....••... _ . _ . _ ................. . 
Specimens and tailings .... __ .... ____ .. _________ .. ____ ..... ______ . ___ .. 
vVa,ter .. ____ . --. -............ -..... --,- ... -................... --- .. -.- .. 
Scrap iron __ ...•.. _ ..•.•...•.. __ .. __ .......•.• _ ......••••• _ ........... _. 
Charcoal ..... __ ...... _ . _ . __ ...•. _ ............ ...••............. _ ... _ .. . 
Purrtp coln1nn ................................. ______ .... __________ ... . 
Lease of gravel mine ......... _ .................•.................. __ .. . 























Total receipts .................•...••.... _ .. _ ... _ ......... _. . . . . . 418, 659 56 
Expenditures . _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 401, 6137 16 
Cash on hand . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . • . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16, 972 40 
The Empire Company has been busy for a great part of the year in 
extending underground workings, and the new mill has not been steadily 
run at full capacity. No detailed report bas been received. The com-
pany bas obtained a United States patent. 
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The New York Hill, one of the celebrated old mines of Grass Valley, 
has been re-opened., afte:r a long period of idleness. This mine is reported 
to have produced in earlier years nearly $1,000,000. 
The Daisy Hill, Seven-Tllirty, Perrin, Grant, and South Star mines 
are reported. as actively operating, with favorable prospects. 
The Banner and Pittsburg mines at Nevada City have also been 
worked with success. The latter mine was offered for sale to an English 
company, who obtained a report, vvith reference to this sale, uy J . D. 
Hague, esq., which is a model of comprehensive clearness and judgment. 
I extract the following passages, which give a good description of this 
important property : 
'l'he vein or lode on which t.he Pittsburg mine is worked crops ont npon the slope of 
a hill-side t.hat 1isesjnst to the l'i~ht of the road leading from Grass Va-ll ey t0 Nevada. 
The course of tho vein corresponds generally with the trend of the hill, being about 
northwest and southeast; audits dip, being generally southeast, a,t an average incli-
nation of 43° from tbe horizon, takes it in under the higher portion of the hill. 
The slope of the ground is gentle, or only moderately ~-;teop, and is inclined to the 
northwest. That portion of the surface which covers the Pittsburg mining claim is 
cut by two or three shallow ravines or water-courses, which give the profile of the 
ground along the line of the veiu an uneven character. The works of tho mine are 
perhaps two or three hu_ndred feet., more o1· less, auove the road in the Yalley below ; 
and the hill rises above the mine to a considorauly greater altitude. The conntry 
beyond rises to the eastward, towards the summit of the Sierra Nevada, Mountains. 
* * * * * * * 
The works of the mine are at the north end of the claim. The newer, or north shaft, 
which is sunk on the inclination of the vein aud coiucides with it in <.lip, iH about 300 
feet from the north boundary. The ground north of this slwft, aurl b etween it and 
the northern limit, has been developed to a cousidcrahle depth, and in pbces worked 
ont close up to the line. The olcl0r, or sonth shaft is located at GGO feet fl·om the north 
boundary, measured on the surface; but it is so incliued, with reference to tho dip of 
the vein, as to extend further and further to the south, increasing the distance between 
it and the north boundary, or the north shaft, by ttuont 100 feet horizontally for every 
300 feet snnk. The ground uetween these shafts, to the depth of tlte 537-foot level, is 
\Yorked out. South of the sonth shaft the veiu has not been much developed. Several 
levels have been driven a little tlistance, from 50 to perhaps 200 feet, encountering a 
series of breaks or fanlts, showing the ground to be considerably distnrued in the 
neighborhood of the ra,vine, shown on the surface. The vein has thus far been clearly 
traced through three of these i~wlts, and appears to be somewhat emiclwd by them, 
as streaks of free gold occnr with greater frequency in their neighborhood than 
elsewhere; but, owing to various reasons, the developments have been chiefly made 
on the north end. The length of vein developed uy tho \YOrk thus descnbed, measured 
from the north boundary to the south end of tho mine, is about 800 or UOO feet ; and 
the <lepth already reached in the north :;;haft is 783 feet. The vein has ueen opened 
slightly uotlt on the north and sonth extensions of the Pittsunrg mine; bnt either for 
want of capital on the part of the owners, or for other reasons, has not been much 
c~eveloped. Our knowledge of its characteristic fpatures is therefore based on obser-
vations made within the limits above mentioned. The vein is inclosed in a hard, 
greenstone. This rock is usually :fine-gmined, compact: and of homogeneous cbarac-
ter, but slaty enough in structure to cleave or break weH ou blasting. The walls of 
the vein are pretty well defined. ; the foot-wall especially so. They arc readily distin-
guished and followed, even where the vein is pinched to a mere scam in thickness. 
Their course is about northeast and southwest., and is tolerably regular, thongh curv-
ing hero and there in one direction or the other. The dip varies also in different 
places, but. has an average inclination to the southeast of 4~0 from the horizon. 
'fhe vein itself is a clear, hard, compact seam of white, or blnish-wbite qn;utz, carry-
ing some free gold and considerable quantities of gold-bearing iron pyrites. The 
quartz is usually separated from the walls by a tbin layer of clay or "gouge." The 
thickness of the vein is variable. The walls sometimes a.pproach each other closely, 
p inching the vein to a mere seam, and again expand to a width of three or four feet. 
I n some places they are five or six feet from each other, but iu such cases there is 
usuall~· a mass of conntry-rock included between two sep~trate seams of qua.rtz. The 
average thiclmess of tho vein is estimated by the mining captain, who has been work-
ing tho mine dnring sove,ral years, at 18 inches. I clo not thill.k this unlikely, although, 
for safety, I prefer to estimate it at 12 oT 15 iucheH in thickness. The distriuution of 
tho gold iu t lw quartz, if not entirely uniform, is somewhat remarkable, in so far that 
all the quartz of the vein is considered as milling rock. None of it is rejected, but 
every pound, apparently, is taken out and sent to the mill for crushing. I n fact, the 
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old dumps :we now being overhanled for the purpose of selecting such pieces of vein-
rock as have escaped the ore-sorters in past time. It also appears from the old work-
ings in the mine, that all or nearly all the ground in that portion of the mine that 
bas been worked bas been stoped out, indicating that the pinches in the vein, or 
courses of poor rock, are of comparatively small exton~. Tbis accords with the state-
ments of the mining captain, who says that the pinches or contractions in the vtoin 
are seldom more than a few feet in horizontal measurement, while the expanded por-
tious of continuous quartz-vein are very much greater, in one case, in the south end 
of the mine, over 200 feet. It has therefore been the custom, even where the vein is 
pinched, to carry the stopes through, as there are sometimes small bunches of quartz 
found within those areas rich enough to pay for the work The free gold in the quartz 
is sometimes though not everywhere visible. The sulphuret or pyrites, with which 
nmch of the gold is associated, is generally present in greater or less quantities 
throughout the vein. Sometimes it is sparsely distributed in bunches or specks, and 
in other placf)s it forms solid seams of several inches in thickness. The vein and its 
inclosing rock are both hard. This condition increases the cost of mming somewhat, 
though there is some com peusation in the diminished cost of timbering. Work is 
generally done by the day, but when contracted for it costs as follows: Drifting, 
$4.50 to $10 per foot; sinking shafts, $28 per foot ; sinking winzes, $7 to $9 per foot ; 
stoping, from $12 to $20 per fathom. 
After a description of the underground workings, the condition of 
the different stopes, and the several blocks of ground available as 
reserves, Mr. Hague continues: 
Taking 18 feet of solid vein as equal to one ton of 2,000 pounds, and assuming the 
thickness of the vein over all this area wjll average 12 inches, or one foot, we have as the 
numuer of tons 11vailaule from this ground, H:i4,000 cubic feet, divided by 13, equal to 
12,715 tons. This amount is increased to nearly 16,000 tons, if we assume an average 
thickness of 15 inches; or to over 19,000 tons at an average thickness of 18 inches. 
The probable yield or value of the reserves will be discussed further on. Of the ground 
beyond these reserves but little can be affirmed i:n advance of development, except that 
all the indications of its value are very favorable. The vein a.t the bottom· of the 
mine appears as well as ever, and affords satisfactory eviuence of continuance in depth. 
In the ground south of the slides but little work has so far been done, but the quartz 
has been rather richer in tl1eir vicinity tban on the average elsewhere in the mine. 
Free gold is said to occur frequently. On the 'surface, also, it is said that the ravines 
furnished rich dht for washing up as high as the crossiug of the vein, indicating that 
. the source of the gold so obtained was in the vein near and south of the slides. More-
over, a tunnel was driven years ago into the vein from the snrface, and is reported to 
have found a good lode; it is now filled up and inaccessible. These conditions all 
indicate that the south end of the mine will be found p1·ocluctive; and it is accepting 
nothing more than an ordinary mining risk to assume that the vein will be found 
there in place and valuable. 
The equipment of the mine is excellent, and amply sufficient for greater duty than 
hitherto required. The drifts are sufficiently timuered, and are furnished with tram-
ways throughout. Both the shafts are provided with double tramways, (wooden 
stringers with iron band Hinch witle by t inch thick;) each shaft is 14 feet long by 5t 
· or 6 feet high, furnished with snbstantial footways and with abundant space for the 
pumps, which are well set. In the north shaft the water is raised from the bottom of 
the mine by a 6-inch drawJift to the 537-foot level, and thence by a 6-inch plunger-
pump to the 345-foot level, where it is allowed to rnn across to the south shaft. In 
that shaft the water is raised from the bottom by a 6-inch drawlift to the 345-foot 
level, and thence with the water coming from the north shaft by a 10-inch 
dmwlift to the surface. The mine is comparatively dry, and the pumps only 
run a portion of the time. The 10-inch drawlift in t>outh shaft, which raises all 
the water from the mine, runs on a 3-foot stroke, 4-g. strokes per minute. The pump-
rods are well put together, and the bobs and other appurtenances are provided in a 
workmanlike manner. The North-Hoisting Works comprise two engines, one for 
pumping ancl the other for winding. The former is 10 inches Ly 24 inches; it drives 
the pumps by means of a wheel aud pinion and oscillating bob; it also driyes a fan-
blower for ventilation. The hoisting-engine is 12 inches by 24 inches, and drives two 
reels, about 5 feet diameter, by means of friction-gearing. The reels, or drums, are fur-
nished, one with i inch iron-wire rope; the other with t inch steel-wire rope, sufficient 
for but little ruore than present depth of shaft. The two engines take steam from one 
16-foot boiler, (tubular,) 48 inches in diameter. Connected with the works of this shaft 
is the blacksmith's shop. The north shaft-house is 300 or 400 feet from the sont,h shaft-
house and mill. A level trestle-work and tramway leads from the mouth of the shaft 
to the mill, by means of which tbe cars raised from the north shaft arernnovcr to the 
m~ll, delivering the ore at the rock-breaker. The South Shaft Hoisting-vVorksare fur-
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nishcd with an engine 12 inches by 24 inches, which drives the pnmps in that shaft, two 
friction-wheels winding Manila ropes, and a few for ventilating tlw sonth di'ifts. This 
engine takes steam from two tubular lJoilers 16 feet long lJy 48 iuehe::; in c1iamet,er, which 
also supply steam to the engine driving the stamp-mill. This last-named engine is 
12 inches by 24 inches, and is placed in the same room with tho hoisting-engine, ail(} 
under the care of the same driver. The honses covering these works are substantial 
wooden buildings, spacious and well adapted to their purpose. The mill is connected 
with the south shaft, and is couveniently located with reference to tho supply of ore. 
It contains a Blake's rock-lJreaker, 10 stamps, in 2 batteries of 5 each, weighing 650 
pounds per stamp, dropping 10 inches 80 times per minute. The cruslJecl rock is dis-
charged througlJ punched sheet-iron screens, and the capacity of the stamps, with the 
screen now in use, is estimated at little over 1} tons per day per stamp, or, say, 16 ton& 
per day for 10 stamps. Amalgamation is carried on in the battery, wlwre about one-
third of the product is olJtaincd. Beyond that are amalgamated copper-plated aprons 
6 feet long; and further, tables or sluices lG feet long, likewise provided with copper 
plates, over which the pnlp passes to the "Eureka amalgamators," of 'Yhich there are 
two. The hnlk of the amalgam produced comes from t,lJe copper plates of the aprons 
and tables, ouly a small portion bein_g found in the amalgamators. LeaNing these, 
the pulp passes on to concentrating-tics or sluices, in which the sulphurets are saved 
or cleaned; thence, beyond t,he mill, to a shed, where this operation is repeated; and 
finally the tailings are worked in a round hndt1le, for the purpose of saving the sul-
phnrots. These are collected and sold to the Chlorinat,ion Worl;:s. The product in 
sulphurets avemgos 20 tons per month, worth about $95 per ton, less $25 for cost of 
treatment, (cl1loriuation.) The cost of milling is placed at $2.25 per ton. The process 
employed in milling is the same in its general featnres as that usually employed in 
gold-quartz mills in California, although the details of the mPthocls in use vary in dif-
. furent mills. It would be impossible to say, vvithont some experiments or closer or 
longer observatiou of the results obtained, whether its efficiency can be increased or 
uot; but it is not improbable that carefnl study might improve the operations of the 
mill, either iu the amalgamation of the free gold or in the concentration of tho sul-
phnrets. The mill is well built, compact, ancl substa11tial; the stamps are in good 
order, and well put up. The power provided is ample for twenty stamps, and might 
possibly be made snfficie11'" for thirty; though this would lJe doubtful, especially if any 
auxiliary machines reqni.llng power, such as concentrating or grinc1ing appliauces, 
were added. to the mill. The building is spacious, light, and convenient, and fur-
nished with retorting and rueltiug furnaces. The additivnal stamps can lJe very con-
veniently added, without large cost for preparing foun.dations or much increasing 
the size of the building. Tho cost of supplying now stamps an(l putting them 
in running order would probably be from $1,200 to $1,500 per ~->tamp, assnming 
no extraordinary expenses for increase of power or building. Two tlwnsand dollars 
per stamp is a fair estimate for a new qnartz-mill in that part of the State, including 
lmilding, power, and all ordinary appurtenances. I t.hink $1,500 per stamp would prob-
ably eover tho cost of adding twenty stamps to the Pittsburg mill. * ~ " " 
The net proceeds actually received during this period by the present owners are as 
follows: Product, $288,197.59; expenditures, $221,019."19; net receipts, $67,178.40; iu 
addition to which the amount of real proii.ts that ma,y be regarded as applied to other 
purposes, as before noted, is $15,000; n:~nkiug in all, say, $82,000. The foregoing ac-
counts cover 23 months. During the last 12 months the profits appear to have been 
somewhat larger than during the preceding eleven mouths, although the accounts for 
each month are uot so closely separated as to show exactly the work of any given 
per·iod. As nearly aR can be ascertained from the hooks, the bullion receipts, from An-
gust 1, 1870, to An gust 1, 1871, amount to $1G0,2G9.06; and the expenditures for same 
time to $119,408.41; leaving, as ·1et receipts, $40,R60.65. And as the larger port.ion of 
the expemliture for opening ground in advance, and for accnmnlating supplies, has 
lJeen made during this past year, it follows that the real profits have been between 
$43,000 and $50,000. It tllereforo appears that the profits of ten stamps during the 
past year have been between £9,000 and £10,000; and, assuming the same relation of 
cost and yield for thirty stamps, the expected profits might he from £25,000 to £30,000. 
'~ " * " I fully concur in considering the property one of established value, 
antl one which promises to sustain a high reputation in the future. Its locality and sur-
roundings are all favorable. Its equipment both for mining and milling is excellent. The 
lode is well defined aud productive; its average thickness is from 12 to 18 inches, and there· 
are no present indications of any diminution either in size of vein or yield of ore. The 
yield of the ore I place at $36 per ton. The cost per ton I find to have been, during two 
,years past, $23.75; and lJasing an estima,te on these results, I allow a future profit of 
$10 per tou. Tho deYeloped reserves are sufficient to snpply a 30-t>ta,mp mill at least 
one year and perllaps more. It has been already shown tllat, taking tho vein at 12 
inches thick, tho ore in sight may be estimated at 12,700 tons, and the net valne of' 
til isM $10 per ton woultl be $127,000. A greater t.hickncss, say of 15 or 1R inches, 
would iucn\ase this value to $1GO,OUO or $ll:>O,OUO. The uudevclopecl reserves, in the 
H . Ex. 211--U 
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south ground and the proposed north extension give promise of l::trgc supplies of ore 
for tho fnture. * "" * Tlw principal reason for so high costs of working is 
that the rock is hard and the V<'in is small. I do not place the ttvcra~~c thic1mess of 
the vein at over 18 inches, and base my est.imate of reserves on a thickness of 12 inches, 
and as about 4 feet thickness of ground mnst be broken in mining, it is obvions that 
it, costs two or three times as mnch per ton of C]_nartz obtained to work a 12-inch or 
18-inch vein as it wonlcl to work a 3 or 4-foot vein. 
The report conclu<les with a, frank recommendation of the purchase 
of the property; but its statements were not sufficiently extravagant to 
suit the speculative taste of the " promoters," and the sale fell through. 
Eureka district, Nevada County, is situated twenty-two miles east of 
Nentda City, at an elevation of 6,000 feet above sea-lm'el. 'rhe veins 
here are numerous and well detineu. .Most of them are in granite. Tile 
district is now yielding large amounts of gold, and is of sufficient 
importance to dcsenTe a personal visit and detailed description, but 
this was impracticable this year. · 
Tile owners of the Lintlsey letlge, betwern v'all and Diamond Creeks, 
are running tlleir teh stamps ou $20 rock. They bave a ledge 12 
feet wide, and all the rock pays. The company will enhtrge tlleir mill 
next spring, and add ten more stamps. An offer of $100,000 has been 
refused for the mine. 
The Jim mine, abont three miles south from Eureka, is being system-
atically deYeloped. A tunnel wascommenceclla~tspring 1,000 feet distant, 
and below the old incline shaft. Tllis tunnel bas been liLLU into tlle hill 
600 feet, a~d recently struck the ledge, which is twenty inches thick, 
and prospects well in free gold and good sulphurets. This \Vinter a 
drift will be run on the ledge from the tmmel to the old incline, a dis-
tance of 500 feet. This will dm-elop the mine tl.wrougllly, antl open an 
immense quantity of ore, aH the'' backs" from where tue tunnel strikes 
the lrdge are 225 feet from the surface, and tlley increase in depth 
toward the bottom of tile old incline~ to wllich point the drift is to be 
run. At the latter point tbe ledge will be 275 feet from tile surface. 
For a period. of nine months, rock near the surface a,yeraged $~0 ~t ton, 
and $1,000 a stamp for each month. On account of tlw severity of the 
winter at the mine, tile mill will not commence crushing ore before next 
1\-Iay or June. 
The Erie, another mine of prominence, has paid di\idends during the 
greater part of the year. 
The county assessor, in his report to the surveyor general, thus 
sums up the situation in respect to quartz mining: "Iu •Juartz mining 
a general prosperity is shown. Some mines of that kind fail, or seem 
to fail, but on the whole the business is remarkably prosperous. Es-
pecially is this the case in Grass Valley distriet. In that district many 
quartz mines which ha.Ye been idle for years are now being worked, 
with prospects of good results, while only one notefl mine has failed to 
continue paying large di\'iuends. In the case of the one large mine 
which bas ceased to ;yield gold in paying quantities, work is lJeingprose-
cuted with vigor, and with every indication that its old prosperity will 
be restored." 
YUBA. COUNTY. 
This county is celebrated for its "dead rivers," and the extensive 
mining operations wllich have of late years been undertaken for the 
purpose of their development, and the great yield of gold wllich fol-
lowed these operations and will continue for many years. Those who 
feel an interest in tllis class of mining and the phenomena of the dead 
riYers in this county are referred to pages 64 to 67 of the .Mining Com-
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missioner's Report for 1870, and pa.ges 68 to 72 of the Report for 1871, 
where the gigantic enterprises for the development of the old channels 
at Smartsville are fully described. A correspondent says of tllis lo-
cality: 
The gravel mines of this section are regarded as the richest in the State, and, in fact, 
in tbe world, which idea is very naturally obtained from the succe:ss attending tbeir 
operations. But this idea is to a great degree erroneous. The extent of these mines 
is exceedingly limited, and the yield per culJic yard is not extraordinnry. Indeed, 
there are prolJably thousands of acres of gra\el-beds in California equally as ricb, and 
no doubt many that would yield more. But the great secret underlying the profit of 
these operations is in the bountiful supply of water at their command. The Excelsior 
Canal Company, that supplies nearly all tho <lemands, is a consolidation of five com-
p~tnies, whose works have been projected from time to time since 1851. The 90mpany 
now bas three ditches running from the South Yuba and Deer Creek, which furnish 
all the water for which they are called upon, while the Nevada Reservoir Ditch Com-
pany, ha.ving its source at Wolf Creek, brings in large volumes in the winter and 
spring months, most of which is used in the Blue Point and Smartsville Consolidated 
claims. The works now owned by tbe Excelsior Company cost, originally, close upon 
a million dollars. Of course they could be constructed cheaper now-perhaps for half 
the amount-yet this is the amount of capital that has beetr expended in the works of 
this company alone, and upon which a fair interest is sought. 
'Vithin the past year work has been vigorously prosecuted at Smarts-
ville and Timbuctoo, and further up in the conuty, at Camptonville, on 
the llydraulic and cement ground. There is but little q nartz in the 
county, most of the mines of this character ha.viug proved failures. 
The Union H.ydraulic Mining Company of San Francisco are engaged 
in opening valuable ground at Park's Bar. It is believed to "be tlle same 
channel as that found at Smartsdlle and vicinity, on the opposite side 
of the river, the latter having cut through it. 
The differeut claims have been worh~d in a small way for fifteen years. 
Water has been furnished by two ditches taking the water from Dry 
Creek, which is quite a large stream in the winter time. 
The present company have purchased all the claims, giving them 
fully 1GO acres of gravel-bank, aseraging over 100 feet deep, all 
of which prospects well, portions giving as high as 50 cents and $1 to 
the pan. The company have just completed a cut, from· 10 to 20 feet 
deep, fully one mile in lengtll, and will soon haYe a four-foot "flume." 
They will commence washing with two eight-inch pipes as soon as the 
rains commence, and expect fully as goou retnrus as are obtained on 
the opposite side of the river. 
The completion of the tunnel of the Blue Point Gravel Company, 
which developed the great value of that portion of our mining territory 
lying on the Old River channel, (nearly three miles of which is well 
defined,) is one of the most important additions to the mining interest 
of this section and to the State. This tunnel is 2,240 feet in length, and 
was three and a llalfyears building, at a cost of $146,000. Two thousand 
lwgs of powder were exploded in one blast in · opening the mine. 
The depth of the mine from surface to bed-rock is 73 feet. The tumwl 
is 35 feet below bed-rock, coming up into the mine on an incline. 
After firing the blast and opening a side incline, 1,000 inches of "·ater, 
at a cost of $100 per day, were turned on the pulverized mass of gravel, 
and after 49 days' washing, 100 boxes of the llead of the flume were 
cleaned up, realizing $43,000. Then, after worldng 41~ days, the flume, 
where cleaned up the entire length, produced $73,000, at a cost of 
$12,190. From the fairest estimate, this company bas about 1~400 days' 
washing, tllat will average $1,000 per day. 
The Smartsville Hydraulic Mining Compauy, whose mining ground 
adjoins that of tlle Blue Point Company on the eaRt, llaxe, for tbn~e 
years past, been waslliug off the upper strata, so as to "be certain of the 
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course of the Old River, preparatory to opening at another point. Tl1e 
last year's work has developed some 2,000 feet of the elwnnel as being on 
the Smartsville Cornpany's claims, and shows equally as good as any 
N.wt has been worked in the Blue Poiut Company, adjoining. 
The Blue GraYel Company, lying west of the Blue Point Company, 
are runniug a lower tunnel, their first one not being deep enong-h to 
work the old chanuel to the bottom. This tnnnel is 1,800 feet in length. 
About 180 feet remain to be finished, which will require some eight 
montlls to complete it. 
\Vest from this is the Pittsburg and Yuba Hiver l\fining Company. 
They have suspended work upon the upper strata preparatory to running 
a tunnel to work tlle Ohl Hiver channel. 
Next west from this is the Rose bar Mining Company. During the 
past year tlley have been washing off the upper strata. They have 
commenced a beu-rock tunnel, which will lle some 1,800 feet in length 
before reaching the old channel. 
Next west from the Rose bar comes tl1e Pactolus- Gold l\fining and 
\Vater Company. This company have their tunnel nearly completed. 
They have put down their shaft in the Ol<l Hiver channel preparatory 
to opening their mine. The prospects from shaft, are fully equal to 
the gravel being washed in the Blue Point. rrheir tunnel brings tlwm 
into the channel 160 feet below the present working level, and the 
extent of their mining ground, their receipts from wo:r;king the upper 
strata and the prospects from the shaft, to be connected with tlte tunnel, 
point this out as a mine of great importance to this vicinity, the county 
and State. 
Next west is tbe Babb Company mine. The entire length of this 
mine is on the Old Hiver channel, some 1,400 feet, and it is the only mine 
which has been worked to the bed-rock. The upper stratum is worked 
off in two benches, when a stratum of ·very bard cement and gravel is 
found on the bed-rock, varying from three to eight feet in thickness. 
This stratum has usually been worked off with the upper strata, but 
during the past year bas been left and worked through a cement-mill, 
payiug from $2.50 to $6 per ton, from fifty to sevent.v tons per day 
being crushed at an expense of about $70. This company is owned 
by the same parties as the Pactolus mine, but in different propor-
tions. These comprise the only mines in this vicinity now operating. 
There are two tunnels which have been completed during the past 
year-tlw Blue Point and Pactolus; in progress two-Blue Gravel 
and Rose bar Company; in contemplation, Pittsburg and Yuba I~iver. 
The condition and prospects of the mines are very encouraging. 
The rroduct of bullion cannot be ascertained, each company keeping 
their affairs very close on account of heavy taxation. The amounts 
named are, however, correctly given. There is not a quartz-mill running 
in the county. Wages in the neighborhood above spoken of are $3 to 
$3.50 per day; three miles from there, $2.50. ' 
The district is all gravel and hydraulic mining, (except the lower 
stratum spoken of in the Babb company~) Area of ground being worked, 
100 acres; extent of graYel-deposit, 1,000 acres, varying in depth from 
50 to 500 feet. The yield per cubic yard of hydraulic ground varies 
from a few cents to as much as $3. Very oftijn the surface part of the 
bank will contain no gold; then a pay stratum is met with, and 
the. value of the yard depends upon the hardness of the graYel and the 
ease with which it will wash. Gravel has been washed worth less than 
30 cents per yard, still it has paid $400 per day. 
'11/w diamond dr·ill at Sm.artsville.-A correspondent of the Mining anu 
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Scirn tific Press furnishes the following particulars of the work accom-
plit:~lled on the t.unuel of the Blue Gravel Company: 
The tunnel in question is to be 1,663 feet long, 8 feet high, and 6 feet \vide. Already 
(Jnly, 1871) 1,285 feet httve been cut by baud in three years, at a cost of $40,000. 
Eigllt men \Yere employed in the work daily, makiug about one foot p3r day, at a cost 
of alwnt $40 per foot, blasting with black powder. The dinmond-drill machine bas 
now cut 50 feet, with the aiel of two men in the tunnel to operate it. The motive-
power is compressml air, supplied from a 15 horse-power eugiue at tlle month of the 
tunuel. The bore-llolet; are 1t inches in diameter and 30 to 50 inches deep. Giant 
po,vder is used, being fired by an electric fuse and battery. During a space of 4t 
dn:ys, accnrate observations and estimates of cost, work done, &c., were made. During 
this time, 11 feet 6 inches of tunnel were cut through the hard syenite bed-rock, run-
ning out the dcb1·is 1,520 feet from the face of tlw tunnel. In this work 7 runs were 
made with the drill, (and 7 blasts,) 8 to 1:3 holes being bored at each run, and 72 lloles 
being driven in alL These holes varied in depth fi·om 2t to 4t feet. To make one 
foot of tunnel G~ by 9t feet, by band-drilling as before done, reqnired about 30 boles, 
or from 300 to :330 boles for tue lineal distance of 11~ feet, while with the diamond 
drill and giant powder only 7;2 boles were required. During the last 40 feet not a hole 
was drilled by llaud, nor a steel drill used. During the 108 hours ( 4t days) named, 50 
hours were consumed in running out the rock, leaving 58 hours for boring, traveling 
to and from meals, &c. The average rate of boring, therefore, was nearly 2.4 incbe~:; 
per hour; or, of boring, running out rock, &c., nearly 1.3 inches per hour. Or, the tun-
nel was rnn in at the rate of 2.6 feet per day, while before only 1 foot was made. The 
electric fuses and battery were furnished by the Electrical Constrnction and Mainten-
ance Company, of San Francisco. The battery was placed about, 800 feet from the face 
of the tunnel, in a convenient place, and the charges wore exploded without a single 
failure. One great advantage found by blasting by electricity was that, while 10 to 
20 holes of giant powder were .fired simultaneously, and while the effect was greater 
than where a powder-fuse was used, the offensive smell was much less. This last is 
agreed to by all the workmen. With the electric fuse but little or no difficulty was 
experienced in tllis respect. It is thought that the offensive odor is caused by the 
combinations formetl by the combustion of the black powder and nitro-glycerine. 
The cost of running the 11-} feet of tunnel, including oil, wood, and all other expenses, 
excepting the interest on the cost of the machine, amounted to $24.01 per foot, being 
about three-quarters of the cost of band-labor, while the work progresses nearly three 
times as fast. It is thought that these expenses can be reduced still further. The 
saving of time by the speedier completion of the tunnel, effects an important item in 
the economy of the enterprise. 
Since the above was written the use of compressed air bas been su-
perseded as a motive-power, and a new appliance of water-power adopted. 
vVe refer the reader, for a description of thit::i improYement, to the mat-
ter under the head of" Rock-drilling Machines" in this report. 
BU'l'TE COUNTY. 
This county has valuable mining interests both in quartz and gravel. 
The foot-llills near the Sacramento Valley were formerly very extensively 
worked as placers, but are now considered exhausted. From a late 
number of the Orovill~ Record we learn that some very promising 
ledges containing gol<l an<l silver ore have been discovered on the 
upper waters of the Feather RiYer, near the dividing line between Butte 
and Plumas Counties. 
"These ledges," says the Record," are of recent discovery, and the sil-
Yer ore webavesecnpromises as well as the famous silverminesat.Nevada. 
They are near the head of Big Kimshew and Philbrook Valley. A new 
mining district has been formed, under the name of Golden Summit 
district, an<lrules aml regulations adopted. The silver ledge is fifteen 
feet in width. A shaft. has been suuk to the depth of only some eight 
or ten feet. Some of the rock thrown out by the blasts has been sent 
belmv, and assays $-1.30 to the ton. Parallel to this silver ledge is a Yein 
of gol<l-beariug quartz, which abounds in pure gold, and produces ~-'Otne 
ver,y fine specimens. Some four miles in a northerly direction is another 
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very rich quartz-ledge, from which $500 were taken recently in one day 
with a band-mortar. These new discoveries are in the vicinitv and 
partiaJl,y ·surrounded by the bank-diggings that have long been k'iwwn 
as the Gravel Range. Being near the summit of the mountains, be-
tween Inskip and Humbug Valley, Plumas County, the winters are very 
severe, and but little progress has been made with the bank-diggings. 
· There can be no longer a doubt of tbl~ mineral wealth of tllat section. 
As tlle snows of winter will soon envelop it, it is probable that but little 
will be effected the present season; but another summer will witness 
developments that will show Butte County to be one of the richest 
mineral sections on the Pacific coast. These claims are on the head-
waters of Feather River, but so high that it is impossible to carry water 
to them, except from tile melting snows. These ledges and bank claims, 
being found at the head of what is known \is the Dogtown ridge, or 
the divide between the waters of the North Fork and those that flow 
westerly into the valley of the Sacramento, seem almost to confirm the 
belief formerly entertained by miners that tllere was some original place 
of deposit, from whence the gold had washed into placers and gulches 
wbere it was first discovered. It requires but a small stretch of the 
imagination on the part of those familiar with the mineral wealth of the 
ridge, as heretofore developed, to locate the original deposit on these 
bleak, bold, and barren hills, and then follow the wash down to Jnskip, 
Kimshew, the rich placer mine::; that have been worked in the gulches 
leading into West Branch; to Ollerokee Flat, Morris Raviue, at the 
mouth of which is Feather Hiver, and where was fouud the richest part 
of the (\elebrated Cape claim in 1857." 
Mr. F. A. Herring, of Forbestown, writes the following interesting 
letter, which is inserted without comment on its geological theories: 
FonnESTOWN, CALIFORNIA, Octobm· 25, 1871. 
Forbestown is situated about midway between two lines .of ancient gravel-deposits: 
the one at La Porte and vicinity, near the snmmit, the other at the foot-bills, upon 
which the mines at Oroville and Cherokee are located. The gold is found in this dis-
trict in what are termed surface-diggings, and is no doullt derived from the quartz-veins, 
which are quite numerous. The ravines and water-courses are mostly worked out, 
save such as are not easily drained. The gold is now mostly found in the vicinity of 
quart,z-veins, on tile ridges between the ravines. New York and Ohio Flats, a continua-
tion of the same vall~y, were once worked by drifting, the pay-gravel being bronght to 
the surface to lle washed. It was in no place wore than 25 feet in depth. The pay-
gravel is no more than fron) 2 to 4 feet in thickness, and is covered from 8 to about \W 
feet i.u thickness with alluvium, destitute of boulders, or even pebbles. Tho bed-rock, 
,vhere it has been stripped, has a fall of but about one inch to the rod. The vall ey is 
about two aud a half miles in length, and its general direction \V. by N. W. and E. by 
S. E., the water rnnning, in an easterly direction, diagonally across the liu e of the Sierra 
Nevada, and toward the summit. Before tl.J.e open cut was made the lower end of tl.J.e 
fiat was a basin; and, as the auriferous stratum is made up of gravel and boulders, such 
as are found in the beds of swift-running streams, there has evidently been a change 
of level, which dates back to the upheava,l of the Sierra Nevada. The miners discover 
indications that this valley was inbab:i.ted by man Lefore the change of level occurred. 
Drinking-cups of stone, and stones used by the Indians for grinding food, have been 
found upon the bed-rock and upon the gravel, covered to a depth of20 feet with allu-
vium. 
There has been, within the past year, about $120,000 wortl.J. of gold dust taken out 
of the scope of country about ten miles squarJ:J, with Forbestown for its center. 'rhe 
yielJ is about $30,000 less than usual this year, on account of the extreme thought that 
has prevailed. The Gaskill&. Bowers claim on Ohio Flat yielded about $3G,OOO the 
past two years on 54 square rods of ground. The pay-gravel was about four feet in 
tl.J.ickness, and had formerly been worked lly drifting, at \Yhicil time it yielded about 
the same amount. 
It is believed by the miners that there are some rich quartz-Ycins in this district. 
Some very rich pockets have lleen founl1. There are three f!Uartz-m11ls in this oistrict, 
two of five stamps each, and one of four stamps. One of them, called the Slater mill, 
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has been running the past year, but with what result I am unable to state. The other 
mills have been idle. 
It is a matter to be regretted that our learned men w~o.havc visited this coast should 
be so blimlcd l>y their theories as to ue uuable or u~w1llmg to condnc_t thmr observa-
tions in snell a manner as would euable them to arn vc at the truth m regard to the 
ao·e and ori frin of our auriferous gravel-deposits. When a certain learned professor, 
,~~ll knowu0 to the scientific world, was at Forbestown, some five or six years since, he 
bad some conversation with one of our cit,izens, Mr. Gaskill: in regard to the age of 
gravel-deposits, who informed . him (the prof~ssor~ that tlle Bangor. lJlue lead in 
Bntte Connty runs in a north-of-northwesterly ~lr~ct.wu, and at nearly ngh~ ~ngle~ to 
the present water-courses. The ~augor deposit JS m the lowest rm_1ge of foot-hills . 
The old river-bed is one hundred feet and upward below the beds of the present ra-
vines and creeks which cut their way to varying depths through the ancient gravel-
deposit aud the ~chistose rocks of t~e county. It has. been found impracti.c~LlJlc to c~rai? 
this ancient deposit so as to work It uy the hydrauhc process. The professor smd 1f 
such was the fact it implied such a change in tllc topography of the country as to up-
set the theories of geologists, and it was much easier for him to believe tbat Mr. Gas-
kill and a few miners 'vere mistaken than that so many learned men should uphold a 
false theory! He even declined to visit the site of this ancient deoqsit, whtm Mr. Gas-
kill offered to take him there that his statement might be verified! Thus the pro-
fessor lost the privilege of making a valual>lc contrilJntion to science. 
It scoms to be fashionable with late geological writers, and, so far as I know, they all 
rnu in the same groove, to bold that our auriferous deposits belong to wllat t~ey te~·m 
tho post-tertiary age, when the iudependent obse.rver tinds the rocks teemmg w1th 
facts showing them to be much older than the tertiary age. 
Mr. John Nisbet., of Oregon City, sends me the following, in answer to 
a circular: 
The entire status of mining in tllis district has changed for the better since your last 
report. 
The Oroville Gold and Silver Mining Compauy, near Long Bar, have erected a 
12-stamp mill, and started to work early in the summer with favorable prospects, 
but were compelled to shut down for want of water. Since then they have lJecn en-
gaged taking out quartz from two distinct veins, both rich in gold. They will resnme 
·work as soon as the rains afford wuter for tile uattery. 
Tlw Cambria mill, iu Oregon City, has ruu steadily for over a year, and paid from 
twelve to twenty dollars per ton, exclusive of sulphurets that are abundant after 
passiug the water-level. 
Tbe CamlJria anu Nisbet Mining Companies have consolidated and are pntting up a 
16-stamp mill on the site of the Nisbet mill which was burned down about throe 
months ago. The design is to work l>oth miues from the Nisbet shaft, and economize 
uy a different system of drainage an<l increased crushing-power. 
Tbe alJove mms are all that have worked the past year. The Oroville Company, 
f~·om tlle lack of water, and the Nisuet Company, from the loss of mill, Lave done Yery 
~1ttle, while the watei·-powcr arrastras have tlolle nothing at all. The water-ditches lJe-
mg constructed. for this neighborhoo!l will in future olJviate this difficnlt.v aml afford 
an abundant supply for Cherokee and Morris Ravine and the gravel-deposits underlying 
the _table-land. Tho ditches completed this fall are those of the Spriug VaHey all!l 
Indmua Companies. The Cherokee Cornpa.ny will not get theirs cOlll)Jleted till next 
su.rnmer, al~hongh the greater part of the work is done. The Blue Gravel Company 
w~ll ~>t~rt m on the same scale next summer also, so that the joint supply for the dis-
tnct Will amount to at least twelve thousand inches, amply sufficient for hydraulic 
and milling purposes, not only to give stability, but to thoroughly develop the placer 
aml q ua.rtz mines in the district. 
The Table 1liountain of Butte Cmtnty.-This remarkable formation, 
celebrated for its past yield of gold and the extensive workings now in 
progress, seems to be of tlw same formation and natnre as its namesake 
in 1'nolumne Oonnt;y, described in our article on the southern mines. 
'Ihe following paragraphs are extracted from an interestin(J" report 
made by Mr. Charles Waldeyer, general superintendent of the Cherokee 
Flat Blue Gravel Company, to the president and trustees of the com-
pany : 
Amongst the great gravel-deposits of California the ''blue lead" bas attracted the 
grea~est attention . . Not only its positwn, which is immediately upon the bed-rock, but 
also Its color, varymg from a clnrk grcon to n, bright indio·o color provM it to lJe the 
oldest gravel-deposit on tlte Pacific coast; this' color o.J'idently' resnltiug fi·om tho 
substratum of bed-1·ock, the grinding away of which afforded the pigment to dye the 
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quartz and other debris; ::mel the sulphurets of iron, by a chemical change, assisted in 
making this color fa~;t. 
It i~; hardly reasonable to ascribe the creation of the hlne lea!l and the gr:wcl-
deposi ts oYerl~' i ug it merely to the action of water, and we must call to assistauce the 
glacia-l theory. 
Before et1tcring upon the above-mentioned task it will be necessary to inquire, how 
was the quartz, the matrix: of almost all the gold found iu California, supplied'? Can 
w~ really believe that enough quartz-ledges were destroyed to cover from fifty to a 
humlre!l square miles with nothing but qua-rtz-gravel and quartz-saud from two to 
three hnndred feet deep?* Would all the kno\Yn qnartz-ledges of California, rising 
from nnlmown depths, even ten times higher than Mont Blanc, have been sufficient 
to fnrnb,;h one ten-thousandth part of the quartz-gravel deposits now found in this 
countr~· f 
After considerations like the foregoing, it must become evident that the quartz, be-
fore being ground into pebbles and sand, ex:istetl in huge mas~;es, and in such a po:-;ition 
that any great grinding force, or power of attrition, could be applied more or less 
directly to it. 
Any other theory about the creation of quartz-ledges will do jnst as well as the 
igneous, for it must be presumed that even if the fissures, now containing the quartz, 
·were filled from the surface, then there is no reason to doubt that immensely more 
siliceons matter was at hand than to fill merely the comparatively few fissures, and we 
have again enormous deposits of quartz on the surface, waiting for nature's great 
crushing process. 
The glacial-motion theory accounts at once for the existence of the great deposits of 
drift, not only in and near the valle~·s of onr State, hut also on the highest mountain-
tops of the Sierra Nevada. 
According to the glacial theory, immense ice-fields, thousands of feet deep, covered 
the continents, aiHl commeuced at a certain period their slow motion ti.·ou1 north to 
south, crushing and grinding under their inuneuse weight whatever wight be subjected 
to their pressure. 
In snpport of this theory, formed upon a broader basis than the evidences of the 
physicaL geography of California, it must be statPd that these mlCicnt chanuels or 
dead rivers of Ualifornia, now the depositories of the different blno leads and their 
overlying quartz-gravel strata, run all in the same direction, to ·wit, ii·om uortb to 
south, \vhen all the moderu rivers of California debouch into the Pacific Ocean to the 
west. 
H must be evident that this glacial motion was the beginning of the latest thermal 
change, fLud that when the ice had disapp!'ared, immense floods succeeded, washing the 
crushed pulp into channels and stream-beds, and filling them to the depth of hundreds 
of feet, as evidenced by existing deposits. 
Whether the views advanced in the foregoing lines are correct or uot, will be im-
material. However, they may illustrate that-1. The great gra.vel-deposits of California 
are only an accumulation of the s~uue gold-bearing material which is uow extracted 
from tile quartz-veins. 2. Th;Lt natnre, though in a crude manner, performed the 
operation of crushing, and facilitated thus t,he extraction of gold. 3. Tlmt gmvel-
minillg, under the modern improvements, will be the wost extensive, the most lastiug, 
alHl the most remunenttive miniug operation carrie<l. on in the State. 
The great blue lead and gravel-deposit in Butte County, claiming our particular 
attt>ntiou, will be made the object of a careful description. 
This deposit occnrs under a" plateau;, known as the Taucow or Butte County Table 
Mountain, extending for a distance of about eight miles from Cherokee Flat, in the 
nortlJ, to Thompson's Flat, in the south, having a width of from two to four miles. It 
is bonntled on its western side by the Sacramento Vall<'y, and on the sonth, cast, and 
north by Feather River and its tributaries, the North Pork and \Vest Branch, so that 
from ttll sides au ascent of nearly one thous~Lnd feet has to be overcome. 
Ever since the earliest days of gol<l-ruining in Califoruia the surronudings of the 
above-wcn1 ioned "platean" or tahle-]and oftered the richest harvest to the miner. 
Every ravine descending from this plateau or near it beca,me CP]!'ln·atetl for its rich-
Dess. Uherokee Flat, at its 11orthern point, and .Monis's Ravine, ncar its southern 
point, yielded their millions to the most primitive applications. Tile llliner in those 
d~tys was satisfied to find the gold, and did not inquire whence it came; but when these 
*Mr. \Val<leycr's theory that vast masses of quartz on•rlai!l uucouformahly tho upturned rrlges 
of the schists (for that i~ what his remarks mnst :<ug,c;c,;t, if anythin!!) is JW!IIH'r tPuablP nor JWcesRm-y. 
'l'hese schists auomHl in quartz seams nnrl seg-n'gatim!s too small to be worked as" ledges" by the 
miner. AR to the g:lacinl tlwory, this application of it enn scnr('rly bC' aclmitted. 'l'he lPn!liug phe-
Jlomcua of the " blue ka!l" channels are uot glacial, but JluYiatile, though tlJC opt·rntion of gl:tcil'rs in 
t.be denudation of tlw tiil'l'l':t it< not improbable. :Dnt it is water, a]l(l watt•r only, " ·hid! :•rrml;!CS gTnYd 
acconliug- to Riz<"au<l !l!lf'Citic gravity, and concentrates in snell deposits the heavier au<lless o:xytlizable 
metals.-R. W. R 
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ravines and gullies, which were actually nothing but nature's "slnice-boxes," had been 
worked out, then the question arose, where is the storehouse from which all t!Jis gold 
has been drawn~ and every indication pointed toward the great Taucow or Table 
Mountain. 
As the mode of mining improved, and particularly when hydrostatic pressnre was 
employed, known in California as the hydraulic p1·ocess, then the pecnliar situation of 
Cherokee Flat, which justly can claim the richest and most exteusiye gravPl-cleposit 
in the State, was seriously felt. It was considered next to impossible to br~ug water 
in sufficient quantities to that place. The only way to bring water was either from 
the \Vest Branch or North Fork, both tributaries of Feather RiYer, and iu either w~ty 
across the c!Jasms formed by these streams, which flow nearly a thousand feet below 
the level of Cherokee Flat. 
Reservoirs :wd ditches were constructed, at the expense of hundreds of thousands of 
dollars, merely to catch and store away the rain-water during the rainy season, and thus 
the means for two or three months' mining were obtained. The splendid results of 
these short mining seasons challenged the energies of enterprising men, and several 
unsuccessful attempts were made to enlist capital in the introcluction of living water 
to these mines. The idea of carrying in water by means of pipeR across chasms of 900 
or 1,000 feet vertical depths startled mining engineers of note in t.he United States and 
England, aml their estimates were either so enormous as to coRt, or so doubt.fnl as to 
success, that even the most daring abandoned the scheme. And thus, np to the sum-
mer of 1870, the mines depended altogether on rain-water, but yielded so largely that 
a party of San Francisco capitalists, in connection with the Spring Valley Mining 
Company of Cherokee Flat, took the matter in hand, and, after si:s: months' labor, a 
sheet-iron pipe, 30 inches in diameter, discharged in a steady and even flow a thon-
saml inches of water. This water was taken from some small tributaries of the North 
Fork, known as "Flea Valley Creek" and "Camp Creek," and the nm1sual dry season 
of California fessened the supply of water to about a regular flow of 600 inc bPs for the 
whole 24 hours. Besides this rather small supply of water, the Spring Valley Canal 
and Mining Company had not only difficulties on account of the insufficient depth of 
its tunnel-a lower tunnel not being finished-but also on account of those constant 
improvements which an altogether new moclus operandi generally necessitates; bnt still 
this company produced a fraction over one thousand dollars for every day's washing, 
which yield will probably be doubled in the future by the greater supply of water and 
other improvements now under band. 
The enterprise of the Spring Valley Canal and Mining Company, being the most impor-
tant of the kind in this State-in fact, beiug the first which has overcome a <lt•rwession 
of between BOO and 1,000 feet, (sueh a one being formed by tllC chasm through which 
the ·west Branch flows)-deserves description. 
The water is carried in a ditch past Yankee Hill to a point on the north side of · 
West Branch, said point being 980 vertical feet higher than the point where the West 
Branch is crossed, when a sheet-iron pipe receives the water, carrying it down the 
slope of tl10 mountain to the crossing of the \Vest Branch, ttnd thence up Cherokee 
Hill to a vertical height of 830 feet, where the water is discharged again into a ditch 
and carried to the mines for use. The pipe has a diameter of 30 inches, is over two 
miles in length, and constructed of the best boiler-iron-the heaviest being three-
eighths of an inch. The pipe on the Yankee Hill side is 150 vert.wal feet higher than 
the pipe on the Cherokee Hill side, where the water is discharged, so that there is a 
head of 150 feet. The water, however, during its greatest supply and heaviest dis-
charge, never rose more tban 50 feet on the Yankee Hill side over the point of its dis-
charge on the Clwrokee Flat Hill side, and was then estimated equal to 1,GOO inches, 
miners' measurement, (i.e., water discharged under a head or pressure of six inches.) 
The Spring "\ialley Canal and Mining Company estimates its expenditure for pipe, 
ditches, reservoirs, &c., at $300,000, independent of the old works, as tunnels, &c. 
The pipe alone is an item of between $55,000 and $60,000, delivered at the foundry. 
The experience so far gained shows that, under ordinary circumstances, and pro-
vided that even a moderate supply of water, say one thousand inches, is received 
for the" '•ole year, ono year would be sufficient to clear the wbole expenditure of 
$300,000. _.·)wever, the expectations of this company go far beyond the results of its 
practical exp~.> ;cnce, for the reason that the gravel-deposits increase in richness as tho 
deeper parts of ~he channel (or those parts further removed from the rim-rock, or river-
~ank) are reached, when particularly the "blue lead" develops :finely, yielding from 
five to fifteen dollars per ton. 
Since the Spring Valley Company lell the w·ay in introclucing water to Cherokee 
and the rich mines of Table Mountain, other companies have commenced similar opera-
tions, among them Hendricks & Co., taking the water from the upper part of \Vest 
Branch, aud carrying the same by ditch and pipe to Morris's Ravine, a point where the 
same gr::tvcl-deposit is entered from t,he southeast; proviug equally rich and extensive, 
and proving thus, to the most skeptical, the unbroken continuation of the great 
"gravel lead" under Table Mountain. 
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Morris's Ravine is about five miles below Cherokee Flat, and between four and five 
hundred feet lower, connting from tho bed-rock exposed in the Spring Valley Com-
pany's claims to the bed-rock in Morris's. Ravine, thus showing a fall of 100 feet 
per mile to the channel under Table Mountain. It may here just as well be men-
tioned that the "rim-rock" on the eastern side of Table Mountain is a great deal 
higher than the "rim-rock" on the western or valley side, and that tho pbtean of 
Table Mountain itself has a double inclination-one from norLh to south, evidently 
clue to the natural fall of the old channel, and the other from east to west, very likely 
clue to the fact that after the Table Mountain was formed the mountaiu-ehain of the 
Sierra Nevada rose slowly nuder the many volca'::'ic cli8turuances to which tbis country 
has evidently uecn subjected, and tilted the Table Mountain from east to west. The 
gold found in the deposits under and near Taule Mountain is of nnu::mal fineness, 
averaging from 1~f'o%- to 1il0tq1 fine, and differs in size from the finest flour-gold (gener-
ally contained in the upper gravel-deposits) to nuggets weighing many ounces, found 
on and near the bed-rock. 
In opening the great "lead" under Table Mountain by expensive tunnels, without 
actually knowing the depth of the channel or basin, in whicll the richest part of the 
deposit rests, great risks llad to be taken, the more so as only very few places for such 
tunnels combined the desirable ad vantages, to wit: 1. Sufficient depth to drain and 
work the basin under all circumstances. 2. Proximity to the mine, so that a tunnel 
of moderate lengt,h would suffice to operate. 3. Ample room for all tailings, or 
washings, after the gold was extrac.tecl. 
The overlooking of these three requisites, or any of them, bas been a source of much 
unprofitable labor and great expenditure in miniug operations on tho Pacific coast; 
nevertheless the desire to take the shol'test road to fortune proved stronger than all 
dearly-bought lessons, and so we have here, after the expenditure of hundreds of 
thom;ancls of dollars foe tunnels and other" outlets," only one t,unnel which combines 
all the rec1nisites mentioned before. This tunnel belongs to the Cherokee Plat Blue 
Grav-el Company. This company, originally called the Butte Table Mountain Consoli-
dated Mining Company, has been fifteen years in possession of its mining ground, 
consisting r;>f about o11e thousand acres, anu bas expended about $160,000 on impro,·e-
ments, sncb as tunnels, inclines, shafts, reservoirs, and machinery. 
The mining grouurl of the company stretches in a southeasterly direction 10,000 
feet across the channel or basin, from ''rim to rim," (or shore to shore) and for 4,500 
feet down the channel. 
The Spring Valley Canal and Mining Company, owning the adjoining gronncl along 
the upper line, has worked within 100 feet of the boundary line of the CLer-
okee Flat Blue Gravel Company, and developed in tho progeess of work richer 
gravel deposits than ever seen before at this place. The same company bought a 
piece of ground being about 200 by 400 feet, paying for this ground $31,800 in United 
States gold coin, at which price an acre \>ould be worth a fraction over ~pl7,000, when 
the yield per acre, according to the statistics of more than firteen years wonld. be from 
$60,000 to $80,000. nut, considering that all the mining operati,.ons at Cherokee Flat 
have been merely confined to the outskirts of the "lead," or what, in minctt~' parlance, 
is termed the ''outside wash," and that, therefore, only the lighter particles of gold 
were reached; that, furthermore, heavier and larger gold is reacl)ecl as the channel 
deepens, and that, tllerefore, the yield increases and will increase for thousands of feet 
ahead~ we mnst come to the conclusion that all the riches so far developed are but 
a slight indication of what the future will disclose. 
The upper quartz-gravel, of which the main body of Table Mountain is composed, 
in a body from 250 to 300 feet deep, consists altogether of quartz pebbles and quartz 
sand, and carries very :fine particles of gold. The two lower strata, however, the 
''rotten bowlders" and blue lead, or gravel, are mixed, more or less, with different 
bowlders, the former of clay-slate, the latter of talc-slate. Both strata are very rich 
in gold, and average each fro.n five to twenty-five feet in thickness. The'' rotten 
bowlders," as the.v are called, on account of the softness of the bowlders, have so far 
been the chief resources for gold at this place, as they were easily reached, lying above 
the blue lead. This stratum seems to be pecnliar to the Table Mountain deposit, and 
is not found in auy other mining locality. The Cherokee Mining Company, one of the 
oldest and most successful mining companies of this place, working, for want of a 
lower outlet, altogether the "rotten bowlders" and quartz-gravel above them, and 
depending, so far, altogether on rain-wate~collected in large reservoirs, produces from 
$80,000 to $100,000 every year, during the few rainy months. This company is now 
engaged in constructing a large ditch from Bntte Creek to the north west of this place, 
carrying it by pipe over a wide and deep depression to Cherokee. 
SIERRA COUNTY. 
The Sierra Buttes mine has been for some two years in possession of 
an English company. From the reports submitted at their last two 
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semi-annual meetings in London, the following pn,rticulars are gathered: 
Dividends amounting to 20 per ceut. annually are paid by this company. 
The property was purchased on the careful and elaborate opinion of 
Mr. Henry Janin, (published in part in my report of 1870,) which has 
been on the whole fully justified by the subsequent developments, 
although unforeseen delays and expenses have somewhat diminished 
the profit on the ore extracted, cutting it down, for the first year, from 
$8.50 to $u.50 per ton. At the meeting in September, 1871, the chair-
man expressed. tlle expectation of an annual profit of £34,000. In the 
first three months of the year 5,500 tons were reduced in the mills, and 
in the second quarter about double that quantity, the average product 
being about £2 per ton, and the average cost of milliug about 15s. 
Meanwhile about £3,200 had been expended in opening new ground, 
and in accessory works, putting the mine in a much better condition. 
The half-yearly statement for December 31, 1871, showed a balance 
available for dividend of £20,604. As there are 112,500 ·shares in the 
capital stock, paid up at £2 each~ the above sum represents two divi-
dends (January and ...._~pril, 1872,) of 2s. each per share, or ten per cent. 
for the six months. The stock sells at £4 lOs. to £5 per share in the Lon-
don market. Experiments having been made with the view of saving 
gold from the tailings, it was finally determined to erect three pans for 
that purpose. The cost of the plant was $7,336; .and the pans yielded 
from concentrated tailings, during the six months, $3,446, at a running 
cost of $534. The company has determined to put up additional pans 
for tllis purpose, and to postpone the erection of a new stamp-mill, which 
would be highly desirable, both for increased capacity of reduction and 
on account of the age and rickety condition of one of the present mills, 
(the Hanks.) 
The product for the whole year 1871 was: 
For the first six mouths, 15,700 tons, yielding .. _ ... _. . . . . $162, 000 
In the second six months, 17,500 tons, yielding. __ ... _ ... _. 227, 000 
Total._ ........... 33,200 tons, yielding ..... - ..... . 389,000 
Average per ton: for the first six mo11ths, $10.12; for the seco11d six 
months, $12.64; for the year, $11.71. 
The agent's report contains the following account of operations: 
The working capacity of the mine having been so largely increased since the prop-
erty passeu into the hands of the present owners, it was found necessary last fait to 
erect additional boarding-houses, store-house, carpenters' and blaeksmiths' shops, &c.; 
and, in addition to these, three pans and one settler, and a turbine water-wheel to 
drive the same, have been provided for working the tailings. The latter having only 
recently been completed, little benefit has yet beep derived from them, but t.bey prom-
ise to yield very satisfactory results, and it is a subject worthy of the consideration of 
the directors, whetlwr additional machinery shonld not be provided early in spring 
(which is the best and only season of the year when surface-works should. be carrieCL 
on) for working t.l.le vast amount of tailings now being produced. There are abont 00 
arrastras at present at work on the tailings, and some more are to be erected as soon as 
the weather will permit. The above extraordinary outlays have, including the dam-
ming of the lakes and repairs to the flume and ditch, amounted to tlle large sum of 
$21,666.60, as per statement attached. During the period under review there were 
17,356! tons of ore mined, and17,501 tons crushed, which produced $221,300.78 in bul-
lion by the ordinary mill process, being an average of $12.64-t per ton, at a cost of 
$3.77-l for mining anc195t cents for milling, which leaves a profit per ton of $7.91-£- against 
$7.76t for the corresponding term of last year, and $6.42 for the six months ending 
June 30 of th~ cuiTent year, (1871.) In addition to the above bullion product, we have 
received from the arrastras and pans $5,609.60 net, which, added to the yield in the 
mill, would make the net profit per ton $8.23£-. The yield per ton has fluctuated, as 
usual, several dollars per ton, but it will be noticed that during the months when the 
water-supply was low the yield is higher, and vice versa. This is explained by the fact 
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that since the last three or four months of the year are always the most expensive, ne-
cessitating heavy outlays to provide for the requirements of the winter, and the water-
supply is usually slack at this time, it is found necessary to work less ore from the low-
grade chimneys, and more from the richer deposits, in order to meet the extra expenses 
and at the same time leave a fair surplus. The average yield per ton was, in J u l,y, $9.25t; 
August, $10.30; September, $13.86; October, $16.80; November, $12.18; December, 
$14.91t. In November the yield would have been higher bad it not been for a cave in 
one of the rich stopes, and as soon as it was cleared an accident happened to the flume, 
which cut off the water just as the rich rock was being milled. 'Tlw average yield per 
ton for the six months, however, compares favorably with that of previous ones, being 
$12.64t against $12.41f for the corresponding period of 1871, and $10.12 for the first six 
months of t.his year. The average cost per ton for mining expenses is heavy, owing to 
a large amount of prospecting having been done in the ·mine, amounting to $12,328.14, 
or, sa.y, 71 cents per ton, and, in addition to this, many items were charged to the mine 
which more properly belong to surface improvements, &c., amounting in all to nearly 
$1 per ton. The sum spent in prospecting, &c., has been amply repaid by the large 
amount of ore-ground laid open, and, thongh the expense becomes heavy at present, it 
will tell very favorably in the future of the mine. 
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CHAPTER II. 
NEVADA. 
The State of Nevada has last year taken the lead, for the first time, 
in the production of the precious metalR, outstripping even California. 
This result is due partly to the increased productiveness of the Com-
stock mines, and partly to the great prosperity of the Eureka and 
Meadow Valley districts. The figures of \Veils, Fargo & Co. probably 
cover the whole production, since in this State practically all the moYe-
ments of bullion arc made by express or are easily ascertainable by the 
express-agents. 
Mr. JohnJ. Valentine, general superintendent of the bullion department 
of \Veils, Fargo & Co.'s Express, has furnished the following important 
statement of the bullion product in the St.ate of Nevada: 
Aurora ..•... ___ • . . . . . . . . . . . . $45, 761 Pioche . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3, 982, 228 
Austin .. __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 965, 536 Pine Grove.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1:~7, 672 
Belmont.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2GB, 903 Palisade...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27, 130 
Battle Mountain Station . . . . . 129, 441 Rye Patch...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 41, 2:i9 
Carson ...... __ .... . . . . . . . . . . 119, 636 Reno.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 192, 977 
Carlin...... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 27, 811 Silver City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200, 800 
Eureka ............. -~ .... __ 2, 173,106 Toano...................... 40,034 
Galena . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 206, 357 Unionville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 313,696 
Hamilton...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 339, 420 Virginia and Gold Hill . . . . . . 11, 053, 328 
Mineral HilL................ 701,014 Wadsworth . . . .. . . . . . . . . ... 20,276 
Mountain City - ... _... .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 149, 273 ----
Mill City.................... 4,485 Total. .................. 22,177,046 
Oreana...................... 6,900 ============ 
This agrees well, on the whole, with the returns made to me from the 
different districts; but it is impossible to make comparison in details, 
since the above table contains many items referred to the point of ship-
ment, rather than the place of production. In making up the general state-
ment quoted in the introductory letter to this report, Mr. Valentine has 
added $300,000, (I presume for amountl::l carried by private bands,) 
making the whole product of the State $22,477,046. The yield for 1872 
will be still greater, as the most recent developments on the Comstock 
have largely increased its productiveness. 
1'HE COMSTOCK :MINES. 
The history of these mines during the year has been one of unexprcted 
improvement and unexampled speculation. At the beginning of 1871 
the Crown Point had opened a body of ore on the 1,100-foot level, six 
feet in width. It is said that the section of the mine where this dis-
covery took place had never been prospected from the 300-foot level 
down. The 1,100-foot level in this mine is about 1, 700 feet below the 
highest point of the Comstock outcrop at the Gould and Curry shaft. 
The stock of the company bad been, during the autumn of 1870, as low 
as $3 per share; but it advanced in January to $41, in February to $55, 
in March to $160, in April to $195, in May to $310, and in June to $~~40. 
At the beginning of June Mr. A. Hayward, already the representative of 
6,300 out of the 12,000 sha.res, bought 4,100 shares at $300. At this 
time the ore-body was known to be 80 feet wide, 200 feet long, and 100 
feet deep, as far as followed. By October it was known that this body 
was 270 feet long within the Crown Point ground, ~nd that on the 1,200-
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foot level it extended 70 feet farther north than in the level above. A 
1,300-foot level was also opened in it, and the incline was vigorously 
pushed ahead. The assays of the ore were very high, ranging up to 
$150 for large quantities. By the early part of this year the mine was 
able to keep six mills in operation, reducing daily 375 tons of ore. The 
gross produet, as will be seen from the tables given below, rose from 
$125,574 in the first, to $719,121 iu the second, $526,565 in the third, 
and $599,G23 in the fourth quarter of 1871. 
A late accouut (January 13, 1872) thus describes the appearance of 
the mine: 
Cross-cut in the 1,200 level is in 82 feet, all the way in very fine ore; face of it sho,vs 
ore that will mill $60 per ton. No sign of the east wall bas yet made its appearance. 
The south drift, same level, is in from the cross-cut 60 feet; the entire distance in ore 
that will mill nt least $80. It is yet 80 feet on the line of the vein from t.be fa~;e of thiH 
drift to the Belcher north line. The 1,100 level is yielding its usual quantity antl 
quality of ore. There yet remain a little over two-fifths of the supt.•rfiein,l ~trea of the 
ore-body on this level to be worked. Tile breast on the 1,000 level shows marked 
improvement as the Belcher line is approached. The superin ~endent jndges that the 
ore on this level would mill on an average $35 to $40 per ton. There bas been but 
little work done above the track-floor on this level. On the 900 level no ore of value 
is found. 
The position of this body led at once to the expectation of its southerly 
continuance into the Belcher mine, the stock of which began to advance 
in consequence. On t.l.te 26th of :March, the water in tlle shaft was 
about 26 feet above the 850-foot leYel, and tlley commenced hoisting 
water. ln July they were at work on that 'level, iu promising quartz, 
supposed to be the extension of the Crown Point uo<ly. 1'his uody was 
soou completely developed and recognized, and in August G80 tons from 
it were worked, yielding $77 per ton. It was found "in force" on the 
1,100-foot leve1, and followed on that level for more than 100 feet before 
the middle of September. The stock of the company bad risen mean-
while from $8 in .January to $285 September 15. Before the end of tllat 
IQOnth it bad reached $±05. The Crow!l Point and Belcher body, as 
explored up to the first of October, '\las 533 feet in lengtlJ, 50 to 70 feet 
in width. and known to be 300 feet in 9-epth; that is, beginning at the 
900-foot level. The ore from the Belcher proved singularly rich in gold, 
the bars running from 88 to 9G thousandths of gold, while those of the 
Yellow Jacket were but .028 to .0~~~ fine. A sample taken about Novem-
ber 1 from the south end of the drift (1,000-foot level) in this mine 
assayed, gold, $186.05; silver, $-!9.13. Assays of selected ore gave, 
gold, $9,~66.52; silver, $1,394.33. The last ad vices from the mine 
during 1871 were as follmvs: 
December 2: The shaft is retimbered within 290 feet of the surfece. The incline is 
down 95 feet below the 850 level. The east drift, from 900 level is in 46 feet, the face 
showing low-grade ore, but improving as they go east. The sill-floor on 1,100 level is 
135 feet in length; the face is 60 feet in width and in very fair ore, assaying $70 to 
$100. The svnth drift is in 250 feet and still in good ore; the cross-cut from this point 
is in 10 feet, the face of it hard porphyry. The pay streak at this poiut is 15 feet in 
wiuth, and will assay $80 on an average. The east cross-cut from south winze, 30 feet 
down, is in 32 feet; the face shows good ore, sho,Ting thus far 13 feet of ore, which as-
says $106. The north winze is down 34 feet, and in good ore. The raise is up 44 feet. 
Have mafle cross-cut to the west from top of raise 36 feet, the face of it in good ore. 
During November 5,664 tons of ore were shipped to millt!. 
December 16: The main shaft is now retimhered to within 267 feet of the surface. 
The incline is down 114 feet below the 850-foot level; the ground still remains llftrd. 
The incline is timbered up 119 feet above the 850 level, leaving 31 feet to be timbered 
to connect with the main shaft at 700 level. The cross-cut from south drift on 900 
level is in 61 feet; the face shows good milling-ore, assa.ying from $60 to $i100. On tho 
1,110 level the south drift is in 275 feet from north line ; the face still in goou oro, 
which assays $100 to $150. Have commenced to sink a wiuze in south drift, 243 iect 
south of north line, or 95 feet ahead of stope. Siuce last report have continued cast 
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cross-cut No. 2 from south drift. Drove through four feet of hard, barren material and 
got into good ore again this morning, which bids fair to be extensive. This cross-cut 
is 250 feet south of north line. The sill-floor is 158 feet in length, and we are working 
50 feet iu width and good oro still east of us. The breast looks splendid. The not'th 
winze is down 62 feet and looking well. Average ass~tys $75. 
The product of the mine for the four quarters of tbe year 1871 was: 
First quarter, $1,034.50; second quarter, no returns; third quarter, 
$212,038.5G; fourth quarter, $985,848.31. There is no doubt that the 
value of this and the Crown Point mine will go still higher. The Vir-
ginia City Enterprise, of January 11, thus speaks of the mine, and it is 
not surprising tllat, in view of such de,Telopments, the stock should at 
that time have stood at $500, against $8 in January of the previous 
year: 
This splenuid mine has never looked better than at present. Thronghon t a length of 
320 feet, every stope, cross-cut and opening of any kind on the gren.t pay-ueposit, 
shows magnificent ore. The north winze, now being sunk on the 1,100-foot level, is 
now down 135 feet. It descends at an angle of 40 degrees, and is all the way m ore of 
exceeding richness-ore, tho average assays of which are from $150 to $200. On the 
ninth level of the old mine, whore the ore-uody has uecn cut through, tile pay-ground 
is found to he 30 feet in width and very rich. Thns tho deposit is seen to lmYe width 
and depth as well as length. As yet we are unaulc to give the yield tor the pa:;t, nwnth 
in exact figures, hut it will vary but little either way from $:325,000. Of this amonnt 
$200,000 may be set down as net profit. Taking into cousideration stoppage of the 
mills aud consequent falliug off in the l)_nantity of ores reduced, the showing for the 
month ought to be satisfactory to the stockholLlers. Tho future of the mine cannot be 
otherwise tuan urilliant. The company now have on hand over $700,000 in coin and 
supplies of all kinds in immense quantities. Besides the stores at the min(', they now 
have (paid for) in Carson City, timuers and lumber to the value of $17,000. Add to 
this tlw fact that aJl the ore-breasts throughout the mine are looking ~;plem1id, and 
that an immense body of ore has been explored and is now in sight ready to be raised, 
and we ca.n see that all that has ~·et ueen done is as nothing when compared with what 
can now be accomplished. A Yery considerable increase in the working forct' employou 
in the extraction of ore will be made to-day, and should the weather prove favorable 
for the transportation aud reduction of ores for the remainue:r of the mouth, we may 
look for a big yield for January. 
The increase of the proportion of gold in the ore from the deepest 
levels of the Belcher and Crown Point is attended bv a return in the 
appearance of the ore to the type made familiar in earlier years by the 
rich black sulphuret bodies of upper levels in tlle Gould and Cnrry, 
Ophir, and 1\Iexican wines. Tbis tends to remove the apprehension 
expressed in my former reports that the character of ore might change 
in deptll, assuming a predominance of refractory base-metal min-
erals. Baron Hicllthofen's expectation of more widely diss<:>minated low-
grade ore in depth is likewise partially coutradicted by tllis discovery; 
though it may hereafter be found tllat such low-grade ores do exist at 
these deep levels. In fact, tlle study of tlle ore-bodies on the Comstock 
hitherto has be'en mainly a study of ·excavations; and the portions of 
tile vein wllich were not extracted are not usually laid down on the 
maps as ore-bearing at all. This naturally leads us to Qverlook connec-
tions between different ore-bodies wlliclt may nevertheless exist. 
South of the Belcher, the principal activity has been in the Overman 
and Caledonia mines. In the former, a new vertical shaft, on tlle east 
side of the vein, necessitated by increasing depth of workiugs, llas been 
in progress. It was down 500 feet February 14, 1872. 
The Caledonia is claimed to be the farthest south of the mines on the 
Comstock. Wllether it is actually on that vein or not, it bas been 
worked with considerable actidty during the year, producing 18,836 
tons of low-grade ore, of the gross value of $244:,t$90. This was formerly 
called tile American Mining Company. 
The Succor is a mine in Gold Canon, about one and a half miles from 
Crown Point. It is supposed by some to lJe upon a vein east of the 
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Comstock, and b;y others to occupy a branch, or even the main contin-
uation of the Comstock, "'bich, they claim, bas been warped in that 
direction. It is reported as producing, during tile first three quarters of 
1871, 8,400 tons of ore, of the gross Yalue of $1Uu,940. The San Fran-
cisco Stock Heport says of this mine, (1\Iarch 10, 1871 :) 
vVe learn that the main tunnel is in 1,250 feet, and was in ore that paid a profit over 
expeuses for the whole distance; an upper tunnel is in 570 feet, and was also in ore all 
the way. Tlw lower tunnel is connected with this by an upraise. From 1he upper 
tunnel a raise has been made to the surface, thus connecting the lower tunnel with the 
surface. These raises have demonstrated the fact that ore exists the whole distance, 
from the surface to the lower tunnel, which is over 500 feet. An incline has been sunk 
from the surface (1,000 feet ii·om the nwuth of the tnnnel) to a depth of 140 feet, and 
was in ore all the way. Tbis incline will intersect the tuunel1,000 feet from its HJOuth. 
Still further to the east of the incline are good cro11pings tilat extend. to the Pastem 
boundary of the mine. On tile opposite (or west side) of Gold Canon, a shaft ha:-< been 
sunk 180 feet, and a drift is being mu which '"ill cut the Succor ledge at a <lepth of 
140 feet below the lower tunnel on the east side of the cafwn. The ore that is ueing 
extracted from the mine mills about $1G per ton, while the cost of mining jt is ouly ~1 
and ruilliug $()per ton, thus leaving a profit of $8. The first ore crnshe<l in Nevada. 
came from this mine, and was milled at the Pioneer mill in 1H59. From the proceeds of 
this mine they have been euable<l to build a mill of the capacity of crushiug ~~5 tons 
daily, 4 Stevenson's pans, and pay for all prospecting, improvements, and mining tl1at 
have IJcen done. 'file past sixteen months' workiugs have returned $226,000. Tlw dip 
of 'Vhite leuge is east and nms northerly and southerly, being the same courso as that 
ofthc Comstock, and is in a direct line with the new silafts of the Hale aml Norcross, 
Savage, Chollar-Potosi, and others, and many mining experts have set forth the asser-
tions, based upon thorough knowledge of the dip and. course of the Comstock lode, that 
this White le<lge is on the lode. 
The Kentnck mine, north of Crown Point, has at last been able to 
extract ore from the section of the mine burned out by the fire of April, 
1869. The rock in lVIay, J 871, was still so hot in many places as to burn 
the naked hand. The timbers were found to be converted iuto clwrcoa1. 
The Yel1ow Jacket developed a bouy of ore in the north drifts of the 
1,000 and 1,100-foot levels during the spring and summer of 1871, and 
maintained a steady production of ore. 'fhe price of the stock was 
comparatively free from fluctuations uuring the year. The main incline 
of this mine bas reached the level of the proposed Sntro Tunnel. 
The Cbollar-Potosi produced during the year 59,535 tons of ore, of 
the gros8 value of $~,067,827. The year ending July 1, J871, was the 
most profitable in the history of the mine; but the great falling oft' in 
produet during the remainder of 1B71 indicates the rapid exhaustion of 
resen·es. The procluct for each quarter was as follows: First quarter, 
$820,295; second quarter, $770,347; third quarter, $287,175; fourth 
quarter, $189,909. 
The operations of the Hale and Norcross are described at length in 
the extract from the superintendent's report, given below. 
In the s~wage, a new bod.~~ of ore was discovered, about the begin-
ning of the ;year, in the 335-foot leYel. It is said that this bod~~, which 
eontained a large amount of low-grade ($~3) ore, was strangely over-
looked in former workings. Mr. Bonner, when superintendent of this 
mine, "drifted square up to it and struck the clay inclosing it, then 
'raised' for a few feet along the clay, and stopped work without eYer 
cutting through." The old Potosi chimney was also worked to some 
extent; but the operations of the mine were not specially profitable, as 
will be seen by the report of the superintendent, who declared in July 
that, so far as could then be seen, the mine was exhausted of paying 
ore. But the discovery of rich ore in the 1,400-foot leYel, on the ~d of 
February, 1872, has put a new face on a:ft'airs. Full particulars of this 
discovery are not at hand, but its significance is certainly very great. 
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I quote the following remarks upon it from the San Francisco Stock 
Report: 
That the strike should occur in this mine is of far greater importance and value to 
base the uelief upon that other mines will strike it eventually, than if the discovery 
should. have been made in some miue more contiguous to the Crown Point. Adjacent 
to it on the north is the Gould and Cnrry, and on the south the Hale and Norcross. 
Further south is the Chollar-Potosi, and most of the other mines that are Flpeculated 
in, an(l called ·washoe stocks. The development of ore in the Belcher, and. its d.iscov-
ery in the s~wage, is the finding of a paying vein almost at what has been considered 
the two extremities of the lode. Between these two mines are located the most of the 
mines that have ever paid. dividenus, and the importance of the development aids to 
su.ustantiate the uelief tb.at this loue is more likely to be a continuous than an irregu-
lar, broken bod.y. The Crown Point's rich body w·as met at a depth of about 1,200 feet, 
although ore of a low grade was discovered. 900 feet down, and. that of the Savage is 
met at 1,400. The declivity of the hill is so great that the Savage mine: or wb.ere their 
new sllaft is located, is about 200 feet higher than the Crown Point, and it would be 
adduced from this fact, tha.t if the country where these mines are loca.ted was a. level 
plain, instead. of a hilly formation, these two mines would have struck ore at about the 
same depth. The continuity of this body tua.y continue up to the Sierra Nevada mine, 
as lately in this claim a. vein of metalliferous quartz has been discovered, similar to 
that fonnd in the mines loca.ted on the Comstock lode proper-the walls composed of 
porphyry and cla.y. This new deposit goes as high as $29 in silver, and considerable 
free gold is perceptible in the rock. This claim is situated about one mile above the 
Ophir, and is at tile extreme end of where any mining operations have ever been car-
ried on. It has bPen a question of doubt, ever since silver has been discovered in that 
country, as to where this silver lode begins and ends. For several years back its ter-
minus has been placed at about the Ophir mine; but these calculations are now apt to 
be upset by this recent discovery. Between the Ophir a::1<1. Sierra Nevada mines there 
is a very large section of country that has never been worked a.t any grea.t depth. An 
impetus will now be given to prospect this virgin ground, and who can foretell what 
the result will be~ 
The operations in the Gould and Curry comprised the retimberiug of 
between 400 and 500 feet of the shaft in which the timbers were more 
or less decayed, and the continuation of explorations, whicll resulted, 
up to the close of 1871, in no discoveries of importance. The product 
of the mine was 1,713 tons in the first quarter, gross value, $34,~46, and 
345 tons in the t.hird quarter, gross va.lue, $12,074. This product is 
from bodies of ore in upper levels. 
From the foregoing brief outline of some of the more important oper-
ations, it will be seen that the prospects of the Comstock mines for the 
immediate future are most brilliant. .According to the .Alta California 
the ore-bodies in Crown Point and Belcher contain at least $~0,000,000; 
aud this enormous value, together with tile circumstance of their discov-
ery at the greatest depth attained, will undoubtedly lead to more exteu-
si ve prospecting, as well as largely increased production. 
In view of the large amounts of low-grade ore which remain, and 
other bodies of low grades which are continuaJly disco\ered in the mines, 
the question of the price of labor becomes important, though the richer 
disco,Teries, by restoring to some of the companies the prosperity which 
has heret.ofore rendered them careless of this question, may postpone its 
reasonable solution. The president of the Hale and Norcross, in his 
annual report, gives the following statement, showing the re<luction of 
all expenses, except that of labor, within the four years preceding 1~71: 
186'1. 1870. Reduction. 
$31 32 $21 32 1 31. 92 per cent. 15 05 11 33 24. 71 per COD t .. 
14 21 n1Grr 21. -.12 per cent. g~~! ~~ ;~!~~:~~~:-0: ~~~;:::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: 
Total. ............................ __ ---- .. ------.----- ...... -GO 58 -:t381TI 27.67 per cent. 
£~b~~~ ~fe~rd:•~e~-~~~-::::::: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 3! M 2~ M 26. 10 per cent. 
I 
H. Ex. ~11--10 
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It thus 8ppears that while the items of timber, fire-wood, and milling 
expense show au average reduction of 27.67 per cent., and the value of 
the ore reduced a decline of 26.1 per cent., the wages of labor still main· 
tain a high standard. Upon this point the president remarks: 
In all mining communities where employment depends on the development of hidden 
wealth, there must of necessity be large nnmbers who have nothing to do, aml -who 
can be only a charge uncl expense npon their more fortunate co-laborers; but when cir-
cumstanc6s, such as now exist in the large bodies of low-grade oro already 1levelopod 
on the Comstock lode, have placed it in the power of all to be employed at prices from 
1!) to 20 per cent. less than present rates, how much Letter is it for labor to conform 
to the necessities of the case than to insist on prices of ten and eleven years ago, thereby 
11aralyzing work, und, in order to maintain Hs position, compelled to contribute a large 
percentage ofits earnings toward the support of the unemployed. 
The San Francisco Stock Report of March 15 says on the same topic: 
Increased activity is perceptible in the stock market, based upon confidence being 
restored to the existence of deposits of ore in the lower depths of the Comstock, and 
that of a, quality which will leave a fair margin for profit over expenses. The great 
cost of mining is now becoming a subject of much concern to interested parties, there 
having been no reduction made in this department since the organization of the Miners' 
League. From -well-informed persons "·e learn that eu;ployment is given to about 
three thousand miners, at $4 per da;y; this sum aggregat«~s but $12,000 daily, being auout 
$360,000 per month. The quantity of low-grade ore existing in some of the mines is 
very extensive, while many outside claims are compelle1l to lie iclle on account of high-
priced labor. To extract these vast deposits and to work idle mines, employment could 
be given to at least treble the number of men now employed, out a reduction is neces-
sary; though the amount is but trifling to et1ch man, yet tho aggregate sum ·would en-
able mines to be 'iYorked without calling mollthly upon stockholders to meet the enor-
mous demands for labor thnt they are now subject to. The strength of these trade 
comlJiuations consists more in numbers and in the wealth that they collectively can 
command than in the threats of the destruction of the property of those who are their 
employers, if the employes' demands are not accedecl to. If the miners wonld consent 
to a reduction to $3 per day, ("-hich is more in proportion to what they were receiving 
before the completion of the railroad, which reduced the freight tarif[., so much that 
the necessaries of life are furnished to them now at nearly 50 per cent. lower than pre-
viously,) employment could be giYen to nine tlwusaud men, and thus, iustead of these 
men controlling among themselves but $12,000 per day, they would ooutrol $:27,000, and 
a far larger force, which, to displace, \Vonld canso more trouule, and it would be an al-
most impossibility to replace snob a large number \Yithout causing losses that a year's 
time would hardly meet. And this reduction ·would result greutly to their good, and in a 
manner to which they pay uut little attention. Most of these miners speculate to a 
greater or lesser extent in the stock of the mines in that district. ·when t.hc mines have 
good deposits of ore, which enable them to meet expenses and disburse dividends, the 
miner that has stock in such mines is in far Letter condition than when he is called 
upon for money to meet assessments, for which there would be no ueed if.· he would 
consent to a slight reduction in his demands. If he will thus take into consideration 
the sum he has thus paid ont and the losses he has suffered hy the depreciation of the 
stock he has held, he will find out that a greater call than 2G per cent. npon his $4 
per day has been made, and that these deposits still remain, which, if he but consented 
to make the price of his labor proportionate to tho prices of other comuwdities, would 
.Lave been worked, and by the extracting of them tl10 necessity of many assessments 
would have never existed, and thus indirectly his labor would llring to him more than 
$4 daily by the maiutaiuing of the value of the stock which he held, aiHl the doing 
away of assessments which he has been called upon to pay. 
The proceedings with regard to the Sutro Tunnel scheme have brought 
out a good deal of interesting evidence concerning the Comstock mines, 
and the methods of working now employed. there. 
A law of Congress, approved April 4, 1871, authorized the President 
of the United States to appoint a board of three commi::~siouers, two 
engineer officers of the Army and one ruining or civil engineer, to ex-
amine and report upon the Sutro Tunnel, with special reference to the 
importance, feasibility, cost, and time required to construct the same; 
.the value of the bullion extracted from the mines on the Comstock 
lode; their present and prol>able future pro<luction; also, the geologi-
.cal and practical value of said tunnel as an expl<'ring work, and its 
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general bearing upon our mining and other national interests in ascer-
taining the practicability of deep-mining. 
The commission, consisting of Major Generals H. G. Wright and J. 
G. Foster, and Mr. Wesley Newcomb, transmitted its report, December 
1, to the Chief of Engineers, who transmitted it, January 4, to the Secre-
tary of War, who transmitted it, January 6, to Congress.* This report 
contains much interesting information, though it must be pronounced 
in many respects superficial and unsatisfactory. 
The commission estimates the total yield of the lode, from 1859 to 
1871, at $125,000,000; and the present annual product at $15,000,000. 
As regards the probable future yield, it is declared that no claim can 
be made to an_ything like accuracy, except in the few instances in which 
ore-bodies are now developed. The commission declares its belief that 
the lode is a true fissure-vein, extending down ward indefinitely in the 
crust of the earth; but whether it will continne to be ore-be3Jring is a 
matter of opinion, to be based upon probabilities, and the actual results 
experienced in deep-mining in other parts of the world. These, in the 
judgment of the commission, favor the finding of ore down to the low-
est depths that can be reached. 
The report declares that, as an exploring work for deep-mining. the 
Sutro Tunnel merits favorable conRideration; indeed, that its value for 
this purpose is so evident as scarcely to be called in question. With 
regard to drainage and ventilation, it is concluded that the tunnel 
would not be a necessity for these pul'poses. This part of the report 
is remarkably wanting in definiteness and force. In the matter of 
drainage, the commissioners seem to have made no original iuvestigR,-
tions whatever, but to ha\e accepted without question the conclusions 
of several superintendents of the mines-that is to say, of persons in 
the employ of the parties who are opposing the construction of the tunnel. 
They were thus led to the startling conclusion, among others, that the 
cost of raising water from the mines is already very slight., and will 
decrease still further as the workings advance in depth. This opinion 
is open to challenge on four grounds: First, it ignores the indirect cost 
of drainage by meaus of pumps, i. e., the extra time and labor, aside 
from the mere cost of pumping, involved in this method, and the tre-
quent loss aud delay arising, particularly upon the Comstock vein, from 
sudden influx of large bodies of water.t Secondly, it is based upon 
*See Senate Documents, Ex. Doc. No. 15, Forty-second Congress, secon<l session. 
tIn illustration of this point, the following article from the San Fntncisco S,tock 
Report of January 26 is given: . 
"Most of the difficult.ies that beset mining in its incipient stage ha,ve been over-
come by the many improvements made upon the machinery then iu use. Tbe horse-
whim has been superseded by the steam-engine, and by which appliance hundreds of 
tons of ore are raised to the surface in the same space of time that formerly but ten 
were extracted, and at a greatly less cost.. New inventions have su cceeded the old. 
form of pans, and now 70 (and frequently 90) per cent. is retnrned by the mills, to 
but 40 and 50 in the early days of mining. Rock-breakers worked by steam are used 
in place of tbe heavy sledge-hammer propelled by mannal labor. In all the depart-
ments great improvements ba.ve been made, which have proveu of incalculable value 
to mine-owners. The expenses, by the application of steam and new inventions, 
have been decreased almost 50 per cent., and lives that were formerly constantly in 
jeopardy, are now almost always comparatively safe by the nse of the safety-cage. 
In every minutia pertaining to mining matters there has been an improvement upon 
the primitive mode that was in use ten to twelve years ago. All the obstacles that 
nature seemed to present to prevent the success of Luman skill have been overcome, 
with one exception, and that is the prevention of water interfering 'vith work in the 
mines. When water flooded upper parts of a mine, no little trouble was experieuced 
to drain it out, while the expense was proportionately large. This was at a time 
when 500 to 800 feet were considered great cbpths for a. shatt. Superintendents fre-
quently complained of vexatious dclayt:> to wbich they were forced to submit by this 
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observations referring to the third of a series of unusually dry years, 
when the amount of water was exceptionally small. Thirdly, it takes . 
into account but a small portion of the vein, and it ignores the fact 
that the fear of striking bodies of water ha:::; been one cause limiting 
the amount of exploration in the mines. It has often been JWinted m1t 
that the water in the Comstock frequently occurs in portions of the 
vein-mass surrounded with clay-seams, and that this clay is so tenacious 
as to support a heavy column of water, so long as it is not broken 
through in miniug. Now it has repeatedly happened that, fearing to 
cnt through such a seam of clay, the miners have failed to find a body 
of ore which lay behind it. This is apparently the only explanation of 
the fact that the ore-body discovered in· January, 1871, in the 300-foot 
level of the Savage mine, had been followed for a considerable distance 
along the outside of its clay sheathing years ago; but the clay was 
nowhere cut through, and the presence of ore was com;~quently not at 
that time ascertained. Deliverance from the water-risk would, in my 
opinion, permit further explorations of the upper levels of several 
mines, which, notwithstanding the large amount of work which has 
been done in drifting upon them, I believe are still not so thoroughly 
prospected as to justify abandonment. 'rhe careful study of the min-
ing maps suggests this opinion, and the history of the repeated dis-
coveries of overlooked bodies of ore confirms it. Fourthly, the opinion 
that the cost of raising water will be still less at greater depths, ig-
nores the phenomenon presented by artesian borings, namely, that 
subterranean supplies of water from distaut sources are struck at 
depths between 2,000 and 5,000 feet. The origin of such streams anu 
springs may be a hundred miles away; and the local dryness of the 
place where the boring is made has nothing whatever to do with it. 
On the subject of ventilation, the report of the commissioners is still 
less satisfactory. It is almost incredible that educated engineers should 
lend their names to such statements as the following : 
Even with all the aid that the tunnel can be expected to afford, it is the opinion ot 
the commission that mechanical ventilation by blowers, operated by steam or other 
power, would still be needed at the headings and in the stopes where the air from the 
tunnel would not penetrate. 
According to natural laws as at present understood and received, the air entering 
the proposed tunnel would pass through it and np the shafts of the mines by the 
a.nnoyance, and often work was stopped for weeks. Men of ingenuity set themselves 
to thinking, and pumps of considerably more force were invented, which, for a time, 
were successful in obviating this difficulty; but now Bhafts have been sunk to such depths 
that more powerful machinery must be put in use; and in a few years another change 
will have to be made, fo\ the power will then be too light for the depths that will be 
attained. Vast outlays of money will be required to put this machinery in place, antl 
work in the mine, for the time being, will likely be stopped. The aqueous fluid 
seems to have turned out to be the greatest obstacle that na.tnre has presented to hu-
man skill to conquer in the mines of the Comstock; and even with the powerful ma-
chinery now in use, work has to be stopped in those portions of the mines where 
water has gained upon pumps; as, for instance, the superintendent of the Crown 
Point, in a let.ter of tbe 7th instant, in speaking of the 1,300 level, sa:ys: 'On t.lw 1,300 
level nothing is being done, and nothing will be done until the water is drained off, 
which will probably take three weeks.' This mine bas one of the most powerful 
pumping-works upon the Comstock, and yet so great a headway was gained by the 
wn,ter, that work wn,s forced to be stopped in a certain portion of the mine. No ap-
pliance now in use is of sufficient power to prevent tho repetition of such an occur-
rence, anu the skill of the superintendent, who is rega.rrled as one of the best miners 
iu Nevada, is put to a severe test to drain it out in the time specified above. Consid-
erable portion of the expense incurred in mining is caused by the hoisting and drain-
ing of water, and he who will devise means whereby this difficnlty will be conquered 
and which will prove permanent, will not only be a great benefactor, but will meet 
with such a compensation as will place him in a position far above waut." 
Certainly nothing can be "devised" more simple and efficient for this purpose than 
a deep tunneL 
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easiest aud therefore by the most direct channels, thereby conferring litt.le if any benefit 
upou the stopes and drifts not in the line of such direct transit. Hence the necessity 
which is assumed for a continuance of mechanical ventilation for certain portions of 
the mines after the completion of the tunnel. 
And hero it may be proper to allude to certain anomalies observed in the ventilation 
of the mines on the Comstock lode, as well as in mines upon lodes lying to the east-
ward. According to the received laws of ventilation it would have been assumed that, 
in the case of two shafts connected at bottom by drifts, the air-current would pass 
down the lower and through the drifts up the higher, and that this rule would be 
without exception where not influenced by circumstances ofsitua.tion or artificial causes; 
that, in the case of a long aclit or tunnel, the inner extremity of which was connected 
with the surface by a shaft, the outer being directly upon the side of the mountain, 
the current would be through the tunnel and up the shaft. In the former case the 
current was found to be sometimes in one direction and. sometimes in the other, it 
having been permanently changed in one instance, after the occurrence of a fire in one 
of the mines thus connected; the clown-draught having been through the shorter shaft 
before the fire, and through the longer ever since. In the latter case, wllich applies to 
two tunnels visited by the commission, the down-draught was into and downward 
througll the shafts and out of the tunnels in a very strongly perceptible current. In 
view, therefore, of these anomalies, it would seem uncertain whether the current of 
air would pass through the proposed tunnel into the mines and ont through the shafts, 
or the reverse. So far as the ventilation is concerned, it will be of little importance 
which way the current should pass. Probably the mines would be the more bene-
fited by its passing downward through them and out of the tunnel, than in the 
reverse direction. 
The author of these paragraphs seems to be ignorant that the air-
current of a strong natural ventilation can be carried, by simple con-
trivances, to all the headings and stopes at will; that it can be split into 
separate currents, and these con<lucted wherever they are needed; that 
this is not only theoretically possible, but actually practiced in large 
mines; and that the power of the current supplied by a connection be-
tween a horizontal tunnel and a shaft 2,000 feet deep would be much 
greater than that of the mechanical blowers now employed at the Com-
stock mines. 
The talk about '' anomalieR" in the direction of the current is absurd, 
as a plain statement of the theory of natural ventilation will show. The 
air at each opening of a mine (the dO\vncast shaft or tnnncl-mouth, 
as the case may be, and the upcast shaft.) is under the pressure of a 
column of air, extending upwards to the top of the atmosphere. Taking 
for illustration the simplest case, that of a shaft connected at the bottom 
with a tunnel, we haye at the two ends of the tunnel two different press-
ures. At the outer end there is the column of exterior air already 
mentioned; at the other end there is a shorter column of exterior air 
(terminating at the top of the shaft) plus the column of interior air in 
the shaft. It is evident that if the density of the air in the shaft is exactly 
equal to that of the air outside, the pressure will be the same at both 
ends of the tunnel, and there will be no cnrrent at all. lf the air in the 
shaft, being warmer, is lighter than the air outside, the pressure at that 
eucl of the tunnel will be less, and there will be a current in through 
the tunnel and out through the shaft, with a power and speed deter-
mined by the difference in weight, with a due allowance tor drag or 
friction of air. Iu most mines in temperate climates, not exceeding 500 
or GOO feet in depth, the draught is one way in winter and the other way 
in summer, because the temperature in the mine is at one time in the 
;year higher, and at another time lower, than the temperature outside. 
vVith a mine so deep as to give an excess of temperature iu~iuc, over the 
summer tewperatnre outside, the current will always be one way. Even 
a slight diifereuce of beat being multiplied by the leugtll of a very deep 
shaft, makes a mighty difference in weight of air-column, which is the 
moYiug force. 
1'lle course of ycntilation between two shafts, the months of which are 
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on different levels, is (friction &c., aside) what it would be for a tunnel 
and sLaft, the depth of which is equal to the said difference of level. 
When two shafts with their mouths ou the same level are connected by 
a drift below, there i~ at first no impulse to a current in either direction, 
unless for some reason the air in one shaft is warmer than that in the 
other. But if the air in both is equally warm, and wa·rmer than the air 
outside, then upon any slight cause startiug t.he current in either direc-
• tion, it will continue for ·an indefinite period, though with no great 
strength, in that direction, because the place of the warm air passing 
from one shaft into the other will immediately be filled by cold air pour-
ing into the top of the first, and thus a permanent inequality in the 
weight of the two columns will be introduced. But should the air out-
side become warmer than that inside, the current will cease ; because, 
in that case, the outside air entering the top of the shaft from which 
the movement was taking place through the drift, would make that 
column lighter, not heavier, than the other, and so would tend to stop 
or reverse tile current. 
The formula and calculation of the theoretical effect of the difference 
in temperature inside and outside of a mine are not difficult. What is 
difficult is the calculation of the drag and other hinderances ·which 
diminish the power and speed of the current. Leaving these, for the 
present, out of the calculation, it may be shown .mathematically as fol-
lows: 
LetT be the temperature in Fahrenheit degrees above freezing-point 
of the outer air; t that of the air in the mine; a tbe co-efficent of expansiou, 
(according to Dalton, about 0.00~3 for each degree Fahreuheit ;) H the 
depth of the shaft above the tunnel ; and M the pressure of the atmos-
phere at the highest openiug of the mine, and let it be assumed that T 
is less than t. 
The pressure at the mouth of the tunnel will then be-
p = M + II of the temperature T, 
and the pressure in the shaft, 
P 1 = M + H ( ~ ~: 7) of the temperature T. 
The excess of pressure at the tunnel-mouth will therefore be-
p_p1 = H- H ('1 + ctT)=H(l- 1 +aT)= Ha ( t-T) 
l+at I+at l+at 
This may be designated h. 
For I-I= 2,000 feet, T = 330 above freezing-point, and t = 53° above 
freezing-point, we have-
h=P-P1=2,000 x .0023(5~.l~:3)= 82 
or the weight of a column of air at the temperature T, 82 feet high. 
The general formula for velocity under a pre8sure P being v = v ~ g P, 
we have here for the pressure P -P1 as abmTe obtained, 
v = v ~ g h = J2 g H a ( t- 'l~) 
1 +at . 
or, for the special case assumed-
v = v 1G4 g = 72 feet per second. 
The quantity admitted must be found by multiplying tbe area of the 
tunne1-openiug by this velocity. Thus, 140 feet area would allow over 
600,000 cubic feet per minute to pass. 
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The effect of drag or friction will be presently considered. Disre-
garding resistances, we find from the foregoiug formula-
1. The quantity of the entering air is proportional to the velocity; 
2. The velocity is proportional to the square root of the dC'pth, and 
the square root of the difference in temperature inside and outside of 
the mine. 
A part of the surplus pressure P- P 1 is consumed in overcoming the 
resistance of friction. This loss, measured in height of air-column, is, 
according to D' Aubisson-
~xQxLv2 
g A 
M being an empirical co-efficient (about 0.01 feet,) A the area, 0 the 
perimeter, and L the length, of the air-passage, and v the velocity of 
the current. Velocity, and therefore power, is moreover lo~t in over-
coming extra resistance whcu the current passes from a large passage 
into a smaller one, the new velocity being nearly 
v1 = v x ~ 
A 
or the two velocities being proportional to the two sectional areas of 
passage. 
For a given case, the pressure must outweigh all resistances. As-
suming the sectional area to be constant, we bave-
M C · 
h = - x - x L v2, whence 
g A 
.v = /2 g h _l_ X~ X .!_ 
\} ~l\ll U L 
Since the theoretical velocity, apart from resistances, is v'2 g h, we 
infer from this formula that the . actual velocity is proportional to the 
square root of the relation between perimeter and area of the section 
of the air-way, and inversely proportional to the square root of the 
length of the air-way. On the supposition of a tunuel 20,000 feet long-
and a shaft 2,000 feet deep, with sectional area of 140 square feet and 
perimeter of 50 feet, the theoretical velocity due to a difference of 20° 
in temperature would be reduced from 72 feet to 5.8 feet per second. 
It appears from the formulas, as I have said, that the velocity is pro-
portional to the square root of the depth, and to the square root of the 
difl"erence in temperature. Hence, all other things being equal, the 
ventilation through a shaft 2,000 feet deep, connected with a tunnel, 
compares iu eft'ectiveness with the ventilation through two shafts reach-
ing to the same depth, differing, say, 220 feet in level at the surface, 
as v~,UUU to v220, or nearly :3 to 1. Again, other things being equal. 
a difference of temperature of 5° would be half as eft'ective in natural 
ventilation as one of 20°. Such conelnsions as these may saf~ly be 
drawn from the foregoing demonstration. The formulas I have given 
are not intended for any other use than to show the definite relations 
and conditions of the problem. 'J.1he student who desires to find a more 
thorough mathematical discussion of the question may consult Peelet's 
Treatise on Heat and its Applicatious, or, still better for this special 
purpose, Combes' Aerage des Mines, Vol. II, p. 335, and elsewhere.* 
This is the nature of the examination which should have been made 
""In this brief discussion I have followed Lottner and Serlo, Leitfuden zur Bergbau-
kunde, Vol. II, p. 145, et seq. 
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by the Sutro Tunnel commissioners. In the absence of it no one can 
say, from the imperfect data at hand, exactly what would be the ven-
tilating effect of that tunnel; and I confess to a feeling of more than 
disappointment at finding in a report which, it might reasonably Lave 
been anticipated, would seriously consider a question of such importance, 
nothing on the subject but the unseientitic and inaccurate talk about 
' ~ anomalies" and ~'violations of the laws of Yentilation," in which 
engineers have no right to indulge. 
It is <lne to the eminent gentlemen who composed this commission, 
to say that they construed t.l1e law under which they were appointe<l 
as directing them to do no more than they have done. If this was the 
case it was an unfortunate <lefect in the law. The only benefit to be 
derived from the skill and experience of such men was, I think, in re-
quiring them to study the question as engineers, not as tourists. Their 
estimate of the cost. of the tunnel and all branches is apparently careful 
and trust.worthy. I subjoin it iu full: 
Estimates of costs of the Sutro Tunnel. 
Cost of sinking shaft No. 1, 109 square feet area and depth of 530 feet, in-
cluding tools, labor, and materials of all kinds, at $40.24 per foot of 
deptb, (being the average cost in the seven principal mi!1 es of the Com-
stock lode) . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ............................................ . ....................... _ .... .. 
Same, shaft No. 2, 109 square feet, 1,025 feet deep, a.t $40.24 ......................... .. 
Same, shaft No. 3, 109 square feet, 1,!319 feet deep, a.t $-10.24 ............ .... ..... , .. .. 
Same, shaft No.4, 10:.i square feet, 1,499 feet deep, at $40.24 ......................... .. 
Same, sha.ft K o. 5, 109 square feet, 1,465 feet deep, at $40.24 .. .. __ ...... _ .......... .. 
Same, shaft No. G, 109 square feet, 1,465 feet deep, a.t $40.24 ...................... .. 
Preliminary tunnels or drifts. 
Cost of labor, tools, and materials of all kinds, for drift of 
main tunnel, 6 feet wide, 7 feet high, and 19,7HO feet long, 
at $16.90 per running foot, (being tb.e average cost of 2,185 
feet comp ~ete<1July1, 1871) ----·········---····--·· ..... $393,82100 
Deduct Yalue of one-half of timber of drift, wb.ich may be 
used again a.s the eulargment progresses.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. 14, 644 60 
Cost of 1a.bor, tools, :mel materials of all kinds, used in drifts 
of branch tunnel, 6 feet by 7 feet, by 12,000 feet long, at 
$19.90 per running foot .................... . ..................................... .. 
Deduct va.lue of one-half timber of drifts used a second time 
238, 800 00 
8, 880 00 
Cost of enlargement of drift to full size of tunnel, 13-~ feet by 12 feet, by 
19,720 feet long, 2,366,'l00 cubic feet, a.t 25 cents ..... _ ........ _._. ____ ...... _._ 
Same, of branch tunnel, 12,000 feet long, l,440,000 cubic feet, at 23 cents . 
Cost of timbering main tunnel full size, 19,720 feet in length: at $17.34 p er 
running foot ....................................... __ ....... _. _ .. _ .... _ .................. ___ .. __ ......... .. 
Same, of tlw branch tunnel, 12,000 feet, at $17.34 . ............................ _ ...... _ .. .. 
Cost of general material and sundries, including surveying instruments, 
large transit building for the sa.me, boarding and lodging houses, barns, 
hort>es, carts, ma.gazines, blowers, a.ir-pipes, &c., for four shafts of main 
tunnel ................... _ ..... ___ .... ____ ...... ___ .... __ . _ ... ____ ...... ___ .... __ .. _ . .. . . _ .. _ .. .. 
Same, for branch tunnel, two shafts .. ____ .. _ ......... __ ... __ .. _ .... __ ....... __ .. __ .. .. 
Cost of hoisting and pumping engines a.nd machinery for four sllafts of 
rrutin tunnel. _ ........... _ ...... _ ......... _ . _ ............ _ ........ _ .... _ .... _ .. _ ..... _ ...... _ .... . 
Same, for branch tunnel, two shafts ..................................................... ____ . 
Cost of boilers and parts, four shafts, main tnnnel ......... __ .. ____ .............. . .. .. 
Cost of boilers and parts, two shafts, branch tnnncl . _ .......... _ .. _ ...... ____ .. .. 
Cost of labor and materials for the erection of machinery, and tempora.ry 
buildings to cover tb.e same, for the four shafts of main tunnel._ ......... _ 

















:~3, 736 40 
25,256 00 
32 265 00 
21:510 00 
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Cost of material and time employed in attending machinery dming the 
sinking of four shafts, maiG tunneL. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $138, 734 27 
Same, for the two shafts of branch tnnnel.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82, 489 f)O 
Same, during the running of the preliminary tunnel of the main tunnel.. 32-l, 784 90 
Same of branch tunnel.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21fi, 523 26 
Cost of appliances for hauling rock and ore out of main tunnel...... . . . . 50, 000 00 
Cost of appliances for hauling rock and ore out of branch tunnel . . . . . . . . ~5, OQO 00 
Add for office exvenses, superintendence, engineering, and contingcucies, 
2(1 per cent. . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 736, 388 25 
Total cost in gold .................•..................... . -...... 4, 4Hl, 329 50 
RECAPITULATION. 
Sinking shafts ..........•.•........................... 
Running preliminary tunnels ...........•......•....... 
Eulargement of drifts to size of tunnel ................ . 
Timbering full-size tunnel ............................ . 
General materials and sundries ....................... . 
Engines and machinery .............................. . 
Boilers and attachments .....•..........•.............. 
Erection of machinery and temporary buildings for same 
Attending machinery in sinking shafts ................ . 
Ditto in running preliminary tunnels ................. . 






66 4~9 00 
121' 67\:.1 00 
:~3: 736 40 
















2,256,329 29 1,425,611 96 
Office expenses, superintendence, engineering, contingen-
cies, 20 per cent .......••••......•....•..........•... 
Tirne 1'cqui1·ed to complete tunnel. 
451,265 86 
2,707,59G 15 
Depth of shaft No.4, (the deepest) .................................... . 
Average daily progress in the shafts of the Comstock ................ _ .. 
Number of days required to sink slmft No.4, 1,499 feet ................. . 
Whole lengt.h of main tunneL ........................................ . 
Distance penetrated by preliminary tunnel, July 1, 1871. .............. . 
A vernge llaily progress in preliminary tunnel. ........................ . 
Distance penetrated when shaft No. 4 reaches tunnel-level .............. . 
Distance remaining to be penetr".ted at that time ..................... . 
Number of available working headings .............................. .. 
Greatest distance to be penetrated by any drift to meet the drift from tb.e 
adjacent shaft .................. .. ................................... . 
Time required to run above distance at 4.15 per day .......•.. _ .. _ ..... . 
Total time required to sink shafts and run drifts ...................... . 
Additional time req nirecl to Anlargc tunnel to full size ................. . 
Total time required to complete main tunnel .................... . ........ . 
Number of yea:s required to complete main tunnel .................... . 
Nnmber of feet of branch tunnel run from four headings at bottom of 
shafts Nos. 5 and 6, 1,465 feet deep, when main tunnel is completed ... 
Additional time required to extend branch tunnel to 12,000 feet, workiug 
28G,122 39 
1,710,734 35 
1, 499 feet. 
3 feet. 
500 days. 
19, 790 feet. 
2, 185 feet. 
4-/tfb feet. 
4, ~60 ieet. 
15, 530 feet. 
9 
2, 432 feet. 
586 clays. 
1, Ot-<6 clays. 
100 days. 
1, 186 days. 
3t years. 
414 feet. 
two headings....................................................... 50 days· 
Total time to complete main and branch tunnels, (manual labor)........ 3 1~ years-
Total time to complete main and branch tunnels, (by machinery)........ 2l0 years. 
I cannot here discuss the question raised by the commission as to the 
feal::liuility of concentrating ores or tailings at the mouth of the tunnel. 
Their conclusion is that they do not know, aiHl their recommendation is 
that a commission be sent to Europe to :find out! 
Au investigation is now in progress before the Uommittee of the 
House of Representatives on .Mines and Miniug, in which tlle commis-
!:lioners tbemseh·es and many other experts have been ·witnesses, and 
the results will, no donbt, form an interesting addition to the literature 
of the Comstodr lode, the Sutro-Tunnel chapter of which is already qnite 
voluminous. Pending this inquiry and the proposed action of Congress 
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in the matter, the company has begun operations with considerable 
vigor, as will appear by the following extracts from the report of the 
superintendent for the montlls of December, 1871, and January and 
February, 1872: 
We have met with many difficulties during that time, caused mainly by an unusually 
severe ·winter, the extraordinary fall of rain and snow haYing made tho roads u,lmost 
impass~1 ble. As spring appro.:tches we may look for the removal of these obstacles; in 
fact, the latest accounts give favorable news in regard to the weather and the condi-
tion of the roads. 
You will perceive by the annexed statements that the expenditures were-
For the moutb of December, 1871 .......•.............................. $28, 821 04 
For the month of J au nary, 1872. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43, 517 40 
}.,or the mouth of February, 1872 ........•...... __ ........ _. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 50, 490 41 
Or a total for the three months of ..... _. . . . • . .................. _. 122, 82t5 85 
This does not include any expenuitures incurred by the San Francisco office. 
In December last work was commenced on all four of our shafts, and the same hns 
been prosecuted since with due energy by day and night. On tile 24th of this month 
the progress at the different points was as follows: 
Length of tunnel ....................................................... 2,801 feet. 
Depth of shaft No.1.................................................... 120 feet. 
Depth of shaft No. 2 . -. . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. 282 feet. 
Depth of shaft No.3............................................. ...... 147feet. 
Depth of shaft No. 4 .......................... _ ..... _. . .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. 120 feet. 
Tile slow prowess of shafts Nos. 1 aud 4 is accounted for by the fact that a consider-
able qnantit.y of water has been encountered, and that the pumping-machinery was 
uelayed on t.lJC road. Shaft No.2, in which the quantity of water was small, has ueeu 
progressing stf'auily ever since its first commencement. 
In December last a contract was made with the Diamond Drill Company for the use 
of diamond drills in all portions of the works. One of these drills bas arrived at the 
tunnel, aud experiments arc being made for the purpose of ascertaining the best mode 
of employing it. ·with these drills it is confidently expected that tlw monthly advance 
in the tunnel will be 250 feet, aml that of the shafts 150 feet. \Ve may, therefore, look 
for a more rapid progress as soon as these are in full operation, wbicll we hope will be 
the case by June next. . 
Temporary stc::tm-engincs and buildings have been erected on all the shafts; also, 
extra boilers and steam-pumps have been placed in operation, all of sufficient capacity 
to reach a depth of 500 to 800 feet. After that deptll is reached machinery of muc\h 
larger dimensions will be required, both for hoisting and pumping. 
vVc have received estimates for the hoisting-machinery from four of the machine-
works at San Francisco, the lowest bid amounting to $65,000. The cost of transporta-
tion and erection, including buildings, will probably amount to a similar sum. 
No specifications for large pumping-machinery have as yet been submitted. They 
will be made ont shortly, and l1ids, based upon them, invited from the founderies. A 
rough estimate of its co:st, and placing the same in running order, may be given at 
$200,000. All tllis heavy machinery should be contracted for within the next sixty 
days, since it will require at least four months to construct anu erect the same, it being 
highly desirable for the rapid prosecution of. the work that no delay should occur on 
that account. 
The necessary tools for a first-class machine-shop at the mouth of the tunnel-such 
as lathes, planing-machines, drills, &c.-have arrived, and a suitable building and 
steam-engine hnse been erected. 
We have almost completed an excellent wagon-road, commencing at the mouth of 
the tunnel, leading over t.he first eummit, at an elevation of 1,350 feet, to shaft No.2, 
situated in a ravine just beyond. From that point an old road to Virginia City has 
been placed in repair. 
The poles for a telegraph-line from Dayton to the mouth of the tunnel, and from 
thence to the four shafts and Virginia, City, have been placed in position, and instru-
ments at seven different stations will be in operation before long. 
\Ve have erected commodious boarding and lodging houses for the accommodation 
of the men at each of the four shafts, also a new oue of much larger dimensions at the 
mouth of the tunnel. 
The number of men employed was-
During Decen1 ber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . . . . . . 159 men. 
Daring January ............................. _.. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 231 men. 
During l<~ebruary ................•....•....•........•.................... 326 men. 
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The work is being carried on with commendable care ancl economy, under the super-
vision of om energetic foreman, Mr. John D. Bethel. All tho diil'erent departments 
receive their proper attention. The mechanical engineering department is nuder the 
superintendence of l\fr. John Anderson, that. of surveying aud ei vil CJ1gincering under 
l\Ir. G. H. Haist, and the office aml accounts under the charge of Mr. L. Chemin ant. 
Most important developments have of late been made iu the Comstock lot1e. The 
discovery of rich and extensive bodies of ore in the Crown Point and Belcher mines, at 
a depth of 1,300 feet, estimated to be worth, as far as developed, over $30,000,000, have 
finally established tl10 continuance of the southern part of the Comstock lode in depth. 
Discoveries within the last month in the Savage mine, at a depth of 1,400 feet, of the 
most valuable character, have settled this question beyonu cavil for the northern por-
tion of the lode. The importance of these discoveries can hanlly be overestimated, 
since they remove all donlJts of tile brilliant future of the tunnel enterprise. 
It is highly desiralJle to pnsh the tunnel to final completion at as early a moment as 
possilJlo, and it appears tllat this may lJe accomplished within the uext two and one-
half years, proviued the company secures all the requisite funds. 
I annex the reports of the assessor and of the different mining com-
panies: 
.Abstmct statement from the quarterly assessment-roll of the proceeds of the mines of Storey 
County f01' the quaTtc1· ending March 31, 1871.* 
Number of tons Actual cost of 
extracted. Value Gro~s yield Actual cost transportation Name. of extrac- Total cost. per ton. or value. tion. and reduction 
Ton~. Pounds. or sale. 
American, (now Caledonia,) 
Gold Hill di~trict. __ .. _ .. 2, 23:1 250 $13 48 $32,116 66 $5,582 81 $20,098 93 $25,680 93 
Belcher, Gold Hill district. 279 3 70 1, 034 50 ................... _ ........................... 1, 774 00 
Segregated Belcher, Gold 
Hill di~trict. __ -- ........ 
CrownPoint, Gold Hill dis-
1, 731 21 08 36,493 57 18,472 00 20,772 00 39,244 00 
trict ·-- ..... --- .. -- . . -- . fi, 908 1, 000 21 25 
Cbollar Potosi, Virginia dis-
125,574 69 71, 665 98 62,566 65 134,232 63 
trict. ---- .... -.-.--.---. 20,897 39 25 820,295 70 106,298 37 250, 71i4 00 357, OG2 37 
Empire, Gold Hill dbtrict .. 2, Ol:.l 
Gould and Curry, Virginia 
14 C8 28,341 57 18,047 64 15, 48~ 80 "33, 536 44 
district . ___ . _ .. ___ . ____ . 1, 713 750 20 40 
Hale and Norcross, Virginia 
34, 9~6 12 68,877 34 ~o. 560 so 89,437 84 
district . _. __ ..... ___ .. _. 17, 187 J, 980 20 76 356,850 12 100,803 50 167, 945 67 268,839 17 
Overman, Gold Ilill district. 6, 208 1, 458 11 2il 69,6136 JO 51, 921 00 68,296 co 120,21700 
Savage, Virginia district._. 13,928 1, 380 22 10 307, 916 73 131,710 24 129,496 18 261,210 42 
Succor, Gold II ill district.. 1, 700 ............. ll 46 19, 484 00 . .................... -------------· 24, 2;)1 00 
Imperial, Geld Hill district . 2, 651" 9 00 23,838 00 17,263 00 15,997 00 33,260 00 
Sierra Nevada, Virgiuia dis· 
trict ·-- .... __ .. ____ . _ ... 5, 865 -------- 7 84 46, 121 01 19,020 73 28,670 40 47, 691 13 
Yellow Jacket, Gold Hill .. 15,637 -------- 34 98 547, 155 28 131,767 44 187,644 00 319,411 44 ---- ----
Total. ........•....... 97,952 818 2,4~9,854 05 
* AHsessment under new law. See Statutes of Nevada, 1871, p. 87. 
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Abstract statement from the quarterly assessment-roll of the proceeds of the mines of Stm·ey 
Cow~ty for the qua1'ter ending Jnne 30, 1i:l71. 
I 
Name. 
Number of tons 
extracted. Value per 
1----,-----1 ton. 
. I Actual cost Actual cost_ of 
Gross y1eld of extr::tc· tramportat~on Total cost. 




Savage, Virginia district. .. 13,412 1, 310 $21 69 $290,670 59 $132,831 74 $146, 138 18 $278, 696 !!2 
Overman, Gold Hill district. 3, 381 1, 550 11 40 38,5:15 09 22, 146 03 35, !!75 08 58, 121 11 
Sierra Nevada, Virginia 
district ................. ~. 773 7 17 
YPllow Jacket, Gold Hill 
19,889 49 .................. .................... 22,085 51 
district ................. 15, 787 37 90 
Crown Point, Gold Hill dis-
598, 916 05 168, 674 47 189,444 00 358,811 49 
trict ..... .............. . 18,972 1, 000 37 !JO 719, 121 80 1:32,763 82 227,767 00 360,530 82 
Kentuck, Gold Hill district. 1, 820 19 37 35,245 oo I 18, 680 42 ~o. n2o oo 38,700 48 
Empire, Gold Hill district.. 1, !!9:3 14 15 28,200 00 13,721 00 14, 947 50 28,668 91 
Succor, Gold Hill district .. . 2,100 10 22 21,47:3 00 12,683 00 10, 500 00 23,188 00 
Caledonia, Gold II ill district 7, 383 13 75 101, !'i85 23 24,285 02 69,400 20 93,685 22 
Chollar-Potosi, Virginia dis-
tlict .... .. . ............. 20, (i63 37 75 770,347 62 94, 526 66 247,956 00 342,482 66 
Hale and Norcross, Virginia 
district ................. 15,844 1, 390 17 09 270,795 11 
m, eso "I 15!!, 626 36 271,506 50 Segregated Belcher, Gold 
Hill di.tdct .••.••.•••••• 
1
__'::_'":'_ ............ 17 50 23, 604 00 13, 663 83 15,828 00 29, 491 83 
------
Total .............. 103, 477 6, 250 ................... 2,!)18,402 98 
I 
Abstract statement frmn the qua1·terly assessment-roll of the proceeds of the mines of Stm·ey 
County for the quw·ter ending September 30, 1871. 
Number of tons I 
extracted. Actual cost Actual cost of 
Name. Value per Gross yield of extrac- tr::m~portation Total cost. ton. or value. and reduction 
Tons. Pounds., tion. or ~ale. 
Belcher, Gold Hill district. 2, 689 $78 85 
Segregated Belcher, Gold 
$212,038 56 $68,480 13 $32,268 00 $105,748 13 
Hill district ............. 1149 17 02 
Crown Point, Gold Hill dis· 
11, 069 24 4, 415 83 7, 788 60 12, 204 43 
trict ........... ... .. .... 17,240 
Chollar-Potosi, Virginia dis-
1, 000 30 54 !'i26, 565 06 148, 548 02 193,925 00 342,473 08 
trict ... ................ . 9,816 29 26 287,175 72 74,358 60 117,792 00 192, 150 60 
Caledonia, Gold Hill dis-
triet ..... .............. . 4, 832 11 52 55,689 86 28,287 6-! 4~. 910 07 71, 1P7 71 
Empire, Gold Hill district. 2, 200 12 61 27,739 35 23,611 34 16,450 00 40,061 35 
Hale and Norcros~, Virginia 
district .......... _ ...... 9, 4C9 1, 720 15 21 144,337 22 102,349 97 112,918 :32 215,268 29 
Ken tuck, Gold Hill._ ...... 3, 430 17 43 59, 791 00 25,312 67 41,160 00 6(1, 472 67 
Savage, Virginia di8trict ... 11,523 410 20 62 237,661 61 108, 725 47 128,815 77 237,541 24 
Succor, Gold Hill district ... 4, 600 14 12 
SierraNevada, Vi:rginiadis-
64,983 07 13,000 00 12,900 Q(j 25,900 00 
trict .................... 5, 006 10 54 ...................... ..................... ··-------··--· 24,248 27 
Yellow Jacket, Gold Hill .. u, 137 1, 000 27 46 250,914 40 141, 335 61 109,650 00 250,985 61 
---- ----
Total. .......••..... 78,533 4,130 ................... l, 818, 015 09 
Abstract statement frO?n the quarte1 ly assessment-roll of the proceeds of the mines of Storey 
Connty for the quw·ter ending December 31, U:l71. 
I Numb" Value ! Gross yield or Actnnl "'' of I Aclunl ·"''of Name. of tons ex- extraction. red~~\~n or Total cost. 
tracted. per ton. value. 
-------
Belcher .............••. 15,779 $62 47 $985,848 31 $217, 149 65 $189,348 00 $406,497 65 
Crown Point .. ......... 17,828 33 63 599,622 99 179,616 74 213,936 00 393,552 74 
Chollar-Potosi. ......•.. 8,159 23 27 189, 90!! 78 73, 159 22 97,908 00 171,067 22 
Caledonia ....... _ ...... 4,398 12 61 55,497 9;.! 31,124 49 39,151 45 70,275 94 
Hale and Norcross ..• _. 11,680 15 04 175,718 04 !!7, 983 69 140, 168 76 238, 152 4!'i 
Kentuck ....... ··-· .... 3, 933 11 45 43,033 76 31,464 50 47, 196 00 78, 6ti0 50 
Savage ...... ···-···-·· 10,881 19 23 209,2:38 41 125,278 71 130,575 90 225,854 61 
Sierra Nevada .. ..... -. 4, 651 6 09 28, ::!58 07 ·········----- ····--------- 29,724 97 
Yellow Jacket. .. .... , •. 7, 023 25 56 17!!, 602 50 1C4, 273 O!'i 82,952 00 187,225 05 
Gould and Curry ...•... 345 34 99 
12. ,,. "' I 44,596 42 4, 140 00 48,736 42 ----
Total. ........ ........ 84, 677 . .................. 2, 480, 903 99 
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Stmmwry of assessor's returns jo1' 1872. 
Tons of ore. Gross yield. 
First quarter .......................................................... . 
Second quarter ........................................................ . 
Third quarter . .................................... ----- .. ---.---- ... --. 
Fourth quarter . .......................... ---.--- .. - ... - .. -----.-.--- ... 
TotaL ...................................... --o ---- .. -.... --- .. 
97,952.41 
105, 477. 12 
78,533.07 
84, 677.00 
366, 6:39. 60 
$2, 449, 854 03 
2,9L8,402 !J8 
l' 878, 015 0!-1 
2, 480, 803 !J9 
9, 727, 176 11 
The incompleteness of the assessor's returns is shown by the fact that 
the shipments of lmllion by Wells, Fargo & Co., from Virginia and Gold 
Hill, during the year 1871, amounted to $11,053,328. The difference is 
probably due to the product of other mines than those mentioned in the 
table, and partly, perhaps, to the shipment of bullion obtained from tail-
ings and slimes. · 
Report of the Gould and Curry for the year ending November 30, 1871. 
The superintender:.t reports 2,635 t.ons of ore extracted during the year ending N ovem-
ber 30, aggregat.ing $91,645, and showing an average of $26.21 per ton. The time 
bas been mostly spent in prospecting, w1th no favorable results. The mine is in good 
order, shafts well timbered, and everything in working condition. The president anu 
superintendent both express the hope that further explorations of the deep levels wHl 
yet reveal as good indications as have been found in adjoining claims. 
RECEIPTS. 
From bullion prodnct ...... __ -- ---- . -- •. --. ------ .... .... ______ . __ .. __ .. . 
Assessment No.9, $12.50 per share ............ __ .. __ . __ ..... __ . __ . ____ . _ .. 
Assessment No. 10, $15 per share __ -- .. -- . -- ... __ .. __ ...... ______ .. __ .. __ .. 
Assessment No.11, $15 per share. __ ........ _ ...... __ . _____ .. ____ . _______ .. 
Rent of mill and materials sold ............... ---- ............ _ .... _ ..... . 
Road franchise sold, and tolls ........... _ .... _. __ .......... _ ........ ____ .. 
Miscellaneous ............ .. ........ , ..•....................... . ........... 
Total ref'eipts .................................................... . 
Cash on band December 1, 1870 .. __ .... __ ...................... __ ...... _ .. 
Total .......... . 
DISBURSEMENTS. 
Labor at mine ..............................•...... _ ...... _ ............ _. 
Supplies at rnine, &.c .................................................... . 
Working 3,500 tons of ore at custom mills ____ .................. _ .......... . 
Day and night watchmen ........................................ ____ .. .. 
Real estate in Virginia ............ _ .......... _. ____ .................... .. 
Taxes-State, city, and county __ .............. ~ ............... _ ...... __ .. 
General expenses ......•............. _ ................ .. _ ..•..•........ _ .. 
Exchange._.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . 
Legal expenses ............................................ ·- ............. . 
Miscellaneous ............. _ .......................•............ · ......... . 
Total disbursements __ ........................................... .. 
Cash on hand December 1, 1871. ...................................... __ .. 
























The assets of the company aggregate $129,935, consisting of $62,674 for real estate, 
&c., at mine; $21,476 for ma.t.erials in storehouse and yard; $1,517 for bills receivable, 
and $43,267 caRh. The liabilities consist of few uncalled-for dividends, amounting to 
$606. The average cost of extracting ore was $8.43 per ton. 
Report of the Savage for the year ending July 11, 1871. 
[Extract from the Superintendent's report.] 
The Savage mine has yielded during the past year, ending June 30, :~9,715 llr&S tons 
of ore; in the first six months, 12,503 H-iHt tons, and 27,211 -HtrB· tons in the last six 
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months of the year. This ore has been extracted from the following sections of th~ old 
and new mines : 
NEW MIKE. 
First level ............................................. . 
Second level .......................................... . 
Fourth level ........................................... . 
Seventh level ................... -- ..................... . 
Eightlllevel ............................... . ........... . 
Ninth level ............................................ . 
1'enth level ................................ , .•.... 
OLD MINE. 
First level ............................................. . 
Third level ............................................ . . 
Fourth level ........................................... , 
Fifth level ............................................ . 
Sixth level ............................... --~- ......... . 



































TotaL ......................................................... 39,715 1,150 
Tllere have been reduced 38,147 ~%% tons, and sold 802lo.a.o% tons, (in the month of 
July, 1870,) leaving, from the year's production, 766:fdl0D0 tons, the proceeds of 
which have not yet been received. Tbe aggregate amount of bullion and cash received 
exceeds the total expense by the sum of $tl,510.68, which is the profit so far realized. 
Tile yiel6. of these 766;l0i?o tons of ore, less the cost of reduction, added to the 
above sum of $8,510.68, will constitute the actual profit of the whole year's opera-
tions. 
The avera.ge yield of the ore reduced is $21.43 per ton; the average cost of reduction, 
which includes labor, materials, and all incidental expenses, is $11.06, and the average 
cost of production is $9.95 per ton, leaving a profit of forty-two (42) cents per ton. 
The first and second levels of the new mine were re-opened, and ore extracted from 
them, in tile month of February, and they still continue to yield some ore. The fourth 
level, also re-opened, continues to yield a small quantity. The eighth level was ex-
hausted in the month of December, and the ninth level in the month of May. The 
tenth, or lowest level, was opened in the month of May, and cross-cuts have been run 
across the vein, but up to this time no ore of value has been discovered on this level. 
The ore (1,622-Qil-&fl- tons) which is designated above, for the sake of convenience, 
as coming from the tenth level, was extracted from between this and the ninth level. 
Some ore yet remains in that locality, near the south line, but the quantity is very 
limited. 
In the old mine, the sixth level bas yielded the largest portion of the ore which bas 
come from th::~ old works. This level was re-opened in the month of December, and it 
continues to yield some ore. 
The main shaft has been sunk 100 feet, to the tenth level, and that level has been 
opened to our southern boundary, with four cross-cuts made on that level at intervals 
of 100 feet, extending from the west wall of the lode across the vein, and penetrating 
the east wall from 50 to 100 feet. Over 4,000 feet of new drifts have been run and old 
drifts re-opened in the new and old mines, and considerable ore of moderate grade has 
been found and extracted. Two new pumps have been placed in the main shaft in 
addition t.o those which are already in use. Air-connections have been made with the 
Hale and Norcross mine on the various levels, rendering the levels cool and comfort-
able, so that the workmen are enabled to perform a greater amount of labor, and at 
the same time the mine-timbers are protected from the rapiLl decay which occurs where 
there is a want of ventilation. Much work has been done on the main shaft, which is 
now in a state of , good repair, and will probably remain so for six months to come. 
The hoisting-machinery, the pumps, and the pump-eugmes, at both the ol<l and new 
shafts, are in excellent order. The power of the machinery is sufficient to hoist from a 
depth 200 feet lower than onr present lowest level. 
In re-opening the various old levels, by timbering them in a solid manner, and by 
placing good car-tracks in them, we have been able to handle a large quantit.y of 
ore at comparatively a light cost, and have made up in quantity what the ore lacks in 
quality. · 
Considerable ore yet remains in the upper levels, which further exploration may dis-
close. At this time, however, we have no knowledge of any extensive body uf ore in 
any part of the mine. On the whole, the mine may be said, so far as can be seen, to 
be exhausted of ore of a paying value. By sinking deeper new bodies of ore may be 
exposed, but until such bodies are found, profit fi·om the mine cannot be looked for. 
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RECEIPTS. 
Cash, balance on hand July 11, 1870 ...... _ .....•• -- ..•...•.••.. -•....... 
Superintendent, balance on hand July 11, 1870 ....... --- ............... . 
Bullion, bars received from mine ... --- .........................••...... 
Bullion, grains and slag sold ..............•.....................•....... 
Premium on bullion sold ............................•.................. 
Ores sold at mine ..................................................... . 
Real estate, rent of houses ... ·"' ....................................... . 
Virginia and Truckee Railroad Company, return freights on account .... _. 
DISBURSEMENTS. 
Taxes and stamps-Federal, State, county, and city ........•..•........• 
Timber and lnmber .................................................... . 
Labor and salaries-foreman, miners, engineers, carpenters, laborers, com-
pany's officers ... __ .... _ ............................................ . 
Exchange, on superintendent's drafts ...............•........... __ ..... . 
Surveying in nline ..............................•...•.................. 
Materials-mining supplies, hardware, candles, oils, &c., and insurance on 
hoisting-works ............•.....•.....................•.............. 
Fuel-wood a11<l charcoal. ............................................. . 
Books and stationery for Virginia and San Francisco offices . ............ . 
Freight on mining materials to Virginia ............................... . 
Freight on bullion, per Wells, Fargo & Co.'s express .................... . 
Assay office-net cost of company's office .......... ..................... _. 
Assaying, at outside offices .......•..................................... 
Interest on overdrafts at bank ... . .................................... . 
Legal expense-attorney's fees, &c .... . ... . ........................... . 
Mill-materials and labor--:total cost of reduction of ores at company's 
mills, including r epairs and insurance ............................... . 
Reduction of ores-paid custom milL .......... . ....................... . 
Incidental-sundry extraordinary expenses .... ·-·--· .................. . 
Horse-keeping-horses, vehicles, and feed .............................. . 
Water-Virginia and Gold Hill water-works ........................... . 
Expense-office reut, porter, &c ....................................... . 
Real estate-cit.y lots at Virginia, recording ........................... .. . 
Cash, balance on hand this day ........................................ . 
ASSETS, JUI,Y 10, 1871. 
Cost value of stores on hand at mine ...... ............................. . 
Cost value of stores on band at assay office ..... . ........... , ........... . 
Cost value of stores on hand at Savage mill ............................ . 
Furniture of office building at Virginia and San Francisco office . ........ . 
Net value of 1,182 tons of ore on hand at mills and mine, (cost of reduct,ion 
aliowed) ........................•................................... 
Bills receivable for assaying ........................................... . 
Cash on hand ...............•.............................. . ........... 










































Report of the Hale and Norcross for the uear ending March 1, 1871. 
During the past year $67 per share, aggregating $536,000, has been pa.id in dividends 
to stockholders, being $46,000 in excess of the amount disbursed in 18ti6, heretofore the 
most prosperous year of this company. The president, in his report, sets forth a very 
strong argument for a reduction in the price of labor, and to which remarks the labor-
ing men should pay particular attention, as it concerns aH much their future prosperity 
as that of the companies. The following statement extracted w·ill show in what de-
partments a reduction has been made witliin the past four years : 
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1867. 1870. Reduction. 
Cost of timber per tbcusand feet ................... $31 32 $21 32 31.92 per rent. 
Cost of wood per cord.............................. 15 05 11 33 24.71 " 
Cost of milliug per ton ........................ _.... 14 21 11 16~ 21.42 " 
TotaL.................. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 60 fiB 43 81t 27. 67 " 
Yiehl of ore per ton ................ _ .............. $34 14 $25 13 26. 10 " 
Labor per clay.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 00 4 00 
Here we have tho cost of the principal items in mining for tho years 1867 an<118";0. 
'Vhile the items of timber, wood, and milling show an aYerage reduction of 27.67 per 
cent., and the Ya1 ue of ore shows a decline of 26f0 per cent., labor still maintains its 
high standard of valnatioll. 
In his closing remarks the president Rays: 
"In all mining communities where employment depends on the development of hide len 
wealth, there must of necessity be large numbers who llavo nothing to do, and wllo 
can be only a, charge and expense npou their more fortunate co-laborers; but when 
circnmstauccs such as now exist in the large bodies of low-grade ore already devclope<l 
on the Comstock louo have placed it in the power of all to be employed at prices from 
15 to 20 per cent. less than present rates, bo'iV much better is it for labor to coniorm 
to the necessities of the case, than to insist on prices of ten and eleven years ago, 
thereby paralyzing work, and, in order to maiutain its position, compelled to contribute 
a large percentage of its earnings toward the support of the unemployed." 
[Extract from the Secretary's rcport.l 
RECEIPTS. 
Cash on han(l February 28, 1870 .. __ ................................ .. 
Return freights Virginia and 'l'rnckee Railroad ....................... . 
Premiums on bullion ................................. _ ............ .. 
Proceeds of 64,974 tons ore ......................................... __ 
Other sources ........................................ _ ............. . 
$118, oa 57 




•rotal ............... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 80:3, 983 d6 
DISBURSEMENTS. 
Labor on contracts ......•.....................•................... __ 
"Wood, 4,R27t cords ................................................. . 
Timber and lnmber ........................ .. ....................... __ 
Hardware, candles, powder, &c ................................... .. 
vVorking ore .. __ ................................................... . 
Salary assayer and assistant, &c ................ _ .................... . 
Dividends to stockholders .. _ ....................................... .. 
Suudry accounts ....................... _ ............................ . 









G6, 654 11 
Total.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 803, 893 86 
During the past year 64,974 tons of ore have been reduced, yielding $1,632,844.38, and 
there remain on hand 4,208£- tons, valued per assay at $145,124.20, the cost of mining 
which is paid. During this period the shaft has bPen sunk from the sixth to tbfl eighth 
(1,300-foot) level, an(l retim bercd for a distance of 309 feet. The old mine produced 
18,3tl6 tons of ore; 5,633{- tons of ore have been extracted from the eighth or lowest level, 
aud there set remains standiug, iu t.he stopes of this level, a quantity sufficiently ex-
tensive to require fully eight months for its extraction. The ore-body on this level is 
now opened 313 feet in length, and bas for this distance an average width of 24 feet. 
The southernmost workings in this ore-body have not as yet reached the terminus o£ 
the ore. Although this level is but part.ially opened, the developments thus far made 
expose an ore-body greater in length and width than any before shown in the mine. 
The bard cb<tracter of the ore-all of it requiring to be blasted-gives every reason to 
believe that the preRent good ore vdll continue to a much greater depth than is yet 
reached. The prospects of the mine are now more brilliant tllan at any previous 
date. 
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Report of the Hale and Norcross for the year ending ~March 1, 1872. 
(Extract from the Secretary's report.] • 
RECEIPTS. 
From bullion .......•.....................•................•...•.....•... 
From assessments ..••••..•.............................................. 






Total receipts ............................................... ------ 1,124,674 
Cash, March 1, 1871. .................................. ".... . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 56, 654 
DISBURSEMENTS. 
Milling 49,625 tons of ore .................................. " ............ . 
Mine account, labor and supplies ........................................ . 
Bills payable .............................•................... " ..•....... 
Dividends to stockholders .............................................. . 
General expenses ......................... . ..............••.............. 
Machinery account .......•.••.............•..............•.............. 
l<'reight account ................................................... . .... . 















Cash, March 1, 1872 ....••..........•.. ~ . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 6, 528 
1,181,328 
The superintendent's report embraces all the operations in the mine 
during the past year: 
During the past year 48,571t tons of ore have been extracted from the various levels 
of the mine, and 49,625 tons and 495 pounds have been reduced. The entire yield 
of bullion therefrom was $862,701.36, and there remain on hand, in the several ore-
houses, 3,154 tons and 1,860 pounds of ore, of an assay valuation of$84,072.09. Within this 
period the main shaft has been retimbered in the most substantial manner from tlw 
eighth (or 1,300-foot) level to the surface. 
This work has been attended. with great expense, and has also retarded the explora-
tion of the mine below the eighth level for at least one-third of the year. 
The shaft is now in good repair, as are also the various drifts, adits, and winzes 
throughout the mine, and the chief air-passage and ladder-way co_1;mecting the upper 
and lower mines is in perfect condition, and of sufficient capacity to render all the 
levels cool and pleasant. . 
At a perpendicular depth of 1,234 feot, or 66 feet above the eighth level, the main shaft 
intersects the hard west wall of the ore-vein. 
We have, therefore, been compelled to continue our operations at greater depths by 
means of au incline. 
This incline is now sunk to a distance of 290 feet below the eighth (or lowest) level. 
It descends at an angle of 39 degrees from the horizon, and is sunk in the hard west 
wall of the vein. 
It has evidently passed below the water-line, as the rock is extremely hard, requir-
ing continuous blasting, and is entirely devoid of moisture. . 
It is strongly timbered with 14 !Jy 14-inch timbers, three feet apart, and is divided 
into two compartments, each 7 feet in height and 6 feet in width in the clear. One of 
these compartments is used for the pumps and column and air-pipes, :mel for a ladder-
wa;y. The other is reserved solely for the passage of the large incline-car, which is 
des1g~ecl to do all the work of hoisting from the openings below the eighth level up to 
the bms and chutes at that level. These receptacles are prepared for and receiving and 
transferring the contents of the incline-car into tbe smaller cars provided for conveying 
the rock up to the surface through the vertical shaft. This incline-car is so constructeGl 
~s to be self-adjusting when dnmped, and is quadruple the capacity 0f the cars in use 
m the vertical shaft. It is worked by the powerful engine on the surface recently 
erected, the rope operating it paesing througb the punp-shaft., thus retaining the ft1ll 
H. Ex. 211--11 
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use of the other two compartments of the shaft for hoisting from the ninth level, and 
fi·om the various levels above the point of commencement of the incline. 
At to perpendicular deP.th of 115 feet below the eighth level we are at present en-
gaged in excavating for our ninth-level station; but we have not as yet reached the 
ore-veins. 
Within the past six months we have expended a large amount of money in the pur-
chase and erection of machinery suited to the incline method of working tho mine. 
We have erected for this pnrpose one engine of22-inch diameter of cylinder, ttnd 30-
inch stroke, with reels and connections complete, and two boilers, 56 inches in diameter 
and 16 feet long, all of wilich are of the latest improved patterns. 
With these additions our hoisting power is aderruate to work the mine to a depth of 
2,500 feet, and our hoisting capacity will not be diminished until that depth shall have 
b een attained, as all of our regular machinery will be employed in raising tile ore and 
waste rock from the several levels opening from the shaft, and the new and powerful 
improvements will be reserved for the especial service of the incline and contiguous 
workings below the termination of the vertical shaft. 
In the workshops appertaining to the mine our mechanical facilities have been greatly 
augmented. 
We now have in operation a lathe 21 feet by 30 inches swing, driven by an engine of 
13-inch diameter cylinder, and 36-inch stroke. This engine was especially secured for 
the actuation of this machine, and for working the cross-cut, edging, and wedge saws, 
wilich we Ilave also just erected. 
The acquiHition of tilese important tools will enable us to materially reduce the 
accessory expense of the mine. 
The ores extracted during the latter ha1f of the year have been unavoidably of a low 
grade, and, owing to the interruption of operation sat the bottom of the mine, (pending 
tile retimbering of the shaft,) were produced from the upper levels and from t,he sec-
tion known as the old or upper mine. Much of this quality of ore yet remains in these 
localities, but as it yields but little profit our atteution will be directed to new deposits 
at greater depths, so soon as stations can be opened from the incline now a<lvaucing 
~]own wards. 
The machinery of both mines is in perfect order. 
Report of the Ohollar-Potosifor the year ending -"~fay 31,1871. 
[Extract from the Superintendent's report.] 
The amount of ore raised during the year was 84,681 tons, from the following sections 
-of the mine : 
Tons. 
Belvidere Station .... _ ........ _ ..... __ ... _ .. _ .... _ ...... _. _ ...•. _. _ ..... _.. 68, 856 
Blue Wing. __ .·----· .. -·-··----·,. ___ -·-_·---··- .. ---·---- __ ---· ... --· .. _---. 10,971 
New Tunnel .. __ •.....•..•....... __ ...... _. _ .. _ ....•. ___ •.....• _ .. ___ .. __ . _ 4, 854 
Total _. __ •.... _ ........... _. _ ... _. _ .... ____ < ••••• _ •• __ ., •••••• __ • _ ••• _ 84, 681 
The quantity raised for the previous year was 56,636 tons, of which 26,000 tons were 
from the Blue Wing, 12,000 tons from the Tunnel, 8,000 from the Belvidere, and 10,000 
fFom Grass Valley and croppings. 
The amount of ore milled during the past year was 83,775 tons, distributed through-
out the year as follows: 
1870-'71. Tons worked. 
June ... __ .. _. _ .•.... _ •.•••...• _ .....••.. ______ . __ •....... _.. 4, 470 
J nly. _ .. ___ .. ___ ....•• _ •... _ .. _ ..... _ ••... _ .•..... _. _. _ ... _. . 5, 954 
August . __ • _ .. _. _ ••. __ . _ .... __ .... _. __ . ___ . , •• __ • __ .•..... _.. 5, 535 
September ..... __ •. _. _ .. _. __ •. __ .. __ . _. _ ...• ___ .. _ •. __ .... _ _ _ 6, 200 
October ...• _ .. ____ .......•• __ ........ __ •••.. ____ .. _ .. _. . • • • . . 6, 467 
November . ____ ... _ •........ _ ......•...• _ ... _ .. _ .•.. ________ . 6, 309 
December __ .. _. __ .............• _ .•.• _. _ •....• _ ...•••..... __ .• 11, 880 
January _ ..... __ .•.•....• _.. . •••. _ ..... _ ... _. __ .• • . . . . . • . . . . 6, 779 
:F'ebrnary .. ___ •. _. _ ... ___ ••. _ .••..•••••• _. __ •...•..•• _. . . . . . . 6, 048 
March . _ •.. ____ •• ___ .......•• _ .•..•.......... _ ••.... _ •. _ ... _ 8, 070 
April • __ ... __ .•.•• _ •..• __ ....•••. _ ...... _ •. _ .......•.....•. _ . 8, 034 
.May ... _ ..•... _ ......... _ •....• _ . __ •.... _ .... _ ..... _ . _ •. _. _. _ 8, 029 
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The average yield of the ore, and the cost of milling and mining, comp~re as follows 
with the previous fiscal year: 
1869-'70. 1870-'71. 
Averageyieldoforeper ton ............................. : ...... $24 86 $4130 
Cost of milling.. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 12 81 12 00 
Cost of mining...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 99 4 69 
Profit.... . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • 8 06 24 61 
The receipts for the year amounted to nearly $3,476,000, the principal items being 
the following: 
From bullion ..................•......•.••...... -----· ................. . 
Reclamation from mills~ (less $117 paid) ................................. . 
Premium on bullion .................... ------ ......................... . 
Return freight, Virginia and Truckee Railroad .........................• 
Miscellaneous .......•••......•..•.............•........................ 
Total receipts .........•...•...•.................................. 








Total . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 3, 604, 1~8 
During the previous fiscal year the receipts amounted to $1,522,277. 
The disbursements for the year aggregated $3,403,467, against $1,563,015 for the 
previous year. The leading items in the disbursement account for the year jnst closed 
are the following: 
Dividends pai<l to stockholders ..•....................................... 
i':ti:ri~gc~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: --~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ -. ~ ~ ~:: -- ·_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ·_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::: ~ ~ 
Timber and lumber ....•................................................ 
General expenses ...................................................... . 
Taxes ...........•........................... ~ ...... --.- ........ ---- ---. 
Freight ............................•......................•............ 
Har<l ware. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 
Miscellaneous .........................•...................•............ 
Total expenditure ..................•............................. 












Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . • 3, 604, 188 
The business for the past year shows an increase of over 100 per cent. as against the 
previous year. The dividends paid to stockholders were unusually remunerative. 
LIST Ol!' 1\:IONTHLY DISBUHSJ£:'\IENTS. 
Paid. Per share. 
July 21, 1870. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . $1 00 
August 10 . . .... ... . . .. . ... . .. ••................ .. .. .. . . . . . .. . 2 00 
Septent ber 10 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 
October 10 ...........•.... , . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 00 
November 10. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 00 
December 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 0 0 
January 10, 1871. ............................................. 5 00 
January 16... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 5 00 
February 10..... . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 5 00 
February 15. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . •....... _ . . . . 5 00 
March 10...... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00 
March 15. . . . • . . • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 5 00 
April7.... . . . . . . • . . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00 
April14.... . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00 
May 10 ........ ~.. . . . . • . • • . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00 
May 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00 
June 10.... .....• .••. ...... ...... .... .....• •..... .... .... ..... 2 00 
Totals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 68 50 
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The above' is the most flattering exhibit of dividends for a single year in the history 
of the company. In July, U:l70, the market value of the above stock was from $30 to 
$37 per share. Parties who then bought aud who have retained their stock, have not 
only received double what they paid in dividends, but now can realize a very handsome 
ad vance on tho original price. 
Report of the Yellow Jacket for the yectr ending J~tly 1, 1871. 
(Extract from the President's report.] 
The ore mined and milled during the past year was 59,875 tons, and came principa1ly 
from the 900 and 1,000-foot levels; and there still remain in place, on the same levels, 
many tons of ore of a similar quality-enongh, I am in hopes, at the present ratP. of 
extraction, to last until we develop some other body on the new levels we are now 
employed in opening. 
During tlw year there httve been upward of 3,800 feet of working anfl prospecting 
urift rnn, and 1,080 feet of slope and perpendicular winzes raised aud sunk. The main 
~Shaft has been sunk, full size, from the 1,000 to the 1,100-foot level, and the pump-
apartment opened between the 900 and 1,000-foot levels. ·we have also started an 
incline or continued main shaft, ou au angle of 45 degrees, to the east, from a poiut 30 
feet above tb6 1,100-foot level, which bas been sunk to a depth of 30 feet below the 
1,100-foot level. We were obliged to start the shaft on this slope, as it bad penetrated 
the west country-rock at the 1,100 foot level. 
The mttin working drift, 1,100-foot level, has reached a point 400 feet north of the 
shaft. There has been but one cross-cut run on this level, one east of the shaft, at 
which point we find flattering indications of the existence of an ore-body below. 
By the middle of September, or before, I am in hopes that we will have the 1,200-
foot level opened. 
During the year there have been extensive alterations and improvements made in 
the hoisting an<l pumping machinery, substituting- steel-wire ropes and gearing for the 
manilla ropes and friction-reels, putting in place, in running order, a new 18 by 27 inch 
hoisting engine for working the new incline-car below the 1,100-foot level. \Ve have 
also changed the three 12-iuch pumps in the shaft to 8-inch ones, and also put in new 
pump-rods and column above the 1,100-foot level. 
The hoisting and pumping machinery is now in first-class order, an<l capable of 
working the mine to a greater depth, with very little expense outside of necessary 
wear and tear. 
[Extract from the Secretary's report.] 
RECEIPTS. 
Bullion account: 
Proceeds of 59,875 tons of ore _____ ,----·----·------------------·----- $1,863,126 06 
Proceeds of 1,955 tons tailings ____ .. _ ... _ .. __ .... _____ . _. ___ ..... __ .. 18, 197 75 
TotaL ______ .. _. __ .. ___ ~ .. ___ .. _. __ .... _________ ... ___ .... ___ • 1, 881, 323 81 
Virginia and Truckee Railroad : 
Amount returned in freight __ . __ .. __ . _. ___ .. __ . _ .. ____ ... ___ • . . . . • . . . 7, 616 23 
Sundries: 
Sale mill-machinery, rope, &c .. __ .. ___ . _. _. ______ •.... ______ . _. _ .• _ .. 
Amount for ad vertisiug __ . __ . _. _. ______ .. _ ....... _______ . _. ___ . _____ . 




Total . ---- .. _-. _. ____ . _ ... ___ ..•. ______ . ___ . ___ . ___ .. ___ •. _ _ _ _ 2, ODt::, 062 45 
DISBURSEMENTS. 
For labor . _ . __ . ______ . ___ . _. _ . _ . __ . ___ .. ___ .. __ .. _ ... _ ...... ___ .. ____ . 
Mine snpplies __ ---· ____ --·- ---- ---· ____ ···-·- ____ --·· ____ ---· --·· ___ _ 
In1provcments ______ . _____ .. _ .. ___ .. _________________ . _. _ .. ____ ..•. __ 
'framway ------ ·----· ·----- ---· ·----- ____ ··---· ·-·--· ------ ---· ··---· Legal expenses_ .. __ ... ____ . ____ . ____ ... ____ . ___ .. __ . ___ . ______ . __ . _ .. 
Expenses·----- ____ ···-···---·· ____ -----··----·---··-·-----··---·--·-
Candles and oil ____ --·----··--- ____ -·-· ____ .. ------·----- ________ ---· 
Powder and fuse_ .. --· .. _-·- .. _--· _____ . ______ .... __________ .. __ .. ·- __ 











CONDITION OF MINING INDUSTRY-NEVADA. 
Iron and steel .................•..................•..............•..... 
Tintber .... _ ... ___ .. ___ .... _ ... __ . _ ..... _. __ .. _. _ .... _ ..... _ ...... _ .. 
Crushing .. _ ... _ ..... __ ............ __ ..•..•. __ .. _ ... _ ...... _ ... _ .... _ 
Assay, and discount on bars ..... ___ ...•.•.•... _ •... __ . _ .... ___ •... _ .• 
Taxes on real estate .................................................. . 
Interest .....................................•••.............•.. ____ . 






3, 187 87 
2,354 92 
13,600 00 
.Assay office ...........••.......................••...................• 
\Vorking tailings .. ------- .. ------------ .. -- .. -- .......... -- .........• 
3,926 39 
l:l, 97:2 09 i~ 
~ 
TotaL _____ . __ . _____ .. _____________ .. __ ...•. _ ........... _. . . . . . 1, :359, 575 29 
DIVIDENDS. 
No. 18 to 23, inclusive .. _. _ ... _. _ ....... _ ............................ . 
Amount paid on back dividends ............•...............•.......... 
Cash on hand J nly 1, 1871. _ ...... -....... - ..... - .. - .. -.- ... - .... - .... -





Total . _ .....•... __ .. _ .... _ ... _ •.•. __ . • • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 2, 096, 062 45 
(Total expenses for each ton extracted from the mine, $22.65.) 
RECAPITULATION. 
59,875 tons ore worked, yield $31.11 per ton ... _ ..•........ $1, 863, 126 06 
1,955 tons tailings worked, yield $9.30 per ton . . . • . . . • . . . . 18, 197 75 
----$1, 881, 323 81 
Received from sale of mill-machinery, &c .... :. . . • • . . . . . . 51, 077 05 
Received from Virginia and Truckee Railroad, advanced 
freight ............................................ · ... . 7,616 23 
58,793 28 
Total receipts ............................... __ ._. __ . ____ .. ____ . 1, 940,017 09 
Expenses of company. __ ...... __ ... _ .•.. _ ........ ---- .... 1, 356,575 29 
Profit for year ending July 1, 1871 _. _ ...... _ .... _ .... ___ . 583, 441 80 
---- 1,940,017 09 
Report of the Kentuck for the year ending November 1, 1871. 
LExtract from Secretary's report.] 
RECEIPTS. 
Cash on hand November 1, 1870 ...... ·----- ---------------- ........... . 
Assessments Nos. 4 anc15 -------- ---· .... -----· ---- ...... ---· ........ .. 
Bullion, premiums, &c ................................................ . 
$6,144 80 
40,000 00 
119, 61:l3 35 
Total . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . • . • .. • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 165, 828 15 
DISBURSEMENTS. 
Real estate ...•..............................•......... - .•..........•.• 
Freight on treasure ............ ·----- ............ ·----·-----· .... ----. 
Interest. ____ .. _- ..... -- ... - .. -- . --.- .. -- .... ----. -.- .....•..... -- ..... 
Mine account, supplies, labor, assaying, transportation, milling, ex-
change, &c ... ___ ................................ - ... -. -- .... - . - .. . 
Gold Hill office, including salary of superintendent and clerk, rent, &c .. . 
San :Francisco salaries, office expenses, &c .... _ .... __ .................. -









Report of the Orown Point for the year ending .1Jlcty 1, 1871. 
[Extract from Secretary's report.) 
RECEIPTS. 
Amount of bullion produce<! .. __ • _ .. _. _ .... _ ... _ ............ _ .. _ ... __ .. $472, 181 ·18 
Preminm on the same------ ...... ·----· ............ ·----.............. 474 92 
Assessment No. 20 ............ ------ ...... ...... ...... ...... ....... .... 3fi,OOO 00 
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Assessment No. 21...... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • • . • . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . $42, 000 00 
Rhode Island mill ...................•.•.• ·----- ...... -----·........... 11,0:34 63 
Sundries ...... -............... .. . .. . . . . ... .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . ... .. .•.. ...• 11,777 19 
Total receipts ................• , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 573, 468 22 
Cash in hands of superintendent, May 1, H370................. .. . . . . . . . . 1, 735 48 
Cash in treasury, San Francisco, May 1, 1870 ••• __ •......... .. . .. . • . . . . . 37, 573 60 
Total ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 612, 777 30 
DISBURSEMENTS. 
Crown Point mine, labor and supplies .... __ .......•.................... 
Rhode Island. mill, supplies ....................................... _ ... . 
Rhode Island mill, improvements .................................•.... 
Crushing 18,904 tons ore . . ............................................ . 
Legal expenses ................................................... _ ... . 
General expenses ...................................................... . 
San Francisco expenses .......................•................... _ ... . 
'l'axes . . . . . . . ......................... - . - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- --
Assaying ....... _ ............ _ .................................... _ ... . 
Freight on bullion ................................................ _ ... . 
Miscellaneous items ....•..........................•................... 
Total disbursements ............................................ . 
Cash on hand May 1, 1871 .....•...... - .•.•.........................•.. 
$25!), 101 62 
31,252 16 
3,565 32 










Total .... _ .•....................................... _. . . . . . . • . . . . 612, 777 30 
The quantity and average yield of ore worked are: 
Mills. Ore in tons. Average. Bullion. 
Rhode Island ..•............•.•................. 
Bruns"·ick ................................... _ .. 
Petaluma ...................................... . 
Pioneer ........................................ . 









$34 34 $75,088 68 
17 41 230,802 91 
9 90 6,438 87 
31 48 69,602 20 
35 31 65,333 24 
37 75 15,855 28 
-----
22 39 472,121 18 
The average yield of the 5,392 tons of ore worked during the previous fiscal year 
was $14. 12, and the cost of working the same $11. 12. During the past year, 21,087 
tons were worked, at a cost of $10. 05, antl showing an average yield of $22. 39 per ton. 
Following is a statement of the assets of the company on May 1, 1871: 
ASSETS. 
Cash on band May 1, 1871. ........•....•..................•..........•.. $94, 602 47 
Rhode Island MilL_.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60, 000 0'0 
Mine and improvements.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80, 000 00 
Stock at mine ... __ . _... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13, 053 05 
Stock at milL_._ ........... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 961 40 
Ore (622 tons) at mills .......... · .......................... ------ ........ 19,195 00 
Total assets ...... _. _ ........................................• _. . . 273, 811 82 
The company have no liabilities. The mine is in a satisfactory condition. The new 
board declared a dividend of $10 per share, amounting to $120,000, carrying over a 
surplus equal to a. dividend of the same amount. This is the largest dividend ever 
paid by t.te company, and the first since September 12, 1868. 
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Report of the Belcher for the eleven months from February 1, 1871, to 
January 1, 1872. 
RECEIPTS. 
From bullion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1, 199, 135 
Assessments Nos. 7 ancl 8 ..........................................• - .. - 51, 925 
Virginia and Truckee Railroad........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 1, 036 
Total receipts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . 1, 252, 096 
Cash, January 31, 1871 ...•...•................................•.... ---- 624 
Total ...... _ •.... _ ..... ____ •..•••........ _ . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 252, 720 
DISBURSEMENTS. 
Labor ................................ ___ .. __ .......... _ ........ __ . _. __ _ 
Crushing 18,468 tons ore .............. ----.--.-.- .... --.- .. -------------
Hoisting 18,468 tons ore ...................................... ------ ... -
~1achincry account ...................................................... . 
~1iscellaneous ...........•..........•.•...•.•.....•........... -- .. ----. -. 
Total disbursements ......................•.....•.................• 








Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 1, 25~, 720 
The ore yield of this mine for the past year was all due to the last five months of 
the year. The qnautities hoistecl in each mouth, together with average and aggregate 
values, were as follows : 
Month. Tons. Average. Value. 
680 $74 90 $50,936 
2,009 so 19 Hil,l03 
4,200 74 52 31:3,641 
. 5, 717 60 40 345,419 
5,853 55 83 3:l8,036 
August .........................................•.... 
September .......................................... . 
October ____ .... ____ ................................ . 
N ovem bcr . . .....................................•... 
Decen1ber ..•..............•......... __ . . ............ . 
------------
Totals ..............................•.......... 18,468 64 26 1,109,135 
The assay value of the bullion was 54 per cent. gold a,nd 46 per cent. silver. From 
the lJalance of $712,945 held on the 1st of January, the company paid a dividend of $10 
per share, aggregating $104,000. 
For further tables, including dividends, assessments, rates of stock, 
&c., see the appendix to. this report. 
LANDER COUNTY. 
The product of this county has been notably increased over that of 
the preceding year. This is principally due to tlle largely exteuded min· 
ing and smelting operations at Eureka, and to a resumption, to a large 
extent, of the actiYity of several years ago in the Reese River district. 
In Reese River district the refitting of two mills, the Mettacom and 
the Citizens', and tlle introduction of roasting-furnaces and dry-
cruslling macllinery, have exerted a favorable influence on a great num-
ber of mines which hau not been worked to any extent for years, al-
though only one of these, tlle Citizens' .Mill, does custom work. It was 
finislled, I am informed~ in J nly. The roasting-furnaces used are 
'\Vhite's rotary cylintiers, a furnace very similar to tlle BrUckner c~ Jinder 
in opera,tion in Uolorado. The .Mettacom Mill has been put iu working 
order, and also fitted witll a vVllitt's furnace, by tlle Pacific .Mining Com-
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pany, an English corporation. The operations of this company, which 
is only second in importance to the 1\Ianllattan Company, are best 
shown by the reports of Captain H. Prideaux, the superintendent, and 
1.\-Ir. J. Ilowell, in charge of the mill, rendered in January, 1872, to the 
board of directors of the company. 
TilE PACIFIC MINING COl\1P.ANY, 
Austin, Nevada, Janum·y 20, 1872. 
To the Boarcl of Directors of the Pacific M~ining Compauy: 
GENTLE:\IEN: I beg to band to you the following as my report: Since I have bad 
charge of the Pacific Company's mines at Lauder Hill our workings have lJecn as fol-
lows: Levels driven 011 the conrse of tile veiu, 58 fathorus 2 feet; cross-cuts exteuded, 
55 fathoms :3 fe<;:t; rises 011 the course of tile vein, 53 fathoms 2 feet; rise not on the 
vein, 13 fathoms 2 feet; winzes sunk, 35 fathoms; stopes, 141 sqnare fathoms on day 
"·ork, 185 fathoms by tributera-making a total of 11:3 fathoms 5 feet of levds driven, 
66 fathoms 4 feet of rise:.>, 35 fathoms of wiuzes snu k, and 276 sqnare fathoms of 
ground stoped. \Ve have also shipped from the mine 356 tons 872 pounds of ore, 54 
tons 37S ponnds of which were milletl by the Manhattan Company, and produced fif-
teeu bars of silver bullion, value $~,G5:U9. The balance of the ore bas llecn shipped 
to the Company's l\Iettacom Mill, and is now being treated. The silver lJullion pro-
duced at the Mcttacoml\lill up to 4th i11stant was twenty-four bars, valnc $2:2,280.03. 
Besides this there is now on baud about ~.:J,OOO worth of silver, which will sllortly lle 
melted into hars. 'fhe estimatetl qnantity of ore at the mine, ou surface, is 100 tons. 
I arrind at the collJpany's mines March 29, 1871; it took me until May to repair the 
machinery aud shaft, so the actual work comnu'nced in the mine in .May, lb'7L 
Cross-cuts.--The 5f"l0-foot cross-cut IS b<>ing driven north to inten;ect the Buel North 
Star ledge 1;)0 feet below our present worki11g on this ledge; "'vo are, however, shortly 
expectiug to intersect it, after which tltis eross-cnt will be suspendNl and levels ex-
tenued ou the lcd~e. Our last working on this le<lge, wllich is 150 feet above the 
cross-cut, shows a well-defined vein of goo<l ore from 1 foot to 2 f<'et in width. By 
cutting the le<lge in this cross-cnt we shall Jay open a piece of new grouml 1!10 
feet high for tllo whole length of the miue. I lmve uo doubt bnt that we shall 
cut a g(jod le<lge at this point. The llortb cross-cut at the 400-foot level is being 
driveu with all speed. We expect to cnt another ledge in this cross-cut in alJout six 
weeks. vYe have so far intersected two lc<lges iu this cross-cut, one of wllich (the 
Batter's ledge) has and is prodnciug good ore. The next ledge which we expect to 
cut here is consi<lcrNl one of the best ledges on Lander HilL From the company's 
Lane and Fuller shaft, we are driviltg a eross-cnt nmtlt to cut a good ledge, which is, 
I judge, within 50 feet of us. I am certain that this ledge, on cnt1. ing it, will reward 
ns well for the outlay. After we have intersecte<l the le<lg<', this cro~s-cnt will lle sus-
pended. The sonth cross-cut at the 400-foot level: this cross-cnt ba~ been idle 
for some months, hut we intend to again conHucnce driving jt iu abont two months' 
time. This cross-cut will intersect the ledges south of us, mHl it i~:~ ucccssary tbat it 
should be coutinned. 
Stopes.-The ledge in the stopes east of sump winze '\till average 1 foot wi1le of good 
ore. T~so stopes will yield a larger quantity of ore wllen required. The stopes 
west of sump "·iuze have scarcely lJeen worked, owing to onr having n f.>upplj' of oro 
on hand, and the necessity of conveying air to the western pnrt of the mine. We 
have here a piece of ore-ground, ready to be stoped, 100 feet by 1:30 feet. 
vVe are extending onr 500-foot level on the course of the vein, aiHl sinking a winze 
from the 400-foot level west; by so doing we shall soon have another piece of ore-
gronn<l ready for stoping, 100 feet sqnare. The stopes auove the 400-fiJOt level are 
at prcRcn t worketl on a small scale; the greater part of these stop<>s wilt soon be let 
on tribut<'. The different stopes on tribute are producing ore lllore or less, some of 
which is very rich. The estimated reserves of ore in the mines an' GOO tons; as soon 
as we cut the different ledges in the cross-cuts this quantity will ue greatly increased. 
Altogether, onr prospects are exceedingly encouraging, and tho mine is in a gooil 
working condition. In two of the cross-cuts we shall shorLlj' intcrs<·<·t the ledges we 
arc driving for, which will, I have no doubt, prove rich ones. vVc haYe a rich ledge 
at the 400-foot west level, and are making the necessary preparations to commence 
stoping it. There have been added to the company's property fonr ledge~:>, which have 
yielded good ore; we shall shortly add two more, which I think will exceed iu value 
any of the others. In my former letters I have advised t.he removal of the Mettacom 
MilL All I have to add is that the removal of the )fettacom Mill is absolutely neces-
sary. For more particnlars on this bead please notice Mr. Howell's report. 
'Vnitiug your further iustructions, I remain, gentlemen, yonr obedient servant, 
HENRY PRIDEAUX, 
Supel'intenclcnt. 
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AUSTIN, Janum·y 20, 1872. 
To the Directors of the Pacific Mining Company, limited: 
GENTI,EMEN: In accordance with yonr reqnest, I beg to hand yon the following 
report on the Mettacom Mill. This mill was built in the year 18()6, and was run 
about fifteen months in all, previous to its passing into the prese11t owner's bands. 
The structure is principally of wood and stone, and cost originally about $7,500. It is 
divic1cd ill to four distinct compartments, which are designated as engine-room, battery-
room, amalgamating-room, aml furnace-room. The motive power cuusists of two tu-
bular boilers, 16 feet long, 44 inches in diameter, aud 14-inch cylinder high-pressure 
engine, with !30-inch stroke, and nominally rated at 70 horse-power. The battery-
room has two five-stamp batteries, each stamp weighing about 900 pounds. They are 
run at the rate of nin<::ty drops per minute, and their crushing capacity is about 12 
ton.;; in twenty-f0ur hours, passing the ore through a No. 40 screen, or wire cloth, with 
1,600 holes or meshes to the square inch. From the battery-room the pnlverized 
ore passes thmugh elevators into the furnace-room, and is there desulphurize(l an<l 
chloridized in a "'Vhit.e's cylinder revolving furnace." This furnace is a cast-iron 
tube, 24 feet long, ::mel 30 inches cliameter, lined inside with fire-brick, and dri veu 
at the rate of eleven revolutions per minute. Its roasting or cblori(lizing capacit.y is 
about 15 tons in twenty-four hours. l<.,rom the furnace-room -the ore passes into the 
amalgamating-room, which is furnished with six amalgamating-barrels, of a capacity 
each of 1 ton in twenty-four hours. In addition to the mill there is on the premises a 
wood building, 14 feet by 40 feet, used as a boctrding and lodging house for the work-
men; also a blacksmith's shop, retort, and melting-room; also a brick bnil<ling, used 
as mill-office and assaying-room, together with qnctntities of tools and various kinds 
of personal property, c.f which I sent yon a complete inventory a short time ago. 
When the mill was built it was furnished with four reverberatory fnruaces, which 
were at the time considered sufficient to chloridize ore from a ten-stamp battery, bnt 
after starting the mill it was soon fonnd that the capacity of tho battery \Yas f:.tt' b3-
yond that of the furnaces, and while we could crush on an a\rerage 12 tons in twenty-
four honrs, we could not chloridize more than 7 tons, but since the mill lH1~3 been snp-
plicd wiLh this new furnace, it places the amalgamating capacity bnt onc-httlf tba.t of 
the balance of the mill-this, however, I explained fully to Mr. Sawell la.st fall, when 
I took charge of the mill-consequently we are able to work the mill at present to bnt 
half its capacity, and, at the same time, are compelled to work the engine <lay and 
night. This is, of course, working to a great disadvantage. To increase the amalg<t-
mating capacity of the Mettacom would incur an expense of at least ~\3,000. The 
building would have to be extended 26 feet, and furnished with six new amalgamat-
ing -barrels and three settlers, with all other necessary articles. To increase the 
amalgamating department of the Mettacom Mill where it now stauds would, I con-
sider, be an injudicious outlay of money, and I would here like to malw n, f t)W remarks 
on the snhject, although I am satisfied the matter has been fnlly antl clearly bid be-
fore you in .Mr. Prideaux's letters. The 1\Iettacom .Mill is situated ltbont five miles 
north of the city of Anstin an<l your Lander Hill mines; and in reality the sam~ dis-
tance from the principal ore-producing mines of the district; consequently the haul-
ing of custom ores, as well as your own, is quite an important item, as it has cost $5 
per ton to deliver all ores reduced at tho Mettacom 1\lill for the last two months; still 
the delivery of ore is not so important an item as the delivery of wood, which costs 
at the M:ettacom $2 per cord in tho most favorable season for hauling, antl frotn 4 to 5 
per cent. in winter rnoro than to deliver in Anstin. Besides these, there are many 
other smaller disadvantages. I would therefore recommend tbe removal of the Met-
tacom Mill machinery into your Empire bnildiug a.t Austin. This Empire building is 
a substantial brick aud stone structure, in fact, tbe finest iu this place, although it is 
a conceded fact here that the Mettacom is the best ten-stamp mill in the State. This 
is due, h{nvever, only to the superiority of its machinery, ancl this same machinery 
can be taken from the Mettacom and put into the Empire built ling in as good shape 
as it is at present, and in a very short time, at an outlay of money not to exceed 
$15,000, which would 1uclnde the necessary increased amalgamating capacit.y. This 
done, you would have a mill second to 110ne on the Pacific coast, aud in which yon 
conld relluce your own ores at a low figure, and ruakfl a good profit ou all custom ores. 
I think it safe to say that, with your mill in Austin, $30,000 per month in bullion 
could be produced. Taking into consideration the cost. of increasing the ama.lgamat-
ing capacity of the Mettacom where it now stands, which will havo to be done be-
fore the mill can be worked profitably, and tho cost of moving the machinery into 
the Empire building, there is really but $10,000 difference, and the difference in favor 
of the Empire in the hanling of wood, ore, and salt would be at least $35 per day. 
In erecting the cylinder furnace in the Metacom mill I made many improvements on 
the one first built here, and after three months' carefnl attention to the working of 
i bo fnrnace in the Mettacom on various kinds of difficult ores to treat, I have not.ed a. 
further improvement that can be made, but as it is the furnact~ is a, complete success 
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in every respect. In conclusion, I wonld state that with your mill in Austin yon would 
have one of the finest milling an<l mining enterprises in this section of the country. 
JOliN HOWELL. 
According to the latest information I have obtained, the board of 
directors llaye not approved of the plan for the removal of the will to 
Austin, but it is the intention to increase the amalgamating capacity of 
the works and to do custom work, besides working the ore from their 
own mines. 
The principal operations in this district have been those of the 
Manhattan Company, which has worked in its mill not only the ores 
of its own mines, but a great deal of custom ore from other Reese 
River mines and from Lander Hill. A most important purchase of min-
ing property was made in July by this company, putting into the 
bauds of the Manhattan almost the entire control of Lander llill. The 
property bought was that of the Reese l{,iver Consoliflatcfl Company, 
comprising about forty locations, some of which (e. g., Whitlatch Union, 
vVhitlatch Yankee Blade, Savage, Wall, Isal>ella, Camargo, &c.) have 
been extensively and productively worked. The Reese River Consoli-
dated Company was in some way entangled in the affairs of the First 
National Bank of Nevada, which failed, and the mines were sold by the 
sheriff, for $GO,OOO, to the l\Ianhattan Company. The following is the 
list of mines enumerated in the deed: The Apollo Ledge; Blue Ledge; 
Black Ledge; Camargo; Congress Independent; Jo Lane; Eclipse; 
Whitlatch Yankee Blade; vVall and Isabella; Beard and Seaver, OI':g-
inal location; Beard and. Seaver, (both on Union Hill;) Hornet; Erie 
Ledge. two loca,tions, 1,200 feet each; Chicngo; Harker; Honest Miner; 
Union No.2, firct southerly extension; Union No.2, fin.,t northerly ex-
tension; Yosemite; Silver Cloud; Goveruor Seymour; Isabella'; Wall 
Ledge; Monitor Ledge; Nevada Ledge; Peerless Le<lge; North Star, 
second extension west; Gale & Beckwith Company; Yosemite Ledge; 
J e:fferson Ledge, Pleasant Company, first southeast location; Jefferson 
l;edge, Ma<lison Company, first location northwest; Jefferson Ledge; 
Madison Ledge; Sally Davis Ledge; Oregon Lrdge, Wall Company, 
first westerly extension; Oregon Ledge, second westerly extension; 
Southern Ligllt Ledge, first westerly extension; Diana Ledge; Eclipse 
Ledge, first northerly extension; Pride of the East Ledge; Savage 
Ledge; Consolidated Union Tunnel. 
This purchase assures the future of the company, by giving it undis-
puted titles (in many cases United States patents) to a large number of 
locations, covering the best part of Lander and Union Hills. The nar-
rowness of the Lauder Hill lodes and their perplexing "faults" and 
"slides" necessitate, on the one hand, the opening of much ground to 
keep up the production of ore, and, on the other band, have led to per-
petual conflicts of proprietors, arising from encroachments upon a neigh-
bor~s ground in the prosecution of energetic drifting and stoping. It 
has long l>een foreseen that only a consolidation of ownerships could 
permit the efficient and economical exploitation of the undoubtedly rich 
ore-bodies of this part of the di:strict. This consolidation is now measur-
ably complete. A. few mines, such as the Buel North Star, of the Pacific 
Company,) the Florida, Troy, and Plymouth (?),are in other hands, but 
the Manhattan Company is the owuer of a large surface of area, and can 
conduct its operations henceforward with increased security, economy, 
and success. 
The exclusive right to use the Stetefeldt furnace in this district has 
gi,-eu to the Manhattan Mill au advantage of which no opposition has 
been able to depri ''e it. 
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The operations of the Manhattan lVlill during 1871 wrre as fo11ows: 
Of the ore from the company's mines t.l1ere were reduced 1,537 tons, 
yielding $387,589, an average of $252.16 per tou; of eustom ore from 
Belmont and Heese l~iver, 3,513 tons, yieltling $596,043, an average of 
$169.o6. Total ore treated, 5,050 tons, yielding $~83,623, au average of 
$194.77 per ton. The company's ore was mined mostly on contract, in-
volving a percentage of ore to the miners, besidrs a certain sum in 
wages. The estimated cost of extraction was $150,581, or over $98 pPr 
tou ; but this is largely made up of drifting rather than stopiug. Tile 
cost of taking out ore from the narrow veins of Lander Hill is large, 
but not so large as these figures would indicate. Tlley properly include 
operations which have opened up much new ground. The additional 
cost of dead work during the year was $91,109, and the cost of milling 
the 1,537 tons alluded to was $4:1,416, or $26.95 per ton. Total cost, 
$283,106; profit on lVIanhattan ores, $104,474. The cost of milling 
3,513 tons of custom ore was !lll88,376, or $25.16 per ton; the profit 
(about 10 per cent. on the amount paid to customers in returns or in 
purchase of the ore outright) was $49,060. The aggregate statement of 
earnings, as taken from the company's books, is as follows: 
From company's ores, 1,537 tons_. ___ .. ___ --· ___ .. ___ .. ___ . $104,473 61 
From custom ores, 3,51:3 tons ..... __ . ___ .. __ .• ____ . ___ . ___ . 49, 059 97 
Mineral Hill Milling Company, profit _ _ . _ .. ____ .. ___ ... ___ . 6, 085 14 
American Mining Company, proceeds of machinery ...... __ .. 4, 596 25 
Appreciation of currency on hand December 31, 1870 _ .. ____ . :34 66 
---- $164,249 63 
From this are to be deducted the following items: 
Bullion freight, reclamations, &c. _________________________ _ 
Exchange account _______________________________________ _ 
Mill repairs ................. _. _ ..... _ ....... _. ___________ _ 
Taxes __ ............. - ................ _ ... _ : .... _________ _ 
Interest account-- _______________________________________ _ 
Fire insurance ___________________________________________ _ 
Expense account __ -- _____________________________________ _ 
Bullion stolen. ___ •. _. __________ .. ________ . __ .. ____ . ______ _ 










---- 52, 486 20 
Leaving as net earnings, (coin) ... -- .... --· ..... ----- ••.• .... ·---______ 111,763 -13 
A dividend of 5 per cent. in coin, amounting to $19,375, was declared 
in February, 1871, and a similar dividend was declared in ,January, 
1872. The sum of $70,419.38 was spent during the year iu mill improve-
ments, $31,338.33 in the acquisition of mines, real estate, &c., aud the 
erection of buildings. This sum, added to the dividend of February, 
1871, makes $89,794.38, or $21,969.05 less than the earnings of the year. 
The surplus of December 31, 1871, was $104,982.07, and tllis was, th,~re­
fore, increased by the sum mentioned, so that the company entered upon 
1872 with a surplus on hand, in supplies, bullion, and coiu, of-
Supplies - . - • -- • . ---- . --. -- -. --- •. ----- . --- ---- . -- ..... _ .. _____ . ____ . _ _ _ _ $82, 785 79 
Bullion . --- .. ------ ----- . . ----- ----.- . --. --- . . --- . -. - ... ____ .. _. __ . _ _ _ _ 45, 496 64 
Coin- .• --- .. ----- .. -- -.· . --- -.---- . ----- . -- .. -- ..... __ ... _____ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 47, 832 59 
176,115 02 
Less indebtedness to individuals . __ . __ . _. _ . ______ .. ___________________ . _ 49, 163 90 
Net surplus, (coin value).----· ........ _____ .. ________________ •. ___ 123,951 12 
Etw-eka district bas witnessed extraordinary developments during the 
year, and stands now third in rank of the silver-producing camps of 
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Nevada. A general description of its resources and works has been 
given in my preceding report. On this occasion I shall, therefore, only 
trace the general progress. 
The most important company operating in Eureka district is still the 
Eureka Consolidated: De~.ring most of the year four and sometimes 
five furnaces have been in blast. The newest of these furnaces are 
built according to original plans by Mr. A. Arents, the metallurgist of 
the company, and are essentially a combination of the Raebette and 
Piltz furnaces. Their construction and mode of operation are described 
at length in another part of this report, in the. chapter on Metallurgy. 
The company's operations during the year, and the results of mining and 
smelting, as well as the prospects on October 1, 1871, are very clearly 
set forth in the report of the superintendent, Mr. W. S. Keyes, M. E., 
and that of the secretary of the company, which I reproduce here in 
full: 
In the middle of January last the present superintendent assumed general charge of 
the mines and works of the company. At that tirne the works consisted of three 
small fnruaces, entirely inadequate to the true capacity of the mines. The ground 
then owned by the company cousi:,;ted of the Buckeye, 600 feet; the Kohinoor, 600 feet; 
the Mammoth, 600 feet; the Savt-:.ge, 600 feet; the Champion, 400 feet; tho Sentinel, 
600 feet., and the Roseland, 600 feet. The Buckeye and the Kohinoor had Leen patented 
under one application, likewise the Cham,pion, and the remainder wore held in accord-
ance with tile local mining laws. 
Work was prosecuted in but three places, viz, in the old Champion, which was 
nearly worked oqt; in the south and middle shafts of the Buckeye, iu all of which not 
more than two months' supplies of ore were in sight. The superintendeut. immediat.ely 
instituted vigorous prospectings, and was fortunate in proving the continuance of the 
old bodies and in discovering new, particularly in the ground purchased during the 
present administration. 
The claims now owned by the company are: 1. Buckeye (and Kohinoor;) 2. Savnge; 
3. Nugget; 4. Sentinel (and Roseland;) 5. Champion; 6. At Last; 7. Margaret; 8. 
Lookout; 9. Triangle; 10. Elliptic; 11. Lupita; 12. Mammoth-in a.U, fourteen original 
locations. 
Certificates of patent, which in case of controvery may be used in lien of a patent, 
have been received for the Buckeye (and Kohinoor,) Savage, Sentinel (and Roseland,) 
Champion, Lookout, and Ma.wmoth, viz, for eight original loca,tions. The Elliptic ap-
plication is now in course of publication, and will IJe concluded in October. 
Patents of the United States will soon be forwarded from \Vashington, the Depart-
ment having reecutly sent on for proufs of citizenship of the company's officers, which 
have been n:tnmcd thither by your superintendent. The claims are held and patented 
both as ledges and sqnare loeat,ions. 
The extreme length of all tile claims from the northwest bonmlary of the Lookout 
to the southeast point of the Triangle is 1,680 feet., the mean width over 800 feet, 
thus embracing very nearly the entire surface of the bill. 
To a better nnderstamling of the comp·my's properties, a word or two in reference to 
the forma.tion may not be out of place. Ruby Hill, whereon all the cla.ims a.re situated, 
is an isolated spur from the main range reaching down toward the valley. The under-
lay or foot-wall of the ledge is a bard quartzite. On this we find a clean clay selvage 
of from two to four feet in thickness. Immediately upon the clay is found the lowest 
quartzy stratum of ore, rich in gold, moderate in silver, and almost barren of lead. 
Above this we find the true vein-matter, 300 to 350 feet in thickness, consisting of de-
composed and compact oxides of iron, in and through which occur the true ore-bearing 
strata, vaorying in size from a few inches up to 35 and 40 feet. These, of which we 
have certainly eight, although frequently thinning out, have n ever in a single instance 
disappeared, thus furnishing a clew to follow which may at any time open out into a 
paying body. Superimposed upon the vein-matter we find a capping of altered lime-
rock, thin on the southwest slope of the hill, and quite thick on t,he opposite side. 
Piercing the crust of ·lime-rock, the irony vein-matter has in every instance been 
reached, the Lookout shaft alone excepted, where the overlay seems to be exceptionally 
thick. The vein is of the character known as a" bed-vein;" it may also btl viewed as 
a regular contact-vein, having a limestone hanging-wall and a quartzite foot. The un-
derlay dips to the southeast, at an angle of 36 to 40 degrees on the southern end of the 
claims, and 80 degrees near the center of t,he hill. The lntter number approximates 
the clip of the limestone 011 the northeast slope of the hill, a.ud probably represfmts the 
true dip of the vein itself. All developments tend to establiEh the correctness of this 
hypothesis. 
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The general course or db:-1ction of the vein is north 52 degrees west. In a word, the 
mines of t!Je Eureka Consolidated Mining Company are not limestone deposits, and 
bear no resemblance to such. This character of vein is not uncommon either in 
Europe, .Mexico, or South Am~rica. 
The mines have been opened by ten principal shafts and inclines, one tunnel with side 
drift and. numerous prospect boles: 1. Lookout shaft; 2. Champion incline: ;3. Savage 
jncilne; 4. Windsail shaft; 5. Quarzite shaft, on Savage, near the road; 6. North shaft 
of Buckeye; 7. Mi<lclle shaft of Buckeye; S. South shaft of Buckeye; 9. Keyes or main 
shaft on Buckeye; and 10. Sentinel shaft. 
The varions shafts and inclines have reached depths of 75 to 170 feet perpenclic~lar. 
The exact fip:nrcs, with the relative depths below the crest of tlw ridgB, may be seen 
on tho maps. Ore is at present being extracted fi·om tile Champion and S::wage inclines, 
(all of which will soon be hoisted through the Windsail shaft, with whicll a connection 
bas already been made;) from the north clbft of the north shaft of the Buckeye ; fi-om 
tile Senth1cl shaft, and recently from both wings of the tunnel. The ground betwee11 
the south :mdmidclle shafts, and extending to the main shaft, bas been mostly worked 
out, as also tho old Champion chamber. Streaks of ore, however, continue onward from 
both places, which may at any time be followed. 
Between the north and midllle shafts of the Buckeye, in the old workings, we have 
sti1ll,OOO tons and upwards of fine smelting-ortJs, which can only be extracted with 
facility throngll the main shaft. This will be clone as soon as connection is made be-
tween the west drift from the main shaft and the midclle shaft. In this way we shall 
be en a bled to withdraw the ore-bodies near the surface, over w bich, at present, the ore-
teams a,re obliged to pass. 
The present width of ore-streaks is, in the Sa-,age and Champion inclines, 4 to 6 feet, 
all witll a general tendency nearly perpendicularly downward: north shaft of Duck-
eye, ti to 15 feet; Quartzite shaft, 4 feet; Sentinel, 4 feet; left branch of tunnel, 10 
feet, umloubtedly a different body from the Sentinel, and dipping at a very higil au-
gle; right branch of tunnel, probably same body as in the other wing, entirely actoss 
the face of til e drift; Windsail body, 2t to 3 feet, and dipping to meet those of the 
Savage aml Champion. 
In Savage and Champion inclines I estimate fully two months' supply; in north shaft 
of Buckeye, old workings of Buckeye, Quartzite shaft and Sentinel, at least two months' 
supply of ore-reserves. In new ore-body developed in tunnels, assuming it to be the 
same, and of like character, 100 feet long between. the tunnels, 10 feet thick, and 70 
feet high, (which will not carry tile ore to the surface,) we can reasonably count upon 
upward of 5,000 tons, or, say, two months' supply-in all, with approximate certainty, 
at least six months' supply. 
The widths of the ore-streaks heretofore enumerated refer to the ends of the present 
drifts, and may be expected to continue. For future supplies we may count upon the 
following: 
1st. Tbe contiuuation of the present Richmond ore-body, the largest single mass 
ever found on the hill. This body dips toward the compauy's Lookout ground, 
and cannot be distant from tile divi<ling line more than 30 feet. T.!Je Lookout is :.tn 
older location than the Richmond, or any other on tilat portion of the bill. The Look-
out shaft is now down HO feet, aud is being hurried forward night and clay. \Ve can-
not expect to reach the ore-level inside of an additional t50 feet. 
2cl. Ore-body recently struck in the north drift from the main shaft; samples of the 
streak assayed rich in lead, $129 in silver, and no gold. The vein-matter, at a depth 
of 170 feet from the surface, commences 12 feet from the bottom of the shaft, and ex-
tends a distance of 115 feet, and not yet through. We are daily expecting a large 
body. . 
3d. The continuation of the ore-body struck in both ends of the tunnel. 
4th. The as yet undeveloped wide stretch of ground from the Sentinel shaft through 
the Mammoth ground qnite to the Windsail shaft, the whole of which shows on the 
surface a very large iron outcrop, with patehes of ore. 
As a general rule, the surface ores are the richer in lead. As depth is attained, we 
find a general diminution in the percentage of this metal, and an increase, if anything, 
in the amounts of the precious metals. To this, however, the tunnel-body and that in 
the north drift from main shaft are plain exceptions. Tilis decrease iu lead would 
seem to indicate the future necessit.y of milling at least a portion of the orcs raised. 
At. the beginning of the present year the ores became all at once of a more quartzy 
character; changed, however, in the course of two months to their form01· condition, 
and the same may possibly take place with our present deep workings. At all times 
we have. had and silall continue to have some ores more suitable for milling than 
::;melting. 
The cost of hauling ore to furnaces is, for 60 tous per day, $'2 per ton; for any amount 
above that quantity, $1.87-t. 
The cost of mining will be seen in the Jeports of the home office. The superin-
tendent docs not receive the bills of supplies for the mines, of which the accounts are 
kept in San Francisco. 
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From January 1 to September 30, inclusive, there ''as raised from the company's 
mines a gross amount of 14,985 tons, 1,315 pounds. 
The smelting-works of the Eureka Consolid::~ted Mining Company are most c1igib1y 
situated in the lower portion of the ravine, wherein is built the town of Eureka. 
They consist of three old and two new furnaces, one blacksmith-shop, with two forge-
fires, and a complete set of tools, anvils, &c.; two boilers, one engine of 40 horse-power, 
one largest-size Blake's rock-breaker, fonr large Sturtevant blowers, which supply all 
the furuaces and both forge-fires; also a complete equipment of tools, tanksJ trucks, 
shafting, pipes, pumps, &c., for tlle thorough working of the orcs. 
The company owns, in addition, one stone office, containing apartments for superin-
tendent, clerk, au<l metallurgist; assay office, and adolle addition used as a store-room; 
also a stalllc on tlw opposite side of the ravine, and away from the furnace-fumes, 
with stalls for five horses. 
'l'he company owns likewise a fine water-privilege, which is honsed in, from whence 
the water is conducted underground to tho distrilmting-tanks adjoining the works. A 
small earth emllankment has been thro,vn up in front of the works to catch the surface 
water from all the other furnaces allove us, which water flows into a settling-tank, 
from which a 6-inch pump lifts the water so collected iuto the general distrilluting-
tanks. 
Tile capacity of tlle furnaces is, Nos. 1 and 2, (old fnrnaces,) 16 to 1tl tons per day 
each; No.3, (old furnace,) 18 to 22 tons per day; Nos. 4 and 5, (new furnaces,) each 35 
to 45 tons per day; No.5 has already smelted as high as 52 tons in twenty-four hours, 
the ore having been particulady favorable; that is, for all five furnaces, 1::20 to 148 
tons per day, according to the smclta,bility of the ores charged. 
Consumption of charcoal per ton, dependent upon, first., the moisture, and second, 
the percentage of quartz in tlle cllargcs, from 30 to 45 busllels per ton of ore-on the 
average, say, 3fl bushels. 
The costs of smelting are left to the home office, for the same reason heretofore 
stated, viz, that supplies, tools, castings, &c., purchased in San :Francisco do not 
appear upon the books at Eureka. 
Numller of tons reduced from January 1 to September 30, inclusive, 14,951 tons, 
1,315 pounds. Numller of tons of bullion produced during the same interval, 2,550 
tons, 1,40:2 pounds. Number of tons of ore to produce one ton of bullion will average, 
therefore, very- nearly 5i. Price of charcoal !Jas varied between 28 cents and 30 cents 
per bush< l. Price of wood, $6 to $6.25 per cord. Freight on bullion to Central Pacific 
Railroad has varied from $12.50 to $17 per ton; is now fixed by contract at $13.75. 
In all smelting operations the question of fuel is one of vital importance, the cost of 
charcoal alone commmed in tlle company's works beiug the largest single item of 
expense incurred in the production of tlu1 metal. Already the nut pine, the only wood 
suitalllo for coaling, has IJeen cut oft' within a radius of ten miles of Eureka. \Vith 
every year tlte price per bushel of charcoal must increase, and iu view of tlle prollably 
increased consumption in the immediate future, your superintendent Juts the honor 
respectfully to suggest that steps be taken to test the feasibility of obtaining coke 
fi:om some of the mines of the Rocky Mountains . 
.An attempt to usc gas coke in one of the company's furnaces failed for the reason 
that the lllast used was not of sufficient force to penetrate tho heavy mass of compact 
coke and ore. To enable us to do this, there will be required a powerful engine of 
upwards of 100 horse-power, and a double-cylinder blast. Experiments on a small 
scale Lave shown that some at least of t.he Rocky Mountain lignit.es may be coked. 
Charcoal How costs $40 per ton. Coke, your superintendent believes, can be made 
and delivered at the works at Eureka for $32 per ton; the smelting power of coke 
compared to charcoal is as 8 to 5, and therefore, could coke be employed, there will 
result a saving to the company of over one-third of the present outlay .tor fuel. 
This question may possibly be left in abeyance nntil the succeeding spring and sum-
mer, at which time the enhanced price of charcoal will necessitate its solution. 
vVood supply is of minor importance; the price will probably rise to $7 per cord . 
.As a pendant to the charcoal question, and in order to bold in check the grasping 
aspirations of the coa.l-burners, it may not be unadvisable to contemplate the possibil-
ity of erecting a mill for amalgamation. 
Should the ores in depth assume a slightly increased percentage of quartz, it would 
be (lesirable to reduce tllem by the process of amalgamation; and in order not to pro-
ceed too hastily, a few tons of our quartzy ores might be worked in a mill. The Met-
ropolitan Mill, within a few yards of the company's works, will within two months ofrer 
an opportunity to definitely test the question. 
The superintendent wonld further respectfully suggest that he be ant.horized to 
secure the refusal for the company of two n.dclit.ional plots of mining ground on Ruby 
Hill, adjoining the Lookout on the north and west_, and the Triangle on tlle south and 
east. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
W. S. KEYES, 
Superintendent. 
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The following is the Secretary's report: 
RECEIPTS. 
From sales lurnber, &c ....... : .•.................................... 
From rent of scales ..................................... _ .......... . 
From exchange on coin-drafts ...................................... . 
From proceeus 2,038 tons base bulliou refined ..........•.............. 
From product 1,430 tons base bullion at refining-works, Newark, New 
Jersey, and en Toute .••••. •..............•.....•...•............... 
DISBURSEMENTS. 
For construction and improvements : 
Cost of fnrnace No.3 ................................... . 
Cost of furnaces Nos. 4 and 5 ............................ . 
Cost of uew boiler, &c., complete ........................ . 
Cost of rock-crnsher ..................................... . 
Cost of one Excelsior pump and fittings, aU complete ..... . 
Cost of buildings and other im provernents ............... . 
Mine account : 
For labor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... ~ ... . 
For hauling ore to furnaces ............................. . 
For candles and oiL ................................... _. 
For powder a.nd fuse .................................... . 
:For lumber and timbers ................................. . 
For freight on supplies ................................. . 
For tools, nails, hardware, rope, &c .................... . 
For blacksruitlling .......................•............... 
For coal and borax ................................... _ .. 
For iron and steeL ....... _ ............................. . 
For chest carpenters' tools ............................ _ .. 
For purchase mules, horses, and harness ................. . 
For barley, oats, and hay .............................. .. 
For surveys, register's fees, &c .......................... . 
For incidentals .. _ ...................................... . 
Smelting account : 
For labor... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ . 
For coal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............................. . 
For wood and coke .................................... . 
For castings and foundery work .......................... . 
For iron, steel, and metaL .............................. . 
For hardwa1·e, nails, tools, rope, &c ..................... . 
For oil and caudles _ .................................... . 
For freight on castings aml supplies ...•.................. 
For blacksmithing.... .. . . . . . . . . . • . .................... . 
For tinsmithing ........................................ . 
For sandstone and fire-brick ............................ . 
For lwnliug sl::lg and clay ............................... . 
For lumber and poles ................................... . 
For belting-lace, leather, and packing ................... . 
For lamps, brooms~ &c ................................. . 
For galvanized iron and gas-pipes ...................... .. 
For horse llire .. _ ......•.....•.........•................. 
For purchase horse ............................... _ ..... . 
For barley, oats, and hay ............................... . 
For cotton drilling, (cover for coal) ...................... . 
For chemicals and paint ..•............................. 
l~or i_ncidentals, repairs, &c ............................. . 
:E or Insurance .............•..•.......................... 
General expenses, Eureka: 
For salaries superintendent and officers ................. . 
For books and stationery._ ............................. . 
For express ellarges, revenne-stamps, newspapers, franks, &c. 
For traveling expenses superintendent .................. . 
$7,268 61 
26,523 ()3 
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For barley, oats, hay, and horse hire, &c ................. . 
For purchase horse, wagon, and harness ................. . 
For hard ware, bnckets, brooms, incidentals, &c ........ _ .. 
For assa,ys bullion and ore ............................... . 
For rnrchase Oertling assay balance ..................... . 
For attorney's fees ..................................... . 
For serviceil of porter .................. _ ................ . 
l!'or cben1icals ................................... _ ...... . 
For printing and advertising ........................... . 
Ji'or taxes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................... . 
For a,pplications United States patents .................. . 
For IJotaries' and county clerk's fees ...... _ .... , . _ ....... . 
:For surveys, recorder's :(ees, &c ......................... . 
Expense, San Francisco : 
For salary of officers and employes ................. _ .... . 
For office rent ........................................ _ .. 
For books and stationery ............................... . 
For printing, advertising, franks, newspapers, &c ........ . 
For services of porter ................................... . 
For traveling expenses of president, &c ................. . 
For assays of bnlliou ................................... . 
For notaries' fees, revenue-stamps, &c ................... . 
For telegraphing, incidentals, &c ....... _ ...... , ......... . 
For express charges .................................... . 
For coal and fueL ...................................... . 
For report on mine and furna,ces ........................ . 
For gas-fixtures and repairs of office furniture ... , .......• 
For city and county taxes ....... _ ...................... . 
Office fixtures : 
For San Francisco office-counter, desk, safe, carpets, &c .. 
For Eurelm office-safe, counter1 desk1 &c ............... . 
Interest, &c.: 
$1,1~5 43 




























For interc~t on overdrafts, &c .......••............................. 
Mining properties : 
For purchase of mining ground ..................................... . 
Freight, refining, &c.: 
For transportation aud refining-charges on bullion ................... . 
Dividends: 
Nos. 1 to 5, inclusive, paid to stockholders ........................... . 










130, 131 29 
1,126,158 89 
Receipts and disbursements from July 7, 1870, to September 30, 1871. 
Receipts: 
For sales of material. ............................................... . 
For exchange on coin-drafts .................................... ·----· 
For proceeds of 2,038 tons of bullion refined ......................... . 
For value of 1,420 tons of bullion at works, Newark, and en 1·oute .....• 
Disbursements: 
For construction and improvements ..... : . ... : . ..................... . 
For n1ine account ......................... _ ....................... . 
For smelting account ....... . ............................ ·----· ..... . 
For general expense, Eurelm ......... . .............................. . 
For expenRcs, San Francisco .. ___ ... _ . . _ .•. _. __ .. _ ........ ___ ... __ .. . 
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~~~ ~[~f~~\~~)-e~ti~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~:: ~: ~::: ~::: ~:: ~:: : 
For freight and refining-charges on bullion ........................... . 
For dividends paid stockholders ..................................... . 
Balance of net earningR over expenditures ..........•................. 
RESOURCES AND LIABILITIES. 
Resources: 
Inventory of supplies at Eureka ....................................... . 
Charcoal on hand .................... -~---- .......................... . 
W. S. Keyes, superintendent ..........................................• 
Sundry book accounts ................................................ . 
1,430 tons of base bullion ..•......••...........•....................... 
Liabilities : 
Overdrafts ................•........•..............•................... 
Drafts against bullion shipments ..........•............................ 
Bills payable ......................................................... . 
Superintendent's drafts, outstanding and not presented ......•........... 





















Net resources, Septem her 30, 1871.... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 4, 657 08 
552,983 09 
Cost of extracting ores. 
Expense of extracting and hauling to furnaces 18,847 tons of ore is ....... $107,512 19 
Less supplies on hand per inventory .... ·~---·......................... 3,100 00 
Or $5.52 per ton. 
104,412 19 
Cost of srnelting m·es. 
Expense of smelting 18,825 tons of ore is. . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 411, -179· 47 
Less coal and supplies on hand......................................... 42,,42G 79 
Or $19.60 per ton. 
369,_053 68 
Eighteen thousand eight hundred and twenty-five tons of ore reduced, produce 3,468 
tons of base bullion, or 5.75 tons of ore produce 1 ton of bullion~ at a cost of $135.70. 
W. W. TRAYLOR, 
Secretm~y. 
Later in the year, and during the first months of 1872, the compan:Y 
discovered extraordinarily large and valuable bodies of ore in the Lawton 
tunn~l. My correspondent writes in regard to these in March : "I have 
just visited the stopes connected with the Lawton tunnel, and am now 
fully convinced that the new discoveries are indeed immensely valuable 
and extensive~ though they hardly come up to the ·extravagant estimate 
made by the local newspaper."* 
Ruby Hill is a spur of the Diamond Range. Its general trend is 
north-northwest to south-southeast. The old openings of the Eureka 
Consolidated, as well as those of the Richmond and 'rip-Top, are on the 
western, the new ones on the eastern slope. The strike of the ore-body 
is nearly east and west, and its dip about 45 degrees to the northeast. 
For this reason ore was, first discovered on the western slope of the hill, 
* The estimate referred to was, I think, something, like· $20,000,000 worth of ore in 
sight. 
H. Ex. 211-12 
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where the Ycin crops out. The main or Lawton tunnel, the mouth of 
which is toward the town, (on eastern slope of hill,) is now in over 600 
feet, and passes 120 feet to the north of the Keyes sllaft, between it and 
the \Viudsail shaft. At its end it is in ore. The :first ore was met with 
about 300 feet from the month of the tunnel in the K K claim. The 
shafts mentioned above arc connected by galleries, and from the main 
tunnel runs a short side tuunel into tho Sentinel grounds. Tile main 
object of the tunnel is, therefore, to transport through it all the ores 
from the works connected with the two shafts uametl and from the Sen-
tinel claim. From the mouth of the tunnel the ore is to be transported 
by means of a narrow-gauge railroad, which is to run along the Jaekson 
grade to the smelting-works. On the back trip the trains are to briug 
water and supplies to the mines, where the erection of powerful hoisting-
works is contemplated as soon as stopes are opened below the Jeyel of 
the tunnel. 
The Keyes shaft is now 175 feet deep, and serYes as the main hoisting-
shaft for the old works. These are to the largest extent in a broken 
quartzite which crops ont below the Nugget and Sasage, ou the western 
slope of the bill, and, to judge from its dip, can only be reached at 
greater depth on the eastern slope. The so-called cap-rock of the ore-
bed is limestone. The ore-body itself, though it exhibits a certain regu-
larity, is neither a cross-vein uor a contact-vein, and I canuot give it 
any better name than that of ore-bed or zone. Horses of a broken lime-
stone, with every stratification, arc fn·qnently met with; also cavities 
with splendid druses of wulfenite, (molybdate of lead,) calespar, arago-
nite, quartz, and, lately, malachite aml azurite. The approach to the 
vein-matter is first distinguished by a yellow color of the first dense, 
afterwards broken limestone, next by a stronger impregnation of pul-
verulent brown and yellow iron-ore aud stripes of the first. Finally, 
the ore-body proper, brown iron-ore, with imprPgnations and bauds of 
Inimetite, carbonate of lead, massicot, or lead-ocher, &c., is reached. 
vVhile on tlle western slope, besides the yellow rnimetite, (Buckeye,) 
large masses of solid carbonate of lead, with tbe so-called " black car-
bonate" (which is probabl,y a new mineral) and little galena., (Champion,) 
were found. The ores encountered on the eastern slope in the iron-
stained masses, which are poorer in lead, are principally highly argen-
tiferous galena and ''black carbonate" in lumps and nests of often over 
a hundred-weight.* For this reason there is now much more base bul-
lion produced than formerly. Seven tons of ore produce now one ton 
of lead, while formerly it required 10 to 12 tons. 
The Marcellina, belonging to another company, has only spurs from 
the ore-body pf the Sentinel. Opposite the Marcellina, and di·dded 
from it by the gulch, is the Carson mine, and adjacent to this are the 
mines of the Phenix and Jackson Companies. The latter lias been 
prospecting since February, 1871, but lias so far found llO ore. The 
K K has large masses of ore in sight, galena and" black carbonate." It 
is expected that this claim will consolidate with the Carson and other 
mines, and, with the furnaces of the Buttercup Company, will be soon 
thrown into one company, to be incorporated in San Francisco. Tlle 
time for reclemption of its property, accorded to the Buttercup Com-
pany, is drawing to a close. The Eureka Consolidated intends to tear 
down during the next summer the two remnants of former times, fur-
nace No. 1, (built under Buel,) and No. 3, (built by Liebcnau,) and to 
*The "black carbonate" above referreu to is uo carbonate at all, uut more probably 
uoulangerite, or a new mineral analogous in composition aud origin to stetefelutite. I 
ba ve seen no analysis as yet. 
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replace them by two new and larger furnaces, so that the capacity of 
the smelting-works will then be 200 tons per day. No. 2 was built in 
December, after the pattern of the new ones, (see article on "Metal-
lurgy" in this report,) hut has square corners, and is a little smaller. 
It has four tuyeres, of 3~ inches mouth, works very well, and smelts 30 
tons per day. 
At the Richmond smelting-works they are still building energetically. 
These works will undoubtedly be the best and most perfect in the State, 
but it remains to he seen by the results of the future whether these very 
large expenditures are justified. 
The Phenix smelting-works, with their two furnaces, are still idle, 
because the machinery for the hoisting-works of the Adams and F~trTon 
mines has not yet arrived, and the mines can therefore not be worked. 
At the 15-stamp Lemon Mill (formerly the Metropolitan of Sherman-
town) J\fr. John Howell is now putting up a \Vhite's cylinder roasting-
furnace, and it is expected that the mill will soon be in working order. 
Besides the Adams Hill Company t,here is now another company 
located on Adams Hill. This is the Star Oonso1L:lated, a San Francisco 
corporation, which has bought several mines on the quartz belt of that 
hill. They have beautiful horn-silver ores, but as to the quantity I 
am not informerl. All the signs point to an enormous industrial 
increase during the coming year, especially if capitalists should take up 
the Prospect Hill mines. 
The Richmond property bas been transferred to English bands during 
the year, and tbe new company is still building on it very extensive 
smelting-works. The product of this property during the year appears 
in the appended statement of the product of the district. 
The monthly product of the Eureka Consolidated Company during 
the year ending December 31, 1871, was as follow·s: 
Product of bullion. 
Month. Tons. Ponnds. 
January . ....... , . __ ....... __ .. ___ . ____ •... _ .........••.. _ ..... . 152 273 
February ....... _ ................ _. _ .. __ ...... __ . ____ . _. _ ..... . 134 1,092 
March. _ ..•. _. ___ .. " . __ . . . . ......... _ . _____ .. _____ . ___ .. _ .. ___ . 244 1,155 
April ...... ·----- ...... ·--·---· .... ·----·------·---·------·----· 255 1,983 
May .. _ •........•....•............. _ .... __ . . . . .... __ . __ . __ . __ .. 177 560 
June.... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . ............................... __ 341 269 
July ...............•...•.......... _ ..•.................. __ ... __ 520 722 
Angnst ____ .................... -----· ·----- ...... ··-- ····-· ___ _ 426 .1,673 
Septen1 ber .....••... _ ...•...... _ ........ ___ . . . _ ......... _ .. _ . __ 297 500 
October ......•. _____ .. ___ •• . ____ .... ____ . _ .•. _ .. ____ .. ___ .... __ . 355 500 
November ......•.. , ................ ·----- ---· ·--··· ...... -. ___ _ 264 250 
December_ ...... ___ . ____ .... _ ... ___ .... ___ ........ _ ... _. _ .. _. _. 2 500 
-------
Total .•..... _ •. _. ____ ..... _ ..• __ . __ . __ . _ .. _ .. _. _ •.... _ ... 3,172 652 
The average contents in gold and silver for the whole yearly product 
may be safely set down as $250 per ton. Adding $100 per ton for the 
lead, we have a gross value of $1,110,314.10. 
Until the end of May only the three smallest furnaces were alternately 
running, (two running at a time, while one was being repaired.) Since 
then four have been working at a time, while one was standing idle. 
In .January, 1872, the consumption of the Eureka Consolidated smelting-
works, with four furnaces running, was 142 tons of ore and 4,000 bushels 
of coal per day. The production was about 15 tons of base bullion, 
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coutainiug $230 in gold and silver. The ores were then rather poor in 
lead and the precious metals. 
The quantity shipped in December was so small, because all the fur -
naces, except No. 4, were blown out in November, and No.4 on De-
cember 2. This was done on account of a strike of the teamsters 
whose contract had expired, and who refused to haul more ore at th~ 
old prices. I am not informed how this difiicnlty bas been overcome, 
but at latest accounts smelting was again going on. 
The following is the total prouuction of Eureka, as transmitted to me 
-by Mr. 0. H. Hahn, M. E., ruy correspondent at that place: 
Names of companies. Bullion shipped. G~oss value, (gold, 
. silYer , and lead.) 
I 
Tons. Lbs. 
5 E~n·eka Cons?lidatedCornpany ... . ....... . . . ... ______ _____ _ 3,172 G:J2 $1,110,31410 
~ tfEl~1!~5~l~~i;c~0gJ!f,~:~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: : ::: 
1
, i~~ --- i;~~~ - 3~~J~~ ~~ 
2 tButtercupMining CompanY-------- - ----- - ---- - ------ - -- -- - 596 -- - - - -- -- 208, 658 00 
~ ~fi~~~ ~::m~~-W~k~~:.~~:::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::~:: ___ __ ~~~ - ::: :: :::: ___ ____ -~~ :~·-~~~- o~ 
12 5, GG:l 1, 074 2, 035, 588 86 
NoTE.- The number of tons shipped by the companies marked (t) is estimated. 
In explanation of the high value of the bullion shipped by the Roslin 
Company, I should say that Mr. J. M. Robertson, the manager, gives the 
following values per ton of bullion and the amount shipped during the 
total running time of six months, in 1871: 
Amount shipped ... _____ ._ .. __ .. _____ ... __ .. ____ .. __ .. ___ ...... ___ .. _ .. . 
Average value per ton in silver .......•.................................. 
Average value per ton in gold .................................... · ...... . 
Average value per ton in lead ........................................... . 






For a detailed description of the mines belonging to the compi:mies 
besides the Eureka, I have no data on hand at present, but I may say 
that aU the base-metal mines in the district baye nearly the same 
characteristics, a.nd vary less in the classes of ores occurring in them, or 
the mode of occurrence, than in the size of the ore-bodies. Notes on 
this subject will be found in a subsequent chapter on the smelting of 
argentiterous lead-ores in Nevada, Utah, and Montana. 
Mineral Hill district bas been the scene of much activity during the 
year. The Mineral Hill Silver Mining Company, limited, an English 
corporation, has invested largely in the mines of the district, and owns 
the principal works. The miues lie in limestone, and are not on veins. 
but on irregular deposits, some of which are very large. These ore-
deposits are, however, principally situated on a well-marked ore-chan-
nel, which is about 300 feet wide. On this are situated the Giant, Rim-
Rock, and Live Yankee, claims in which there seems to be a continuous 
body of ore of from 22 to 30 feet in width. The greatest depth reacherl 
in the Giant in the fall was 12U feet. The ores contain a considerable 
amount of base metals. They consist of argentiferous galena, anti-
* Silver aml gold are here calculated at full value, and lead at the price obtained 
in Sau Francisco. Selby & Co. have paid, generally, $1.15 per ounce for silver, 
and 90 per cent. of the .assay value of the gold. 
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monial ores, oxidized copper-ores, cerargyrite, (chloride of silver,) mendi-
vite, sulphide of silver, &c. But only on the western side of the hill the 
ore is sufficiently lead-bearing to make reduction by smelting desirable. 
So far this has not been done. The ores of the upper mines are bene-
ficiated by a preparatory chloridizing, roast,ing, and amalgamation. The 
English company lms a 15-stamp mill anda 22-ton Stet.efeldt furnace. 
The working results are reported to be 92 per cent. of the assay value, 
and the average fineness of .the bullion 0.750. The same company com-
menced in the fa.U to build another mill with 20 stamps, a second Stete-
feldt furnace, and all the late improvements. After the completion of 
this mill the company's works will have 35 stamvs, 18 pans, 2 roasting-
furnaces, and a capacity of 50 tons per day. 
The total production of Mineral Hill district for 1871 is given by Mr. 
Valentine, of Wells, Fargo & Co., as $701,014. 
I am indebted to Mr. S. 0. Clifford, the county assessor of Lander 
Connty, for the following statement of the bullion product, reported to 
him, of the mines during 1870 and 1871. The amounts given for the first 
two quarters of 1870 exceed those given in my last report, and the 
cause of the discrepancy is the fact that in last year's report many 
small mines were not included. The total product for two years, of 
Lander Oount.v~ as here given, is not as large as the total of shipments 
from Lander County during 1871 alone. The assessor says in his letter 
that his returns are only from two districts, Reese River and Eureka, 
while there are a number of others in the county, the most important 
of which is Mineral Hill; but even adding this would not make good 
the discrepancy . . For comparison, I insert here both statements: 
Bu.llion statement of Lander County, Nevada, for the years 1870 and 1871. 
No. tons Pounds. Gross yield. of ore. 
. 
Qua.rter ending March :n, 1870 .................. -_ ... 1,457 1, 230 ' $228,896 83 
Quarter endin.g June ::30, 1870 ........ __ .- .... -...... 2,390 396 119,681 63 
Quarter ending September 30, 1870. _ ...... . ... _. _. _. 3,203 1,700 360,709 26 
Quarter ending December 31, 1870 .................. 4,858 1, Hi6 407,755 43 
Quarter ending March 31, 1871. ....... ____ ...... __ .. 6,341 402 419,477 t:l1 
Quarter ending June 30, 1871. ......... _ .......... -. 8, 716 1,429 424,204 56 
Quarter ending September 30, 1871 ............ -- .... 10,76.2 1,36R 639,455 30 
Quarter ending December 31, 1871._ ...... -- .. -- .. -- 10,174 1,616 616,276 24 
-----------
................. ·------· 3,215,457 06 
- - --·---
S. 0. CLIFPORD, 
Cmmty Assessor. 
Statement of bullion shipments from Lander County during the year 1871, 
as reported by the genetal superintendent of Wells, Fargo & Go., in 
San Francisco. 
Fro1n .Austin .. __ .......•....................... _--·· ............... . 
Frorn Eureka. __ ._ .. _ .......... __ ............ _ .. __ .... ___ .......... . 





In former reports I have explained why the returns of the mine-
owners to the county assessors are, iu nearly all cases, far below the 
adual va~ues of the ores .extracted, and in last year's statements a cer-
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tain class of orec is not reported at all, as of too low grade, according 
to the new law, to be subject to taxation. 
NYE COUNTY. 
I have no returns from this county of an exact and detailed charac-
ter, the reason being that the very estimable and courteous eitizens who 
promised to furnish them have not kept that promise. I can, therefore, 
only say in general terms that the Belmont and Mammoth districts in 
this county have maintained some production, the principal (or only~) 
mills running being the Canfield Mill at Belmont and the Ellsworth at 
Mammoth. The shipments from Belmont amounted to $268,903. The 
principal producing mine was the El Dorado South, which has been de-
scribed in former reports. It is rumored that this very valuable mine 
has been sold to a San Francisco company. The incline is reported to 
be now 375 feet deep, with levels 100 and 80feet, respectively, both ways 
on the vein. The vein is from 4 to 12 feet wide, and has thus far pro-
duced about $400,000, the ores worked having yielded, it is said, an 
average of $150 per ton. This high average indicates that only first-
class ores have been worked. 
The Arizoaa mine, which is said to have been consolidated in one 
property with the ElDorado South, is opened to a depth of about 200 
feet by a tunnel, and about 200 feet of drifts on the tunnel-level. It 
is said that a ledge of high-grade ore, 2~ to 6 feet thick, is developed 
throughout this distance. The ore worked has averaged, according to 
report, $27 5 per ton. 
Another very promising mine at Belmont is the Monitor, which, ac-
cording to the Reese River Reveille of .M:arch 4, 1872, had yielded, since 
June, 1871, 240 tons of rock, averaging $503, or a total of $120,732. 
At Mammoth there is beginning to be a revival of activity, partly due 
to the starting of the Ellsworth Mill. The following account is from 
the Reese River Reveille of February 27, 1872 : 
This mill was completed last summ'er by a company organized at Bridgeport, Connecti-
cn tan dis run u in g t:JXcl usively ou custom ore. It has tens tamps and a Stetefeld t furnace, is 
under the supm·vision of Mr. Knstel, the well-known assayer, Mr. P. W. Smith being 
general agent. They have adopted the Manhattan Company's schedule of prices, 
and give complete satisfaction to their customers. Their sources of ore-supply are 
lone, ten miles distant, Belmont, eighty miles, and San Antonio, sixty miles. No min-
ing worth mentioning is being clone at Mammoth. The cost of hauling from these 
various places is, from Iono from $5 to $6 per ton, and from Belmont and San Antonio $30 
per ton. During the past few mouths some 40 tons of ore from the Liberty al)(l Potomac 
mines of San Ant.onio have been worked at Mammoth. Mr. Roberts does not kuow the 
e:s:act yield, but it was quite satisfactory. From Belmont the Monitor and Arizona mines 
have seut several lots; the last, consisting of 36t tons of Monitor ore, yielded at the rate 
of $462.17 per ton. 
The camp of lone, ten miles distant, is, however, the prindpal source from which 
the mill must obtain its ore. This is· an old camp, and has passed through many vicis-
situdes. It has had many ups and downs, at one time promising to be a leadiug district, 
and anon all but deserted. Two mills have been erected there, but for causes too 
numerous to mention here they did not prosper. They were first closed and then dis-
mantled, and it did look for sometime as if lone had yielded np the ghost. There are 
good mines there, however, as we know of our own know ledge, having done some 
prospecting there ourselves in early times. They are small, averagiug in the neigh-
borhood of one foot in thickness, but sufficiently rich to pay well. Mr. Roberts tells 
us that the satisfactory returns given by the Ellsworth Mill have infused new life to 
the place, and that owners of mines are returniug to work them. The principal mines 
upon which work has been resumed are the Indianapolit>, Shoo Fly, Pleiades, and 
~tonewall. The first of these is down 280 feet, and works 26 men, principally on dead 
work. They take out about three tons of ore per day, wLich pays all expense.;; and a 
little over. The amount of ore now on the various dumps and at the mill ready for re-
duction is not less than 400 tons. This looks encournginp;, and we hope that the mine-
owners of lone will show a reasonable degree of enterprise, and not allow tho mill at 
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Mammoth to want for ore, for they cannot afford many more failures. The little town 
is looking quite lively; it has two saloons, two billiard-tables, one store, one restaurant, 
one livery-stable, all doing a good business, and it only rests with themselves to make it 
as prosperous as it was in 1864 and 1H65. 
The Manhattan Mill at Austin has worked a good deal of the Nye 
County ores during the year. This is one reason of the high yield per 
ton. Only very rich ores would pay for transportation to Austin. 
Lidct Valley district.-This district has attracted some attention 
during the latter part of the year, especially in Austin, which seems to 
have i)een the source of supplies for the new camp. The Reese River 
Heveille of March 4, 1872, contains the following correspou<leuce from 
that point: 
Lida Valley mining district was organized on the 28th of last August. It embraces 
au area of ouo hundred square miles, With Scott's Springs as the center. This is the most 
prominent aud affords the greatest amount of water of a series of springs in the eastern 
part of a small basin lying between tho Palmetto range of mountains on the north and 
west, and Mount McGmder on the south and cast. Tbe valley was christened" Alida" 
by Colonel D. E. Buel, some eight years ago1 when on his memorable t!·ip tluongh the 
Death Valley country in search of the mystical "Breyfogle" lode, but either from a 
corruption of tho \vord or by common usage the district is known as" Lida.." 
Rich mines were known to exist hero bel'ore the organization of the district, and sub-
sequent developments have proven their value beyond a peradventure. Since about 
the first of last December Messrs. Hiskey and ·walker have purcl1ased from Mcs~:;rs. 
Scott, Black & Co. their water-right and mill-~:;ites, together with the Cint1erella mine, 
and at ouce commenced active operations for the development of the ledges ant1 tho 
improvement of their property generally. 
There are now about thirty persons in the district, and thirty-two claims on record. 
The mineral bearing belt is about one-fourth of a mile in width, and extends from tho 
valley between Mount McGruder and Gold Mountain on the cast to am1 including Pal-
metto district ou tho west, a distance of fifteen miles. The country-rock or formation 
is diversiiied by slate, limestone, porphyry, and granite. The ledges run in an easterly 
and westerl.v direction, and the ore is chiefly chloride with galena as tho principal base 
metal. As to the value of the ore, I am not yet prepared to speak advisedly in general 
terms. Messrs. Hiskey and Walker are shipping ore to their mill at Deep Springs, 
Esmeralda Count~r, for reduction, the result of which I will give you when known. A lot 
of ore from tue Cinderella mine, recently worked at Columbus, yielded a fraction over 
$500 per ton. Other mines of recent discovery "rank" that ore by 100 per cent. 
The editor of the abo\e paper, to whom several specimens from the 
new mines were sent, says the ores are similar to the rich grc:>en-stained 
decomposed surface ores of some of the mines on Lander Hill, and pre-
dicts th~tt the Lida Valley mines will receive wider attention during the 
present year. 
WHITE PINE COUNTY. 
I am indebted to Mr. A. J. Brown of Treasure City for a report on 
White Pine district. His notes, together with other information re-
ceived during the year, are embodied in the following pages: 
Operations in the free·metal mines have, on the whole, been vigor-
ously prosecuted. But nothing has been done during the year in the 
smelting line except twelve days' run of the Alsop furnace, and there 
are no indications that smelting will be resumed prior to the advent of 
the Eastern Nevada narrow-gauge railroad. The prospects for the 
early building of that road are uot flattering. Some mining property 
has been sold to English. companies during the year; but it is well known 
that l>ut little money has really changed hand::-;; uot more than $60,000 
in this district can really be traced. The vendors of property generally 
receive the major part of the payment in paid-up shares of the company. 
Tbe properties l>elonging to London companies are the East Sheboygan, 
\Vard Beecher South, Earl, North Aurora, South. Aurora, Eberhardt, 
Idaho, and Great Western. 
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The prospects of the district appear to be slowly but surely improv-
ing. Most of the miners are beginning to realize that the "spar-veiu" 
is the guide-board that points to deeper bodies of ore if any exist, and 
of that there can be but little doubt, for the formations to the west of 
Treasure Hill, including Wllite Pine Mountain, comprising granite, ~ilu- -
:rian, and Devonian rocks, a.ll contain mineral-bearing veins. li'or most of 
the information in regard to the "spar-v-ein" ]}1r. Brown acknowledges 
his indebtedness to ]}fr. D. H. Barker, civil engineer and surveyor, who 
bas made several maps of the vein and accompanying ore-deposits. In 
the description of the mines the words "veint ''deposit," and "ore-
channel" are indiscriminately used for the same·thing. 
The most important mining operations in \Vhite Pine district during 
the past year haYe been mainly carried on along the supposed uorth 
and south "ore-channel," extending through Treasure Hill, from the 
Mammoth all(} East Sheboygan miu~s at the extreme north end, to the 
Mazeppa at the extreme south end of the hill. Early in tile year a 
large Yein of calc spar was discovered forming the western or foot-wall 
of the South Aurora, \Vard Beecher, and some of the other important 
mines on the east side of Main street, Treasure City. Later dXplora-
tions haxe established its continuity along the whole length of the hill 
from the 0. H. Treasure mine to the South Aurora. L\t the south end 
of the last-named mine a.n apparent break occurs in the vein, but it 
makes its appearance again near the north \Yall ou the west side of the 
Eberhardt, and. continues thence south along the ridge nearly to the 
Mazeppa mic.e. This spar-Yein in itself may possibly be of little or no 
importance as a mineral-bearing one, hut taken iu connection with the 
character of the ore-bodies existiug along the easteru side of its course, 
it is important, au<l vwrthy of a careful description. This spar ha::; a 
general uortll and south course, and <lips to the east at au augle Yar,Ying 
from 33 degrees ncar the surface to 3t; degrees in the deepest \VOI·kiugs. 
As might be expected, it is often faulted, and generally from east to 
west. It does not correspond with the strike aml (lip of the cuuutry-
rock, its dip being at an angle of 65 degrees. Its structure i~ banded, 
·i. e., it is made up of narrow bands or layers running parallel to the 
walls. In tb ickness, it varies from 10 to 40 feet. Altlwugh there are 
uumerous masse~ and veins of spar in the district, none of them bear 
any resemblance to the one described. 'l'hey are generally limited iu 
extent to a few hundred feet at most, lie mostly flat, and correspond 
with the dip and strike of tlle country-rock, \vhile the one forming the 
foot-wall of the "main-ore chanuel" is persisteut in its course for a 
known length of nearly two miles, and does not coincide with the strata 
of the country-rock, which it cuts, on tlle contrary, all aloog its course. 
Tbe mines along its eastern side, although partaking of tbe irregular 
deposit character common to 1\.rnestone formations, form au almost con-
tinuous "ore channel," and all, with the exception of the South Aurora, 
are proving persistent in depth. Those lying on the west side were 
merely superficial horizontal deposits, corresponding with certain lime-
stone strata. Belonging to these superficial deposits are the mines ou 
Chloride, Bromide~ aud the other flats on the west side of _l\1ain street, 
which haye beeu mainly exhausted and abandoned. A number of east 
and '"~est vel'tical fissures appear to cross the main north and south 
•' ore-channel" at right angles, and, although themselves poor in min-
eral, they 8eem to have wonderfully enriched the main clmuuel at the 
poiuts of intersection. Of these east and west fissures, two are well 
known, and have often been deseribed, viz, the Eberhanlt. and Cali-
fornia. Another is found 800 feet south of tile Eberhm·dt, crossiug from 
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tlle Grant and Colfax, through the Eureka and Indianapolis mines, and 
developing in the last-named mine an immense body of low-grade ore. 
Another smaller one, 400 feet still farther south, passes through the 
ElDorado mine. But perhaps the most important and most produe-
tive is that c'rossing the Ward Beecher, and forming, with the main 
vein the massive bodies of rich ore developed in that mine. 
Mines east of the spar-vein.-Commenciug at the north end of Treas-
ure Hill, the :first of the important mines situated on or near the 
main ore-channel is the Mammoth. During the first two years fol-
lowing the discovery of the district, extensive explorations were 
made on this mine, and something like $60,000 were expended without 
discovering any bodies of ore extensive enough to rew arrl tbe owners for 
their time and expense; but during the present summer work, was com-
menced on the large croppings situated 600 feet north of the old works, 
and an extensive body of good ore has been deYeloped. This ore-body, 
as expose(l in the different works, is 10 feet in thickness and 300 feet in 
length. The deepest shaft is in good ore at a depth of 50 feet from the 
surface. The vein courses east and west, and dips to the north at an 
angle of 50 degrees to the plane of the horizon. The hanging-wall is 
arenaceous sba!e, and appears to be smooth an<l well defined. The foot-
wall is the onlinary lime stone of Treasure Hill, and is not defined, but 
gradually blends with the quartz of the vein. Two hundred and fifty 
tons of ore are on the dump. 
The Miner's Dream is situated about 500 feet east of the new works 
on the l\1ammoth, and is probably a part of the same vein or ore-chan-
nel. It was accidentally discovered by the superintendent of the Mam-
moth on the 16th of October of the present year. He 'ras ou his way to 
Hamilton, when he noticed a bunch of qnartz, a piece of which he broke 
off and had assayed. The result was $109 per ton in silver. The 
ledge, as exposed in an open cut~ is eight feet thick. Some very rich rock 
has been mined, but the explorations are quite limited, and the unfa:vor-
able weather will be likely to prevent developments during the winter. 
The vein has the same casings as the last. 
The East Sheboygan, situated immedia.tely east of the lVIammoth old 
works, was located early in 1869. Considerable work was done at the 
time, and some of the ore was worked with fair results. But the owners 
\vere not able to develop the property, and it has lain i11lc until the 
present summer. It is now the property of au English company, with 
head-quarters in London. Since the 1st of September explorations have 
been vjgorously prosecuted, and with the most saListactory results. 
Several shafts have been sunk on the course of the vein, and are con-
nected with each other by drifts, thereby exposing a body of ore at an 
average deptb of 50 feet from the surface, 300 feet in length, and 10 feet 
in thickness. Specimens of ore taken from the present depth are almost 
solid coin-silver; but the average mill value of all that has l>een ex-
tracted to the present depth does not exceed $35 per ton. The quality 
of tbe ore bas so far appeared to improve with the increase of depth, 
and the mine bids fair to become one of the best properties in the dis-
drict. The vein has a north and south course, and dips to tbe east at 
an angle of 30 degrees. Like the two last named, it is a contact-vein, witb 
a banging-wall of slate and a foot-wall of limestmJe. The Yeiu is well 
defined, both walls being smooth and well marked. Fifty tons of 
selected ore, recently worked, gave an assay value of $78 per ton. T,wo 
hundred and fitt.y tons of second-class, worth from $~5 to $30 per ton, 
are on the dump. This mine is most conveniently situated for cheap 
workiug. A miil, situated 100 yards below the preseut works, can 
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receive a full supply of water from the pipes of the White Pine Water 
Company at a trifling expense, and the ore can be dumped from the 
mine directly on the battery .f:l.oor, if necessary, by means of a ehnte, 
thereby saving the expense of transportation by teams, which usually 
costs from $0 to $5 per ton. 
0. H. Treasure.-This mine was the first discovered on Treasure Hill, 
and has . been so often described that its locality is too well known to 
require any further description in these pages. During the first two 
years that it was mined it was generally supposed, from its location at 
the point of contact of the lime and shale, to be a contact-vein pitching 
to the "~est, but the explorations of the past year have disproved the 
theory. It is now known to dip to the east at an angle of 38 degrees, 
thus corr(>spon<ling in dip and course with all the mines situated on tlle 
main north and south ore-channel. The greatest depth attained at the 
present writi11g is 1GO feet from the surface. At that depth the vein is 
found to be from 10 to 30 feet in thickness. It contains low-grade mill-
iug ore, which is very much mixed with lime and spar, and requires 
careful sorting. A tunnel is projected aud is already driven in 56 teet. 
It starts from the O'Neil grade on the east slope of Treasure Hill, and 
will eyentually explore the mine to a perpendicular depth of 500 feet 
below the croppings. The distance to be run will be something less 
than 400 feet, as the east slope of the hill is very precipitous. The 
probability is that, on this account, much of the deeper explorations 
along this channel ·will eventually be carried on by means of tunnels. 
The prospects of this mine havemateriallyimproved during tllepast year. 
We tind the returitS for the first qmtrter to amouut to only 64 tons, and 
the gross yield to $1,310.72, while those for the quarter ending Septem-
ber 30 are 1,1G.2 tons, giving a gross yield of $48,540. The company have 
purchased tbe Big Smoky mill, and have thoroughly overhauled it pre-
paratory to workillg the ore from the mine. 
S1hrer \Vave is the next mine south of the last named. It has been 
explored to a clepth of 170 feet from the surface. The vein of ore is 
very large, but generally too poor to pay. Some small bodies of good 
ore have been encountered, lmt not enough to cover the expense of ex-
ploration. The future of the mine is not encouraging. The vein bas 
the usual north and south course, and dips to the east at the same angle 
as the last, of wbicb it is a known continuation. Two hundred and 
ninety-nine tons of ore have been extracted and milled during the pres-
ent year, giYing a gross yield of $10,831.63. 
The Edgar, situated 500 feet south of the last-named mine, was pros-
pected dnl'ing 1870, by a perpendicular shaft, to a depth of 140 feet, and 
by a drift run iu 30 feet east from the 100-foot level. Nothing was found, 
ho'ivever, to encourage further expense, but the developments elsewhere 
along that line during the past year induced some parties to lease tbe 
property. They "·ent to work some time in September, and have contin-
ued tbe 100 foot-level 40 feet further east. At a distance of 40 feet from 
the shaft they encountered a large body of excellent ore, through which 
they hav-e continued the drift 30 feet without finding the end in that (lirec-
tion. Theore,astaken from themine,yields$50perton. The present yield 
is 10 tons per day, which can, without doubt, be increased to 50 tons 
per day when the miue is properly opened. The vein appears to course 
north and south with the usual easterly dip. It is impossible to form 
any estimate of the size and importance of tbis newly discovered ore-
body, but it is evidently one of the largest and deepest yet found on Treas-
ure Hill. 
Portage is situated 300 feet further south. A shaft was started from 
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the surface on the eaRt wall of the spar-vein, with the expectation of 
:finding the "ore-channel," which was supposed to be there from t1w 
developments made further south. A small quantity of lo·w-grade ore 
was found 47 feet from the surf~we, bnt the property became involved in 
litigation with the Ward Beecher Consolidated, and work has been sus-
pended since September. 
The Ward Beecher Consolidated, 200 feet south of the last named, 
had a good body of ore during the summer, but this is now exhausted, 
except 20 feet, which are involved in litigation with the vVard Beecher 
South. An incline is, lwwever, being sunk through a brecciated mass 
of black spar and quartz, with fair indications of ore. Two thousand 
four_ hundred and twenty-seven tons of ore have been extracted and 
worked during the year, gi·dng a gross yield of $61,976.59. 
The Ward Beecher (English company) is situated uext south, and its 
ore-body connects with that in the last-named mine. The Ward 
Beecher inclncles within its works the Autumn No. 2, Red Rover, Mont-
rose, and Colfax locations. No description can give any very clear idea. 
of the underground workings of this mine. It is, perhaps, the best-
managed piece of mining property in White Pine district. E,·ery change 
in the appearance of the mine, as well as every fault and slip, h; carefully 
noted and taken ad vantage of in the exploitation. 'fhe Earl portion of 
this mine was worked quite exten~ively and made consi<lerable stir dur-
ing the summer and autumn of 1869, but t,he ore-body apparently gave 
out, the mine was abandoned, and remained idle during the whole of 
1870 and until June of the present year. About the last of that month 
the present owners commenced work in the old. Earl chamber, and soon 
discovered that a slip or fault had occurred, the upper part of tbe vein 
having slid down the hill. A drift was accordingly started east from 
the old works, which encountered the main ore-body 30 feet from the 
starting- point. This part of the mine is now known as the Ladies' 
chamber. The body of ore in tllis chamber has been opened by 
shafts and drifts to a perpendicular- depth of 122 fe0t from the surface; 
its greatest breadth, as far as known, is 150 feet from east to west. Its 
length from the Autumn chamber, with wllich it connects on the north, 
is something over 200 feet, and its southern limit has not been foun<l, 
although a drift has been extended from the chamber 50 feet south, 
toward the Risdale chamber in the North Aurora mine. It is scarcely 
probable that so large an Qre-body will be foun<l to extend unbroken 
through the 600 feet of virgin ground that separates the two mines, 
although it is the general impression that they will finally connect. 
The broken and disturbed character of the surface limestone fully 
warrants this conclusion ; in fact, small quantities of mixed limestone 
and ore have been found in several shallow shafts sunk along the line. 
Bnt a small portion of the immense ore-body exposed in this chamber 
bas been extracted. The open space is 70 feet long, 40 feet wide, and 
55 feet high. The Philpotts chamber is situated between tlw last 
described and the "'Tard Beecher Consolidated, with both of which it 
forms an ore-connection. Work was commenced on this portion of the 
mine during the summer of 1870, and 1,331 tons, gi\Ting a gross yield of 
$35,000, were extracted during the last quarter of that year. From the 
1st of January to the 1st of October 9,706 tons were e.xt.racted, giving 
a gross yield of $496,223.64. The ore-body iu this chamber was 35 feet 
in thiclmess from east to west and 200 feet long:, the greatest depth 
reached being about 116 feet from the surface. The greater part ofthe 
deposit has been worked out to that depth, but the ore in the "bottom of 
the works is as good as ever, though the body is somewhat narrower 
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than it was nearer the surface. The ore-body exposed in this mine, taken 
in connection with that in the Ward Beecher Consolidated, forms a con-
tinuous "ore-channel," about 500 feet in length from north to south, 
and the southern limit is not yet found. Several thousand tons of ore 
are broken and ready for hoisting, and the quantity exposed in the dif-
ferent workings is enormous; it cannot be less than 25,000 tons, even 
if the chimney should be found to terminate in length and depth within 
10 feet from the present limits. The · hoisting for this mine i's done by 
means of a 20 horse-power engine, and the quantity delivered daily at 
the surface is 80 tons. 
The North Aurora, situated next south, was worked extensively during 
1868 and 1869, but remained idle during 1870, aud was supposed to be ex-
hausted. The explorations of the past summer have developed a large 
body of excellent ore only 4 feet below the east end of the tunnel be-
longing to the old works. This ore-body is situated about 100 feet north 
of the old worl:f;~ and has been sunk upon to a depth of 60 feet from the 
surface. A drift has been driven north through good ore 100 feet, and 
another east 30 feet, without encountering the line-wall. The quantity 
of ore exposed in this chamber is estimated at 15,000 tons. SeYenty tons 
of ore are daily shipped by tramway since the 1st of November. 
The South Aurora, lying next south, has been actively worked since 
1868, and has yielded a large quantity of ore, but it is now apparently 
exhausted. Prospecting is, however, being vigorously prosecuted, but 
so far without success. The greatm;t depth attained in this mine is 225 
feet from the surface. The present indications for deeper ore-bodies are 
not as favorable as might be desired. At the greatest depth the mate-
rial encountered was brecciated lim·estone and spar with some quartz. The 
amount of ore extracted from the South Aurora mine during the year 
1871 is given by Mr. B. N. Lilienthal, the chemi~t of the Stanford Mi11, 
where the ore was worked, as 5,765·H~~ tons, which yielded $148,804.60 
in fine bullion. 
The mines above named are all supposed to be on the great north and 
south ore-channel, and form a continuous chain of locations nearly one 
mile in length. From the Hidden Treasure to the South A LU·ora there 
are only two noticeable breaks in the continuity of the ore. The ore-
body early found in the Hidden Treasure continues through the Silver 
Wave and to the Edgar, a total distance of about 1,000 feet, The most 
of this ore, however, is of too low grade to pay at present. From tbe 
Edgar south to the Ward Beecher Consolidated, traces of ore have been 
found near the surface, but the only shaft in that distance has been sunk 
only 60 feet, and has probably stopped at least 40 feet short of the depth 
of the main channel. The second great ore-body extends from the 
Ward Beecher Consolidated 500 feet south into the north part of the 
:North Aurora ground. South of this lie 600 feet of unprospected grounu. 
Several shallow shafts, however, have shown traces of ore near the sur-
face, and the prospect is good that ore will be found extending south to 
the Risdale shaft, the locality of the .Aurora deposit. The third and 
last ore-body formerly extended from the Risdale shaft in the North 
Aurora to the O'Neil grade, a total distance of 600 feet, but the South 
Aurora seems now exhausted. 
The Eberhardt has been but little worked during the present year. 
A new prospecting-shaft has been sunk to a depth of 180 feet from the 
surface, without encountering a new ore· body. Only 500 tons of ore 
have been extracted from the old works and reduced during the year. 
The Indianapolis is situated 800 feet south of the Eberhardt. It bas 
one shaft 80 feet deep, and a drift fi·om tlle bottom 15 feet east in low-
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grade ore. A drift has also been run 20 feet east at a depth of 30 
feet, and another north GO feet from the same level, all in ore worth $25 
per ton. . 
The Sharp mine was discovered in February last, while grading the 
foundation for station 20 on the tramway. Several tons of good ore 
have been mined, but the title is disputed, and the property will prob-
ably have to lie idle for some time. · 
The Grant and Colfax and Eureka have been worked but little dur-
ing the year. Very extensive bodies of low-grade ore are exposed. 
The Bourbon ·has been worked most of the year on lease. It was 
sold early in the summer to a company located at Erie, Pennsylvania. 
The Genesee has been worked to a tlepth of nearly 200 feet from the 
surface. The shaft is still sinking. 
The Noonda.y has one shaft 140 feet deep, in which the owners claim 
to have encountered a well-defined vein of ore, 8 feet thick. 
The Iceberg, south, is yielding considerable ore at a depth of 30 feet 
from the surface. 
The General Lee bas yielded some good ore during the year. 
The Pocatillo has a tunn·el running west on a vertical vein. It is in 
about 300 feet toward the Ward Beecher. 
The Virginia has been worked during most of the season, and 287 
tons of ore, giving a gross yield of $14,523, have been extracted. 
From the Silver Plate, situated northwest of Hamilton, 115 tons, giv-
ing a gross yield of $4,7G8.33, have been extracted and reduced during 
the year. 
The Great Western, situated west of the Eberhardt, is owned by an 
English company, who have sunk two shafts, 80 feet deep, in limestone, 
with the vain hope of finding the west extension of the Eberhardt ore-
body. 
The Caspian has an incline 190 feet deep, a drift west from the bot-
tom of tile incline 60 feet, and one 40 feet in spar, with some quartz. 
The owners are still driving west toward the summit of Treasure Hill. 
The Asbury, situated in the canon east of the Eberhardt mine, has a 
tunnel 400 feet in lengtll. The main tunnel is under contract to be run 
west 100 feet further ; there are also two cross-drifts of 100 feet each in 
length to be run. 
The Featherstone is situated west of Hamilton. It ha.s been worked 
considerably during the year. Only 30-it tons of ore, giving a gross 
yield of $1,005.50, have, llowever, been extracted. 
The Blail' and Banner, Mahogany Oaiion, has been worked on lease 
during most of the year. It has yielded 1732- tons of ore, worth 
$11,81:$1.40. 
In the Glazier a good body of fair ore bas been exposed during the 
year. Work is suspended for the present. 
The Caroline, Mount Ophir, bas been worked quite extensively, and 
partly on lease. The vein is small, seldom exceeding one foot iu thick-
ness, but contains exceedingly rich ore, which is, however, refractory. 
The course of the ore-channel is north and south, and it appears to 
stand vertica11y. 
A late communication of Mr. Brown informs me that there is but 
little that is worthy of note in miniug affairs since be sent his report 
in November. The unusually severe weather experienced ever since the 
20th of December had almost wholly suspended mining operations. A 
limited amouut of prospecting work had, however, been carried on in 
localities where the conditions were favorable, and some new bodies of 
good ore had been brought to light. 
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The most important developments had been made in the Silver Plate 
mine, situated about one mile northwest of Hamilton, in the low foot-
hills, a short distance east of the Truckee mine. The formation in this 
locality bears a strong resemblance to that near the Hiddrn Treasure, 
Sheboygan, and other mines at the north end of Treasure Hill. The ore 
is found lying between a limestone foot-wall and a slate or shale hanging-
wall. Both walls are smooth and well defined, and lightly stri::tted. Th~ 
deposit has the appearance of being a sheet deposit, but probably further 
developments will disprove the theory, as it has in all the mines on thf) 
hill occupying a corresponding position. The ore-body exposed in the 
present workings is something over 100 fe.et in length, and from 4 to 7 
teet in thickness, most of it of very fair grade, 75 tons lately milled 
having yielded at the rate of $80 per ton. 
A new and apparently large body of excellent ore bas recently been 
encountered in the Ward Beecher Consolidated, 30 feet east of the old 
works and at a slightly increased depth. 
Ward Beecher South has materially improved during the last month. 
A new chamber has been opened 100 feet south of· the Ladies' chamber. 
Its present dimensions are 60 feet in length by 30 feet in width and 40 
feet in height. rrhe ore-body developed in this mine, taken in connection 
with the ' Earl and \Nard Beecher Consolidated, of which it forms a part, 
shows a continuous ore-channel over 700 in length, by an average thick-
ness of about 60 feet, depth unknown, at 160 feet perpendicularly from 
the surface. This is the greatest depth yet attained. The ore yields as 
well as nearer to the surface, and from appearances may continue in tbat 
direction indefinitely. This deposit has yielded something over 25,000 
tons of ore since it was first discovered in the Earl chamber, of an 
a;verage value of something o-ver $40 per ton, or, in round numbers, 
$1,000,000. The present yield is 50 tons of $50 ore daily. 
The Aurora North has developed the finest body of ore at present 
worked in the district. The mill assay for the last month has run from 
$78 per ton to $128 ; present yield 40 tons per day; greatest depth at-
tained in ore, 73 feet. The ore from the two last-named mines is trans-
ported to the mill by tramway at a cost of 65 cents per ton. The cost 
of mining per ton is estimated at $7 and milling at $8. 
I have been furnished with the following detailed description of the 
Stanford Mill, and with an account of the. mode of working, and the 
results obtained up to the middle of November, by Mr. B. N. Lilienthal, 
the chemist of the establishment. · 
The 30-stamp Stanford Mill, designed and built under the super-
vision ofWilliam H. Patton, esq.,in 1869, at Eberhardt City, White Pine 
County, Nevada, consists of oue main building, 58 by 164 feet, to which 
tbe engine and boiler building in the shape of an I.;, or a wing 38 by 42 
feet, is attached. 
The main building is subdivided as follows: 
58 by 24 feet, ore-house. 
58 by 16 feet, drying-room. 
58 by 48 feet, battery-room. 
58 by 60 feet, pan-room. 
58 by 16 feet, retort and melting room. 
The fall of the mill between uump-boards and tail-race is 44 feet, 
divided as follows: 
8 feet between dump-boards and ore-house floor. 
8 feet between ore-house floor and drier. 
2~ feet between drier-battery and floor. 
13-2- feet between battery and pan-room fl~ors. 
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12 feet between pan-room :floor and tail-race. 
44 feet, total fall. 
The wing is subdivided as follows: 
42 by 10 feet, engine-room; 
42 by 22 feet, boiler-room; • 
and is built so as to bring the crank-shaft of the engine level with the 
cam-shaft. 
The ore-house has a capacity of 350 tons when filled to the level of 
the dump-boards. There is a niche 8 by 10 feet in the center of its lower 
side for a Varney and Rix rock-breaker, the mouth of which is level with 
the ore-house :floor. The drier, 52 by 10 feet, is divided into two equal 
portions, having each its own fire-place (6 by 2 feet in the clear) 
and chimney. Each has four :flues, built of common brick, which are 
covered over with cast-iron plates, 36 by 30 by i inches, joined at 
their ends by countersunk bolts and flanges. Tl.w straight dry-crushing 
battery of thirty stamps is divided into six batteries, eacll pair having 
one cam-shaft in corr.mon. The battery is a knee one, and has nothing 
peculiar in its construction. The stems are of 3-inch tnrned iron, placed 
10 inches from centers, and weigh 750 pounds mounted, viz: 
S ten1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 286 
Boss ..... " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 230 
Shoe . .......................................... . .... _. . . . . . . 120 
Tappet ....................... -.............................. 114 
rotal weight ... " ......... - . - - ............. . ...... - . - - . 750 
The batteries make 98 drops of 8 inches per minute, and discharge 
011 both sides, the stamps rising in the order 1, 4, 2, 5, 3. Tbe screens 
have an inclination of 13 degrees from the perpendicular, No. 40 (1,600 
meshes to the square inch) being used on the front and No. 30 wire 
screen on the back side. The batteries are fed by 0. r . StanJonl's self-
fef:'der, which does its work satisfaetorily. Double-armed cams are in 
use, constructed after an evolute of a circle, the distance between cen-
ters of cam-shaft and stem being 41
3
6 inches. 
When a stamp drops 98 times per minute, the time during which one 
ri'ses, drons, and is at rest, is-
60 t = !:}~ = 0.612 second. 
The time (t1) of rising, by construction ~s t1 =0.263 second. 
The time (t2) required in falling 8 inches is-
tz = f2h = I 2 X. i = 0.204 second "g " 3t.l(j(j ' 
showing the time (t3) of rest to be 
t3 = t- (t1 + t2 ) = 0.612- (0.263 + 0.204) = 0.145 second. 
Rittinger, in his Aufbereitungskunde, gives as a.n empirical rule that 
the stamp requires 0.2 second rest. But the friction in a California hat-
. ter:v is less than in a German one. 
In addition, we find, by construction, that at the instant the stamp 
touches the mortar, the highest point of the ascending cam is 3~ inches 
below the tappet, allowing a sufficient. modulus of saiety. 
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The theoretical horse-power required by the battery, when making 
98 drops of o iuches per minute i:-;, calling-
n = 98 =number of drops per minute, 
• 'W = 750 = weigllt of a stamp in pounds, 
h = n = drop in feet., 
rn = 30 =number of stamps, 
_ n X w X h X m. _ 98 X 7 50 _ X tr X 30 _ 44 54 h _ _, x - 00000 - 33-000 -- · orse power. 
Fifty-five tons of ore per day for thirty-one successive days is the best 
record of the lmttlry; and forty-six tons of ore per day for fi.fty-four 
successive days is the worst record. (The stems had been worn so as 
to prevent the proper fitting of the guides.) In the first case we finu 
that one horse-power per twenty-four hours crushes-
In the second case-
x = - 55---- = 1.235 tons. 
44.54 
1 
46 1 03?. t x = 44.54 = . .:../ ons. 
A set of shoes and dies lasts about five months, and a set of cams 
about fifteen months. The pans are placed at right angles to the bat-
tery, 'in two rows of eight each, 15 inches below the level of the pan-room 
floor. They are the common flat-bottom pans, with steam-chamber, 
built by H. J. Booth & Co., 4~ feet in diameter, 32 inches deep, 
making 57 revolutions per minute, and holding 25 cwt. of dry pulp. 
Five feet lower, to each two. paus, is placed one Belden settler, with 
wooden shoes, 7! feet in diameter, 2.Z feet deep, making 11 revolutions 
per minute, and discharging the amalgam through a siphon. The settlers 
have each four pings placed respectively G, 12, 17, and 22 inches from 
the top. The lowest plug is only removed during the clean-up. Five and 
a half feet lower are the agitators, one to each two settlers, 6~ feet in 
diameter~ 2~ feet deep, making 17 revolutions per minute. They dis-
charge into the tail-race, and can be run down by means of plugs. Two 
Knox pans, 4 feet in diameter, are used to clean the amalgam. There 
are four retorts, 14 inches in diameter and 6 feet long, each set in a fur-
nace separate and independent from all the rest. Each of the two melt-
ing-furnaces is capal>le of holding aN o. 50 graphite crucible. A set of 
pan-shoes aiH.l dies lasts about four months. · 
Tlle machinery is driven l>y a 140 nominal horse-power horizontal en-
gine furnished with Scott & Eekart's governor and cut-off, built by H. J. 
Booth & Co., San Francisco, who also constructed all of the other ma-
chinery of the mill. Steam is furnished by three tubular boilers, 52 
inches in diameter, 16 feet long, and each containing 51 3-inch tubes. 
The boilers art> in one bank, 'vith no dividing walls. 
The ore is principally chloride of silver in silicified limestone. An 
analysis of an average of South Anrora pulp, worked during six 
months, gives the following composition: 
Si 0 3 49.GOO 
Oa 0 Co2 48.808 
Fe2 0 3 0.600 
Alz 03 0.400 
Mg 0 =A trace 
Ag 01 0.19.2 
H 0 0.400 
100.00 
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The ore is hauled to the mill by teams and unloaded on the dumping-
floor, where it drops 8 feet into the ore-house. Thence it passes through 
the breaker, where it is reduced to egg-size, caught in an apron, and 
then distributed over the drier by means of wheelbarrows. Here it is 
turned until it is dry,_then shoveled into wheelbarrows, and emptied 
into the hoppers of the self-feeders. The ore leaves the battery as very 
fine pulp, a mechanical analysis giving: 
Water._ ..... _ ............................................ . 
J\1etallic iron .................................. ........•... 
Silver . ................ , ................................. . 
Remained on .No. 40 sieve ................................. . 
Remained on No. 60 sieve ............................... .. . . 
Remained on No. 100 sieve .......... . ............. . ........ . 









As the pulp is discharged from the battery it is caught in carE:, which, 
when full, are run out, weighed, and charged into the pans in quanti-
ties of 20 to 25 cwt., according to the rapidity with which the battery 
furnishes it. 
Method employed in working the ore.-The pans to be charged are filled 
partly with water; the pulp, 20 pounds of salt, and-! pound of commer-
cial cyanide of potassium, (containing 55 per cent. K Cy, c. p.,} to each 
part, are added; the whole is thinned down to the neces.:;ary consistency 
with water. (When the shoes and dies are new, about 200 pounds of 
amalgam and quicksilver remain undischarged in the pan.) 
The muller is then let down and left to grind for four and a half 
hours, then 250 pounds of quicksilver are added, and the grinding is 
continued for one hour. The muller is then raised so as to give the 
amalgam a chance to collect. Seven and a half hours after charging, 
sixty pounds of quicksilver are added, and the mass is thinned down 
with water. Eight hours after charging, the contents are run off into 
the settler, and the pan is ready for a new charge. Should, at any time 
during the charge, the quicksilver appear in bad condition, it is reme-
died by adding a small piece of cyanide of potassium. 
The settler receives the contents of two pans, and all the additional 
water it will hold. The arms are kept revolving, the amalgam sinks to 
the bottom, collects at the siphon, and escapes through it into a tub. 
Six hours afterward the first plug is drawn, ancl a stream of water turned 
into the settler, the surplus, with the suspended sands, escaping into the 
agitator. Seven to seven and a half hours after the settler receives 
the charge, the second and third plugs, respectively, are drawn. The 
settlers are cleansed of tlie deposited sands every forty-eight hours. 
They are recharged in the pans with the pulp. '.fhe agitators receive 
the tailings from the settlers. They pass merely through these, so that 
the suspended sands and amalgam may have an opportunity to settle. 
A small stream of water runs continually into the agitatot. 'rhe remain-
tier run through the tail-race to the tailings-pile, where they are settled. 
The agitators are, once in twenty-four hours, relieved of the deposited 
sands which are recharged into the pans. These sands usually assay 
50 per cent. of the ore-value. 
The amalgam which passes through the siphons of the settlers is 
strained through No.5 canvas strainers, and then carried to the clean-
ing-pans. There it is diluted 'ivith quicksilver and water, and a small 
piece of cyanide of potassium is added, stream is turned on, and the muller 
H. Ex. 211--13 
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is allowed to revolve for a few hours. If any iron shows itself, it is re-
moved with a magnet, and then the amalgam is strained as dry as 
possible. 
When 1,000 to 1,:.:00 poullfls of amalgam have accumulated, it is 
retorted and melted in the usual manner. 
&vmpling.-Every half hour the sampler goes around the battery, 
catching some of the pulp as it falls into the cars. This is placed in 
a box, the contents of which are thorongbly mixed every twelve hours. 
From this an average sample is taken, which is assayed. The tailings-
sample is taken from the agitator half an hour after the second plug is 
drawn from the settler, dried, and assayed, and if it shows over 20 per 
cent. of the pulp-assay, the ore is not amalgamating well, which must be 
remedied. 
The work of the mill during the past year can be seen from the follow-
ing table: 
Date. 
January 17 to February 17 ........ _. __ ..... .. 
May 1 to May 31. ..... -----· .............. .. 
July 6to Augnst 3 ....... ·----- ·----- ...... __ 
August 6 to September 6 ........... ·----- --·-
















County assesso1·'s 1·eturns of ore wo1·lced in White P.ine district for the qua1·tm· cncliug March 
31, 1870. 
Name of mine. 
Aurora South ......................................... .. 
Aurora Consolidated ................................... . 
Alta ................ , ................................. . 
Andrew Jackson ....................................... . 
Butter Cup .... ........................................ . 
Burning Moscow ....................................... . 
Binghampton .......................................... . 
Bounty ................................................ . 
Badger Hill ............................................ . 
Bismuth .............................................. .. 
Chloride Flat Consolidated ............................. . 
Constitution ........................................... . 
Cliff ..•......•••...•..•..........••..••..••..••.•....... 
Chloride Flat .......................................... . 
Chihuahua ............................................. . 
Cadiz ..................... __ ........... _ ............... . 
Crescent ............... . ................................ . 
Oohalco ................................................ . 
Cordoza .......................•........................ 
Dell .....•..............•.......•.....................•. 
Don Juan ...............................•................ 
Eberharot ............................................ .. 
Earl ................................................... . 
Elko ................................................... . 
Erie Company ......................................... . 
Empress J osepbine ..................................... . 
Fletcher Mining Company ..••.....•..................... 
Frazier Company ...................................... . 
Germani a .............................................. . 
Hoosier State ..................•.................••..... 
Hemlock ............................................... . 
Iceberg ................................................ . 
Impe-ial .............................................. .. 
.Jennie A ............................................... . 
J.-G.llill. .......... -··· ................................. } 




























































33, 03~ 69 




























1, 959 30 
1, 018 47 
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Co'unty assessm"s returns of ore worlced in White Pine district, £$'c.-Continued. 
Name of mine. 
Lockport .•••..•••...........••...•..•.....•••.......... 
Mazeppa ............................................... . 
NelBon ................................................. . 
0. H. Treasure ......................................... . 
Owego ............................................ · ... .. 
Port Wine .............................................. . 
Pinto . ................................................. . 
Ralbet and Steele ..................................... .. 
Stockholm ............................................. . 
Silver Wedge .......................................... . 
Summit and Nevada ................................... . 
Sage Brush ............................................ . 
Silver Star Consolidated .............................. .. 
Snow Drop ............................................ . 
Tom Paine .• ~····--··--··--··--············ · ············ 
United States ........................................ . . . 
Wabash ............................................... . 
Montgomery ........................................... . 
1\fanhattan ............................................. . 
1\Hneral Point .................................... . .... .. 
Mollie Stark ........................................... . 
Miser's Dream ......................................... . 
~;:~:.r Pounrls. Gross yield. I Remarks. 
26 1, 000 
8 1, 660 
' 1 55 






81 1, 000 
148 1, 725 
97 l, 2:10 
37 
37 140 




16 l, 930 
22 1, 000 










2, 005 30 
6, 214 18 
2, 390 76 
3, ~53 97 
1, 375 29 
715 73 
94 25 














County assesso1·'s nturns of ore worlced in White Pine district du.ring the quarter ending June 
30, 1870. 
Name of mine. I Number I of tons. Pounds. Gross yield. 
--------------------------------------~1 
Aurora South .......................................... . 
Aurora ................................................ . 
Autumn No.2 ......................................... .. 
Alta ................................................... . 
Burning Mo8cow ....................................... . 
ButterUup ............................................. . 
Banner State .......................................... . 
Bourbon ............................................... . 
Baldy Green ............... : . .......................... . 
Blood & Co ........................................... .. 
Bismuth . .............................................. . 
Blue Cloud ............................................ . 
Big Trea,ure . .. ....................................... . 
Chloride Consolidated ...•..........•.....•.............. 
Chloride Flat ........................................... . 
Clyde ................................................... . 
Chaparell ............................................. .. 
Cadiz No.2 ............................................ . 
Cadiz No.1 ............................................ . 
Chihuahua ............................................ .. 
Caroline ............................................... . 
Cream City ............................................ . 
Derby ................................................. . 
Davis ................................................. .. 
Delmonico ............................................. . 
Double Eagle .......................................... . 
Dickinson .............................................. . 
Eberhardt ............................................. . 
Empire ................................................ . 
Eunice ................................................. . 
Emersly ............................................... . 
Elko .................................................. .. 
Empress Josephine .................................... .. 
Fletcher ............................................... . 
Fay ................................................... . 
l<,eney ................................................. . 
Frank Ruland ......................................... . 
Genesee ............................................... . 
Great Valley .......................................... .. 
Hartwell ............................................... . 
Hemlock ............................................... . 
Iceberg ............................................... .. 
Imperial ............................................... . 
JennieA ............................................... . 
Kingley, ............................................... . 
Mazeppa ............................................... . 
Mammoth ............................................. . 





















































































$133, 982 67 I 
15,220 27 i 
2, 604 17 
576 00 
4, 234 70 
201 86 
2, 872 47 
352 00 
:300 90 
1, 300 94 




4, 401 05 
53~ 00 











3, 809 53 
668 00 
1, 326 40 
619 14 
1, 874 50 
330 co 




2, 3fi0 55 
740 00 
1, 047 98 
6, 128 49 
496 80 
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Connty assessor's ntzmls of ore worked in White Pine district dw·ing the qtta1'ter ending Ju ne 
30, 1870-Continued. 
N=• of mloo. ~;;;:::::1 Pound• ]_a_-_ro_s_s_y_ie_l_d. ___ R_em_ar_k_s_. _ 
Montezuma............................................. 37 1,000 . 450 00 Do. 
0. H. Treasure ................................ :......... 2,472 ........ ! 119,425 27 
Owego.................................................. 33 1,:352 l,Ol6 76 
ObioState ............................................. 6 ~55 21337 
Po8t Hole .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 158 1, 750 I 3, 119 44 
Progress .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. . 9 461 1 508 39 
Promontory............................................. 24 463 50 
Roman Empire.......................................... 19 1, 000 243 75 
Summit and Nevada.................................... 758 1, 500 23,629 72 
, S::tge Brush .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 24 859 7~2 00 
Silver Wedge........................................... 84 915 1, 704 25 
Snow Drop . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. 55 390 5, 367 20 
Sierra Pasco ........................... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 565 211 30 
Silver Star ....................... ~ -----·................ 2 1,164 373 22 
Stonewall............................................... 19 1, 500 928 25 
SeymourNo.2.......................................... 82 1,000 1,806 75 
1-:laratoga................................................ 4 1, 790 235 52 
Saunders............................................... 3 566 218 6L 
San Pedro.............................................. 10 955 542 72 
Spanish................................................. 4 1, 940 185 80 
Stamboul............................................... 4 1,441 264 77 
Smith, J. R ..................................................... 1,550 119 05 
Silver Brick .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 9 1, 000 133 00 
Seto.................................................... 11 1,000 105 00 
Trench................................................. 104 4, 552 00 
Do................................................... 12 852 447 43 
Virginia................................................ 5 1,875 216 48 
Wabash................................................ 292 685 5,9W 93 
"Wil;,;on and Grasstree ................................... 12 300 00 









Do. ~i~~~~~:j~~~!~~- ~:: ~ ~:::: ~::::: : ~ ~::: ~::::: ~:::: ~::::::: ~ :::::::: 1 ig~ ~~ 
------~----~----~--------~---------
Assessor's report of ore wm·lced in White Pine district d1.tring the qnm·ter ending September 
30, 1870. 
Name of mine. ~;~~=~ Pounds. Gross yield. Remarks. 
Aurora South........................................... 2,889 150 $1, 112,363 68 
Aurora................................................. 238 5, 446 19 
Aurora Consolidated . .... .. ... . .. ....... .•.. .. . ......... 20 100 00 
Autumn No.2........................................... 52 462 1, 833 63 
Burning Moscow........................................ 62 1,143 6, 049 69 
Bourbon................................................ 66 99 2,120 22 
Bullion Hill............................................. 27 804 1, 43S 7l 
Eelmont................................................ 1 1, 442 140 55 
Bamboo................................................ 32 825 l, 621 77 Sm~lting. 
Bismuth................................................ 11 750 182 00 Do. 
Blue Cloud.............................................. 41 451 00 Do. 
Bowie and Brown....................................... 11 130 00 
Chloride Flat........................................... 81 117 4, 8 1~ 5L 
Cheshire................................................ 2 906 201 70 
Copiapo . .. . .. . • . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. . . . • . 7 1, 540 415 27 
Caroline . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. • .. . . • .. .. • . • .. .. . . . . . . 43 
Colfax .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . • .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . 1:3 
750 433 75 Refractory. 
500 202 50 
Camperdon ... . . . . .. . . . .... . . ... . .. • ... . . . ..... . . . ... .. . 24 192 00 Smelting. 
D elevan . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . 10 1, 568 451 16 Do. 
Eberhardt . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . 116 7, 555 74 
Empire................................................. 9 1, 264 1, 126 7l 
Eclipse . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. . 22 1, 687 1,171 43 
Elko .............. . .... __ ... .. . . .. .... . . . . . . . ... .. .... . . 23 1, 000 470 00 Smelting. 
l<'arewell ............................. __ . .... . . . ... . ... . . 19 1, 805 749 35 Do. 
Failey......... ... . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .... .. . . . . .... .. . . . . 2 1, 4;29 255 32 Do. 
Frank, F. M ................................................... .. IUS 378 00 
Prasier .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . . . 48 384 00 Smelting. 
Fay.................................................... 37 1, 000 1, 425 00 Do. 
Great Basin............................................. 30 100 1, 051 75 
Genesee . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 321 1, 000 7, 604 57 
Gilkey...... . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 3 1, 492 329 43 
Gorrilla................................................. 13 116 425 77 
Garibaldi . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . 4 818 210 60 
Gregory . .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . 8 1, 250 279 90 
Hartwell ...................... __ .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 10 438 304 78 
rc~~;~t~~- -.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.:: :~::: :::::::::::::::::::: 2~ 1, 380 183 06 1, 400 664 75 
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Assessor'e 1·cport of o1·e wm·ked in White Pine district, g·c.-Continuecl . 
• ~}~fo~~~ Pounds. Gross yield. Name of mine. 
Imperial................................................ 41 50() 825 00 
Indian Chief . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. 11 1,134 765 78 
Jewett................................................. 5 292 419 57 
JobnBull............................................... 10 500 143 50 
JennieA................................................ 22 380 266 28 
Kit Carson........ . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . . 2 1, 302 194 85 
Little Bilk.............................................. 4 590 204 98 
Live Yankee...... .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . . • .. 19 323 00 
Miller................................................... 8 1,887 335 82 
McCormick . .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. 4 1, 814 238 63 
Martin ......................................................... . 1, 000 134 14 
Maria................................................... 7 824 518 09 
McBride................................................ 1 142 161 fil 
Miser's Dream........................................... 20 350 00 
:Mollie Stark .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . 101 1, 500 1, 017 50 
Maria Louisa............................................ 10 1, 000 105 00 
Madison................................................ 63 353 50 
Mapulesna...... . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. . .. . . . 7 500 116 co 
Nevada Star............................................ 16 360 00 
Nevada................................................. 195 1, 057 7, 295 70 
0. H. 'l'reasure .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . 1, 333 33,324 63 
Othello ................................................. • 2 1, 371 261 60 
Pogonip ................................................ 9 125 362 72 
Piermont............................................... 4 
Summit................................................. 28 
1, 218 6:39 02 
947 848 65 
Silver Wedge............................... ............ 6 54 438 28 
~now Drop . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . 47 
Saratoga . . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. . • . 13 
700 1, 022 83 
652 836 60 
Spanish................................................. 15 1, 690 726 84 " 
Scott................................................... 6 1, 418 359 19 
Silver Plate............................................. 15 380 501 O:.J 
Salazar................................................. 2 672 231 14 
Sheboygan.............................................. 6 383 311 81 
Truckee................................................ 67 6, 495 23 
Ward Beecher.......................................... 651 17,520 00 












Assessor's t·eturns of ore -worked in White Pine district dut·ing the quarter enrling Dccembet· 
31, 1870. 
Name of mine. Number P d / Gross yield. Remarks. 
Aum.a Con.olidated ••••••.•••••••••••••••.••••••••••••• of to: ou::·~--$9-,-4-70_4_6_, ______ _ 
Aurora . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . .. 49 1, 928 1, 160 16 
Aurora South .. . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. • . .. .. .. . .. .. .. 3, 914 1, 000 126, 751 51 
Ballarat . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 5 1, 935 1 388 60 
Bismuth ... . .. . .. . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. ... . .. ... . . . 10 1, 120 j 147 84 
Black Diamond .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. 3 608 370 77 
Bowie and Brown....................................... 9 1, 550 121 19 
Burning Moscow .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. 33 1, 900 925 14 
Cadiz . .. . . . . .. . .. ... .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . ... . . . . .. . . . .. .. 15 1, 810 159 05 
Charter Oak .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. 13 278 851 00 
Cheshire................................................ 2 1, 950 15:-1 69 
Chihuahua.............................................. 10 56 200 56 
Copley ........................... ,..................... 4 1, 728 2:.l9 63 
Dubuque............................................... 19 588 192 94 
Eberhardt . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. 330 225 12, 101 92 
EI)Jipse . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . 1, 800 408 00 
Enterprise.............................................. 17 1, 324 G4 
Parewell............. .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. 11 110 00 
Fay .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. 15 450 00 
Great Valley............................................ 13 130 00 
Hemlock................................................ 27 594 1, 127 10 
Iceberg North...... ...... .......... .................... 4 1, 945 145 41 
Iceberg and Indiana...... ...... .......... .............. 9 1, 352 523 47 
Indiana . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . 2l 750 760 62 
Maryland...... ...... ...................... ............ ll 1, 328 1,149 55 
Do . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . . 31 4, 250 10 
Mammoth............................................... ........ 656 llf) 16 
McNevin................................................ 2 1, 760 
1 
455 64 
:Mineral Point........................................... lB 116 180 58 
Mi~er's Dr~ am .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . 33 1, 270 470 89 
Mollie Stark .. . .. .. ... . .. . .. . ... . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 44 _· --~·· .. 
9 
.. 4._~- ._,, 440 00 :Mono . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 581 58 
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Assessor's Tepor uf ore wm·ked in White Pine district, &c.-Continued. 
Name of mine. Number Pounds I Gross yield. 9f tons. · Remarks. 
Noonday ........................................ .. 25 
0. H. TrPasure ......................................... . 996 
Pocotillo ............................................... . 1 
Sierra Pasco ........................................... . 10 
Seymour and Darby ................................... . 14 
Sheboygan ............................................. . 5 
Silver Plate ........................................... . 62 
Silver Wave ........................................... . 15 
Snow Drop ............................................ . 26 
Snow Drop South .. .................................... . 129 
Summit and Nevada .................................... . 248 
TollRoad .... . ........................................ . 8 
'l'rench ................................................ . 10 
Do ......... . ...................................... . 5 
Truckee ............................................... . 36 
Uncle Sam ............................................ .. 8 
Ward Beecher ........................................ .. 1, .457 
Do ................................................ . 55 
Waterloo ......................................... . • .... .. 9 





















1, 661 75 
409 50 
903 50 
3, 402 08 




3, 2l0 90 
192 00 
80,565 78 







The smelting-ore was in all cases sold on the dump, and those mines here marked " ~melting" constitute leBB 
than one-!Jalf of those fro'm which ore was extracted for that purpose. 'l'o get at a correct estimate of the 
ore worked in this district it will be necessary to ad<l about one-quarter for small lots and low-grade ore not 
taxable.-A. J. B. 
Statcrnent of oTe 'Worked in White Pine during the qum·ta ending March 31, 1871, (taken 
j1·om assessm·'s books.) 
Name of mine. Tons. Pounds. Gross yield. Ct~~~~fo~~- Remarks. 
Aurora South . .. . .. . . .. ...... .... .. l, 553 200 
Aurora Consolidated................ 14 1, 3;'51 
1, GOO 
1, 386 
Banner State ............ , .......... 80 
Black Jacket....................... i5 
Belmont............................ 325 1, 800 
Bourbon . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 365 
Charter Oak.... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . 20 704 
Compromise ........................ 4 1, 320 
Dahlgren........................... 1 800 
Dominion.......................... 2 1, 005 
Empire State....................... 3 100 
Emerald Isle .. .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 3 796 
Genesee ............................ 148 1, 250 
Do............................. 21 1, 500 
Do............................. 500 500 
I ceberg South .. .. .. . . .. . . • . . . . . . . .. 17 500 
Hemlock........................... 11 100 
Maryland...... . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 32 
Mazeppa........................... 6 100 
Metropolitan Mill................... 548 
1, 739 
75 
1\-IcCormick ............................... .. 
:i\'[ountain Chief..................... 9 
Nettie McCurdy .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6 1, 405 







Summit and Nevada . . . . . . .. . .. . .. •. 24 
SilverWave ....................... 79 
Silver Plate........................ 30 1, 265 
Stonewall.......................... 331 1, 900 
Smith.............................. 1 1, 250 
Sentinel............................ 1 28 
Swansea MilL . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . . 900 
Truckee . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. . . • . . . . . 16 200 
Trench............................. 14 100 
Treasurfl Hili Mining and Melting Co. 1, 208 






Ward Beecher...................... 964 
$50,756 00 
1, 464 40 
5, 847 00 
1, 709 40 
3, 391 50 







5, 366 00 
727 00 
4, 875 00 
1, 346 50 
828 50 
3, 194 so 
623 00 




1, 310 72 
174 00 
~:35 61 
1, 092 82 
2,0H 44 
973 66 
3, 497 25 
195 66 
"138 25 
4, 506 34 
1, 3U8 12 
4, 350 00 
17,274 00 






2, 775 50 
651 tlO 




















Warm Spring district. 
............ Tailings. 
483 00 
1, 689 60 [ Ore refractory. 
l, 123 86 
104 50 
7, 328 86 
Argentiferous galena. 
Refractory. 
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Statement of 01·e worked during the qum·ter ending Jnne 30, 1871. 
Name of mine. Remarks. Tons. Pounds., Gross. 
---------------------------1------
Net. 
All Around .•••••...•.. . •••••..•••.. 1 619 $214 82 $107 41 
Bourbon ...... ..................................... 124 1, 235 2, 355 31 471 06 
Bowie .......••.....••...•..•....•.. 16 1, 331 907 03 366 81 
Buffman ...•...•.......•.........•. 3 1, 000 270 62 108 25 
Cnrolme .......•.....•....•.......•. 2 178 1, 090 55 545 27 Refractory. 
Chlor'de Flat . ............•......•.. 501 1, 625 13, 683 35 2, 7:36 67 
Eberhardt and Aurora .•.......••... 2, 972 Hi5, 060 00 85, 125 51 
~i~~~~~i i:~~:::::::::::::::::::::::: 604 347 00 173 50 4 1, 255 137 67 .................. 
Hamilton .................•.....•... 8 854 903 79 451 89 
Iceberg North ......................................... 2 1, 404 106 93 42 77 
Lew Morgan ....•..•.•...••..•...... 1, 500 273 85 136 92 
Lucky Boy ..............••..••...•. 3 1, 300 287 75 115 10 
Manhattan Mill. ...•.....•...••..... 2, 233 00 ..................... Tailings . 
Montgomery ........................ 6 990 263 43 105 38 
Metropolitan Mill ..•...••.•..•...••. 1,119 4, 460 63 ·······-··-- 'I' ailing~. 
1\fazeppa ..........•.......••....... 1 1, 411 1, JU1 45 550 72 
Noonday .........••................ 6 H5 250 00 ]00 00 
0. II. Treasure .••.........•........ 107 1,185 7, 223 57 2, 889 43 
Do . .........•.........•...... 126 1, 790 507 58 ------------ Sold. 
Paulding ........................... 1 1, 978 279 00 139 50 
Powell . .....•..........•........•.. 1 782 308 65 154 32 
Piermont ..................•........ 446 4, 395 97 4:39 60 Piermont di~trict. 
Republic ....................•...... 3 1, 546 673 60 336 80 
Sheba l\lill .......................•. 726 6, 5CO 00 ------------ Tailings. 
.Silver Plate ...........•............ 45 550 l, 6~4 87 673 94 
Silver \Vave .....•.................. 215 550 I 8, 534 fi9 3, 4:21 87 Smith .....................••....••. 18 1, 410 l, 498 88 599 55 
South Aurora ---------------------- 1, OC5 ], 575 22,287 65 4, 475 93 
Summit and Nevada .•......•....... 31 1, 6~3 l, 7:J6 68 1, 096 68 
'l'reasure Hill Mining and Melting Co. 1, 040 5, fil6 00 ······------ Tailings. 
'l'rench .......•..................... 30 383 7. 7l4 37 3, 857 18 Refractory. 
Truckee ...........•......•.......•. 43 1,4H 2, 856 94 1, 1:34 77 
Uncle Sam ......................... 13 996 1, 518 15 759 07 
Virginia ..•...•..................... 62 1, 940 2, 040 93 816 37 Refractory. 
Ward Beecher Consolidated .......•. 227 ······••! 5, 873 55 l, 707 55 
Statement of ore 1v01·lced clzo·ing the qum·tm· ending September 30,1871. 
Name of mine. 
Alceon ......................••..... 
Black Jacket ............•..•....... 
Blair and Banner ..............•.... 
Smoky Mill ..•........•••.••••..... 
Caroline ...................••...... 
Chloride Flat Consolidatec& ..•....••. 
Copper-Silver Glance ..•...•........ 
Crown Point .....•................. 
Dai~y ............•......•...••..•.. 
Eaijt Sheboygan .•••.....•..•••...•. 
Eberhardt and Aurora ..........•.•. 
Do .........•....•.........••. 
Featherstone . ...••..•.........•.... 
0. H. ·rreasure ..•..••......••...... 
Metropolitan Mill ••...•••..•••••.••. 
Moffit .........•.••........•.•.•.•.. 
Piermont ........•...•••...••....... 
Sheba Mill .•.......•.............•. 
Silver Plate ...•.•..•..•....•....... 
Silver \Vave .••..••.••..•........••. 
South Aurora ..•..••...•..•........ 
Summit and Nevada .........••..... 
Truckee .•...•.••••••.•••....•...•. 
'l'rench .....•....................... 













































$860 00 $344 00 
411 50 164 60 
6, 0,14 50 2, 417 80 
3, 486 00 .•.......... 
I, 82:! "I 830 OG 8, 129 50 3, 2'i0 80 
354 25 141 70 
250 00 125 00 
613 00 245 00 
538 00 215 20 
231,680 33 99,436 80 
·······-·--· ------------
1, 005 50 402 20 
48, 540 00 19,416 00 
1, 869 12 ------ -- ----
411 60 205 80 
7, 456 68 1, 491 3·1 
1, 349 00 -·----------
2, 110 00 844 00 
232 50 9:3 00 
28,623 00 5, 724 60 
5, 865 89 1, 181 87 
l, 940 00 776 00 
6, 674 00 3, 2P7 00 
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Connty assessor's 1·etunls of ore wm·kcd in White Pine district for the qnarter ending 
December 31, 1871. 
Name of mine. 
Caroline .•........ ~ ......................... .. 
Eberhardt and Aurora ....................... .. 
East Sheboygan ............................. . 
Edgar ...................................... .. 
Iceberg ...................................... . 
Manhattan ................................... . 
Noonday .................................... . 
0. H. Treasure ....................... . · ..... .. 
Do .................................... . 
Oasis .....•.................................•. 
Piermont ................................... .. 
Pocatillo ..................................... . 
Swansea Mill ................................ . 
South Aurora ................................ . 
Silver Plate .................................. . 
Silver Stone ............................. . .. .. 
Truckee ....................•............•.... 
Trench ...................................... . 
Ward Beecher Consolidated .......••......... 
Manhattan Mill .........••....... . ............ 
Do .................................... . 




































145. 643 00 I 
1, 075 80 
6, 972 25 
17, !H6 62 
1, 530 00 
792 50 
12,790 87 
327 85 Tailings. 
1,139 78 Do. 
5, 099 80 Piermont district. 
2, 684 40 
3, 300 00 Tailings. 
47, 135 90 
1, 588 75 
1 ::!50 oc 
'682 50 I 
10.105 91 I 
6, 370 00 
12, 577 00 Tailings. 
3, 625 00 
1 
Ore purchased. 
1, 000 OD Name of mine not given. 
NEW DISTRIC'I'S IN EASTERN NEVADA. 
Several new mining districts have attracted attention during the year, 
but little bas been done in these as yet beyond the location of claims and 
preliminary testing of the ores. Mr . .A.. J. Brown, who has visited these 
districts, sends me the following report: 
The Schell Creek mines are situ?.tecl in the Schell Creek ra11ge of mount-
ains, about seventy-fiye miles northeast of vVllite Pine district, and 
eighty miles south of Toano, the nearest station on the Central Pacific 
Railroad. The first discoYeries of miueral-bearing lodes were made in the 
early part of June, 1871, about four miles north of the Schell Creek station 
on the old overland stage-road, and tue Schell Creek mining district wa~S 
organized. The· formation containing the ledges is dolomite, overlying 
granite. The strata are very near horizontal in this vart of tlw district, 
having a slight dip of only 6 or 8 degrees to the east, which h; evidently 
caused by the eruption of masses and dikes of the rocks at tlle western 
base of the range. The dolomite appears to be entirel)T destitute of 
organic remains. 
Very few of the mines are at all developed, but what little has been 
done bas proved bighly encouraging for their future -value. 
The McMahon ledge is situated low down, near the west base of the 
range, and very convenient for cheap working. The crop pings are about 
1,000 feet in length and 14 feet in thickness, and lie entirely in dolomite. 
'fhe ledge is opened by a surface cut, exposing a face of ore, 20 teet in 
lengtll by 8 inches thickness, that will average $75 per _ton. A few tons of 
assorted ore, worked at the Big Smoky Mill, Hamilton, yielded $360 per 
ton. The gangue in this vein is principally qnartz, intermixeg with a 
small quantity of calc-spar. The ore is mostly silver-copper glance 
orstromeyerite, but black sulphurets, horn-silver, and some native silver 
occur also. 
The Woodburn is situated about 300 yards above the ~1c~fabon, and 
near the summit of the range. This is a parallel vein, and is also incased 
in dolomite, the ore and gangue being similar to the last named. , In 
fact, all the ledges situated wholly in the dolomite contain ore of the 
same character, and differ from the main mineral belt in containing a 
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considerable percentage of copper, while the main belt is absolutely free 
from any base metal except a slight trace of antimony. The Woodburn 
crops to the surface for a <listance of 200 feet, and shows good ore the 
whole length. The thickness of the vein is 8 feet; it is opened by a 
surface cut, from which several tons of ore have been taken that will 
work well into the hundreds. 
The Summit is situated half a mile north of the Wood0nrn, and has 
the appearance of being a layer or " shut vein." The foot wall is <lolo-
mite, an<l the banging-wall a tllin bed of argillaceous shale underlying 
quartzite. Its dip and strike correspon<l with the strata of the country-
rock. The crop pings arc 600 feet in length and 50 feet in thickness. 111J.e 
ore is almost entirely black sulphuret, very evenly distributed through a 
quartzose gangue. Some of the ore is very rich in silver, and assays of 
it run high into the thousanus. One ton of ore worked at the Big Smoky 
Mill yielded $395 per ton, but the average of the vein is probably not 
over $50, and not over one-fifth of the whole vein can be worked at a 
profit. 
There are several other promising mines in this part of the district, 
but as nothing has been done toward their developwent, "ecau form no 
estimate of their character or importance. 
The Queen S_p'ring mines are situated three miles south of the over-
land road, an<l are separated from the North Shell Creek mines by a 
hill of porpllyry three miles in length. This hill is traversed by <likes 
of greenstone and greenstone-porphyry, but no mineral-bearing lodes 
have been discovered on. it. On the next bill south of the porphyry 
the dolomite again makes its appearance, and with it au immense quartz 
outcrop, one and a half miles in length, and from 50 to 150 feet in tbick-
ness. The dolomite occupies here the east si<le of the range from the 
base to the summit, and dips to the west at an angle of about 25 
degrees. It forms the foot-wall of the main vein_ or belt, the hanging-
wall being quartzite. The vein here has the same general character as 
the Summit, before described. The mineral combinations, as well 
as the quartz-gangue, are identical, and its position in regard to the 
dolomite is the same. 
The Gem, situated at t.he extreme north end of the belt, is tlw oldest 
location in this part of the district. It is opened by a surface cut 20 
feet in length, exposing a good bouy of milling ore. 
Silver Chariot is opened by a shaft 20 feet in depth in a mass of high-
grade ore. A few tons milieu ;yielded $188 per ton. Abont 2iJ tons of 
the same class are on the dump. 
El Capitan is located on a mass of croppings 600 feet in length, 60 
feet in breadth, aud 30 feet high. Little work has been done, but 
samples broken from the croppings assay from $20 to oYer a hundred 
per ton, and there are probably seyeral thousan<l tons of fair willing ore 
in the outcrop alone. 
The Sweepstakes is opened by a shaft 15 feet in depth, aU in good 
milling ore. A hundred tons now on the <lump will \Vork $70 per toll. 
The Excelsior is opened by a surface cut. A good face of ore is in 
sight. 
The War Horse is opened by a shaft 30 feet deep, and by a drift which 
is 50 feet in on the vein. The ore is mostly low grade. 
On the Fairy Bell there is no \Tork done as yet, but a mass of crop-
pings 10 feet thick and 50 feet in length. Prospects Ycry 11ell. 
The Nutmeg is opened on the surface by a cut GO feet in length and 8 
feet deep, showing good ore everywhere. A shaft is sunk 1~ feet in a 
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body of black sulphuret ore. Two hundred tons on the dump are worth 
$80 per ton. 
On the Storm ledge uut little work has been done, but there is some 
ore of good quality on the dump and in sight in the outcrop. 
All these mines are located on the main belt, and yield sulphurcts and 
horn-silver ores. There are slight traces of copper, but no lead-ores. 
Silver Queen lies to the east of the main belt, anu is iucased in dolo-
mite. The Yein is 8 feet thick, the ore is stromeyerite, with scales of 
native and born-silver. 
The San Francisco, incased as the last, carries the same ore. The 
vein is 10 feet thick, and opened by a surface cut, exposing a large body 
of good ore. 
The Le Bross has dolomite casing, lies near the main belt, and the ore 
partakes of the character of both the above-mentioned systems of veins. 
It is opened by a short tunnel, 20 feet in length. A few 'tons of good ore 
are on the dump, some of which yielded $95 per ton at Big Smoky 
1\Iill. 
South of the Nutmeg mi~e the dolomite is gradually replaced by a 
dark-colored calcareous shale, and the main belt becomes poorer on the 
surface. Nevertheless the whole ground is located, and may possibly 
improve when developed. Several well-defined veins have been discov-
ered near the eastern base of tbe range, about four miles south of Queen 
SpringR. These veins are found partly in a highly siliceous, stratified 
rock, and partiJ- in the limestone near it. They crop out boldly for a 
distance, var;ying from 1,000 to 4,000 feet in length, but all correspond 
with the strata of the country-rock in dip and strike. 
'l'he Home Ticket is the oldest location in this part of the district, and 
bas been worked quite extensively, developing a good body of ore, 5 feet 
in thickness, and worth $75 per ton. 
The Austin ledge is a late location, and has not bt>en worked. Sam-
ples taken from the surface assay from $382 to $612 per ton. The ledge 
is 6 feet thick and well defined. 
The Elephant is incased in quartzite, and is 12 feet thick. Much of 
the ore shows well in black sulphurets, and some of it is so rich that the 
heat of an ordiuary blacksmith-forge completely coats the surface with 
globules of pure silver. 
The R1tby Hill mines are situated nine miles soutl~ of Queen Springs, 
near the sunimit of the same range, and are eYidently a part of the same 
mineral belt, as the dolomite is again found on tlte east side of the vein, 
forming its foot-wall. A large mass of greenstone, one mile in length 
and more than 1,000 feet across its greatest breadth, has split the -vein 
here into two branches, one of which follows the dolomite along the east 
side of the greenstone, while the other runs along the calcareous schists 
on the west. 'l'he deposits in this part of the district are very rich, some -' 
of the ore being literally one mass of black antimonial sulphurets of sil-
ver; but the d.isturbed and broken character of the deposits must neces-
sarily detract much from the value of the mines. 
The Cow and Calf is the first location made on this hill. Very little 
work has been done. The vein is 10 feet thick, and several tons of good 
ore are on the dump. 
The Ferret near by shows a vein 6 feet thick, or perhaps more prop-
erly a chimney of ore 6 feet thick, for both mines are eYidently on the 
same outcrop. 
The Columbia is opened by a surface cut, and shows a face of ore 20 
feet in length and 6 feet in thickness. Twenty tons are on the dump, 
most of it very rich in silYer. 
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Silver vVreath is located on a mass of wondertull;y rich croppings, 
some of which assay as high as $18,000 per ton, and several tons now 
sacked will work $800 to $1;000 per ton. 
Ratlers' Pay and Ramblers' Luck are near by, toward the east, and in 
the same mass of croppings. They show the same class of mineral in 
abundance. 
Silver Bluff bas a chimney of ore 10 feet in thickness, and several 
tons on the dump will work well into the hundreds. . 
Lookout bas a chimney 100 feet in length and 30 feet thick. 
Several tons of rich ore are on the dump. 
The five last-named claims are all located on rich chimneys of ore in 
the same outcrop. The whole cropping·s taken together are GOO feet in 
length and 200 feet wide on the surface. ·This belt of mineral has been 
traced four miles south of Huby Bill, and many of the locations show 
promising indications of future value . 
. A.Jl the loca.Iities so far described are collectively known as the 
Schell Creek mines. They form one of the most promising as \vell as 
one of the most extensive mineral belts known in Eastern N eva.da. The 
whole western base of the ranga, to within a short distance of the mines, 
is evidently of volcanic origin. · 
Warn~ Spring district is situated twenty-two miles east of Queen 
Springs, in the Antelope range of mountains. So far as kuowu there is 
only one mine in this district. 
The Nettie McCurdy was discovered in the summer of 1870, and is 
opened by a tunnel or drift along the ledge, 40 feet in length, and by a 
side drift across t.he ledge of 14 feet, the thickness of the vein. The 
ledge is incased in limestone and slate. The gangue containing the 
ore is a sandy quartz. The ore cqntains considerable lead. The length 
of the ore-body on the surface is 200 feet. Eight tons worked at the 
Big Smoky Mill yielded from $141 to $278 per ton. One hundred tons 
of second-class ore now on the dump are estimated to be worth $8,000. 
Piermont district is situated. about twenty-four miles south of Schell 
Creek, at· the eastern base of the same range, and was discovered and 
organized in 1869. The formation is argillaceous slate, alternating with 
graphitic slate and quartzite. The mines are either incased in argil-
laceous slate, or between it and the graphitic slate or the quartzite, and 
correspond with the strata of the slates in dip and strike. There are 
several locations in the district -that promise well if properly and 
systematically developed. The Elephant, Latrobe, and Spear mines 
have all been tested by sh~fts sunk to a depth of 35 to 50 feet in large 
bodies of fair milling ore. The ledges are large and well defined, and 
wood and water are very abundant in the immediate vicinity of the 
mines. The Piermont mine is located at the very base of the range, on 
the south side of Piermont Canon, and convenient for cheap workiug. It 
has been quite extem;;ively prospected during the past year, and. is now 
opened by a tunnel, run to the ledge through 100 feet of country-rock, 
and a drift thence along the hanging-wall150 feet in length. For con-
venience the ledge has been divided into sections of 200 feet each, which 
are numbered, from the nort}l to the south, from 1 to 6. The first sec-
tion, in addition to the tunnel, bas two shafts, one 36 feet deep and the 
other 45. Section 6 is opened. by a shaft 36 feet deep, and by drifts from 
the bottom along the lode 25 feet each way. The vein north of this 
station is badly broken up, and considerable difficulty has been ex-
perienced in working that part to advantage; but the mine is yielding 
20 tons of ore pr.r day, worth $40 per ton. The ledge varies from 3 to 
8 feet in thickness. A fine new 10-starup mill belonging to the property 
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is situated 200 yards from the mouth of the tunnel, and a car-track con-
nects it with the mine, by which the ore is delivered at the mill for less 
than $1 per ton. The whole expense of mining the ore and converting 
it into bullion is estimated at $10 per ton. 
WHITE PINE MOUN1.'AIN. 
The mines on the west side of White Pine l\1:ountain wt>re the first 
discovered in White Pine district, but during the excitement attendant 
on the discovery of the rich ores of Treasure Hill they were neglected 
until the building of the new :Monte Christo Mill in June last. Since 
then the prospect of having a good mill, convenient of access, and one 
adapted to the reduction of the refractory ores found in that locality, 
has induced several of the mine-owners to start work on their mines; 
and in nearly every instance developments have given satisfactory evi-
{}ence of Yaluable mines. 
The Trench mine has been opened by two shafts, each 50 feet deep, 
and by drifts from the bottom of the shafts, 50 to 100 feet in length, in 
all aggregating about 350 feet, and running mostly through bodies of 
high-grade ore. No ore has been extracted from the mine beyond that 
necessarily excavated in running the drifts. 'Jhis, arnountiug to about 
100 tons in all, has been worked, giving a gross yield of $3:~,000 or $320 
per ton, one-half of which has been profit. The vein is in a thin bed of 
dolomite OYerlying shale, and is very irregular, -varying in thickness 
from 1 foot to 8 feet. The ore is argentiferous galena. 
The Bald Eagle is a well-defined vein incased in an altered shale. 
The granite formation is only a few yards distant from the works, and 
the ledge passes into it. The ledge is only 3 feet thick on top, but at 
the bottom of the incline, 120 feet from the surface, its thickness has in-
creased to 10 feet, nearly all of which is fair milling ore. Ten tons of 
assorted ore yielded $138 per ton. There are 50 tons of first-class and 
150 tons of second-class ore on the dump. 
The Philadelphia is a parallel vein. 'Ihe incline is 110 feet deep, and 
the ledge 4 feet thick Assorted ore works $124 per ton. 
The Badger State is incased in granite. The vein is 16 feet thick, 
and opened by an incline 30 feet deep. The ore is nearly pure sulphide 
of antimony. 
The Uncle Sam is opened by an incline 56 feet deep, which shows 
a ledge 5 feet thick. The ore is argentiferous galena. The average 
value per ton is $68, while some o~ the richest ore yields $320 per ton. 
Mills in White Pine. 
Name of mill. No. of stamps. 
l\1:anhattan ... _ ... _ . __ .. ____ ... _ . ____ ....... - . . . _ .... ___ ... __ . 24 
Dayton ___ ....... _ .......... - . __ .. __ - _ . _____ . _ - . - - __ . _ .... ___ . 20 
Big Smoky . _ .. _ ... .. _ ...... _ .... __ .... __ . _ _ _ _ ... _ . _ _ _ _ ___ . __ . 20 
Swansea ___ . _. __ .. ________ .... __ . _ .. , _ .. _________ . ___ .... ' . _ _ _ 10 
White Pine ______ ......... __ . _ . _ . _ .. _ . _____ . . __ . _____ . __ . . . . . . 10 
Sheba. ____ .. __ ... __ .. ___ .... _ .... _ .. _. _______ ... _ . __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10 
Oasis. ____ .. ____ . ______ . __ . __ . __ ...... _. _. ____ . _____ . __ . _ ... _ 10 
Stanford. __ ._. _______ . ____ . ______ ..... .. __ . _ .. ____ .. __ . _ . . . . . . 30 
International, (new)._. ___ . __ . _. ___ . ____ .. __ . __ , __ .. ________ .. 60 
Staples . ________ • ~ ...... ____ . __ . _ . _ . _ .. _ •... _ ... ___ . . . .. _ . . . . 8 
Monte Christo, (new) .. ___ .. _____ ._. ______ . _____ . _ .. _ ... _ ... __ . 20 
Two other small mills, 5 stamps each. __ . ___ .. _ _ ____ . __ .. _ ... _ . _ 10 
Number of mills, 13; number of stamps ..... . · c Q ••••••• • •• 232 
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The Dun and .:McCone l\fil1, 10 stamps, was destroyed by fire; the Hen-
dersou, 5 stamps, was removed to Scllell Creek, and the Chicago, 10 
stamps, to Pioche. The :Metropolitan, 15 stamps, is now being removed 
to Eureka. Moore and Barker, 8 stamps, has been dismantled. 
HUJ.\'ffiOLDT COUNTY. 
Mining operations in Buena Vista and other districts of this com1ty 
have been tolerably active dur·ing the year. Mauy old mines have 
been re-opened with greater skill and economy, and with better results 
than formerly ; but the lack of capital has in many cases retarded 
operations. 
The leading mine of Buena Vista district in 1871, as in preceding 
years, \Yas the Arizona. This is, indeed, one of the leading mines of 
the 'Nest, and merits attention by reason of its curious vein-formation, 
as well as its extent and value. The ledge is quartz, carrying distrib· 
uted particles or bunches of sulphuret of silver, argentiferous lead and 
copper ores, and autimonial ores, with occasioual chloride of sil\er and 
native silver. It is inclosed in calcareous slate, forming the crest of a 
ridge of siliceous porphyry. The vein appears to follow the stratifica-
tion of the slates, yet has all the other characteristics of a fissure. 
The ontcrop runs partly around the hill, and two companies at least, 
the Manitowoc and the Arizona, at one time held locations npou it, a11tl 
worked their mines toward each other in depth, one location sho"'ing 
a strike of N. 300 W., and a southwest dip, while the other ha<l a strike 
of N. 150 vV., and an easterly dip of 35 degrees; that is, on the suppo-
sition of a single vein, the vein at these two points had two dips, ap-
proaching each other. In fact, the ore-seams c.ame togetller in deptll; 
and, iu the lawsuit which arose between the companies, it was held to 
be established that this portion of the ledge constituted a fold or 
basin, on tile opposite slopes of which the two companies were work-
ing. ·The Manitowoc and Arizona being now consolidated, this qnes· 
tion has ccasf'd to have a legal bearing; but it is highly important in 
its relation to the still problematical true course and dip of tile whole 
deposit, as I shall presently show. 
The principal opening of the consolidated mine is a tnnnel, which 
starts from the north face of the hill, and cuts, about 150 feet from its 
mouth, the foot· wall of tile vein, or the bottom of t.be " basin." The 
axis of this basin dips southward, and the tunnel, if continued in a 
straigllt line, would pass through the vein; but it is forked at the point 
of int~rsection, and two horizontal drifts a1·e run, one on each side of tile 
fold. These branches are called the east and west tunnels, and sepa-
rate from one another at the rate of about one foot for every fonr feet of 
running length. At the distance of 1,000 1eet from the fork they are 
about 275 feet apart. The east tunnel underruns the old Manitowoc 
ground. 
On the supposition of a "basin," it must be concluded that the gen-
eral course of the ledge is east and west, and the dip south wanl; but 
it is still possible that the old Arizona, with its eastern dip, is the main 
ledge, and the l\ianitowoc a spur of it, ascending to the surface. The 
theory that the two actually cross each other, and tllat thAir coutiuua-
tions will be found below the "fold," lacks proof. But I noticed, in 
September, 1871, a spur shooting downward from the foot-wall on the 
eastern side, which closely resembled, in dip and other characteristics, the 
Arizona vein as shown above, on the "est. side. And I infer, with some 
reason, from the fragmentary reports of operations which haYe since 
come to hand, that t.his promises to be a strong aud regular vein. 
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The west tunnel had reached, in October, a distance of about 1,100 
feet from the forks. Here a di8placernent of the ledge was met with, 
and, having a large amount of ground open, the company postponed 
continuing the tunnel for the present. As many breaks have been found 
in the ledge, and all insignificant in extent of displacement, no special 
importance attaches to this particular one at the end of the west tun-
nel. The east tunnel seems to have lost the Jedge in broken ground, 
some 350 feet from the forks. It bas been continued to goo feet without 
certainly finding the ledge proper. This is beyond tlle workings of the 
Manitowoc. 
During the year, while the west tunnel was driven ahead, the ledge 
has been stoped along its upper and western side, toward tlw north, (i.e., 
townrd the entrance of the mine,) for about 150 feet on the gentle rise 
of the le(lge, aud at the other end for about 10 feet. There is, therefore, 
a stope 1,100 feet long, 10 feet high at one end, and 150 feet high at the 
other; ouly, instead of standing steeply, as in most veins, it is not very 
far removed from a horizoutal position. The w·ork.ings look, in thi~ 
respect, more like a ~oal-bed than like a metal-mine. The alJove esti-
mate of 1,100 feet of breast fol' stoping makes no account of the few an<l 
small barren spots caused by little ''jumps,'' or displacements of the 
vein. The ground stoped ont is filled mostly with waste, the necessary 
passages and dmnping-spaces being left open. The :werage thickness 
of the ledge is 2~ feet, the range being from 10 inches to 5 feet. The 
hanging-wall is very strong, and there is usually a convenient, clay 
'~ gouge" between ore and slates. 
On the east side, and below the tunnel, the ledge has ueen worked out 
to a varying depth. At about 85 feet from the forks a passage is cut 
through, following the "sag," from the west to the east tunnel. The 
lowest point is about 20 feet below the tunuel-levels. A similar passage 
between the two tunnels, a few lmndred feet farther south, would have 
to go much deeper. 
For about 100 feet southward from the lowest point referred to, qnnrtz 
has been found, going downward to the east, and removed. And again, 
at ,a,rions points in the tunnel, rich rock has been removed to the depth 
of 10 or 20 feet when discovered. For exploring the ground east of the 
west tunnel, it is reported an incline was sunk at a point about !JOO 
feet from the forks, to the depth of 120 feet, on a uniform good ledge, 
dipping about 20 degrees east, with only one slight displacement. 
The yield of the ledge is remarkably regular in quality. The first-
class ore is worth $500 per ton and upward; the assay value of the mill-
ore about $60; and the yield by first proces8 (Washoe · amalgamation) 
about $33. There are large quantities of tailings, variously estimated 
in value at $25 0,000 to $1,000,000. 
An important economical improvement of the year has been the con-
struction of a tramway from the mine down to the bottom of the canon 
helow. The loaded cars, carrying about one ton of ore each, descend 
by gravity, and pull up the empty ones. The descent of 1,900 feet oc-
cupies about five minutes. The saving is 2~ miles of bad road in the 
distance, and about $1.25 per ton in the co~t of transportation. The 
amount of ore extracted from the Arizona during the year is about 7,000 
tons. 
The Arizona Association operates two stamp-mills,* and a pan-mill 
for the treatment of tailings. The stamp-mills have ten stamps each, 
of about 700 pounds, dropping 8 inches. At the lower mill the rate of 
" One is owned, I believe, by another company, called the Silver Mining Company. 
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running was 96 drops per minute. This was perhaps too fast, consid-
ering the extreme fineness (No. 40 wire) of the screens. The capacity 
of each mill is about 15 tons daily, or 1.1 tons at tue lower, and about 
1.3 tons at the upper, per horse-power developed at the stamp. The 
tailings-mill will be mentioned below. 
The North Star mine has been worked during the larger portion of 
the year. The ledge is much disturbed and broken up by porphyry, 
which surrounds and underlies the ground. The irregnlarity thus occa-
sioned is the cause of the expensive aud difficult working of the mine, 
as much prospecting is required and much quartz bas to be moved, 
wllich needs much picking to obtain the required grade for milling or 
shipping ores. Thus f<.tr the works ha,~e not reacherl 100 feet depth. 
The mine is in limestone. The amount of ore extracted dul'ing the year 
is about 650 tons, of which about 7 tons have been selected for shipping-
ore, the balance being treated at the Pioneer 1\lill, and yieltliug about 
$17,000. 
On the Ilenning, (an old claim, about a mile south of tbe Arizona), 
work was commenced in July, and has been prosecuted wit.hout inter-
ruption since. A tunnel has been run for about 150 feet on the ledge. 
The outcrop bad spots of rich mineral; but the amount has been 
increasing steadily as the tunnel is driven into the hill. A few tons of 
the ore taken from near the month of tlle tunnel were worked by the 
Pioneer l\'Iill, but, being poor, assayed only $25 per ton. ·rue mine is in 
calcareous slate, similar to the Arizona country-rock. 
On the old Peru, now the Agamemnon, a drift has been rnn on the 
ledge in the upper tunnel for about 150 feet. Sm·eral tous of ore, rieh 
in mineral, llave been selected for trial, and await now mol'e faYorable 
weather for removal. Assays of pieces run from $43 to $.>00 per ton, 
with a good percentage of gold. A contract has been let to nm 75 feet 
of drift and 75 feet of incline on the ledge for tlle ore to be taken out 
during tlle work. The mine is situated about half n, ruile ~outheast of 
the Arizona, in a deep raYine. The outcrops of the ledge ean be traced 
for severallmndred feet, crossh1g the hill east of the A.rizoua. It is in 
tlle metamorphic rocks of the country, quartzite and slates. 
The Eclipse is located on the main range of hills west of the district, 
at a short distance from the summit, and is in calcareous slate, which 
caps, witll the limestone, the bill auove. Tbe tunnel dri'iTen to intersect 
tlle ledge was constructed during the year, and a good-sized, min-
eral-bearing ledge was found. Drifts were run, and sufficient quartz 
was taken out for a fair trial at the Pioneer 2\tfill; but the result was not 
very favorable. 
The prospecting of other claims has not been carried far enough to 
render tllem worthy of special mention. 
The three stamp-mills in the district have been at work with little in-
terruption during the year. The Pioneer has worked the old tailings 
in its reservoir, the North Star rock, and the tailings of about 2,000 tons 
of Arizona rock worked last year. The Arizona and the Silver l\1ining 
Company's mills reduced, until the end of October, rock from the Ari-
zona mine. Since then the latter has worked the tailings lying in its reser-
voirs, and the former has worked rock three-quarters of the time and 
tailings tlle rest. 
During May and June the Arizona Association built a tailings-mill 
with six Varney pans, to work the tailings from tlle Arizm a and tlle 
Silver Mining Company's mills. It is built between tlle8e two mills, and 
the tailings are brought to it in suffidcnt quantities by a one-horse 
wagon. An engine and l>oiler give the uecessary motive-power, yet a 
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turbine wheel is connected with the machinery, workPd by a 45-foot 
fall. It is the intention to work it with this power, when the water of 
the calion is in sufficient quantity 1or the purpos('. The mill works from 
25 to 30 tons of tailingR in twenty-four hours. The mere reworking of 
the tailings did not give the satisfaction expected, and an Akin furnace 
bas just been completed to roast the tailings. l'llC furnace is said to 
have worked well; but enough drying-surface batl not been provided, 
so that the required quantity of tailings could not be dried in twenty-four 
hours for the run of the whole mill. This, together with the poor i:lnccess 
of a machine for breaking up the tailings, led to the stoppag-e of tlle 
furnace, after four or five (lays' running. Another difficulty may be tLe 
fumes of mercury from the tailings '\vhile drying. The chlorination 
attained to 84 per cent. by the first working; but it cannot be said 
that this is the best result possible, for the furnace was not run long 
enough to regulate the working thorougllly. 
The bullion produced by the mills is as follows: 
From Arizona rock, by two mills, about ................ $225,500 00 
From Arizona tailings, worked at different times by the 
three mills, about ........................ - ........ -. 
The Pioneer .1\Iill shipped from rock about . ............. . 




Total product about...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 346, 000 00 
There were shipped from the Arizona mines about 170 tons of 1-ielect 
ore to San Francisco, netting $78, 000. 
~Monthly sh-ipments of bullion. 
For January, 1871 .................................... _ 
For February ........................................ . 
For Marcl1 ........ _ .................................. . 
~~~ ~~;~: ~ ~ ~ ~ _._._._._-_-_-_·_-_-.-_-_._-_-_-_-_·.· .·.·_·_·_·.-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~:: ~ 
For June ............................................ . 
For July ............................................. . 
For August ... . ...................................... . 
For September ................................... _ ... . 
For October.... . . . . ............................... _. 
For No\'ember ................................... , ... . 













Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34G, 821 19 
Star district.-One of the earliest and most furious mining excitements 
in the State of Nevada was that whiell followed the discoYer.r of the 
Sheba mine and the orgauization of the Star district, ten years ago. For 
a considerable period this calion \Tas the scene of an enthusiastic and 
busy industry; Star City became a flourishing mining towu, with two 
hotels, an express office, daily mails, a telegraph-line to Virginia Oit;r, 
and a reported population of more than a tbousand inhabitants. Yet in 
1868, when I first visited the district, a decline as sudden and rapid as 
its rise had left of all this prosperity and promise no trace except the 
empty houses of the town, the abandoned mining-works, and the daily 
mail and the telegraph and express offices, which had not yet been 
removed. The collapse had been quick and apparently complete; yet a 
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study of the deserted district led me to report at that time to tbe Govern-
ment (see my Report on Mining Statistics rendered January 18, 1869, page 
127) that it would certainly sooner or later receive attention again. This 
opinion \Yas based partl.v npon evidences presented by the district itself, 
partly upon inferences from its history. It was notorions that the whole 
community had folLowed the fortunes of the Sheba mine. Scarcely any 
other in the district, except tile De Soto, and perhaps one or two minor 
enterprises on the same belt with the Sheba, bad been proauctive of any-
thing more than assays and prospects. When the ore-bodies of the Sheba '· 
were exhausted.,. and the expensive prospecting-works of that company 
failed to disclose any continuation or repetition of them, the ruin of Star 
City was inevitable and immediate. But in this ver.v circumstance was 
the ground of hope for the future. The successful re-opening of the 
Sheba mine would be certain to recall-..the prosperity which its close had 
driven away. Moreover, the evidence presented by the mine itself and 
its surroundings was sufficient to justify the expectation (which has 
since been realized) that the main deposit, outlying chambers of which 
had forrned the ba.;:is of former operations, might be found by more 
careful and rational search. 'rhis point win more clearly appear from a 
description of the district. 
Star City is about twel\e miles north of Unionville, at present the 
principal town of Hum boldtOounty. The Star district lies on the eastern 
slope of a range of mountains, the highest peak of which (Star Peak) 
has an altitude of about 11,000 feet above sea-level. The deep, wide, and 
tortuous canon runs from the summit of the range easterly to the broad, 
dry valley, and collects the waters of a considerable area into Star Creek, 
'vhich carries 70 miners' inches in the dryest summer months and swells 
to 200 or 300 inches in the early summer, after the snows begiu to melt. 
This stream flows across the outcrops of the metalliferous veins, wllich 
mostly course parallel with the range. The debris and gravel are per-
haps 20 or 30 feet deep in the bottom of the canon; and although the 
mainly argentiferous character of the ore-deposits of the district gave 
little hint of alluvial gold, yet a company of enterprising prospectors 
have recently commenced gulch-mining, and are reported to have opened 
very profitable, though limited ground. TlJis occurrence of gold ~1acers 
below the outcrops of silver-mines is not unprecedented. It will be 
remembered that the Comstock ledge in Nevada was discovered by fol-
lowing up the gulch deposits to which it had given rise. That vein has 
always since produced a considerable quantity of gold associated with 
its silver; but less auriferous silver-mines may still, in the course of 
time, have given rise to accumulations of gold in placers. The two metals 
habitually occur together in nature. 
In ascending the calion, the sections of successive strata may be ob-
served, showing a general north and south course, and a dip westerly, 
into the mountain. They consist of alternating quartzite, limestoue, 
shales, and slates. The first formation crossed above the foot-bills is a 
metamorphic qua-rtzite, gray when freshly broken, but changing on 
exposure to brown. The next layer above is a gray limestone, dipping 
west about Goo, and bedded in layers of a few inches tbicknes~::;, the 
whole group being about 100 yards thick. Overlying this is a large· 
development of black limestone, in which several silver-bearing deposits 
Lave been discovered. This is succeeded by gray quartzite, and the 
latter, in turn, by black slate. Between the two forma!. ions last men-
tioned is a belt or channel, more than 200 feet wide horizontally, of 
bluish-gray silicious and calcareous rock, characterized by the preva-
lence of small threads of crystallized quartz, and (on all the cleavages), 
H. Ex. 211--14 
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coatings of talc. It was in this channel that the Sheba deposit was 
discovered, a few feet only from grass, and close under the hanging-wall, 
bounded, in fact, by the black-slate roof above, and by a well-den ned 
horizontal floor in the veinstone below. The first and largest chamber 
having been worked out, one or two smaller ones were found close b~-, 
likewise lying upon the same floor and close to the hanging-walL 
About $125,000 were extracted from these bodies, and very large sums 
were expended in the search for fnrther deposits. Quite 11aturany·, the 
floor which formed the lower limit of those already exploited was sup-
posed to he a foot-wall, and it was expected that one would be again 
found, if found at all, hugging the hanging-wall as before. Conse-
quently, all explorations were confined to this part of the belt, with the 
exception of a single cross-cut, which was run about 200 feet towards 
the underlying quartzite. At that time it was by no means certain 
that the whole belt between t,be quartzite and the slate belonged to one 
vein, and must be considered as veinstone. On the contrary, two other 
parallel claims were located on the surface. within these limit~, upon 
small stringers or threads of ore, of no real independent importance. 
The futile exploring-drifts of the Sheba Company preseuted one indi-
cation which might have led, and did finally lead, to the discovery of 
the true nature and position of the vein. I refer to the fact that the 
numerous small string~rs of quartz, and sometimes of ore, enconntered 
in the veinstone mass, dropped away towards the distant east or foot-
wall. This fact appeared insignificant at the time, in comparison witll 
the encouragement given, by the large bodies already fonn<} ou the 
hanging-wall, to further explorations in that part of tl1e channeL 
These explorations were expensive, thorough, and utterly barren of re-
sults; and the company suspended operations (as so many comp<mies 
do) just when the negative evidence accumulated would have led them 
'inevitably to continue their search, if they had continued it at aU, in the 
right quarter. 
After several years of abandonment, the property came into the hands 
of its present proprietors, and work was resumed under the direction of 
~ir. Samuel Stewart, superintendent of the well-known Arizona mine 
at Unionville, Mr. Richard Nash having immediate clwrge. of the oper-
ations. The latter, who was for many months in the employ of the old 
Sheba Uompany, and possessed perfect familiarity with tlle history of 
their operations, has made good use of the experience of the past. 
After some further exploration along the hanging-wall, resulting in 
nothing more than the discovery of small ontlyiug pockets-mere rem-
nants of the old bonanza-he resolved to follow the indications of the 
slips and stringers in the veinstQne, and to look for a main body further 
-east than any workings had previously gone. Accordingly he drove a 
tunnel northward into the belt from the calion, and cross-cutting towards 
the foot-wall, considerably under the old works, struck, at. a distance of 
-about 650 feet from the tunnel-mouth, a large, ~ell-defined, and rich 
vein. 
It is now perfectly clear that the numerous stringers and threads of 
quartz traversing the channel of veinstone drop to the foot-wall, upon 
which they unite to form the vein. The bodies found in the old Sheba 
mine were within the wide channel, but far outside of the ore-veiu uow 
·disclosed. Such outlying chambers are of frequent occurrence in ore-
deposits of this character. 
The vein recently opened has been exposed by a drift for about 100 
feet in length. Stoping bas been carried on for about 25 feet above 
this drift, and a winze has been sunk below the drift about lG feet. 
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The minimum width of quartz and ore is 20 inches, the maximum 9! feet, 
by measurement in the roof of the stope. This large width constitutes 
a bulge in the vein about 16 feet in horizontal length. At the bottom 
of the winze there is a four-foot veii;J.. The average width of the ore-
vein throughout these exposures is 4! feet. At the north end 
of the opening it is somewhat scattered, but recovers itself beyond 
and below. At the south end there is a clay seam cutting and 
heaving the vein. A.t the time of m~y visit (September 6) a short cross-
cut was in progress, to strike the vein beyond this break; aud a char-
acteristic band of black rock, which everywhere accompanies the vein-
walls, and which bas been seen nowhere else in the mine than in that 
position, bad already been struck in the cross-cut, leaving no reasonable 
doubt of the immediate vicinity of tile ore. The vein where it is cut 
off has its maximum width, and the cross-seam is so thin and smooth. 
and gives so "clean" a cut, (without broken ground,) as to indicate but 
a very small heave. 
The structure of the vein is perfectly regular and normal in appear-
ance. Vugs and combings occur in it frequently, as well as a banded 
structure, wllicb promises excellently for both permanence and quality. 
The clay partings are thin, and the foot-wall is hard and well defined. 
Although so many stringers are dropping in from the banging-wall, to 
swell the dimensions and value of the vein, none have ever been found 
to penetrate the foot-wall. 
The course of tllis vein by compass is north 11 o west by south 11° east. 
The dip ~aries from vertical, and in one place, 7oo east, to 600 wPst. The 
immediate gangue is quartz, and the ore is principally fahlerz and argentif-
erous zinc-blende. The first-class ore, comprising apparently about 5 per 
cent. of the whole, is worth from three hundred to five hundred dollnrs per 
ton. The second-class ore (judging from its appearance as compared 
with what I remember of the old Sheba ore) should be worth fifty to 
seventy-five dollars. >X' The mill of the Sheba Company,. formerly situ-
ated at the north of the canon, was sacrificed and lost during tlw pecu-
niary embarrassments and confusion of an interregnum; but, a small 
water-mill has been erected in the canon, containing five stamps and a 
smaU number of concentrating-machines, for the purpose of crushing 
and concentrating the ore thrown aside as unprofitable during the former 
workings. This mill is run at a small profit, in spite of the great waste 
of silver involved in the use of wet concentration upon ores containing 
brittle compounds of silver. 
These ores consist of snlphurets of silver, argentiferous fahlerz, and 
zinc-blende, the last mineral having been found by separate assay to 
carry a high value in silver. 
The true method of treatment would be to roast with salt all the ores, 
of every grade, In the Stetefeldt furnace, the Briickner cy}inder, or the 
ordinary reverberatory, and then extract the sih'er by close amalgama-
tion in barrels or pans. I entertain no doubt that the ·whole mass of 
the vein described can be thus treated at a handsome profit. The ore 
extracted during recent prospecting operations has paid all expenses, 
no assessments having been levied since the re-opening of the mine. 
So long as the two real walls (the slate and the quartzite) inclose so 
wide a channel, there is of course a possibility that the ore-vein may 
scat,ter through the intermediate space. But all in.dications prove that 
*The lowest assay in quantities of ten tons, of the first-class ore shipped from the 
mine since re-opening, has been $582 per ton. The second-class ore lJas run $69 aH.d 
upward. My figures are, therefore, very low. 
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this will not be the case at depths below the present tunnel-leveL Tbe 
yein having once regularly formed on the foot-\Yall, by stringers drop-
ping eastwardly to that wall, may be expected to sta,y there in depth. 
The slips of the rock also dip eastward. The clay cross·scam already 
alluded to courses north 450 west and dips 1:;4° east. From all these indi-
cations, m; well as from the appearance ofthe ledge itself, wbichis far more 
persistent and regular than anything hitherto discovered in the Sheba 
ground, it is impossible not to believe that, though there may be outside 
ore-bodies in the west, there will not cease to be, from present workiugs 
downward, a strong vein on the foot-·wall. 
A decisive corroboration of this view is furnished by the circumstance 
that the two walls of the wide channel are drawiug nearer together in 
depth. This may be clearly seen in the underground workings, and its 
effect will be to exclude gradually the barren ground which now occu-
pies so large a space in the channel, and to secure, in all probability, a 
compact and reasonably uniform ore-bearing vein. 
The facilities for working this mine are good. The company owns 
the whole water-right of Star Creek, and has a wagon-road, con-
structed at great expense, down the side of the calion. The di~tanee 
to Mill City on the Central Pacific Hailroad, is twelve miles, and the co8t 
of hauling ore by teams $5 per ton. Little timber is requireu in tile 
mine, and the extraction of the ore for some time to come m~1y be cheaply 
carried on through the tunnel and stopes now open. Exact estimates 
of cost are at preseut impracticable, since a large portiou of tile work 
hitherto has been preliminary, and the era of regular production is but 
iust beginning. 
The old works on the east have been worked on tribute by four Cor-
nish miners for three months with good success. The mineral being 
scattered, is liable to '' make bunches;" and this is a safer v1a.Y for the 
owners and more profitable to miners of some experience. 
The concent.ratiug-mill connected with the mine was run for a short 
time in the spring. Although the quartz was well separated from tlle 
mineral, the result was not satisfactory, the probability being that the 
fine particles of silver-ores floated away to some exteut on tbe water. 
The De Soto was worked bnt little during the year. AlJout a hundred 
tous of ore were sent to the Reno .Mill for reduction. The mine haYing 
been bonded to an Euglish company, this was done to make a trial of 
the working of the ore. The work gave satisfactory results. It is not 
knovvn yet whether the sale has lJeen effected. 
The Yankee Blade has been worked during the year. The result is 
not yet very satisfactory. This mine is in calcareous slate. 
In Star Calion fair results being anticipated from gulch-washing, last 
summer dams were made to obtain a head of water to wash tlle stream-
deposits. The water failed at the end of the summer, before final results 
were obtained, and the work waits for the wet season. 
In the same district, in Bloody Calion, about four miles south of 
Star Canon, an antimony-ledge has been \\Orked this fall, and about 
100 tons shipped to San Francisco. The little demand for the metal 
here, and the danger of an over-stocked market, make the busi-
ness somewhat precarious. 
Central district.-:Mining operations haYe been carried on during the 
greater part of the year, mostly in prospecting and testing the rock 
from the different ledges. The ledges cont::iin, in many cases, besides 
silver, a large per cent. of gold. Those specimens seen .by tbe writer 
are quartz with galena, a little zinc-blende and antimony, or their decom-
posed products. 
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The little stamp-mill of Philip Muller, in the district, has been at 
work when necessary to make trials of a few tons of rock at a time for 
prClspectors. The owner has also been experimenting on a IittlP- roast-
ing-furnace of his own make during the year, with varying results. 
Sierra district.-A mill has been put up for dry amalgamation, accord-
ing to A. B. Paul's patent. The first experiments are said to be very 
satisfactory by the superintendent of the mill, Mr. Charles D. Smyth. 
People await the final result with much iuterest. The mill has been 
placed in Dun Glen Canon, above the town, where the Old Lang Syne 
mill used to be. The Lang Syne mine has been worked for a few months 
to extract the necessary quartz for the new mill. The Tallulah mine also 
has been running its tunnel to reach the ledge about 150 feet below the 
ohl works. The Auburn mine has also been worked in a small way. 
For want of means to work their quartz, rich in gold, the owners, who 
work the mine themselves, have stamped and extracted by hand the 
gold from the rich pieces to obtain the means to prosecute their work. 
Echo district.-'rhe Butte mine was worked until last September, 
when the mill of the company at Rye Patcll was burned down. The 
work done during the first part of the year was on the incline, sinkiug 
deeper on the ledge, besides the removing of the ledge between two 
drifts run north of the incline. This was the main source from which 
the mill was furnished with ore. Last July the company, after pur-
chasing a tunnel about 500 feet in the bill, well located to reach their 
ledge, began work on it. They will be about 130 feet vertically below 
the present mouth of the mine when the ledge is reached by the tun-
nel. 
The work on the old Alpha mine was also resumed last fhil, and a 
good deal of ore picked from the dumps has been shipped to the Reno 
mill for reduction. 
The mill at Rye Patch was burned, by accident it is supposed, last 
September. A new one, stronger and better adapted to the wants of 
the place, bas been built, and will probably be ready to run early in 
1872. 
Antimony in Nevada.-JJ'Dr the following interesting description of 
some remarkable antimony-mines, I am indebted to Mr. vVilliam L. 
Faber, a metallurgist of scientific training and practical experience. 
The mines are situated in Humboldt County, twelve miles south of 
Battle Mountain, a station on the Central Pacific Railroad, :five hundred 
and forty miles east of San Francisco, and three hundred and sixty 
miles west of Ogden and Salt Lake City. 
There are two parallel veins, about 100 feet apart, one of which has 
been prospected. Both crop out for over a mile., commencing at the 
top of a ridge, where the Mountain King shaft has been opened, run-
ning downward about 1,000 feet in a distance of 1,500 feet north, where 
they cross a canon or gully, and thence rise on the opposite ridge, where 
another shaft, the Columbia, has been sunk to a depth of 93 feet, at a 
point about BO feet above the calion. 
The Mountain King shaft is 15 feet deep, and exhibits, from sm·-
face to bottom, and in the bottom, a continuous vein, two feet thick, of 
solid sulphuret of antimony. The vein is perpendicular, and has well-
defined, r~gular walls, clearly cutting the country-rock. 
In the Columbia shaft the vein is not so regular or well defined, 
but still contains, in a width of four feet, fully two feet of solid ore, 
sometimes in a body, sometimes divided in two or three strings by inter-
vening horses. :From the excavation 3,750 cubic feet of rock were re-
moved, which furnished 150 tons of clean ore, being at the rate of one 
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. ton per 25 cubic feet. Of this ore 50 tons have been removed and sold 
or used, while 100 tons are on the dump. 
The ore from the Columbia shaft is an intimate mixture of sul-
pburet and oxide of antimony, quite free from any other mineral or 
metal. A careful analysis of a fair average sample of the ore, rough-
dressed, resulted as follows: · 
Moisture ...... o •••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Alumina, (clay) ; ....... <· 0 •••••••• • ••• • •• , ••••••••••••• 0 ••••• 
Silica ............... 0 " ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Antimony _ ................................................ . 
Bis1nuth ............... _ ......... ~ ...... o ••••••••• 0 ••• , ~ ••• 
Sulphur. __ ......... 0 ••• . • ••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ •••••••• , 









A specimen from near the surface, at the Columbia shaft, assayed 
3 ounces of silver per ton; one from the bottom of the shaft, 20 ounces; 
and one from the Mountain King shaft, 19.5 ounces. 
Mineralogically, the ore consists of-
Blue sulphuret of antimony ....... 0 ••••••••••••• • • •••••••••••• 
Yell ow oxide ............................................. . 





These mines are peculiarly interesting on account of the singular 
purity of the ore, since the absence of lead and copper greatly facilitates 
the production, by the simplest reduct.ion process, of an excellent quality 
of regulus of antimony. This was fully proved by an experiment wllich 
I made at the works at Battle Mountain Station, smelting the ore 
in a reverberatory, with native alkali as flux, and fine coal as the only 
reducing-agent, and thus producing, in one operation, from crude ore, 
metallic. antimony, several tons of which \vere shipped to New York and 
sold to consumers for various puposes. All who have used it pronounce 
it equal to the imported refined regulus; although some of the pigs 
were not quite free from sulphur. 
The details of the smelting process Mr. Faber does not wish to make 
public, but that it is inexpensive appears from tlle following facts: The 
furnace, of a capacity to bold only a ton of melted ore~ coulu work this off 
in twelve hours, producing 800 to 1,000 pounds of metal fl.'Om 2,000 
pounds ore. Fifty percent. was the best yield obtained, and this only when 
the furnace work~d to perfection. The consumption of coal was 1 ton 
in twenty-four hours, the fine coal sifted from which was used as the: 
reducing-agent, mixed with the melted ore. 
The loss of metal by volatilization was quite insignificant, and nearly 
the whole loss was due to the difficulty of keeping the antimony out of 
the slag. Several times, from an error in the working or iii fluxing, 
nearly all the metal was scarified, nor could it be reduced again from 
the slag, at least in the reverberatory. 
Mining the ore costs, by contract, $2 per ton. Hauling from the 
mines to the station, by job teams from a livery-stable, cost~ $4 per ton. 
Freight to San Francisco, $10 per ton; to England, via Cape Horn, 
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say $15 per ton, meaning always the short ton of 2,000 pounds. The 
ore is worth in England from £12 to £15 per miners' ton, of 2,352 
pounds, equivalent to about $50, to $G2 for 2,000 pounds. The regulus 
is worth fi.·om 12 to 14 cents per poun<l. 
From these figures it is apparent that a · mine of base metal exclu-
sively-for the silYer in these antimony-ores is too insignificant to be 
regarded-in the Pacific States, may return quite handsome profits, and 
be more desiral>le property than mjnes of silyer or gold not strictly 
first class. 
Abstract statement of the assessmcnt-1·olls of tlw p1'ooccds of mines of Humboldt County, Netada, for tlte ycm· 1870. 
Names of owners. Remarks. 
~~ 
~ ~. Value per ton. Total value. Description and location of mine. 
Number of tons ex-
tracted. 
O>t --1----------------------1 1-----
Nevada Land and Mining Company, (limited) .. ·1 Alpha min;, Echo diHtri~t; 2,?00. shareR. 
Fall & Temple . . . . .. . . . . . . .• . • . . . • . • . . . . • . . • . . Anzona mme, Buena V1sta diHtnct, 900 
















7 597 so 
6:!: 190 00 
8, 8!:!2 co 
55,554 00 
10, 660 00 
Silver Mining Company ...••• 
Arizona Association ........................... . 
G. W.Fox ...••. 
Butte Mining Company 
Union Series Company 
Shiloh Mining Company ..... . 
S. H. Knowles & Co 
C. Ilousclf & Co ........ . 
W. Smith & Co ..... . 
Lott & 
Golden Age Compuny 
Total. ................ . 
First south extension of tho Arizona 
mine; 1,200 shares. 
Arizona mine ........... . 
Original and first south extension ....... 
Little Giant mine, Battle Mountain dis· 
trict; 1,400 feet in original location. 
Butte mine, Galena district; original 




























68 138-2000 Union Series mine, Union di~trict; 900 
feet. 




















. 48 :32 
2, 258 39 
1, 731. 48 
2, 241 16 
25 51.7 ao 
7:183 82 
52, 051 85 
25,574 20 
7, 547 37 
1, e8!:J 9:3 
17, O<i3 2:J 
527 C8 




7, 056 0) 
9, 200 co 
9, 818 51. 
1, 7(i5 fi4 
3, 28U OU 
share~. . . . ~ 2 13 1(0 00 J, 300 00 
White mine, Battle 1\fountam di~tnct. { 4 77 1304-2000 90 00 6, 988 68 
Central Pacific mine Itelief dbtrict . . . . 2 5 UlO CO 950 CO 
. . ' . ~ 2 GO 6:::! <lO 3, 720 00 
Dutte mme, Echo d1stnct ......... -- .. ~ 3 2~1 7() 20 1, ()!),) 4;) 
Tre11ton ruinc Battie 1\lonntr\in district.. 2 l 0 50 00 500 00 
' . . 14 l co 00 1, 400 00 
Gol<.len Age mine, C<'ntrnl d1stnct. · · · · · · 3 3 600·2000 272 00 897 6:) 
.............................. ·········· 1· --·1·-- ..................................... --362,996 47 
Cea~ed producing in 1870. 
In the latter part of the year 
1870, Fall & Temple unit-
ed with the Silver Mining 
Company, forming an ns· 
sociation known ns tho 
''Arizona Association." 
From original Fall & Tern· 
ple's ground. 
From PxtenHion Silver Min· 
ing Company's ground. 
J Ori;;inal2,0CO ft'et. 
Original2,000 f~ ct. 
J Original 2,000 fl'et. 








































Abstract statement of the assessrncnt-1·olls of the ln·occcds of rnines of IImnbolclt Connty, Net•acla, jol' the year 1871. 
~~ I 
Names of ownerH. Description and location. ~ ~ ton~ extracted. Value per ton. Gross value. 
s-~ 
o; ~ Number of I 
-------------------------1 1----------- 1 ,------
Arizona Association Arizona mine, (original and ex-
tension.) 
J, S. Clark & Bro .••.•••.•••.••••.. I Locomotive mine, Central district .. 
Pioneer and Inskip l\1ill and Mining I North Star mine, (original,) Buena 
Company. Vista district. 
White Mining Company White m;ne, Galena 
Butte Mill and Mining Company .•• I Butte mine, Butte Caii0n, Rye 
Patch. 
P. Muller & Co .................... I Golden AgP, Central district ....... . 
Battle 1\fonntain J\1ining Company, I --mine, Battle Mountain district .. 
(limited.) 
Nevada Butte Mining Company ..•. -I Butte mine, Galena ..••........•.. 











2 I ~6 ~~Z?~~ggo 
3 
4 1 ,1, 100 
2 1, 260 
1,2!:0 
110 
i ~- · · ·7ci ioo3:~oiiii · 
2 4:3 340-2000 
3 ............... . 
4 40 :325·2000 
76 1716-2000 




















48 82 12, 4!)0 63 
3 2H 630-20(;0 .............. , 12,312 JG 
! :: :~~~ tt~:~~~~:: ::::::::::::: : 1 ::::~~·: ~~~: ~~-
3 1, 600 H 00 19,200 00 
4 ......................................... .. 
~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1:::::::::::::. 
Actnnlco~t ot'l 
Actual co•t of I fr·nn,;portation Actual cost of 
extrattiug. to place ot' I 1 eduction or 
reuuction. sale. 
$l5, 65J 00 
1, 401 57 
18, 620 00 
$10,650 00 
897 53 






3 005 !)7 
43:370 00 
13,987 8::J 
































Abstmct statement of the assessment-1·olls of the p1·occeds of mines of Humboldt Connty, g·c.-Continued. 
Names of owners. Description and location. 




.... Ol Actual co~t of 
~ ~~ Number of a "' tons extracted. I Value per ton. I Gross value. Actual cost of I transportation I Actual cost of extracting. to place of reduction or 
reduction. sale. ::l..o 
Cj+' 
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ELKO COUNTY. 
Cope district.-! ha-ve not yet been able to visit this district per-
sonally, nor could my deputy do so. For this reason I cannot speak as 
intelligently of the situat.ion of its mining indnstry as I should ·wish to~ 
especially as, from correspondence, I must come to the conclusion that 
this district, as well as the neighuoring one of Bull Run, promises to 
uecorne quite important in the near future. 
It appears that during the year the development of the mines in Cope 
bas satisfactorily progressed. The Argenta and Excelsior mines have 
been worked with great vigor during the summer, in order to prepare them 
for the extraction of large quantities of ore in the fall. By that time it 
was expected to haYe the mines sufficiently opened to give employment 
to forty or fifty miners in extracting ore. The Independent, ElDorado, 
and Monitor, have also been energetically worked. 
There was only one dry-crushing and roasting mill in l\Iountain City 
in the summer, and as the ores carry large quantities of base metal, and 
cannot, therefore, be worked to advantage by the wet-crushing mills, 
which were :first foolishly erected, tbis one mill (P. F. Davis's, formerly 
Vance's) was continually overcrowded with work. Finally, 1\Ir. Norton 
resolYed to add roasting-furnaces to his 10-stamp mill, but wbetber this 
programme has since been carried out I do not know. 
In B~tll Run district several mines have been worked throughout the 
year, and the ore has been brought to Mountain City for reduction. 
About one hundred miners are reported to have been engaged bel'e in 
mining in the summer. 
Lone Jlfountain district is situated twenty-eight miles north of Elko. 
Its name is derived from the position of the mountain, rising alone from 
tl.Je plain, but which properly belongs to the chain on which 1\iinera.I 
Hill, Hailroad, Cope, and Bull Run are located, further south. Although 
this district is a very promising one, there is no work being done this 
winter. Several mines will, however, be opened in the spring. There 
are three formations of rock running through the mountain, namely, 
limestone on the east, and granite and slate on the west. The mines 
now located are mostly in the limestone, though the most important are 
situated between the granite and slate. The most promising is the 
Paulina. It contains 800 feet, and is situated between the granite awl 
::;late; its course is north and south; dip 50°. A shaft is sunk 
uear the center of the claim, 50 feet. The vein is 4 feet wide, very 
regular, and the ores are steadily improving in descending. The aver-
nge yield of the ore in the bottom of the shaft is $120 in silver per ton, 
and 25 per cent. lead. This claim is also opened on its northern ex-
tremity; it is traced for a mile. Several locations to the nortb promise 
well, and one to the south, owned by parties iu San Francisco, has a 
shaft sunk on it 50 feet deep, showing the same characteristics of the 
ore as Paulina. The Paulina was located by Messrs. Lowe, l\icKenzie 
& Smith, who sold one-half of the mine to Messrs. E. V. Hobbins and 
J. W. Ilussey. The same parties own also the Monitor, located in the 
limestone. A shaft has been sunk 40 feet, and some stoping is done on 
this lode. Its width varies from 6 inches to 4 feet. The ore taken out 
is sold for $20 per ton, on the dump. It was hauled to Elko, and there 
smelted. The road from Elko is very good, affording plenty of water 
and grass nearly the whole year round. At the foot of Lone l\lountaiu 
there is a stream of water that, in its lowest stage, furnishes 100 incbes. 
If ores needing concentration, or milling-ores, should be found here- ; 
after, this water ·would be extremely valuable. On the southern end of 
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the mountain is a -very strong vein of iron, containing some copper and 
silver. A shaft has been sunk on it 20 feet, and a drift run across tho 
vein for 16 feet; but the hanging-wall has not l>een reached. From in-
dications on the surface, the vein is supposed to be 40 teet in width. 
'rhe time must soon come when this vein will be valuable for its iro'1, 
especially as a flux for quartzose-lead ores. 
Railroad district.-~1r. J. vV. Hussey, of Rlko, bas kindly furnislled 
me some notes on Railroad district, the substance of which, together 
with other information, is embodied in the following: 
The principal mines are situated on the eastern slope of Bunker 
Hill Mountain, the highest peak in the district. Two spurs putting out 
from the main range form a horseshoe, or crescent, and within this 
crescent the principal labor bas been done. .Bunker Hill :Mountain 
is 9,050 feet above the level of the sea, and mines have been discoYered 
within 200 feet of the summit. The mine most developed in tllis horse-
shoe is located on one of the principal spun;;, and is called th e Last 
Chance, No. 2. Its course is nearly in accordance with tllat of 
the main range northwest and southeast, and cntting the spur ou 
which it is located at right angles. The claim is 600 feet in length, 
and is developed by an incline, sunk to the depth of no feet, follow-
ing the foot-wall. The hanging-wall was not reached until, at the 
depth of 60 feet, a drift was run across the lode, which was fouwl to be 
13 feet wide. A tunnel was run, cutting the lode at the depth of no 
feet, and communicating with the incline. The pitch of tbc lode, to 
the depth of 60 feet, is at an angle of 37°. At that depth it changes 
to Goo, which it now is. The principal ores, to the depth of GO feet, 
were galena and carbonate of lead, with occasional strraks and spots 
of sulphuret, and the oxides of copper diffused through the lead-ore. 
At this point red and black oxides of copper came in strongly on the foot-
wall, to the width of 8 feet, and, as the incline descended, native copper, iu 
considerable quantities, was found diffused through the red oxides. Tll e 
copper-ores continued for 20 feet in depth, when they gave way to galena 
and carbonate of lead again; but the ore was richer than found above. 
vVllilst the upper ores will yield from $30 to $150 per ton in siln_~r, 
those found underneath the copper yield from $50 to $300. The pure 
galena, which is concentrated in the center of the Yeiu, yields upw:-u·1l 
of $200 per ton in silver. At the depth of 90 feet the lode is found to 
be 21 feet wide, 17 of which is good smelting-ore. Tlle walls are lime-
stone, very smootll and regular, with bodies of spar lining either wall. 
This is a characteristic of the mineral-veins of this district; the side~:! 
are usually lined with spar, and just before reaclling a Ycin in a tunuel 
large bodies of spar are encountered in the country-rock. A sllaft 
is now being sunk in the tunnel on the Yein, 15 feet from the foot-wall, 
which was down 20 feet in November, finding the same ore at that 
depth as encountered in the tunnel. This mine was purchased of the 
original owners about one year ago by E. V. Hobbins, of Chicago, Illi-
nois, and by him sold to J. W. Hussey, acting as agent for a company 
of New York capitalists, under whose directions recent deYelopment~ 
have been made. The mine is now in condition to yield 40 tons of ore 
per day. Developments are still going on, as probably the company 
will not erect furnaces before spring. This is the largest deposit of lead-
ore ever found in this vicinity, and bids fair to become as celebrated as 
the famous deposits at Eureka. 
. Easterly of the Last Chance, and 1 GO feet farther down the spur, are 
;- - situateu the Lone, True, and Hed Jacket mines. These locations are 
in close proximity, and supposed to be on the same lode. They pro-
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duce galena and carbonate of lead, though, up to this time, of a lower 
grade than the ores of the Last Chance. These mines were bonded 
about six months ago by the New York company, of which Mr. Hussey 
is the agent.· In prospecting the same a tunnel, known as the Hussey 
tunnel, was run into the mountain 137 feet, supposed to cut the veins 
100 feet deep. About 100 tons of good ore have been taken out. Some 
of the ore sent to San Francisco yielded 55 per cent. lead and. $47 in 
silver. The vein now being worked. is 7 feet wide, 3 feet of which is 
solid galena, of a little higher grade, both in lead and silver, than that 
sent off. Mr. Hussey intends pushing the tunnel further into the mount-
ain, as there are indications in the end of the tunnel of striking another 
deposit. 
::3till farther to the east is the Tripoli, owned by W. J. Raveston 
aud some San Francisco capitalists. This lode is opened by a cut 
and. a shaft sunk to the depth of 30 feet. Some of the richest ore 
ever found in the district, assaying as high as $1,500 per ton in sih'er, 
has come from this shaft. The lode is from 3 to 6 feet wide. Some 
good milling·ore, containing sulphurets of silver, has been taken from 
tllis mine . 
• Just east of this lode are several locations of some promise, among 
them the Otto, Hepublic, and Mayflower, which mostly contain lead-ores, 
though the last named contains copper of a high percentage. 
Adjoining the Last Chance on the west is the Humboldt, now in cor~ 
porated in San Francisco under the name of the Highland SilYer l\Iining 
Uompany, and two tunnels are now being driven into the lode; but up 
to this time no favorable 1 esults have been reached. 
Southerly of the Humboldt, and well up on the side of Bunker Hill, 
is located the vVeb-Foot, owned by the same parties as the Tripoli. A 
tunnel bas been run on the vein 30 feet, and a shaft sunk to the depth 
of 25 feet. Some of the ore taken out has been sent to San Francisco, 
and yielded $90 in silver and 45 per cent. lead. There was some ore in 
the bot.tom of the shaft, in November, that would yield $200 in sil-ver. 
As the hill is very steep here, it is the intention of the owners to cut 
1Jhe lode at greater depth with a tunnel in the spring. 
Northwest of this is the ~hoo-Fly, owned by E. V. Robbins. Some 
very good ore bas come from this vein. There were 30 tons of ore 
on the dump, in November, that would yield 45 per cent. lead and 
over $100 in silver per ton. A tunnel has been run on the Yein 40 
feet. The first body of ore struck is exhausted, and the tunnel is 
uow being extended into the hill, with strong indications of speedily 
strjking another body. The Rhino is a location 150 feet northwesterly 
of the Shoo-Fly. The ore resembles that of the Shoo Fly somewhat, 
but there is not enough work done to develop the characteristics 
of the vein. Ou top of the ridge, just abo•{e this mine, is located 
the Bunker Hill. Ten tous of red oxide of copper, tllrough which 
native copper was generally diffused, was taken out here and sent 
to San Francisco. The vein is not well defined. Just below the 
Shoo-Fly are located the Bullion and Bullion Extension, both of which 
have afforded considerable quantities of galena, rich in lead, and con-
taining from $40 to $50 in silver per ton. vVork on both has been very 
irregular, and the owners have been somewhat discouraged througll 
sellmg tlleir ores and the purchasers failing to pay. A tunnel was re-
cently ~tarte<l to strike the Bullion Extension 200 feet deep, which 
will be 250 feet long. ~'-1.f'ter penetrating the hill 95 feet, and coming 
to hard rock, the tunnel was stopped. Still northerly and westerly 
are located several mines of considerable promise, it' they were in the 
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bands of capitalists who could carry on the work uutil furnaces were 
erected, making a market for the ores. The Dally contains galena \Yitll 
some_ copper. The Pine l\Iountain has afforded some very good copper-
ore, contai11ing about $30 iu silver. The ore kno~ru as copper-glance is 
found in this miue. 'l'he Nevada, close by, belongs to the Highland 
Silver Mining Company. It is a very large lode, but not su1licieutly 
concentrated for present profit. A spur puts doYn1 from the main raugo 
at this point, forming the westerly side of the Crescent. 'l'hc first mi11e 
of importance on this is tlw Sweepstakes, owned by Brossomer, Xorton 
& Co. It carries mostly copper, in the form of black and red oxide::;. 
A shaft has been sunk 35 feet, and a drift run from the shaft 20 feet 
westerly. Considerable of the ore now coming out ~delds na.ti,·e copper, 
and assays 30 per cent. Near this are loc~te<l two mines belongiug to 
1\ir. Ritchie, of Philadelphia, known as the Snow Drop and Orphan 
Boy. Both seem to be on strong lodes, containing some lead, lmt mostly 
copper. On this spur the lod~s are well defined, and below the mines 
just named they contain more silver and less lead. \Ylleu better (le-
veloped they will probably prove to contain good millitJg-ort-. Among 
the mines affording ores of this description are tlle Mountain View, 
Haskell, Pixly, Highland, Little Emma, and Black Warrior, tile last 
three being locations on the same lode. Between the two horus of the 
Crescent is a small hill, which seems to be a slide:from the main range, 
but, on penetrating, it is found to be composed of limestone and saud-
stone, aud to contain probably the largest body of carlJonate of copper 
ever found in the State. The mines are called the Ella an<l Jenst-u, and 
are owned by A. J. Roulstone, J. W. Bussey, and ::\Iessrs. L,-ynde, Hough, 
and Thurman, of San Franci~:;co. The vein has been pentrated by 
several shafts, and cut by two tunnels. One of the tunnels euts the 
vein 30 feet deep, where it is 20 feet wide. The ore is shippe<l as it 
comes from the mine to San Francisco, where it has been found to con-
tain from 22 to 28 per cent. of copper. One shaft is sunk 25 feet below 
this tunnel, and the same ore is found. The course of tlte vein is 
northerly and southerly. The owners were shipping 80 tons per uwuth 
in No\ember, but from that time forward expected to ship 200 tons per 
month. On the southerly side of the mountain there hm; been less 
work done, yet there are some mines that promise well. The most 
promising are the following : Red Bird; contains galena and carb01mte; 
shaft; sunk 40 feet deep; vein from 6 inches to 4 feet wide. Tbe galena 
in this mine is of high grade. Owned by the Chase Brothers. Ou tile 
same range is the Last Effort, owned by l\1essrs. Hall & Hougbtaliu, 
which also contains galena of a hig·h grade. Still farther to tbe south 
is the Lyon, a lode 13 feet wide. The vein-matter is filleu with ~treaks 
of rich galena, assaying over $150 per ton in silver. These streaks are 
from 1 iuch to 4 inches wide. A shaft has been sunk 30 fePt in the vein, 
and carbonate ore is coming in at the bottom. The mine is owned by 
1\fessrs. Morgan, Peyton & Co. Near this is a promising mine of car-
bonate of lead, called the Walla-Walla Chief. Still farther south are 
the Wormer and Rising Sun, the ores of ·w!Jich resemble those of the 
Walla-Walla Chief, and contain some iron. On tile western slope of 
Bunker Hill a very good mine has been opened this ~;nnuner. It is 
called the W. S. Lee, and is owned by Messrs. Armstrong, Gillette & 
Piott. This vein has been stripped on the surface for a leugth of 400 
feet. The ores are silver and lead, tilough containing less lead tban 
those on the eastern slope. A shaft is sunk to tbe depth of UO feet, in 
which there is ore all the wa:y. The yeiu is from 18 inches to 4 feet 
wide; in the bottom of the .. shaft it is 4 feet. 'rhe course of the 
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vein is northerly and southerly; the dip 50°. The walls are lime-
stone. Outs have been made on the surface of the vein, showing it 
equally as good as found in the sb:aft. Forty tons of ore have been 
shipped to San Francisco, which yielded $100 in silver. Upward of 
100 tons of like character were on the dump in November. Near the 
"\V. S. Lee, and south of it, are the Pine Creek and True Blue. These 
mines, as far as developed, show rich lead and silver ores, which con-
tain also a considerable percentage of copper. The owners of the 
True Blue are prosecuting work on the mine, meeting, so far, with good 
success. The shaft is only 12 feet deep, but yields a high grade of ore. 
'l'here are not many mines on this side of the mountain that are 
opened to any extent. Access to them bas been difficult, until this 
season, when 1\Iessrs. Armstrong, Piott & Co. made a road that leads to 
Palisades, which is thirteen miles distant. 
'l'he Union Copper mine, owned by C. M. Grout & Co., has a better 
·surface-showing than ~my mine in the vicinity. The shaft is 10 feet deep; 
width of lode not ascertained. Copper-ores, yielding 40 per cent. of 
copper and $80 in silver, have come from the shaft. The claim contains 
2,UOU feet, ancl the croppings are 30 feet wide. The l\Iountain Boy is 
also a promising location. 
Coal near Elko.-Reports have reached me that twelve and one-half 
miles north of Oreana, and alwnt twenty miles nortlleast of Elko, sev-
Pral coal-veins, whicllllad been discovered a year or more ago, have 
been further prospected. A vein of coal 4 feet wide is reported to have 
been first struek in a shaft at the depth of eight feet from the surface. 
Since then a tunnel bas been run for ~00 feet, cutting, in the space of 
100 feet, five distinct veins of different width, amounting in all~ it is 
reported. by the local paper, to GO feet in widt,h of· coal, resembling very 
mncll the best of what is known iu Elko as the Hocky :\\.fountain coa1. 
The tunnel cuts the Yeins at no point at a greater depth than V) feet, 
as it has been run simply for the purpose of prospecting the veins and 
to ascertain the dip, &c., so tllat permanent works may he commenced. 
The discovery of ·workable seams of good coal in the vicinity of Elko, 
from whicll point it _might be shipped to tlle neighlwring base-metal 
districts, including Eureka, is of the highest importance. But I am in-
clined to belieYe tllat these coal-beds arc neitller of the thickness 
aseribed t.o tllem, nor of a quality such as would warrant their use in 
bl::lst-furnaces. It is undonbtedly lignite; and this western lignite 
will unfortunately break up into small cubes as soon as it is exposed to 
heat. So far this kind of coal has been found unsuitable for metallur-
gical use. For the reverberatory it is possible that it may be found 
conyenicnt tor use in stair-grates; and in the blast-furnace, if it can be 
used at all, it must be used in pressure-furnaces, such as 1\Ir . .Bessemer 
llas proposed for tlle melting of iron in cupolas. 
LINCOLN COUNTY. 
No single district in Neva<la, outside of the Washoe country, has pro-
duced as much bullion, during 1871, as Ely district, in Lincoln County. 
Last year's operations, which, in themselves, produced results sufficiently 
grand, were insigni.ficent in comparison to what llas been done this 
year. 
Stimulated by the astonishing success of the two leading mining 
companies in this district, numerous other corupaniefi haYc been formed 
during the year, and nearly all of tl.Jem haYe so far succeeded. Tile 
:Meadow Valley Mining Company, and the HaymouJ and Ely Mining 
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Company, have taken the lead in magnitude of operations and bullion 
product. 
l\Ir. Aug. J. Bowie, jr., mining engineer, bas 1ate1y mat1e a Yery com-
plete report on the Meauow Valley mine and mill, and with his per-
mission I insert it here as the best which has eYer been published. 
The Meadow Valley mine is situated in Pioche City, the connty-seat. of Lincoln 
Connty, Nevalla, distant one hundred and fifty miles frolll Hamilton, or ty;o hnndrcd 
and seventy-three miles from the Palisades, (station on the Central Pacific Hail road.) 
Tlw property at present \\orked, and known by the name of the Meadow Valley 
mine, consists of a series of claims located on the vein, adjoining one another, and ag-
grogating a total length of 2,:315 feet. 
Tlw formation ofthe hill in which the vein occurs is quartzite. Including the two 
branches, the vein has been traced fully one mile and a quarter. 
The quartzite formation in this country is entirely novel; in fact, v . Cotta, in his 
work on Stratification, records but three instances of important mines in whichqnart-
zite appears, viz, Przibmm in Bohemia, Poullaouen in Brittany, and Uicndelencia iu 
Spain. 
The general course of the Pioche vein (as it is called) is northeast and southwest, 
but its direction Yaries in general as well as in special cases. The size of the Yein is 
irregular, being from 1 inch to 9 feet. The dip varies; it is sometimes very flat, and 
then quite vertical. 
In the west end of the Meadow Valley mine, the vein dips in shaft No. :3, with au 
average angle of 81°; while iu No. 7, on the cast end, the average dip is 51° . The tex-
ture of the vein is strong and adheres to the encompassing walls. The size of t,he vein 
~s occasionally designated by a border of galena. The gangue is quartz, and is very 
much decomposed. The silver occurs chiefly as a chloride, combined also with car-
bonates and snlplmrcts of lead. No arsenic or antimony has been as yet detected in 
the ores. The veiu in the east end of the mine contains also carbonates of copper and 
copper silver-glance. 
The peculiarity of veins in quartzite is the numbcr'of stringers, or feeders, attached 
to the main vein. So far, at P ioche, none of them have been followed to any great 
length.* 
As to whether the forkst at the east ei1flof tho mine will again meet, it is impossible 
to state. One fact especially worthy of notice is the encroachment of the vein in 
shaft No.7 on the Burke ground. 
Tho ledges on the surface are 630 feet apart; at a perpendicula.r depth of 440 feet, 
in No.7 sllaft, the distance between the 440-foot level and the Burke level is 420 feet. 
Of course it is impossible to foretell whether they will uuite,<ler,th. 
The annals of mines in quartzite lead us to expect that the Pioche vein will continue 
to a considerable depth; but the continuity of a Ycin must not in any 'vny ue con-
founded with its richness or productive capacity in precious met:1ls. 
A mine developed only 400 or 500 feet deep has not acqnire<l a sufficient <lepth 
to warrant a positive opinion as to its future development. At present tllo prospects 
of tlle Meadow Vttlley mine are very flattering. 
The mine is worked through three shafts. The Extension shaft on the west end 
is perpendicular, and iirst cuts the vein 150 feet fi·om the surface. At a depth 
of :3U7 feet (uottom of shaft) a cross-cut to the vein shO\YS it to be only 18 feet 
distant to tho sonth. By means of a horse-whim at the mouth of tht• sbaft the ore is 
hoisted to the surface. A double engine bas been bonght, ari(l will be ere<'tcd here in tbe 
course of the next two months. The shaft, is sn:all aud is closely tiwbcred . It has two 
compartments, oue of which is used {or a ladder-way. In case of need the shaft conld 
be cularged on the south side. The first huntlre<l feet of timbering is poor. The ouly 
work at preseut prosecuted here is the driving of a crof"s-cut to the vein for tbe purpose 
of opening the 350-foot level, now being driven from shaft No. 3. 
The D1scover.r shaft is situated 31 feet from tbe Pioche monument. It has 
been sunk to the 200-foot level on the vein . It is well tirubered in sets, and. 
could. be divided into double compartments. Since the pmchase of the Extcnsiou 
shaft, it is no longer used, and will in all probability be converted into an ore-chute. 
No. 3 shaft is situated 228 feet to the uortheast of the Discovery shaft. This is an 
incline shaft, and. has been sunk to a, depth (vertical) of400 feet . It is the main work-
ing shaft of the mine, aud all the levels have been regulated from it. It is well tim-
bered and has double compartments. An engine at the month of the shaft, with suffi-
cient capacity to sink 800 feet, hoists the ore and waste to tlw surface. 
*Feeders have made their appearance in the 200-foot level, No. 3 shaft, and ncar the Black shaft, 63-foot 
level. 
tRaymond & Ely and Meadow Valley branches. 
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Descending No. 3 shaft to the 63-foot level, the ore in the stopes on both sides (west 
to Discovery and east 98' 8") to surface has been nearly exhausted. Forty-five feet 
from the surface a thin seam of quartz made its appearance in the shaft, on the hang-
ing-wall side. At first it was only about an inch in size, but as the shaft descended 
the seam widened. Down to the 63-foot level the horse was all taken out. The vein 
at t.l1is tunnel-level measured 8 feet. Drifting east 33 feet, a bifurcation of the vein 
became apparent. Drifts were immediately started on the forks, and on both the 
north and soutll forks through to the company's line the vein has been traced. On the 
Borth fork the distance traced was 1,705 feet; south fork, distance traced 570 feet. 
The mnount of ore now remaining in the stopes above the 63-foot level approximates 
150 tons, of a value of $130 per ton. West of the Discovery to Extension shaft there are 
69 tons-value 138.16 per ton. From the 63-foot l<wel to the 120-foot level the shaft is 
sunk in the vein on the foot-wall side. For 20 feet below the 63-foot level the hoTse 
was extracted, and 80 feet from the surface the distance between the hanging and foot 
walls, (across the horse) was 23 feet. This immense space left open between the walls 
hn.s since been filled up from theshaft to the hanging-wall. 
The horse is composed of quartz. For the first 40 feet it was quite solid, bnt in depth 
it appears to partake more of the nature of quartzite, the quartz commencing to disinte-
grate and to be discolored by iron or ferrugino~1s substances. On the 120-level (foot-wall) 
the shaft passed throngh a large body of rich ore. The vein of the shaft measured 5 
feet, and assayed $230 to $250 per ton. A drift driven east from a, winze sunk fi·om the 
63-foot level to the 120-foot level, distant 66 feet from, shaft, west, disclosed the bifur-
cation of the vein to the west of the main shaft; and on the opening of the 120-foot 
level the bifurcation was found to exist 48 feet to the west of No. 3 shaft. 
East of this last-mentioned shaft, on the 1~0-foot level, for 110 feet t.be ore is stoped 
out to within 2:3feet of 63-foot level, and under foot for a depth of 50 feet. the vein 
continues 56 feet further east. 
One hundred and sixty-six feet from the shaft, east, the vein is broken and has been 
thrown north, and is badly contracted. The drift beyond the disturbance has been run 
along the foot-wall 70 feet in the vein. The ore in this drift is very poor and lies in 
bunches. Average samples gave $54.95 per tou. The vein in the present end of the 
drift only shows a trace of metal. The hanging-wall drift shows a small vein of low-
grade ore which is of little value. 
'fhere are several cross-cuts connecting the foot and hanging wall veins. 
At the point of dislocation there is a cross-cut from one wall to the other, showing the 
forks to be 50 feet apart. The hanging-wall drift extends 28 feet northeast beyond the 
cross-cut. Forty-two feet from cross-cut, west, on the hanging-wall vein, there is a 
chute to the upper level, and a stope 20 feet long has been worked. 
At shaft No.3 the distance from foot to hanging wall is 19 feet. West of this shaft 
to the central winze the stopes have been exhausted to the upper level. :E'rom the 
winze to the Extension shaft the stopes remain unworked . The amouut of ore remain-
ing developed above t.he 120-footlevel to the 63-foot level is 823 tons. 
Descending a winze, west 63 feet from the main shaft on the 120-foot level, 15 feet, 
at 33 feet east of winze the bifurcation again shows itself, the vein attaining a size of 
9 feet, with an average assay value of $1:Jl.83 per ton. A detailed description of the 
stapes is here unnecessary. Suffice it to say, that between the i20-foot and 200-foot 
levels there are 752 tons of ore, averaging, assay value, $160.20 per ton. The 200-foot 
level is connected through the Extension shaft, a distance of ~61 feet. On the east 
side of No.3 sha.ft the level has been opened only 62 feet. A cross-cut at shaft from 
foot-wall, across the horse, shows the Yein on the hanging-waH a.t a distance of 32 feet. 
Drifts have been started on' the hanging-wall vein, running a.t present 22 feet north tlOO 
east, and 9 feet south 78° west. The vein does not look at all encouraging. 
Prom the 200•foot level there are, besides the mffin shan, two winzes connecting it 
"~ith the 280-foot level. The winzes have opened up a considerable quantity of good 
ore, the greater part of which can be cheaply mined. Size of the vein-varying fi·om 
1 t to 2t feet . 
. Descending the mn.in shaft, a fine ledge is seen all the way from the 200-foot to the 
280-foot level, averaging from 1t to 3 feet. The 280-foot level has only been driven 53 
feet east; but west from No. 3 shaft, the level bas been run 251 feet (nearly its ent.ire 
length) in excellent ore. The presentface of the drift is onlv 10 feet fi·om the Exten-
sion shaft. A grand average of twenty samples taken from· along the bottom of the 
280-foot levol, with an average vein of 20 inches, showed a value of $178.98 per ton. 
Total amount of good ore developed between the 200-foot and 280-foot levels, from No. 
3 to Extension sbaft, is 2,275 tons;* average assay value, $169.55 per ton. 
Seventy-five feet west of main shaft, on the 2f::l0-foot level, a winze connects with the 
360-foot level. 'l'he winze is sunk in the vein and the ore is good. Immediately west 
*This includes a small quantity of ore estimated in sight, east of No.3, between tL.c lev.els •. 
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of this winze, on the 360-foot level, the recently reported strike of $300 ore was 
made. 
Descending No. 3 shaft to the depth of 340 feet, a small cross-cut made from the 
shaft on the hanging-wall side in the vein, which at this point· seems to dip flatter into 
the hill, exposes 1 foot of fine ore. A sample from it assayed at $643.28 per ton. This 
same body of ore again makes its appearance in the shaft at the 360-foot level with an 
average size of 6 inches, assaying $411.34 per ton. The total size of the ledge in the 
shaft at this station is 18 inches. 
From the main shaft along the 360-f0ot level, west to winze, the vein is small and 
bunchy but rich, and the stopes will dou'btless open well.* The Extension shaft on the 
west end, No. 3 shaft on tlle east end, together with winze from 280-foot to 360-foot 
levels, ~nd the 360-foot level itself, as far as opened, permit an estimate to be made of 
the number of tons of ore above this level, between the aforesaid points. Total 
amount of ore in sight, 2,514 tons. Average size of vein, 1! feet. Average value 
of ore per ton, $178.9H. These last figures ($178.98) are takenfi.·om the average assay 
value of the ore in the bottom of the 280-foot level. The recent discovery of richer 
ore on the lower level will probably increase the value of the ore in the stopes above 
the 360-foot level. 
The main shaft bas been sunk 40 feet below the 360-foot level, but is not in the vein. 
The vein from the 3GO-foot level appears to change its dip, and, to preserve a uniform 
incline in the shaft., it has been sunk regardless of the vein, at least for the present. 
Returning to the 63-foot level, 404 feet east of the bifurcation, following the 
North Fork, is the Old Black shaft. The stopes overhead of this level through to 
the New Black shaft have been exhausted. West ofthe Old .Black shaft, above the 63-
foot level, for a distance of 100 feet, the stopes are worked out. A cross-cut in the 
63-foot level, 100 feet west of shaft, through to Boyd shaft, has exposed an 1t:l-inch vein 
of rich ore on the south side of tbe drift, assaying $200 per ton. The distance through 
this cross-cut to the hanging-wall vein is 109 feet 6 inches. 
Between the OlLl Black and Summit shafts the ore above the 63-foot level is nearly 
all stoped out. In the bottom of the 63-foot level, between the New Black and Summit 
shafts there is a fine body of first-class ore, extending, it is supposed, down to 
the 120-foot level. Its size is unknown, as the 120-foot level is not as yet under it; 
the body itself is dipping rapidly west. At present, this stope is furnishing daily 10 
tons of first-class ore. The mine assay of these stopes, October 26, was $339.12.t 
The ore from the Black shaft stopes contains a large quantity of rnangauese, and has 
always been very rich. Selected ore, worked from the old stopes, has reached the value 
of $720 per ton. The driving forward of the lower levels will develop all this ground, 
which, up to date, is unprospected in depth. 
At:lcending 32 feet through the chnt.e at the end of the cross-cut, (100' 9" west of 
Black shaft,) on the hanging-wall vein, the ground acquired by the compromise be-
tween the Meadow Valley Company and the Washington and Creole Company is 
reached. 
Tqis ground, formerly in the possession of jumpers, was badly gutted at the eastern 
end, but fortunately their shaft on the west ground, now owned by the Meadow Valley 
Company, diclnot•strike the vein. 
Although considerable ore has been extracted from this claim, there still remain, 
between the 63-foot level and the surface, 432 tons, of an average value of $152.30 per 
ton. In depth the prospects are favorable. 
The Summit shaft has been sunk 400 feet, (vertical.) It was sunk on the vein, and, ex-
cepting the first 30 feet, has always been in poor ore. FOi' the last six months no work 
has been done in it. It is timbered and has two compartments. The present indications 
of the vein in the bottom of the Soh aft are poor. Nineteen and one-half feet east of the 
Summit shaft, on the 120-foot level, there is a cross-cut from the foot to the hanging-
wall vein. Two hundred and fourteen feet south of this level the vein under the 
Creole ground was struck by the cross-cut and found to be very poor. Returning to a 
point in the cross-cut, 28 feet 9 inches north of the vein, and running tllrough the 
quartzite 105 feet, the vein under the Boyd stopes has been again found. Although not 
as yet developed to any extent, the mine assays of October 26 showed the bunches of 
ore to be worth $109.90, $144.44, and $113.04 per ton. West of the Summit shaft, (foot-
wall vein,) the 120-foot level has been driven 150 feet. A raise is now being made to 
connect tllis level with tile stopes already described in the bottom of the G3-foot level. 
Four hundred and sixty feet northeast of the Summit shaft, along the 120-foot level, 
,(foot-wall vein,) is the Receiver's shaft. This shaft was sunk perpendicularly 31 feet 
to this level. The immediate cause for sinking it was to prevent jumpers ii.·om claim-
ing the ground. Simultaneously with its sinking, jumpers sank a shaft on the Pioche 
vein. 
*Since writing tbe abo-.;·e this level bas been pushed forward 114 feet west of the shaft, the vein mcas-
.uring 30 inches, and assaying $329 per ton. 
t Sarnplrs are taken every two days from all the stopes and urifts in the mine. 
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From the 120-foot level the Receiver's shaft was sunk on the vein to a total depth of 
~00 feet, and at tho same time the ledge was traceu through on tho 120-foot level to 
the Summit shaft west, and to the Challenge shaft east, in order to prove the vein. 
Between the Summit and Receiver's shafts the vein is distinctly traced, and, although 
somewhat irregular at the l::ttter, further west it is a uold, hard ledge, varying in size 
from 1 foot to :3t feet, assaying from $25 to $82 per ton. None of this ground has been 
at all prospected, and, no donut, in depth, good ore will be found. The 200-foot level 
of No. i shaft connects with the Receiver's shaft. 
Between the Receiver's and Challenge shafts, on the 120-foot level, very rich ore has 
been extracted. In the H.eceiver's shaft thet-.,:) are several places which indicate good 
ore, but no drifts have ever been run to explore the grouml to the west of it., into 
which, probably, the ore-chutes from the Challenge ground have passed. Forty-five 
feet east of tl.te Challeuge shaft the 120-foot lcvd connects with a shaft, which in tnm 
connects through a drift with No.7 shaft. In order to dccre::tse the expense of hoist-
ing the ore, and to facilitate its transportation, a tunnel was driven north from H.e-
ceiver's shalt, 227 feet throagll the country-rock, corresponding with the 120-foot level. 
This is calle<l the Tunnel east of 120-foot level. 
As soon as the raise from the cross-cut on the 120-foot level to the Boyd stopes is 
open, all the ore from that portion of the mine, which is now conveye<l west, will come 
out tllrough titis tunnel. At present everything east from the Black shaft passes 
through it, and is dumped with the ore from No.7 ~haft" int.o the ore-house sitnate<l 
on Meadow Valley street, in front of the Meadow Valley Compauy's office. 
No.7 shaftt is an inclined shaft sunk on the vein to a vertical depth of 500 feet. 
Average dip 51°. 'fhe shaft has two comparhnents. 
A steam-engine, (similar to the one at No. 8 shaft,) situated at the month of the 
shaft, does the lloisting for this portion of the mine. The :first drift opened from this 
shaft was at 97 feet below the surfa.ce. Eust seYenteen feet on the same level the 
ledge first made its appearance. All the rich ore on this level east for 140 feet, and 
west to H.ecei ver's shaft, bas been stopccl out. The length of tl-J.e rich stope on this 
level east was 79 feet, and west 7R feet. The ore remaining above it assays as follows: 
East of shaft, $32.97; we~t of shaft, $35.12 per ton. Siz·e of the vein: east one foot, 
west two feet. The ore on the west side runs as low as S 12.5fi to $10.9;) per ton. From 
the :first to the second level the distance is 77 feet 2 inclles; dip 4::3° :30'. \Vest from 
the shaft on the 200-foot level, for 45 feet, the stopcs are worked out. A small pillar of 
low-grade ore, 58 feet long, follows the stope, antl then for a distance of 2·1 feet it is 
worked ont to the level above. Under foot, at the end of this stope, there is a chute 
to the level below. 
East from the end of the last-mentioned stope, for 50 feet, the gronnd is solid over-
head ; then follows a stope 35 feet long and 20 f(~et high. 
Twenty feet farther west the drift terminates in qnn.rtzite. Value of ore remaining 
in stopes, from $9.42 to $15.70 per ton. For 44 feet under foot, on the east side of 
shaft, (200-foot level,) it is solid; overhead for 100 feet it is stoped out; immediately 
ac1joining is a barren streak 44 feet long. 
The :first chute of fine ore succeeds this barren spot, and is opened for 13 feet, then 
unworked for 39 feet, and the ore again exposed for 43 feet. Avemge size of the vein, 
2 feet. Average value of the ore $193.82 per ton. Between the 200-foot and 100-foot 
levels 815 tons of ore may be estimated as in sight.:j: 
The ore-chutt~ mentioned east of the shaft, on the 100-foot level, crossed the shaft at 
the 200-foot level. From the 200 to the 280-foot level, it is 7'4 feet; dip, 58° 30'. The 
drift west has been driven 76 feet; the vein is poor, and averages two feet. The ore-
chute is 50 feet long; average value, $7.80 per ton. 
In the east drift on this level, 66 feet .from the sbnft, there is a chute from the level 
above. :Fifty-five feet from here there is a winze being sunk, and overhead there is a 
stope. 
One hundred and thirty-seven feet in the drift beyond the first stope there is a break 
in the vein. At 160 feet a second stopo has been commenced, but is raised only a short 
distance. Adjoining this stope a fine ledge makes its appearance, extending 26 feet; 
the ledge is hard and rich. Por 63 feet beyond the raise the ledge is left on the foot-
wall, and appears pinched until it reaches the third stope, which is opposite the cut 
macle by the Pioche Company. This stope ha~ been opened for 24 feet, and 
shows a fine vein 3 feet in size. Tile amount of ore exposed by the stopes on 280-
foot level is 454 tons; value per ton, $153.44; average size of veiu, 2t feet . It is to 
the east of this same stope, auove and below it, that the Pioche Company overran the 
Meadow Valley Company's line, and extracted 150 tons of ore, valued at $250 per ton. 
To the east of the Meadow Valley Company's line, in the Pioche Company's ground, 
* That i<:!, ore extracted from the eastern end of the mine. 
f The position is inc1icutecl on the chart. 
t .AltlJOugh tllis ore is not openell by the 100-foot level, there can be little doubt of its being found 
when the level is pushed torwarcl and the stopcs ruiseu. 
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a winze has been sunk 100 feet lower than this level, and excellent ore has been found 
pitching from their winze into the Meadow Valley mine. 
This is a most favorable prospect for future developments in the lower levels, east 
from No.7 shaft. From the 200-foot level to t,he 440-foot level, No.7 shaft descends 
210 feet, on an angle of 52° 15'. The 360-foot level has not as yet been started. The 
440-foot level, on the east side of the shaft, is in 40 feet. As yet no rich ore has made 
its appearance, nor is it expected for the first lGO feet or more.* 
The ledge in the drift now assays $9.42 per ton. The shaft is 30 feet below this 
level; t the vein appears to be dipping fiat into the hill,. and is not in the bottom of 
the shaft. 
General observations.-On accc unt of the narrowness and pecnliar character of the 
vein, and other considerations, shafts Nos. 1, 3, and 7 should be kept 200 feet ahead 0f 
the work. Levels should be regularly opened and driven. I would particularly 
recommend that the :toO-foot level be connected throughout the entire mine. The prob-
abilities are that this level will open up valuable unprospected ground between 
shafts Nos. 3 and 7, and afford greater facilit,ies for working the various ore-chimneys 
from t~he east, all of which are pitching west, and in depth will be found far be-
yond the plane of their original boundaries. The only profitable manner of extracting 
the ore in this mine is by overhead-stopiug. The character of the ore and the forma-
t,ion of the encompassing walls render underhand-stoping unprofitable. 
The store-house at mine is well supplied. The present stock on hand amounts to 
$12,933.28. ( Virle mine store-house repvrt, November 1, 1871.) 
It is absolutely necessary for the company to keep a large supply of hardware and 
materials on hand, as there are no firms in Pioche, with sufficiently assorted stocks, with 
which the company can deal. The recent fire showed the importance of the company 
having its own store-house well supplied. 
The ?nill.-Everything at the mill is in good condition. The scarcity of water has 
prevented the use of the concentrators. By the middle of November the new engine 
will be in position. The additional two pans, en route, when in place, will increase the 
lJroductive capacity of the mill about 180 tons per mouth.t 
The Horn pans l did not examine, but Am informed by Mr. Forman that they are in 
excellent order, and, so far, no amount of wear by action of the chemicals, excepting 
on two of the pans, is at all observable. In future, the bottoms of the shells should be 
cttst thicker than those now in use. 
The store-bouse at the mill contains a large stock of chemicals, quicksilver, cast-
ings, &c. (Vide store-house report, November 1, 1871.) Value of preseu t stock on 
hand, $46,671:1.08; supplies en ?'Ottte, about $25,000. 
'l'he assay otllce at the mill should !Je immediately removed from its present position. 
Its proximity to the mill endangers the latter. For the sum of $1,800 a brick office 
with a tin roof can be built. One mile below the mill, in Dry Valley, the company 
owns an interest in a brge spring which is said to run :200 inches of water.~ The 
water, by analysis, proves to be the purest found in the neighborhood. The office at 
the mine is 962-t feet higher than the spring, and distant from it ten miles. I would 
call the special attention of the board of trustees to the possibility of bringing this 
water to the mine and erecting the mill in Pioche City. At a cost of $85,000, 10 inches 
of water can be brought into town from this spring. 
Tl1e ore-hauling account for the coming year will, in all probability, exceed $100,000. 
In case the company should deem it advisable to bring the wate~t into town, (the 
cost of which can only be determined after a thorough examination of the country,) 
the old mill could be converted into a tailings-mill. There are on hand at the mill, in 
the reservoirs, 14,000 tons of tailings, averaging $33.75 per ton,ll and 2,000 tons of 
slum, averaging $106.76 per ton. 
RECAPITULATION. 
Location ofmine, Pioche City, Lincoln County, Nevada. 
Length of claim, 2,315 feet. 
Formation in which the vein occurs, quartzite. 
The gangue is quartz, decomposed. The silver occurs as a chloride, combined like-
wise with carbonates and sulphurets of lead. (Vide report.) 
Size of vein, from 1 inch to 9 feet. 
* The drift is in 114 feet, assaying $56 per ton. (November 14, 1871.) 
t The shaft is now 78 feet below the 440-foot level. (November 14, 1871.) 
NOTE.-If the present (monthly ::werage) high grade cf the ore is reduced to a lower standard, say 
$120 p er ton, the mine will be worked to a greater ad,'antage, and it >rill prove in the enu more profita-
ble to the stockholders. 
1 Since arri\·ed, and now running. (November 22, 1871.) 
§Measured by civil engineers. 
11 Average value of tailings, estimated from monthly mill reports from 15th July, 1870, up to date, 
(Oc~obcr 31, 1871,) shows $3J.S6 per ton. 
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A veruge size is from 2 to 2-t feet, irregul:u. 
Course of vein, from northeast to south west; dip southwest. (Viele report.) 
The present prospects of the mine are good. 
No.3 shaft, 400 feet deep, vertical measurement; No.7, 500 feet deep, vertical meas-
urement ; lowest level at east end of mine, 440 feet; lowest level at west end of mine, 
360 feet. 
Ore in sight in rnine. 
West end. 
Above 63-foot leveL ..•...................................... 
63-foot level to 120-foot level. .............................. . 
120-foot level to 200-foot level. .............................. . 
200-foot level to 280-foot level. ........ ., ....... -............. . 
2.80-foot level to 360-foot level. .............................. . 
Boyd stopes .................................... .. ........... . 








100-foot level to 200-foot level...... . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . . .. .. 815 
200-foot level to 280-foot leveL... . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. .. . 454 
Ore at mill, November 1, 1871, (value, $140 per ton) ....... _ ... 1, 500 
Totals .............................................. _. 9, 854 












Tailings, 14, 000 tons, at $33 75 per ton.... .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. $472, 500 00 
Slums, ... 2, 000 tons, at $106 75 per ton ............... , .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . 213, 520 00 
Totals ... 16,000 686,020 00 
Supplies at mine, November 1, 1871. ................................. .. 
Supplies at mill, November 1, 1871 ................................... . 




Total ..................•...................................•... 84,611 36 
Total cost of mining, milling, taxes, &c., estimated from accounts of 1870 and 1871, 
$44.11 per ton. 
Average bullion yield for same period, $105.34 per ton, or 70.4 per cent. of gross 
·value of ore worked. 
Average bullion yield for August, Septemuer, and October, 1871, $114.78 per ton. 
The following is the very complete biennial report of the superin-
tendent and secretary of the company for the fiscal year en <.ling July 
31, 1871: 
PIOCHE, NEVADA, A11gust 5, 1871. 
To the president and trustees of the Meadow Valley Mining Cornpany: 
GENTLEMEN: Herewith I hand you statement of operations at the company's mine 
and mill for the :fiscal year ending July 31, 1871. 
During the company yea,r just ended there have been extracted from the mine 16,500 
tons of ore obtained from the following sections: 
Tunnel west of 63-foot level ......... _ ................................... . 
No.3 shaft .......................... .. .................................. . 
Black shaft ............................................................. . 
Summit shaft ..............•...... _ ................................. _ ... . 
Discovery shaft .................................... _ ........... __ ....... . 
No. 7 sba,ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... _ ...... _ . _ ......... _ ...........• 
Tunnel cast of 120-foot level ............................................ . 
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You will observe from the above statement that tunnel west bas been the most pro-
ductive sect.ion, having produced nearly one-half of all the ore extracted during the 
year; but the ore above that level (the 63-foot level) is now nearly exhausted, and 
hereafter the principal supply must be hoisted through shafts Nos. 3 and 7. 
The development of the mine has been greatly retarded by our inability to do the 
' necessary amount of hoisting with the whims, which have been taxed nearly to their 
utmost capacity boi·sting ore to keep the mill supplied, and consequently but compara-
tively little sinking and drifting could.be done below the tunnel-levels. 
During the month of July steam hoisting-works were erected upon shafts Nos. 3 and 
7, and are now in successful O,Peration, obviating that difficulty, and we are now able 
to proceed rapidly with the sinking of shafts, drifting, &c. 
No. 7 shaft bas attained a depth of 364 feet. The average dip of the vein in this 
shaft is 53° to the south. 
The east drift 200-foot level in this shaft is b eing driven on the ledge, and in very 
fine ore. Average samples taken from the face of the drift for the past week show an 
average assay of $216.66 per ton. 
At 280-foot level east drift is being driven forward as rapidly as possible to cut the 
ore-chute that we have left under the track-floor in 200-foot level. 
Station at 360-foot level is now being opened. 
Summit shaft bas been sunk to a depth of 369 feet, and, being upon a portion of the 
mine that bas been comparatively barren from the surface, we have stopped work upon 
it for the present. The average dip of the vein in this shaft is 58° to the south. 
No.3 shaft has been sunk to a depth of 285 feet, and the work of sinking is being 
vigorously prosecuted. The average dip of the vein in this shaft is 77° to the south. 
The 280-foot level, which is just being opened, promises well for a large amount of 
first-class ore. The west drift, from this shaft is being driven in the ledge, and in very 
fine ore. Average samples taken from the face of the drift for the last ten days give 
an average assay of $205.67 per ton. 
Winze No.2, l(iO feet west of No.3 shaft, is being sunk from the 200-foot level to 
connect with the 280-foot level, and is now down 13 feet, showing first-class ore . 
.From present indications the section lying between Discovery shaft and No. 3 shaft, 
and extending from 200-foot level to the 260-foot level, will produce a very large amount 
of first-class ore. 
The ledge t.hroughout the mine below the 200-foot leyel contains much more picking, 
grono<l than it does above that level, and I anticipate a large reduction in the cost of 
extraction. 
From careful measurements made, I estima.te the amount of ore developed, that will 
mill $80 or more per ton, to be 6,758 tons, and in the following sections of the rniue: 
No.7 shaft, above 280-foot level ____ ---·---·----·--------··-·--··-----·-----
Tunnel west, above 63-foot level ____ .·---·---------·---· ____ ·----- ____ ·-----
·washington section . _ ... ____ .. _____ . ____ .. ___ . _ . __ . ___ . ______ -. ---- ___ . ___ _ 
No.3, below tunnel-leveL _____ ---··------··---·------·--------·----·---·----







In this estimate I have not included the body of ore lying between No.3 and Dis-
covery shafts and the 200 and 280-foot levels, nor any body of ore that is not fully de-
veloped and its full extent known. 
But little work has been clone during the year upon the outside mines owned by the 
company, except the necessary amount required to comply with the mining laws of the 
district. 
In several of these mines the indications are quite as promising as they were at the 
same depth in No.7, and I woul<l recommend the sinking of shafts upon them to the 
depth of 100 feet or more to develop them. 
During the past three months the company's mill at Lyonsville, Dry Valley, bas been 
thoroughly overhauled and repaired, the old pans. having been replaced by new ones 
of the most approved pattern, and three new boilers have been added, making the mill 
complete in all of its appointments, and in much better condition for doing good service 
than when it was first built. 
During the first few months t.be mill was run much time was lost for want of an 
adequate supply of water. The ditch for supplying the mill was dug across a sand-
flat, and the water was absorbed and evaporated during the summer, and the ditch 
frozen up during a portion of the winter. 
This bas been remedied by building a flume to take the place of the ditch, and cov-
ering it with earth to a sufficient depth to prevent fi·eezing during the winter. 
During the year just ended 17,458 tons of ore haYe been received, and 16,172 tons 
reduced by the mill. 
The necessary reservoirs have been constructed for catching tailings, and no tailings 
are now allowed to run to waste. 
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I would respectfully renew my recommendation relative to the building of a cupol:1, 
and making our shoes and dies at the mill. There are now 100 tons or more of old cast-
ings at the mill, and I am confident that a saving of 50 per cent. upon the present cost 
can be made by using this iron and making them at the mill. 
Your att.ention is respectfully called to the tabular statements herewith, which will 
give you a more comprehensive idea of the details of operating the company's mine 
and mill. 
Yours, truly, 
CHAS. FORMAN, General Supm·intendent. 
TABLE No. I.-Condensed staternent of cost of procluction, ifc., for company, year ending 
July 31, 1871. 
ORE STATEMENT. 
Ore on band August 1, 1870 ........................................ . 
Ore received from Hanchett & Rutherford ......•.................... 
Ore received from Barnes & Scott .................................. . 
Ore extracted by company during year ............................. . 
Total ....................................................... . 
Ore worked by company duril!g year, plus moisture deduction .......• 
Ore on band August 1, 1871 ........................................ . 














Extracting .................................................•.......... $14 20.6 
10 30.7 
19 60.4 
Prospecting, improvements, and incidentals ........................... . 
Reduction ...........................•................................ 
Total cost per ton ............................................. .. 
Average yield per ton of ore worked .................................. .. 
WO~K OF ASSAY OFFICE. 
Number of troy ounces of bullion before melting .........•........... 
Number of troy ounces of bullion assayed after melting .............. . 
A vemge loss in melting, per centum ................................. . 
N nm ber of ore assays mada ........................................•. 



















August . . • • . • • . . 852 1, 551 
September...... 755 40 
October .. ~...... 893 1, 030 
November .•.... 1, 052 201 
D ecember ....•. I, 055 1, 057 
1871. 
ORE EXTRACTED. 
Shaft No.3. I Black shaft. Summit I Discovery! Shaft No.7. shaft. shaft. 
Tunnel 
east. Total. 
~ I "' 0 .0 
~ I H 
448 11,504 
10 I 865 




























-·--·--... r 1· - ~ ---. -1" 1'· 760 1· ••• ·1 · .• ·1·· r. ·1'- ~, 277 1, 840 .......... 196 I, 315 ...................... 1, 229 
329 160 14 1, 565 . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • • . . .• . .. 1, 247 
332 I, 318 72 1, 725 . . . . . . .. .. 6 1, 520 . • . . . ... . . 1, 464 
























2, 740 63 
2, 693 85 
2, 483 22 




$l4, 719 74 $1,767 78 
24,298 00 3, 882 92 
I6, 173 00 2, 568 73 
14,862 00 3, 3!!4 41 
17,865 75 3, 758 14 
January . . • . • • • . 850 563 409 150 79 1, 700 131 1, 495 .. .. . . . . . 433 9~0 . • . . . . . . .. I, 904 848 616 66 618 50 481 69 20, 928 00 3, 274 98 
F(·uruary. .. . . . . 4!)3 184 272 990 16 144 . • .. ... ... . •• . . ..... 130 1, 456 61 340 973 I, 114 994 43 423 00 2, 746 01 11,366 :34 3, 800 00 
l\Iurch .......... 391 1, 068 415 624 29 446 . . .. ...... .••. ...... 340 684 16 1, 716 1,193 538 866 66 342 63 *17, C93 56 15,694 6J 3, 041 73 
April........... 343 1, 838 478 1, 926 47 812 17 755 . •• . . ... . . 376 . -.-- - 250 1, 064 I, 514 :395 866 61l 596 50 429 91 16,091 75 3, 21~ 55 
May........... 416 I, 188 510 78 31 1, 124 . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . 301 200 15() 135 1, 409 7~6 8fi6 6G 412 37 i5, 436 30 15,274 00 2, 349 75 
June ..•.....•. 361 1,083 460 379 30 1,868 .................... 1261 1,033 261 1,500 1,375 1,8G3 BOG 66 237 40 1.358 66 15,05175 2,684 36 
July............ 327 250 476 1, 096 ... . . . . .. .. . .. .. ... . . . .. . . .. .. . . 248 91 173 600 1, 325 37 866 66 781 07 1, 249 99 15, 957 50 2, 393 92 
------------------------------- --------- ------ ------ ----
Total. .•.••. 7, 79"3 53 ~. 511 852 1, 349 1, 117 374 115 ~23 1, 075 2, 335 409 913 1, 356 16, 500 977 8, 891 061 5, 139 47 40, 298 79 198,282 43 3G, 130 27 










































TABLE No. 2.-Statement showing the arnount nf ore extmcted, <fc.-Continucd. 
PROSPECTING AND DEAD ·woRK. IliiPil.OV EMENTS. 
Day labor. Contract Rystem. Day labor. Contract system. 


























Total J Material 
cost per on hnud. 
ton. 
-------------- ----1---1- --1 1---1 1---·---·-- ·--·---·---
1870. 
Augu:;t ......... . 
Septt•mbcr ...... . 
Octobcer ......... . 
November ....... . 
December ....••. . 
1871. 
$5,276 30 
1, 165 00 
3 382 50 
2::307 50 
l, 752 50 
$1, Otll 21 .......................... 
1, 500 00 . . $~: 628" 26" 400 00 
800 co 2, 356 50 
1, 200 00 3, 479 67 
. ............... $35 00 $607 94 . .................... 
""$i98"75" 
641 00 700 00 . .................. 
1, 382 00 500 00 $500 00 
161 45 297 00 . .................. 400 00 
112 26 159 00 800 00 .................... 
........................ $25, 1'88 86 $1 80.7 $12 41 $4 78.5 $0 48.6 $19 48.8 $84 38 
..................... . 35, 94e n 3 05.8 22 91.8 2 16.7 l 09.3 29 23.6 5, 914 65 
$1, 100 00 36,268 75 2 75.:3 15 Ol. 9 8 50.2 2 7!). 2 29 06.6 9, 302 35 
500 00 28,289 24 2 19.2 12 46.5 3 84.4 81.7 19 31.8 9, 6€8 22 
................ 32,496 07 2 19 l4 09.8 4 26.4 62.4 21 17.6 12,768 59 
January .. :....... 2,072 75 1,800 00 1,480 81 92 96 928 75 1,000 00 148 00 1·········· 33,44310 90.7 12 70.8 2 86 1 f.8.5 17 56 12,034 03 
February . . . . • . 2, 699 00 1, 745 96 3, 499 65 19tl 17 585 50 l, 000 00 . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 29, 056 06 4 27. 7 15 57. 8 8 36. 2 1 62. 8 29 84. 5 7, 558 65 
llfareh. . . . . .. . . . . 3, 414 75 2, 251 90 5, 699 75 23 75 1,165 25 2, 139 31 401 50 .••• .. . . . *52, 135 39 "15 33.8 15 70. 1 9 54. 5 3 10. 6 *43 69 5, 162 53 
April............ 4, 542 00 1, 4fi5 50 1, 505 60 ......... . 1, 283 00 897 3<! 275 05 ~ ·-····.... 31, lfi6 84 1 25.1 12 74.!) 4 96.3 1 62.0 20 58.3 6, iJ41 64 
May. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 596 25 600 00 3, 4-'50 64 559 79 . . . . . . . . . ll9 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t34, fi64 91 t4 76. 5 12 50. 4 7 24 . 3 08. 4 124 59. 6 6, C44 68 
Juno............. 4,496 00 1,524 35 2,883 77 600 00 ......... 113 14 ......... . ......... . 2D,816 0!) 1 79 12 E8.8 6 90.9 08.2 21 66.9 5,552 83 
July ............ . ~32 50 ~15 88 2,06156 ~~ 1,2~1 00 ~83 61 .:..:.:...:.~ ·~ :..::..:..:.:_~·306~-=-~:.?_...::_~~ ~ ~ 2 8~ 26 ~~ 11,025 65 
'l'otal........ 41, 037 05 17,784 80 33, 046 21 2, 388 15 7, 697 50 10,460 47 11, 724 55 1, 600 00 404,480 75 3 29.2 14 20.6 1 5 71.3 1 30.2 24 51.3 11,025 65 




























TABLE No. 3.-Statement showing the amount of ore on hand, wo1·ked, and cost of 1·educing for company year ending July 31, 18il. 
ORE. TIME. 
AVERAGE ASSAY AVERAGE ASSAY 
PER TON. OF TAILINGS. 
Months. Received. Worked. Moisture deduc- Balance on Running by Lost by Running by Lost by tion 4t per ct. ha'1d. pans. pans. stamps. stamps. 
Gold. Silver. Gold. Silver. 
Tons. Lbs. Tons. Lbs. Tons. Lbs. Tons. Lbs . D'R. H.m. D's. H.m. D's. H.m. D'H. H.m. 
------------ ----------- ---------------------------
1870. 
August ...... . .......... 1, 689 119 1, 161 400 76 15 451 1, 704 29 5 20 1 18 40 29 12 00 1 12 00 $5 03 $117 04 $B 50 $47 2 
September ............. 1, 241 1,455 1, 027 1, 200 55 1, 756 610 203 26 6 00 3 18 co 28 12 55 1 ll 05 7 !i7 170 71 311 43 5 
October ................ I, 253 1, 715 1, 071 56 846 736 1, 072 25 13 18 5 lO 42 29 2 27 1 21 33 7 13 165 52 3 95 49 5 
November .............. 1, 4()4 764 1, 017 900 65 1, 794 1, 117 1, 142 23 :3 18 6 20 42 28 8 28 1 15 32 7 26 153 98 3 SG 37 0 
December ...... _ ....... l, 534' 1, Ofi2 l, 460 1, 987 69 107 1, 122 110 26 16 50 4 710 27 23 41 3 0 19 5 80 121 12 2 86 24 3 
1871. 
January .......... _ ..••. 1, 904 848 1, 503 1, 200 85 1, 399 1, 437 359 25 13 45 5 10 15 29 4 30 1 19 30 6 44 13:3 45 3 42 37 2 
Fe brnary ............... 1, 510 148 1, 449 ............. 67 1, 908 1, 430 599 21 17 43 6 6 17 25 0 18 2 23 42 5 04 115 90 2 52 29 ] 
:March .................. 1, 027 300 1, 312 638 46 443 1, 098 1, 818 24 22 20 6 1 40 28 8 19 2 15 41 6 02 133 38 2 54 26 8 
ApriL---.--·------ ...... 1, 722 1, 247 1, 007 874 68 277 1, 745 1, 914 27 18 40 2 5 20 27 10 47 2 13 13 5 71 ll(j 70 2 17 18 8 
1\iay ...•..•.......•..•. 1, 409 7:26 1,_161 1, 798 63 842 1, 930 ---··--· 29 3 45 1 20 15 28 3 52 2 20 8 5 ·13 132 67 2 27 25 3 
J'une ................... 1, 375 1, 863 1, 608 1, 231 61 1, 8:33 1, 635 799 27 15 18 2 8 42 27 23 59 2 0 21 4 63 127 70 1 62 21 3 
July ................... 1. 325 37 1, 614 836 59 1, 251 1, 286 749 28 21 37 2 2 23 29 21 34 ] 2 26 5 45 158 90 2 93 26 6 
--------------------------- ----~----------·---
Total.............. 17,458 284 15, 395 1, 064 776 471 1, 286 749 316 13 54 48 10 6 339 12 3o 25 11 3o 5 96 I 137 25 , 2 9o 32 2 














































TABLE No. :3.-Statcrnvnt showing the amount of m·c on hand, worked, £fc.-Continued . 
..... 
!1. :~ ~ 0 • TOTAL COST. RELATIVE COST. ~ "'"" ·s.; ~.s ~.s "'::l co£ .~ ~ "'" ::l'O 'l'otal ~~ ;>.Ol p.~ 0 0 Grand Month. p. 8 .... cost per 
Q)~ "' ~ dp. Hauling Improve- total. Haul- Improve- ton. "' .... !:>Do I:>D'-' ~ Labor. Materials. Labor. 1\faterial. til'-' e;:: ~~ Oi~ ore. ments. in g. ment:.:. ""> 
~.5 >a: 0'3 ~~ < e--.o < --- ---- ----------
1870. 
Lbs. August .. ________ ..•..•. $66 41 54.4 $77,100 82 $5,876 7:3 $6,516 49 $7,989 51 --$i; 669- os· $::!0, 382 73 $4 75 $5 26.7 $6 45.3 .. $i. 54--. $16 17.5 :1.77 September .... __ . ... · ... 114 69 64.3 114, 488 35 5, 146 52 4, '278 68 8, 585 27 l!J, 679 55 4 75 3 94.9 7 92.4 16 10. 3 4 .76 
October ...... ------_ ... 151 86 87.9 166,011 06 5, 355 20 4, 684 87 7, 37:3 54 7, 316 68 24,730 29 4 75 4 15.5 6 54 6 49 21 93.5 2.:19 
November .... _ ......... 133 r.6 82.5 135, 387 62 5,145 89 4, 680 50 6, 628 19 8, 570 97 25,025 55 4 75 4 32 6 11.9 7 91.1 23 10 2. 40 
December ..... _ ....... . 103 83 81.8 151,731 20 7, 267 72 6,137 72 16,328 79 7, 385 14 37,119 37 4 75 4 01 10 66. 9 4 82.5 24 25.4 5. 82 
1871. 
January ................ 10248 1 76.7 154,09778 7,54917 6,22790 14.16007 6,81375 34,75089 475 392.5 890.9 428.7 2187.1 4.48 
P~brnar·y .......... .... 9:389 77.6 136,04765 7,20553 6,62757 10,12158 57300 24,52768 47fi 436.9 G67.:3 37.7 1616.8 2.33 
March.................. 95 09 68 124, 786 01 6, 453 0() 4, 925 2.) 13, 047 45 658 50 25, 084 21 4 75 3 G2. 5 9 50 47. 5 . 18 35 4. 33 
ApriL. ................. 8217
1 
67 82,74650 5,10898 -1,58750 10,81770 1,80825 22,32243 475 426.5 1005 1()8.1 2074.6 5.65 
May ................... 10271 74.4 11!),33857 5,34527 5,26650 11,67.18() 5,43920 27,72483 47'i 4()8 1037.3 48:l.3 2463.6 3.41 
Jnne ................... 9790 74 157,49821 7,93502 5,58525 JI,88558 4,42536 29,83121 475 3:34-:l 71!.4 264.8 1785.5 2.06 
July .. ___ ..... •• .. .. .. . 119 96 73 193,665 37 7, 951 70 5, 982 37 9, 9:21 10 2, 022 70 25,877 87 4 75 3 57.2 5 92.4 1 20. 8 15 45.4 3. 86 





































'S~ Weight in troy ounces. ~~.~ Fineness. ~~ 
~~ I f;~ I ~~ z 2 Before mrlting. After melting. . -~ ~ .::l ~ Silver. ~ ;;. Gold. Silver. 
1870. 
August. .....•••••..•...........•••••.....•.. 38 153,986.48 149,340. 581 3. 4 . 000!)9 381 $0. 51.02 - $3,088 27 $74,015 09 $77, 103 36 
September .................................. 78 129,924.29 123,308. GO 5. 0 • 00099 699 92.84 2, 9(l2 42 111,524 77 114,487 19 
October . .................•..••...•••.•• .. ... 92 158,582.26 146, 501.00 7. 0 . 00086 843 1. 11. co 2, 872 10 159,770 08 162, (i4~ 18 
November ........•...••.........•..••..••... 86 141, 299. 00 130, 114. 5:> 7. 9 . 0012 785 1. 04. 00 3, 199 C8 132, 188 54 135,387 62 
December ....•.........•....•.••..•••.•.••. 119 205,907. co 1£13,493.00 5.1 . 00155 603 78.50 3, 887 21 147,843 99 151, 731 20 
1871. 
January ...•.•.•..............•...••.••...... 124 206,209.00 193,537.50 6. 2 .0005 587 77.13 2, 222 87 147,074 13 149,297 00 
February ..•.•....•.............•...•....... 101 176,589.00 168,069.20 4.8 . OOU9 584 77.32 3, 115 87 126, !)59 06 130, 074 93 
March ............................•......••.. 89 !54, 674. 00 147, !l51. 70 4. 3 . 0007 602 7!J. :l2 2, 118 86 115,237 32 117, 35() 18 
April ...••..••...•.....•.....•.•••.••••..••. 63 108, 120.00 102,827.00 5. 5 . 0009 586 77.65 1, 914 14 77,391 56 7\J, 3:'3 70 
May .......................•.•...•••••...... 93 155, 880. 00 147,926.00 5. l . 0008 575 76.05 2, 564 72 109,940 88 112,505 60 
June ........................................ 117 203,976.00 193, 145. 70 5. 3 . 0007 58G 77.21 2, 951 95 146,191 42 149, 143 37 
July ..••......................... : .......... 130 234,422.00 222, 170.20 5. 2 . 00067 625 82.14 3, 112 20 179,473 00 182,585 20 
----------------------------------------






































TAnr.E No. 4.-Statement showing the woTk of compa11y's assay office, .fc.-Continued. 
"' BASE BUJ.LION. ... o.,; 
""'~ "' 'Oa5 'Veight in troy ounces. ~~~ "' ci os ~ @'g ~.:::e 01 0 '"'"' 0 c&:l,j .,:;., "-' .aS 
B efore melting. I After melting. ~~ 8 
~~ .,; "d '8~ 0 Sen >;:: ::: l'l "' ~~ "'"'l'l Ol ~ ::::"' 0 > c:.,.. ..... u.i > z 0 -~--- 0 
Month~. 
1870. 
..................... ............. .......................... 
$77.103 '" I ~0 I $550 00 ..................... · ---$3: 3ilo · ss · 114, 487 19 158 6t'O 00 ~- 3 151 166,011 ()6 85 744 37 
135,387 62 87 075 40 
151, 731 20 97 680 co 
15 24, 5G8. 00 23,752.00 3. 3 150 4, 800 78 154,097 78 99 720 56 
12 21,210.00 20, 495. uo 3. 3 2:?4 5, 972 72 136, 047 65 101 690 00 
17 29,797.00 29, 21il. 00 2. 5 HlG 7, 429 83 124, 786 01 114 640 18 
9 16,040.00 15,435. 00 3. 7 172 3, 440 80 82,746 50 140 644 00 
25 44,577. co 43,412. co 2. 6 122 6, 832 97 119,3:38 57 201 747 42 
28 49,452.00 48, 551. 00 1.8 J:l4 8, 3:14 84 157,498 21 249 7GO 64 
31 54, 108.00 52,760.00 ::.>. 4 163 11,080 17 193, 6G5 37 279 8::.>0 75 
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For construction and improvements at mill: 
Cost of compa,ny's works at Lyonsville ........•.... 
Freig~t o~ the materials and machinery from San 
.E ranCJSCO ............................... -.... . 
For mining: 
Openi11g company's mines, explorations, and extract-
ing ores, as per Exhibit No. 2 .................• 
For milling: 
Rec.luction of ores at company's mill, as per Exhibit 
No. 2 ....................... · •................. 
For miscellaneous expenditures: 
Freight to San Francisco on bullion yield to January 
1, 1871.--- . ---- ...... ---- .. ----- . ---- .. -- .. --. 
Discount on bullion yield to date .................. . 
State of Nevada taxes on bullion .... ·----- ........ . 
Exchange for coin equivalent on superintendent's 
drafts, fiscal year of 1870. . . . . ......... ~ ...... . 
Iutcrest on company's notes and overdrafts at bank, 
fiscal year of 1870 ............................ . 
Insurauce premium on mill property ............... . 
Telegrams to and from company's works ........... . 
Office salaries for the term : 
To consulting engineer, secretary, and fees of 
trustees for attendance at board meetings ..... . 
Iucidental expenses at San Francisco for the term .. 
Ortice furniture ................................... . 
For dividends: 
From No.1 to 5, iuclusive, paid to stockholders .... . 
Remaiuing in special fuml unclaimed .............. . 
Total disbursements for the term ................• 
UNUQUIDATED BALANCES. 
Charles Form:m, general superintendent.-Current bal-
ance of account to date ......................... _ .. 
Bullion in transitu.-Credited per contra to bullion yield .. 
Bills receivablc.-Unmatmed balance of $50,000 due com-
pany in settlement of adverse mining claims .... 
Cash.-Balance in hand to new fiscal year: 
Petty cash... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $250 00 
General cash ... _.. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 93, 801 89 
HECEIPTS. 
From assessments on capital stock: 
No. I, levied June 5, 1869 ........................ .. 
No. 2, levied August 14, 1869 ............... _ ... __ .. 
No.3, levied October 9, 1869 ...................... . 
No.4, levied December 4, 1869 .................... .. 
No.5, levied January 29, 1870 .................... .. 
No.6, levied March 26, 1870 ....................... . 
No.7, levied May 11, 1870 .... ·----· ............... . 
From bullion yield of companis mines : 
As per Exhibit No.2 ............................. .. 
From rents: 
Of company's boarding-house, at mine ......... _ ... . 
Of company's boarding-house, at mill .............. . 
From sales of materials: 
To mining contractors and others ... _ ............•.. 



































1, 9tH, 040 08 
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UNLIQUIDATED BALANCES. 
Superintendent's drafts: 
On San Francisco office, unpresented. _. __ . __ . _____ . 
Bills payable : 
Unmatured balance of $100,000, paid to Rutherford 
& Co., to extinguish adverse claim to ''No.7 mine" 
Unmatured book accounts: 




$95 360 48 
1, 981, o . .w 08 
S.\.N FRAKCISCO, August 17, 1871. 
T. vV. COLBURN, Sccrcta1·y. 
.d statement of the g1·oss p1'oceeds of bnllion from the mines of the ·Meadow Valley Mining 
Company, an(l coat of production and ?'eduction of the ores yielding the bullion, being for 
the biennial term ending Jnly :n, 1871. 
DR. 
MINING DEPARTMENT. 
Explorations and dead work ....... ·. _ ... _ ............. . $68,864 80 
Labor in extracting ores .............................. . 
)lining supplies ...............•............. $75, 516 59 
281,259 87 
Freight from San Francisco on supplies ....... 14, 899 lt3 
90,515 77 
Contingent ruining expenses ..................... ·----- 17,989 71 
Salaries for tho term .. __ ..... _ .... __ .... _ ..... _ .... __ . _ 16,108 26 
-----
Total expenditures in mining department ... _ .. 474,738 41 
Deduct amount of inventory of supplies on hand at date, 11,025 65 
----- $463,712 7G 
MILLING DEPARTl\IENT. 
Ore-transportations from mine to mill, (10 miles). ___ .... 
Chemicals and other supplies ...... _ ..... _. _. ~79, 081 01 
79,613 87 
Quicksilver ................................. 57,294 06 
Freight fi:om San Francisco on supplies ....... 37,265 84 
17:3,640 91 
Labor in reduction of ores ..... _ .. __ .... _ ....... _ .... .. 71,901 so 
Contingent milling expenses ... _ .............. _ ...... .. 




Total expenditures of milling department .. _ ... 
Deduct amount of inventory of supplies on hand at date, 
3:~7, 3!:J6 10 
37,273 15 
----- 300,122 95 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
Freight on bullion yield to January 1, 1871. ........ _ .•. 
Discount on bullion yield to date ..................... . 




Exchange on general superintendent's drafts on Sau Fran-
cisco ................................. _ ...... __ ..... . 3,688 18 
Interest ... _ ............... _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 5,814 34 
Insurance on mill property, premiums. ___ ......... _ ... . 
Telegrams ..................................•..... - ... . 
2,531 00 
1,192 35 
San Francisco incidentals ........... · .................. . 7,497 90 
San :Francisco office salaries for the term .............. . 8,098 33 
----- 98,175 51 
-----
Total exp6nses . . . . . . . • . . . .. . . ............... . 






CONDITION OF MINING INDUSTRY- NEVADA. 
Cn. 
BULLION. 
By proceeds of experimental workings of ores from the 
company's mines prior to construction of company's 
mill. ____ .. ____ . __ .. __ .. _ ... __ .. ___ . _ .... ... __ . _____ . $.'22, 272 89 
By proceeds of shipment of 67t tons of ore to England 
from company's mines, per Barron & Company. ____ .. _ 36, 293 63 
Br proceeds of company's reduction-works at Lyonsville, 
as per tabular statements of general superintendent, for 
the current year ending July ::H, 1871 .. _. ______ . _. ___ . 1, 612, 899 14 
Total gross proceeds of bullion for the term_ ... 
l3y rents of boarding-houses for workmen ..... __ . __ .. _. 




$1: 671, 465 66 
4,213 94 
1, 675, 679 60 
T. W. COLBURN, Secretm·y. 
~AN FRANCisco, August 17, 1871, 
The Raymond and Ely mine has greatly increased its operatious since 
it has been incorporated in a company, as will appear from the following 
reports of the president, superintendent, and secretary : 
FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF THE RAYMOND AND ELY MINING COMPANY FOR THE YEAR 
ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1871. 
P1·tsident's Report. 
To the Stockholders of the Raymond ancl Ely Mining Company : 
It is with satisfaction that I submit my annual report in connection with the reports 
of the other officers, embra.cing all the business transactions of the company for the 
iirst fiscal year ending December 31, 1871. 
At the time the compa,ny was organized a year ago, the facilities for the reduction of 
the ores were limited to a 10-stamp mill; but, on further explorations of the mine, 
ores in abundance were discovered, sufficient to supply double this number of stamps. 
Therefore, your trustees increased the capacity of the mill to twenty stumps. 
These stamps have beeu regularly employed since their completion, producing, during 
the four months ending December 31, 1871, the unprecedente(l amount of $906,219.25 in 
bullion. 
I consider this large production of silver from only twenty stamps unparalleled, for 
the same time, by any mining enterprise on this coast, if not in any part of the world. 
Continued and systematic prospecting of the mining grounds of the company has 
ue,·eloped still larger and richer deposits of mineral, warranting a fm'ther increase of 
mill capacity. Hence, on the lOth of October last, a contract was entered into for the 
construction of a 30-stamp mill, which is now almost completed. With this addi-
tional facility for working the ores, the production of bullion must be largely increased, 
even should the ores decrease in value; and I see no reason why dividends. of not less 
than $5 per share, or even of a larger amount, cannot be paid for many months to come. 
Notwitustamling the great success which bas attend.ed the opera.tions of the com-
pany during the first year, with most excellent prospects for its continuance in the fu-
ttue, yet to attain this promise it is necessary that the mines should. be well explored 
far in advance of the immediate daily consumption of ore. 
To do this expenditures must be incurred, the benefits from which will be derived. in 
the future. 
The extraordinary receipts of bullion from the mines have excited the cupidity of 
covetously disposed persons, who have endeavored to embarrass the operations. of the 
company and to depress the value of the stock; and even with a lingering hope to 
possess the exceedingly valuable properties of the company. I n every instance disap-
pointment bas followed their efforts. 
So far as title to the mines of the company is in question, it is my opinion that if the 
company is not secure in the possession of its mining ground, theu I know of no prop-
erty in the district in which they are located that has a good and reliable title. 
Every precaution to protect the property from destruction by fire hv,s been taken,. by 
H . E x . 211-16 
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having good fil e-apparatus and water in and around the buildings; besides, the mills 
and works are covered by insurances to the amount of $115,000. 
For a complete and comprehensive summttry of all operations for the past year at the 
mines, their future prospects, the quantities of ores extracted, and frow what mines 
they were taken, the cost of mining and milling, the average yield of metal per ton, 
as also all kinds and sorts of material consurned at mine and mill, as well as a carefnl 
est.imate of the qnantities of ores now developed as a reserve for future extraction, I 
refer yon to the full and able report of your superintendent, Mr. C. vV. Lightner, and 
ask a close examinatiOn of it. 
All items of receipts and disbursements during the year just closed are to be found 
in the r eport of the secretary, as also the assets and liabilities of the company. From 
this report it is readily determined for what purpose the resources of the company have 
been employed. 
The report possesses sufficient merit for your careful attention. 
ALPHEUS BULL. 
SAN FRANCISCO, Jarmary 16, 1872. 
Superintendent's report. 
PIOCHE, NEVADA, January 9, 1872. 
Alphett8 Bull, esq., P1·esident Raynwnd ancl Ely Mining Company, Sa.nFmncisco, Calijomia: 
MY DEAR SIR: The amount of ores extracted from the different mines belonging to 
the company, during the past year, is as follows: 
:From the "Vermillion mine," tons ..• _ .... - .• - -............. _ .. - . _. _ .... . 
From the" Bnrk wiue," tons .... ----.------------- .. -- .. ----------.-- .. . 
From the " Creole mine," tons._ .............. -... - ..... -- ... - .... __ ... . 
From the "Panaca mine," tons . _____ . ___ . _____ . _____ . ____ . ____ . _____ ... . 
Making a total of tons ....... - ... __ .... -•...... __ .......... _.. . . . . . 12, 239~ G-b-121 
Of which we sent to the company's 20-stamp mill, at Bullion ville, ( (list:mt ten and a 
half wiles,) 10,57 4~Nd'o tons, leaving on lland at the different dumps in Pioche 1,707 tons, 
distributed, as per table sent. 
In addition to the ores remaining at the mines, we have about 125 tons of second-class 
" Burk," '' Creole,'' and "V crmillion," of low grade, and about 200 tons of" base metal" 
at the '' Burk," which, l.Jy tuc present mode of reduction at hand, would not bear work-
ing, but which may hereafter l.Je of sowe vube to the company. These I ha,ve not in-
cluded iu the statement of property on hand. 
We have worked at the company's 20-stamp mill10,3721n·lrtr tons of ore, a portion of 
which I found on hand there on tile 8t,h of January, 1871, but which has been replaced 
by that sent during the year. The tallies show a gain of ore at the mill of 162-[i-&b tons. 
The product of all the ores worked bas l.Jeen in gross, (assayed value here,) $1,361,-
628.78, showing a yield, per ton, in bullion, of $1~1.27. 
The large amount of base metals contained in the ores, together with imperfection 
in the machinery, which has at all times been overtaxed, will account for our percent-
age of working not being over 74.27 of the assayed value oft.he pulp. The tailings, 
however, have all been saved, and lie convenient for working, and may in future be 
a fund for the company to work upon. 
In the "Vermillion" mine we cleaned out the shaft, (sunk 90feet,) and drifted west from 
the bottom 40 feet. We also mn t,he old 40-foot level10 feet farther, and stopcd out a 
few feet iu the bottom. The vein shows ore, but not in sufficient quantity or of a qual-
Hy profitable to work at present. 
In the "Burk" we have sunk the main shaft to the depth of 386 feet, (on the incline;) 
but little ore has l.Jeen found below the 170-foot level, the body found in the upper 
portion of the mine gradually working itself westward in its descent until it gave out 
in the broken ground lying between the west incline and the eastern workings of the 
"Creole." The ground has been thoroughly explored to the east on the 72-foot level, 
and fair quantit-ies of ore are to be found, but of a low grade. The fissure has never 
been lost sight or in sinking, and the nature of the ground, changing at the lowest 
depth, gives promise of ore existing in it. 
In the " Creole" mine we stopped extractiug after finding the large body of ore in 
the ''Panaca," and have persevered in sinking and working for its development. The 
main shaft is dowu :583 feet, aud, at this depth, we have cut a body of ore 3 feet in 
width, of excellent quality. There is still left in the upper levels of this and the 
"Burk" mine a large quantity of ore of medium grade. The new body cut at tlw bot-
tom looks well, and will make the" Creole" ag fair a produciug mine as it was during 
the early part of tho year. 
The "Western Exteusion" (acquired during the year by purchase) has a good body 
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of ore developed in the 200 and 300-foot levels. As we have but 87 feet to drive to con-
nect the main working level of the ''Panaca" with the 200-foot level of this mine~ we 
may expect a good supply from this source. 
At the'' Panaca," the work of sinking the main shaft and drifting on the 223-foot 
level is progressing as rapidly as possible. At the 100-foot level we have connected 
with the old" Panaca" shaft on the west, and have run eastward 100 feet from the 
shaft, where we have a winze 74 feet deep, showing ore for 40 feet. On the 223-foot 
level we have run 134 feet west and 197 feet east from the shaft, making 331 feet in 
all, driven upon this level, the whole showing ore ranging from 2 to 6 feet in width, 
of tine quality. The face of the drift we~:>t is in a cross-heave, which cuts off tile ore 
temporarily. The face of the drift east, going toward the" \Vestern Extension," is still 
in good ore. 
I shall refrain from making an estimate in tons and value of the ores developed in 
any of these mines, owing to the varying nature of the veins in this district, but will 
express my own eon.fidence in having at the least three months' supply for fifty stamps 
in this mine alone above the 223-foot level. Before that time expires the shaft will be 
down to the 323-foot level, and indications are fa,vorable that this, when reached, will 
exceed in extent and production the present lowest working level. 
The whim-houses and wllims over the "Burk" and '·Creole" are in perfect con-
dition, and the new steam hoisting-works, over the "Panaca," are very complete and 
effective. 
The old 20-stamp mill is in poor condition, and requires a thorough repairing-the 
boilers threatening, and the pans and shafting worn and out of line. A week's repair, 
at least, with a full force, will be needed, to enable it to work with safety and economy. 
The new 30-stamp mill will be, when completed, one of the very best in the State. 
Delays have occurred in the transportation of the most important part of the machi-
nery; but I have every assurance that the stamps will drop during the present month. 
Hereafter, our Lullion will be assayed at our own office, as we have now all the 
means for doing it in the proper manner. 
Herewith I hand you tables, inventories, and memoranda, which will enable you\ 
more clearly to understand our past operations. 
With our improved facilities for extraction and reduction, and the healthy appear-
ance of our mines, we may hope for a very prosperous year's work.· 
Very respectfully, 
C. W. LIGHTNER, 
S1tperintenclent. 
Statement of receipts and disbu1·sernents of the Raymond cmcl Ely .Mining Company for the yem· 
encling December 31, 18il. 
RECEIPTS. 
From bullion yield of the mine.-- ...... -.... - -... - - --. - .. -- ..... - ---. 
From water-works ... _ . __ .- .. - --- ... -.- .. -- -- ... - -- ... --- .. -- ....... . 
Prom mining supplies: 
Sale of supplies at Pioche . - _- ..•.. --. __ .- ..... ----- - ---- . --- .... - ... 
Prom milling supplies: 
Sale of supplies at Bullionville ·-. --. ·- __ -·. __ .. __ --· .. __ --. _ -- ... -- -· 
From mill salaries; 
Weighing ores, &c., for other mines _______ ........ ________ .. _ ... - _-- _ 
Superintendent's drafts: 







Total ... _ .... _ .. ___ .. _. __ . __ .• _. _. " ____ .. ___ .... ___ .. _ ... _ ... _. 1, 395, 970 57 
DISBURSEMENTS. 
For purchase of property and claims : 
Purchase of lands, claims, and titles . __ .- .... _ .......... --. $108, 798 75 
Purchase of water-works. __ . .. ___ ..... -. _. _. __ .- -.- .. -.-- 2, 000 00 
Law expenses. ___ . __ .. ___ . _. ______ . __ .......... ___ .. ____ . 13, 349 32 
For mining: 
·wages paid to miners ___ . ____ . __ -- ..... -·· ·-. _ ... _ ..... . 
Supplies for the mines. ____ . _. ____ .. ___ - .. - ___ ...... -- .. . 
Freight on supplies. _____ ·--··---··---··---···---·· ··--·· 
Contingent mine expenses . ____ .. ___ ... ____ .. _.-- ..... --. 
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For improvements at the mine ....... ~ ................... . 
For milling: 
\Vages paid toemployes ...... ---------------------- -----· 
Supplies for the milL_ .•.••..••. __ •...............•.••.... 
1!-,reight on supplies ........ ------·-------------··---· ... . 
Salaries of the superintendent and clerk of the mill ...... . 
Contingent mill expenses .............•.................. 
Ore-hauling from the mine to the mill .........•.......... 
For improvements at the mill : 
Including the increasing of the 10-stamp mill into twenty 
stamps, &c .. ---··-----·----··------------------·----
For the new 30-stamp mill: 
H. J. Booth & Co., for the machinery .... -- ....... -- ... ---
Freight on the machinery to Bullion ville ................ . 
Labor and materials for the erection ......... - . -- ........ . 
For taxes: 
On real estate and personal property .............. _ ...... . 
On bullion yield of the mines .......... - ................. . 
For dividends ... _ . _. __ .. ___ .. _." ........•.... _ ......... . 
For discount on bullion yield ... _ ................•........ 
For miscellaneous expenditures : 
General expenses ...............•........................ ' 
Office expenses _ .... ___ •.. ____ ... _ .... _ ................. . 
Office furniture ... __ ...... _ ............................. . 
Office salaries __ .......... _ ............................ _. 
Fees of trustees for attending meetings of the board . _. _ .. 
Interest and discount ....•............................... 
Balance of cash on hand ............•.......... . - ........ . 




























ANDREW J. MOULDER, 
Seo1'etary. 
SAN FRANCISCO,. Janum·y 16, 1872. 
ASSETS AND LIABILITIES. 
Property and stores on hand Dece:rnber 31,1871. 
Improvements: 
At "Panaca" mine ---· -- .. -- ........ ·--- .. _ ---- --·- ... _ 
At "Burk" mine . __ •.. _. _ ... ___ ..... _ .. ____ .. __ ... _ ... . 
At " Creole " mine .............•....... ____ .. _. _ ... ____ _ 
At ''Western Extension" mine ... --- ... ------·--.--- .... 
Thirty-stamp mill .. __ ... _ ......•.. ___ ... ___ ... __ . _. ____ . 
Twenty-stamp milL ....... ·--------· .... ·-----·----- ... . 
Water-ditch·----------·---·----·----· .... ·----- ____ ... . 
Pump-house .. _ ....• _. _ .. _____ ....... _ ..... _ .. -.- _ ...... . 
Blacksmiths' house ......................•............... 











---- $179, 145 82 
Stores: 
At "Panaca" mine •... ·----· ...... -------··-···---· ..•. 
At "Burk" mine ...•.....•..................... _ .... _ .. 
At ''Creole" mine-----------· .... -·---· .....•••.. ·-----
At "Western Extension" mine._ .•.... _ .... _ ..... __ . _ .. _ 
At 20-stamp milL ..... __ ._ ...... _. ___ .... _ .. ___ .. _ ... _ .. 
At warehouse and magazine----~---·--··--- ...• ----.---· 
Ores on hand : 







1, 330 tons from the "Panaca," estimated as of milling 
value at $150 per ton .. __ ... _. __ ... ___ .......... _ .. ___ . 199, 500 00 
.351~~M tons of different qualities, chiefly from the" Burk," 
" Creole," and " Vermillion" mines, returned as of milling 
valueat $60 perton .......•........................... 21,108 39 
65,209 64 
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26 tons from the "W eAtcrn Extension" mine, 'tt $125 per 
ton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3, 250 00 
Toll-roads : 
·work done on roads from the "Panaca" ground over 
the mountain, and improving old roads around the 
"Burk " anJ "Creole'' mines ....... _ ................ . 







Superintendent's (lrafts, advised but not yet presented ... ·-·····--....... .... $30,521 45 
Sta.ternent of the working of mines of the Raymond and Ely Mining Company jo1· the yea1· ending December 31, 1871. 
ORE. DETAILS OF COST. 
Months. Extracted. Sent to mill. 
Balance Extraction. Prospecting and dead work. improvements. at mills. 
Tons. Pounds. Tons. Pounds. Tons. Labor. Materials. Labor. Materials. Labor. Materials. 
--------
1871-January ...•.•...•.. 553 1, 351 553 1, 351 ............ $2,382 12 $1, 806 80 $3,370 13 $1,806 80 $i2, 171 04 $1,806 80 
February .••...•. · •.. 516 1, 040 516 1, 040 3, 026 75 939 08 2, 132 00 616 44 2, 261 00 1, 426 69 
March ..•..••..•.•.. 839 381 619 381 220 6, 443 73 1, 865 96 2, 977 39 1, 473 64 1, 162 88 1, 133 47 
April ........••..••. 724 1, 171 726 903 220 7, 317 50 1, 664 60 7, 324 49 1, 484 11 1, 110 00 1, 569 98 
May . .•....•...•••.. 822 607 820 607 202 8, 719 00 1, 562 82 7, 320 00 1, 232 68 419 00 775 11 
J·une ..•......••••••. 962 1, 957 969 1, 957 195 10, 236 25 1, 840 30 6, 808 00 l, 698 60 205 50 357 75 
July ....•..••....... 908 1, 784 868 1, 764 235 8, 618 50 1, 323 16 7, 270 00 l, 179 06 1,120 52 248 57 
Augu8t ............. 975 429 P75 429 235 6, 685 25 1, 755 44 7, 449 00 1, 462 92 1, 328 25 1, 132 74 
September .••....... 1, 272 1, 025 P37 1, 025 570 5, 806 45 l, 674 95 7, 272 80 1, 732 93 2, 353 50 1, 615 69 
October .••..... . .•.. 1, 805 7:30 1, 155 731 1, 220 7, 303 00 2, 992 17 12, 583 52 1, 869 55 1, 143 00 1, 193 73 
November .•.•...... 1, 462 1, 573 1, 187 1, 573 1, 495 7, 542 co 2, 868 79 6, 083 80 1,71619 2, 085 00 4, 183 62 
December ••.••••... 1, 395 1, 024 1,183 1, 024 1, 707 11, 081 25 3, 175 15 7, 959 961 2, 164 23 1, 925 00 5, 864 66 ------------------------------ -----
Total •.••••...••.. 12,239 1, 072 10, 514 785 1, 707 85, 161 80 23, 469 22 78, 551 09 18, 437 23 17,284 69 21,308 81 
CONTINGENT. 
~ . 








Expenses. E-<+-' Tons. Pounds. Tons. Pounds. Tons. 
--- ----------------
1871-January .•.••.••••.. $526 50 $790 00 $14, 660 19 $26 48 Panaca .................•..•..••...•. 6, 708 045 5,196 045 .. ............... 
February ..•...•.•.. 127 00 550 00 11, 078 96 21 45 First class ......... ............ . ................. 192 
:1\farch ..•..••....... 185 60 550 00 15,792 67 18 82 Second class ... ................. .. ................. ................ . ................. .................... 1, 1"0 
April .......••...••. 355 75 550 00 21,376 43 29 36 Third class ................... -. ............. ... ................... .......... ....... ................. 140 
l\'Iay •••••••••.•••••• 171 12 550 00 20,749 73 25 23 Creole .••..•..... .. .........•....... 2, 689 1, 264 2, 589 1, 264 100 
June .....••.•.••.••• 48 25 550 00 21,744 65 22 59 Burk . ...• . ....• ... .•.•.......••..... 2, 764 108 2, 729 108 35 
July .•...••••....•.. 147 15 550 GO 20,456 96 22 50 Vermillion ...••••..•••••..••......... 77 1, 655 17 1, 655 60 
August ............. 588 57 800 00 21,202 17 21 74 12,239 1, 072 10,514 785 1, 707 
September ..•...•... 766 36 800 00 22,022 68 17 30 
October .....•..•.... 469 74 850 00 28,404 71 15 73 
November .....••••. 618 28 850 00 25,947 68 17 74 
December ..•.•...••. 789 25 850 GO 33,809 85 24 23 
---------------------








































Statement of the working of the 20-stamp mill of tl!e Raymond and Ely Mining Company, at B1tllionville, for the year ending December 31, 1871. 
Month~. 
ORE. TIME LOST. "0 ~ • 1;;] ,_, . ~ !:>0 
"' Po 1;; Po "' c. ~ o: .a 
Received. Worked. Balance. By pans. I By stamps. ~·'0 ~ § ~ :S ~ g ~ 
----,----J------,----J------,----1---.---.------ ----.----_--1 ~ ~ -~ ;; ~-~ '2 ~ ~ 
Tons. _P_ou_n_d_s_. _rr_on_s_. __ P_ou_n_d_s_. _T_on_s_. _ __ P_ou_n_c_ls_. _D_ ay_s_. _H_o_u_r_s. _M_in_t_lt_e_s. _D_ay_s_. _H_ou_r_s_. 
1
_M_l_nu_t_e_s. --~-- _P=l_.S __ Cil ___ P.._ ..... _o_ 
1871-0n band.................. 335 ...........•...................•.•.......•.•.......•........................•......•...•....•...............................••.. 
January................. . 553 1, 024 528 1, 521 3;\9 1, 830 5 .. • .. . • . .. . .. . .. 5 9 . • . .. .. . $120 00 $76 5fi 6:l. 5 
February................. 516 1,351 475 780 401 90 2 ..... .. . .. ... ... 3 9 13 145 07 1:37 34 9J. 8 
1\farch .................... 494 1,040 480 768 415 311 1 15 30 5 1 3 10913 10486 96.1 
April..................... 726 989 530 836 611 378 3 16 . . • . . . . . 6 5 51 97 66 79 :JO 8:1. 0 
1\fay...................... 820 903 938 498 493 330 1 17 ........ 10 21 44 102 03 67 77 66.7 
June..................... 969 450 994 306 468 1,981 3 13 ........ 1 18 7 77 91 57 37 72.6 
July...................... 868 1,957 1,026 34 311 1,711 3 21 ........ 1 2 13 10014 89 6() 89.4 
August................... !l75 1, 764 1, 042 I, 136 244 1, 004 3 11 .. .. .. .. 5 4 46 152 04 133 f'5 88. 0 
Srptember................ 937 429 918 332 ::263 1,677 8 8 ........ 7 4 35 289 94 189 21 65.4 
October . .•...•............ 
1 
1,155 1, 025 1,149 1,392 269 1, 016 3 21 ........ 9 19 19 356 74 231 83 65.0 
November................ 1,187 731 1,131 1, 398 325 1,191 4 18 ........ 3 3 56 312 38 181 18 58.0 
December................. 1,183 1,573 1,157 5~8 351 1, 613 4 18 20 7 2:.! 14 257 84 144 77 58.6 
Total. ................. -10,389~~ 10,372 -1.619-351-1,61:3 --;w~-14 -5o -63 -]5~--7 1767413127!-74.27 
lOST OF WORJ\ING. 
Total bullion, I . · I 
silver and gold. Hauling ore. 
Labor. Materials and implements. 
1871-January .................. $40,485 08 $2, :i42 46 $2,090 58 $3,838 80 
February ................ . 63, 29:-l 97 2, 11R 91 1,896 37 3, 4:11 33 
1\Iarch .................... 50,371 99 2, 009 23 4, 024 05 3, 487 58 
April ..................... 42,063 22 2, 942 13 4,517 (35 3, 851 83 
May .......••..........•.. 63,526 36 3,3:21 90 3, 302 38 7, lll 69 
June ..... ....................... . 57,046 12 3, 928 42 3, 30!5 70 7,217 55 
July .•••.................. 91,898 33 3, 621 lit 2, 785 45 7,450 99 
August .................. 139,553 26 4, 567 (34 2,832 10 7, 560 04 
September 174,226 46 4, 687 56 2, 788 35 6, 665 95 
CONTINGENT. 
A~saying and I Salaries. office expemes. 
$210 85 $367 00 
652 68 443 00 
778 19 496 00 
35'3 15 480 00 
674 74 571 00 
1, 060 71 420 00 
595 06 450 00 
775 59 491 00 
Total. 
*9, 049 69 
8, 562 29 
10.795 65 
12, 144 76 
14,981 71 
15,932 38 
14, 903 11 
1u, 235 37 
1, 477 98 
10,938 4 I 










18 46 846 98 II 48. 0 00 15, 4C8 84 
October...... .. .. .. .. .. . .. 266, 531 30 5, 780 24 4, 308 75. I 8, 346 791 1, 243 95 6 .. '50 00 20, 329 73 27 20 
November ................ 205,04660 5,938!13 4,50915 8,17087 G2050 65000 19,81'943 1757 
December................. 167,547 64 5,917 56 5,165 55 8, IS'J 15 1, 2\.17 37 650 00 21,212 6:3 18 33 
Property tax, 1871. 
Bullion tax, June 30. 
Total. .................. 1,361,5-9o-33- --47,37-6-59- --41,5iw l- 75, 34-4-57-~---9-, 10-9-77- --G,i-48_LO_ I _l~:.-Jl-DO- --18-50-. 
----~------~-----------------
Average loss of quicksilver for the year, 2.55 poundR per ton worked. 
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The Pioche mine :first came into general notice during the spring of 
the year. It has since contributed largely to the bullion produet of the 
district. 
A correspondence in the White Pine News, of August 8, gives the 
following particulars in regard to this mine : 
The ledge varies from 2 to 7 feet in thickness. In one place it even winds to 12 feet. 
It is incased in quartzite. Its strike is east and west, with a dip of 48° south into the 
ledge down for 200 feet. There is also a shaft 200 feet deep, and from the bottom of it 
a tunnel is run 50 feet to the ledge. The ledge is then drifted on both ways fi:om t.he 
end of this tunnel, and from this depth two inclines, 115 feet apart, follow the ledge. 
One is 58 feet deep, the other 40. A continuous body of ore is disclosed, from the sur-
face to this depth. From 10 tons of first-class ore, two average assays were made, 
giving $857 and $1,005 per ton. From points where I saw large bodies of the same, 
July 8, ultimo, I took samples of first-class ore, assays of which, since made by my-
self, give $1,315.81 and $1,297.26. Also two assays of second class give $812.54 and 
$907.95 per ton. 
The following description of the mine appears in the News of Au-
gust 23: . 
Forty-four feet from the surface comes First station, drifted on east and west along the 
ledge. Here a large body of ore was extracted, and a large body remains in sight, but of 
a base quality, which was immediately left, on striking freer ore below, 11 feet deeper. 
Next comes Second station-drifted on westwardly. This is also in base ore. Ninety-five 
feet below Second, comes Third station. Here drifts east and west have been rnn 
along the ledge, in good free ore. Fifty feet below Third, comes Fourth station, and 
between these two stations the principal work of the mine bas been done. Here the 
ledge showed to perfection, from 4 to 7 feet wide, and the ore of a free and ex(.:ellent 
qnalit.y. Extensive stopings were carried on here on the ledge, several hundred tons 
of good ore ext.racted, and several hundred tons of ore yet remain in sight of this point. 
Then prospecti11g commenced below the fourth level, by means of two winzes, 115 feet 
apart, along the incline of the ledge. The ledge appears to gradually and surely im-
prove as c:lepth is made. Here it is straight, compact, of an even width, with smooth 
and perfect walls. The workmen were enabled to sink some 60 feet on each winze 
before the air became too foul. Here they drifted east anu west, again on the perfect 
ledge, and now are pushing vigorously to connect the two winzes, in order to establish 
a current of air. However, a blower has been put in to bear on these winzes, which 
makes comfortable work in these quarters, only somewha.t slow hoisting ·with buckets 
and windlass. Here, also, a little stoping has been done, to prove the ledge, and many 
a dividemlis reposing quietly here in sight. All the stations down to the Fomth are con-
nected with the main sha.ft by adits; the tunnel on Third station being 55 feet long, 
on accouut of the ledge pitching southwardly, and the aclit-level on the Fourth station 
being 72 feet long. All the stations are also connected by a series of chutes and winzes 
along the le(1ge. On arrival anu placement of steam-hoisting works it is the intention 
to prosecute the sinking of the shaft to a great depth at a rapid rate. Everything 
points dow11ward to the loc~ttion of bidden treasure, unprecedented in exteut and rich-
ness. Althongb the ore throughout is known to be somewha~ base, yet the company's 
mill worried ont of it., last month, 76t per cent. of pulp assay, and from 168 tons of 
mixed ore turned ont $40,000 worth of bullion-over $35,000 fine, and $4,000 base . . The 
Stetefeldt furnace, in connection with the mill, is nearly completed, and when finished 
but a very small percentage of these rich assays will slip through. Three hundred 
tons of rock from this mine yielded $54,000. The Stetefeldt furnace has since been 
completed. 
The Alps is a new mine. According to the latest news it looks en-
couragiug, and will probably add considerably to the lmlliou product 
of the district for next year. The shaft bas been sunk to the deptll of 
115 feet, and a drift to the east has been run about 120 feet, showing a 
body of ore about 2 feet wide. The average assays from the stopes and 
dump are $165.54. There is also a winze sinking below the :first sta-
tion, showing a fine body of first-class ore, about 3 feet wide, assaying 
$222.61. The company have built a mill, and intend to commence 
crushing ore early in January. There are about 200 tons of ore on the 
clump. 
A number of other mines have been acquired by corporations during 
the year, and have commenced operations energetically. They are at 
present not sufficiently advanced to warrant special notice. 
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The mills in this district being, of necessity, located a considerable 
distance away from the mines on account of the necessary water for 
milling, the cost of transportation is at present rather high and onerous. 
The building of a narrow-gauge railroad from Pioche to Bullionville 
has, therefore, been considerably agitated. In its argument for this 
scheme the Ely Hecord estimates the following as the amount of ore 
which the below-mentioned mines would furnish monthly as freigllt to 
the railway company: 
Since the necessary steps have been taken by some of our leading men to secure the 
construction of a narrow-gauge railroad from Pioche to Bullionvillc, the public will 
be interested to know what benefit the road will be to the community. Among the 
benefits to arise will be the great saving in. cost of transportation of ores from mines to tile 
mills. During the years 1872-'73, the mines in Pioche will yield ore as st,ated herein, 
and perhaps much more than the present estimate. The Raymond and Ely will ship 
to the mills 2,000 tons per month, or 24,000 tons per annum. At present rates, $6 per 
ton, this costs $144,000 yearly. The same can be shipped on the railway for $2 per 
ton, total expense, $48,000, thus saving the nice little sum of $96,000 per annum. 
Tile Meadow Valley Company, by using the mill at Dry Valley to work up the large 
quantity of tailings now on hand at the mill, would be large gainer by building a new 
mill at or near Bnllionville, where good water can be bad in abundance. Tben the 
company could ship as l::trgc a quantity of ore as the Raymond and Ely is estimated to 
ship. The saving in freight would be $96,000. · 
The Pioche Company will ship t:lOO tons per month, 9,600 per annum, at a cost of 
freight, at present rates, of $57,GOO per annum; at railroad rates, $2 per ton, woulU 
save $38,400. 
Washington and Creole Company will ship ~00 tons per month, 3,600 tons per annum; 
present rates of freight, $2l,GOO; railroad rates, $7,200 ; saving $14,400 per annum. 
Tho Bowery will ship the snmfl amount as the Washington and Creole, and the 
probability is this company will ship much more than that amount. The saving to 
this company will be at least $14,000 per annum. 
Tho Alps mine will ship 2()0 tons per month, 2,400 tons per annum, costing at present 
rates $V1,400; railroad rates, $4,800; saving $9,600 per annum. Thus we have a total 
saving from these mines alone of $~8:~,200 on the freight of orcs, without reckoning 
the saving on freight of wood, timber, &c. Many other mines will ship large quanti-
ties of ore to the mills, which must be taken to the valley for reduction. 
The savings in the above amount will be greatly increased by the new 
mines that are opening out in that district. This mining- camp is already 
sufficiently developed for the undertaking of such a work, and the l>en-
efits that would be derived would aggregate sufficiently in two years' 
time to pay the whole cost of building one. 
For the quarter ending December 31 the bullion shipments aggregate 
$1,203,542.83. This is the re1::ult of the crushin~· of sevent,y-five stamps, 
and is equivalent to $1G,074 per stamp. This sllowing is far superior to 
any other district in N evacla. 
The total shipments of El,y district, during 1871, are given by "\Veils, 
Fargo & Company, as $3,98~,228. 
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CHAPTER III. 
IDAHO AND OREGON. 
I make no apology for the meagerness of this chapter. The fact 
a~lnded to in the letter introductory to this report, that it is impossible 
with the means at my disposal to secure full, prompt, and reliable in-
formation every year from every part of the vast region covered by my 
'\\ork, is a sufficient explanation. Idaho and Oregon, being compara-
tively outsid.e of the great advance of the mining industry, resulting in 
other States and Territories from the completion of the Pacific Railroad, 
and the extraordinary discoveries of new and rich deposits of the pre-
cious metals, were more neglected last year than other parts of the 
country. I am sorry that any part had to be passed by; and I am grate-
ful to the few and scattered correspondents in these districts who have 
made it possible for me to say something, though less than it deserves, 
of the condition and progress of their mining industry. I estimate the 
total prod~1ct of Idaho at $5,000,000, and of Oregon and Washington at 
$2,500,000. 
Owyhee d'istr·ict.-Of the history of this district, during 1871, but little 
is to be told. In the Golden Chariot mine the ore began to grow poorer 
in March, the Reventh level proving poor, and, since that time, the ore 
bas not averaged $30 a ton. Within the first two weeks in December, 
however, the vein was struck on the eighth level, and good ore 
found; and, about the same time, rich ore was found in the fifth level 
south, some 350 feet from the shaft. A $5 assessment levied in Septem-
ber depressed the stock to $4 and $5 a share ; and there was another 
assessment delinquent December 23, of $3. In the face of this last 
assessment the stock jumped to $'30 on the news of good ore, but fell 
ag~tin to about $21. By the 1st of Pebruary the mine will be able to 
deliver out 1,000 tons a month, and the indications for pay-ore are very 
favorable. 
In the Poorman no developments have been made; the ore worked 
being from the old dumps, and from tributors. 
The develoyments on .the Oro Fino have not been satisfactory, there 
having been found no body of pay-ore in the lower works of the mine. 
From the upper levels, (the old levels,) however, there have been taken 
out and worked in part some 2,000 tons of fair ore; 800 tons of Oro 
Fino ore were lying in the yard at the Owyhee Mill in December. 
The Mahogany Company has collected one $3 assessment, and has 
now one of $2 delinquent on the 19th. There has been but little ore 
worked lately; but the mine is being opened in good shape, and by the 
J st of March 800 tons per month will be taken out, and the mine will be 
in condition to keep up this produetion for several months. 
Some prospecting work is being done in the Ida Elmore mine, but no 
body of ore has been found as yet. 
In Flint district about a dozen persons have worked just hard enough 
to take out 196 tons of ore. It is very rich, and is from a great many 
different ledges. 
On the top of Florida Mountain has been found a vein of very rich 
ore, the bullion giving about $3 per ounce. The ore milled has averaged 
$100 a ton; but the title is under a cloud, and figures are kept very 
secret. In the Empire mine, also, some very rich ore has been found. 
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It is worked by tributors, and the ore milled bas paid about $250 a 
ton. 
Since December 1 of last year Mr. J. 1\I. Adams, mining engineer, has 
been in charge of the Webfoot, Ida Elmore, and Owyhee Mills. He bas 
maue a good many improvements in the Owyhee 1\Iill. He has, 
for instance, decreased the speed of the pans to 55 and increased the 
speed of the battery to 90 drops a minute, and now he can work 45 tons 
of Golden Chariot ore a day without any trouble. Two years ago the 
mill could not a-verage 30 tons a day on the same ore, and now 45 tons 
are worked with less fuel than was previously used in working 30 tons. 
The settlers and pans ha-ve also been considerably altered, and there is a 
great improvement in the work done, and in the saving of quicksilver. 
There is now a railroad into all the slum-yards, and, when running on 
slums, $450 a month is saved thereby. 
The following statements, furnished by J. M. Adams, esq., give the 
production of gold and silver of Owyhee County during· the year from 
July 1, 1870, to Jnly 1, 1871. It will be observed that the aggregate 
exceeds largely that of the previous year. Most of the figures are taken 
by my corr spondent directly from the books of the different companies, 
and when he Ilas been obliged to estimate amounts he has takeu pains 
to be rather below than above the facts: 
Staternent No. 1 of the bullion proclnction of the ?nines in Owyhee County, Idaho Territory, 
for the year Jttly 1, 18i0, to July 1, 1Sil. 
Name of mine. Number of tons. Yield per ton. Total product. 
Golden Chariot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13, 751 $55 36 
Poorman ... ................... :......................... 928 HI 53 
Oro Fino................................................. 958 28 09 
SlnruH and tailings....................................... 870 14 36 
1\Iahogany........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 126 50 08 
Ida Elmore.............................................. 3, 242 2G G7 
Ledges in Flint ............ _............................. 196 177 56 
Ledge~ in Silver City, sundry............................ 1, 289 66 42 
Placers ............................................................................... . 
Total. ....................................... . 22,360 
$761,273 96 
18, 126 64 
26,908 00 
12,494 39 





l, 140, 105 19 
Statement No. 2 of the bullion production of the mills in Owyl1ee County, Idaho TeiTitory, 
for the yea?· July 1, 18i0, to Jt~ly 1, 1Sil. 
Name of mill. Name of mine. 
Owyl!ee .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . • • .. .. . Golden Chariot ....... . 
Poorman ............. . 
Oro Fino ............ .. 
Slums and tailings ..... . 
Webfoot................................ Mahogany ............ . 
Oro Fino ............. . 
Ida Elmore...... . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . Ida Elmore ........... . 
Mahogany ...........•. 
Snndry ............... . 
Oro Fino ............. . 



























18, 126 64 






3, 411 00 
5, 700 00 
16fi, 649 35 
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Bullion p1·oduction of the mills in Owyhee County, Idaho Territory, g·c.-Continued. 
Name of mill. Name of mine. 
·war Eagle.............................. Golden Chariot ....... . 
Oro Fino ............ .. 
Sundry ............... . 
Cosmos·---:-··--··-----··-- ............. Oro Fino ............. . 
Golden Chariot .•...•.. 
Mahogany ............ . 

















Black's Mill............................. Ledges in Flint........ 196 177 56 
Arrastras . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. • . Sundry .. . .. • .. .. . . .. . 300 100 00 
Placer ...... . ........................................................................ . 
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Report of the Golden Chariot rnine for the year ending February 1, 1871. 
The receipts and disbursements for the year ending February 1, were 
as follows: 
UECEIPTS. 
From bullion ........•......................•......................... 
Discount on bills .................................................... . 
Mercha,ndise sold .................................................... . 
Premintns ........................................................... . 






Total receipts...... . . . • . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . • . .. . . .. . . .. 604, 778 13 
DISBURSEMEN:J.'S. 
Dividends to stockholders .......................................... .. 
Labor account ....................................................... . 
Milling account .................. ------ ............................ .. 
·sn pplies ............................................................ . 
Bills payable ........................................................ . 
I-Iauling ore ......................................................... . 
Freight on bullion .............................................. ... .. .. 
General expenses .................................................... . 
Freight on supplies .......................................... -- ..... .. 







11, 867 61 
10,303 42 
~), 132 79 
44,360 07 
Total disbursements............................................ 543,824 52 
Cash February 1, 1871........... •. . .. . . .. .• . . .. .. . •.. .... .. .. ... . .. .. 60,953 61 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 604, 778 13 
======= 
At the commencement of the last fiscal year, the company owed 
about $25,000, which, as will be observed, bas been paid; iu addition to 
which, $115,000 has been returned to stockholders. Dividends were 
resumed last September, when $20,000 was paid, followed in October by 
$25,000, and in November by $30,000. There was no diviuend in De-
cember, but in January $40,000 was paid, equal to a monthly average of 
$31,000 since the resumption of dividends. There were 8,404: tons of ore 
crushecl during tlw year, yielding $71.23 per ton. The total expense of 
reducing the ore to bullion, including labor, supplies used and on band, 
freight on.supplies, hoisting, hauling, and milling, was $40.51 per ton. 
I 
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Tbe company have no liabilities. Their assets, on the 1st of February, 
were as follows: 
Supplies on band.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $17, 301 63 
House, engine and machinery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15, 000 00 
Ore on band, GOO tons ........................ :. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35, 000 00 
Due from Cosmos Mill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 500 90 
eashonhand ................................ -~·-·· ...... .... .... ...... 60,953 61 
Total assets...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 129, 755 24 
The company paid a dividend of $70,000 on the lOth of March. On 
February account $128,729 bad been received. 
Report of the Golden Chariot for the year ending February 1, 1872. 
The secretary's report for the year shows the following items : 
RECEIPTS. 
Cash on hand, February 1, 1871 ...........•.......................•... - .. 
Assessment .............................•••••............................ 
Bullion production ..................................................... . 
Miscellaneous .......................................................... . 
Overdrawn in bank .................................................... .. 








Dividends to stockholders .............................•........... .... ..... 











General expenses ....................................................... . 
Milling ............•..................... .. ..............•................ 
H-auling ......... . ...................................................... . 
Labor ......................................•.................. ........ .. 
Supplies ................................................................. . 
Freight on treasure ......... .. ............................................ . 
Miscellaneous ........................................................... . 
In hands of superintendent ..................•........................ . .... 
Total . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 547, 084 
The disbursements for miscellaneous purposes embraced assaying, ex-
change, freight 'on supplies, machinery, interest, and San Fnmcisco office 
and other expenses. The total assets aggregate $7 4,003, against 
$19,084 liabilities. 
The following is a statement of the .gold-dust and bnllion (coin value) 
shipped by Wells, Fargo & Co. from Silver Uity during the year ending 
December 31, 1871: 
January .................. ___ ............................ . 
February .. ..................................... . ......... . 
March . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . ...... _ . . . .. _ ............... _ .. 
April ............................ _ ...... _ ................ . 
~~!i::: _- _- _·: _.: _-: _- _- .- : _. _-:: _.: .-.-:: _. :::::: ~:: _-:: ::: .-: _-:: : .-::::: 
July ..................................................... . 
August ...........•.•.................................. - .. 
Septen1ber ................ _ ...... _ •....................... 
October .............•..•.... _.. . ... _ ............... _ ....• 
November .......•.•...••............ . .................... 



























45,128 38 936,234 37 
Total . . . • . . . . • . . • . • . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9R1, 362 75 
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Tllis amount exceeds the treasure shipments for 1870 considerably. 
During the fall accounts reached me of the discovery of valuable mines 
at South Mountain, about twenty-five miles south of Silver City. Ae-
cording to the reports of the Idaho papers, the mountain on which the 
mines are located is quite as steep, tlwngh not so rocky and probably 
not so high, as \Var Eagle. On the northern slope of the mountain a 
magnificent stream of water, fed by numerous never-failing springs, 
"ends its way through a deep and well-timbered gulch to the foot-hills 
and plain below. The principal mines hitherto discovt>red are contained 
in a zone of half a mile in width from north to south, and about three 
miles in length from east to west, near the summit of the northern slope 
of the mountain. The lodes run east and west, and dip to the south. 
They are from 18 inches to O\Ter 100 feet in width, and are embedded iu 
a species .of limestone. The ore is argentiferous galena, antl also con-
tains pyrites of iron and a small quantity of gold. A large number of 
assays have been rr_mde, ranging from $20 to $40, and m·en higher, in 
silver per ton. On the west side of the gulch above mentioned is what 
is known as 1\lineral Hill, on which are located the following-named 
mines: Cottonwood, Yreka, Yellow Jacket, Independent~ Old l\1orta1ity, 
Narragansett, and Cormecticnt, most of them \Vell defined and showing 
a rich quality of ore. North of .Mineral Hill about a quarter of a mile are 
the Saint Croix nud Sa.int Lawrence mines, and a mile and a half farther 
down the gulch is the Wide \Vest. The Golconda, Galena, and Originai 
run across the gulch near its head. The latter is 120 feet in width, and 
bas been traced and located for nearly three miles. The Golconda is 
narrower than the Original, bnt is decidedly the finest looking mine 
that we saw in the district. A tunnel has been commenced on the 
ledge, opening up a solid mass of ore from 2 to 3 feet in thickness. 
Around the rnn of the mountain, and on the slope east of the gulch, are 
the Summit, Warn, .Arvica, :Mona, Scandia, Imperial, and other mines, 
which prospect well and yield satisfactory assays. Extensions have al-
ready been taken up in all directions, and new discoveries are being 
made every day. .Most of the locators are from SilYer City and vicinity. 
It is one of the most favorable localities for miniug purposes in this 
part of the country. But little labor will be required to get out im-
mense quantities of ore. The gulches furnish splendid locat.ions for 
furnaces and mills, with plenty of wood and water for all practical pur-
ppses. 
A town has been laid out at the intersection of the two gulches at the 
base of Mineral Hill, and christened Bullion Uity. About fifty people were 
there in October, and more were going in every day. Wagons can be 
taken within 300 yards of the camp by going by the way of Camp Three 
Forks. 
The .Boise Basin.-N o important changes have taken placr in the pla-
cer-mining interest of this section during the year. The supply of water 
held ont until the end of September in the most important localities ; ,. 
but about this time the placer-mining season came to an end. The ~en­
eral results are reported to be quite as good as during the previous year. 
Detailed accounts, however, have not reached me at the time of this 
writing. 
A few quartz mines have been worked during the year on Granite 
Creek, but the principal work in prospecting for and opening new quartz 
mines was done after the placer mines had shut down. Quite an excite-
ment as to quartz claims was reported in the dciuity of Granite Creek 
during the 1ast quarter of the year, and many new claims haYe been lo-
cated and partly opened by shafts. A new q nartz mill was started 
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about that time by Mr. T. S. Hart, which crushed ore from the Sawyer 
ledge. Enough ore was reported on hand to run the mill for the next 
ten months. The Gold Hill mine and its 25-stamp mill have been in op-
eration as during the previous :year, most of the time, and, I am informed, 
with satisfactory results. 
The United States assay office at Boise City, which was to have been 
put in operation in July of last year, is unfortunately not yet organized; 
but there seems to be no doubt that the impediments heretofore iu the 
way are now removed, and that the office will shortly be in workiug 
order. 
Warren's Oarnp and 1{-orthern Idaho.-My correspondent, l\fr. Richard 
Hurley, wlw has for several years past furnished information on the 
above portions of Idaho Territory, writes to me in November that there 
has not been any change of note in the working and t.he prolluction o'f 
Northern Idaho. 
An article lately publisheu in the Idaho Statesman gives a short his-
tory of the mines of these districts, and points out the causes why 
quartz mining has not assumed greater proportions. Its moderate tone 
and the entire absence of that flight of fancy, which unfortunately char-
acterizes so often communications from western mining districts, entitle 
it to confidence. 
Early in 1861 the attention of tho masses was first attracted to the Oro Fino dis-
trict; in the surruncr ofsaicl year tbe Elk City district became an attraction. In Angnst 
of tho same year the first discoveries were made in the Florence basiu; and early in 
18G2 the ·warren's district was first made known; since which time the 1\iiller'tJ Camp, 
Palouse, Gnat Creek, l\Ioose Creek, Newsome Creek, Clearwater Statioll, the bars of 
Salmon and Snake Rivers have bad their attractions, all of whicll camps have uoen 
worked to a greater or less extent ever since their first development. The summer of 
1862 witnessed the presence of the largest immigration to the Florence district, ::tnd the 
remarkable yield of that district in ltl62 and 1863 is generally well known to the whole 
country. 
In 1!:l63 the discovery of rich mines in the Boif.;c Basin caused much of the larger 
portion of the miners then in the northern districts to drift south of the Salmon range, 
so as to be among the first to select tho best locations in the new district, anu the early 
disclosed richness of the new district and its continued prosperity lleld them fast, till, 
with few exceptions, the last tic which bound them to the northern <listricts had ucen 
severed. Now developments and new enterprises, combined with t.he continued suc-
cess of the first discovered camp of Boise, bave ucrcft the northern camps of the requi-
site mining population and mining capital au<l skill essential to tho full development 
of the miniug resources of the north. Especially Las this uecn the case .in reference 
to quartz mining. • 
But nevertheless there has been an annual product of these nortllern placer mines, 
from the period of their first discovery up tu tlw present time, by the labor which llas 
remained, that we think will equal, ior each day's labor, that of any other district in 
the Territory. 
As an evidence of this, in none of the camps has the price of day labor of white men 
in these mines fallen belo\v the sum of $5, and yet in the majority of cases the em-
ployer has made a profit upon said labor. 
·within the past t"o years Chinese labor bas been introduced into several of these 
camps, and in that of Oro Fino district has proved highly satisfactory to the owners 
of claims. 
Respecting qnartz, it seemed to possess no attractions in these northern districts until 
the summer of 1865. 
During that summer and fall several ledges were discovered in the Florence district, 
and many claims were located, and some of them prospected during the following \vin-
ter, 1nt witb unsatisfactory re::mlts. In the summer and fall of 1806 about one hun-
dred clistinc~ leuges were discovered in the \Varren's camp and immediate vicinity, the 
surface prospects of many of which were highly satisfactory. 
But few miners then in the district were conversant with quartz, an<l the imagina-
tion of many was greatly excited as to their richness. Bn t notlling more than smface 
prospecting of these ledges was done till the fall of 1867. During tllat iall, and the early 
part of winter, several arrastraR ancl two 5-stamp mills were coustructed, and during 
the winter and spring of U:67 about 1,500 of ore were extracted from seven ledges amt 
reduced for free gold, the average yield per ton ranging a little more than $37-. But all 
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this ore had been extracted and milled by inexperienced men, and under the most em-
barrassing circumstaHces, from the want of capital necessary to perform what is 
termed the" dead work" in quartz mining, and tl1eseembarrassmcnts bad the tendency 
to produce contentions and strife among the operators, all(l to destroy confidence in 
traders and others upon whom they were more or less dependent for crcuit to push for-
ward their enterprises. The camp bas not yet recovered from tbe.'e embarrassments, 
though much is still being done by way of developing tho fact that many of these 
leads can, with capital to properly open them, be made productive of profit to tho in-
vestment. Upward of $125,000 in gross have alreat1y been taken from the few lcacls 
wbicb have been worked, and one lead is now being worked with success. 
During the past two years several leads have been discovered in Elk City and Oro 
Fino districts, where snrface prospecting is fully equal to those of the ·warren's Creek. 
In :Florence camp one 5-st.amp mill was erected, whicb developed the fact that the 
qnartz of that district is good, tllough the veins arc not numerous, and are smaller 
tb::m those of ·warren's. The millmen became embarrassed, and the mill is at present 
idle. 
These districts are so isolated from the great thmoughfares of travel, along which 
UJen of capital pass in making their tours of observation, that none visit these districts 
except upon a special mission for the purpose, and these kind of missions are ~ewer 
than angels' visits. 
In conclusion it is fair to presume that these northern districts, if they do not receive 
the immediate attention of mining capitalists, which their prospects warrant, yet it is 
to be hoped they will constitute a reserve of rich mining territory for Idaho, when 
other portions have become exhausted. 
A~cording to all accounts the water has held out unusually well in the 
northern placer mines during the year. 
In regard to Warrev's camp mining enterprises, during the past year, 
my correspondent says: 
The Rescue quartz mine is worked now by a new company, known as the Rescue 
Mill and ::\fining Company. It is paying well; they take out on an average of $2,100 a 
week. As I attend to the company's outside business, I know that there is $1,000 a 
week clear profit. The company have a 10-stamp steam-mill on the ground. The 
mine is worked by an incline, about 200 feet deep. The best ore is in the bot-
tom of the lower level. All the ore worked averages auout $22 to the ton, the 
fineness of the gold being about .680. I assnyed from the ledge since September 4, 
1871, $19,673.37. Nearly half that time they bad only five stamps runuing. The 
machinery is very imperfect, as the company bought first a small5-stamp mill, and 
afterward tented a 5-stamp battery from parties here, that have a 10-stnmp water-
mill. 
The Rescue is the last ledge discovered in this camp. There are some 250 recorded, 
but very little work bas been done on them. Still parties all over North Idaho are 
very much encouraged with the present prospects of quartz iu this camp. The price 
paid for labor in the mine and mill is from five to six dollars a day, so it is easi1y 
seen what an advantage it is to men, who "\lould othenvise have to lie idle all winter, 
to get employment here. It bas been tried to work some ledges as good, if not better 
than the Hescue, but the O"\\'-llers had to pack the ore on mules to an arrastra, and pay 
from four to eight dollars a ton freight, and about $20 <lollars for crushing. About a 
ton in twenty-four hours c.ould be crnshed, and so people came to the concln::;ion that 
it would not pay. 
Early in the spring of 1872 Mr. R. Hurley sent me the following esti-
mate of last year's production of the placer mines in Northern Idaho, 
which I insert as the best obtainable: 
Warren's camp .. _._ .. _ ........ _ .......•............ ~ 
Florence camp ........... _ ........... _ .... _ .. - - ... - . 
Oro Fino camp . _ .. __ . . . . . . . . . . . . .................. . 
Elk City __ .. - ......... - ............................. . 
Clearwater Station and N ewsorne Oreek ....... _ _ .... . 
Salmon RiYer ......... __ ........... - ...... _ ...•..... 
Snake Ri yer .. _ . ___ ... _ ... ___ . _ ................ __ .... . 
Moose Creek, east of Oro Fino. _ ........... _ ..... - ... . 










875, 000 00 
========= 
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Eastern Oregon.-The number of workmen in the mines (principally 
placers) of Eastern Oregon bas decreased perhaps 10 per cent. during 
the past year; but the increased facilities for working, such as hy-
draulic pipes and derricks, have made up the deficiency, and the yield 
is probably not far from that of former years. 
Uailon district and Dixie have fallen off slightly in their yield, as 
compared with 1870, while Olive and Burnt Iron districts have increased 
fully enough to make up this deficiency, and Granite and Elk districts 
b:we about held their own. Camp Watson, or Spanish Gulch, has been 
added to the list, with a fair yield, hydraulic mining having paid well 
iu that locality during the year. The quartz of that district, which is 
supposed to be rich, still lies untouched. There are no quartz-mills 
running in Grant County, the Prairie Diggings .Mill having been close(l, 
iu tlw course of the summer, for reasons unknown to me. I do not an-
ticipate activity in quartz mining so long as the placers hold out, and 
communicatious are so difficult and expensive . 
..An effort was made near Canon City to pem'ltrate the cement under-
Ising the gulch diggings, and commonly called bed-rock. The shaft 
was sunk nearly 300 feet, and abandoned without reaching the real bed-
rock. 
It is believed that this region will soon have communication with San 
Francisco, by way of Wiunemucca and the Central Pacific Railroad, a 
much shorter route than the present one via Dalles City aud Portland. 
At present the gold product goes to San Francisco via Portland. The 
l1igh ext.~ress and insurance rates over this route, particularly between 
Uailon City and the Dalles, favor the carriage of gold-dust in private 
bands, and its transmission in small packages through the mails. Henee 
I have made a larger allowance, over and above the express shipments, 
than does the superintendent of Wells, Fargo & Company, in his state-
ment, published in the appendix. I am indebted for most of the fore-
going information to Mr. Vv~. V. Rinehart of Calion City. 
The districts east of the Blue Mountains? being near the great over-
laud Boise stage-road to Umatilla, are more favorably situated as re-
gards communicatio11s, and this fact has led to some activity in quart~ 
mining, with promising results. Mr. E. V'il. Reynolds, of Baker City, 
has favored me with a few notes on the condition of affairs early in the 
pre~ent year. 
The Virtue Golct Mining Company (on the old Ruckel mine) are mak-
ing satisfactory progress. The 10-stamp mill, at Baker City, Juts been 
refitted with new pans and new machinery. The rniue has also been 
greatly improved; a fine steam-engine bas been erected at the long 
tunnel-level (see my Heport of 1870, page 231) for hoisting and pumping 
p·uposes, and the Rockafellow lode will be deYeloped in depth. The 
rock crushed thus far, by t,be new company, maintains the avf'rage of 
former operations, (say $40 per ton.) Mr. Joseph Potthast is superin-
tendent, and Mr. Da\id Morrow has charge of the mine. 
'fhe Eagle Canal Company's ciitcll, in the Krester district, is com-
pleted, aud that neighborhood, which contains a good deal of excellent 
placer ground, will be actively worked during this year. 
TlJe Olive Creek and Rye Valley siln~r mines are reported to ghTe 
very encouraging returns for prospecting, and to have attracted some 
attention from San Francisco capitalists. 
lVestern Oregon.-From the districts of Jackson, Josephine, and 
Douglas Counties, once famous, and still to some extent productive, I 
have been unable to obtain, for the last two years, any trustworthy 
details. 
H. Ex. 211--17 
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CHAPTER IV. 
MONTANA. 
The greater part of the mining districts of this Territory have oeen 
personally visited, during last summer, by Mr. Eilers, my deputy, or 
my~.elf, the former having tra \'eled over the western portion of .Montana, 
while 1 devoted myself to an examination of the eastern counties. 
vVhen it is considered witll what difficulty and expense communica-
tion, travel, and transportation are maintained between the Territory of 
Montana and the rest of the world, it seems marvelous tllat any one 
should come there or stay tllere at all. The route by the Missouri Hi Ycr 
boats and Fort Benton is tedious and precarious, by reason of tlle low 
-,vater, which stops navigational ways before it is desired, and frequently 
l}efore it is expected to do so. The only other route now employed is tl1e 
road which lea\eS Corinne, Utah, on the Central Pa'cific Hailroad, passes 
near Fort Ball, in Idaho, and, crossing the vast basaltic plains of the 
:Snake River, enters l\'fontana ll,y Pleasant, Sheep Creeli:, and Beaver 
Head Valleys. \Vith four hundred and fifty miles of hanling to he 
representeu, as well as the railway transportation~ in the prices of all 
imported articles, (among which must be included many of the necessa-
ries of life.) Montana is lwavily weighted in the race witll otlJer Terri-
tories; and the fact that she maintaius prosperity, and is increasillg in 
permanent population and sober inuustries, points to extraordinary 
natural resources. 
First and fundamental are the agricultural capacities of Montana. 
A region which <loes not produce its own food must carry ou every other 
industry at a fearful disadvantage. I know that the wonderful Btate of 
Nevada will be quoted as an example of prosperity, base(L alnwst excln-
~in•Jy upon mining; but this illustration really supports my proposi-
tion. It is not true, by the way, that there is no agriculture in Nm·ada; 
still less that an extensive agriculture may not hereafter arke iu the 
ntlleys of that State. TllC sterility ofthe sage-brush country is an ex-
ploded superstition . The land lacks only 'vater, and irrigation has 
alrea<-1~, in ruauy places, produced wonders. But granting that NeYada. 
lnts been hitherto, and will long contiuue to be, devoted chiefly to miu-
ing, and tllat foou, as we1l as otuer supplies, has beeu iwpOl'teu iuto 
tue mining district.s, it is a notorious fact that this couditiou of afl'airs 
l1as crippled the miuiug industry from the 1Jegin11ing. Tlw profits of 
the mines have been much smaller tllan they woul<l otllerwise he; a 
scanty and wanueriug population lias made lalJor both dear alHl hard to 
control; and, finally, tlle net gains of the industry La\·e waiuly gone 
out of tlle State, leaYing behind as "improYernents" stamp-tnills, cheap 
temporary houses, and lloles in the grounu. Tbe railroad, the steady 
growth of agriculture, and other causes, will doubtless improYe this 
state of affairs; but thus far, it must IJe acknowleuged, ~eYada has 
bled at all her veins witllout gaining a healtby life fi·om such plllebotomy. 
The southern part of Idaho belongs to the same category. 
In traveling by tliC stage-road northward from Corinne, no sooner is 
the .1\lontana boundary passeu, than nature assmnes a different face. 
The sage brush gives way to nutritious and abundant bunch-grass; tho 
vast, arid 1nesas arc succeeded by lovely valleys; and instead of tlJe barren 
brown ranges of the Soutb, appear the pine-clad summits of the Belt 
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and Rocky l\fountains. Abundant streams of clear, pure w::~ter traverse 
the fertile bottoms; and though, by reason of insufficient rain-falls at 
certain seasons, irrigation is a necessary part of agriculture, yet the 
means of effecting it are ample and easily available. 
Corn is not cultivated with much success, and fruits have been raised 
by a few enterprising and skillful horticulturists only; but all grains 
and roots flourish amazingly. The heaviest wheat-ears I have ever seen 
were harvested this year in the valley of the Stinking Water, or Pas-
sameri. 
The grasshoppers have been, for three years past, the most pesti-
lential enemies of the Montana farmer. Bnt this season thev han~ dis-
appeared. I found them in great numbers on the Union Paeifi~ Hailroad, 
in the neighborhood of Laramie, careering westward in fiendish glee~ aud 
whiteniugtheairwith their hosts; buttbeyweretoo late to do much harm, 
even in Utah; and mean while Montana ·has eHcaped them altogether. 
To offset such occasional scourges as this, the ranchman of this Terri-
tory has the certainty of high prices for his product. At times flour is 
·worth $26 a barrei, and oat~ are selling at over $2 a bushel. These are 
unusually high prices, though not quite so bad as .those of early days, 
when, in one of the first winters of the placer miners here, the )1ormon 
wagoners demand $80 for flour, per sack. The usual price of oats is $1 
per bushel, or about 3 cents per pound, and with all the growth of the 
production during the last few years, the supply has never yet exceeded 
the home demand. Probably tbere is no other region in the United 
States at present where such inducements are held out to farmers as in 
this Territory. Many immigrants are coming in now, in the good old-
fashioned way, with their teams and wagons, and wives and babit>s, to 
locate in the valleys of Montana. But it is a long and tedious journe_y ; 
and, at the end of it, one is shut out fi·om the world. .Make Montana 
as accessible by rail as is Utah or Colorado, and the tide will come in 
grandly. 
Another hinderance to agriculture, which the railroad will remove, is 
the danger from hostile Indians. This does not at all affect the 
greater part of the fertile districts of the Territory. It is mainly in 
Gallatin Valley that the settlers suffer. During the last summer the 
Sioux of Sitting Bull, a noted outlaw chief, not under treaty with the 
United States, and mustering, it is said, a thousand braves, made a 
sudden descent, for stock-stealing purpose~, in the region referred to, aud 
g·ot away with some300 bead of horses. They killed t\\o or three persons 
in au incidental way, and successfully escaped to their mountain fast-
nesses. Without the facilities of transporting and concentrating troops, 
which a railroad gives, it is almost impossible to follow up aud catch 
these bands, to say nothing of maintaining such a police as to prevent 
their depredations. The Sioux and Blackfeet are perhaps the most 
numerous and warlike of our red enemies. I am satisfied tlw,t the 
problem of dealing witll them, like the minor problem of the Apaches 
in Arizona, will be settled finall,y by railroad, and in no other way. 
It is to the stock-raiser, even more than to the farmer, that robbery, 
whether at the hands of Indian or white, is a frequent source of loss, 
and the raising of cattle and horses is pre-eminently tile bnsiuess for 
which large portions of Montana are fitted in a most remarkable degree. 
The bnnch-grass, which grows here in such luxuriance as to lose, in some 
places, its characteristic distribution in bunches or clumps, and to coYer 
the whole surf~lCe with continuous pasture, is already famous as a nutri-
tions and fattening food for stock. Cattle and horses are turned out 
upon it at all seasons, eyen in the winter", and improve in condition 
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while grazing . . This grass dies early, but retains its nutritious proper-
ties all winter. It thus constitutes a standing hay-only it is mucll bet-
ter fodder than hay, and almost like grain in its effect. To be more 
exact, I might say that to pasture a horse on bunch-grass is like giviug 
him plenty of good hay, with regular and liberal feeds of grain. TJJere 
are a good many horses in the Territory now, but the breed bas hitherto 
been poor. Now more attention is given to breeding; and in a a few 
years this Territory will furnish, I am convinced, a strain of serviceable 
blood, worthy of the great advantages nature has bestowed upon the 
stock-raiser here. 
The grass to which I have alluded makes excellent beef also; the 
price during my visit was 25 cents a pound. The herds in some of the 
valleys amount to 5,000 or 6,000 bead. There is a great demand still for 
oxen as well as cows; and Montana is importing cattle, as well as re-
ceiving into her ample grazing lands the stock of other States and Terri-
tories. The value of the dairy products of J\fontana is already over $500,-
000 annually; but that is only a feeble beginning. Like everything else 
here, except gulch mining, this business is in its earliest infancy. The 
Territory contains 23,000,000 acres of agricultural and G9,000,0UO acres 
of grazing· land; and these vast areas are merely. dotted here and there 
with the cabins of perhaps 5,000 ranchmen, the rest of the popnlatiou 
being gathered in the mining towns and camps. 
There is as yet not much sheep~ raising; but every wool-growrr will 
see that this must be a country excellently adapted to that lmsi11ess. 
But there is at present no home market for wool, because there are no 
home manufactures. However, the Territory is not yet ten years old; . 
and everything cannot be clone at once. When the time cowes the 
mountains stand ready to offer abundant water-power and lumber. 
All the industries I have mentioned will start into vigorous life whPn 
the railroad shall have opened the way to the civilized and commercial 
world; and behind them stands the great mining industry, the extent of 
which, even at the present time, is quii.te astonishing for a Territory so iso-
lated as Montana, and which must grow into vast proportions as soon 
as cheap communication with the outside world is established. 
The amount of the gold and silver production of Montana is usually . 
underestimated by the San Francisco statisticians. Mr. Valentint>, su-
perintendent of Wells, Fargo & Co.'s Express, in a statement whieh 'vill 
be found in the appendix, giyes the iuvoicecl shipments of bu1liou i(>r 
1871 at $4:.,060,929, and adds to this sum but 20 per cent. for "other con-
veyances." This is certainly far too little. The proportion of bulJion 
privately carried, and the undervaluation ofthe express shipments are 
always dependent upon the rate of express charges and insurance. To 
the circumstance that this rate is high in 1\fontana, is added the facilit-y 
for private shipments of ore, bars, and dust by the numerous empty re-
turning freight-wagons. The :Montana agents of Wells, Fargo & Co., 
themselves, (who must be supposed to know the facts more familiarly thau 
the San Francisco superiuteuclent,) have repeatedly declared that the 
inYoiced express shipments are about half the actual product. 
The following extract from a letter of William F. Wheeler, esq., 
United States marshal of the Territory, dated December 16, 1871, pre-
sents the case as clearly aucl as closely as it can be done, and corrobo-
rates my own personal observations: 
I have procured iu person, from the four principal places of shipment, the value of 
the dust and bullion sent away by express. The result is as follows: 
From January 1 to Dect:lrnber 1: 
From Helena .. ____ .-------·· __ .".,. __ .. ---· ______ .. __ ---· __ ·----· .. __ .. $2,110,000 
From Virginia City--- ____ .. ___ .• _ ••. . . _ --· ---· _____ • ·-- --· ______ .. _ --· 630, OQO 
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Fron1 Deer Lodge ...............•.•...•... - • - - - ...................... . 
Frou1 Bannack ...........•..•....•••••...........................•.... 
Estimate for December: 
From Helena ......... _ •........••.....•...........•••.•.•...•.........• 
Prom Virginia City ......••...................•..................•...... 
Frorn Deer Lodge ..................................................... . 
From Bannack ....................................................... . 
Total silver in refined bars, 1871 ....................................... . 
Base bullion (silver aml lead) shipped by freight to Corinne, 50 tons, 
valuecl at $:300, silver, per tou ....................................... . 
Crude ore shipped by freight, 200 tons, valued at $50 per ton ............ . 
To this amount should be added the amount in the hands of Chinese, who 
nsually sell only what is necessary for their current wants, and take it 
away wben they go ont of the country in parties; the arnonnt retained 
by a class of men who believe the price will be higher-hoarders; the 
n mount taken out of the country by in eli viduals and parties of men w bo, . 
this ~-ear, ha\·e availed themselves of going together in numbers of 
fifteeu or twenty on the "fast-freight line," which takes them from here 












express charges on their gold .. . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3; GOO, 000 
8,050,000 
I have submitted these figures to many of our leading bankers, merclmuts, ancl 
lll~ners and not one bas said I have placed the amount too high. Some of them belicvo 
the yield bas heen ten millions. The express agents think that I should donble the 
amount shipped by 0xpress. The banker!'l and merchants agree that the yield this year 
is larger than it was last year, because their business proves it. The year has certainly 
bt~en a prosperous one for Montana. The next year promises to be still more prosper-
ous than tlw present. Mnch more snow has already fallen ·than fell all of laRt winter. 
This shows tlmt we ma..v expect au a.bnndant supply of water next year, which is nll 
wo req uirc for a sea.son of great prosperity, because the bulk of our gold is the product 
of placer mines. 
WESTERN 1\'[0NTANA. 
In Beaver Head County the old placer mines of Grasshopper Creek are 
still worked to a considerable extent. Their palmiest days are, of course, 
gone by, and the rude mBthods of pan and rocker have long been re-
placed by sluice and hydraulic mining, and even these methods haYe not 
yielded very satisfactory results during this year. White labor is still 
Yery high, and it is evident that diggings must be very rich to er able 
tlw employer to pay $5 or $6 per day to his hands. At the same time 
there is snch an unreasonable enmity of white miners against the Chi-
nese, that those of the latter who came into Bannack in tile spring to 
engage in mining were notified by the whites to leave at once. No\Y 
the majority of the inh~bitants of Baunack would be glad to welcome 
them back, but they have engaged in other parts of the Territory, and 
for thiR year, at least, Bannack will certainly remain a dull camp as far 
as placer mining is concerned. 
At the time of my visit tllere was only some sluice mining going on 
at claims on the bar opposite the town. I must add here tlJat Baunack 
is situated on the north side of Grasshopper Creek, and that the pro-
ductive ground which has been heretofore worked reaches from one anrl. 
a half miles above the town (west) to about six miles below it. A great 
part of the bed of the creek is practically worked out, and that part 
which is still untouched cannot be worked at present, on account of the 
costly raising of t.he gravel throug-h shaft.s, water being at the same 
time very t.roublesome. But on the bars, though t.he majority of the 
rich claims here, too, are exhausted, there remains still a lal'ge field, es-
pecially for the time when labor shall have become reasonably low. Foqr 
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miles below town the White's Bar Ditch Company and the Calion Ditch 
Company have had two hydraulics at work since the middle of May, the 
former company employing eleven, the latter four men. The grav'Pl on 
the hill-side is here from 12 to 20 feet deep, tile portion nearest to the 
slate bed-rock alone carrying gold. This auriferous stratum is found 
from 1 to 6 feet thick. The White's Bar Ditch Company bas worked 
pretty regularly vvith eleven men since the middle of lVIay, as above 
mentioned. Up to the 28th of July they bad, however, only taken out 
$466. At the same time they expected to have twelve or fifteen hun-
dred dollars in the fine dust closest to bed-rock, which is reserved for 
cleaning up when water becomes scarcer later in the season. So far, they 
had only worked a week and a half in cleaning bed-rock, and the returns 
for the last week had not come into town. 
The Canon Ditch Uompany bad employed up to the 22d of July only 
four men, who made the necessary repairs on the ditch, which leaked in 
many places. Since then they employed fourteen men1 washing off dirt. 
There had, of course, no clean-up been made up to the 28th. 
The Pioneer Ditch Company llave employed four to five men up to 
July 1, and since then only two. I am told that they have probably 
taken out $700 or $800 this year, but I could not obtain any definite in-
formation on this point. 
'rhe Spring Gulch Ditch Company, for which the four partners con-
stituting it have done the work principally themselves, is reported to 
have taken out $5,000 this season. The gold from the Bannack diggiugs 
is, on an average, .£~5 fine. Since the 22d of July three companies of 
Chinese, about fifty in all, have commenced work several miles below 
Bannack. There iH nothing known as to the yield obtained yet, but 
their diggings are thought to yield not above $2 per band per day. In-
deed, Mr. L. Newman, the agent of Messrs. Wells, Fargo & Co., at B:::m-
uack, a gentlenwn who has the best opportunity for correct observa-
tions, thinks that there are but \mry few claims in Bannack and vicinity 
wbich will exceed the above yield. 
At Horse Prairie Gulch, twenty-eight miles southwest of Bannack, 
the Yearing Brothers are reported to employ between thirty anu forty 
men in their hydraulic claims, and Merrill's, Hyde's, and several smaller 
elaims employ about tbirty more. About $11,000 have been ,brought 
into Bannack from this locality up to the end of July. The gold is 
found .900 to .910 fine. 
The two principal buyers of gold in Bannack, M-essrs. vVells, Fargo 
& Co., and Mr. lke Roe, had bought, up to the time above 1neuti01wd, 
from the Bannack, Horse Prairie Gulch, and neighboring placers, $G5,000 
worth of gold. 1'his amount has, of course, been considerably iuerea~rd 
during the Latter part of the year. Mr. Ike Roe writes me iu Decem t e1· 
that he alone had bought $60,000 up to that time. Information from 
vVells, Fargo & Co., applied for some time since, has not renehed Ule at 
the time of this writing, but I feel sure that they cannot have l>onght 
Jess than $40,000 during the year. This makes the yield of gold of th is 
district less than any previous year, and the reason for this is to be 
sought in the falling oft' of the placer yield. 
The Dakota is the l>est-known quartz vein in the immediate vicinity 
of Bannack. It occurs about a mile below town, in the bill north of 
Grasshopper Creek. It is, unfortunately, divided up into a great uum-
ber of very small claims, of which Nos. 1 to 3 awl Nos. G to 10 inclusive, 
have been worked the most. No. 6 is better opene(l, and has ha<l more 
work done upon it than all the rest, aJthongh tile entire length of the 
elaim is only 100 feet. It belongs now to vV. C. Hopkin:::; alone, who has 
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bought out his former partner. The claim was worked for several years 
preYious to 1870, when, for the first time, it lay idle during almost the 
entire ;year. About eight weeks previous to my visit to the district, 
work was recommenced on the mine, and it has Hince kept the mill busy. 
The vein being, as abo,Te stated, best exposed in Dakota No. o, the 
following statements refer more particularly to that claim. The vein 
strikes nearly east and west. It lies between a grauite dike on the south 
and crystalline limestone on the north, and is, consequently, a contact-
vein. The dip of tbe granite wall being quite irregular, sometiu1es to 
the south and more frequently to the north, that of the Yein is also vary-
ing, and the first exploring-shafts which followed the vrin closely al'e 
therefore rather crooked. 'l'he width of the vein is also very variable, 
being from a few inches to 15 feet. The horses iu the vein, which occur 
quite often in the larger portions of the vein, are al wflys limestone, uever 
granite. Tile great bulk of the ore is a very dark-colored quartzy bro·wn 
iron-ore, while ar,ound and in the limestone horses, down to a depth 
of oYer 200 feet, sheets and tilreads of green carbonate and soft black 
oxide of copper are always found. In a large bonanza, only lately dis-
covered, q nite near to tile surface, these sheets of copper-ores are quite 
thick, from half au inch to an inch, and they completely mn·elop the 
limestone boulders, which lie very loosely in the brown ore. The greatest 
depth reached on the whole vein is 310 feet, in a shaft on No. G. A long 
tunnel, \Vhich exposes numerous cavities filled with beautiful crystals of 
calc-spar, is also driven on this claim across the limestone into the Yein, 
strildng it at a point where it is at least 15 feet wide, 1G5 feet below the 
surface. For 20 or 25 feet before reaching the Yein the limes.tune be-
comes quite brecciated and loose. From the bottom of this tunnel a 
shaft is sunk 145 feet deeper on the vein, which, for its entire dept.h, 
stands in a large mass of soft brown ore, showing free gold qnite fre-
queutly. The existence of the large body of fine ore latel.Y found quite 
uear to the surface was unknown to the owner, both its extre: ities in 
the longitudinal direction being hidden by walls of dead matter, so that 
he had thought the whole intervening space was filled with the same. 
All the ore down to the depth now reached is very rich in oxide of iron, 
quartz heing- present in a much smaller proportion. No water Las been 
reached in the shaft yet, and iron pyrites occur, therefore, only in small 
buucbes 011 the lowest levels. But whenever the 'vater-level is arrived 
at, the pyrites will undoubtedly be found in the lode to be yery ~olid, an 
occunence which, so far, has in most gold-veins·not proveu to be yery 
faYorable for the richness of the veins in depth, and wllich is, to sa.y tlle 
least, a great jmpedirneut to the extraction of the gold by milliug. The 
ore worked at the mill a.t present yields only $1~ to $15 per tou, much 
gold being lost on account of imperfect machinery. 
'l1he vVadham vem is located on the opposite bank of Grasshopper 
Ureek, high up toward tile summit. It runs northeast and soutlnvest, 
and dips northwest. The width of the paying portions of the lode is 
from 3 to 4 feet, as expose(l in several shafts from 50 to 100 feet deep. 
The ore has a redder color than that fi·om the Dakota, and contains from 
$200 to $240 per cord, (of six to11s.) The mine has been opened to a 
depth of 125 feet, and tlle ore is worked in three arrastras, by l\lr. Wad-
Lam llimself, and iu the R. T. Hopkins 1\iill of five stamps. A good deal 
of the ore is slightly copper-stained. 
The Saint Paul is higher up on Grasshopper Creek, just opposite Ban-
lJack, and on the same bank as the foregoing. The vein lies between ·sy-
enite find talc-slate on the hangiug, and quartzite on the footwall. Nc:>ar-
est to the vein on the banging-wall generally lies a two-toot baml of 
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s.venite, which, however·, thins out often and disappears, permitting- a 
one-foot layer of talc-slate, which lies above it, to form tlw wa11. The 
vein has a general northeast and southwest course, and dips first near 
the surface, almost imperceptibly, but after a depth of 10 or 20 feet bas 
been reached, very steeply toward the northwest. The first featnre is 
undoubtedly the result of the erosion of a steep ravine which runs along 
the vein and near to it, and which caused the upper softer portion of the 
vein to tip over into and across it, after the supporting rocks were mostly 
washed away. The vein, which is shown in the different prospectiug-
tnnnels and shafts to be from 3 to 6z feet thick, is distinctly divided into 
two layers, which difftjr materially in appearance and composition. The 
upper layer, from 1 to 3z feet thick, is an excellent highly ferruginous 
gold quartz, in which free gold is frequently visible; it is often quite 
soft for a considerable distance, but sometimes quite bard, yet porous. 
The latter kind of ore shows quite as much free gold as the former. The 
lower layer, from 2 to 3 feet thick, is a whitish, red-spotted, decom-
posed material, which may have been syenite; but it always contains 
gold in the red spots, though it is not near as rich as the upper layer. 
The claim of Mr. George Brown, which is the only one worked, eon-
tains 350 feet. He bas opened it by six or eight tunnels and small sl.lafts, 
in all of which the lode appears very regular as soon as the upper por-
tion, which, as mentioned. above, is tipped over toward the ravine, bas 
been passed through. Six hundred tons of ore from this claim lmve 
been \vorked, the greater part in the New York and Montana Company's 
Mill, and the remainder by l\1r. Brown himself in the N. E. Wood Mill, 
which he has lately rented. But he can only work three tons in twenty-
four hours when the ore is soft, and does not extract more than half the 
assay value of the ore, which is reported to be from $24 to $28 per ton. 
The claim is excellently located for tunneling on the vein, as a depth of 
about 250 feet can be reached by starting 1u the bed of Grasshopper 
Creek. 
The following notes on the other claims along the Dakota were 
furnished me by Mr. vv .... 0. Hopkins, of Bannack. 
Dakota, No. 5, west.-Owned by a New York company. The top of 
the claim is stripped of surface material about 15 feet in width, and to 
a depth of about 25 feet. Ore seemed to be in pockets near the surfa.ce. 
At the present depth the vein is 3 feet in widtll, and dips to the west. 
The ore is of the same character as that heretofore <lescribed ' from 
No.6. 
Dakota No. 7, west.-Two shafts, each about 80 feet deep, 'vitb drift 
connecting, are on this property. A large amouut of ore has been taken 
out of this claim, which was all milled, yielding. as well as other ores on 
the lead. The claim has been in litigation for the past two years, bnt 
a settlement has now been made, and the owner will recommence woi k 
as soon as the weather will permit. 
Dakota No. 8, west.-Tbere are also two shafts on this claim, about 
80 feet deep. Ore commenced being taken out at a depth of about 20 
feet; At a depth of about 60 feet one of tlle shafts broke through into 
a cave, about 20 feet in depth, and exten<ling nearly the whole length 
of the claim, or about 100 feet. This opening dips to the west, and its 
bottom was covered with "burnt" quartz containing consi(lerable free 
gold. The bangiug-wall is limestone, full of small pockets shmri11g 
ea1c-spar crystals, and stalactites and stalagmites of great beaut.y. No 
attempt bas been made to sink be1o\v this cave, the owners prefening to 
wait developments on No.6. 
Dakota Nos. D, 10, and 11, west.-Same nurn ber of shafts as on the 
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foregoing claims. The ore is apparently of tile same character, but 
does not occur in the same quantity as in the other claims. The ve:i.n 
still shows a heavy dip to the west. 
Dakota No. 12, west.-The shaft on this is over 100 feet in depth, 
, and shows hardly an indication of ore. The lead does not seem to ex-
tend much farther west than No. 11. 
The Dakota lode possesses some p·eculiar characteristics. The Dis-
covery claims are in a ravine. The richest claim is No. 6 west, which 
is on the west slope of a hill about 150 feet above the Discovery claim. 
No ore is found west of No.2 west until No. 5 west is reached. Tbere 
is so much water found in No. 2 west, which is on the east slope of the 
bill, as to impede working, \vhile in No. 6, on the western slope, at a 
depth of 300 feet, or nearly 100 feet lower than the shaft in No. 2, there 
bas been no water, and the bottom of the shaft is perfectly dry. No 
ore is found east of No.2 east, from Discovery, and none is found west 
of No. 11 west as yet. 
Estimate of cost of min'ing and reducin9· ores in Beaver Head County, Jlfon-
ta·nct 1.1erritory, reported by Walter C. Hopkins, December 31, 1871. 
Population of Bannack, 500; population of Argenta, 400; wages of 
first-class miners, $4 to $5; wages of second-class miners, $3; wages of 
surface laborers, $3; cost of lumber, $50 to $100 per 1,000; cost of 
mining-timber, usually 75 cents per stick of 20 fe_et; cost of common 
powdel', $6.50; cost of giant powder, $6.50; cost of quicksilver, $1.25 
per pound; cost of freight from Corinne, Utah, 3 cents per pound; cost 
of fuel, $8 to $10 per cord; cost of 10-stamp mill, California pattern, in-
cluding freight, erection, &c.-none in this section; cost of 20-stamp 
mill, freight, erection, &c.-none in this section; minimum mining cost 
per ton of ore-no estimate, work being generally done by the day; 
average yield of ore: gold, $12 to l$20 per ton; silver, from $30 to $100 
per ton, at mine. _ 
The mills of Bannack are nearly all old and imperfect, and sadly out 
of repair. 
Tbe N. E. Wood Mill, a Bullock crusher and grinder, is not at all 
fitted for working hard ores, and even \vith soft ones has a very small 
capacity, as above mPntioned. 
The vValter C. Hopkins Mill, belonging to the owner of Dakota No. G, 
bas twelve stamps, and at the time of my Yisit the batteries leaked badly, 
Ro that one could not be kept in operation at all, and, shortly after, the mill 
Lad to ue shut down altogether on account of the giving way of the 
battery foundations. Besides the stamps, there are two do1Iy-tuhs and 
a settler in this mill. It is the only mill in the vicinity of Banuack 
which is driven by steam. l Information derived from Mr. Hopkins 
himself late in the year rendP-rs it probable that this mill will be fitted 
with steam-pipes, pans, and settlers Yery soon, the object being to fit it 
for tile working of the . Blne \Ving silYer-ores by tile vVashoe process, 
and t.o make it more effective for gold-ores.] 
The R. T. llopkilis 1\Iill, a little 5-stamp affair, with an arrastra 
attached, is the ouly one which has been ruuning very regularly of late 
years. It crushes ore from the Wadham, aud is said to work nearly as 
close as Mr. Waclham's arrastras, which are lower down tile creek. 
The New York and lVIontana Company's Mill of twenty-four stamps 
was idle and closed up at the time of my visit, on account of litigation, so 
that I could not even get into the building, which has a solid and sub-
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stantial appearance, quite in contrast to the shanties coYering the other 
mills. 
Tholllas W. \i\Tood & Sons were erecting in the latter part of the year 
a 12-stamp steam-mill on Taylor's Creek, three miles from Banuaclc. 
This mill is intended to amalgamate the Blue Wing ore, after a prepara-
tory chloridizing roasting. I am not informed of its <letails. 
In the neighborhood of Bannack are three smelting-works, or what 
appear to haYe been intende<l as such. Two of them into which I had 
access bear evidence that the builders lJad not the slightest i<lea about 
metallurgical operations; the third was closed up. All of them are, of 
course, idle, there being no lead-ores in the vicinity, and even if these 
were present such works could never be con<lucted profitably. 
About three miles north of Bannack is the Blue "\Viug district, which 
contains silver-ores in deposits in limestone. .All of them are generally 
narrow, and the widest rarely exceed 3 feet in width. ·But the ores, 
argentiferous galenas and fahl-ores, are very rich, assayiug from $1~5 to 
$150 per ton. The Blue Wing and Bostwick's mines were worked to a 
small extent during the summer, and the ores were sold to the smelting-
works at .Argenta. 
For the following remarks on this district, which reached me only jnst 
in time to be incorporated in this report, I am iu<lebted to 1\Ir. ~Y. 0. 
Hopkins, of Bannack. 
Blue Wing district is situated about three miles from Bannack, on the 
divide separating the waters of the Grasshopper from those of the Rat-
tlesnake, on a spur of what is known as the Bald l\louutain range. 'fhe 
belt of lodes is about three miles in length by two iu width, and tile 
ores are mainly amalgamating-ores. 
The Blue Wmg lode was discovered in 1864, and gives name to the 
district. It has been elm-eloped to a greater or less extent for oYer 
1,500 feet. There are several shafts a.nd tunnels upon it, particularly 
upon the Discovery claim, of 1,000 feet. The deepest shaft is down 
about 80 feet, and from this drifts or tunnels were run. The crevice 
averages about 3 feet in width. The lead is not yet well defined~ being 
still in broken rock. The ore shows occasionally uative silYer, aud is 
almost a pure amalgamatiug-ort:', which now reauily commauds 8G3 per 
ton at the dump-pile of the mine. The general direction of the crevice 
is east and w·est. · 
The Huron is situated about one mile from the Blue Wing, on an op-
posite bluff of the same range. It bas also been deYeloped for abont 
1,000 feet iu length. The ore is of the same general character as that from 
the Blue Wing, but richer, and commaudiug readily $100 per ton on .the 
dump. The main shaft is about 80 feet <leep, a11d exposes a 3-foot 
crevice, easily worked, and showing every indication of being a penna-
nent lead. Native silver is often found. The general direction is eaRt 
aud west. The owner has a large amount of ore uow out, ready for sale 
to either smelting or amalgamating works the coming season. 
The 'Vide West is au exceptionally rich lead, from which a large amount 
of ore was taken out in 18(:)5 and 1866. rrbe crevice is about 3 fe~t wide, 
and at the start seemed to be partially closing in. It is owned by a New 
York company, but has been practically abandoned since 1866 on account 
of monetary difficulties of the company. Tile receiver of the company 
proposes to re-open the mine the cowing seasou. The general direction 
is east and west. 
The Kent, a lode with a crevice of about 7 feet, has been deYeloprd 
for about 600 feet. The ore is different fi'om that of other leads iu tlle 
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district, lJCing soft, of a, reddish color, as if stained by iron, easily mined, 
containing some gold, and worth $25 to $30 per ton at tho dump. 
The Brick Pomeroy is situated about one and a half miles from tbe 
Blue Wing, on the same range, and is a, very large lead, the crevice being 
about 7 feet in width. It has been developed for several hundred feet, and 
has upon it several shafts, all of which give ores commanding about $40 
per ton at dump-pile. The ore shows occasionally native silver, and is of 
a different character from that of other mines in the district, inasmuch 
as it contains quite a large amount of argentiferous galena. This lead 
promises, so far as can be judged from present developments, to proye a 
}JCrm<tnent one. Of other leads there are prominent t,he Bright Silver, 
Black Hawk, Sibley, Silver Rose, J\1iltou, Whopper, Bonaparte, John 
vVesley, Victory, Highland, Black Hawk, No.2, Charter Oak, Del 
J.Vlonte, Sherman, Centreville, and Puritan. All of these have shafts upon 
them, aml many of them are also prospected by tunnels. From all of 
them considerable ore has been taken, and upon most of them the Ya-
rious O\vners have been at work this winter, throwing out a large amount 
of ore for summer commmption. The value. of these ores is as yet un-
lmown, but being of the same general character as those from the Blue 
\Viug, Huron, &c., they will probably be of about the same value. l\1ost 
of these leads run east and west, but some of them are cross leads, and 
run northerly and southerly. 
The smelters purchase only the richest class of ores from this locality. 
As they are mainly amalgamating-ores, the expenses required for the 
:fluxes are too great to render a profit possible except from the rich ores. 
The consequence is that quite a large amount of low grade ores is 
on the hands of the miners, and will probably remain there until proper 
amalgamating-works are erected near by to work them. 
Argentct distr·ict is at present the only silver district in l\Iontana in 
which the ores are beneficia,ted on the spot. They are treated by smelt-
ing, though by far the greater part of the Montana silver-ores are 
really amalgamating-ores. l'he works do not treat Argenta ores only-
the production of the district being far less than the capacit;y of the 
smelting-works-but also nearly all the silver-ores which are, at the 
present time, mined throughout the whole Territory. 
In some respects the location of these works was well, in other 
respects very badly chosen. When the mmes of Argenta were :first 
discovered, seven or eight 3'ears ago, the mineral deposits, which are 
nearly all located on the limestone bill north of Argenta, displayed lead-
ores on top, some of them very rich in lead, and most of them with a 
satisfactory percentage of silver. True to the usual ruode of developing 
miniug districts in the West, several parties rushed to the conclusion 
that the ores of these mines must be smelted, though there \vas no 1uine 
opened to a greater depth than 25 feet. Works were consequently 
erected, :first by the Saint Louis and Montana Mining Company, af.. 
terward by A. M. Eisler, and still later by Messrs. Tootle, Leach & 
Stapleton, so that Argenta uow boasts six blast and two cupelling-
fnrnaces. But, unfortunately, it was soon discovered that in all the 
lead and silver deposits occurring in the limestone, which comprise 
ninety-nine hundredths of the Argenta mines, the ore became con-
tinually poorer in lead with increasing depth, though it retained, in 
most cases, its original percentage of silver. This soon stopped one of 
the works entirely, while the others could work only from time to time, 
at long intervals, whenever a sufficiency of lead.ores bad accumulateu 
to permit of a short campaign. Smelting, under these unfavorable cir-
curn:stauces, to which the high price of charcoal, of labor, the poor quality 
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of accessil>le fire-proof material, a'nd the costliness of smelting large 
quantities of fluxes must be added, could, therefore, not be very profitab!e, 
especially as the reduction of the litharge and subsequent shipment of 
the lead were out of the question. Even since the railroad bas cou1e 
within less than four hundred miles of Argenta the lead cannot IJe 
shipped to advantage, except in the winter, when, on account of th<~ 
scarcity of return freight to Corinne, this may he done at a, cost of $20 
per ton. But even at Corinne lead bas a value of only 3:! cents per 
pound, thus leaving 2~ cents per pound as a margin for reduction from 
ores poor in lead and for losses in smeHing·. 'l'be consequence is, of 
course, that the smelting-works cannot pay auything for the lead in the 
ores, and that the cost of smelting, as well as freight and the profit of 
the smelting-works, must come out of the contents iu sih-er. This, and 
what is still worse.for the miner, quite arbitrary buying rates on the 
part of the furnaces, has permitted the mining of silver-ores in l\1outana 
to dwindle down to a small fraetion of what it actually slwuld be. Ouly 
the richest ores are now miued in especia1ly favoreu" localities, and tl}e 
production of silver in Montana for this year will, under the most favor-
able circumstances, not exceed $].50,000, whereas it should be, accon1-
ing to the abundance of the ores in the Territory which are available 
even at present, not less than $2,000,000. 
As I mentioned before, by far the greater part of the now known sil-
Yer-ores of Montana should at present not be treated by smelting at all, 
but by chloridizing-roasting and amalgamation. This proce!:'s is not 
only far cheaper than smelting, but it is also, under the circnmstauces, 
less affected by fluctuations in the quality of the ore as furnished by the 
mines, especially when the Stetefeldt furnace or the BrUckner cylinder 
is used for roasting, since iu these apparatus a varying percentage of 
lead will have little influence on either the cost or the perfection of the 
roasting. 
In the summer Messrs. S. H. Bohm & Co., who own the largest smelt-
ing-works of Argenta, acquired by purchase a vein which occurs in the 
granite immediately on the bank of Rattlesnake Creek. This vein car-
ries very good lead-ores, carbonates, phosphates, and molyl>denates ou 
the surface, aml galena in the lower part of the shafts. The owners 
are now hard at work to open this vein so as to get adequate stoping-
ground and reserves as soon as possible. The lode is, on au avetage, 
as far as exposed, 3 feet wide, and cor.tains an ore-seam of 12 to 15 
inches, which is very solid aud free from gangue. This veiu, wllich is 
christened the :Ferdinand, and the Eaton and Legal Tender-deposits in 
the limestone aLove, which both eontain very good smelting·.ores in 
nests-are probably sufficient to deliver all the lead-ores net'ded for the 
present capacity of the smelting-works, in order to extract the silver 
from the quartzose-silver ores bought from other districts. Dnt if in 
these mines also the percentage of lead should decrease as mueh in 
depth as it has done in all the others of the district, the furnaees of 
Argenta will, indeed, be iu a poor location; for, l>esides the existence 
of these plumbiferous ores in the immediate vicinity, there is notbing 
in the location to recommend it, except a very good water-power aud 
.the neighborhood of a marl-bed, which furnishes a good hearth for the 
cupelling-furnace. Charcoal and iron-ore have to be bought at high 
prices, and a good lining for the bla~t-furnaces is not at hand, granite 
being used for this.purpose in default of something better. 
And, in a commercial point of view, Argenta will certainly never 
amount to anything, as no railroad is ever likely to touch it. I ha,·e 
hinted above that, in years hereafter, when lead shall have acquired a 
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certain value in Montana., the amalgamating process, which would be 
so advantageous at the present time, will not be in place for the benefi-
ciation of the silver-ores of the Territory. But nature, which has so 
bountifully supplied this Territory with the ores of all the metals, bas 
also here furnished the means of introducing a rational process for the 
extraction of the precious metals from the ores under discussion. I 
refer to the existence of a vast amount of sulphureted-copper ores in 
various parts of the Territory. Some of these deposits are located close 
to a natural line of railroad, i.e., near the low Deer Lodge Pass in Butte 
district. It is prob~bJe that even the main line of tbe TeFritory, the 
North Pacific Railroad, will run through this pass and down the valley 
of the Deer Lodge. 
These copper-veins carry ores very free from gangue, principally yel-
low sulphurets and peacock-ore, both mixed with irou pyrites. Near the 
surface, however, these minerals are oxidized and converted into car-
bonates, oxides, and silicates. We have here, .then, the true basis for the 
extraction of silver from the quartzose ores of the Territory by smelting. 
It is true the extraction by means of lead is a much less com plica ted 
process, but the use of copper sulphurets will prove far more reliable, 
because the adequate supply of the latter is as~mred. It has these 
further advantages, even at the present time, tllat copper has a com-
mercial value in the Territory, while lead has none, and that in tlle case 
of copper-smelting no buying of iron-ores is required for the purpose of 
fluxing the quartz of the silver-ores, while the use of the Montana lead-
ores involves a heavy outlay in this direction. The reply migl.lt be 
made here, that the argentiferous galena-ores could. be dressed up to a 
lligh percentage of lead before smelting, thus rendering unnecessary a 
great portion of the fluxes which are now required. But, unfortunately·, 
tllis cannot be done with economy, as the friable character of the silver-
ores associated with the galena makes dressing unprofitable. The ore, 
after dressing, would probably be poorer in silver than before, much of 
tue soft floating fahl-ores, sulphides, and ant.imonious ores having gone 
with the tailings. 
Thus, .as the case stands, the extraction of the silver from the Montana 
ores by smelting, will, in time, be the only rational one, except in dis-
tricts, if such should ever be found, which would by themselves be able 
to furnish true silver-ores enough to supply amalgamating-works con-
tinually. But inA tlle smelting-works copper, not lead, must be looked 
for to play the role of the necessary medium. 
On the hill-side above the lead i:nines at Argenta there are a few pla-
cer mines. One of the gulches is worked by hydraulics, and employed 
in the summer four men. The yield of this claim was at that time re-
ported at $40 per day, and there is no doubt that work could be continued 
until late in the year, as the ditch delivered an abundance of water. 
This ditch belongs to Mr. Kingsley, and takes its supply from Hattie-
snake Creek, about four miles above the town of Argenta. 
The districts which principally furnish ores for the Argenta smelting-
works, outside of the Argenta district, are the Blue Wing. (already de-
scribed,) Moose Creek, and Vipond districts. Both the latter are as ;yet 
little developed, but contain rich ore. 
Vipond district, especially, promises to furnish a great <leal of rich sil-
Yer-ore in the future. It is situated in the Big Hole country, an exceed-
ingly rugged part of Beaver Head Uonnty, about forty-eight miles from 
.A.rgenta. The ore must be packed eight miles, to the Big Hole River, 
Ydwre it is tra.nsferred to wagons anll hauled to Argenta. 
It was mentioned in last year's report that a large area in this district 
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is literally covered with float quartz. During the year active prospect-
ing for the ledges has been going on, and a good many have been located 
and partially opened. 
For the following detailed description of Vipond district, I am in-
debted to Mr. P. Knabe, mining engineer, of Red Mountain City. This 
district lies about fifty-five miles northeast of Banuack City, and is 
bounded east by the Big Hole River, north by Wisdom River, aJJd south 
by Canon Ureek. From each of these streams it rises suddenly to per-
haps 1,000 feet, forming t.I11:•.n a plateau which is intersected toward t.he 
streams by deep ca:ilons, while in the west it is limited by high mount-
ains. A large area of this plain is covered thickly with glacial detritus, 
while the banks of Canon Creek are lined with gigantic mora,iues of an 
ancient glacier. This renders prospecting extremely difficult in ma11y 
places. 
The formation of the country is dolomitic limestone; the mineral de-
posits are inYa.riably silver-beariug. 
The first mine was located by the Vipond Brothers in the fall of 18G7, 
but not until the summer of 1871 did this locality become the field of Yi gor-
ous prospecting. Consequently developments are yet very limited, 
though prospects are very good. 
In enumerating the differeut mines, commencing from the west~ the 
the following are to be mentioned: 
The Mi wauotack appears to be a net-work, or a system of lodes or 
pockets. In four shafts ore was found from 1 to -.1 feet wide, an assay 
of which yielded as bigh as $410 per ton, aYerage about $200 in sil\cr, · 
besides about 40 per cent. of lead. Sixty-five tons of ore were treated 
at the Bohm smelting-works in Argenta. 
The Forest, apparently a pocket, 4 feet wide. The ore resembles 
greatly that of the Miwanotack, both in value and general character. 
The minerals observed in this claim are quartz, carbonate oflead, galena, 
blue and green carbonate of copper, silver-copper glance, horn ·siher, 
native silver, aud a greenish-yellow substance, consisting of an oxidized 
mass of lead~ copper, and arsenic, and rich in silver. Thirty ton s of 
ore hauled to the Bohrn smelting-works. 
The Gray Jockey, a deposit about 12 feet wide, and supposed with 
some reason to be a true fissure-lode, is explored by a shaft 20 feet deep. 
Its dip is perpendicular, or nearly so; the strike is northeast and sonth-
west. Minera.logically the ore resembles that of the two form er mines; 
it is, however, not so rich in lead and silver. A selected sample assayeJ 
$173 per ton. 
The Onyx, running northeast and southwest, is 15feet wide, and shows 
large croppings of quartz. It is developed t.o a depth of onJy G feet, 
and shows white quartz, galena, carbonate of learl, and componn(ls of 
copper, arsenic, and lead. A selected sample assayed $1G2 per tou. 
'fhese four mines are located within only one-quarter of a mile from 
each other. 
The Juno is about half a mile distant, in a westerly direction. It is 
deYeloped by a shaft 36 feet deep. The deposit, 4 feet wide near .tbe 
surface, terminates in the bottom of the shaft in a mass of decomposed 
limestone. A sample of the ore, which resembles also that of the fore-
going mines, assayed $143 per ton. 
The Mammoth, running northeast and southwest, is located one mile 
northwest from the Juno. It is developed by a shaft 25 feet deep, ex-
posing a body of ore of 4 feet at the surface, and but 5 incbes in tbe 
bottom of the shaft. 
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A considerable quantity of ore is contracted for to be treated at the 
Bohm smelting-works in Argenta. 
About three miles northeast of the Miwanotack is situated what is 
known as the Quartz 1\fountain. It is a ridge running southeast 
and northwest, about two miles long and one-half mile across, sloping 
gently toward the southeast. From the middle to its southwestern 
base its summit is crowned by large outcroppings of a uumber of 
sih·er-bearing deposits; hence the name of the locality. The for-
mation is also limestone, its strata dipping 30° toward tlle south. 
They are intersected by all the deposits mentioned in the following. 
The geueral character of the deposits of this portion of the distriet 
\aries materially from that of the foregoing mines. They are ver-
tical or uearly so, and not only, as stated already, int~rsect the 
strata, but appear also to have caused the latter to be dislocated. The 
walls are not always well defined, but a seam, the sides of which are 
striated planes, runs in the middle of the deposit, and the richest 
ore is always found in close proximity to it. These facts seem to 
indicate that the deposits of Quartz Mountain are true fissure-lodes. 
The gangue of the deposits in question consists of quartz and h'eavy spar, 
which latter mineral is entirely wanting in all the mines mentioned here-
toiore. The next five mines to be cited are pai'allel to each other, run-
ning northeast and southwest, and from fifty to one hundred yards apart 
from each other. • 
The Bismarck, the first northwest, is located on the summit of tbe 
mountain, and about 500 feet above its base. A shaft 14 feet deep dis-
closed a body of ore, from 1 foot to 3 feet wide, an average sample of 
which assayed $422 per ton, and a selected sample as high as $1,169. 
The following minerals were observed: native silver, silver glance, sil-
ver-copper glance, horn-silver, and ruby-silver ore. By amalgamatj_on 
retort was obtained of .992 fine. 
The North Star, a few feet below, is explored by a shaft 5 feet deep. 
It is about 3 feet wide. A sample of ore assayed $167 per ton. 
The Humboldt is near by. It is developed to a deptll of 6 feet, and 
shows a body of ore 5 feet wide, a sample of which assayed $1G~ per 
ton. Carbonate of lead is the predominating mineral besides quartz; 
but all the minerals found in the Bismarck occur llere also. 
The Aurora, a deposit about 3 feet wide, is explored by a shaft 15 feet 
deep. It shows all the minerals observed in the Bismarck, also some 
carbonate of lead. A selected sample assayed $1~4[51. 
The Lone Star, or Pettingill, tile ownership of w llich is in dispute, is 
cropping out 10 feet high, and is 8 feet wide. The ore resembles that 
of the Humboldt, and assays as high as $200 per ton. 
On tlle south eastern end of the ridge three more notable deposits are 
located. These appear to run east and west, and parallel to each other. 
They stand perpeJ:!dicular. 
Tue ArgJ·le is 10 feet wide, separated from the northern waH 
by a clay casing. The ore occurs in irregular bunches in t.he gangue, 
which is composed of quartz and heavy spar. Among others, especially 
galena, carbonate of lead, ~ilver-copper glance, and native silver are 
met with. It is deYeloped by a shaft 20 feet deep, and eight tons of 
first-class and twelve tons of second-class ore were obtained from this 
opening. A selected sample assayed $G56 per ton. 
The Banner a.nd the Handy Andy are recent locations near the Ar-
gyle, which have as yet not been subjected to any investigation ; they 
look, however, promising. 
The facilities for erecting reduction-works are ample in this district. 
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W1th very little cost a good road can be built to the Deer Lodge ronrl, 
a uistance of only twelve miles. Timber of the best quality abonmls, 
and t.he streams referred to already, and several springs, may be made 
available for water-power. 
In Deer Lodge County the placer mines haYe furnished by far the bulk 
of the gold-product of the year. In the richest and most important 
gulcbes water bas held out longer than usual, and fair amounts of gold 
have been taken out. Among these German Gulch and Yamhill are es-
pecially noteworthy. On some of the head guh~hes of l\loose Ureek (ten 
or twelve miles south of Silver Bow,) several companies have been 
sluicing during the greater part of the summer. The.) are reported to 
ha\e made an average of $10 per day to the head. The extensive pla-
cers of SihTer Bow bave, on the contrary, uot done as well as usual 
during the season; in fact, only four or five claims of the hundreds in ibis 
locality were reported to me as havingpaid wages. The whole prodnct 
up to August was given as only about $50,000, a sum ridiculously small 
for so large a field. The same ill success bas attended operations at 
Butte and Rocker, about two miles above Silver Bow. 'l'hese three dis-
triets suffer in common from an inadequate supply of water and iusutli-
cient height of the ditches heretofore constructe<l. There ar~' here thou-
sands of acres of gravel-grounu, which cannot be worked at all for that 
reason at present. To remedy this state of affairs Messrs. Hnmpluey 
& Brother have undertaken theconstructionofatunnel through the main 
range for the purpose of furnishing an inexhaustible supply of water 
for these rich placers. It is one of the most gigantic enterprises ever 
undertaken in Montana, and one that will add largely to the wealth of 
Deer Lodge County. 
The copper mines in the vicinity of Butte City, which were mentioued 
in a pre·dous report, have so far not been worked. There is , ... ery little 
gold and sih·er in tbe ores, and to use them for the extract ion of the 
sih·er from the quartzose-silver ores of neigb.boring districts has as .ret 
not been thought of in J\iontana. 
There are many Chinese in the three foregoing camps, and every year 
numbers of new comers are added. 
German Gulch has had a prosperous season. ln Jnly nine com-
panies of white men were here engaged in mining, most of whom bad 
been using the abundance of water to the grea,test advanta.ge by 
washing off the heavy top earth. Some of them had commenced 
-washing up, and some large clean-ups had been made. Chiuamen 
ha,·e purchased mining ground in German Gulch during the last year to the 
amount of $61,000, and yet there is no perceptible falling oft' in the 
uumber of white men. Two new claims were opened above Dr. Beale's 
ground, which, up to the present season, was the uppermost cbim 
worked. 
Nine miles westward, over the range by way of a rugged trail, 
Freneh Gulch is reached. This is a tributary of the Big Hole. About 
scYenty-five whites and s0me twenty-five Chinamen have been engaged 
mining here, within a circuit of four miles. The principal companies 
are Birmingham & Uo., of French, Wier & Co., aml Lynch, Garrett & 
Co., of Fenian Gulch, Brunell & Co., of the swamp claim at the head of 
First Chance, and Allen & Co., of the French Gulch Bar. Some of tbe 
eompanies mentioned. have a large extent of rich ground. Sm·eral other 
parties of French and Spanish miners have been working, wi th hlir 
compensation for their labor. But, on the whole~ French Gulch bas 
hardly done as well this year as previously. Leaving Fre11ch in the 
direction of Deer Lodge, the gulch and bar mines of Golden, McMinn, 
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1VfcGraith & Co., thirteen miles distant, and a little below Brandy's old 
mill, are met with. These partirs own the water they use, andhaYe an un-
limited quantity of good ground; they were running a hydraulic, and 
had cleared off oYer four acres of bed-rock at the time above mentioned . 
They were still running eight-hour shifts, and intenlled not to make 
any general clean-up until near the 1st of August. These mines paid an 
average of $D per day to the band last season, and as t,bey are being 
worked to much gTeater advantage this year, they will, without doubt, 
pay proportionately better "ages. : 
Fredrickson is pleasantly situated on a high :Bat, commanding splendid 
views of the Deer Lodge Valley, and the south sirle of Powell's Peak. 
Good paying mines are known to exist in Antelope, Spring, Praine, and 
Dry Gulches, and some sixty men are employed in them all. A deep 
gravel-channel, containing some gold, runs through the bar on which 
the town s-tands, and parties were engaged in the early summer with 
hydraulics in opening it up, with the most favorable indications of good 
pay. Should this bar prove to be good, the reputation of tlle Hace-
Track Diggings will be established. Prospecting ''"as going ou at 
several other points in this viciuity. The receipts of the Miners' Ditch 
Corupan;r for water were at that time over $100 a day. 
At Big·hland, in the southeastern corner of the county, the Only 
Chance Company bas been runuing three arrastras. The mine produces 
a large quantity of fin~t-class ore, and there is no doubt that the gold-pro-
ductfrom this mine during the present season is much greater than that of 
forme.r seasons. The Nevins Company has been ruuning two arrastras. 
Their ore is paying well, and the lode shows a fine body of quartz. Trainor, 
Conovan & Co. are reported. to have struck a very rich deposit at the 
bead of their flume in Highland Gulch, which was said to yield from 50 
to 75 cents to the pan. Charles Wunderlich, who leased the Lang-
worthy Flume Company's ground, was doing remarkably well. Five 
companies were working in :Sasin Gulch. 
Henderson Gulch, a. tributary ofFlintCreek, I am informed, has yielded 
fairly during the season, as have also tl1e placers in the vicinity of 
Blackfoot. Georgetown, on a small branch of Flint Creek, ou the foot 
of the western slope of the ridge, on the eastern side of w bich the Cable 
mine is located, has been little worked during this year. At ilJc time of 
my visit to this locality only t\vo parties, of two or three men each, 
were at work sluicing. The town h; deserted and dilapidated_ 
Pioneer Gulch, situated fifteen miles northwest of )Jeer Lodge City, 
is an affluent of Gold Creek. The diggings are bar diggings. Three 
white companies were working five hydraulics here in August, and four 
companies were sluicing in French Gulch, a tributary of Pioneer. Three 
more h;ydraulics were at work on Wilson Bar, two miles below the town 
of Pioneer. Several companies bad already, at that time, been obliged 
to stop work on account of the scarcity of water. The gold fr0m French 
Gulch is the best in this vicinity. It brings $19 to the ounce, while the 
gol<l from the other localities is rated at $18 to $18.75. So far no go!d-
beariug quartz-veins have been found at the head of Pioneer or the other 
gulches emptying into it. The bed-rock un<lerlying most, if not all, the 
claims is a calcareous shale 
The camp was discovered in 1861, but was for several years abandoned 
until the Pioueer Company commenced working by hydraulic in 1867. 
There are a great many very expensive ditches in this vicinity and 
about Yamhill. About eighty white miners and one hundred and fifty 
Chinese have been working in Pioneer tl!e last season. Yamhill and 
Pike's Peak are about four miles nearer to Deer I.odge City than the 
H. Ex. 211--18 
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camp just mentioned. The second of these is the oldest camp, and, at 
the present time, nearly worked out. It is situated in the ravine aloug 
the foot of the hill on which the new camp of Yamhill is located. No 
white miners work now in Pike~s Peak, but about fifty Chinese are at 
work there, using second water, for which they pay 10 cents per inch. 
The Chinese wages in this place are about $50 per mouth. They are 
eJWclusively emplo,p~d by their own countrymen. At Yamhill about 
one hundred and eighty white men were employed at Pilgrim Bar and 
Gold Hill, while on the other side of the hill twenty-five more men were 
employed on Dry Gulch. Wages of white miners are here $5 per da:v 
without board. The auriferous deposit on this hill lies in the deep bed 
of au ancient river, tlw channel running north and south, and crossing 
the present ridge at a very sharp angle, so that it finally meets the val-
ley in which the old Pike's Peak claims are located. Its existence was 
first discovered in this place last year while the bars of the small creek 
were being washed. Near the valley this channel is about 1,200 feet 
wide, and here are the best claims-Smith, Boyd & Co.'s, Bell's, and 
Hagan & Co.'s. Next to them are Chinese. The size of a claim is 200 
by 600 feet, but one company may own several claims. T!Je deptll of 
the gravel in the claims near the valley is about 25 feet to the bed rock. 
Higher up the channel is narrower, from 500 to GOO feet Wille, and the 
gravel is in some places 70 feet deev. The bed-rock is indurated clay. 
There is this peculiarity noticeable about the gravel, that wherever 
it is composed of quartzite and quartzite slate it pays well, but when 
it is largely composed of granitic rocks there is little or no gold found 
in it. About twelve men are employed in every claim, (night and day 
shifts,) and a week's clean-up prounces usually fi.·om $1,000 to $1,600. 
In one of the upper claims three men had been killed by the ca·\ing of 
the high bank a few weeks previous to my visit. 'l'he Hock Creek 
ditch, carrying 2,500 inches of water, fnrnisbes most of tlwse clajms, 
and all the upper ones are supplied by it. The charge for water is 25 
cents per inch per twenty-four hours, which is certainly a high charge. 
Still, all the claims pay exceedingly 'veil. Exact statistics promiseu me 
by Mr. D. L. Irvine, the secretary of the Ditch Company, have not yet 
arrived, but it is certain that this camp has produced more gold this 
year than any other placer field of the same area in Montana. There 
are few quartz mines worked at the present time in tbis c0tmty; the 
Atlantic Cable mine, at Cable City, and the Philippsburgh mines being 
the only ones on which work has been done to any extent during 1871. 
Cable City is situated forty-five miles southwest from Deer Lodge 
City, in the Cable range, a Rpur of the main chain of the Rocky 1\iountains. 
The town owes its existence to the discovery of the Cable lode, which 
raised sufficient excitement at the time to cause the whole eastern and 
western slopes of the divide between Hot SP.rings all(l l"flint Creek to · 
be prospected for other gold-veins. Many were indeed found, as the 
great number of costeaning pits, especially on the western slope, attest. 
But the ore cannot have been sufficiently rich, for none of these veins 
have been worked beyond an inconsiderable depth. 
The Atlantic Cable mine is locatedalmost on top of the divide before 
:mentioned, and on the Hot Spring Creek slqpe. The vein lies in a zone 
or dike of crystaHine limestone, which is incased by granite. This 
·dike runs northeast and southwest, and dips northwest at the surface. 
The ore-vein has so far been rather irregular in dip, strike, and width, 
but it has always been found yery Jarge, too large, in fact, for conYenient 
timbering, wherever it has been worked. The ore is a soft, hig!Jly iron-
-stained and porous quartz, which frequently contains the decomposed 
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ores of copper. At the time of my visit there was no work going on at 
the mine, beyond pumping, the mine having been flooded a short time 
before by a ditch which runs across a portion of the outcrop. A large 
amount of gold has been taken from this mine, as will he seen from the 
annexed statements by Mr. Cameron, but the owners have derived no 
benefit therefrom, -and furthermore the mine. with all its shafts and gal-
leries, is in a worse condition now for profitable working, than it would 
be if it had never been touched. In fact there can probably not many 
mines be found, even in this country, which will surpass this one in 
badly-planned, irregular, expensive, and dangerous workings. It is very 
difficult now to secure the upper portion of the vein (part of the large, 
old ore-chambers having caved in comJ!letely) so as to render the lower 
workings perfectly safe and secure against too great an influx of water. 
But the very large cost of hoisting the ore might easily be remedied by 
the sinking of a new working-shaft, or by the completion of the tunnel 
at right angles to the lode, now in progress of excavation. The ore 
seems to llave been encountered in several very large bodies, which have 
been taken out entire. In some portions of these were found a great 
many limestone bowlders, similar to those spoken of in connection with 
the Dakota lode near Bannack. Mr. Aiken, the superintendent and 
one of the owners, h~s furnished the following data: There are four 
shafts sunk upon and near the vein, only two of which struck it. One 
of the latter is 148 feet deep, and had ore in all the way except a few 
feet near the top. At the depth spoken of the Yein suddenly contracted, 
the small seam remaining dipping to the northwest. This was not fol-
lowed farther. At a depth of 82 feet in this shaft there n·::ts a level run 
towards the northeast for 300 feet. There was an ore-bofl.Y mined out 
here 80 feet deep and from 45 to 55 feet wide. Below the depth of 85 
feet the vein was full of loose bowlders~ lying in the soft ore. 'iVhen the 
depth of 148 feet was reached in this shaft, the wide and high ore-cham-
ber in the level above, which had been poorly timbered, caved in for a 
length of 250 feet. This happened during the time that Nowlan and 
Plaisted worked the vein. After this the mine remained idle for some 
time. The present working-shaft, like one or two others, was originally 
sunk as a prospecting-shaft. It is located in the granite, below the lime-
stone, and was first sunk to a depth of 90 feet. From here Mr. Aikeu 
drove a tunnel in the limestone along the granite wall 450 feet long 
toward the ore left in the 300-foot leYel mentioned above. He found 
here a body of ore 11 feet wide aud 100 feet long, on which he stopeu 
downward away from the shaft and found water. He timbered the open-
ing made, and followed the vein a short distance northward, where 
the increasing number of loose bowlders in the ore stopped his progress. 
There was no other course left now, but to sink the shaft lower in order 
to drain the stopes. Pumping and hoisting machinery was then put up, 
the shaft was sunk 20 feet deeper, and this drained the stopes for a dis-
tance of nearly 500feettbrough theloose vein-matter without any other 
communication being established. Later the shaft was sunk still 40 feet 
deeper, and a drift was run in northwestforabout20feet, which carried 
it to loose material and draineu all the ground above this 1eYel effectually. 
An incline was then sunk from the upper level, near its northeast end, to a 
depth of60 feet. This encountered an ore-body 30 feet deep, from 55 to 
60 feet wide, and extending about 150 feet farther north than the old 
stopes, which was .rapidly removed. This ore-body pitched to the south-
east. In the lowest part of the incline the water was very troublesome. 
The main shaft was then sunk about 60 -feet deeper in granite, and 
from here a drift was driven toward the incline. This struck lime-
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stone in 20 feet, aud not until it struck a seam at a distance of D5 fC'et 
from the shaft did it drain the incline, which was subsequently sunk 
somewhat deeper, the ore-body retaining its width. It was stopped 
on account of many loose boulders, which were found in the bottom. Tile 
main shaft is at present 240 feet deep, and from it a cross-cut was being 
run in the summer, which was then in 125 feet, and it was expected that 
in 25 feet more tbe vein would be reached. T!Jis drift will have 45 to [)3 
teet of stoping-ground aboYe it in the greater part of tho mine. TlJe 
ore near the surface from this mine was so decomposed and rich that 
_l\Iessrs. Aiken, Stowe & Pierson, the original owners, conld lwtore 
they had a mill, wash out $50,000 in a very short time in the creek below. 
The following Rtaternents in regard to this district, and especially the 
Cable mine, were sent to me uy Mr. Cameron at the end of the year: 
Ret~lrn of the production of golcl and silver in the Moose C1·eek mining dis-
trict, Deer Lodge Cmmty, Jl,fontanct Terrritory,fm· the yea1· ending D ece'm-
ber 31, 1871. Reported by D. Cameron, book-keeper for S. Camc'ron & 
Co. 
:l\Iill, Hanauer; owner, A. Hanauer ; location, Cable City; mine, At-
lantic Caule; gold lode; number of tons of ore, l,u4G; average yield, 
$22.38; total product, $36,839.45; time of running, ()(} days; average 
number of stamps running, 20; whole numuer of stamps in mill, 20; 
power, steam, 40 horse-power. 
REMARKS.-The Atlantic Cable mine was discovered in 18G7 bv Mr. 
Alex. Aiken, and soon afterward passed into the control of vY. No'Wlau, 
esq. This gentleman, being engaged in the banking business, in Helena, 
probably did not pay that attention to the timbering and "orking of the 
mine which it required and deserved, and the consequence was that it 
was worked very expensively and timbered badly, which finally resulted 
in its completely caving in, in consequence of which it was closed up for 
a period of ten months. At the expiration of this time it was re-opened 
by S. Cameron & Co., who are now working it. Notwithstanding, how-
e\Ter, the many drawbacks to a successful working of the mine, in the 
way of extremely bad management and prolonged and complieated 
litigation, this mine has produced~ since its discovery, about $400,000. 
The company commenced running a tunnel from the bottom of the 
hill in the fall of 1870, and have run it 600 feet. This tunnel when com-
pleted will be a bout 1,000 feet, and will tap the mine at a depth of 300 
feet from the surface. The 1\Iiners' and Mechanics' Tunnel Company 
commenced running a tunnel, in order to tap this same lode, three years 
ago. This tunnel is now in a distance of 1,000 feet, and when completed 
will be about 1,400 feet in length, and will tap the mine at a depth of 
375 fe~t from the surface. 
List of live min-ing claims i·n Moose Creek mining district, Deer Lodge 
Cou.nty, Jllontanc£ 'l1errritory, on the 1st day of January, 1872. Reported 
by D. Cameron, book-keeper for S. Cameron & Go. 
N arne, Atlantic Cable mine ; owner, S. Cameron & Co.; character, 
lode; course, northeast and southwest in depth; dip, southeast; di-
mensions of claim, 2,200 feet, and the shaft, which is 240 feet deep, is 
sunk in the center of the claim; country-rock, granite; vein-matter, 
crystallized limestone, feldspar, and iron-ore, which contains occasionally 
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lumps of iron and copper sulphurets; ore, decomposed quartz and free 
gol<l; value per ton, $22.38, average Yalue during the year. 
REl\IARKS.-The quartz; from this mine is conYeyed up an incline of 
75 feet by means of a windlass, thence through a tunnel, GOO feet, to the 
shaft, up which it is hoisted by means of steam hoisting-works; engine, 
20 horse-power. Tbe mine is drained by a double-acting force-pump, 
which is, however, of too small a size for au emergency. In conse-
quence of mine being flooded last spring, from a water-ditch, it was 
found necessary to stop operations about three and a half months, and 
a further delay of several months was occasioned in.cousequence of the 
necessity of running a new tunnel, 95 feet lower down, which will 
greatly reduce the mining cost of ore. 
The average, $22.38, as given above, although correct for the time 
specified, is not a correct average value of the ore taken from the mine. 
One thousand seven hundred and thirty-two tons of ore, taken from said 
mine in November and December of 1870, yielded an average value of 
$28.41 per ton, which is not more than a ~·air average value of the ore 
produced by the mine, so far. 
Esti1nate of cost of mining and red~wing ores in JJ,foose Greek district, Deer 
Lodge County, ~~fontana Territory. Reported by D. Cameron, book-keeper 
for S. Cameron & Co., Jwnuctry 1, 1872. 
Population of district, 150 persons; wages of first-class miners, in 
summer, $4.50; in winter, $4 per day without board; wages of second-
class miners, in summer, $4; in winter, $3.85 per day, without board; 
wages of surface laborers, mechanics, same as first-class miners ; 
laborers, same as second-class miners; cost of lumber, $50 per 1,000 
feet; cost of mining-timber, $2fi0 per 1,000 feet, running· measure; cost 
of common powder, $7.50 per keg, delivered; cost of giant powder, 
$1.40 per poulld, delivered; cost of quicksilver, $1.25 per pound, de-
liver~d; cost of freight from Deer Lodge, from l! cents to 2~- cents per 
pound; cost of fuel, wood delivered at mill, $0.25 per cord; cost of 
10-stamp mill, California pattern, including freight, erection, &c., about 
$10,000; cost of 20-stamp mill, freight, erection, &c., about $.:W,OOO; 
minimum mining cost per ton of ore, $4, exclusive of hauling, which costs 
90 cents per ton; mine from which this is reported, Atlantic Cable mine; 
character of rock at that mine, decomposed free-gold quartz, with small 
quantity of copper and iron pyrites ; depth of mine, 240 feet; maximum 
mining cost, per ton, $7; minimum reduction cost, $4; name of mill, 
Hanauer; number of stamps, twenty; character of process employed, 
copper plates; mas:.imum milling cost, $5; average mining cost per ton, 
$5.50; average milling cost per ton, $4.50; average yield of ore for the 
year, $22.38 per ton. 
REl\IA.RKS.-A VArage width of the vein, from surface to present depth, 
is 60 feet, although the granite walls which in·case the vein-matter are 
about 200 feet apart, but on the southwest side there is a deposit of 
crystallized limestone of 140 feet in width. 
On the slope of the hill, which is diagonally cut by the Cable vein, and 
for more than one thousand yards below, it is probably the richest pla-
cer ground in this part of Montana. In view of the softness of that 
vein, and the thick layer of detritus which covers the whole slope, it is 
astonishing that nobody should have bPfore thought of embarking in 
the enterprise of washing down the gra\"el. It was only during the last 
sen son that Mr. Conrad Kohrs, a shrewd bnsiness man from Deer Lodge, 
secnn'd tlic right to t~:c v/bole grmm<l, and brought \Yater to it from a 
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distance by a ditch which cost him $10,000. This was not finished until 
late in the summer, and was especially delayed by the necessity of laying 
a considerable distance of flume where the ditch crossed the Cable lode 
twice on the same hill. The hydraulics could therefore be run only eight 
weeks before the first snow-falls, about October 1, effectually closed the 
work for t.he season. At the same time the ditch gave way in several 
places, but this has since been repaired, and no fluther trouble in this 
direction is anticipated. During the eight weeks of actual working 
twenty-two thousand cubic yards of ground were washed, which yielded 
$18,000, or 81 cenis per cubic yard of free gold. Besides this over 
70 tons of float quartz from the Cable lode, in much of which free 
gold is plainly visible to the naked eye, were picked up at the tail-race. 
The ground so far has been 15 feet deep to granite bed-rock. Later in 
the season 1\ir. Kohrs has sold one-half interest in the water-right for 
$27,000. 
From the few placer camps lying still further north in this county I 
have not received satisf~ctory information up to the time of this writing. 
In the fall, while I was in the Territory, the water-supply was reported 
short, and the yield up to that time not as good as the year before. The 
same was reporteu to me from the placer mines on Cedar Ureek, in Mis-
soula County, which before that time had enjoyed a short-lived prosper-
ity. The gold was said to occur very pockety, and a great many miners 
had left the uiggings. • 
In the Flint Creek silver district, which at one time created so much 
excitement, work has been just sufficiently prosecuted to keep alive an 
interest in those mines. Mr. Cole Saunders, who is largely interested 
llere, has kindly furnished me with the following statement in regard to 
this district. 
Flint Creek district.-Situated twenty-five miles above the mouth of 
Flint Creek is what is known as Flint 'creek mining district. It is one 
of the most promising silver-quartz camps in Montana. It was discov-
ered and brought to notice in the spring of 1866 by a party of prost)cct-
ors under the leadership of Charles W. Frost, and the district organized, 
although a prospector nameu Horton had previously visited the place. 
The original locations that gave life to the place, and caused a stam-
pede of fifteen hundred persons, were the Comanche, Poor Man's Joy, 
Comanche Extension, Cliff, Speckled Trout, Kitty Clyde, and Hope. 
Rich silver-ore being exhibited in Helena and other points iu the Terri-
tory, attracted the attention of practical men from Washoe and other 
silver-mining places on the Pacific coast. The specimens of ore exhib-
ited by Frost being so extremely rich, caused the wildest excitement 
and a general rush to the new "Silverado." The Saint Louis and Mon-
tana. Mining Company erected a 10-stamp mill in 1867, supplied with 
\Vheeler paus and all the adjuncts of a comph·te vVashoe mill. The 
rich croppings of the Hope and Comanche were ruu through, and 
yielded from $40 to $100 per ton. From a uisposition on the part of the 
owners of the mill to acquire the most valuable miues of the camp, a sys-
tem of " freeze-out" was commenced that speedily blasted the name of 
the richest quartz camp in 1\fontana, and crushed the llopes of the for-
tune-hunters who had flocked there. Tbe mill having been closed down 
'vas taken as the best evidence of its "failure," and Philipsburg became 
deserted except by the original discoverers, who had remained firm in 
their "first love," believing that time and railroads would cause a recog-
nition of the value of their mines, anu that capital woulU be offered for 
the manipulation of the same. 
For the past three years developments have been pushed steadily by 
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the limited force of men who remained. The Eastern Comanche, Poor 
Man's Joy, Speckled Trout, and Franklin have been more or less devel-
oped, showing bodies of rich ore varying in thickness from 6 inches to 
10 feet. 
The Eastern Comanche bas been Rtripped on the surface a distance 
of 1,200 feet, showing a continuous body of ore. Three shafts have been 
sunk in it, the deepest being 75 feet. A tunnel is now being pushed on 
the Discovery with gratifying results, showing a body about 8 feet 
tbiek that is believed will mill $50 per ton. 
The Cordova also shows good indicatiow.s of a strong vein. 
The Poor Man's Joy has been opened on the surface for several hun-
dred feet, and ore of extreme richness was shipped to Newark, New 
Jersey, anfl to Berlin, Prussia. The owners have never reported the 
yield of the ore shipped, (20 tons,) but it is believed to have been at 
least $500 per ton. The same ore yielded $100 per ton in the Saint 
Louis Mill without selection, (4\J tons.) Antimony awl lead prentiled 
in this mine to such an extent that the ordinary mill process failed to 
save 30 per cent. of the assay, and further working was suspended .. 
The Speckled Trout mine bas been opened by a shaft on the Discovery 
of 85 feet in depth. At 50 feet a level was run east 60 feet, and at the 
bottom of t!IC shaft another level was run east 70 feet. The ore-seam 
averages in width from 2 feet to 10 feet, and the latest workings in the 
mine show a heavy bod)..,. of rich 0re that cannot be surpassed in any 
country. One huudred and fifts tons of this ore have been placed in 
the bands of the First National Bank of Helena for shipment during the 
past summer. It was sent to Reno, San Francisco, and Swansea. 
Results, as far as beard from, leave handsome dividends above the cost 
of shipping, tlJough five hundred miles of land transportation in wagons 
from Philipsburg to the railroad is a heavy tax on shipments of ore. 
Two kinds of ore are found here, one being similar to the Comstock 
ore, containing sulphurets and chlorides of silver, and scarcely a trace 
of lead with quartz and spar as gangue. These ores have been worked. 
practica.lly to 70 per cent. of the fine assay, but owing to the difficulty 
of having ores worked in the Saint Louis Mill, except at ruinous prices 
for crushing, but small quantities have been treated. The second cla~s 
of ore spoken of is what is known as "base," containing galena, rnanga,-
nese, arsenic, antimony, with small quantities of copper and sulphurots 
of silver, being similar to many of the ores of the Heese River country 
in Nevada. An attempt to work them over in blast-furnaces was made 
last year by JHr. Cole Saunders, who, in conjunction with other parties, 
organized what is known as the Cole Saunders Silver-Concentrating 
Company. They erected two furnaces, the blast being furnished by a 
Sturdevant fan. .A. Dodge crusher to crush the ores, aud, in f~lCt, all the 
other appliances necessary to make a complete smelting-works were 
procured. It was found after starting that the fluxes of iron and galena, 
that had been calculated on, could not be had in quantities to keep the 
works running; and after a number of ineffectual attempts to run the 
furnaces the process was pronounced a failure, and smelting as a 
"business" was abandoned. Not in the least discouraged, this company 
leased their mines and works to the Imperial Silver 1\iining Company, 
Colonel J. J. Lyon, superintendent, and the furnaces have been remo\·ed 
in the last four months, and a 5-stamp mill for dry crushing has been 
erected. This mill is now complete, and has been running for the last 
month (December, 1871) with grati(ying success, or, to express myself 
more correcUy, at least it appears a success, as bullion is being produced, 
and the works arc stea<lily running. The ore is crushed dry and. roasted 
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in reverberatory furnaces and chloridized, about 10 per cent. of salt 
being used in the operation. It is then amalgamated in Freiberg barrels. 
There is no doubt this is the true way to work the ores of this camp. 
The expense is great, but the success is certain. Salt can be delivered 
here in the summer months for 6 cents a pound; wood $4 a cord; labor 
$3.50 and $4 per day, currency. 
It is believed the following figures cover the. expense of running a 5-
stamp mill ~.nd working the ores as above stated: 
2 engineers, $3.50 and $4 per day------ ____ .------·----- ------------- ....... $7 50 
~ ;~~~~~;~,$~4 5~e~~~aff~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :: ~ ~ ~ : : :: : ~ : -. : ~ :: ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : ~: ~: ~ ~ :: : : ~: ~ : : ~ ~ ~ 1~ gg 
1 extra man_ . _ .. __ . ______ ..... _ .. ____ . _____________ .. __ .. ___ . __ ... ____ . _ 3 50 
1 i cords wood for en gi i1 e, $4 . __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . ____ . _ . _ ...... _____ . _ .. ___ .... _ _ _ 6 00 
1t cords wood forfurnace,$4 ... ------------------------------------------ 6 00 
10 per cent. alt on 3 tons, being 600 pounds per clay, at G cents. ____ . ___ . ___ . _ _ 36 00 
Lights and oils ......... __ .. ___ . ___ ... ____ ..... ___ . _. _ .... . ..... _ .. _ ... _. . . . 1 00 
Loss 2 pounds quicksilver to ton, or on 3 tons, 6 pounds, at $1. ____ .. __ . .. . . . . 6 00 
Daily expense .. ______ .. _ . _ _ _ _ ......................... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sf> 00 
The works having a capacity of 3 tons per day, this shows an average 
cost of reduction of $28.33 per ton. A 10-stamp mill would reduce the 
expense per ton at least one-third. 
The above figures show about the cost of running in the Imperial 
Mill as now constructed, but by adding any of the impro-ved roasting-
furnaces, now in use in Nevada, the expense could be -very materially 
decreased. The Speckled Trout ore is being worked, at presen.t, out as 
the returns are not made public they cannot be exactly stated. Rumor 
places their yield at $100 to $150 per ton. 
The "leaching process," as explained in Kiistel, will luwe a practi-
cal trial here this winter, as Colonel Lyon at present is preparing vats, &c., 
necessary to make t.be experiment. Numerous tests in a small way have 
pro-ved successful, and it is believed the same results will be met with 
on a larger scale. 
James A. Brown, ofDeer Lodge City, bas a number of men at work 
this winter prospecting ledges in the camp with a view of leasing the 
Saint Louis Mill or of erecting a new one in the spring. As far as de-
veloped the ledges show well, and several thousand tons of rich ore are 
a.Jready on the dumps and in the levels ready for hoistiug. 
Another season, it is confidently expected to show a :flourishing camp 
with weekly shipments of silver bullion that will rival the successful 
districts of Nevada and Colorado. 
EASTERN MONTANA. 
Under this head will be considered the mining districts around Vir-
ginia City, in the Jefferson Valley, near Helena, and between Helena 
and Bozeman. 
With regard to the valley of the Upper Madison or Fire Hole Ri-ver, 
and the country immediately surrounding the Yellowstone Lake, it is 
sufficient to say at this time that they do not promise anything to the 
miner except sulphur, fire-clays, and natural cements. An account of 
this region, prepared after personal examina)tion, is omitted from this 
report on account of the more detailed description about to be published 
by the Government in the report of Dr. F. V. Hayden, United States 
Geologist, acting under orders of the Secretary of the Interior. 
I can say little about the placer mines. They continued to be actively 
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worked through the season, and their product was not less than in 
iormer :years; but there is little to note, beyond changes of ownership, · 
in addition to what bas been fully set forth concerning tlw different 
gulches in my forme!' reports. 
Alder Creelc.-As is usually the case in the immediate neighborhood 
of very productive gulch diggiugs, the quartz-mining industry around 
Virginia City has been developed slowly and with many failures. Sev-
eral causes may be adduced for this almost uniYersal pbenomenon. Al-
luvial mining attracts a population usually witbout capital and not 
specially experienced in the very different requirements and l'isks of 
quartz mining. Not realizing the complex nature and amount of the 
expenses attending the extraction and reduction of ores, the gulch 
miner is apt to be over-sanguine in his estimate of the value of veins, 
and to underrate the difficult.y of working them to permanent profit. 
Moreover, in isolated districts like those of Montana, tllere is frequently 
a surprising ignorance of what bas been done elsewhere in the way of 
determining the best macllinery and proces:ses; and the miner frequently 
wastes his time and money in experiments which have long ago been 
rendered unnecessary. Again, the cost of fi:·eigllt operates strongly to 
encourage the adoption of all sorts of patent machines, on account of 
their cheapness and portability. Another serious trouble is the high 
rate of wages, coupled with the irregular supply of labor. Miners are 
not inclined to work steadily at any one place. They take employment 
when the gulches are dry, or when bad luck bas left them witbout tbe 
means to go" prospecting." As soon as the favorable sea sou or the 
accumulation of a little money permits them to tty their luck again, 
they are off for new fields. It is very difficult to ruaiutain under such 
circumstances a regular industry like deep mining. Finally, tllere has 
been, in Montana, at least the usual proportion of wild inn~stment by 
eastern capitalists, reckless mismanagement by incompeteut ot· dislwn-
est agents, and plundering by e\erybody of the non-resideut O\Yners, 
who seem to be considered "fair game" in many miniug districts ; and 
it should be added that the locators of veins here, as eYerywhere in 
the West, attach an exaggerated value to undeYeloped property-an 
error which the folly of capitalists haR done much to encourag·e. 
Some of the mountain districts around Virgiuia City \i'ill doubtless 
hecome in time the seats of productive industry. A few good mines 
have been already developed, though sadly expensive failures, from oue 
or more of the causes just enumerated, have been too fi·eqnent. 
The rock in Alder Gulch is mainly feldspathic gneiss, iu wlrich horn-
blende, mica, graphite, and garn~ts occur~ Lava (of wl1ich tlJere are 
large overflows in the neighborhood) crosses in several places. At the 
very bead of the gulch, tile gold in the gravel is traced up to the edge 
of the apparently overlying limestone of Bald Monntaiu, and it bas 
been asserted that the auriferous channel actually runs under the lime-
stone; but tl1iS is., a priori, unlikely, 'and not supported by proof. The 
limestone abounds ·in fossils, (Devouian ?) and is iudubita b1:y older than 
the agencies which can·ed the present water-channels, _and filled them 
\rith graYel and boulders. There is no reason to doubt tllat the source 
of the gold in Alder Gulch was the aul'iferous veins in tlle gDeiss and 
slates of the mountai11s. That the gulch 11as pt·oyed enormom;ly rich, 
~bile the veins are but moderately so. is quite in accordauce with tlw 
universal law of the concentration of go1d in alluvial tkposits. The 
shape of the gulch, its tortuous "·indings, its intersection of the rocks 
at various angles, aml the great denudation of the surfaee, have co-op-
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erated to concentrate in a comparatively small space a large amount of 
the precious metal. 
Summit district, about eight miles up Alder Creek from Virginia City, 
contains several mines and mills. The Oro Cache is the leading mine. 
It is situated on Grant Hill, near the head of Alder. The vein runs 
into the hill, north 100 east by compass, dipping 650 to 700 west. It 
is variable in width, ranging from a mere seam up to 4 feet as maximum. 
The quartz is bluish and whitish gray, 
associated with some feldspar aud gar-
nets, and carrying free gold and some 
iron pyrites. It yields by mill process 
$16 to $60 per ton. The mine has been 
irregularly opened, and worked rather 
for immediate results than permanent 
convenience and productiveness-a pol-
icy which it is now proposed to reform. • 
The principal useful workings at the 
time of my visit in July were two drift-
tunnels from the face of the hill. The 
~f upper tunnel is 600 feet long and about 
~ 100 feet below the top of the hill. The 
~ first 380 feet are on the vPin, and the 
~ .;1.~ available ore above the tunnel has been 
S ~ worked ont for this distance. The vein 
w~ ~ is lost in the last 120 feet, and it is not 
~ ~ worth while to hunt for it here, as the 
~ ~ lower tunnel will follow it with greater 
A certainty, and open up twice the amount 
~ ~ of ground per running foot. The extrac-
(5 tion of ore was carried on in July 
0 
'" 0 through the upper tunnel, by means of winzes and stopes below the level. One 
winze, 120 feet from . the tunnel-mouth, 
was over 80 feet deep; another, 340 
feet from the tunnel-mouth, was 30 feet 
deep. The vein between them is some-
what pinched (at P.) A few hundred 
tons of ore, standing in the stopes con-
nected with these winzes, constituted 
at that time the available reserves; 
but the completion of the lower tunnel 
was expected to open at once a con-
siderable amount of ground. This tun-
nel, beginning 100 feet further south 
than the upper one, was in 320 feet, hav-
ing already passed under the first winze 
and stopes. A connection was soon to be made, and the ore extraction 
carried on, without hoisting, through the lower tunnel. The ore was 
transported by wagons, over a winding grade, two miles, to the mill in 
the valley 1,000 feet below; but it was jntencled to build an incline 
from the tunnel-mouth clown' the face of the bill, directly into a side 
gulch~ and deliver the ore at the bottom, only a ::;hort distance, by a good 
road, from the mill. The daily product was then three wagon-loads, or 
between 6 and 9 tons. 
The ore is worked in the Excelsior Mill of Mr. John IIow, who is also 
a principal owner of the mine. The mill has fifteen stamps of GOO pounds 
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each, drop 8 to 12 inches, rate about 60 per minute. The a\erage ca-
pacity is 15 tons daily, or about 1.1 ton per horse-power developed. The 
collars are cast on the stems, a bad arrangement, as it prevents any 
alteration of tl10 drop, which consequently remains unalterable, except as 
jt is irregularly ehanged by the vvear of shoes and dies. Amalgamation 
is carried on iu thP- battery and upon copper·platecl aprons. Blankets 
arc used, and. t1w blanket-washings are treated in two arrast,ras. Tbe 
tailings are collected in a reservoir, and an attempt has been made to 
work them in a Wlleeler pan. The experiment was unsuccessful, prob-
ably because the settler used was much too small. Ten stamps of the 
mill were running on Oro Cache ore, and the rest on second-class rock 
from the Kearsarge. 
Other Yeins in Summit district are the Kearsarge, (ore at present low 
grade,) Ke.vstone, (not then vigorously worked, but highly spoken of,) 
Nelson, Polar Star, &c. The Excelsior Mill was the only one running; 
the IIawkeye, (Postlethwait?s,) with fifteen stamps, and the Lucas, 
an expensive 20-stamp mill, were idle. Southmaid.'s Mill, an alligator-
crusher of some kind, ran a short time and broke the machinery, which 
has never been repaired. 
A couple of miles below Summit, in Alder Gulch, is a curious water-
power derrick which deserves mention. The power is transmitted more 
than 40 feet by means of a rope from a small overshot wheel to the 
pulleys of the crane, which serves to lift the heavy boulders out of the 
gulch, and thus afford access to the gravel and bed-rock. 
On the opposite side of Grant Hill from the Oro Cache is Spring 
Gulch, the scene of the operations of the New York and Montana (Col-
onell\IcClure's) Uompany. It is belieyed that the Oro Uache vein ex-
tenus through the hill to this gulch. The company referred to spent a 
great deal of money, and is said to have extracted $60,000 from Oro 
Cache ore,. But it failed disastrously, and the property has been sold 
under execution. It -consists of a Yillage of deserted hou~es, and a mill, 
containing two Chilinn grinders aud (originally) sixteen heavy iron cyl-
inders for amalgamation. A portion of the cylinders were afterward 
removed to the Connor Mill in Brown's Gulch. 
Mr. Christinot has opened in Spring Guleh a vein 4 to G feet wiue, 
parallel with the Oro Cache. The quartz was expected to yield at leaBt 
$10 per ton, and to be worked in the mill above mentioned. 
All the veins opened in Summit and Spring Gulch districts appear to 
have the same strike as the country-rock (gneiss)-say, north l(JO or 200 
east. 
Brown's Gulch, entering the main valley several miles below Virginia 
City, from the south, preseDts veins of a different direction, (north 570 
to 60° west;) the course of the couutry-rock I did not ueterrnine. The 
most important of these Yeius carry silver, with some gold. The Pacific 
Ledge (strike north 570 west, dip 700 north) bas a maximum width of 
10 feet, pinching in places to 3 feet and less. It carries fiue antimonial 
and sulphuret ores of silver, with specimens containing native silver, in 
wire and leaf form. There is apparently no galena. Tlle claim of Mr. 
Johnson and his associates, 1,100 feet ou the ledge, is opened with two 
cross-tunnels, one 70 feet below the other, and a shaft 011 tlle ledge con-
necting with the latter. A good deal of ground ( cousidering the great 
widLh of the vein) is available for stoping. The total product up to my 
visit in July had been about 250 tons. The owuers being without cap-
ital, were working iu a small way, treating the ore without selection, in . 
a small pan, by raw amalgamation. The pan was set in the gulcll and 
run by water-power, being charged in the morning, auJ lelt to itself 
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until the men returned from work. It worked about 2 tons per week, 
extracting $GO per ton. As this method of treatmeut does not 
reach anything but the native silver and free gold, (there beiug probably 
no decomposition of the sulphurets or antimoniarets,) of course a large 
part of the value of the ore is thus wasted. An arrastra, formerly used, 
extracted $70 per ton. Some G tons of selected ore, to be shipped in 
sacks, via San Francisco, to Swansea, was estimated to contain 30:J 
ounces of auriferous silver, worth $2 to $3 per ounce. The owners pre-
ferred this course to that of sending the ore to Argenta, where there 
are smelting-works, because at the latter place the prices paid for ore 
are not so favorable to the miner. The freight account would stand 
about as follows: To Corinne, by empty returuiug freight-teams, $20 to 
$30perton; from Corinne to San Francisco, via. Ceutral Pacific Railroad, 
$15 to $17 per ton in car-loads of 10 tons. Freigb t from Brown's Gulch 
or Virginia City to Argenta, at least $20 per ton, by special teams. 
This statement affords a striking illustration of the advantages and 
commercial effects of a railroad. The Pacific Railroad, 400 miles dis-
tant, controls and cheapens the south-ward freights, because it is the 
route by which supplies enter the Territory. When the Northern Pa-
cific shall have entered Montana, all the freight and supply traius will 
move from the line of that road into the various mountain districts, and, 
returning " empty," will a:fford cheap transportation for ores to centers 
of reduction. 
I do not mean to say, however, that such ores as those of the Pacific 
mine, just described, necessarily require smelting. On the contrary, 
their freedom from galena indicates their suitability for amalgamation; 
but they must certainly be first subjected to chloridizing roastiug. This 
may be done in reverberatories, in the Bruckner cylinder, or in tlw Stete-
feldt furnace. It is a curious proof of the lack of intercommunication 
on such matters among our mining districts, that while ores of exactly 
this nature have been successfully reduced for years in Eastern Nevada, 
they should have been considered hopelessly refractory here. One at-
tempt was made to roast them with salt, in conuection with a small mill, 
(How's,) the mine-owners o:ffering half the gross proceells as the price 
of reduction. The mill contained five stamps, two Wheeler & Randall 
pans, (one of which has since been removed to the Excelsior Mill at 
Summit,) one settler, and, in a shed outside, the reverberatory furnace. 
This is small and badly constructed. The chimney is not bigger tlJan a 
stove-pipe. An inspection of a heap of" roasted" ore in the yard showed 
that the work was ignorantly performed, and sufficiently explains the 
failure in which this experiment resulted. 
The Black Ledge, near the head of this gulch, is said to be wider than 
the Pacific, but nc,t so rich. I did not enter it, there being no one about 
at the time of my visit. A huge, misshapen shaft, intricately but inse-
curely timbered, and a tunnel from the shaft-mouth into the hill, are tlJe 
visible workings. The quartz on the dump resembled gold rather than 
silver ore, and seemed of low grade. 
Hot Spring district.-Tltis district, once a scene of much active and 
speculative mining, has passed through a period of re-action, and is now 
reviving again. The most noted mine now in operation is the Red Blu:ff·, 
owned by Mr. J. J. Lown. It is ·described as follows by Dr. A. C. Pealt->, 
of Professor Hayden's party, who visited it in July, 1871: Dip, north; 
strike, east and west; width, 2 to 7 feet; countr.v-rock, hanging-wall, 
"gray granite;" foot-wall, gneiss; two shafts, 100 feet apart, respect-
ively 105 and 110 feet deep, connected by a urift, extending 45 feet be-
:yond the second shaft, getting l.>elow water-leveL The ore is priuci-
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pally red jasper, with the particles of metallic gold disseminated through 
it, and plaiuly visible. Below this jaspery ore, from which the lode re-
ceived its name~ occur ga.Iena and pyrites. Dr. Peale obtained also spe-
cimens of blue chalcedony and semi-opal. Approaching the hanging-
wall the ore assumes a porph,yritic habit~ts, with large masses of brig·l.tt 
red jasper. The ore had averaged, for six months preceding July, $GO 
per ton. Eight men were employed in the mine, at $3 per day. 
Iron-Rod district is situ::~,ted in the mountains on the west side of the 
Jefferson Valley. At Iron-Rod Station, on the stage-road, there was a 
Bullock anastra mill in process of erection at the time of my visit. lt 
bad formerly been running at Granite Gulch. 
Near by is the Stevens & Trivett 12-stamp 
steam-mill, which I found idle, on account, 
· it was said, of litig~tion affecting the title 
to the Iron-Rod mine also. 
The Iron-Hod vein runs north G7° east 
and clips 5GO southeast, following apparently 
the inclosing granite or gneiss. At the ~ 
depth of 150 feet the dip grows steeper. The ~ 
vein varies in width from a mere seam to 4 ~ 
feet. It has been worked more or less for a g 
distance horizontally of 1,100 feet. ·The w ~ 
diagram shows the principal works. The J ~ 
deepest shaft is an incline of 350 feet; 8 ~ 
another sl.taft, 700 feet further northeast, is ~ S . ~~ 
150 feet U.eep ; anu 300 feet fnrthe~' north- ~ ~ 
east a drift begins, running southwest iuto fi· c· 
the hill250 feet. This was run in connection ?' ~ 
with a lawsuit, to establish the continnity ~ ~ 
of the vein, which splits on the surface north- 8. ~ 
east from the second shaft mentioned, but ~ f5, 
re-unites at slight depth. Northeast of the ~ t;! 
deep shaft, and between the depths of 100 ~ ~ 
and 300 feet, (at PP,) the vein is pinched- ~_g. 
for how long a distance horizontally is not 
known, as the ground between the main 
shafts bas not been explored. The ore con-
tains limonite, galena, and some pyrites-a 
partly decomposed and indurated. quartzose 
pyritic ore. It yielcls in the mill from $25 to 
$100 per ton, in gold .550 fine. 
The Clipper, owned by Porter, :\iant & 
Lehmer, is about one-fourth of a mile north-
west of the Iron-Rod, with a similar course 
and dip. The ore carries much free gold, . 
(.670 to .675 fine,) yielding in mill as high as $75 (average $45) per ton, 
with gangue of quartz and associated limonite, galena, &c. The country-
rock is white quartzite and g-neiss. 
The diagram shows the workings, with the exception of the stopes, 
which I could not inspect, as no one was in the mine at the time of my 
visit. Ore was obtained, it was said, from the bottom level of the main 
shaft. 'l'he tunnel in the northeast exposes a vein having similar course 
and character as that in the shafts. As shown in the workings the 
Clipper crevice is 4 to 6 feet wide, and the pay-streak \aries between 3 
iuehes and 3 feet. 
The Glen's ~"'ails, supposed to be an extension of the Clipper, to the 
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northeast beyond a small gulch, bas a shaft 48 feet deep, and a level 
from the gulch west of the shaft, 125 feet long. Good ore, yielding as 
high as $100 per ton, has been found in pockets. 
:P.ro:file of the OJ?cnings in the Cli_p}?er ~fine, Tron Roil ])istrict , ]lfontr.na. 
Ji:.xteut of st- )pes not known. Scale, 250ft. to the i uc!J.. 
The Pinchbeck, northwest of the Clipper and parallel with it, bas a 
shaft 85 feet deep, and a level of perhaps 125 feet, running northeast 
from the shaft. The ore is good, but the vein is narrow, ranging from 
3 inches to 1 foot: (in pockets.) Operatio11S are said to have about paid 
expenses. 
Northeast of the Pinchbeck are several mines, temporarily or perma-
nently abandoned, such as the Queen of the West, (shaft 10 feet only,) 
t}le Flint-lock, (low grade; $10 per ton; vein 4 feet,) and tile Tolin, or 
Saulsby silver mine. The latter has been worked with more energy than 
wisdom or success. Two shafts, 100 and 125 feet deep respectively, and 
a levellletween them, have resulted in the production of about 30 tons 
of ore, of which 3 tons have been hauled away, and the rest remains at 
the abandoned mine. The dumps give no evidence of value in the ore. 
The Nugget lode, three-quarters of a mile west of the Clipper, strikes 
north 730 east and dips 550 northwest. The vein is opened by two levels, 
the upper one about 50 feet under the summit of the hill, and 125 feet 
long, aud the other 300 feet long, 130 feet below the summit. By rea-
son of the slope of the bill, the lower level is not far beyond the upper 
at its remote end, though so much longer. .A shaft 50 teet deep, begin-
ning on the hill-side below the month of the upper level, connects with 
the lower. Tile vein varies in width from a seam to 4 or 5 feet; in the 
upper levels from 2 to 4 feet; general average in the reserves about 22-
feet. The ground opened and not yet stoped contains about 450 tons; 
the ore is ferruginous quartz, carrying free gold . 760 fine, and easily 
worked in mill, with a reported average yield of $30 per ton. 
The Morning Star and the Bedford are two promising lodeR, carrying 
ferruginous quartz with free gold . .A small lot of the ore was nnder treat-
ment at the time of ruy visit, in a new 6-stamp mill of Tripp & .Ainslee, 
erected in the open air by the side of the road and ou the river-bank, 
between Iron-Rod and Silver Star, about two miles from the latter place. 
This mill was built at Saint Louis, and is run by water-power. The 
stamps weigh 550 pounds, and drop 8 inches 24 to 48 times per minute, 
according to the supply of water. Capncity 4 tous daily; efficiency 
probably about 1.25 tons daily per horse-power developed. The amal-
gamation was performed chiefly in the battery, where a large surface of 
copper-plate was exposed; the tailings were run direct.Iy int,o the Jef-
ferson River. The worst feature in the construction of the mill is the 
fact that the tappets are driYen tight on tapering stamp-sterns, so 
that their .J?Ositiou cannot be changed, either to alter the drop or to 
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maintain the a.verage drop when the wear of shoes and dies would in-
crease it too much. The mill was expected to take Nugget ore on a 
custom contract, at $6 J_)er ton for working. 
Silver Star district.-The Morning Star and Bedford lodes above 
alluded to are propel'ly situated in Silver Star district, which borders 
the Iron-Rod district .on the north. The mountain range continues north-
ward along the west side of the Jefferson Valley, and several other 
districts between SilYer Star and Helena have 
been more or less developed. It seems to be 
a prevaling characteristic that the higher parts 
of the hills contain gold-bearing veins, in gran-
ite, gneiss, &c., while below, along the foot of 
the hills, limestone crops ou.t, with sil ,rer-bear-
ing deposits. The extent of t.he argentiferous 
deposits of our Western States and Territories 
in limestone bas Leen already demonstrated 
to be very great. I need only allude to the 
mines of Utah, and to White Pine and Eureka 
in Nevada, to show tbat the productiveness of 
such deposits has been unsurpassed, except 
by the Comstock lode, in our history; and I 8? 
am convinced that similar developments will ~ 
be made in the limestones of Montana. Hith- ~ 
erto, however, these silver mines, particularly g> f3 
where they carried galena, have been but lit- }g 
tle worked. Possibly the town of Silver Star 8 != 
got its name from one of these discoveries. At ~ ~ 
present it derives its support and its fame from s;so 
a gold mine, the celebrated Green Campbell. ~· ~ 
This mine is two and a half miles west of the 15' ~ 
town. The vein courses north 85° east and ; 
dips 42° south. The country-rock is gneiss, ~ 
changiug in places to an indurated slatP, or ~ 
"bastard trap," as the miners call it. A bed ~ 
of limestone is seen a quarter of a mile below ~ 
in the canon~ which must underlie, not very ~ 
deeply, the gneiss; but the \ein seems 110- a 
where to touch the limestone, and is probably ~ 
in the main conformable to the dip and course f!) 
of the country. The ore and tlie walls are 
much decomposed and highly ferruginous. 
The best ore is stained with copper. Much 
heavy timber is re-quired in the mine; but the 
expem;e of extraction is in all ot.her respects 
extremely light, as no part of the workings 
bas yet penetrated below the zone of decom-
position. The average width of the vein in the whole mine is 10 feet, 
and of the paystrea.k (which meanders curiously from side to side in 
the crevice, and is only to be distinguished, in the general reddish and 
yellowish mass of crumbling material, by an initiated and practiced 
eye) about 8 feet. The average yield ·of the ore in mill has been $17 
per ton ; the best ore has yiehled $30 per ton. 
As will be seen by the diagram, the mine is open to the depth of 120 
feet, where it is drained a11d ventilated by a long tunuel, which serves 
also for tran:sportation. This tunnel is only shown in t.he sketch where 
it is on the vein. Coming from the southeast, it intersects the vein 
obliquely at X. Between this point and the mouth of the tunnel is a 
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di~tance of some 800 feet; and outside the tunnel-mouth there is a tres-
tle-work for 300 feet furtiler, carrying the track to the dumps. This 
arrangemeut secures cheapness of extraction down to the tunnel-level. 
But it is now necessary to exteud the workings below this level, and it 
is unfortunate, in view of this fact, that so long an a<lit was constructed 
so near the surface. It should be borne in mind, however, that iu this 
soft material the cost of drifting is not nearly what it would be in solid 
rock; and possilJly tbe tunnel has paid for itself already. The availa-
ble reserves at the time of my visit were in the block R, where tile 
crevice was 8 feet and the pay-streak 5 to 7 feet wide-rather less tbau 
the average. · At A and B, the pay-streak bad been 16 feet! And g-en-
erally in the direction of the line YZ the vein bad been so good, both iu 
dimeusions and in yield, as to Jead to the belief that this line is tlle axis 
of a body or chimney of rich ore, on each side of which the vein, as at 
P and P, contracts and is impoverished. It is, therefore, intended to 
sink an incline on the vein from a point in the tunnel-level, 75 feet 
west of the main shaft C, and to rise vertically fi.'om the same point to 
the surface. 'rhrough this incline the deeper levels will be operated, 
the tunnel being still used to a great extent, though the new \Tcrtical 
shaft will serve as an upcast and man-way, and in the transmission of 
power, if for no other purposes. Its cost ·will be small. 
The ore is bauled by teams down a well-graded road, constructed 
by the compauy, two and one-half miles to Silver Star, where it is 
treated in the Green Uampbell steam stamp-mill. This mill has ten 
stamps of 650 pounds, dropping 72- to 8~ inches, 65 to 75 times 
per minute. Cupacity, 17 to 20 tons daily, t!Je latter of very soft 
material. Efficiency, accorrli.ng to the average lift and speed, 1.84 tom; 
\for soft material, 2.17 tons) daily per horse-power developed. TLi::; is 
high efficiency, (1.50 tons being very good;) but in fhct all the rock Ilere 
treated is more or less decomposed. The mill is, indeed, however, an 
excellently constructed one, as is shown by the fact th;-tt at the time of 
my visit (July 30, 1871) it had run steadily for thirteen months almost 
without repairs. Besides the stamping-machinery there are four Horn's 
pans, not now in use. Amalgamation is effected by means of plates and 
loose mercury in the battery, and copper-plated aprons in front, with 
one plated sluice-box for the escaping pulp, and one or two settlers. 
lVIost of the gold is caught in battery and on the aprom;. Tile averuge 
yield, as a-lready stated, bas b~en $17 per ton. Mr. Thomas J . ,Johns, 
the superintendent of the company, deserves great credit for the intel-
ligence and prudence witb which its affairs have been conducted. 
In Little Prickly Pear a few companies have been at work during the 
year: l\lost of the work was done below what was once the town on 
the bars in Triuity Gulch . From seventy-five to one hundred miners 
have worked on S1lver Creek and bars. The bar above Silver City Ilas 
especially paid well, and there seems to be on the whole no falling oft" 
in yield. There is plenty of ground yet for years to come. 
The Big Prickly Pear mines are now worked and owned entirely by 
Chinamen, and Montana City contains but half a dozen whites. '.rhe 
main creek was expected to be prospected with a drain, lJelow town, in the 
fall , and, aH Cilinamen are making good pay in the creek two miles 
above, hopes were entertained that it would also prove good below, 
and tbat Montana Uity \Yould again lJe populated by a considen1 ble 
number of whites. A Mr. llall bas several bars of tin, weig!Jiug a 
couple of pounds eacb, reduced by himself from ore picked from the 
gravel at the adjacent bar. This ore is very pure, and. similar to t,he 
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float-tin found in Durango, Mexico. Some prospecting has been done 
for the ledge that this ore is evidently derived from, but so far without 
success. 
The Jefferson Silver mines have been worked to a very small extent 
during the year, although they carry ores of fair value. The principal 
dHliculty heretofore has been to reduce the ores successfully on the 
Hpot. Smelting bas been tried because the ores contain much galena, 
lmt they are, at the sa.me time, too quartzose to work well without 
large quantities of fluxes, and the local small furnaces had no success. 
In the latter part of the year, however, since the Helena smelting-works 
have been in the course of construction, a great impetus has been given 
to silver mining in this region., and another year will probably witness 
good results. The Helena workR, which receive their ores from dif-
ferent parts of the Territory, will have no difficult.y in smelting the 
Jefferson ores, as they can mix the ores suited to make a proper charge. 
Unionville.-I am indebted to Mr. J. C. Ricker for valuable notes on 
min.ing operations in this district, bringing the history down to a much 
later date than that of my vi.sit in July. The principal mines at Union-
yiJle are located upon the \Vbitlatch Union lode, a description of which, 
with a diagram of the underground workings in 1869, will be found on 
pages 287-'89 of my report of 1870. With one or two exceptions all 
these mines were worked more or less during 1871, and with satisfactory 
results, one noteworthy feature being a decided improvement in the 
Yalue of the quartz in depth. I will here briefly recapitulate the general 
characteristics of the lode, as given in a former report. It strikes about 
north 850 east, crossing at. right angles Oro Fino and Grizzly Gulclles, 
the two forks of Last Chance, (tlte gulch upon which Helena is built.) 
The country-rock near the surface is coarse granite, passing at a depth 
of between 100 and 200 feet into fine-grained syenite. The vein is ir-
l'egular and much disturbed just under the alluvium, but soon assumes 
a dip of 350 to 400 nort.h into the hill, which it retains to a depth of 250 
feet. Below this leyel it runs over 100 feet horizontally, and in some 
places evell rises at an angle of 5° to 20°. It varies in width from 1 
to 20 feet, (aYeraging perhaps 6 feet,) carrying in the upper levels chiefly 
white quartz with an occasional greeuish tint, and a very small per-
centage of iron sulpburets; in the lower levels a more bluish quartz 
with a rapidly increasing proportion of sulphurets. Huns upon select 
ore have yielded as high as $65 to $80 gold per ton; but the general 
average has been from $15 to $25. .It is the uniform distribution of 
gold throughout the vein, the consequent steady value of the quartz, 
extracte<l, and the small amount of dead work required, that have placed 
this vein at the head of the profitably productive quartz mines in the 
Territory. It is unfortunate that. so valuable a piece of mining-ground 
is divide(} into so many claims. A eonsolida.tion of proprietary interests 
long ago would have done away. wit;h many items of expense and seeured 
the continuous working of all the claims, many of which have been 
forced, by trouble from water, lack of capital for necessary machinery, 
or dead work, &e., to lie idle for considerable periods. 
The Hendrie mine, comprising the Discovery claim No.1, and half of 
No.2 east, was worked with fair success during the first pa1·t of 1871. 
The Discovery incline was extended about 80 feet, and now reaches 
nearlj' 500 feet in depth. Steam hoisting-works were erected, and up-
wards of 2,000 tons of ore were extracted and reduced, yielding from $17 
to $22 per ton. In the lowest level on the Discovery claim the ledge is 
2:} to U feet wide, carrying white quartz, with occasional greenish tint, 
H. Ex. ~11--19 
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and gold, free from base metals, or nearly so. Work was suspended in 
l\lay, probably on account of the trouble from the water, the means of 
removing which are inadequate. There is now about 75 feet of water in 
the incline. . 
The IXL mine (called the Ricker in former reports) commenced in 
January with the work of opening ground, and preparing to put on a large 
force of men in the fall and winter. The incline was sunk over 100 feet 
<luring t!Je year, and is now more than 500 feet deep. From the 400-foot 
level it maintains a pitch of about 45° to the bottom. At 30 feet from 
the bottom a level was run 125 feet west, and t,he vein was stoped up-
\Tards to the 400-foot level. About 40 feet is the present height of tlw 
stope. The breast exposes a body of very valuable ore-the ricllest on 
the hill. The vein varies in this mine from 4 to 6 feet in width, the 
walls being of fine-grained syenite, ver.r bard and flinty. The ore re-
tains all the characteristics of the Union lode, white quartz, with occa-
sional green stains, and the gold free and coarse. The water is hoisted 
from the mine by steam-power, with a sheet·iron tank or car, containing 
H bout 125 gallons. The amount of water hoisted in tweut,y-four llours is 
about 800 gallons, which keeps the lowest level dry. At the time of my 
visit the product-ion was about 400 tons of ore per month; the amount 
extracted during 1871 is reported as upwards of 4,000 tons, whicll has 
yielded, according to 1\fr. Ricker, ''full one-third more per ton t.hau any 
previous run made from this mille." I infer that it yielded $25 to $30 . 
. A. level bas been run 30 feet east fi·om the bottom of the incline, wllicll 
('Xpose~ a large seam, 3 to 5 feet wide, of similar character to the ore 
in the western stope. The mine is comparatively well off as regards re-
serves; none of the Whitlatch Union mines can be said to be models in 
this respect, one reason being that, on account of the shortness (hori-
zontally) of their claims, each added section opened in depth represents 
less ground made accesRible than it ought to. In other words, tbere are 
more i11elines on the vein than mining requires, either for exploring, 
Yentila.ting, pumping, or hoisting. This is a result of the divided owner-
ship. 
Tile National Mining and Exploring Company owns claim No. 2 west, 
amounting, by the last settlement of boundaries, to 233 feet on the w~in. 
The incline, located about 20 feet from the western li11c of tbe claim, is 
tlown 550 feet. Tllree levels have lJeen run east, each from 1~5 to 150 
feet long, and mill-rock of good quality bas been extracted from the 
stopes, probably ranging between $20 and $25 per ton. The company's 
mill reduced in 1871 upward. of 4,000 tons. Tbere is a good \·ein, 3 to 0 
feet wide, exposed in the lowest level, (about 500 feet down.) No work 
was done for the last two months of the year, except rtmniug the pump 
which draius the next claim west, and part,ially tbe lXL mine on the 
east. ·.rhis is an 8-i11ch plunger to 400 teet, and a lift from the bottom 
of the incline to that point. It is run ten hours out of twenty-four. Tlle 
mine has good steam hoisting-works. The peculiar variations of the vein 
in <lip are shown in this and tlle Uolnmbia mine, adjoining. For the first 
250 feet it 'dips about 360 north, and then changes to 18° uortll. Tlle 
dip in the Columbia is given below. 
The National Company's l\Iill has 20 stamps' weight, estimated, 760 
pouuds; drop, estimated, 10 inches; rate, '70 per mi11ute; capacity, 
about 17 tous per twenty-four hours; efficieucy, 0.6 tons daily, per horse-
}lOWer developed by the stamps. 
The Columbia Company owns the next claim, No.3 west. The incline 
is .(lown 630 feet, though the vertical depth is 11ot so g.reat as that of the 
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National incline, because the dip of the ledge is remarkably different. 
For 300 feet from the surface it is about 32° north; then, for 150 feet, 
it pitches only 5° or 6°, and finally assumes a dip of 290, which is main-
tained to the bottom. These curious variations in dip, accompanied 
with some curving of the Rtrike of the ledge, led to embarrassment iu 
determining the boundaries of the claims underground, since tlw usual 
method of surveying at right angles across the local strike at the sur-
face boundary, and continuing the line down the local dip at that point, 
here operated so as to cut out one claim in depth altogether. The 
matter was settled by comprorp.ise, as, under the present confused aml 
incomplete mining laws, it must be settled, if at all. 
The Columbia mine has been in constant operation during the ye~r, 
and over 7,000 tons of ore have been extracted and reduced at the com-
pany's mill. In the lower levels the vein sometimes attains a width of 
10 or 12 feet, and the ore is very rich for this locality, yielding ft·om $:37 
to $32 per ton. The steam hoisting-works are handsome aml substan-
tial; in fact, the machiuery of t.he mine and mill of this company is con-
sidered the best in Montana. 
The Columbia JVIill contains thirty stamps in 6 batteries; weight, 690 
pounds; drop, 7 to 8 inches; rate, 78 pPr minute; capacity, 37.5 tons 
per twenty-four hours; efficiency, 1.24 tons per horse-power developed 
by the stamps. Amalgamation is effected in battery and upon -outside 
- plates. Twenty of the stamps are provided with Hungerford coneen-
trators, one to each battery ; aud there are two large Wheeler pans for 
sulphurets. The tailings are exposed in the yard for one winter, and 
then charged again into the batteries with the ore. It is found that a 
considerable amount of tailings can be run through in this way withont 
affecting the capacity of the mill for fresh ore, which seems to indicate 
an ample discharge. The screens are Russia slit, (not punched with 
round holes.) 
The Owyhee claim, on the Parkinson lode, a western continuation of 
the Union fissure, is now owned by the National Company above men-
tioned. It comprises 360 feet in length, and is supposed to be very rich. 
Au incline commenced in the early autumn was 180 feet deep in Decem-
ber, and was expectet1 to strike the vein and pay-ore at :350 feet, when 
it was intended to erect steam hoisting-machinery and a 40-stamp mill, 
with all the modern improvements. Substantial buildings are already 
at the mine. 
The Parkinson claim, adjoining this on the west, and owned by Messrs. 
Whitlatch, McClure & Argyle, has been bnt little worked during the 
year, probably on account of a prospective sale, for which Mr. Whit-
latch bas been negotiating in England, it is said, with John Taylor & 
Sons. One run of ore, made in the fall, yielded $25 per ton. The mine 
is regarded as a very good one, and I presume active operations were 
resumed in January. 
The Park lode is about half a mile further west, and is eith(jr the same 
or a parallel fissure. South and east of the Park lode is the Evelyn, 
owned by J\fessrs. Cartright & Harvey. This mine was discovered more 
than a year ago, and has been considerably worked in a somewhat irreg· 
ular way. The vein \'aries in width from li to 6 feet, strikes appar-
ently northwesterls·, and dips 35° northeast. Upwards of 5,000 tons of 
ore have been extracted and worked in the Diamond City :Mill (ten 
stamps) in Grizzly Gulch, yielding from $15 to $22 per ton. As no blast-
ing is required, the cost of extraction has so far been very low. It is re-
ported as not exceeding $1.50 per ton. 
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Collecting the foregoing statements as to the Unionville district, we 
may estimate its production during 1871 as follows : 
Mine. 
Hendrie .......••• ~ •...........................•......•.•.. 
IXL . . . . ................• ·• . . . . . . . . .............. - . . . ...... . 
National ........................... _ ............. _. _ ...... _ 
Columbia ...•....•......................................... 
Evelyn .... _ •. _ .•........ ___ ... _ ..... _ .. _. __ .. __ •. _. __ . _ .. _ 

















Last Chance Gulch.-The workings in this gulch, half a mile below 
Helena, on the so-called ancient or red-gravel channel, 'Were mentioned 
at length in my report of 1870, (p. 283.) To that account I will add lJut 
a few remarks, based on later personal observation. This red gravel, 
which is found underlying the cement or false bed-rock of the gulch, is 
· suppose_d to be an older gulch, running east and west, or nearly at 
rigl.Jt angles across Last Chance. It is 35 to 45 feet in thickness, and 
extends 800 feet along Last Chance Gulch. The theory that it is a pot-
hole or basin in the bottom of that gulch, filled with auriferous material 
while the stream flowed over it, is disproved, first, by the color of the 
gravel, ·which is red granite, with large boulders, while that of the 
overlying channel is gray limestone; secondly, lJy the abundance of 
water, invariably struck by sinking the red gravel, which indicates that 
it is, itself, a water-cuurse; thirdly, by the tracing of the red gra,·el by 
shafts west of the present gulch. The long drain-tunnel, iuteu<le<l to 
strike the extension of this deposit, is proceeding slowly, for lack of 
capital. The most westerly shaft which has struck the red graYel, to 
my knowledge, is that of Colonel Keeler, two miles from the gulch. Mean-
while the 800 feet width of the claims in Last Ullance (which, it should 
be remembered, are located, as upon that gulch, without reference to 
any theory of a cross-channel) has been rapidly exploited. The present 
owners of the upper claim (200 feet) are Taylor, Rumsey & Co.; of the 
second, Mr. Williams; while the two lower claims were purchased last 
~ummer by a Chinese Company, whose rights, it appears to me, under 
present territorial laws, must be held by precarious tenure. The legis-
lature of Montana is reported to have passed a bill prohibiting alieus 
from acquiring or maintaining any titles. V\Thether this sort of law is 
eonstitutional or not, it is certainly destructive of tbe interests of the 
community, as may be shown in numerous instances where the Chinese 
have purehased, for cash, claims which white men could no longer af-
ford to work, and have proceeded to make them productive, at a smaller 
profit to themselves than to tbe Territory. Besides being bad poliey, 
this course toward the Chinese is rank dishonesty. The men who are 
glad enough to sell their old and worn-out diggings to these patient and 
frugal strangers join in the cry that the Chinese will overruu the land, 
and propose .to eject them from the propertJ- they have paid for. It 
seems to me there is no harm to society in that kind of usurpation of 
soil which consists iu buying it and paJ'ing for it; and, at a.ll eveuts, 
those who, by virtue of laws of their own manufacture, excludiug for-
eigners from rights of original location, get the land in the beginning 
for nothing, and then, afte1· haYing skimmed it of its richest treasure, sell 
it at their own price, and pocket the money of the purchaser, are no 
better than highway robbers, if they conspire thereafter against the 
title they have transferred. 
I must can<lidly say, however, that while the legislation of l\.fontana 
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is outrageous, and there is a great deal of silly and wicked talk of the 
same tone among certain classes of the population, I have heard of only 
two or three cases of actually perpetrated injustice. Practically the 
Chinese Lave not been persecuted with violence, nor directly robbed, ex-
cept in a few instances. But there is certainly danger, under the recent 
law I have mentioned, that they will suffer serious wrongs. It is indeed 
a ludicrous illustration of human stupidity-a Territory full of whites, 
every man of whom owns mining ground which he is anxious to seJI, de-
liberately destroying their own market by excluding all the purclwsers 
of second-class ground. In every enlightened com11mnity the prodncer 
takes pains to find consumers for his refuse and otherwise worthless 
material; in Montana three thousand men, whose ambition is to save 
money and buy cast-off claims-the refuse of wasteful white mining-
are considered as interlopers, and kicked out of doors. OnP. thought is 
calculated, however, to provoke anger rather than · laughtel', uamely, 
that the ignorant and narrow-minded authors of this foll,y themselves 
~ave no rights to the miues except such as the United States llas gen-
erously granted them, in consideration of the bene.fit to the whole coun-
try from the proper development of its resources. They are wasting 
the bount,y of the people, and attempting to exclude from its benefits 
those . who would ecouomically utilize wllat they squander. 
To return to the claims in Last Chance Gulch. The red gravel in 
Thompson's claim has panned, from the best layer or streak, as high as 
50 cents to $1 per pan. Iu the Williams claim 20 ceuts is high. A great 
deal of stufl:' in both claims has much Jess \alue, as the material is spot-
ted and streaked with strata of varying value. But the work wonl<l 
doubtless continue to be profitable for a long time had not the cost of 
dead work been progressively and enormously jncreased by the system 
of extraction adopted. Of course there would in any event be mnell 
expense involved iu stripping the bed and pumping out the water. But 
all this bas been, I think, more than doubled by the lack of forethought 
iu the disposition of tailings and boulders, which have been he~tped 
mountain-high ou the top of ground which was afterward to be worked. 
Henne the removal of thousauds of ton~ of this waste material has be-
eome ne<:essary, sometimes twice over; and there is a considerable 
amount of ground (as, for instauee, the east side of the vYilliams claitu) 
which might be profitably worked but for the Yast heaps piled upon it, 
and which will perb.ap~ never be attacked~ in consequence of tb.ese ac-
cumulated artificial lliudenwces, causing extra trouble and cost beyond 
the expected gain. ..L\. description of tlw method of extraction here pur-
sued is given in my report of 1870. A wooden tower is erected in the 
gulch or on the bank, and the gravel is hoisted by steam upon inclined 
planes to the top of it, then dumped into the sluice-boxes and 'vashed 
over the riffles. The inclined planes radiate to different parts of the 
claim, and can be easiJy moved, to suit the convenience of working, witll-
out disturbance to tue hoisting-machinery jn the tower. The dump of 
boulders, strippings, (overlying cement, sand, &c.,) and tailings (gravel 
from the sluices) aceuruulates around the tower, causing tb.e permanent 
evil already alluded to. · 
For an enumeration and deseriptiou of other gulches in Lewis and 
C1arke County I refer to my forme!' reports, the statements of which I 
do not wish to repeat, while at the same time I Lave not heard of new 
or remarkable developments in the county during tlle year past. 
Oeda1· Plains or Radersburgh district.-Tbis is one of the most active 
and promising gold-quartz mining districts in Montana. The impor-
tance of its placer mines (gulch and hill diggings) has never been very 
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great, though a limited number of men still find profitable occupation 
in that business within the district. Radersburgh is situated fifty-five 
miles from Helena, on the road to Bozeman. The mines are in the hills 
west of the town, in what used to be called Cedar Plains district. The 
principal discoveries were made as long ago as 1866, and the veins have 
been. developed mostly without capital-a circumstance which is highly 
creditable to the energy and perseverance of the owners. It would 
scarcely have been practicable, but for the decomposed nature of the 
vein-material above the drainage line, and the freedom with which it 
can be amalgamated in mill. 
The Sluccessful operations of quartz mining have doubled the popula-
tion of the district within the year. The inhabitants now number six 
hundred, about one hundred and fifty of whom reside at Keatingville, 
a camp near the mines, which dates its existence from the spring of 
1871. 
I>.ro.tilc of the Keating :Mine, Radersburg, Montan~ • 
.Scale, 250ft. to the incih. 
The Keating lode is perhaps the most celebrated. The above diagram 
sufficiently shows the workings. The course is north 10° west, except 
for 125 feet, beginning 75 feet north of the whim-shaft, during which it 
courses north 6oo west; but at :.300 feet from the shaft resumes its usual 
strike. The dip varies from 65° west to vertical. The average width 
of the vein where it is worked is 20 inches. At 0 a branch of ore 
shoots off to the southeast and east, which has been supposed to he the 
left-hand lode mentioned below. At G G the vein is good, at P P it 
is pinched. The yield of the ore js reported at $20 per ton. This loue 
was discovered, in 18GG, by John Keating and David Blacker, its pres-
ent owners, and worked with arrastras tili the spring of 1870, when the 
Postlewait Mill was purchased, and bas been runnipg with fifteen 
Rtamps almost constant!y sinee June of that year. The stamps weigh 
about 680 pounds, and drop 8 inches 60 times per minute. Capacity 
'>O t d· r • ffi , · ~::l.OOO X 12X20 _ . t d '} 1, _ " • 
.:J ons per a~ , e ciency, ot:lox sx 60 x 15-L 12 ons a1 y per uorse powu 
developed. This high efficienc.y is due to the softness of the quartz. 
The mill has a low battery, with amalgamated plates inside and out, 
and one arrastra for the tailings from the settler. It is run by steam, 
and was built in Burlingtou, Iowa. The yield of the ore may be roughly 
estimated" at $20 per ton, and the production of the mill at $10,000 per 
month. The country-rock of this mine is an altered magnesian-argilla-
ceous rock; the vein itself is decomposed, quartzose-ferruginous mat-
ter, running into sulphurets in depth. 
Near the Keating lode, but coursing north 800 west, and dipping 65° 
south, is the Left-hand, at one time supposed to be a spur of the Keat-
ing·, but now held as a separate crossing vein. Its course cuts the Keat-
ing near the point C in the diagram. This vein bad been opened, at the 
time of my visit in August., by two shafts, respectively 30 and 35 feet 
deep, and a level 125 feet long between them. Its average widtll wa8 
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20 inches, widening in places to 3 feet. The ore was decomposed and 
partially indurated iron-oxide. The last run of the rock bad yielded 
$40 per ton. 
By information dated in December, I learn that the lode is worked to 
the depth of 50 feet, and that the mjlin shaft is down 130 feet, showing 
a 2·foot vein of rich ore. The aggregate yield of the mine to that date 
is given at GOO tons, and the an~rage yield at a little over $35 per ton, 
or$22,000 in all. T!Je main shaft will be sunk to 160 feet, and levels 
run at that depth for regular extraction. The work done hitherto, 
though temporarily profitable, bas been scarcely miner-like. Two 
shafts within a hundred feet, two levels in a depth of 50 feet, and the 
wlwle vein "gouged out," leaYing an empty crevice, is the appearance 
of the mine in its first stage. Tlle great promise of this property will 
certainly justify more systematic work. Indeed, operations would 
probably haYc been more regular from the beginning, but for the liti-
gation which rendered it desirable, on the one hand, to deYelop the 
independent character of the vein as soon as possible, and, on the other 
hand, to get as much money out of it as possible, while its title 
remained in doubt. 
The average yield for the first 25 feet in depth is said to have been 
$21 fi'om one shaft and $35 from the other. It bas been worked in the 
Sample l\1i11, a steam custom-mill with twelve stamps, 500 pouuds, drop-
ping 8 to 12 inches, and at the time of my visit, when very soft rock 
was being worked, only 34 times per minute. On bard quartz it is said 
to run a.t 60 drops. This very soft material was from the Allen mine, 
(see below,) and the capacity at the rate given was 10 to 12 tous daily, 
or an efficiency of 2 tons per horse-power daily. The Left-band loue is 
said to keep one arrastra also running. Messrs. Clancy and Davis, the 
owners of this mine, have three other partially developed lodes, the 
General Washburn, Don Juan, and l\1:orning Star, ot' which the first 
promises to be very rich, according to the indications of 60 tons of ore 
extracted from a 70-foot shaft., which yielded $16 to $22 per tou. 
The Don Juan is said to have a 2.foot crevice of dark ores \ield-
iug $20 to $36 per ton. The Morning Star has been opened to the 
depth of 40 feet, shows an 18-iuch crevice, and prospects well. Other 
lodes worthy of mention are the Peuns;yl\r~mia, discoYer('d September, 
1871, 2 foot crevice, dark ore, $15 to $20 per ton; the Northeast, 
discovered Jauuar;y, 1871, crevice 2~ feet, ore yellow, much fi'ee gold, 
$30 per ton; the Rica, (Ferguson, Gonu and Smith,) one foot., decom-
posed ;yellow ore, prospecting well, traceable for 2,000 feet; and the 
Hidden Treasure, (A. Campbell,) 2-foot crevice, dark yellow ore, free 
gold, $20 per ton . 
.Messrs. Keating and Blacker, the owners of the Keating lode, pos-
sess also the O!Jio and I..~eviatban. These are situated uear the Keating 
Mill, about half a mile up the gulch, above a little settlcnJeut called 
Keatiugville, two or three miles from Hadersburgh. The Ohio course~ 
north 380 west, and dips 77° southwest. The average widtb is 4 feet, 
in the bottom of the shaft 5 feet, (but here it has passed into sulphnrets, 
wbich are not at present worked.) The ore is decomposed and ferru-
ginous in the npper levels, and carries calc-spar in fine crystals-a circum-
stance wbicb I did not notice elsewhere. The walls are white decom-
posed argillaceous rock aboYe, and probably greenstone. below. The 
vein crops out boldly in a bluff IJy the side of the road opposite the mill. 
It has been opened with a drift from the road, 50 feet northwest, and 
beyond. this on the top of the hill a shaft 35 feet deep, showing a hand-
some 8-foot lode. No stoping has been done at this point. On the 
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southeast side of the road a shaft is down 180 feet, (August, 1871,) and 
a drift bas been run 150 feet southeast and 40 feet north west, at the 
depth of 75 feet, from vvTbich the vein bas been stope<l out to the sur-
face. The bottom of the whim-shaft is in sulphurets. So is the bottom 
of a shaft at the mouth of the tunyel-drift first alluded to. This latter 
shaft is 65 feet deep, but its mouth lies 30 feet lower tllan that of the 
whim-shaft. The Ohio ore has averaged, according to Mr. Keating, 
$~5 per ton. There seems to be still a good deal of the decomposed 
ore accessible; but, sooner or later, this mine, and all others in the 
Hadersburgh district, will have to face the sulphurets in depth. At 
present, these are universally avoided. There are no faciliti es for 
working them, and I could not even learn that they had eYer been 
assayed or tested in any way for gold. 
The Leopard lode has a 1-foot crevice of dark-brown ore, shown in a 
20-foot shaft. It prospects well. The Twilight is 2 feet wide, yielding 
a light yellow ore. It has been developed to the depth of 60 feet, was 
very rich near the surfaee, but is not now worked. 
The Iron-Clad lode, giving its name to a small settlement of a dozen 
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:Profile ofWork.i:ngs on tJle II:on.clad Vein,Radersburg, Montana.. 
Scale, 100 it . to the .inch. 
The course is south 10° east, and the l1ip, taken at the mouth of the 
whim-shaft, about 70° west; below, G70 north. The average width is 3~ 
feet. The country-rock is magnesian, (talcose slate ~ ) and tile vein fol-
lows apparently \ts dip anJ course. The ore is bluish-gray qnartz, con-
taining disseminated sulphurets; in the upper levels, ferruginous de-
composed quartz. The sulpburet zone in this vein begins about 40 feet 
from the bottom of the present workings. Very little of the gold in the 
sulphurets is saved in the mill; but the tailings have been saved for 
future treatment. At the time of my visit, a 6-stamp water-power mill 
at Hot Spring was at work on the Nave ore, and the Sample Mill has 
treated some of Hall beck's ore. The larger part of the quartz extracted 
remains for the present on the dumps. The owners contemplate the 
erection of a new mill in tlle spring. The vein bas been superficially 
traced for 3,000 feet. The discovery was made in 1866 by John Spears, 
but the greater part of the lode is held by other parties, of which tile 
most prominent are: Charles G. Hall beck, Discovery, 200 feet; Jaeob 
Nave, No. 1 south, 1,000 feet; J. F. Allen, No. 1 north, 206 feet. The 
diagram shows Nave's and Ha.llbeck's workiqgs. At each of the two 
shatts shown there is a horse-whim. Water is raised in barrels, 
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amounting, in August, on Nave's claim, to 20 barrels, at 33 gallons, or 
u60 gallons dail,y. The yield of the quartz is $20 to $25 per ton. 
The depth of workings on the Iron-Clad, according to my latest ad-
vices, (December,) was: 130 feet in Nave's claim, No. 1 south; 180 feet, 
in Hallbeck's Discovery claim; ISS feet in Allen's claim, No. 1 north 
now owned by Terrill and Merritt; and in the Allen shaft itself, 204 
feet. 
The Mammoth, owned by Cleaveland and Naves, has a 4-foot creY-
ice of dark-brown ore, yielding $14-.80 per ton. Depth of working, 30 
feet. The Robert E. Lee has a shaft 60 feet deep; is from four inches 
to one foot wide, and yields light-yellowish, soft ore, milling $40 to $DO 
per ton. 
The Vanderbilt, owned by Kerwin and Baier, is developed to the 
depth of 50 feet, showing a 12 to 14-inch crevice, with brown quartz, 
carrying some visil>le free gold. Thirty-five tons milled $15 per ton. 
N . 3SO E. -(--
wagnetic. 
:Profile oftheAllenl\fine, Radersburg, Montana. 
Scale, 100ft. to the in.ch. 
The Allen lode, about half a mile east of the Iron-Clad, was discovered 
by Mr. J. F. Allen, who owns 800 feet of it. The diagram shows his 
workings up to August 5, 1871. All these were accomplished in 
two months, the vein being remarkably soft, and the walls, especially 
the hanging-wall, good. There are tllin clay partings and no slides 
of rock. Only two blasts had been found necessary in tue drifts. The 
course of t.he vein is north 28° east, and the dip 70° nort!Jwest for the 
first 30 feet, and 65° below. The width is, at northeast end of lower 
<lrift, 4 feet 8 inches; between air-shaft (A) and whim-shaft (W) above 
lower drift, 3 feet; at bottom of whim-shaft, 3 feet; average width, 3 
feet. The whim-shaft is 270 feet northeast of the Discovery. ~,he vein 
carries 8Ulphurets, no doubt, in depth, but they are not yet reached, 
and the ore resembles that of the Iron-Clad above the sulpburet zone. 
Tile amount of quartz extracte<l up to August was 300 or 400 tons. The 
last run of 80 tons in the Sample Mill yielded $13.55 per ton. It is sup-
posed that t.he softness of the material caused a loss of gold. This mine 
was in October under negotiation for sale to a New York company at 
$27,500, cash, for 800 feet. The owner propose<l erectiug a mill imme-
diately, whether the sale should be effected or not. The width of the 
ledge, and the cheapness and ease of extracting the rock, render it a 
·very promising mine. 
The Congress lode (A. Campbell & Co.) has a 2-foot crevice of dark-
brown ore, assaying $57 in silyer and $45 in gold, per ton. Depth of 
workings, 33 feet. The John Spear lode, developed to the depth of 20 
feet, shows a 3-foot crevice, carrying much galena, and assaying $90 in 
silver and $11 in gold, per ton. The Live Yankee, Moore Campbell, 
and a number of other promising outcrops, ha~e been but slightly pros-
pected. 
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South of Cedar Plains district, high up in the mount<-~in-range sepa-
rating Urow Creek from North Boulder, large quantities of galena '':tloa t-
rock" haYe been found, and it is expected that rich silver-bearing lodes 
will be discovered in that neighborhood during this year. Indeed, some 
lodes of galena have already been found which assay $60 silver per 
tou. 
The facilities for the reduction of ores have increased with a rapidity 
almost but not quite equal to the progress of extraction in this district. 
The following mills were in operation in December : 
Keating and Blacker's, fifteen stamps, steam, cost $20,000; Da,, is 
l\fill, twelve stamps, steam, cost $12,000; Allen's Mill, six slamps, 
steam; How & Wood's arrastra, with two stamps; and Nave Brothers' 
:l\Iill, five stamps and arrastra, water-power. The combined capacity of 
this machinery is sufficient to crush 56 tons of quartz every twenty-
four hours. The product for the ;year 1871 was about $200,000, one-
half of which was from ores of the Ohio and Keating lodes, crushed iu 
the Keating and Blacker Mill. 
The placer mines of this district have yielded well during the 
past year, and some new and very remunerative discoveries have been 
made. 1\Ir. Thompson discovered a lower channel on Keating Gulcll 
which yielded $5,000 in one week, with only five workmen employed, 
and which is by no means yet exhausted. The same channel was after-
ward struck at a depth of 60 feet, about 1,000 feet below Thompson's 
cla.im; and it is not improbable that it may extend along Keating 
Gulch a distance of two or three miles, in which event this district will 
receive a new impulse to its prosperity. In ::\'fountain Gulcll a deep 
channel was recently discoYered on l\ir. Barvey'8 claim~ which proved 
to be very rich, and from which 145 ounces of gold were taken during 
the few days which it was worked before cold weather put a stop to 
ruining operations. This discovery will probably lead to the <levt>lop-
ment of a very extensive gold deposit underlying the false bed-rock 
upon which the gulch has been hitherto worked. The yield of the 
placer mines during the past season bas been not less than $50,000. 
The ditches, three in number, which provide t.he water for the work-
ing of these placer mines, are owned lJy Mr. Quinn. Their combined 
length is about twenty miles, and the cost of their construction was 
about $30,000. 'Vater will be supplied in future at such rates as will 
justi(y the working of very extensive deposits which have heretofore 
lain idle. · 
We have already seen that the yield of this district, which is only 
about three miles square, was, during the year 1871, $250,000. The in-
dications are that these figures will be increased to $500,000 during the 
current year. 
Indian Creek district.-Abont eight miles north of Cedar .Plains dis-
trict, and situated among the foot-hills of the Crow Creek Mountains, 
is Indian Creek mining district, supporting the towns of Saiu t Louis 
and Springville, located respectively in the upper and lower portions 
of the mines. 
The placer mines of this section were discovered in 1866, since which 
time they have been worked to only a moderate extent on account of 
scarcity of water. Indian Creek is worked for a distance of about four 
miles, gives employment, while water lasts, to a.bout one hundred men, 
and pays about $7 per day to the baud. The aggregate length of 
water-ditches is fifteen miles. The yield of gold for the year 1871. waR in 
tbe neighborhood of $50,000. Some rich bars in this di::;trict have paid 
from $20 to $50 per day to the hand. 
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Among the quartz mines are the following: 
The Diamond Ledge is 13 to 15 feet in width, and is sunk npon to 
the depth of 95 feet. It yields a decomposed reddish quartz, 40 to us of 
which, worked in an arrastra, paid $10.25 per ton. It ltas the appearance 
of being a "chimney;" is owned by :Messrs. Lewis & Reece, of Pitts-
burgh, Penns;ylvania. Blacksmith Ledge,2 to 4feet wide,reduisb quartz, 
in a line with the Diamonu Ledge, and perhaps a continuation of the 
latter; bas a shaft 75 feet deep, and is actively worked by its 
mvners, Messrs. Foster, Ross & Uo. Jaw-Bone Ledge, 4 to 5 feet wid.e; 
well-defined crevice, producing hard, brown quartz, of a very regular 
character, showing some fine free gold. Fifty tons in an arrastra yielded. 
$15 to $33 per ton. Combined length of shafts and levels, 250 feet. Hat:i 
been worked to a depth of 60 feet. Its owners, Messrs. Kerwin, Pasch ley 
& Baier, contemplate the erection of a small mill at an early day. A 
number of other ledges in this district prospect well, but are unde-
veloped. Both this district and that of Cedar Plains are very advan-
tageously situated on the main stage-road between Helena and Boze-
man, and on the borders of one of the most productive agricultnra 1 
sections of 1\'fontana. Their supplies of merchandise can be obtaine(l 
from Helena in from one to two days, while the products of the farm 
are abundant in the immediate neighborhood. 
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CI-IAPTER V. 
UTAH. 
During the past year the mining resources of this Territory have been 
rapidly brought before the public, and the influx of prospectors, miners, 
and speculators has been very great. Capital, too, has, in many 
instances, found its way into mining and smeltiug works; but, on the 
whole, it may be asserted that few mining regions have in so sllort a 
time acquired an importance like that of Utah with the aid of so little 
capital. 
There is perhaps not so much excitement in Utah as there bas been 
in many new mining districts on far less foundation; the cause being 
that there is little opportunity for persons without capital to engage in 
large and profitable enterprises. But the owners of claims hold them 
at enormous figures, a sure indication that the thing is overdone, " 'hat-
e,·er may be the actual basis. 
Many new districts have been organized and prospected within the 
past year, and some of tlJem are regularly shipping ore. A few mines, 
and among these especially the celebrated "Emma," have, thus far, 
furnished the principal basis of actual business, as well as the stimulus 
for sanguine operations. The advantages of this Territory as a mining 
field, under existing circumstances, it is true, are inviting. 
First among the advantages of the situation must be reckoned the 
presence of a large agricultural population·'iu the Territory. Utah will 
uot have to import food to supply its mining population; autl this se-
cures reasonable prices of supplies and abundance of labor. TlJe stori(':::; 
told about the cheapness of mining labor in Utah are, lJowe,Ter, exag-
gerated. The l\iormons take from one another very low wages. The 
stan(lard is annually fixed, I am informed, by the church authorities; 
and I believe it was this year $1.50 per day. But they take all they can 
get from Gentile ernplo,Yers, and, moreover, few of them will work as 
miners; so the wages of this class of labor are $2.50 to $3.50 per day, 
e\Ten in the districts nearest to Salt Lake City. The prices paid for 
hauling ore, on the other band, are very reasonable, considering the dis-
tances. Most of the teamsters are Mormons. 
Another advantage is the facility of railway transportation for ore 
and base bullion from Salt Lake to the East and West. In·this respect 
it is true the miners and smelters are dependent upon tbe railway com-
panies. During the summer all shipments of ore were paral;vzed by a 
new and enhanced schedule of freights. Only the Emma Company, 
whieh had a contract, with the railway, at low rates, (running till Sep-
tember, I believe,) was able to go on. The rates were snbsequentl,y re-
duced, though not to the former point. They were then $18 per ton for 
ore and $20 for bulliou, from Salt Lake to Omaha. But aside from these 
:fluctuations, it is evident that without the railroads the mines of Utah 
would not have been successfully developed. EYen for those ores which 
are smelted in the Territory most of t.he eharcoal is brought by rail fi.·om 
Truckee, in the Sierra Nevada, (though a considerable amount is burned 
in the Wasatch Mountains, and iu piilon districts further south.) The 
Truckee charcoal can be bad in large quantities at 25 cents per bushel; 
the Utah charcoal costs 22 to 30 cents, but is frequently inferior in qual-
ity, while the supply is precarious. This price is far higher than it 
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should be; but the fact is that the charcoal-burners here will ahand0n 
the business unless they can make as much money as others. 
Again, the character of the ores in the Utah districts is such that they 
can be either shipped at once to foreign reduction-works, or smelted into 
argentiferous lead on the spot, and shipped in that form, or, :fiually, both 
reduced and separated in the Territory. Some of the mines in the west-
ern range furnish milling ores, which are treated by the Washoe system. 
The majority, however, contain galena, carbonate of lead, with gangue 
of ferruginous dolomite or quartz and admixtures of antimony and 
arsenic. 
If we inquire, however, how these favorable conditions are utilized, 
we find much to criticise and lament. The metallurgical industry here 
is conducted in a sadly careless and ignorant manner. There are now 
in the Territory some nineteen or twenty furnaces, mostly small shaft-
furnaces. The aggregate production in July was, however, only about 
15 tons of base bullion daily-a proof that the furnaces are run very 
irregularly, as an inspection of the works also sufficiently shows. Igno-
rance of the nature and proper treatment of the ores is one reason. Tbe 
furnaces are run so badly t.bat salamanders are of frequent occurrence. 
In fact, I do not believe the average campaign exceeds a week. 
The Messrs. Robbins, aided by their skillful metallurgist, l\1r. Riiger, 
have erected excellent works for the treatment of galena-ores, compris-
ing a large reverberatory roasting-furnace, with a smelting-hearth un-
derneath. These works are not yet fairly in operation; and tbere ap-
pears to be some difficulty in obtaining a regular supply of the kind of 
ore for which they are calculated, not so much because there is a lack 
of galena among the ores· produced, as because the miners do not like to 
sort them out, and prefer to mix all their ores together, and ship them 
in that ('Ondition. The Robbins works are, moreover, interesting, as the 
only ones, so far as I am aware, employing the coal of the Green RiYer 
field as fuel. Experience thus far has shown that the coal is not of uni-
form quality, even when coming, nominally at least, from the same miue. 
The best of it will probably be a moderately good fuel for the reverbera-
tory processes. The shaft-furnaces employ charcoal. 
The loss of lead and silver in the shaft-furnaces is very great. It may 
almost be said that the bullion produced is not richer in sil\er than the 
ore. I feel sure that in many cases, moreover, half the lead is Jo:::;t in 
the slag, or up the chimney. The astounding ignorance of the smelters 
may be illustrated. by a circumstance which I personally noticed. At 
one of the principal works I saw heaps of hematite-iron ore and of lime-
stone, which I found were brought there (the hematite at a cost of $17 
per ton) to mix with the silver-ores and make a "slag." As the ores on 
the floor contained plenty of iron, and more than plenty of lime, it 
may easily be understood that what this addition really ma<le was uot 
a slag but a salamander. 
Yet in spite of these most evident losses, the smelting-works in gen-
eral are reported as paying high prices for ore-prices, in many cases, 
which would exclude the possibility of profit, even under good manage-
ment. The only explanation I can offer is, either that the proprietors of 
the furnaces are losing money without knowing ~t (a thing which may 
easily occur to persons inexperienced in the smelting business) or they 
are running the furnaces at a loss, with the intention of selling mines 
on the strength of alleged favorable results. I fear that in many in-
stances the latter is the trne explanation. Certain it is, if anything in 
metallurgy Ol' mathematics is certain, that the smelting works now in 
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operation cannot be legitimately making money, operated as they are, 
and payiug what they do for ores. 
One great obstacle is too often in the way of the free development of 
t he best mines in the Territory. The blighting curse of litigation rests 
upon almost every good mine in the older districts. The miniug laws 
are vague and bad, and the Territory is infested with uuscrupnlons 
jumpers and black-mailers. There were, in the summer, at least tllree 
parties fighting over the Emma mine; and the Emma was by uo mea us 
a solitary instance. Lawsuits were springing up all over the 'ferritory-
a new crop of mischief from the indolence and neglect of the Federal 
Government with regard to the mining law. For my part I am more 
and more thoroughly convinced that the men to whom the United States 
is virtually giving away its mineral lands are not the proper persons to 
regulate the tenure of their titles. One would scarcely say to his beRt 
friend, "Here, take my property on your own terms!" and the penni-
less speculators in mining claims can least of all be trusted to make the 
laws defining tlleir own rights. In my opinion the United States law, 
which declares all citizens entitled to mine upon the public dontaiu, 
gives them no right to any dog-in-the-manger titles. 'rhe o"Qject of the 
law is to develop the mines, not to help a few individuals lock them up 
and demand high prices for them. A discoverer has the right to occup:v 
and improve; this is properly his only right; it is all he cau sell; aucl 
until the mine is purchased of the United States nobody can have any 
r-ights in the premises which abandonment or neglect to improve dm>s 
not defeat. lu Utah there were many mines discovered some years ago 
and abandoned. Now a second crop of discoverers has come, and the 
old ones have returned in swarms to claim their " rights." 
The product of 1871 in gold and silver may be estimated as follows: 
Express shipments of gold ............................... . 
Express shipments of silver ............................ . 
Ore shipped uy railroad, 10,806 tons, at $150 ............. . 
Base bullion by railroad, 2,:w8 tons, at $175 ............. . 





. 11, 51J 
2,300,000 
To which may be added for the value of the lead contained 
in ore and bullion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500, 000 
Giving a total of...................... . ....... . .. . 2, 800, 000 
The shipments of ore and bullion from Salt Lake City in the different 
months \.Yere as follows: 
Ore, tons. 
1871-J anuary to May 30...... .. .. . . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . • . .. .. .. 3, 984 
June .•• .•. •... ••.••. .•••.. .••••. .••••. .••••. .••••. .••••• 1::!42 
July • . • • • • . . • • . • . • • • . . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • . . 2, 810 
August . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 12: ~ 
September . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 554 
October . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . • . . . . 22() 
November............................................... 824 
December . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 440 











Mr. E. P. Vining, general freight-agent of the Union Pacific Railroad, 
informs me that 8,880 tons of ore and 2,185 tons of bullion were shipped 
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from Utah eastward over that road during the year. This would leaye 
for shipments over the Central Pacific Railroad westward 9~6 tons of ore 
and 193 tons of bullion. 
Tlle material for the following pages bas been furnished by notes from 
Professor Blake, Mr. Fabian, Captain Stover, 0. Hahn, l\Ir. Hefferuau, 
and by those made by my deputy, Mr. Eilers, and myself during our 
visits to the different districts in the Territory. 
The mining districts of Utah which have attracted most atteution 
<luring the year are in the region east and south of Great Salt Lake. 
They are laid out in the two principal ranges of the Wasatch Mount-
ains, and thus lie in two longitudinal belts, one on the east of the 
valley of the Jordan, the other on the west. Commencing near Corinne, 
at the northern and eastern end of the lake, the districts succeed from 
north to south in nearly the following order: 
Cache County.-Dry Lake, Logau, .Millville, Mineral Point. 
Box Elder County.-Willow Creek. 
Jl[o'rgan Cmmty.-Weber, traversed by the Weber River and by the 
U niou Pacific RailroaO.. 
Davis Oounty.-Farmington, Centreville. 
Salt Lake Cmtnty.-Hot Spring, New El Dorado, Big Cottonwood, 
Little Cottonwood, American Fork, Snake Creek, Uiutah, Silver Fork. 
Utah County.-East Tin tic, l\iount N ebo or Timmins, Spanish Fork. 
Tooele County.-Tooele, Stockton, Ophir, Lower district, Camp Floyd, 
Osceola, W <>St Tin tic. In the same, or Oquirrh, range, but on the 
eastern slope, are the West Mountains, or Bingham district, facing tbe 
Bjg Cotton wood~ and the Little Cotton wood on the opposite side of tbe 
valley. Lake Side district is directly west of Great Salt Lake. The 
island in the lake is known as Church Island district. 
Tbe geological structure of the Wasatch Mountains is intricate and 
interesting. The principal range east of Salt Lake bas a broad expo-
sure of gray granite rising into peaks generally whitened by snow. This 
rock is flanked on the east by au immense thickness of quartzite and. 
limestone strata, the last mentioned generally holding the lead and sil-
Yer-bearing veins. In these rocks Professor Blake obtaiued numerous 
fossils, principally encrinites and one species of .Archimedes. He refers 
the formation to the Lower Oarbon.iferous or Devonian period. In the 
upper portion of the principal canons or valleys, cutting the range 
tnmsYersel~T' there are distinct and well-marked traces of former gla-
ciers. At the bead of Little Cottonwood Canon the granite is worn by 
glacial action into smoothly rounded summits-roches moutonnees-and 
part way down the valley the ancient terminus of the glacier is marked 
by a moraine stretching across the valley from side to side, except 
where it is cut through by the existing stream. 
In the higher portions of the Wasatch, especially east of Salt Lake 
City, in the valleys of the Big Cottonwood and tbe Little Cottonwood, 
there is an abundant supply of timber, consisting chiefly of fir, pine, and 
cedar. The quaking ash grows in great luxuriance along the streams 
lower down. 
Dnring tbe winter snow falls in great quantity, and accumulates to a 
depth of from G to 20 feet or more in some places, and where it is shel-
tered from the direct rays of the sun it remains through the summer or 
until September and October. The melting of this vast accumulation 
of snow giyes a constant supply of pure water, and forms rapidly-flow-
ing streams, valuable not only for saw-mills and smelting-works but of 
far greater importance for the irrigation of the valley lands. Both of 
the Cottonwood. Creeks are thus utilized, and are two of the most impor-
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t:mt sources of water for the irrigation of the valley near Salt Lake 
Uity. 
The unrestrained use of the timber by the miners and the MorinOllS 
is working its speedy destruction. It is not only cut freely for the mills, 
but for making coal, and immense quantities are annually consumed lJy 
forest-fires, the result of carelessness or neglect, or of willful determi-
nation to destroy. It is abundant now, but in a few years will be very 
scarce and valuable. The Mormons have for many years obtained their 
~Snpply from the Big Cottonwood, and it is said that the tirst discov-
eries there of mineral deposits were made by the lumbermen. 
'rhe discovery of metalliferous deposits in this region, inaugurating 
the series of discoveries leading to tile formation of the sm·eral di~tricts 
named, may be said to date back to the year 1863. The first silver-lead 
Yeins were found in the Oquirrh range, in Bingham Canon, and in the 
mountains bordering Rush Valley. In October, 1862, the United States 
Yolunteers from California, under the command of General Connor, arrived 
in Utah and established the post known as Camp Douglas. .Many ex-
perienced California miners were in this command, and naturally enough 
took every favorable opportunity for prospecting the bills and valleys 
of that vicinity. In the fall of 1863 Lieutenant Weitz and a small party 
discovered the outcrop pings of a lode in Bingham Canon, and from that 
time prospeGting was energetically prosecuted. In 1864, when Company 
L was stationed .at the Government reserve in Rush Valley, many lodes 
of argentiferous galena were found. In the same year many locations 
were made by parties of persons emigrating from the Western States to 
California, and about this time the town of Stockton was laid out. The 
land was ''taken up" for the purpose by General P. ID. Connor, J. P. 
Rogers, Joseph Clark, and J. J. Johnson. The first mining district wns 
organized in December, 1863, and was named "West Mountain l\fiuing 
District." It embraced the whole of the Oquirrh range of mountQilJS 
lying west of Jordan VaUey. At a meeting of the miners, bel<l June 
11, 1864, this large district was subdivided, the eastern slope of the 
moun tams retaining the name of" vVest Mountain Mining District," and 
the western slope was called the "Rush Valley Mining District." 
Rush Valley district.-In the years 1865 and 1866, when the troops 
were mustered out of servic~, a great many men turned their attention 
to the recently-located veins, and Stockton soon grew to be a mining 
town of considerable importance. Ahoutfifty new buildings were erected, 
and the trade in supplies for the miners was very brisk, though the coHtof 
every article was enormous. Transportation of supplies from the Mis-
souri Hiver to Salt Lake City at that time cost 25 cents per pound. This 
heavy expense upon all tools, together with the great ditlerence between 
gold and currency, and the large profit asked on goods by tile traders, 
made mining a very costly occupat.ion in those days. A sllovel, for f'X-
. ample, cost $5; steel, $1.40 pn pound; powder, $1.50; sugar, $1.25 per 
pound; coffee, $1.50; tea, $4.50; and other articles in proportion. 
In the year 1864 the West Jordan Mining Company was iucorporated 
under the laws of California, and work was commenced on a lode of 
that name in Bingham Canon. A tunnel was run into the hill about 40 
feet.. The work was continued unt.il the great expense, amounting to 
$o0 per running fo,)t of tunnel, caused it to be suspended. 
The first furnace for smelting the ores was built by General Connor 
and others, associ::~ted under the title of the ''Pioneer Cmupan,y,'' at 
Stockton, in the year 18G4. About the sa,me time a company, called tile 
Hush Valley Smelting Company, was formed at Camp Douglas; the 
stockholders were the twent,y ofti,\ers tlleu stationed there. Other 1nr-
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naces were built soon after by General Connor in the reverberatory form. 
They were made of adobes and sandstone, and last,ed long enough to 
proYe that the ore could be successfully smelted, but also that the ma-
terials used in construction were not suitable, for the furnaces soon 
burned out and were left to ruin. There were three of these furnaces 
of large size, and one of them had a flue 150 feet long. The ruins of these 
and of other furnaces are still to be seen, deserted, upon the hill-side..., 
near Stockton. 
Smaller blast or draught furnaces were built by each of the following-
named parties, Finnerty, James, Gibson, Nichols, Brain, Warren, and 
Davids, and all smelted more or less of the ores. The first cupola-fur-
nnce was built by Mosheimer, Johnson & Co., bnt for want of sufficient 
blast did not work very successfully. One cupelling-furnace was bniit 
by Stover & Weberling. 
In 1865 the Knickerbocker and Argenta Mining· and Smelting Com-
pany was organized in New York, and disbursed $100,000 in the pur-
chase of claims, machinery, and material for furnaces, buildings, &e. 
The superintendents were Captain C. B. Dahlgren, Colonel J. G. Cooper, 
aud J. lVI. Forbes. This company suspended operations in 1866, mHt 
their property was sold by the sheriff, by tbe order of the county court, to 
pay the indebtedness of the concern. This large expenditure of money, 
without any satisfactory result or profit;, was inevitable considering the 
cost of all materials necessary to carry on smelting-operations. To mine 
and smelt argentiferous lead ores at a profit was simply impossible under 
those conditions, and it did not become possible to conduct this busi-
ness profitably until, by the construction of the Pacific Railroad, supplies 
and transportation were cheapened. Since the completion of the rm d 
these old, abandoned, or neglected claims and furnaces are invested witll 
new interest and value. 
The discovery and location of the principal lodes of this district were 
made during the years 1864, 1865, and 1866. There were upward of 
five hundred locations recorded. Not more than forty of tl!ese were in 
what is now called the Ophir or East Canon district. The first dis-
covery in that district was in 1864, and was called the ''Subjugation." 
This was soon followed by the location of the "Wild Delirium," Saint 
Louis, Mountain Gem, (with extensions,) Pollock' IXL, 1\'fetropolitan, and 
otliCrs. At Stockton, the earliest discoveries were named the Eureka, 
Quandary, Potomac, Great Basin, Great Central, Silver King, Last 
Chance, New York, Silver Queen, Lady Douglas, Mineral HHl. 
No discoveries of any importance have been made in this district 
north of Dry Canon since the year 1866, with the exception of a few 
locations made at Soldier Calion recently. 
The Rush Valley district was divided, in July, 1870, into three dis-
tricts, the north end being named the Tooele, and the part taken from 
the south end of the original, the Ophir district. The central portion 
retained the name of Rush Valley <listrict, and is about seven miles 
square. The town of Stockton is beautifully situated upon the Rlope of 
tbe foot-hills of the mountains, facing Rush Valley Lake, a sheet of water 
six miles long and three miles wide. From well-knowu and understootl 
causes this district has not attracted as much attention as others during 
the general enthusiasm and excitement attending the discovery and 
opening of mines in other districts, although it is believed th~t many of 
the lodes are equal in value to some of the best in the Territory. In-
stead of increasing in population, the town of Stockton is retrograding; 
there are not as many buildings and residents in it now as it had three 
years ago. 
H. Ex. 211-20 
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For most of the foregoing details regarding the early history of this 
district, I am indebted to Captain David B. Stover, who has been familiar 
with the progress of mining there and in other parts of Utah since the 
first discovery in 1863. The following are special details of several of 
the principal claims. 
Great Central, first northern extension, 1,000 feet; located in August, 
1864-; vein 3 feet wide; assays $100 per ton in silver, and 45 pt:r cent. 
lead. The development in April, 1871, consisted of an open cut 30 feet 
long, with a pit 10 feet deep at each end. Ten tons of ore had been 
shipped. Owners, Connor, Stover, Butler, and Kean. 
Bolivia, 1,000 feet; located in 1865; ore an argentiferous galena, 
assaying $40 to the ton, and giving an average of 3'5 per cent. of lead. 
Seventy-five tons of ore have been shipped, and there was about the 
same quantity on the dumps. The development consists of a shaft 132 
feet in depth; vein represented as 3 feet wide. Owned by Connor, 
Stover, Brown & Co. vVood and water plenty. 
Eureka: Located in 1864, and work commenced in the same year; 
veiu 4 feet to 6 feet wide; average assay value in sihTer $7.5 ; lead 60 
per cent. Opened by a tunnel140 feet long run in to cut the vein, and 
by an excavation on the surface equal to 100 cubic yards. The tunnel 
had not reached the vein in July, 1871. Only about 20 tons of ore had 
been taken out up to that time. Owners, Connor, Stover, Church & Co. 
Hard Times: The claim was located in 1864, and is 1,200 feet in 
length; vein 18 inches wide, in limestone; ore is a hard, green-stained 
carbonate. Assays average $100 to the ton, but they have reached as 
high as $550. Native silver in small scales has been found in this lode. 
Opened by two shafts, each about 12 feet deep. Several tons of ore 
were taken out. Owners, Connor, Stover, Benson & Co. 
I_~ady Douglas, 1, 700 feet ; located in 1865 ; vein, 2 feet wide ; ore, 
galena and carbonate of lead; assay value about $50 to the ton in 
sih-er and 40 per cent. of lead ; opened by a cut of 20 feet in length, 
and by several pits, each a few feet deep; also by another cut 25 feet 
in length. This vein is said to ha-ve been traced for 1,000 feet; about 3 
tons or ore have been taken out. Owned by Butler, Kean, Sto\er, and 
others. 
Exchange: Location 800 feet in length ; vein said to be 6 feet wide 
and the ore to assay $30 per ton in silver, and 48 per cent.- of lead; 
opened by a pit 8 feet deep ; work commenced in March, 1871; owned 
by Butler, Rice, Chase, and Kean. 
Elizabeth: 1,~00 feet located; vein 18 inches wide; average assay of 
silver, $50 per ton; lead, 40 per cent.; opened by a shaft 12 feet deep, 
and by an open cut. 25 feet long; work commenced in 1866; twenty 
tons of ore have been taken out by the owners, Messrs. Carle, Stover 
& Co. 
Quandary: Length of claim, 1,200 feet; vein, 3 feet wide; average 
assay, $45 in silver, and 50 per cent. of lead; shaft 110 feet deep; work 
commenced in 1864; resumed in 1871, and 10 tons of ore taken out; 
owners, Chase & Uo. 
Pendleton: Length of location, 1,200 feet; vein, 2 feet wide; average 
.assay, $55 in silver per ton, and 40 per cent. of lead; opened by a shaft 
about 60 feet deep; work commence~ in 1864; about 10 tons of ore 
have been taken out; owned by Stover and Butler. 
Last Chance : Length of location, 1,000 feet; vein, about 2 feet wide; 
averages in silver $100 per ton, but samples haTe assayed as high as 
$1,400; average yield of lead, 40 per cent.; opened by a shaft 35 feet 
. ., 
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deep, and by several cuts on the surface across the vein ; quantity of 
ore, about 5 tons ; owned by Nevitt, Stover, Connor & Co. 
Rush Valley : Location, 1,200 feet long ; vein, 2 feet wide ; ore, an 
argentiferous galena, assaying $40 in silver, and 30 per cent. of lead; 
shaft 8 feet deep; work commenced in 1864; owned by Connor, Chase, 
and Gibson. 
Silver King-first extension west: Location, 1,000 feet; vein, 4 feet 
wide; average assay, $30 per ton in silver, and 55 per cent. of lead; 
one shaft is 165 feet, and one 40 feet deep; work wa~ commenced in 
1865. This was owned by the Argenta Silver Mining Company. Sixty 
tons of ore have been taken out. It is now owned by Dilidine, Stover, 
and Benson. 
Potomac: Location of 1,200 feet made in 1864; vein, 3 feet wide; 
shaft 100 feet deep; ·25 tons taken out; assay value is about $55, silver, 
and 60 per cent. of lead; owners, Bayliss, Kerr, Benson, and Stover. 
Constitution: Location, 1,000 feet; made in 1864; vein, 1 foot wide; 
ore assa~·s $50 per ton in silver, aud 60 per cent. of lead; shaft 15 feet 
deep; and 10 tons of ore have been taken out; owners, Church, Stover, 
and others. 
Pleasant Hill: Location, 1,100 feet; vein, 2 feet wide; average assay 
in silver $35 per ton, and 55 per cent. of lead ; worked by an open cut 
30 feet long and a shaft 12 feet deep, in 1865; twenty tons of ore were 
taken out. Relocated under the name of "Grand Cross" in 1870. It is 
now opened by a tunnel 130 feet long and a shaft 30 feet deep. More 
than 100 tons of ore have been taken out since 1865. Some of this ore 
was shipped to San Francisco, and some has been worked at Simon's 
Furnace. Owners, Payne, Paxton, and others. 
Silver King: Location, 1,000 feet; vein, 5 feet wide; ore, arg.entiferous 
galena and carbonate of lead; average assay value $40 per ton in silver, 
and 50 per cent. of lead; opened by two shafts, one 200 feet deep, and 
the other 50 teet. There are also a tunnel150 feet long connecting with 
one of the shafts, and drifts equal to 100 feet more in length. Work 
was commenced in 1865; 300 tons of ore have been taken out, most of 
which was sent to San Francisco. A part was worked at Simon's 
Furnace. Owners, Gail, Connor, and others. 
Defiance: Location, 800 feet; Yein, 4 feet wide; assays $40 per ton, 
and 40 per cent. of lead; opened by a tunnel 65 feet long; work com-
menced in December, 1870; only about 2 tons have been taken out; 
owned by Butler, Rice & Co. 
John Adams: Location, 1,000 feet; vein, 2 feet wide; assays $40 in 
silver, aud 35 per cent. of lead; opened by a shaft 10 feet deep, and by 
cuts in the surface; worked in 1865 and rewo;rked in 1870; only 2 
tons of ore taken out; owned by Butler, Kean & Co. 
New York Lode: Location, 1,000 feet; vein, 18 inches wide; the ore 
is a hard carbonate of lead, some of which has assayed as high as $3,000; 
the average is al>out $125 in silver, and about 40 per cent. of lead; shaft, 
-15 feet deep; owners, Nichols, Stover & Co. 
Saint Patrick: Location, 1,400 feet; vein, 3 feet wide ; ore assays 
$40 in silver, and 60 per cent. of lead; shaft 90 feet deep; work com-
menced in 1871, soon after the discovery ; probably 100 tons had been 1 
taken out in July, 1871. The ore is smelted at Simon's Furnace. 
Legal Tender: Location, 1,000 feet; vein, 3 feet wide; average assay 
$50 in silver, and 60 per cent. of lead; 100 tons taken out; work com-
menced in 1871 ; owned by True, Tiernan & Co. 
Putnam: Lo0ation, 3,000 feet; vein, 3 feet wide; average assay $60 
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in silver, and 40 per cent. of lead; opened by cut and shaft, the latter 
60 feet deep ; owners, Delamater, Wells & Co. 
Tucson : Location, 1,000 feet ; vein, 3 feet wide ; ore assays $40 in 
silver, and 55 per cent. of lead; opened by a shaft 100 feet deep; owned 
by George Berry & Co. 
Ophir or East Canon district.-This district was formerly, as men-
tioned above, a part of the Rush Valley or Stockton mining district. 
Horn-silver and other rich silver-ores were found August, 1870. The 
Silveropolis mines have since yielded from $50,000 to $75,000 of base 
bullion. Some of the most prominent claims in April, 1871, were the 
Tampico, Mountain Lion, Mountain Tiger, Petaluma, Zella, Silver Ohief, 
Defiance, Virginia, Monarch, Blue Wing, Silveropolis. It is now prob-
ably the most productive district of the Oquirrh range. Mining is pros-
ecuted with energy and success, and mil1s and smelting-works are in 
full operation. Up to April, 1871, over five hundred locations had been 
recorded. One furnace was in operation, and two more were erecting. 
Ophir City, the center, was a thriving town of one thousand to twelve 
hundred inhabitants, and it is increasing iu importance daily. It is lo-
cated in a canon leading from the center of the range to the open plain 
or valley south of Rush Lake, and is accessible by carriage-road from 
Salt Lake City in one day. Stages run daily, passing around the south 
end of Salt Lake through Rush Valley and the town of Stockton. 
There are two distinct groups of mines; the one north of the town 
affording an abundance of galena and pyritous ores of low grade, while 
the other, upon Lion Hill, south of the town, yields a richer class of ore, 
the decomposed portions of which can be successfully treated by the 
ordinary mill processes. 
This Lion Hill, or rather mountain, (for it rises abruptly some 2,000 
feet above the town,) is noted for the quantity and richness of the silver-
ore it bas already yielded, and for the number of silver-producing claims 
located upon it. It is formed of a great mass of limestone strata, which 
here rise in one grand anticlinal curve. The edges of these strata show 
in an almost vertical wall along the valley which cuts directly through 
them transverse to the axis. The silver deposits crop ont between the 
upper layers of rock, which there pitch· to the eastward at an angle of 
about· 20°. The outcrops are upon the brow of a very steep descent, 
facing the west, and overlooking the valley and the calion below the 
town. The new mill erected there by the Walker Brothers, of Salt Lake 
City, is directly in sight below, and is not more than a mile distant. But 
as the descent is too abrupt for a road way tl.J.e ores are not sent directly 
down, but are carted in the other direction along the ridge, descending 
gradually by the bed oftbe ravine to Ophir City, and thence a mile fur-
ther down the valley to the mill. 
The ores of Lion Hill are chiefly the soft, ochery, and earthy-looking 
mixtures resulting from the decomposition of argentiferous galena and 
other argentiferous minerals containing antimony and arsenic. An ex-
amination made by Mr. Blake of a portion of ore taken from the Rock-
well claim showed that the silver existed in it in the form of chloride, 
so that it could be easily and cleanly worked in a mill without prelimi-
nary roasting. But there are also large quantities of carbonate of lead 
and nodules of antimonial galena, which require roasting or smelting in 
order to liberate the silver contained in them . . 
Most of the ore in these claims is soft enough to be taken out without 
the useofpowder, the pick and shovel sufficingto detach it. It is wheeled 
out through tunnels to the surface, and is there packed in canvas 
sacks for shipping or for sending down to the furnaces or mills. The 
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veins lie at sueh an angle upon the bill that they are readily and cheaply 
opened by tunnels, and do not require expensive shafts and machinery 
for hoisting or pumping. There is as yet no water of consequence in 
any of the excavations. Apparently it freely finds its way downward 
through the creYices in the limestone, so that no difficulty from that 
source need be expected in depth. 
It is proposed to run a tunnel directly through the mountain at a 
depth of about 2,000 feet below the principal claims. The survey of 
lUeLaren's East Calion tunnel shows that the height of some of the prin-
cipal points and claims above tide is as follows: 
Silver Chief mine ........... ......... ~ .................... . 
l\f ountain Tiger and Zelia _ ................................ . 
Snmmit of Lion Mountain .................................. . 
:Monarch and Virginia .......................... _ .......... . 
Horn-Silver Hill ..................... " ............ ........ . 
Vallejo and Occidental mines ........... . ............•...... 









Silver City, or the Yalley just below it, is found to be nearly 6,675 feet 
auove the sea. 
Probably the largest amount of ore has been shipped from the Mountain 
Lion claim. The Occidental, Tiger, Rockwell, Zelia, and Silver Chief 
are all prominent claims, and have yielde{l notable quantities of good 
ore. The last-mentioned claim is reportea to have had, on the 1st of 
August last, from 250 to 300 tons of excellent '' chloride ore" upon the 
dump, and to be opened by a tunnel120 feet long, with a drift 40 feet 
long to the northward, showing a fine body of ore extending north and 
so nth. 
1liountain Tiger, Rockwell, and Zella.-These three contiguous claims, 
after having been successfully worked separately, have recently been 
consolidated, and are being systematically developed by tunnels and. 
shafts, under the superintendence of Mr. l\iark Daly. Some details re-
o·arding the production and value of the ores of these claims will serve 
to give a general idea of the value of the ores from other claims in the 
immediate vicinity. 
The greater portion of the work bas been done upon the Mountain 
Tiger claim. It is opened by a tunnel and open cut 150 feet in length, 
following the ore for a part of the distance, and ending in an inclined 
shaft reaching under the outcroppings of the Rockwell claim, to cou-
1ll'Ct there with a shaft sunk from the s_urface. At the bottom of this 
incline, in August last, a small oven-like cavern was opened into, 
Hud the floor was found covered with a yellowish, earthy deposit, which, 
though not very promising in its appearance, contained at the rat~t of 
mTer $2,000 per ton in silver. It appeared to be a mixture of chloride of 
silver and oxide of antimony. 
Upon the Zelia claim the ore came up to the surface of the ground, 
and has been excavated for about 75 feet in length aw.l to a depth of15 
to 20 feet, for most of this depth under the overhanging wall of lirne-
Rtone. The thickness varied from 2 to 5 feet, and the ore was very rich. 
Both this claim and the Mountain Tiger have yielded large quantities of 
ore. Some of it has been worked in the Pioneer Mill of Messrs. Walker 
& Brothers, and some has been shipped. The value of the ores on the 
dump-piles in August last was estimated at $135,000 by the superin-
tendent, and the total of ore out and in sight in the three claims at o-ver 
$360,000. On the 30th of August last _ the shaft in tlw Petaluma work-
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ings (a portion of the Mountain Tiger claim) was 30 feet deep, and showed 
ore all the way. · 
In regard to the value of these ores, as raised, there is abundant and 
satisfactory information. Large sales have been made from time to 
time, the value being ascertained by average sampling and careful assays. 
Most of the lots of ore offered for sale were purchased by Mr. C. T. 
Meader, of Salt Lake City, at from 63 to 65 per cent. of the assay value. 
The value of several lots is shown .in the following table: 
Ret,urns of sampling and assay of mine lots of ore from the Mountain Tiger 
claim. 
I Value of silver Quantity in Moisture. Lead Ounces of silver per ton of 2,00 pounds. per cent. per ton. pounds. 
0 
4,989 3.50 0.00 166.21 $214 89 
24,443 17.00 - .. - ......... --- ............ 97.68 176 28 
22,671 
I 
6.50 15.00 64.15 82 94 
4,587 4.50 3.00 53.94 69 74 
4,135 9.75 9.50 104.97 135 72 
7,000 8.50 5.02 189.54 245 05 
8,546 9.03 5.00 93.31 120 64 
27,322 9.00 10.20 164.75 213 00. 
10,825 5.00 7.,00 104.96 ·135 72 
• 
Returns of sampling and assay va,lue of eleven lots from the Zella claim. 
Weight in pounds. Moisture. Lea.d 
Ounces of silver I Value of s i I v or 
percent. per ton. per ton of 2~000 pounds. 
3,567 7.00 2.5 198.28 $256 36 
7,872 10.00 9.0 121.01 156 45 
16,995 12.50 11.0 163.29 211 12 
6,016 10.50 9.0 209.95 271 44 
10,859 9.05 19.0 199.45 257 86 
5,432 18.00 14.0 166.21 214 89 
2,385 7.00 7.0 330.96 427 89 
I 
2,520 4.50 Trace. 67.06 86 71 
13,753 18.00 5.0 105.85 136 85 
7,112 18.00 3.0 99.14 128 18 
3,810 14.50 6.0 116.64 150 80 
An average sample of the ore standing in the Tiger claim in August, 
yielded at the rate of, silver 185 ounces, value $239, per ton of 2,000 
pounds. An average sample of the Zelia claim previously taken gave 
$138.86 as the value in silver. 
Silveropolis, Tampico, Occidental, and other claims.-About a mile 
beyond the Mountain Tiger claim, on Lion Hill, in the direction of Camp 
Floyd, there is a group of claims from which a considerable quantity of 
rich chloride-of-silver ore has been taken. At the Tampico a great open 
cut along the slope of the hill exposes the ends of curved steata of lime-
stone for 250 or 300 feet. The limestone is bard and flinty, and irregu-
larly seamed with masses of dark-colored calc-spar, some quartz and 
heavy spar. Good ore is found in the midst of these seams, but not in 
any clearly defined or regular vein. 
At the Silveropolis claim born-silver was found interstratified with 
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limestone or filling a seam parallel with the strata. After a iew hun-
dred tons of good milling ore had been taken out of an open cut the 
seam" pinched" aml work was discontinued at that place. But tunnels 
to cut the stratum in depth have been commenced. The prospect for 
striking a prolongation of the deposit is very fair. The strata at thi.~ 
place trend southwest and dip at about 450 to the southeast. Nearly 
$50,000 worth of silver ore was taken from the cut, and much of the 
rock yielded from $400 to $600 per ton. The ore was very free from 
base metals, but some nodules of galena were found toward the bottom 
of the cut. The limestone upon which the chloride of silver rested is 
mucll veined with white c.alc-spar, and tile same mineral was found with 
the ore. 
Some of the ore from this loeality, worked at the Pioneer Mill, gm·e 
bullion .D9G fine; it evidently was chiefly clllodde uncontaminated by 
other metallic compounds and reducible by the mill process. Ore from 
the Tampico also gave very fine bullion. One lot of 24 sacks of ore 
f~'om the Tampico assayed $1,11G.88 per ton, and another of 22 sacl;:s 
$934.63 per ton. The average of the pile as selected was over $SUO. 
Six sacks shipped abroad assayed. at the rate of $4,104.72 per ton. 
The Pioneer Quartz-1\fill, East Canon, or Walker's Mill, already 
referred to as situated one mile below Silver City, at the mouth of the 
calion, is one of the best for its size upon the Pacific ·coast. It was 
made by a branch of the establishment of W. J. Booth & Co., of San 
Francisco, and bas all the latest improvements and modificgtions on tl.Je 
old-fashioned mills of two or three years ago. - There are one Blake's 
rock-breaker, three 5-stamp batteries, six grinding and amalgamating 
pans of one ton capacity each, three 7-foot settlers and two large retorts 
ior the bullion, set in brick-work. The engine is a fine piece of work-
manship, tl.Ominally 70 to 80 horse-power, with cylinder J G inehes in 
diameter and 30 inches stroke. The boilers are 48 inches in diameter 
and 16 feet long, with 40 tubes in each. The engine-building is 40 by ::w 
feet, and the main building 40 by 60 feet. The ore-dump platform abo\"e 
the rock-breaker bas a capacity of 1,200 tons. The large FairbankR 
scales will take a load of 20 tons. 
The batteries are arranged for dry crushing. The discharge is from 
both sides1 and the powdered ore is receiYed in two tram-wagons stand-
ing under each side of the mortar. The stamps are run as fast as fi.'om 80 
to 90 lifts per minute with double cams; the drop is 8 to 10 inclles. Tl.Je 
fifteen stamps crush about twenty-five tons a day. The ore is delivered 
at the mill by ox-teams at $4 per ton from the mines. Wood for fuel is 
deliYered at $4 per core]. 
This mill was started in August last, under the superintendence of 
l\1r. Latllrop Dunn, and worked several small lots of ore from differeut 
claims. The silver bars first turned out were remarkable for their purity 
and fineness, ranging from .991 to .996 fine. The first four bars weighed 
and assayed as below: 
Ounces. Fineness. 
Sil veropolis claim . ___ .. ___________ • _____ . __ -•. -- ••.. _ _ _ _ _ 769. 75 . 991 
Sil Yeropolis claim __ • _____ .- _________ . ____ . _________ -____ - 850. 00 . 996 
Tampico claim. ___ ._. ______________ ._. ___ . ____ - ____ . ____ .1, 024.76 . 991 
Occidental claim . ____ . __________ . _______ . ____ , ___ .• ___ . _ _ 770. 00 . 993 
Value. 
$98G 28 
1, 09-1 GJ 
1, :n3 oo 
9Btl GO 
There were also a few arrastras at work in the canon. One owned by 
J_ D. I..~omax is run by a water-wheel18 feet in diameter. He uses also 
a ·vvheeler pan for amalgamation. The works of the Ophir l\iining and 
Smelting Company are owued by Colonel Weightman & Co. There is one 
furnace in operation, and a new one is being built. The former is 14 
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feet from the top to feed-hole; 30 inches in diameter at top, 40 in the 
middle, and 30 at the bottom. They have a 16 horse-power engine and 
a No. 7 Sturtevant blower. About two tons of bullion are made a day. 
There are three tuyeres to this furnace. The fire-bricks are made 8 
inches thick. It takes twelve to go around the furnace. 
In Ophir district are also Fawcett's "patent" furnaces. These are 
draught-furnaces, in which the draught is produced by conducting 
steam into the stack above the charge, which draws air in rapidly below 
through a large number of openings or tuyeres. The idea is old, and 
bas long been given up as impractical in older mining countries. The 
steam is furnished by a 40 horse-power boiler for two large iron stacks 
lined with fire-brick. The furnace burned out a very short time after 
it had been started without producing any bullion. Subsequent trials 
resulted no better. Schofield, Abbey, Drake & Co.'s furnace, in the 
same district, has two stone stacks, boshes lined with quartzite, of the 
same capacity and construction as that of Jennings, near Salt Lake City, 
which will be mentioned hereafter. There is a 20 horse-power engine; 
a Gates crusher, and a No. 7 Sturtevant fan. Some bullion has been 
made here, but in the latter part of the year the works were idle. 
In the fall the Brevoort Mining Uompany built a steam stamp-mill 
at the lower end of East Caiiou. This is the patent of J. W. Forbes, 
of La Porte, Indiana, and cost $2,500 in the East. It is known as the 
"automatic steam-battery," and the mortar is oval in shape, discharging 
from a No. 40 screen, on all sides. There are two stamps, the stems of 
which are 6~ feet high, and 65 pounds of steam .are required to run 
them. They use two engines, one of 10 and one of 30 lwrse-power. This 
mill is run on the same principle as ""Wilson's stamp-mill, so well known 
on this coast, the stamp-stems acting as pistons to two vertical cylinders, 
so that the force of the steam is thrown directly on the stamp. This 
company also haYe five improYed Varney pans, and one Farnham & 
vVarren patent pulp-grinder, with a capacity, it is said~ of 1 ton an 
hour. The grinder is 30 inches high and 3 feet in diameter, grinding 
the pulp three times over, and then discharging it into the amalga-
mating-pans. 
According to an estimate furnished me by Mr. James Hefferuan, of 
Corinne, smelting in this district cannot be profitably conducted under 
the presen~ circumstanc.;es, and especially with the present high prices 
of ore. It is based on ore from the Velocipede mine, which contains 
about 30 per cent. of lead with 30 ounces of silver per ton, and of which 
it takes for the present smelting operations 5 tons to make 1 ton of 
bullion. 
Cost : 
5 tons of Velocipede ore, at $30 per ton ________ . - ___ . -.... ___ . '" ..... $150 00 
Cost of smelting, at $35 per ton ___________ - . __ - __ . _- ____ - ___ .-. _.-. 175 00 
Cost of tmnsporting 1 ton of bullion to Salt Lake City ___ . __ . __ .. __ . 10 00 
Total cost of 1 ton of bullion, not including interest, &c._ ...... ______ . $335 00 
Proceeds: 
1 ton oflead bullion, at 3t cents per pound- - --------------_---·.... 70 00 
5 tons of ore yielding 30 ounces, total 150 ounces, of which 80 per cent. 
is saved, 120 ounces, at $1.15 per ounce ... ---- __ -----·_·----·---· 138 00 
Total value oflmllion, per ton ________ .. _. _ .•. ~. __ . _ .. _ .•• _ ..•. _. __ . _ 20~ 00 
Loss . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ...•.. __________ ... ________ . _ ... _ . _ .. _____ . _ . _ .. ___ . _ _ _ _ 127 00 
This seems high, but I am satisfied that it is not far from the actual 
facts. 
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CLAIMS NORTH OF OPHIR CITY. 
The claims located upon the north side of the caiion,just above Silver 
City, yield ores not so well adapted for milling as for smelting. These 
ores consist chiefi,y of a mixture of galena and iron pyrites, both in small 
erystals, and they occur in beds from 2 to 5 feet thick apparently inter-
stratified with the rock, and dipping into the mountain at an angle of 
20 to 30 degrees. The rocks are thinly stratified limestone with slaty 
partings, passing into calcareous shale. The upper portions of the beds 
of ore, at and for several feet below the surface, are much decom-
posed, giving an ochery, yellow and greenish mass, easily mined and 
smelted. Among the claims producing such ores are the Silver Shield, 
Velocipede, Hidden Treasure, General Grant, Burnett, Cooley Sevier, 
California Antelope, Wild Delirium, &c. 
Burnet: Claim 1,200 feet; one mile from Ophir; ore as above de-
scribed; selected samples assaying about 48 per cent. of lead and $60 
per ton in silver. The sulphurets are found in mass about 20 feet below 
the croppings. 
General Grant tunnel : Located to intersect several lodes-the Har-
riet, Seymour, General Grant, Blue Monitor, Lola Montez, and others. 
The ores of these lodes are worth about $45 per ton in silver, and con-
tain 20 per cent. of lead. The tunnel was commenced July lG, 1870. 
In April, 1871, $2,000 worth of work had been done on it and the 
claims. Upwards of 300 tons of ore had been taken out, one car-load 
of which was shipped to Liverpool. 
Blue Monitor: Claim 3,000 feet; work was commenced in July, 1870, 
aud a large amount of ore taken out. It assays about 60 ounces of sil-
ver per ton and 15 per cent. of lead. Owned by W. W. Angel, vVilliam 
Trans, L. W. Clark, and others . 
. The Raymond Smelting-Works are located at Ophir City, East Calion, 
fifty miles from Salt Lake City. Operations commenced March 1, 1871; 
building 40 by 80 feet; steam-power; one blast-furnace; capacity 
10 tons of ore per day ; on an average, 3~ tons of the ore smelted pro-
duced one ton of metal. Forty tons of base bullion were produced up 
to April30, 1871; value per ton, $257. Another blast-furnace was then 
erecting. Charcoal is used as fuel. The average assayed value·in silver 
per ton was 131 ounces. I am indebted for these details to Mr. S. A. 
Raymond, superintendent of the works. 
Camp Floyd district.-This district adjoins Ophir or East Canon dis-
ttict on the south. It is comparatively new, and the claims are not yet 
much developed. The outcroppings of veins are well defined, and are 
not so high up on the mountain as at Lion Hill. The winters are not so 
Revere, and it, is claimed that miners can work in open claims during the 
season. Among the principal claims are the Sparrow-Hawk, Silver 
Cloud, (reported to have been recently sold to an English company,) 
1\lormon Chief, and the Grecian Bend. There is also a vein affording 
cinnabar of low percentage. 
Sparrow-Hawk: This claim, opened during the summer by Mr. ~fc-
1\lasters, shows a considerable body of shaly quartz, of a dull, bluish-
gray color, and coated with films of chloride of silver. The vein is 
marked by very heavy quartz croppings. The thickness at the open 
cut, from which most of the silver-bearing ore has been taken, is about 
50 feet, but it is irregular. A large portion of these cr·oppings is appar-
ently quite free from ore in paying quantity. In August last there was 
a large pile of ore on the dump, estimated at 100 tons of first-class and 
the same quantity of second-class ore. 
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Grecian Bend: This claim is a short distance beyond the Sparrow-
Hawk, and may be a prolongation of the same vein. This, and the Mor-
mon Chief claim beyond it, are adjoining claims, each having 2,000 feet 
upon the lode. They are characterized by an enormous outcrop of quartz 
stretching up the side of the mountain for a mile or more. It rises from 
20 to 50 feet or more in height, and has an irregularly broken, precipi-
tous face. It pitches into the hill at an angle of about 20o, and the gen-
eral direction of the cropping is 10° south of west. This outcrop is in 
general quite hard and compact, and gives little indication of being ore-
bearing, though the color is dark, and it much resembles the quartz at 
the Sparrow-Hawk claim, where chloride of silver has been found. Very 
little work has been done on either of these claims. With the excep-
tion of two small pits upon the lower edge of the croppings the mass of 
the vein is untouched, and awaits vigorous work, conducted upDn a lib-
eral scale, to break into the rocky mass and show whether it is ore-bear-
ing or not. At one of the excavations there are some small streaks of 
ore, which, it is said, assay well for silver. At that place the le<lge ap-
pears to be split up into several layers, but aU of them are conformable 
to the strata of shaly limestone above and below. · The indications are 
sufficient to justify the expenditure of some money in prospecting the 
ground, especially along the contact of the quartz with the wall-rocks. 
TV est Mountain lJ!Iining district, Bingham Oaiion.-Among the numerou9 
claims in this district may be mentioned the Buel and Bateman mineR, 
sold to an English company during the summer, the Vespasian, work<~tt 
by Kelsey & Sons, the Silver Jane, Kenosh, Winnamuck, Washington, 
Spanish, and Equi. 
Kenosh lode: Claim, 1,600 feet; H vein" said to be 34 feet wide; ol'e 
assays 35 ounces silver to the ton, and 60 per cent. of lead. One thou-
sand dollars' worth of work had been expended up to April, 1871, in 
shaft and tunnels. Work was commenced in July, 1870. Some 330 
tons of ore had been taken out and 100 tons sold. Fifty tons of base 
bullion, valued at $300 per ton, were shipped to Chicago. 
Winnamuck mine: Two thousand feet located; "vein" varies in 
wid-th from a foot up to 16~- feet. The ore is argentiferous galena and 
carbonates. Work was commenced on this lode in 1864, and the vein 
is opened by an incline ~haft 300 feet deep, and two drifts 70 to 80 f't>et 
long and 72 feet apart. Some 1,200 tons of ore had been taken out up 
to April, 1871. At present the mine belongs to Messrs. Bristol & Dag-
get, who have worked it very successfuliy during the year. As tbeie 
furnace (a large one of the Piltz pattern) is located immediately below 
the mine, so that the ore can be directly run down to the charge-floor 
by means of a chute, which commences at the mouth of one of the tun-
nels, and, as a part of the ore from this mine (carbonate) contaius mueh 
more oxide of iron, and is richer in lead and silver, than is usual in tlie 
Bingham mines, these gentlemen prosecute their business under some-
what more favorable circumstances than the other mine an<l furnace 
owners. In fact, as far as I was able to ascertain, they are the only 
successful mine-owners in the district, a fact due partly to the above 
causes and partly to their superior intelligence and the good tact which 
caused them to employ an accomplished metallurgist to build their 
furnace and to start it running successfully. These gentlemen haYe 
also worked the ore from the Spanish mine, a great part of which was 
galena, and of medium richness in silver, in their furnace. 
The mines and works most frequently mentioned during last summer 
and fall have, however, been those formerly owned by Messrs. Buel & 
Bateman, and transferred in the summer to the Utah Silver Mining and 
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Smelting Company, limited, an English company, which is rp,ported 
to have paid the high price of $450,000 for the property. The mines 
are located at the head of Bingham Ca:ilon, and the claims cover several 
hills completely by being staked out on imaginary veins running in all 
. conceivable directions. In reality, however, there appear to be no 
veins here, but ir:cegular pockets in quartzite, which carry quartzose 
lead ores, very poor in lead and silver. The claims located are the 
Dartmouth, Bullion, Portland, Sturgess, Warrior, Allison, Chanee~ 
Onesimus, and Belshazar, each containing 1,200 feet. At the time of 
the writer's visit to the property, which was shortly after the transfer to 
English hands, the Portland was principally worked, as it carried the 
best ore. But this ore contained, I am informed, only from $4 to $30 
in silver per ton. The ore-body opened in the tunnel was extremely· 
irregular and much mixed with gangue. The ore here consisteq princi-
pally of carbonate and leadhillite. As widely differing reports had been 
made by an American and by two English mining engineers-the 
American having condemned the mines as not worth working, while 
the Englishmen figured up large prospective profits for the purchasers-
the writer took some samples of the ores then being smelted to ascertain 
their real value. These samples assayed as follows: 
Lead. 
1. Silicious and argillaceous iron-stained 
Silver per tou. 
carbonate of lead ......... -........ 4.6 per cent. 1.21 ounces. 
2. Ochreous carbonate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25. per cent. 10.93 ounces. 
3. White ore, (mixture of carbon'ate and 
leadhillite) ........ .. ......... , ..... 57. per cent. 12.10 ounces. 
Tlw last sample was taken from a small pile of picked ore, and came 
from the Portland, where it occurred in patches. 
The extraordinarily unprofitable smelting operations of this company, 
as well as tile successful ones of Bristol ,and Dagget, are mentioned in 
another part of this report, under "Lead-smelting in Nevada and 
Utah." 
The English company commenced, immediately after their purchase 
was consummated, to erect a large furnace of the combined Piltz~Ras­
chet.te pattern, the capacity of which is 45 tons a day. This costly fur-
nace, as well as equally costly prospecting operations, swallowed up the 
original working capital of the company very soon, and in December it 
was reported that prospects here were ver,y discouraging. According 
to still later news, however, the company had raised a new working 
capital, and a new ore-body had been discovered in the Warrior. 
The Oro claim is situated in Markham's Fork, and is opened by a 
sha!'t about 70 feet deep. The WasL.ington is a location about 2,000 
feet southwest of the Vespasian claim, opened by a shaft about 80 feet 
in depth in September last. The Vespasian is about a mile and a half 
west of the Oro claim. Shaft, in September, about 60 feet deep, and 
reported as showing a vein of ore about three feet in thickness. The 
Silver Jane, about one-quarter of a mile beyond the Vespasian in a 
north westerly direction, has a shaft about 70 feet in depth. . 
There are numerous other claims in this district, but in all of them 
the ores are poor in silver as well as in lead. Concentration, which 
seems to me the only rational method for working these mines success- · 
fully, has not yet been attempted. 
Gold-placers.-Placer gold has been found and worked for in the 
lower parts of Bingham Canon for the past four or five years. The 
claims are numerous, and much work has been done. Costly prepara-
• 
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tions baNe been made during the past summer to reach the bed of tl1e 
old channel under a considerable depth of earth and gravel. At 
Mason M. Hill's claim, located in the canon, two miles above its rnouth,ex-
pensive machinery for hoisting and pumping has been erected. In 
October last the shaft was about 80 feet deep, but the progress of the 
work was retarded by the great influx of water, which the Cornish 
pumps, then erected in the shaft, could not master. In November, 
however, Mr. Hill procured a compound propeller pump, Shaw patent, 
of a capacity of 1,000 gallons per minute, from Philadelphia, and by this 
means it was expected that he would be able to continue sinking his 
slmft, and reach bed-rock. Heretofore the only claims work~d in the 
ca.non had been the bars on the hill-sides, and in several instances old 
river-channels on top of some of the spurs coming down to the main 
canon. ~These have generally paid very well, and in some cases ex-
traordinarily large strikes have been made. During the last season a 
company of foreigners, It:1lians or Spaniards, were reported as having 
been especially successful. They had taken out of their claim, which is 
located on the top of a considerable hill close to Bingham City, over 
$50,000 in a very short time. The total yield of the Bingham placers, 
f;ince they have been worked, is given by those best informed as over 
$500,000, over $100,000 of which is last year's product. The gravel in 
Bingham is little washed, and consists mostly of angular fragments of 
quartzite. The supply of water in the canon is insufficient, except in 
the early spring, when the melting snows furnish an adequate supply 
for the hydraulics and sluices for a few months. 
Bed-rock in the lower part of the canon has never been reached, and, 
in view of tllis, Mr. Hill's enterprise is of great moment to the future of 
the placer~mining interest. 
According to informat.ion which reached me at the end of the year, 
gold-bearing quartz-veins had been discovered in one of the side canons, 
but I am without any particulars. 
Tintic district.-This di~trict i~ in Tq,oele County, ab~ut. sev.ent:Y miles 
· southwest of Salt Lake C1ty. Both Nast and West TmtiC d1stncts are 
reached by Concord stage-coaches from the city, and they have the great 
advantages of accessibility, wHh plenty of wood and water, and very 
mild winters, without snow, stock being kept unhoused all .winter. The 
name is supposed to be that of an Indian chief formerly living in that 
valley. West Tintic first attracted attention as a mineral region in De-
cember, 1869. The first discoveries were made by Messrs. Stephen B. 
1\-forue, Peck, Hyde, and others. They found the outcrops of the now 
famous Sunbeam lode. This is now one of the principal veins in the 
region, and it extends far enough to permit a great many locations along 
its course, some of which have been opened to a considerable depth. 
Among other important localities are Eureka Bill, the Mammoth, and 
the Armstrong copper claims, the Shoebridge, the Martha Washington, 
Black Dragon, Gray Eagle, Highlander, Swansea, Argenta, Diamond, 
Evening Star, Nort.h Star, and James Bird. There are many more from 
which much is expected. 
Eureka Bill: This is byfarthemostprominent and best-knownmining 
locality in the district. It has been successfully worked during the year, 
and bas produced large quantities of rich smelting-ore. The formation 
iR stratified limestone, uplifted nearly on edge. The veins are upon a 
projecting spur, with a rounded, elongated surface. Pits sunk, from 2 
to 10 feet in depth, almost anywhere upon this hill, reach argentiferous 
ore, much of it highly charged with born-silver. Galena, and its deriv-
ative::; by decomposition, are abundant, and some of the ores contain 
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considerable quantities of copper, enough to produce brilliantly-colored 
specimens of green and blue carbonates. The ore-deposit5 appear to 
follow the vertical stratification of the limestone, and to occur in irreg-
ular masses. They are not in all cases confined to one bed or division 
of the rocks, but crop out in many nearly parallel irregular veins, some-
times connected, without doubt, by cross-courses or seams cutting across 
the strata. The contiguity of the outcrops, and the possible intersec-
tion of the veins below, have led to much difficulty and litigation among 
the numerous claim-holders. The principal part of the ore from this lo-
cality is carted io smelting-\vorks at Homansville, a few miles distant. 
They are. known as the Utah Smelting and Milling Company's works. 
These works commenced operations June 17, 1871, and at the time of 
the visit of the writer had been running sixty days. The company 
have two furnaces, but had been running only one of them at a t.irne, 
partly because of the scarcity of workmen, most of them being required 
to put the mine, the Scotia, in such working order that there should "be 
no lack of ore for both fm'naces. It was expected in the month of August 
that both furnaces would soon be in full operation. 
In the sixty days from starting there had been run out 2,849 bars of 
sil\er-lead, averaging 121 pounds to the bar, or in all172 130% tons, with 
an aYerage Yalue of $210 per ton. The furnace was running upon a 
mixture of ores from Eureka, the Scotia, alHl other places. A very con-
siderable amount of arsenic and antimony was evidently present, for 
the fumes of the former pervaded the atmosphere around the works. 
Iron-ore is used to mix with the charges. Good charcoal is delivered. at 
the works at 16 cents per bushel. The blast is obtained by Root's 
blower, worked by a portable steam-engine, built in Chicago. The pro-
duct ranges from 44 to 50 bars a <lay. 
Other smelting-furnaces have been erected at Diamond City, and have 
run upon ores from the Shower mines and on other ores obtained by 
purehase. · 
Tlie 1\Iammoth copper claim is a remarkable deposit of ore in lime-
stone, cropping out upon the western slope of a hill facing the broad 
and well-wooded valley of Tintic, and only a few miles south of Eureka 
Hill. It is opened upon the surface by a broad cut, a cross-cut, and a 
shaft to a uepth of about 170 feet. This last is irregular in its direc-
tion and dip, but follows the mass of the ore. A cross-cut at the bot-
tom of the sll.aft, 52 feet long, bas not reached the limits of the ore-mass 
in eitber direction. This ore is, much of it, very ferruginous aud poor in 
copper, but tbere are masses and seams of rich, dark-colored ore, mixed 
with green and blue carbonates of copper. The undecomposed ore oc-
curs not only in amorphous masses, but in bladed crystals se\eral inches 
in length, radiating through the greenish vein-stone. This mineral con-
tains sulphur and arsenic, and is probably the species enargite. The 
secondary ores resuUing from its decomposition are very highly colored, 
and give beautifully-variegated masses of green and blue carbonate, be-
sides masses of silicate of copper. Over 150 sackfuls of black oxide 
and green carbonate of copper were taken from one of the open cuts, 
at the surface. Considerable quantities of ore from this and adjoining 
claims have been shipped to Swansea. Most of it has been sold to dealers 
in ores at Salt Lake City. 
There is doubtless a large amount of ore remaining in these irregu-
larly-formed deposits, which, without forming a regular vein between 
well-marked walls, appear to extend along a certain belt or zone follow-
ing the stratification of the limestone. Similar ore appears again in the 
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adjoining hill, at the Armstrong claim, from which large amounts have 
been shipped. 
The percentage of copper in the ores from these claims varies with 
the care taken in selecting. From 10 to 50 per cent. may be regarded 
as a possible range for the ore in shipping quantities. A very consid-
erable quantity probably will not run over 8 per cent. The value of sil-
ver is reported to be from $20 to $100 per ton. Some 700 tons of ore 
had been extracted and shipped up to Aprill, 1871, 300 tons of which 
were sent to purchasers in Salt Lake City. 
A tunnel is now being run into the hill, in a northeasterly direction, so 
as to intersect the Mammoth claim in depth. This tunnel will be about 
500 feet long and 243 below the croppings. On the 17th of August 
last this tunnel had been run 117 feet, 66 feet of which was open cut. 
The ore-mass trends about northwest and northeast, and dips to· the 
north and east at about 450, 
The l\1artha Washington claim is about two miles from tho Mammoth, 
and carries silver and lead, without much copper. It has a distinct vein-
structure trending northeasterly and dipping westerly about 70o .. In 
thickness it ranges from 2 to 4 feet. The ore is quartzose, rttsty, spongy, 
and appears to be the result of the decomposition of argentiferous and 
antimonial galena. It is reported to assay from $40 to $150 in silver 
:per ton. From 40 to 50 tons were upon the dump in August laRt. The 
incline shaft, from 40 to 50 feet in depth, was so full of carbonic-acid ga::; 
that it could not be entered with a burning candle. 
The North Star location is 900 feet in length, and is about one mile 
south of the Mammoth. The vein is in limestone, with a gangue of 
heavy spar, and is said to be 14 feet wide, and cuts the strata vertically. 
A tunnel is being run in to cut the vein at a depth of 75 feet. This ore 
is reported to carry gold and silver, and to assay from $20 to $200 per 
ton. Owners, Messrs. Cougar, Loomis, Oakley and Carter. 
Black Dragon: Location 2,200 feet in length, and on the same range 
as theN orth Star. The vein is reported to be from 4 to 10 feet wide, in 
limestone, carrying carbonate of lead and ferruginous matter, assaying, 
on an average, about $50 per ton. Owners, Messrs. Moore, Peck, Mc-
Curdy and Morgan. 
The Sunbeam is a remarkably well-defined vertical vein, cutting through 
hard, porphyritic rocks, and having distinct and bard croppings for 
about one mile in length. These croppiugs are quartzose, and they 
stand from 2 to 5 feet above the surface. In many places they are much 
divided up by intermediate masses of rock. It may be called a thin 
vein, for the ore-bearing portion rarely exceeds 6 to 12 inches in thick-
ness, although in places the croppings indicate a much greater breadth. 
The ore is a decomposed galena, giving oxides and carbonates of lead 
rich in silver. The assays have ranged from $32 to $848 for silver, ac-
cording to the samples. On this claim there was one shaft of 130 feet, 
and another of 50 feet in deptll. It is opened in many other places, 
and considerable quantities of ore llave been taken fi'om several of the 
claims, chiefly from Congar7s, the 0. K., and Moore and Peck's. 
The Shoebridge claim is located and opened on the top of a high hill 
beyond the Sunbeam. It is remarkable for the unchanged condition of 
the ore at a moderate depth, the sulphurets being found there in their 
full brilliancy without any rusty or ocherous ore. The vein is opened 
hy a shaft, from which drifts have been run part way down, and at ~he 
bottom, 116 feet from the surface. The vein runs nearly north and south, 
and is vertical. It has a good clay gouge along the walls, and is 3 to 4 
feet thick in the widest part, about half way down the shaft. The ore 
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is extremely interesting, inasmuch as it consists of a mixture of the rare 
mineral enargite with iron pyrites. This mineral is a compound of 
sulphur, arsenic, and copper, containing about 47 per cent. of the metal 
and some silver. It is taken out in large, brittle, black masses, which 
are easily broken up after exposure, and show numerous cavities lined 
with small rhombic crystals characteristic of the species. 
Bi.rJ Cottonwood district.-The first location made and recorded in this 
district was in June, 1870. Nine locations were recorded in that month, 
9 in July, 18 in August, 17 in September, 4 in October, in all of which 
it is claimed that galena-ore was in sight. The veins vary in thickness 
from 6 inches to several feet, and the ores assay from $25 per ton to 
several hundreds, according to samples. The Davenport, Theresa, 
Wellington, Highland Chief, Wandering Boy, Antelope, Prince of 
Wales, Congress, Lone Star State, Rock Island, Beckwith, Marfield, 
Hidden Treasure, Cooper, Scott, Read and Benson, and the Ophir, all hatl 
ore in sight in April, 1871. The Davenport, Theresa, Wandering Boy, 
IVlarfield, and Prince of Wales, had each yielded some ore for shipment 
ah:eady in the fall of 1870. 
There were over two hundred locations recorded in this district up to 
April, 1871. Its southern boundary line joins upon the northern edge 
of Little Cottonwood district along the summit of the mountain, above 
the Emma mine, the Savage, Montezuma., and the Flagstaff. The claims 
near this dividing line 13end their ores down into Little Cottonwood 
Calion. 
The Davenport mine is one of the most notable of the district, and 
has produced a large amount of ore during this summer. The claim is 
nearly upon the dividing line of the two districts at the top of the bill. 
It is opened by an incline shaft following the dip of the vein. The ore 
is similar to that. from the principal claims of Little Cottonwood, and is 
excellent for smelting. It appears to be the result of the decomposi-
tion of argentiferous antimonial galena, for carborate of lead and the 
earthy-looking oxides of lead and antimony are abundant. The devel-
opments made up to the close of the season were favorable to the extent 
and richness of the mine. Considerable ore has been sent down the Big 
Cottonwood Canon to the Hawkeye works. 
Gold is reported to have been found at the head of the Big Cotton-
wood, high up among the granitic and gneissic rocks. 
In November, 1871, the district contajned over six hundred and 
twenty-five locations. 
Little Cottonwood district.-Leaving the great highway about seven 
llliles south of Salt Lake City, the road to Little Cottonwood crosses 
for five or six miles the low foot-hills formed by the detritus washed 
from the mountains. These are not genarally cultivated, and present 
to the traveler little but the dusty gray sage-brush, except in the im-
mediate Yicinity of the streams. Along the base of the ste0p mount-
ain-faces runs the bench or old water-line, indicating the former 
line of the great fresh-water basin, a. small J]Ortion of which is now oc-
cupied by Salt Lake. This bench can be distinctly seen, even at a 
great distance, and can be followed for many miles along the rnount-
aills. 
The Wasatch range at this point consists of upturned strata of sand-
stone, quartzite, slate, limestone and granite, the latter apparently of 
sedimentary origin, like the rest. Whoever undertakes to explain the 
geology of the Cottonwood Canons on tlw theory that the granite is 
eruptiye, and forms the central mass of the upheaval, will be involved in 
serious contradictions, and will be obliged to twist the facts consider-
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ably to fit them to this notion. The general course of the strata is nearly 
northwest and southeast, bearing rather towards east and west, and thus 
crossing obliquely the geographical axis of the range, which is nea,rly 
meridional, as well as the course of the canons, which is, windings 
apart, on the whole, east and west. Thus in riding through the cailons, 
one may observe on both sides the successive strata, the edge or out-
crop pf each one on the southern side being farther up the canon (east) 
than its continuation on the northern side. The dip is usually about 
ooo northeast. · 
The scenery in the Cottonwood Canons is both grand and lovely. The 
Big Cottonwood Canon is wild, precipitous, narrow, and tortuous. At 
twenty different points, as one rides along the bank of the stream, the 
rock-masses before and behind seem to close up, and leave neither inlet 
nor outlet for the tumbling waters. But the reckless river, getting· 
used to this sort of thing at last, plunges boldly toward the apparently 
impenetrable barrier, and lo! a narrow fissure, unseen before, opens 
around some jutting crag, and the flood surges through, to enter 
another cul-de-sac and escape again by a hidden outlet. Those who 
have admired the Devil's Gate, in Weber Calion-the most romantic 
point on the Union Pacific Railroad-will understand, from the hint 
which that one spot gives, what must be the picturesque effect of thi s 
canon, which is crowded full of such surprises. Weber Canon, in fact, 
has in a feeble degn~e many of the characteristic features of the Wa.- . 
satch scenery; but Big Cottonwood excels it in every particular. The 
yast overhanging peaks and cliffs on either side, rising 3,000 feet or 
more above the road; the musical brooks that pour down their steep 
gorges, now leaping iu cascades, now burying themselves, to re-appear 
as cool, clear springs; the stately forests of pines and aspens; and, 
last touch of beauty, the sta,ins and patches of brilliant color from innu-
merable wild flowers that cover acres and acres of the mountain sides 
with pure white and delicate blue, and bright yellow, and fiery red and 
impt>rial purple hues-these elements all combined, and viewed through 
the marvelous lens of the spotless upper air, present a picture itupres-
sive and inspiring beyond words. Each of our great mountain-s~Tstems, 
the Alleghany, the Rocky Mountains, the Wasatch, the ranges of the 
great inland basin, the Sierra Nevada, and the Coast Range, has its pe-
culiar style; but it seems to me, after seeing them all, that the Wa-
satch unites more complete1y than any other (unless it be the Cascades 
of Oregon) the softness, beauty, and luxuriance of the East, with the 
sublimity and solemn grandeur of the West. In these respects the 
calion of the American ],ork perhaps surpasses those of the two Cotton-
woods; but as I have not yet had the pleasure of a personal acquaint-
ance with it, I cannot speak with so much enthusiasm coneerning its 
.scenery. 
When it is added that Big Cottonwood canon is not more than four-
teen miles from Salt Lake City, and that even this short distance will 
soon be traversed by rail, so that the tourist can leave the cars almost 
at the very mouth of the canon, it will be evident that this remarkable 
scenery is destined to become ·well known and loved by thousands of 
travelers. Inded, I do not doubt that Salt Lake City, so interesting 
on many accounts, will be a great resort of pleasure and beauty seekers 
he.nceforward. 
At the mouth of Little Cottonwood Canon are Colonel Buell's reduc-
tion-works, comprising two Piltz furnaces. The location is magnificent, 
affording a fine water-power, excellent dumping-grounds, &c. The fur-
naces were both idle during my visit, one being just ready to start 
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and the other being choked with a huge salamander. Half way np the 
calion l passed. the works of Jones & Pardee-one-sbaft furuace, half 
strangled with a salamander, but smelting bravely and persi~tently 
on to the last gasp. ~t the bead of the calion, about nine miles from 
tlw mouth, is the town of Central City. 
Little Cottonwood district iucludes the valley of the Little Cotton-
wood, and extends to the summit of the mountains on each side. The 
lower part of the cafioll is walled by granite remarkable for its uniform-
ity in structure and grain, its large masses, and the ease with which it 
breaks into rectangular blocks for building. The stones for the founda-
tion of the new Mormon temple at Salt Lake Gity are obtained here. 
Higher up the calion tbe granite is overlaid by metamorphic sandstones, 
slates, and limestone strata, extending to and beyond the summit. The 
strata show in the most distinct and striking manner, whole mountains 
being cut through so as to give splendid natural sections. It is in the 
limestone rocks, at about the middle of the series, that the principal eel-
posits of ore occur. Tlte claims are chiefly upon tbe north side of the 
valley, on the slope of the mountain facing the south. ~f..1he celebrated 
Emma claim is about halfway up, and above it are the Savage, Monte-
zuma, and Flagstaff, besides many others more or less opene~l and de-
veloped. The first legitimate location iu the valley, according to Dr. 0. 
H. Oongar, was made by Mr. Silas Brain, in August, 1865. This and 
other locations were bought by Dr. Con gar, in connection with the New 
York and Utah Prospecting and Mining Company. One tltOusand feet 
of each of the North Star, American Eagle, and. Morning Star claim"' 
were sold by this company to Mr. Bruner, of Philadelphia. Attempts 
were early made to construct and work furnaces, and, after some un-
successful trials, Dr Oongar, in September, 1866, succeeded in pro-
<hlcing about 3,UOO pounds of silver-lead, worth about $300 per ton, in 
silver. 
In 1869 Mr. J. B. Woodman sunk a shaft a short distance below the 
North Star claim, and followed indications of ore until be suddenly 
opened into the immense deposit now known as the Emma mine. At 
the p:Pesent time the claims, shafts, tunnels, and open cuts upon the hill 
may be counted by hundreds, and several claims beside the Rmm[L ha·,·e 
produced large amounts of argentiferous ore. 
The Emma mine is one of the most remarkable deposits of argentif-
erous ore ever opened. Without any well-marked outcroppings, tllere 
was nothing upon the surface to indicate the presence of such a mass of 
ore except a slight discoloration of the limestone and a few ferrugiuom; 
streaks visible in the face of a cut made for starting the shaft. Some of 
the earliest locators in the cafion assert, however, that in the little ra-
vines below this shaft large masses of galena, some weighing over 100 
pounds, were found upon the surface and in the soil. After the dis-
coYery of the deposit, by means of the shaft, a t11nnel was run in so a~ 
to intersect it in depth. This tunnel extends in a northwesterly <.lirec-
tion, and is 365 feet long. It intersects the ore-mass where it was about 
60 feet long and 40 feet wide, measured horizontally. From this level, 
called the first floor, ore has been mined above and below until an exca-
vation or chamber bas been formed, varying from 20 to 50 feet in widtlJ, 
and from 50 to 70 in lengtlJ, and 77 in height above the tunnel-level, and 
50 in depth below. 
In August last a portion of the ore below the tunnel-level was still 
stan<liug, but tlJe mine bad produced from 10,000 to 12,000 tons of ore, 
assaying from 100 to 216 ounces of silver per ton of 2,000 pounds, and 
from 30 to 66 per cent. of lead, averaging about 160 ounces of silver, and 
H. Ex. 211--21 
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from 45 to 50 per eent. of lead. The total value of this ore, at the cash 
price paid for a large part ofit in Liverpool, £36, or $175 in round num-
bers, was about $2,000,000. 
This ore was extracted at comparatin~ly little cost. Most of it was 
stoped from below upward, and was delivered by chutes into the cars 
upon the tramway laid in the tnnnel. In general tl1e ore was soft and 
easily exca \~ated by picks and shovels, without the aid of gunpowder. 
It consisted chiefly of ferruginous and earthy-looking mixtures of car-
bonate and oxide of lead, oxide of iron aud of antimony, mixed with 
nodules of galena. 1t appears to have resulted from tlw decomposition 
of argentiferous galen~, and other sulphureted and antimonial miner-
als, containing silver. The ore may be said to be without gangue, and 
does not require hand-sorting or separating by mechanieal means from 
wort.hless vein-stone. This ore was sho,~eled up and put into sacks for· 
shipment without any otller delay or expense. TIJe larger part was 
shipped ovedand by railroad to New York, and tllence by steamer to 
Liverpool. 
The walls of the excavation are very irregular, but consist of a hard, 
white dolomitic limestone. The ore-mass appears to conform to the strati-
fication, and to have a general northwesterly direction, <lipping to the 
northeast. Tl.te extent of the ore-mass in the direction of its lengtll had 
not been fully aseertained at some of the levels when I visited the mine in 
July, though in most of the floors it had all been taken out, and the 
form of the excavation may be taken as marking, iu a general way, the 
limits of the main body. A peculiar brecciated mass of dolomitic lime-
stone accompanies the ore, and may be regarded as vein-matter, for 
nodules of galena are found isolated in its midst as well as small patches 
of soft earthy ore disconurcted with the main body. The limits of this 
ore-bearing breccia are not yet ascertained, and prospecting-drifts to the 
northwest along its course may reach other bodies of ricll ore. Late 
reports from the m~ne (in November) state tllat such masses have been 
found at tl.te entl of drifts run iu fi.·om the flourth floor. It is, of course, 
uot to be expected that tile extraordinarily rapid and cheap produc-
tion of tho past season should continue uncha11ged in the future. • such 
masses of ore will be found to vary and to be pinclled in size, as is 
already eYident in the mine. But where such enormous deposits occur 
the minor is justified in following for great distances in length and in 
depth the merest threads or seams of ore, which may lead to other 
heavy deposits. Up to tl.te clo~e of the season favorable for teaming 
and shipping t,he ore, the attention of the company bad. been chiefly 
directed at the mine to the extraction and shipment of on~. Tllere was 
little time to gi\Te to prospecting ahead for future development. Thi~ 
part of the intelligent miner~s duty has been neglected until recently. 
The main ore-chamber is well timbered throughout with a framework 
of squared and mortised timbers set at regular intervals of 4 feet from 
center to center, in the same manner as practiced at the mines on the 
Comstock lode, Virg.inia City. The vertical space is dividad into" floors " 
or levels of 6 ieet 8 inches eaeh. There are eleYen floors above the 
tunnel and eight below. 
Tile circumstances attending the sale of this mine in England do not 
require discu~sion here. I have elsewhere declared my opinion that tile 
price obtained (£1 ,000,000) was not justified by the appearance of the 
mine as I saw it; but I must frankly confess that the very important 
discoYeries reported since h~we greatly enhanced its value. It' the danger 
of litigation has been successfully arrested, I do not doubt the company 
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will produce a great deal of ore at a handsome profit-probably suf-
ticieut to justify their large capital. 
The North Star is a claim of 1,200 feet, a short distance northwest of 
the Emma or Woodman shaft. It is opeued by au incline shaft along 
£"L seam of ore marked by a strong ferruginous, gossan-like outcrop. 
Very little ore has been found in depth. It is one of the oldest locations 
on the hil1, and some years ago a furnace was erected near by to smelt 
the ores, but it h~d no success. The claim is now worked under the 
superintendence of Mr. Bruner. 
The Western Star claim is 800 feet in length, and located west of the 
~orth Star. About 37 tons of ore were taken from near the surface. 
The first lot of 10 tons not being well selected, failed to pay the expenses 
by about $15 per ton. The second yielded a net profit of about $33 per 
ton, and the last about $44 per ton. In April, 1871, the owners had 
about 75 tons of ore on the dump, assaying about $60 in silver and 40 
per cent. of lead. The shaft at that time was 90 feet in depth. 
'fhe Monitor and Magnet claim is 2,400 feet long. Considerable quan-
tities of ore have been sent away from this claim with good results. 
li'or a time it supplied Woohull's furnace. 
The Black Prince location (1, 700 feet) is about 200 feet south of the 
Monitor and Maguet. In April last there was a pit 15 feet deep upon 
this claim. 
The Caledonia, about 800 feet west of the Emma claim, 1,600 feet, is 
opened by an incline shaft and a tunnel driven in about 300 feet and 
crossing "two well-defined veins" and several small leaders, "producing 
an excellent quality of ore." 
The Cincinnati, at the eastern end of the North Star, had, in April, 
1871, a tunnel of 200 feet in length driven to intersect the vein. 
' The South Star claim, 500 feet, had a shaft 100 feet deep, and show-· 
ing some good ore for smelting. This is about 2,000 feet northwest of 
the Emma. 
The Morning Star is about 200 feet west of the South Star, and has a 
shaf~ 175 feet deep. Has produced some good ore for shipment. 
The Flagstaff is situated about 3,000 feet northwest of the Emma, 
and has 1,400 feet in the claim. Up to April, 1871, over 80 tons 
of ore had been shipped from this mine. The highest yield per car-
load of 10 tons was $120 for silver, per ton, and 58 per cent. of 
lead. In April tllere were estimated to be about 400 tons on the 
dump, assaying about $60 in silver and 45 per cent. of lead. 
In August the excavation had reached a depth of about 260 feet on the 
dip of the vein. There were two shafts connected below by drifts some 
35 feet in length serving to "block out" some of the ore-ground and 
show its value. The vein follows tlle stratification of the limestone 
rocks above and below it and pitches into the mountain at an angle of 
about 45°. Like all the veins of that vicinity there is no out-crop 
of quartz, or any other evidence, along the surface, of the existence 
of a vein below. The ore is soft and earthy, aud poorer in silver at the 
surface than it is in depth. The quantity of carbonate of lead increases 
toward the lower workings, and in general the ore is richest on the foot-
wall. Tile vein varies iu its thickness, but both of the walls appear 
well defined. The thickness of the ore will probably average 2~ to 3 
feet.. In qualit.y the ore is excellent. Itr sold during the summer on the 
dump for $70 to $85 per ton. l\ir. Webster, of the firm of Webster & 
Lewis, of New York, purchased 41 tons of the rich lead-bars run out 
from this ore, and found it soft a 1d easy to work, containing only 1 or~ 
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per cent. of antimony, and from 104 to 110 ounces of silver, and 1-2-
ounces of gold per ton. 
Messrs. Lewis, Johnson & Co., of Salt Lake City, (sampling-mills,) 
sampled and assayed 116 sacks of this ore, weighing 9,277 pounds, and 
found it to contain per ton at the rate of 0.70 ounce of gold, equal in 
value to $14.46, and of silver 57.57 ounces, worth $74.42, and 55 per cent. 
of lead. Moisture 3 per cent. A parcel of 10 tons was sold in San Fran-
cisco, in November, 1870, to Cross & Co., for James Lewis & Son, Liver-
pool, which assayed, on arrival, 73! ounces of silver per 2,240 pounds, 
equal to 65Q- ounces per 2,000, equal, in value, to $85 per 2,000 pounds, 
and 60i per cent. of lead. 
The following results were obtained by Major Meader in Salt Lake 
upon four separate lots, amounting in the aggregate to about 380 tons: 
..... •'+<.-:::l r;:!Oro:;S 
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3 to 5 per cent ....................... 58.50 57.59 00.58 $74 45 $11 98 $86 43 
3 to 5 per cent ....................... 50.82 60.21 00.82 77 85 16 94 94 79 
3 to 5 per cent .......... ............ . 53.00 71.00 00.73 !H 79 15 Oil 106 87 
3 to 5 per cent ....................... 51.00 55.54 00.72 71 81 14 88 86 69 
Savage: This claim comprises 1,400 feet, and is located high up on 
the hill-side, about 1,500 feet above the Emma, and a few hundred feet 
.east of the Flagstaff. It is opened to a depth of over 230 feet by a. 
single inclined prospecting-shaft following the vein, and without any 
side drifts. The ore shows near the entrance of the incline as a rusty, 
gossan-like mass, or vein, cutting the beds of limestone vertically. A 
few feet below the surface, within the incline, the thickness of the vein 
overhead is about 3 feet. It pinches up at a point lower down, and 
toward the bottom of the incline opens out again to a vein from 2 to 3 
feet wide of rich ore, yellowish and rusty in color, and in places streaked 
with green stains of copper. Quartz vein-stone is found at the bottom 
of the mine, and it is hoped that this will prove to be a continuous reg-
ular· vein formation. 
The ore is soft and earthy, much like that from the Emma and other 
claims. It is rich in silver and lead. The mineral, wulfenite, is found 
disseminated in small, thin crystals throughout t.he vein. 
The .l\Iontezuma is about 90 feet west of the dump of the Savage. 
The vein is vertical, or nearly so, like t.he Savage, and extends appar-
ently from 3 to 5 degrees west of no:rth (magnetic.) The croppings are 
rusty and rather hard, but below the ore is softer and richer in silver 
and lead. The country-rock is a hard, black limestone. This vein, like 
the Savage, is opened by an incline to a depth of 240 feet. This incline 
follows the ore, and its direction is about north 400 west. The vein may 
be said to average, where opened, 2Q- feet in thickness. Some 200 tons 
of ore had been shipped up to July, and about the same quantity re-
mained upon the dump. · 
The ore from both the Savage and the Montezuma is sacked at the 
mouth of the incline, and then lowered down the side of the mountain 
upon a wooden tramway 1,285 feet long. The loaded car, in descending 
draws up the empty one, laden at times with water and supplies for the 
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mine. The movement is controlled at the top by a friction-band upon 
the shaft of the drum around which the rope passes. At present all the 
ore is raised from the mines by a hand-windlass only, no hoisting-ma-
chinery having been erected. 
A line for a tunnel has been surveyed, and 86 feet bad been excavated 
up· to August last. When completed it will be from 250 to 300 feet in 
length, and will serve as an outlet for the ore from both claims. 
The Hiawatha is about 300 feet west of the Montezuma; claim 3,000 
feet. Ore from this claim assays $100 in silver and 40 per cent. of lead. 
The Bell is about 700 feet west from the Montezuma; shaft about 150 
feet deep ; produces good ore. The Gopher claim, 1,000 feet, has a shaft 
60 feet deep. The Lilliwah is a claim located about 100 feet southeast 
of the Gopher. The Revolution is about 1,000 feet east of the Monte-
zuma; shaft 150 deep in April, 1871. The Stoker is 600 feet beyond the 
last; shaft, in April, 1871, 75 feet deep. 
From this last claim it is only a short distance to the Rock Island and 
the Davenport, just over the divide, and inside of the line of Big 
Cottonwood district. South of these claims we find the Lavinia, the 
Grizzly, Pocahontas, Idaho, Lincoln, and Diamond. Still lower, aml 
l>eyond the Emma tunnel, are the Chicago, a claim of 1,600 feet, the 
Ohio, and the Relief. 
Several extensive tunnel enterprises are under way. One of them, by 
the Emma Hill Tunnel Company, has been run 350 feet into the solid 
.rock of the mountain. This is located at a point about 300 feet west of 
and below the Emma shaft. About 1,000 feet farther east is the mouth 
of the Little Cottonwood tunnel, and in the other direction, and at 
about the same distance, the Utah tunnel has been started. 
Professor B. Silliman, of New Haven, has made some interesting in-
\estigations to determine the composition of the ores occurring in the 
·wasatch Range, and more particularly of those in the Emma. With 
his permission, I insert here his remarks on the subject : 
The ores of the mines thus far opened in the Wasatch Mountains are largely com-
posed of species 1·esulting from the oxidation of sulphides, especially galenite and an-
t.imonial galena, with some salts of zinc and copper, all containing silver, and rarely a 
little gold. Iron and manganese ochers occur in considerable quantity in some of them; 
but the process of oxidation has prevailed very extensively, so that the ocbraceous 
character of the ores is the striking feature of most of the mines in this range. 
The great chamber of the Emma mine, which is an ovoidal cavity measuring, so far 
as explored, about 110 feet vertical by about 80 by 110 feet.,. transverse, was found to 
be filled almost exclusively with epigene species, the prouuct of oxidation of snlphides, 
and capable of removal without the aid of gunpowder for the most part. The study 
of this mass reveals the interesting fact that it is very largely composed of metallic 
oxides, with but comparatively small proportions of carbonates and sulphates. For-
tunately I am able to present an analysis of an average sample of 82 tous (= 183,080 
pounds) of first-class ore from the Emma mine, made by James P. Merry, of Swansea, 
April, 18i1, which is as follows, viz: 
Silica._. __ ....•.. __ ... __ ; .. __ .. __ ..• _ ...... __ . ____ ... _ .... _ .. _ .•. _. ___ .... _. 
Lead .. _ •.•. __ . _ .. _ .. _ . __ - __ .. _ ... _ - .. - . - ..•.. - - - .. - -- .. _ .... __ - .. - ____ . __ . 
Sulphur _ .• _ .. ___ . ___ . _. _____ .. _ ... ____ .. _______ . _. _ .. ____ . _ .. __ . _ • ____ . __ _ 
Antimony. ___ . __ . _. ___ ..•.. __ .. ___ .... ____ ... _ ... _ .......... _ ... __ ... _____ . 
~~i~~~-- ~ ~ = ~ ~: ~ -~ ~ ~: -.: ~ ~:: ~ ~:::: ·.:: ~ ~: ~: ~ ~: ~ ~ ~:::: ~ ~ ~:::::: ~:: -. ~:: :::::::::: ~ 
l\langanese. ___ ... ___ ...• ______ . ____ ...... _ . _ ... __ . ______ . __ .. ___ . __ . __ . ___ _ 
Iron .. _ . _____ ........ ____ . - - . - .. __ ... - - - -.. - . - - .. - .... -- - - . - - . - . - - .. -. - - - - . 
Silver. __ .. _ ......... _ .. _ . ___ . _ ....•. ___ . __ . ___ ... __ • _ ... ___ .. ___ ... ____ . __ . 
Alumina . _ .....•.. ___ .. _ ... ____ . ____ .. _ ...... __ . ___ .. _ ......... __ . _ .•. _. __ _ 












*The horizontal section of this ch3.mber is greatly overrated by Professor Silliman. 
The size given heretofore is the correct one, and actually measured.-R. W. R. 
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Lime . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 72 
Carbonic acid.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 50 




The quantity of silver obtained from this lot of ore was 156 troy ounces to the gross 
ton of ~,240 pounds. 
This analysis sheds important light on the chemical history of this remarkable me-
tallic deposit, and will aid us in the study of the paragenesis of tbe derived species. 
It is pretty certain that all the heavy metals have existed originally as sulphides, and 
we may, therefore, state the analysis thus, allowing 8. 52 sulpbur to couvert the 
heavy metals to this state: 
~~~~1iic. ~~iphid~~ -_ ·_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ·.·. ~ -- ~ ~ -. ·_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ·_ ·_: ~ ·. --: ~ ~ -- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~:: ~:: ~ ~ ~~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: 
A1, .35; Mg, .25; ca, .72; Mn2; :M:n, .20 ................................. : . . . 
Water, carbonic acid, and loss ............................................. . 
·This calculation assumes that the sulphides are as follows, viz : 
Galenite ...................................................... _ ........... . 
Stibnite ............................................................ _ ..... . 
Bornite ...................................................... _ .. _ ......... . 
Sphalerite, (bien de) ....................................................... . 
Pyrite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. _ ............. . 













This statement excludes the presence of any other gangue than silica, and consider-
ing that the ores exist in limestone, the almost total absence of lime in the composi-
tion of the average mass is certainly remarkable. The amount of sUica found is no-
ticeable, since quartz is not seen as such in this great ore-chamber, nor, so far as I could 
find, in other parts of the mine. The silica can .have existed in chemical combination 
only in the most inconsiderable quantity, sh1ce the bases wit,h which it could have 
combined are present to the extent of less than lt per cent.; nor do we find in the 
mine any noticeable quantity of kaolin or lithomarge, resulting from the decomposi-
tion of silicates, nor are there any feldspathic minerals. It is most probable that the 
silica existed in a state of minute subdivision diifused in the sulphides, as I have seen 
it in some of the unchanged silver-ores of Lion Hill, in the Oquirrh Range. 
The absence of chlorine and of phosphoric acid in the analysis corresponds well with 
absence of the species cerargy1·ite aml pyromorphite, of which no trace conld l.>e found by 
the most careful search among the contents of the mi.ne. The miners speak of the 
"chlorides," and the unscientific observers have repeated the statement that silver-
chloride is found in the Emma mine, but the ores indicated to me as such are chiefly 
antimonic ochers.* 
The general (perhaps total) absence of the phosphates of lead in the ·wasatch and 
Oquirrh Mountains, so far as explored, is a striking peculiarity of the mineralogy of 
these ranges. On the other hand, the absence of chlorine in the mines of tho two Cot-
tonwoods and the American Fork is in striking contrast wit.h the constant occnrrence 
of cerargyrite (born-silver) in the Oquirrh and also in the southern extension of the 
Wasatch. I have sought i11 vain for a trace of this species in the districts of the 
Wasatch just named, and the occurrence of pyromorphite is extremely doubtful. 
Jlfolybclic acid, however, exists pretty uniformly disseminated h1 the mines of the 
Wasatch in the form of wulfenite. Although it occurs in minute quantity, it is rarely 
absent, and may be regarded as a mineralogical charact-eristic of the districts of the 
two Cottonwoods and of the An1erican Fork. For this reason a few particulars will 
be in place bere. · 
Wulfenite is found associated with calamine, (smithsonite,) cerusite, malachite, az-
* There exists generally among the mining population of the central Territories of 
the United States a distinction between horn-silver and chlo1·idc of silve1·-an error aris-
ing, as I am persuaded, from 8upposing the ochraceous ores to be chlorides not so per-
fectly developed as to be sectile. 
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urite, and more rarely alone in little cavities in the ochraceous ores. In the Emma 
min& vugs or geodes arc occasionally found lined with botryoidal, apple-green cala-
mine, rarely crystallized, often brow·nisb and sometimes colorless, but invariably asso-
cia~ed with wulfenite. Tho calamine incloses and covers tho crystals of wulfenite, 
wbicb form a lining of cOI~siderable thickness. Tho wulfenite is in thin tabular cr;ys-
tals of a yellow color, resembling the Carinthian variety of this species. Tho crystals 
are very brilliant and perfect, but quite minute, rarely two or three millimeters in 
widtb, and not over one millimeter in thickness, often less. They arc quite abundant 
in this association, no piece of the cal::tmine which I bave seen being without thetJJ. 
They sometimes, but rarely, penetrate through the glolmlos of tho calamine so as to 
sllo\Y themselves on tbo upper surface of that species. But the calamine has obviously 
formed botryoidal masses aronnd the wulfenite, a crystal of this species beiug often 
seen forming tho nuclons of the calamine gobules. 
These facts are of interest in the paragenesis of these epigene species. The order of 
production has obviously been, first, tbo cerusite resting on ochraceous iron, manga-
nese, :md other met:tllic oxides; next, the wulfenite crJ'Stals were deposited npon all(l 
among tho crystals of cernsito, and lastly came the calamine, crystalline at first, and, 
as it accumulated, becoming :tiiJrous and amorpbous, completely inclosing and capping 
the other species. 
Wulfenite occnrs also in this mine, as likewise in the Flagstafl~ the Savage, and 
Robert Emmet, without tbe calamine, but never, as far as observed, without cornsite 
anu other carbonates. In tho Savage, masses of cerusite, with various oxides, are 
interpeuetrated by the talmlar crystals of wulfenite. 
AltLough \Ynlfenite forms a very minute factor of the entire ore-mass in these mines, 
by tbe law of mineral association it may be considered as the characteristic species 
of tho orcs of these <listricts, occurring in the magnesian limestones. So far as I am 
informed or have observed, wulfenite lt.'lS not been hitherto found in any of the other 
mining districts of Utah; but by the sa,me law it may be reasonably looked for 'shcn-
flVcr deposits of opigene minerals are explore<l in the same geological and mineralogi-
cal relations in the Wasatch range of mountains. 
Tl10 oxidizing and dcsulphnrizing agency which has acted upon the great ore-mass 
of the Elllma mine, whatever it was, has performed its work with remarkable thorough-
ness. A careful study of its action discloses some other facts of interest in the 
paragenesis of species. From the appearance of numerous large blocks of ore, forming 
solid boulders in the geuerallllass, a concentric arrangement is easily recognized. Ou 
breaking these lllasscs across, the fresh fractures disclose a dark center which consists 
almost entirely of decomposed snlphidcs·, composed chiefly of cernsite blackened by 
argentite and metallic silver ii1 a pulverulent form. This dark center, chiefly of cern-
site, is often psendonwrph of galenite in its fracture. Next is usually a zone of ,yel-
lowish and orange-yellow antimonial ocher, cervantitc, often quito pulverulent, at 
times only staining the cerusite; then follows a narrow zone of green and blue cop-
per-salts, malachite, aznrito, cuprcous anglesito, with, rarely-, wulfenite; then follows 
cerusitc, sometimes stained wit.h antimony ocher, and not unfrequcntly associated with 
wulfenite; outside all are tbe iron aud manganese ochers. This concentric arrange-
ment I have observed in a great number of cases; and the above order of species, 
while not inYariahlo, is believed to reflect accurately tho ,general arrangement. Well-
crystallized species, as mineralogical specimens, are rare in tbis great mass; but tile 
following may be recognized as its cllief components: 
Galenite, sphalerite, pyrite, jamesonite C), argentite ,stcpbanite, boulangcrito (?),anti-
monial galenite, CCn:antitC1 mimetite en, limonite, wad 1 kaolin, litbonwrge, CCI'llSitc, angle-
site, linarHo, wulfenite, azurite, malachite, smithsonite. Those most abundant or best cr,\'S-
tallized arc in italics. This list can no doubt be extcndc(l as opportunity occurs for 
tho more careful study of the ores, tho grea,t mass of wbich, amounting to many tbon-
sand tons, have gone into commerce without passing under any mhwralogical e,ye. 
American Fork.-This district adjoins Little Cotton \Yood on tile 
soutlleast. Among the principal claims are tbe Miller, Pittsburg-!J, 
"\Vyoming, Kentuck, Alpine, Silver Glance, Waterloo, Emeline, Oou-
qneror, Champion, Chelsea, Castor, Ternb1e, Mary El'len, Li\e Yan-
kee aml Silver Tie. 
The Silver Glanee is opened by two cuts, each about 25 feet long, 
a tunnel 120 feet long, and an incline shaft 117 feet long, with a drift 
from it 35 feet long. There is a large pile of ore on the <lump. 
The l\Imer is a very large deposit of ore, on which much work has 
been done. It is opelled by h\'o tunnels and an incline, the largest 
tunnel being 60 feet in length, following a solid body of ore all the way 
fi·om the surface to the heading, where it showed a Yein 19 feet in thick-
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ness in June. At that time a portion of the mine had caved in, owing 
to defective timbering, but even when seeing it under this disadvantage 
the body of ore exposed to view appeared very large. Two miners, 
with pick and shovel, could easily keep two wlleelbarrows busy run-
ning out ore to the dump, where five men were employecl sacking 
it up, after which it was slid down a ravine to the gulch below. From 
tweh-e to fourteen tons per day was the usual quantity taken out when. 
worked in this way. When we consider that this ore will run from $90 
to $180 per ton, antl that the quantity which can be taken out when the 
mine is properly opened for working will be only limited by the means 
of transportation and retluction, we can hardly comprehend the true 
value of this mineral deposit. The surrounding mountains are thickly 
COY<.-'red with a heavy growth of pine, sufficient to furnish fuel in abun-
dance for many years to come. 
The Wyoming lode is situated about 400 feet above the Miller, on 
the very crest of the mountaiu, and is supposed by many to be the same 
vein. In Jnne a short drift had been run in ou the vein from the east 
face of the hill, at the end of which a shaft had been snnk to a depth 
of 20 feet, disclosing a vein of ore 8 feet in width. It shows nearly the 
same character as the Miller, being .carbonate mixed with galena, as-
saying at the rate of $122 per ton. 
Tile Kentnck lode is nearly a mile further north on the same mount-
ain. A shaft has been sunk to the depth of 25 feet from the surface, 
the ore-vein being about 4 feet wide ig the bottom. The mineral is 
eoarse galena and honey-combed quartz. 
The Alpine mine, within a few hundred feet of the :Miller, has de-
veloped a large body of ore, thought to be equal to that of the Miller. 
Tlw company had about 100 tons on the dump in Augnst. The Alpine 
ha.s been pierced a11d laid open by a tunnel run into the side of thA 
mountain something over 100 feet, which is well timbered, and tlle mine 
is iu good condition to deliver much ore. 
The Pittsburgh mine sbowed, in November, in an incline 43 feet deep 
and a cut of 12 feet, a large body of solid lead-ore, which was re-
ported to assa.,y $60 per ton in silver, and 69 per cent. of lead. The 
quantity in sight was estimated at 5,000 tons, which, it was expected, 
could be brought to the surface, as soon as the new tunnel should be 
completed, at t.he small cost of $1 per ton. 
The Champion is opened by a shaft 60 feet deep, and by two tunnels 
each 100 feet deep. Galena-ores. 
The Mary Ellen claim shows a mixture of galena, iron pyrites, and 
copper pyrites, and is said to contain gold. · 
'l'lle Sultana smelting-works, consisting of three furnaces, were built 
to work the ores of the Miller mine. They are at the junction of Mil-
ler and the main caf:ion. Other works are to be erected at the month 
of the calion, and refining-works at Lebi. The foundation for a quartz-
mill bas been laid. 
The district has two recording offices, and over 500 claims bad been 
recorded up to No-vember, 1871. 
Lucien distr-ict.-This district is about one hundred and twenty-five 
miles west of Ogden, nearly on the line between Utah and Nevada, and 
six miles south of the Central Pacific Railroad. It was reported, in 
October last, that Messrs. Buel and Bateman had purchased the Zecoma 
claim in tllis district, a claim which carries galena, said to assay 65 
oullces silver per ton, and a high percentage of lead, aud that they 
would speedily erect a furnace for smelting the galena-ores which it 
;yields. About 100 tons of galena are reported to have been previously 
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shipped West. There are also several copper-claims in this district, 
from which a few tons have been sllipped to San Francisco. 
Saint George district.-Up to April, 1871, no claims had been opened 
and worked in this district, though many locations bad been made. 
Star district, Beaver Omtnty.-Up to April, 1871, the total amount of 
ore shipped from this district would not exceeu 100 tons, and this from 
,-,wious locations. One lot worked at Ely & Raymond's l\Iill yielded 
$1!)7 per ton in silver. Tllis vms from the Taylor mine. One shipment 
to San Francisco netted $250 per ton, and one lot sampleu in Salt Lake 
City yielded $288 per ton. 
Hamilton district.-A new district, southwest of Camp Floyd, was 
organized in September last. The quartz-croppiugs are reported to 
c:mtain galena and some gold. 
Parley's Park, a district about thirt,y miles east of Salt Lake City. 
The principal mine here is the Pinon, in which a large body,of galena 
aud carbonate bas been struck. Assays are reported to yield from 30 
to 250 ounces of silver per ton. The owners, Lowe & Co., are reported 
to have contracted to deliver 20 tons a day to the new smelting-\Yorks 
to be erected at Ogden. 
List of furnaces and 'mills in Utah in the latter part of the summer, 1871. 
Ophir, furnaces, 5; mills . . . . . . . 2 
Stockton, furnaces. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Salt Lake, furnaces ............ 4 
'Iintic, furnaces ............... 2 
Bingham, furnaces . . . .. . . . . . . . . 3 
American Fork, furnaces. . . . . . . 3 
Cottonwood, furnaces. . . . . . . . . . 3 Corinne, furnaces ......... _ . _ . . 1 
For the following estimate of working expenses of .a In-stamp mill, 
with Bruckner roasting-cylinders, in Utah, I am indebted to l\lr. L. 
Huepeden, the agent of 1\fr. Bruckner: 
E stirnate for 15-stamp rnill in Utah, employing t~co Briickner-cylindel·furnaces, 13 feet by 6-J;, 
(in clew·.) Capacity of 20 to 30 tons. 
[All these figures are high.] 
Labor: 
Engine, 4 cords, at $5, ($4) ................................................. . 
Wood: 
Fnrnaces, 4 cords, at $5, ($4) .............................................. . 
Tv.:o engineers, at $5 and $4 .......................................... $9 00 
1'\Yo crushers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 00 
Foreman, (nightsbift) ............................................... 5 00 
Hcacl amalgamator............................... .. . . .. .. . .•• .. . . . . . 5 00 
Two amalgamators, at $4...... ...... .... .. ..... ...... .... ......... .... 8 00 
Two roasters, at $5 ........................ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00 
Two roustabouts, at $3 50............................................ 7 00 
Assayer,$6; smelter,$5 ............................................... 11 00 
Clerk, $4; superintendent, $20...... . . . • . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . • . .. .. 24 00 
Salt, 8 per cent. on 20 tons, at t cent ...................................... .. 
Loss of iron ........................................................ _ ...... . 
Loss of quicksilver, 50 pounds ............................................. . 
Oil, grease, &c ..........................•..•................................. 
Charcoal and chemicals, (assays) .......................................... .. 
Wear and tear, 20 per cent., and interest 10 per cent., ($30,000) .............. . 











Total on 20 tons, at $12 per ton.. .. .. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. . . . .. .. 240 00 
Tin.-In the fall an effort was made to create an excitement on 
account of alleged discoveries of vast deposits of tin in the vicinity of 
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Ogden, and many poor miners were actually allured into spending con-
sideralJle time and money in that district. But the "tin mines" were 
speedily disposed of by scientific men as a gigantic fraud on the public, 
and in time, I belie-ve, to prevent serious losses by inexperienced men. 
The following- letter of Dr. F. A. Genth, of Philadelphia, to the editor of 
the United States Railroad and l\iining Journal, shows the nature of 
the "tin mines" and "ores:" 
DEAR SIR: In the Phibdelphia Ledger of the 25th nlt., and several' other newspapers, 
appeared the following from Salt Lake City, under date of October 23: ''The tin 
mines of Ogden are enjoying increased attention. The governor and a -large party 
went to-day to visit them. An experienced miner and expert from Cornwall, England, 
reports them wonderful, and that vast quantities of ore in sight at the Star of the 
West, the pioneer discovery, will average 20 per cent. of fine tin. He says these cliE-
coveries are destined to work a revolution in the tin trade of the world. New dis-
coveries are being made daily, and another cbim has been bonded for $200,000." 
These are certainly wonderful discoveries, and, judging from the character of the 
"ore," there can be no doubt that it exists in vast quantities. It was my good for-
tune, already over one month ago, to receive some of that whicb had been sent to 
Washington. About fourteen clays ago I received a seconcllot for examination, and 
was also favored with a visit of one of the owners, who brought larger lumps, and 
showed some bars of tin which had been meUed from the ore, and also some copper 
which had been tinned with the product of such smelting operations. My specimens 
are ~mdoubtedly authentic. They consist of a rock, composed of white feldspar, (probably 
albite,) hornblende, and a small quantity of quartz. The albite and hornblende are 
present in variable quantities, sometimes the one, sometimes the otber predominating. 
Ocular inspection did not show a trace of tin; concentration of the heavier portions, 
by grinding the rock and washing off t,be lighter, and the chemical examination of tho 
heaviest, did also show not a trace of tin. A very careful analysis an1l11 crucible assay 
showed likewise total absence of tin. The specimens which I received arc, therefore, 
no tin-m·e at all, but syenite-a granite in which mica is replaced by hornblende. As 
undoubtedly strong efforts will be made in the East to dispose of these "valuable ti'il-
mines,'' I consider it my duty to make this plain statement of my experiments, and 
hope that all the newspapers which have helped to circulate the report about these 
great tin discoveries will now correct their error. 
Yours, very truly, 
F. A. GENTH. 
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CHAPTER VI 
ARIZONA. 
In spite of the unsafe condition of this Territory during the year, on 
account of Indian depredations, material progress has been made in tlle 
discovery and partial development of new mining districts, wllile in the 
older districts quartz mining has been carried on in the same mines as 
were worked last year. 
Tile pTincipalne\v discoveries were made in the Bradshaw, the Hual-
pai or Sacramento, and in three new districts which '"ere organized in the 
western foot-hills of the Pinall\1ountains. The latter have beenuamed 
the Hoisted, Pioneer, and Nevada districts. Tllero were also valuable 
discoveries made in the immediate vicinity of Pret-:lcott, these new sil,er 
mines being located only four to fi\e miles southeast of the town, in the 
heavy pine timber of the Sierra Prieta. 
lVIr. Jolln Wasson, the stuveyor-general of Arizona Territory, bas 
kindly furnished me with a summary of mining operations in the Terri-
tory during 1871, which follows in full: 
UNITED STATES SURVEYOR-GENERAL'E' OFFICE, 
Tucson, Arizonct Territory, l-lovembe1· 28, 1871. 
Sm: In accordance with a request made by Mr. A. Eilers, of date October 23, aml 
which I received November 14, I at once addressed letters of inquiry to different p:u-
ties throughout the Territory, whereby I hoped to get more c:s:act information rcgarcl-
ing the progress of mining during tho present your than iu auy other manner, but as 
yet only a few responses have reached me, and bnt oiJc of thorn of much value. 
Tho annexed statement, marked A, is furnished me by 0. II. Case, deputy surveyor 
of mineral lands in Yavapai County, and is as nearly correct us probably any one could 
have prepared on short notice. . 
In consequence of a scarcity of water, mining operations in that county during tho 
present year have been almost wholly confined to developments of old and tho dis-
coYory of new mines, and in these respects hopeful progress has been made. In many 
letters received from well-informed men, resident in Yavapai County, all speak more 
encouragingly regar<ling the future of mining in that region than was common one 
year ago. Tho unusual drought of tho past two years has rendered placer miuing 
generally impossible; yet much of tho country in the vicinity of Prescott is known to 
contain placer-gold iu fine paying quantities, which can easily be made available with 
a supply of water for washiug. 
The discovery of very rich mines in Bradshaw mining district last January, diverted 
the attention of many miners from moderately-pa,ying mines. ·while pumcrons dis-
coveries or locations have been made in that locality, tho Tiger lode is tho chief oiJc. 
A shaft is down on it 100 feet, and tho drifts and cross-cuts run show tho width of tho 
vein to be 31 feet. · Tho development is going forward, and San Frau cisco operators 
~.re spending their money on it. Early in this year a renewal of prospecting was 
made in Hualpai or Sacramento district, which lies in l\Iojnsc County, and near the 
Colorado River. Tho greatest activity and interest prevail there at this time. Over 
five hundred minors ha.vc recently gone there, and more arc going and ta,king means 
and e:s:pericnce with them. All doubts of tho richness of those mines and t.ho abun-
dance of oro are removed. Deputy mineral-surveyor, 0. H. Case, writes me, under da,te 
of tho 20th instant, that the owners of the Clinton, Niles, and Jones lodes had three 
tous of silver-ore recently worked in San Francisco, which yielded $8,400; also that 
Clark & Co. had worked at the same place four tons of Keystone ore, which had given 
in silver $10,720. Nothing is said of any yield in gold. From various letters written 
by men of 0:s:perience, and who are expending their own time and means in those 
mines, I am led to believe that the recent discoveries in Hualpai district are of vast 
value, and will, as one writer says, make that section one of the best for mining on the 
Pacific coast. 
In the month of July a party of nearly three hundred men was formed for exploring 
the Pinal Mountains, which, I belicYc, wholly; lie in tho new county of Maricopa. This 
part.y was commanded by Governor Saffol"d, and guided by a man named Miner. 
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0\Ying to the latter's misrepresentations of his knowledge of the country, the time 
and supplies of the company were exhausted in a fruitless search for pretended dis-
coveries made in 1862; but the ramblings of the expedition undoubtedly led to tho 
lute discovery of quartz-veins of 'l:nuch promise in the Pinal Monntains. Three dis-
tricts were formed early in this month, viz, Hoisted, Pioneer, atid Nevada. The Sil-
ver Queen lode, in the Pioneer district, is reported best, so far as devclopcll. Twenty-
four hundred pounds of the ore are now on the way to San Francisco for accurate test. 
Assays running from hundreds into thousands per ton are reported. Much interest is 
manifested by men of all occupations, and nearly all ar3 tryiu~ to get some interest a1:i 
the expense of previous earnings. The ledges arc but a few miles from the Gila, River, 
and wood and water are reported quite convenient and abundant. 
Other discoveries which promise well have been made in many parts of the Terri-
tory, but mostly where it is unsafe for small parties to go, or stay when there. In-
stances of this kind arc within my knowledge, and citizens of Tucson arc interestetl. 
Several locations, a, few miles southward, the owners have endeavored to prepare for 
patent, but the Apache Indians have frequently stolen or destroyed their too h.; ::md im-
provements; :md laborers cannot be induced to carry on \YOrk at any price. \Vith fc\Y 
exceptions, locators are intensely an:s:ious to positively secure their mines, because of 
thfl prospect of early raihYay communication. But danger prevails cvery\Yherc except 
near tho Lower Gila and Colorado Ri\·ors. Every act of locators exhibits lwnest faith 
in the great value of tho quartz-veins of Arizona. 
I addressed a letter to a gentleman at \Vickenburgh for statistics of tho Vulture 
mine, the largest producing one in the Territory, but no reply is yet received. In a 
ii·iondly letter from the superintendent of the mine, of dateN ovem bcr 14, he says it" still 
holds its own, and the prospect of finding water in the mine for milling purposes is 
very flattering. I am sinking a shaft inside the miuc, and am down with it :no feet 
from the surface. I struck water at 295 feet, and it has steadily increased as the shaft 
deepens. I think 75 feet more sinking will find w·ater enough for a 20-stamp mill. ;f ' f 
I have an unusual quantity of gootl milling ore in sight." 
Should vmter for milling purposes be found in the Vulture, I think Mr. Eilers will 
assure you that it will thcu be one of the most valuable mining properties in America. 
As it is, water for the men, mining, cooking, &c., has to be hauled fifteen miles, and 
tlw ore a like distance for reduction. 
Extensive work has l>een reported at various times as going on in Castle Dome dis-
trict, situated about sixty miles above Arizona City, and near the navigable waters of 
tho Colorado. Many shipments of oro have l>een made to San Francisco for sale and 
reduction, and I am informed that satisfactory returns have generally been secured. 
A patent has recently been applied for of the Flora Temple lode, in that localit:>' , and 
much interest is manifested in securing title to mining property there. 
A large vein of coal, and of Yaluable quality, has been discovered ncar Camp Apache, 
in Yavapai County. Tho coal has l>een used by smiths with entire satisfaction. An-
otller vein of great size, and reported good <]_uality, was located some weeks ago about 
t'l i :s:ty or ·eighty miles east and 11orth of Tucson, in Pima County. 
Generally speaking, nearly every prospecting expedition which makes a determined 
effort finds new mines of tho precious metals or other minerals, which have every indi-
cation of permanency and value. 
Now, they cannot be occupied and developed, except where many arc found near 
e:wh other. It is certain death for half a dozen or a dozen men to attempt to carry on 
work heyoud the direct influence of milita.ry camps or la.rge ·settlements. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JOHN WASSON, 
Survcy01·-General. 
Exhibit of p1·oc1ncing nl'infs in B1·aclsllaw, Big Burf, Hassymnpa, ancl Lynx Creek mining c1is f1'icts, Yarapai Cmmty, A1·izona, on tltc l8t clay of .fanncwy, 1872. 




Owner. Character. Course. ! Di}). Dimen~ions of 1 Country-rock chum. 
Vein-
matter. Ore. 
Tiger ............. -~ Tiger Company .. ·1 Vein ........ --~ N. E. &I S. E ..... 11, 000 ft ..... --~ Granite ........ , Quartz .. - ~ Gel en a and 
S. W. sih·er ores. 
Del Pasco .......... .Jackson & Co ..... Vein ......... . N. E. & S. E ..... 1, 000 ft ....... Porphyry and Quartz ... Golll ...... . 
S. IV. . slate. 
niG DUG MINING DIS· 
TRICT. 
Big Bug ........... / Gray&Hitchcock./ Vein .......... / N. E. &I Vertical . l2 ft. wide . .... ! Greenstone and I Brown I Gold ..... .. 













Mills. Product for the year ending .July 1, 1869. 
$741 00 I None . .... 114 tons worked in San 
.FrnnciRco, $10,37•!. 
70 00 5 stamps. $7,428. 
21 50 I 10 stamps 
Sterling ........... -I Sterling Company. 
Davis . C. C. Bean & Co .. . 
B011jamin ........ . ·1 Noyes & Curtis .. . 
Vein.·· .... 00 -~ N. E. &IS. E .. 00.18 ft. wide .... -~ Greenstone and 
S. W. slate. 
Clllorides and N. E. & S. E ..... 6ft. wide ..... Qnartzitic slate 
sulphides. S. IV. 
Culm-ides . .... N. & S. . ........ 20 in. wide .... Quartzitic slate 
Quartz .. ·1 Goltl ....... 1100 00 110 stamps I Rumcd by Indians, 
May, 1871. 
Quartz.. . Silver .. .. .. 54 50 .. .. . .. .. .. 3?; ton s worked , 
I $19) 10. 
Quartz .. . I Silver ...... 1, 000 00 .. 00 ....... 
l-YNX CREEK DIS· 
'TRIC'f. 
Ve~non ........... - ~ C.~-- Sholto~ ..... - ~ Gold ......... ·1 ~~~W~~ N. W ... . ,18 in. ~ide: ... , Granite ........ , Qnartz ... I ~old ...... - ~ 
Pomter ....... 0000. Wilham Pomter .. Gold ... 00 .. 00. ~-E. & ... oo ..... 4ft. Sm. Wide. Greenstone. 00 .. Quartz ... Gold ....... 
s.w. 
150 00 I Arrastra ·1 $5,000. 
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The Tiger lode and the new developments in the Hualpai district have 
formed t,lte prominent features of the mining news from Arizona duriug 
the year. Of the former, the most extravagant descriptions have 
reached me. The vein was discovered towards the end of last year, but 
the value of the ore was first ascertained during the first quarter of 
1871. Several assays, 'vhich ran very high, c~eated an immense excite-
ment. .1.\... town was laid out in the immediate vicinity, which filled 
rapidly with people, and actual prospecting of the ledge was energetically 
prosecuted. The vein is reported to have been traced for over six miles, 
aud for a large part of this distance claims have been stakelt out, most 
of which have, by this time, been more or less tested, by shafts and 
drifts. Tile shaft of the Discovery Company (Moreland & Co.) is the 
deepest, and they have taken out the most ore, some of wLiich has been 
sent to San Francisco, aud yielded nearly $750 per ton. The assays of 
samples from this vein, which have been pnblished, run all high, and 
many of them exceed $2,000 per ton, while I have seen none wllich 
gave a yield below $58. The followiug are a few, all of them having 
been made in Virginia City, Nevada: $1,008.75; $73G.50; $22.50; $122; 
$1,742.G3; $1,95;).40; $2,547.90; $58.13; mixture of ores, $1,318.69. 
Also, $1,804.6!); $1,586.31; $!J7~.22; $1,305.40; $2,990.G!); $8,028.47. 
It is reported that San Francisco capital bas come to the aid of the 
Discovery Company, and that thus it has been enabled to continue in its 
course of siuking and drifting, (one drift is said to be in oYer SO feet on 
the vein,) while nearly all of the other claims on the lode have been 
lsiug comparatiYely idle. 
Tile silver veins discovered near Prescott, during the f~lll, are re-
ported as narrow, but exceedingly rich. In regard to yield per ton, it is 
asserted that the Bismarck, Cornucopia, and Homestake ores fully equal 
those from the Tiger. I am not informed as to the erection of reduction-
works to treat the ores of the silyer mines. 
The Del Pasco, which was mentioned favorably in last year's report, 
has been further sunk upon during the year, and the 5-stamp mill, 
erected near by, has been at work a small part of the time. In the fall, 
the supvly of water, which is at no time very abundant, became so 
:-canty that for two months the mill could only run three and four hours 
per day. In an aggregate run of one hundred and ninety-two hours 
during that time, 42 tons of ore were crushed, which yielded $2,500, or 
an average of $50.52 per ton, considerably less than the ore worked 
before tl1at time used to contain. In :November the mill had to be shut 
down, as the water gave out completely. ~Ieanwhile some water bad 
been struck in the mine, and, in sinking deeper, this increased so 
much, that about the end of December a sufficient supplJ- was reported 
to run the mill fourteen hours per day. 
In regard to the Big Bug :Mill and mines, I have not received the in-
formation which I ha,-e requested of the superintendent. But it appears 
from other information that the company bas not worked regularly 
during the year. 
In the famous Vulture, at Wickenburgh, an important change bas taken 
place. This is the Rtriking of water at a depth of about 300 feet. The 
sinking goes on energetically, with a hope of a sufficient increase in the 
supply of water to at least obviate the necessity of hauling the water 
for blasting purposes, and for the use of the men and animals, a dis-
tance of fourteen miles fi'om the Hassyampa River. Even this would 
be a great saving, and it is not impossible that, in the course of sinking, 
enough water should be found for crushing purposes. The work at the 
mine and mill has been constantly going on during the year, with the 
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exception only of the few days needed for repairs at. the mill. The ore 
in tlw lower level is reported much richer t.han usual, and many tons of 
it have been worked. From information received, I conclude that the 
yield of this mine in gold during the year bas been somewhat larger 
than last year, but official information, for which I haYe applied, has not 
yet come to hand. 
,. There are still various schemes spoken of for the purpose of effecting a 
reduction in the cost of handling and crushing the ore. The plan of 
conducting water from the Hassyampa Ri\er to the mine appears to 
luwe been dropped, and, in conformity with the prevailing idea of the 
times in regard to cheap transportation, a narrow-gauge railroad from 
the mines to a point on the Giht River, and a transfer of the mill from 
Wickcnburgh, to that point is now spoken of. I am not familiar with the 
distance from the mines to the nearest point on the Gila, nor with the 
peculiarities of the route, but judging of what can be seen of the coun-
try to tile west from the road between Wickenburgh and Phenix, I should 
thiuk the undertaking to be not only feasible, but even easy of accom-
plishment, at a moderate cost. It is highly probable th~tt the road 
can be laid over an almost level mesa for nearly the entire distance, and 
there will certainlv be no mountains to cross. 
An important discovery has been announced as having taken place 
in the Weaver district. Tllis is t.he Sexton lode, a vein which is con-
sidered almost as valuable as tlte Yulture. No thorough test of the 
vein has, however, as yet been made, and the value of the ledge is so far 
only deduced from its size ou the sur,face, and a test made of several 
tons at the Vulture 1\fill. 
The placer-mining interest in Central Arizona has, according to all ac-
counts, suffered severely from the protracted drought, and uo more gold 
l1as been· extracted in this manuer than during the preceding year, 
which was also remarkable for an extraordinary scarcity of water. 
Hualpai or Sacramento dist}·ict, \Yhich, it will be remembered, was 
fa\orab1y spoken of in last year's report as a district in \Yhich mines 
might be profitably 'yorked at the present time, has greatly gained in 
importance by new discoveries and the developments made during the 
year. 'While in the fall of 1870 there were not a dozen white men in 
the distr·iet, there are now nearly five hundred men reported to be at 
work there. A great many new discoveries have, of course, been made, 
the Cerbat Hauge having been prospected north and south of the veins 
which <He mentioned in last year's report. Most of the later dis-
coveries carry argentiferons-lead ores, like those described in my last 
report; but there have also been located several veins which carry 
amalgamating-silver ores, and at least one lode, the Yanderbilt, which 
carries a heavy percentage of gold. The work done during the year has 
principally been prospecting, and on many claims sllafts of from 15 to 
GO feet haYe been· sunk, and selected lots of ore have been shipped to 
San li'rclncisco for experiment. Several of these shipments have given 
very flattering returns. 
Mineral Park and Parkerville are two new settlements in the district, 
in which a large number of veins have been disco,~ered. In fact, the 
whole Cerbat Hauge seems to be filled with veins from its sont.Lern to its 
northern extremity. A mill is reported in the course of erection, and 
l\lr. W. J. Fee, an intelligent gentleman, who was the first to enter the 
district. after the abandonment of the old Sacramento district in 18GG, 
is about erecting a smelting-furnace. From personal reports of my 
deput.y, Mr. Eilers, concerDing the ores of the Cerbat Range, it is eYi-
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dent tv me that the smelting process is the one for which they are best 
adaptel1. 
There is no doubt that another year will witness important results 
of mining in this district. 
Concerning the production of gold and silver in the Hualpai mining 
district, l\1ojave County, Arizona, for the year ending December 31, 
1871, C. A. Lnke reports as follows: There is one steam 5-stamp mill 
in tbe district, located at Silver Park, and ownerl by Meacham and 
Hardy. This mill is not fully completed, but will be soon. The ores 
nrc at present shipped to San Francisco, and yield from $200 to $800 
per ton. Over 100 tons have been shipped. One shipment of 20 tons 
yielded $800 per ton. 
E xhibit of producing mines in Castle Dome mining dist?"ict, Yurna County, Arizona, on the 
lst dcty of Jamcary, 1872. Reportecl by Geo1·ge Tyng. 
"' ~ ~ 
~ 
1'1. 
0 .8 8 -';' ~ 
Name. Owner. ~ 
~:§ ~ 8 ~ C) "' "E -~ a ;:l 0. 8"-< ..<:l 0 A i 
Ao :::: 
0 0 0 > 0 
Buckeye ....... _____ . __ . Butterfield Bros ..... Lode. N. W X S. E 87 800 feet ... 2 ~ Talc and clay. 
Floro.Temple ........... Polhamu~&Gunther .do ....•. do----- 60 2,000feet. ~gi Don't know 
"' "'·- what it is. 
Castle Dome ... -------- Barney & Tyng ...•. . do ...... do .••.. 87 400X 15 . .. ~"" ~ Talc and clay. 
Exteusionof'CastleDome ...... do .............. do ....•. do ...•. 87 2,000 X l5 . ~ § 6i; Do. 
Don Santiago .••............. .do-·--······--· .do ...... do ..... 90 1,600X 4 .. :... Fluor-spar. 
Name. Owner. ~ E ;g year ending 
~ ~ :@ July J, 187l. I 
~ · I Productforthe 
- ---------:------ ---l--::gf_'g_[_$70 co ~ § -----
Buckeye ....... ·--------······· Butterfield Bros......... o"' . .., 250 ' tons. 
PI oro. 'l'cmple ........ __ .. . . . . . • Polhamus & Gun thor . • . . ~ ,.,: ~ 60 00 g;"< 400 tons. 
CastloDome .... : ............... Barney&'l'yng ......••. :zl':lo 1700 :C@. ~ 600t Extension of Castle Dome ............. do·····---------·-· §~'g 
1 
77 00 "'rn g 5 om. 
Don Santiago ..............•••........ do-·--······--··-·· b!>e:JJ"' 60 00 0~.3-8 30 tons . ..;; '"" 
Many other claims not worked. Deepest shaft in the district is on the 
Castle Dome miue-160 feet-showing much ore. Mexican laborers. 
Hoisting all done by hand-windlass. vVhims, &c., to be erected from 
proceeds of ore now en route to San Francisco and Truckee. Freights 
from Colorado River near mines to San Francisco, $12.50, coin, per ton. 
Ore assays (in bulk) 50 per cent. to 65 per cent. !ead, 7 ounces to 182 
ounces silver per ton. Galena-ores a-verage 60 per cent. lead, 35 ounces 
silver, and sell for $60 coin, about. 
The Castle Dome district has been organized since 1863 ; worked only 
by prospectors without capital until October, 1870. Not $300 invested 
Jan nary 1, 1872, in buildings or other permanent improvements. Par-
ties now working are cautious, and work no lodes that do not pay their 
way from the top down. 
In .the Castle Dome district and about Gila City mining has been 
carried on most of the time during the year. From the former locality 
the lead-ores are shipped to San Francisco, and at the latter the capacity 
of the stamp-mill for working the gold-ores is reported to have been 
increased. It is also reported that a stamp-mill is being erected by 
Mr. Booger, near La P~z, to work the ores from the Constantia, a vein 
which is described in my last report. 
On the whole, the immediate prospects for mining in Arizona are 
more favorable at the close of 1871 than the year before. 
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CHAPTER VII. 
NEW MEXICO. 
l\~y limited means have not enabled me to visit this Territory during 
the year, or even to keep a paid agent there. For the information 
I have received from that quarter I am principally indebted to per-
sons residing there, who take sufficient interest in the mining re-
sources of the country to undertake the trouble of communicating infor-
mation gratuitously. Among these, thanks are principally (lue to :Mr. 
R. B. Willison, surveyor-general of the Territory, Dr. Hilgert, :Messrs. 
l\1. Bloomfield, Eugene Gouluing, and A. H. Morehead. 
In the 1lforeno rnines the placers have been worked with moderate 
success during most of the year, as will appear from the following state-
ment. The Aztec mine bas also been worked, and producetl bullion. 
The Montezuma has only been prospected, and the mill has remained 
idle: 
Exhibit of p1·oducing rnines in Moreno mining district, Colfax Connty, New Mexico, on 
Januaryl, 1872. Reportecl by M. Bloomfield. 
IChon>d". 
-------------1---------------; 
Owner. Name. Course. Dip. Dimensions of claim. Country-rock. 
Willow Creek .••... Six companies ....... Placet· .. Gravel .............. 2 miles by ............... . 
300 feet. 
llforeno Creek ...... Three companies ••..... do .•...••. do ............... t mile by River diggings. 
300 feet. 
Grouse Gulch...... Seven companies ••..... do .••..••. do ............... 2 miles by .....••...•••••• 
300f<et. 
Humbug Gulch ..... Five companies ..••..... do ..•..••. do ............... Jtmiles by ............... . 
300 feet. 
Last Chance ....... One company ........... do ..•..••. do .....•.•..••••. 2,C00feetby ............... . 
300 feet. 
New Orleans Plat... One company . ••. . • : .... do .••..••. do ............... 1,500feet by ............... . 
300 feet. 
Sundry other claims. Sundry persons ........ do ........ do .......................................... . 
Aztec Mine ..•.•••• Aztec Mining Com- Lode .... N.W.andS.E ..•••.. 3,000 feet .. Slate. 
pany. 
l\Iontezuma .••••••. Maxwell Land-grant l' ... do ........ do ............... 3,000 feet .. Granite. 
and Railway Com-
pany. · 
Chester ............ Graham, Dimick & ... do ........ do ............... 3,000 feet ...... do ....... .. 
Co. ! 
Vein-matter. Ore. Average value. Mills. 
Willow Creek .•••.• Six companies ..••.•....•••.•.••..••••••••. Unknown .•••••....•. 
Moreno Creek ..••.. Three companies ............................. do ............... . 
Grouse Gulch ...••. Seven companies ............................. do ............... . 
llumbugGulch .... ~'ive companies ............................... do ............... . 
Last Chance ....•.. One company ............ : ..••....•••••••.... do •••..•.......... 
New Orleans Flat .. One company ................................ do ............... . 
Product for the 
year ending 







Sundry other claims. Sundry persons ............................... do • . . . . .. . . • .... •. 10, 000 
AztecMine ........ Aztec Mining Com- Quartz ................. do .... 15stamps .. Unknown. 
pany. 
Montezuma ........ Maxwell Land-grant .••. do .................. do .••. 30stamps .. Idle the whole 
and Railway Com- year. 
pany. 
Chester ............ Graham, Dimick & ..•. do .................. do .... 2tistamps .. Unknown. 
Co. 
REMARKS.-Aztec mine idle since October, on account of water in mine. Montezuma Mill idle; but twenty· 
H. Ex. 211--22 
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five or thirty miners at work the whole year developing a lend of 30 incl!es of quartz, wbich will probably 
pay fro~1 $15 to $20 per ton. CheRter Mill ran several weeks in !.\lay and June, but failed to pay expenses. 
A company had been formed in .Junnary, 1872, to work tho l\1orono Creek by machinery, and it is thougl.Jt 
tl!rrt they will succeed beyond doubt. There are ~orne five or six miles of good mining ground, which have teen 
secured by this eomp[,ny, and which they will divide to run about three claim~ to the mile. 'rho plan is to 
employ steam·shovels to dig and hoist tho dirt; the dirt to be washed on tho surface, or rather in sluices, some 
8 or 10 feet above the ~urface of tho ground. This does away with tho inconvenicnc:; occasioned by the 
slight grade of this creek, which is only about ono in one hundred. The ground has heretofore been worked 
entirely by band and wheelbarro,Ys, a process which is expensive and slow. 
This creek averages abont 50 cents or 15 grains of gold to tho cubic yard. The company calculate thPy 
can work the ground for 25 cents the cubic yard, and work 400 yards per day. Their enterprise seem~ 
entirely practicable, and may bo the means of increasing the production of gold by $300,000 per year. 'l'he 
general pro~pects of the district are good, owing to the heavy snows of last winter. 
From Silver City I am informed that the district still suffers on ac-
count of a lack of capital invested in the mines. Still it js reporteti that 
about $90,000 worth of silver slabs have been shipped from there since 
the mines were discovered. l\1ost of this was smelted out by }fexicans 
in their primitive way. No mills or smelting-works are as yet erected. 
In July it was reported that about sixty miners were at work here 
taking out ore from tpe ·nuious silver-lodes. The Sophia lo<le, owned 
by the Spring Bill 1\-Iining, Company, had a shaft 25 feet deep, and 
showing a splendid vein of rich ore. The vein is from 4-2- to 5 feet wi<le. 
The Heinhart lode, 0\vned by lVIr. William Kronig and others, was 8 
feet wide at a <lepth of 16 feet, and ver,y rich ore. The Colfax lode 
showed 3 feet of good ore at 10 feet in depth. The Great Eastern lode, 
owned by the Eureka Mining Company, showed a splendid vein of rich 
ore 4 feet wide. The Abbey lode, and a great many others, showed also 
good ore. 
There has been a great drawback on these mines by reason of the 
miners being compelled to lie idle on account of not even having proper 
tools to work with. As a general tiling they came to the district with-
out means. Iu January, 1872, there were over three hundred lodes 
located, some of which have shafts on them of the depth of GO feet. 
It is asserted that none of the lodes, by practical tests, produce less 
than $50 to the ton. The area covered by these silver-lodes is about 
thirty miles square, aud it is believed that these mines will, at some 
day, whenever capital comes to the country, prove far richer than is 
now supposed. 
_From Pinos Altos I have no reliable data as yet, beyond a general 
estimate of the product, which has been small. 
There has been some activity again in the Organ Mountains during 
the year, but lack of capital is here also in the way of a speedy develop-
ment of the mines. 
Exhibit of producing rnincs in Organ rnining clistrict, Doria Ana Connty, New Mexico, on 
January l , 1872. Reported by A. H. Morehead. 
Name. 
I I 
Character. ~ --~-uu_r_se_. __ I--D-ip_l Dimensions · of claim. 
-------1---------1-----
Owner. 
Aztec·-·---·----· J. Freudenthal, H. 
Lesinsky, A.ll.l\'Iorc-
head, I<'. Dlake, et al. 
Stephenson·----· II. Lesinsky, \V. I<'. 
Shedd, et al. 
Cue bas . --.----- .
1 
J. l<'reudenthal, G. E. 
Blake. ct al. 
Bennett . __ ... __ . N. V. Bennett, Shedd, 
et nl. 
El Quibcdo ·----· \V. H. Graham, James 
Foley, et al. 
Rosalia···--·---· JU. Lesinsky, Joseph 
Lesinsky, et al. 
Lode ... 
... do ...... 
... do ...... 
... do ....... 
__ .do ..... 
.. . do ....... 
N. E. and S. W. E. 3, 000 
.•.. do ................. E. 3, 000 
... do .............. E. 3, 000 
. ••. do ................ E . 3, 000 
.... do .............. E . 3, 000 
.... do .... ..... ..... E . 3, 000 
Country-rock. 
Granite casing. 
.. ~.do . ............... 
. .•. do . ............. 
.••. do ................. 
.••. do ............... 
.••. do ............... 
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Exhibit of p1'oclucing mines in Organ mining district, <)·c.-Continued. 
Name. 




El Quibedo •..•.. 
Rosalia ...•...••. 
Owner. 
J. Fnmdenthal, H. 
Lesinsky. A. H. l\Iore· 
head, F. Blake, ct at. 
H. Lesinsky, W. l!'. 
Shedd, et al. 
J. Freudenthal, G. E. 
Blake, ct al. 
N. V. Bennett, Shedd, 
et al. 
"\V. H. Graham, James 
Foley ct al. 
M. Lesinsky, Joseph 
· Lesinsky, et al. 
Vein-matter. Ore. 
Lead, anti- Silver, small 







Product for the 
year ending 
Jan. 1, 187~. 
$4,000 
Quartz, lead Silver ..••. 340 ... do .... G, 000 
Lead ...... Lead ...... $18, silver ... do .... Not worked. 
and lead. 
Lead,&c .. Silver ......................... New discovery. 
. . . . . • .. . • .. Lead ......................... . 




RElllARKS.-The Stephenson is the oldest mine, having been discovered about thirty year~ ago, and worked 
succesofully for about twenty years. Upon the breaking out of the rebellion in 186llabor wa~ smpended, 
and since that time but little has been done. Work will begin again shortly, and every indication Bhows that 
it will provo remunerative to the owners. There have a great many new discoveries been mado within the 
past ~:;i:x months, but I am unable to give the names of the mines, &e. The locations, however, are in the 
Organ district. The bullion produced has been extracted by the crude 1\fexican method. There aro no regu-
lar smelting-works or mills. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 
COLORADO. 
Want of funds has compelled me to investigate the progress which 
the mining industry of this Territory has undoubtedly made during 
1871, with less detailed care than was my intention. Although the 
principal mining districts of Colorado are not included in tile field 
allotted to me by co1tgressional resolution, I have so far managed every 
year to record the developments made; and the processes used for the 
extraction of the precious metals have received their due share of 
attention. This last year my attention was necessarily directed to other 
:fields which had not before been personally visited by me, and in using 
the greater part of the small amount appropriated by Congress for my 
work5 in that direction, only enough has remained in my hands to furnish 
in this report a general outline of what has been accomplished during 
the year in Colorado. 
As in former years, Messrs. Jacob F. L. Schirmer, assayer of the 
United States branch-mint at Denver, and J. H. Jones, agent.of Wells, 
Fargo & Co., have kindly furnished me with an estimate of the product 
of Colorado for 1871. Their intimate acquaintance with the mining 
industry of the Territory, and their knowledge of the shipments made, 
entitle this estimate to the highest confidence, and I accept it, therefore, 
as my own: 
Gold and silver product of Ooloraclo Territory during 1871. 
Shipped by express .................................. . 
In private hands, (estimated) ......................... . 
Shipment in matte ................... · ................ . 
Shipment of ore ..................................... . 
From southern mines ......... . ..................... . 
From northern mines .................................. . 








Total Q _ •••••••••••• : • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4, 663, 000 
The most accurate estimate which I could obtain of the product of 
the previous year gave the yield of the whole Territory for that year as 
$3,675,000. There is therefore an increase of very nearly a million of 
dollars. 
This increase has been apparent on every side during the last year 
throughout the Territory in more extended mining, milling,- and smelt-
ing operations; and it' is clear that the industry is now looked upon as 
legitimate business more than ever before. The time of wild and ex-
travagant speculation·, with undeveloped properties and "processes," 
has passed away in Colorado, and if all the signs do not deceive me, an 
era of steadily progressive industry has at last fairly been inaugurated. 
In Gilpin County many of the older claims, which bad been idle for 
several years, have been taken up again. It is noteworthy that the larger 
number of these have been leased by miners, who in almost every in-
stance have made good wages, and in some cases small fortunes. They 
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ha,re generally done Yastly better than the companies who preceded 
them, working the same veins. 
On the Kansas lode, for instance, in Nevada district, there were, in 
the latter part of the year, nine claims worked, the majority of which 
turned out exceedingly well, so that the lode produced at that time much 
more gold than ever before. Wheeler & Sullivan, who work the" First 
National" claim on this lode, were furnishing 40 stamps of the New York 
Mill with ore. Richards & Co. were deepening their shaft on the Ophir 
Company's claim, and were in good ore all the way. The Garrison claim 
was worked bs' Wolcott & Co., who were both drifting and stoping, and 
took out good pay ore. Ira Easterbrooks, who took the lease of the 
~fead claim off the hands of William Lyon & Co., was drifting and 
stoping in his mine, which presented a better appearance than ever before. 
D. L. Southworth was sinking on vVaterman's claim, the next one east. 
J'rfr. Root was obtaining rich ore from his claim on the Kansas, near 
Boston Mill. On the second claim east of Root's, Andrews & Sullivan 
were raising large quantities of fine-looking ore, which was being crushed 
at Lake's Mill, on North Clear Ureek. 
The English Kansas Gold Mining Company were doing well on their 
claims purchased some months ago of J. F. liardesty. 
Another claim, between Root's and that of Andrews & Co., was being 
worked in a small way, and the ore hoisted by a windlas~. 
The second-class ores from this Yein assayed, at the time spoken of, 
about 1n- ounces of gold per ton, and the yield iu the mills was given to 
me as 4n- to 5 ounces per cord. First-class ores brought, at Hill's works, 
about $100 per ton. 
The Kent County lode, about 400 feet above the foregoing, was also 
very actively worked during last year. Mr. Eilers visited, in the fall, 
the 1Etna Company's ground, 1,000 feet in length, which was leased by 
Messrs. Nichols, Roe, Fisher, and Mitchel. These men started to work 
tbe mine with almost nothing, but were doing exceedingly well at the 
time of this visit. The mine was 320 feet deep, and the force employed 
in three levels and on the surface was twenty· seveu men. The princi-
pal stoping was done between the first and second levels, 100 and 160 
feet from tbe surface, both east and west from the hoisting-shaft. Here 
a great mass of very rich ore had been found st,icking to the hanging-
wall, which had been overlooked in the old stopes on account of a thin 
sheet of slate which separated it from the ore on the foot-wall. About 
30 tons of ore were hoisted per day, a considerable portion of which was 
first class, bringing at the smelting-works from $95 to $126 per ton. 
The second-class ore averaged about 7 ounces per cord. This claim is 
very well opened. The levels are all connected by winzes, and sinking 
for reserves was stea<lily kept up. In the rich ground spoken of, the 
vein was o\'er 5 feet wide, containing the usual mixture of iron and cop-
per pyrites, blende, and quartz. 
This claim connects by drifts with a neighboring one leased by the 
Bradley Brothers, so that in both of them the ventilation is very good. 
Tlle lat.ter claim is 450 feet long, and is opened to a depth of 200 feet, 
but at the time of Mr. Eilers's visit it was idle, on account of litigation 
with "tbe owners of the Ralston Company lode, which appears to be a 
feeder to the Kansas. There were a large number of claims worked on 
the lode which could not be visited. 
The Prize is situated opposite the foregoing. It strikes northeast and 
southwest, and djps steeply to the southeast,, like the two last named. 
It is opened for a length of 900 feet, in two claims of respectively 400 
and 500 feet. The latter belongs to the Cornwallis Company. Neither 
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of these claims has been opened long, but the capacity of each, last faU, 
was 25 tons per day. First-class ore contained $94 in gold and silver, 
about 8 ounces of which was silver. Second-class ore assa.yed G to 10 
ounces of gold per cord. The Iron Ram is situated in the same neighbor-
hood, andean deliver about 10 tons per da~'· The best ore assays from $50 
to $80 per ton. On the California, situated on the same hill-side with 
the Kent County, the deepest shaft was down 740 feet, in the fall. An-
other one was 360 feet deep; and there were several others of less depth. 
The vein is from 2 to 3 feet wide, and clips and strikes very nearly par-
allel to the Kent County and Kansas. First-class ore from it is reported 
to contain $150 per ton in gold and silver. For such ore Professor Hill 
pays $75; and I am informed that one claim on this vein (Harper's) can 
furnish 12 tons of it per week. Stalker's claim is reported to furnish 
nearly as much. If this is really so, these claims contain exceptionally 
rich ore. (See my last report.) The first-class ore of this vein con-
tains about 4 per cent. of copper, and the second-class 12 per cent. 
For second-class ore, which is said to assay, on an average,~ ounces of 
gold and 10 to 15 ounces of silver per ton, Professor Hill pays $37 per 
ton. 
Of lodes in other districts, the Illinois Central, Burroughs, American 
Flag, and Gunnell, (the latter since the middle of summer,) have been 
activ-ely worked, and produced much ore. The Gregory, Parmelee, 
Briggs, Bates, Bobtail, and :Fisk were all idle in the fall and full of 
water. The Fisk and Bobtail will be the first lodes drained by the Bob-
tail tunnel, driven by Mr. Rogers and otllers. This tunnel was in 300 
feet in the fall, and 150 feet further were expected to bring it to the 
Fisk, which it will strike at a depth of about 450 feet belo\v the out-
crop. 
The principal mines in the vicinity of Central City have been described 
very fully in my last report, and, as no very important ehanges have 
taken place, it is unnecessary to go again over the same ground. 
The following statistics of the average contents of ores in gold and 
silver, from difl:'erent districts in the vicinity of Central City, hav-e been 
kindly furnished me by Mr. A. von Schulz, whose facilities as assayer in 
Central City enabled him to take Ilis averages from a large number of 
samples assayed within the last year: 
Gregory district: 
Per ton, in coin. 
~Iilling ore, average of 72 samples. _____ . .. , ... __ .. ___ . _ .. _ .. . 
Smelting ore, average of 35 samples . ___ .. ___ . ____ .. ____ ... _ .. . 
N evadct district: 
$35 
169 
:Milling ore, average of 56 samples ... ___ . _ .. __ ... _ .. ____ ... __ . 35 
Smelting ore, average of 32 samvles .... _ .. ___ . _ .. _ .... _...... 127 
t 
Illinois Centra.l district: 
~lilling ore, average of 31. samples ........ _ .. __ .. __ . _ . _ .. __ ... _ . 33 
Smelting ore, average of 0 samples. __ . . _ . . _. __ . _. __ ... ___ ..... 126 
R'ltssel gulch : 
n.filling ore, average of 50 samples_ . _ ... __ ... ____ ... _ . _ . . . . . . . 37 
Smelting ore, average of 23 samples _ ......... __ ... __ ... _ . . . . . 112 
Central City district: 
Milling ore, average of 22 samples ............. __ ........... - . 27 
Smelting ore, average of 8 samples .... _ .............. , ..... _ 87 
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Enterprise d'istrict: 
Milling ore, average of 25 samples. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 
Eureka district : 
:Milling ore, average of 17 samples .................... ~...... 41· 
Lake district, (two miles southeast of Central City:) 
~Iilling ore, average of 12 samples.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24: 
From notes submitted to me by Colonel G. W. Baker, of Central City, 
I reproduce here the following statistics, showing the relati \Te values of 
gold and silver in Colorado pyritous gold ores. According to 77 assays, 
made by the terri tonal assayer at Central City during the last two years, 
and certified by him, the average contents of these samples, which rep-
resent a great number of veins from different districts in tlw vicinity 
of Central City, in go1a and sihTer~ are: gold, $61.93; silver, $37.30. 
The average of silver is here, however, larger than usual in the pyritous 
gold ores of Colorado, because some of the orcs assayed are more prop-
erly silver than gold ores. In the following 28 of the above assays the 
usual proportion of gold and silver present in the gold-ores is more ac-
curately given: 
Average. Aggrflgate. 
1. ..... -----· -· $49 60 ...... $15 08 
2 .. - - .. - --. --.. 70 27 .. - . .. 13 26 
3 ... - .... - - .. -- 84 72.- - - .. 21 71 
4 .. - - ...... - --. 90 94.- - -.. 23 92 
5 . - - --- .. ---- .. 41 34 .. - -.. 19 76 
6 ...... -------- 47 53 ...... 18 07 
7 .. ---- .. -- ---- 29 97 .. --.. 10 14 
8 .. - - - - - - - - .. - - 29 97 .. - - - - 9 36 
9---- .. - - ----.. 20 67 .. - - .. 26 13 
10 .. ---- .. -· -- .. 50 98.... .. 11 56 
11. - - ... - . - . -- - - 33 07 .. - - .. 11 18 
12 ...... ---· .... 86 8l. ..... 14 04 
l:L..... . . . . . . . . 37 21.. . . . . 15 93 
14- - .. - .. - . - - - - - 28 93 . - - - - - 7 54 
A veragc. Aggregate. 
15 ....... -------- $74 41. ..... $12 22 
16 . . ----- ------ -- 27 90 .. ---- 14 Q,1 
17. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 4 4 L . .. . . 52 26 
18.-- - -- .- ---- ---- 22 73 . - --- - 15 08 
19 ..... -·-- ------ 3:~ 07 ·----- 9 55 
20.------ -------- 165 36.----- 37 44 
21. . - - - - - - - . - - - - - 39 27 - - - - -- 24 31 
22 .. --- .. - - -- ---- 80 61.----. 11 05 
23.- .• --- . -- . ---- 103 35--- - -- 38 03 
24 .. -- . -- .. -. -- -- 39 27-- - -.- 5 72 
25 .. ----- . --.-- -- 59 94-----. 10 01 
26 .. - - - - - . - - - - - .. 29 97 -- - - - . (j 11 
27 ......... -----· 49 60...... 18 34 
28.-- -- .. -- -- .. -. 41 34. - - --. 5 33 
Taking 237 assays of second-class and 102 of first-class ore which 
were made in the territorial assay-office somewhat over a year ago, and 
averaging tlwse made fl'om ores of particular districts, the contents of 
gold and silver vars for the different districts as follows: 
Number of assays. 
2() ............... .. 
54 .••••••• --· .• --· 
30 ............... .. 
:15 ............... .. 
:!2 ................ . 
2L ............... . 
17 ............... .. 
9 ............... .. 
237 
.Jlilling oTes, ( seconcl class.) 
District. 
Gregory ...................................... , ......... . 
Nevada ............ ·----- ............................... . 
Illinois CentraL ................... .. .................... .. 
Russel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . ...... . 
Central City .................. ____ ..................... . 
Enterprise............................... . ............ . 
Eureka.................................. . ...... ----·-· 
Lake ................................................. . 
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Smelting orcs, (first class.) 
A veragc per ton of ore. 
Gold. Silver. 
Number of assays. District. 
34...... ... ........ Gregory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .• $138 9il $30 32 
32 ................. Nevada.................................................. 90 30 37 62 
Hl. ................ Russel. .....................•• ~- ......................... 50 ~8 61 90 
9 ... _ ......... _... Illinois Central... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86 3n 40 57 
tl . ....••••..•..... Central City............................................. 63 61 23 44 
1(,2 
In the assays made by 1\'Ir. A. von Schulz about the same time, the 
proportion of gold and silver contained in the ores of the various dis-
tricts, and obtained in the same manner as above, appears as follows: 
Milling OTes, (second class.) 
Aver ;e per ton of ore. 





__ G_o_ld_._l Silver. 
$26 141 $6 69 :n ................ . Gregory ............................................... .. 
82 ................ . Nevada ................................................. . 30 59 12 50 
9 ................ . Illinois Central .......................................... . 32 33 25 uo 
14 ................ . Russel .............................. -······ ............ .. 16 20 27 11 
12 . ............... . Central City ............................................ . 28 09 28 56 
3 ................ . Eureka .................................................. . 26 14 18 21 
151 
Smelting ores, (first class.) 
Number of assays. 
I 
Average per ton of ore. 
Gold. / Silver. 
--- - 1- ----------------------------
District. 
72 . ................ Gregory................................................. $158 72 $18 84 
32 ................. Nevada.................................................. !:15 50 21 48 
104 
Mr. Burlingame, the territorial assayer, and l\1:r. A .. von Schulz both 
certify that the above assays from their books were made from ores 
from the following number of different lodes in the districts named: 
From Gregory district, from 46 different lodes; from Nevada district, 
from 51 different lodes; from Illinois Central district, from 17 different 
lodes; from Russel district, from 64 different lodes; from Central City 
district, from 34 different lodes; from Enterprise district, from 36 dif-
ferent lodes; from Eureka district, from 14 different lodes; from Lake 
district, from 20 different lodes. 
It is seen that the proportion of gold and silver in the ores varieR con-
siderably in the averages from the two assay-offices ; but they seem to 
establish the fact that there is really more silver in the Colorado gold-
ores than was assumed in Mr. Reichenecker's article in my last report. 
Taking the average of 428 assays made in the territorial assay-office and 
in that of Mr. A. -von Schulz, at Central City, we find the proportion of 
gold to sil-ver in Colorado gold-ores: gold, $22.56; silver, $17.51 per 
ton of ore. 
Accepting the last statement, which is taken from the greatest num-
ber of assays, as. the one which probably comes nearest to an average, 
there would be to $100 gold in the ore $77.62 sil-ver. The gold bullion 
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of Colorado contains, however, acc;ording to Colonel Baker, only $20 
silver to every $100 in gold. 
The great loss of gold, silver and copper in the Colorado stamp-mill 
process I have discus~ed in my last report. It is there shown that the 
actual saving is only about 40 per cent. of the assay \alue of the ore. 
From the above it appears that the loss of silver, considered for itself, 
is much greater, as, of $77.62 silver, only $20 are actually saved; the 
loss is, therefore, $57.62 in silver to every $100 in gold saved, or 74.2 
per cent. of the original contents of silver in the ore. 
The above assays, being of small samples only, may not represent the 
true proportion of g·ol<l and sih·er, but the :figures obtained from them. 
must evidently not be very far from the truth. In this case it is evi-
dent tllat concentration and smelting of the ores would be far preferable· 
to the present mode of working these ores, e.ven if we accept, in this 
case, the maximum loss of brittle silver-ores in concentration, ·i.e., from 20. 
to 30 per cent. In this connection a process of beneficiating ores contain-
ing both gold and silver, and little galena, by means of smelting, as. 
practiced in South Austria, is worthy of the higest consideration, and I 
draw attention to it for the benefit of those most directly interested. 
Tllough practiced under conditions somewhat dissimilar from those in 
Colorado, it seems to me tllat it would fulfill, in that country, there--
quirements of tile times. The process was witnessed and described by 
Mr. John A. Church, E. M., who kindly permits the use of his article .. 
It will be found in full in a subsequent chapter of this report. 
Professor Hill's smelt.ing-works at Black Hawk llave been enlarged 
during the summer by one smelting-furnace, a reverberatory of the same· 
pattern as the two older ones. This, in itself, is proof tllat the mines 
in the -vicinity of Uentral City furnish much more ore than before, for it is. 
well known that the manager of these works is very cautious, and not 
apt to invest additional capital unless he is certain of a steady supply 
of ore. Nevertheless, the old and, I am sure, unreasonable dissatisfac-
tion among- miners, who have for years joiued in the cr,v for more bene-
ficiating-works and higher prices t'or the ore, bas not been allayed, so. 
that Professor Hill has been finally obliged to defend publicly his policy 
and his works. I reprint his letter here, because it contains many 
valuable statements; it was addressed to the Central City Register: 
Articles frequently appear in the papers of Central City, similar to yours of a few 
days ago, nuder tho head of" Califoruia mining." Such articles, so far as they exert any 
influence, arc calculated to convey fal se impressious. Besides, thoro are persons wbo,. 
either from ignorance or designedly, are constantly making false statements about the 
comparative cost of treating oro in tbi ::; and in otller places. 
It is stntefl in the article referred to that, in California, stamp-mill rock, worth $8 per 
tou, and sulphurets, worth $15 per ton, can be treated with profit. How are tlley 
treated V The stamp-mills in tlJis connty treat ores for $3 to $5 per ton. If it is 
claimed tha t the mills here do not save so large a proporUon of the gohl as they save 
in California, it must be remembered that saving gold, when it is in combination with 
almost ov~;ry bf!se metal and sulphurct that is known, is a very different thing from 
saving gold when it exists free in a flUartz matrix. Tho writer also says that in this 
county gold and silver orcs worth from $60 to $75 per ton, and rich in copper, are not 
available at the present t.ime, and thinks it is a shame that such ores cannot be worked 
here with profit. 
Ores containing gold aud silver to the value of $60 per ton, in currency, and allowing 
(as the writer says they aro rich in copper) that they contain 8 per cent. of copper, 
are \Yorth here $36 per ton, witlwut auy cost beyond. that of delivery at the smelting-
works. If ores worth $8 to $15 per toa in California can be mined and reduced with 
profit, and if in Colorado ores worth $3G per ton, oYer and above all costs of reduction. 
cannot be treated with profit, it would seem that the great difference between Cali-
fornia and Colorado was in tho expense of mining and not in the expense of reduction. 
It would be instructive for those who complain of low prices of oro in Colorado to 
inquire what prices a.re p~tid in other pla.ces. 
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The four principal smelting-works for the treatment of gold and silver ores in the 
United States, and outside of Colorado, are at San Francisco, Reno, Omaha, antl 
Newark. 
At San Franeisco they charge from $50 to $100 (gold) per ton for smelting gold and 
silver ores. I have not any printed scale of prices paid by this establishment, but de-
. rive these figures from the company's statement of returns made to persons vvho have 
sold them ore. 
At Reno, according to their published scale of prices, they charge, for ore~ assaying 
$1:0, $46 per ton; for ores assaying $100, $50 per ton; for ores assa.ying $200, $70 per ton; 
for ores assaying $500, $105. 
At Omaha they have treated hut little ore, but they have recently made offers to 
miners in this county to treat their ores for $100 per ton, and guaranteed 100 per cent. 
of the gold and 95 per cent. of the silver. · 
At Newark they charge $50 per ton for the lowest grades of ore, when they work for 
gold and silver, and advance, with the increased richness of ore, to over $100 per ton. 
I have before me the account of sales of two lots of ore from Nevada, Gilpii1 County, 
of about five tons each, which were sold in the open market in Swansea, Wales, to th0 
highest bidder. One of these lots assayed $138 in currency; price paid~ $95; charge for 
treatment, $43 per ton. 'l'llc other lot assayed $170, currency; price paid, $122.96~ cnr-
rcncy; charge for treatment, $47 per ton. These prices were paid for the gold and 
silver alone. The copper, G-} per cent. in the former case, and 10 per cent. in the latter, 
was paid for at the regular market rate, which, of course, gives on the copper a fair 
profit to the smelter. I h:wc the statement of the purchasers of these orcs, that they 
are the most complex of any ever oft'ered at their works, and this will in part account 
for the charges for treatment, which, for Swansea, arc very high. In Swansea, coal 
suitable for smelting costs from 50 cents to $1.50 per ton, labor allOut 75 cents per day, 
and the best fire-bricks, $12 per thousand. 
The Boston and Colorado Smelting Company are treating ores, of which the assa,y 
value of the gold and silver, e~timated in currency, is $50, $100, ancl $150~ at a cost to 
the miner of $35, $40, and $45, respectively; that is, for ores which contain $50 per 
ton, cnrrency valne, all over $35 is paid to the seller, and for ores containing $100 per 
ton, also all over $40 is paid to the seller, and so on. For intermediate grades a p1·o rata 
charge is made. . 
This company also pays for the copper $1.50 for each per cent. on the dry Cornish 
assay, which is the assay on which all eopper-ores are sold. 
No one who is acquainted with the facts will deny that the ores of Colorado arc the 
most complex which are '\Vorkecl on this continent, containing, as they do, mixed with 
the sulphurets of copper and iron, large quantities of the sulphurets of antimony, 
arsenic, zinc, anu lead, and a refractory gangno. Neither can any one deny that the 
actual costs of all ti1c principal elements employed in smelting, viz, fuel, labor, fire-
bricks, .and iron, are more than double here what they are east of the Mississippi River, 
nnd much higher than they are in California. 
It must be rem em berecl that the charge of $35 to $45 per ton not only covers all the 
first cost of smelting, including calcining, crushing, and bringing the ores to a liquid 
state, ·w-ithout tho aid of foreign :flnxes, and often a second calcination and melting to 
bring the matte to a w'orkable condition, but also all the costs of separating aucl refin-
ing the metals, and all losses which must inevitably occur when so many different pro-
cesses are employed. 
The statement that ores which contain $8 to $15 per ton can be treated in California 
with profit may be true. It is equally true that the greater part of Colorado ore is 
treated at $3 to $5 per ton. But the statement, that there is any place in the United 
States where ores are smelted at so low a cost to the miner as in Colorado, is not true. 
Tbe above statements about the charge for smelting in other places have been derived 
either from the company's printed scale of prices, or from their own reports of prices 
paid to the sellers of the ore. If any one doubts their accuracy, I will make this prop-
osition, viz, if there is any place in the United States where ores similar to the ores in 
this county are smelted, or treated on a large scale in any other way, so as to realize 95 
per cent. of their contents in gold, silver, and copper, at a lower charge than is made 
by this company, I will at once reduce our charges to the same terms. If any one 
tlliuhs that low-grade ores can be smelted in Colorado for less than $35 per ton, and 
their fnll value realized, where pine wood costs $5 to $6 per cord, common labor $3 per 
day, a.ncl skilled labor $5 to $6 per day, and fire-bricks $130 per thousand, he has only 
to try it. He can soon be convinced by an experiment. 
It is often represented that the ca.pacit·y of the Boston and Colorado smelting-works 
is limited, and that they arc now overstocked with ore. In answer to this, I will say 
that this company provided a large surplus capital, which could be employed, if needed, 
and it was supposed when the company was organized tha.t before this time itwould 
employ twelve furnaces. It is now working three smelting-furnaces. All that is re-
CJ.Hired to· double or trcbk· tho present ca.pacity of the works is a production of ore to 
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justify it. When any one fails to :find a market here for his oro, at tho terms above 
stated, it will be time to represent that we are overstocked. and have ceased to buy. 
The smelting-works of Mr. West, at Black Hawk, have, as far as I 
know, been idle during the greater part of the year. I am uot informed 
whether the reason for this is to be looked for in a failure of the process 
(shaft-furnace) or in a combination of commercial conditions, which are 
Yery apt to afl'ect new works where old ones are already successfully 
established. 
Gulch mining on Olt>ar Creek has been followed by a few men dnring 
the year with good results. S. S. Chambers & Co.'s claim, about 200 
yards from the junction of North with South Olear Creek, is reported 
to have yielded over $5 per day per hand. 
The owners of this claim have been working it for nearly five years, 
but last year was the first which paid them something like wages; and 
this year tlleir work appears to have been quite profitable. 
Dr. }1'. Page's claim is the next one above the foregoing. It has also 
been worked, and, according to report, with satisfactory results. 
Blake & Co.'s placer claim is about half a mile above Page's. This 
company have nearly a quarter of a mile of flurning, and their ground 
is very rich, some of it having yielded at the rate of over $2 per cubic 
yard. 
Above this claim are Hamilton's, J. W. Fries's, Pitman & V\Tiley's, 
Huggel&Oo.'s,and Alexander Cameron's. The latter bas been very exten-
sively worked, but bas not paid as \vell during the last season as in 
former times. There is much unoccupied ground between the claims 
above mentioned. 
In Olear Creek County the principal features, in the way of advance 
in the silver-mining industry, are the re-occupation of Argentine dis-
trict and a considerable development of the argentiferous-galena mines 
in the Yicinity of Idaho, as well as tile discovery of several extraordina-
rily large and rich silver mines near Georgetown. But the industry 
has received a serious loss by the burning·, during the latter part of 
1871, and in the early part of 1872, of the three principal silver-mills in 
the county, viz, the vVashington Mill, at Georgetown, the Baker Mill, 
at Bakerville, and Stewart's reduction-works, at Georgetown. It is re-
ported that all these works are to be rebuilt soon, but meanwhile the 
product of the county is lessened to the extent of the capacity of these 
mills, and miners are very mucll inconvenienced in regard to a market 
for their ores. Mr. Stewart had introduced into his new mill the Airey 
furnace, an apparatus belonging to the same class as the uow celebrated 
Stetefeldt furnace. There are some features which distinguish it fi'om 
the latter, but it is questionable whether these features add anything to 
its usefulness. The two principal ones are: 
1. The fixing to two inner opposite sides of the furnace of a series of 
iron plates, which can be set at any desired angle, and are intended to 
retard the fall of the ore. It has been shown by the working of the 
Stetefeldt furnace that this improvement is uncalled for and undesira-
ble-uncalled for, because the short time of the fall of the ore suffices to 
ehloridize it up to 92 and even 96 per cent. of the assay; and undesira-
ble, because these plates must be very rapidly destroyed by the acid-
fumes developed in the furnace, and they are therefore a source of very 
large expense for repairs. 
2. The position of the fire-places and flue. In the .Airey furnace the 
upper fire-place is situated at the top of the stack, whence the flame 
goes down in tlJe furnace, meeting the one from tlw lower fire-place 
about midway, the two draughts abutting squarely against each other. 
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It is an old rule in metallurgy never to let two draughts meet directly 
from opposite directions, because they are weakened, if not altogether 
dest,royed. This was actually the case at the Airey furnace, when the 
writer visited it last summer, and, as there was a poor draught in the 
furnace, the heat was not sufficient for a successful roasting. This was, 
I believe, afterwards corrected; at least the results of chlorination were 
said to be better, but the precise results reached in the furnace, before 
the conflagration of the mill, have not yet become known. Aside from 
the question of draught, this arrangement of fire-places suffers from the 
same objections as affect, the Whelpley and Storer furnace, viz, that the 
ore is exposed to the highest heat in the commencement of the roasting, 
when it should be subjected to the lowest, and at the end of the opera-
tion to the lowest, when the temperature should be the highest. For 
the roasting of the inevitably large amount of dust there appears to be 
no provision in the Airey furnace. It must, apparently, pass over and 
over again through the furnace. 
The Stewart reduction-works treated, from July, I870, to July, I87I, 
I,390 tons of ore, of which the assay value was $201,700, and the yield 
$180,785. From July I to November I, I87I, the quantity treated was 
500 tons, and the yield $58,811. 
The works of Palmer & Nichols treated, from March 26 to July I, I87I, 
228 tons of ore, assaying 38,493 ounces of silver, and from July 1 to 
November I, I871, 203~ tons, aRsaying 36,I36 ounces· of sih'er, making 
a total of 43I2- tons, with 74,629 ounces. The yield bas been auout 86 
per cent. of the assay, and the concern has shipped, up to November I, 
$84,000, coin value. Adding 80 or 90 tons treated previously to March 
26 by Huepeden & Co., (mainly second and third class ore fi·om the Brown 
aml Terrible, and estimated at $77 yield per ton,) we have over $90,000 
as the product of these works during ten months of 1871. The average 
yield per ton of ores treated by Stewart has been, for the ~year ending 
.T uly I, 187I, $I30; for the four months ending November I, 187I, $117; 
for the whole sixteen months, $126. The average yield of ores treated 
by Palmer & Nichols has been, for three mouths ending July 1, 1871, 
$189; for the four months ending November I, 187I, ~198; for the whole 
seven months, $194. This high yield ig due to the fact that much rich 
surface ore has been brought in from small mining operations to these 
works. Stewart's supply was mostly from the lower grades of Terrible 
ore, with which he kept ten stamps (half his capacity) running for the 
greater part of the time. · 
Dibbin~s reduction-works in East ~t\.rgentine district (one Bruckner 
cylinder) are reported to have shipped from $1,200 to $1,500 per week 
since middle of July. 
On the whole the prospects for the sH-ver mines of Colorado are en-
couraging. When we sum up the yield of the ores treated in the Terri-
tory for the year I871 and the reported shipment of ores, it will be seen 
that the production considerably exceeds that of former years, though, 
of course, the extravagant expectations of the sanguine ones have not 
been realized. 
Passing by the older mines, which have been repeatedly mentioned in 
my former reports, I add here a brief description of some mines near 
Idaho which have come into favorable notice during the year, and of the 
new discoveries in the vicinity of Georgetown. 
Mines in the vic·inity of Idaho.-The Queen is situated in the gneiss, 
about a mile and a half north of Idaho, on a hill-side about 800 feet 
above the town. The lode is worked by different parties, and opened by 
six shafts, from 60 to 80 feet deep. It is from six to eight inches wide, 
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runs northeast and southwest~ and dips about 33° northwest. The 
ore at the depth reached is mostly decomposed, but there are patches 
and streaks of white .iron pyrites found in the vein. The decomposed 
ore is brown and ~'ellow quartz, reported to assay 111 ounces of silver 
per ton, while the pyrites contain from 75 to 80 ounces per ton. There 
were twelve men (six drills) at work at the time of the writer's visit, 
but owing to the narrowness of the crevice and the hardness of the rock 
only 4 to 5 tons of ore could be taken out per week. There were as yet 
no levels or stopes. In one of the shafts occurs a solid layer of zinc-
blende, with little galena, 3 inches thick, which was said to assay $600 
per ton. The claim is 1,500 feet long, and portions of it have been leased 
by Captain Hall, William Hill, and A. Morgan, the owners, to different 
parties. The ore is shipped to Professor Hill's smelting-works at Black 
Hawk, four and a half miles distant, the freight being $5 per ton. 
The Franklin, near by, is a vein from 6 inches to 2 feet wide, and 
carries more galena than the foregoing. The main shaft on it is 120 
feet deep. The ore contains about $40 to $50 per ton in silver. Much 
money bas been uselessly spent on the mill belonging to this mine. 
First, furnaces were erected to smelt the ore, but the blende interfered, 
though the ore contains less of it than usual in Olear Creek County ores. 
Next, the mill was erected and reverberatories were used for cbloridiz-
ing the ore. But the enterprise failed both financially and technically, 
the latter principally because there was no reliable supply of water in 
the gulch where the works are located. Now it is reported that the 
company intend to lease a mill on Clear Creek, (Buford Mill,) where the 
erection of an Airey furnace is said to be contemplated. This mine is 
better opened than the rest, and bas a capacity of 3 tons per day. 
Tlw Seat~n mine bas been frequently mentioned in the Colorado 
papers on account of its rich ores. Mr. Eilers visited two of the claims 
on this lode, No. 7 and No. 2, east of the discovery. 
Seaton No.7 is owned by Captain Dean, and is a 100-foot claim. The 
depth of the mine is 120 feet in one and 81 feet in another shaft, and the 
width of the ore-seam is here from 6 to 12 inches. The ore assays from 
$50 to $400 per ton. There were only two drills at work in the fall, and 
3 tons a week was the yield of the mine. To a depth of about 50 feet in 
both shafts the ore is a brown decomposed material, but lower down 
about 12 inches of quartz, carrying blende and galena in the proportion 
of 3 to 1, and some fahlore, are found. This class of ore is reported to 
assay from 100 to 273 ounces of silver per ton. 
The Seaton No.2 east of the discoyery, owned by Lewis & Co., is 700 
feet long on the vein. The deepest shaft is 270 feet deep. The main 
vein runs from northeast to southwest, and dips from 480 to 5oo 
northwest. It is from 3 to 13 inches thick. It was originally worked 
for gold, and during that time the deep shaft was sunk. This is now full 
of water up to within 70 feet from the surface. A second vein has been 
found lately, which intersects the original one at right angles to its dip, 
the pitcll of the new discovery being about 300 to southeast. 
This is from 8 to 18 inches wide, and is characterized by frequent faults 
in the plane of the dip; the continuation of the vein at each fault being 
found from 1 to 2 feet lower than the vein above. In the southwestern 
part of the claim, the plane of this new vein crosses the plane of the 
original one at a depth of about 30 feet from the surface, but toward 
the northeast the line of crossing sinks steadily, until, in the Dean shaft, 
the new vein is found at a depth of 110 feet. It is worked by under-
band stoping, and a large chamber reaching from shaft to shaft is already 
opened. The capacity of the mine is from 6 to 8 tons per week. The 
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ore is a mixture of zinc-blende, galena, iron pyrites, and fahlore in a 
quartz gangue, the blende predominating. There is much more 
fahlore iu this than in any other mine in the district, which I have seen, 
and the average contents of silver are very high. 
The Santa lTe runs parallel in strike to tlle foregomg veiu, and lies 
higher up on the mountain. Its dip is less steep. The claim, of 500 
feet iu length, is owned by R. B. Griswold. There are five shafts on it, 
which, commencing from the northeast end of the claim, are respect-
ively 78, 35, 25, 40, and 25 feet deep, and all of them are located within 
200 feet on the vein. Nevertlleless the grades of ore raised from these 
shafts differ widely. In the first shaft southwest of tlle discovery, for 
instance, the first-class ore, as selected for shipment, assayed 25 ounces 
of silver anti one-half ounce of gold per ton, and was rich in lead. In 
the next shaft to the southwest the ore contains more iron pyrites; is 
also rich in lead, and contaius from 2 to 4 ounces of gold, and from $125 
to $140 of gold and silver per ton. Ore from the following shaft on the 
southwest contains between 50 and GO ounces of silver per ton, and 2l 
ounces of gold. There is, as yet, no communication between the shafts 
underground, and all of them are being sunk deeper. About six tons 
of ore are taken out weekly, by six men. 
There are a number of other mines in ibis vicinity which bold out 
fair promises for the future, but all of them are, like those described, 
not yet well developed, and can, therefore, furnish little ore at present. 
I must mention, however, here a mine \Yhicll, in connection with the 
often-talked-of smelting-works in t,his vicinity, or a little higher up on 
Clear Creek, is of great importance. This is the Edgar. It is situated 
north of and opposite the old vVhale miue, which has been described in 
former reports, but is now idle. Tlle Edgar is by many cousidered. a 
continuation of tlle Seaton lode, though with what right, cousidering 
the distance between the t\YO mines. I cannot determine. Its strike is 
northeast and southwest; its dip north,vest. The lode is from 6 inches 
to 2 feet thick, aud carries Yery solid galena and fahlore. There are two 
tunnels driven on the lode and connected bv a shaft. The mine is suffi-
ciently opeued to be able to furnish alwnt 3 tons per day. FirRt-class 
ore is reported to assay, on au average, 80 ounces of :::;ilver and one-half 
ounce of gold per ton, and contains seldom less than 45 to 50 per cent. 
of lead. Some of the ore mined has assayed as high as 165 ounces of 
silver per ton. This ore contains very little zinc-blende, which, in nearly 
all the other silver mines, is the predominant mineral, and it will ·there-
fore be of the highest importance to the smelting-works which are said 
to be on the point of erection in this region. Mr. Eilers was informed 
that one or two other mines, lately opened in this vicinity, carried ores 
very similar to those of the Edgar, as far as the contents of lead are 
concerned, but he was unable to visit them. 
Among the new mines in the vicinity of Georgetown, which have 
turned out very satisfactorily from the commencement of operations, the 
Pelican is the most important. 
The Pelican is situated. on Sherman }\-fountain, on the east bank 
of Cherokee Gulcll, and about three miles west of Georgetown. The 
ground on either side of the gulch rises at a rapid. rate, and affords a 
fine opportunity to gain great depth from the surface as the work of 
drifting east and west on the vein goes ou. There were, at the end of 
tlle year, four adits on the vein, aggregating in length 420 feet. The 
depth obtaine.d fi'om the surface in the gulch was 85 feet. 'l'be greatest 
depth obtained from the surface in the lower west adit was about 200 
feet. This adit is cut in the gulch by a tunnel about 100 feet in length. 
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A tunnel100 feet in was being driven 300 feet iu length, to cut the vein 
110 ieet from the surface. When this tunnel shall have been completed 
perfect drainage of the mine will be secured. A winze was being sunk 
on the vein from the lower adit to intersect the line of the long tunnel 
where it will cut the vein. By the 1st of June, 1872, the mine is ex-
pected to be in condition to yield 20 tons of rich milling ore a day. The 
lower, middle, and second adits are connected by air-shafts or winzes. 
The mine is well timbered. Everything is well arranged about the 
mine to secure perfect drainage, safety for the workmen, ventilation, and 
speedy and cheap delivery of the ore at the mouth of the tunnel and 
adits. Very little stoping bas, so far, been done on the mine. 
The Pelican is, compared with others in Clear Creek County, a large 
vein. 'l'he walls are '"ell defined. The breadth of the vein between walls 
aYerages about 3~ feet, from 12 to 20 inches of which contain ncb ore. 
The vein-matter consists of argentiferous galena, copper-ore, fahlore, 
blende, and sometimes native silver. Some of the assays made from ore 
of this vein are exceedingly high, as the following list shows: 
Selected specimens of ore-
No.1 ...... ____________ ...... __ .............. . 
No.2 ............... . ....... . ... ··--· - ....... . 
No.3, fine gangue ....... _ ..................... . 
No. 4, blentle .... . ... _ ...... - - - ... - ......... - .. 
No. 5, containing much gangue ................. . 
2,823 ounces silver. 
1,700 ounces silver. 
1,782 ounces silYer. 
428 ounces silver. 
808 ounces silver. 
From the books of the mine and mill certificates the following infor-
mation is derived : 
From the 7th of February, 1871, to November 18, lt;71, a little over 
nine months, the Pelican has yielded the following amounts of ore: 
One hundred and twenty-four and a half tons of second and third 
class ore, treated at Palmer & Nichol's and the Stewart Silver-HeductioJL 
Company's Mills, gave a yield of 32,280 ounces of sihTer. The average 
yielrl of this lot of ore was 240 ounces per ton of 2,000 pounds. There 
were at the mine at the end of the ;year 200 tons of second and third 
class ore, worth, at a low estimate, 50,000 ounces; 30 tons of first-class 
ore at the mine and at Silver Plume lVIill, worth 510 ounees per ton, 
equal to 15,300 ounces; 27 tons shipped to Swansea, Wales, 510 ouncet; 
per ton, equnl to 14,770 ounces; 4 tons sold to Frank J. 1\farshall, 57:2 
ounces per ton, eqm1l to 2,288 ounces; a small lot, 1 ton, sent to Professor 
Hill for treatment, 294 ounces. 
Total product in tons, 386~; total product in ounces. in silver, 113, 932. 
Total cost of mining 386~ tons of ore, transportation, milling, inci-
dental expenses, &c., 10,000 ounces. Therefore, 113,932-10,000= 
103,932 ounces. This leaves consequently a clear profit of over $130,000 
in coin. 
The amount of ore in sight in the min~ is large. ..A.s ;yet only a little 
ground has been stoped out. 
The mine can deliver, with sixteen r11iners, four tons o'f ore per day, 
and the owners think they can keep up this rate of production through-
out tlle next year from the present reserves. All the ore must be packed 
down the mountain at a cost of $2.50 per ton, and transportation to the 
mills costs $3 more. 
The Fletcher is another new discovery of great promise. It is situated 
on the Bald Creek slope of Democrat l\1ountain, and \ery rich ore, some 
of which yielded $799 per ton, has been found near the surface. The 
same may be said of the Elkhorn and Maine lodes. In regard to the de-
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velopments and yield of the latter, I take the following information 
from the Georgetown Miner of February 8, 1872. 
The vein, a large one, with well-defined walls, is situated on Sherman 
Mountain~ a short distance above the village of Silver Plume. The matrix 
of the vein is feldspathic rock and quartz. The pay streak is argentif-
erous galena, interspersed with gray copper, ruby silver, and iron and 
copper pyrites. The country-rock is granite. In some port.ions of the 
mine there is a solid ore-deposit of 2 feet in breadth. We have frequently 
examined the Maine, and have never seen a barren spot in the mine. 
The yield of the mine since its discovery in May, 1871, about eight 
months, has been as follows: 
Ore treated at Stewart"s, 29 tons, 566 pounds, yielded ... . 
Shipped to Hill, Black Hawk, 100 tons ... _ ... _ ......... . 
Sold to W. Bement 13 tons ......... _. . ............... . 
Out at the mine 80 tons ........... _ .................. . . 
Total yield of mine ............................. . 
Cost of work done on• mine, &c .................... . 








The above figures were obtained from W. T. Reynolds, one of the 
owners of the mine, and a personal examination of the records of the 
mine shows that they are substantially correct. 
All the above calculations are coin value. The average yield of 222 
tons and 596 pounds, total product of mine in eight months, is a little 
over $223 per ton. 
The various tunnels in the vicinity of Georgetown, such as the Burleigh, 
Marshal, Lebanon, Eclipse, have been steadily driven ahead, and some 
of them are reported to have struck good veins. There is, however, so 
far [~ I am aware, no regular mining going on through the tunnels on 
any of the new lodes discovered. 
West Argentine district.-For notes in regard to this district I am 
indebted to Mr. A. Wolters, Tvf. E., formerly of Bakerville. The first 
discovery of silver-bearing lodes was made in 1864 in East Argentine, 
and the ensuing excitement drew of course a large number of prospectors 
to this and the adjoiniug district of West Argentine. Hundreds of lodes 
were thus discovered in 1865; only a few, however, were being worked 
to any extent. Owing to several circumstances, the chances in favor of 
profitable mining were so small that all work was abandoned after the 
fall of 1866, with the exception of that on the Baker and Belmont lodes, 
and even these, though both of them were undoubtedly well-defined 
large fissure-veins, were worked at a loss to the owners, from t.he follow-
ing reasons : 
1. Great ignorance of the character and qualities of silver lodes pre-
vailed amongst the owners of the lodes, and the waste of large sums of 
money in foolish experiments was the consequence. 
2. Until the fall of 1867 there was no market for silver-ores in the 
county, and when one was established at that time, the reduction-works 
of Garrott, Martine & Co. charged the enormous amount of about $75 
mill-fees per ton of ore. 
3. The location of 'the lodes was very unfavorable. ~ituated as they 
were at a distance of ten miles from the uearest market for ores, and in 
places where even the construction of a mule-trail could not be thought 
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of, the cost of mining and transportation alone was sufficient to kill any 
miuing enterprise. 
Considering these circumstances, to which is to be added the generally 
prevailing opinion that the district was inaccessible during from six to 
seYen months of the year on account of snow, it can certainly not be 
surprising that the camp was deserted, and so remained until the sum-
mer of 1870. At this time one-half of the Stevens lode was purchased by 
the Crescent Silver Mining Company, of Cincinnati, and vigorous develop-
ment soon proved it. to be a paying vein. When this fact becam<~ 
generally known, a few prospectors made their appearance and dis-
covered some very promising lodes, prominent among which ·were the 
Dresden, Bismark, Muscatine, Pocahontas, Mountain Lion, Walter Scott, 
Worcester, and \Vayne County. At the same time the Baker Company 
bad struck two very large deposits of ore, and were mining at a profit 
for the first time. Besides this, they had without any trouble succeeded 
in keeping up communication with the mine during the whole very 
severe winter of18G9-'70 with only a single team, and had thus furnished 
conclusive evidence that the lodes were not inaccessible on account of 
snow. Moreover, they bad finished their laYge and well-planned re-
duction-works at Bakerville, from two and a half to three and a half 
miles from the mines, and put them in operati,m the 3d of September, 
1869. They at once reduced mill-fees to $39 per ton, and thus offered 
all possible inducements to tbe mine-owners to go to .work and d(~-vclop 
their property. 
All these circumstances combined led to an increased actidty in tbe 
summer of 1871, an activity hardly surpassed by that exhibited in 1865. 
\Vork was resumed on the west half of the Stevens, the Coney, Demo-
crat, and Fortunatus, all once abandoned as non-payiug, aud now 
leaving their owners a liberal margin for profit. Prospectors floch:ed in 
day by day, an<l scarcely a " ·eek passed without one or more rich dis-
coveries. The Fourth of July, Fifth of July, Minneapolis, and General 
l\loltke justly caused more or less excitement by their rich deposits of 
fahlore, stephanite, and silver-glance. 
Though most of the lodes worked were only discmTered this Yery sum-
mer, or late in the fall of 1870, and though up to this spring the Baker 
Company had not received a single ton of custom-ore from \Vest Argen-
tine, they bad in July about 40 tons to their 15 tons of Baker ore, with 
a fair prospect of seeing the production doubled in August. At this 
time, however, a great drawback was experienced by miniug operations 
in the burning down of the Baker Mill. This caused an additional ex-
pense of $8 per ton for transportation of the ore to Georgetown, forced 
the miners to go to town to attend to their business, and stopped opera-
tions on nearly all the lodes owned by employes of the Baker Company, 
because the latter became unable for some time to pay their men. Other 
lodes, which had been worked at a profit so long as there was a borne 
market for their ore, were abandoned, because they could not stand the 
extra expense of hauling the ore to Georgetown; and thus there 'vere 
only ten lodes worked in November against about twenty in July. 
Another obstacle in the way of vigorous development is the location 
of many of the lodes on the excessh'ely steep and rocl{y western slope 
of McClellan :Mountain, which rises at an angle of 38o. Nearly all 
are very difficult of access without wire cables or tunnels. The former 
are not erected in most instances, because the lodes are owned by work-
ingmen, who possess no capital for the purpose. In regard to running 
tunnels, the facilities are better than in any other place in the county. 
As mentioned before, the mountain rises. at an angle of 38°, and the 
H. Ex. 211--23 
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lodes cross the mountains, giving the much-desired chance of run-
ning in ou the vein. But, uufortunately, the lodes as a rule pinch up 
toward the base of the mountain, and therefore the tunnels would ha\e 
to be run a couple of hundred feet before they could be expected to pay. 
This expense the owners are unable to undergo without the aid of capital; 
lwuce, to make the district an active and profitable one, capital i:s indis-
pensable. 
In regard to quantity as well as quality of lodes, WeRt Argentine is 
equal to any other district in the county; and with some money to open 
the mines properly, they certainly offer great facilities for cheap working. 
Nearly all of them may be opened uy adits, which is certainly the cheapest 
way if 73 feet in depth are gained for 100 feet of tunneling; and then 
the fact that the lodes occur here more or less concentrated in groups 
in a, small area, gives a chance to work quite a number of them by one 
adit and shaft. .Tilis is an item of the highest importance, as no one 
cau deny that a large perceutage of failures in mining operations is 
O\ving to toe fact that tl1ey \Vere not carried on upou a sufficiently ex-
tensi,-e scale. Whilst half a dozen lodes, each worked by itself, with 
jts own adit, shaft, hoisting-machinery, and superintendent, are Yery a.pt 
to turn out compete failures, there may be a certainty of success if all 
six are worked by one party, with only one shaft, one adit, and one 
engine. 
In their general character the West Argentine lodes are very similar 
to those of Reese River district, Nevada. They are all true fissure veins 
from 2 to 10 feet wide, and a'iTeraging probably from 3 to 3~ ft>et. The 
ore-streaks are narrow but rich, averaging probably from 3 to 4 inches, 
aud assaying from $250 to $500 per ton. Frequently poekets of fah1ore 
are met witil, especially near the surface, and the galena-bearing veins 
often carry from 12 to 1G inches of solid and rich ore. There are two 
distinct systems of lodes, one bearing nearly northeast and southwest, 
the other nearly north and south, and dipping considerably to northwest 
and west respectivel,y. Tile gangue matter is quartz,' fehh;par, and fluor-
spar; the country-rock is granite. As in the veins of Heese Hiver dis-
trict, tile ore occurs as a rule in pockets, mostly united lJy thin senms 
of ore, sometimes only lJ:y a small selvage, and it is therefore absolntel.' 
necf'~sary to develop the lodes to a considerable extent before stoping is 
commenced, in order to have ahvays large reserves on hand. 
'l~llough the lodes of tlJis district are all worked at altitudes abo\e 
timl>er-line, the tunnels by which they ought to be developed cau uearly 
all lJe started either in the timber or at a level with it. The timber jtself 
is spleudid and alJundaiJt. Quail Creek furnisbes sufficient water-power 
dnriug six months of the year; and 50 feet bead can be obtained almost 
anywhere with a flume of 500 feet in length. Nutritions grass grows in 
uulimited quantity above timlJer-line, affording excellent pasture for 
stock. The Baker Company's well-kept wagon-road bas reduced the 
cost of hauling ore to Bakerville to fi.·om $2.50 to $3 per ton. 
'fhe followiug is a list of those veins which either promise to be valu-
able, or by actual development have been shown to be so: 
1. Tile Baker, owned by the Baker Silver Mining Company, of Phila-
delphia, runs northeast and southwest; dipR northwest.. Opened to 
a depth of 320 feet; worked by three adits, 187, 212, and 420 feet long, 
all connected by a shaft, exteuding to a depth of 168 feet below the third 
level. The mine is in good ore above the first level. The ground between 
the first and second levels is entirely worked out, and bet. ween the second 
and third levels neariy so. Though nine-tenths of all the ore found in 
tile lode were on the foot-wall, the deep shaft has been sunk ou the bang-
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ing-wall, and no ore was found beyond a depth of 60 feet. This summer 
a cross-cut was started towards the foot-wall, which, at a distance of 10 
feet from the banging-wall, struck a vein o( solid ore 2~ inches iu width, 
and assaying $650 per ton. Here, again, as in all instances when true 
fissure-veins have been sunk upon to greater depth, it has been pro,'ed 
that the ore continues downward, tllough of course varying in richness 
as well as in tllickness, and sometimes pinching up entirely for some dis-
tance. In the stope al>ove the first level there is a vein of ore, varying from 
2 to 10 inches, yieldiug ore of. $200, (rnill assay.) The stope bet\Yeen 
the second and third carries from 1 to 6 inchesof $130 mill ore. Be-
low the third level no ore has been taken out, except in sinking tbe 
shaft. TlJe driving of levels preparatory to taking out ore was just 
contemplated when the company's mill was destroyed by fire. Tlli::; 
acddent stopped operations for a considerable period. Next year a deep 
tunnel, gaining oyer 400 feet depth below the third level, is to lJe 
started to facilitate cheap working. 
2. The Stevens. One-balf owned by the Crescent Silver l\Iining Com-
pany, of Cincinnati, the other by Frank Dibbin. Both parts are 
worked; and, considering the amount of development, they fnrnisll a 
large amount of ore, about 011e-half of which is a very pure g-alena, con-
taining from 55 to 60 per cent. of lead, and from 1GO to 230 ounces of 
sitver per ton, whilst the other half is a decomposed ore, of ferruginous 
character, wortll from 100 to 120 ounces of silver per ton. The lode, 
which runs nearly due north and sonth, dipping west, is in an almost 
inaccessible location, but tbis difficulty was efficiently and also clleaply 
overcome by the construction of a wire tramway between 700 and t;OO 
feet long, with only two supports at the higher end, w1;li1st tbe lovn~r 
500 feet are without any. Theca ble is one-half inch thick; the bueketR, 
made of No. 8 sheet-iron, are capable of holding about 150 pounds of 
ore each; and the two supports are formed of 4-inch gas-pipe, let into 
the solid rock and fastened there by pouring molten lead around it. 
This very cheap and effective arrangement, planned by l\Ir. Kurtz aml 
executed l>y Mr. Lowe, works to perfection, and could be employed at 
any place on McClelhtn Mountain where the construction of heavy 
timber supports would cause too great an expense. The Stevens ea ble, 
the first. one of this kind put np, cost less tban $2,000, and, at the pres-
ent reduced prices of labor and materials, it would not cot>t more than 
$1,300. The lode is worked by adits connected by :-t shaft. It will 
hereafter undoubtedly be found atlvantageous to run a cross-ent tunnel of 
about GOO feet in length, " -bich will intersect both the Lindell and 
Stevens at a depth of nearly 450 feet, and do away with hoisting and 
the whole cable arraugcment. Tbe shaft must, of course, be suuk to 
that depth to secure the proper ventilation. The crevice is 22- feet wide; 
tlw ore-veiu from a couple of inches to oYer one foot. The lode crops out 
for a distance of several hundred feet. 
3. The Lindell, owned by F. T..V atson & Co., is a vein of tbe saw~ 
character, running north and south and dipping west. It is 3 feet '"ide, 
with a streak of galena, aud cropH out for a considerable distance. The 
galena is probal>ly even richer in lead than that in the Steyens, bnt it is 
rather poor in silver, though in one place some bas been found contain-
ing 113 ounces per ton. The lode runs parallel with the Stevens at a. 
distance of about 50 feet; is easy of access, but is not now worked. 
4. The Coney, owned by Smith, Graves & Co., runs northeast and 
southwest, dipping northwest. The crevice is 6 feet wide, with a heasy 
streak of decomposed gangue matter interspersed with sulphurets and 
falJlore, yieldiug milling ore of GO to 150 ounces per ton. The lode is 
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opened by three shafts, the deepest one being between 50 and GO feet 
deep. No well-defined and solid walls had been found in N oYem ber. 
5. The Democrat, runs northeast and southwest, dips northwest, anrl 
has been worked during the fore part of this summer under a lease, fur-
nishing some very rich galena-ore, but not enough to yield a profit. The 
lode is in a bad locality, and the expense of working it without a tram-
way or deep tunnel is excessive. 
6. The Fortunatus, owned by an eastern company, has been worked 
under a lease by Wolters & Bechtel. It strikes northeast and south-
west, with steep dip northwest. An open cut has been made 22 feet 
deep, and a drift started from the bottom. The ore-vein a-verages abont 
4 inches the whole distance down, assaying in different places from SO 
to 240 ounces per ton, and averaging 100 ounces. Small pockets of sul-
phuret of silver are frequently met with, yielding ore assaying at the 
rate of $1,400 per ton. Though, so far, all the work has been done in 
frozen ground, the 3-2- tons of ore taken out have paid more than ex-
penses. The creYice is 3 feet wide. 
7. The Argus lode runs northeast and southwest, and dips slightly 
northwest. ~['here is one shaft, 10 feet deep, which shows about 2 inches 
of good ore, assaying over 300 ounces per ton, and a well-defined crevice 
3 feet wide. 
8. The Sonora, owned by the Sonora Silver Mining Company, strikes 
northeast and southwest, and dips northwest; worked by an adit about 
200 feet lon,g and a cross-cut 25 feet long; adit run in, not ou the Yein, 
but on a large white mass of rock mistaken for the vein. Thirty feet 
northwest of the tunnel a vein of fine-looking mineral crops out, about 
2 inehes wide, to which no attention has been paid. Not now worked. 
9. The Richmond. Course, northeast and southwest; dip, northwest; 
ereYice, 7 feet wide; worked by adit, between 150 feet and 200 feet 
long, from the base of the mountain; no ore struck yet; not now 
worked. , 
10. The Tunnel. Course, northeast and southwest; dip, northwest; 
worked by shaft 80 feet deep; small vein of ore on the hanging-\lall, 1 
inch thick, assaying 70 ounces per ton; crevice, 4 feet wide. 
11. The Proteus. Course, northeast and sout.hwest; dip, nDrth,vest; 
worked by an adit 70 feet long, started on a good-looking vein of sul-
phuret-ore 2 inches wide, which, at a ~hort distance from the mouth, 
turned into a very pure, fine-grained galena, some of which is said to 
·have yielded over $1,000 silver per ton. At this point work was alJau-
·doned. 
All these lodes are old discoyeries made in 1865 and 186G. There are 
others, such as the Savage, Black Hawk, Jaekson, Hampton, &c., about 
which I have, however, uo information. 
Among new discoYeries are the following: 
1. The Dresden, discovered in 1870, owned by Isaacs, Wolters & 
Bechtel, one of the most promil3ing veins in the distriet; course, uorth-
.east and .southwest; dip, slightly northwest. The vein crops out ior a 
distance ·of 700 feet, and bas been opened at three different places, 
respectively 250 nnd 400 feet apart, and showing in all a well-defined 
crevice from 3~ to .5 feet wide, an<l a vein of decomposed galena and 
zinc-blende from 1 to 8 iucbes tbiek, averaging probably 3 iuehes, and 
worth 240 ounces silver per ton. From the bottom of the disco\ery-shaft 
a drift has been run for a uistance of 12 fpet, showing at the head a 
2-iuch vein of pure sulphurets, worth $700 per ton. In running t!Jis 
drift, over 2 tons of ore were taken out, which netted, after deducting 
.$96 tor. minin,g, $00 for milling, and $20 tor hauling to Georgetown, $4:3 
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aboYc expenses. Four hundred feet below the discovery another 10-foot 
siJaft has been sunk, showing two veins of ore, one 1 inch, the 
other 2Q- inches thick, assaying, respectively, 136 and 123 ounces silver 
per ton. Sixt.y feet west, and parallel with the Dresden, is-
2. Tbe Bismarek, owned l>y the same parties, running northeast and 
southwest, and dipping slightly northwest; opened by shaft 11 fee.t 
deep, and showing c1 crevice 4 feet wide and a pay-streak of 4 inches of 
decomposed argillaceous material, impregnated with fahlore, zinc-blrnde, 
a11d galena., worth 78 ounces per ton. About 150 feet above the dis(·o,·ery-
shaft there is a large "blow-out," 40 feet wide, showing five distiuct cre,--
iees, two of which are mineral-l>earing. Some 100 feet below the sllaft the 
ore-vein pinches up to one-half inch of solid zinc-blende, assaying $1,300 
per ton. Tlle mineral crops out for over 400 feet, and the crev-
ice is well defined at tlle base of the mountain, where it comes down a 
nearly pe1·pmHlicular cliff 50 feet high. The rocks projeet here about 
20 feet on each side of the crevice, forming the best natural tunnel-~ite 
in the district. It is contemplated to work both lodes, and sen' ral 
others close by, by means of a tunnel run in on the Bismarck, and cross-
cuts run both ways to the other lodes. 
3. The .Fourth of July, owned by an English company, who bong·bt, 
for $10,000, one half, which t.JJ.ey are developing now; the other half is 
owned by the discoverers, E. Riley & Co. Crevice 2 feet wide, ruuuiug 
north and south, and dipping east. It is opened in se,-eral places by 
small shafts, from 3 to 6 feet deep, for a distance of from 700 to 800 
feet, Rhowing in every one a well-defined crevice, with a streak of 
quartz, from 1 to 5 inches wide, containing more or less fablore, carbot.ate 
of copper, and fluorspar. At the discovery-shaft a pocket of soli<l 
fablore, from one-half to 2 inches thick, was found, aseaying $2,80:> per 
ton. · This lode was the fil'st rich discovery made this season, and the 
excitement \vhich tlle ''big ~trike" caused gave a great impetus to pros-
pecting, followe(l by the discovery of several other lodes of the same 
character, i.e., carrying only silver-ore proper, green and blue carbonate 
of copper, and fluorspar, mixe<l with more or less quartz. Among tllese 
<.lisco\-eries tile following· three take a leaL1ing position. 
4. The l\1inneapolis, LliseO\-ered and owned by F. Smith & Co.; course, 
nortbeast aud sout.h west; <lip, north west; worked by adit uO feet 1oug; 
crevice, 3 feet wide; mineral streak, 2 to 5 inches, consisting of f~1blore, 
silver-glance, carbouate of copper, and specks of galeua. Value of ore 
from 250 to 1,000 ounces per ton. 
5. The Fifth of· July, owned by A. Wolters and Charles :Myers; course, 
northeast and southwest; clip, about 750 uortllwest; worke<l by shaft 
20 feet deep; crevice, 3! feet "ide; ore-vein, 1 to 4 inches, containing 
fahlore, silv·er-glauce, and carbonate of copper. Value of ore fi.'om 124 
to 882 ounces per ton. The ore taken out paid a profit over all expeuses, 
though worked in frozen ground at an elent.tion of nearly 13,000 feet. 
6. The Generall\foltke, disco\"'"ered and owned by A. vVolters; bearing, 
northeast and southwest; dip, slightly northwest; cropping out for a 
distance of 400 feet; cre·\'ice, 3~ feet wide, with a streak of quartz from 
4 to 16 inches thick, canying fahlore and fluorspar; worked by shaft 
1.2 feet deep; pay-streak 3 iuchrs, with sm-eral small streaks of an inti-
mate mixture of fahlore and flnor:::;par, aggregat.ing about 5t iucll of 
solid. mineral, worth 630 ounces per ton. One other lode of thi:::; kind 
was recently found ncar the Geueral l\Ioltke, and still another one in 
the vicinity of the li'oul'th of July, but I have no data in regard to them. 
7. The Grunow, owned by William Mendenhall; course, north and 
south; dip, slightly west; creYice, 3~ feet wide; cropping out for a coup!e 
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of hundred feet; worked by sllaft about 20 feet deep; ore-vein from 
1 to 6 inches, containing quartz, with galena, fahlore, and carbonate of 
copper and copper pyrites, assaying 300 ounces. 
8. The Wayne County, ownect by J. Mavis, P. Petersen, and P. Beau-
regard; course, northeast and southwest; dip, northwest; crevice, 4 
feet wide; mineral streak, 2 to 3 inches of very rich decomposed galena, 
with fahlore; worked by ad it 12 feet lou g. 
9. The Worcester, owned by the same parties; bearing and dip the 
same as the foregoing; shaft sunk 10 feet; crevice, 2~ feet wide; ore-
vein, 1~ to 3~ inches of decomposed galena and ziuc-blende, with fablore 
to a depth of 6 feet; then 4 inches quartz, with a small quantity of 
galena and carbonate of copper. 
10. The Pocahontas, owned by R. Wood & Co.; course, northeast and 
southwest; dip, northwest; worked by adit 50 feet long; crevice, 2~ feet 
wide; ore, galena. 
11. The Brooklyn, owned by R. vVood and William Meudenha1l; 
worked by adit 20 feet long; just coming into ore; crevice, 3 feet wide; 
ore, galena. 
12. The l\1uscatine, owned by R. Wood & Co.; bearing, northeast an(l 
southwest; dip, northwest; worked by adit 20 feet long; crevice, 3:} feet 
wide; ore, galena. 
13. The Essex, owned b,y Isaacs, Wolters & Bechtel; course, northeast 
and southwest; dip, northwest; shaft, 10 feet; crevice, 3 feet wide; ore-
vein, 1 to 3 iuches of ga1ena and zinc-blende; worth 60 ounces per ton. 
14. The Dickey, owued b;y- Dickey, Crocker & Kin read; shaft, 12 feet 
deep, showing 2 inches of galena and zinc-blende; milling 240 oquces 
per ton. 
15. The Growler, owned by the same parties; ore-vein, 3 to 4 inches; 
shaft, 12 feet deep. Both Yeins are not worked on account of location. 
16. The 1\Tountain Lion, owned by J. Williains all(} A. Bechtel; bearing, 
nearly north and south; dip, ·west; crevice, 5 feet wide; shaft. sunk 10 
feet. There are several small pay-streaks, aggregating about 6 inches, 
worth 160 ounces per ton. 
17. The Goslar, owned by A. Wolters and A. Bechtel; course, north-
east a.ud south west; dip, north west; worked by adit 12 feet long; ore 
cropping ont 100 feet aboYe; no ore in adit; crevice, 4 feet wide. 
18. The Praga and-
19. The Slovan, both owned by J. Shimmel; course, northeast and 
southwest; dip, north \Yest; crevice, 22- and 3 feet wide; botb showing 1 
iuch mineral on foot-wall, containing fahlore, galena, carbonate of copper, 
and zinc-blende, witll rich pockets. 
In November, \\Ork was going on on the following ten lodes: Baker, 
Stevens, Coney, Fortuuatus, Fourth of July, Dresden, lVIinnea.poliG, 
Wayne County, Pocahontas, Brooklyn, all the rest lying idle from one 
or another of the reasons already given. After the Baker Compans's 
Mill shall have been rebuilt, \Vork will probably be resumed on as many 
more; but to make the district as productive as jt, could be and ought 
to be, from $200,000 to $300~000 ought to be expended iu proper devel-
opment. 
The bullion shipment from Olear Creek County during 1871 was, 
accordiug to the Georgetown Miner, as follows: 
By the Stewart Silver-Reducing Works ............... -. 
Bv the Palmer & Nichols Silver Works __ .............. . 
BJT the Browu Company . ___ .... ----.- -- .. -- .. -.- -----. 
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By the Baker Company .......................... . ... . 
Gold from Empire and Idaho, (alluvial washings) ....... . 
Total in bnlliou ......... . ..... , ................ . 
Ore suipment estimated at ........................ . 
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The Stewart reduction-workR treated 1,801 tons, which produced an 
average of value per ton of $135. 
The Palmer & Niehols works treated 528 tons, which a\erage $18~.66 
per ton. 
Iu Boulder County, the Grand Island district has attractr(l the mo~t 
attention. Bnt although nearly three years haveuow passed sinee thetirst 
rich discoveries, there is to this date no mine dm·eloped so ns to insure 
a steady supply of ores, with the single exception of the CarilJou. This 
is the mine that create<l so mnch excitement in regard to the district, 
and which caused the discoYery of a host of others. JY1an;y of the latter, 
it is true, promise, at the slight depth to which the~y ha,Te been opened, 
to beeorne at-) good mines as tile Caribou; but 30 or 40 feet shafts are 
not enough to reveal the true nature of a mine or the ore in it. The 
deepest mines, setting aside the Caribou, are the Idaho and. Boulder 
Oounts, the shafts on these being respectively 45 and 50 feet deep. 1\Iy 
opinion is that very many of these mines will turn out to be Yery riel! 
and \alnable, but at the time of l\Ir. Eilers's visit they were so littlf• de-
veloped that it was impossible to form an intelligent opinion as to their 
value. There has been, so far, very little capit·r~l brought into Grand 
Island district, and tllis, couple(l with t.hc high cost of transporting ore 
to Black Hawk, the neare1St market heretofore, has prevented as exten-
sive developments ns the miues appear to justi(y. I am cout1dent, how-
m·er, that now, since the splendid mill of l\Ir. Breed, at 1\Iiddle BoniLler, 
has gom~ into operation, the district_ will be rapidly dm·eloped, whether 
foreign capital offers its help or not. 
The Ca·.t"ibou mine (claim 1,400 feet on the vein) has been dcseribed, 
as it appeared lai't year, in my previous report., to which accouut I liaYe 
little to add. \VI.Jen Mr. Eilers saw the mine in October, 1\Ir. Breed, 
the new owner, was continuing with (-!nergy to sink the shaft. The main 
shaft was 205 feet down, and the one 110 feet to the east of it, llG feet, 
the two being connected by drifts. The Yein was throughout the ::-;hafts, 
drifts, and stopes from 3 to 5 feet wide, though in one place it. Lad bulged 
ont to a much greater size. This, however, coutinued only for a 1ew 
feet. The Ycin does not show well-defined walls. A hangiug-wall 
especially can neYer he recoguizetl, while a foot-wall shows itselfiu :;pots, 
being there separated from the vein by a very thin seh·:-:~ge. Dnt in the 
greater part of the workings tllere was nothillg foun<l to define the vein 
sharply. The gangue is a vcr,Y hard and tough quartz. There is some-
times only one pay-streak, from ~ to 4 or 5 inches wide, and iu these 
cases this is exceedingly rich. At other times there are a great nwuy 
thin seams of high-grade ore running tllrough the vein. But very ran ... ly 
is the quartz interspersed with silver-bearing minerals throughout its 
widtll, or even its greater part. 
There is, on the whole, as it would appear to the eye, much barren 
gangue in the vein; but the owners assert that this "third-class ore" 
assass $60 per ton. '.rhe solid ore-streaks contain sulphuret of Rilver, 
stephauite, silver-copper glance, sulphuret of copper, a. little galena, au<l 
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zinc-blende. The capacity of the mine at the time of Mr. Eilers's visit 
was about 30 tons of secou<l-class ore and less than one tou of first-class 
daily. The $60 ore was, at that time, thrown aside to be worked in 
J\<Ir. Breed's own mill in the future. Only the ore between the surface 
and the first level, 50 feet deep, was stoped out entirely. The second 
level is driven 100 feet from the top, reckoning from the mouth of the 
engine-shaft, and 80 feet from the mouth of the east shaft. It connects 
the two shafts, and is also driven toward the west, where it will eventu-
ally connect with the west shaft, now only 60 feet deep. Vvest of the · 
main shaft the ground between the first and second levels was stope{l 
out for a length of 35 feet, and some underhand stoping below the level 
had also been done here. East of the main shaft, between it and tlw 
east shatt, a winze bad been sunk from the first to the second level, 
and a small portion of the ground was stoped out above the secon<l 
level near the east shaft. The third level in the main shaft was started 
180 feet from the top, and had been driven 20 feet to the east aud 15 to 
the west. In the east shaft the third level started from the shaft in its 
bottom,.115 feet from the top, so that it would not connect with the 
third level of the main shaft. The level had been driven 25 feet to the 
east and 30 feet to the west. In the latter portion a chamber abont 20 
by 25 feet had been stoped out. There was ore visible in every part of 
the vein exposed, and tbe reserves were quite large. The first-class ore 
:yielded from $500 to $700 per ton ; the second-class from $150 to $200. 
Mr. Breed was erecting at Middle Boulder a splendid. mill, with four 
Bri:i.ckner cylinders, which has since been finished and put in operation. 
Much delay was ca~sed by the breaking of castings during the earlier 
part of its running, but it is nmv reported in working order, and sev-
eral heavy shipments of bullion haYe been made. 
The hill above and below the Caribou is covered with a complete net- -
work of veins, and a great number of locations haYe been made. But 
all these veins must, as yet, be considered undeveloped, though small 
lots of ore from many of them have heen shipped to Black Hawk, whicll 
generally yielded well. Some of theBe veins, especially the Perigo, 
appear more like gold than silver veins, but most of them carry rich 
silver-ores-so far all decomposed. 
A Mr. Keal'sing erected during the fall a reverberatory furnace in the 
town of Caribou, in whicl.l it was hi s intention to smelt ores from the 
district. It is a pity t.hat such mistakes should still be mad~ at tltc 
present t.ime. Tlle Gran<l Island dist.rict contains very few smelting-
ores, and none which are free enough from quartzose gangue to he 
smelted, without enormous loss, in reverberatories. The latest informa-
tion from that quarter is, that these smelting operations are a failure. 
In the Ward district mining is reported to have been carried on quite 
actively. I am, lwwever, unable to speak, with positive knowledge, 
as neither Mr. Eilers nor myself could visit the district. In June tlw 
Caribou Post reported the following: 
On the Ni-Wot hill a crowd of busy men, repairing old buildings alHl preparing for 
new ones, give the appearance of reviving prosperity. Adjoining t!Jo mill, buildings, 
one hundred and twent.y feet long in all, are projected to accommodate the chlorination-
works of Mr. Richardson, exmwatioos for which are now being made. He will nse 
four BrUckner cylinders at first, and add others as the business increases. Mr. W. M. 
Tobie will run the stamp-mill for Smith & Davidson. That wouderfnl mine, No. 
10 west, on the Colnmbian, discloses an 8-foot crevice in the west drift. This, and a 4-
foot crevice on the Benton, are thought sufficient to feed forty-five stamps. Carson, 
Long, and others ar<~ working t~he Nelson; Mitchell, Williams, Mooney, McDonald, the 
. Benton; Crary, Benson, and others, the Columbian. The miners iu \Vard ba.ve lately 
gone down into the Columbian shaf'Ls, in v.rhich the surface quartz has once been 
worked out, and here they ran a cross-cut for parallel veins. Some of tbe~:>e side veins 
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are found larger and richer than the one originally worked. In this way thousands of 
dollars will be obtained tllis season. The width of the Columbian lode at the snrface 
is not yet determined. The gangue which fills tho vast space between tlle walls 
;yields, under stamps, ftbout two ounces of gold per cord. This is easily mined: aucl 
may be obtained. iu such quantities that, if a.ll the :;tamps in Colora<lo were put at 
work on it, the supply would not soon be exllausted. Tho iron au<l copper pyrites 
contain from three to four ounces of gold per ton, and fifteen to twenty ounces of 
silver per ton, aucl this gold is diffused, with remarkable evenness, through the oro the 
whole length of the vein. None of the rock which fills the vast space between the 
walls is entirely destitute of gold. About 20 per cent. of tho assay is saved. by the · 
stamp-mills. Tho lode has yielded, up to the present time, not far from a quarter of a. 
million of dol1ars, and, in obtaining this, it is probable that not less than three-quarters 
of a million have been run down the creek and lost to the commerce of tlle world. 
GoLD IIILL.-H. Fnllen is working a 7-foot crevice on his White Rock lode. Tile 
best of his ore-solid mineral, iron and copper pyrites-runs 14 ounces per cord, and 
it averages so well that he is making a net profit of not less than $100 ver clay. He is 
proposi11g to pnt up another stamp-mill with steam-power, so as to run next winter. 
FouR-MILE.-Six or seven parties are now working the bed of this creek for gold., 
and are doing well. Some of the claims worked are well up the creek. It is the opinion of 
tbe miners tha.t the coarse or shot-gold obtained is washed down from tbe beau of the 
creP-k, which forms on the eastern slope of the bald mountain between tbis place and 
\Vard. This place (the bead of the Four-Mile) is as unknown and nnapprecia.ted as 
Grand Island was two years ago. ·without <loubt there is a gold area there a:; yet un-
discovered. Rich specimens of golcl-ore have been brought in from that locality. 
In July the same paper brought aduitional correspondence from this 
uistrict: 
Trm \V Aim MINING CoMPANY.-Ames, Dixwell, and associates, of Massachusetts-E. 
K. Baxter, of Central, agent-are opening the Volcano, Belfast, and York lodes, and 
will put a whim on tbe Manhattan. Their ~0-stamper, now run by Mitcbell & Williams, 
is to undergo thorough repairing in view of continuous work. This mill is supplied 
with percussion concentrating-tables, which, on account of the siliceous character of 
the vVard ores, work admirably. Tllerc is already quite an accumnla.tion of concen-
trated tailings. This company propose the erection of smelting-w01·ks. They ba.ve 
uOO consecutive feet on the Princeton, an easterly extension on tlle Columbian vein, 
aml the same number of consecutive feet on tbc Manhattan, besides as wucb nn<level-
opcd property, amounting in all to above 6,000 lineal feet. Their main sha.ft on the 
Princeton is 2GO feet deep. T!Jeir mill-building is a costly and substantial structure, 
8..) by 50. 
NI: WoT.-Sam. Graham is driving forvmrd the construction of Richardson's chlori-
nation-works. Smith &Davidson arc running the 50-stamper to great profit. Tbeir main 
s!Jaft opens into the mill, and is now 220 feet deep. In tbe bottom the converging 
mineral-seams are nearly united. It is tbought that 10 feet more will unite them in 
one solid crevice. We are told their purpose is to sink 30 feet deeper, and then run a 
level each way. The ore above this level will be broken down by overhand stopiug, 
while tbo main shaft is continued dowmvar<l. The mine is now in condition, the 
superintendent reports, to supply Richardson's work:; in full. The mine will be worked 
by running levels, and disclosing the ore in advance of present requirements, k order 
to insure a full snpply for larger operations It has been in an unsafe condition, but 
is now being timbered and made secure. The mill will also be overhauled and put in 
perfect order. It is reported that Davidsou & Smith are negotiating a sale of a 
third interest to Mr. Gill, of Denver. It look:; as if there would be a stubborn fight for 
tbc title to this property. 
The Celestial is one of Deardoff's old f!iscoveriPs, uewly opened, and now worked by 
Benson & Long. The ore prospects for 1!;)200 per cord, aud tllere appears to he a grea.t 
deal of it. Tbe ::;itnation, at the bead of Spring Gulch, is most convenient. T!Je <] uart.z 
goes to tho James Creek Mill, the wost. northem stamper in Colorado. Mitchell & 
Williams, at tbe deptll of 60 feet on tbe Benton, have passed tbrough the surface quartz 
to iron and copper pyrites, which run wellu11<ler stamps. 
l am not informed whether the chlorination-works above mentioned 
haYe been completed and are in operation. 
In Summit County, the placer-mining season of 1871 has not been as 
prosperous as heretofore, owing to the small amount of snow that fell 
during the winter, and also to the scanty rain of the summer. The supply 
of ayailable water has been much less than in average years, and, as a 
11ecessary consequence, the amount of bullion produce(} has been less 
than usual. Still, the ;yielu of golu per hand per day is reported as nea,rly 
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one half ounce, anJ the total shipments of golll from the connty :ue 
given as 3,700 ounces. Considerable new placer-ground bas bt'en dis-
coYerecl and developed; many new ditches have been built, and some 
companies have made ver,y extensive preparations for next season. Al-
though there were not a.s many companies at work in French Gulch <IS 
the year before, a fair share of placer-mining has been done here. Ac-
cording to a correspondent of the Central City Registe{· of July 5, the 
following work was going on at that time: 
George Day was running two flumes, 600 and 500 feet in length, re-
spectively. He was working ten men, had considerable ground stripped, 
and was averaging about $10 per day to the man. Calvin Clark was 
working fourteen men, had in about 1,500 feet of flume, had a No. 1 
derrick, and considerable ground sluiced off ready for shoveling, and, as 
heretofore, was averaging about $10 a day to the man. J. Todd was 
working four men, had in about 800 feet of flume, and was in good pay. 
The Badger Flume Company, owned by Rood, Clark, Eyser & Co., 
William McCartney, superintendent, had in about 500 feet of flume and 
were working three men. The mine so far had not paid expenses, but 
they expected to reach bed-rock inside of 200 feet. The Grant FluUJe 
Company, owned by Iliff, Pollock & Co., had in 1,700 feet of flume, and 
were working elev~n men. They were running the flume and also 
side drifts, all of which prospect largely. On Stilson's Patch, west side 
of French, .1\'Ir. Sissler was taking out good pay. Mower & Hays, by 
means of a tunnel and shaft., developed some good ground in the Patch 
last winter, having struck dirt which averages 40 cents to the pan. 
Pearce & Co. (late J. l\lcFaddeu) intended to start up in a few da;y~•. 
J. Johnson bat! taken up some old ground in the vicinity. Jeff. D::ctvis 
and Lilian Patches, on the \Yest side of French, near the head, have 
yielded immeiJsely, but owing to several reasous tbe,v were not worked this 
season, except by 0. H . Blair, who had in about 50 feet of flume, was 
working in two places, employed seven mfm, and was obtaining fair pa.r. 
Two men were working ground on shares which belongs to Calvin C. 
Clark, and were making it pay. George M. Clark & Co. were employing 
two men in opening some new ground, which prospected well. Rippey 
& Co. were taking out good pay in Webber Gulch. Fred. Dorland others 
were booming in Gibson, with good results. 
French Gulch is about five miles long, and, with Stilson Pateh, has 
about 17 miles of ditches, 6,700 feet of flume, :five hydraulics, aud in 
July had a population of 165. 
About the same time, Gold Hun was worked by the following com-
panies, who were all averaging about $10 per day to the man: Solon 
Peabody was working twelve men; .1\-foffat & Shock six; Blodgett & lVIayo 
six; Catel six; \Valker six; and John N olau seven. Bumtlo Flats, situate<l 
at the lower end of Gold Run, were worked by George Mumford, wiJo 
employed fonrteen men, was running four flnmes, and taking out good 
pay. Gold Run and Buffalo Flats are covered by two and one-half miles 
of large ditches, and use seven hydraulics. Delaware was being worked 
by Stogsdill & Twibell, who worked five meu, and were taking out their 
usual good pay. Andy Delaine was working four men, and expected to 
realize better than last year. Delaware has about six miles of ditches 
ami two hydraulics. Galena was worked by two companies. Rihmd, 
Uoatney & Roby were working ten men, were running two flume::;, and 
expected soon to make clean-ups similar to last season. lVIessrs. Roby 
& Co. were working the upper portion of the gulch, employed a number 
of men, aud were doing well. Galena is covered by a five-mile diteh and 
uses two hydraulics. Georgia, Humbug, aud American Gulches were 
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owned by six companies, and considered the riebest in t!Je couuty, as 
they yielded from one to two ouuces a day to the man, 'ivith a few iuehes 
of water. Eli Young & Co. were running a bed-roek flume in the Sw<lll, 
near the mouth of Georgia, for the purpose of striking the pay-streak 
in each. 
In Illinois Gulch William McFadden was working six men. He aver-
aged 810 per baud per day-more than in previous seasons. In Salt 
Lick GulcL the yield was satisfactory. Toward the end of August, T. 
B. Fuller & Co. had finished their extensive preparations in Ma.}'O Guleh 
and commenced working by the booming process, which gave them 
good results. TIJey were, however, at the same time constructing a 
ditch from Indiana Gulch, which they hoped would give them suffieient 
water for grouml-sluicing during the next season. At the same time 
Greenleaf & Co. were mining extensively in Utah Gulch. '.rbey were 
building a ditch from the Blue River to the head of the gulch, and ex-
pected by this means to do the largest placer-mining business in the 
county during tho next season. In Hoosier Gulch, in the extreme south-
eastern end of the county, Demrose & Co. have been mining with good 
results, their ground, an old channel, being very rich. 
ManjT new lodes ha\'e been discovered <luring the year in the county, 
especialljT in Ten-1\lile district, but the principal work in lode-mining 
was done by the old companies mentioned in my last report. · Promi-
nent among these stand the Boston Silver Mining Association and the 
Saint LaYiTence SilYer 1\lining Company. 
Tb.e Comstock, the property of the Boston Silver l\1ining Association, 
was reported, in Augnst, in shape to furnish 20 tons a day, and 1,500 
tous of ore were on the dump. '11he company employed 100 men. A 
substantial tram way was constructed from the mine to the uew mill, 
'vhich "·:-ts under construction. It is to have a capacity of 20 tons per 
day, and will include smelting-furnaces for the beneficiation of the 
galena-ores, while the greater portion of the ore is to be roasted and 
amalgamated. There is a 100 horse-power steam-engine at the works. 
The mine was, at the time mentioned, 260 feet deep, and about 1,200 
feet of stoping ground were exposed. 
The Saint Lawrence Silver Mining Company has also been energetically 
at work. Their Silver \Ying mine is about 500 feet above the works on 
Glacier Mountain. A tunnel was being driven, in August, which "·as 
expected to be iu 200 feet by the 1st of September, and which will gi--re 
200 feet of stoping ground. The crevice is 5 feet wide, and the vein of 
solid mineral a bout 17 inches in width, which produces about one ton 
of ore to the foot advanced in the tunnel. The ore assays from 30 to 
180 onnces of silver per ton, and contains brittle silver, zinc-blende, anti-
mony, gray copper, and galena. The ore has, so far, increased in quan-
tity as the tunnel progressed. 
About 300 feet northward is the Napoleon lode, in which a tunnel is 
also being driven, which will be as long, and open as much stopi11g 
ground as that in the Silver Wing, when the contract for running it. is 
completed. The ore is similar to that of the Silver Wing, but gives a 
higher assay. A track covered with sheds will connect the Napoleon 
with the Silver Wing. At the tunnel-entrance of the latter commodious 
ore-Louses are being built for the reception of the ore from the two lodes, 
and fr·om here a double-track tramway will be laid, on which the ore 
\Yill be conveyed through the ore-houses to the rock-breaker. The ore 
" ·ill then pass fi'Oill the rock-breaker on to the drying-floor, which will be 
heated by the escape gases from the furnace. From this it passt>s to 
the stamps, and is then conYeJ·ed by two endless-chain couvesauces 
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into tile weighing-hopper. After weighing it is dumped into the receiY-
ing-hopper at the base of the furnace. The ore is then raised l>.r nn 
elevator to the feeding-hopper at the top of the furnaee. After roast-
ing and chlorodizing it is drawn from the base of the furnace and cou-
ves·ed to the cooling-floor. After eooling it is passed into the conceu-
trator, then into the amalgamation-pans, after which the amalgam is 
retorted. 
The main building is 30 by 50, contains one of HowlaiH.l't:; 10-stamp 
rotary batteries, two of Wheeler & Randall's amalgamating pans, (all 
east iron,) settler, and retorts. The furnace-building will be 33 lJy 40 
and 50 feet high, ore-house 20 by 40, and the blaeksmith and tool sllop~3 
will be adjacent. The works will be operated by a 50 horse-power en-
gine; their capacity will ue 10 tons per day, and next spring another 
battery of stamps and two additional pans will be put in, wl!iclt will 
double tl1C capacity. The Airey furnace, conYeyances, &e., willlJe simi-
lar to Stewart's works at Georgetown, and the furnace will be con-
structed by the same men who built that of .1\Ir. Stewart. By the al'-
rangemcnt above described it will be seen that most of the lalJor will lJe 
performed by simple mechanical ::tgencies and machinery. 
The works were expected to be completed in September, but they 
were not ready to start at the end of the year. 
Of other mines wbich h:.we become well known during the year, the 
Chautauqua, Hcgister, Tiger, Ooley Extension, and "\¥alker sl.lcul<.l be 
mentioned. They are, however, not nearly as well developed as the 
mines of the two compa11ies above spoken of. · 
The completion of the reduction-works in the early future will un-
doubtedly do much for the further development of the quartz interests 
of the county, which have so far principally suffered fi.·om want of <L 
market for the ores. 
Iu !jake County the placer-mining interest has suffered from the same 
causes wuich affected Summit. In California Gulcb, a trilJutary of tbe 
South Arkansas, the most work has been done, and a few men were at 
work as late as October. Since the discovery of gold in this gnlch, it 
is estimated to baye yielded over two and one-half millions of dollars. 
The yield this year bas not been ~'l.S large as usual. 
Ou the Arkansas, below Granite, some placer mining was canietl on 
during the last months of the year, when the low stage of tlw water 
permitted the working of dirt from the bed. Bet'1eet1 forty and fifty 
men were employed there, as late as December, in "rocking." The yield 
is rcp01'tetl at 82.50 to $8 per band per day. 
Of Yeilts, the Printer Boy, Pilot, Five-Twenty, American Flag, and 
Berry Tuuuel have been the main objects of attention. 
The Printer Boy was discovered in June, 1868, by Messrs. Smith & 
:Mullen. For a year at least very little attention was paid to it by the 
disco'\-erers and owners; but during thP-ir absence other parties jumped 
jt and took out several thousand dollars. This drew the attention of the 
owners, and a suit of ejectment was commenced. Litigation in this, as 
in hundreds of other cases, brought the lode more into notice. Slnce 
.Messrs. Paul, Smith & Uo. (now the Philadelphia and Boston Gold and 
Silver Milling Company) proved the property as theirs, a main shaft has 
been suuk 1UO feet, and a boundary shaft 78 feet deep. Between the 
two shafts a le,-el has been run 450 feet, over which is a stope of ground 
60 feet in depth. The greater part of this was worked out the present 
summer. One hundred and forty-five cords of ore from this stope, 
treated at the Five-Twenty Mill, gave an average yield of 18 ounces per 
cord. In November the mill (one battery) was running on wall-rock 
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that yielded from 3 to 6 ounces per cord. At the mine it was estimate<l 
that tbere were at least 250 cords of waste or wall-rock in tbe dump pile. 
During the winter, Mr. Cooper Smith, the mining foreman, intends siuk-
ing the main shaft 100 feet <leeper, making it 240 feet in depth, and then 
drifting north 450 feet to the boundary shaft, makir~· a stope of ground 
100 feet in <lepth and 450 feet in length. Two whim-houses have been 
built during the past season. The excellence and durability of the work 
on the surface, combined with the safety and neatness with whieh the 
mine is timbered, and the manner in which the mine is being openeu, 
are very :flattering to the skill of the managers. This company inteml 
to put up a mill of their own next year, which is to be located in Iowa 
Guleh, and driven by water-power . 
.Adjoining this, ou tlle north, lVIessrs. Breece & Co. are working their 
mine. The main slJaft, 130 feet in depth, carries a crevice of pay-ore 
6 or 8 inches in width. In the drift running south, 18 feet from the sha rt, 
is a crevice of pay-ore from 6 to 10 inches in width. In the breast of the 
drift running north there was, in November, an inch of rich gold-ore. 
In this mine the gold is found in pockets that yield from 5 up to 1,000 
ounces. 
East of the Printer Boy 1\Ir. John Hoover discovered a lode the last 
summer, which he christened the .American Flag. The first ore treated 
gave a yield of 8 ounces per cord. In the bottom, 58 feet from the sur-
face, the crevice has split. On the foot-wall the pay is 4 or 5 inches in 
widtb, and about the same on the hanging-wall, a horse, 4 feet in width, 
being between the pay-streaks. 
The Five-Twenty, Printer Boy, and .American Flag, aiHl Derry Ttmtwl 
lodes are in granite, as also is the western wall of the Pilot. 0\'erlyiug 
the granite, about 50 feet from this wall, is a stratum of limestone. From 
here to the 1\iosquito Range this limestone overlies the whole country, 
with here and there ledges of schist and granite breaking through it. 
Probably next to the Printer Boy in richness is the Berry Tmmellode, 
owned by Captain S. D. Breece. A tunnel 100 feet in length has been 
uriven on the vein, the breast of whicu is 40 feet from the surface. V\T ork 
has been suspended for several years, no attempt !laving· been made until 
within the past year to introduce a process for reducing the sulphuret-
ores of this locality. Careful a8says show that this ore contains a large 
percentage of gold, silver, and copper. The tunnel is now baflly caved 
in. "\Vi thin a hundred yards 'of this lode; to the westward, the limestone 
makes it appearance. 
The Pilot is now opened by the main shaft and three levels, 50 feet of 
stoping ground being between each two of them, and between the first 
and the surface. About 20 tons of rich gold-ore have been benefiehtted, 
and much galena is out awaiting the erection of reduction-works. 
From Park County, I have only some information in regard to tlte 
new silver discoveries on Mounts Lincoln and Bross. Tiley were first 
discovered late in July or early in August, and the extraordinary rich-
1less of the ores soon raised a great excitement. Many prospectors 
hastened to the scene, and the location of an immense number of claims 
was the consequence. The ore occurs in limestone, which here covers 
the whole country, evidently in deposits, not veins. Not many develop-
ments have been made, the time of the miners having principally been 
spent in prospecting. 
On Mount Bross the Moose, owned by Myers, Plummer & Dudley, is 
opened on the surface about 400 feet in length, aud in depth about 20 
feet. The ,-ein is about 2 feet wide~ and the ore averages, b,y assay, $4GO 
per ton. The company were preparing to ship 30 tons of ore to Swan-
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sea, \Vales, in November; cost of shipment will not exceed $70 per ton. 
Tltis company also own the Dwight, which is developed similarly to tile 
abo\·e, and contains about the same grade of ores. Ten tons from this 
will ue sl1ipped, making 40 tons in all. The Fairview, owned by Myers 
& Plummer, has ue.en traced several hundred feet. The depth is 10 feet, 
which shows two veins, one of galena 2 feet wide, and the other of honey-
comb quartz 18 inches wide. The latter prospects well in gold. Tbe 
'far Heels, owned by Burroughs & Co., though only sunk 6 feet, ass<I,YS 
$800 per ton. The Park Pool .Association owns numerous veius on both 
mountains~ all of wllich contain good ore. This association was organ-
ized l>y Judge Stevens. Messrs. Safford, Sykes & Co. own four on 
lYlouut Lincoln; one of them, the Muskox, contains ore equal to any ,\:et 
found; two assays recently made by Professor Schirmer are reported ns 
;yielding $473.80 and $1,326.50. A. l\L Janes owns seven veins onl\1ouut 
J..~incoln, two on Mount Bross, and three near tlle head of Blackskiu 
Gulch, wllich assays up to $700 per ton. 
The discoveries have been pre-empted as "lodes," "ten-acre lots,'' 
''one llundred and sixty acres," and "fifteen hundred feet sq nare," til us 
showing that nobody is certain in which form the mineral bodies ocenr. 
1\lr. Steveuli, I am informed, started the "acre" method, and called it 
"placer-ground." 
The advantages of the district are an abundance of wood, eoal, wa.ter, 
hay, and lmrdy grains and vegetables. Hay is delivered near the mines 
at from $30 to $25 per ton, and could be contracted for $15, less than 
half the Central price. The South Park is an extensive and natural hay 
country. Vegetables are cheap, brought in from the lower part of tile 
Park. The coal mines ou Georg-e Licner's rauch, ten miles easterly from 
Fairplay, are spoken of as excellent in quality and especially valuable 
to coke. Quartzville, one mile sout,hwest from 1\fontgomer,y, at the buse 
of the range, is to be the supply-point to the mines, from which a wagon-
road will extend to the workings. The place selected for the reduction-
works is at the juuction of the (~uartz Gulch and the Platte Ri\-er, w!Jerc 
another town it-l probable. In NovemlJer there were not more tbau G 
inches of snt~w, while there was a foot or more at 1\Iontgomery, and 1~ 
inches at Breckinridge; l>ut t.his is undoubtedly exceptioual. UsuaJiy 
towns in that section, close up under the range, are accessible at all 
seasons of the year. 
The Moose Company intend to proseci1te their work through tlw 
winter. They have commenced to tnunel the mountain about SUO feet 
below the lode, and auticipate no inconvenience from wintry weatuer, 
and, indeed, the difficulties of mining in the high altitudes are not as 
great as popularly supposed, providing the mines are inclosed. It is a 
common remark among miners that t,hey prefer the cooler anll more 
m-en temperature of the high mountains to the sometimes hot aml 
sometimes cold climate of t.he valleys. 
There will probably be ~ great rush to the new mines early in the 
spring, and no doubt much lit.igation will result from the mixed methods. 
of location. 
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OI-IAPTER IX. 
WYOMING. 
In my last report I mentioned the extensive coal-field of \Vyomiug, 
without giving any detailed. description of the mines. Since then the 
business of coal-mining along the Union Pacific Railroad has assumed 
snell large proportions, and the lately-developed base-metal mines of 
Utah render the existence of mineral coal in that region so importaHt 
for tlte extraction of the metals from the ores, that I haYe considered it 
my duty to examine this subject closely. My deputy, Mr. A. Eilt>rs, 
who was cllarged to make the field-examinations, was freely assisted in 
his endeavors by the superiutendents of the two principal coal-miniug 
companies, 1\lr. Thomas Wardell, of Rock Springs, and l\Ir. Charles T. 
Deuel, of Evanston. 
Coal has been discovered in many localities, from a point 100 miles west 
of Cheyenne, to Echo Canon in Utah. Three coal-beds have been princi-
pally worked, at Carllon, at Rock Springs, and at E''anston. The geo-
logical horizon of these lleds in relation to each other has not been 
definitely determiued, but from the geueral westerly dip of the strata, 
it is inferred that the Carbon coal is the lowest of the three, au<l the 
Evanston bed the highest. A still lower one bas lately been opened., 
immediately at the western slope of the Black Hills. Whe11 the local 
distnrbauces, which are of frequent occurrence, Hhall have been !letter 
studied thau is at present the case, this order of superposition may -pos-
sibly be found different. 
11 he Wyoming Coal and Miuing Company, which has the contract to 
supply the Union Pacific Railroad, works mines at all three of the 
above-name(l points, and the Rocky l\Iountain Coal and Iron Company, 
wlliclt supplies the Central Pacific road, works tile same bed in three 
different places at Evanston. 
TlJe Carbon seam, one hundred and forty miles west of Cheyenne, is 
openc(l immediately by the side of the railroad-track by a shaft 70 feet 
<leep. Like all the Wyoming coals, this coal is a lignite, but very colll-
pact, a11d full of resinous matter, which. being finely distributed through-
out the bed, is also often found in translucent patches very similar iu 
appearance to amber. Before November of last year this coal was ex-
tensively mined, but the unfortunate fire which broke out in the bed 
at that time has closed the miue. Spontaneous combustion is reported 
to have been the cause of the conflagration, and it was fouud impossi-
ble to stop it speedily. It was finally extinguished, after the pillm's had 
been burned out, b.r the caviug of the overlying strata. The coal is 8 to 10 
feet tllick, and the mine was lleing re-opened in the sununer, and has, 
no doubt, resumed active operations by this time. The coal is found to 
be the best for gas purposes we~t of the lVIissouri. The following analy-
sh; of the coal is furnished by Mr. Wardell: water, 6.80; ash, 8.00; 
volatile, 35.48; fixed carbon, 49. 72. 
Hock Springs lies in the midst of the Bitter Creek desert. The coal 
mines are about a mile east of the station, and close to the track. A 
little village has spruug up here, most of the houses being owned by 
the company, and inhabited by the miners. 1'here is no sweet water in 
the vicinity, and for domestic purposes it is therefore brought by rail 
from Green River, fourteen miles farther west. There is, however, a 
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su1pbt1r-spring about a mile from the mines. The valley of Bitter Creek, 
a dry stream in the summer, is here entirely underlaid by a seam of 
coal 10. to 12 feet thick, and a smaller one of about 1 foot above it. To-
wa~d the east the same seams appear in a small hill of 8 or 10 acres, 
some 150 feet above the valley. All around this hill the coal is exposed 
to view, except in a narrow strip of about 200 feet in width, where tlw 
bed connects with the portion running under the valley. The strike of 
the rocks is here nearly north and south, the dip 5° to so slightly soutll 
of west. At present coal is only extracted from the hill hy pillar-work, 
but an incline has been sunk on the same bed, close to mH1 under tlle 
railroad-track, about a half mile west of the hill. The mouth of this in-
cline is intended to be the point to which the coal from nuder the val-
ley, and that from under the slope of the hill, is to be brought, the work 
being done by the same engine. 
The Rock Springs coal i& very firm, and full of resinous matter. It 
lea,Tes very little ash, and does not fall so easily to pieces, on exposure 
to the air, as other Wyoming coals. It is a good gas-coal, and well fitted 
for steam purposes, and for use in reverberatory furnaces. For tile 
blast-furnace it is Hot applicable, as it does not coke, and splits up into 
small angular fragments on exposure to the heat. The daily supply 
from the mines is about fifteen car-loads, or 150 tons; but in winter this 
production is increased to 200 tons a day. The floor of this bed. i~ a 
coarse white sandstone, on which lie 8 to 9 feet of very clean coal. 
Next comes a seam of slate, from 1 to 3 inches thick, and above this are 
from 3 to 3~ feet of coal, mTerlaid by an arenaceous shale. The coal is 
only removed up to the band of slate, which, together with the coal 
above it, furnishes a very good roof. An analysis of this coal gi,·es: 
water, 7.00; ash, 1. 73; volatile, 36.81; fixed carbon, 54.40. _ 
At Evanston the coal-bed now worked measures at least 22 feet in 
thickness, and in the middle mine of the Rocky Mountain Coal Com-
pany the thickness of the vein is even 26 feet. The mines are three 
miles northwest of Evanston, in Bear River Valley. The bed shows, in 
the different inclines sunk upon it, a dip of from 200 to 2Go northeast. 
Commencing from below, the strata exposed in the Wyoming Coal Com-
pany's mine show the following order and. thickness : 
Feet. Inches. 
Soft shale_ ... _ . __ . ___ ... - -.. - - - -.... - - - - - ............. . 4 0 
Indurated calcareous clay _ ... --- ..... _. _- _ .... _ ... _ .. __ . 4 G 
Calcareous and argillaceous spherosiderite. ___ . -·· .. _. ____ _ 0 8 
lnd.nrated calcareous clay .... -_-._ .. _ .. _ .. _ ........ _ ... . 4 G 
Coal __ ........ . .. _ .... _ .. __ . _. __ . _. ____ .. _ .. ....... ____ . 0 4 
Argillaceous limestone ____ ...... ___ . -. _. ___ . _ ...... ____ . 2 0 
Slate, with thin seams of coal _ ...... ___ . _ .... __ . ___ .. __ . 3 0 
Coal, with 9 inches slate in the middle of the bed ......... . L1 0 
Shale and slate_ ..... _ .... ____ ._. __ .. __ - ..... _._._ ..... _ 10 0 
Dark bituminous fire-clay _. ___ ... _ ... ___ .... ___ .. _. ____ . 5 0 
Siate, with coal-seams and impressions of leaves .. ______ _ 2 0 
Coal ..... - .. ___ . _ . _. _ .. . . _ ... ___ ... . . ___ ~ .. _. __ .. __ . _. 8 0 
Hard coal _ . __ .. __ ............ _ . ...... _ ... ____ . ____ . _ .. 0 3 
Coal_ . _ . . . . . . . . ........ __ . _ ._ ........ , __ .... ______ ... . 0 4 
Slate ........ - ............. - .. - . - - .... - ....... - .... - - . - 0 3 
Coal_ .. ___ .. __ .... _ . _ ... ~ _ ........... _ . _ .. _ .......... _ .. 2 0 
Slate .............. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... · ... _ .. _ ..... · 0 5 
Coal_ . _ .. - . _ .. - .... ____ ... ____ . _ ...................... . 2 0 
Slate . _ . . . . .. _ .... __ .. _ . _ ............. __ ....... __ . _ . _ . 0 2 
Coal_ .... _ . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ............. . 8 0 
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Feet. Inches. 
Slate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 4 
Coal ........... _..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 ... 10 
Sandstone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 0 
Shale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 6 
The incline in this mine is 850 feet long. Galleries are dr,ven both 
ways, at 150 feet below the surface, and again 192 feet below this point. 
The upper one was, in the summer, drh-en in on a level 600 feet to the ' 
nort.hwest, and 450 feet to the southeast. From the galleries, oblique 
ascending gangways are driven on the upper side every 50 feet, and from 
these the chambers start right and left, the breasts being 20 feet, and 
the pillars 18 feet wide. Ventilation is as yet satisfactorily maintained 
by a small furnace in the mine. The pump is in tile bottom of the mine, 
and the steam is conducted to it from above. 
The Rocky 1\iountain Company has opened the be<l on the same hill 
by three inclines, from the middle one of which all the coal was raised 
in the summer, the others being not yet quite prepared for work. It 
was expectetl tllat by January 1, 1872, the machinery on all three inclines 
would be in running order. Tlleir combined capacity will be 1,000 tons 
per dajT. On the middle mine the company have erected an excellent 
60 horse-power hoisting-engine, built by Booth & Co., of San Francisco, 
with which they hoist ten cars at a time. The incline is straight to a 
depth of 270 feet, where a fault in the Yein was encountered, letting 
down the coal abruptly 8 feet. A slight cun7 e in the incline was here 
11ecessary, from which it is sunk again in a straight line to a total depth 
ti:om the surface of 486 feet. With the exception of a slight variation 
in the size of the working chambers and pilhtrs, this mine is worked on 
the s:ttne plan as tllat of the vVyoming Coal Company. The lower 
seam, whicll is alone taken out at present, as in the Wyoming Com-
pany's mine, is here 9~ feet thick instead of 8 feet, as above given in 
the enumeration of the strata. The coal and slate above make a firm 
roof, if the chambers are not over 18 feet wide. It is intended to mine 
in the future workings the upper 8-foot bed. For this purpose one side-
gallery has been run obliquely across the coal-bed on the lower side of a 
main gangway until it struck the roof of the upper seam. The sand-
stone roof seems to be sufficiently strong. This mine delivered 150 tons 
per day. 
The northern incline was in 120 feet, and two gangways were started 
from it 85 feet from the surface. The coal-bed is here also 26 feet thick. 
l\facbiuery fur this mine was on the ground, and soon to be erected. 
The incline on the southern mine, nearest to that of the Wyoming 
Coal Company, was down 386 feet, and two sets of levels were driven in 
right and left for some distance. The mine was, however, not worked 
:ret, the engine not being in position. The work iu all these mines has 
been done very neatly and accurately. On January 1, 1872, the depth 
of the three inclines on the Rocky Mountain Company's property was 
reported to me by the superinteudent, Mr. Deuel, as follows: No. 1, 386 
feet; No. 2, 512 feet; No. 3, 290 feet. 
The Rocky .Mountain Company employs mostly Chinese, a sufficient 
number of English and American miners being only retained to train 
the former. 1'he \Vyoming Company employs English, S'cotch, and 
American miners at E\auston, and Scandinavians at Rock Springs. 
vVages Yary from $1.50 to $2.50, with board. The Evanston coal is 
clean, and exhibits almost no stratification, while cross-seams are ex-
tremely numerous, so that undercutting is carried on at a disadvantage, 
and the production of a vast amount of slack is the consequence, which 
II. Ex. 211--2-1 
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is .filled in on the lower side of the main gangways so as to le\el them. 
The coal, and especially the slates, containing much iron pyrites, and 
the layers of slack often being from 4 to 5 feet thick, there is great 
danger of spontaneous combustion; and the Wyoming Company in-
tends, therefore, to hoist in future the greater part of the small coal and 
burn it <1n the surface. 
The E-;anston coal analyzes, according to Mr. Thomas Wardell, as 
follows: water, 8.58; ash, 6.30; ,~olatile matter, 35.22; carbon, MUW. 
The following are tabular statements of the coal mined and shipped 
by the Wyoming Coal and J.\Hning Company, and by the Rocky Mount-
ain Coal and Iron Company, since the mines were started: 
Coal mined ar.d shippecl by Wyoming Coal and Mining Company, from L1.ugu8t 1, 1868, to 
Decernbm· 31, 1871, in tons. 
1868. 1869. 
Months. 
Point of I Rock Point of I Rock 
Carbon. Rocks. Spring. Carbon. Rocks. f Spring. Evau,;ton. 
---------------------1-------
~~~~:~r.y: ~ ~::: _.::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 1:::::::::: 2, ~~~ 1, ~~~ l: ~~~ 8~~ 
Murch. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 757 64 7 7G3 
April.......................... . .. . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 430 180 383 
May ........................................................ 1,049 101 386 
June ............................................... :........ 541 597 957 
.July.......................... .......... .......... .......... 921 948 1,377 
August........................ 650 .................... 3,481 348 1,591 
September .................... 1,0LO .................... 3,421 378 1,5:19 
October....................... 1,400 .......... .......... 4,038 61 1,972 
November..................... 1, 900 .... . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . 6, 277 160 2, 487 ·204 
December . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 1, 60J 1, 830 3!i5 5, 853 aband'ed 2, 943 8R6 
Total .................... --6,560---1,830 --363 "'"30,428 -----;:-42616,9031-1.966 
Average number of men em-
ployed ..................... . 
Distribution of coal. 
Union Pacific .••..•.....•...••. 
-Other parties ................ .. 
Total. ............... .. 
Months. 
:January ....................•............ 
February .................... . .......... . 
March .................................. . 
April ................................... . 
· .f~¥e· ~: ~: ~::::::: ~ ::: .. ::: :.-.-.-:.· ~::: _._.: ::: 
July ...........................•...•. : •.. 
August ................................. . 
·September .......... , ................... . 
•October ................................. . 
.November ......................... · ..... . 

















fi, 801 3, 479 1, 463 2." 2:-!5 4, 639 2, 6~9 
4 522 1, 887 1 552 3, 010 4, 428 1, 240 
2: 893 967 1: 608 3, 200 4 582 1, 681 
3, 637 605 11 27il 1 I 528 2: 5{)4 1, 708 
2, 689 1, 559 659 2, I 0~ 1 l5U 1, 670 
3,3!15 1,541 408 2,3~9 3:lO:.l ],5Jl 
3, 685 976 285 2, 65.5 2, 925 1, 004 
5, 08U 886 726 2, 796 3, 083 1, 266 
4,973 1,417 952 :3,504 2,706 1,418 
5, 534 2, 092 667 3, 713 3, 868 2, 034 
4, 016 2, 642 858 2, 9'J4 3, 685 2, 883 
4, 334 2, 348 I, 99! 1, 594 3, 757 2, 099 
Total.. ........................ -;I," 519 -;)," 390 . 12, ffi :il,687f40,498 -2L,l63 
.Average numb~r of men employed ..•..••. 233 240 
Difitribution of coal. 
Tons. Tons. 
'Union Pacific ........................... . 80, C03 8U, 034 
.Other parties ............................ . 4, 353 4, 314 
Totnl ......................... . 84,356 93,348 
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Statement of coal mined by the Rocky JJ[o·untain Coal ancl Iron Company, 
at E 'Danston mines, lVyorning Territory, in the years 1869, 1870, 1871, 
and the fin;t quarter of 1872. 
1869 and 1870. 
Mined from October 24: to December 31, 1869 . . . . ........... . 
:Mined from January 1, 1870, to December 31, 1870 ........ . 
1871. 
J an11ary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... _ ........ . ............. . 
February . . ............................... _ ...... ___ ... . 
March . . . . . . . .... . ................ _ ....... . _ . __ .. __ .. __ . 
April ................................. _ ............... . 
May ................................ ·······-······----·· 
June ............ - ....... ---.-------- ·------ ·- ·- · · ·- -- · · 
July ........ -·- . ................................... _ .. . 
August ............... -... . ............... --- .. -- ........ . 
September . . .. . . . . ....................... . .............. . 
OL~tober ................................................ . 
N oYen1 ber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. . .............. . 

















Total. ............................................ 53, 86D~b 
1872. 
Mined in January ....................................... . 
Mined in February .............. _ ....................... . 
Mined in March .......... . ........ _ .......... .......... . 
Tons. 
8, 481-f0 
1, fmatz . 
8,85G~~ 
The Seminole rnines.-At Yarious times (hwing the last year accounts 
reached me in regaru to the discovery of g-old and silver mines in the 
Seminole Mountains, situated about thirt.) milcR north of Fort Steele. 
Tile best and most reliable account of this discover_y and a description 
of the mines has been furnished by a letter of Generall\Iorrow, of Fort 
Steele, to Dr. Silas Reed, the surveyor-general of \Vyoming Territory. 
It appears from this letter, that as early as 1869 sih·er mines were dis-
co\ered in the Seminole Mountains by three miners, who were all sub-
sequently killed by Indians. The,v were met on tlleir return from their 
<liscovery by IJieutenant H.. H. Young, with a detachmeut of soldiers, 
and gave him some specimens. These samples gave by assay the extraor-
dinarily high yield of $~,000 in silver per ton. In consequence of this 
a party was organized last June l>y General L. P. Bradley and Ca.ptain 
Thomas B. Deweese, to explore the Seminole Mountains for the silver 
mines from which the samples bad been brought to t.he post. The mines 
wm·e not found, but gold-bearing veins were discovered instead. Gen-
eral Morrow describes the Seminole Mountains and the gqld-veins as 
follows: 
The chain of mountains of which the Seminole Range is a section hns its rise about 
the forty-first parallel of latitude, near North Park, in Colorado, and runs in a north-
erly direction to Fort Fetterman, ·where it bends suddenly to the west, and then trends 
a little north of west until it meets tho Wind River Range near Sout-h Pass. 
From North Park to Fort. Fetterman, and thence to the point ,-..-here the North Platte 
Ri,·er breaks through, making a grand calion, the range is known as the Black Hills. 
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\Vest of the Pln,tte Calion it takes the name of the Seminole Range, which it retains 
until it unites with the Sweetwater Mouotn,ins, a little east of the one hundred and 
eighth meridian line. 
The mines are situated in the Seminole Mountains, about eight miles west of the 
Platte. 
Geologically these mountains belong to the igneons or metamorphic period, as is 
sbown by the character of their mineral-bearing- rock, :.ts contrasted with the succession 
of later strata reclining against their sides. The highest peak, Bradley's Mountain, is 
9,500 feet high, as determined by an aneroid barometer; but tbe mean elevation of the 
r :wgc is thought to he something less than 8,000 feet. The average width of the mnge 
is n,bout three miles. 
The character of the mountain-rock indicates that it has come up from a great depth, 
being highly metamorphosed; bnt the slopes arc not, as a rule, precipitous, and there 
is hardly any portion of the mountain, in the vicmity of the mines, which does not 
admit of roads being built witlwut much labor or e.s:pense. 
The mines, as before stated, are located eight miles west of the Pln,tte, in a group or 
cluster of elevations, of which Bnulley's Mountain is the higbest by nearly n, tbousand 
f'Pet. Tbo principal deposits thus far found seem to be confined to a single elevation, 
known in the district. as Gold Peak. " " " " * " * * 
The country has been imperfectly prospected, and it may be that hereafter the de-
posits of gold and silver will be found to have a more extensive range than at preseut 
ascertained. l\f::tuy claims, perhaps one hundred, have been located, but the true fissure-
veins do not exceed a dozen or fifteen. 
The Ernest, the Mammoth, the Break of Day, the Jesse Murdock, the Sbttery, the 
Edw·ard E,·erett, and several other mines, have well-defined qnartz-veills tbrough 
which gold is disseminated in large proportions. On tbese and some other claims the 
work of sinking shafts and running tunnels is being pushed forward rapidly. In all of 
the above-named locations free gold is fonnd. 
It has been thought by S(lme persons that the various fissure-veins in this district 
are "spurs" from t,he Ernest lode. In this view I do not concur, for two reasons: first, 
because the strike of the several veins of fissures does not concur in direction; seconuly, 
l>ecause the vein-matter of tbe several veins is not by a,ny moans the same. 
In some instances rich cqpper-colored quartz largely predominates; in others, the 
quartz is deeply discolored hy protoxide of iron. Again, in some of t.he veins the qnartz 
is almost a pure ·white, while in others it is greatly decomposed. If anything may be 
inferred from the dip of the sevoml fissures, this may also he urged against the theory 
of a single-fissure formation, for I observed that the dip varies in the several mines 
from almost a vertical to a slope of a few degrees. The eli p is not the same in any 
two vei11s. 
I regard it as quite certain that there arc at least a dozen true fissure-veins in the 
district, already developed; and that others will be found hereafter I h~we no reason to 
doubt. 
I ought to add hero that, as a rule, the ledges run parallel, or nearly so, with the 
axis of.thc mountain. A true fissnre-vcin has neYer been known to give out, though 
it may ·'pinch" or be" faulted;" and hence the only qnestion, as it seems to me, in this 
distnct, is as to the C]_nality of tbe ores. 
On this subject all that can bP. stated is, that numerous assays of the ores have been 
made in Omaha, Denver, and Salt Lake, and iu every instance a very large percentage 
of gold is reported. In several instances the ores have gone as high as $100 to the :on, 
and in one instance an assay ma<le at the office of D. Bnel & . Co., Salt Lake, showe(l 
$250 to tbe ton, as reported to the writer by Colonel llnel. 
In many of the claims the vein-matter it:~ decomposed qu:1rtz, with snlphnrets of iron 
and copper. 
The country-rock in the immediate yicinity of the veins i~ described 
hy General 2\forrow as micaceous slate and gneiss. 
The Sweetwater mines.-These mines have been worked during the 
year as well as the limited cupital here invested would permit. But 
lately an English company is reported to have bought a two. thirds inter-
est in the Cariso lode, and the whole of the vVild Irishman. They are 
said to contemplate very cxtensiYe mining operations; cmd all the other 
mine·owners look forward, of course, with great interest to tbe develop-
ments to be made. · 
Surveyor-Geueral Reed, who visited tbe Sweetwater gold mines in 
August, 1871, gives tlle following aeconnt of the mines and the work 
going ou at that time: 
One of the best lodes or mineral belts in the South Pass district comme-nces within 
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a, few hundreds yards of South Pass City, and bears off to the northeast. I will mention 
tSome of the principal mines upon it. 
The Young America mine is the first one of note, onl;v 300 or 400 yards north of the 
village, and is situated west of the Cariso Gulch, which was found so rich in placer 
gold. It is owned by au Ohio company, A. G. Sneath: superintendent. There arc two 
shafts about 80 feet deep, where the Yein is about 2 feet wide. The strike of the Yein 
is north 86° east, the lode perpendicular. The ore is sai<l to be \Yorth $40 to $45 per 
ton of quartz, which is a whitish blue, and carries free gold. This company had a Jine 
mill of ten stamps and a 20 horse-power, which I saw in ruins from fire, in Herlllit Gulch, 
half a mile distant. Tllere is an engine, and goo<l building over the shaft, for lwistiug 
-and pumping. 
The C:tri~o lode is situated · upon the bill, east of the Cariso Gulch, about half a 
mile from South Pass City and a quarter of a, mile from the mine just described. Some 
suppose it to be on the same lode as the Young America, but its strike is north 60° 
east. It was the first-discovered lod~ in the district, by H. S. Reedall, iu 1867. The 
party was soon attacked by Indians, and three killed. In the winter following tht3 
mining was resumed, and from the croppings of the lode, which they crushed in a 
hand-mortar, $1,600 in fre11 gold was obtained, and they washed out $7,000 more 
from the debris in the gulch below the vein. The main shaft is abont 210 feet 
deep, and worked by an engine. Their stamp-mill is on Willow Creek, and run by 
water-power. 
The owner, Mr. Thomas Roberts, bas worked the mine with considerable skill and 
industry, and bas madt3 it pay its way, even to t,he building of a stamp-mill and engine-
house, and placing an engine in it. He visited London this summer, by tlw invitation 
of some capitalists, who have purchased two-thirds interest, I am informed, for $100,000, 
and it will now be wotkcd with that energy and skill which wlll probably result in 
greatly enhancing the reputation of this important mining district. . 
The vein-stone, which bad been thrown away, and which was found to contain $70 
per ton in gold, will now be made to impart its treasure. It bolils about $15 per ton 
of free gold iu mechanical combination, ·and the remaining $55 per ton is probably in 
the state of sulphuret or other chemical condition, and will have to be extracted by 
other methods. 
The length of the lode is understood to be 3,000 feet, with the discovery shaft near 
the center; but some of this distance is yet owned by individual parties, in 200-feet 
claims, and thus thru·e are other shafts tllan the one the engine is on. Several levels 
have been run out from the shaft,, The dip of the lode is 75° southeast. The average 
width of ore-streak is 3 feet, ber.wcen well-defined walls of bornblendic gneiss. 'l'he 
yield of the mine per month is about $5,000 or $6,000, the capacity of the water stamp-
mill allowing only about this much. An analysis of the blue sulphuret of iron by Messrs. 
Johnson & Son, London, gives 3 ounces and 18 pennyweights of fine gold to 2,000 
pounds of rock. 
The Wild Irishman is supposed to be on an extension of the Cariso lode, upon the 
crest of the same ridge, several hundrell feet nort,heast. The main shaft is 78 feet · 
<leep. The vein is about the same wiuth, aud the quartz yields nearly the same per 
ton as the Cariso. It is owned by the London company lJefore referred to, 1,000 feet 
on lode; and I am just now informed, while writing, that this is the company that pur-
chased two-thirds of the Cariso mine from Mr. Roberts, and will now work Loth of 
these lodes with all the necessary energy anu capital. 
Mr. Rickard, the superintendent and part owner of both mines, I am informed, will 
enlarge his operations upon the most approved scale of mining, aud will doubtless 
erect a steam stamp-mill in Hermit Gulch, near the mouth of the tunnel he is running 
to the Wild Irishman shaft, as the water-mill of the Cariso will not be able to crush 
half the mineral rock of both mines. They also own the Duncan lode, near by. 
The Buckeye Boy is 300 or 400 yards east of the Wild Irishman, at a point of hill on 
Hermit Gulch. A shaft is sunk, and some drifting done, the material from which in-
dicates a fine vein when fully prospected, as it appeared to be in close proximity to 
the stratum of gray talcose sl::Lte before mentioned. Two industrious miners were the 
owners, and were at work upon it. 
The Carrie Shields lode, situated three-fourt,hs of a mile east of South Pass City, on 
the north side of Willow Creek, is owned by \V. C. Ervin, of South Pass City, to the 
extent of 1,000 feet on the vein. The strike is northeast, shaft 90 feet, width of vein 
2 to 6 feet. 'l'be ore yields from $15 to $37 per ton by ordinary stamp process. 
I descebded into the shaft and found the vein well defined, a, good quality of quartz, 
and I procure<l some of the decomposed selvage of the vein, which I found quite rich 
in gold, as shown by washing. I also saw free gold in the qnartz, and have no doubt 
it is a valuable mine. A short tunnel run in from the gulch would iuter!:lect tl1C vein 
about 300 feet below the surface ~Lt Rhaft. The owner is not working tlle mine tllis 
season, and offers it to capitalists for $10,000. 
There are numerous other diseoveries of gold-veins in the vicinity of South Pass 
City, witll shafts ranging from 20 to 50 feet deep; but as no work is being done on them 
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now, not much could ue learned of their yield per ton. These are the Robert Emmett, 
Nellie Morgan, Golden Gate, Garden City, General Grant, Austin City, &c. Messrs. 
Thompson & Kimbrough have a prospect named the Tennessee, which, judging from 
the specimens shown me, promises welL 
The Mary Ellen lode lms yielded some very rich ore in the croppings, dip 4CP north. 
The hanging-wall consists of slates, the foot-wall of syenite. Some of the ore is re-
ported to have yielded as high as $104 per ton, owing, no doubt, to its contact with 
the syenite. 
The Barnaba, owned by Foster & Co., shows a fair yield. of ore, vein 4 to 6 feet wiUe. 
It is not worked this season. · 
Atlantic City, four miles northeast of South Pass City, is situated on Rock Creek, 
in the midst of valuable mines, and, like South Pass City, has not the population that 
its advantages and capacit.y warr::mt. The gulch diggings in its vicinity yield largely 
in gold, but the scarcity of water interferes greatly with their proper success. In the 
bed of Rock Creek, b elow the village, as high as $100 in gold per day, for each good 
hand, has ueeu obtained. Upon the north l'ork of Smith's Gulch, not far from the vil-
lage, new placer diggings were found this season, which they named Promise Gulch. 
I found thirty or forty miners at work in them, and they a-veraged an ounce a day ($18) 
to each mall, with only the water of a small spring, which they used over time and 
again. ·water has since been brongbt by mce several miles, and they now predict that 
they will obtain $7!),000 next season from this gulch. 
Wolf Tone lode is situated a short distance above the town, the vein erossing under 
Rock Creek Branch . . It was discovered by the gulch miners working in this creek for 
placer gold clown to the bed-rock, and who there found the vein, which is 2 feet 
wide, the quartz yielding $40 per ton. Messrs. John Folger, Hu~hes, and Brennan own 
1,500 feet on the vein, which crosses the creek, and is expected to become a valuable 
mine. 
Tho Buckeye State mine is situated on the ridge northwest of the village, one-half 
to three-quarters of a mile distant, and is owned by Dr. F. H. Harrison, Edward Lawn, 
John McCollum, James Forrest, John McTurk, and others, to the extent of :~,000 feet on 
the lode. It is a good paying mine, and worked with skill and economy, but not to 
the extent it might be with a larger in ill accommodation. Most of tho owners work in 
it themselves, and t.wenty to twenty-five men \vere employed at $4 each per rlay at the 
time of my visit to it. The main ore pump-shaft is 140 feet deep, aud vertical, but cuts 
the lode at 80 feet in depth. There are only 90 feet of drifts on tLre lode, 50 feet west 
and 40 feet 6ast. The width of vein is 2t to 7 feet, a,veraging about 4 feet; the strike 
of the lode north 40° east, clip 60° northwest. They have an engine of 20 horse-power, 
and10-stamp mill. The quartz yieldl:'l $30 per ion. The product, as now worked, is 
from $50,000 to $()0,000 per annum. 
The Soles and Perkins lode, owned by Messrs. Perkins, Menifee, Ralston, Taylor, and 
Logau, has the reputation of Leing a very good mine, but work is now suspended until 
_an engine and pump can be procured. The s!Ja,ft is 95 feet, on dip of vein; strike of 
vein, east; vein, 3 to 4 feet wide. It reqnires ca,pital to furnish engine for mine and. 
stamp-mill. 
The Oriental lode is on the south sille of Rock Creek, nearly a mile west of Atlantic 
City, aucl owned by Major Horace Holt and Messrs. George B. Thompson, L. Steele, 
and Peter Haas to th'e extent of 1,000 feet on vein. The s!Jaft is only 65 feet deep, in 
which I found the quartz, as well as the selvage matter of the vein, quite rich in free 
gold. These me11 work the nline wholly t.hemselves, and they have rnn.in at the base 
of the hill ~fine ac1it-1evel, 400 feet towar.d the vein, which they will intersect at a 
considerable depth below the shaft. This \Vill <loubtless make a valuable mine when 
fully opened, and the owners deserve great praise for the industry and perseverance 
they have already shown in developing it. Eleven tons of their quartz., lately crushed, 
yielded $22 per ton. They found other veins ~~ to 4 feet wide along their tunnel, with 
similar pyritons-gangue rock to that found. in the Cariso, which is an excellent indica-
tion for the increase of the gold product. They also own a..share with 1\fessrs. Jones & 
\Valker in t.he next 1,000 feet on the south western extension. 
The Cariboo lode is situated on Rock Creek, above the Oriental, and is owned by 
Bliss & Co., of California, to the extent of 1,500 feet on the west end, and Cutler & 
Co., 1,100 feet on ea,st end. The ledge is 3 feet wide, shaft 75 feet deep; rock yields 
$15 to $20 per ton. They have a 10-stamp water-mill, but are not working this season. 
Tl1e dip of the vein is 60° , and 50 tons of the ore are reported to have yielded $5,000. 
The Eldorado mine, formerly owned by Dr. Barr, and now by Mr. Amoritty, of Atlan-
tic, is reported to be a valuable lode; the vein is only 1 or 2 feet wide, but the ore qnite 
rich. The shaft is 120 feet deep. This mine is not worked this season. 
The Miner's Delight lode, (\Yest end,) the richest, perhaps, of all the lodes in this 
mioiug district, is si.tuated within the Shoshone reservation, near Hamilton village, 
four miles northeast of Atlantic, iu Spring Gulch, on the north side of the dividing 
ridge between the Sweetwater and the valley of the Big Horn. The west end, 800 
feet, is owned by Messrs. Lightburn, Holbrook, and others. There is a new 60 horse-
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power engine upon it, suffici'=lnt to pump and hoist, and another of 20 horse-power to 
run a 10-stamp mill which adjoins the engine-bouse. There are three, shafts. 'fho 
engine-shaft, with three apartments, is vertical, and 150 feet deep. The next is 115 
feet, and inclines, with the dip of the lode, about 60° to 70° southeast. The third 
shaft (whim-shaft) is 85 feet deep. The strike of the gneissic strata is north 40° east. 
Several drifts have been run on the vein, which averages 3i- feet wide, and carries ex-
cellent ore from wall to Viall. Aoont 14 inches of it cousist of white, transparent 
quartz, offine grain, (sometimes of milky and leaden hue,) showing free gold most of 
the time. The remainder of the lode consists of a selvage of decomposed qnartz, next 
to the wall-roel<, of dark, rusty color, and very rich in gold. The width of the ore-
streak in the southwest part of the vein varies from 6 inches to 5 feet. The ore, I 
learn, yields abont $40 to the ton on an average. 
The Miner's Delight, (east end,) is owned by parties in Tiffin, Ohio, to the extent of 
800 feet. I found Mr. Robert II. Morrison, the manager, putting the shafts :mel levels 
in true mining order, timbering the shafts and drifts in the best and most approved 
manner, which, on such a lode, is always the best economy. The whim-shaft is 85 feet 
deep, and two levels (of 30 and 40 feet) are run each way fi'om the shaft, showing same 
qnality of ore :mel width of vein as the west end lode. The walls of the lode are 
smooth and well defined. The lode bends nort.h at its eastern end. 
The Hartley lode, owned by the Messrs. Hart.ley to the extent of 800 feet, is probably 
on the same vein as the Miner's Delight, which it adjoins on the southwest. The shaft 
is 100 feet deep, the vein 1t feet wide, and drifted upon 100 feet, and the quartz-rock 
is very rich. But the mine is flooded with water when the Miner's Delight pump does 
not keep it down, as bad been the case tile past summer, while the new engine of the 
Miner's Delight was being set up. 
The Peabo<1y lode is ~uthwest of the Hartley, and on the same vein; and is owned 
by Manheim, l~uinn, Frank, Young, Smitil, and otilers, to the extent of 3,000 feet. One 
inclined shaft is 120 feet deep, the dip bring about 45° , an1l the vein 3 to 4 feet wide. 
Tile ore is not as rich as the Hartley, but fair; yields $15 per tou. 
Stamp-mills.-Twelve stamp-mills have been erected in tlJis district, carrying about 
one hundred and sixty stamps, which was double tile number required for the small 
working force and production of the mines. One or two valuable ones were burned, and 
two were erected on worthless, huge quartz-veins; and one of these is now being taken 
to tlle Otah mines. 
Gulcl1-rnining.-Golr1 bas been found in nearly every gulch in this district, and some 
have proved almost as rich as the famous Dutch Flat diggings in California., though 
of far less extent, the ravines being narrow. But theirlarge yield is tlle best evidence 
of the nnm her of rich lodes in this -district. 
There are six or seveu of tilese rich gulches, which are worked .only a, small portion 
of the year, for want of sufficient water, to wit, the Cariso, and Rock Creek, above 
and below Atlantic, and the Yankee, Meadow, Smitil's Promise, and Spring Gulches. 
The Spring Gulch is just uelow Miner's Delight, and contains the lltfbris of that rich 
lode. I found thirty to forty men working on it, with only the water pumped from the 
Miner's Delight engine-shaft. The largest nugget taken from it weighed six ounces. 
I saw many of an ounce or two in weight, and also saw a lump of gold-quartz, taken 
from the gravel, as large as a water-bucket, which looked as if it contained a pound 
or two of gold. 
Promise Gulch was discovered this summer, and is a bmnch of Smith's. It beads up 
north against the southwest extension of the Miner's Delight lode, on the divicliBg 
ridge. It is on the road between Miner's Delight and Atlantic, and I have already 
made mention of it . 
.Arnount of bullion extmcted.-I found it impossible to obta.in anything like correct 
statistics on this point. During the year ending July 1, 1869, the estimate was $155,000 
in coin. The product has probauly bern that much for each of the last two years, 
and perhaps considerably more, as that is about what is taken from only three of tlle 
best mines. This looks like a small amount for so many lodes that yield so well; uut 
it must be, borne in mind that it is very little over a year since Indians murdered some 
of the best 3·otmg men and miners, within the very center of this eight miles of mines, 
and killed several other citizens in the valley, not far north of the mines. Miners 
cannot work and at the sa.me time watch and .fight Indians. 
This sta.te of affairs bas prevente(l immigration to those mines, and large numbers 
have been induced to leav;e and go to the Utah mines within the last eighteen months, 
where the prospector can pursue his arduous calling, free from the constant apprehen-
sion that while he is stooping over his work the arrow of an ambushed savage may 
pierce his heart. 
Fuel for mining p1d·poses.-The question of fuel will become a serious one at no dis-
tant period, when capital and experienced labor shall be bronght. to the energetic de-
velopment of these mines. l\lost of the timber for the mines, an(llumuer for buildings, 
can be obtained twenty to thirty miles west, in the ·wind River Mountains, where 
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there are saw-mil1s at this time; but fuel for the engines and furnaces, and for domestic 
purposes, cannot be brought so far except at too great expense. 
Coal must therefore be found, and it is possible, and even probable, from what I 
can hear, that it may be found not far north of the mines-in the "valley," as it 
is termed. 
If it cannot be found, then the next step necessary will be to enlist capital for tlle 
purpose of securing the construction of a narrow-gauge railroad from Fort Steele, or 
Rawlins, via Seminole Gap, and thence up the Sweetwater to the gold mines. This 
would supply coal from the coal-fields at Carbon, or north of Fort Steele, or from valu-
able veine that exist not far sonth of Rawlins. It would also give access to the gold 
and silver mines of the Seminole Mountains, close to this line of road, which in a short 
time will exhibit sufficient wealth in mineral products, and so attract public attention· 
and confidence as to command the building of a railroad thus far toward the Sweet-
water m"ines. The whole line would require but very little more grading than for a 
railroad over an Illinois prairie. 
PART II. 
MET ALL URG ICAL PROCESSES. · 
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CI-IAPTER X. 
THE S~IELTING OF ARGENTIFEHOUS LEAD-ORES IN NE-
V .ADA, UTAH, AND MONTANA. 
The material for this chapter has been collected in part by my deputy, 
Mr. Eilers, and myself, by personally visiting tlle localities and works 
described. I believe all the works mentioned in the chapter have 
been visited by one or the other of us; but in many cases the brevity of 
the time at our disposal prevented us from as detailed au examination 
as was desirable. The deficienc,y was remedied by the courtesy of l\Ir. 
0. H. Hahn, a metallurgist of skill and experience, well known in the 
West, \\'lJOm I requested to furnish me with. snell data as were at his com-
mand. This be bas kindly done, and I have incorporated in this chap-
ter his very detailed and admirable article, discussing the principles 
involved, aml giving mnch information with regard to sjJecial operations 
in Utah aud Nevada. I can give l\Ir. Hahn this general aclmowledgment 
only, since the free nse I have matle of his materials, interpolabug, dis-
tributing, and altering, to suit my own views, renders it nt'cessary that I 
accept the responsibility of this chapter, while I would not deprive any 
colaborer of his due share of credit. The same remark will apply to 
the contributions of my deputy, lVIr. A. Eilers. Perhaps it would be 
nearest the truth to say that these two gentlemen are primarily the 
authors of the chapter~ but that their work has been edited after a 
somewhat arbitrary and self-willed fashion, so that they cannot be asked 
to adopt and acknowledge it as it stands. 
I shall speak here only of such works as beneficiate ores directly in 
the mining districts. And when I say that more than t"'enty furnaces 
exist in Utah, auont as many in Nevada, five in Montana, au<l four 
in Ceno Gordo, Inyo county, California, it is ouYious that a busi-
ness so extended desen·es attention. Wide apart as these different 
works are located, they have nevertlteless to deal in nearly every case 
with the same or very similar circumstances and conditions, so that, 
with very few exceptions, virtually l be same system of ~melting is fol-
lowed in all these estaulisllments. This is the so-called method of re-
duction and precipitation in blast-furnaces. 
As the principal reasons for the employment of a blast-furnace pro-
cess, are to be considered: the low percentage of lead iu the ores, the 
high price of tlle ouly available fuel, charcoal, and the exorbitant 
rates demanded for labor. The reasons why the reduction and precipi-
tation process is preferred t(") a, roasting, reduction and precipitation pro-
cess are the hig·h prices of labor and materials, and the preponder-
ance of oxidized ores over sulphurets, though in some cases the latter 
are quite abundant. 
The weigllt of these reasons will be better understood when the 
cLaracter of the ores to be treated and I be object of tile smelting are 
, more minutely stated. Tile ores are in nearly all cases a pr<>ponderating 
mass of oxit1izedlead ores, such as cerussite, anglesite, anu. leadbillite, 
in wbicb nests and nodules of nndecomposed galena occur. Associated 
with these arc: in Eureka, NenHla, arseniate of iron and arsenical 
pyrites, hydrated oxide of irou, q mutr-, and calcareous clay; iu Little 
Cottonwood Calion and American Fork, Utah, iron oxide, and in some 
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cases a combination of antimony, the nature of which I have not ascer-
tained; also dolomite and quartz in widely varying proportions; in 
Bingham Canon, Utah, only quartz and comparatively little oxide of 
iron, or iron sulphurets; in Cerro Gordo, C::l!lifornia, oxide of iron, iron 
pyrites, antimonial compounds, copper-ores and, as gangue, carbonate 
of lime and quartz. In Argenta, Montana, occur, besides the above-
named lead-ores, pyromorphite, and molybdate of lead. The prepon-
derating gangue of the Argenta ores is quartz, and there is here a larger 
proportion of galena than elsewhere in the West. In most of the 
localities named, the lead-ores themselves contain sufficient silver to 
render its separation from the ore the main object of the smelting; but 
in some of the districts, and especially in Montana, the lead-ores serve 
only to furnish the extracting-agent for the silver of true quartzose 
silver-ores, which at the same time contain a sufficient percentage of 
lead to make amalgamation impracticable. They are therefore bene-
ficiated by smelting, although the lead itself has no market value. 
As there is more or less sulphur or arsenic present in all these ores, none 
of which are submitted to a thorough preparatory roasting, the 
formation of matte, or speiss, or a mixture of both, is of course 
unavoidable; and as silver has not only great affinity for lead, but 
also for sulphur, much of this metal goes with the 111atte. In 
most works the latter is not roasted before adding it to a subse-
quent charge, if it is at all treated further; and the extraction of 
the silver from it is therefore, in this case, only possible after it 
has passed the furnace quite often, very little of the sulphur being 
driven off in the upper parts of the blast-furnace at each smelting. 
In Eureka, a mixture of matte and speiss, the latter predominating, is 
formed, the contents of silver and gold in which hr, rdly ever surpass 
$12 to the ton; and this amount is at present not considered worth 
extraction in that locality. The speiss, or '"white iron," as it is there 
termed, is therefore thrown over the dump. 
The marketable product which the smelting-works produce is argen-
tiferons lead, with the exception of the works at Argenta, Montana, 
which cupel the lead and ship the silver only. As a general rule it 
pays best in the mining districts to produce argentiferous lead bars or 
crude bullion, the contents of which in silYer and gold vary from $60 
to $500 in the different districts. The main reason for not cupelling the 
lead in the vVest is found in the increased rates and risk of freightage 
for bullion; but the separation of the silver and lead, and the refining 
of the latter, can also be accomplished at much less cost in the eastern 
centers of trade than in the mining districts. There are of course ex-
ceptions, as, for instance, in Montana, where the smelting-works are 
located so far from the railroad that the price obtained for the lead 
would not even cover the cost of smelting and freight, and where only 
the silver is therefore shipped, the lead remaining in the furnace-yard 
in the form of litharge. Part of this is used over again in smelting 
such silver-ores as are naturally too poor in lead; but the greater por-
tion remain1? to await cheaper reduction and railroads. 
A few remarks in regard to the present tendency of metallurgical ideas 
as fhr as smelting is concerned may be here in place. 
Formerly the blast-furnaces used for lead-smeltting usually had an 
oblong rectangular cross-section, the size of the hearth being rarely 
larger than 20 inches by 2~ feet, aud frequently they were drawn to-
gether at the top. 'The capacity of snch a furnace, with one or some-
times two tuyeres, was about six to eight tons per twenty-four hours. 
But of late years essential improvemen.ts have been made, the aim of 
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all of which was a higher production, and less loss of metal in slags 
and by volatilization. This has been reached by a complete alteration 
of the shape of the fnrnaces, by increase of size, and the introduction of 
proportionately more compressed air through a "larger number of tuyores. 
In regard to their shape, and the results obtained, two furnaces have 
come into especially promineut uotice.. These two are: 
1. The Raschette furnace. It has an oblong rectangular cross-section 
and the form of an inverted truncated pyramid. Numerous tuyere~, 
cooled by running water, are placed in tlte long sides, in such a manner 
that the opposite currents of air pass each other. 
2. Tile Piltz furnace. It has a hexagonal, octagonal, or circular cross-
section, and the shape of an inverted truncated pyramid or cone. 
l\Tany tuyere.s are placed radially around the furnace-center, tlte breast 
alone being without them. 
Both of these furnaces are furnaces with open breast, and both have 
the two most important principles in common, the application of more 
compressed air in a comparatively smaller space than in old-style furnrcces, 
and a ~cidening of the shaft toward the top. The first secures a more 
perfect and rapid com bustiou, and hence a more rapid fusion; the 
second causes the smelting zone to commence lower down in tlJe 
fnrnace than formerly; the charges, Ising firmly upon the slanting :sides, 
force the gases and heat to pass through tbe whole column abo\-P, 
'Yhile the wider section above decreases the velocity of tile upward cur-
rent, and volatilizrLtion is to a great extent prevented. 
But quite recently experienee bas taught in this countr~' tltat a combi-
nation of tlw form of the Rascbette and Piltz, so to speak, produces 
still better results, the capacit~· of the furnace being thus increased, wllile 
the management is less difficult. Last spring two new furnaces were 
built at tlle works of the Eureka Consolidated Company, in Nevada. 
In order to test the comparative merits of a combination furnace and 
the Piltz, Mr. Albert Arents, the metallurgist of the work~, coneluded to 
construct one furnace with elongated heartll, 3 feet wide by 4~ feet in 
depth, aud 62- feet diameter at the top. The furnace was proYide(l with 
ten water· tuyeres, four in each side and two in the back \vall. 'fhe 
other furnace was a Piltz, of 4 feet diameter in· the Learth, 6:~ feet at 
the top, and proYided with twelve tuyeres placed radially around the 
center. Both furnaces were 10 feet high above the tuyeres, and worked 
admirably, but the combination furnace \\as found to smelt from one-
fifth to one-fourth more ore than the Piltz nuder the same circumstances. 
The same expedence ltas heeu arrived at in the Hartz districts in 
Germany, where the best results are obtained with a circular furnace of 
5 feet diameter at the top, having a hearth 20 inclJes wide and 3~ feet 
deep, and seveu tuyeres. In this furnace the loss of lead in the slag 
(although the same charge is used as in the other furnaces) disappears 
almost entirely, being only 2- per cent., while in the other furnaces it is 
from 2 to 4 per cent. 
The best proportion of the hearth-area to the throat-area may be ac-
cepted as 1: 22- for a height of from 10 to 12 feRt. It is rarely necessary 
in the we:steru districts to give a greater height to the furnaces. I am 
at present only aware of the existence of one which exceeds this height. 
This is situated in Bingham Canon, Utah, and has to smelt very quartzose 
ores. 
Before proceeding further, I shall give a general statement of the ele-
mentary principles of metallurgical operations. It is true that the cur-
rent text-books on metallurgy cover a good deal of this ground; but I 
deem it important to introduce thit:l plain and practical res~tme for the 
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benefit of those who cannot easily consult the best large works upon the 
subject. Many of these are in foreign languages,, others are both dear 
and scarce, and all, it may be presumed, are more or less difficult of 
access in our remoter mining regions. 
Minerals containing the nseful metals in such quantities and in such 
a chemical combination as to make their extraction profitable, we term 
''ores,;' while their earthy portions we designate as their "matrix" or 
"gangue." In regard to subsequent metallurgical treatment, we can 
make the following practical classification: 
1.. Smelting ores, viz, ores containing base metals in notable quanti-
ties. 
2. Dry ores, viz, ores containing noble rrietals and no base ones, or only 
in limited quantities. 
It is my intention to speak here particularly of those pertaining to 
class 1. 
Ores and gangue are always more or less intimately mixed. For the 
utilization of the metals it is, therefore, necessary to separate them from 
their gangue by artificial means, which are either of a mechanical or 
chemical nature. · A mechanical separation alone is not snfficient to 
produce a merchantable product; it can only serve as preparatory to 
the chemical processes, among which that of smelting will be here spe-
cia.Uy considered. Smelting is a conversion of solid miueral or mineral 
and metallic masses into the fluid state hy means of beat and chemicals, 
and the subsequent separation of the metallic from the earthy ingredi-
ents by means of their specific gravity. Although there are a great 
many methods in vogue for utilizing learl-ores by smelting, there are 
only two which have found application and justly claim attention in tbe 
mining regions of the Great Basin: (A) the English process of smelting 
in reverberatory furnaces, and (B) the blast-furnace process; 
The former has some marked advantages over the latter: the possi-
bility of using raw fuel; its exemption from the necessity of using blow-
ing-engines, and the consequent saving of power; an easier control of 
manipulations, and the prodnc.tion of a lead of better quality in which the 
precious metals are concentrated. Its general application, however, is 
greatly impaired by the fact that only comparatively pure ores can be 
treated successfully. Th~1s, ores containing a considerable percentage 
of other metals besides lead, as, for instance, zinc, copper, antimony, &c., 
or more than 4 per cent. of silica, are unfit for the reverberatory process, 
silicate of lead, which impedes the process of the operation and gives 
rise to the formation of rich residues, being formed in the latter case. 
In the former there is, besides loss in rich residues, also a large one by 
volatilization. In England the lead-ores subjected to this process con-
tain about 80 per cent. of lead, the gangue generally being carbonate of 
lime. The English process in its unaltered form can, therefore, only be 
recommended for pure galenas with calcareous gangue, an ore not often 
obtained in the western mining districts. To my knowledge there is 
only one establishment in operation wllere ores are treated by this pro-
cess, that of Messrs. Pascoe & Jennings, near Salt Lake City. Auotller 
one of this kind, that of Messrs. Robbius, is idle for want of the proper 
ores. I feel, therefore~ justified in omitting to enter upon a more minute 
deRcription of this process. · 
Compelled by the high prices of labor, transportation of materials and 
products, lack of cheap mineral coal, &c., the lead-smelters of tbe Great 
Basin have almost unanimously adopted the blast-furnace process of 
smelting. By its means they are enabled to ol>tain a salable product in 
. . 
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the shortest possible time, and with the least expense, the residues being 
so poor that they can be thrown away. 
To insure success in smelting lead-ores, as all other ores, it is neces-
sary to know their mineralogical character, as well as the cllemical 
properties of the gangue in which they occur. A perfect separation of 
the ore from its matrix by hand being impossible, and a eoncentration 
by water being, in most cases, in the West impossible, on aceount of tlle 
insufficient supply of this liquid, the gangue accompanying the ore mu:-:.t 
be converted into a fusible compound, termed slag. Quartz, we know, is 
infusible by itself; so is lime; but if we mix both in the proper propor-
tions, and expose them to the necessary heat, the result will be a fusi-
ble compound. It bas been found by actual experience that not the 
single compounds of silica and lime, or alumina, magnesia, &c., but 
.double compounds of, say, silicate of lime and silicate of alumina, are 
the most fusible ones. H.eplacing one of these bases by alkalies, or the 
protoxides of the Leavy metals, as, for instance, iron and manganese, we 
increase the fusibility of a slag within certain limits. The fusibility of 
a slag depends principally upou the proportion of silica to the bases 
contained in it. Mineral substances whieh serve to liquefy others not 
fusible by themselves we call fluxes. Under favorable circumstances au 
ore may contain all the slag-forming ingredients in the proper ratio, but 
onl;y in a Yery few instances has nature graciously permitted such a 
coineidence, as, for example, in Eureka district, Nentda. 
According to the ratio between silica and the l>ases, we discriminate 
four clas8es of fusible slags : 
H Tri-silicates, in which the silica contains three times the amount of 
oxygen present in the bases. As there is over 50 per cent. of silica in 
such slags, they require too high a temperature for their formation to 
be thought of in lead-smelting. 
2. Bi-silicates, containing 50 per cent. of silicic acid and 50 per cent. 
hases, in which the amount of oxygen in the silica is twice as large as 
in the bases. 
3. Singulo-silicates, with 30 per cent. silicic acid and 70 per cent.. bases, 
the silica containing as much oxygen as the bases. 
4. Sub-silicates, with 20 per cent. silicic acid and 80 per cent. bases, 
the amount of oxygen in the silica being les~ than that in the bases. 
In the latter two the bases are predominant over the silicic acid, 
therefore they are te.rmed "basic· slags," while the first two a.re termed 
"acid slags." Chemists have taken the trouble to establish complicated 
formulas derived from accurate analyses of various slags; hut, as they 
are rarely constant compounds, these formulas have hardly auy practi-
cal value for the metallurgist; he is content to know the percentage of 
silica and the quantity of the useful metal which be is endeayoring to 
obtain. Au experienced smelter must be able to draw his couclusions 
from the appea.rauce of his slag in both the fused and solid states. 
The most desirable slag for lead-smelting is the siugulo-silicate, or a 
mixture of hi-silicate with the former, with protoxide of iron prevailing. 
The singulo-silicates run with a bright-red color, and solidify very 
quickly with turgescence. The bubbles, after bursting, frequently dis-
charge blue gaseous flames. 
These slags haye a vitreous, metallic luster, and a higher specific 
gravity than the hi-silicates, and are, therefore, more liable to entangle 
metallic particles. If lime and alumina are the prevalent bases, the 
heat required for their formation is much higher than in the case men- · 
tioned before. Such slags are generally pasty, run short, and form in-
coherent lumps. After solidification they have a honey-combed, stony, 
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or pumice-stone-like appearance, grayish-green color, and radiated, or 
lamellar-crystalline texture. An earthy singulo-silicate is really almost 
the least desirable slag for a lead-smelter. 
Bi-silicates require a higher temperature, and consequently involve a 
larger consumption of fuel for their formation than singulo-silicates. 
They flow slowly like sirup, solidify very gradually, without cracking or 
bursting, and are not liable to form accretions in the furnace, like basic 
slags. They appear vitreous after chilling, have a conchoidal fracture, 
and generally a black color. Being saturated with silicic acid they corrode 
the furnace-lining much less than basic slags. Their specific gravity is 
lower and admits of a clean separation of metallic particles ; but on 
the other band they are apt to take up a large percentage of oxide of 
lead, and so cause a loss of metal. Furthermore, for their formation it 
is necessary to have the ore reduced to at least pea-size, which condition 
js not fulfilled in western smelt.ing-works, where crushers are generally 
used for breaking np coarse pieces of rock. 
Sub-silicates are entirely out of t,he question, as they are only detri-
mental. If protoxide of iron is their principal base, they run in a thin 
strP-am, like fluid litharge, congeal very quickly, and easily form accre-
tions in the furnace-bot,tom. Having a high specific gravity, they do 
not allow a clean separation from the metal. By their corrosive action 
on the lining, and their tendency to form accretions in the furnace, they 
shorten a campaign or run to a few days; hence, their production must 
be avoided. 
As fluxes the following substances are used : 
1. Acid slags, for their capability to take up bases, and as solvent 
agents. 
2. Basic slctgs, for their capability of saturating themselves with silicic 
acid, and as diluting: agents. 
3. Iron-stone is a very efficient agent to slag· silicic acid, i. e., quartz, 
being reduced in the furnace to protoxide of iron, which has a strong 
affinity for silicic acid, and forms an easily fusible slag. Its price varies 
in the western districts, according to local circumstances, from $5 to $25 
per ton. The best quality for our purposes is hematite or magnetite. 
Hydrated iron-ores are too easily reduced to metallic iron, and ought to 
be burned before use. If free from quartz and slag they may be thrown 
into the furnace in pieces of fist size. Iron-ores are also used as desul-
phurizing agents. 
4. Soda is even better than the above as a solving agent for quartz, but 
it can only be had in a few localities at reasonable rates, the general 
price being from $60 to $80 per ton. 
5. Lime, as a partial subst,itute for iron-stone in. solving quartz. It is 
best used in pieces of pigeon-egg size. From the theoretical stand-
point burnt lime would be the best form, but as this is generally in a 
very fine state, it will partially be blown out at the top of the furnace 
or roll through the interstices of coal and ore, and thus be prevented 
from uniting with the silica in the desired proportion. Lime cannot be • 
used by itself as a slagging agent for quartz. Lime-slag is smeary, pot 
very liquid, and deranges the furnace very easily by clogging. The metal 
separates only imperfectly from H, which is the reason tllat so much 
metallic lead is wasted by being thrown away with tlle slag in some of 
the limestone districts. 
6. Clay is only u~etl on a very small scale as a partial substitute for 
quartz. It must be applied very cautiously, as it often arrives raw at 
the bottom of the furnace in the shape of dry, incandescent lumps, which 
stick to the walls and hearth. 
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7. Salt is used by ~orne smelters of Utah who have a very indistinct 
comprehension of fluxes. Although they allege that it renders the slag 
liquid, this is an illusion. Any assayer knows that the salt dors not 
enter into a chemical combination with gangues, but forms a slag by it-
self, which, on account of its lesser specific gravity, floats on the top of 
the other slag. I noticed slag of this kind at 1\Ir. Easton~s furnace, Salt 
Lake City. Besides its inefficiency upon earthy matters, salt acts injuri-
ously upon the metal by forming volatile chlorides of lead and sih~er. 
8. Iron pyrUes has been ignorantly used as a miraculous sort of flux. 
To tbe skilled metallurgist the effects are obvious, viz, the production 
of a brittle. snlpbureted metal, or of matte, no action upon gangues, and 
a clogging up of the furnace. 
9. Quartz, in the form of coarse sand. It is used to furnish the acid 
for the slag in cases where tbe gangue of the ores is basic. 
In addition to the fluxes enumerated above, I must mention some me-
tallic products occasionally used for various purposes: 
1. Iron, in the shape of tiu scraps, pieces of wrought iron, cast iro11, 
&c., is used to decompose galena, tbereby forming sulphuret of iron, 
(iron-matte) and metallic lead. Owing to the high price of iron in Utah 
and Nevada, it is either replaced by the less efficient iron-stone, or ren-
• dered unnecessary by a previous roasting of the ores. 
2. Litha1·ge was intended to be added to poor lead-ores at Ogden, 
Dunne & Co.'s works at Eureka, Nevada, in order to prevent the pre-
cious metals from being carried into the iron-matte. Owing to the heasy 
expense of cupelling, and a change of the ore for the better, this purpose 
was abandoned. 
3. Oinders, semi-fused matter from previous smeltings to extract tlle 
metals. 
Fuel.-The only fuel used at present by the lead-smelters of tbeGreat 
Basin is charcoal, the price of which ranges from 15 to 34 cents per 
bushel of 1.59 cubic feet, according to locality. The lowest rates are 
paid at the American Fork and Tin tic districts, Utah, where timber is 
abundant; the bigbest at J .. ittle Cottonwood, Utah, whicb gets its coal 
from Truckee, California, by rail, and at Eureka, Nevada. In the latter 
place the enormous demand has materially influenced the price. Tile 
five furnaces of the Eureka Consolidated Company, for instance, con-
sume alone 4,GOO bushels daily. Tbe charcoal is chiefly burned from 
cedar, quaking aspen, mountain mahogany, and. nut-pine wood. Nut-
pine coal is considered the best, and generally contracted for. 'fhe coal-
burners make tlleir pits of various sizes, according to circumstances. A 
pit, of 100 cords of green wood burns out in about fifteen or twenty day~, 
aud yields from 2,500 to 3,500 bushels of charcoal. The best coal is made 
about Eureka, Nevada, by experienced Italian coal-burners, the poorest 
in some places in Utab. The latter is generally made of small timber, 
and is full of brands aud dross. The waste often reaches 15 per cent. 
As one ton of good, hard coke approximately produces the same effect 
as 200 bushels of charcoal, it would be a great benefit for the western 
smelters to use it. But the blast-engines used do not yield a sufficient 
pressure for a perfect combustion of coke, as experiments at the Eureka 
Uonsolidated have shown. The price of charcoal being steadily on tbe 
increa8e, there will be a time when smelters will have to replace the for-
mer by coke. It may be reasonably expected that after the Utah South-
ern Railroad is finished, the development of those :fine beds of mineral 
coal in the southern part oftbat Territory will tend to the springing up 
of coke-indu8try, and so give a new impetus to smelting. 
Blast-engines.-'fbe only blast-eugines iu use in Nevada and Utah are 
H. Ex. 211--~5 
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the different sizes of Sturtevant's fail and Root's pressnre-biower; the 
latter, yielUiug a much higher pressure, is better for lead-smelting, and 
may possibly compete with cylinder blast-engines, where coke is used 
in smelting. Tile only advantages the former have over the latter are their 
cheapness and the small amount of power they require. -~ Root's 
blower No.8, yielding sufficient blast for three large-sized furnaces, does 
not require more than twenty horse-power. 
Building-nwterials.-Rnbble-stoues are used for building the founda-
tions and sometimes the outer casings of furuaceR. The httter are gen-
erally made of common brick or dressed stone to present a handsomer 
appearance. Those parts of a furnace, howeYer, which are most exposed 
to au intense heat and the corrosive action of ore and slag, must be 
coustructed of refractory or jirejJroof materials. Of such we have-
Certain sandstones, free from alkaline matter and metallic oxides. A 
small percentage of iron oxide is less detrimental than alkaline earths 
or feldspar. An excellent sandiStone is found on Pancake Mountain, a 
series of low hills between the Diamond and "\Vhite Pine Ranges, dis-
tant about twenty-five miles from Eureka, Ne\·ada. Sandstones of the 
same age-the carboniferous-are also found in the Diamond and White 
Pine Mountains, bnt their })hysical properties, and hence their behavior 
in the furnace, are different and not satisfactory. The Pancake sand-
. stone has a very fine grit and a ligllt yellow color, and does not crack 
or fly in the fire after seasouiug. Green sandstones of ever so good a 
quality, and defective ones, viz, such as show flaws or nodules of 
foreign matter, are not fit to be placed in the fu ruaee. '.rlle Pancake 
sandstoue is known to stand for months iu a fnrnace '"ithout needing 
to be replaced. It sells for $20 per ton at tlle quarry, and $12 addi-
tional for hauling. 
The coarse-grained reddish sandstones and quartzites of Utah are 
not to be compared with those before mentioned, and had better lJe 
used for outer casings only. · 
Grctnite does not often answer the requirements of a fire-proof material, 
and is mostly used as bottom-stone only. In Argenta, Montana, bow-
ever, a very quartzose granite is used in the furnaces, and it stands 
campaigns of three weeks' duration. 
Instead of the natural fire-proof stones the majority of smelters use 
artificial ones, viz, English, Pennsylvania, and Colorauo .tire-bTicks. 
Su11-dried bricks or adobes, molded of various proportions of good clay 
and coarse quartz-sand, are too expensiYe, and therefore have gone out 
of use. They were used in the ~~llite Pine Smelting-Works. 
The clay used alwut a furnace ought to be refraeto_ry, or nearly so, 
and plastic at. the same time. These qualities nre combined in the 
Eureka and the Camp Floyd (Utah) clay; that of Camp Douglas (Utah) 
is too lean, and that of \Vllite Pine (Nevada) almost worthless on account 
of its large percentage of oxide of iron. 
Lean clay serves well enough as a mortar, but is unfit for a great 
many other purposes, as wi1l be seen below. 
Good .tire-clay contains from 50 to 70 per cent. of silicic acid, and from 
30 to 50 per cent. of alumina. 
As a morta.r for the foundation-walls and the onter casings, a mixture 
of slacked lime and river-Raud is used; for the inside, or lining, bow-
ever, as for all parts of a furuace directly in contact with heat, a mix-
ture of refractory clay with quartz-sand or ground sandstone has to be 
t1sed. The clay, of course, must be ground a,nd sifted. Lime-mortar in 
this instance is unfit for use, as it crumbles off in tbe heat, and allows 
tlle Blag in combining with it to creep through the joints. 
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The annexed sketches show tlJe construction of an improved blast-
furnace for smelting lead-ores, such as are now in use in the \Vest, and 
han\ given great satisfaction. 
Modifiell Piltz Furnace.-Fig. 1. 
The longitudinal section (Fig. 1) is made along the line II Y, in Fig. 
2; and the cross-section (Fig. 2) is along the line T V in Fig. 1. A is 
the shaft of the furnace; B, the chimney; 0, the hearth; D, the founda-
. . 
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tion; E, the bottom-stone; a, the dant,-plate; a and b, hearth-plates of 
cast iron; c. cast-iron pillars, on which the flange d rests; e, dam; j, 
fore-hearth lying outside of the furnace; g, bridge; h, tymp-stone, or 
front made of clay; i, breast; k, slag-spout; l, matte-spout, or iron-spout; 
m, siphon-tap; n, tap-hole; o, lead-well; p, p\ p 2, &c., tuyeres through 
which the blast enters the furnace; q, nozzles, (made of galvanized iron;) 
r, wind-bags, (of leather or canvas;) s, induction-pipe; t, charging-door 
or feed- hole ; u, throat. . 
The wall in which the breast lies is called the front wall, the one op-
posite to this the back wall; the adjoining ones the side walls. 
This furnace is called an open-breasted one. In foreign countries fur-
naces with a closed breast and without fore-hearth, which have only an 
opening for the exit of the slag, are often used. Such furnaces are 
termed "crucible furnaces.~' Notwithstanding tbe many ad vant,ages they 
have over the open- breasted ones, they do not permit the detaching of 
~tccretions in the furnace, and are, therefore, not suited for our pur-
poses. The mason-work, espeeially the lower part, of all rectangular 
furnaces is strongly bound together by 1-2--inch tie-rods of wrought iron 
laid in the outer walls. Each pair of them, lying in the same vertical 
plane, passes through a wooden, or, better, a cast-iron brace, which is 
screwed tight to the wall. Round furnaces are tied either by means of 
iron rings passing around the outside, or by complete shells of boiler or 
t-heet iron. 
The height of whaft-furnaces ranges from 8 to 20 feet above the cen~er 
of the tu;yeres. Low furnaces are necessary for basic ores, especially 
such as carry a great deal of oxide of iron, ('Vhite Pine district,) to pre-
Yent the reduction of metallic iron. High furnaces are of good service 
for reti.·actory ores, e. g., argillaceous or quartzose ores, (Bingham Cailou,) 
nnd where a bi-silicate slag is desired. In high furnaces a higher tem-
}1erature is attained with a less amount of fuel than in the low ones. 
But a low furnace is easier manipulated when deranged than a hig·h 
one. Where the character of the ores changes frequently a low furnace 
is preferable. The standard height in this country is 10 feet above the 
center of the tuyeres. On the top of the furnace is an iron, or, better, 
brick smoke-stack, high and wide enough to carry off the fumes. 
r.rhe manner of charging or feeding is of importance, as it affec ' s the 
working of a furnace materially. Furnaces of small dimensions gener-
ally have a feed-hole a few inches above the throat, on that side of the 
furnace directly opposite the front wall. The proper proportion of fuel, 
either by measurement or weight, is introduced first, and on the top of 
that the ore, which may be scattered all over the area of the furnace, 
leaving an empty space only at the front wall, (Jackson & Roslin fur-
naces, Eureka; Salt Lake Valley~ Stockton, &c.) More capacious fur-
naces require t\vo feed-boles, which are ~ituated at nearly right angles 
to the breast, i. e.~ in the side walls, (Eureka Consolidated Company's 
and Utah Silver Mining and Smeltiug Company's new furnaces.) The 
ore is not spread over the area of the throat, but charged round the 
tuyere-walls, leaving a core of coal in the center. 
To iusure regularity in charging, the throat of a furnace is frequently 
provided with a funnel, the opening of which can be kept closed by a 
sheet-iron box let down from the top while charging. As soon as it is 
, Ume to charge the furnace, this box is raised by means of a counter-
poised lever, and the charge drops down. After emptying the funnel, 
the box is lowered again. This arrangement at the same time protects 
the workman from noxious vapors. Where no condensation-chambers 
are used, this box runs out into a pipe, which is movable in the station-
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ary smoke-stack, (Richmond furnace, Buel & Bateman's furnaces.) I 
shall have occasion hereafter to speak more fully about charging. 
0 
Modified Piltz Furnace.-Fig. 2. 
The number of tuyeres and the manner of placing them are really not 
of so great consequence as is generally assumed, if the proper quantity 
of air is introdnceu into the furnace and divided well in the hearth. 
Tbe majority of smelters in this country place the tnyeres o11ly 6 inclws 
above the level of the slag-spout, and point them downward. This is 
Yery faulty in lead-smeltiHg, as it tends to concentrate the heat too far 
below, Yolatilizing much metal. Placing the tuyeres too high above the 
slag-hole is entirely wrong, as in tbat case the metal in the hearth be-
low cannot be kept sufficiently hot. Before the tuyeres the furnace-
temperature is highest. There the separation of the metal from matte 
and slag, according to their specific gravity, takes place. Below the 
tuyeres the temperature decreases again. If the tuyeres are, therefore, 
inserted too high aboYe the slag-spout, the molten masses will stiff-
en, and even solidify, below. A furnace in White Pine once had the 
tuyeres three feet or more above the slag-hole. The consequence was a 
congealing of tile fused masses in the hearth, and an entire clogging up 
of the furnace. The correct way is to place them horizontally, all on 
the same level, and from 10 to 18 inches above the slag-spout, (Eureka 
Consolidated. Company's and Phenix Company's works.) All verti-
cal dimensions are understood to be measured from the center of the 
tuyeres. :For every 1~ square feet of hearth-area, a tu;yere of 2-inch 
nozzle is required. 
Since the introduction of cast-iron or wrought-iron tuyeres cooled by 
water, the working capacity of lead-smelting furnaces has been greatly 
increased. Formerly, only sheet-iron, cla.y, or simple cast-iron ones 
were in use, giving rise to much inconvenience. In order to protect the 
furnace-walls from the influence of the reverberated heat, tbe tuyere had 
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to be provided with a nozzle of clay, or a very acid slag, protruding into 
the furnace. But, to l\eep this nozzle or nose of a certain length, and 
to preYent it from growing or melting off, it had to be constantly ·watched 
by attenti\e and experienced men. During the last century an attempt 
was made on the Hartz Mountains to increase t,he prod action by con-
structing a large-sized furnace with fourteen tuyeres. It failed on ac-
count of the difficulty in keeping the tnyere-walls from burning out. 
Even the first Raschette furnace, built in 18G4, on the Hartz, was pro-
vided with sheet-iron tuyeres. But they had to be replaced so often-
which always necessitates a stoppage-that it was found expedient to 
try w-ater-tuyeres, which, indeed, gave entire satisfaction. The be~t 
ones in use in this country are wrought-iron ones of the Keyes patent. 
The lowest point of the hearth is from 36 to 40 inches below the cen-
ter of the tnyeres, the latter figure being the maximum. If made deeper, 
tbe lead will get too cold. 
In selecting a furnace-site a great many things have to be taken into 
consideration in an economical as well as a technical point of view. To 
answer the latter three conditions are necessary-a· sufficiency of water, 
a spacious ore-floor, and a convenient slag-dump. The lack of one or all 
of these conditions puts a smelter to great inconvenience, and may even 
cause a financial failure. After having graded off a suitable location 
for a furnace at the side of a gently sloping hill, if such a one is con-
venient, a square or rectangular excavation is made in the ground to 
receive the foundation. The area is generally 8 by 10 or 10 by 10 feet, 
the depth depending upon tbe condition of the subjacent ground. If 
the same be directly on the bedrock, as in the instance of the Eureka 
Company's furnaees, no foundation is required, and a depth of 3 or 4 
feet is sufficient to receive the furnace-masonry proper; but if it be moist 
or in gravel, a depth of from 7 to 14 feet is judicious. The foundation 
is made of undressed rocks which are laid in lime-mortar, or, better, iu 
cement. The largest ones are used for corners, and the joints must be 
filled up with spalls. The topmost course, on which the furnace is to be 
lmilt, ought to consist of dressed stones, well seasoned, and sandstones, 
if possible. The joints must be perfectly tight. In some instances it is 
desirable to make provision for draining off the surface-water by 
arched channels, as the furnace-bottom ougllt to be absolutely dry. 
If the furnace is intended to be provided with hearth-plates, like t1u:3 
one described, those, as well as the cast-iron pillars, are to be put in 
place now. Then the inside of the hearth-plates is carried up of sand-
stone blocks 2 feet wide by 1 foot thick, leaving sufficient room for tile 
tap-holes and an open space at the dam-plate. In Eureka, as soon as 
t.he mason-work has progressed to 7 inches above the plates, the tuyeres 
are placed in position and walled in with fire-brick or sandstone. ~rhree 
feet above the dam-plate the arch over the breast is started and the 
masonry continued to a level with the top of the pillars. Then the 
flange which is to bear the upper part of the furnace is put in its place 
and well bolted to the pillars. The flange is 2 inches thick. The part of 
the furnace above this flange may consist of inferior sandstone or even 
common brick, 1 foot or 18 inches thick, as it is less affected by the heat 
and corrosive action of tbe ore. About G inches or 1 foot above the 
charging-floor the chimney for carryiug off the fumes is started and con-
tinued to a heigh,t of from 12 to 15 feet,, leaving out spaces for the feed-
holes 3 feet wide by 2~ feet bigh at two opposite walls. The chimney 
ought to have a sufficient openiug-say 3 feet-at the top to prevent 
tbe smoke from issuing through the feed-holes into the charging-room. 
The use of sheet-iron smoke-stacks is objectionable, as they always get 
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red-bot in the op~ration of lighting up and blowing out a furnace, and 
then rapicllJ yield to the corroding actiOn of the oxygen of the air. 
To keep the mason-work from spreading it is braced by a sufficient 
number of wrought or cast iron uprights, which are sustained in posi-
tion b,y wrought-iron bands passing over them. The latter are bolted 
together. The first bands are laid round the furnace about 2 feet above 
tile dam-plate, and then follow one another in spaces 1 foot apart. At 
the Hichmoud aud \Vinnamuck Company's furnaces the upper part of the 
furnaces is bound by an iron shell. 
No", the foundation is co\·ered with soil, made firm by pounding, to 
within 3 feet below the upper edge of the plates, and a track is made 
fol' the sla~trucks. After basiug connected the tuyeres with the water-
t:m k by wrought-iron pipes of convenient size, (~ or li inches,) the 
work of seasoning commences. A fire of billet-wood is kept slowly and 
- steadily increasing in the furnace for about two weeks. During that 
time the bolts ought to be loosened to prevent the stones or bricks from 
ueiug cracl{ed by the escaping moisture. As soon as the furnace-walls 
get warm outside and no more moisture is perceptible in the joints, the 
furnace is ready for use. The fire is withdrawn and the furnace cooled 
dmvn enough to allow a man to work inside. The bottonH.;tone, pre-
Yiously put in, is no·w provided with a thin coating of day or brasque,. 
(a composition of powdered charcoal and clay in varying proportions,) 
which i~ rammed in with a wooden stamper, after wetting it until it just 
colleres in lumps. The dam is made in the same manner, but of Yery 
good f[re clay, and taking care to make it extremely Lard. It has a 
steep pitch tov1:ard tile bottom. The tap-hole is made b,y pounding· clay 
iuto the space left for that purpose and turning a pointed stick on the 
outside round a central axis, thus eircumscribing a cone. The tap-hole 
may lJe iu the front plate, which is best, or in a side of the furnace. 
Generally a large furnace has two tap-holes on opposite si(1es, and at 
right angles with the front plates. One tap-hole is at the deepest point 
of the bottom, the other one a few inches aboYo it. Thus the metal 
may be tapped high or drawn off entirely, according to the circum-
stances. 1\lr. Arents, of the Eureka Consolidated works, recently made 
au attempt to do away with the inconvenient mode of tapping llitherto 
iu use, and his efforts have been crowned with such success that there 
is not a single furuace in Eureka without this peculiar contrinmcr, 
termed the" siphon-tap" or "automatic tap." It consists of a sheet-iron cyl-
indrical shell, which i~ bolted on to one of the cast-iron plates, in which 
formerly one of the tap-boles would ha\·e been located, and G inches 
below tlle top of the plate. Through a hole in the side of this shell 
toward the furnace passes a 3-inch wrought-iron pipe into another hole 
in the furnace-plate, and obliquely down to the lowest part of the hearth 
iuside. Tue highest point of the pipe lies in the middle of the shell, and 
a foot or more below its upper rim. This cylinder is rammed full of fire-
clay, the pipe being meauwllile closed b,y a plug. A basin, 18 inches in 
diameh~r, is then eut out and the ping withdrawn. The rim of the basin 
is ou a level about 1 inch lmYer than the lowest level of the matte-
spout, wllich is fi'om 3 to 4 inohes below the level of the slag-spout, so 
that tue two can be drawn off separately. Duriug the running of the 
furnace the lead stands always as high in this basin as in the crucible 
h1side of the furnace. It is proYed by the actual working results, since 
tllis improvement was introduced, that-
1. The furnace runs more regularly than before. 
2. The lead obtained is purer. 
3. ''Sows" are prevented. 
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4. The work of the smeltm·s is lightened. 
1'hese results agree entirely with the theories bearing on the sub.fect, 
and I shall show that a fitth beneficial result might be added, namely, 
saving of fuel. 
When the usual methou of tapping a lead-furnace is followed the 
blast is stopped and the tap-hole in the bottom of the crucible is opened, 
(sometimes with great difficulty, when metal has cooled in it at a 
former tapping.) The lead, matte, and slag run out into the kettle, the 
hole is stopped again with clay, or a mixture of clay and coal-dust, 
called "stiibbe" or '' brasque," and the blast is turned on and smelting 
resumed. With the eleaning of the crucible, building up of fore-hearth, 
&c., this part of the smelting often takes considerable time, and the 
temperature in the furnace is reduced, so th_at much fuel is burned to 
make up the lost heat. Irregularities in the running of the furnace are 
frequentJy directly traceable to this cause; and the first commencement 
of the formation of '' sows" occurs also in nearly all cases during the 
stoppages, when the small doughy masses of reduced metallic iron have 
an opportunity to stick to the bottom of the crucible, which is no longer 
protected by a liquid mass. It is well known to every metallurgist that 
whenever the foundation is laid for a, "sow" it is extremely difficult to 
preYent its rapid growth ; and even if the larger parts are broken or 
chiseled out at every tapping the iron will continually gain on the 
smelter. 
By the employment of the autoi.natic tap the first formation of" sows" 
is evidently prevented. Even if there be much iron from the charge 
reduced to the metallic state, the lumvs will not come in contact witll 
tlle bottom, but will alwa~..,.s swim on the lead-batll. Being here ex-
posed to the oxidizing influence of the blast they will be carried into 
the slag. 
Furthermore, this arrangement for tapping carries the molten lead 
out from the bottom of the blast-furnace as fast as the metal is reduced 
inside. At the same time the lead smelted from the charge above 
remai11s in the crncible long enough to give the molten ingredients 
the required time to re-act upon each other and separate according to 
specific gravity. 
The lead obtained must be purer, because it is taken from the bottom 
of the crucible, where the purest (lleaviest) metal gathers, and becaut:~e 
the foreign (lighter) metals, as iron, zinc, &c., are kept longer tmder the 
influence of the blast, and thus are mostly oxidized and slagged. The 
work of the smelters is, of course, considPrably lightened, because, in 
addition to the tapping, the hard work of removing "sows," loosening 
the charge in the crucible after tapping, &c., is dispensed with. 
It seems to me that the invention is one of the first importance for 
lead and copper ~melting. For copper-matte the pipe must be of clay. 
When a furnace is blown out the last of the lead is of course tira\Yn 
off through the lowest tap-hole into a basin of 40 inches diameter and 18 
inches deptll, at the side of the furnace opposite the automatic tap, in 
the same manner as this has always been done. 
As soon as the bottom is made the breast must be put in. About 6 
inches above the front plate a straight arch, called the'' bridge" is started 
offire-bricks. In accordance with the thickness of the breast <lesired, 
they are laid lengthwise or edgewise. At Eureka the breast is matie 
9 inches thick, although 4 inches would be sufficient. A fire ]s now 
started in the hearth, siphon-tap, and lead-well to dry them. In t.he 
hearth the fire is continued till it gets red-hot. This is done by filling 
the llearth with lump-coal and kin tiling it. After it is all burned down 
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the ashes are withdrawn and a fresh fire is started. These operations 
are ~ontinueu till the desired end is accomplished, which generally takes 
two days. . 
Ores.-The majority of smelting ores with which the smelters of Utah 
and Nevada have to deal are galena and the carbonates, sulpho-carbon-
ates. and antimoniates of lead. 
According to the quantity and quality of the gangue we may classify 
them as-
1. Ores containing all the slag-forming ingredients (oxide of iron, 
silica, lime) in the proper proportions, or neutral ores, (Eureka Consoli-
dated Company's mines.) 
2. Basic ores, with lime and oxide of iron or manganesr, and no silica, 
or not in sufficient quantities, (White Pine, East Calion, American 
Fork, Cottonwood, Eurekn, Nevada.) 
3. Acid or harcl o·res, with silica and clay prevailing, (Bingham Calion, 
Stockton, 'rintic~ Humboldt~) 
Provided the slag-forming ingredients alone be present, galena.-m·es, 
when passed through a olast-furnace, do not yield metallic lead at once, 
but a mixture of metallic lead with sulphuret of lead, (lead-rer;ul1.ts, 
matte,) and other sulphurets, if such be present-au article that finds no 
market. In order to ~roduce metallic lead galenas may be smelted with 
an addition of metallic iron, (5 per cent. or more, according to circum-
stances,) or after roasting. 
In the first case the iron unites with the sulphur of the galena to a 
sulphuret of iron, called iron-matte, and metallic lead is set free. This 
re-action is, however, not complete, as a considerable quantity of sul-
pburet of lead, and with it silver, is retained by the iron-matte, necessi-
tating another roasting and smelting operation. The iron-matte being 
lighter th<:U1 the lead, floats on the top of the latter, and thus can be 
easily separated from it after cooling. 
The combined roasting and smelting process is preferable to the iron-
reduction process. The galena is first roasted in heaps, stalls, or rever-
beratory furnaces. Roasting in heaps and stalls is cheaper, as the ore 
may be used in lumps, and no expensive apparatus is required; bnt it 
is more tedious and incomplete, and only suited for galeuas containing 
a large percentage of sulpburets of iron or copper. 'rhe latter prevent 
the ore from smelting together and so stopping the roasting process, and 
their sulphur furnishes the necessary fuel. 
The roasting in reverberatories is by all means the b~st preparation 
of galena-ores for smelting. In this country it is generally done in small 
lVIexican furnaces, called galemctdors, (a corrnpt.ion of" galena(lores,") of 
tbeshape given in Kiistel's "Nevada and California Processes." After the 
roasting operation is finished the heat is so increased that the ore is 
converted into a slag, principally silicate of lead, which is drawn 
out of the furnace, cooled, and broken up into large pieces, of convenient 
size. The agglomerated ore is then passed through tl1e blnst-furnace, 
with the proper quantity oftluxes, (Uerro Gordo, California; Big Cotton-
. "-ood, Corinne.) The quantity agglomerated is 10 tons in twenty-four 
hours, at a cost of about $4 per ton. 
Before smelting·, the ores ought to be reduced to the proper size. 
Some of the Eureka ores, yielding a very basic slag, may be thr0\111 into 
the furnace in any size without disturbing the smelting operations, 
(Richmond Com pans's ore.) But siliceous and calcareous ores ought to 
be reduced to pea-size in a battery. Unless this is done no furnace can 
be run without sledge and bar. 
Ores carrying much oxide of iron, like the vVhite Piue ores, ought to 
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be agg1omerated in conjuuction with quartz in a reverberatory furnace. 
Hereby the oxide of iron is slagged, and cannot be so easily red ncerl to 
metallic iron by subsequent smelting in a blast-furnace. Metallic iron, 
uot finding heat enough in a lea<l-furnace to keep it sufficiently fluid to 
l'un out with the slag, congeals in the hearth, and forms what smelters 
term ''sows," ''bears," "horses," or "salamanders." 
Very fine ores ought to be agglutinated by milk of lime, or agglom-
erated in a reverberatory, as · they either escape from the top of the fur 
nace or roll through the charge and arrive raw before the tuyeres, thereby 
forming nozzles and deranging the furnace. 
The E~treka O'res .are principally bog-ores, with argentiferous and 
auriferous carbonates of lead interspersed. The iron-ore is chiefly in the 
shape of hydrated oxide of iron; but streaks of pittizite, arseniate, aml 
sulphate of iron are frequent, and phosphates of iron probably occur, 
although they have not yet been observed. The principal lead-ores are 
cerussite, mimetite, and galena, in pockets. But wulfenite (molybdate 
of lead) has bee11 found very frequently in cavities, beautifully crystal-
lized. Owing to the presence of arsenic and sulphur in these ores no 
reduction of metallic iron need be feared, as tllis metal is carried off in 
the shape of a mixed sulphnret and arseniuret of iron, termed "matte" 
or "speiss," a very fusible compound. 
The percentage of gold in these ores decreases with the rise in the 
percentage of lead. The reverse (Huby Hill ores) is the case with the 
silver. There are, however, zones of lead-ore, which do not carry gold at 
all, and only a.bout 30 om1ces of silver per ton, (Bullwhacker mine.) 
The average contents in lead of the ores c:lelivered at the smelting-
works of Eureka are probably about 25 per cent., value of gold and silver 
varying. Formerly even ores with only 6 and 8 per cent. of lead were 
smelted in one establishment, along with dry ores. The resulting lead 
was very rich, sometimes running up as high as $1,500 in gold and sil-
ver, Lut the matte was also rich, assaying about $70 in gold and silver. 
As matte requires additional expensive operations to extract the useful 
metals from it, it is, at present, better to make it as poor as possible 
and t.luow it over tlle dump. To do this we have to observe the metal-
lurgical principle-the more lead in the charge the less of the noble 
metals will go into tht> by-products. 
In the front rank of the works a.t Eureka, Nevada., are those of the 
Eureka Consolidated Company, at the north end of the town. 'fhis 
eornpany llave five fnrnac(•s, of a capacity of 150 tons of ore per day. 
The motive-power for four Sturtevant blowers, No. 8, an 8-by-10 Blake's 
·crusher, and a G-inch pump, is furnished by a 40 llorse-power engine, 
with two boilers, one being always in reserve in case of repairs. 
Furnace No. 1, having five. tnyeres of 2~ inches nozzle, was built after 
the pattern of the Oreana furnaces, similar to a north-of-England slag- · 
hearth. Its prese11t dimensions are 2~ by 3 feet in the hearth, and :3 by 
4 feet at the top, with a height of 12 feet from the center of the tuyeres 
to the feec:l-hole. Uapacit.y, 21 tons of ore per day. 
Furnace No. 2, with three tns eres of 3 inches nozzle, is of the same 
pattern and capacity. 
Furnace No. 3 is six-sided, with five tuyeres of 2-2- inches nozzle, and 
otherwise of the same dimensions as the last, except as to height, whicll 
is 10 feet. Capacity, 23 tons. 
These three furnaces derive their blast from two blowers. 
Furnaces Nos. 4 and 5 are octagonal, aud have ten tuyeres ea~b, four 
on each side, adjoining the breast, and two at the baelc Each furnace 
has a blower of its own. Dimen8ions, 3 by 42- feet in the hearth, 62-
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feet at the top, 10 feet high. Capacity, from 35 to 40 tons per day. The 
blowers are run at a speed of 2,100 revolutions per minute, and yield 
air of a pressure of 1 inch mercury. The cooling-water passes from tile 
tank through a 3-inch supply-pipe, and thence through ~-iuch pipes, en-
teriug the tuyeres from below. Tl.le waste-water passe:::; out at tl.le top 
of the tuyeres into funnels connected with a 3-inch waste-pipe. The 
latter leads to a large collecting-tank outside of the buildiug, whence 
tl.le water, after cooling, is pumped back into the supply-tank. Owing 
to the inadequacy of the supply-pipe, and the temporary insufticieucy 
of water, only four furnaces can be run at a time. As the water is Yer,\-
mudcly, the cast-iron tuyeres are very rapillly destroyed, on acconnL of 
tlle accumulation of sediment inside. It is therefore contemplated to 
use only wrought-iron tuyeres, which, though costing uearly twice as 
much as cast iron, last mucl.llonger. 
The nozzles, connected by leather bose, (wind-bags,) with correspond-
ing reducers in the main induction-pipe~ are 4 incl.les diameter at the 
outer end, tapering down to 2~ i11ches towards the mouth. They are 
pushed tightly into the tuyeres, to prevent the escape of wind. At the. 
outer eud or elbow a li-inch projection is attached to tlle central axis 
of the nozzle. I'his contRius the eye-hole~ which is closed with a wo.oden 
plug. The latter is removed occasionally, to inspect the condition of 
the tuyere. 
To illustrate the manipulations at a furnace, I will describe them from 
the commencement of a campaign, viz, from the blowing-in. 
The hearth and furnace having been dried in the manner described 
above, the furnace is gradually filled up to the throat with coal, care 
being taken to keep it blazing. The fore-hearth and the apertures of 
the tuyeres are left open during this operation, to facilitate the draught. 
The filling up takes from four to five hours in a latge furnace like Nos. 
4 and 5. As soon as the coal at the throat bas reached a dark-red 
heat, the blowiug-in proper commences. Previous to putting on the 
blast, howm-er, the front is put in; that is, the space h under the bridge 
g is closed up with bricks of stiff clay, rammed in tightly, and reaching 
a few inches below the dam-plate. Then the fore-hearth is also covered 
-with clay, pounded down tightly. All the tuyeres, except the four 
nearest the front arc closed with clay stoppers; their respective wind-
bags are tied up with strings, to prevent the escape of wind. The 
nuzzles of the four tuyeres named are now placed in position, and the 
blast is allowed to blow 'vith full force for three-quarters of an hour, a 
long flame issuing all the time from the pipe of the siphon-tap. \Yhen 
the latter is red-lwt, the blast is shut oft' by a cut-off in the main pipe. 
Tile clay balls are now removed from the closed tuyeres, and all the · 
nozzles are put into the tuyeres. The blast is turned on again, and the 
charging commences. Al>Ont three tons or more of lead are put into 
the furnace through the feed-lloles, in the proportion of bvo scoops ({t 
1.2 bushels) of coal to 250 or 300 pounds of lead. This is <lone to heat 
tlJe heart.h properly, and prevent the accretion of slag or cimlers, whicll 
might seriously iuterfere with the good working of the furnace. About 
230 bushels of coal are used in all the foregoing proceedings. After all 
the lead is melted down, the feeding of the ore commences. First, six 
scoops (1.2 bushels=18' lbs. each) of coal, are scattered over the furnace, 
three from each feed-hole; on the top of this, but close to the walls, 
eighteen sbmTels of fine ore (15 lbs. each) nine through each feed-llole1 
and four shovels (17 lbs. eacil) of slag=25 per cent. of the ''eight of ore. 
This makes 1 pound of coal to 2.5 pounds of ore, or 3.1 pounds of smelt-
ing-mixture. 
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Every charg~ is marked b.v moving a peg on a tally-board for the 
convenience of the superintendent. 
As soon as the lead has entered the pipe of the siphon-tap below, 
which may be observed by the disappearance of the flame emanating 
from it up to that time, the basin is covered with live coal and kept so 
an the time. Simultaneously the clay is removed from the fore-hearth. 
About two hours after the first charge, the slag, entering from below 
the breast, rises in the fore-hearth to the level of the slag-spout, viz, 
3 inches. below the top of the dam-plate. A cast-iron pot of conical 
shape, 26 inches deep, 15 inches upper, 6 inches lower diameter, is now 
placui under the slag-spout by means of a truck, and the exit of the 
slag is urged by detaching the crust along the dam. For the first half 
lwnr the slag is somewhat stiff, and only red-hot, from impurities, and 
from the fact that the furnace has not attained the proper temperature; 
but in the course of time it increases in fluidity and incandescence. 
The corners of the fore-hearth have to be frequently cleared from hard 
accretions, to prevent them from growing. After the lapse of a few 
hours the blast is shut off and the front removed by means of a sledge 
and bar, in order to clear the hearth and tuyeres from adhering cinuers. 
If there be a hard crust on top it has to be broken up and pushed out 
of the hearth. During the st,oppage the tuyeres are closed up to pro-
tect the workmen from the escaping carbonic-oxide gas, and to economize 
the beat in the furnace. No new charge is introduced during this time. 
As soon as the hearth is clear, lump-coal to the amount of about two 
bushels is thrown over the fore-hearth, and a new fmnt is made. The 
latter bas to enter into the slag; if this is not observed, the blast will 
come through, not only exposing the furnacemen to lead-fumes, but at 
the same time chilling the fore-hearth. The front must be made of 
plastic clay; lean clay does not answer. After having closed the front, 
the nozzles are adjusted and the blast is turned on again. Hitherto the 
furnace has been running witll a blaze at the top, indicating too high a 
temperature in its upper portions, which gives rise to great .. loss of lead 
by volatilization, and also injures the feeder's health. If the slag is 
gaining in tluidity, and the tuyeres remain perfectly bright, not even 
showing the least black ring, two shovels of slag may be replaced by 
two shovels of ore, but this must be done with the utmost caution, and 
at intervals of from four to six hours. At last a point will be attained 
when the blaze at the top disappears and the throat gets perfectly dark, 
discharging only black smoke. Tile normal charge has now been reached. 
In twenty-four hours 180 charges of smelting-mixture are run through 
with 1,260 bushels of coal. The normal charge for fine carbonate-ore is 
· thirty-four shovels of ore and two of slag, corresponding to 46 tons of 
ore in twenty-four hours; for coarse ore it is 26 shovels of ore and 2 of 
slag, corresponding to 35 tons per twenty-four hours. When the fur" 
nace has been in operation for a week, it will even takP more than this 
for a time~ probably because it has then assumed the most favorable 
shape for smelting. 
The furnacemen have to watch everything about the furnace very 
attentively in order to be always ready to apply the proper remedies. 
The slag bas to run almost constantly while the blast is on. As soon as 
it becomes .smear,y and sticky, and emits a spray of sparks, which rise 
in parabolie curves, the matte-spout is opened aud the matte run into a 
cast-iron pot, lined with clay. It is of smaller dimensions than the 
slag-pot. Care must be taken to keep wet or even cold tools away from 
matte or metal to avoid explosion. V\Then the matte ceases, and in its 
stead slag begins to tlow, the matte-spout is closed !lgain with a clay 
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stopper. The matte-spout is 3 inches lower than the slag-spout, and 
inclined a little towards the outside, while the latter lies horizontal. 
Thus it is possible to keep slag and matte separate. 
Meanwhile the siphon-tap requires some attention. The pipe must 
be kept clear from accretions by pressing a red-hot bar through it from 
time to time, because it is very difficult to open it again after it is once 
closed up. 'fhe basin is kept nearly full, and the lead is ladled out as 
it accumulates. The lead-molds, which are in bar-shape, holcl about 
120 pounds each. From every fifth bar a sample is takeu by means of 
an iron spoon. The samples from all the furnaces obtained during a 
certain time (nsmtlly twenty~four hours) are melteu together to obtain 
the average sample. 
The tuyeres must be kept clear by introducing a bar from time to 
time to detach obstructions. If there should be any sign of darkening, 
the charge must be decreased by two shovels, and the result waited for. 
If the charge be still too heavy, another decrease of two shovels is 
onlered, until the tuyeres resurne their normal condition. If they shonld 
at an.v time get long black nozzles, the blast must be stopped and the 
hearth cleared out immediately. The reason of this occurrence may be 
an overcharge, or a preponderance of silica in the charge, i. e., a faulty 
mixture. If under normal charges ore arrives raw before the tnyeres 
aud the blaze bursts out at the top, an irregular sinking of the charges 
or their detention on wall-accretions is indicated. These have to be 
removed. To do this the charge is allowed to descend half way in the 
shaft of the fnruace, and only wood is applied as a fuel. By its blaze 
the waH-accretions are partly melted down. The balance is removed 
witb chisel-pointeu oars, worked through the feed-hole. During this 
operation the blast is, of course, shut oft'. Then the furnace is filled up 
again with coal, and the smelting proceeds as usual. UIH.ler ordinary 
circumstances the hearth is cleaned once in eigh L hours. 
Jf wall-accretions ba\Te increased to such an extent that they cannot 
be removed without the greatest difficulty; if the charges descend irreg-
ularly, in spite of being decreastd; an(l if the furnace-walls show 
unmistakable signs of destruction, it is advisable to blow out the fur-
nace. The charge is allowed to go down to the tnj'eres, the furnace 
emitting thick lead-fumes and a blaze. As soon as the charge lJas 
arrived at the tuyeres, the blast is shut off, and all the loose masses are 
drawn out of the furnace. Then the tap-hole is opened with a sharp-
pointed bar, and the liquid contents of the furnace are discharged into 
the lead-well or basin, which has been previously heated. 'fhe con-
gealed ma,tter remaming in the furnace, consisting of slag ore, etc., is 
detached with bar and sledge. The breast is only removed when need-
ing repairs. After cooling, which usually takes thirty-six hours, the 
furnace is freed from wall-accretions, and the injured places are repaired. 
The hearth and boshes are relined with English fire-bricks, and a new 
dam and lJottom are tamped in. In the siphon-tap only the basiu needs 
repairing. The inside of the tuyeres must be cleared from sediment 
uefore they are ready for service again. A furnace, if badly burned out, 
can be in running order within a week's time. 
Furnace No. 5 was lighted up for the first time on May 31, 1871, and 
made three runs of respectively twenty-six, forty-five, and fifty days, 
together one hundred and tweuty-one days, without ever lJeing repaire<l. 
It was only blown out in consequence of repairs not connected with the 
furnace. 
In the three small furnaces the proportion of coal to coarse ore is as 
1: 3.75; to fine ore as 1: 4.6 by weight. The quantity of ore run through 
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in twenty-four hours is, for coarse ore, 20 tons, for fine, 26 tons, with 
an average consumption of 33 bushels of coal per ton of ore. The four 
furnaces constantly in use smelted in the fall of 1871 115 tons of ore 
per day, yiel<ling from 14- to 24 tons of lead. They consumed on an 
average 4,000 bw:;hels of coal. The ore assayed on an average $27 in 
silver, and $3ti in gold. The lead-assays have been discontinued as 
being unimportant. Daily 120 tons of ore were delivered hy teams from 
the company's mines. 
The ore is dnmpe.d in front of the feeding-floor. The coarse pieces 
are picked out and run tllrough the crusher, wl1ile the fine ore is wheeled 
directly to the furnaces. Generally charges of coarse and fine ore are 
given alternately; only when the furnace is deranged the latter are 
given in preference. 
The charcoal is piled up in the open air in a place elevated some dis-
tance above the roof of the feeding-floor. Trestle-works with car-tracks 
connect the latter with the former. E•{ery furnace has a compartment 
of its own for the coal. It is conveyed from the pile in cars holding 20 
bushels, and dumped into chutes leading to the bins. There is always a 
thirty days' supply, \riz, 120,000 bushels, kept on hand. The dross awl 
waste of the coal is about 10 per cent. 
The laboring time at a furnace is divided into three shifts of eight 
hours. The crew for one shift consists-
!. At a large furnace (Nos. 4 and 5) of 1 smelter ·at $4.50 per day; 
2 helpers at $4 per day; 2 feeders at $4 per day. 
II. At a small furnace, of 1 smelter, 1 helper, 1 feeder. 
Two foremen, at $6 per day, have the immediate supervision of the 
furnace-hands. They clJange ever,y twelve hours. Two machinists at 
$5, un<ler the supervision of a chief engineer at $8, take care of the 
engine. Besides, there is a blacksmith aml outside foreman, and a 
number of roustabouts adequate to the wants of a large establishment. 
At the head there is a metallurgist, who reports to the general superin-
tendent. 
The products obtained in smelting are: 
1. Silver-lead, genera.lly called base bullion, with from $250 to $400 in 
gold and silver, about one-half of the value being gold. As it is not 
advantageous to treat it any further on the spot, it is shipped to Newark, 
New Jersey. The expenses of shipping to San Francisco, thence by 
sailing-ves:::<el to Newark, and the cost of parting, amount to $G9 gold. 
There were protluced at the Eureka Consolidated Company's works, 
(1nriug the time from January 1 to October 1, 1871, 3,000 tons of bullion 
from 17,000 tons of ore, at a eost of about $39 per ton of ore, all told. 
2. Matte, or rather a mixture of matte and speiss, that is, sulphurets 
and arseuiurets of iron, with 90 per cent .. of iron and from $12 to $15 in 
gold and silver. It is thrown over the dump as worthless under the 
present circumstances. Its color is yellowislJ-white, like tllat of mar-
casite, with a blue tint at the sul'face; its texture is radial; specific 
gravity 4.02. It is produced in the proportion of 2 to 4 bulliou. Some-
times this p:t;oportion is larger. 
3. Slctg. It is a mixture of singulo with sub-silicates. It shows only 
traces of gold and silver by either crucible or scorification assay, aud 
has a specific gravity of 3.6. About 10 or 12 per cent. is used o';~.r 
again, the rest is thrown over the dump. 
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I and II are analyses made by Arents from recent slags; III by Kiis-
tel from former ones. 
Wall-accretions, principally sulpburets of lead and arsenic, with a bouf_j 
$10 in silver and traces of gol<l. Tbe~e are thrown over the dump. 
They c1·.vstallize in small cubes, and have metallic luster and blue color. 
Hearth-accretions and furnace-scrapings, semi-fused. slags, &c., are like-
wise thrown away. 
Dust, assaying about the same as the ore, is a mixture of coal-dust 
with the finest particles of ore. Its percentage is considerable, but can-
not be accurate],\~ ascertained without attaching dust-clwrnbers to the 
furnaces. It would. be well for a large company like the Eureka Con-
solidated to do this. 
The principal loss, however, is not in the dust, but in the matte and 
in some of the slag. Tbe yield of precious metals is D3 per ce11t. of the 
fire-assay reduced to dry ore. 
The theory of this smelting-process is easily explained. Under the 
influence of beat tbe carbonates first lose their nwisture an(l earbonic 
acid. The remaining oxide of lead unites with the silica pfesent to 
silicate of lead. The limestone also loses its carbonic acid, thereby 
becoming a base which has a stronger affinity for silica tha11 oxide of 
lead. The oxide of iron is reduced to protoxi<le by means of heat and 
the reducing powf'r of carbonic oxide from the fnel. The eonseque11ce 
is that we obtain silicate of irou and lime, and oxide of lead, which yields 
to the reducing action of carbonic oxide, and forms metallic lead. If 
there is an excess of limestone or oxide of iron, a portion of protoxide of 
iron, being a weaker base than lime, will remain uncombined, and then 
will be reduced to metallic iron. Sulphuret of lead in contact with 
oxide of lead (according to the formula 2 Pb O+Pb 8=3 Pb+S02) 
forms metallic lead, while sulphurous acid is disengnged. In the presence 
of oxides of iron a portion of the latter is reduced to metallic iron, which, 
in its turn, decom1Joses with the sulphnret of lead to sulpbnret of iron 
and metallic lead. These re-actions with sulphur and iron are less com-
plete in the presence of siln';r tban of lead alone, owing to the great 
affinity between sih~er ancl sulphur, which causes more or less sih·er to 
remain in the matte or iron sulphuret, though tbe greater affinity of 
lead. for silver takes the most of tlw latter into the metallic lead. 
Arseniates of lead and coal, acting upon each other in the heat, yield 
arsenio.ret of lead, arsenious acid, carbonic acid, and metallic lead. The 
arseniuret of lead is again decomposed by metallic iron, .forming au 
arseniuret of iron, or speiss and metallic lead. 
Tbe next important works. at Eureka are those of the Richmond Com-
pany, lately passed into English hands, at the southeastern end of the 
town. They were originally erected by ·Messrs. Ogden, Dunne & Co., for 
the purpose of doing custom work. But the scarcity of real lead-ores 
offere(l for sale induced these gentlemen to abandon this scheme and 
consolidate with the owners of the l{icbmond, a yery valuable mine 
adjoiuiug those of the Enreka Consolidated Company on Huby llill. 
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'l'lle ores resemble in their character those of the latter company, being 
bog-ores, intermixed with gold and silYer bearing lead-ores. On an 
average they yield by fire-assay $40 in gold and silver, and produce, when 
mixed with about 7 per cent. of quartzose silYer ore, (milling ore,) a bullion 
of $250 per ton, which is shipped to San Francisco for partiug, at a cost 
of $35 per ton. At present the company have a circular furnace of the 
Piltz pattern, with seven 2-inch tuyeres, mechanical feeder, and siphon-
tap, running; but· there are two more large furnaces, designed by Mr. 
Arents, in tlte course of construction, each of which will reduc~ 50 tons 
of ore per day. In addition, there is a German cupelling-furnace of ten 
feet diameter, a softening or calcining furnace, and a bullion-melting 
furnace, which are out of use at present. The steam-engine is aver-
tical one, of 35 Iwrse-power, with one boiler only. It drives a No. 7 
SturteYant blower, a Blake's 10 by 12 inch crusher, a Howland crusher, 
and a Harrison burr-stone mill. The Blake's crusher is intended for 
breaking up the coarsest lumps of ore. The Howland crusher and the 
Harrison mill are only used for sampling-purposes and grinding sand-
stone, clay, &t~. The former reduces the material to pea-si)!;C: after which 
it goes to the mill to be ground to a fine pulp. 
The arrangement for getting coal to the srn.:>lting-furnace is substan-
tially the same as that at the Eureka Consolidated works. There is a 
magnificent ore-floor, built of stone, attached to the works, where the 
winter supply of ore is piled up. The feeding.floor is spacious, and 
contains a number of bins to keep different ores separate. 
Lately the charge was as follows: 
17 large shovels of charcoal - - - - = 90 pounds, about 5 bushels. 
2-! shovels of Richmond ore, <lt 15 pounds = 360 pounds. 
2 shovels of milling ore, at 12 pounds. = 24 pounds. 
2 shovels of .slag, at 17 pounds -
384 pounds. 
- - - - = 34 pounds. 
418 pounds. 
This is at the rate of 1 pound of coal to 4.6 pounds of smelting-mix-
·ture, or 4.2 pounds of ore, or 26 bushels of coal to 1 ton of ore. There 
are passed through the furnace 150 charges in twenty-four hours, equal 
to a capacit,y of 28.8 tons of ore. The ore, smelted during the month of 
October, worked $64 per ton. Run, from three to four weeks. The 
proportion of matte produced along with the bullion is about the same 
as at. the Enreka Consolidated workR. The wall-accretions are more 
troublesome than in tbe former works, as the mechanical feeder prevents 
their detachment. The slag is basic, and resembles No. 1, heretofore 
described. 
rrhe works of the Phrenix Company do not present any new feature. 
They have a small Raschette furnace, of 25 tons capacity, built by 
Uha.rles Liebenau, running, and another one in the course of construc-
tion. The company's mines are in three different ore-zones, viz: 
1. That of the bog-ores, (Jackson mine, mines on Ruby Bill.) 
2. That of the dry or milling ores, (rr;tines on Adams Hill,) auriferous-
silver ores, with little or no lead. 
3. That of the lead-ores, (Bullwhacker mine.) The latter are rich in 
lead, with a moderate yield in silver, and no gold. 
1'he ores of the variety No. 1 are very basic and require an admixture 
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of quartzose material for smelting. This is accomplishecl by adding the 
ores of the varietie~5 Nos. 2 and 3. 
The bullion yield is four tons per day, assaying $210 in sih~er and $40 
in gold per ton. There is no, or very little, matte produced, owing to 
the lack of sulphurets in the ore. Wall-accretions do not oceur. The 
furnace looks perfe<·tly clean after blowing out, but the slag is of a 
more basic clutracter than No. 1 of the Eureka Consolidated Compan.is 
"'IT"Orks, hence the walls round the tuyeres are very rapidly destroyed. 
Run, 21 days. 
Besides these e~;tablishments there are a great many smaller ones in 
Eureka district, which run, however, only at intervals. 
In White Pine district the first impetus to a perfect smelting mania 
was giYen, it is reported, by Colonel Charles S. Bulkley. Waiting 
in ,~ain for the completion of the vVhite Pine Smelting-Works, at a fixed 
date, he sta.rted himself to manufacture a lot of lead, necessary for calk-
ing the pipes of the White Pine water-works. For this purpose he 
built a little brick furnace with a grate insi<le, in the town of Hamilton, 
the apparatus being about as high as a German elbow-furnace. Then 
he purchased several tons of good gray carbonates from the l\1iser's 
Dream mine, from which he reduced the lead by throwing it into the 
furnace, alternating with dry billet-wood. The lead ran into a bowl 
in front of the furnace. 'rhe simplicity of these operations, and the 
bright shine of the lead-bars produced, which, by the way, assayed $36 
in silver per ton, gave rise to the erection of an almost unlimited num-
ber of furnaces. "Every miner his own smelter," was the word. NI:exi-
cans erected atmospheric or draught furnaces, which, on account of 
their small cost, were soon copied by the miners, and Welshmen built 
the more expensive blast-furnaces. But a collapse was soon to come. 
The small capacity of these furnaces, and the low grade of the lead pro-
duced, were out of proportion to the general costliness of the neces-
saries of life. Other difficulties were associated with these circumstanees, 
an<l rendered smelting impossible for people of small means. The com-
pletion of the Pacific Railroad encouraged other parties to engage in 
smelting. The first one was a San Francisco corporation, (the White 
Pine Smelting Company,) who, in June, 1869, built works at an expense 
of $36,000, with a view of depending entirely upon custom-work. As 
the business was considered to be very pr0fitable, the Alsop Company 
and priYate individuals 9ffered competition, and this was the beginning 
of the end. One party was overbidding the other in the purchase of 
ores, to drive their opponents out; finally they ha<l exhausted their 
resources and ceased work. Just at this time another capitalist stepped 
in, expending large sums of money for new works. Before fairly getting 
to -work he had to stop, however, because the prices for ores, coupled 
with the difficulties of smeJt.ing them, seriously impaired a financial 
success. 
The smelting ores of White Pine may be classified as follows: 
1. Lead-ores proper, principally cerussite with occasional nodules of 
galena and.red copper-ore, (Cu2 O,) carrying from $5 to $35 silver per 
ton. The purer carbonateR form solid masses, and have a peculiar gra,y 
color; therefore they are called "gray carbonates." The m~jority of' the 
carbonate-ores, however, are mixed with the oxides of iron and manga-
nese, which give them a black or brown appearance. They are pulveru-
lent, and yield readily to the pick. Both varieties fill cavities in the 
Devonian limestone, and are confined to a particular branch of the 
"\\hite Pine l\Iountains, called the base-metal range, (l\iiser's Dream, 
Mollie Star, Jennie A., and other mines.) 
H. Ex. 211--26 
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2. OoppeY-lead ores.-They are, according to their chemical composi-
tion, a mixture of arseniates of copper and lead, with the carbonates of 
copper and pockets of galena, and assay on an average $60 per ton. 
Tiley form either large pockets in tile limestone or impregnate the same. 
For this reason they are not as easily mined as the real lead-ores. Tilere 
seems to be an abundance of them on the western slope of Treasure Hill, 
(Elko, Erie, Russian, and Imperial mines.) 
As may be inferred from their occurrence, these ores are of a very 
basic character; the former class being very ferruginous, tile latter cal-
careous. To flux them, clay, clay-slate, and a very siliceous sand from 
the vicinity of Sherman town were used in default of quartz, which could 
only be procured with greatest difficulty. I-3esides, most of the works 
had no means to crush it. Purely quartzose ores only occur on the 
White Pine Mountain proper; but the cost of transportation and the 
high prices compelled smelters to desi8t from getting them. Occasion-
ally small lots of quartzose silver-ore from outside districts, or quartzose 
tailings, could be bought, but not enough to avoid those incessant 
troubles and vexations arising from a want of fluxes. Iron sows were 
a daily occurrence. Another source of trouble was the lining. The in-
sufficient quantity of quartz added to the ore caused the latter to corrode 
the lining in order to Raturate itself with silicic acid. English fire-brick, 
pancake sandstone, in fact every kind of lining, would be destroyed in 
the course of a few days. The commonest lining was a sun-dried coin-
position brick, made at great expense, of kaolin and common clay. 
But, owing to its not inconsiderable shrinkage, it would soon present to 
the slag points of attack, which kept the mason busy repairing. Not-
withstanding these difficulties, runs were made at the White Pine 
Smelting-Works and the Alsop fu rrnace of four and six weeks. 
Toe most ridiculous feature in smelting at White Pine was the prac-
tice of some smelters to roast or burn calcareous ores of class 2 in a sort 
of lime-kiln to get rid of the sulphur. Instead of smelting these galenif-
erous copper-ores in their raw state, perhaps with an addition of galena 
in admixture with carbonate-ores, with a view to produce a tolerably 
pure lead and copper matte, those ores were subjected to the above op-
eration, and a mixture of lead and a semi-sulphuret of copper was ob-
tained, which was not salable in San Francisco, and in the East only 
at a great loss. 
The carbonate-ores ought to be agglomerated in a reverberatory fur-
nace with siliceous ores, and then, to enrich the bullion, passed through 
the blast-furnace with raw copper-lead ores and galenas. The result 
would be silver-lead of a good grade and argentiferous copper-ma.tte. The 
latter could be roasted and smelted for concentrated matte or blaQk eop-
per. To insure financial success, however, a eompany ougllt to have 
works of a large capacity in a central location, and own mines of their 
own. Custom-ore cannot be relied upon, as it takes capital to develop 
mines so that they can keep a large establishment supplied. ~his most 
of the miners do not possesA. The furnace at the White Pine Smelting-
vVorks had a capacity of 15 tons per day, and consumed from 26 to 30 
bnshels of coal per ton of ore. The latter required an addition of fi·om 
15 to 20 per cent. of quartz. If quartz-tailings were used, they had to 
be mixed with clay, and formed into bricks. Raw tailings being very 
light, and in a fine state of pulverization, are either carried out of the 
chimney by the blast, or roll through the charge into the hearth with-
out entering into combination with the ore. The bullion produced from 
the carbonate-orp,s alone yjelded from 18 to 30 ounces of silver per ton; 
from mixed ores, (carbonates, copper-lead ores, and' dry ores,) 130 ounces 
and upward. 
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There are many other promising smelting districts in the State of N e-
vada, but the smelting operations carried on there do not differ materi-
ally from those already described. 
1\Iost of the lead-ores of Utah differ in this particular from those of 
.Nevada, that the prevailing gangue is quartz. Calcareous ores are, 
however, also found in considerable quantities in East Canon, Little and 
Big Cottonwood Canons. Bingham Canon offers the most striking in-
stance of the occurrence of quartzose ores. They lie in a disintegrated 
quartzite, which intersects ~~~ stratified limestone, pTobably pertaining 
to the Devonian age. The great bulk of them are the carbonates and 
sulpbo-carbonates of lead, carrying from 15 to 30 grains of silver, with 
streaks of galena varying in silver contents. A large portion of the 
ores show traces of gold. Of accessory minerals, small quantities of 
sulphurets of iron,. oxide of iron,. and clay-ironstone may be named. 
There are at present two smelting establishments in Bingham Canon, 
that of Messrs. Bristol & Daggett, and that of the Utah Silver Mining 
and Smelting Company, limited, both of which work ores from their 
mines, and also do custom-work. The former is very conveniently lo-
cated at a hill-side below the mine, belonging to the same parties, the 
Winnamuck, from which the ore is chuted down on a planked ore-floor, 
forming part of the housed feeding-floor. The different classes of ore 
delivered to the works are thrown through a screen; the coarser pieces 
are run through a BrodiP. crusher and reduced to walnut-size. Previous 
to smelting the ores are mixed by weight, so as to produce a bullion of 
a certain standard. 
The company's furnace is a circular one of the Piltz pattern, with 
eight tuyeres of 2-inch nozzle. It is 14 feet high from tuyeres to throat, 
3~ feet diameter in the level of the tuyeres, and 5 feet at the top. The 
hearth forms a hexagon on the outside, and is inclosed by six cast-iron 
plates 1-2- inches in thickness. The two nearest the dam-plate are prodded 
with slots for tap-holes. The upper part of the furnace, made of brick-
work, rests on a cast.-iron flange, which is borne by four hollow cast-iron 
pillars. The part below the flange is of Utah sandstone, 13 inches thick, 
lined inside with 4 inches of Pennsylvania fire-brick. The motive-power 
comes from a 10-inch cylinder stationary steam-engine, with 2•3 horse-
power locomotive boiler. It drives a Brodie crusher and a No.4 Root's 
blower. The efflux-pipe of the latter is provided with a safety-valve and 
a wind-gauge, by which the pressure of the blast is measured in inches 
mercury. 
An open bulk-head adjoining the ore-floor holds about 30,000 bushels 
of charcoal. 
The manipulations at this furnace do not differ much from those any-
where else, only in lighting up the proceedings are a little different. 
After the hearth is heated up sufficiently, a suitable quantity of lead is 
introduced through the front; then the furnace is tilled up with coal 
in the usual manner. .As soon as the coal has reached to within 5 
feet below the throat, slag is charged in portions of one pound of tlJC 
latter to one pound of charcoal. When the charge is in the lmTel of the 
throat, the blast is turned on. About 1,000 pounds of good, fusible slag, 
picked out for that purpose, are feel before commencing with light : 
charges of ore. 
In the past summer the ores coming to the works for treatment were: 
1. Carbonates of lead from the Spanish mine, with .from 28 to 30 per 
cent. of quartz, 55 to 60 per cent. of lead, an<l $22 silver per ton. 
· 2. Carbonate ores {rom the "\Vinnamuck mine, with :30 per cent. of 
quartz, 35 per cent. lead, aud about $80 silver and gold. 
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3. Ferruginous dry ore from Winnamuck mine, with 38 per cent. silica 
and alumina, 27 per cent. metallic iron, and $65 silver and gold. 
4. Same ore, with 45 per cent. silica and alumina, 23 per cent. metallic 
iron, and $80 silver and gold. 
Ore No. 1 was the principal one smelted; occasionally No.2, which is 
of the same character, and No. 3, were added; No. 4 was reserved for 
assorting. The furnace worked well, and without the least difficulty, 
when the ore was mixed with 40 per cent. of a tolerably pure hematite 
from Lehi, 20 per cent. of limestone, and 30 per cent. of slag. 
The slag produced was stiff, and resembled a hi-silicate. A decrease 
in the percentage of slag added to the smelting-mixture was always 
accompanied by evil consequences. The resulting slag in that case was 
dry, short, and would soon stop running. A diminution of the iron-ore 
and increase ofthe limestone also worked unfavorably, and the more so 
the less oxide of iron was in the smelting-mixture. Pure silicates of lime 
cannot be perfectly liquefied by the temperature prevailing in a lead-
furnace. 
The tapping is done at these works in the old manner, by piercing the 
tap-hole with a bar as soon as the lead has risen to the slag-spout. The 
tap-hole is just high enough above the bottom of the hearth to leave a 
suitable quantity in the latter. After tapping, the hearth is cleared from 
cinders and other accretions. 
The production of matte is not noteworthy. 
'_rhe normal charge was: 5 scoops of charcoal, at 1.1 bushels or 18 
pounds= 90 pounds; 15 shovels of lead-ore, at 15 pounds= 225 pounds; 
6 shovels of ironstone, at 13 pounds= 78 pounds; (partially Winnamuck 
ore No.3;) 4 shovels o.f limestone, at 13 pounds= 52 pounds; 3 sho\els 
of slag, at 10.5 pounds= 31.5 pounds-total smelting mixture, 386.5 
pounds. . 
The proportion of coal to smelting-mixture is as 1 pound to 4.3 pounds, 
and to ore as 1 pound to 2.5 pounds; 1 ton of ore to 48.8 bushels of coal. 
In twenty-four hours, under a pressure of from 1-2- to 2 inches mercury, 
140 charges were run through the furnace, corresponding to 27 tons 
of smelting-mixture, or 15i tons of ore, from which resulted 7 tons of 
lead, carrying between $60 and $80 of silver per ton. 
The lead is shipped to Chicago for parting. 
The number of hands required was: 3 smelters, at $5 per day; 6 
helpers, at $3 per day; 3 feeders, at $3 per day; 2 engineers, at $4 and 
$3 per day; 1 blacksmith, at $3 per day; 1 coal-receiver, at $2 per day; 
4 roustabouts, at $2.50 per day. 
Three helpers might be saved by pro-viding the furnace with an auto-
matic tap. 
The ores of the Utah Silver Mining and Smelting Company, limited, 
are of the same character as those of the Spanish mine, viz, -very poor 
and siliceous. At the time I visited these works nine classes were 
made, for what purpose I did not learn. 
The charge was as follows: 2 baskets of coal, at 2~ bushels = 90 
pounds; 6 sho-vels of ore, (chiefly leadhillite) = 90 pounds; 2 shovels of 
iron-ore= 26 pounds; 2 shovels of limestone= 26 pounds; 2 large 
shovels of slag, about= 30 pounds-total smelting mixture, 172 pounds. 
This is at the rate of 111 bushels of coal to 1 ton of ore, or 58.1 bushels 
to 1 ton of smelting-mixture. This proportion is exorbitant; but it 
was all that could be done under the circumstances, the ore being poor 
in lead, and the iron-·ore, though scrupulously assorted, very siliceous . 
. A.ssuming that 140 charges passed the furnace within twenty-four hours, 
its capacity would be 6 tons 600 pounds of ore, from which 2 . tons 200 
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pounds of lead resulted. Under a higher pressure of the blast like that 
at the Winnamuck furnace, the capacity of the latter would probably be 
attained. 
The furnace then running was a six-sided one, with five tuyercs of 21--
inch muzzle, and mechanical feeder. It was supplied with blast by aN o. 
8 Sturtevant blmver. But there was a larger one in the course of con-
struction, an exact copy of No. 5, at the Eureka Consolidated Com-
pany's works. 
Buel & Bateman's works, at the month of the Little Cottonwood 
CaTion, consist of two circular Piltz furnaces of the same size as the one 
of the Utah Silver Mining and Smelting· Company, limited. They baYe 
been running extremely irregularly during the summer, and, as near as 
I have been able to ascertain from the best authority, at a decided loss. 
The manipulation of the furnace does not differ materially from that of 
similar furnaces elsewhere. The ores smelted are those from Little Uot-
tonwood Canon, which are, with the exception of those from the Emma 
mine, decidedly basic. 
Very good smelting-worlts have lately been built in American Fork, to 
smelt the ores from the Miller mine. But at present I know only that 
they are Piltz furnaces, with automatic tap. The ore smelted here is 
decidedly basic. In my next report I hope to be enabled to describe 
these works and the smelting operations carried on there. 
There are a great number, probably over twenty, other smelting-
works in Utah; but none of these have so far run regularly or with 
profit. 
In Montana, only two smelting-works are in operation now, and both 
these are located in Argenta, Beaver Head County. A third establish-
ment, a copy of the Argenta works, is building in Helena. 
The smelting-works of .Argenta, and especially those of S. H. Bohm 
& Co., are managed as well as can be expected in that locality. Bolun 
& Co. have bad their two blast-furnaces and one cupelling-hearth ia 
blast since l\'Iay, and l\Ir. Stapleton's works have also been in operation 
pretty regularly. A tllircl works, the old ones of the Saint Louis Com-
pany, are idle, and have been so for several years. 
All three are located a short distance above the towu of Argenta, 
on the south bank of tbe Rattlesnake Creek. The Saint Louis 
Oompauy's works were built first, at a time when labor and all 
the materials for building were at the highest price. A natural 
tendency to save in the cost of materials is therefore everywhere 
visible, and it is undoubtedly owing to this that the external appear-
ance of the furnaces and buildings is ungainly, rough, and clumsy 
in the extreme. The works might, howeYer, have ans"·ereu the pur-
pose very well, if the inner shape and dimensiolls of the blast-furnace 
bad been suitable. But neither tbe wide hearth nor its tr~tpezoiclal sec-
tion could give good results with ores as qnartzose as those of Argenta. 
And, furthermore, it appears from the burnt appearance of the insitle 
of the furnace, from bottom to top, that the ore must have been charged 
into the furnace in large pieces, and the smelting conducted with the 
flame blazing out of the top, two very serious mistakes which ought 
ne,~er to have happened. The slag, too, on the dump, shows at once 
that smelting in realit.y was unsuccessful, whatever large amounts of sil-
Yer may have been taken from the furnace during the short time of its 
running. A part of the slag contains very much lead, (and undoubt-
edly silver,) while another part is not smelted at all, but was probably 
pulled out of the hearth with instruments. '.rhe German cupelllng-fur-
nace, on the contrary, is a very good and substantial structure, and 
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must have done its work well. The establishment is not now in .ghape 
to be started up again with little cost, many important parts being en-
tirely mit:Jsing, and the whole having suffered much from exposure. 
S. H. Bohm & Co's works, the old " Eisler furnace," are the next 
; above the foregoing. · They consisted, up to August of this year, of two 
· stack-furnaces and a German cupelling-furnace, the blast being supplied 
by a Root blower, driven by a magnificent water-wheel of 12 feet di-
ameter and 42- feet breast. The latter supplies also the power for a 
Dodge crusher. Since August, a third blast-furnace and another cup-
pelling-furnace have been added to the works. The blast-furnaces are 
the high furnaces, with rectangular section and the same area at the 
hearth and throat as first introduced into this country for copper-smelt-
ing, at Ducktown, Tennessee. The inside height above the tuyeres is 
20 feet, the section 24 by 24 inches. The furnaces are necessarily so 
narrow and high because the ores are extremely quartzose. The lining 
js a quartzose granite from the neighborhood, which stands the heat 
about three weeks. There are two common tuyeres in the back of each 
furnace, which lie horizontally about 10 inches above the upper end of 
the dam-plate, and have a diameter of about 1i inches at the mouth. 
The smelting is conducted with "noses," that is, the melted charge is 
allowed to cool locally around the interior openings of the tuyeres, so 
as to form a nozzle or "nose," protecting the tuyere against heat and 
chemical action, and at the same time conveying the blast well into the 
interior of the furnace. The hearth is filleu ·with heavy stiibbe, or 
brasque made of charcoal-dust and burnt yellow clay, no white cla,y being 
at hand in the neighborhood. This material is reported by the owners 
to stanu very well. 
A pressure of about 1 inch quicksilver is intended to be maintained 
in the blast. The charges vary, of course, considerably, as very dif-
ferent ores are constantly delivered from the mines, but it is intended, 
and the dump shows that the object is generally reached, to produce a 
slag ranking between a singulo and a hi-silicate. Rather large amounts 
of iron-ore and limestone, both from the vicinity, are used for fluxing 
the great excess of quartzose gangue in the ores; and only from 2 to 2! 
tons of bullion are produced fi·om each furnace per day. The charges 
contain from $80 to $150 silver per ton, and the base bullion produced 
assays from $250 to $500. Specific statistics in this connection are 
wanting at present, as the owners have not yet fulfilled their promise of 
sending them. 
The cupelling-furnaces are exact copies of those used in the German 
lead and silver works. For the hearth, a very good marl is employed, 
which is found in the limestone a short distance fi·om Argenta. 
Stapleton's works, a little higher up the creek, consist of two shaft-
furnaces and one cupelling-furnace, all constructed on the same piau as 
those just described. These works do not run quite as regularly as 
Bohm's, principally because the ore-supply ]s preca,rious. 
Such a cause has, so far, not affected Bohm's works; undoubtedly on 
account of the superior activity of the managers in securing ores from 
all quarters in advance, anu the larger working capital at their dis-
posal. The prices paid by both works for ore to miners are exceedingly 
moderate, and leave a large margin for profit, although the cost for 
smelting must necessarily be very high. Charcoal, for instance, costs 
from 18 to 20 cents per bushel, and labor from $4 to $6 per day, every-
thing else being correspondingly high. The loss of silver in smelting is 
claimed by Mr. Bohm to be only from 8 to 10 per cent. of the assay 
value, though there are no arrangements conrrected with the furnaces 
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to condense the dust. This is quite possible, as no ores containing much 
antimony, arsenic, or zinc appear to come to the works. 
Tlle litharge produced in the cupelling-furnaces is, for the grf>ater 
part, not utilized at all at present, small quantities only being occasion-
ally required for addition to the charges of the blast-furnaces. The 
bulk of it lies in the furnace-yard, awaiting the time when it can be 
profitably reduced and shipped. 
l\1uch of the lead-ores being carbonates, and such of the galena-ores 
as contain a sufficieney of iron pyrites to be fit for open heap-roasting, 
being su~jected to that process before smelting, there is only an incon-
siderable quantity of matte produced, which, being at the same time 
poor in copver, is added to the charge without a preparatory roasting. 
It would, however, be a better plan to save the matte, until there is 
enough on hand to make a roast-heap; as in that case quite an amount 
of iron-ore which must now be purchased at the works as flux might 
be saved, and the silver and lead would be extracted at once. By the 
present method, the greater part of the matte passes the furnace many 
times almost unaltered. 
The.. smelting-works in Argenta will undoubtedly do well, if conducted 
as at present, as long as there is no competition, either from large 
amalgamating-works or from smelting-works using the copper-ores of 
l\1ontana for the extraction of silver and gold. But it seems to me that 
with either of these they would be unable to compete. 
The reasons for this statement may be found in the chapter on ::1\Ion-
tana, where tlley are fully explained. 
On the whole, very few of the smelting-works in Nevada, Utah, and 
:l\1ontana ha,ve been financially successful, and this in spite of the rich 
ores they usually treat. There are two principal reas.ons for tllis. The 
one is the unprepared state in which the ores are delivered at the 
smelting-works, the other the fact that but few works can be found 
wllich are managed by metallurgists who really are what they claim 
to be. 
In many of the western mining districts, notably in those of Utah and 
Montana, there is an almndance of water, which invites a removal of the 
great,er part of the gangue of the ores by the cheap and effective 
means of dres1:ling. Yet this has never been done, though it is so 
evitlent that an enormous saving in fuel and :fluxes might be effected 
by the removal of the gangue before smelting. It is rarely the case 
that in the western lead-ores the true silver-ores are found, which would 
occasion much loss in dressing; the silver is, on the contrary, in nearly 
all cases, closely allied with tile carbonates and galena; and in dressing 
such ores verv little loss need be feared. 
In regard "to the other reason, I am sorry to see that mine-owners 
will not comprehend tha.t metallurgy is a business which requires long 
study and practice, and which cannot be successfully conducted by 
those who know neither the theoretical ground on which it is founded 
uor tb.e practical details. A noteworthy exception in regard to the 
last point are the works of the Eureka Consolidated and those of Bohm 
& Oo. in Montana. These works are really sPccessful, and might be 
more so if a mistaken economy did not prevent a still further perfec-
tion. 
The Kast furnacc.-This furnace, which has given great satisfaction 
at the works of Olausthal, Prm;sia, is essentially a small circular Piltz 
furnace, in which the tuyeres are somewhat differently distributed. 
lleliPving that it would be specially useful to works of small capacity, of 
which tlwre are likely to be many in our scattered mining districts, 
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I have procured for the information of American metallurgists de-
scriptions and drawings of the furnace and detailed statements of its 
working. In respect of economy it surpasses all furnaces ·with whiflh 
I am acquainted. The extraordinarily f~tvorable results shown by the 
following statements are partly due to the favorable circumstances at 
Olausthal, particularly in the facility with which suitable mixtures of 
different ores for smelting can be obtained, and the excellent fluxes 
(copper-slags from the Lower Hartz, and matte-slags and roasted mattes 
from the works themselves) which are available to the smelter. Since, 
however, the Raschette furnace, nuder the same conditions at the same 
place, loses more lead than the Kast, and has a shorter and more 
troublesome campaign, it is evident that the Kast possesses au in-
trinsic superiority. · 
Tbe particulars of construction are best seen in the accompanying 
drawings. I have only to add, in explanation, that the previous exist-
ence of the large concentration-chamber.:; at the Olausthal works com-
pelled the choice of a certain size, which could not be increased. By the 
working results of the furnace it has been proved that these cham-
bers are not absolutely necessary, the amount of dust caught in them 
being exceedingly small. 
For the construction of a furnace with four tuyeres and two condensa-
tion-chambers, as given in tlle drawings, the following materials are 
used iu Olausthal: 
98 cubic feet of sandstone for a sole-stone. 
7G3 cubic feet of dressed-sandstone blocks for the outer walls and 
pillars. 
23,000 pieces of common brick. 
200 pieces of chamotte brick. 
845 cubic feet of rubble-stones for fouudation. 
216 hectoliters* of a mixture of common lime and plaster. 
3G hectoliters of" leather-lime," (leder-kalk.) 
32 hectoliters of clay. 
20 cubic feet of fire-proof sand. 
The following materials are of cast iron : 
8 plates abmTe the entrance to the side-tuyeres, at 5~ cwt. 
1 plate above the ent.r::mco to the back-tuyeres, at 61 cwt. 
1 plate above the entrance to the charging-door, at 7 cwt. 
3 plates around the fore-hearth, weighing 8! cwt. 
4 water-tuyeres, weighing 41 cwt. 
The eonducting-pipes for the blast and wind stacks weigh about 3G cwt. 
Besides tbe abo·ve, iron rods and rails, or other heavy bar-iron, are 
required to bind the furnace and COJHlensation-chambers. The plans 
followed for this purpose are various. That adopted in Clausthal is 
sufficiently shown in the drawings. 
As far as the iron-work above enumerated is concerned a great saving 
can of course be effected in places far from founderies by subRtitutiug 
brick arches for the plates intended to support the masonry above, 
and for the cast-iron conducting-pipes sheet-iron ones can be made to 
answer. A large saving in the original cost of a furnace iR made by 
omitting the condensation-chambers, \Vhich, as I said before, are uot 
absolutely necessary, although it is desirable to have them. 
Tlle ores smelted at Claustbal arc crushed massive ores, and the 
dressed ores from the Burgstaedter, Hosenhoefer, and Zellerfelder dis-
* One hectoliter= 6,107.4 cubic inches =2.84 bushels. 
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tricts. Keeping in view their different gangue and varying contents of 
lead an<l silver, they are so mixed in quantities of 1,000 m,·t. dry 
weight, that the avera::?;e contents in the mixture are: of lead, 38 to 60 
per cent., and of silver, 0.1 per cent.; while at the same time the gangues 
are so proportioned as to furnish an easily fusible slag. Such a quan-
tity of 1,000 cwt. is divided into 20 "charges," at 50 cwt. A ''charge" 
is mixed with 25 cwt. of roasted matte from the :first smelting, 40 
cwt. of copper-slags from the Lower Hartz, 20 cwt. of matte-slag 
from the Olausthal works, and 16 cwt. of slag from the first smelting. 
The last two items vary somewhat, according to whether heavier or 
lighter gangue is preponderating in the ore. 
This charge is smelted iu both the Ka~t and the Hascbette furnaces. 
In the latter, however, 10 additional cwt. of slag from the :first smelt-
ing is sometimes mixed with the charge. 
As seen in the drawings, the Kast furnace is 20 feet high, has a 
diameter of 3 feet at the tnyeres, and of 5 feet at the top. '.r!1ere arc 
four ''ater-tuyeres, two being in the back wall and one on each side. 
The distance from tuyere to tuyere is 21 inches, with the exception of 
the two nearest the front, which are 42 inches apart. It is, however, 
proposed to put a :fifth tuyere into the front wall. The diameter of the 
nozzles is 1~ inches, the pressure of the blast 10 to 1~ lines quicksil\er. 
The average results of a mouth's working, reduced to 100 cwt. of 
ore, which consumed 51 cwt. of coke, "'"ere: 
5!:> cwt. of lead, containing 14 to 15 quints* of silver per cwt. 
78 cwt. of lead-matte, eontaining 22- to 3 quints of silYer per cwt. and 
7 to 10 per cent. of lead. 
Slags with 0.08 quint silver and 0.4 per cent. of lead. 
The quantity smelted in t\vent.y-four hours was G3 cwt. of ore, or 
190.65 cwt. of charge, equal to abont 9.5 tons. One pound of coke car-
ries 6 pounds of charge. The charge is spread over the whole surface 
of the furnace. 
There is hardly ever any trouble in a campaign, the latter being inva-
riably very long, in fact mueh longer than campaigns ha,·e heretofore 
been made in lead-smelting. There are no accretions, very little dust, 
aud the proportion of fuel used is very small. The yield of the lead is 
invariably as high as the assay with black flux and iron made of the 
ore, and is reported to exceed it sometimes. 
If I should suggest any improvement at all in the construction of the 
Kast furnace, in its application to the smelting of western ores, I would 
propose to straighten out the corners iu the inside of the furnace on both 
sides of the breast. The object of this is simply to make the parts of 
the furnace immediately behind these corners more easily accessible for 
the bar and rabble, as in these places, if anywhere, accretions are most 
likely to occur. It is not to be expected that accretions eau be avoided 
as easily with our western, undressed ores, as with the clean ores of the 
Hartz. 
"1 quiut=5 grammes =77.165 grains. 
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CI-IAPTER XI. 
ECONOMICAL RESULTS IN THE TREATMENT OF GOLD AND 
SILVER ORES BY FUSION. 
This chapter was written, at my request, by John A. Church, E. M., 
of New York City, a metallurgist of much intelligence, to whom I am 
obliged for the permission to insert here what I think is a very useful 
and suggestive essay. He desires to make acknowledgment for the 
information contained in the paper to Dr. Leo Turner, formerly director 
of the works described, and now at Brixlegg in the 'ryrol. 
At a time when the treatment of gold and silver ores by fusion, in 
opposition to the mill-process, is attracting so much attention in this 
country, it may be useful to consider what is done in a well-conducted 
foreign ·works. For this purpose I will ask the reader to accompany me to 
Lend, in Aust,ria, a small but thoroughly organized establishment. It 
is situated in the Salzburg Alps, and receives its ore from mines at 
Rauris and Boeckstein. The former, lying 8,200 feet above the sea, is 
said to be the higU.est mine in Europe, some of its openings being made 
iu glacier ice. It was worked by the ancients, who have left the con-
tracted and tortuous workings peculiar to them. 
The ore differs in no way, unless in extreme poverty, from countless 
mines in the West. It consists of gneiss, quartz, and clay-slate, con-
taining the sulphnrets of iron, copper, lead, zinc, anrl antimony, besides 
arsenical pyrites, gold, and silver. The gold is found in two conditions, 
free gold aud gold alloyed with silver. This alloy for the year 1S66 was 
composed, on the average, of 15.33 gold and 84.67 silver, which gives a 
specific gravity of 11.~8. Mercury has a specific gravity of 13.6, and as 
the amalgamation of gold by the AuRtrian method is looked upon as a 
proceeding entirely mechanical, the separation being effected solely by 
the superior gravity of gold over mercury, this alloy, which is lighter 
than mercury, cannot be amalgamated.* Such is the lesson of long 
practice, the free or fine gold being extracted from a part of the ore, at 
least, by amalgamation, while the tailings are smelted to obtain the 
alloy. The following table will show the proportion of fine to alloyed 
gold, and also exhibit the extreme poverty of the ore. To the Rauris 
and Boeckstein ores I have added those from Zell in the same part of 
the Alps. The ore from this place is not now worked, the point of pov-
erty having apparently been reached at which the auriferous rock 
ceases to be an ore. 
RAURIS. l}OECKSTEIX. ZELL. 
In 2,000 pounds In 2,COO pounds In 2,000 pounds 
troy ounces. troy ounces. troy ounces. 
:Fine gold. __ ... _ .......... __ ... __ .. __ .. _ .. _____ . 0. 32 to 0. 48 0. 098 to 0. 113 0. 090 to 0. 097 
Goldandsilveralloy ·····--···-----·--·---··--· 1.40 to 1.47 0.570 to 0.660 Unimportant. 
Iron pyrites, copper pyrites, galena .. __ .. __ .. __ . 8 per cent ... _-.. H per cent. ___ .. Unimportant. 
Value of silver and gold in .American coin_. __ .. $13 49 to $16 92 $5 91 to $8 49 $1 86 to $2 00 
*See Rittinger's .AttJbereitu.ng, (ed. 1867, pa.ge 4ti9.) 
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As in 1866 Boeckstein delivered G3 per cent. of the ore, and Hauris 
37 per cent., the average value per ton for the year was $10.16,* or 
0.00± per cent. gold, and 0.034 per cent. of silver. This does not include 
the value of the copper an<l lead, which form, respectively, 2 and 1 per 
cent. of the ore. 'fhe former is extracted; the latter is not sufficient to 
supply the waste of the process, and lead bas to be bought for the works. 
Even in Europe these ores are considered extremely poor. I am not 
aware that ores from veins so poor as these have ever been worke<l in 
America, but if they have they must have owed their value to the fact 
that the gold was all fine, and could be amalgamated. 
TREATMENT OF 'l'HE ORE. 
TIH~ ore is first sorted to six varieties for the furnace, anrl one for 
amalgamation. The former comprise quartzose ore, rich, medium, and 
poor, compact pyrites, galena and antimonial ore.t The ore sent to 
amalgamation is the poorest kind of pyritiferous rock. It contains 
merely traces of pyrites, and is amalgamated, because in that process it 
undergoes concentration. 
Amalgwmation.-TlJe ore for amalgamation is crushed under stamps 
of 220 pounds weight, (total,) through sieves of 1.5 millimeters, (0.06 
inch,) the battery-box having a sieve on each side to secure the most 
rapid disch~uge of the slime. Two methods of treatment are employed 
for the slime: first, it is first concentrated, and then amalgamated, or, 
second, it i~ first amalgamated, and then concentrated. vVith ore that 
contajns much pyrites the former is best; with ores yery poor in pyrites, 
t~~t~~ . 
A.malgamatiou takes place in pans, there called " mills." They are 24 
inches in diameter at the top, 16 inches at the bottom, and 9 inches 
high, and made of cast iron, one-eighth to three-sixteenths inches thick. 
They are not directly conical, but the side forms a step 3 inches wide. 
In this pan mercury is poured an inch deep, and a wooden block shaped 
like the pau~ and 1 to 1-2- inches less in diameter, is suspended over 
it. The upper part of this block is hollowed out like a hopper, with its 
discharge in the center, and the under side bas small pieces of sheet iron 
placed radially in it, and which just clear the mercury. When this block 
is reyolved, aud a stream run into the hopper-like depression on its upper 
surface, the slime is carried over the mercury ii.'om the center to the cir-
cumference of the pan, the whole apparatus acting like a "centrifugal" 
vump. This is the Austrian gold-mill so often described.+ Great care 
ts taken to prevent too rapid. a motion of the stream, ·which woultl not 
allow the gold time to settle and would earry off the mercury. Twelve 
to thirty-two revolutions a minute is the speed given, depending upon the 
fineness of the ore, thickness of the slime, and amount of gold present. 
These mills extract by one operation 75 per cent. of the fine gold, aud 15 
per cent. more by repeating the process. Each mill passes about one 
ton of ore in twenty-four hours. Compared with blankets this Rystem 
does not appear to present any advantages in the first handling of the 
ores; bnt I should think the Austriau mill might be substituted with 
gain in the place of many other amalgamating arrangements now used 
after the blankets. Compared with the Colorado methods these mills 
If Unscientific as the metlwd is, I feel compelled to give these values in Atneric:m 
coin, since that is the only expression known to the workers in our mines. 
t A collection exhibiting these ores, and a fnll suite of furnace-products, can be seen 
at the School of Mines, of Columbia College, New York. 
t Rittinger's is the best account. See his ..d.ufbereitung. 
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extract 20 per cent. more* than the Colorado amalgamators, though this 
yield necessarily depends upon the proportion of silver in the gold. rrhey 
require little watching, except when used immediately after the stamps, 
when the accumulation of gold might require their cleaning up e-very 
two or three days. 
Smelting.-For four years the ores delivered for fu::sion were in the fol-
lowing proportions: 
From Ram·is. From Boeckstein. 
Quartzose ore. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G. 50. 24. 11 
Uompact pyrites............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 06 0. 48 
Sulphuret of antimony...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 41 0. 41 
Slime from amalgamation .................... _ . 28. 03 38. 00 
37.00 G3.00 
About 66 per cent. of the smelting ore has, therefore, been amalga-
mated. 
From 70 to 75 per cent. of the ore is worthless rock, and this must be 
removed before adding lead, which would suffer serious loss if charged 
with so much quartz. The operations are, therefore, as follows: 
1. Fusion for raw matte. 
2. Roasting of r~w matte in stalls. 
3. Fusion (without lead) for a more concentrated matte. 
4. Roasting of second matte in stalls. 
5. Fusion with lead. 
G. Cupellation of rich lead. 
The first f~tsion.-Eleven years' experience bas proved that the most 
efficient slag is one approaching the composition of a bi-silicate. The 
following is an average analysis: 
Silica .............. . .. . __ . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . . .................. . 
Alumina ................................................. . 
Oxide of iron ............................................. . 
Lime ............ - ......... -. - - - . · - - . - · · · · - · - · · · · · - · - · · ·- · · 
Magnesl.a ........... , ................. - .............. , .... . 








Each year the matte resulting from the previous year's fusion with 
lead. is roasted, analyzed to ascertain the amount of oxide of iron pres-
ent, and cbargBd in the first fusion as a flux for the quartz; or, if con-
taining above 35 per cent. of copper, it is treated for copper. 
The furnace is not new, and contains none of the late improvements, 
but. it does good service. Its dimensions are as follows : 
Height ............ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 feet. 
Diameter of hearth ............•............. _ .. _........ 3 feet. 
Diameter of boshes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 5 feet. 
Diameter of throat.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 feet. 
Number of tuyeres ........... _ ......... _ ............. _.. 2 
Pressure of blast . _. _ ......... _. . ..... , . . . . 
2
34 to ,Z inch of mercury. 
*See Mr, Hague's Report on Mining Indust.ry of the Fortieth Parallel. 
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From 100 to 120 bushels of charcoal are required to warm the furnace, 
and then regular charges of 5 cubic feet, or 3 bushels, are made. In 
"blowing in," the quantity of mixed ore an<l flux added to this charge of 
coal is, at first, 56 pounds; then 112 pounds; and when the furnace 
is thoroughly hot the full charge of 203 pounds, which is the constant 
burden, to 3 bushels of charcoal. This is usually reached in the first 
twenty-four hours. Four hours after the first charge of ore and flux, the 
blast is turned on at first with a pressure of one-third inch and then one-
half inch of mercury; or one-sixth and one-quarter of a pound to the 
square inch. After eight hours the slag begins to :flow. The furnace 
is, of course, worked with a black throat. 
The first matte forms 40 to 45 per cent. of the charge, the difference 
between this proportion and the 25 to 30 per cent. afforded by the ore 
being made up by roasted matte from the previous year. Its average 
composition is-
Iron .............. . ... ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55. 1 
Copper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 3 
Ziuc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 7 
Lead. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 1 
Nickel, cobalt, arsenic, and antimony. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 5 
Sulphur ........... . ........ " ................................ 27. 9 
97.G 
It contains 30 to 40 ounces, troy, of auriferous silYer to the ton 
of 3,000 pounds; or, in American valuation, $100 to $150 in coin. 
From the fact that the ore is unroasted :mu the metals are so well 
"covered" by sulphur, the loss amounts to only 0.25 of 1 per cent. 
About 38 bushels of charcoal are used to the ton of charge, and 9.75 
tons are smelted in twenty-four hours. 
The seconcl f~tsion.-The first matte is roasted three times in stalls 
containing 28 tons, the roasting not being thorough, but carried only so 
far as to leave about 40 per cent. of unroasted matte. It is then re-
smelted with quartz and siliceous slag; and to avoid the use of too much 
of the flux, a b~sic slag is made containing about 22 per cent. of silica. 
This requires very great care in managing the furnace, for the least 
irregularity of working causes the formation of sows. To secure proper 
working, whenever the furnace is tapped the hearth is examined by 
means of a bent bar. If lumps are felt, the front v.all is broken out and 
they are removed; if the sole is slippery, the presence of reduced iron 
is indicated. A rough, hard, even sole is the proper one. 
The pressure of blast is now reduced to one-sixth of an inch, or one-
twelfth of a pound to the square inch; the hearth is made 10 to 12 
inches larger in diameter than before, and the charge is increased to 222 
pounds to 3 bushels of charcoal. These changes have for their object 
not only the prevention of iron sows, but also of speiss, a compound of 
arsenic with all the other metals present, and very difficult to utilize. 
The same precautions are used in blowing in as before. About 30 bushels 
of charcoal are used to the ton of ore and flux, and 13.5 tons are smelted 
in twenty-four hours. The seconu matte contains 52.67 ounces of 
auriferous silver to the ton, and is worth about $200. 
Fusion ~cith lead.-The second matte is roasted as before, but now 50 
to 60 per cent. of unroasted matte is left. A stronger roasting would 
so enrich it that two fusions with lead, instead of one, would be neces-
sary. The slag is again• basic, and to keep the heat as low as possible, 
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the pressure of blast is reducetl to one an·d a half lines of mercury, while 
the eharge is increased to 277 pounds of matte and flux to 4 bushels of 
charcoal. In order to keep the lead in contact with the matte as long 
as possible, as well as to decrease the heat; the crucible is made a foot 
deeper than before. The new slag has an average composition of-
Silica. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... , ...................... _, . . . . . . . . . 27. 45 
Oxide of iron ... . .............................. , ............ 56. 5~ 
Lime. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10. 19 
J\1agnesia ........ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. -!8 
Alumina ........................... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 25 
The loss will not exceed 2.5 per cent. of the lead. When the hearth 
is full of melted matte it is tapped, the products running into a basin 
where they are well stirred with poles. The matte is then partially 
taken off, the lead remaining until 600 to 700 pounds have collected. 
For a perfect extraction of the silver it is necessary to charge 120 to 
130 pounds of lead for each pound of silver and gold. With this pro-
portion 75 per cent. of these metals is extracted in one operation, and 
the matte ought not to contain more than 0.75 per cent. of lead. The 
extraction of 75 per cent. of auriferous silver, means that more than 90 
per cent. of the gold and 73 per cent. of the silver have been obtained. 
A second operation removes so mueh more that, including amalgama-
tion where the loss is very great, more than 90 per cent. of the sil-
ver and 96 per cent. of the gold is obtained. This second operation 
takes plaee only when the matte is worked for copper. At other 
times the gold and silver are obtained by charging the matte back in 
the first operation. The ~tbsolute loss in smelting is but 0.10 of one 
per cent. From 14 t0 16 tons of matte and flux are smelted in twenty-
four hours. A certain amount of lead-matte is obtained, and is charged 
hack in the same operation. If the third matte is rich enough it now 
undergoes a second. fusion with lead, but usually it is so poor that it is 
treated at once for copper. If, however, it contains les~ than 35 per 
cent. of copper, it is roasted and returned as a flux to the first fusion 
for raw matte. At Lend the conditions are such that this takes place 
every other year, copper being made one year, and only matte the next. 
Oupellation is performed in a German furnace, with movable hood, 
made very low so that the heat from the fuel is thoroughly util-
ized. Inasmuch as none of the side products are sold, aml there is no 
need of having them in great purity, there is, beside the fire-bridge, only 
one opening to the hearth, through which abzug, abstrich, litharge, and 
smoke, alike escape. From 6,000 to 7,000 pounds of lead are charged at 
once, and more is gradually added until about 21,000 pounds (the en-
tire make of a year) have been melted. The blast is slow, and the lith-
arge consequently flows rather cold. Refining follows the brighten-
ing of the silver, and metal of .985 to .995 is produced. Usually the loss 
of lead falls between 4 and 6 per cent., while that of silver and gold 
seldom reaches 0.10 of 1 per cent. About 3 tons are cupelled in twenty-
four hours. 
1.'.ABLES OF THE OPERATIONS. 
The following tables will give at a glance all the foregoing particu-
lars, and also exhibit the amount of material handled. The two fusions 
without lead are combined in one table. 
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Table of the first and second fusions, 1866. 
I W•i:;!:. ;u I On;g~: nf Orrnce~ of Per cent. of silver. copper. 
-----------------------------------
Charge: 
Ore .......................................... . 
Matte and rich scraps ......................... . 
Fl 5 ba~ic 7.41 tons ...................... } 
ux, { ~iliceous 50.88 tons ................ .. 









1333.4038 ......... .. 
2216. 6406 -....... -..• 
3550. 0464 .......... -. 
Firstrnatte.................................... 61.38 18.71928 1612.73'24 5 
Second matte........................ . .. . . .. .. . 30. 87 20. 4 76~ 1806. 7302 10 
Scraps........................................ 10.25 .68238 95.0922 ........... . 
'l'otal.- .. -..... -....... -......... - .. -.--~==~----39. 87764 ----;311.5548 r=-~~~ 
Labor: Thirty-nine 12-bour shifts, 5 men to each shift=195 <.htys. 
Charcoal: For warming furnace, bushels... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 201 
Charcoal: Por smelting, bushels. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, .820 
Labor: Per ton of ore;M< days ............................ . 
Charcoal: Per ton of ore,* bushels .............. _ ........ . 




I Tun• Lead, pounds. Copper, Gold, troy Silver, troy per cent. ounce~. ounce~. 
Charge: I 
Conta~ning gold and silver: 
RlCh quartzose-ore ....................... . 
Roasted second matte .................... - \ 
Scrap~ ................................. . 
Containing lead: 
Lead-matte .............................. . 
Litharge ................................ . 
Hearth .................................. . 
Flux: 
Scoria. from first fusion ................... . 













741 6 1. 9440 
17,722 ..................... . 







TotaL................................. 662~ .... .:.:~-==:: ..... .:.:_.:.:_ --23. 5294 I 21 ~~184 
Products: 
Lead......................................... 10. 51 21, 030 . • • . . . . . . . m. 5442 1283. 8320 
Third matte.................................. 15.59 . . . . ...... .... ...... .... .. .... .. 624.5200 
Lead-matte................................... 3. 70 741 20 1. 9440 174. 9600 
Scraps and flue-dust .. .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. 4. 06 10 0. 2430 46. 9900 
TotaL ........................... ------ 1== =~=~-rum 2130.2920 
Labor : Ten 12-hour shifts, 5 men in each shift= 50 days. 
Charcoal: For warming furnace, bushels. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 
Charcoal: For smelting, bushels. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 710 
Labor: Per ton of ore,* <lays .....•.......................... 
Charcoal : Per ton of ore, bushels ... _ ........ _ .............. . 





*In calculating this it is to be remembered that 28 tons of matte from the l)revious 
year were smelted, which must be counted as ore in calculating the expense of char-
coal and labor. 
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Table of cnpellation, 1866. 
Quantity. r,ead,tper I Gold, ounces. Silver, ounce3. ccn. 
---------------------------------1---------·l-------
Chaz:~t .....••......••...•....•....••..... tons . . 
Products: 
Pine ~ilr<>r ..•......•...•....•..••...•. ounces .. 
Litbn-·gu ................•........•..... tons .. 







82 ............. . 
50 ............. . 
I.1oss i11 ;_..;old ...... , ............... ..... .... ..... .......... ~. 
Gain Hl silver. . . . . . . . . . . ................... . ........... . 
Labor : 26 days= per ton of ore,* days .............. . ... ~ .. . 
\Vood: 7.52 cords= per ton of ore~ cords ................... . 
Charcoal : 40 bushels= per ton of ore, bushels. . .. .......... . 










Labor, Charcoal, Wood, Lead, 
days. bushels. cords. pounds. 
----------------------------------------1------ ------ ------ - -----
First and second fusions ..................................... .. 
'fhird fusion ................................................. . 
Cupellation .................................................. . 




65.2 .......... ·········· 
16.6 .......... 8. 0 
0. 37 0. 69 !J. 7 
82. 17 0. 69 17.7 
To this must be added a small quantity of wood, or refuse charcoal, 
and labor used in roasting the matte. The above is the cost for ores 
of the richness above given. With richer ores there is more matte to 
treat, and the expense of fuel, labor, and lead is therefore greater, and 
the cost per ton is more ; but proportionately richer ores are cheaper to 
treat than poor. The following table gives the relative cost for various 
ores, the poorest being taken as unity : 
Auriferous silver in 2, 000 pounds. 
0 to 14. 5 ounces .................................... . 
14. 5to29 ounces .................... · ............... .. 
::39 to 58 ounces .................................... . 
58 to 116 ounces .................................... . 
Value in American coin. Proportionate c~st, poor-
est orc=umty. 
$0 to $61 
$61 to 122 
$122 to 244 





The Lend ore falls under the first class. The milling ore of Colorado 
is worth from $15 to $30 a ton, and comes under the same category. 
The Colorado "smelting ore" so called is probably mostly in the second 
and third ranks. 
Losses.-By reference to the above tables it will be found that the fol-





. . I Gold. Silver. Gold. Silver. 
F1rst and second fuswns 4. 24 oz.= 1 p. ct. 35. 50 oz.= 1 p. ct. . ..... ............. ................... .. 
6~~~il~t~f~~n- :::::::::: o.'i5 ~~--~ o: o7'I>: ~t.' ~~:~~-~~·-~~: ~.:: ~~: ::~~-~~--~ ~-- ~~-:: ~~-- 6.' 62'o·;:~o: ooi5'p.~: 
Loss ............ 4. 39 oz.= 1. 07 p. ct. 81.13 oz.=3.1 p. cL ........................................ . 
Less gain ....... 2. 02 oz.= 0. 86 p. ct. O.C2 oz.=O.OOJ5p.c ..•.••.........•...•...•........••....... 
Leaving loss ..•. 2.37-;;;:-::0:21";-:cl.'j81.1~.~~~ ===== ===== 
*In calculating this it is to be remembered that 28 tons of matte from the previous 
year were smelted, which must be counted as ore in calculating the expense of char-
coal and lab<Jr. · 
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These amounts are, however, so small that it is impossible to say 
whether the assayers' errors do not amount to more than the reported 
loss and ga.in. Dr. Turner's opinion, founded upon years of expe-
rience, and comparing the analyses of the ore with the yield by amal-
gamation and fusion through several years, was, as I have said, that he 
could count upon extracting more than ninety per cent. of the silver and 
ninety-six per cent. of the gold by the two processes of amalgamation 
and fusion. The Joss of lead was nine per cent. of the amount charged. 
The cost of all the operations at Lend, in 18GG, was $883.88, and the 
balance-sheet shows a profit of $1,355. The expense was proportioned 
as follows: Labor, 17, materials, 43, directi.On, 40; total, 100. 
I have dwelt thus particularly upon the minutire of each operation 
in order to indicate the means by which snell excellent results are ob-
tained. In· our own country the losses in working sih·er-ores by fusion 
are so great (frequently from twenty to thirty per cent. in the West) that 
we can ascribe them only to very rude working. But eYen in works 
more pretentious in expense than the somewhat incomplete establish-
ments to be found in the TPrritories, and which base upon long experience 
a claim to skillful treatment, we find such reckless application of heat 
and careless handling of valuab1e ore as must and does cause great loss. 
We see ore, worth one or more hundred dollars a ton, thrown i);i the 
state almost of powder into furnaces through which flames are roaring 
almost as violently as in a puddling-furnace. We see alloys of sih-er, 
lead, and zinc snhjeeted to distillation in anthracite-fires at a heat far 
greater than that which has caused the r~jection in Europe of all furnace 
methods of treating these alloys. 
At the works which I present for consideration all avoidable causes 
of loss have been eliminated, or their operation reduced, with the 
greatest care. Two analyses a year determine the proportions of 
the charges and the composition of the scoria. Larger esta"blislnnents 
would require more analytical work, but there is no re:.1son why the 
largest works should not "be conducted with equal care. The cost of the 
laboratory would not be more than $250, and the work would consume 
only a few days in each month. 
Great care is necessary at Lend, because, with so small a quantity of 
ore, any disregard of proper precautions would hazard the profits of the 
works. In 1866 only 83 tons of ore, worth less than $G,400 in gold and 
silver, and containing a ton and a half of copper, we.re treated. Aud 
Jet this small quantity, together with the ore which is trPated by alllal-
gamation in the mills, keeps alive two mining districts and a smelting-
works. Beside the miners, an engineer, two smelters, and four assistants 
have to be supported for the whole year, though the work of smelting 
occupies only twenty-seven days of twenty-four hours. Of course, such 
a state of things can be maintained only by low prices, and we find the 
Austrian workmen paid at rates var;ying from 27~ to 22 centR (coin) a 
day. Charcoal is 3+ cents a bushel, and wood $1.17 a cord. In this 
country we have larger supplies of ore, sufficient to carr.) on the largest 
works on a correspondingly economical scale. The nature and higher 
Yalue of our ores would enable us to work with less expenditure of labor 
and material to the Troy pound of silver and gold than at Lenu. 
In consideriug the results given in this paper for guidance in using a 
similar process at the vVest, it is evident that tlw Amerieau ores contain 
nothing to prevent the application of this method. Antimony, arsemc, 
and zinc, the hug-hears of the smelter, are, with the exception, perhaps, 
of zinc, quite as prevalent at Lend as in Colorado. Our ores contain 
more pyrites than those we have "been COlJSidering, and tllere would be 
H. Ex. 211--27 
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no necessity of a fusion for raw matte-an operation which has no object 
lmt to remove the gangue. VVhether there ought toLe a fusion for con-
centration depends upon the richness of the ore and its adaptability 
to concentration by machinery. A mixture of rich ''smelting ore" and 
concentrated tailings, such as is now worked up by the smelters, could 
be roasted and immediately fused with lead. One more fusion with a 
fresh quantity of lead, if there were silver enough left in the matte to 
pay for the work, and cupellation, would complete the process. We 
should then have a process divided as follows: 
1. Coucentration of poor ore. 
2. Roasting of concentratal and rich ore. 
3. Fusion of roasted ore with lead. 
4. Roasting of matte. 
5. Fusion of matte with lead. 
6. Cnpellation. 
The present imperfect concentration of tailings in Colorado ie said to 
cost $6 a ton. A perfect concentration would cost no more. Tlle other 
expenses would be-
Days' labor. Charcoal. vVood. 
Roasting in piles ...........•.........••....•..........•.•.•.••. 
First and second fusions ..............................•..••..... 
Roasting matte ..•...................•.................•....... 
Third fusion .................................... - ... -- ...... -
Cupellation ...................••.......................•....... 
















Mr. Ha-gue says the millers expect to get 1 ton of concentrated pyrites 
from 6 tons of tailings, whicll seems to indicate a pretty heavy loss. At 
that basis, however, the theoretical expense would be-
Concentrating 6 tons to 1 ................................ _ .. 
Smelting 1 ton, 3.10 days' labor, at $3 ....................... _ 
Smelting 1 ton, 82.17 bushels charcoal, at 25 cents ......... __ . 
Smelting 1 ton, 0.72 cords wood, at $8 .... : ............... _ ... 
Total. . . . . . . . ...................................... . 







Total cost of treatment, 6 tons .................. _ . . . . . . 101 84 
Cost of one ton ........ , . - .......... , . . . . . . ......... _ . __ . . 16 94 
The expense of charcoal ought to be somewhat less than this. for in 
consequence of the small quantity of material treated at Lend, no less 
than 2.5 bushels per ton of ore are expended in heating the furnace. If 
"·e add one-half more for loss in blowing out, we have the very htrge 
proportion of 3.7 bushels-'-a quctntity which would be lessened to 1 
bushel if 500 tons of ore were smelted in one campaign. Wi th proper 
management this could be very much exceeded, so that the expense of 
charcoal for blowing in and blowing out would be too little per ton to 
be worth reckoning. 
It now remains to consider the adaptability of this process to western 
ores, and I will take those of Colorado as an example, for the reason 
that l\Tr. Hague's report on the mines of that Territory offers the best 
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data for the calculation. He giYes commercial assays 
Yarious lodes, which prove their value to be as follows: 
First-dasH ore: 
Consolidated Gregory .......................................................... . 
Illinois .......... ..... ................................................ ......... . 
Ga•·dner ...................................................................... . 
California ..................................................................... . 
Burroughs .................................................................... . 
Average .................................................................... . 
Milling ore: 
Burroughs, (I ,340 tons) ..... ................................................... . 
419 
of ores from 
Gold, Silver, 
OUnCtH. ounce~. 
5. 6 20 
4 20 
3. 5 II. 5 
3 18 
6 12 
4. 42 16.3 
4. 5 
The coin value of the first-class ore is therefore $91.36 for the gold 
and $21.03 for the silver; total, $112.13. By roasting the ore so as to 
leave one-third raw matte, and smelting with 180 to 195 pounds of lead 
to the ton, we ought to extract 90 per cent. of the gold,* ot· 4.05 ouncP-s, 
worth $83.71; and 73 per cent. of the silver, or 11.90 ounces, worth 
$15.35, or $99.06 in all. The cost of this would be about as follows: 
J\1ining one ton of ore .......................... , ........... $10 00 
Roasting: 0.04 day's labor, at $3 ............... _ . $1 20 
0.029 cor<l wood, at $8. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 
8 months' interest on $10, at 12 per 
cent.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80 
---$2 23 
Smelting: 1.5 day's labor . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . 4 50 
8 pounds lead, at 5 cents ....... _...... 40 
46 bushels charcoal, at 25 cents ........ 11 50 
16 40 
Total for roasting and smeHing· .... o................... 18 63 
Total for mining, roasting, and smelting .............. o 28 63 
If our ore contains no copper, and the matte will not pay for 
further treatmeut, and we proceed at once to cupellation, we 
have in addition: 
Onpellation: 0.24 day's labor, at $3 _ ................... $0 75 
0.37 bushels coal, at 25 cents.............. 09 
0.09 cord wood, at $8...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 52 
9 pounds lead, say at 5 cents.............. 45 
6 81 
Total for mining, roasting, smelting, and cupellation,.... 35 44 
Profit, $99.06-$35.44=$G3.62. 
We· have remaining a matte containing $13.07, and probably a cer-
tain a.mount of coppAr. Let us see whether this will pay to "ork by 
itself. The cost will be: 
"It will be obsened by reference to the table of the third fusion that all tLe gold 
was extracted by one operation a,t Lend in 1866. I ba,ve, ho~ever, adhered to Dr. 
Turner's geneml est-imate iu ma,king the above calculations. 
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Roasting: 0.30 day's labor,* at $3 ..................... $0 90 
0.02 cord wood, at $8 . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
Smelting: 0.60 day's labor, at $3 ...................... $1 80 
27 bushels coal, at 25 cents. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 75 




This would cause a loss; for calculating 4 per cent. loss on gold and 
10 per cent. on silver in the original ore, we have only $7.50 which can 
be extracted from the matte. The loss would therefore be $3.38, and 
unless the matte were worked for other products, as for copper, it 
probably could not be utilized at present, though in many cases it would 
be required as a basic flux in the first fusion. Considering the present 
state of the vVest and proportion of copper in the ore, the process would 
probabl;y consist of three operations-first, roasting the ore; second, 
fusion; and third, cupellation, the copper matte being sold . 
..._.:\ccepting the Burroughs milling ore as an average of the second-
class ore, we have for this, one ounce gold, worth $20.67, and 4.5 ounces 
silver, worth $5.81; total, $25.48. The cost of treating it would be: 
lVIining 6 tons. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $60 00 
Concentrating G tons to 1 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 00 
Roasting and smelting 1 ton. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 63 
Cupellation.... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 81 
Add for roastingt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00 
Cost of treating 6 tons ................................... . 
Cost of treating 1 ton ............................ ~ ....... . 
Yield at 90 per cent. of the gold ........................... . 





Total yield. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 84 
Cost...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 57 
Profit ............. ...................................... . $7 27 
This would leave a matte -containing $1.86 in gold and silver, and per-
haps some copper. 
The above calculations are of course theoretical, so far as they relate 
to works which have never yet been established in the Territory. Tbere 
may be errors in the prices assumed for labor and materials; but there 
is no reason why the amount of labor and ma:,erial expended per ton 
should be more than at Lend; that part of the calculations is not theo-
retical. Undoubtedly in establishing snch works some difficulties would 
be experienced, but with a railroad to the foot of the mountains, anu 
the improved facilities for communication, the difficulties iu the way 
*A certain correction bas to be applierl, because the amount of matte is taken as 
larger than at Leud. I have assumed it to be 50 per cent. more. 
tFine ore requires a more expensive roasting than coarse, for which reason I have 
added 50 per cent. to the cost. Roasting in furnaces, Mr. Hague says, costs $5 in 
Colorado. 
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cannot compare with those which have been overcome in establishing 
the milling system. 
A chief drawback to extracting the precious metals in the Territory, 
instead of concentrating them in a matte to be exported, is thought to 
be the lack of lead-ores, since the Georgetown mines have not fulfilled 
their promise as lead mines. Let us see how much is required for works 
treating 25 tons of ore a day, a capacity which is considered to be quite 
respectable for a mill; and it is to be remembered that these 25 tons are 
concentrated ore representing several times that quantity of ore as it 
came from tlw mine. The loss amounts to about 17.7 pounds of lead per 
ton, or less than one per cent. Of galena-ore yielding, say, 70 per cent·. 
lead, one ton daily suffices for, say, 70 tons pyrites, or 21,000 tons yearly; 
two tons daily suffice for, say, 140 tons pyrites, or 42,000 tous yearly; 
fhe tons daily suffice for, say, 350 tons pyrites, or 105,000 tons yearly. 
If each ton of smelting ore represents 6 tons of ore from the mine, 
we have more than 600,000 tons of ore treated with 1,500 tom; of ga-
lena-ore. Even if the mines of Georgetown and Argenta are unable 
to supply this amount, it could easily be bought in, and brought from 
Ut<tlt, at rates which would at least pay its own cost. l\iy object, how-
ever, is not to urge any process upon tlle attention of western miners, 
m· prove by full figures its applieal>ilit.y. I offer the Lend process as 
one which deals with ores precisely similar to those of Oo1ormlo, and 
leave it to tl10se who are interested in the mines of that tcnitory to 
work out its adaptability. 
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CHAPTER XII. 
THE AMALGAMATION OF GOI.1D-ORES. 
This chapter constitutes a supplement to the· preceding one on eco-
nomical results in the treatment of gold and silver ores by fusion, and 
was likewise furnished to me by John A. Church, E. M., of New York. 
I give the chapter without change or comment; but I do not fully con-
cur in the theory of amalgamation which it presents. 
It is commonly supposed that mercury takes up gold by reason of an 
affinity which causes the union of the metals whenever they are brought 
in contact, and in the use of amalgamated copper plates for catching 
the gold, the Americans have trusted the success of their gold-mills 
entirely to this action. In Austria they proceed on a different basis. 
There they acknowledge the affinity of gold for mercury, but confine it 
within small limits. The gold which is dissolved by the mercury, and 
which passes with it through the filter, is that which Las a chemical 
union with the mercury; while that which remains in the filter, and. 
after distillation forms the ''retort," is merely particles of gold which 
have mechanically sunk into the mercury by force of gravity. Their sur-
faces are attacked. by the fluid metal, which acts as a cement to bind 
them together; but in no sense do they form a definite amalgam. I will 
not discuss this point thoroughly here, but merely point out some facts in 
relation to Colorado ores which, on this hypothesis, give a ready explana-
tion for the poor yield of tlwse ores in the mill. 
*The principles on which the separation of gold from its ores is 
effected by mechanical means are easily explained. If we have a sub. 
stance composed of two element~, one having a specific gravit.y of 10 
and the other of 5, it is clear that if we can pr~)Vide a liquid having a 
density of, say, 7, the former can sink in it, and the latter cannot. To 
accomplish the SPparation of the two we have only to crush the sub-
stance to a certain fineness and place it in a bath of the liquid. As soon 
as each particle of gradty 10 comes in contact with the tluid, it sinks, 
and we have only to agitate the sand and bring every particle in cont.act 
with it to produce perfect separation. We have then the two elements, 
one at the bottom and the other on the top of the liquid. 
This is precisely what takes place in the so-called a,nalgamation of 
gold-ores. Gold has a specific gravity of 19.33, and mercury of 13.60. 
The iron pyrites in which the gold of Colorado is found has a gravity of 
about 5, and quartz, a.nothei' constituent of tltose ores, has a gravity of 
2.6. It would appear, then, that in a mixture composed of gold, specific 
gravity 19.33, and pyrites, specific gravity 5, there should be no difficulty 
in effecting the separation '\Vhen the gold. in a finely divided state is 
passed over mercury in which the gold can and the pyrites cannot sink. 
The Austrian gold-mill was devised to satisfy these conditions, and it 
works perfectly. In it mechanical contact between the gold and mer-
cury is effected in the most perfect way, and the mercury lying in a bath 
1 to 1~ inches deep, is in a condition to act either by affinity or merely as 
a fiuiu of medium density. And yet this apparatus fails to extract the 
gold from most of its ores, and the ta;ilings are sent to the smelting-
"What follows is partly taken from an article by me in the Scientific Arnerican of Oc-
tober 7, 1871. In t.hat article an error was made in putting the "normal alloy" at 35 
silver and 65 gold. It should have been the reverse, or 35 gold and 65 silver. The error, 
however, leaves the argument unaffected. 
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works, if they can be made to pay the cost oftreatmeut. · In some cases, 
as for instance at Zell, spoken of in the beginniug of this paper, tbe ore, 
wort.h only $2 and less a ton, is unable to bear any expense but amalga-
mation, and it could not bear even this were it not for the fact that its 
gold is fine and contains little silver. 
There is a dif.ficulty in treating gold-ores with mercury, in the explana-
tion of which we may perhaps account for the trouble experienced in 
Colorado. Native gold is rarely or never pure. It is alloyed with silver, 
which has a specific gravit.v of 10.56. Au alloy of the two metals, there-
fore, bas a specific gravity between 1!>.33 and 10.56, depending upon the 
proportion of the two metals. With gold 35 and silver 65 parts, the 
specific gravity of the alloy is about the same as that of mercury, and 
it cannot sink in that fluid; that is, it will not " amalgamate." The 
question is then, do the ores of Colorado contain more than 65 of silver 
to 35 of gold 1 I.Jet us calculate the assays given above, and ,.,.,.e have 
the following table, the 35 gold and 05 silver being taken as tbe normal 
nlloy: 
Gold, Sil·ver, 
ounces. ounces. Silver. Gold. 
--------------------[------------ ·---
Nor.nal alloy ...... .... -----·--·-·- ...... ------ ...... ---·----- .................... . 
Consolidated Gregory ore.--- ......... ---...................... 5. 6 20 
35 ()5 
22 7tl 
Illinoh; lode . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 4 20 16 84 
Gardner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 5 11. 5 23 77 
California.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 18 )5 85 
Burroughs·----········----·-·-----·-·········----····--···-·~ 6 12 
Variousmines, (2,056ton~) ................................... . 4.5 11 
3:3 G7 
:>0 70 
Average ............................................ 4.43 15.41 23 77 
Milling ore, Burroughs, (1,340 tons) ..... - •••... - ...••. --···-··-· l=~=~ ='V3[=W 
These are fair specimens of Colorado ores, and we see that the gold. 
they yield will- 11ot sink in mercury. And yet those who adhere to tlle 
milling process say H iloes amalgamate. That is true to a certain ex-
tent. Part of it amalgamates, and in that respect it. exactly resembles 
tlle Lend ores, in which part of the gold amalgamates and part 'vill not. 
The explanation is that Colorado ore contains 1 free gold, 2 gold alloyed 
with silver, and perhaps 3 silver not alloyed with gold. l\Ir. Hague 
thiuks that the mills extract about 55 per cent. of tlle gol<l iu the first 
operation, and 15 per cent. more by a repetition. If we construct a 
table for Colorado ores such as I have given for the Lend ores we shall 












Ounces. Ounces Ounces. Ounces. 
o. 46 o. G9 2. 37 1!). :n 
. 33 . 4!) 1. 69 1!). 51 
. 29 . 4:3 1. 48 11. 07 
. 24 . 37 ] . 28 17. 63 
. 5i:l . 3() 1. 96 11. ()4 
11. 42 1. 90 2. :!4 8. 78 79. 16 
Average ........................................... - . 2. 28 0. a2 0. 46 1. 76 15. 83 
--- "'---r-~ "----v-----.J 
0. 78 17.59 
Free gold. Alloy. 
Average ... ............... . ----.- .... - ... ...... -··--. 2. 28 18.37 
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Thus we see from this table that of the above Colorado ores only 57.7 
per cent. of t.he gold and 2.9 per cent of the silver is extracted by amal-
gamation. Thesa proportions are, of course, hypothetical; but ;we may · 
regard them as near the truth. 
The Burroughs milling ore contains 1 ounce gold and 4.5 ounces silver. 




Free gold. I Gold. Silver. Gold. Silver. 
----~-------------l-0-u-nc-es-.1 Ounces. Onnces. Ounces. Ounces. 
Burroughs Milling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 495 0. 085 0. 127 0. 42 4. ::!73 
The value of the Burroughs milling ore is therefore $12.15 in gold 
that will amalgamate, and $14.42 alloy that will not amalgamate; or 
45.5 of the former a.ud 54.5 of the latter in 100 of value. Thus we see 
that to its great fault of not extracting more than 70 per ceut. of the 
gold amalgamation }tdds the loss of nearly all the silver; so that the 
real saving, even by the best work, including a repetition of the milling, 
is under 60 per cent. of the value. 
I judge that the Colorado ores contain silver not alloyed \vith gold, 
from the fact that, although a great deal of the gold bas been removed 
by the mercury, which leaves nearly all the Rilver, the tailings show 
no proportionate increase of silv-er to gold. Silver has therefore been 
remm~ed as well as gold, and in about the same proportion. In three tables, 
giving assays of tailings, which lVlr. Hague pnblislles, we have the fol-
lowing proportions : 
Gold. Silver. 
Ounces. Ount;es. 
1. . ----- ------ ------ ------ ...... -- ... ----. --- ... -.-.-- - . --- ... --. 1. 05 4. 32 
2. . • -. -.-. -- .. --- .. - .. --- ---- ------ . ----. ---. ----.- ------- --. ---. 0. 66 2. 63 
3 .. ----. -- ... -- ..... -- ---. -- -- -.--- .. - ---. - .. - . --- -.-- ---- - . . . . . . 2. 34 3. 87 
Average ... ~ ..... - ................... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 35 3. 61 
· Proportion .........•............... _ ..... _.. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 73 
Compared with 23 gold and 77 silver, which is the average of the ores, 
these figures show that both silYer and gold have disappeared, and about 
equally, in the process of milling. Though hardly necessary, I will say 
that nothing in the bullion explains this fact., for that is composed of 
845 gold to 155 silver, on an aYerage. The cause of this loss is undoubt-
edly defective concentration. The ores probably contain proper silver-
minerals, which are very brittle, reduce to a fine powder in crushing, 
and are easily carried off on the stream. It may be, too, that the small 
proportion of galena found in the ore is highly argentiferous, but con-
tains little or no gold. This woul(l partly account for t~he loss of silver, 
for when galena is stamped through a mesh of 25 to the inch, and then 
concentrated in a buddle we may be sure that very much of it goes in 
the water. 
It must not be supposed that the above table, in which the gold of 
Colorado ores is divided into free gold and auriferous silver, is correct 
in its proportions. In the ore there are probably an unknown JJum ber 
of distinct alloys, and the gold we obtain comes (l) from fine gold, (2) 
from those alloys which contain more than 35 per cent. of gold. We 
know .from the bullion that about one-sixth of the amounts which I 
have put down to fine gold is really silver. The great fact remains that, if 
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we accept the Austrian explanation, the Colorado orcs ought not to amal-
gamate well; and "'heu we examine the results of practice, we find tllat 
they do not. 'rhis may be only a coincidence, but if so, it is one suf-
fieiently remarkable to make us reconsider the determiuation to force 
those ores to amalgamate, to which we have so stuubornly held for ten 
or twelve years. 
Before leaving this subject it ma,y be well to inquire bow it is that 
gold is amalgamated on copper plates in Colorado, where, of course, 
there is no mercury-bath. AU experimeuters, I believe, agree that 
more than half the amalgam obtaineu is made in the battery, and the 
plates placed there collect the larger part of the gold-sand. Probably 
still more comes iu contact with the mercury within the battery, and 
issues from the screen with the surfaces of the gol<l-particles covered 
with mercury, or a true amalgam of gold and mercury, which gives 
them the power of adhering to tile coat of amalgam on the plates. One 
of the signs for which the amalgamator constantly watches is, in fact, 
the appearance of hard, dry particles of " amalgam," which he knows 
by experience are apt to pass over the plate without adheriug. lie adds 
mercury, to tbe battery and. tbe particles then come out with a softer coat 
and readily fix themselves to the plate. The success of the plates as 
amalgamators is also greater when there is a thick coat of soft amalgam 
on them, and all these facts point to the supposition that the gold. iR 
retained on the plates by virtue of the cementing properties of the mer-
cury with which it becomes covered. in the battery. 
Another method of amalgamating gold, in u.se in this country, iR the 
'Vashoe pan-amalgamation. In the pans, it is well known, there is no 
bath of mercury, but this metal is distributed through the pulp in small 
drops, the object being to secure not oul,t thorough contact of the mer-
cury with the silver, but also to maintain this contact long enough to 
bave chemical action set in. To run sulphi<le or even chlori<le of silver 
over mercury, as goJ<l is run over a bath of that metal in the Austrian 
mill, would not answer. But the Comstock ore contains gold as well as 
silver, and the Washoe secures a very good proportion of it; as much, 
probably, as any ama1gaihation will extract of gold that is not posi-
tively fine. The following results of numerous bullion assays taken 
from Mr. Hague's book represent in all 133,844: tons of third-class 
ore, and 5,105 tous of second-class ore: for third class, 32.4 gold. 
aud 67.G sil\~er; for second. class, 36.7 gold. and G3.3 silver. So tllat 
gold. is rea11y saved in the vVashoe pans, and they seem to \York, in 
fact, better thau the Color~1do mills, for they extract no less than 81.1 
per cent. of tbe gol<l and 64.6 per ceut. of the silver, estimated. on the 
mill samples. llmr is it that gold can be taken up when the mercury 
is in fine drops all through tbe pulp, and there is no opportuuity for its 
mechauical action as a :fluid. of medium density~ Though no examina-
tion of this subject ha::; been ma<le, I have no doubt tlle bulk of the 
gold is obtained, either in the pan wlwre tbe pulp is thinned, or in the 
settler where it undergoes still greater tllinning, and the conditions are 
in fact extremely favorable for collecting the gold at tLe bottom, and 
entirely by mechanical means. There it meets with mercury and. follows 
it in its subsequent movements. Undoubte<lly some gold is taken up by 
the mercury while still distributed through the pulp, but the con-
ditions un<ler which mercury separates this metal from its ores teach us 
that this cannot be a very large proportion of the whole. It is, indeed., 
a very small proportion, and fortunately there is an analysis which 
proves this. In the chapter on the cbemistry of the Washoe process we 
have the following analysis of some crystals of Washoe amalgam given: 
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Mercury ............................................ __ . ___ . 
Silver ..... _ .... ". . ................................... k ••• 




The proportions of silver=96.5 to gold=3.5, are here, it will be ob-
serve<l, very different from those found in the bullion of the third-class 
ore spoken of above, and which was, silver 67.6, and gold 32.4. 
In working the small pan used in making the experiments upon which 
the chapter upon the chemistry of the pan-processis based, it is to be noted 
that no such proportion of silver to gold was obtained as tllat whieh 
occurs in the regular returns of the Savage Company. In trying the 
first-class Savage ore, the bullion contained silver 934.7, to gold 49.5; 
or, in 100 parts, silver 94.9 and gold 5.1; and yet the yield of silver was 
only 32.55 per cent., while that of the gold was 70.6. Had the yield of 
silver equaled that of gold, the proportion of the latter wonld have 
lJeen very much smaller. Probably in working in tile large wa.y gold 
collects in the bottom of the agitator and iR taken up by the mercury 
of the next charge of pulp, a state of things that could not exist in the 
experiments, because the apparatus was ·there thoroughly cleaned after 
each pan. 
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CHAPTER XIII. 
THE Al\fALGAMATION OF SILVER-ORES IN PANS, WITH 
THE AID OF CHEMICALS. 
The attention of the mining public has, within late years, been largely 
attracted to the existence of numerous veins and deposits of silw~r-ore, 
the beneficiation of which was, however, apparently impracticable, as 
the ores they furnish can not be worked with any dt>gree of success by 
the ordinary amalgamation-process, and are not sufficiently rich to bear 
the expense of roasting, even after tile improved and cheaper methods 
now in vogue. An over-confidence in the adaptability of the ordinary 
Washoe process to the working of ores of the most different characters 
bas led to numerous failures, while, on tbe other band, the caution bred 
of experience causes many properties to lie idle which would prove 
remunerative under a method of treatment equal in thoroughness to the 
ordinary process, without greatly exceeding it in expense. The demand 
for such a process has within the last three years been practically filled, 
but the suspicion with which all innovations are regarded, and the 
uninvestigative spirit of the "practical" millman, have prevented this 
new method from being more generally known anu adopted. The facts 
now set forth should demonstrate its usefulness beyonu a question. A 
test of its merits can be readily made. Simple as it appears, it can be 
made to sohTe many metallurgical and financial problems in the way of 
working ores to a fair percentage of their value, and with profit, which 
hitherto have, by their apparent rebelliousness, proven only sources of 
loss. 
The first successful attempt at amalgamating rebellious silver-minerals 
in pans, and without roasting, was made on the Comstock slimes. By 
far the greater portion of tllese slimes was in former years allowed to 
run to waste. This loss was probably looked upon as an evil unavoidable 
in wet-crushing mills, and was partially excused by tile fact that not more 
than 35 per cent. of their gross value could be extracted by the then 
known metllods of treatment. There was consequently but little induce-
ment to millmen to save slimes assaying $40 per ton, or tllereabout, as 
they could barely be worked to a profit. Thousands of tons were thus 
lost, which at the present da;y would yield an enormous fortune to their 
owner. 
Some three years ago a series of experiments were made, which clearly 
. proved that these slimes could be worked to a high percentage at a co~t 
wllich, tboui!·b greater tllan that of oruinary milling, still left a good 
margin for profit. Mill-owners were induced to save and sell what they 
had hitherto allowed to run waste, and, shortly after, the working of 
slimes became. a distinct feature of milling on the Comstock. 
All this was effected simply by adapting to the vYasboe pan-process 
certain features of tho :Mexican patio, namely, the use of sulpllate of 
copper and salt in sufficient quantities to decompose the rebellious silver-
minerals and leave them iu a favorable state for amalgamation. The 
successful application of the~e chemicals to the ordinary vVashoe procm;;!'l 
was entirely novel. It is true tlJat in former years many millmen bad 
trieu these chemicals among a host of others, but their experiments 
were invariably carried on with such a want of knowledge that failure 
was inevitable. Some used bluestone without salt, and others salt with-
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out bluestone. vVhen the two were used simultaneously, the amount 
was so small that the effect could not be appreciated. At the time 
referred to it was a maxim among millmen that no benefit was to be 
derived from the use of chemicaJs. Mr. Kiistel, in his book on the 
\Vashoe process, after giving a list of different chemicals employed or 
recommended-none of which were probably ever largely adopted-
expresses strong doubts as to the efficacy of any or all chemicals; and 
in a later article, after admitting the extraordinary effects obtained on 
slimes, states that the same process would not be applicable to sauds. 
So much to vindicate the practical originality .of this process. It will 
be shown further on that it can be applied with equal adva"Gtage to the 
working of sands and tailings. There is no certainty as to tbe formulre 
in obedience to which the chloride of copper-which is formed by the 
nmtual action of salt and sulphate of copper-effects its purpose. 
Chemists are not agreed as to the various re-actions, and the subject is 
still under dispute. Its theoretical comprehension is, however, not 
e8sential to the practical operations which will be described. 
We will first consider the application of cbloride of copper to the 
working of slimes, and, later, its extension to the treatment of sands or 
pulp. 
Slimes constitute the clayey portion of the ore which flows from the 
battery in wet-crushing mills, and is imperfectly caught or settled iu 
the tanks constructed for the purpose of catching t.he crushed ore. It 
is needless to say that with a sufficient number of tanks these slimes 
couhl be saved, but lack of space generally renders this impracticable, 
and the usual plan is to allow them to flow into reservoirs outside of the 
mill, from which they are afterward dug out, allowed to dry, and hauled 
to the mill. 
The mechanical treatment of slimes varies but little from that of 
ordinary ore. Their finely-divided condition renders grinding unneces-
sary~ aud calls merely for a sufficiently violent motion to thoroughly 
incorporate the quicksilver with t.he pulp. 
The length of time devoted to the amalgamation of a charge of ore is 
influenced to a great extent by the amalgamating ~apacity of the mill, 
aud by various reasons of economy. It often becomes advisable to 
sacrifice a certaiu percentage of the value for the sake of workiug a 
greater number of tons per diem. To insure good results a charge 
should not remain in the pan, subject to the action of quicksilver and 
chemicals, less than six to seven hours. 
Iu working ordinary ores the quicksilver is not added until the pulp 
bas been thoroughly grouud. 'rhis is to prevent t,he flouring of the 
quicksilver; but since slimes require no grinding, one migbt suppose 
that it would be more ad,rautageous to put the quicksilver into the pan 
on charging, tllus allowing more time to the amalgamation. 
Experience has, however, shown that better result.s are obtained b,v 
putting iu the chemicals, i. e., sulphate of copper and ~alt, first, anu 
adding tile quick8il-ver from two to tlnee hours later, thus allowing the 
intervening length of time for the decomposition or'' preparation" of 
the refractory minerals. The reason of this is not immediately apparent, 
as the quicksilver charged simultaneously with the chemicals should 
abtack the chloriclized (~) silver-minerals in statu nascenti. The amount 
per ton of chemicals employed varies with the richness of the slimes. 
The quantity is always largely in excess of that called foT by the 
chemical equivalents of the minerals to be acted upon, but in very large 
pans the relative proportions may be diminished. Takiug ordinary 
slimes, assa;ying thirty dollars per ton, as a basis, the average quantities 
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of sulphate of copper and salt employed per ton are 10 to 12 pounds of 
the former and 20 to 25 pounds of the latter. 
These quantities may be advantageously increased on slimes of higher 
grade. The exact amounts must be determined by conscientious a,ssays. 
In working slimes of uniform character, the varying fineness of bullion 
furnishes an excellent empirical test of tlw amount of chemicals to be 
employed. The baseness of the bullion increases with the quantity of 
sulphate of copper used, owing to the precipitation of copper by the iron 
of the pan, and its consequent amalgamation. The millman soon dis-
covers that beyond a certain point an excess of sulphate of copper pro-
duces no adequate results besides reducing the fineness of his bullion. 
Ha\ing once determined the average fineness of his bullion when work-
ing unuer the most favorable circumstances, he increases or diminishes 
the amount of sulphate of copper as the bullion becomes finer or baser 
than his standard. 
The same amount of chemicals with richer Elimes will produce finer 
amalgam, which is due to the fact that a larger amount of silver is amal-
gamated while the same percentage of copper is precipitated. Should 
the value of the slimes and consequent fineness of the bullion increase 
materially, it becomes necessary to determine by assay the most adYan-
tageous proportion, and to adopt a new standard of fineness. A source 
of great expense in the working of slimes is the excessive and appar-
ently unavoidable loss of quicksilver. vVorking with all thea(1vantages 
of settlers and agitators, this loss seldom falls below four pounds per tou, 
whereas in quartz-mills it does not as a rule exceed 1-! to 1~ poands per 
ton of ore. This is undoubtedly due to the nature of the slimes, which 
have the· same effect upon the quicksilver as oil or grease, forming a film 
or coatiug over the surface of the metal, and preventing tbe globules 
from uniting. The minute partiples settle with difficulty, and to a great 
extent flow off with the tailings. The excessive loss in working slimes 
cannot with justice be ascribed to the action of chloride of copper, as iu 
working the tailings by the same process the loss of quicksilver per ton 
is not gre~tter than in ordinary quartz-mills, thus proving sufficiently 
that the deleterious action of chloride of copper upon quicksilver is not 
appreciable upon so large a scale. 
J.Vlany attemptR have been made to effect a saving of quicksilver in 
milling, but so far only mechanical appliances have met with success. 
Although sodium, sodium amalgam, cyanide of potassium, &c., are very 
effective in temporarily "enlivening" the quicksilver, their action 
speedily dies out after the latter has been transferred to the pan, and 
experience has sufficiently demonstrated that when employed in prac-
ticable quantities they have no effect in aiding the amalgamation. The 
only thorough method of cleansing quicksilver is to retort it., and the use 
of proper straining-sacks will render a recourse to the method unneces-
sary. 
The following table will show results obtained in working on a large 
scale two different lots of slime: 
1. Slimes from various mills. 
2. Slimes from Savage ore. 
..: Assay value per ton. Yield per ton . Per cent. extracted. 
I 
Fineness of bullion. 
"" p s 
Gold. Silver. I Total. Gold. I Silver. TotaL Gold. I Silver. 
I 
~ TotaL Gold. Silver. I Total. 
- - ------
--~----,_,. 1~01 ~~~-----;; 1 $7. 2s $2'l. 44 I $29. 12 $4. Ol $20.20 $24.21 81.46 2 6. 03 35. 70 1 41. 73 4. 60 3l. OS 35. 68 76. 23 87. 06 85.50 005 537 542 
I 
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The results obtained in the working of lot No. 2 are somewhat above 
the average, which can be estimated at about 80 per cent. of the assay 
value. 
Tl1e method of treatment now in vogue is susceptible of modification 
and improvement. The yield can be increased by charging the chemi-
cals at two different periods, say two-thirds at first and the remaining 
third two or three hours later. This is due to the fact that the action of the 
chloride of copper becomes more feeble as time elapses, and is revivified 
by the addition of this second portion. 
A saving in the amount of salt consumed can be effected by dissolving 
it together with the sulphate of copper in vats in proportions approxi-
mating to their chemical equivalents, and charging the resulting chloride 
of copper in the liquid state. The plan of putting the sulphate of cop-
per and salt into the pan separately, necessitates a large excess of the 
latter to insure the complete decomposition of the former. An excess 
of salt was originally deemed advantageous on the supposition that it 
would aet beneficially in holding the chloride of silver in solution, thus 
presenting more surfaces of contact to the action of the quicksilver, and, 
moreover, would convert the Hg Cl formed to Hg UP, in which state it 
would be precipitated by the iron of the pans in the metallic form. It 
is, however, improbable that such re-actions should occur on a large scale 
where the re-agents represent so small a proportion of the entire mass . 
. The discovery of a cheap method of working slimes led to important 
results. The same process was soon applied to the working of low-grade 
tailings, of which vast quantities had accumulated on the plains border-
ing on the Carson River, at Dayton, and at other points. Several mills, 
with a capacity of working fi·om 250 to 300 tons per diem each, are now 
in operation in Dayton and vicinity. The tailings, which were formerly 
allowed to run into the Carson River, are now carefully saved~ and in 
fact to such an extent bas the re-action set in agaiust the wasteful prac-
tices of the past, that many mill-owners save the tailings after they have 
passed through the pans, with a view to reworking them at some future 
time. The tailings being mostly very poor, it· becomes necessary to work 
a large amount daily in order to obtain a fair interest on the capital in-
vested. This is effected by using very large pans and by rapid amalga-
mation. Economy in the time devoted to amalgamation cannot, how-
ever, be effected without sacrificing a portion of the precious metals 
which might otherwise be saved. It is, however, considered polic_y to 
suffer this loss. The metllod of treatment is practically the same as in 
working slimes, with the exception that a smaller proportion of sulphate 
of copper and salt is used, and that in other respects less attention is 
paid to the extraction of a high percentage, the value of the tailiugH not 
justifying too careful a manipulation. For the same reason the extra 
expense of grinding the tailings, which would undoubtedly increase the 
yield, is dispensed with. 
As a rule the bullion pruduced is very base, not exceeding on the 
average .450. and often going as low as .350. 
In the mill of Birdsall & Co., in Dayton, where the crude bullion rarely 
exceeds in fineness the latter figure, an inexpensive process has been 
adopted for partially refining it. 
As the bullion comes from the retort a great portion of the copper is 
found in a crust on the surface of the slab. This slab-crust, which contains 
some silver and gold, is separated from the finer metal beneath, and the 
latter is cast into bars 500 to 600 fine. The cupreous crust is roasted in 
a reverberatory furnace and crushed, ~nd the copper-oxide separated by 
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means of sulphuric acid. The bu11ion from other mills is sold in the 
crude state, and suffers a discount proportionate to its baseness. 
Even with the use of sulphate of copper and salt the percentage ex-
tracted from low-grade tailings rarely exceeds 50 to 55 per cent. This 
is due principally, as above stated, to the necessity of a cheap, rapid, 
and consequently imperfect treatment. The same tailings, lwweyer, 
worked without chemicals, but otherwise in the same manner, would 
not yield over 20 to 25 per cent. of their value, and in some cases not so 
much as that. Richer tailings give better results, and are also treated 
more carefully. 
In a mill of large capacity, and in good working order, the cost of work-
ing does not exceed $3 to $4 per ton. Hence there is still a margin for 
profit on tailings assaying only $9 to $10 per ton. 
The pans now almost uni~'ersally in use in the Washoe tailing-mills 
have a capacity of from 6 to 8 tons, and the time of working the charge 
generally does not exceed four hours. More tllan half an honr, lwwever, 
is consumed in charging and discharging, in heating- the pulps, &c. The 
actual tiine of treatment, therefore, is less than three and a half hours. 
The following table will show the amount extracted from one half 
hour to one Lalf hour, from a cllarge of tailings assaying $15.31 ver ton, 
worked in a pan of eight tons' capacity. 
Value of tailings, $15.31 . 
• Silver. Yi~~~-per 
Assay value of sample from pan, end of first half hour_. ___ . __ ... _ ... $12.40 2.91 
Assay value of sample from pan, enrl. of second half hour ____ .. ___ .. __ 
Assay value of sample from pan, end of tbird half hour ___ ._ ........ . 
11.70 .70 
10.83 .87 
Assay value of sample from pan, end of fourth half honr ____ . _. _. __ . _ 9.58 1.25 
Assay value of sample from pan, end of fifth half hour ....... _ . _ ... . 9.02 .56 
Assay value of sample from pan, end of sixth half hour ___ ._ ...... _ .. 8.09 .U3 
Assay value of sample from pan, end of seventh half hour __ .. _ ..... . 




Total percentage extracted, 49.30 per cent. 
The falling off in the yield in the seventh and eighth half hours is 
due to the insufficiency of chemicals used, their action having spent it-
self in the earliest part of ~he treatment. . 
Until the introduction of the nse of the sulphate of copper an<l salt, 
tile worldng of tailings was confined to rich lots, \Vllere a small per-
centage of the value would still prove remunerative, and to blanket-
concentrations. The richness of the latter consisted to a great extent 
in amalgam, and its successful extraction was consequently an easy mat-
ter. 
Before dismissing tbe subject of slimes and taili~gs, it is necessary to 
refer to certain elasses of these ores which do not yield to the action of 
sulphate of copper and salt to the extent claimed in the foregoing pages. 
The precise cause of this rcbelhousness has never been accurately ascer-
tained, but fi.·om the fact that the bullion produced in working them is 
always of exeeeding fineness (,t090°0 and over) even when a large ex-
cess of sulphate of copper is used, it is evident that the evil consists in 
tlte presence of some substance which decomposes the sulphate of cop-
per, thus proflucing the same effect as if none were used. This injurious 
agent is probably an alkali or alkaline earth. It is to be regretted that 
we have no k1;:wwledge of any cheap chemical reagent producing prac-
tically the same effect as chloride of copper, and which would not be 
subject to this decomposition. 
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The following table will show to what extent the treatment of slimes 
is affected by the elimination of the copper-salt. Five hundred and 
sixty-two and one-quarter tons of slime from OlwJlar ore were worked 
in charges of 2,500 pounds each, with 15 pounds sulphate of copper 
and 30 pounds salt to the charge. Total amount worked, 562! tons. 
Va1ueper ton ................ ·----·------------
Total values._ ...... _ . ___ .... _ .. ___ . ____ .. ____ . 
Yie1c1 ... _ ........................ _ .... _ ....... . 














7, sr>2 09 
32.97 
Gold. Silver. Total. 
Fineness of bullion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Tb-fiu .JU3.0_ lUOO 
Within half an hour of putting the snlphate of copper into · the pan, 
chemical tests could not detect the presence of copper in solution in the 
pulp, thus proving that it had been almost immediately decomposed. 
Tile same phenomenon has presented itself in the working of tailings. 
Such cases, however, are exceptional, but prove why in certain in-
stances the use of sulphate of copper and salt may not prollhce tlw 
effects claimed for them. .1\.partfrom these exceptional cases the beneficial 
effects of chloride of copper being thoroughly established, the question 
naturally arises why its use is principally limited to tlJe working of 
slimes and tailings, and why it is not more generally employed in quartz-
mills. There is not the slightest doubt that an intelligent use of clJem-
icals would prove highly beneficial i11 many cases where the old metlJod 
of treatment, without chemica1s is adlJered to. The ores of the Com-
stock ledge are particularly docile under their influence. It is true that 
many mill-men claim to have investigated the matter, and have pro-
nounced ag<tinst the use of chemicals, but, as has already been stated, 
their experiments were carried on in such an unfair manner that failure 
\vas inevitable. It could not be expected that a few ounces, or even a 
few pounds, of sulphate of copper and sait would produce appreciable 
results upon a ton of ore, and yet mill-men were deterred from using 
larger quantities through the fear of producing baser bullion. It is a 
common superstition that fine bullion is a guarantee of skillful amalga-
mation, than which nothing is less true. Until this prejudice is eradi-
cated it is useless to look for the employment of sulphate of copper in 
quartz-mills in quantities sufficient to establish its merits. Another 
cause of indifference on the part of Washoe mill-men is the fact that 
they generally find no difficulty in returning by their present method of 
working 65 per cent. of the value of the ore, tlJe amount universally 
guaranteed by customs mills, and are, naturally enough, not disposed 
to increase the cost of working without corresponding benefit to them-
selves. The mine-owners also appear to be satisfied with these results, 
but their apparant indifference to their own interests does not admit of 
so simple an explanation. • 
The first quartz-mill to adopt the use of sulphate of copper and salt 
was that of the Meadow Valley Company, near Pioche, N eva.da. This 1Dill 
commenced operations in the summer of 1870. Owing to a misunder-
standing only a small supply of sulphate of copper was on hand at the 
time, and when this \'Tas exhausted the difference in percentage extracted 
was immediately apparent. During tlJe first week's run the yield was equal 
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to 80 per cent. of the value of the ore. 'Vben the chemicals were ex-
hausted the yield fell below 40 per cent., only to recover on the receipt of 
a fi·esh supply of sulplJate of copper. The following table will show the 
cliflerence in percentage extracted while working with and witl10ut 
chemicals: 
July and August, 1870-Percentage extracted, 54.40, working three-
quarters of the time without chemicals. 
September-64.39, working one-half the time without chemicals. 
October-87.90, working with chemicals. 
N ovem ber-82.5, working with chemicals. 
December-81.8, working with chemicals . 
• Tanuary-76. 7, working with chemicals. 
February-77.6, working with chemicals. 
March-G8, working with chemicals. 
April-67, working with chemicals. 
May-74.4, working with chemicals. 
June-74, working with chemicals. 
J ul,y-73, working with chemicals. 
Average assay Yalue of the ore for the year, $143.21. 
The ores operated upon were very rich. In such cases the po1icy of 
working ores with chemical~ in preference to roasting may be questioned. 
The matter must be decided by a careful comparison of the expense 
and results of the respective methods. It must furthermore be taken 
into consideration tbat roasting i1nTolves dry crushing, and consequently 
a decrease in the working capacity of a mill of a given number of 
stamps. This again necessitates a larger outlay for the erection of 
more mills in order to crush a sufficient number of tons per diem to 
render possible the payment of any considerable amount in di\'idends. 
The expense of building furnaces, &c., must also be taken into con-
sideration. Should, however, the ores prove of so rebellious a nature 
that the difference in percentage extracted by the roasting process be 
sufficient to overrule these considerations, then it is evident tLat tLe 
wet process must give way to dry-crushing and roasting. 
At the Nevada Butte l\Iill, where this method of working with chem-
icals was introcluced during the past summer, it was abs0lntely neces-
sary to find some means of reducing the ore without roastiug, as it was 
not sufficiently l'icb to admit of the latter method of treatmeut. Here 
also it was found that whereas only 35 per cent. of the value could be 
extracted by quicksilver alone, the use of sulphate of copper and salt in-
creased the ntlue to 75 per CeiJt. and upwards. These ores contained still 
more lea<l than those of the .Meadow Va1le~7 mine, and finally became so 
base as practically to belong to the class of smelting ores, causing an enor-
mous 1osR of quicksilver, and rendering their beneficiation by the amal-
gamation pro~e::;H au impo~sil>ility. The enterprise had therefore to be 
abaudoned. 
The only chemicals thus far known to be applicable to the amalgama-
tion process are salts of copper. A great benefit would be conferred 
upon the mining public by the discoyery of other chemicals equally ef-
fective, but less expensive, a11d not so subject to decomposition by the 
iron of the pan or by the ore itself. 
H. Ex. 211--21:) 
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CHAPrr ER XIV. 
THE TREATMENT OF ORES OF NATIVE SILVER IN CHI-
HUAHUA. 
The following account was written hy H. B. Cornwall, E. M., of the 
School of .Mines of Columbia College, New York, and is to be published 
in April in the columns of the Engineering and Mining Journal. It 
furnishes an interesting view of a remarkable industry. 
Several districts in Mexico yield considerable quantities of native sil-
ver, but nowhere does this class of ore occur so abundantly as at Bat.op-
ilas~ in southern Chihuahua, and the neighboring country. Batopilas 
especially bas become famous for its silver-ore, and the object of this 
article is to describe the mining and reduction of the native silver-ores 
of Batopilas, as exemplifieu by the actual workings of an American 
company, which has now been in eminently successful operation there 
for several years. In a future article, the treatment of the sulphureted 
and other combined ores of silver will be given, with some remarks on 
mining in Northern Mexico in general. 
Batopilas is situated in a deep and very narrow valley, or barranca, 
among the western ranges of the Sierra Madre, in southeastern Chihua-
hua, about eight days' journey, by mules, from the nearest port on the 
Gulf of California. The neighboring mountain-ranges show different 
formations; sometimes the trails lead O\er trachytic rock, ·then over 
granite or diorite, and again over conglomerate and porphyritic forma-
tions. All of these may be met within a six botus' ride from BatopiJas. 
The silver-bearing veins, however, are confined to the diorite, and their 
universal vein-rock or gangue is carbonate of lime, in the white, crys-
talline form of calcite. Accompanying the nati,Te silver, as will be more 
minutely describeu presently, are black sulphuret of silver, (plata negra,) 
rub,y silver, (rosicla.ra,) arsenical iron, (jierro blanco,) galena, (plomo,) 
and zinc-blende, (copelilla ;) all of \vhich occur, however, in very small 
quantity. Through the valley runs a river, always supplying a great 
<leal more water than would be necessary to run as many mines as could 
lJo worked, and during the rainy season swelling to a torrent. On both 
sides of the river rise steep mountain ranges, and the silver-veins occur 
in considerable number in both ranges. The particular mine to be de-
scribed lies on the east side of the river, and is worked by a main tunnel, 
entering the mountain some sixty feet above high water, and but a few 
:yards from the river-bank. • 
Three of the veins cut by this tunnel had been worked in old times, 
and from one of them it is reported that some ten millions of dollars 
i\Tere taken. Probably the report is little if at all exaggerated, for the 
immense waste-heaps and the size of the workingR nuder ground show bow 
extensively the vein was worked, and if the present richness of the ore 
extracted from another vein can be taken as a criterion, certainly an 
immense amount of silver must have been obtained. The veins have 
the genera.l trend of the mountain-range, although they converge at dif-
ferent points, and some of them cross the valley. .AJl are proved by the 
present tunnel to be true veins, as they are cut from 300 to 600 feet 
below the surface-hwel of the old workings, and show the same character 
below as above. As is always the case where the silver occurs pure, the 
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ore is not uniformly distributed, but. occurs in pockets, and sometimes a 
vein which has yielded a large bonanza at one time may be worked for 
several hundred feet without yielding more than a very moderate amount 
of silver. Still~ although the silver is not continuous throughout, yet, 
in the vein above alluded to, the old workings show a continuous 
body of ore, varying from 3 to 10 or 12 feet in width, and to a 
depth (these statements are made from memory, and not from notes) of 
over 200 feet. The present tunnel has cut eight large veins, all bearing 
silver, and by judicious working of these veins, following the indieations 
of rich ore, new deposits may be constantly opened, so that once such a 
di~trict is developed it may be as successfully worked as if there were 
but one vein with a continuous body of ore. The J\1exicans \\ere not 
prudent miners. If a large and rich deposit was opened they worked it 
out as rapidly as possible, not providing by dead work on othPr veins 
for the time when their bonanza should be exhausted. 
It has been said that galena and zinc-blenc1e aecompanied the silver. 
These minerals, taken in connection with a lively appearance of the cal-
cite, and the presence of arsenical iron, are the miue.r's guides. B.} their 
occurrence he judges where to look for the silver, and an experienced 
man can follow them up, until from a merely promising rock he proceeds 
to the silver itself. Th~ couutry-rock is diorite, very hard aud tough 
near the mouth of the tunnel, but becoming more tractalJle fnrther in, 
and always changing decidedly when near a vein. Occasionally the 
diorite, in a somewhat alt.ered state, and mixed with calcite, forms the 
vein-rock, as is the case in the largest and richest veiu now worked in 
.the tunnel; but in \'ariably, wherever pay rock occurs, there the silver is 
found with the above accompanying minerals. 
As rega.rds the method and expense of mining and reducing the ore, 
the following facts are given, taken from notes furnished the writer, 
dnring a twelvemonths' stay in Batopilas, by the superiuteuueut of the 
company, who is also the vice-president. 
The cost of mining per ton, including all deau work, sucll as running 
the front of the tunnel, prospecting, &c., is $33; the actual cost of ex-
tracting the silver-ore, including necessary drifts, and the work on all 
the veins yieluing silver in paying quantities, is $8 per ton. Hauling to 
the works, on donkeys, about half a mile, G2 cents per ton. In anotller 
article other details of mining expenses and methods will be g-iven. 
The ore is sorted into three classes: first class, value $2,500 and up-
wards per ton; second class, value $1,000 to $2,500; third class, all under 
$1,000, averaging perhaps $~50. 
The third-class ore is dumped at the stamps, the better ore :n, kept in 
a store-room and weighed out. All the ore is crushed in a lJattery of 
three small stamps, weighing about 300 pounds each, with a fall of 9 
inches, and a capacity of 8 tons per twenty-four hours. The ore falls 
through a screen witld:ive-eighth inch slits, and is then charged in the 
arrastra. The lumps of silver are separated by the screen, cleaned by 
hand, and, with the larger lumps of pure silver fi·om the mine, refined 
with the retort silver. The stamps are run by a horizontal water-wheel, 
which will be described under the arrastra. This latter apparatus it is 
unnecessary to describe. Suffice it to say that it is a large 1\Iexicau 
arrastra, 9 feet in diameter, with two stone muliers or runners, weigh-
ing 600 to 800 pounds each. The wheel that runs it is, however, pecu-
liar. The anastra is built on the top of a pile of masour~' in a deep pit. 
In the center of the arrastra rises a shaft, revolving on a pivot which 
rests in a plate raised a little above the bed of the arrastra, and from 
this shaft lwrizoutal arms project bej'Ond the rim of the arrastra. From 
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these arms descend rods which support a horizontal wheel, that thus 
revolves around the arrastra a few inches above the bottom of the pit. 
In the periphery of this wheel, at interv-als of 6 inches, are inserted rect~ 
angular floats, slightly concave, and set up edgewise, as if to receive 
the water from a tangential, horizontal chute. These floats are called 
cucharas, (spoons,) and hence these arrastras are called arrastras de 
cucharc(; as distinguished li.'om the arrastra de mula. The water acts on 
this wheel solely by its momentum acquired while descending very 
rapidly through a tapering chute, having a fall of 8 feet, with a length 
of 12 to 15 feet. It is very evident that tlwre is a great loss of power 
here, but as the works are supplied with a superabundance of water by 
a ditch, and the three arrastras are capable of reducing all the ore re-
quired, this makes little difference. These arrastras are universally 
employed in Mexico when water-power is at hand. Such a wheel, with 
a diameter of. 20 feet, will carry the two runners of the arrastra as fast 
as four stout mules, which could not work more than eight hours per 
day, and it runs the battery of stamps as aboYe stateu. 
From the stamps the ore is taken to the arrastras, into each of which a 
ton, more or less, according to the size, is charged at once. A few 
buckets of water are thrown in, just enough to give the mass a certain 
consistency, which is very essential to the proper couduct of the grind-
ing process. If there is too little water, the ore is raised up and pushed 
forward by the mnllers, without being ground; if there is too much 
water, it packs beneath the muliers. Water is from time to time added 
to preserve the proper cousistency of the ore, and after the operation 
bas been carried on about eigbt hours sufficient quicksilYer is added to 
amalgamate all the silver in the ore. Generally the arrastra is charged 
with one ton per day of the third-class ore, requiring some 25 pounds 
of quicksilver, and after three days' run, or whenm7 er tlw amalgamator 
thinks proper, rich ore is added, requiring proportionally more quick-
silver, for the purpose of getting a suitable amount of amalgam collected 
in the :urastra, preparatory to cleaning up. Some hours after adding 
the quicksilver the amalgamator takes a portion of the charge out in a 
born spoon, washes it, and thus judges whether there iR the proper 
amount of quicksilver present. These assaJ'S are regularly made, but, 
after a little experience with any ore, be soon learnR to gauge the amount 
of quicksilver very closely. 
Every morning, after the silver appears to be thoroughly amalgamated, 
a, large excess of water is added and the arrastra kept in motion for 
four to six hours; the heavier particles then settle, the amalgam sepa-
rates from the fine ore, and after the machine bas been at rest for a 
short time, the water is run off, carrying with it all of the, finely ground 
and desilverized ore. The coarser grains of ore, not yet sufficient,ly 
reducecl, remain and are ground with the next charge. The tailings 
thus obtained are very poor-so poor that the most experienced men in 
the place are unwilling to pay $3 per ton for them, with the object of 
extracting the silver on the patio. They ,contain near1y a.U of the galena, 
zinc-blende, and arsenical iron of the ore, a Yery little quicksilver and 
amalgam, and any arsenical silver (ruby silver) that may occur, with 
the exception of a trace that stays in the amalgam, either owing to its 
density or to native silver adhering to it. Most of the sulphuret of 
silver, being less brittle, and therefore not so easily reduced to powder, 
settles to the bottom of the arrastra and is, taken out with the amalgam, 
in wllich it is plainly visible after washing. Tbe rich tailings, removeu 
after the rich silver-ore has been added, and just before a clean-up, are 
more valuable, and are saved for concentration or treatment on the patio. 
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.As regards the quicksilver required in this part of the procesR, it is found 
that ore containing conrse silver needs less than ore with fine silver, in 
proportion to the amount of silver. 
When the rich tailings have been run off, the top layer of coarsely 
ground ore is removed with iron scrapers and reserved for the next 
charge. Then the amalgam is scraped up and carried in wooden bowls 
(bateas) to the washing-tank. This amalgam seems, to the snperfidal 
observer, scarcely anything more than coarse sand and slime, but, on 
adding to a suitable amount of it, in a shallow wooden bowl, tlle proper 
quantity of quicksilver, and washing it, stirring and ruubing it cou-
st~ntly with the band, the clean amalgam is obtained. The dirt thus 
remo\ed from it is rich and is reserved for concentration b~~ washing on 
the plane-table. _-\bout 10 per cent. of the quantity of qnieksih·er 
already employed in t.he arrastra is added to the amalgam in tllis process 
of cleaning. .A small portion of amalgam from the finer-grained sil ,-er-
ores is sometimes very carefully washed, the black sil\·er (sulphuret) 
being removed by grinding the amalgam on a stone and washing it 
thoroughly, and the resulting ver.v pure amalgam, after straining, is 
retorted carefully, and furnishes the bullion used in paying expenses. 
It i-s even purer than the refined silver cast into bars. 
The clean amalgam is now strainrd in canvas cloths, and this is the 
most tedious part of the process . .As the amalgam is at preseut retorte(l 
a very firm amalgam is required, so that it is not found suificieut 
to strain t,he amalgam in large bags by merely twisting them with a 
stick, but the quicksilver rnu8t be thoroughly pressed out from small 
balls, not over 2 to 2~ inches in diameter, by squeeziug and rubbing 
them in 'the canvas with the bands. The coarseness or the Rilver, 
which is frequently present in nails, renders the separation of the quick-
silver impracticable by any other means yet tried; from the very fine-
grained amalgam obtained on the patio the quicksilver i~ much more 
easily expressed. Probably if some other system of retorting were intro-
duced this part of the process might be made lt'ss la borions. The 
strained amalgam is charge<! iuto quicksilver-flasks, from wllich the 
bottom has been removed. About G5 to 70 pouuds of amalgam are intro-
duced, and then the flasks are set aside to allow as much of the quick-
silver to drain off as possible, and also to harden the amalgam. I11 a day 
or so, or as soon as four of these flasks are ready, they are remoYed to the 
retorting-furnace, wllere they are set ou end over holes in a sla.b which 
forms the bottom of the furnace. There is nothing to preYent the 
amalgam from falling out of the flasks ex·cept four uanow strips of iron 
set into the mouth of the flask; the amalgam never runs out when the 
fire is properly managed. Otller quicksih·er-flasks, open at each end, 
are placed below the holes in the bottom of the fnruace, their lower ends 
beiug beneath tlw surface of \Yater in a tank \vbich lies under the fur-
nace. .After luting tlle lower ends of the amalgam -flasks witll clay and 
ashes there is thus no outlet for the quicksilver except into tbe water, 
where it condenses. .A cllarcoal fire is slowly kindled around the flasks 
an<l they are thus retorted. This simple furnace, universal in that pnrt 
of 1\iexico, has supplanted the old copper-bell apparatus, but is itself 
susceptible of great improvement. 
We have now followed the silver as far as the refining process. It is 
evident th:.tt whatever loss of quicksilver may have resulted is purt>ly 
mechanical. I'here is no chemical action iu the arrastra, nor is any 
needed. Consequently the loss of quicksilver is small. .A careful 
account is kept of it, and the result shows only three-quarters of an 
ounce lost ver marc (eight pounds) of silver produced. 
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The retort-silver is refined in a small reverberatory furnace, built of 
adobes and fed with wood, which can receive a charge of 600 pounds of 
crude bullion. This charge is worked off in four hours. A little litharge 
and lead are added to remove the impurities, sulphur, arsenic, lead, iron, 
and, possibly, a very little zinc whic:Q. is present as zinc-blende, and car-
bonate of soda and borax are also used as fluxes. The loss is 7 per cent. 
on the crude•bullion, and consists, to some extent, of silver and quick-
silver; the amount has not been exactly ascertained, but is, doubtless, 
very small, as the silver is ladled out very rapidly when refined. It is 
cast into bars weighing about 70 pounds each, which assay .988 of 
silver on the average. 
The slags from the refining-furnace, with the concentrated tailings or 
slimes from the tanks for washing amalgam, and sometimes other 
Recondary products, are occasionally smelted in a small shaft-furnace, 
with addition of galena, and the resulting lead is used in refining the 
retort-silver. 
An experienced amalgamator, who was working up some of the ordi-
nary tailings from the every-day run of the arrastras, furnished the writer 
with the following facts relative to their treatment on the patio. The 
JY-[exicans sometimes make the operation pay, especially when the ores 
contain other ores than native silver, because they employ their peons, 
whose labor costs very little. 
The tailings were made into a heap (torta) containing 100cargas, (about 
16 tons,) and to this were added 720 pounds of salt, which was thoroughly 
mixed in, with water enough to keep the whole at a proper consistency. 
The next day 50 pounds of magist,ra~ l (in this case sulphate of copper) 
were added and thoroughly incorporated. The third day 100 pounds of 
quicksilver were added and the whole left standing one day. Then every 
other day the mass was thoroughly mixed by dri-ving mules about in it, 
in the usual way, and this operation, called the repaso, repeated until, by 
assays in the horn spoon, it was shown that the heap had been properly 
amalgamated, or was -rendida. This requires more or less time, accord-
ing to the temperature, the size of the heap, the nature of the ore, &c., 
and the whole operation rAquires great experience and care. When it 
was found that the heap was ready for washing, 25 pounds of quicksilver 
were added, with plenty of water, and the whole thoroughly mixed. In 
this operation of the patio there is a chemical action; the loss of quick-
silver is necessarily large, and in this particular case amounted to 25 per 
cent. of the original amount charged. The resulting silver from the 
, retort showed .990 fine. The amount obtained fi.'om the heap of 16 
tons of tailings was only $145, leaving a loss of $5 on the expen~es, not 
counting the amalgamator's time, and showing conclusively that simple 
amalgamation of native silver-ores, in the arrastra, is as effective and 
cheap a treatment as it is possible to employ, in the absence of an im-
portant proportion of combined ores, as sulphuret, chloride, or arsenical 
ores, and in a country so difficult of access as the interior and mountain-
ous portion of l\1exico. 
• 
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CHAPTER XV. 
THE REDUCTION OF SII;VER-ORES IN CHILI. 
'rhis chapter was prepared at my request by 1\Ir. James Douglas,jr., 
of Quebec, a gentleman whose high professional standing, and personal 
acquaintance with the subject, entitle his statements to respect. 
:rhe sih'"er mines of Chili extend from its northern far toward its 
southern limits, the two last-dh:;covered minerals happening to be those 
of Caracoles, in the debatable ground between Chili and Bolivia, all(} 
San Carlos in south latitude 36°. But the most prominent mines 
heretofore worked have been in the Department of Copiop6, and there 
are to be found the only extensive and scientifically managed establish-
ments for the reduction of silver-ores. All through the central prov-
inces, however, but especially in the neighborhood of Arqueros, the 
landscape is often enlivened by a pretty little mill, consisting of a single 
light stone trapeze, turned by a rude turbine attached to the vertical 
shaft beneath the mortar, and a single Freiberg barrel or open tub amal-
gamator. They work up two or three cwt. a day of tractable ores, but 
never touch the more refractory. In Copiop6, on the othel' band, the 
most difficult ores are treated; the machinery is very perfect; and the 
extraction of the silver as thorough as in any mills in the world. 
There are seventeen establishments on or near the Copiop6 River 
which work up the ores from the three minerals of Ohailareillo, Lomas 
Bayas, and Tres Puntas; but the thn~e mills owned by Messrs. Bscobar 
& Ossa, in which the patent process of Ht•rr Krahnke is used, <lo more 
proportionately than any of the others. 
In these establishments calcination is not employed. The different 
ores are mixed accurately in given proportions-the chlorides and native 
silvers of Cbailareillo, with the polybasite of Lomas Bayas and the base 
metals of Tres Puntas. The refractor,y ores, however, largely prepon-
derate, as the pure silver-ores are yearly becoming scarcer. The brok.en 
ore is sampled by falling from a hopper, accurately place<l above the apex 
of a pyramidal cone, from the angles of which protrude partitions. The 
stufl' which collects in each compartment is resampled separately in like 
manner, till by repeating the act a perfectly accurate sample is obtaine<l. 
As the hopper and the pyramid are carefully protected from wind by 
being incased in canvas, no dust escapes, and thus tlle error, which for-
merly resulted from the difficulty of always taking up proper portions of 
dust and coarse ore in sampling witll the shovel, has ueen remedied. 
This error was found to be so great (for the ores there are always abso-
lutely dry) that more silYer has, at the end of the year, been obtained 
from the furnace than was supposed to have been put into the mill. 
The grinding is done altogether in the trapezes or Chilian mills; but 
these have been perfected in all their <letails. In Messrs. Escobar & 
Orssa's mill in the town Copiop6 there are three double tntpezes. Each 
wheel weighs 60 cwt. and is of metal. An automatic feed delivers the 
ore from a hopper, filled twice in the twenty-four hours. The three tra-
pezes reduce to impalpable powder 12 tons in the twenty-four hours. 
The pulp is received in slime-pits, whence it is carefully shoveled and 
allowed to dry by exposure to the air, every precaution being taken to 
prevent the lumps from breaking up. When perfectly dry, the cakes are 
ready for the barrels; of these there are five, arranged in a row, and 
• 
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driven by the same line of shafting. They differ in size and in mode of 
gearing from the common Freiberg barrel. Each barrel is 8 feet long 
and 5 feet di~meter, and revolves on spindles, which form the centers of 
heavy spiders covering the barrel-heads, and bolted to one another by "t 
strong iron bars. These form a cage, within which the barrel lies firmly 
secured. · Th~ barrel is made to revolve by a pinion playing into a toothed 
hoop, and it can be raised out of and lowered into gear with the greatest 
ease by means of an ingenious mechanism. The barrels are clmrged 
with 80 cwt. of ore, a 10 per cent. solution of dichloride of copper in 
brine, mercury, and metallic lead or zinc; but of course upon the accu-
rate proportioning of the quantity aud quality of the ore to the reducing 
reagents depends the whole success of the operation; and as the estab-
lishments of Messrs. Escobar & Ossa, which are under the immediate 
supervision of Mr. Krahnke alone, command the necessary skill, there 
alone this delicate process is worked with satisfactory results. In a 
notice appearing some months ago in Dingler's Journal, the acth-e agent 
is said to be protochloride of copper. This is incorrect, as tlle equation 
afterward proposed in explanation of the reaction shows.* 
The dichloride plays the same role in reducing the silver-sulphide 
directly to the metallic state as 1\L Latu, in his recent articles in the 
Annales des JJ,Jines, ascribes to it in tbe patio process : 
2 Ou Cl+Na Cl+Hg=Na Cl Cu2 Cl+Hg CL 
Na 01 Cu2 Cl+Ag S=Na Ul Cu Cl+Ou S+Ag. 
Six hours suffice to effect the amalgamation; but one charge only is 
put into each barrel daily. 
The separation of the amalgam from the sand is effected in a series of 
tanks provided with agitators. · 
Tllere is a peculiarity in the subst>quent treatment of the amalgam 
worthy, perhaps, of imitation. After being filtered iu the usual wa.y it 
is still further freed of mercury by being dried in a centrifugal machine, 
such as are employed in sugar-houses. The amalgam eomes from the 
machine as fine sand, more uniformly deprived of free mercury than it 
can be in the filter. Tile plata pirfict is obtained a~ in Mexico, and then 
smelted iu a small re,·erberatory to a fineness of .890 loss of silYer by 
t.lle draught being prevented by covering it with a very fusib)e slag. 
Tlle ores treated contain on an a.ver<-lge 50 mares to the cajon of 64 
cwt. Ores wit.h less than 20 mares to the ·cajon are smelted with copper 
and gold ores at the workR of the same .firm at Nantoko, whence a rich 
argentiferous and auriferous matte is shipped to EnglarHl and Germany. 
*I cannot agree with Mr. Dong] as here. The reactions m; given in Dingler's Journal 
and in the Berg nnd Hiittenrnmmische ZcUunu (quoted September 26, 1871, in the Engi-
neering and Mming Journal) rLre represer;ted by the eqnat.ion-
3 Ag S+SbS3+;::~ Cuz Cl+Na Cl=3 Ag 8+Sb Ch+3 Cu2 S+Na Cl. 
If the argentic sulphide thus obtained is again treated in a bot sqlution with cupric 
sn bchloride and sodi urn -chloride, and zinc is added, metallic silver is almost instantane-
ously formed. The reactions are-
Ag S+Cn2 Cl+Na Cl+Zn=Ag+Cu2 S+Na Cl+Zn Cl. 
The zinc probably acts as electro-positive metal, predisposing the atoms of argentic 
sulphide and cupric subchloride to a mntual exchange, so that the cupric subsulphide 
and argentic chloride are formed, which last is decomposed in a nascent state by the 
zinc, with the formation of zinc-chloride and silver. This may not be the correct 
theory; but the equations do not, in my opinion, bear evidence of its incorrectness. 
R. W. R. 
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CHAPT.ER XVl. 
THE METALLURGICAL V Al;UE OF THE LIGNITES OF TilE 
WEST. 
This chapter was prepared by my deputy, Mr. A. Eilers, after thor-
ough personal examination and inquiry. 
No one who bas visited our western mining districts and studied the 
rconomical relations of the beneficiation of their ores, can underrate 
the importance of the question of fuel. . 
By far the larger number of the districts which contain smelting-ores .. 
i.e .• argrntiferous and auriferous lea<l or copprr ores, are situated in the 
Great Basin, that great plateau between the Rocky Mountains on the 
east and the Sierra Nevada on the west, almost the whole of which is 
eomprisecl at present iu the boundaries of Nevada, Utah, aud part of 
Arizona. This region is essentially a barren conn try. The extreme dry-
ness of the atmosphere permits but a very scanty vegetation in the 
plains; and even in the detached mountain-chains runuing through it-
generally from north to south, or from north west to southeast-there 
are no trees fouud, except a warf-pines and malwgany, at the bead of 
sheltered ravines, aud a few cottouwoods anrl willows, which fringe the 
insignificant streams, before t-he water sinks into the arid plains. 
Nearly all the mountain-chains in this region are rich in silYer-ores. 
That class of these ores which is adapted to amalgamation, and rich in 
silver, bas been worked with profit for more than ten years. But, before 
the advent of the transcontinental railways, mining was restricted to 
these ores alone, and the consumption of fuel could be met with the 
scant.y supply of forest-trees in tbe immediate vicinity of the mining 
districts. Since, howeYcr, the Union and Central Pacific Railroaus 
have brought the Great Basin nearer to the commercial centers of the 
East and the Pacific coast, thus reducing the expenses of freight and 
labor materially, other silver-deposits, containing poorer ores in greater 
abundance, have been rapidly taken up and worked. Dnring the lm~t 
yrar this industry bas so expanded, that the State of Nevada alone has 
been able to show a production of O\Ter $22,000,000 in sih·er. But not 
alone are the poorer grades of amalgamating ores now worked profitably, 
aided, as tbe metallurgical process is, by such excellent inventions as 
that of the Stetefeldt and tbe BrUckner roasting-furnaces, but the 
working of smelting ores has also been largely entered iuto. If I say 
''largely," I do not only mean to say tbatsmeltiug-works are now scattered 
widely over the Great Basin, but that some of these condnct their oper-
ations on a really grand scale. Iu Eureka, N eva<la, for instance, there 
are twelve furnaces in operation, which produced, during the last year, 
5,665.5 tons of base bullion, worth $2,035,588, although only a small 
part of them ran regularly. Four of the Eureka fm·naces have each a 
capacity of from 35 to 40 tons of ore per day. Tbree of these belong to 
the Eureka Consolidated Company, who have also two smaller furnaces. 
Nearly throughout the year this company bave kept four fnrnaCP,S run-
ning at a time, and one idle, and the daily consumption was J 20 to 140 
tons of ore and 4,000 bushels of charcoal. At this rate of smelting, the 
wood for ten miles around Eureka has been used up in a little over a 
year, which is not a strange statement, when we consider what I said 
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before, that there is very little wood in those regions, any way. Thus 
the question of fuel becomes, at once, a very important one, for the 
price of 33 cents per bushel of coal, which is now paid at the works, 
can~ot rise much without threatening the very life of the industry. 
In Utah, where over twenty furnaces were built, and bad been partly 
in operation, in the faU of last year, some of the works have been com-
pelled to pay as high as 30 cents per bushel for their charcoal, and very 
few are so favorably located as to get their coal for less than 18 cents 
per bushel Many more smelting-works have been erected since the 
time spoken of, and the addition of every one of them must inevitably 
tend to raise the price of fuel. Even the most fortunate ones-those 
located high up in the mountains, where tim bcr is ·comparatively plenty 
-cannot hope to escape in the next few years the danger of an enormous 
rise in the cost of wood and charcoal. And almost every smelting and 
amalgamating works in the Great Basin :finds itself in precisely the 
same position. While the masses of poor ores are growing on their 
bands, fuel has a continual upward tendency. 
Now there are two means by the combination of which this threatening 
danger can be averted. The :first is the building up of a uet-work of 
narrow-gauge railroads along the principal valleys, which will connect 
the mining districts with the Central Pacific Railroad; and the second 
is the employment of the vast stores of lignites . occurring in the Rocky 
Mountain region, for metallurgical purposes. The utilization of this 
.coal for the purpose named has not yet been attempted succes~fully, and 
I propose, therefore, to-night, to say a few words on this subject. 
According to a late lecture of Professor Newberry, these lignites · 
underlie not less than 50,000 square miles in the Great Basin and along 
both flanks of the Rocky :Mountains. The principal beds now open and 
wrought I have had the good fortune to visit during the last summer. 
The mines are located at Carbon, Rock Springs, and Evanston, all three 
stations on the Union Paeific Railroad, and along the eastern slope of 
tue Rocky :Mountains, in Colorado. The coal in these localities, though 
from different beds, hardly varies in external appearance, but . analysis 
has established a somewhat differing composition. It has a black 
color, shining luster, a brown streak, and is Yery compact, the wood-
structure, which is found intact in so many lignites, being almost totally 
obliterated. 
The Carbon seam, one hundred and forty miles west of Cheyenne, is 
8 to 10 feet thick, and had been extensively worked for over a year 
when the unfortunate fire broke out, in the latter part of 1870,.which 
caused the whole mine to cave in. At the time of my visit, in the sum-
mer of 1871, work was progressing rapidly to re-open the mine, and 
regular operations have since · been resumed. The coal in this bed is 
distinguished from that in the other beds by many small patches of 
resinous matter, very similar in appearance to amber. An aualysis of 
this coal, furnished me by Mr. Wardell, the superintendeut of the 
vVyoming Coal and Mining Company, gives-water, 6.80; ash, 8.00; 
volatile matter, 35.48; fixed carbon, 49.72. 
The Rock Springs seam is opened in the midst of the Bitter Creek 
Desert. It is 10 to 12 feet thick, and a srnaUer seam lies close above it. 
This coal contains also some resinous matter, but not as much as the 
foregoing. The analysis shows-water, 7.00; ash, 1.73; volatile, 36.81; 
fixed carbon, 54.46. 
The EYanston seam is by far the largest. It is from 22 to 26 feet 
thick, but the coal is not as good as that of the last locality. According 
to analysis it contains-wat,er, 8.58; ash, 6.30; yolatile matter, 35.22; 
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and carbon, 49.90. This bed presents also the great disadvantage iu 
mining it that innumerable joints run through it at right angles to the 
strike and dip, undoubtedly resulting from great pressure, and that the 
coal is very hard and brittle, so that in undermining only slow head way 
can be made, and a very large proportion of waste results. 
In regard to the Colorado beds now opened I cannot give any details, 
as I was prevented from visiting the mines. 
The coal mines along the Union Pacific Railroad have furnished a 
considerable product since they were first opened in 1868, viz: 
There were mined by the Wyoming Coal and Mining Company-
In 1868 ......••.................................... 
In 1869 . . . . . . • ...... .... .....•........•............ 
In 1870 .......•................................... 






Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 241,182 
By the Rocky Mountain Coal and Iron Company-
In 1869 .................. . . . ....•.....•.....•....• 
In 1870 ........................................... . 





Total. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 4,529 
Altogether by these two companies, up to the end of 
1871 .......................... ; . - ~................ 315,711 
The capacity of the mines of the Rocky Mountain Coal and Iron Com-
pany has been much increased lately, so that in the first three months 
of 1872 this company bas been able to mine and ship 24,933 tons. 
Almost all this coal has been used up b;v the two great railroad com-
panies, the Union Pacific and the Central Pacific~ the quantities shipped 
to San Francisco and other points beiug insignificant. 
Here, then, is an almost inexhaustible source of supply for the press-
ing wants of the metallurgical works of the Great Basin and the Pacific 
· States and Territories generally. 
But if you suggest the use of these lignites for metallurgical purposes 
to the superintendents of works in those regions, you receive the unani -
mous answer that they are not fit to be employed for the production of 
high temperatures. You are told that the main difficulty in using this 
coal is the fact that it breal\:s into small pieces as soon as it is exposed 
to the heat; that in the fire-box of the reYerberatory the draught cannot 
after that penetrate it, and that in the fi·eqnent stirrings which are neces-
sal'y the small pieces fall through the grate half burned, wbile on account 
of the frequent opening of the fire-doors for t1ie purpose of stirring tbe 
fire a gre<.tt part of the heat produced is lost. In the blast-furnace, it 
is claimed, the blast cannot penetrate the fine coal and ore, and thus the 
necessary temperature is unattainable. 
Such and similar opinions in regard to this coal are held by almost 
e\·ery one connected with mining and reduction in the far West. It is 
considered a settled affair that this coal ca.nnot be used to advantage in 
metallurgical operations. 
Now let us see whether this is really the case; and to do t1Iis, we must 
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first examine the experiments by means of which people have arrived at 
such a eonclusion. 
As to the experiments for the use of this coal in reverberatories there 
are two unsuccessful ones on record, one in Colorado, tlJe other in Utah. 
In both cases the grate u~d in the common fire-box was the horizontal 
grate, and the supply of air was provi<.leu by the draught of the cbimne_ys 
only. In both cases the coal broke up into small pieces, and could not 
be burned rapidly enough to produce the required temperatures. 
In blast-furnaces these lignites have been frequently tried iu different 
localities in the West. But no smelting temperatures could be attained 
aud the furnaces would come near chilling. This effect was also rightly 
attributed to the cracking and breaking up of the coal, anu its use in 
blast-furnaces in the raw state is now virtually given up. I should 
mention here that the blowing-engines used in the "\Vest are ventilators, 
with which you can produce no pressure, and Root's blower, with which 
you can reach a very slight one. But then it was proposed to first coke 
the coal. To look at the analyses of these coals. there appears to be no 
good reason why it slJould not be possible to make good coke of them. 
But it is the unanimous verdict of everybody, who has tried the experi-
ment, that no serdceable coke for smelting purposes can be produced 
from tllem. Specimens which I saw last summer at various places along 
the Union Pacific.Railroad are certainly not calculated to encourage the 
idea tl.lat the existence of the lignites in this region is a guarantee for 
the perpetuity of the mining industry in that barren country. The coke 
is not at .all coherent, in fact so soft that a slight pressure of the hand 
crumbles it into a thousand fragments. How could such material resist 
the pressure of the superincumbent mass in a blast-furnace~ It is evi-
dPnt that it could not be used at all, for the powdered mass would gi,Te 
the blast less chance to penetrate than the raw coal. It would seem, 
tl.len, at first sight, that the existence of these lignites brings no relief 
to a threatened industry. At least this appears to be the conviction of 
the majority out .\Vest, and we do not now hear of further experiments. 
Yet, what ha,Te those already made proved~ They have proved that 
under the conditions ..given in the various trials the Hocky Mountain 
lignites cannot be used to advantage in metallurgy, and nothiug more. 
But there are a great number of devices in modern metaJlurgy by 
which this fuel can l>e made to do effectual duty. I do not intend to 
discuss these at length, but I wish to point out a few wa.ys in which, 
I am confident, the desired end may be easily reached. As to using 
this lignite in its raw state, in the common fire-box and on the com-
mon horizontal grate, with natural draugbt only, it might have been 
expected that a material containing 8 per ceut. ot' hygroscopic, and cer-
tainly from 12 to 20 per cent. of chemically bound water, would fall to 
pieces and thus render the production of a lJigh heat impossible; es-
pecially as so much heat is inevitably consumed in conYerting the water 
into steam. On the locomotives of the railroads, where no Yery bigh 
temperature is necessars, a sufficiently rapid combustion cannot be 
reached except through the increased draught by means of the exhaust; 
and evPn with this improvement the engineers on the Union and Cen-
tral Pacific Railroads complain continually about the difficulty of keep-
ing up steam. 
But this whole difficulty can be overcome, as far as reverberatories 
are concerned, by using this coal in gas-generators, instead of in the 
common fire-place, and by doing the metallurgical work with gaseous 
fuel instead of the solid. I could adduce numerous example~, where 
lignites far inferior to those of the Rock~T Mountains are used to great 
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advantage in this way, and some, where even the high temperature 
necessary in iron-works are thus produced. According to Tunner, gases 
from good lignites are capable of producing a temperature as high as 
2,600° c. 
Tbe lignites of the West are eminently fitted for use in gas-genera-
tors; for the very fact that they break up into small pieces, wlJeu ex-
posed to the heat, is an advantage, because it would be much the easi-
- est, this way, to convert all the carbonic acid formed in the lower part 
of the generator into carbollic oxide, as a very large surface of glowing 
carbon is thus presented. They are not bituminous, and their contents 
in ash are so small that they will not interfere. It may be, indeed, neces-
sary, and it is certainly highly adntntageous, to use a blast under the 
grate in order to further a rapid dm·elopment of the gases, but this has 
also the advantage that the danger of explosions will be lessened. It 
is my opinion that generators with stair-grates and under- blast will be 
found the most advantageous; and if still higher temperatures than 
can be produced by this means should be required, an increase can easily 
be obtained by using hot wind, both under the grate and for the com-
bustion of the gases. 
But the use of the lignites in blast-furnaces is of far higher import-
ance to the western miniug districts than that in reverberatories. Ex-
periments so far have proved unsuccessful, principally, I am sure, because 
with the blowing-engines in use the required pressure conld not be at-
tained. To burn that material in the blast-furnace, cylinder-blasts are 
required, aud perllaps it would also be necessary to close the tops of the 
fnrnaces in order to smelt under a high pressure, which may be regu-
lated by the damper in the flue. The extraordinary results thus attained 
in producing high temperatures by Bessemer are too new to require re-
calling. Nothing of this ldn 'l baR, bowe,·er, yet been tried in the West, 
but I hope that during the present year this subject will be thoroughly 
investigated. 
The coke produced from the lignites by the simple metlwd employed 
is, as I have said before, not fit for the blast-furnace. But the coal used 
was, as far as I am aware, of the inferior kind occurring in Colorado and 
in the vVasatch near Coalville. The Rock Springs coal, which is by far 
the best lignite, bas not been tried. And if, instead of trying to coke 
this material in imperfectly constructed bee-hive m·ens and in pits, more 
perfect apparatus, like the Belgian oven or Appolt's oven, had been used, 
I think the result, even with the poorer qualities of l{ocky l\fountain 
lignite, would have been more encouraging. The Rock Springs coal, I 
am contident, will make coke in good apparatus, and if it should not be 
quite as firm as required for the blast-furnace, its hardness might be in-
creased. according to experiments which I Jearn were made in the 
\Vest several years ago, by coking it under pressure. To produc.e this 
pressure iu the coking-ovens the escape of the gases need onl;y be regu-
lated; and the ovens themselYes must be constructed ·yv·ith the special 
view of resisting a pressure from within. Success in this direction would 
of course be of the utmost moment; for even if we assume as a settled 
fact that the lignites can be used in the blast-furnace with the proper 
blowing-machinery, in a raw state, their high percentage iu water will 
always be fatal to the production of very high temperatures and their 
maintenance. It is, l>esiues, much more agreeable and economical to use 
coarse fuel than fine stuff, as every smelter well kuows. 
Finally, I wish to draw attPHtiou to the importance which these 
lignite-beds base iu regard to the vast magnetic.iron-ore deposits near 
Laramie, and the hematites of Hawlins. 'l'lle latter are very pure, and 
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rich in iron, and the former also contain nothing deleterious except a 
little sulphur, the precise amount of which I have forgotten. If a 
method is found in which good coke can be made from the coal, there is 
of course nothing in the way of the railroad companies making their 
own rails, but if this should not be the case, it seems to me highly desir-
able that the late experiments of Siemens and Pousard, for the purpose 
of making wrought iron and steel directly from the ore, and so avoiding 
the blast-furnace, should. be continued with a special view to the utiliza-
tion of the iron-ores and lignites of the far ·west. It is true that the 
respective means employed by these two gentlemen, though technically 
successful, have not been so economically. There are, indeed, at the 
present time experiments going on in this country with apparatus differ-
ent from those used by the English and ~"'rench engineers, which are 
very likely to solve this problem favorably, it being the special object of 
these experiments to produce large quantities of iron in a given time, 
and with the greatest possible economy in fuel. 
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CHAPTER XVII. 
THE J\1ETALLURGY OF NATIVE SULPHUR. 
The discovery of large quantities of nath·e sulphur, mixed more or 
less with earthy matter, in Nevada and Utah, aud quite recently in the 
so-called Yellowstone region in Wyoming and Montana, induces me to 
say a few words in regard to the above subject. 
All those of the above sulphur-deposits, which I have examined per-
sonally, owe their origin undoubtedly to tile condensation of sulpilur~ 
ous vapors in the overlying colder layers. They are situated in volcanic 
regions, in some of which the subterranean forces are still active, the 
deposition of sulphur going on continually at the present time. 
To determine the amount of sulpilur which can be extracted profitably 
by the methods of beneficiation now in use, on a large scale, several 
simple tests are employed, one or two of which will be briefly men-
tioned. According to Anthon,* two grams of coarsely pulverizeu 
ore are heated in a glass tube of 10 to 16 inches in length and four lines 
in width, which is closed on one side, and into the open end of wilich an-
other tube, also closed on one side~ is introduced up to within 3 inches of 
the ore. When no more sulphur issues from tile ore, that piece of the lat-
ter tube in which the sulphur has been condensed, is cut off and weigiled. 
The .sulphur is then removed, and tile empty tube weighed again, the 
difference of the two weights giving the available amount of sulphur 
in the ore. To make the test on a larger scale, one or two poun<ls of the 
crushed ore arc introduced into a good clay retort, which is put into a 
wind-furnace~ so that its neck protrudes about 15 centimeters. To this 
a porcelain tube is luted, one end of which just . dips into "'ater. The 
retort is now heated to a strong red heat; the sulplmr-v<~pors are con-
densed in the porcelain tube and the liquid sulphur drops into the 
water. When there is no more sulphur in the ore, the tube is taken from 
the retort, heated Rtrongly over the water, and the sulphur, which bas 
remained in it in soliu form, will also be collected in the water. The 
whole product is then taken out, dried carefully, and weighed. 
For the utilization of the sulphur from the class of ores here under 
consideration various methods are in use, which can be classed under 
two main heads: 
1. lDliquation of the sulphur in entirely open or partly closed apparatus. 
2. Eliquation, sublimation or distillation of the sulphur in closed fur-
naces. 
The methods coming under the second head require considerable 
outlay of capital for apparatus, and greater expPnse for labor. They 
also require fuel. In their favor, however, is the more perfect extraction 
and utilization of sulphur which they effect; but tile gain by these 
methods is not great enough to ov-erbalance in our western Territories 
the increased expense of .securing the product. - In some regions the 
absolute want of a cheap fuel pree1udes their employment altogether. 
For these reasons I shall not dwell on them here, but rather present 
a description of a few of the methods belonging under the first head. 
a. ]felting of the sulphur in cast-iron l;·ettles.-This method can only be 
employed with profit in working the richest ores, containing over 70 per 
* Dingler's Polytechnisches Journal, vol. 161, page 115. 
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cent. of snlplmr, because with poorer ores the unaYoidalJ]e retention of 
sulphur iu the dross woulU render the percentage actually saved pro-
portionately too small, and the process would be unprofitable. Rich ores 
are treated in cast-iron kettles, of not over two cubic meters contents, 
which are heated by means of a separate fire-place. The heat main-
tained is O\Ter 111° Centigrade, and must not rise over 1500 Oeuti-
grade. The nearer the temperature can be kept to the melting-point 
of sulphur, (lOf)O Centigrade= 2280 Fahrenheit,) the better is the 
result, because at such a temperature sulphur is most liquid and does 
not burn. The kettles are filled with ore, which is melted down, aud 
occasional additions of raw ore are made, until the kettle is filled with 
the liquid mass. Meanwhile all the earthy parts which can be reached 
are taken out with perforated iron ladles. After the kettle is full, 
the mass is permitted to settle for a short time. The scum on top 
is then taken off, and the clear sulphur cast into molds, ~ntil the sedi-
ment at the bottom of the kettle is reached. A new quantity of ore is 
then introduced, and the process is repeated. After several operations 
the sediment is taken out of the bottom of the kettle, and either thrown 
aside or used with poorer ores in pits or ftlrnaces. 
b. Eliquation of sulphur in jitrnaces or pits.-Formerly the sulphur was 
extracted from the ores of Sicily by means of shaft-furnaces, not over 4 
to 5 feet high and 7 to lG feet wide. They had an inclined bottom, at 
the lowest point of which a canal communicated with the outside. The 
largest pieces of ore were put on a bench on the inside of the furnace, 
near the bottom, and upon these as a base an arch was built, a sma11 
hole ouly being left in the center. Upon this arch smaller ore was 
thrown, until a small pyramid was formed protruding aboye the furnace-
walls. This was fiually covere<l with fine ore, upon which straw was 
tln·own and ignited. The fire communicated to the sulphur and traveled 
from the outside toward the inside. After eight or ten Lours the liqnid 
sulphur had collected at the bottom, and was tapped into moistened 
molds or into water. This process furnished only from 40 to 50 per 
cent. of tlle sulphur in the ore, and is now nearly everywhere aban-
doned. 
At present pits, or rather stalls, called calcaroni, are almost univer-
sally used in Sicily, Spain, and elsewhere; the yield in these being, 
according to Professor B. Kerl, 67 per cent. of the sulphur in the ore. 
Mr. H. Sewell, who has hall considerable experience with sulphur-ores 
in Spain, describes this method in the Engineering and Mining Journal 
as follows: · 
The governing principle in this method is the working of large masses of ore at 
low cost. Each calcarone works up per month from 800 to 1,000 tons of ore, the a.pp::t-
ratus being constructed of common stone and plaster, and costing $300 apiece. No fuel 
is required, as one-seventh of the ore is used us combustible for reduciug tlw rest; so 
that if the ore contained 23 per cent. of sulphur, 20 per cent. net would be produced.* 
The dimensions of a ca1carone differ much, according to the percentage of the ores; 
that is, the poorer the ore, ti.Je l::trger must be the furnace. When I commenced to use 
them in Spain, I found tll::tt stalls about 15 feet in diameter were the most successfully 
managed by workmen not versed in the process; but I found, also, that for economy, and 
a greater production in the liquatwu, a larger diameter, say 33 feet, gave the best 
results, and thiR is t.be size of the Htall in the accompii,nying drawings. 
The height at X, on the front or tapping door, varies from 6 to 8 and 12 feet, 
(though seldom the latter,) and that at L, the aperture for loading, is auout 4 feet. 
At X X, also~ in the ground and vertical plan, an aperture reaching from the bottom 
to the top of the stall exists. This is also used for loading; but after that operation 
"This yield, as claimed by Mr. Sewell, is very high, and at variance with the state-
ments of other authorities. Mr. Sewell seems to allow nothing for the sulphur retained 
in the ore after treating it. 
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has been concluded, the aperture is closed with a cast of plaster of Paris, (or pieces put 
together,) the thickness being only 2 inches. This thin door is built up new eYerv 
time, and destroyed for discharging. It is used as a pyrornetm·, the heat easily 
piercing it, and indicates to the 
smelter how far the sulphur has 
SlCeated down. The ore is placed in 
large bowlders, just as it comes out 
of the mines, from the middle to the 
bottom of the furnace, which has a, 
declivity of about 15 to 20 degrees, 
such being necessary at the end of 
the opera.tion, in order that tho last 
remnants of melted sulphur shall 
run toward the tapping-door at 
voint M. In loading the stall, all 
t,be smaller-sized ore is reserved for 
filling near t.he top, where it is piled 
into the shape of a cone, as at F F 
F; and chimneys are left at points 
D D D, about 2 feet deep. These . 
Calcarone-Vertical section. 
are filled with brush-wood, and in th1S way the ore is made to io·nite. These hollows 
are left while J>iliJ?g the ore and building ~he cone. The obJecl of placing the small 
ore at the top IS s1rnply to prevent any of the earth and Sifted stone from fallino-
t,hrough the large crevices that would be left, if "' 
large bowlders were placed at the top. The earth 
and sifted stone or gravel play an important part 
in the manipulation. At K K K K we have, im-
mediately in contact with the small ore, a stra-
tum of about 6 inches of small siftefl gravel, about 
the size of a nut, and on tltis again, at N N N N, 
we have a coating of earth ; this is to make the -
interior of the stall as impermeable as possible to z 1; 
the oxidizing action of the air, and this coating is ~-­
increased or decreased according to the amount of --
heat required, which in turn depends on the 
strength of the winds and their direction. The 
urushwood ignited, t,he ore commences to burn, 
and the chimneys are kept open for about twenty 














nited all over the surface of the heap, and to the Calcarone-Horizontal section 
depth of, say, some 15 or 20 inches. The chimneys · 
are then all closed as follows: bricks are placed over them, as at point P; and should 
the burning of the ore be too rapid, earth is then thrown over tbe bricks ; but these 
chimneys are opened toward the middle of the operation, to increase the heat, and 
closed again, according to circumstances, to decrease it. After forty-eight hours; the 
melted sulphur begins to trickle down through the interstices of tlte stone, and con-
geals, forming, as it were, a conglomerate with the ore; the heat also travels down-
·wards, and so we ltaveremelting and congealing consecutively, till the sulphur arrives 
at the bottom of the furnace, forming a massive conglomerate of sulphur and ore; for 
it fills the interstices up to the point where the first tap-hole is (ltilled, through the 
tllin door of plaster at point Z. The lines across the stall denote the lines or levels of 
tapping; and this commences naturally at z, and so downwards, as the congealed sul-
phur is remelted with the descending 1::eat. Every twenty-four hours a fresh tapping 
takes place, the former holes are plastered up, and a. new hole <lrilledlower down, and 
so on till we get down to the lowest point or bottom of the furnace. At the end of the 
operation, that is, during the last three days, nearly all the chimneys are left open, so 
tbat the air shall descend to the. lower part of the furnace, and aid the combustion of the 
ore. The jet of sulphur iR received into wooden molds, as at point B. These have been 
soaked in water, to prevent the sulphur sticking to the wood, and are shaped wheel-
barrow fashion, in or<ler that the block of sulphur may easily fall out, without break-
ing. During the carrying away of a mold that has been filled, and the bringing of 
an empty one to be filled, the j et runs into a reservoir made for tho purpose at A. One 
of the principal reasons for placing large tlocks of ore, from the middle of tlto fur-
nace downwards, is to leave sufficient interstices for receiving the sulplmr, otherwise 
tl1e first tap-hole would be too high, and near the ignited ore, thus setting fil'e to the 
s tream of sulphur. 
Two of the principal things to be guarded against are overheating the apparatus, 
and, on the other hand, carrying on the process so slowly, by the complete closing of 
the chimneys, that tltc operatiou would take two months instead of four weeks from 
the commencement. In the former case, instead of the sulphur congealing between 
H. Ex. 211- 29 
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the interstices, it would all be in a melted state from the top tap-hole to the bottom, 
thus not only consuming an unneceE'sary amount of sulphur in keeping up t.be heat, 
but likewise giving, by overheating, a bad chocolate-brown color to the sulphur. Tbis 
quality would hardly be salable, even for sulphuric acid. Many stalls or heaps, say 
ten, after having been loaded, can be attended by two men, one in the daytime, tho 
other at night. As soon as the operation is over, which takes about a month, both ap·· 
ertnres are opened, to allow a current of air to pass through the apparatus. Other-
wise it would not cool for a month; but by this precaution it can be discharged in a 
few days. . 
A modification of this process is the following : Before loading the 
stall, a number of iron bars are set obliquely from the inclined bottom, 
against the front wall, in which a single tap-hole is located at the lowest 
point of the pit. To force the liquid sulphur to run to this point, the 
bottom of the furnace is inclined, from both sides, toward a central 
line, and from the back toward the front~ thus making a sort of trough, 
dipping forward. These bars form a complete grate, the space under-
neath remaining ,empty when the stall is filled with ore. The cone 
above the walls of the stall is, iu this case, made much higher than in 
the method described above. The smelted sulphur co1lects continually 
on the clean bottom beneath the grate, and is fi.'om time to time tapped 
into wet molds, or into a basin with water. 
The crude sulphur obtained by any of the above methods mm;t of 
course be refined, if intended·for other use than that of its manufacture 
into sulphuric acid. But as it is not likely that refined sulphur can be 
profitably made in our western districts for years to come, I omit treat-






THE MINING LA_ W. 
The following is the text of the proposed new mmmg law.* It em-
bodies much that I have advocated in former reports, and I think it will 
be approved by the large body of practical miners in the United States, 
who, whatever criticisms they may make upon particular provisions, 
must agree in commending the tone which mining legislation has as-
sumed, and the character of the protection offered to their property. 
This law aims to offer means for a fair adjustment of thousands of 
claims upon all kinds of mining property, and lying between men of 
every class and nationality. Probably the most eager curiosity in read-
ing it for the first time will be directed, not to the sections which pre-
scribe how mines may hereafter be taken up, but to the inquiry, how the 
law affects present interests, and the disputed points of the past. The 
first section will be distasteful to some. None but citizens, and those 
persons who declare their intention to become such, can have any owner-
ship in the virgin mines of the public domain, except by purchase of 
United States patents from citizens. If rumor is true, this will be a 
blow to some of the Mormon miners who have thought to air their sup-
posed independence of our Government by refusing to become citizens. 
This provision, which is of course most natural and proper, is continued 
from the former law, where it has already made trouble for those 
who were anxious to reap without being willing to sow. Probably a 
large proportion of the Ubinese will also be debarred from ownership, as 
they are not citizens. But this provision does not prevent any one who 
is willing to become a citizen, from taking npmines. If I read the civil-
rights bill correctly, any person in the world may become a citizen of 
the United States, all sectional or State laws to the contrary notwith-
standing. 
The section giving absolute title to a certain surface and all veins 
''topping" within vertical lines drawn from the boundaries of that sur-
face-claim, is necessary to prevent special litigation. 
On the subject of tunnels the law follows a course contrary to the 
views I have held, and I still feel confidence enough in the strength of 
my position to believe that this section will be annulled by the practice 
of miners and eventually by Congress. Let us take the case of a hill in 
which a very promising mine is discovered. Instantly some sharper 
claps down a tunnel-claim, and by that act he invalidates or threatens 
to invalidate every discovery mad.e on that hill within 3,000 feet of his 
location. The prohibition to work the bill continues six months at least, 
and longer if he begins work. I call it prohibition, because it is such 
if the law is effective. But I look upon this section with less alarm than 
I otherwise should feel, because I know that it will be very limited 
in its act.ion. Very few of the innumerable tunnel-claims are eYer prose-
cuted 10 feet into the hill. Others~ and perhaps most of them, even if 
carried on, would come to nothing. Take the Emma Hill in Little Cot-
tonwood. The tunnels there must run about parallel to the veins, and 
a tunnel that would intersect more than one would ha,Te to l>e very long. 
*Since passeu and signed by tbe President. The text bere given is that of tbe final 
form of tbc law. 
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But the Emma Hill offers an example showing how hurtful this section 
of tlle law could be if it were effective. The mines in Little Cottonwood 
depend for their future upon pockets, bulges, or other enlargements of 
Yeins, and these enlargements show no sign at the surfg,ce. A tunnel 
might strike one of these and draw out the whole wealth of a mine, 
while the true mvners would be working patiently down, unable to im~ 
mediately prove that their narrow seam had any connection with the 
immense mass which was making the tunnel-owners rich. The Emma 
itself could have been worked for two years through a tunnel before the 
real owners found their way into the bonctnzct. 
I cannot agree with the provision in section 5 to allow owners who 
have abandoned a mine to resume work without relocation. Somethiug 
is needed to prevent a man whose whole time is spent in Utah from hold-
ing claims in California, Oregon, Montana, and all the other Territories. 
If the recorders cannot make yearly inspection the owners should be 
required to swear each year to having performed the work required. I 
am sorry to see, too, that there is no prov1sion for the use of timber, and 
but a very incomplete settlement of the important questions of water-
power and drainage. 
Nevertheless it is certain that the present law is a great · advance on 
anything we have had. Our legislators have no more puzzlingtask than 
to adjust the claims of miners. If their measures sometimes bear hardly 
on those who cherish vague but golden dreams of wealth, it must be 
remembered that their object is not to deny riches to any, out by early 
prescription of legal means to prevent conflict. The law, indeed, is made 
in the interest of t.be disputing claimant as much as in that of the actual 
bolder, for in exact terms he finus clearly indicated what he can or can-
not do; and if be is wise and honest he may save himself expense. 
The following is the text of the new mining law: 
Be it enacted, &c., That all valuable mineral deposits in lands belong-
ing to the United States, both surveyed and unsurveyed, are hereby 
declared to be free and open to exploration and purchase, and the lands 
in which they are found to occupation and purchase, by the citizens of 
the United States and those who have declared their intention to become 
such, under regulations prescribed by law, and according to the local 
customs or rules of miners, in the several mining districts, so far as the 
same are applicable and not inconsistent with the laws of the United 
States. 
SEc. 2. That mining claims upon veins or lodes of quartz or other 
rock in place bearing gold, silver, cinnabar, lead, til1, copper, or other 
valuable deposits, heretofore located, shall be governed as to length 
along the vein or lode by the customs, regulations, and laws in force at 
tl1e date of their location. A mining claim located after the passage of 
this act, whether located by one or more persons, may equal, but shall 
not exceed, fifteen hundred feet in length along the vein or lode; but 
no location of a mining claim shall be made until the discovery of the 
vein or lode within the limits of the claim located. No claim shall 
extend more than three hundred feet on each side of the middle of the 
vein at the surface, nor shall any claim be limited by any mining regu-
lation to less than twenty-five feet ou each side of the middle of the vein 
at the surface, except where adverse rights existing at the passage of 
this act shall render such limitation necessary. The end lines of each 
claim shall be parallel to each other. 
SEC. 3. That the locators of all mining locations heretofore made, or 
whieh shall hereafter be made, on any mineral vein, lode, or ledge, 
situated on the public doma.in, their heirs and assigns, where no adverse 
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claim exists at the passage of this act, so long as they comply with the 
laws of the United States, and with State, territorial, and local regu-
lations not in conflict with said laws of the United States governing 
their possessory title, shall have the exclusive right of possession and 
enjoyment of aU the surface included within the lines of their locations, 
aud of all veins, lodes, and ledges throughout their entire depth, the top 
or apex of which lies inside of such surface lines extended downward 
vertically, although such veins, lodes, or ledges may so far depart from 
a perpendicular in their course downward as to extend outside the ver-
tical side lines of said surface locations: Provided, That their right of 
possession to such outside parts of said veins or ledges shall be confined 
to such portions thereof as lie between vertical planes drawn downward 
as aforesaid, through the end lines of their locations, so continued in 
their own direction that such planes will intersect such exterior parts of 
said veins or ledges: And provide(l further, That nothing in this section 
shall authorize the locator or possessor of a vein or lode which extends 
in its down ward course beyond the vertical lines of his claim to enter 
upon the surface of a claim owned or possessed by another. 
SEc. 4. That where a tunnel is run for the development of a vein or 
lode or for the discovery of mines, the owners of such tunnel shall have 
the right of possession of all veins or lodes within three thousand feet 
from the face of such tunnel on the liue thereof, not previously known 
to exist, discovered in such tunnel, to the same extent as if discovered 
from the surface; and locations on the line of such tunnel of veins or 
lodes not appearing on the surface, made by other parties after the com-
mencement of the tunnel, and while the same is being prosecuted with 
reasonable diligence, shall be invalid; but failure to prosecute the work 
on the tunnel for six months shall be considered as an abandonment of 
the right to all undiscovered veins on the line of the said tunnel. 
SEC. 5. Th::tt the miners of each mining district may make rules and 
regulations not in conflict with the laws of the United States, or with 
the laws of the State or Territory in which the district is situated, govern-
ing the location, manner of recording, amount of work necessary to hold 
possession of a mining claim, subject to the following requirements : the 
location must be distinctly marked on the ground, so that its bvundaries 
can be readily tra~ed. All records of mining claims hereafter made 
shall contain the name or names of the locators, the date of t·he location, 
and such a description of the claim or claims located by reference to 
f:.lome natural object or permanent monument as will identify the claim. 
On each claim located after the passage of this act, and until a patent 
shall have been issued therefor, not less than one hundred do1lars' worth 
of labor shall be performed or improvements made during each year. 
On all claims located prior to the passage of this act ten dollars' worth 
of labor shall be performed or improvements made for each one hun-
dred teet in length along the vein until a patent shall have been issued 
therefor; but where sueh claim f.! are held in common such expenditur·e 
may be made upon any one claim; and upon a failure to comply with 
these conditions, the claim or mine upon which sucll failure occurred 
shall be open to relocation in the same manner as if no loeat,ion of the 
same had ever been made: P.rovicled, That the original locators, their 
heirs, assigns, or legal representatives, have not resumed work upon the 
claim after such failure anu before such location. Upon the failure of 
ai!Y one of several co-owners to contribute his proportion of the expendi-
tures required by this act, the co-owners wbo have performed tbe labor 
or made the improvements may, at the expiration of the year, give such 
delinquent co-owner personal notice in writing, or notice by publication 
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in the 11ewspaper published nearest the claim, for at least once a week 
for ninety days, aud if at the expiration of ninety days after such notice 
in writing or by publication such delinquent should fail or refuse to con-
tribute his proportion to comply with this act, his interest in the claim 
shall become the propeety of his co-owners who have made the required 
expenditure. 
SEC. 6. 'rhat a patent for any land claimed and located for valuable 
depnsits may be obtained in the following manner: any person, asso-
{:,iatiun, or corporation authorized to locate a claim under this act, hav-
ing; claimed and located a piece of land for such purposes, who has, or 
have, complied with the terms of this act, may file in the proper land-
office an application for a patent, under oath, showing such compliance, 
together with a plat and field-notes of the claim or claims in common, 
made by or under the direction of the United States surveyor-general, 
showing accurately the boundaries of the claim or claims, which shall be 
distinctly marked by monuments on the ground, and shall post a copy 
of such plat) together with a notice of such application for a patent, in 
a conspicuous place on the land embraced in sueh plat previous to the 
filing of the application for a patent, and shall file an affidavit of at least 
two persont:l that such notice bas been duly posted as aforesaid, and 
shall :file a copy of said notice in such land-office, and shall thereupon 
be entitled to a patent for said land, in the manner following: the 
register of the land-office, upon the filing of such application, plat, field-
notes, notices, and affidavits, sl1all publish a notice that such application 
Las been made, for tlw period of sixty days, in a newspaper to be by 
him designated as published nearest to said claim; and he shall also 
post such notiee in his office for the same period. The claimant at the 
time of filing this application~ or at an.Y time thereafter, within the sixty 
days of publication, shall file with the register a certificate of the United 
States surveyor-general that $500 worth of labor llas been expended or 
improvements made upon "the claim by himself or grantors, that the 
plat is correct, with such further description by such reference to natural 
objects or permanent monuments as shall identify the claim, and furnish 
an accurate description, to be incorporated in the patent. At the ex-
piration of the sixty days of puulication the claimant shall file his 
affidavit that the plat and notice have been posted in a conspicuous 
place on the claim during said period of publication. If no adverse 
claim shall have been filed with the register and the receiver of the 
proper land-office at the expiration of the sixty days of publication, it 
shall be assumed that the applicant is entitled to the patent, upon the 
payment to the proper officer of five dollars per acre, and that no 
adverse claims exist; and thereafter no objection from third parties to 
the issuance of a patent shall be heard, except it be shown that the 
applicant failed to comply with this act. 
SEC. 7. That where an adverse claim shall be filed during the period 
of publication, it shall be upon oath of the person or persons making the 
same, and shall show the nature, boundaries, and extent of such adverse 
claim, and all proceedings, except the publication of notice and making 
and filing of the affidavh' thereof, shall be stayed until the controversy 
shall have been settled or decided by a court of competent jurisdiction, 
or the adverse claim waived. It shall be the duty of the adverse 
claimant, within thirty days after filing his claim, to commence proceed-
ings in a court of competent jurisdiction, to determine the question of 
the right of possession, and prosecute the same with reasonable, diligence 
to final judgment; and a failure so to do shall be a waiver of his adverse 
claim. After such judgment shall have been rendered, the party entitled 
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to the possession of the claim, or any portion thereof, may, without 
giying further notice, file a certified copy of the judgment-roll with the 
register of the land-office, together with the certificate of the surYe;yor-
general that the requisite amount of labor bas been expended, or 
improvements made thereon, and the description required in other cases, 
aud shall pay to the recei,·er .fi\Te dollars per acre for his claim, together 
·with the proper fees, whereupon the whole proceedings and the judg-
ment-ron shall be certified by the register to the Commissioner of the 
General l;aml-Office, and a patent shall issue thereon for the claim, or 
such vortion thereof as the applicant shall appear, from the decision of 
the court, to rightfully possess. If it shall appear from the decision of 
the court that several parties are entitled to separate and different por--
Uons of the claim, each party may pay for his portion of the claim, with· 
the proper fees, and file the certificate and description by the surveyor-
general, whereupon the register shall certify the proceedings and judg-
ment-roll to the Commissioner of the General Land-Office, as in the 
prececliug case, and patents :-;hall issue to the several parties according 
to their respective rights. Proof of citizenship under this act, or the 
acts of July 2G, 18G6, and .July 9, 1870, in the case of an incliv~dual, may 
consist· of his own affidavit thereof, and in case of an association of per-
sons unincorporated, of the affidavit of tb.eir authorized agent, made 011 
his own knowledge or upon information and belief, and in case of a cor-
poration organized under the laws of the United States, or of any State 
or Territory of t.be United States, by the filing of a certified copy of their 
charter or certificate of incorporation; and nothing herein contained 
shall be con.strned to prevent tbe alienation of the title co11veyed by a 
patent for a mining claim to any person whatever. 
SEc. 8. That the description of vein or loue claims, upon surveyed 
lands, sllall desig'nate the location of the claim with reference to the 
lines of the public surveys, but need. not conform therewith ; but where 
a patent shall be issued as aforesaid for claims upon unsurveyed lands, 
the surveyor-general, in extending the surveys, shall adjust tlle same to 
the bounuaries of such patented claim, according to the plat or descrip-
tion thereof, but so as in no ease to interfere with or change the loca-
tion of an~ such patented claim. 
SEc. 9. That sections one, two, three, four, and six of an act entitled 
"An act granting the right of way to ditch and canal owners over the 
public lauds, and for other purposes," approved July 26,18613, are hereby 
repealed, but such repeal shall not affect existing rights. Applications-
for patents for miuing-claims now peuding may be prosecuted to a final 
decision in the General Laud-Office; but in such cases, where adverse 
rights are not affected thereby, patents may issue in pursuance of the 
provisions of this act; and an patents for mining--claims heretofore issued 
under the act of July 26, 18GG, shall convey aU the rights and privileges 
conferred by this act where no adverse rigllts exist at the time of the 
passage of this act. 
SEc. 10. 'fhat the act entitled "An act to amend a.n act granting the· 
right of ''"ay to ditch and canal owuers O\Ter the public lands, and 
for other purposes," approved July 9, 1870, shall be and remain in full 
force, except as to the proceedings to obtain a patent, wllich shall be 
similar to the proceediugs prescribed by sections six and seven of this 
act for obtaining patents to vein or lode claims; hut where said placer-
claims shall ue upon sm'veycd lands, and conform to legal subdivisions, 
no further survey or plat shall be required. And all placer-mining claims 
hereafter located shall conform as near as practicable with the United 
States system of public-land surye;ys and the rectangular subdivisions 
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of such surveys, and no such location shall include more than twenty 
acres for each individual claimant; but wllere placer-claims cannot be 
conformed to legal subdivisions, survey and plat shall be made as on 
unsurveyed lands: Pr01.;ided, That proceedings now pending may be 
prosecuted to their final determination under existing laws; but the 
provisions of this act, when not in conflict with existing laws, shall 
apply in such cases: Provided also, That where by the segregation of min-
eral lands in any legal subdivision a quantity of agricultural land less 
than forty acres remains, said fractional portion of agricultural land may 
be entered by any party qualified by law for homestead or pre-emption 
purposes. 
SEC. 11. That where the same person, association, or corporation is 
in possession of a placer-claim, and also a vein or lode included within 
the boundaries thereof, application shall be made for a patent for the 
placer-claim, with the statement that it includes such vein or lode, and 
in such case (subject to the provisions of this act and the act entitled 
''An act to amend au net granting the right of way to ditch and canal 
owners over the public lauds, and for other purposes," approved July 
9, 1870) a patent shall issue for the placer-claim, including such vein or 
lode, upon the payment of five dollars per acre for such vein or lode 
claim, and twenty-five feet of surface on each side thereof. The re-
mainder of the placer-claim, or any placer-claim not_ em bracing any 
vein or lode claim, shall be paid for at the rate of $2.50 per acre, to-
gether with all costs of proceedings; and where a Yein or lode, such as 
is described in the second section of this act, is known to exist within 
the boundaries of a placer-claim, an application for a patent for such 
placer-claim which does not include au application for the vein or lode 
claim shall be cons~rued as a conclusive declaration that the claimant 
of the placer-claim has no right of possession of the vein or lode claim; 
but where the existence of a vein or lode in a placer-claim is not kuown, 
a patent for the placer-claim shall convey all valuable mineral and other 
deposits within ttw boundaries thereof. 
SEC. 12. That the surveyor-general of the United States may appoint 
in each land-district containiug mineral lands as many competent sur-
Yeyors as shall apply for appointment to survey mining-claims. The 
expenses of the surYey of vein or lode claims, and the surYey and sub-
division of placer-claims into smaller quantities than one hundred and 
sixty acres, together with the cost of publication of notices, shall be paid 
by the applicants, and they shall be at liberty to obtain the same at the 
most reasonable rates, and they shall also be at liberty to employ any 
United .States deputy surveyor to make the survey. The Commissioner 
of the General Land-Office shall also have power to establish the maxi-
mum charges fm· surveys and publication of notice8 under this act; and, 
in case of excessive charges for publication, he may designate any news-
paper published in a land-district where mines are situated for the 
publication of mining notices in such district, and fix the rates to be 
charged by such pa,per; and, to the end that the Commissioner may be 
fully ilil~fo.rmed on the subject, each applicant shall file with the register 
a sworn statement of all charges ,and fees paid by said applicant for 
publication and survey, together with all fees anfi money paid the n~gis­
ter and the receiver of the land-office, which statement shall be trans-
mitted~ with the other papers in the case, to the Commissioner of the 
General Land-Office. The fees of the register and the receiver shall 
be five dollars each for filing ~t11d acting upon each application for 
patent or adverse claim filed, and they shall be allowed the amount 
fixed by Jaw for reducing testimony to writing, when done in the 
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land-office, such fees and allowances to be paid by the respective 
parties ; and no other fees shall be charged by them in such cases. 
~ othing in this act shall be construed to enlarge or affect the rights of 
either party in regard to any property in controversy at the time of the 
passage of this act, or the act entitled "An act granting the right of 
way to ditch and canal owners over the public lands, and for other pur-
1 poses," approved J ul;y- 26, 1866, nor shall this act affect any right. ac-
quired under said act; and nothing in this act shall be com;trued to 
repeal, impair, or in any way affect the provisions of the act entitled 
"An act granting to A. ~utro the right of way and other privileges to 
aid in the construction of a draining and exploring tunnel to the Com-
stock }Que, in the State of Nevada," approved J u1y 25, 1866 . 
. SEc. 13. That all affidavits required to be made un<ler this act, or the 
act of which it is amendatory, may be verified before any officer author-
ized to administer oat.hs within the land-district where the claims may 
be situated, and all testimony and pl'oofs may be taken before any such 
officer, and when duly certified by the officer taking the same, sha.U ha·ve 
the same force and effect as if taken before the register and the receiver 
of the land-office. In cases of contest as to the mineral or agricultural 
character of land, the testimony and proofs may be taken as herein pro-
vided on personal notice of at least ten days to the opposing party; or 
if said party cannot be found, then by publication of at least once a 
week for thirty days in a newspaper, to be designated by the register of 
the land-office as published nearest to the location of such land; and 
the register shall require proof that such notice has been given. 
SEC. 14. That where two or more veins intersect or cross eaclJ other, 
priority of title shall govern, and such prior location shall be entitled 
to all ore or mineral contained within the space of intersection : Pro-
videcl, however, That the subsequent location shall have the right of way 
through said space of intersection for the purposes of the convenient 
working of the said mine: Ancl provided a.lso, That where two or more 
veins unite, the oldest or prior location shall take the vein below the 
point of union, including all the space of intersection. 
SEc. 15. That where no11-mineral land not contiguous to the vein or 
lode is used or occupied b;y the proprietor of such vein or lode for 
mining or milling purposes, such non-adjacent surface-ground may be 
embraced and included in an application for a patent for such vein or 
lo<le, and the same ma.y be patented therewith, subject to the same pre-
liminary requirements as to survey and notice as are applicable under 
this act to veins or lodes: Provided, That no location hereafter made of 
such non-adjacent land shall exceed :five acres, and payment for the 
same must be made at the same rate as fixed by this act for the super-
fi.cies of the lode. The owner of a quartz-mill or reduction-works, not 
owning a mine in connection therewith, may also receive a patent for 
his mill-site, as provided in this section. 
SEC. 16. That all acts and parts of acts inconsistent herewith are 
hereby repealed: Pro'vided, That nothing contained in this act shall be 
construed to impair, in any way, rights or interests in mining property 
acquired under existing laws. 
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CHAPTER XIX. 
A}IERICAN SCHOOLS OF MINING AND METALLURGY . 
.Since the publication of my first report, in 1869, in which the subject 
of professional education wa~~reated at some length, a great advance 
has been made in the facilitieT afforded by American schools and . col-
leges, though nothing has been done by the Government, I regret to say, 
toward the establishing of a national school of mines. There are now 
some thirty institutions in this country, in the plans of which room is 
made for instruction in mining and metallurgy. Of course this depart-
ment is not organized with equal thoroughness or furnished with equal 
liberality in all these cases; in toomanyofthem trustees have added to the 
old' curriculum merely a nominal course, because it was the fashion, and 
in order to attract students. But it is gratifying to know that a con-
siderable number of these mining and technological schools mean busi-
ness, and not show. Without intending to slight any which I omit, I 
have collected full information concerning some of the principal institu-
tions east of the Rocky Mountains. There is an inchoate school in Col-
orado, and there is a promising department for this subject in the 
University of California; but these have had no chance, as yet, to show 
what they can do. 
The schools to which I shaH refer are, the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, (Boston;) the School of 1\:rines of Columbia College, (New 
York;) the Sheffield Scientific School, (New Haven;) the Stevens Insti-
tute of Technology, (Hoboker. ;) the Pardee Scientific Department of 
Lafayette College, (Easton;) the School of Mining and Metallurgy of 
Lehigh University, (B(jthlehem ;) the School of Mini11g and Practical 
Geology, of Harvard University, (Cambridge;) the Rensselaer Poly-
technic Institute, (Troy;) the Scientific Department of the University 
of Pennsylvania, (Philadelphia;) the Missouri School of Mines and 
Metallurgy, (Rolla;) and the Polytechnic Department of Washington 
University, (Saint Louis.) 
THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY. 
Officers of instrnction.-John D. Runkle, Ph. D., LL.D., President; John D. Runkle, 
Ph. D., LL.D., Walker Professor of Mathematics and Mechanics; William Watson, Ph. 
D., Professor of Mechanical Engineering; John B. Henck, A.M., Hayward Professor of 
C1vil and Topographical Engineering·; William R. Ware, S. B., Professor of Architec-
ture; William P. Atkinson, A.M., Professor of English and History; George A. Osborne, 
S. B., Professor of Mathmatics, Astronomy, and Navigation; Alfred P. Hockwell, A.M., 
Professor of Min.ing Engineering; Edward C. Pickering, S. B. Thayer Professor of 
Physics; Samuel Kneeland, A.M., M.D., Professor of Zoology and Physiology; John 
M. Ordway, A.M.,* Professor of Metallurgy and Industrial Chemistry ; James M. Crafts, 
S. B., Professor of Analytical and Organic Chemistry; Robert H. Hichards, graduate 
of the Institute, Professor of Mineralogy and Assaying, in charge of the Mining and 
Metallurgical Laboratory; Thomas Sterry Hunt, LL.D., Professor of Geology; George 
H. Howison, A.M., Professor of Logic and the Philosophy of Science; S. Edward ·war-
ren, C. E., Professor of Descriptive Geowetry, Stereotomy, and drawing;-----, 
Professor of Modern Languages; Henry L. Whiting, United States Coast Survey, 
Professor of Topography; Henry Mitchell, A.M., United States Coast Survey, Professor 
of Physical Hydrography; Alpheus Hyatt, S. B., Custodian of the Boston Society of 
Natural History, Professor of Palreontology; Lewis B. Monroe, Professor of Vocal Cul-
>~The instruction in botany is at present given by Professor Ordway. 
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tnr~ and Elocution; Willliam H. Niles/Ph. B., A. M., Professor of Physical Geology and 
Geography; William Ripley Nichols, graduate of the Institute, Assistant Professor of 
General Chemistry; Charles R. Cros~, graduate of the Institute, Assistant Professor of 
Physics; Ernest Schubert, Instructor in Free-Hand and Machine Drawing; Eugeue 
Letang, Assistant in Architecture; John A. Whipple, Instructor in Photography; vVil-
liam E. Hoyt, gradnate of the Institute, Instructor in Civil Engineering and Drawing; 
Jnles Levy1 Instructor in French, Spanish, and Italian; E. C. F. Kraus, Instructor in Ger-
man; Edward K. Clark, graduate of the Institute, Instructor in Mechanical Drawing; 
Gaetano Lanza, S. B., C. E., Instructor in Mathematics ; Foster E. L. Beal, graduate of 
the Institute, Instructor in Ma.thematics ; G. Russell Lincoln, graduate of the Institute, 
Instructor in General Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis; Charles F. Stone, graduate 
of the Institute, Instructor in Quantitative Analysis; Hobart Moore, Instructor in 
Military Tactics. 
Sttmrnary of studcnts.-Resident graduates, 3; fourth year, 17; third year, 33; second 
year, 39 ; first year, 91 ; students not candidates for a degree, 81 ; total, 264, for the 
year 1871-'72. . 
Courses of study.-The regular course in the department of geology and mine engi-
neering extends over four years, and the range of studies pursued is indicated by the 
following scheme of instruction : 
FIRST AND SECO~D YEARS. 
Mathematics.-Algebra; solid geometry; mensuration ; plane trigonometry and spher-
ical trigonometry ; analyt.ic geometry ; elements of the calculus. 
Surveying.-Field-work; plotting surveys; computing areas; plans. 
Physical ancl industrial geography. 
Physics.-Mechanics of solids, liquids, and gases; sound; light; heat; magnetism; 
electricity. 
Chernistry.-Qualitative analysis; chemistry, organic and inorganic. 
French j German j English j descriptive geometry; rnechanical ancl free-hand drawing. 
THIRD YEAR. 
Civil engineering.-Survey and construction of roads aud railways; measurement of 
earth-work and masonry; field practice. 
Mathematics.-Differential and integral calculus; analytic mechanics. 
Applied nwchanics.--Stress ; stability ; strength and stiffness. 
Geology.-General descriptive, and theoretical geology. 
Zoology and palwontology. 
Mining.-Ore-deposits; prospecting; boring; sinking shafts, &c.; methods of 
mining. 
Mineralogy.-Descriptive and determinative; crystallography; use of the blow-pipe. 
Chemistry.-Lectures and laboratory practice in quantitative analysis. 
Assaying.-Wet and dry ways. 
Metallurgy.-Met.allurgical processes; constructions and implements. 
Physic8.-Laboratory practice. 
English and constituti01tal history j Ji'?-ench or Spanish j drawing. 
FOURTH YEAR. 
Mining.- Ventilation ; winding machinery; underground transport; pumps ; dressing 
and concentration of ores; practice in mining-laboratory in ore-dressing. 
Economic geology.·-Detailed description of American ore deposits and mines. 
Strength of materials and hydraulics. 
Machinery and motors.-Hand-machinery; water-wheels; boilers; steam-engines. 
Chentistry.-Lectures and laboratory practice; synthetic experiments; quantitative 
analysis. 
Geology.-American geology; lithological, strategraphical, palooontological. 
Chemical gcology.-Origin of rocks, vein-stones, ore-deposits, coal, petroleum, &c. 
Metallurgy,pmcticallithology, ancl buildir1g-materials; physics. 
. Dmwing.-Geological maps and sections; plans of mines ; mining-machinery and 
Implements. 
English literature j political economy j French o1· Italian j Gcnnan. 
The four years' course is so arranged as to secure to the student a liberal mental de-
velopment and general culture, as well as the strictly technical education, which is his 
chief object. The studies of the first and second years are somewhat general in char-
acter, but are regarded as a necessary foun<lation for the more special studies of the 
two succeeding years. The special professional studies peculiar to this department com-
mence with the third year. Instruction is given by lectures and recitations, and by 
practical exercises in the field, the laboratories, and the drawing-rooms. In most of the 
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subjects problems are given the students to be worked outside the lecture-room. A 
high :value is set upon the educational effect of t.hese practical exercises. 
The space devoted to laboratories and the prominence given to laboratory work, 
in physics, chemistry, assaying, blow-pipe analysis, metallurgy, and ore-dressing, is a 
marked feature in the scheme of instruction of tne institute. It is believed that this 
school offers unusual facilities in this regard. The chemical laboratories cover 4,000 
square feet; t.he mining, metallurgical, and assay laboratories, 2,000 square feet; the 
blow-pipe laboratory, 550· square feet; the physical laboratories, 3,500 square feet; and 
the drawing-rooms 8,556 square feet. 
A course of thirty lectures on physical geology and geography is given to the 
students of the second year by Professor Niles. The study of the surface of the earth, 
of its external features, their origin and modifications, is essentially the subject of this 
course. A proper knowledge of the surface includes necessarily a corresponding 
acquaintance with the arrangement of rock-masses, in so far as they have determined 
the character of the surface features, and especially the geological agencies which are 
constantly producing the changes of the surface. The aim ~f the instruction, there-
fore, is to present clearly the most important relations between surface features ancl 
underlying geological formations and to show the action of the great dynamical forces, 
or, in other words, to teach physical geography and physical geology in t.heir natural 
relations. The kn_ow ledge of these relations becomes of great practical :value in deter-
mining the extent or even probable occurrence of certain ore-bearing rocks and of 
coal-beds in certain districts, since, where the rocks are completely covered by soil, the 
topographical features may be the only guide in "prospecting." 
,EXERCISES, THIRD AND FOURTH YEARS. 
Descriptive and Theoretical Geology-30 lectures by Professor Hunt. American 
Geology-30 lectures by Professor Hunt. Practical Lithology und Building-Stones-
.15 lectures by Professor Hunt. Chemical Geology-15 lectures by Professor Hunt. 
Mining-70 lectures by Professor Rockwell. Economic Geology-20 lectures by Professor 
Rockwell. Palrnontology-50 lectures by P.rofossor Hyatt. Metallurgy-40 lectures by 
Professor Ordway. Industrial Chemistry-40 lectures by Professor Ordway. Quan-
titative Anal~,sis-40 lectures by Professor Crafts. Chemical Laboratory Practice-
10 to 15 hours a week, by Professor Crafts. Assaying, dry way-10 exercises (2! hours 
each) by Professor Richards. Blow-pipe and Determinate Mineralogy-45 exercises 
(1 to 2 hours each) by Professor Richards. Descriptive Mineralogy-15 lectures by 
Professor Richards. Mining and Metallurgical Laboratory Practice-10 hours a week. 
Physical Laboratory Practice-3 hours a week, 1 year, Professor Pickering. Calculus 
-50 lessons by President Runkle. Mechanics-50 lessons by President Runkle. Civil 
Engineering-40 lessons by Professor Henck. Strength of Materials and Hydraulics 
-40 lessons by Professor Watson. Machinery and Motors-25 lessons by Professor 
Watson. Natural History-25 lectures by Professor Kneeland. J<'rench-2 hours a 
week. German-2 hours a week. English-2 hours a week. Drawing-3 to 6 hours a 
week. 
Geology, Lithology, ~e.-The instruction in geology and certain related subjects is 
given by Professor Hunt, in four courses, delivered yearly to students of the third and 
fourth years. The first is a yearly course of thirty lectures on descriptive and theo-
retical geology. This embraces the classification of the related sciences; scope of 
geological studies; nature of rocks, or lithology ; stratigraphy; succession of forma-
tions; zoological history; geological dynamics; chemical and physical forces; aqueous 
and igneous agencies; currents; sedimentation; elevation and subsidence; geographi-
cal distribution of formations; nature and origin of mountains; volcanic action. The 
second is a yearly course of thirty lectures on American geology, comprising intro-
duction; geological history; geology of North America, considered lithologically, 
stratigraphically, and palrnontologically; comparative geognosy. The third is a yearly 
course of fifteen lectures on practical lithology, comprising mineralogical composition 
of rocks ; building-stones, their cohesion, porosity ; granites, marbles, limestones, 
sandstones, slates, &c.; limes, cements, and mortars; ornamental stones and gems. 
The fourth is a yearly course of fifteen lectures on chemical geology, or the chemical 
history of the globe; comprising the origin of rocks, both stratified and unstratified; 
the history of veinstones and ore-deposits; the formation of coal and petroleum ; the 
chemistry of salt-deposits and of mineral-waters; the seat and origin of :volcanic and 
earthquake phenomena. 
Min'ing and Eeonornic Geology.-The instruction in mining and in economic geology is 
given by Professor Rockwell, in two yearly courses, delivered to students of the third 
and fourth years. The first is a yearly course of seventy lectures on mining. The 
student is made acquainted with the general character of the :various deposits of the 
useful minerals, and with the theory and practice of mining operations, such as the 
methods of search or "prospecting;" boring for oil, coal, or water; the sinking of 
shafts, with the timbering, walling or tubing of the same; the driving of levels; the 
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uifl'ercnt methods of working lodes, coal-beds, &c.; the underground transportation of 
the mineral; hoisting, pumping, ventilation, and lighting, together with the machinery 
and other appliances connected with tl1ese and other operations; in short, the great 
variety of operations comprised under the general term "exploitation." Ore-dressing, 
or the mechanical separation of orcs from their gangnes, is discussed somewhat at 
length, and the machines described by means of which this concentration is most 
economically effected. The practical course of ore-dressing and smelting in the mining 
and metallurgical htboratory affords the student opportunities for acquiring a familiar 
knowledge of the treatment of ores, such as can be got under ordinary circumstances 
only at the best mines. Tile second is a yearly course of twenty lectures on economic 
geology, mainly devoted to a detailed description of the coal and ore deposits of North 
Amenca, especially such as are most extensively worked. 
The student who is a candidat~ for the degree of the institute is expected to spend 
:1 portion of his vacations in some one of the principal mining districts in the study of 
the local peculiarities of the ore-deposit, and the details of actual working, and to sub-
mit a full report upon the same, with dra,vings. Those who intend to become metal-
lurgists may take smelting-works instead. 'l'hrough the kindness of several owners, 
certain mines in different regions have been made accessible to students for the pur-
pose of systematic study. 
Metallurgy and Indust1·ial Chemistry.-The instruction in metallurgy and in industrial 
chemist.ry is given uy Professor Ordway, in two two-years' courses, delivered to students 
of the third and fourth years. The first is a, two years' course of forty lectures on me-
tallurgy. The subjects discussed arc fuels, fluxes, slags, furnace-construction, alH1 the 
roasting, smelting, a,nd refining of the various metals. The secontl is n. two years' coursf• 
of forty lectures on industrial chemistry. The manufacture of acids, alkalies, salts, 
pottery, glass, and organic products, and the arts of dyeing and printing, are the prin-
cipal subjects treated. In connection ,.,-ith these lectures excursions are made to manu-
f'::tctories and metallurgical works, and practical exercises are gi von in the laboratories. 
The students are required to make drawings and designs of app!tratus used or to be 
used in large operations. 
Mining mtcl Metallurgical Labomt01·y.-The purpose of this lauoratory is to furnish the 
mea,ns of studying experimentally the various processes of ore dressing and smelting. 
Ores of all kinds are here subjected to precisely the same treatment, and by the same 
machinery and other appliances that are in use at the uest mines and metallurgical 
works of this and other countries. The lauoratory has already in successful operation 
the most approved ore-dressing and mill machinery for gold and silver ores now in use 
in California and Nevada, consisting of aflrc-.starnp battery, an amalgamating-pan, a scpa-
mtor, and tt concentrator, complete in every respect and capable of treating half a ton of 
ore a day. These were obtained the past summer in San Francisco. There will be 
added during the present year an ore-crnslwr, a hy<lraulic jigger, a Rit.tinger shaking-
table, and all other applin.nces necessary for the tren.tmcnt of every kind of ore. The 
mn.chiuery is driven by a steam-engine of npw<,rd of 15 horse-power. For metallur-
gical treatment the laboratory contaius at present a reverberatory roasting· furnace, 
crucible and assay furnaces, and [t blacksmith's forge; and there are !lOW being erected 
reverberatory aml blast ~'melting-furnaces capable of ''orking 400 pounds of ore per 
day, and a cnpelliug-fnrnace sufficient for working GO pounds of lead at once. To these 
will be added retort aud other smaller furnaces for various uses. All of these will be 
ready for use by October of the present year. 
The experimental work of this laboratory is carried on by the stndeuts under the 
immediate snperYision of Professor Richards. A sufficiently large quantity of ore is 
assigned to each student, who ftrst samples it, and clctermines its character and value 
by analysis and assays, and makes such other preliminary examinations as serve to in-
dicate in a general way the proper methofl of treatment. He then treats the given 
quantity, makes a careful examination of the producttl at each step of the process. 
ascertains the amount of power, water, cl1Cmicals, fuel, and labor expended. In tuis 
wa~' the same ore is subjected to scYeral methods of treatment, and by a comparison 
of the results obtained, the student learns the rcla.hve effectiveness aud economy of 
different methods as applied to the same ore. It is uelieved that the experiments con-
ductetl in this way and upon such a scale, will prove of direc tpractical value not only to 
the student, but to the mining interest at large, by showing how existing methods of 
treatment may be advantageously modified to meet the requirements of new complex 
ores. The institute bas now on band '1bout eleven tons of gold and silver ores, repre-
senting over seventy different mines in Colorado and Utah, which were collected uy 
the institute party of professors and students during their recent trip to these Terri-
tories. These ores will be worked and reports of the results sent to those who so gen-
erously contributed them; and it is hoped that uy such co-operation the laboratory 
will continue to receive tho necessary amount and variety of ores. 
PalmontolorJY.-The mstruction in palmontology is given in a yearly course of sixty 
lectures, by Professer Hyatt, half of which are delivered to the third year and half to 
the fourth year students. Palmontolog~T' or the history of a,nciunt animal life, aud 
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stratigraphical palmontology, or the study of the distinctive and chamcteristic fos-
sils of the different formations, are taught as a necessary foundation for the further 
study of geology. The aim of the course is to give the student a practical acquaint-
::mce with the structure of the characteriRtic families and orders of living and 
extinct animalH, and by a judicious selection of examples to familiarize him to some 
extent with the genera which characterize various formations. The handling and 
drawing of specimens by the students is an essential feature of the method of instruc-
tion. 'l'he lecture of the instructor ie devoted largely to explanatory demonstrations 
of the specimens, which "the students are at the same time drawing. The success at-
tending this mode of teaching palreoutology has shown its value. 
Mineralogy and blo'W-pipe practice.-The instruction in mineralogy and tlle use of tho 
blow-pipe is given by Professor Richards, in two courses to students of the third year. 
The first is a course of forty-five exercises, (one to two pours each,) in which the student 
is taught determinative mineralogy by the study of crystalline forms, and the physical 
properties of minerals. He is instructed. in the use of the blow-pipe in the qualitative 
determination of minerals, and in the quantitative assay of silver aud copper orcs. 
The second is a course of fifteen lectures on descriptive mineralogy, accompanied by a, 
critical examination and handling of spccemens on the part of the student. 
Assaying.-The instruction in assaying is given by Professor Richards in a course of 
ten exercises, (two to three llours each,) in whicll the student learns to perform the 
ordinary dry assays of gold, silver, lead, and other ores. InstructioJJ. in wet assaying 
is given by Professor Crafts. 
Chcrnical com·se for rnining engineers.-The chemical instruction of the mining students 
extends through tho four ye~us. The course in general chemistry occupies the first 
year ; and during this time the students work two llom·s each week in the chemical 
lal.:Joratory. Each student performs for llimself a great variety of experiments designed 
to illustrate the properties of the various chemical elements, and of their more im-
portant compounds; he also prepares a number of such simple and compound substances 
as are of use in the arts or serve to illustrate the laws of chemical change. The knowl-
edge thus acquired by the practical work of tlle lalloratory is supplemented and en-
forced by lectures, recitations, and frequent examinations. During the second year 
more particular attention is given to the theory of cllemistry aml to qualitative analy-
sis. The latter branch of the subject is taught by laboratory exerciseR, eacll student 
working four hours a week. As <luring the first year's course, these laboratory exercises 
arc accompanied by recitations and examinations. During the third year the mining 
students take a systematic course of quantitative analyses, occupying six hours per 
week in the laboratory, aml attend a weekly lecture, or exercise, in which methods of 
analysis arc discussed, and the results of investigations too recent to be found in text-
books are presented to them. Mining students ma,y take iu addition, as a volnntary ex-
ercise, a course of special analytical methods, reciting from German text-hooks. In the 
fourth year the students are engaged in laboratory work during the llours between 9 
a.m. and 5 p. m., which are not devoted to recitations and problems in drawing, 
metallurgy, &c., which more nearly concern their professional studies. They all get 
about three hours daily for chemical work, and many are able to spend more time in 
the laboratory without neglect of their other studies. They accomplish a tolerably 
thorough analytical course, comprising the analyses of salts, the more common minerals, 
au(l particularly of ores and metallurgical products, and extending as far as the more 
difficult analyses, such as the determination of all the constituents of cast iron or steel, 
so that a student in his professional work as a mining engineer may be independent of 
the assistance of a chemist, and competent to deal \vith all ordinary investigations. 
Some students, who show a special aptitude for chemistry, are encouraged to take up 
special investigations connected with metallurgy, and all accomplish work which may 
be considered a sufficient prepara,tion for their professional career. 
Physics.-The instruction in physics, extending through the first three years of the 
courRe, is given by Professor Pickering. During tlle first t\vo years the whole subject 
is thoroughly discussed mathematically and experimentally in lectures illustrated 
from the extensive collection of physical a.pparatus of the institute. 
In the third year the students enter the physica,l laboratory and learn to use tlle 
dHferent instruments and to perform a variety of experiments. Special attention is 
paid to the testing of physical laws, by comparing tlle ollserved and computed results. 
They further carry on systematic investigations of particular subjects during the 
fourth year, and. pursue such courses of experimentation as have a direct bearing on 
tlleir professional studies. 
Collections.-Tho geological collection of the bte Professor Henry D. Rogers, of the 
University of Glasgow, presented to the institute by Mrs. Rogers, is made up chiefly of 
fossils and rock-specimens from American localities, and in certain branclles is pecu-
liarly valuable for instruction. The collection of ores and veinstones is already large 
aml varied, and is constantly receiving additions from t.he various mining regions. 
A typical set of models of mining-machinery, clliefly from Freiburg, Saxony, is used in 
the course of instruction. They are designed mainly to illustrate the principles of the 
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various processes of mining and ore-dressing, but combine also the latest improvements 
in machines. They show in detail the methods of working underground by underhand 
and overhand stoping, the timbering and walling of shafts and levels, the arrange-
ments oi pumps, man-engines, ladder-ways, hoisting-ways, the sinking of shafts, &c. 
The machines for ventilation, as well as those for ore-dressing, are working models. 
The latter illustrate all the stages of the concentration of ores. 
The collections and library of the Boston Society of Natural History are, by an agree-
ment between the society and the institute, freely open to the students. These collec-
tions rank among the first in the country for extent and value, and in many depart-
ments are unsurpassed. The library is rich in works 011 geology and natural science, 
and embraces tlw leading American and European journals and periodicals on those 
subjects. The instruction in certain subjects is given by the professors of the institute 
in the lecture-room of the Natural History Society, whose building is upon the same 
square. The private collections of some of the professors, especially that of Professor 
Hunt, are availal.Jle for purposes of instruction. The professors and students of the 
institute are allowed the full use of the extensivo and valuable libraries of the Boston 
Public Library and the library of th.e Boston Society of Natural History. 
Othel' com·ses, degrees, fees, <fc.-This school is divided into seven courses, narnely, 
mechanical engineering, civil and topographical engineering, geology :wd mining 
engineering, building and architecture, chemistry, science and litern.tnre, and natural 
history. The foregoing description refers to the third course only; bnt the course of 
study for the first two years is the same in all. A degree is given in each course, the 
title being" Graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the Department 
of---." To be entitled to either of these degrees, the student must pass a satisfac-
tory examination in all the studies and exercises prescribed for his department in the 
conrses of the third and fourth years; and in all the studies of the previous years in 
which he has not already passed a satisfactory examination. He must, moreover, pre-
pare a dissertation on some subject included in the course of study, or au account of 
some research made by himself, or an original report upon some machine, work of 
engineering, industrial works, mines, or mineral survey, or an original architectural 
design accompaniecl by an explanatory memoir. This thesis or design must be approved 
by the faculty. Be will be re<]nired, also, to have sufficient familiarity with French 
and German to be able to read without difficnlty works in these languages relating to 
science and the arts. The examinations for degrees are hel<l iu the month of May, and 
are partly oral and partly in writing. Certificates of attainment in special subjects 
will be given to such students as on examination are found to have attained the 
'required proficiency in them. 
The catalogue shows eleven students in th& third and fourth years taking the full 
mining course, and one pursuing a special course in that department. Eight out of the 
seventeen in the fourth year are mining students. 
The school-year begins on the first 1\ionday in October, and ends on the Saturday 
preceding thP- first Monday in J nne. On legal holidays the exercises of the school arf' 
snspendecl. As the exercises of the school begin at 9 o'clock in the morning, and end 
at half-past 4 or 5 o'clock in the afternoon, students may conveniently live in any of 
the neighuoriug cities or towns on the lines of the various railroads, if they prefer to 
do so. The co~:;t of board and rooms in Boston, and the neighboring cities and towns, 
need not exceed, on the average, from six to eight dollars a week; and the cost of hooks, 
drawing-instruments, ancl paper, from twenty-five to thirty dollars a year. The regu-
lar fee for each year is $150, payable, by students who bave given bouds, $100 at the 
beginning, and $50 at the middle (first Monday in February) of the school-year. For 
one-half or any less fraction of the school-year, the fee is $100. Students who pursue a 
partial course pay, in general, the full fee. The fees for special students vary, accord-
ing to the cbaracter of the stndy chosen, and cannot be specified, except for such special 
courses as from time to time may be advertised. 
THE SCHOOL OF MINES OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE. 
Officm·s of instTitction.-Frederick A. P. Barnard, S. T. D., LL.D., President; Thomas 
Egleston, jr., A.M., E. M., Professor of Mineralogy and Metallurgy; Francis L. Vinton, 
E. M., Professor of Mining Engineering; Charles-F. Chandler, Ph. D., Professor of An-
nlyt.ical and Applied Chemistry, and Dean of the Facult.y; John Toney, :M.D., LL.D., 
Lecturer on Botany; Chr.rles A. Joy, Ph. D., Professor of General Chemistry; William 
G. Peck, LL.D., Professor of Mechanics; John H. Van Amringe, A. M., Profe~sor of 
Mathematics; Ogden N. Hood, A.M., Professor of Physics; Joh11 S. Newberry, M.D., 
LL. D., Professor of Geology and Palroontology; Frederick Steugel, Instrnctor in Ger-
man; Jules E. Loiseau, Instructor in French; Alexis A. Julien, A. M., Assistant in 
Analytical Chemist.ry; Panl Schweitzer, Ph.D, Assistant in AnaJytical Chemistry; 
Elwyn Waller, A.M., E. M., Assistant in Analytical Chemistry; Thomas J\I. Blossem, 
A.M., E. 1\'L, Assistant in Assaying; Pierre De P. Ricketts, E. M., Assistant in Miner-
alog;r; William Pistm·, E. M., A~:;sistant in Drn.wing; Henry Newton, A. B., E. M., As-
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sistant in Geology; Henry B. Cornwall, A.M., E. M., Assistant in Metallurgy; Edward 
J. Hallock, A. B., Assistant in General Chemistry; Gracie S. Roberts, E. M., Honorary 
Assistant in Civil Engineering; Edward C. H. Day, Librarian and Registrar. 
Swmlta1'!J of students.-Third year, S; second year, 5; :first year, 19; preparatory, 25; 
special students, 58; total, 115. 
General description.-The School of Mines was established in 1864, for the purpose of 
furnishing to students the means of acquiring a thorough knowledge of those branches 
of science 'Yhicb form the basis of the industrial pursuits that are to play the most im-
portant part in the development of the resources of our country. The system of 
instruction followed in the school includes :five pl1rallel courses of study, viz: 
I. Civil engineering. 
II. Mining engineering. 
III. Metallurgy. 
IV. Geology and natural history. 
V. Analytical and applied chemistry. 
The school is provided with fine mineralogical and geological collections; ph~·sical, 
mechanical, engineering, and mathematical instruments and models; chemical and 
physical apparatus; chemical and metallurgical laboratories ; and a scientific libmry 
and reading-room. 
These are all sustained by liberal annual appropriations, which enable the professor::; 
to rapidly increase these important means of illustration and practical instruction. 
Conmmnication has been established wi\h kindred institutions in Enrope, and very 
valuable additions to the cabinets a,nd library have already been received from France, 
Belgium, Gf>1·many, and Russia. 
Tl1e success of the School of Mines bas surpassed the most sanguine expectntions of 
its projectors. The average number of pnpils for the past three years bas beeu about 
one lnnrclred, of 'vhom a large uumber are college-graduates. 
Although tho school bas been in existence but ,;,;e,;en years, it has already sent forth 
fifty-five graduates, most of whom have already been appointed to responsible po-
sitions as mining enginet>rt', metallurgists, geologists, chelllists, or professors. 
The officers of the school, most of whom were edncat.ed in Europe, are satisfied that 
the school now offers to American students every fac:ility necessary to enable them to 
prepare themselves for any of the professions which involve the practical applicatiOn 
of the branches of science therein taught ; and that it is no longer necessary fm yonug 
men to visit Europe to stndy applied seieuce; in fact, that they can be better fitted 
here for thi~; field of labor, which is characterized by peculiar couditions of labor, tran-
sportation, &c. 
Plan of insfruction.-The plan of im;trnctiou pursued in the school inclndes lectures 
and recitations in the several (lepartmeuts of study; practice in the c·hemical all(l 
metallmgicallaboratories; projects, estimates and drawings for the establishment of 
miues, and for the construction of metallurgical and chemical worl(s; reports 011 mines, 
industlialt>stablishments, and field geology. 
The course of instruction occupies three years. Those who complete it receive the 
<legrec of ch·il engineer, engineer of mines, or bachelor of pbilosoplly. 
For candidates not qualified to enter the first year, a preparatory year has been 
added. 
The year is divided into two sessions. The first commences on the first Monday in 
October; 1ho second, on tbe first Tlmrs<lay in February. The lectures close on the tirst 
F1·iday in June. The annual examinations are then held ou all the studies of the year. 
The method of iw;truction is such tllat every pupil ma~r acquire a thorongh theoret-
ical knowledge of each branch, of which be is required to give eviuence at the close 
of the session by >vritten and oral exawinations. At the comi.uencement of the fol-
lowing year he is required to show, from reports of works visited, that be not only 
understands the theoretical princi];Jles of the subjects treated, but also their practical 
application. 
SYNOPSIS OF STUDIES. 
First year.-First session: analytical geometry,* descriptive geometry; inorganic 
chemistry,* qualitative analysis, crystallography, qualitative blow-pipe anal~' sis, botany, 
French, German, drawing. Second session: ca.lculns,t uescriptive geometry, organic 
cbemistry,t qualitative analysis, blow-pipe analysis, zoology, French, German, stoi-
chiometry, drawing, memoir and journal of travel during the summer vacation. 
Second year.-I. For civil-engineering students: mechanics~ civil engineering, spheri-
cal projections, geodesy, quantitative analysis, metallurgy, geology, mineralogy, physics, 
drawing. II. Por mining-engineering students: nJech~mics, mining engineering, quau-
titative analysis, metallurgy, geology, mineralogy, mathematical physics, drawing. 
*Optional for stnrl<'nts of the geological and chemical coursE's. 
t Optional for students of tile mining engineering course. 
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III. For students of metallurgy: quantitative analysis, metallurgy, geology, miul3ral-
ogy, quantitative blow-pipe analysis, drawing. IV. For students in geology and nat-
ural history: quantitative analysis, metallurgy, geology, mineralogy, drawing. V. 
For studeuts iu analytical aud applied chemistry: quantitative analysis, metallurgy, 
geology, applied chemistry, drawing, memoir anJ journal of travel during the summer 
vacation. 
Third year.-!. For civil-engineering students : mechanics, constructions, economic 
geology, drawing, projet. II. For students of mining engineering: mining engineer-
ing, assaying, economic geology, metallurgy, quantitative analysis, drawing, proj6t. 
III. For students in metallurgy: assaying, economic geology, metallurgy, qnantita-
t.ive analysis, lithology, drawing, projet. IV. For students of geology and natural 
history: economic geology, lithology, palmontology, drawing, dissertation. V. For 
students of analytical and applied chemistry: assaying, economic geology, metallurgy, 
qnantitative analysis, applied chemistry, drawing, dissertation. 
Prep:uatory year.-First session : geomeky, physics, chemistry, French, German, 
drawing. Second session : algebra and trigonometry, physics, chemistry, French, 
German, drawing. 
Mathematics.-The course of mathematics in the preparatory year embraces algebra., 
so far as to include the general theory of equations, geometry, plane, volumetric and 
spherical; trigonometry, plane, analytical, and spherical; mensuration of surfaces and 
of volumes. In the first year, analytical geometry of two aud three dimensions; dif-
ferential and integral calcnl us ; differentials of algebraic and transcend en talfunctions; 
successive differentials; maxima and minima; tra,nscendental curves; curvature; in-
t egration of regularly formed differentials: integmtion by series ; integration of frac-
tions; special methods of integration; rectification of curves; quadrature of surfaces; 
cubature of volumes; applications to mechanics and astronomy. 
Physics.-The stndents of the preparatory year are occnpied dnring the first term with 
the subject of heat, including the steam-engine, while the second term is employed in 
the study of voltaic electricity, magnetism, and electro-magnetism. These courses of 
lectures are fully illustrated lJy appropriate experiments. The instruction is conveyed 
by lectures and recitr..tions, practical problems being occasionally proposed for solution. 
During the second year courses of lectures are deliverecl on the laws of electro-dynamics, 
on the mechanical theory of heat, on mathematical optics, and on the undulatory theory 
of light. Portions of these courses are accompanied by experimental demonstrations. 
Tbe cabinet of physical apparatus will r;Lnk with the best on this continent, and ex-
tensive additions are made to it each year. 
Mcchanics.-This subject is taught during the second year. The course of instruc-
tion embraces the following subjects: composition and equilibrium of forces; center of 
gravity and stability; elements of machinery; hurt,ful resistances; rectilinear and 
periodic motion; moment of inertia; curvilinear and rotary motion ; mechanics of 
liquids; mechanics of gases and vapors; hydraulic and pneumatic machines. 
Drawing and descTiptive geometry.-During the first session of the preparatory year 
the studet)t is taught to execute topographical maps. He is first instructed in the use 
of the pen to delineate lines of level, shaded with lines of declivity, and completed with 
the conventional signs of different features, such as water, forests, marshes, cultivated 
ground, outcrops of veins, &c.; sulJsequently he is taught to represent the tSame in 
slwding of India ink or sepia, with the application of the conventional signs and color·s 
used lJy our Government and civil engineers. During the second session, the course of 
inst.ruction includes sketching in pencil from plane models, anJ from nature; afcer-
ward colored sketches or landscape drawing in water-colors. 
During the first year descriptive geometry is taught. 'l'he course of instruction in-
cludes the study of Davies's treatise on this sulJject, with lectures and blackboard ex-
ercises, illustrated by Olivier, and other models, showing the more difficult problems of 
intersections, and the generation of warped surfaces. 
The iustruction of dr:1vving includes the use of mathematical instruments in con-
structing on paper the problems of descriptive geometry. 
Duriug- the second session graphics are taught, including the study of Davies's Shades 
and Shadows, and Perspect,ive; and Mahan's Stone-Cutting, with explanatory lectures; 
the exhibition of models; and the solution of various new problems of shaues anu 
shadows. 
The course in drawing includes inst.rnction and practice in the use of instruments; 
the pen and brush., with India ink, in drawing mathematical forms in projection and 
perspective; shading them ; casting tbeir shadows, and washing them. This is 
followed lJy an application of the principles learned to the execution of a drawing of a 
machine, or tbe sect.ion of a furnace, wherein the shadows are accurately calculated 
and washed, and the drawing is appropriately colored. 
In the second year the course includes, during the first session, the drawing of 
machines, mills, furnaces, &c., from plane models. These are shaded, their shadows 
cnlculatecl and cast, and the whole properly colored. 'l'he dimensions are also quoted, 
so that these drawings serve as types of working drawings. 
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During the second session the students draw from vadous models in relief, chiefly 
furnaces and machines. They first make a free-hand sketch from tho relief, and upon 
it place the dimensions, which they measure; subsequently they draw the finished 
representation in the academy to a proper scale, with shades, shadows, colors, and 
dimensions. This practice is of benefit in accustoming the student to tuko rapid 
sketches of establislled works, upon which he may be required to report, or by whicll 
Le may wish to inform himself. 
Modm·n lanmtages.-The design in this department is to teach the student how to read 
Prencb and German scientific books witll fi:wility. 
Instruction is given for two hours a week in each of these languages, during two 
years; and as tho text-books employed in the class-room are altogether works on 
science, the students can acquire a sufficient vocabulary to enable theru to use French 
and German authors in all the departments of the school. 
No attempt is made to produce accomplished scholars in all branches of German and 
French literature, but attention is concentrated npon the immediate wants of the 
young men. In this way no time is lost, and the instruction bec·omes thorougllly 
practical. 
General chernistry.-The preparatory class attend three exercises a week in general 
chemistry throughout the year. It is intended to lay the foundation of a thorough 
knowledge of the theory of the subject preliminary to the practical instruction in the 
chemical laboratory. Por this purpose the class is dril1ed upon the lectures, with 
free use of the best text-books. The students are expect,ed to write out full notes, 
which must he exhibited to the professor at the close of each session. At the end of 
the year the class must pass a rigid examination before they can be admitted to a 
Ligber gTade. 
The first year students also attend three times a week, during the year, in general 
chemistry. The text-book for reference in this department is Roscoe's Chemistry, 
English edition, 1869; and the notation adopted is in accordance with the unitary 
atomic system. 
Analytical chmnist1·y.-There are two laboratories devoted to qualitative analysis, and 
one of larger size to quantitative analysis, besides the assay laboratory. These labor-
atories are provided with all the necessary apparatus and i xtures, and each is under 
the special charge of a competent assistant. Each student ·is provided with a conven-
ient table, with drawers and cupboards, and is supplied with a complete outfit of ap-
pamtns and chemical reagents. 
During the first. year qualitative analysis is taught by lectures and blackboard exer-
cises, and the student is required to repeat all the experiments at his table in the labor-
atory. Having acquired a thorough experimental knowledge of the reactions of a 
group of bases or acids, single members of the group or m1xtiues are submitted to 
him for identification. He thns proceeds from simple to complex cases till he is able 
to determine the composition of the most difficult mixtmes. Constant use is made of 
the spectroscope in these investigations. 
When the student shows on written or experimental examination that l)e is suffi-
ciently familiar with qualitative analysis, he · is allowed to enter the quantitative 
laboratory. 
During the second and third ~1 ears quantitative analysis is taught by lectures and 
blackboard exercises, and tbe student is requiretl to execute in the laboratory, in a sat-
isfactf'ry manner, a certain number of analyses. He first analyzes substances of known 
composition, such as crystallized salts, tllat tile accuracy of bis work may he tested hy 
a comparison of his results with the true percentages. These analyses are repeated 
till Le has acquired sufficient skill to insure accurate results. He is then required to 
make analyses of more complex substances, such as coals, limestones, ores of copper, 
iron, nickel, and zinc, pig-hon, slags, technical prouucts, &c.; cases in which the 
nccuracy of the, work is determined by duplicaijng the analyses, and by comparing the 
results of different analysts. 
Volumetric methods are employed whenever they arn more accurate or more expedi-
tious than the gravimetric methods. In this way each student acquires practical ex-
perience in the chemical analysis of t.he ores and products which he is most likely to 
meet, in practice. 
Stoichiometry.-Stoichiometry, the arithmetic of chemistry, is taught in a special 
course of lectures and blaekboard exercises, during the second session of the first year . 
.dssaying.-During the third year the student is admitted to the assay laboratory, 
where be is providefl \vith a suitable table and a set of assay apparatus, and ·where he 
bas access to crucible and muffle furnaces, and to volumetric apparatus for bullion 
assay by the wet process. The general principles as well as the special methods of 
assaying are explained in the lectureroom, and at the same time the ores of the vari-
ous metals are exhibited and described. The student is then supplied wit.h suitable 
material, ores of known composition, and is required to make assays himself. He 
first receives ores .of lead, the sulphuret, carbonate, and phosphate, which he mixes 
with the proper fluxe:;;, _and beats in the furnace, obtaining a button of lead ·which ~e 
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carefnlly weighs, thus determining the percentage of metal in the ore. IIe then de-
termines by cnpellation the amouut of silver in the leau. Sil\rer-ores are next given 
to him, at first those wh\ch arc most easily assayed, such as mixtures of chloride of 
silver with quartz; afterward more complex ores, such as galena, ruby-silver ore, 
mispickel, fahlerz, &c. Tbese he is reqnired to assay both in the crucilJle and in the 
scorifier. Ores of goltl are next supplied, auriferous quartz, slates, pyrites, bleude, 
&c., which are assayed by tbe most reliable metlwds. 
To facilitate the assay of ores of the precious meta.ls a system of weights bas been 
introduced, by which the weight of silver or gold glolJules obtained in the assay shows 
at once, witbout calcnlation, the number of troy ounces in a ton of ore. 
The student then passes on to the assay of silver aud gol(l bullion, the former by 
Gay-Lu~sac's volumetric method, the latter by "qnartation," or "parting." Ores of 
tin, antimony, and iron are then assaye(l in the dry way, when the course is completed. 
Each student thus executes two or three hundred assays himsoH~ under the immediate 
supervision of the instructor . 
..J.pplied chemistry.-The instruction in applied chemistry exten(ls through the second 
and third years, and consists of lectures, illnstrated by experiments, diagrams, and 
specimens. The subjects discussed a.re: 
I. Chemical manufactures, acids, alkalies, and salts. 
II. Glass, porcelaiu, and pottery. 
III. Limes, mortars, and cements. 
IV. Fuel and its n.pplications. 
V. Artificial illumiuatiou, candles, oils and lamps, petroleum, gas and its products. 
VI. Food and drink, bread, water, milk, tea, coffee, sug:w, fermentation, wines, beer, 
spirits, vinegar, preservation of food, &c. 
VII. Clothing, textile fabrics, l>leacbing, dyeing, calico-printing, paper-tanning, 
glne, India rul>ber, gutta-pcrcha, &c. 
VIIL Artificial fertilizers, guano, snperphosphates, poudrettes, &c. 
IX. Disinfectants, antiseptics, preservation of wooll, &c. 
Miueralogy.-The studies iu the department of mineralogy continuo through two 
years. In the first year the students are instructed iu cr)~stallography and the nse of 
tl1e blow-pipe. The lectures on crystallography are illustmte(l by mo(lels, 'vbich the 
students are required to determine nuder the eye of the professor. A collection of 
glass moclcls, ~tnd of models in wood, illustrating all of the important actual and 
th(:;orctical forms, is nlwa;vs accessible to the students. The excrciHes in lJlow-pipe 
determination are entirely practical; known mixtures arc first given to the student 
to examine, and when he is sufficiently familiar with them, unknown mixtures arc de-
termined. In the second year the lectures are illnstratcd l>y conferences, where the 
studeut is required to uetermiue minerals l>y their physical and blow-pipe chaructl~rs. 
Tbe mineralogical cabinet contains al>ont ten thousand spccillJens, which arc laLelcd, 
and open to the pul>lic. Besides this, there is a collection of alJout two thousand 
specimens, to which the studt"nts have an unrestricted access. 
0-eology.-The conr~e of instruction in this department is as follows: First year.-
Botauy and zoology ns an introduction to palreontology; lectures thronghont the year. 
Second year.-Litlwlogy: minerals which form rocks, and rock-masses of the di~·rent 
clasl:"t'S; lectures and practical exercises. Geology : cosmical, physiographic, aud his-
torical; lectures throughout the year. Third year.-Economic geolog~· : tlwory of 
mineral-veins, ores, deposits, a.nd distribution of iron, copper, lead, zinc, gohl, sil,-~r, 
mercnry, and other metals; graphite, coal, lignite, peat, asphalt., petroleum, salt, clay, 
limestoue, cements, bnilding aud ornamental stones, &c. Palmoutology: S.)'Stematic 
review of recent and fossil forms of life; lectures throughout tho year. 
Mctallurgy.-The metallurp:ical course includes lectures on the preparation of fuels, 
constructiou of furnaces, tbe manufacture of metals, projects and estimates for the 
erection of metallurgical works. The lectures cover a period of two years, a nil discuss 
in detail the methods in use in the best estalJlishments in this country, aud iu Enrope, 
for tho working of ores, with practical details of charges, labor, and cost of erection, 
obtained from the most authentic sources. Special nttentiou is giYen to orcs of this 
couutry which are difficult to treat, and to the solution of practical problmr.s ·which 
are likely to occur. The lectures are illustrated l>y models, drawings of ftu·uaces, and 
collections of metallurgical products. The projects assigned to the studcuts familiari»;c 
them with the method of makiug plans and estimates ior the erection of works. The 
ore to be worked aud the various conditions which are requin~d are given to the student 
at the close of the second year. Dnring the summer vacation he is expected to visit 
works, and to ascertain what the practical ref}uireruents are. Dnring the third year 
the drawings, estimates, and descriptions of the processes are completed and submitted 
for inspection a.m1 appro,'al. 
.Mining cngineering.-Miuing engineeriug is taught dnring the second year. The in-
struction comprises a course of lectures illustrating tbe theory and practice of mining 
operations at home and abroad; giving the general principles of reconnoitering and 
surve.)·ing rniueral property and mines; the attack, devclopmen t, and admiuistration of 
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mines, and the mechanical preparation of ores, with the exhibition and use of all neces-
sary reconnoitering and surveying instrumentiS, particularly the mining theodolite, 
and the exhibition of various models. 
In surveying, the student is taught to make surface surveys of the limited extent he 
needs, and subterranean surveys to direct and adjust his works; also, the solution of 
some problems of underground surveying by descriptive geometry, and many special 
examples of determining'lines on the surface corresponding to given lines below, &c. 
Attack describes the miner's methods, the use of drills, picks, powder, nitro-glycerine, 
compressed air, &c.; the proper location aml construction of tunnels, slopes, shafts, 
wells for sounding, artesian wells, salt and oil wells, preceded by a theory and descrip-
tion of the most typical veins, true or irregular, and other deposits of ore, salt, coal, 
and oil, exemplified at home and abroad. 
Development iuclndes the best. methods for laying out subterranean works for pro-
duction and conservation in the present and future; for proper and economic ventila-
tion, transportation, hoisting, pumping, or draining, distribution of workmen, &c. 
Administration includes a review of the foregoing, with regard to a concentration of 
ideas and a general comparison of prodnction cost to market price of untreated ore. 
Here the student is taught to forecast tho expense of the establishments be must make, 
their annual cost., the cost of miners, employes, machines1 material, &c., and offset 
these with the result of production, so endeavoring to solve the problem of making a 
given mine pay in given circurnstauces, by scientific attack, dist.ributiou, and general · 
ratioual economy. 
Mechanical preparation describes the various accepted methods of reducing massive 
ores to a condition either yielding metal or fitting the material for metallurgical pro-
cesses. Models of stamps, crushers, shaking-tables, sluices, &c., are exhibited with 
plans and sectious of mills and coal-breakers. 
Macllines.-Tbe course on machines, which is inseparable from t.hat of mining engi-
neering, is giYen duriug the third year. It teaches the theory of the machines used in 
miuing-\vmks. It is the application of mechanics to the construction of water-wheels, 
turbines, windmills, steam and bot-air fmgines, pumps, and ventilators, transmission of 
force by compressed air, and the forrnulm, with their theory, for the resistance of ma-
terials. Models of water-wheels, steam-cylinders, steam-eugines, blowing-machines, 
&c., are exhibited. 
Jn the resistance of materials the calculations are shown for the sections of different 
parts of machines, the fl.y-wheel, pump-rods, connecting-rods, &c.; also, for such con-
structions as retaining-walls, arches, timbering, supports, &c. The course of the third 
year also includes a plan of drawing and estimates from some projected work of mining, 
or the construction of a machine for some of the uses of mining. 
This system of projects is to the yonug engineer a real practical application of all his 
tbtee years' study, by which he is made to investigate prices, compar\3 theories, models, . 
:q1ethods, and dispositions, and, in competing with his class, to take pains to furnish 
the best arguments, illustrations, and calculations he can, in order to support his 
views. 
LibmTy and collectio11S.-A special scientific library and r~ading-room haYe been -pro-
vided'for the use oft,he students of the school, which already numbers two thousand 
volumes, and which is rapidly increasing. Seventy of the best foreign and American 
sc\entific journals are regnlnrly received. Collections of specimens and models illus-
trating all the sul>jects tanght in the sclwol are accessible to the student, including 
crystal models, minerals, ores, ~mel metallurgical products, models of furnaces, collec-
tions illustrating applied chemistry, fossils, economic minerals, rocks, Olivier's models 
of descriptive geometry, models of mining-machines, models of mining-tools. 
Tho lecture~:; on cr~' Stallograpby are illustrated by a collection of 0110 hnm1recl and 
fift,y models in glass, which show the axes of the crystals, and the relation of the de-
rived to the primitive form. This suite is completed by three hundred and fifty models 
in wood, showing most of the actual and theoretical forms. 
The collection of minerals comprises about ten tbonsam1specirnens, arranged in table 
cases. The minerals are accomp::mied l>y a large collection of models in wood, showing 
the crystalline form of each. Arranged in wall-cases are large specimens, showing tlle 
association of minerals. 
A collection of metallurgical products, illustrating the different stages of the type 
process in nse in the extraction of each metal, is accessiLlo to the students. This col-
lection is conotautly increasing. Most of the specimens have been analyzed and 
assayed . 
An extensive collection of models of furnaces has been imported from Europe. A 
very large number of working drawings of furnaces and machines used in the different 
processes are always accessible to the students; and several thonsaud specimens of 
materials and products illustrating applied chemistry have already been collected. 
The geological collection consists of over sixty thonsaud speeimeus, including syste-
matic series of rocks, fossils, and useful minerals. In this series is to be found the 
large::ot collection of fossil plants in the world, including many remarkably large and 
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fine specimens, and over two hundred new species, of which representatives are not 
known to exist eJsew here. Also, the most cx:tensi ve series of fossiliislles in the coun-
try, including, a,mong many ne\-;' nufl remarkable forms, the only specimens known of 
the gigant,ic dinichthys; a suite of Ward's casts of extinct saurians and mammals; a 
fine skeleton of the great Irish elk, &c. 
RequiTements for adrn-is8ion.-Candidates for admission to the first year of the school 
must not be less than eighteen years of age. They must pass a satisfactory examina-
tion in algebra, geometry, and plano, analytical, and spherical trigonometry, physics, 
an<l general chemistry. 
Can:lidates for the preparatory year must be seventeen years of age, and must pass 
a satisfactory examination in arithmetic, including the metric system of weights, meas-
ures, and moneys, and in port,ions of algebra and geometry. Those 'who are not candi-
<lntes for a, degree may pursue any of tlw branches taught in the school. 
During the vacation each studeut is expected to visit mines, metallurgical and chem-
ical estalJlisbments, and to hand in, on his returu, a jonrnal of lds travels, and a memoir 
on some subject assigned him. He is also required to bring collections, illnstratiug his 
journal and memoir, which collections are placed in the mnseum, reserved as a medium 
of exchange, or made use of in the laboratories. For pupils wl10 have been proficient, 
and who desire to devote special attention to any one branch, application will he made 
for permission to work in particular mines or manufactories. This will be <lone only 
as t,he highest reward of merit that the institution can give. Prizes are awarded to 
stndents who pass the best examination in mineralogy, qualitative and qnantit~ttive 
analysis, ancl assaying, &c. · At the close of the course are conferred degrees of Civil 
Engineer, Engineer of Mines, and Bachelor of Philosophy. The fee for the full course 
is $200 per anunm. 
Special st,ndents in chemistry pay $200 per annum. Special students in assaying are 
admitted for two months for a fee of $50 in advance. The fees fo.r single courses of 
lectures vary from $10 to $~0. Students uuable to meet the expenses of the school are 
instructed gratuitously. 
THE SHEFFIELD SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL OF YALE COLLEGE, NEW HAVEN, 
CONNECTICUT. 
Officm·s of in8tnwtion.-William A. Norton, civil engineering and mathemntics; Ches-
ter S. Lyman, physics and astronomy; ·william D. \Vhitney, linguistics and German; 
\Villiam P. TrowlJridge, dynamic e11gineering; Samuel \V. Johnson, agricnltnral ancl 
analytical chemistry; George J. Bmsh, met.a.llurgy aml mineralogy; William H. 
Brewer, agriculture; Daniel C. Gilman, physical geogmphy aml history; Daniel C. 
Eaton, botany; Othniel C. Marsh, pal::eoutology ; Addison E. Verrill, zoology and ge-
ology; Eugene C. Delfosse, French ; Louis Bail, c1ra.wing; Mark Bailey, elocntiou; 
Oscar D. Allen, metallurgy and assaying; Daniel H. ·wells, analytical and descriptive 
geometry; Thomas R. Louusbury, Euglit>h; ·william G. Mixter, elementary chemistry; 
~idney I. Smith, zoology; Albert B. Hill, surveying and mechanics; Russell W. Dav-
enport,, assistant iu chemistry; Charles S. Hastings, assistant in physics. 
The chief instrnGtor and their specialties may be thus gronped: 
I. Engineeri?I[J, .)·c.-Mathematics and civil engineeriug, "\V. A. Norton; mechanical 
or dynamic engineering, vV. P. Trowbridge; astronomy, theoretical and practical, C. 
S. Lyman ; analytical and descriptive geometry, D. H. vVells; land surveying, A. B. 
Hill; drawing, mathematical and free-hand, L. BAIL. 
II. Chernistry, (fc._!_Theoretical aud analytical chemistry, S. vV. Johnson; metallurgy 
and assaying, G. J. Brnsh and 0. D. Allen; elementary chemistry, W. G. Mixter; agri-
cultural chemistry, S. W. Johnson; agriculture, \V. H. Brewer; laboratory practice, \V. 
G. Mixter and 0. D. Allen ; physics, C. S. Lyman. 
III. Natural hist01'.1J, ,~·c.-Mineralogy, G. J. Brnsh; botany, D. C. En ton; zoology, A. 
E. Verrill and S. I . Smith; pal::eon!ology, 0. C. Marsh; geology, A. E. Verrill; physical 
geography, D. C. Gilman. 
lV. Language, (f"c.-German, W. D. ·whitney; French, E. C. Delfosse; English, T. R. 
Lounsbury; elocution, M. Bailey; linguistics, vV. D. Whitney; modern history and 
political economy, D. C. Gilman. 
Surnrnary of students.-Gra<luates, 27; seniors, 21; juniors, 35 ; freshmen, 55; special 
students; 8; total, 146. 
Relations to Yale College -The relations of the scientific department to the classical 
department of Yale College may IJe thus stated: The inst.ructors, terms of admission, 
courses of study, and methods of i nst,rucLion in the t\YO departments are different ; .bnt 
both institutions are harmouiously organized nnder one boa.rd of trustees, and couse-
quently the students have in common certain university privileges, and are alike en-
titled to become graduates of Yale College. 
lt is this union and t,biR iudivitlnalit,y whi·h give the Sheffield. School at NewHaven 
the steadiness of a tirm <tnd well-tried inl:jtitution, with the freedom of a new founda-
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tiou. The combination has been in many respects highly ad vnntagcous to the new 
department, and is prolJably not without some influence for good upon t!Jc old auJ 
well-known dnssical department. 
Plan ofinstnwtion.-This iustitntion, which is partly co-ordinate with a classical col-
lege and partly with professional sciJools, receiYes three classes of students: 
1. Tlwse who wish to pursue a three years' course of training," in accordance with a 
})rescribed curriculum, largely based upon mathematical, physical, and natural scicncP, 
with instruction in Germon, French, and English. 
2. Those who have already graduated iu some college or school of science, aud desire 
to pu rsne advanced courses of scientific study. 
3. Those who desire nuder peculiar circumstances to attend for a short time instruc-
tions in special branches. 
These tlJree classes are kuown as under-graduates, graduates, and special students. 
Iusiruclion for graduate &tudents.-The degree of doctor of philosophy will lJe 
bestowed uy tlJe corporat1011 of Yale College on young men who have already taken 
a lJachelor's degree, and who here pursue for two or three years advanced special 
studies, passing satisfactory examinations, and snlJmitting a graduation thesis as 
cvideuce of their attainments. Great freedom in the choice of work is permitted to 
such students; and all the resources of the institution in teachers, apparatns, lauora-
torics, collections, &c., are at the service of those who need them. Persons desirous of 
availiug themselves of opportunities to pursue higher studies are invited to state their 
special requirements or wishes to any of the instructors, and thus to lJecome acquaint-
ed with the facilities which the institution affords. As examples of what may ue done 
it may be mentioned that in mathematics, Professors Norton, Trowbridge, and Lyman, 
"·ith the co-operation of Professor H. A. Newton, will direct the studies of those who 
·wish to avail themselves of the class instructions in the calcnlus, in analytical and 
descriptive geometry, mathematical drawiug, practical astronomy, &c. The Hill-
bouse Mathematical LilJrary, open for com.ultation daily, and the astronomical instru-
ments belonging to the sclwol, may be freely used by advanced students. The higher 
course in cuginccring leads to the degree of ciYil engineer. The chemical laboratory 
is fitted for tho instruction of those ·who wish to become proficients in practical 
aualysis, either in preparation for professorships, technical pursuits, the medical pro-
fession, or other purposes. Instruction in natural history may be receiYed in the 
zoologicallalJoratory, where the collection, description, and classification of specimens 
are continually in progress; or, uy private arrangement, in the herbarium of Professor 
Eaton. 'l'he pnulic and private collections of minerals, ores, fossils, &c., afrord special 
facilities for the study of miueralogy and geology. 
Instruction for undergrculuates.-The courses of study for nndergraduates occupv 
three )'Cars; it is hoped that tlley will ue soon extended to four years. The reqnire-
m0nts for admission and the first year's work are the same for all this class of students: 
during the last two years the courses are to some extent coincident, unt arc chiefly 
spPci;~l all(l technical. 
For n.llmission the student must pass a thorough exn.mination in D:wies's Bourdon's 
Algebra as far as the general theory of equations, or in its eqniva1ent; iu geometr,Y, in 
the nine books of Davies's Legen<lre, or their equivalent; and in plane trigonometry, 
analytical trigonometry inclusive; and also in arithmetic, including "the metrical sys-
tem," geograplly, United Stares history anc1 English grmnmar, inclndiug spelling. An 
acquaiutauce with the Latin langnage is also required, sufficieut to read and coustrue 
some elassieal author, and Alleu's Latiu Grammar is commended as exhilJitiug the 
amount of grammatical study deemed important. Practice in d:~;<'t\Ying, if it can be 
outained ueiorc entrance, will UC of great ::ulvRntage to the scholar. 
The studies of the fresllman year are: In the mathematics, analytical and descrip-
tive geometry, spherical trigonometry, and snrveying, (\vith practical field-work;) in 
chemistr~', recitations and laboratory practice; in physics, recitations, with experi-
mental illustrations of the subjects taken up; in language, the commencement of 
German, and lessons in respect to the use of English, with practice in \Hiting aucl in 
elocution; in lJotany, recitations, excursions, and lectures; in drawing, Binu's First 
Course of Orthograpllic Projection; perspeetiYe and free-band drawing. 
At the close of tlle freshrnau year, the students distribute themsehes into various 
sections with. reference to special liues of work for the senior and jnnior years; but in 
all tllese sectior:s the study of German is contiuued; the study of :French is pursned; 
and practice in writing English is required. Drawing also occupies a part of the 
time. At the close of three years, every candidate for a lJachelor's degree presents 
a thesis as evidence of his powers of investigation antl his capacity as a writer. 
In each section, the students attend to some of the sttH1ies approprin,te to other sec-
tions; tllns gc0logy is taught to all the sebohtrs; zoology to the students in chemistry 
as well as to th~se in natural history and in the select course; aud so on . 
.., Soon to be made a four years' course. 
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The special courses most distinctly marked out are the following: 
(a.) Iu chemistry and metallurgy; 
(b.) In civil engineering; 
(r.) In mechanical or dynamic engineering; 
(d.) In agriculture; 
(e.) In natnral hist.ory; 
(f.) In studies preparatory to medical studies ; 
(g.) lu studies preparatory to mining; 
(h.) In select studies preparatory Mother higher pursuits, to business, &c. 
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(a.) For chemistry and metallurgy the Sheffield laboratory is fitted np in a complete 
and convenient manner, is provided with ~tll the requisite apparatus and instruments 
of researcll, po~::~sesses a considerable collection of chemical preparations, and bas a con-
sulting-library of the l>est tren.tises on chemistry and the cbemien,l arts. lt is open tor 
chemical practice seven honrs daily, for :five days of the weel,, but is closed on Satur-
day. The student works through a course of qualitative and qua,ntitative aualysis, 
which is vn.ried according to his capacity and the object he has in view. Each pupil 
proceeds by himse1f independently of the ot!Jers, nuder the constant gnif1ance of tl10 
instructors. The regular students in chemistry are prepared for chemical work by 
their practical exercises in t.he l::t!Jomtory during freshman year. In tho junior and 
senior years they are required to occupy four to six hours in the laboratory each work-
ing-day. Special students who have uot had adequate instruct,ion in inorganic chem-
istry are refJnired to join the freshman class in Eliot and Storer's Manual. Junior 
students have recitations in analytical cllemistry and lectures on theoretical and or-
ganic chemistry. Senior students have recitations and lectures on agricultural chem-
istry and metallurgy. Mineralogy is taug!Jt in the junior year by lectmes, which arc 
fnlly illustrated with hn.nd-specimens antl models, and by weekly exercises throughout 
the senior year in the identification of minerals from physical and chemical characters. 
Instruction is also given in met.allurgy, an<l especial at.tention is devoted to assaying 
and the investigation of orcs and fnrnace-projlncts. TIJe t<tudent in agriculture bas 
opportunity to acquaint himself with tlw modes of research employed in agricultural 
cllemistry. The applications of the science to other branches of industry are tangbt 
as occasion requires. To advanced students, wbethet· belonging to the regular classes 
or not, who desire to give atteution to particular bntnehes of chemistry, or to pursue 
original investigations, every facility is accorded. The pri V<Lttl libraries oft he professors, 
containing i he chemical journals and the recent foreign literature of chemistry and 
mineralogy, the large collections of ores, furmtee-products, &c., belonging to tho 
scllool, and the extensive private cabinet of the professor of ruiueralogy, arc freely 
used as aids in instruction. 
(b.) The special course of civil engineering comprises the following departments of 
study : 1. Tt,e higher mat.hematics, consisting of spherical trigonometry, higher 
analytical geometery, differential and integral calculns, descriptive georuetry, and 
co-ordinate branches of study, &c. 2. Applied mathematics, which include all tho 
field-operations and plotting comprised in the various brauches of practical surveying. 
3 A course of dnw.•ing, comprising Binn's Com·~::~e of Orthographic Prnjection, with 
application to mechanical and engineering drawing; shading and tinting; linear per-
spective; free-haild drawing; isometrical, topographical, architectural, au<l structural 
drawing. 4. Theoretical mechanics; and mechanics applied to engineering iu thP- con-
struction and operation of machines, the utilization of water-power, tho ~omploymeut 
of prime movers, including hydraulic motors, and the sten.ru-cngino, &c. 5. Fielll-
enginecring, which eml>races the laying out of curves, and all the field-operations 
necessary in locating a line of road, establishing the grade, and determining the 
amount of excavation and embankment, &c. 6. Civil cugitwering, proper, or tho 
science of co11struction, in its various departments, iucludiug, among many otb{'r 
topics the strength of materials, the establishment of foundativns, the coustructiou 
and stal>ility of walls and arches, tlle theory and detail of the construction of bridges, 
roof-tru::;ses, &c., in wood and iron, and the graphics of stone-cuttiug. 
Students who pursue a higher conrse in eugineeriug, for one year after graduating 
as lmcllelors, may receive the degree of civil engineer. 
(c.) The course in dy11amic ongineeri11g comprehends in its various branches of study 
and preparation all tllat have an immediate l>eal'ing on industrial pursuits, n:quiriug 
tlle nRC of: 1. Instrumental drawing. Beginning with the elements of dmwing, the 
students receive continuous instmction in all the conve11tioual modes and practices of 
representing objects, machi11es, or structures, froru tlle study of the objects, l>y plans, 
elevations, sections, shading and coloring, while at the same time, and by graphical· 
representation, they learn the detailed construction of all classes of machinery, the :tp-
plication of mechanical movements, and tho modes of transmitting motion ancl power. 
To these ends a largo collection of standard drawings, models, and ll\ttehiues bas l>een 
obtained und arranged for ready reference. 2. The higher mathematic:,;. Spherical 
trigononwtry, nnal,Ytical geometry of three dimensions, differential and integral cal-
culus, and tlcscriptiYe geometry. 3. Applied mathematics and analytical mechanics. 
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The principles of thermodynamics, or the application of mathematics to the iuvestiga-
tlon of the laws of heat, the principles of cinematics or the compa<:isou of motions; tlw 
t.heory of mechanism. 4. Applied mechanics and the'rmodynamics. Tbe application of 
mechanics, cinematics, and thermodynamics ~o the construction of boilers, or steam-
generators, the coustruction of steam or Leat engines, the construction of water-wheels, 
shaft.ing, gearing, and the construction and use of tools and machines for performing 
all kinds of useful work, the construction of iron bridges and structures of iron, the 
properties of materials as regards resistances to strains, or stresses, elasticity, dura-
bility, chemical reactions, friction, &c. 5. Dynamic engineering. The application of 
the principles of mathematics, mechanics, cinematics, thermodynamics, mechanism, 
and properties of materials to industrial operation, steamships, railway motive-power, 
manufactures, mills, forges, fabrication of materials, heating and ventilation, the 
utilization of wa.ter-power, draining, and irrigation, windmills, &c. 6. For students 
desiring to take a degree of dynamic engineer, two additional years will be reqnired, 
dtuing which the application of the foregoing studies will be continued in connection 
with the examination of existing works of industry in the various branches, and the 
exercises will be extended to the planning of such works, and the original designing 
of the various kinds of machinery applicable to them. 
(cl.) Students of agriculture, in addition to those general studies needed for mental 
discipline or general lmowledge :md culture, receive instruction in agricultural and 
analytical chemistry, vegetable physiology and botany, zoology, entomology: geology, 
the culture of our staple crops, the principles of stock-breeding aud rearing, and rural 
economy. These instructions are given part]y by lectures aud partly hy recit.atious. 
In the coming year, the lectures on stock-breediug, rural economy, and the cultivation 
of crops, will be given during the fall term oul.v. 
(e.) Either geology, mineralogy, zoology, or botany may be made the principal study 
in natural history, some attention iu each case being directed to the other three 
branches of natural history. In botany t.he extended course hegins with structural 
and physiological botany, t<lllght by text-Looks, lectures, and practical work with the 
microscope. Excursions and practice in identiiication of species and proper preserva-
tion of specimens follow. Familiarity \vith standar•l botanicalliterai ure is enconragefl, 
and, last,Iy, students are taught to record their observations in scientific language, and 
to contriuute, if po~sible, something to botanical science. In geology the instruction 
consists of recitations in Dana's Manual, illustrated by spedmens of minerals, rocks, 
and fossils. Excursions are made to interesting localities to illustrate certain princi-
ples of the science which can be best stnfliecl in the field. Special students in geology 
pursue the practical study of fossils in the zoological laboratory, aiLd of minerals and 
rochs in the chemieallaboratory. 
The instruction in zoology includes courses of lectures on systematic zoology, eom-
parative ~Lnatom)7 , and the geographical distribution of animals, illustrated by 
specimens and a large number of diagrams; excursions for thP purpose of studying 
the habits of living animals and collecting specimens; and practical instruction in the 
zoological laboratory, in comparative anatomy, embryology, and the identification, 
description, and classification of animals, toget.her with their preservation and arrange-
ment. The purpose is, in every case, to induce habits of close observation and accurate 
generalization, and, finally, to lead the student to make original investigations upon 
the objects of his stud,v. 
In mineralogy a. course of lectures on elementary crystallography, and the physical 
properties of minerals, their chemical composition, classification, and the detailed 
description of mineral species, illustrated by constant reference to the mineral cabinets. 
Also a course of practical exercises in blow-pipe and determinative mineralogy. 
(j:) Dnring one year the work of the medical cnnrse will be chiefly under tbe direc-
tion of the instructors in chemistry; dnriiJg the second J·ear umler that of the in-
structors in zoology and botany. In chemistry especial attention will be given to the 
examination of urine and tbe testing of drugs and poisons; in zoology to comparative 
anatomy, reproduction, embryology, the laws of hereditary descent and human para-
sites; and in botany to a general knowledge of strudural and physiologicv.l botany, 
and to medicinal, food-producing, and poisouons plants. 
(g.) Young men desiring to become mining engineers, can pursue the regular course 
in civil or mechanical engineering, and at its dose can spend a fourth year in the 
study of metallurgy, mineralogy, &c. Shonlcl there be a sufficient number of students 
desiring it, a course of lectures on the subject of mining will also be provided. 
(h.) In accordance with a demand for systematic instruction m scientific studies, 
without reference to technical pursuits, and with a just regard to intellectual culture, 
a course is arranged as a basis for higher scientific pursuits, for teacLers, business 
men, those designing to engage in editorial wol'k, and others. This course, in addition 
to the instructions in German, French, and English, common to all deparrments of the 
school, includes instruction from Professer ·wllitney in the general pi·inciples of lan-
gw<ge, and from Mr. Lounsbury in tlw critical study of the English language, in its 
stnwture, history~ and literature. Constant practice in writing is also required. Stu-
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dent.s de::;iring t.0 pursue t.he study of Latin, or of other languages, can easily make 
arrangements for doing so, if their t.ime permits. The course also provides sy::;ternatic 
instruction in the physical geography of the globe; in the special physical and histori-
cal geography of Europe and the United States; in the outlines of motlern history, and 
iu political economy. The students in this course receive from t.he various professors 
instruction in agricultural chemistry, botany) zoology, geology, and mineralogy. They 
attend thP, lectures on agriculture, rural economy, stock-breeding, &c., m:;cl those on 
general and t.heoretical chemistry. Their mathematical studies (lre continued in 
astronomy. They are expected to keep up the practiee of drawing, especially of free-
hand drawing. So far as it does not interfere with appointments in the school, stu-
dents ill this course are permitted to attend the lectures of the academical depart-
ment. 
For the benefit of those who desire to pursue some partienlar studies, without 
reference to a college degree, most of the various instructors are willing to receive 
speeial students for a longer or shorter timP. Only persons of mature minds are re-
ceived. For example, in agric.ultnre the instruction is so arranged that by attendance 
during the ensuing autumn term the scholar may hear the various lectures, and re-
ceive as much technical instruction in this one branch as by remaining throngh the 
winter. In tlle chemical laboratory, stud~nts properly qualified are received. for short 
periods of work. In the various departmeuts of natural history special lessons wiU 
also be given. Instruction may also be received in practieal astronomy and the use of 
insLruments. These opportunities are not offered to persons who are incompetent to 
go on wit.h reguhtr courses, but are designeLl to aid those who have been educated 
elsewhere to inerear;e their profieiency in special branches. 
Building and appamtus.-Sheffield Hall, bearing the name of the donor, Mr. Joseph 
E. She£11eld, of New Haven, is a large and well-arranged building, containing recitation 
and lecture rooms for all the classes, a hall for pulJlic assemblies and lectures, labora-
tories for ehemical and metallurgical investigations, a photographical room, an astro-
nomical observntory, museums, a library and reading-room, besides studies for some of 
the professors, where their private technieallibraries are kept. 
The following is a summary statement of the collections belonging to the sehool: 
1. Laboratories and apparatus in chemistry, metallurgy, mechanics, photography, 
and zoology. 
2. Metallurgical museum of ores, furnace-products, &c. 
3. Agricultural museum of soils, fertilizers, useful and injurious insects, &c. 
4. Collectio11s in zoology. 
5. Astronomical observatory, with an equatorial telescope by Clark and Son of Cam-
bridge, a meridian circle, &c. 
6. Library and reading-room, containing the Hillhouse Mathematical Library, 
books of reference, and a selection of German, French, English, and American scientific 
journals. 
7. A collection of physical apparatus, const.ituting the Collier cabinet, recently 
bougllt by Professor Lyman. 
8 . .Models in architecture, civil engineering, and mechanics, and diagrams adapted to 
public lectures. _ 
9. Maps and charts, topographical, hydrographical, geological, &c. 
The mineralogical cabinet of Professor Brush, the herbari11m of Professor Brewer, 
the collection of native birds of Professor ·whitney, and the astronomical instruments 
of Professor Lyman, are all deposited in the building. Professor Eaton's herbarium, 
near at hand, is freely accessible. 
Students in this department are also admit.ted to the college and society libraries, 
the eollegc reading-room, the cabinet of minerals and fossils, the school of the fine arts, 
and the gyrnnasinm for physical exercise. 
The instructions of this institution are given chiefly in small class-rooms, by recita-
tions or familiar lectures, illustrated by aU the appara.t.us at the command of the 
various teachers, A public course of lectures is given every winter on topics of · 
popular interest. On Sunday evenings during a portion of the year lectures are 
given by resident clergymen of different denominations, and by members of the the-
ologtcal and other college faculties. - · 
Tuition chaTges.-The tuition charge is $150 per year. Besides this there is a charge 
of $5 annually for the use of the academical reading-room and gymnasium. Freshmen 
pay $5 for chemicals; and the special students in the chemical laboratory are likewise 
charged $25 per term for the materials they use-besides breakage. The graduation 
fee is $10. 
Vacations correspond with those of the academical department. 
' THE STEVENS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, HOBOKEN, NEW JERSEY. 
Officers of instnwtion.-Henry Morton, Ph. D., President; Alfred H. Mayer, Ph. D., 
Professor of Pllysics; Robert H. Thurston, C. E., Professor of Mechanical Engineeriog; 
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Lieutenant-Colonel H. A. Hascall, Professor of Mathematics; C. W. MacCord, A. M., 
Professor of Mecllanical Drawing; Albert R. Leeds, A.M., Professor of Chew is try; 
Charles F. Kroell, A.M., Professor of Languages; Rev. Edward ·wall, A.M., Professor 
of Belles-Lettres. 
Surnrnary of students.-First class, 16; second class, 3; third class, 2; total, 21. 
Foundation.-This institution was founded in tlccordance with the will of Mr. Edwin 
A. Stevens, of Hoboken, who bequeathed for the purpose a laege block of land in that 
city, aud a sum amounting, at the discretion of the trustees, to $650,000. 
Plan and buildings.-The Stevens Institute is especially a scllool of meebanical engi-
neering; but the fact that chemistry, metallurgy, and mineralogy, as well as the whole 
science of machinery, so important to mining engineers of the present day, are taught 
here, and the magnificent completeness of the buildings and apparatus of instructiion, 
jnstify me in iucluding it in the present chapter. My principal object is to present a 
dPscript.ion of the building, which will be highly interesting and useful to those ·who 
have to deal with the arr:1ngement of such in!:ltit.utions. The following description 
and plates are extracted from tbe New York Enginering and Mining Journal of April 
16, H372, and. have been inserted at this place since this report was transmitted to 
Congl'css. 
Tbe building is situated in the pleasantest portion of the city, its windows command-
ing a bPautiful view of the surrouuding country, as well as of our harbor and bay, and 
the edifice itself preseuting a :fine appearance when viewed from the deck of the fcrry-
lwat as we cross the riYer to visit it. (Plate I.) 
The buih1ing iR very substantially built of blue trap-rock, with brown-stone trim-
mings, from desigus by Upjohn. It extends from street to street, :mel has two wing:,; 
in the rear. It is three stories in height, and has a dry and roomy basement. (Plate 
II.) 
In the basement is a work-shop, occupying the whole of the right-band wing, and 
cont,aining tools for working in both wood and metal, together with tbe steam eugine 
\dJich is to drive them. 
Here, also, are gn.s-holders for oxygen and hydrogen, and from them pipes are led to 
the several lecture-rooms, where the lecturers may have occasion to use the lime-light 
or the oxyb~'L1rogen blow-pipe. 
At tlle opposite eml of tlle basement are the boilers for heating the building, and for 
sn ppl~"ing steam to the engines, and at this end are the furnaces for metallurgical work, 
aud under the ~Ying aro the assay-room and the rooms of the janitor. 
On the first floor, (Plate IV,) we find at tlle right a splendidly lighted, high and airy 
lwJl, fitted up as a physical laboratory, and stocked with numerons ingenious and del-
icate form!:> of apparatus, sucll as were made use of by Faraday in his splendid researches 
in electricity, by Regnanlt, and by Tyndal, and by MPolloni in their investigations of the 
11atnre and. laws of heat, and by other physicists in other almost equally classical 
labors. 
In the large room at the rear of the main building, which is the public lecture-hall 
of tho Institute, we find seats for six hundred persons. The stage is fitted with all 
needed appnrtenauces. A trap-door being raised, pipes are tliscovered bringing wnter 
and gas from the street-mains, oxygen and hydrogen from the tanks in the basement, 
aml steam from the mai:c. boilers. Heavy copper wires connect with the large electric 
battery, and these, as well as the oxygen and hydrogen pipes, are also led nnder the 
floor to the different points in the room, (marked 0 H in the plate,) where they may 
be required for the magic lantern, or for other purposes. · 
The large room at the extreme left, No.3, in the main building, is the library and 
model-room. It ia of the same size as the pllysicallaboratory, and is also a beautifully-
proportioned and well-lighted room. Here are kept the books which form tbe germ 
of what is intended to be a fine technical library, and the models and appa-
ratus which are· not needed in the lecture-rooms in illustration of the regular courses 
of instruction. This is also the reading-room, and the tables are furnis1Jed with a 
well-selected list of periodicaJs, some of which are contributed by the publi!:>hcrs. 
The room in the wing at the left is the chemical laboratory, which, aJthongh not 
lofty, is well ventilated, a,nd well fitted np whh tbe best of modern apparatus. The 
balance-room is immediately adjacent, and contains some fine apparatus. 
The second floor (Plate V) is occupied by the several lecture-rooms. At the Tight is 
the lecture-room used by the president when it becomes necessary for him to take part 
in instructing a<lvanced classes, and at other times in special researches. 
The little room off tlle stair-landing is a:lso used by the president, as a work-room. 
The leeture-room of the professor of physics is next to the preceding-a pleasant, 
well-arranged room, fitted up with every imaginable convenience, including all that 
were noticed in the larger lecture-hall, and also a pneumatic trough, and a set of Bun-
sen air-pumps. 
Immediately over the main entrance is a room containing the principal part of the 
optical collection of tlle Institute, which is said to be the finest in the world, and con-
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tains some exceedingly interesting pieces of apparatus. One of the largest instruments 
was maue forM. Arago, the celebrated French philosopher. 
On each side of this room is a pleasaut apartment; the one at the right blling the 
study of the professor of physics, aud that at the left the study of the professor of 
mechanical engineering. 
'file large room next the room just mentioned is the lecture-room of the professor of 
mechanical engineering. This room is probably thirty-five feet square, sixteen feet to 
the ceiljng, and well lighted, and thorougllly provided with means of heating and 
ventilation. 
A large model-case nearly covers the farther side of the room, and contains a fine 
collection of apparatus acquired partly by purchase and partly by contribution from 
friends of the school and of tlle euterprise. Among the latter we are pleased to find 
many of our !Jest-known and most enterprising as well as liberal manufacturers. The 
purchased apparatus is from the German makers of models at Darmstadt and Frank-
jort, aud the French makers at Paris. The Germans seem to make them most substan-
tially, aud the French by far the most elegantly, and as a natural consequence the lat-
ter are the most expensive. Some :(ew pieces are from London, and other-s are Ameri-
can, \Ybile still others were made at the Institute. 
Among the most noticeable are the German models of gearing, several French sec-
tional models of steam-engines, one of them being ou quite a large scale, well propor-
tioned, and very neatly made; a set of apparatus of different kinds for measnriug the 
velocity of flow of water, dynamometers, cranes, and windlasses, pumps, water-wheels, 
turbines, and steam-engines of various kin<ls. 
The most beautiful model in the collection is a copy of the English oscillating en-
gine with feathering paddles as made by Penn & Co. We Lope that some one will 
have enough of enterprise and pub1ic spirit to make the Institute the possessor of au 
equally perfect model of the Amerjcan steamboat-engine. 
\Ve find in this collection models of tbe engine described by H ero of Alexandria over 
two thousand years ago, a modern copy of the old devices of DeCaus aud Savery, mod-
el::> of the engines of Newcomen and of Watt, and a little horizontal stationary engine 
of 1-1-inch cylinder and 4t inches stroke, with a drop cnt-ofl' which is alljnsted by a 
little fly-ball regulator. It is supplied with steam by a copper boiler fed IJy a separate 
steam-pump. It ·was made, we understand, by the head of this department when him-
self a boy at school. 
At one end are boiler-models, and, at the other, roof and bridge trusses, and scattered 
through the case are many pieces that would be unusually interestiug if they were 
uot surrounded by so many others of still greater interest. A model of the Fontaiue 
turbine by Salleron, of Paris, is the most p~·fect spPcimen of model-making imagina-
ble, and hardly less beautifully made is the small Giffard injector, cut open to exhibit its 
interual constrnction. This wa!:l made and contributed by Sellers & Co., of Puiladel-
phia. Blake & BrotherR, of New Haven, contributed a powerful little stone-crusher, that 
will crumble between its jaws any mineral that can be inserted there. The professor 
of chemistry often fiuds this a convenient substitute for the mortar. William D. An-
drews & Brother, of New York, have given a neat little centrifugal pump; A. K. Rider, a 
model of his stea111-engine; D. P. Davis and the Recording Steam-Gauge Company 
each have ]Jrcsented a finely finished specimen of the recording steam-gauge. A. L. 
Holley fnrnishP.d model rolls and specil'len tnyeres as used in the BcsRerner-steel man-
ufacture, all(l other manufacturers have exhibited eqnally active and helpful sympathy 
in this important enterprise by presenting other models and samples, and have aJready 
placed in this department a valnable set of drawings which occupy a good proportwn 
of the space allowed in the set of drawers, which extend aloug the si<1e of the room 
opposite the model-case. 
Mr. George B. Whiting, chief dranghtsman of the Bureau of Steam Engineering of 
the Navy Departmcut, has placed here a large proportion of his own private collection 
of draw·ings, embracing some extremely valuable complete sets of drawings of steam-
machinery. 
At the end of the room, at the right of the entrance, is a case which is beginning to 
fill up with samples of useful ores, minerals, and metals. A set of specimens from tl1e 
Peunsylvauia Steel Company illustrate the Bessemer-steel manufacture IJy exhibiting 
samples of the steel rail and of all the matelial, ores, irons, spiegeleisen, ganistor, &c., 
&c., that are used in its manufacture. 
The Chrome-Steel Company contributed samples of their remarkable metal; the 
Pembroke irons and the iron of Catasauqua and elsewhere are showu, with the orcs 
from which they are made. 
The Manhattan Oil Company, of New York, present samples of all commercial, 
animal, aud •cgetable oils; and the Dover Company, of mineral oils. 
~rofessor Thurston is graunally collecting a very interesting set of engineering 
relics. 
In the library and museum on the first floor we saw the identical higf1-pressure, 
direct-acting engine and tubular boiler, and the remains of the SC1'tJW used IJy John 
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Stevens on the Hudson River in 1804, the little steamer attaining a speed of eight miles 
au hour at times. With these are the twin screws used by that great engineer in 1805. 
In the lecture-room we find tl.Je patent issued from the English patent-office for this 
tubnlar boiler in 1t!05, to .John Cox Stevens, the ohlest sou of its inventor; and in the 
model-case is a model of the same boiler, "'hich exhibits a strong resemblance to some 
of t.he safety tubular boilers of the present day, and was evidently quite as efficient.* 
Here is to be seen a drawing of the engine of Fulton's first boat, the Clermont, drawn 
by Fulton's own hand, au autograph letter from Robert Fulton to Mr. Stevens, an 
autograph letter from Robert Stephenson, the distinguished sou of the even more dis-
tiuguished G':lorge Stephenson, which contains the assurance that then, 1835, the tend-
ency in Great Britain was toward heavier rails and more powerfnllocomotives, and 
that the latest of his own design weighed nine tons, and could draw one hundred tons 
at the rate of sixteen or eighteen miles an hour on a level. A sketch accompa11ies the 
description. 
There are other things of interest to be seen here, but space will not allow of further 
description of this, to us, most interest.ing of the many interesting departments of 
tile Stevens Institute of Technology. 
We would like, had we space, to describe the collections of physical appru·atus, the 
apartments, wit,h their apparatus and fittings, belonging to the department of chemis-
try, to which is devoted all available space in the whole west wing, the pleasant 
drawing-rooms and recitation-rooms anJ the work-shops of Hawkins aud \Vales, the 
instrument-makers to the Institute. 
Instruction, during the :first two years of the course, which is four years in length, 
is similar to that pursued in other colleges, except that the classics are not taught, all 
the available time being spent upon mathematics, English and foreign languages and 
literature, and the usual courses in science, and this constitutes a course preparatory 
to entering upon the technical and professional work of tlle last two years. 
Dnring the last two years the student enters the laboratories and work-rooms and · 
pursues his professional studies with the intention of securing a practical and imme-
diately useful knowledge of the several branches. In the physical laboratory he 
makes for himself, and with his own hands, the experiments that the student usually 
in our co1lege courses merely witnesses from his seat at a distance from the lecture-
table, aud when he has acquired some familiarity with the adjustments and uses of the 
apparatus, he enters upon a :final course of independent research, the results of which, 
'vhen new and valuable, are at once published. 
In mechanical engineering, the course commences with the study of the nature of 
materials used by· tlle engineer, the methods adopted in obtaiuiug them and preparing 
tllem for the market and for use, and the best methods of preserving t;hem from deca.y. 
The course is illnstrated by specimens which, thanks to the great interest taken in the 
school by all who have visited it, are continually coming in. 
The course continues with the investigation of the facts and laws governing the 
strength of materials, by means of the apparatus of the Institute. In investigating 
tensile strengths, the use of the excellent and powerful testing-machine of the Camden 
and Am boy repair-shops is generously allowed by Mr. Francis B. Stevens. 
Instruction in the 11se of tools and in designing machinery follows, partly in this 
course and partly in that of the professor of drawing, which is really almost as mnch a 
department of engineering as that which is so called. The course closes with the 
study from text-book and lecture of the principal prime movers. 
The departments of engiueering and drawing work together from beginning to end, 
and the time giYen them is in the aggregate fully commensurate with their import.ance 
as leading departments. 
Occasionally, in response to the many invitations received, the students are given 
opportunity to do uscfnl work outside the regular course, and to visit manufacturing 
establishments and pla!3es of interest. 
During the past year students of the Institute attended the competitive trial of 
steam-boilers at the fair of the American Instit,ute, keeping t.he logs with commenda-
ble accuracy, and exhibiting a professioual interest in the work. They have engaged 
in at least one test of the performance of a newly-designeu steam-engine, h<:1.ve visited, 
among other places of interest, the Allen Engine--Works, the Chrome-Steel Works, the 
caissons of the East River bridge, the machine-department of the Brooklyn navy-yard, 
and the h'on-clad Dictator. 
The cost of tuition is :fixed at a minimum fignre, and, in special cases, is remitted 
entirely if the student, proving pecuniarily deficient, exhibits unusual attention to 
duties. The number admitted is, however, limited, and when the number of appli-
cants capable of passing the preliminars examination exceeds this limit, the requisite 
number is obtained by selecting the most worthy. 
Students who, after studying two years, exhibit special fondness for science, are 
"'A sketch of this boiler is given in the Journal ofthe Franklin Institute for Septem-
ber, 1871, and in London Engineering, Januar;y 5, 1872. 
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allow<•d to Llevote themselves to science during the remainder of the course, and are 
given, at graduation, the degree of doctor of philosophy, but the students m·e usually 
expected to take the course in engineering alHl to graduate as mechanical engineerR, 
aud students who ht~ve a special fondness for that branch are the class most desired. · 
Lectures on scientific subjects are delivered during the winter and spring in the 
great hall of the Institute. 
THE PARDEE SCIENTIFIC DEPARTMENT OF LAFAYETTE COLLEGE, 
EASTON, PENNSYLVANIA. 
Officers of instruction.-Rev. ·william C. Cattell, D. D., President and Professor of 
Meutal aml ~Ioml Philosophy; Traill Green, M. D., LL.D., Adamson Professor of Gene-
ral and Applie1l Chemistry; James Henry Coffin, LL.D., Professor of Mathematics and 
Astronon1y; ReY.·John Leaman, A . .M., M.D., Professor of Human Physiology and 
Anatomy ; Rev. Lyman Coleman, D. D., Professor of Latin and of Biblical and Physi-
cal Geogravhy; Rev. Tbotnas C. Porter, D. D., Professor of Botany aud Zoology; Au-
gustus A. Bloombergh, A.M., Professor <;>f Modern Languages; Henry Francis ·walling, 
C. E., Professor of Civil and Topographical Engineering; Frederick Prime, jr., A. M., 
Professor of Metallurgy and Mineralogy; E. Hubbard Barlow, A. M., Professor of Rhet-
oric, Elocution, and of Pbysical Culture; Rossiter \V. Raymond, Ph. D., Lecturer on 
Mining Geology; Selden Jennings Coffin, A. M., Adjunct Professor of Mathematics; 
James W. Moore, A.M., M.D., Adjnnct Professor of Mechanics and Expenmental Pbi-
losophy; EdwarJ S . .Mo1Jat, A.M., M. E., Lecturer in the Department of Mining; Jus-
tus M. Silliman, M. E., Adjunct Professor of Mining Engineering and Graphics; Theo-
dore F. Tillinghast, C. E., ALljunct Professor of Civil Engineering; Charles Mcintire, 
A . .M., Assistant in Chemistr.v; John B. Grier, A. l\L, Tutor in Modern Languages; 
Josepb Johnston Hardy, A. B., Tutor in Mathematics; Alexander Hamilton Sberrerd, 
B.S., Assistant in Cbemistry. 
Tllis list does not include ibose members of the college faculty of instruction who arc 
exclusively occnpif>d with the classical and literary courses. 
History and plan.-Tbis department was added to the classical course of the college, 
1866, to carry into effect the conditions of a donation from l\Ir. A. Pardee, of Hazleton, 
Pennsylvania. In July, 1867, in response to the growing wants of the department, the 
original donation was increased to $200,000, on condition th<.tt other friends of tbe col-
lege should add the same snm to its general endowment. Tbe uonations for that pur-
pose (completing more tllan half a million of dollars lately added to the college fnuds) 
having been completed iu 1868, Mr. Pardee made an additional donation of $200,000 for 
the erection of a buill1ing designed for the departments of engiueeriug, metallnrgJT' and 
cllemistry. This building is now in conrse of erection, and will be finished in 18n. 
Meanwhile the technical stndies of the department are carried on in the other build-
ings of tbe college, the laboratories of Jenks Hall and West College offering spcci<tl 
facilities for applied chemistry and tlle metallurgical processes. 
Tbe situation of Lafayette College in the great manufacturing and mining region of 
tte Middle States offers peculiar advantages for combining theoretical studies wilh 
actual practice. Every process usefl in the mining and working of the various orcs of 
iron, and in the mannfacture of iron into the thousand forms in which it is used, is 
going on almost witbin sight. Near by are tbe coal mines which supply the markets 
of Philadelphia and New York. Mineral wtaltlt abounds on all sides. The expert is 
continually called on to examine new tracts of land, to analyze new ores, and to devise 
new ways of "·orking and handling them. Here every resource of engineering is flis-
played in the works connected witb the preparation and tran&port of lumber, and the 
carrying of railroads and canals tbrongh the mountains and over the riYers. Tbose 
who wish to prepare themselves to be working engineers in any of these departments, 
come from all parts of the country to observe and study these works, and it is most 
desirable that adequate means should be provided for the prosecution of scientific 
studies in the midst of them. 
In addition, therefore, to the classical and the general scientific courses, which are 
designed to lay a substantial basis of know ledge and scholarly culture, courses of four 
~'ears each have bef>n arranged for studies essentially practical and technical, Yiz: 
I. Engineering, civil am· mecllauical.-This <:ourse is designed to give professional prep-
aration for the location, construct.ion, and superintendence of railways, canals, and 
other pnblic works; chemical works and pneumatic works; tbe design and construc-
tion of bridges; the trigonometrical and topographical survey of States, counties, &c., 
the stuYey of rivers, lakes, harbors, &c., and tl1e direction of their improvement; the 
design, construction, and use of steant-engines and otber motors, and of machines in 
general; and the construction of geometrical, topographical, aud machine drawings. 
II. Mining engineering and rnetallurgy.-Tbis course offers the means of special prepa-
ration for exploring nudcveloped mineral resources, and for taking charge of mining or 
metallurgical works. It iuclndes instruction in engiueering as connected with the sur-
vey, exploitation, all(! construction of mines, with the construction and adjustment of 
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furnaces and machines, and with machine drawings; also, instruction in chemistry and 
assaying, as applied to the manipulation of minerals. 
III. Chernist1·.1J.-This course includes text-book study, lectures, and la.boratory prac-
tice, every facility for which is found in the laboratories of Jenks Chemical Hall. Par-
ticular attention is given to tho chemistry of agriculture, medicine, metallurgy, and 
the manufacturing processes. Provision is made for students who may wish to make 
original researches, or to fit themselves to take charge of mines or manufactories, or to 
explore and work up the miueral resources of our own and other countries. 
Hesident graduates, and others haYing suitable preparation, may pursue the special 
studies of these departments in a post-graduate course, under the direction and instruc-
tion of the professors, aud have the use of the laboratories, apparatus, collections, libra-
riot;, &c., while prosecuting researches in any depa.rtment. 
St.udeuts who have completed the studies in the full course of four years, and have 
passed satisfactory examinations upon the same, receive the degree usually given to 
graduates in these departments. Those who bn.ve. gone over a part of the course, or 
who have pursued special studies to the satisfaction of the faculty, receive a certificate 
to that effect. 
This department is still young, (though Lafn.yette is one of the old, estaulished Amer-
ican colleges,) but its fin e endowment, jn<licious plan, and excellent location, will 
rapidly give it a high position among the schools of mining and metallurgy. 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY~ BETHLEHEM, PENNSYLVANIA. 
Officers of instnwtion.-Henry Coppee, LL.D., President and Professor of History and 
English Literature; Hiero B. Herr, esq., Professor of Mathematics nnd Astronomy; 
Major Lorenzo Lorain, U.S. A., Professor of Physics and Mechanics; Charles McMillan, 
C. E., Professor of Civil and Mechanical Engineering; William H. Chandler, Professor 
of Chemistry; Benjamin W. Prazier, A. M., Professor of Mining and Metallurgy; Rich-
awl P. Rothwell, C. E., Demonstrator of Mining and Metallurgy; Waldron Shapleigh, 
A. C., Instructor and Assistant in Chemistry; William A. Lamberton, A. M., Instructor 
in Latin and Greek; Frank Laurent Clerc, C. E., Instructor in Mathematics; S. Ringer, 
esq., Instructor in French and German; Spencer V. Ric1~, C. E., Instructor in Graphics 
and Field-work. 
Hist01·y.-During the year 1835 the Ron. Asa Packer, of Manch Chunk, announcecl, 
unsolicited, to the bishop of the diocese, the Right Reverend William B. Stevens, D. D., 
LL.D., his intention to appropriate the sum of $500,000, and an eligible spot in South 
Bet!Jlehem, containing fifty-six acres, (since enlarged by the donation of seven acres by 
Charles Brodhead, esq.,) for the purpose of founding an eLlueational institution in the 
beautiful valley of the Lehigh, which shonld bear the name of the Lehigh University. 
The bishop was appointed presi(1ent of the board of trustees. 
The purpose of the founder in making this munificent endowment was to pro·dde 
the means for imparting to young men of the valley, of the State, and of t,be country, 
a complete professional education, which shonld not only suvply their general wants, 
hut also fit them to take an immediate and activo part in the pract;ical anu professional 
duties of the t.ime. The system determine(l upon proposes to discard only what bas 
been proved to be useless in the former systems, and to introduce those important 
branches \Yhich have been heretofore more or less neglected in what purports to be a 
liberal education, and especially those industrial pursuits which tend to devf'lop the 
resources of the country-pursuits, the paramount claims and inter-relations of which 
natural science is daily displaying, such as engineering, civil, mechanical, and mining; 
chemistry, metallurgy, architecture and construct.ion. 
Cou.rses of stndy are devoted by all regular students to the study of those elementary 
branches in which every young man should be instructed, for whatever profession qr 
business in life he may be intended, viz, mathematics, languages, elementary physics, 
chemistry, drawing, hbtory, rhetoric, logic, declamation, aud composition. 
At the end of two years, having acquired this necessary knowledge, th<~ stnclent, · 
following the bent of his own mind, and aiLled by his parents and professors, will be 
ready to select some special professional course, to whieh all his studies and efforts 
will be directed. To enable him to do this there are seveml technical schools, which 
branch off from the end of the common conrse. In each, the term of study is two ad-
ditional years~ and the student, at his graduation in any one of them, receives a special 
degree. By this means a young man is relieved from the overpowering and confusing 
study of those branches for which he has no taste, and pnrsues with cheerfnlness the 
special course which he has selected, and for which he is suited by inclination and in-
telligence. The students in the first two classes are called First ~mel Second Cla8smcn. 
Those in the schools are called Jtmi01· and Senior Schoolmen. 
The schools at present pr_ovidecl for are: 1. General literature; 2. Civil engineering; 
3. Mechanical engineering; 4. Mining and met.allnrgy; 5. Analytical chemistry. 
In the studies of the school of mining and metallurgy are included mineralogy and 
geology; metallurgy, with the modes of extracting all metals from ores; t.he rne! hods 
of mining for various ores, with special instructions as to iron, coal, zinc, lead, copper, 
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gold, and silver. The aim will be to fit the student for immediate service in the rapidly 
developing miues of these metals in many parts of our country. The students in this 
school will be taken to the mines for ocular instruction. The graduate in this school 
will receive the degree of E. M., (engineer of mines.) 
The course, after the first two years, is as follows: For Junio1· Sclwolmcn. Mathemat-
ics.-Differential and integral ca.Icnlns; Mechanics.-Mathematical theory of motion, 
science of motion in general, statics, <'Lynamics and equilibrium of bodies, inertia, statics 
of fluids; Moral .Philosophy.-Whewell; Physics.-Optics and acoustics; ClJCmistry.-
Work in laboratory, qualitative and quantitative analysis; ~Iiniug.-Modes of occur-
rence of the useful minerals, rules for research of mineral deposits, and examination of 
mining properties, boring artesian ancl oil wells, miners' tools, blasting, drilling, and 
coal-cutting machines, tunneling and sinking shafts, timbering and walling of tunnels 
and shafts, tubing of shafts, construction of dams, &c., methods of exploita,tion, open-
air mining, hydraulic mining, ore-mining in veins, beds, and irregular deposits, coal-
mining, salt-mining, examples from di1fcrent mining districts, underground transpor-
tation, hoisting, (engines, ropes, cages, cars, safety-catches, man-engines, &c.,) visits 
to neighboring coal, iron, and zinc mines; Geodcsy.-Use and acljust,mf'nt of field-in-
struments, leveling, triangulation, topographical surveying, leveling with the barome-
ter, mine surveying; Geueral metallurgy.-Classification of metallurgieal processes, 
furnaces, classiiication and modes of construction. natural and artificial refractory 
building-materials, manufnctnre of fire-bricks, crucibles, retorts, &c., natnrc of combus-
tion, and conditions favorable to it, draught, natural and artiticial, chimneys, faus, blow-
ing-engines, &c., smoke-consuming processes, gas furnaces, Siemens' regenerating-fur-
nace, calorific power of fuels, methods of computing quantity and intensity of beat, coal, 
lignite, peat, 'Yood, mauufacture of charcoal, coke, and patent fnel, 1h·ying peat and 
wood; Metallurgy of iron.-Physical n.ml pyrochemical qualities of iron, description of 
iron-ores, preparation of ores for blast-furnaces, methods of working, influence of tem-
perature and pressure of blast, form of fnrnace, &c., chemical reactions in the blast-fur-
nace, gases, slags, &c., hot-blast. stoves, hoists, charging-apparatus, &c., casting in iron, 
preparation of molds, remelting iu cupola and reverberatory fumaces, manufhctme of 
wrought iron from pig-iron, forges, puddling :mel reheating furnaces, hammcrR, rolling-
mills, &c., man nfacture of wrought iron directly from the ore, bloomeries, &e .. man ufac-
ture of steel directly from the ore, manufacture of steel from cast iron in forges and 
puddling-furnaces, cementation, casting steel, Bessemer's process, &c.; MinernJogy.-
Crysta1lography, exercises in drawing cr,ystals and determining crystalline forms in 
models aud minerals, descriptive mineralogy, exercises in determiuing minerals, practical 
instruction in the use of the blow-pip~, access to the mineralogical cabinet; French and 
Gcrman.-Thronghont the year; Drawing.- Problems in descriptive geometry, crys-
tals, plans and sections of mines and miuing-machinery, furnaces, apparatus, and. 
machinery of smelting-works, plans of trigonometrical snr\eys, contour maps, geologi-
cal chm-ts. The students in this department will be required to execute plans or pro-
jects for the establishment and working of mines and smelting-works, unller given con-
ditions, with drawings and \\ritten mellloirs. 
For senim· schoolmcn. Applied 1\fechanics.-Elasticity and strength of materials, in-
clnding forms of uniform strength, stability of structures, theory of the arch, elemen-
tary machines, practical hydraulics, theory of trussed frames, general theory of 
machines; Christian Evidences.-Lectures; French anll Gcrman.-Throughont tho 
year; Drawing.-Plans, section::;, and elevations of mines, furuaces, machinery, &c., as 
in the junior year; Astronomy.-Loomis's .Manual, observatory; .Mining.-Pumps and 
pumping-machinery, nature of gases found in miucs, natural and artificial ventilation, 
furnaces, mechanical ventilators, distributiou of air in mines, measurement of venti-
lation and work done by ventilators, lights, safety-lamps, precautionary mea::;ures, 
meaus of preventing and extinguishing fires, mechanical prcparatiou of orcs, stamps, 
mills, screens, jigging-machines, percussion-tables, &c., washing and <lressiug of coal, 
coal-breakers, &c.; Metallnrgy.-Metallurgy of zinc, pyrochemical properties of zinc, 
ores of zinc, English, Belgian, and Silesian processes of extraction, maunfacture of 
oxide, properties and ores of tin, preparation of ores, German and Cornish methods of 
extraction, properties and. ores of copper, reduction of oxidized ores, Swedish, Engli~:~h, 
and mixed methods of treatment of sulphurous ores, methods of extraction from poor 
ores by tho wet way, properties ancl ores of lead, American, Carinthian, English, and 
Belgian processes of extracting lead" by reaction," processes of reduction of roasted ores 
in the blast-fnruaces, processes by precipitation, mixed processes, extraction of sihTer 
from lead, Pattinson's and Parkes's process, German and .English cupellation, properties 
and orcs of silver, American and European amalgamatiou, amalgamating-pans, smelt-
ing with lead, methods of extraction by wet way, properties and ores of gold. washing, 
amalgamation, smelting with lead, extraction by the wet way, separation from silver, 
metallurgy of platinum, aluminum, mercury, arsenic, antimony, bismuth, nic]{el, and 
cobalt; Uhemistry.-Quantitative analysis, volumetric analysis of ores, dr.r assaying; 
Geology.-(Dana/s Manual,) physical geography, lithology with practical exercises, 
stratigraphical and dynamic geology; Plans for the est:1blishment of mining and smelt-
iug works, as in the junior year. 
H. Ex. 211--31 
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Fees and expenses.-Through the generosity of the founder, and by a resolution of 
the trustees, :~:msseu in JtJly, 1871, tuition was declared to be free in all branches and 
classes. The following are the expenses approximately stated: 
Board, (40 weeks, at about $5) ..•••...••...••••...•••.•.•.•.••••••.••.••..•.•• $200 
Books . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
\Vashing ..............•••........................................ -. . . . . . . . . . . 25 
Total . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 245 
Books, materials, paper, pencils, chemical materials used in the analytical laboratory, 
.and instruments, are furuished by the student. 
SCHOOL OF MINING AND PRACTICAL GEOLOGY OF HARVARD UNIVERSITY, 
CAMBRIDGE, l\IASSACHURETTS. 
Officers ofinstruction.-Charles W. Eliot, LL.D., president; Josiah D. Whitney, LL.D., 
dean, and professor of geology; Asa Gray, LL.D., professor of natural history; Henry 
L. Eustis, A.M., professor of engineering; ·wolcott Gibbs, M. D., professor of physics; 
Joseph ·winlock, A.M., professor of astronomy; Josiah P. Cooke, A.M., professor of 
chemistry; Clmrles P. Hoff111ann, professor of topographical engiueeri ng; Raphael 
Pnmpelly, professor of mining; William H. Pettee, A.M., assistant professor of mining; 
Nathaniel S. Shaler, S. B., professor of palreontology. 
There are five stndents at present. 
This school has for its object the instruction of students in practical geology, the art 
of ruining, and kindred branches. The full course occupies four yem's, and on thoee 
who pass through it, and sustain the necessary examinations, the degree of mining 
engineer will be conferred. 
The full course, prescribed for candidates for the degree of mining engineer, occnpies 
four years, tbe first three of which are identical, as regards the subjects of instrnction 
aml the order t,hereof, with the first three years of the engineering conrse in the Law-
rence Scientific School. The subjects of instruction during the fourth year of tLe conrse 
are as follows: economical geology and the phenomena of veins; mining-machiner.v and 
the exploitation of mines; general and practical metallurgy; assaying; workiug up, 
plotting, and writing out uotes of summer excursions. 
From time to time opport.uuities will be offered to the students, b.v excursions with 
the professors, of becoming practically acquainted with astronomical and geodetic 
work, as also with the method of making geological surveys, and 'iYitb mining aucl 
metallurgical operations. 
The terms of admission on examination are the same a.s those of the engineering 
course in the Lawrence Scientific School. 
Graduates of colleges will be admitted without previous examination, anrl those who 
have taken the mathematical :111d scientific studies of the elective course::-~ iu Harvard 
College, or their equivalents in otber institutions, should be able to enter at tbe com-
mencement of the second year. 
Persons properly qnalified, and able to pass the necessary examination, will be ad-
mitted to any part of the course, at the beginning of any half year, bnt llo la,ter than 
tlle beginuiug of the second half of tho third year. 
Any persou, howevel', ·who is not desirous of being considered as a candi<1at3 for a 
degree, may at,tend any speci:ll branch t:wght in the school, or any course of lectures, 
at .llit:~ own pleasure, ou p~tying snell proportion -of the fees for instruction as may be 
fixed by the professor to whose department he desires to be attached. 
T.he tuition-fee for tho academic ye<U' is $1GO; for half or any smaller fraction of a 
year, $75; for any fraction of a year greater thau one-half, the fee of the whole year is 
charged. The other expenses of a student for an academic year may be estimated as 
follows: Room, from $JO to $100; board for thirty-eight weeks, from $1G2 to $304; 
books, from $20 to $25; fuel and lights, from $15 to $:35 ; washing, from $19 to $38; 
total, from $2:36 to $502. 
RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE, TROY,* NEW YORK. 
Officers of instnwtion.-Hon. James Forsyth, president; Charles Drowne, C. E., A.M., 
director, and professor of theoretical and practical mechanics; .James Hall, LL.D., 
*I have included this institution in the present chapter, partly on account of its age 
and past reputatiou as a school for civil engineers, and partly because I fiml in its last 
catalogue the names of seven students "in mining eugineering," and the statement, tha,t 
metallurgy and an increased amonnt of geology are to be, hereafter, parts of t-he regu-
lar civil-engineering course. But the present list of iustructors shows uo adeq uatP. prep-
aration for the fulfillment of such a pledge. Mining and metallurgy cannot be prop-
erly taught by tbrowing the work upon professors in other departmeuts, already ovcr-
lnuclened with their. own specialties; and the Rensselaer Institute, by discontinuing 
its ouly professorship in miuing and metallnrgy, has practically (I trust only tempo-
nuily) retired from the rauks of tbe scllools of those professions. The fact is to be 
much regretted. 
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Xew York State palreontologist, professor of theoretical, practical, and mining geology; 
Dascom Greene, C. E., professor of mathematics and astronomy; S. E(lward \Varren, 
C. E., Professor of descriptive geometry and stereotomy; H enry B. Nason, A. M., Ph. 
D., professor of chemistry and natural science; Charles Mcl\1i.llan, C. E., professor of 
Geodesy, road engineering, and topographical drawing; R. H:tlsted \Vard, A.M., M.D., 
professor of botany; .T. H. C. Lajoie De l\farceleau, A. B., professor of Frtjnch; Alex-
ander G. Johm;on, instructor in the English language and literature; Arthur \V. Bower, 
C. E., instructor in mathematics and mechanics; Edward Nichols, B. S., assistant in 
analytical chemistry. 
THE UNIVERSITY OJ!~ PENNSYLVANIA, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA. 
In the scientific department of this institution it is intended to provide complete 
theoretical and practical training in mining and metallurgy. As the courses are not 
yet organized, the professors not appointed, and the handsome building not completed, 
little can be said of the details of this plan. The following is a de~:;criptiou of the plans 
of the new building of the collegiate and scientific Llepartments, by T. \V. Richards, 
arcllitect: 
The lmilding bas a front on Locust street (between Thirty-fourth and Thirty-sixth 
streets) of 254 feet, by 10~ feet 4 inches in depth, exclusive of towers, bay windows, 
buttresses, &c., with an additional projection Of the center 21 feet 10 inches beyond tlle 
wings. 
Tile cellar i~ arranged for the storage of coal, and an apartment in connection, out-
side of the building, is provided for the boilers of the steam-heating apparatus. 
The basement on the sides and rear is entirely above ground·, 15 feet high. There is 
au entrance in the rear for students to the assembly-room, 44 feet by 50 feet, and en-
trances on the cast and west ends to a wide corridor, which extends the whole length 
of the building, in all the stories. The eastern wing contains: Lauoratory, 30 by 45 
feet, apparatus and store-room, 24 by 29 feet, metallurgical laboratory, 30 by 50 feet, :t 
fire-proof furnace-room, 24 by 34 feet, balance-room, 14 by 17 feet, as well as smaller 
rooms for silver and gold assaying. The western wing contains: Laboratory, 30 b.r 
4G feet, and apparatus aud diagram room, 24 by 29 feet, f'or the cbcmical-lectnre room 
on first floor, one laboratory, 30 by 50 feet, aud one, 24 by 34 feet, for the physical de-
partment. Apartments for janitor a,nd assistants are arranged ou this floor, and for 
machinery, storage, dum h-waiters, water-closets, &c. 
The first or principal floot· is 16 feet high. On the eastern side of the main entrance is 
the faculty-room of the scientific department, 13 by 22 feet, professors' laboratory, 19 
uy 45 feet, preparing laboratory, 2l by 24 feet, qualitative laboratory, 30 by 45 feet, 
quantitative laboratory, 30 uy 50 feet, laboratory for organic analysis, 24 by 34 feet, two 
balance-rooms and two assistants' rooms. On the western side is the reception and 
secretary's room, 13 by 2~ feet, trustees' and faculty room,_19 uy 37 feet, provost's reci-
tation-room, 24 by 33 feet, aud private room, 14 uy 18 feet, chemical-lecture room, ~30 
lJ.\T 45 feet, physical-lecture room, ~~0 by 50 feet, and apparatus-room, 24 by :~4 feet. The 
library m center of rear, 44 uy 50 feet, is entered from a llall 34 by 40 feet. This part 
of the buildinp; is fire-proof. 
The second iloor is H) feet 6 inches high. The chapel,_ 50 by 80 feet, occupies the front 
of center building, allll is 28 feet high. The eastern side contains lecture-rooms for 
civil engineering, mining and rnetallnrgy, and mineralogy, and a large. museum for these 
departments. 
The western side and center of rear is divided into six large recitation-rooms, with 
adjoining priYate rooms. 
The third floor is 14 feet high, and coutu.ins three large recitation-rooms, lecture and 
model rooms for mechanical engineering, three large rooms for the stndy and practice 
of drawing in the departments of ciYil a.ud mechanical engineering, architecture, &c. 
A large examination-ball is in the rea1 of the chttpel. 
Tlle fonrtb floor, over the chapel, has two society-rooms for students, each with a.n 
adjoining library. · 
The design is in the collegiate gothic style; the material to be used is Liepervillc 
stone, for the basement, witll base course of Hummelstown urownstone. The walls 
above are to be serpentine marble, \Yith com ices, gables, arches, &c., of Ohio stone. The 
entrance-porch is to ue of :E'ranklin stone, witll arch supported on polished red-granite 
eolnmus, wit.h enriched capitals of Ohio stone. The windows of chapel and g<tbles are 
decorated with geometrical tracery. 
The space devoteu to tlw sciences more immediately connected with mining and 
metallurgy is one-half of the uuilding. The chemical departments were planneu by 
the late Prof. \Vetherell, of Bethlehem. 
MISSOURI SCHOOL OF MINES AND METALLURGY ROLLA, MISSOURI. 
Tbf' legislative act "to locate rtnd dispose of the co:.Jgressionalland-graut of July 2, 
1862, to endow, support, a,nu maintain a school of agriculture and the mechanic arts, 
and a schuol of mines anu metallurgy, and to promote the liberal education of the indus-
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trial classes in the several pursuits and professions of life," provided that three-fourths 
of the proceeds from the sale or lease of the ~:~0,000 acres of laud granted to Missouri 
shoulu be for the heuefit of an agricultural and mechanical college, aud tho remaining 
one-fourth for the support of a school of mines and metallurgy. It also provided that 
the latter should be located in the mineral district of Southeast M1ssotui, and that 
the coumy therein, having mines, which might offer the highest bid of money and 
land for building and other purposes, should secure the location, l)rovided it should 
offer not less than $20,000 in cash, and 20 acres of land for a building-site, in addition 
to suitable lots of mineral lands "for practical and experimental mining." The same 
act empowered the county courts of such county to issue bonds to raise the money and 
purchase the bnds, providing that said bonds should not run longer than twenty 
years, and shoulll bear not more than 10 per cent. interest annually, payable half 
yearly. . 
Phelps County and its county-seat, Rolla, having offered $75,000 in twenty-year 10 
per cent. bonds, together with 7,879 acres of land., including a building-site of 130 acres, 
the locating committee of the board of curators of the State University reported in 
favor of locatiug the school at that point. At the regular meeting of the boarfl of 
cnrators, iu June, 1871, the report of the committee was adopted, and the school of 
mines and metallurgy was then definitdy located at Rolla. 
The plans and specifications have been prepared, aud the contract let for the erec-
tion of a building 130 feet by 65 feet: three stories high, at a cost of $85,000, exclusive 
of the completion of tl1e third story. The first floor contains three working laboratories, 
besides balauce anrl apparatus rooms, and private laboratories for professors and assist-
ants. The second floor is devoted to the large lecture-room, library, and recit_ation-
rooms, while the third floor, when completed, is designed. to cont.ain additional class-
rooms, the collections and cabinets, and a large well-lighted room for drawing pur-
poses. In the mean time the school occupies ample and comfortable quarters in a uew 
public-school building, recently completed, at a cost of $30,000. In this have been 
fitted up a laboratory, (24 by 55 feet,) lecture-room, cabinet and apparatus aud recita-
tion rooms. 
The school was formally opened on November 23, 1871, the first session having begun 
on the 6th of the same month. The regular course is designed to extend through three 
years, though a preparatory yeaT's course is provided for students not sufficiently 
advanced for admission to the school proper. The collegiate year begins in September, 
and ends in June following, and is divided into two sessions, with no intermediate 
vacation. The first seme8ter of each collegiate year ends early in .February. Technical 
excursions and field-practice are designed to fill up most of the vacation. The la-
boratory is accessible to student,s of the regular or special departments at all working 
hours of the day, not otherwise employed, and at least fifteen recitations, or their 
equiYalents, exclusive of laboratory and drawing-room work and military drill are 
exacted tor each week from each student. French and German are optional studies. 
In the preparatory year are taught arithmetic, met.rical system of weights and 
measures, algebra to quadratic equations, rhetoric, and English composition, physical 
geography, (two lectures weekly,) and the elements of physics and chemistry, (by 
recitation from text-books and illustrative experiments.) 
The first year proper: Algebm, from quadratic equations; geometry and trigonome-
try, mineralogy, (descriptive,) laboratory work, blow-pipe analysis, and ueterminative 
mineralogy; draw'ing. 
Second and third years : Pure and applied mathematics, organic chemistry and parts 
of chemical technology, geology and mining, metallurgy and assaying, physics, 
drawing, (free-hand and mechanical;) laboratory work, qualitative and quantitative 
analysis. 
In accordance with the provisions of the congressional act, a military bias is given 
to the orgauization of the school. Special students are admitted. 
Tuition: Forty dollars per year; chemical apparatus furnished at cost prices by the 
school, and the value of so much of it as may be returned is refunded. 
Total number of students, 31. 
In preparatory classes 20-average age, 18.2 years ; in first year, regular, 8-average 
age, 20 years; in analytical chemistry and assaying, 3. 
The faculty is not yet organized, bnt will be, partially, during the cor.-tling summer. 
Instruction to the first-year students is at present. given by tl.Je director of the school, 
Professor C. P. Williams, assisted by Mr. N. vV. Allen, instructor in mathematics: and 
Mr. William Cooch, as laboratory assistant. 
POLYTECHNIC DEPARTMENT OF THE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, SAINT 
LOUIS, MISSOURI. 
Officers of inst1'uction.-W. G. Eliot, D. D., chancellor; Abram Litton, M.D., Eliot 
professor of chemistry ; --- --- , \Vaymau Crow professor of physics; George 
B. Stone, A.M., professor of rhetoric; Calvin M. \Voodward, A.M., Thayer professor 
of mathemati0s and applied mechanics, and dean of the department; MarshallS. Snow, 
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A.M., professor of belles-lct.tres; Leopold Koa, professor of ancient n,nd modern lan-
gnages; Henry Porn< roy, A. M., professor of astronomy and mathematics; "\Villiam 
Eirubeck, U.S. C. S., professor of practical astronomy; "\Villiam B. Potter, A. M., E. M., 
Allen profesHor of minil1~ and metallnrgy ; F. ·william Raeder, S. B., professor of 
architecture; Deuham Arnold, A.M., ass1stant professor of phssics; Charles A. Smith, 
C. E., assistant professor of civil and mechanical engineering; Frederick M. Cnmdcn, 
A. B., instructor in mathematics au<l elocntwn; J. '\V. Pattison, teacher of drawing. 
Summary of sfudents.-Seniors, 3; juniors, 6; sophomores, 10; freshmen, 13; students 
not candidates for degree, 4; total, 06. 
Courses of study.-These arc ftve in number, viz: I. Civil engineering; II. l\Iechan-
ical engineering; III. Chemistry; IV. Mining and metallurgy; V. Building and 
architectnre. 
The studies are the same for all the courses during the freshman and sophomore 
;years, bnt duriug the junior and seuior years they diverge more or less, though certain 
branches still remain common. Students not proposing to become professionals are 
not required to adhere strictly to either course, but,. with the approval of the faculty, 
may select such studies as will constitute a general course, the completion of vi·hich 
will entitle the studeut to tho degree of bachelor of science. Special sttHlents will be 
received in any of the courses, if it is made clear that snch arrangemeuts are the best 
for the students, and not prejudicial to the interests llf the department. 
1'he course in mining nncl metallurgy.--This was established during the past year h.v 
the appointment of P1·ofessor Pott<>r. It is evident that Saint Louis possesses great 
advautages for instruct.ion in these branches, being a large and growing commercial 
and m.wufactnring center, within easy access of nearly all varieties of mining and 
metallnrgical operations. 
The stndies dnring the first two years arc somewhat general in character, prcp:ua-
tory to the special work of the course on mining and metallurgy, to which the remain-
ing tWt) years are devoted. The fnll details are omitted here, as they clo~->cly resemble 
the schedules of other institntions alrea<ly quoted. Tho plan of instruction h1eludes 
lectures and recitations on the varions snbjects pertaining to the course; practica.l 
·work in tho physical, chemical, anu metallurgical laboratories; field-\YOI'k in geology, 
&c.; projects, estimates, and plans for the esta,blisl.uuent of mines an(lmetallnrgical 
works; examination of and reports on mineR and manufacturing establishments. 
Collections have already heeu made and are constantly being r.ddecl to, embracing 
moue!R of crystals and specimens illustrating the -various minerals a11d rocks and their 
association; ores, coals, 1wtroleum, fire-clays, building-materials, &c., from many 
parts of this conntrj' and Europe; characteristic fossils of the diffenmt geological 
ages; metallurgical products illustrating the various operations in the treatlllcnt of 
ores by the wet and dry methods. Models of furnaces and mine constructions will in 
time be added, together with sets of mining-tools and instrnments. TIJesc collcetious 
are used to illustrate lectures, &c., and are at all times accessible to the ~;tudcnts, so 
that they may become thoroughly familiar with the character and modes of occurrence , 
of the minerals, rocks, and ores they are likel~· to meet with in the field, and the va-
rious prodncts in metallurgical operations. 
Assay-laboratories "·ill, before the opening of the next term, be completely furnished 
with crucible, scoriiication, and cnpelliug furnaces, and everything neceRsm·y for prac-
tical work in tho assay of ores of lead, silver, gold, iron, tiu, &c., and with volumetric 
apparatus for the assay of silver coin and bullion by the wet methodfl. The general 
principles as well as the special methods of assaying are explained in the lecture-
rooms, aud at the same time orcs of the Yarious metals exhibited aud described. From 
a large stock of tbcse orcs from various parts of tl.Jc country the students are required 
to make a large number of assays tbemst'lves, under the immediate supcn·ision of the 
instructor. In tho chemical laboratories a, practical course is 11tusued in couuection 
with lectures on qualitative and <JnantitatiYe analysis, the students being required to 
make tests and full amtlyses of coals, lin.1estones, ores of iron, copper, lend, zinc, nickel, 
pig-iron, clays, technical products, &c., that they 10ay acquire a practical experience 
in the chemical examination of the materials and products liable to be met with in 
practice. 
Every opportunity is afforded ihe stuc1ents through the t.erm for visiting and exam-
iniug the various mines, Rmelting and 10anui~1cturing establishments in the vicinity. 
During the summer vacations they arc required to visit som9 mining or metallurgical 
district, aud, a,t the opening of the i<>llowing term, to hand in a joumal of travels, with 
a report of the operations conducted there, illustrated with drawings. Before receiv-
ing the degree of engineer of mines, they ·will be required to execute plans or projects 
for the csttLl>lishment and working of mines or smelting-works under given couclitious, 
with drawings, estimates, aml written memoirs. An enlleavor is thus maue to com-
bine thorough practical with theoretical iustrnctiou iu this course, and to fit the stu-
dent for the snccessful practice of his profession hereafter, and for a field of usefulness 
in the country at large. 
The eheruical building above mentioned contains throe work-rooms, besides a lecture-
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room, the professors' room, and two rooms for storage ~1ncl apparatus. Besides, two 
large roo.ms in the basement of the new wing will soon he fittecl np for assaying and 
industrial chemistry. Until the present accommodations a.re crowded, the large room, 
43 by 41 feet, on the first floor of the large building, will be appropriated to the State 
geological cabinet. Students who propose to become professional cbemists will spend 
almost their entire time during their third and fourth yea,rs in the laboratories. This 




·THE BURLEIGH DRILL. 
Since the preceding pages contain (see chapter on California) a. toler-
ably full account of the late operations of the diamond drill, it is but 
fair that sorr..e attention should be given in this report to its principal 
competitor, the Burleigh, now the most prominent represeutative* of 
the percus~ion machine-drills. In point of fact the Burleigh drill has 
never been successfully pushed iu the West. One of them is about to be 
introduced at the Yellow Jacket mine, and another bas been, it is said, 
contracted for by the Sutro Tunnel Company. But their actual use is 
confined at present to quarrsing and tunneliug operations in the East, 
and in mining, so far as I know, to tl1e Lake Superior region. 
I give, as the hest statemeut of the performances of the machine, the 
following extracts from a letter addressed to me at my request by 1\ir. 
H. A. Willis, of Fitch burgh, :l\lassachusetts, the treasurer of the Burleigh 
Rock-Drill Company: 
vVe have not much to add to what bas heretofore been published in regard to our 
machinery, except to state that time has fully proYed the value of the machinery, and 
its economy over band-work wherever any cousidert!oble amount of rock is to be re-
moved. 
The drills have been introduced into nearly every Stat,e of the Union, a,ll(l are at work 
in Canada aud Sonth America. They are also largely used in England, beiug manu-
factured at Manchester. They are just about beillg started in a tunnel in Italy, and 
we are about shipping three of our largest compressors there to run them, as tht->~' h:we 
not yet made many compressors at Manchester, and are in immediate '"ant of them. 
The Lake Superior copper mines are using them largel,v, the Copper Falls, Allouez, 
and Central Companies being already equipped, aml the Calumet and Hecla Company 
awaiting at present our completion of their order for eigllteen drills. These companies 
expect to do all their drilling by machinery. 
vVe inclose a reprint of letter to London Mining Journal from Lake Superior, giving 
comparisions of hand and machine labor; also, a copy of Mr. Steele's article on Nes-
quehoning tunnel; also, letters of Messrs. Shauly & Co., showing the value of the 
machinery at Hoosac tunnel. With these data you will be able to say souwthiug 
about the machinery. You can use either or all of the cuts now iu your possession to 
illustrate with, if desired. I would suggest that the cut you hacl engraved for us is tbe 
best representation of the drill as :1t present constructecl, it having been entirely built 
over since your former report was made, and so strengthened that uo important part 
of tho machine ever breaks. Of course, the ratchets and springs wear out. 
Yours truly, 
H. A. WILLIS, 1'reasuTeJ', 
HOOSAC-TUNNEL CONTHACT, 
N01·th Aclarns, Jllassaclwsetts, February 23, 1872. 
DEAn Sm: I do not. :find a copy of tho letter of 2d April, 1870, as published on page 
19 of the Burleigh Rock-Drill Company's pamphlets, aud which was written for onr 
firm by my brother. I can, however, testity to the correctness of the facts stated iu 
tllat letter. The compressors we ha.ve been nsing (''No.2") have been doing their 
work very well, "driving from two to three tunnel-size machines" each. As respects 
the difference in rapidity and cost uetween drilling in rock with these machiues and 
by band, we could not say without going into figures what it mny actunlly be; but this 
we can say, that without the " Burleigh drills" we would not undertake such a work 
as the Hoosac tunnel on alwost <LDY terms. 
vV. SHANLY, 
Hon. GEO. E. TOWNE, 
For F. Shanly 9· Co. 
P1·esidcnt Burleigh Rock-Drill Company, Fitch burgh. 
*The Gardner drill, a machine resembling tbe Burleigh, is in satisfactory nse at 
Yarious plnee~ in the East. I c:umot cnte1' iuto the meritH nf the contron~rsy lJetween 
tile proprietors of these two machines a::; to the vateut-right. 
. / 
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HoosAc-TuNNEL Co~TRACT, 
North Adams, Massachusetts, Februm·y 26, 1872. 
GENTLEMEN: In repl;\T to yonr letter of the 20th instant, asking some particulars of 
our experience in the use of the Burleigh rock-drill, the machine!'~ we have been 
nsin~ a,!J- those known as the "tunnel-drill," having, in the terms of your inquiry, 
"theV-- JJeratiug-end made as axial continuation of the piston-rods." vVo have some 
sixty of these machines iu service, and they have giYen great satisfaction, working 
nuder an atmospheric pressure of from 55 to 60 pounds on the square iucb, and making 
npward of 200 strokes per miuute. We estima,te the saving in expense, as compared 
with band-drilling, at about 331- per cent., and in point of time there is a gain of fully 
GO per cent.; in other words, effecting a saving of at least five years in the finishing of 
the Hoosac tunnel. 
Yours, respectfully, 
Messrs. CROSBY & GOULD, g·c., cfc., 
Boston, Massachusetts. 
E'. SHANL Y & CO. 
[From the London Morning Journal, November, 1871.] 
SIR: Regarding the introduction of drilli_ng-machinery into mines as a very import-
ant subject, and as I happen to be familiar with the re:,mlts obtained from the work-
iug of the Burleigh drill, on Lake Superior-where, by the way, it is by no means com-
mon-perhaps you will allow me space for the accompanying remarks. 
Doering's machine was tried in Tincroft aud in Dolcoath mines, Cornwall, and 
tlli'own out, I believe, because it woulclnot pay. I was never fortunate enough to 
learn the results obtained from working it; but it seems to me that somebody ought 
to have been sufficiently iuterestecl in this machiue to find. out what work it did, as 
well as what work it could. do, and make it pul>lic. I saw a statement made that the 
machine drifted a given number of feet more in a month than six good miners could 
do; but, as its use has been diseontinned, I 1ufer that it cost more to break the ground 
than by band-labor. I was underground in this country with Mr. Nobel, when he was 
Imtking efforts to introduce nitro-glycerine; he, of course, was praising the compound, 
and remarking on the success attending his endeavors to get it into use; ''but,," said 
he, "I could not succeed in Cornwall-they are prejudiced there against everything 
new." I felt my "Cornish" get up, at the time, and was iuclinell to dispute the asser-
tion made, but, on reflection, it seems to me that there is a deal of truth in what was 
said. I · believe the putting in of the man-eqgine at Tresavean mine was dne as much 
to the efforts of the Pol,Ytechuie Society as to those rnnuing the mine. One of the 
deepest and best-managed mines in the Cnmbornc district ·was a long time seeing the 
propriety of using skips, and bow many now stick to the kibble! Ten years ago the 
wheelbarrow was as common as the tram-wagon. I have yet to learn t,hat it is gone 
out of fashion. It is only of late that any attention bas been given to increasing the 
stamping duty in mines; and when Messrs. Harvey & Co. set up and tried the pneu-
matic stamps, in their very laudable efforts to rednce the cost of stamping, if I remem-
ber aright the tenor of the remarks made by the "astute" manager of a very rich tin 
mine was to the effect that " we will let somebody else try them, and in that way 
learn if they are a success." 
There is a Jifference in starting a drilling-machine in a mine, with the authorities 
interested in, or indifferent to, its success; the men commonly regard au innovation 
with disfavor; aml I would defy any inventor to succeed in working a machine by 
Cornish miners if they eonsidered it was against their interest that it should succeed, 
unless he personally supervised it~ or bad a competent per!'lon in his interest to do so. 
Cornishmen are good miners, an<l good mine managers-they ought to be-but they 
are just as apt as others to conclude that what they do not know is not worth kno"-
ing. 
I am not going to draw the inference from the foregoing that the Doering machine 
did not get a fair show, nor would I for a moment suppose that the authorities in the 
mines where it was tried had pr~jn(lgeu it; even if they had, they would exert no 
undue influence against it. Still, if they were not in favor of it, I would certainly ven-
ture the opinion that the Doering machine did not do its very best. I am ready, how-
ever, to drop the Doering as a failure, and will try to tell you what I know of the Bur-
leigh drill. 
The first machine of the kind brought into the copper region of Lake Superior was 
tried at the Pewabic five years ago. The Red Jacket mine used one for a short time 
jnst afterward in sinking a perpendicular shaft from surface. The motive-power ap-
pliell was steam in both instances. I cannot conceive that a hot-drilling machine 
could be a success. The nnxt t.rial-and the first with :;tir-compressors-was made at 
the Aztec mine, Ontonagon County ; this was a disgraceful failure. 
The Central Mining Company next procured a Burleigh, about two years ago, to 
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·work in an incline shaft which they have been siuking for several years. The said 
shaft is being sunk in the country 14 by 8 feet, at an angle of 30° from horizontal; 
this machine is still at work. In last year's report of the mine tLe miuing captain 
stated that by the use of the drill they bad iucreased the rate of sinking 50 per cent. 
This was tho first machine of the kintl I saw at work; and it very forciul;y strnck me 
that the machine could drill more gronl1(l in an hour than three of the best miners 
eoultl in a day. After that at the Central mine had been working some months the 
Copper Fallo Company decided on trying one on what they term the Ashhed, a lode of 
amygdaloidal character, varying iu width from 7 to 10 feet., ancl dipl;iug at :m augle 
of26'-> from horizontal. The lode is known here as a" stamps lode;" the proportion of 
copper contained therein is about 1 per cent. of mineral, or ftfo per cent. of ingot-
copper. The copper varies in size from the .finest particles to pieces of 1 pound weight; 
rarely brger. The locle forms an integral part of tho formation ; the over and under-
lyiug belts of trap protrude irregularly into it, consequently tllere is uo regular or de-
fined foot or hanging wall. Another feature is the almost entire absence of "slips," 
or "breast-beads." The ground cannot he called hard, but is " short" to '' break," re-
quiring more than ordinary care in planning holes. Four good men can drive from 1E5 
to 23 feet per month in an ordinary-sized level; the same number can stope from 10 to 
12 fathoms in the same time. For tho past two years, instead of letting the stope to 
the miner per fathom, he bas been paid so much per foot to drill boles, nuder the direc-
tion of a competent person. A more trying place for a drilling-machine cannot be 
10uud, the inclimttion of the lode being a serions disadvantage in carrying a wide 
ln·east on a level. After getting fairly nuder way, it was found that t.brce men and one 
boy in a shift, or six men and two boys with the machine, could drift from 40 to 44 
feet per montb, carrying a breast 18 by 8 feet; this was doing the work of 16 men, but 
at no reduction of cost. It was then decided to try what could be effected by stoping; 
and after a carriage was constructed for the purpose, work was commenced. TLe car-
l'iage amlmachinc weigh about 1-} tons. To move them up over the foot-wall a pair 
of common blocl<s and a small crab-winch are nsed. The modo of working is to set 
the carriage in the level, and commeucc <mtting in for a stope, "·hich is carried toward 
the bottom of the level over the stope worked out, lower tho carriage down, a:1t1 com-
mence another. In working this way less drilling is performed with the machine, be-
cause more time is occupied in moving it; but it pays best. Early this summer three 
drills were stmted, two No. 1 compressors snpplying motive-power; these last cannot 
be relied on to do good duty without hinderauces; very commonly the pressure of air 
being insufficient to work with. To obviate this, a No. 3 compressor has been set up 
and was starte<l two weeks ago. This gi vcs ample u,ir to run three, or even four drills, 
going from 60 to 70 revolutions per minute. Tile gange shows a pressure of from 45 to 
55 pounds per jucL, varying, of course, with the number of drill& running n,t the time. 
Since starting this an increase of duty has been effected, as well as a material saving 
in fuel. 
I have been fortunate enongh to obtain the resnlts of last mouth's runnino- with tlle 
three drills now in use; these figures may be taken as the result of running"' three ma-
chines, with two No. 1 compressors supplying air: 
i ~ d .-:::;- rc- ~ 
I g S ~ S. ~ I p:, ..:::~ 'i:: .., ~ <D 
t ~- g ~~ ~-~ ~ ~ 
Numc~i~~~ Jpa- I! ] .g ~~ 1,.~ ~~ ~~ ~· ~ ~ 1 ~
... ~ ~ '0 <11 ~.g ~~ ~; ~ ~ t> ;:"' 
$ rn ; rn ~ ]g Jj~ ~ ~ P. ~ 
~ ~ I E ~ ~ ~ ~Q) ~ ~ ! l 
1 .. .... ............. -1- ~ =~= 982.2 == 8. 85 = 46.76 = 
1 .. ----.-- ... --.---. 4 21 21 188 374 961. 1 1, 943. 3 9. 0 17. 85 45. 76 92. 52 
~ .. -- .. ---- .. - - .. - - . 2 1 21. 5 . - ... - - . 175 905. 9 ..... -. - .. 8. 13 42. 13 
~ . - - ....... - .. --- - -. 5 23 22. 25 184 359 !J36. 8 1, 842. 7 8. 0 16. 13 40. 73 82. 86 
3 ............... -.. 3 21 . . . .. . . . 180 868. 8 . . . . . . . . . . 8. 57 41.28 
3 .......... __ ... _. . . 6 21 21 183 363 843. 1 1, 711. 1 I 8. n 17. 2s 40. 14 81. 42 
No.1 machine is the improved tunnel-driU; No.2, the small mn,chine, as constructed 
five years ago; No. ~is same as No. 1, but was worked irregularly, frequent stoppages 
being necessary to blast. The timing au average day's work with No. 1 machine be-
fo~e and after starting the new compressor gave t?-e following figures, (time is given in 
mmntes.) Men leave the "dry" at 7 o'clock; qmt work at (j o'clock: 
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Men.going t? and returning from work ............................ .. 
MoviiJg carnage ................••.................................. 
Shifting, e]evating, and fastening machine .......................... . 
Cutting collars for holes .......................................... .. 
Changing drills, 14 and 11 times respectively ................ : ...... . 
Dinner-time ............•........................................... 
Blasting ................. ~ .....................................•... 
Compressor idle ................................................... . 
Drilling-tirne ..................................................... . 
Number of holes drilled ............................................ . 
Number of feet chilled ............................................. . 
Fastest drilling rate per minute, in inches ........................... . 
Slowest drilling rate per minute, in inches .......................... . 





























Tl1e diameter of holes varies from 2 inches t::> 2t i11ches, none less than 2 inches. TlJe 
heaviest day's work, or rather the heaviest shift's work, performed. so far has been the 
drilling of 1~ h0les, or 64 feet of ground. Some shifts, when the machine is employed 
in drilling " dry holes" in the back, only about half that amount of work is performed. 
Copper commonly offers a serious impediment to the drill; but for this it would be easy 
to drill 60 feet per shift on an average. In the day's work~ above one hole 
required 67 minutes of drilling-time to sink it 5.5 feet deep, whou, out for the presence 
of copper, the same ·work could have been clone in 22 minutes. The rock broken in the 
mine last month was at the fourth level, by hand-drilling exclusively, at the fifth level 
lJy Nos. 1 and 2 machines, at the sixth level by No. i{ machine and hand-labor combined. 
The rock from each level is carefully reckoned; that ti·om fourth love~ amounted to 
1,035 tons, from fifth level1,94l tons. This is sufficient to show comparisons rcgan:liug 
cost, which, at fourth level, was as follows: 
Drilling holes, 3,035.7 feet, at 26 centf; ............................... $789 28 
Man in charge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 65 00 
Supply-Candles, 16 pounds, at 20 cents ....... _ .. _ ... - ...... __ .. _. _ 




Powder, 46 kegs, at $4 ....... _ ............... _ .... __ .... .. 
Fuse, 2,850 feet, at $10 ........ ---· ........ _ ....... __ ..... . 
Powder-cans, three, at 50 cents._ ..... _ ..... __ .. _. __ ..... .. l 50 
217 20 
Cost of breaking 1,035 tons of rock, at $1.035 per ton .. _ ........ _ ..... _ .. _. 1, 071 48 
The cost of running Nos. 1 and 2 machines at fifth level was as follows: · 
:Four foremen, with machines, at $65 .............................. ®260 00 
Four engineers, witlJ machines, at $60 ... __ ... __ ... ___ ......... _.. . 240 00 
Four assistant miners, with machiues, at $35.. . . ... _ ....• __ .. _. _.. 220 00 
Three boys, carrying water, tamping, &c., at $21.. ..... ...... .... . 63 00 
$783 00 
Snpply-270 pounds candles, at 20 cents .. __ ..... _ ............ _. _ .. 
102 kegs powder, at $4 .................................. . 




'l'wo po,vder-cans .... _ ... __ ......... _ ..... __ .. __ . _ ......• 1 00 
Fuel for compressors, ' 45 tons coal, at $8 .............. _ .......... .. 




Oil, &c., (say) ......... _ .... _. __ ... _ .•....... __ ....... _. _ •... ___ .. 50 00 
500 00 
Deduct t for sixth-level machine ................................. . 166 66 
333 34 
Co::;t of breaking 1,940 tons of rock, at 83.7 cents. __ ..................... _. 1, G~4 84 
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Tilere is nothing charged for repairs, which for the month were trifling, and could be 
covered for a ceut per tou. Tilis answers the question whether the Burlt>igh drill will 
pay or not; and I have no hesitation in saying tilat better figures than these can be 
attained. These two machines broke, with t·welvc men and three boys, as much rock 
as could be obtained from thirty good minors. Better work can be done in a shaft 
where the,ground is moderately hard, becanse a great deal more working time can be 
got out of the machine. V cry much dcpeuds on tlw facilities for handling the machine; 
audit will reqnire thought, experience, and time to decide what appliances are best. 
The mechanic pnts into the miuer't> hands a machine that will drill 2-inch or 3-inch 
holes in diameter, from 4U to 60 feet in the shift, and be onght surely to have brains 
enough to handle that power to the best aclvantage. There surely ca.n be no reason 
wily a charge of powder in a lllachiue-!lrilled bole cannot break the same amount of 
rock as if exploded in a hole drilled by hand-la.bor. Going back to the time when the 
United mines, Gwennap, ·were at work, I remember that over £100 per fathom ''as 
paid to sixteen men for cross-cutting toward the "hot lode," when, but for the exces-
sive heat, £10 would have beeu a good price. 'What would have been the value of 
cold-compressed a.ir and the Burleigh drill there' How many deep and hot engiue-
sbafts are now being snnlc, where the rate of sinking is nearer 6 feet than 12 feet per 
month, and where the sinkiug could be doubled, or even quadrupled, by using a drill-
ing-machine' 
I mn not writing; in the interest of the maunfacturer, who, by the way, conlcl improve 
the machines by pntting in better material, but ~imply as one wbo firmly believe::> that 
machinery will, in less than ten years, very generally supersede hand-labor iu mines. 
l\IINER. 
KEWEENAW COUNTY, Michigan, Octobe1· 9. 
To these statements I add the following, from a paper read before the American 
Society of Civil Engine<>rs, on the Nesquehoning tunnel, in Pennsylvania~ in the con-
~truction of which the Burleigh drill was employed. The paper conta,ins valuable 
statistics of its economy: 
Nesquehoning tnnnel, in Carbon County, Pennsylvania, is a work of the Lehigh 
Coal aud Navigation Company. It pierces Locust Mountain, and will connect their 
railroad in Nesquehoning Valley with their extensive coal operations in the valley of 
Panther Creek. At present this coal finds its way to market by that interesting system 
of inclined planes and gmvity-roa<ls known as the "Switch-backs of .Mauch Chunk," 
"·bich bas commanded the admiration of traYelers for more than forty years, not only 
on account of the beautiful scenery which the route displayH, but also from its early 
aud admirable adaptation to the purpose for which it was designed. It has, however, 
become worked up to its capacity, and in arranging to oxteml their coal-mining opera-
tions, the company have wisely detcrn1inecl to ~wail themselves of the loeomotive, which 
bas had its practical development si uce tbey were the pioneers in rail way enterprise. 
It passes tilrongh the base of the mountain at an elevation of some 15 feet above 
the wa,ter on either side, and 554 feet below the cmst, and cuts the strata at right 
angles, where they have a south dip of about 4iP. Its length is 3,800 feet., of 
whicl1 1,300 feet are through tbe coal-measures, with all their various strata of coal, 
coal-shale, sandstone, and conglomerate; 1,200 feet through the cOil glomerate forma-
tion, with its occasional strata of coal-slates and sandstone; 1,000 feet t.hrongh the red 
shale, with occasional strata of sandstone, and 300 feet at the uortb end through the 
debris, and soft and decomposed reel silale which is found overlying the reel shale for-
mation. It has encountered in its progress as bard and as soft materia.! as is often met 
with in tnuneling. 
After mature investigation it was determined to use the Burleigh drills, driven by 
compressed air. With the advantage of the experience at n.font Cenis and Hoosac 
before us, we should, and it is believed we luwe, obtained better results, as to cost and 
progress, than attended either of those works in their early stages, and I may here 
state t.h~1t I believe no other known process is capable of penetrating this conglomerate 
formation with that economy ancl rapidity which are necessary to meet the preseut 
demands of capital. This whole work bas been done with u of the "two-drill'' com-
pressors, made at Filicbburgh, Massachusetts, and with sixteen-drill engines, and we 
have averaged as much as one-half of tho drill-engines constantly in operation, and 
sometimes two-thirds. 
The explosive used was gunpowder, ignited by the electie spark; lint the require-
ments of ventilation and the hardness of the rock demanded powder of the hio·best 
Government stan<hrd. Some doubts which existed as to the economy in the nse ;'f the 
more powerful explosives, when the cost of drilling was reduced by machinery, and 
their greater danger, with the existing knowledge of workmen of their use, caused 
them to be rejected, and the result, in the freedom from serious accident, has been sat-
it:~factory, as \Ve haYe not,, thus far, lost a life from premature explosions. 
American steel has been nseu. Several of our owu makers produce a better and 
cheaper article for tbe pnrpose tha.n can b !: oLtainerl from abroad, and the best we have 
had is fi'om the William Butcher Stecl-Wotkil at Philadelphia. 
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The headings are driven at the bottom, 8 feet high by 16 feet 'vide, and where at·ch· 
ing is requ~red, the full width for a double track is taken out, t.hat the tuunel may 
hereafter be enlarged without disturbing the arches. At this date both heaflings are 
in the red shale and about 500 feet apart; they will be joined in August, and, until Lho 
tunnel is finished, full details of the work cannot be given; but the accompanying 
statement of Thomas C. Steele, chief assistant engineer, of the operations at the south 
end, up to June 1, may be of some interest. 
The heading to which the tabular statement refers bas been twelve months in the 
conglomerate, and two months in the red shale; the progress in the conglomerate bas 
ueen about 100 feet per full month's work, and in the red shale lGO feet. The boles 
drilled per cubic yard of rock removed have been in the conglomerate about 11 feet, 
and in the red shale about 6t feet. The powder used per cubic yard has been in the 
conglomerate about 6 pounds, and in the red shalf\ about 3t ponnus, thongh a bad lot 
of powder ran the consumption in the conglomerate up to 7t pounds for two months. 
The operation in the enlargement to whjcb the statement :'efers has been eight 
months in the coaJ.measures, and two months m the conglomerate; its avera.ge monthly 
progress has been 166 feet; its average boles drilled per cubic yard of rock removed, 
~-fu feet; and its average powder used '2--f-tr pounds per cubic yard. 
In this enlargement a portion of hand·drilling is included, which extended over the 
operations of one month, and it increased both the holes drilled and the powder con-
snmed, showing that men do not use better judgment in directing haml than machine 
drilling. 




April ...................... -·-··--- ............. . 
May ........................................... . 
June ........................................ __ .. 
J "uly -·-------- -·-·······--···-·----- ·--·--·-···-
August ... .. ........ .................. ......... . 
September ..................................... . 
October .................................... _ .. __ 
November .................... ___ ............... . 










































































































J:muary ........................................ 5,438 2,9CO 1~§. 5 ~~g n:~ 5.8 -~~r~: :::::-~:~::~:~~:::::::::~ :::: ::~~:: J~l !:~ m :r J ~ 1~li 
Total .. __ ......................... .. . .. . .. 77, 471 41, 050 1, 459 8, 194 I 9. 4 I 5. 0 





August .............. __ .................... _ .. __ 
September ............................... _ .... _ . 
October. __ ... ____ .. ___ .................. __ .... __ 
November ...... ___ .......... _ ... __ ............ _ 





























January .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. - .. - ~; ~~~ ~: g~g ~~~· 5 ~· ~g1 ~- ~ ~: 1 
~~r;~ ~::::~: :~:~~ :: :::~:::~:::L: : !:*! !:!!! :!!l ~:!!!' H ~! 
Total ... _ ... _ .. ___ ....... _ ...•... _. _ .... _. 36, uo2 30,075-~4[U. 179. 6 -3.3~--2.7 
.A. verage, 166. *Partly hantl.drilling . 
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CHAPTER XXI. 
STAPFF'S CONTINUOUS JIG. 
I find no space in the present volume for a discussion at length of the 
pri nci pies of the concentration and separation of ores, w bich I hope to pub-
lish next year. l\ieanwhile, I desire to describe and recommend a con-
tinuous jig, designed b,Y Dr. F. M. Stapff, l\1. E., a Swedish engineer of 
skill aud experience, ·who, having tested its efficiency in practice, offers 
it for trial aud the .free use of the American mining community, at the 
same time preventing its being patented by publishing this description. 
He does not claim the entire inYentiou of an apparatus which is a com-
bination of parts frequently anu successfully used in jigs of different 
construction, it being easy enongh for experts to recognize those new 
and essential features in arrangement and construction by which his 
machiue surpasses similar ones of older date. 
The cut su~joinecl represents a machine built in full accordance with 
Dr. Stapfl"s designs, which was constructed at Bethlehem, Pennsyl-
vania, for the Dolores lead mine, l\Iexico. TlJe ores from this minr, 
galena anu black carbonate of lead, are associated with small quanti-
ties of zinc-blende, copper and iron pyrites; tlJey contain calcsprir as 
essential gangue, and are easily dressed. But in Sweden good usP- bas 
been made of qnite sirnilar jigging-apparatus for dressing copper-ores, 
containing copper pyrites, iron pyrites, and bleude in a gangue of quartz, 
lwrnblende, and other silicates. 
Sizing.-It should be understood that the jigger is constructed for the 
treatment of sized stuff. vVe cannot here enter into a description of 
sizing-machines, and will only mention that the size of meslH'S in the 
sizing-screens, and the number of screens sub:-:;equently used, must be 
made dependent upon the specific gra'dty of the minerals to be sepa-
rated by the jiggiug process. For the separation of calcspar and zinc-
blende from galena, (Dolores,) the width of meshes in successiYe siziug-
screen~ should be about 1.00, O·G±, 0.41, 0.~6, 0.17, 0.11, 0.07, 0.04 inches, 
when perforated plates, with round boles, or, 0.70, 0.44:, 0.~9, 0.18, 0.12, 
0.07, 0.05 inches, when wire-gauze with square holes is used. Stuff pass-
iug through 0.0±-inch meshes is too tine, aud stuff remaining upon i to 
1 inch meshes is too coarse for proper treatment by this jig, which, 
however, by some slight alterations in constructive details, can be made 
fit also for the workiug of coarser or finer stuff. All material fed on the 
jig should be free from <lust. 
General a,rrangement and rnod~ts operandi.-'rhe main box contains six 
compartments, viz: A, open for the circulating water; B' and B", coli-
containing the pump-pistons E and E"; (V, and C", receptacles for the 
jigged products; D, a space for filtration of the water from the refuse. The 
rai8ing pistons press water through the sieve-beds, F' and F", while 
they draw water from A through the valves, e' and e", to the chambers 
B' aud B". .A consequence of the water's rising in B' and B", and of its 
sinking at the same time in A, is acurrentfrom left to right along the sieve-
beds to D, and thence through the boles, k/ and k", back to A, by which 
the medium ·water-level iu the whole vessel is restored. The valves, d", 
d", allow the water to pass through the sinking pistons, so that there 
is no suction against the sieYe-beds, and no current from right to left i.s 
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effected by the baek-stroli e of pistons. Sized stuff fed upon the sieve-
heel F', from hoppt' G, is jigged by the thrusts of water from below; 
bnt at the same time oeing exposed to the horizontal water-current, its 
lighter particles are carried across the ridge c', and after being exposed 
to a new jigging operation on simre-bed F~ ', the refuse is carried across 
the Iidge c" to the chamber D. The heaviest parts of the jigged ore 
move close along the sieve-beds F' and F", and enter the receptacles 0" 
and C", through the gates g' and g", respeetively. Screens of woven 
wire, attaehed before the holes k' and k", prevent the refuse from 
being carried to chamber A. Along the inelined screen Z", the refuse 
is led to a diseharge-opening, 1n11 • Continual feeding from hopper G is 
regulated by moving the plate j, which allows more or less stuff to be 
t!b 
SECTION of CJ 
D.W.MAODAUS 
drawn from the hopper by the fluctuations of the water. The regular 
horizontal movement of the ore from left to right is promoted by a slope 
of sieve-beds of 1 to 36. By slides h' and h", in front of the opening~ 
g' and g", the quantity of products entering the receptacles 0' and C", 
is so regulated that the upper snrfaee of the ore in process of treatment 
is about level with the ridges C' and C". If plenty of water (one cubic 
foot per secoud) can be disposed of, the discharge through the holes m', 
rn", m"', from tbe chambers 0', C", and D, should be continual; but if 
water is scarce, the reeeptacles 0' and 0" are emptied p.eriodically. The 
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refuse-hole m"' should never be totally closed, in order to allow the 
refuse to escape continually with a certain quantity of water, which has 
to be replaced from above. 
The pistons, l>y through-rods and cross-heads connected with levers 
0, receive their movement from cams L, working against the lever. It 
being favorable for the e 
jig·ging process that the I 
pistons sink slowly, bnt J. 
rise rapidly the down- , 
stroke is caned directly 1 
by cam, aml the up- ~--~ 
stroke effected by acoun-
terpoi~e (~, on the end of 
lever 0. By alteration 
of tbe weigllt of this 
counterpoise, the veloci-
ty of the rising pistons 
ruay be cbangccl at 
pIe as u r e. Fine ore 
must be jigged by short 
strokes, coarse ore by 
long ones. For chang-
iug the length of stroke 
at pleasure, a set-screw, 
t, is placed over tbe 
guide-bar v of the lever 
0. Bv this means the 
lHtek-a·i·m of lever 0 can 
l>e raised so much that 
the cam L does not catch 
the head of the other 
lever-arm at all. Then 
the piston ·will rest, 
though tlle cam-axle is 
rotating; or it can be ___ _,L--
lowered so much as to 
allow the cam to catch 
the lever-head 3 to 4: 
h1Ches al>ove tlJe releas-
SECTION 1/1 Clb 
ing points, and then tlJe stroke will be a bout 3 inches. The set-screw 
can be moved along tbe guide-l>ar while ihe machine is in full motion. 
An elastic cusbion of rubber, r, is applied above the set-screw, to mod-
erate the shocks of the falling lever. 
All other circumstances unchanged, the quantity of ore jigged in a 
certain time depends essentially upon the number of piston-strokes. 
But tbis number must not l>e increased so mucll that the ore on the bed 
has not time enough to settle between two strokes, consequently 
the jig should be run slowly, (a bout 60 strokes a minute,) if coarse ore 
is jigged l>y long strokes, and fast, (about 180 strokes a minute,) if the 
:finest ore is jigged by very short strokes. The most favorable number 
of strokes in any case can easily be produced by ruuning the driving-
belt on one of the three pulleys of different diameter on the same cam-
shaft. 
From tlte precedi~ it is easy enough to see the wide applicability of 
this jig. If the hopper is regularly :fille<l, and everything else regulated 
in accordance with the nature of tbe ore jigged, viz, supply of water, 
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number and length of strokes, feeding (by regulator j,) discharge, (by 
regulators, g' g",) outlet of water, products and refuse, (by holes, m' 1n" 
rn'",) the receptacle C' will receive the heaviest ore, receptacle C'' an in-
termediate class of ore, box D gangue, or rock fit for the stamp-mill. 
The products of the jigging process, and the fut'ther operations tlley 
ba ve to pass through, vary in aecordance with the mineralogical char-
acter and the size of the treated material. Fine Dolores ore will give 
galena and lead carbonate in 
receptacleO', blende in recep-
tacle 0", and calcspar in box 
D ; coarse Dolores ore, galena 
and carbonate in 0', blende, 
mixed with galena~ carbonate 
and spar in 0", spar, with lit-
~le blende, and traoes of lead-
ore in D. In this case it 
is necessary to submit the 
crushed products from C" and 
D to further dressing opera-
tions. 
The power necessary to 
drive this jigger depends 
upon the area of pistons, and 
upon the nnm ber and length 
of piston-strokes. Half a 
----''-------l""l;q..__,f--- horse-power is in an cases 
sufficient to work a jigger of 
18 by 18 inches piston area. 
srcT/ON o,FCil The quantity of material 
worked in a certain time is greatest if the stuff is rich and of middle 
size. Of poor copper-ore, 6 to 7 cubic feet are worked in an hour. 
Some details of construction.-'jfost of the constructive details of a 
jigger built of wood can he seen from the cut, without further explana-
tion. If acid water is to be used for the jigging operation, wood is the 
best material; and, besides, it is the cheapest. Leaks in a well-con-
structed wooden jigger-box are usually calh:ed by dirt after the jigger 
has been used for some time, and, besides, it is of no practical account if 
a few drops of water leak: from a vessel through which .g. to 1 cubic 
foot is run per second. The outside walls of the jigger-box should be 
at least 3 inches thick, the interior partition-walls 2 to 2~ inches. The 
planks forming these walls should be united by hard-wood wedges tlll-
ing grooves. It must be remembered that soft and dry wood expands 
transversely about 5j inch per foot by soaking. A wooden box con-
structed in accordance with the cut remains not only tight enough, bnt 
it can also l>e easily taken apart, and put together. Grooves in the 
side walls hold the bottom, which is stiffened by transverse rails; the 
end walls are fastened in the bottom and side walls, the lm1g partition 
in the bottom and the end walls, the short partitions in the bottom, 
loug partition, and front walls. Bottom rails and posts form a frame 
around the box, and by pieces between the rear wall and long partition-
wall the whole construction is secured. The discharge-holes m' 1h11 m'" 
should not be closed otherwise than by wooden plugs or exterior trap-
door:;;, which l>y weights working on knee levers are pressed against 
nozzles. Close alwve the bottom are gates i for cleaning the chambers 
A B' B" D' \vben they become obstructed by dirt. 
The pistons do not slide directly on the waUs of partitions B' and B", 
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but on bard-wood linings, which can be replaced, piece by piece, if 
necessary. The main valves c' and c", of rubber, are stiffened by thin 
sheet-covers; their wooden valve-seats are kept in place by buttons. 
I~ach piston is covered by four light rubber valves. 
The meshes in sieve-beds F' F" and in screens l' l" must be fine 
e11ough to prevent the ore from passing through. But it is not necessary 
to use as many different sets of.sieve-beds and filtrating-screens as there 
are sizes of ore. Two sets answer all practical wants. vVire gauze, 
with very fine meshes, w bich has to be used if the finest stuff is 
''orked, should always be protected against too speedy abrasion by 
wrappers of coarser gauze. The frames covered with wire cloth (F' JT", 
l' l") rest loosely upon and behind wooden strips, and are kept in posi-
tion by the large frame H, which is common for all compartments in the 
front part of the jigger. ThiR frame contains the ridges c' and c", and 
tile gatesj~ h', h", which move in grooves; f is kept in position by fric-
tion only, h' and h" by wing-screws besides. 
Behind frame H and sieve-beds F' and F" move the piston-rods in 
spacious grooves. The lever-heads receiving the motion from cams L must 
be covered with steel; the counter-weights Q are made of disks of metal, 
kept in place by eye-bolts. By replacing one or more of those metal 
disks by wooden disks, and by moving them nearer to or farther from 
the fulcrum o, it is easy to change the velocity of the rising pistons 
at pleasure. 
H. Ex. 211--32 
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CHAPTER XXII. 
WIHE-ROPE TRANSPORTATION. 
In my report, rendered1870, for the year 1869, will be found (pages 
579 to 581) some remarks on wire ropes, to which I take pleasure in add-
ing the following notes upon ·steel cables, kindly furnished me by Mr. 
A. S. Hallidie, of San Francisco. 
Steel-wire flat ropes are in general use throughout California and 
Nevada, more particularly at Q-old Hill and Virginia City. The dura-
bility of steel rope, as compared to iron ropes, is as 6 to 5. The weight 
(for equal strengtll) of steel rope, as compared with iron rop·e, is as 6 to 
10. The life of a steel rope working in the Virginia City mines, hoist-
ing at the rate of 1.000 feet per minute, 6 to 8 hoists per hour, for· a ver-
. tical height of 1,000 feet, is, on the average, about two years. The steel 
wire of which the rope is composed is especially manufactured for t,his 
purpose, ordinary steel wire being unsuitable. The best wire does not 
become brittle after two years' wear, but possesses still the admirable 
quality of being tough as lead and hard as steel. 
The great tensile strength of steel wire recommends it strongly for 
the purpose of hoisting from great depths. A 13-gauge steel \vire sustains 
a breaking-strain of 1,400 pounds; whereas the same size best charcoal 
bright wire sustains a breaking-strain of but 770 pounds; and the steel 
wire will bear~ without breaking, two turns over its own part. 
The importance of using ropes of high tensile strength, such as steel 
alone affords, may be illustrated by the case of a rope manufactured by 
Mr. Hallidie about the first of January. This rope was 2,000 feet long, 
5 inches wide, ~ inch thick, 9,360 pounds in weight, and made of iron 
wire. The breaking-strain of this rope was estimated at 72,000 pounds, 
and the working load should be one-sixth of this, or 12,000 pounds. 
Subtracting from the latter amount the weight of the rope itself, we 
have 2,840 pounds as the weight of cage and ore that could be safely 
hoisted; that is, 22 per cent. of working load. 
Now, a steel rope of the same capacity would weigh only 4,800 pounds, 
and the weight of cage and ore that could be safely hoisted would be 7,200 
pounds, or 60 per cent. of the working load; and there would be a sav-
ing in dead work equal to the difference in weight of the ropes, or 
4,560,000 foot-pounds at each hoist. For rough work, moreover, the 
steel rope has an advantage, inasmuch as it stands abrasion much better 
than iron. 
In round wire ropes steel again shows its superiority over iron, 
both in its life and useful e:fi'ects. The life of a round steel wire rope 
varies accordin2: to the character of the hoisting-machinery. In many 
cases such ropes have lasted three and four years. As a rule, the drum 
and pulleys should be 100 times the size of the rope. 
Enclless wire-rope trwmways.-The use of endless ~wire ropes for aboYe-
gronnd transportation, which was alluded to in my report of 1870, (page 
5G8,) has been perfected on a somewhat different prineiple, already men-
tioned in Chapter I of this report, and now to be more fully described 
and illustrated. 
In the rough mountainous portions of the gold and silver mining 
regions of the Pacific coast, there is an immense amount of ore which 
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would be of great value if it were not for the cost of hauling or trans-
porting it to the mill or furnaces to be worked; in many cases this is 
<lone by packing on mules' backs, hauling by teams, or sliding down 
chutes, as the case may require, and the cost is from 50 cents to $10 per 
ton per mile, accor<ling to circumstances. 
During the winter months, when the snow falls to great depths in the 
Sierra N evadas, it is not practicable to transport ores, except at inter-
vals, on sleds, and consequently work has to be suspended. 
The importance of a cheap and regular mode of transporting the ores 
from the mine to its reducing-works has called forth many ingenious 
arrangements by those interested in mining. 
In Europe, where the Hodgson wire tramway is in use, which was 
referred to in the chapter on 
l\iining Appliances, report for 
1870, some success seems to 
have attended these experi-
ments. So far, the only patents 
Fig.l. 
granted to American citizens in the United States have been issued to 
Mr. A. S. · Hallidie, of San Francisco, California, for various improve-
ments aud in ,·entions 
in endless-rope ways 
for transporting ores 
and other material 
o v e r mountainous 
and difficult roads. 
In the application of 
this system, the route 
to be followed having 
been <letermiued, and ' 
in the selection of 
which it is better to 
make slw.rp horizon-
tal curves than verti-
cal ones, a peculiar 
pulley called a '' grip-
pulley" is placedlwri-
zontally at each end 
of the line, or at what-
ever point the motive-
power is obtained. 
Fig. 2. 
The grip-pulley has 
already been referred 
to in the last report, 
(page 5G4,) its office 
being to receive the 
rope in its groove, and 
by the pressure of the k--./\ 
rope on the clips in - ~ 
the circumference of \< 
L 
the pulley, to grip the rope and prevent it from slipping in the groove of 
the pulley. By referring to Figs. 1 and 2, it will be seen how this is accom-
plished: h, rope; i i, clips working in recesses cast in the circumference 
of wheellZ, and on fulcrums XX. The part K is cast separately and 
bolted on to the wheel after the clips are fitted. 
On the line ot the ron te, at distances of about 250 feet, but regulated by 
the configuratiou of the~count.ry, are erected strong posts with horizontal 
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cross-arms, sufficiently high above the ground to clear obstructions, &c. 
On each end of the horizontal arm is a bearing-pulley, the groove of which 
is semicircular, and of sufficient size to allow the rope to run in it, and 
covering half its circumference. Immediately over each of the bearing-
Fig. 3. pulleys is another 
pulley, smaller in 
diameter, the 
groove of which 
is a quarter circle, 
. . covering one-
/1 '11. ~~----~-~--~~~ ~~~~!r~~c!h~f~tl~ 
1 ~--n--"?.'~~· ========---=========------=--~~ rope. Fig.3shows r,: ::::::::=:===----~__:___...:..- the pulleys in po-
; 111 : ~---====---~~~-==--~ sition; a the upper 
I ~- _ ~~~~--=- d PUlley,bthelmver 
-..::::===-====::=:~=========::::::_-=::::::::.....~-_ =---< p u ll e y , h t h e 
rope. 
Asteel-wirerope 
o f three-fourths 
e inch diameter is 
stretched a l on g 
the route around 
the end or grip-
pulleys, and in the 
grooves of the 
bearing-pulleys 
which are attach-
ed to the hori-
zontal arms of the 
posts. The upper 
pulley, a, is placed 
over tbe bearing-
pulley and rope, as shown in Fig. 3, the circumference of the two pulleys 
running in close contact, but having an open space sufficiently large to 
allow the carrier f to pass between the pulleys on their outer sides. 
The ends of the steel-wire rope (made from spring-steel wire) are 
spliced together, forming an endless rope; and motion being imparted to it 
through the grip-pulley, it will travel in the direction actuated, supported 
a,t intervals by the bearing-pulleys, and retained in position between 
the pulleys on the horizontal arms of the posts, as shown in 11'ig. 3. 
About 50 feet apa_rt there are Fig. 4. 1 , . attached to the rope, uy means 
l_j_L of thin steel clasps, projecting · ! :,· arms also of steel, about four . f I ! inches long, and of a form as t---·t·!- shown in Fig. 4, the outer end of 1 1 which is fitted with a journal 
and collars so as to take a suspension-bar, which hangs vertically and 
being at right angles to the arm, keeps it in horizontal position. c and 
I~ Fig. 3, show this arrangement complete. It is designated as the 
" carrier." 
For conveying an ore-sack or box holding about 150 pounds, one of 
these carriers is used, having a hook at the lower end of a curved sus-
pension-rod; but when it is necessary to convey a, c?~r or self-dumping 
buckets, or a load. greater than 200 pounds, the number of these carriers 
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is increased, and there is attached to the lower end of the suspension 
bars a suitable frame, which, in combination with the "carrier," is fur-
nished with joints, enabling all necessary angles and curves to be passed. 
Figs. 5 and 6 show the double carrier for conveying a self-dumping 
bucket or car holding 500 pounds of ore. By increasing the numl>er of 
Fig. 5. Fig. 6. 
carriers, and thus distributing the load along the rope, the load or weight 
to be conveyed can be also increased. 
The rope being set in motion, carries with it the various loads of ore 
or whatever material is transported; passing without impediment all 
the bearing and guide-pulleys, as well as the end grip-pulleys. On ac-
count of the arrangement of the bearing and guide pulleys a and b, Fig. 
3, the rope cannotjump out from the groove of the pulleys under any 
circumstances, while they permit the rope and its load to pass over any 
mountain or through any valley. 
The curves are passed in two ways. 
For a Yery acute angle two horizontal 
grooved pulleys are employed, the rope 
of the interior angle passing around in 
manner shown in plan, Fig. 7 ; and for 
ordinary curves a series of pulleys are 
so placed that the rope always leads 
fair on to the next pulley, being, de-
flected in passing off at an angle not 
to exceed 11 o, until the curye is com-
pleted. This manner is shown in Fig. 
8. Fig. 9 shows another mode of con-
veying the ore. The car being on an 
inclined track, is taken up by the carrier, which has attached to the 
lower end an inclined bar fitted with notches. 
The speed of the rope is usually 200 feet per minute. If the ore-sacks 
contain 150 pounds, and are suspended every 50 feet, 36,000 pounds are 
delivered per hour, at a cost, including interest, wear and tear, &c., esti-
mated by the patentee at from 20 to 40 cents per ton per mile. 
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CHAPTER XXIII. 
ELECTRICITY AND ROOKS. 
This chapter was read by me as a paper before the American Insti-
tute of Mining Engineers, at their Troy meeting, in November, 1871. 
There is much vague theorizing about the connection between elec-
trical currents or discharges and the formation of mineral-deposits, and 
thm;e wl10 substitute the word "magnetism" for" electricity" mean pro-
bably the same thing. There is no need of being exact when one is ex-
plaining things on a grand scale, and without reference to the details, 
that is to say, the fa9ts ! 
In a brief treatise on mineral-deposits, contained in my report of 1870 
on mines and mining, I have intimated my view of the limits to which 
electrical theories of vein phenomena should be confined, namely, 
those of chemical reactions, either taking place in vapors or solutions 
of mineral sulJstauces, and resulting in precipitation, or occurring in 
the permeable contents of mincral-depositR already once mechanically 
or chemically precipitated, and resulting in varied rr;etamorphosis. In 
the latter case, as well as in the former, the process, strictly speaking, 
involves the presence of vapors or liquids, since this is a condition of 
all chemical reactions. The effects produced, aside from such as I have 
described, by the mere transmission of magnetic or electrimd currents 
through solid rocks, I believe to be trivial and rare. Mr. Darwin, in 
his ''Voyage of the Beagle," describes the vitrified siliceous tubes of 
La Plata, caused by lightning entering loose sand. In the second 
volume of the " Geological Transactions," referred to by the same author, 
there is au account of the similar formations, called fulgurites, occurring 
at Drigg, in Cornwall; and another case is described by Ribbent,rop, in 
Germany. I quote a part of Darwin's description: 
'' Four sets entered the sand perpendicularly; by working with my 
hands I traced one of them two feet deep; and some fragments, which 
evidently had belonged to the same tube, when added to tue other part, 
measured five feet three inches. The diameter of the whole tube was 
nearly equal, and therefore we must suppose that originally it extended 
to a much greater depth. These dimeusions are, however, small, corn-
pared to those of the tubes from Drigg, one of which was traced to a 
depth of not less than thirty feet. 
''The internal surface is completely vitrified, glossy, and smooth. A. 
small fragme11t exhibited under the microscope appeared, from the num-
ber of minute entangled air, or perhaps steam-bubbles, like an assay 
fused before the blow-pipe. The sand is entirely, or in greater part,, 
siliceous; but some points are of a black color, mid from their glossy 
surface pm;sess a metallic luster. The thickness of the wall of the 
tube varies from a thirtieth to a twentieth of an inch, and occasionally 
even equals a tenth. On the outside the grains of sand are rounded, 
and have a slightly glazed appearance. I could not distinguish any 
signs of crystallization. In a similar manner to that described in the 
Geological Transactions, the tubes are generally compressed, and have 
deep longitudinal furrows, so as closely to resemble a shriveled vegeta-
ble stalk, or the bark of the elm or cork tree. Their circumference is 
about two inches, but in some fragments, which are cylindrical and 
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without any furrows, it is as much as four inches. The compression 
from the surrounding loose sand, acting while the tube was still softened, 
has evidently caused the creases or furrows. J udgiug from the uncom-
pressed fragments, the measure or bore of tlJe lightniug (if such a term 
may lJe used) must have been about one inch and a quarter. At Paris, 
J\1. Hachet and M. Beudant succeeded in making tubes, in most respects 
similar to these fulgurites, by passing very strong ~hocks of galvanism 
through finely-powdered glass; when salt was added, so as to increase 
its fusibility, the tubes were larger in every dimension. TlJey failed both 
with powdered feldspar and quartz. One tube, formed with powdered 
glass, was very nearly an inch long, namely, 0.982, and had an internal 
diame! er of 0.919 of an inch. When we hear that the strongest battery 
in Paris was used, and that its power on a substance of such easy fusi-
bility as glass was to form tubes so diminutive, we must feel greatly 
astonished at the force of a shock of lightning, which, striking the sand 
in several places, bas formed cylinders, in one instance at least, thirty feet 
long, and havmg an internal bore, when not compressed, of full an inch 
and a half; and this in a material so extraordinarily refractory as 
quartz!'' 
It is unnecessary to dwell upon the power of electricity thu~ mani-
fested. It is manifested to us in several instances where houses are 
struck by lightning, and metallic objects are instantly melted by the 
surcharging current. \Vhat I wish to point out is the comparat!ve rarity 
of such electrical effects in nature, and particularly in ore-deposits. \Ve 
do not find iu these, as a general rule, any traces of vitri(ying fusion, 
a ml we may fairly conclude that they are not particularly liable to this 
form of electrical action. It has, however, occurred to me that some 
puzzling cases in mineralog'y might be due to this cause. Every min-
(:'ralogist now and then encounters specimens sincerely alleged to be 
natiYe, i. e., in a natural state, but which he recognizes as the products 
of more or less perfect fusion. In most instances, no doubt, the fusion 
has been artificial, and the specimens are really forge or furnace pro-
ducts. Sometimes, however, they may be really native, and vitrified by 
lightning. Mr. Daubre, in a paper on meteorites in the A.nnales des 
1liines for 1868, remarks that lightning produces on the rocks of the 
earth a varnish which is not without analogy to that of meteorites. It 
occasions, namely, on certain rocks, particularly toward the summit of 
mountains, the formation of little drops, or of a glaze, to which De 
Saussure first called attention. It was on account of this resemblance 
that the savants to whom certain meteorites were submitted, which fell 
at Lnce in 1768, expressed their opinion that they were merely terrestrial 
stones vitrified by lightning. 
But the rarity and comparatively insignificant extent of such phe-
nomena, aud the fact that nothing of the kind IS observed as normal to 
mineral-deposits, eYen at their outcrops, warrants me in saying that 
electrical discharges of this character cannot be considered as active 
agents in the formatiou, filling, or metamorphosis of veins. 
I pass to consider another class of electrical phenomena, namely, those 
connected with the electric resonauce or boudonnement of mountains. 
Mr. GeorgeS. Dwight, of Montclair, Nmv Jersey, has communicated 
to me a recent case of this kind, personally obserYed by him on Gray's 
Peak, in Colorado, the highest summit of the Rocky 1\iountains. He 
ascended this peak witll a party about the lOth of June last, reaching 
the top at 2 p. m. Clouds had been gathering for an hour or two, and 
storms were in progress on the adjoiniug ranges, principally to the 
north and east, with heavy, rumbling thunder at brief intcryals. "A 
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strong wind from the west," says Mr. Dwight, "drove us to shelter be-
bind a pile of stones some four feet high, which former visitors had 
erected as a screen. Behind this we crouched for some time, resting 
and viewipg the gorges below. Presently one of the party arose to a 
standing position, and the instant his bead and shoulders were ele-
vated above the protecting line of wall, a hissing sound was hearu by all 
of ns. Onr fri'end, with a possible suspicion of snakes, turned about in 
a lH:wildered manner to ascertain whence the noise came, and in a mo-
meut exclaimed, 'Why, it is me!' His hair stood out, and the gold 
s:wctacles he wore, about which there was doubtless some small amount 
of steel, crackled. At first we were disposed to laugh heartily at his 
experience, but, as one by one we rose, (there were four of us,) and en-
countered the same phenomena, we thought best to beat a hasty retreat 
from a spot which might prove dangerous, and discuss the theory on a 
lower plane. Each of us experienced the sensat,ion the moment we en-
tered. the draught or current from the west. The sound was as loud as 
that produce(1 by the effervescence of ale from a partially uncorked 
bottle, and similar in character, though a trifle more whistling in tone. 
It was accompanied by a strong smell, as of sulphuric or muriatic acid 
fumes. vVe all felt the prickling sensation in our fingers also, and a 
·certain exhilaration. These passed away as we descended, and I should 
say left us entirely within 250 feet of the summit.'> 
Similar experiences are described by ¥· Fournet, in the Comptes 
Rendus de l'Academie des Sciences of 1867, and also by M. Henri de 
Saussure, in an article translated for the Smithsonian Report of 1868. 
The cases enumerated are seven in . number, and the circumstances 
strongly resemble those above related, except that the odor perceived 
by Mr. Dwight aud his companions, possibly due to the presence of 
ozone, is not mentioned in any of them, though, in a number of these 
instances, t.he electric tension appears to have been very great, and, in 
almost all, there was a crackling of the soil and rocks themselves, and 
a peculiar vibration of the staffs or alpenstocks of the last observers, 
called the chant des butons. Invariably, according to the authorities 
quoted, there was an attendant shower of hail or sleet at the summit 
of the mountain. M. Fournet mentions also an instance of nocturnal 
luminosity on the Grands Mu.lets (Mont Blanc) as referable to a similar 
electrical condition. 
De Saussure draws from the observations discussed by him the fol-
lowing conclusions : 
l. The eff:lux of electricity from the culminant rocks of mountains is 
produced under a clouded sky, charged with low clouds, enveloping the 
summits, or passing at a small distance above them, but without the 
occurrence of electric discharges above the place whence the continu-
ous eff:lux is proceeding. It would seem, therefore, that when this 
eff:lux takes place, it sufficiently relieves ·the electric tension to prevent 
lightning from being formed. 
2. The continuous eff:lux of electricity from the ground toward the 
clouds is not unconnected with the formation of vapor, and probably 
also with that of the hail. 
These electrical phenomena seem not to be rare in high regions, 
though they are by no means frequent. Many persons accustomed to 
climb mountains, such as guides and hunters, have never observed the 
electric resonance; others have heard it but once or twice in their 
lives. But, as De Saussure acutely remarks, it is precisely on those 
days when menacing skies repel adventurers from the highest altitudes 
that the phenomenon manifests itself. · 
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If we now inquire what are the permanent physical traces left by 
this electric tension or efflux, we find nothing at all. Gray's Peak is a 
locality within my personal acquaintance, and it bears the marks of far 
other sgencies than this. The whole mountain, for some hundreds of 
feet below the summit, appears to he a. heap of broken fragments, some-
times erroneously called boulders. These have undoubtedly been pro-
duced from the exposed crags and ledges, and chiefly through the agency 
of frost. There is good reason to believe t,hat this and many other 
summits have been fi.'ozen through, and that tl.le summer thaws do not 
penetrate into their solid portions, except so far as disintegration may 
be still advancing year by year. I have been informed that the tunnel 
of the Baker mine, which is above timber-line on the Kelso Mountain, 
adjoining Gray's Peak, did not, by penetrating 200 feet, get beyond 
frozen ground. But neither the Baker mine nor the Stevens mine, 
which is about at an equal altitude (>ll the McClellan Mountain oppo-
site, nor any other of the numerous mines in our western districts, sit-
uated at great elevations, presents, so far as my observation goes, pecu-
liar a~ppearances referable to electricity as the cause. 
In reply, then, to the assertion of electric theories of vein-formation, 
it may be said that they lack the basis of direet proof, and that the indi-
rect evidence of analogy is against them. We are acquainted with 
eertain effects of electricity upon rocks; these effects we do not find in 
ore-deposits; and what we do find there is referable to other causes. 
The prudent theorist will be content, for the present, with electro-
ehemical, not electro-physical, action, and confine. himself to the study, 
in this department, of the possible existence and effects of galvanic 
currents in vein-contents, depending upon chemical reaetions. 
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APPENDIX. 
THE BULLION PRODUCT. 
Estimates of the bullion product of the country are as vague and 
variable as ever. In my last report 1 discussed at length the different 
methods by which it has been attempted to ascertain our production of 
gold and silver, and vindicated the estimates at which I had arrived by 
laborious and careful comparisons. I shall not here repeat t!;te argu-
ment, but merely recall the fact that I showed the insufficiency of the 
data obtained by adding together the amount of domestic gold and sil-
ver deposited for coinage at the Mint and branches, and the reported 
amount of uncoined gold and silver bullion exported through the cus-
tom-house. 
I shall give these figures for the year 1871 presently; but first I will 
quote a statement courteously furnished me by Mr. John J. Valentine, 
general superintendent at San Francisco, of vVells, 'Fargo & Co.'s Ex-
press. Mr. Valentme says: 
·with a view to ascertaining as accurately as possible the prochtct of precious metals 
for 1871, in the States and Territories west of the Missouri River, I have caused state-
ments to be carefully prepared at each of the company's offices showing the amount 
shipped monthly during the year named, viz, 1871. The results are : 
Territory or State. Silver bullion or I Gold bullion, amalgam. amalgam, or dust. 
Arizona-- - -----------------------------------
British Columbia .... -------------------------
Colorado .. _.: ___________ . ___ . __ -... _. ________ _ 
Cali for11ia .... _ .. ___ .. __ .. ____ . __ .. __ . ____ .. _ . 
Idaho ___ ... _____ . _____ . _____ . ____ . _ ...... _ .. . 
l{ansas. _ .... _ .. _- .. _- ....... - ... -....... -.--. 
lYiontana . _ .......... _- _------ .. _ .... - .. _. _ .. . 
Nevada . ____ . _ .. __ . _. _ .... _ . - ...... _ ... -.. _ .. 
Nebraska . . . . . .. _ . __ .. _ - .. _ . _ ...... _ .. _ - .... . 
Oregon .. _ ... _. _ . ___ . _ .. _ . _. _ .. _ ....... ___ . __ _ 
Utah .. _ ... ____ .. ___ ... _. _ . __ .. ______ . ___ .• __ _ 
'iVashington. _. _. __ .. ___ .- _ .. - ... -----.-- .. - .. 
Wyoming-------·------·--------·-------·----
















320, 107 09 
28,024,026 90 
I submit the following as an approximately correct statement and estimate combined 
of the total yield of precious metals for the States and Territories of the United 
States west of the Missouri River, excepting New Mexico, for which I have no data, 
viz: 
Arizona shipments.--- ------------------------·--·--· ..•. ·-·--- ... . 
Estimate like amount forwarded by other routes and conveyances .. . 
British Columbia shipments .... ---- ........ ----------·-------------
·Estimate 20 per cent. by other conveyances ....... ----------·-------
Colorado-excessive if any variation ....... --------·-----------·-·-
California .. ___ .. ___ .. _ ... ______ . ____ .. ___ .. _____ . _____ .. _ .•.. _ . __ _ 
Estimate 20 per cent. for undervaluation and by other conveyances._ 
Idaho ... _____ . ____ . _ . ____ . ________ . ___ . _ . __ .. __ . ______ .. _ . __ . ____ . 
Estimate 20 per cent. by other conveyances. __ .... _ . _ ... _ ..... _. __ .• 
Montana .... __ .• ____ . _ .. ___ ..... ____ . _____ . _ . _ ... __ •.. _. __ . _ ... _ .. 






16, :39U, :~54 89 






Nevada, full .................................•.•......•............ 
Oregon, full .....................................................•• 
"(J tah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ .... _ ................... ___ .......... _ . _ _ _ . _ .. 
Estimate ores and pig-metal by weight ............................ . 







Total yield for 1871.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58, 284, 029 66 
I am confident that the allowance of 20 per cent. for, we may say, undervaluation 
and other conveyances, is a liberal concession, and that the total product did not 
exceed the a,bove amount. 
I take leave to differ widely in many points from these estimates, 
and for most of my corrections of them I have positive evidence. 1\fr. 
Valentine's addition of 20 per cent. for undervaluations and private 
shipments may be sufficient for California, but it seems far too 
little for Idaho and Montana, while for Colorado he makes no such 
allowance at all, but transfers the exact amount of the express ship-
ments from his first to his second table, with the enigmatical comment, 
' 'excessive, if any variation." If this means anything, it means that 
the Colorado shipments of bullion are overvalued, and that the amounts 
upon which express charges are paid exceed the total amount pro-
duced! By comparing his figures with those given in my chapter on 
Colorado it will be seen that he ignores $923,000 shipped in matte, 
$500,000 shipped in ores, and $100,000 used by manufacturers, and that 
the prouuct of the Territory is consequently about $1,523,000 more than 
he calculates. 
With regard to Utah this statement is equally imperfect. He esti-
mates the shipments of ores and base bullion at $1,000,000. This is a 
mere guess, and not a successful one. The shipments of ore from Salt 
Lake City in 1871 amounted to 10,806 tons, averaging at least $150 silver 
per ton~ and the shipments of base bullion amounted to 2,378 tons, 
averaging $175 silver per ton. This gives us $1,620,900 as the value of 
the ores and $316,150 as the value of the base bullion, to which should 
be added $500,000 for the lead contained in ores and bars. The total 
of these items is $2,437,050, against $1,000,000 in Mr. Valentine's esti-
mate. Considering that he makes apparently but $6,000 allowance for 
undervaluations and pri\rate shipments, it is quite within bounds to say 
that the product of Utah for 1871 was about $2,800,000, instead of 
$1,357,437, a~ he has it. 
The express shipments from Arizona be doubles to obtain the total 
yield. I have direct evidence that this result is too small, and though 
I cannot say precisely how much too small it is, I believe my estimate is 
near the truth. · 
The British Columbia shipments are omitted from my table. 
The product of New Mexico, omitted by Mr. Valentine, was about 
$500,000, and the product of Wyoming, also omitted by him, was 
about $100,000. 
In calculating for the whole country, east and west, I add, under the 
bead of ''other sources," $200,000 to cover the product of the southern 
States, and the extraction of silver from lead-ores not otherwise taken ' 
into the calculation. 
My estimate of the gold and silver production of the United States 
for the year 1871 is as follows, compared with former years: 
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State or Territory. 1869. 
Arizona..................................................... $1,000,000 
California ..•..••......••... . ..••. _ . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . 22, 500, 000 
Colorado . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • • • . . . • . . • • . • • . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • • • • • • . *4, 000, 000 
Idaho . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . • . . • • . . • • . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . 7, 000, 000 
Montana . . . .. . • . . ••.. ••• . . • .. •• . . • •. . • •. . . •. . . . . . •• . . • . . . . . . 9, 000,000 
Nevada..................................................... 14,000,000 
New Mexico................................................. 500,000 
Oregon and Washington...................................... 3, 000, 000 
Wyoming .....•...............•.•..•...............•.••..••...•....•....•. 
Utah ........•.•..•••••..•................•.•.•...•.•..•......••........... 













Total...... . • • • • • . . • . . • . . . • . • . • . • . • . . . . . • . . . • . • . • • . 61, 500, 000 66, 000, 000 











2 300 000 
, 250:000 
66,663,000 
I exclude from the statement for 1871 the product of the smelting-
works at Wyandotte, :Michigan, which is believed to amount to 
$800,000, because the ores there reduced are obtained from Silver Islet, 
on the north coast of Lake Superior, and outside of the United States. 
Further comment upon the above figures is unnecessary. It is evident 
that the product from placer-mining has continued to fall off, and that 
there has been a great advance in those districts which are chiefly occu-
pied with quartz mining. In California the placer and hydraulic mines 
ha-ve continued to suffer from lack of water; and the reduced product 
of that State is probably not to be taken as a measure of actual decline 
in these branches of mining .. 
The- amoun1; of gold and silver coined at the mints of the United 
States during the year ended December 31, 1871, is shown by the fol-
lowing tables furnished by the chief coiner: 
Statement of deposits ancl coinage at the Mint of the Un-ited States, ancl branches, dw·ing the 
year ended December 31, 1871. 
DEPOS;t:TS. 
Mint and branches. 
United States Mint, Philadelphia .•.•...•••......•..•••. 
Branch mint, San Francisco ........................... . 
Branch mint, Carson City ...••..•••••.•••••.•.......... 
Branch mint, Denver .••..•.••......•.••.....••...••... 
Assay office, Charlotte ................................ . 
Gold-deposits. Silver-deposits. Total deposits. 
$2, 884, 645 61 
24, 960, 122 6l 
2, 5l5, 132 79 
1, 020, 223 37 
16,122 37 
$2, 124, 924 26 
1, 247, 567 05 
2, 944, 465 17 
2, 937 67 
164 52 
$5, 009, 569 87 
26, 207,689 66 
5, 459, 597 96 
1, 023, 161 04 
16,286 89 
Total...... . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . • • • • • • . . . . • • . 31, 396, 246 75 6, 320, 058 67 37, 716, 305 42 
GOJ,D COI.'f AGE. 
Doublo eagles. Eagles. Half eagles. Three dollars. Quarter eagles. I Dollars. Total. 
Mint and b:anches. 
Pieces. ~~ Pieces. I Value. 
I 
Pieces. Value. Pieces. Value. Pieces. Value. Pieces. Value .. Pieces. Value. 
--------------
United States Mint., Philadelphia .. 80,150 $1, 60:3, 000 1, 780 $17,800 3, 2:30 $16,150 1, 330 $3,990 5, 350 $13,375 3, 930 $3,930 !J5, 770 $1,658,245 
Brauch mint, San Francisco ..•... 928,000 18,560,000 16,500 165, 000 25,000 125,000 ~ .. -..... -. 22,000 55,000 ............ . ........... !J!ll, 500 18,905,000 
Branch mint, Carson City ..•..... 12,207 244, 140 7,185 71,850 17, 410 87,050 ............. . ............. .............. ............ . ........... . ........... 36,802 403,040 
·-------- -------------------------,----Total.................... 1, 020, 357 20, 407, 140 25, 465 254, 650 45, 640 228, 200 L ~30 3, 990 27, 350 68, 375 3, 930 3, 930 1, 124, 072 20, 966, 285 
-- ----
SILVER COINAGE. 
Dollars. Half dollars. 
I 
Quarter dollars. Dimes. Half dime~. Three cents. 'l'otal. 
Mint and branches. 
Pieces. Value. Pieces. Value. I Pieces. Value. Pieces. Value. Pieces. Value. Pieces. Value. Pieces. Value. 
--- -----------------
United States Mint, Philadelphia .. 1, 115,760 $1,115,760 1, 134,560 $567,280 119,232 $29, 808 00 907, 610 $90, 761 1, 748, 860 $87,443 4, 260 $127 80 5, 030,282 $1,891, 179 80 
Branch mint, San Francisco ...... . ·~- ....... -- -- .. 2, 178,000 1, 089,000 30,900 7, 725 00 320, 000 32,000 161,000 8, 050 2, 689,900 1, 136, 775 00 
Branch mint, Carson City .•..•••. 1, 376 1, 376 139,950 69,975 10,890 2, 722 50 20, 100 
2,010 j·········· 172,316 76,083 50 ---- ---- ------- -----
Total. ................... 1, 117, 13G 1, 117, 136 3, 452,510 1, 726,255 161, 022 40, 255 50 1, 247, 710 124, 771 1, 909, 860 95,493 4, 260 127 80 7, 892,498 3, 104, 038 30 
llASE COINAGE. 
I NICKEL. BRONZE. 
Total. 
Mint. Five cents. Three cents. One cent. Two cents. 
Pieces. 
I 





I Pl•ooo. I 
Value. 
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RECAPITULATION. 
-----------,-------------,-----------,---------------
Gold coinage \ Silver coinage. Base coinage. I Total. 
Pieces. I Value. 
7, 892, 4081$3, 104, 038 30 
Pioc.,. Value. I 
1, 124, 072 $20,966,285 oo 1 
Pieces. I Value. Pieces. !I Value. 
5, 815, 750 I $99, 8!)0 00 I 14, 832, 320 $24, 170, 213 3 
A. LOUDON SNOWDEN, Chief CoineT. 
I have not been able to obtain the exact figures of the domestic gold 
and silver deposited for coinage. The following is the amount, as given 
by the Alta California, of refined gold and silver deposited in the United 




February .......................................... . 
March ....•......•............••.••....•..••••.•.... 
April .••............•.......•.•.••...•..•.......... 
1\iay._ .............................................. . 
June ..•.............•..•..••........•...•.•........ 
July ............................................... . 
August ........................................... . 
September .•....•...•....•....•...•...•...•..•....•. 
October ...•..........•..••......•••.•••......•..... 
November ......................................... . 






96, 574. 03 







46, 762. 13 
Value. 
$1, 166, 144 83 
982, 408 50 
918,516 99 
1, 978, 479 79 
2, 075, 571 83 
1, 720, 279 01 
1, 903, 463 66 
2, 041,517 97 
1' 648, 833 19 
1, 582, 375 19 
1, 361, 280 00 
958,274 24 
Silver. 




5 594 05 s: 981:75 
11, 956. 55 
23, 1;6]. 40 
101, 714. 35 
85,404.15 
5, 611.00 . 





7, 502 08 
12, o54 94 
16, 043 45 
31,733 90 
136,502 09 
114, 575 48 
7, 529 22 
90,128 27 
54, 197 03 
Total deposited . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . • .. • .. 895, 664. 41 18, 337, 175 20 400, 754. 90 537, 688 64 
Fine gold sold in market...................... 38,228. 71 783,222 37 I 
Total product . • • .. . • .. . • . • . . . • . . • • .. • • .. . . . .. 933, 893. 12 19, 120, 397 57 
This gives the large amount of $19,120,397.57 refined, and $783,222.37 was sold for Japan, China, .and else-
where. 
The following, from the Commercial Herald of San Francisco, giYes 
a comparative view of the coinage at the branch mint in that city for 
· the years 1868, 1869, 1870, and 1871, as follows : 
Month. 
January ............................................. . 
February ............................................ . 
March ............................................... . 
April ..•....................•......••..••............. 
May ................................................. . 
June ............................................ - ~ - .. . 
July .......•.•.......•....•..••..••....•......•..•.••. 
August ............................................. .. 
September .••..••...•....••..••..••...••....••........ 
October .............................................. . 
November ........................................... . 






























2, 155, 000 
1, 330, liOO 
2, 083,000 










. 9fi5, 000 




1, 900, OGO 
2, 210, 000 
1, 689, 000 
1, 684, 000 
1, 218, OGO 
Total .......................................... 17,365,000 14,363,550 20,355,000 20,026,775 
The coinage of the mints is undoubtedly in excess of the domestic 
deposits of bullion for coinage, since deposits of United States coin, 
&c., are also recoined. 
From the reports of the Bureau of Statistics of the Treasury Depart-
ment I have compiled the following statement of the imports, exports, 
and re-exports of the precious metals during the year ending December 
31, 1871: 
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Description. Imports. Exports. Re-exports. 
Bulli:?:1~ ___ ........... _....... ... . .. . . . . .... . . . ....... .... .. $1,335,196 $6,068, 173 $4,780 
Silver.................................................. 147,682 20,165,7:39 91,342 
Total. ................................................ . 1, 482, 878 26, 233, 912 
Coin: 
Gold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 506, 752 37, 293, 426 
Silver................................................... 10, 779, 785 1, 904, 004 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15, 286, 537 39, 197, 430 
ExpoTts of gold and silver bullion for five years. 
Year. 
1867 ............. - .......................................... . 
1868 ................. -- ..................................... . 
1869 ....... - .......... - -- ................................ - . -. 
1870 ............................ - .. -- .. ---- ... - .. - - .. ---. - --. 
1871. .. ---- - .. --- .... -- -- .. -- --- ... -.---. - ••. - •.. -----. -- .. -. 
Gold. 
$19, 192, 299 
17 402 625 
13: 681: 984 
15,599,880 
6, 068, 173 
Silver. 










$34, 695, 826 
31,389,835 
26,430,299 
28, 771, 29D 
26,233, 91~ 
Totalfor five years .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 71, 944, 961 75, 576,210 147,521,171 
.Adding now the total coinage to the total exports of bullion, we 
have: 
For the year ending December 31, 1871. Gold. Silver. Total. 
Coinage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $20, 966, 285 $3, 104, 038 $24, 070, 323 
Exports . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. 6, 068, 173 20, 165, 739 26, 233, 912 
Total............ .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. ... . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 27, 0::!4, 458 23, 269, 777 50,304,233 
It thus appears that even when all the coinage of the United States 
mints is added to all the exports of bullion, the aggregate is far below 
even 1\'Ir. Valentine's estimate, which I lmYe demonstrated to be too 
small. This is an additional proof (if one were needed) of the futility 
of attempting to calculate the gold and silver product from the mint and 
custom-house returns, making no allowance for ores and mattes or 
base bullion shipped abroad and the large amount consumed (not as 
coin) by manufacturers. In my last report I discussed this subject 
fully. 
I add some statistics of general interest concerning principally the 
commerce of San Francisco. 
[From the San Francisco Commercial Herald.J 
TREASURE-PRODUCT, I:M:PORTS, ETC. 
The receipts of treasure from all sources, through vVells, Fargo & Co.'s express dur-
ing the past twelve months, as compared with the same period in 1870, have been as 
follows: 
1870. 1871. 
From northern :1Dd southern mines ...............• _ .. _ .. _. $38, 402, 1G2 $35, G08, 385 
Coastwise, north and south ............. -.... .. .. .. .. .. .. . 4, 472,, 594 3, 245, 431 
Imports, foreign.-.... .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 5, 466, 883 4, 108, 724 
Totals ............. -.- ........................... _.. 48, 341, 629 42, 962, 540 
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RECEIPTS OF TREASURE. 
The following table comprises the receipts of treasure in this city, through Wells, 
Fargo & Co.'s express, during the year 1871 : 
Front the northern and southern miniJs. 
1871. 
Januarv .................................... .. 
Februaioy .................................. .. 
lllarch ...................................... .. 
April ........................................ . 
l\1ay ......................................... 0 
June ....................................... .. 
July ........................................ . 
August ..................................... .. 
September ................................... . 
October ..................................... .. 
November ................................... . 





1, 331, 934 
1, 396, 895 
1, 375,711 
1, 235,873 
1, 014, 820 
1, 104,074 
1,120,962 
1, 195, 51l 




I, 363, 130 
1, 314,122 
1, 616, 931 
1, 375,602 
1, 211, 742 





Total, 1871 0............................... 14, 609, 809 13, 872, 648 
Total, 1870................... ....... .... .. 14,152,984 17,762,131 
Total, 1869 ..•............ _ . • . . . . . . . . . • . • . . not separated. not separated. 
Total, 1868................................ not separated. not separated. 
Total, 1867.... .. .. .. .. • .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. not separated. not separated. 
Front the northern coast. 







































January...................................... $4,865 $147,004 $100,317 $252,186 
February .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. 86, 597 43, 835 130, 432 
March........................................ 4,920 92,425 51728 149,073 
April....................................................... 197,888 25:170 223,058 
l\1ay .......................... ................ .............. 232,599 18,524 251,123 
June......................................... .............. 153,709 61,393 215,102 
July.......................................... .............. 264 155 23,181 287,336 
August .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. • .. . .. • .. 354; 535 29, 676 384, 211 
September................................................. 297,961 118,813 416,774 
October..................................................... 217,971 86,818 304,789 
November.................................................. 199,974 94,860 294,834 
December.................................... .............. 307, 8!'i9 53,781 361,631 
--------~------
Total, 1871................................ 9, 785 2, 552, 668 708, 096 3, 270, 549 
Total, 1870................... ... .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. 3, 380, 566 532, 901 3, 913, 467 
Total, 1869................................ not separated. not separated. 300, 397 2, 958, 458 
Total, 1868...... .... • .. • .. .. .. • .. .. .. • .. .. not separated. not separated. 728, 851 2, 93G, 955 
Total, 1867 ...•...•••....••••.••..••....... not separated. not separated. 1, 396, 439 3, 801, 469 
Front the southern coast, 
1871. Silver bullion. Gold dust. 
January .................................................. .. 
i'I~~.~~a~·=-:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ...... -$5,' 750' 
April . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .......... .. 
l\!ay ........................................ . ....... -~- ... . 
June ..................................................... .. 
July ...................................................... .. 
August .................................................... . 
September ........... . ..................................... . 
October ................................................... . 
:N'ovember ............................................... .. 













Total, 1871................................ 5, 750 :347, 627 
Total, 1870...... .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. • . . . . . . . . . . 399, 888 
Total, 1869................................ not separated. not ~eparatecl. 
Total, 1868...... .. .. .. .. .. . • • .. .. .. . .. .. .. not separated. not separated. 


































1, 244, 436 
2, 282,571 
2, 304, OtiO 
2, :l9l, 341 
MISCELLANEOUS. 513 
The receipts from the northern and southern mines include the amounts sent East 
from the Virginia office, viz : 
1871. Silver bars. 1871. Silver bars. 
Jan nary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $638, 966 
February... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . 708, 885 
March. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 611, 226 
ApriL..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 713, 450 
May . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 826, 607 
June . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 741,467 
July . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . $604, S05 
August .........•.............. 554,711 
September.......... . . . . . . . . . . . 542, 676 
October....................... 667,179 
November..................... 723, 190 
December . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 767,516 
1'otal.. . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 100, 778 
COi\:IBINED EXPORTS. 
The combined exports, treasure, and merchandise, for 1871, as compared with the 
same time in U369 and 1870, were as follows : 
1869. 1870. 1871. 
Treasure exports . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . $37, 287, 117 $32, 983, 140 $17, 253, 347 
~Ierchandise exports ........••............... 20,888,991 17,848,160 13,951,149 
Total................................. 58,176, 108 50,831,300 31,204,496 
MOVE:.\IENT OF COIN IN TilE INTERIOR. 
The following has been the circulation of coin through Wells, Fargo & Co.'s express, 
during 1871: 
To interior. From interior and coastwise. 
January ..........................•.•.•..................... 
February . _ .............................................. . 
~I arch ................................................. - - -
AprH ............................... _ ...... _ .............• 
~lay ................................. _ ................... . 
June ................ -.............. --.- · · · · - · · ·-- ·- · · · · · · · 
July .....................................................• 
August ................................. - ......•....... -.. 
September ......... , ..................................... . 
October ........................ _ ......................... . 
Noven1ber .........•..................................•.... 













Iu 18.,1 ............ _ .•.............................. 17, 389, 882 
Iu 1870. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18, 632, 438 
















Statement of the amount of tl'easm·e exported from San Fl'ancisco, through public channels, to 
eastern domestic ancl foreign ports during the year 1871, exclusire of shipments through 
United States mail. 
To New York: 
In January............ $804, 436 37 
In February.... . . . . . . 1, 141,165 91 
In March.............. 1, 091, 048 49 
In April . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 674, 052 04 
i~ :¥t~- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~. : : : : : : : ~ g~~; g~ ~~ 
~~ ~~~u·s·t·:::: .· ." ~ : ~ : : : g~}, ~~i ~~ 
In September . . . . . . . . . 342,471 60 
In October............ 399,285 50 
In No>ember. ... . . . . . . 276,008 15 
In December . . . . . . . . . . 384, 942 22 
-----$8, 057, 279 33 
To En~land: 
In January............ 114, 243 53 
In February . . . . . . . . . . J 43, 273 41 
In :March.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 154, 677 52 
In April.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~35, 761 45 
J~ ¥~Ve· ·. ·. ·. -_- : : ~ ~ ~ ~ : : : : ~g~; ~~g ~g 
In July................ 305,833 00 
In Au~ust . . . . . . . . . . . . 3fJ2, 656 92 
.II. Ex. 211--33 
In September......... $216, 974 69 
In October . . . . . . . . . . . . 367, 658 29 
In NoYember.......... 273, 74'0 62 
In December.. ........ 239, 396 33 
To China: 
---$3, 184, 841 74 
In Janunry ........................ . 
In ]'ebruary . . . . . . . . . . 381, 023 26 
In 1\Iarch . . . . . . . . . . . . . 312, 116 li5 
In April............... 327, 656 50 
In May... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 177, 338 85 
In June ..... t...... ... 361, 811 26 
Iu July . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 275, 551 93 
In August . . . . . . . . . . . 270, 316 70 
I 
i~ ~~l~b~rb~~- ~ ~ ~ ~ ·_ ·. ·. ~ · ..... ~~~·- ~~~. ~~ 
In No,·ember. ... .. . . .. 327,629 68 
In December . . . . . . . . . 427, 825 79 
----- 3, 443, 208 72 
To Japan: 
In .Tnnuary .......................... . 
I In F<>bruary........... 15, 950 00 
In :March . . . . . . . . . . • . . 7, 918 00 
514 MINING STATISTICS WES'l' OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS. 
In April . . . . . . . . . . . . • . $4, 000 00 InJuly .............. $14,110 00 
In May................ 60, 000 00 In August........... 5,150 00 
In June . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26, 911 29 In Se-ptember . . . . . . . . 12, 100 00 
In July . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63, 500 00 In October ........................ . 
In August ......................... . In November......... 20,184 94 
In September . . . . . . . . . 167,956 95 
In October .......................... . 
In December . . . . . . . . 40, 113 00 
$135,366 54 
InNo>ember......... . 262,926 91 To Montevideo : 
InDecember.......... 129,249 52 In June .........•... . 13, 091 62 
$738,412 67 13,091 62 
To Panama: To Callao: 
In January . .......... . 
In February .......... . 
10,000 00 
10, 000 00 




11, 05tl 7L 
10,000 00 
10, 000 00 
10, 000 00 
In August . . . . . . . . . . . 500, 000 00 
In September . . . . . . . . 1, 000, 000 00 
In March ............. . 
In April ............. . 
In May ............. . . . 
In Juno .............. . 
In July ... . .......... . 
In August ............ . 
In September ........ . 
In October .... . ...... . 
In November ......... . 
In December ........ . 
6, 308 78 
5, 000 00 
To Tahiti: 
In August ........... . 
To Honolulu: 
In November ........ . 
To Mexico: 
In December ....••.. 
1, 500, 000 00 
26, 000 00 
26,000 00 
30,000 00 
30, 000 00 
10,000 00 
10,000 00 
115, 146 49 
Totalf'or187L ........ , .......... 17,253,34711 
Total for 1870. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32, 983, 140 04 
To Central America·: 
In January ........... . 
In February .... . .... . 
In April ............ . . 
~0, 000 00 
20,000 00 
2, 800 00 
908 60 
Decrease for this year . . . . . . . . . . . 15, 729, 792 93 
In J nne .... . .. . ...... . 
TREASURE EXPORTS. 
(Another staternent frorn the Alta California.) 
The export and destination of treasure during the years 1870 and 1871, respectively, 
were as follows : 
To China .......................... -----· ......•• 
To Central American ports ••••........... _ ....... . 
To England ...................................... . 
To France ........................................ . 
To Japan , ...................................... . 
'To Tahiti .........................•.....•....... __ 
'l'o New York .............•...•....•.............. 
by post-office .........................•......... 
'fo Peru .........................•...........•... 
To Sandwich Islands ............................ . 
To Mexico ......•.....................•.........• 










Total .. . • • . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . • . . .. . . . . . • • . • . 33, 566, 898 39 
.Add duties.- ... - ---- •. -- .. om••---.------- ... - 4, 901, 150 31 

















Exports of treasu1·e via Panama. 
Date. Gold bars. Silver bars. 
--- ----- - --------1--- - -- - --··- -
January 3 ............................................................... . 
January 18 ........... ...... ...... ...... ...... $28,713 61 $84,959 42 
Gold coin. 1--T-ot_a_L __ 
$5, 570 50 $5, 570 50 
35, 000 00 ] 38, 673 03 
February 3 .. .. • .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 43, 788 05 97, 407 69 27, 077 67 168, 273 41 
F ebruary 18 ............................................................. . 5, GOO 00 5, 000 00 
March 4 . ..................................... ......... .... 109,511 33 5, 880 10 115, :J91 43 
March 18 ...... ............. .... .. ...... ...... 21,603 03 22,683 06 5, coo 00 49, 286 09 
April3 . .................... ...... .... .. .. .... 56,619 95 89, 114 18 9, 388 00 155, 122 13 
April17 ...................................... 77,02:l59 111,41573 5, 000 00 193, 439 32 
::~ i\::::: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:::::: ~~: ~~~ ~~ .1 ~~: ~~g ~g 7, OLO GO 210,573 64 5, 000 00 138, 203 16 
June 3........................ .......... ..... . 50,712 97 126, 91l2 24 6, 687 06 185, 362 27 
June 17....................................... 36, 474 89 87, 699 00 
July 3.................................. .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . 204, 775 53 
July 17 ....................................... 36, 141 31 64,916 16 
August 3...... .... .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 70, 585 48 98, 263 74 
August 17................................ .... 141,960 63 81,037 05 
Septtmber 2.............................. .... 63, 135 !-<2 41,793 15 
September 17................................. 19, 396 6H 91, 4fi6 06 
19 091 62 143,265 51 
20: 168 71 224, 943 24 
5, 000 00 106, 057 47 
10, 959 00 179, 8U9 22 
505, 000 00 7'27, 997 70 
518,283 00 623, 211 97 
505, ouo 00 615, 862 72 
October 3..................................... 57, 026 36 216, 782 22 
October 17...... ...... ...... ....... ..... ...... 23,937 61 6!:!, 912 10 
November 3 .................................. 24,000 37 119,179 50 
5. 000 00 278, 808 58 
5; 000 00 98, 8·19 71 
21,493 72 16!,678 59 
December 2 .. • .. .. .. . . . .. • .. .. .. . .. .. • . . .. . .. 14, 887 30 91, 242 63 45, 1 13 00 151, 24<! !19 
D ecember 16 . ..... ............................ 24,111 39 139,154 9·5 10, 000 ou 143, 266 34 
Total, ............................... . 921' 613 33 2, 123, 554 31 3, 168, 168 01 6, 213,340 56 
• NOTE.-The total exports of treasure, as above, include $45,000 in silver coin. 
Railroad. 
Date. Gold bars. 
January............ . ......................... $288,356 85 
P ebruary . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. 332, 5:10 43 
Murch ........................................ 
1 
504, 589 65 
April . . .. . . • .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. 270, 584 19 
~~~re:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : ::: ~~~: ~~6 t~ 
July ......... : ................................ 122,620 77 
August . . . . . • . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 600 00 
September .••..•....•......••...................... _ ....... . 
October . .................. . ................... 29, 055 07 
November.................................... 10, ()62 18 
December.................................... 112,494 62 
Silver bars. 
$492, ]36 22 
579, 3:n 69 
530, 136 11 
305, 6.)7 95 





370, 240 4:1 
264,345 97 




7, 205 10 
5, 191 80 
Total. 
$814, 5!)1 07 
911,408 12 
1, OU, 424 76 
576, 242 14 
!)50, 283 16 
871,853 33 
784, 288 22 
436 271 75 
338:263 69 
389,295 50 
275, OOE 13 
178, 198 55 
Total. ................................ 2, 4,10, 431 46 5, 171,909 37 66, 193 90 7, 712, 180 60 
Exports to China, ~c., pe1· stearners and sail-vessels. 
Date. 
To Cbina: 
F ebruary 1 ................................... . 
Marchl. ..................................... . 
April ........................................ . 
May ......................................... . 
June ......................................... . 
July ......................................... . 
August ...................................... . 
September .. . ................................ . 
September 30 ................................ . 
November l. ................................. . 
November 8 .................................. . 
December! .................................. . 
December 1. ................................. . 
To Japan: 
Gold bars. Mexican dollars. 
Gold coin. 
$14, 900 00 $334,193 76 $31,929 50 
200 00 190, 3R7 15 124, 447 50 
5, 740 00 184, 338 00 137, 045 50 
21, 445 85 87, 07:3 00 58, 820 00 
14,074 50 266, 032 uo n, 915 oo 
42, 063 38 164, 1)38 00 71 567 55 
163, 551 70 16, 065 00 90: 700 00 
25, 427 00 212,274 00 77, 942 50 
94, 544 60 78, 404 00 76, 68 L 50 
78,429 78 130,945 co 115,909 90 
. - ..... -.. . . . . . . - •. - ..... -. . 30, 000 co 
111, 343 91 36, 105 20 214, 387 75 
(silverbars.) ........................... . 
February 1. ............................................... .. $15,590 00 
5, 000 00 
4, 000 00 
60,000 00 
~4. 911 29 
63,500 00 
March!. ................................................... . 
April ..................................................... .. 
May .................................................... . .. . 
~~?;:: :: ~:: ~::::::::::::::::: :.:::: ~::::::::::: . ~~i~~~~ -~~~:~-~. 
~:~~:~~~~ 3<i:::~~: :::: ~::: :: ~: ::::::::::::::: $5~: ~gg ~1 
November L........... ...... ................. 262,926 91 
December 1..... .•. . ••. • .•. . . •• . . • •. .••....•.. 129,249 52 




315, 034 65 
327, 133 .')0 
117,338 35 
357, 511 26 
2i8, 268 93 
270,316 70 
315, 643 50 
250,210 60 
325,248 68 




5, 000 00 








Total................................. l, 029, 354 05 2, 008, 456 41 1, 102, 346 70 4, 112, 157 66 
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Total gold received in San Francisco according to the Alta California: 
Sent to mint for coinage .....•....•.. _ .• _. _ .....••....•••..••••........ $18, 337, 175 
Exported by Panama steamers . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . $921, 613 
Exported East by railroad .................... _ .... _ ~ •....••. 2, 410, 431 
Exported to China, Japan, &c ....•.... ~. . . • • • • • . • • • . • . . . . • • • . 1, 029, 354 
----- 4, 361, 398 
Total in San Francisco . . . • • • . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . • • • . • • . • • • • • . • • . . • • • . 22, 698, 573 
Tctbulated statement of the dividends disbursed to stockholders in each month of the year 1871 
by the mining companies of California,, Nevada, and Idaho, whose offices m·e located in San 
Francisco. 





February. March. I April. ~ ~ ~ 
Amador, (California) .............................. : ................ $14,800 $9,250 .................... . 
Chollar-Potosi,................. $280, 000 $280, 000 $280, 000 ~80, 000 280, 000 $56,000 $56, 000 
Crown Point.................... ............ .... .. .. .. ...... .... .... .. .... ...... ..... 120,000 120,000 
Eureka, (California) . . . . . . . . • • . 40, 000 40, 000 40, 000 40, 0\JO 40, 000 20, 000 20, OOU 
Eureka Consolidated . .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . 50,000 37, 500 37, 500 ............................. . 
Golden Chariot, (Idaho)........ 40,000 60,000 'i'O, 000 ....................................... . 
Greenville, (California).......................................................... 4,000 .••••••••• 
HaleandNorcross ............ 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 ............................. . 
~:~~~-~\~:~~~~::::~::~::::::: ... 6o,' ooo· ... 6o: oao· :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: .... 6o,'ooo 
North Star, (California) . . . . . • . . 9, 000 9, 000 9, 000 9, 000 12, 000 12, 000 6, 000 
Pioche .......................... --- ·- .. -. · ·---- · ·- · · .. · · · · · · · ·--- · · .. - · · .. · · · · ·-. . · .... · ·- .. -.- .... -. 
Raymond and Ely............. .......... ....... .•.. 30,000 30,000 .... .. . ... 30.000 30,000 
Redington Q,uicksilver ......... .......... .......... .......... 6,300 6,300 6,300 6,300 
Sierra Nevada................. 20,000 ............................................................. . 
Succor Mill. .......................................................................................... . 
YellowJacket ................. 48,000 48,000 48,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 
Yule Gravel..... ........................ .............................. ........... ......... 5,000 
Total........ . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . 537, 000 587, 000 554, 500 517, 600 407, 550 308, 300 363, 300 
Name of mini.ng company. August. September. October. November. December. 
~:Of1~~~-I>~~~~~l~~~~~~~::::::::::: ·-$28,' ooo · ·- ·-$28,' ooo · .. -- $28,' ooo· ·-·-$28; ooo· ·---$28; ooo · 
Crown Point..................... 120,000 120,000 ................................... .. 
Eureka, (California) ............................... - .... ..................................... . 
Eureka Consolidated .. . .. • . .. .. .. .. . 50, 000 50, 000 50, 000 ............... ' ......... .. 
Golden Chariot, (Idaho) ................................................................. . 
Greenville, (California) ...................................................................... . 
Hale and NorcrosH ....................................................................... . 
Keystone Quartz.. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 5, 000 . .. • .. . .. .. . 7, 500 7, 500 
Meadow Valley :. . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . 60, 000 60, 000 90, 000 90, 000 90, 000 
North Star, (California) ................. ... ............................................... . 
Pioche........................... .. .. . . . . . . 20,000 .................................... . 
Raymond and El3'................ 30, 000 45, 000 120, 000 150, 000 150, 000 
Redington Quicksilver.......... 6, 300 ........................................... ....... .. 
Sierra Nt>vada ................................................. .......................... . 
Succor Mill....................... ... . . . . . . . . 11,400 ........ .. . ........ ..... . ... ......... .. 
Yellow Jacket.................. 60,000 ................................................ .. 
YuleGra•·el ................... 5,000 5,000 10,000 5,000 5,000 





















The f:>regoing disbursements compare as follows with the amounts paid by the same 
and other mining incorporations for the previous year: 
Amador ... _ .•..............••••..•• .•.... _ ...•..•.••...•... 
Argenta, ...••...•. _ . , ........•.•....... - .......... - •••....... 
Chollar-Potosi ... _ ..... _ ........................... -~ •....... 
Crown Point .......................... _ ....... _ .............. . 
Eureka ................................... _ ...................... . 
Ellreka Consolidated ........................... _ .....•....... 
Golden Chariot ....................... __ ....... _ ............ . 
Golden Rule ...•..... _ .•...•..........•.•........•. _ ...... . 
Greenville ................................................... . 


















Hale and Norcross ..........•.............•..•.............. 
Ida J<Jlmore •............•........... _ .. _ •.............•...•. 
Ken tuck • • . . . • • • • . ...........•..........•.......•••..• _ ... 
Keystone ..........•.•....•......••.....••......•.........• 
Meado'v Valley ........•............•........•......• ····o• 
Metropolitan Mill ...•...•.•..•.....••.•.........•.......... 
North Star ................................................ . 
Original Hidden Treasure .....•..........••.•.•...•...•..•.. 
Pioche ...................•..•...•.......•...•..•••......... 
Raymond and Ely ..........••...•••........ . · ••••..•••.•.••• 
Redington Quicksilver ..................................... . 
Sierra Nevada ... ~ •..•.•.....................••....•....•••• 
Succor Mill . ............................................... . 
Union ...•.................•..•••.........•......•....••...• 
Yellow Jacket ... ·- ......................................... . 




























Tabular statement of the mt.mber and amounts of assessments levied and dividends disbw·sed 
and othm· infonnation pertaining to the leading mines of California, Nevada, and Idaho, 
dealt in at the San li'mncisco stock-board, being an extmct f1·om the tabttlar statement pub-
lished by R. Wheele1·, edito1· of the San Francisco Stock Report, December 13, 1871. 
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CALIFORNIA. 
Amador .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . . . .... . 
Eureka .............................. . 
Oriental . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E 










33 . . . . . • . • • . • . $86tl, 050 . • . . . .. . $232 50 
62 . . . . . . .. .. .. 1, 734, 000 . -- .. • .. 86 70 
$54, 000 ... -- .. --... $3 00 
·Maxwell........................ 19 
St. Patrick Gold Mining Company. 3 
Independent Gold Mining Co ......... . 






44 12, a-:o 134, 250 1 oo 
53,880 ............. 13 47 
~5. 000 . .. .. • • .. • .. 11 00 
24, 000 .... -- .. . • .. 3 00 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 199, 380 2, 708, 300 
= ======== == -===== =.:..___ :-::::==.=====-= ==== ===== 
NEVADA. 
Washoe district: 
Alpha Consolidated............. 5 3CJO 6, 000 132, 000 .. .. .. .. .. .. 22 00 
B elcher......................... 8 1, 040 10, 400 660, 800 421, 200 63 50 40 50 
Bullion........................ 43 2,f.,OO 5,000 1,744,500 ............ 215 50 
Buckeye........................ 3 16,000 40,000 ...... ...... ........ 2 50 









0 1; 560 6 218, 880 78, 000 141 ~, 0000 50 00 CousolidatedVirginia............ 10 11,600 174,000 ............ v 
Crown Point.................... 21 600 12, 000 20 623,370 1, 338,000 51 94 Hl 50 
Daney.......................... 37 2, 080 8, 000 2 480, 000 56, 000 60 00 7 00 
Empire Mill.. ................. _. 7 75 1, 200 21 ·104, 400 513, 600 _ 87 00 428 00 
Exchequer.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 8 400 8, 000 128, 000 .. .. .. .. .. .. 16 00 
Flowery .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1 3, 600 12, 000 12, 000 .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 00 
Gold Hill Quartz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 13~ 500 8 35, 000 41, 250 70 00 82 50 
Gould and Curry. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 11 1, 200 4, 800 36 705, 600 3, 826, 800 14 7 00 797 25 
Hale and Norcross . ... .. .. . .. .. . 35 400 8, OCO 36 770, 000 1, 598, COO 96 25 199 75 
Imperial .. .. . . .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 12 184 4, 000 30 530, 000 1, 067, 500 132 50 266 87 
.Julia........................... 30 2,000 10,000 111,200 . ........... 11 12 
Justice.......................... 11 . ....... ........ . ........................... . 
Ken tuck .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 5 95 2, ooo 32 .. • .. 96,' (:oo · 1, 252, ooo 45 oo 6:.<6 oo 
Occidental...................... 5 10, 000 1 165, 000 20, 000 16 50 2 00 
Ophir........................... 19 1, 400 16, 800 22 1, 144, 000 1, 394, 400 68 33 82 97 
Overman . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . • .. .. .. . 19 1, 200 12, 800 798, 688 . .. . .. .. .. . 62 39 
Savage ........................ , 5 800 16, 000 52 468, 000 4, 28R, 000 29 25 268 00 
Segregated Belcher .......... _ .. . 14 160 6, 400 212, 800 .. . .. .. .. .. . 33 25 
Sierra Neva<la .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . 36 20, 000 11 500, 000 102, 500 25 00 5 12 
Succor Mill and Mining Company . 1 7, 600 22, 800 1 . . • . . . . . . . . . 22, 800 . -..... . 1 00 
Yellow Jacket.................. 14 1,200 24,000 25 1, 518,000 2,181,000 63 25 91 00 
Total. .................... .:.:_---- ................ ~---- 1 11,217,238 21,527,550 ==== 
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Tabula1· statement of the nurnbe1· and a-nwunts of assessments, &-c.-Continued. 
"' .s "' "' > '1:! "' "' :;.. o;!. ;e.g "' . § "' OJ ~ ;a .... '2 "'"' '1:! Ul .l'l ~-~ ..... , "''" o:l .E o;... 0: -~ o5 rn.-v l:fr.I:A ~"' +>::l ~.l'l ;ea .......... """".,; ..... ~ 0'1j ::l ..... :::..a .... "' 
Companies. 0 ~ 0 ~ ~-§ ~ o.;s ~.~ 0~ .... .l'l "' ~ '§ s~ 0'1j 0"' ~s .... "' s, ...,~ ..., .... "'~ <D't:! o;!"' <;l_., ..0 ..0 ..o-~ ..0 -8 0:'1:! ::l<D '@~ ::l:::: ::l~ s 8 8 8 _;;~ 0(!) 0 
::l ::l ::l ::l 0"' 0~ ~8 8 z z z z E-<"' E-t'~ <!l 
White Pine district.: 
Consolidated Silver Wedge ..•....•.....••.•••. 20,000 ............ ........................ ...................... . .............. .................. 
Consolidated Chloride . . . . . . . . • • . 3 • 50,000 250,000 ....................... 5 00 
Hidden •rreasure Consolidated. . . 2 600 12, 00:) u,oco ..................... 75 
Mammoth....................... 8 1,800 
Noonday........................ 9 1, 000 
36, 000 59,400 ....................... 1 65 
20,000 44,000 ...................... 2 20 
Metropolitan Mill and Mining Co. 4 4, 000 10,000 2 60,000 10,000 4 50 1 00 
Original Hidden Treasure . . . . . . . 5 21,333 168,664 31,999 8 00 1 50 
SilverWave .•...•....•..•...... 6 1,600 20,000 1 122,000 ........................ 610 
SilverVault ...............•..... 4 3,000 30,000 6, 000 ..................... 20 
V1rginia......................... 4 800 21,333 41,266 ....................... 1 95 
GeneralLee .........•.•..••..•.. 3 1,000 20, GOO 6, 0~0 ·----------· 30 --------
Total .••..••....•.•..••.•.............•..••..•........ 757,298 41,999 
Battle Mountain district: 
Nevada Butte .................. . 3 4, 200 20, 000 . - •• -. 60, 000 . - - . - - .. - - - . 3 00 . - - .. - - . 
Ely district: 
MeadowValley.................. 7 .•••.••. 60,000 10 210,000 720,000 3 50 12 00 
RaymondandEly ..................... 4,000 30,000 8 ............ 465,000 ........ 15 50 
Meadow Valley West'n Extension. 5 200 6, 000 18,000 . . . • . . . . . . . . 3 00 1 00 
Pioche ...........••.........•....•• _.. 1, 000 20, 000 .. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . 20, 000 . . • . . . . . . .•..••. 
WatihingtonandCreole.......... 2 200 30,000 30,000 ............ 100 
Lillian Hall . . . . . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . 1 1, 000 15, 000 7, 500 . _.. . . . . . . . . 50 .••..••. 
Total ......••..• · .......•............. _ ... -- .......... . 265, 5GO 1, 185, 000 
Eureka district: 
Eureka Consolidated . • • . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . • . . 50, 000 4 . . . . • . . . . . .. 275, 000 . . • . . . . . 5 50 
Jackwn ....•. .......•.......... 2 ........ 50,000 ...... 25,000 ............ 50 ....... . 
:Mineral Hill ..........•...••.•••........••..••. 50,000 ............................................. . 
Phenix ...•...........••..•••••........••..... 50,000 ... . .. 87,500 .... .. . .. . . . 1 75 .••..•.. 
Total ................................................ . 112,500 ~75, coo 
Grand total ........................................... 13,224,916 26,147,849 
IDAHO. 
Golden Chariot .................. 2 750 10,000 9 80,000 350,000 8 00 35 00 
Ida Elmore .....•.....•......••.. 3 10, coo 6 95, 000 60,000 9 50 6 00 
Mahogany ............••....•... 5 440 6, 000 54,000 ..................... 9 00 
RiHing Star ..................... 7 1, 200 12,000 384, 000 ··---------· 32 00 --------
Total ................................................ . 613,000 410,000 
The first statement of this kind ever published was issued by Mr. 
Wheeler early in the spring of 1871, and was just in time to be incor· 
porated in my last report, while it was in the hands of the Public Printer. 
Since this first issue of April 8 (says Mr. Wheeler) the diYidends have 
increased from $22,797,849 to $26,147,849, and the assessments from 
$11,327,237 to $13,199,916. The above figures exhibit a splendid show-
ing, which will, however, be further improved upon the coming year. 
Since November 15 Daney levied an assessment of $8,000; Overman, 
$25,600; Original Hidden Treasure, $31,499; General Lee, $2,000; 
Golden Chariot, $30,000; Washington and Creole, $15,000; Lillian Hall, 
$7,500; Jackson, $12,500, and Phenix, $25,000, the whole aggregating 
$157,099. The dividends disbursed within the same period are as fol-
lows: Chollar, $28,000; Raymond and Ely, $150,000, and Meadow Valley, 
$90,000, being a total of $268,000, exceeding the assessments by $110,901. 
There are some slight clerical errors in the foregoing table, all of 
which I am not able to correct by official statements, and therefore I 
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leave the table as it stands. Mr. Wheeler's total of dividends up to 
AprilS, 1871, $22,797,849, is $844,800 larger than the total given in my 
extract from his table of that date, (see my last report, page 111,) viz, 
$21,953,049. The difference is due to the inclusion in his table of the 
Idaho mines, which I then omitted, but now retain, (on account of his 
. totals as now given,) and to some other completions or corrections of 
the first table which I cannot trace, but which amount to $434,800 at 
least. 
In the present table I have noted the following discrepancies: The 
Amador dividends, at $232.50 per share, amount to $860,250; the total 
Eureka dividends are given in the company's official report at$1,694,000; 
the total for California dividends should be $2,728,300, according to the 
items given. Raymond and Ely has made (including the December divi-
dend) $615,000 dividends, instead of $4fl5,000. Mr. Wheeler has simply 
omitted the December dividend, doubtless declared after the prepara-
tion of his table. 
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Highest and lowest 1Jrices of mining stoclcs jo1· the past twelve months. 
Name of company. 
[From the San Francisco Weekly Stock Report.j 
1-D--E-CE-M~B-ER __ . 1--J-A-~-U~A-R_Y __ • I FEllRU,RY. MARCH. APRIL. MAY, 
~ i i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ H ~ H ~ H ~ H ~ H ~ H 
, Alpha .................... $8 oo $5 oo $5 50 $3 oo $4 oo $4 00$18 oo $5 00$12 oo $8 ool$10 oo $6 50 
Amador . ! ....•........... 245 00 2·15 00 325 00 287 00 327 00 303 00 345 00 3~5 00 390 00 350 00
1
366 00 290 00 
Buckeye.................. .. .. .. . . .. .. 4 00 3 00 3 00 1 87 2 50 l 00 :3 50 2 25 2 87 2 00 
Beleher ................... 8 00 4 00 14 00 6 50 20 50 9 50 87 50 17 00 75 00 39 00142 00 63 00 
Bullion................... 5 00 5 00 . .............................................. .. ......... . 
Chollar-Potosi....... .. .. . . 91 00 68 00 79 00 65 75 78 00 69 50 82 00 64 00 90 00 7l 00 85 00 45 00 
Crown Point:............. 18 00 10 00 41 00 15 75 55 00 31 00 160 00 35 00195 00 132 (10 310 00 18:3 00 
Consolidated Virginia...... 6 75 3 00 3 00 3 00 10 50 1 62 12 50 5 00 18 37 8 25 11 50 8 12 
Confidence................ 5 00 5 00 ........................ 25 00 10 00 ........... . 15 00 15 00 
Consolidated Chloride . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .... . . . .. . . . . .... . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. _.. .. . . . . .... . 
Con8olidated Silver Wedge............. ...... ...... ...... 1 85 80. 1 00. 95::::.: : .... . 
D::.ney.................... 7 75 4 00 6 00 2 50 6 25 3 00 7 25 5 00 7 50 5 fJO 10 50 6 00 
Eureka ................... 380 00 375 00 365 00 73 00 78 00 73 00 85 00 82 50 90 00 81 00 90 00 80 00 
Eureka Consolidated . .. .. . 18 75 15 50 16 62 7 25 14 50 9 50 13 25 10 00 11 62 9 87 12 75 9 50 
Empire MilL. ............. 6 00 5 00 .................................... 5 00 100 25 00 12 00 
Exchequer.......... .. .. .. 5 00 5 00 3 00 3 00 3 00 3 OU 8 00 4 00 6 00 5 00 7 00 6 00 
Flowery ....................... ... ........................................ . ...................... . 
Gould and Curry:........ 90 00 45 00 51 50 41 00 60 00 37 00 70 00 40 00 tl7 00 50 00 115 00 65 00 
Gold Hill Quartz.......... .. .. .. . .. ... .......................................................... .. 
General Lee.................... ...... . ..... ...... ...... ...... 80 70 1 00 90 .......... .. 
Golden Chariot............ 93 50 67 50 83 25 64 00 85 00 71 00 80 00 37 50 43 00 32 :50 46 00 37 00 
Hale and Norcross ........ 121 00 102 00 107 00 97 00 103 00 86 00 95 00 76 50 82 50 51 00 65 00 52 00 
Hidden Treasure Consoli-
dated ......................................................................................... .. 
IdaElmore ................ 17 00 12 00 12 00 7 00 12 00 7 00 14 50 8 00 18 00 12 50 16 00 14 00 
Imperial.................. 22 00 11 00 22 00 10 50 10 50 4 00 48 50 6 00 42 00 18 00 85 00 24 00 
Independent.................... ...... ....... ...... ... ... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 3 50 3 50 
Jackson.................. ...... ...... 6 25 2 50 3 62 1 50 2 25 1 00 1 62 62 1 12 87 
~~~\~c~::::·.::::::::::::::: --~-~~ --~-~0 --~-~: --~-~~ --~-~~ --~-:l-~-~~ --~-~~ :::::: :::::: :::::; :::::: 
~~~~u~l~y~;:::::::::::::: -~~-~~ -~~-~~ -~~ -~~ -~~-~o -~~-~~ -~~-~~ -~ :~-~~ -~~-~~ 90 oo G4 oo~:~-~~ -~~-~~ 
1\lmumoth................. ...... ...... 401 34 30 22 80 35 70 10 77 45 
Mahogany ............................ 19 50 5 00 15 00 8 00 11 50 8 25 10 00 7 50 8 25 5 00 
::~;:.;;~y~i,;;;:: :::::::: ;s · ,, · ;;· oo ,~ :g i: ;:: "· oo .... "1. ,.. 50 i,. 50 ii ·50 i;· oo is·;; · i< · oo 
:;~a;;~'f~~r::~~~---~;;~~~~~: :::::: :::::· :::::: :::::: :::::· :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: 
Metropolitan Mill and 
N~~IJJ~~ ~~~~a-~~:::::::: :::: :: :::::: ··--4a ----2o ----3o ----3o --i-oo ----3o ----so ----45 .. i.5o ----45 
Nevada Butte .................................................................................. .. 
Occidental . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ .... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...• . 
Ophir..................... 6 00 3 00 5 75 3 12 7 25 3 25 19 00 5 87 16 75 6 00 10 00 6 25 
Oriental........................ ...... ...... ...... ... . .. ...................................... .. 
Origir:.al Hidden Treasure.. . . .. .. .. .. .. 6 00 2 87 3 25 3 00 7 00 3 25 9 50 6 75 11 25 7 00 
Overman . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 6 00 3 00 6 00 2 00 6 75 2 00 5 62 2 50 6 25 3 50 7 50 2 25 
Phenix .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 J 2 l 00 1 37 60 1 50 80 1 80 1 12 2 DO 1 60 
Raymond and Ely......... .. .. .. .. .. .. 21 25 15 00 25 00 18 50 25 00 21 00 23 25 20 00 22 00 18 50 
Ri8ingStar................ ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ..... . ______ .......... .. 
Savage ................... 52 00 39 00 56 75 45 50 52 00 34 50 80 00 :i6 75 70 00 35 00 54 00 46 00 
Segregated Belcher........ 3 00 1 00 3 75 l 50 3 62 1 50 11 00 3 75 16 00 6 00 14 50 8 75 
Sierra Nevada ............ 21 00 18 00 22 00 13 00 l!'i 00 12 00 15 50 10 00 16 75 12 00 18 00 12 50 
i~~~~~~:~~;·:~~H:r:~: .. :E +~ );: >;, )i, :;;:;1 _:;:~ t: :Hi 'fig ·;i·~ 
Virginia .................. 
1
1...... ...... 3 50 1 50 3 50 3 00 6 00. 2 00 5 00 4 GO .......... .. 
Yellow Jacket ............ 48 00 35 00 48 00 37 00 45 00 39 75 80 00 42 00 71 00 62 50 99 00 64 00 
~~~~~~gt~~-~~d·c~~~i~:::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: .:~-~~ .:~-~~ :::::: :::::: .:~-~~ --~-~~ 
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Highest and lowest prices of rnining stocks, ~c.-Continued. 
JUNE. JULY. AUGUST. SEPTEMBER. OCTOBER. NOVEMBER. 
Name of company. 










0 iii 0 ..:l ..:l ..:l ..:l ..:l ..:l 
------------ -- - - - - -- --
Alpha ......•••••......••. $12 00 $7 OO$l0 00 $8 00$10 00 $8 00$20 00 $9 50$20 00 $9 00$10 00 $8 50 
Amador ...... . .•......... 315 00 275 00 300 00 270 00 275 00 265 00 2!)0 00 290 00 290 00 287 00 290 00·270 00 
Buckeye.................. 4 12 2 75 3 75 1 58 2 50 1 50 4 00 1 87 6 00 3 00 4 00 2 50 
~~w~~::::::::::::::::::: ~~~- ~~ ~~~. ~~ ~~~- ~~ ~~~- ~~ ~~~- ~~ ~~~- ~~ ~~~- ~~ ~~~~ _ ~0 ~~~- ~0 ~~~. ~~ ~~~- ~~ ~~~- ~~ 
Chollar-Potosi.... . • .. .. .. 60 00 40 00 52 00 31 00 35 50 28 50 32 50 27 00 35 00 28 50 34 00 29 25 
Crown Point .............. 340 00 267 00 330 00 290 00 310 00 274 00 340 00 295 00 316 00 280 00 350 00 2!!0 00 
Consolidated Virginia...... 10 50 8 75 9 75 6 00 10 00 6 50 11 50 7 00 10 50 8 00 9 50 8 00 
Confidence..... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. .. . 20 00 20 00 . . . . . . . .... - . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .•..• 
Consolidated Chloride . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .............. .. 
ConsolidatedSilverWedge ........................ . ...................... . - ................. .. .... . 
Daney...... . .. . . . • . .. .. . . 8 l:iO 4 00 6 50 3 50 5 00 3 50 12 50 4 00 8 00 6 00 7 00 6 75 
Eureka .................. 68 00 48 00 52 00 12 50 20 00 11 00 25 50 17 50 19 50 12 00 25 00 19 00 
Eureka Consolidated .. . .. . 15 00 12 75 15 00 13 75 16 62 14 25 . .. .. . .. • . .. 19 00 9 00 29 00 20 75 
Empire Mill............... ...... ..... . ..... . .................................. . ....... . ......... . 
Exchequer................ 9 00 6 00 6 00 8 00 ............ 18 50 18 00 14 00 6 00 7 00 6 00 
Flowery ............................. . ........... . ............ . ........... .. . . . . ..... _ . .......... . 
Gould and Curry .......... 178 00 82 00 125 00 102 00 124 00 95 00 127 00 !J3 00 120 00 94 00 113 00 90 00 
Gold Hill Quartz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. 17 00 17 00 .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ..... 
General Lee . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 20 
Golden Chariot............ 56 00 41 50 51 50 36 00 31 50 17 00 29 00 13 00 15 50 10 00 23 00 4 50 
Hale and Norcross......... 72 00 58 OU 145 60 58 00 122 00 72 00 111 00 82 50 130 00 90 00 119 00 95 00 
Hidden Treasure Consoli-
dated ...................................................... . .................................. .. 
IdaElmore ................ 1575 8!<7 900 625 700 475 575 300 500 250 400 200 
Imperial. ................. 78 00 33 00 45 00 35 00 4 00 4 00 5 50 3 50 5 75 5 75 37 00 35 00 
Independent.............. . .... . . ... .. ...... ...... 4 00 4 00 5 50 3 50 5 75 5 75 5 50 3 50 
Jack~on .................. 1 00 50 80 60 ti6 50 95 50 1 75 75 2 00 87 
Julia..................... 1 50 1 50 ...... ···'·· 30 30 ................ . . . ........... . .... . 
Justice ........... . ............ . ...................................................... . . . ........ . 
K ent.uck .................. 191 00 105 00 130 00 lOO 00 148 00 100 00 177 00 134 00 172 00 125 00 157 00 125 CO 
L ady Bryan.................... . .................................. . ..... . ..... . 
Mammotb................. 60 45 50 30 40 30 40 40 80 40 75 65 
Mahogany................ 8 25 4 00 12 50 7 50 15 00 8 00 10 50 7 75 9 75 7 87 10 00 4 00 
l\1axwell ....................... . ...................... . ........................ . ......... . . 
MeadowValley ........... 19 50 17 75 20 00 18 50 23 25 2012 33 50 20 00 35 50 3100 36 50 3150 
Meadow Valley Western 
Extension. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . • . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . .... . 
Mineral Hill .................................................................... . 
Metropolitan Mill and 
Mining Company ................... . ......................................... . 
Noonday . . .. . . .. .. . ... .. . 1 50 40 40 50 65 2 50 00 35 00 1 00 40 65 65 
NevadaButte .............................................................................. . 
Occidental . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... _ .... _ _ . . . . . _ ... _ . 
Ophir ..................... 10 75 6 00 10 25 6 25 28 00 9 00 25 00 21 00 28 00 21 00 27 00 20 00 
Oriental.................. ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ..... .. ......... . 
Original Hidden Treasure .. 12 12 5 62 9 00 5 251 9 50 7 00 8 25 7 62 7 50 5 25 8 50 5 50 
Overman ................. 13 00 8 25 11 00 6 00
1 
7 50 5 25 41 00 5 50 38 00 14 00 28 Ol 17 50 
Phenix ..... - .. -. .. .. .. .. . 4 37 1 67 3 75 3 25 3 12 1 62 4 12 3 UO 4 12 3 25 4 62 3 00 
Raymond and Ely......... 2L 00 18 87 18 50 15 00 21 00 18 75 92 00 24 75150 00 77 00 97 00 64 00 
Rising Star.................................................. . ..... ...... . .......... . 
Savage . .. .. . .. .. .. .. • .. .. 50 50 43 00 45 00 34 00 44 25 33 00 4:3 75 37 00 47 00 40 00 48 50 42 50 
Segregated Belcher........ 11 50 8 50 10 00 7 50 13 00 7 00 41 00 12 75 45 00 20 CO 28 00 19 00 
Sierra Nevada ............ 17 25 15 00 18 00 13 87 9 25 9 00 18 50 17 50 32 00 20 00 22 00 20 00 
SilverWave .................................................................................... .. 
SilverVault ..................... . ............................................................... .. 
St.. Patrick Gold Mining Co . 50 00 50 00 45 00 42 50 27 00 27 00 21 00 20 00 41 00 20 00 25 OlJ 22 50 
Succor . ............. -..... 5 25 3 50 7 00 4 6~ 7 50 5 50 7 75 6 00 7 00 4 50 5 00 3 50 
~~-~~i~~~:-~~~ ~~~~i-~~-~~:: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: .. :. ~~:::::: :::::: 
Yellow Jacket ............ 77 00 66 00 74 00 44 50 75 00 41 50 68 50 53 00 62 50 54 50 60 00 55 00 
Pioche.................... ...... ...... 9 62 9 50 12 75 11 00 28 25 13 00 20 75 9 00 9 87 7 00 
Washington and Creole ...................... ------~------ ...... 7 2::> 5 00 8 62 4 75 6 87 4 00 
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San Francisco coal trade jm· 1870 and 1871. 
[From the Commercir~l Herald of January 12, 1872.] 
Imports. 
Anthracite, tons...... • • • . . . . • ••.........••......•••.••.•..••••• , 
Australian, tons ........•......................................... 
Bellingham Bay, tons ...................•........................ 
Cutn berland, tons ....•....••....•.........•........•.....••.•.... 
Coos Bay, tons ...............................•.................... 
Chili, tons ..........•.....•.............•............•.•..•...... 
English, tons ..........•....•.....•........... -- .... -- .... --.----
Mount Diablo, tons ....•........•....................... ~ ........ . 
Vancouver I~::;land, tons·-----·----- ...•........ -----· -----· ..... . 
Queen Charlotte Island, tons .................................•.... 
Sitka, tons .....................•.............•..•................ 
Rocky Mountain, tons ... " ....................................... . 

























Total . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 330, 493 315, 194 
Specified on the way from domestic Atlantic ports, December 31: 
Tons ................ - . - - - - - . - - - - -- - - . - -- - - - - - - - - - · - • · · · · - · · · · - - • 







The business of the past year in this leading article of consumption has been 
characterized by great firmness of all varieties, with some extreme prices. The largely 
increased demand for bituminous coal, for gas purposes, and the disposition of our 
ocean steamship companies to employ it extensivdy in the place of anthracite, hereto-
fore used, have produced some marked changes in the trade. Tllis latter article, so long 
the leading feature of the market, has been gradually falling off for some years, and 
has now touched the lowest point ever reached; w bile the market now takes with 
firmness an amount of foreign, which a few years since would llave ent,irely prostrated 
it. It will be observed that while the aggregate of our foreign varieties is somewllat 
under the imports of 1870, (wllich were excessive, a11d greatly depressed prices,) yet the 
English varieties have greatly exceeded any former year, and yet the market has re-
mained remarkably firm under tbese heavy arrivals, and nearly all varieties were wanted 
at full prices at the close of the year. Indeed, many of the vessels arriving with Eng-
lish coal, failing to get return cargoes of grain, have been dispatched under charters to 
Australia, to return with coal, and our supplies from this source, through the coming 
spring, will ue quite large, but being all ordered by parties here, little or none of it 
-will probably come upon the market, and we may not look for much change in prices 
until the arrival of the fall fleet. In the mean time our domestic varieties arrive 
freely, and control the market within the sphere of their special adaptability, and 
show a gratifying increase on last year's prouuction. In addition to the amounts re-
ported, it is understood that the Central Pacific Railroad Company have brought over, 
for its own consumption, more or less Rocky Mountain coal, which would probably 
swell the figures of our consumption of domestic varieties to something over 200,000 
tons for the year. Below will be found our usual five-year comparative statement of 
the various varieties received: 
______ v_a_ri_e_tY_,--·------ I--li:i-
0
6_7_. _ ~ ~ ~ ~~ Total. 
Tons. Ton.~. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. 
Foreign ........ . ...................... . 64,000 93,000 109,000 135,168 113,483 514,651 
Eastern .. . ... . ......................... 62,500 32, 700 38, 600 30,R20 13,201 177,911 
Domestic . -... . ............. _.......... 124, 500 157, 000 184, 100 167, 183 1P8, 420 821, 203 
Total..- ........... . - - ... -- -... - . . . 251' oool 282, 700 331, 700 ~l71T3l5, 194 1 1, 513, 765 
In regard to markets at nate, recent imports continue light, and business much re-
stricted for want of needed supplies. The last sale of Chili was at $1:~. ::!5. Tbere is no 
Nanaimo on the market. Seattle sells to the trade at $10; Coos Bay at. $9.75; Belling-
ham Bay, $8. 50; Mount Diaulo, $6. 25 to $H. 25, for fine and coarse respectively. 
Antllracite i~::; scarce and high, say $'25 to $35 for the driblets to be llad. Cumberland 
is also out of first bands, jobbing at $22.50 to 27. 50. West Hartley is held at $13. 50; 
Scotch aud English steam, $12. 50 to $13; Australian is wanted at $13 to $13. 50. 
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PToduct of quicksilve1· in 1869, 1870, and 1871, and exports j1·om 1852 to 1871. 
[From the Commercial Herald of January 12, 1872.] 
The following is the quicksilver produced in 1869, 1870, anc11871: 
Mine. 1869. 1870. 1871. 
---------------------------------------------------1-------------------
Flasks. Flasks. Flasks. 
New Almaden mine.................................................... 17, 000 14, 000 18, 763 
New Idria mine ........................................ .,.............. 10, 430 10, 0 0 9, 227 
l{eclington mine........................................................ 5, 000 4, 546 2, 128 
Sundry oth<'r mines . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 150 1, 000 1, 763 
TotaL ............................................................ -33, 600 ~~ 546.,-31, 881 
The exports to the different countries for 1871, and the three previous years, were as 
follows: 
To- 1868. 1869. 1870. 1871. 
--------~--------------------------------1------ ------ ------- ------
Flasks. Flasks. Flasks. Flasks. 
New York................................................... 4, 500 1, 500 1, 000 800 
Great Britain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 500 ................ .. ........... . 
China . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17, 785 11, 600 4, 030 7, &00 
Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14, 120 8, 060 7, 08tl 3, 08L 
South America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 500 2, 900 1, 300 2, 200 
Australia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 580 300 300 1, 100 
British Columbia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 4 9 6 
Other countries.............................................. 501 51 41 118 
Total .................................................. -44, 506 24, 4151---r3, 788 -15, 2D5 
And our exports previously ha,ye been-
FlasLw. 
In 1867 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28, 853 
In 1866 .......... - ........ - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30, 287 
In 1865 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42, 469 
In 1864 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36, 927 
In 1863 .................................... 26,014 
~ ~i~!:::: ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ::: : ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~: ::: : ::: : : ~~: H~ : 
Flasks. 
In 1859 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :J, 399 
In 1858 .................................... 24,142 
ln 1857 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27, 262 
In 1836 . .... ................ ........... .... 23, 740 
In 1853 .................................... 27,165 
In 1854 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20, 9G3 
In. lt!!JJ . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 737 
In 1832. ········--··· ..... ........ ......... 900 
The Redington company has produced nothing since October 31, and the Phenix 
mine has produced, during 1871, 76:3 flasks, from a, partial working of the mine. The 
entire product of all the mines on this coast for the year 1871 aggregates 31,881 flasks, 
against 29,546 the year previous. High prices under the monopoly rnle have been 
kept up for three years past. The three-year contract purchase expires on the 1st of 
April next, when a, complete change in the programme may be looked for. Already 
shipments from London and New York are en 1'0tde to this coast, and lower prices may 
be looked for at any moment. Present nominal prices, 82t to 85 cents. 
• 
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I. 
Iceberg, White Pine County, Nevada ... -- ................•... 189, 19-t, 195, 196,197,200 
Iceberg North, White Pine County, Nevada ......•..............•............. 197, 199 
Iceberg South, White Pine County, Nevada------ ................... ------.... 198 
Ida }~!more, Owyhee County, Idaho .......................... 250, 251,517,518,520,521 
Idaho, Boulder County, Colorado . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 359 
Idaho, Nevada County, California............................................. 126 
Idaho, t:;alt Lake County, Utah ........................................... ~-. 325 
Idaho, White Pine County, Nevada.......................................... 183 
Illinois, Colorado....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4~3 
Illinois Central, Gilpin County, Colorado . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 342 
Imperial, Owyhee County, Idaho ...................................... __ _.___ 254 
Imperial, Storey County, Nevada .................................•.......... 1GG, 402 
Imperial, White Pine County, Nevada ......................... 194, 195, 197,517, 5~0, 521 
Imperial Silver Mining Company, Deer Lodge County, Montana............ . . . . 279 
Independent, Humboldt County, Nevada..................................... 219 
Independent, Owyhee County, IJaho ...•........ -----· ...... ...... ....... .... 254 
Independent, California .................................................. 517,520,52J 
Indiana, Butte County, California...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 135 
India11a, ·white Pine County, .!\ evada . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 197 
llllliana Hill, Placer County, California....................................... 119 
Indianapolis, Nye County, Nevada........................................... 182 
luJianapolis, White Pine County, Nevada .....................•.............. 18G, 188 
Indian Chief~ Whito Pine County, Nevada .... -----·.......................... ]\)7 
Indian Ravine. Calaveras County, California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82 
Iron Clad, Radersburg·h, Montana ................... --- .......••............ 296,297 
Iron Ram, Gilpin County, Colorado ..................... - ... --... . . . . . . . . . . . . :342 
Iron Hod, Iron Hod District, Montana........................................ 285 
Isabella, Lander County, NevaJa .... -----· .................. ------ •... -----· 170 
I XL, Alpine County, California............................................. 94 
I XL, Unionville, Montana .................. ---- ...••....•................. 290,292 
J. 
J&ckson, Clear Creek County, Colorado...................................... 356 
Jackson, Eureka, Nevada ................................. -- ......... 400, 518,520, 5:!1 
Jackson, Lander County, Nevada .......................•.................... 178,180 
James Bird, Tooele County, Utah............................................ 316 
Janes, A.N., Park County, Colorado............ ...... .... .... .... .... .... .. 365 
Jaw Bone Le.Ige, Indian Creek, Montana..................................... 2!J9 
J. C. Hill, White Pine County, NevaJa....... ...... .... .... ...... ...... ..•... 194 
Jeff. Davis, Summi t County, ColoraJo .................................... ---- :3()2 
Jefferson Ledge, LanJer County, N evaJa...... . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 170 
Jennie A., W bite Pine County, Nevada .....................•............•. 194, 195, 401 
Jensen, Humboldt County, Nevada ... . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . . .... .. . . .. . .. . ... . 2:22 
Jesse Murdock, \Vyoming...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :37:! 
Jewett, White Pine County, Nevada............ . . . . . . . . . . • • . . •. . . • . . . ••. . .. . l\:17 
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rage. 
Jim, Nevada County, California ....... ·.....................................• 10:3 
J. Jeffers & Co., ElDorado County, California............................... lUU 
John Adam>;, Tooele County, Utah........................................... 307 
John Bull, White Pine County, Nevada ........................ ------·-----.. 197 
Johnston, Calaveras County, California ............... __ .....•........ _.. . . . . 70, 71 
John Spear, Hadersbnrgh, Montana ........ -------- ...... ------.............. ~97 
John \V('sley, Beaver Head County, Montana ...................... ------..... 2m· 
.John Yule'~ Claims, Placer County, California ...... ------ .... ·----------- .... 114,115 
.Jo Lane. Lander County, NeYada .......... ---------- .... ------------ ·----· .. ]70 
Jones, Mojave County, Arizona ...... ___ .... __ ........ -.................. ___ .. 331 
Josephine, Mariposa County, California ...... ·----- ...... -----·------------__ 48 
Julia, Storey County, Nevada ......••••..................... _ .........•.. 517, 520, 521 
Juno, Beaver Head County, Montana.. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . 270 
Justice, Storey County, Nevada.' .......................................... 517, 520, 5~ l 
K. 
Kansas, Gilpin County, Colorado ............................................ 341, 342 
Kamas Company, Nevada County, California................................. 117 
Kansas Gol.J Mi11ingCompany, Gilpin Cour;ty, Colorado ............ -----·...... 341 
Kate Hayes, Nevada County, California ................................ ------ 117 
Kearsarge, Ioyo County, California.............. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. 92 
Kearsarge, Summit District, Montana.......... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . 2Fl:3 
Keating, Hadersburgh, Montana............ .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . 294 
Kennedy, Amador County, California ............................... __ .. _. _... 43, 88 
Kenosh, Tooele County, Utah .................................... __ ..... __ .. :314 
Kent, Beaver Head County, Montana .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. 2fi6 
Kent County, Gilpin Couuty, Colorado ............. -- ........................ 341,342 
Kentuek, Storey C,:mnty, Nevada .............................. 144, 156, 165,517, 5~0, G81 
Kentuck Company, San Diego County, California............................. 90,91 
Kentucl;:y, Calaveras County, California ................................ _..... 75 
Keystonl.', Amador County, California .................. ------ ....... .49,50,H8,51G,517 
Keystone, Calaveras County, California.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 48 
Keystone, Moj.we County, Arizona .................. ---- .... - ........... _... 331 
Keystone, Summit District, Montana .............. ---- -.. - .......... __ ...... _ 2t:J 
Kincaid Flat l\liuing Company, Tuolumne County, California ............... _ .. 54 
King LeC: ge, San Diego Couuty, California .............................. ____ . DO 
King ley, White Pine County, Nevada ............................... _ .. .. .. .. ] 0:> 
Kit Carson, vVhite Pine County, Nevada ............... --- .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . 197 
Kitty Clyde, Deer Lodge Couuty, Montana .......................... _ ... ____ . ~713 
K. K., Lander County, Nevada ............ ------ .... -------- .... -----------· 17tl 
Y nickerbocker and Argenta, Tooele County, Utah ....... - ............ __ .. ____ . :~u5 
Knight & .Jones, Bl Dorado County, Calitornia ........................ __ .... _ 103, J 06 
Knox, Tuolumne County, Califoruia ............................... _ ..... ___ . 62 
Kohinoor, Lander County, Nevada ........ -........... __ ....... __ ..... __ .... 17<! 
Kunc:key & Co., ElDorado County, California ................ __ .......... _ __ lOU 
Kyle, S., Nevada County, California ............... ------------ .......... ____ 119 
L. 
Lady Bryan, Storey Connty, Nevada ................ ____ . _ ...... __ . _ .... _ .. . 
Lady Douglas, Tooele County, Utah ............. ______ ...... __ .... ________ .. 
La Grange Ditch Company, Stanislaus County, California .. __ .. __ .. ____ ........ 
L~tng Sync, Humboldt County, Nevada ......... _. _ .... ______ .. __ .. ____ .. ___ _ 
Lang Syue, Nevada ........................ ------ ............ ·----- ....... . 
Last Chance, Humboldt County, Nevada ......... _ ..... ____ .... __ .. ________ .. 
Last Chance No. :!, Humboldt Couuty, Nevada_ ........ _ .. __ .. ____ ...... __ .. __ 
I.ast Chance, Placer County, California ___ ........ _____ .. ____ .. __ .. _ ..... __ .. 
Last Chance, Tooele County, Utah ....... __ ........ ____ ... ___ .. __ .. ____ .. __ .. 
Last Effort, Humboldt County, Nevada .......... _ .... __ .. _______ .. _ .. ______ .. 
Latrobe, '\Vhite Pine County, Nevada .. __ .... ______ .... __________________ .. __ 
Lavinia, Salt Lake County, Utah .. _ ........... __ .... ____ .. ____ .. __ .. __ .. __ __ 
Lebanon, Clear Creek County, Colorado .. _ ........... ______ .. __ .... __ .... __ .. 
Le Bross, vVhite Pine County, Nevada ..... __ .. ____ .. ________ .. _• _______ .. __ .. 
Left-Hand, Radersburg!J, Montana ........ _ ..... _ .... _______ . __ ...... __ .. __ .. 
Legal 'l'cuder, Bea\'er Bead County, .Montana ................. ______ .. _______ _ 
Legal 'l'l.'nder, Tooele County, Utah .... __ .... __ .. ______________________ .. __ __ 
Leo Monitor, Tooele County, Utah._ ... __ .... ______ .... __ .. ________ .. __ .. ___ _ 
Leopard, Hadersburgh, Mtmtana ... _ ... __ ....... ___ ........ __ .... __ ........ __ 
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Leviathan, Radersburgh, Montana ........................................... . 
Lewis Brothers, Tuolumne County, California ................................ . 
Lew Morgan, White Pine County, Nevada ................................... . 
Lightner's, Calaveras County, California .................................... . 
Lilian, Summit County, Colorado ........................................... . 
Lillian Hall, Lincoln County, Nevada ....................................... . 
Lilliwab, Salt Lake County, Utah ........................................... . 
Lincoln, Amador County, California ...................................... ___ _ 
Lincoln, Salt Lake County, Utah .................................. ____ ..... . 
Lincoln South, Amador County, Ca1ifornia ..................................•. 
Lindell, Clear Creek County, Colorado .. __ .................................. .. 
Lindsey, Nevada County, California ....................................... .. 
Little Amador, Amador County, California .................................. . 
Little Bilk, White Pine County, Nevada ................................... .. 
Little Emma, Humboldt County, Nevada ..................................... . 
Little Giant, Humboldt County, Nevada .................................... .. 
Little Giant, Placer County, California _ ..................................... . 
Little Joker, San Diego County, California .................................. . 
Little York, Nevada County, Califrnnia ...................................... . 
Live Yankee, Lander County, NevMla ...................................... .. 
Live Yankee, Radersburgh, Montana ........................................ . 
Live Yankee, White Pine County, Nevada ................................... . 
Lockport, White Pine County, Nevada ..................................... .. 
Locomotive, Humboldt County, Nevada .................................... .. 
Lola Montez, Tooele County, Utah ......................................... . 
Lombardo, Tuolumne County, California .................................... . 
Lone, Humboldt County, Nevada ........................................... . 
Lone Star or Pettingill, Beaver Head County, Montana ....................... .. 
Lone Star Company, Sau Diego County, California ........................... . 
Lone Star State, Salt Lake County, Utah .................................... . 
Lookout, Lander County, Nevada ................. ___ ....................... . 
Lookout, "White Pine County, Nevada ...................................... .. 
Lucky Boy, White Pine County, Nevada .............................. ::-..... . 
Luetje aud Schwartz, Nevada County, California ................. ... .......... . 
Lupita, Lander County, Nevada ....... --- .................................. . 
Lynch, Garret & Co., Deer Lodge County, Montana ... ~ ..................... . 








































Macomber & Co., ElDorado County, California............................... 100 
Madden Company, San Diego County, California .... ·.......................... 90,91 
Madison, White Pine County, Nevada........................................ 197 
Madison Ledge, Lander Countvr, Nevada..................................... 170 
Madison Company, Lander County, Nevada.................................. 170 
Mahogany, Owyhee County, Idaho .............•............. 250, 251, 252, 518, 520, 5:tl 
Maine, Clear Creek County, Colorado ........................................ 351,352 
Maine Boys' Tunnel, Tuolumne County, California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64 
Mammoth, Beaver Head County, Montana .................................... 270,297 
Mammoth, Lander County, Nevada.......................................... 172 
Mammotll, Tooele County, Utah .............. ............................ 316,317,318 
Mammoth, White Pine County, Nevada ....................... 184, 185, 195,5H3,520,521 
Mammoth, Wyoming ..... ...... ...... ........ ...... ...... .... .... .... .... . 3i2 
Manhattan, Boulder Couuty, Colorado . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . 3tH 
Manhattan, Placer County, California........................................ 45 
Manhattan, White Pine County, Nevada...................................... 195 
Manhattan Company, Lander County, Nevada................................ 170 
Manhattan Milt, White Pine County, Nevada ................................. 199,200 
Manitowoc, Humboldt County, Nevada....................................... 205 
Manyard & Brother, ElDorado County, California . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 100 
Mapulesna, ·white Pine County, Nevada..................................... 197 
Marcellina, Lander County, Nevada.......................................... 178 
Marfield, Salt Lake County, Utah ................... ___ ...................... 319 
Margaret, Lander Com1ty, Nevada........................................... 172 
Maria, White Pine .County, Nevada.......................................... 197 
Maria Louisa, White Pine County, Nevada................................... 197 
Marion, Alpine County, Califoruia.... ...... .... .... ...... .... .... .... .... .... 94 
Mark ley, ~madvr County, California .................................. __ .... _ 89 
Marshall, Clear Creek County, Colorado.· ..................... !............... 352 
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Martha Washington, Tooele County, Utah ..••••• - ••...•••.••••.•.•...•••.•.. - 316, 318 
Martin, White Pine County, Nevada .........••..... ------ .•.••..••. -------·- 197 
Mary Ellen, Wyoming .... -----------------------·-----·---------------·---· 374 
Maryland, White Pine County, Nevada ..•••. -----· ..•••....••. --··---·------ 197,198 
Maxon, Amador County, California ... - . - ... - ... --.- ...•••. -••.. - ... -- ... ---- 89 
Maxwell, Amador County, California ..... --··---- ..••.. -----· .••••. 45,88,517,520,521 
Mayflower, Humboldt County, Nevada ..•.•..... -··- .•.••....••....••• ------- 2:21 
Mazeppa, White Pine County, Nevada .... -------- ..•.•. ---------- .... 184, 195,198,199 
McBride, White Pine County, Nevada .... -----·-----·---···---------------··· 197 
McCormick, White Pine County, Nevada .... ---------·-------------· •... ----- 197, HJS 
McDonald & Co., El Dorado County, California .• ----.---- ...... - ... ---.-~... 100 
McElroy's, Calaveras County, California .... -------------------·-------------· 77 
McFadden, \Villiam, Summit County, Colorado ....... -------.- ... --.- ... ---.. 3G::l 
McMahon Ledge, White Pine County, Nevada ........... ----- .. ------- .. ----.. 200 
McMechan's, San Diego County, California .... - ...... - ........ -- ... --......... 91 
Meade, Gilpin County, Colorado .................. ------ .... -----------·..... 341 
McNevin, White Pine County, Nevada---···----------·---------·-··----··-·: HJ7 
Meadow Valley, Liucoln County, Nevada .. __ ...... - ... 224, 432, 43·~, 5Hi, 517,518,520, 5~1 
Meadow Valley Mining Company, Lincoln County, Nevada.- .................. 223,249 
Mcadow Valley, \Vestern Ex., Lincoln County, Nevada .. ---- .. - ... - .. , --.-. 518, 5;20, 521 
Medeon, Amador County, California .................. ----................... 89 
Merrill's Claim, Beaver Head County, Montana ........................... :.... 262 
Metropolitan, Tooele County, Utah .. - ............ --- •... -.-. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 305 
Metropolitan Mill, White Pine County, Nevada ......... · ....... 198,199,517,518,520,521 
Mexican, Storey County, Nevada............................................ 14:3 
Michigan Bluff, Placer County, California ...••.......•••..•••.......... ------ 114 
Miller, Salt Lake County, Utah .........•.•.....•.• - ... - •......... -... . . . . . . . . 405 
Miller, White Pine County, Nevada .................................... -----· 197 
Milton, BeaverHead County, Montana ........................ -----· ..••...... 9 267 
Mineral Hill, Tooele County, Utah ....... __ ..... --.- ..... -- ......... ---.--... 305 
Mineral Hill Silver Mining Company, Lflnder County, Nevada .......... 180,518,520,521 
Mineral Point, White Pine County, Nevada .................. ---- ............. 195,197 
Miner's Delight, Wyoming ....................................... ---- ........ 374,:375 
Miner's Dream, Calaveras County, California ................. --- .. - ...... __ . . . 70 
Miner's Dream, White Pine County, Nevada .•..•. ---·------------------·----- 185 
Minneapolis, Clear Greek County, Co:orado .. - .... - .•... ----.- ...•• - ...•... :35:~, 357, ;~;Jt3 
Miser's Dream, ·white Pine County, Nevada ......• --- ...•... ___ .. ___ .. _. ___ HJ5, ID7, 401 
l\Iiwanotack, Beaver Head County, Montana ....... --------------------------·· 270 
Moffat Shock, Summit County, Colorado. ___ ..•••..•. --- .... --. ____ ... _---__ 362 
Moffit., White Pine County, Nevada .... ---·--·----- .... ------------.......... 199 
Mollie Stark, White Pine County, Nevada .•.. -------- .... ----·----- ....•.. J95, 197,401 
Monarch, Tooele County, Utah .... ---------------------------- ________ ----·- 308,309 
Monitor, Humboldt County, Nevada._ ... __ . __ ...... ____ .... ____ ._._.~ .. __ .. _ 219 
1\Ionitor, Nye County, Nevada . - .. - ....... - . _ •. ____ .•.•.. _. ___ . _. ______ .. _. _. 1~2 
Monitor Ledge, Lander County,Ne,·ada -----· ------------ -----· .. ---·-· ____ .. 170 
Monitor and Magnet, Salt Lake County, Utah.-- ...•... --- _____ . ___ ... _ ••. __ .. 3:23 
Monitor and Northwestern, Alpine County, California_ .. __ ... _. __ .. ____ ... _ .• _. 93 
Mono, White Pine County, Nevada ...•.....•. -: .. ----·----·------------....... 197 
~fonroe, NPvada _ ..... ___ ............ -- ••.. - •.•...•••....••.. __ • _. ______ . __ . :~6 
Monte Ciuto,Nevada County, California------ .. ---· .... ·---------·---------__ 117 
Montezuma, Colfax County, Kew Mexico . __ ..... -- .••••.. ___ --- .. _ .... _ .•. . . . 3:J7 
.Montezuma, Salt Lake County, Utah ...•.•.......•.................... :319, 321, 324,:325 
Montezuma, 'White Pine County, Nevada. ____ ---·-----·-----· .......... ·----- 191i 
Montgomery, \Vhite Pine County, Nevada. __ ----- •••. __ . _____ . __ .. __ ._. ____ . __ 195, HJ9 
Montrose, White Pine Connty, Nevada. __ --- __ .. ___ . ___ ..• ---- ___ .. _ ..... ___ ._ H:l7 
l\1oo1house, Nevada County, California .. _--· .• _ ••..•• --- ___ • __ . __ ••. ____ ... ___ 45 
Moo~e, Park County, Colorado _... _ ..... _ .....•....•••.....•.. ___ . ______ . _.. 365, 366 
Morgan Ground, (;alaveras County, California .. _ ... ___ •••.. ____ . ____ .. ___ ... _. 75 
l\lormon Chief, Tooele County, Utah ... -- .... -- ....••..•.•... ___ ... __ •... ___ .. 31:3,:314 
Morning Star, Alpine County, California ___ ...•••.............•••. __ • _ •.. ___ . _ 95 
l\lorniug Star, Iron Rod District, Montana . -------------·---·------____________ 286 
Morning Star, Placer County, California . __ . ____ .. _ •. _. _ .••. ____ . ___ •. __ . _ _ _ _ _ 1 15 
Morning Brar, Radersbnrgh, Montana. __ .•.. _____ .... ___ . ___ . ____ . _____ .. _____ 295 297 
Morning Star, Salt Lake County, Utah . _. __ .. _ •••. _. _. ----. _ •••. _________ . ___ :321; 323 
l\lountain lloy, Humboldt County, Nevada. ___ .. _____ . _______ .. __ . ______ .••••. 22:3 
Mountain Uhief, White Pine County, Nevada._ .••. ___ • ___ • __ .•••.. ___ .... ___ •. 198 
Mountain Gem, Tooele Com1ty, Utah .. _._ .... __ --· ___ ••... _--·._---- ___ ._____ 3t5 
l\Iountaiu Kiug, H:umboldt County, Nevada. _______ ._ ...• ____ .. _____ .. ______ ._ 21:3,214 
l\1ountain Lion, Clear Creek County, Colorado_ . ___ •• _ ....• _ •. _ ••••. _ •••. _. _. _ _ 363, 358 
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Mountain Lion, Tooele County, Utah.------·--------·-----·----·----- .. ------ 308 
Mountain Quail, Calaveras County, California .. ------·-----------------....... 78 
Mountain Tiger, Tooele County, Utah ...........•.•....................... 308,309,310 
Mountain Vrew, Humboldt County, Nevada................................... 222 
Mount Bullion, Alpine County, California ....... _ ......... _._................. 94 
Mower & Hays, Snmmit County, Colorado ............... _ ............ _. _. . . . . 362 
Mumford, George, Summit County, Colorado.... ...... .... ..•••. .... ...•.. .... 362 
Muscatine, Clear Creek County, Colorado ....................•......•......... 353, 358 
Muskox, Park County, Colorado ........................•............ _... . . . . 366 
N. 
Napa, Napa County, California .. _ .....................•••........ _........... 4fi 
Napoleon, Summit County, Colorado.......................................... 363 
Narragansett, Owyhee County, Idaho .............. _ ............ _.. . . . . . . . . . . . 254 
National Mining and Exploring Company, Unionville, Montana ................. 290 292 
Nave's Claim. Rader:; burgh, Montana......................................... '296 
Nebraska Company, Nevada County, California ........ ·-----.................. 117 
Nellie Morgan, Wyoming................................................... 374 
Nelson, Boulder County, Colorado .......................... ---- .... ------____ 360 
Nelson, Summit Distric.t, Montana ... _ ..... __ ................................. 283 
Nelson, White Pine County. Nevada ...... _._ .... ___ ...• __ ... _................ 195 
Nettie Mc.Curcly, White Pine County, Nevada ................... _ ......•....... 198,203 
Nevada, Humboldt County, Nevada .......... _ .............................. __ 222 
Nevada, Nevada County, California .......•............ __ .............. __ ..... 45 
Nevada, ·white Pine County, Nevada ................. _ ....... _ .... _ ........ _. 1!17 
Nevada Butte, Humboldt-County, Nevada ................. ------ .......... 518,520,521 
Nevada Ledge, Lander County, Nevada .............. __ ....................... 170 
Nevada~tar, Whitl~ Pine County, Nevada .... __ .. __ .......•..... _ ......... _... 197 
Nevins, Deer Lodge County, Montana ___ ...... _ .... _ ......•........... _...... 273 
New Almaden Quicksilver, California.......... ...... ...•.. .•.... ...... .....• 523 
New Idria Quic.ksilver, California ...........................•••......... __ . _. 52:3 
Newton, Amador County, California ................. _. _. _ ........ _ .....• __ ... 45 
New York, Tooele County, Utah ................... __ ••...........••.... ___ ._. 305 
New York, (or Finnegan,) Calaveras County, California ........ _ ........ _.... . . 75 
New York Hill, Nevada County, California ........ -----··----· ____ .... ____ .... 45,127 
New York Lode, Tooele County, Utah .... --·- ...... ·----·.................... 307 
Niles, Mojave County, Arizona .......................................... _. _ _ _ 331 
Ni-wat, Boulder County, Colorado ............................................. 359,360 
Noel, White Pine County, Nevada............................................ 197 
Nolan, John, Summit County, Colorado ................ _--·................... 362 
Noonday, \Vhite Pine County, Nevada ...... --- ....... - .•. 189, 1!::18, 199,200,518, 5~0, 521 
Norambegua, Ne'vada County, California ...........................•.... ·----· 45 
North Bloomfield Gravel Company, Nevada County, California ......... __ ....... 117 
Northeast, Radersburgh, Montana .............. _--............. .. . . . .. . .. . . .. 295 
North Fork Claim, Pl~:.cer County, California .................. _ ......... _..... 45 
North Star, Beaver Head County, Montana ........................ _........... 271 
North Ste:1r, Calaveras County, California-----· .......•......•. ·----·.......... 77 
.North Sta1:,El Dorado County, California ...•................ --·-............. 105 
North Star, Humboldt County, Nevada ........ ~--· .........•.................. 207,217 
North Star, Lander Couuty, Nevada ........... --· ....................... --... 170 
North Star, Nevada County, California ..................................... 516,517, IH:l 
North Star, Plac.er County, California ......... -- ........................... --- 123 
North Star, Salt Lake County, Utah ...... ··----·--·-···-······--··----··-···· 321,3~:3 
North Star, Tooele County, Utah ............................................. 316,318 
North westeru, (Monitor and, ) A !pine County, California ......... -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 93 
Nugget, Iron Hod Distric.t, Montana .......................• _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 286 
Nugget, Lander Couuty, Nevada ............... -- ............. --- ........... .' 17:.2 
Nutmeg, White Pine County, Nevada ....................••........ -·----· .... 201,202 
0. 
Oakland, White Pine County, Nevada........................................ 198 
Oak Hid go, Calaveras County, California ...........•.................•.... _... 80 
Oakvill<:>, Napa County, California ..................... ---- ..... -----......... 45 
Oasis, W.hite Pine County, Nevada .... -----· .................... ·----·...... 200 
Oc.c.idental, Storey County, Nevada .................. __ ..... _ ..... " ....... 517, 520,521 
Oc.c.idental, Tooele Ccunty, Utah .... _ .................................... 309, 310, :nl 
Ohio, Radersburgh, Montana ...............•......................... . ...••. 295,298 
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Ohio, Salt Lake County, Utah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ... . . . .. . 325 
Ohio State, White Pine County, Nevada....................................... 196 
0. II. Treasure, White Pine County, N(wada ........... 197,198, 199,200,517,518, 520,521 
Oldiield, ElDorado County, California . . . . .. . . . ... .. . ... . . . . .. .... .. . ... .. . . 98 
Old Mortality, Owyhee County, Idaho........................................ 254 
Olive Creek, Oregon.... .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. 2G7 
Olson & Donaldson, ElDorado County, California............................ 45 
Oneida, Amador County, California .......................................... 45, 50, 87 
OuesimuR, Tooele County, Utah.............................................. 315 
Onets & Co., Calaveras County, California . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. 70 
Only Cbance, Deer Lodge County, Montana.................................. 273 
Onyx, Beaver Head County, Montana ..................................... :.. 270 
Ophir, Gilpin County, Colorado .... ...... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 341 
Ophir, Salt Lake County, Utah.............................................. 319 
Ophir, Storey County, Nevada .. -- ................................... 143, 517,520, 52L 
Ophir, Tooele County, Utah .................................... ··"·......... 311 
Orcutt's, Tuolumne County, California . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. 60 
Oreg·on Ledge, Lauder County, Nevada....................................... 170 
Oriental, Califoruia ...................................................... 517,520,521 
Oriental, ·wyoming· .......................... '.............................. 374 
01 iginal, Owyhee County, Idaho . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . 254 
Oro, Tooele County, Utah .................................................. : 315 
Oro Cache, Summit District, Montana ......................................... 282, 283 
Oro Fino, Owyhee County, Idaho ......................................... 250,251 252 
Oro Minta, Calaveras County, California...... . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. ' 78 
Oroville Gold and Silver .Mimng Company, Butte County, California.... . .. . .. .. 135 
Orphan Boy, Humboldt County, Nevada................................ . . .. .. 2·~2 
Othello, White Piue County, Nevada.......................................... 107 
Otto, Humboldt County, Nevada .... ~... ...................................... 221 
Overman, Storey County, Nevada ......................... 14:~, 155, 15G, 517,518,520,521 
Owego, \\'l1ite Pine County, Nevada...... .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. . . 195, 196 
Oweus, San Diego County, California.... .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . 90 
Owyhee, U11ionville, Montana................................................ 291 
P. 
Pacific, ElDorado County, California ......................................... 101, 108 
Pacific Mi11iug Company, Lander County, Nevada ............................. 161:3,170 
Pactolus Gold Mining and \Yater Company, Yuba Couuty, California............ 132 
Page's Claim, Clear Creek County, Colorado . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 347 
Paloma, Amador County, California .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . 50 
Paloma or Gwin, Calaveras County, California................................ 82 
Panaca, Lincoln County, Nevada ......................................... 242, 2-!4, 245 
Park, U uionvillc, Montana.... . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. 291 
Park Pool Association, Park County, Colorado.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3(iG 
J>armele<', Gil pin County, Colorado.... .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . 342 
Parkinsou, Uuionvillc, Montana .............................................. 291, 29~ 
Patterson's, Tuolumne County, California..................................... 69 
Paul & Co., Calaveras County, California..................................... 81, H2 
Pauldi11g, White Pine County, Nevada........................................ 199 
Paulina, Humboldt Couuty, Nevada...... . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 219 
Pelican, Clear Creek County, Colorado ........................................ 350, 3G1 
Peabody, So lou, Summit County, Colorado.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3G2 
Peabody, Wyoming . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 375 
Peacby, Pincer County, California...... .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. 121 
Pearce & Co., Summit County, Colorado...... .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . 362 
Peeriess Ledge, Lander Couuty, Nevada...... .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . 170 
Pendletcn, Tooele Connty, Utah...... .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . . 306 
Peregrini, Calaveras County, California.... .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. 70 
Perrin, Nevada County, California.... .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. 127 
Peru, Humboldt County, Nevada............................................. 207 
Petaluma, Tooele County, Utah.............................................. 308 
Peter Walter, Placer County, California....................... .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . 122 
Petticoat, Calaveras County, California .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . • . • .. .. .. .. . .. .. 51, 78 
Pettingill or Lone Star, Beaver Head County, Montana....... .. . .. .. . . . . . • . .. .. ::t71 
Pewabic, Michigan . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . 4, ·s 
Pfeffer & Co., Calaveras County, California . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . 70 
Phenix, Eureka, Nevada ......................................... 3tl9, 400, 5H:l, 520, 5~1 
Phenix, Lander County, Nevada ............................................ l7tl, 180 
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Phenix Quicksilver, California.............................................. 5~3 
Philadelphia, White Pine County, Nevada.................................... 204 
Philpotts, White Pine County, Nevada ..... ---- .... ------ .......••..... -----· 187 
Picayune, Nevada County, California .... ------------------.................. 119 
Picayune Gr:1vel, Nevada County, California ............ ____ ............ ------ 45 
Piermont, White Pine County, Nevada ...............••............... 197, 199,200,203 
Pilot, Lalw County, Colorado._.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . 364, 365 
Pinchbeck, Iron Rod District. Montana.------------ .................. ----.... 286 
Pine Creek, Humboldt County, Nevada------ .... ---- ........ ------ .... ------ 223 
Pine Mountain, Humboldt County, Nevada................................... 222 
Pine Tree, Mariposa County, California . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48 
Pinon, Salt Lake County, Utah ...... ---- ...•......•. ---~ .... ------.......... 329 
Pinto, Wilite Pine County, NeYada ....................... __ ........... _.. .. . . 195 
Pioche, Lincoln Conn ty, Nevada ..................... 227, 248, 249, 516, 517, 518, 520, 521 
Pioneer Chief, Calaveras County, California ..........•...... ------............ 45 
Pioneer Company, Deer Lodge County, Montana.............................. 273 
Pioneer Ditch Company, Beaver Head County, Montana..... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 26~ 
Pitman & Wiley's Claim, Clear Creek County, Colorado....................... 347 
Pittsburg, N cvada County, California . .. • . . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . . . . .. • • . . . . . . . . . 127 
Pittsburg and Yuba River Mining Company, Yuba County, California .. __ ....... 132 
Pixly, Humboldt County, Nevada ....... ____ ................................ 222 
Pleasant Company, Lander County, Nevada .............. .. ... _... .. .. .. . . .. . . 170 
Pleasant Hill, Tooele County, Utah .............................. ------...... 307 
Pleiades. N ye County, Nevada. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . .. . 1 82 
Plug-Ugly Hill, Placer County, California ...... ---- ........ -----· ...... ------ 116 
Plymouth, Lander County, Nevada .. . . .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . 170 
Pocahontas, Clear Creek County, Colorado . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 353, 358 
Pocahontas, El Dorado County, California...... . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108 
Pocahontas, Salt Lake County, Utah ......... ---- ........................ ---- 325 
Pocatillo, White Pine County, Nevada ......................... _ .......... 189, 198,200 
Pogonip, White Pine County, Nevada ................. _ ........ __ ............ 197 
Pointer, Yavapai County, Arizona ............................. __ .... ----·---- 333 
Polar Star, Summit District, Montana .. ....... ... . .. . .. . .. ... . . . ... .. . . .. . . .. 283 
Pollock I XL, Tooele County, Utah ........................... ____ .......... 305 
Pond & Co.'s Claim, Placer County, California .................... _._. . . . . . . . . 45 
Pond & Constable, Placer County, California....... . • . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . . 45 
Poor Man, Calaveras County. California------............................... 80 
Poorman, Owyhee County, Idaho .............. ---- .......................... 250, 25L 
Poor Man's Joy, Deer Lodge County, Montana .... ------ ............ ------ .... 278,279i 
Pope, White Pine County, Nevada ....... -----· ...... ------------------------ 198 
Portage, \Vhite Pine County, Nevada ............ ---------------------------- 186 
Portland, Tooele County, Utah------ .......... ------------ ...... ------------ 315 
Port Wine, Wilite Pine County, Nevada ........ -----·---- ........ ----........ 195 
Post Hole, White Pine County, Nevada --- ... --- ............... --- ..... --. .. . 196 
Potomac, Tooele County, Utah . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . 305, 307 
Powell, Placer County, California ................................. --......... 45 
Powell, White Pine County, Nevada .............................. ------...... 199 
Praga, Clear Creek County, Colorado---··· ...... ---- .... ---- ...... ----...... 358 
Preston, Tuolumne County, California . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69 
Pride of the Eaf\t Ledge, Lander County, Nevada ...................... _. . . . . . . ] 70 
Prince of ·wales, Sait Lake County, Utah..................................... 319 
Prineeton, Boulder County, Colorado ............................. ------------ 36l 
Printer Boy, Lake County, Colorado ..... ------------ ........ ------ .......... 364,365 
Prize, Gilpin County, Colorado.... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 341 
Progress, White Pine County, Nevada .... ------ .................. ----........ 196 
Promontory, White Pine County, Nevada..................................... 196 
Proteus, Clear Creek County, Colorado....................................... 356 
Prussian Hill, Calaveras County, California------ .... ------.................. 79 
Puritan, Beaver Head-County, Mont<:tna .......... ____ ...... .•.••. .... .... .... 267 
Putnam, Tooele County, Utah............................................... 307 
Q. 
Quandary, Tooele County, Utah............................................. 306 
Quartz Glen, Calaveras County, California.................................... 79 
Quartz Hill, El Dontdo County, California ....•........... · ........... __ ...... 101 
Quartz Mount~in, California ...... ------------.................. ...... ...... 12 
Queen, Clear Creek County, Colorado...... .. . • .. . . • . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 348 
Queen of the West, Iron Rod District, Montana ................. ___ ...••...... 286 
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Raggis & Co., Calaveras County, California ....•. ·-·--·--·- •... ----·----·.... 70 
Railroad, Amador County, California .... ·-----·----··----· .... ·----·------... 45 
Railroad, NeYada County, California.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . • • • '117 
Railroad Flat, Calaveras County, California............ .. ....... .. . .. .•.. .. . . 51 
Ralbet and Steele, White Pine County, Nevada •.... ---------- ...... --------- 195 
Ralston, Gilpin County, Colorado............................................ 341 
Ramblers' Luck, White Pine County, Nevada................................. 203 
Raspberry, Calaveras County, California ......•••....... :------ ...•..... ------ 75 
Ratlers' Pay, White Pine County, Nevada ...... -----· ...... ------------...... 203 
Rawhide, Tuolumne County, California .•................................. 49,Gl,67,69 
Raymond and Ely Mining Company, Lincoln County, Nevada, 223,241,516,517,518, !)20, 52l 
Read and Benson, Salt Lake County, Utah .............................. -----· 319 
Red Bird, Humboldt County, Nevada ... --·............ . .. . .. . ••. .. . ... .. . ..• 222 
Red Bluff, Hot Spring District, Montana ................ __ ... _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 284 
Red Hill, Napa County, California ... _ ............... _....................... 45 
Reu Hill, Tuolumne County, California .................. _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 
Redington Quicksilver, California........................................... 516 
Red Jacket, Humboldt County, Nevada............ . . . • • . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . 220 
Red Jacket, Michigan........................................ .. . ... .. . .. . .. 488 
Redman, San Diego County, California........................................ 90,91 
Red Rover, White Pine County, Nevada...................................... 187 
Reese River Consolidated, Lander County, Nevada............................ 170 
Register, Summit County, Colorado...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 364 
Reinhart, New Mexico ..................................... _ ............ _... 3~~8 
Relief, Salt Lake County, Utah ...................................•..•....• _. 325 
Republic, Humboldt County, Nevada ...... ---................................ 221 
Republic, White Pine County, Nevada...... . ..... .... .... ...••. ....•.. ...... 199 
Reserve, Calaveras CQunty, California .............• _ ........... _.. . . . . . . . . . . 45 
Reserve, (or Stevenat,) Cals.veras County, California.......................... 75 
Revolution, f::.alt Lake County, Utah......................................... 3:l5 
Rhead, Calaveras County, California ............................ ---~o-· ...... 70 
Rhino, Humboldt County, Nevada ........ ------............................. 221 
Rira, Radersburgh, Montana .............................. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 295 
Richanls, Tuolumne County, California ......................... _......... . . . • 45 
Richmond, Clear Creek County, Colorado ................ _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 356 
Richmond, Lander County, Nevada ................. _ .......• _ .•. 177, ll:iO, 391,393,399 
Ricker, Unionville, Montana .................... _ ........................ _... 290 
Riland, Coatney & Roby, Summit County, Colorado ..... __ .................... :-:!62 
Rim-Rock, Lander County, Nevada ......................... _.. .. .•. . ... . ... . 180 
Rippey & Co, Summit County, Colorado..................................... 362 
Risdale, White Pine County, Nevada ...........•........................... __ 187 
Rising Star, Idaho ...................................................... 518, 520, 521 
Rising Su::J, Humboldt County, Ne:vada.... .... .... .... ... . .... ...... .... .... 222 
Hising Sun, Placer County, California ...............•................. _.. . . . • 123 
Rivera & Co., Calaveras County, California.................... ...... .... .... 70 
Robert E. Lee, Radersburgh, :Montana .. _..................................... 297 
Robert Emmett, Wyoming.................................................. 374 
Robinson & Co., Et Dorado County, California.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 
Rock Island, Salt Lake County, Utah.................................... . .. . 319 
Rock River, Butte County, California .... _ ..............•.........•. _.. . . . . . . . 45 
Rock Springs, Wyoming .. ---· ...................................•.......•.. 367,370 
Rockafeilow, Oregon...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 257 
Rockwell, Tooele County, Utah.............................................. 309 
Rocky Mountain, ElDorado County, California............ .•.... ....... ...•.. 98 
Rocky Mountain Company, Wyoming .....................•.......... 369,370,371, 443 
Roman Empire, ·white Pine County, Nevada.................................. 196 
Ro~alia, Dofla Ana County, New Mexico ..................................... 338,339 
Hosebar.MiuingCompany, Yuba County, California........................... 132 
Roseland, Lander County, Nevada .......•...•.••.................... _.. . . . . . 172 
Rosencrans, Preston & Co., Tuolumne County, California...................... 60 
Rough and Ready, Plumas County, California ...................• :. ...... ...• 45 
Ruckel, Oregon.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • 257 
Rush Valley, Tooele County, Utah........................................... 307 
Russian, N cvada...... . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 402 
Rye Valley, Oregon ..•....•.. ~----·.... •••.. .•.•.. .... ••.. .... .... .... .... 257 
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Page. 
Silver King, Tooele County, Utah . -- .. - .••......... -.- .........•••..•••••... 305, 307 
Silver King, (first extension west,) Tooele County, Utah....................... 307 
Silver Mining Company, Humboldt County, Nevada ........••............ ----. 206, 207 
Silveropolis, Tooele Countv, Utah ...........••. - ...•.........•............ 306,310,:311 
Silver :Plate, White Pine County, Nevada ...•••.........•...••• 189, 190,197,198,199, 2(10 
SHver Queen, Maricopa County, Arizona .......•...... ---- .......... ----..... 332 
Silver Queen, '1\ :oele County, Utah ..................•. -- ••....... -.......... 305 
Silver Queen, White Pine County, Nevada.................................... 202 
Silver Rose, Beaver Head County, Montana.................................. 2G7 
Silver Shield, Tooele County, Utah ..•... .... ...•.. ..•.•. .... .... .... .•.. .... 3!3 
Silver Sprout, In yo County, California........................................ 91, !)2 
SilverStar, WhitePineCounty, Nevada....................................... 196 
Silver Star Consolidated, White Pine County, Nevada ....... _.. •. . . . . . • . . . . . . . 19;) 
Silver Stone, White Pine County, Nevada.................................... 200 
Silver Vault,W!Jite Pine County, Nevada ......•........••••..••.•......... 518,520,521 
Silver ·wave, White Pme County, Nevada .. ................ 186, 188, HIS, 199,518,520,521 
Silver Wedge, White Pine County, Nevada ...........••••..• _. 195, 196, 197,518,520,521 
Silver Wing, Summit County, Colorado .....•..•... _ ....................... _. 36:3 
Silver Wreath, White Pine County, Nevada................................... 203 
Sissler, Summit County, Colorado .............••... _ ................•...... _. 3G2 
Slate Ledge, Nevada County, California .. _ .......... -......... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 45 
Slattery, Wyoming ......................... ------------..................... 372 
Sliger Claim, ElDorado County, California ...••.....•..... ____ ...... ________ . 4:) 
Slovan, Clear Creek County, Colorado ... _ ...•......•.... ____ .. __ •.. __ ..... ___ 3Gt:l 
Smarts ville Hydraulic Mining Company, Yuba County, California ..•....... _. _ _ l3J 
Smith, Boyd & Co., Deer Lodge County, Montana .........•........••.. ···--- 274 
Smith, J. R, White Pine County, Nevada .... -----·-----· ______ .......... 196, 198,199 
Smoky Mill, White Pine County, Nevada .... -- ... --- ...•....•..••••. ___ .. __ .. 199 
Snow Drop, Humboldt County, Nevada ... --- .........•... __ . __ ... __ .... ____ . 222 
~now Drop, White Piue County, Nevada ... --.------ .•. --· __ ...•.. __ .. 195, 196,197, 193 
SocrateR, Sonoma County, California .......•.•. _ ...........••..••••... _ .... _. 45 
Soles and Perkins, Wyoming ...............••.•.....•.....•.............. __ . 37 4 
Sonora, Clear Creek County, Colorado ..••••........••••....•...•.......... _.. 356 
Sophia, New Mexico .....•...........••...•.•. ------........................ 33~ 
SoulRby, Tnolnmne County, California .•.......••..••• . .. __ ......... __ .. ____ . 69 
South Aurora, White Pine County, Nevada .....••••....•..... ----............ 200 
South Bank, Calaveras County, California ...•...••....•••.......... ------.... 78 
South Star, Nevada County. California ..•.•..... ------ ............ ·-----·---. 1~7 
South Star, Salt Lake County, Utah ... _ ....................... __ . ____ .. __ . _. 3~3 
South Yuba Canal Company, Nevada County, California .... ____ ._ .. _____ ._._.. 45 
Southern Light Ledge, Lander County, Nevada-·-·---· ........ ____ ...••. ____ 170 
Sovereign, Alpine County, California. __ .... ____ .. ____ .... _ ••. _ .. ____ ......... 9t 
Spagnoli, Amador County, California ........ ____________ ...••. ·----- .... ____ 45 
Spanish, Tooele County, Utah._ .. __ .. ___ ....... __ .. ____ . __ .. _._ .. ____ .... 314, 403,404 
Spanish, White Pine County, Nevada .... -----·------ .... ____ ·----- ____ ·----- 196,197 
Sparrow Hawk, Tooele County, Utah ... __ ... ____ . __ . ___ ..... __ .•.• _____ ..•... 313,314 
Spear. Wllite Pme County, Nevada ...•...... ____ ·----·-----· ____ .... ____ .... 203 
Speckled Trout, Deer Lodge Com1ty, Montana .. _ .... __ ........ _. __ . ___ .... _ .. 278, 27}) 
Spring- Guleb, Tuolumne County, California. __ ._ .... ____ .. _ ••• : .• ----. __ ._... 69 
Spring Gulch Ditch Company, Beaver Head County, Montana ...• _ ...•• _______ . 262 
Spring Hill, Nevada County, California ...••....... ________ -----·-----·-----· 45 
Spring Valley, Butte County, California .... ____ ...•.. ··---· ____ ....•....•..•. 135,137 
Stalker's Claim, Gilpin County, Colorado ........ -----·---· _____ •••. ____ ..•••. 342 
Staniboul, White Pine County, Nevada ____ ..... ------ ...... ______ ..•••. ------ J96 
Stanislaus, Calaveras County, California ____ ............ ·----- ____ ........... 45 
Staples & Co., ElDorado Couuty, California ............ ·---·· ...... _________ 45 
Star Consolidated, Lander County, Nevada ... ---- ........ ____ -----· ____ .••... 179 
Starr King, Tuolumne Count.y, California ...... _ ... ______ ... ____ .....• _ ... ___ . 69 
Stephenson, Do1ta Afia County, New Mexico .......... ___ " ... --· •... ____ .• ____ 338,339 
Sterling, Yavapai County, Ari~oua .... ____ .... -----· ........ ·--- ____ ........ _ 333 
Stevenot, (or Heserve,) CalaYeras County, California . __ . _ ...... _ ..•. ___ .. _. __ . 75 
Stevens, Clear Creek County, Colorado ........ _ ... ____ ..• ______ . ___ ..• _. _. 353, 355, 358 
Stickle's Ground, (or Union,) Calaveras County,California ................. ·--- 76 
Saint Lawrence, Owyhee County, Idaho. _____ ... __ .•. _ ... ____ .. __ . __ . ____ .. _. 254 
Saint Louis, Placer County, California ........ ________________ ......•..... ___ 12.2 
Raint Louis Company, Montana ........... -----··-----·----- •... ------------_ 405 
Stockholm. White Pine County, Nevada .... ------ ________ .... ____ ............ J9G 
Stoker, Salt Lake County, Utah ........ _______ ... __ . __ .. __ .. _ ... _. _ .• __ .. __ . 325 
Stonewall, Nye County, Nevada ........... ------ ........ ---~--.............. 182 
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Stonewa11, San Diego County, California------------------------------·-----_ 90 
Stonewall, White Pine County, Nevada ... ---- .... - ...•. ___ .. __ ... ________ . __ 196, 198 
Storm Ledge, ·white Pine County, Nevada .......... ·-----·----- ____ -----·____ 202 
Saint Patrick Mining Company, Placer County7 California. _. __ . _____ • _ .. 121, 517, 520, 5~ l 
Saint Paul, Beaver Head County, Montana .... ---·--------------_------------ 263 
Sturgess, Tooele County, Utah ...••• ----·------------------· .... --------____ 315 
Subjugation, Tooele County, Utah ...••. -------------------- ____ --------..... 30G 
Succor, Rtorey County, Nevada ...... - ... -- ..... -.-.-.-- .. 143, 155, 156,516,517,520,521 
Summit, Amador County, California _ .. _ ..... _ .. _. _______ . ________ . _ . _. __ . __ . 88 
Summit, Owyhee County, Idaho._-- ...... -- ... __ . _____ .. _ ... ________ . ___ .___ 254 
Summit, White Pine County, Nevada ... _____ ... _- .. --- ... _____ . __ . ___ . _____ 197,201 
Summit Claims, Placer County, California ... --- ... --- _ .. _. ___ . __ .... __ . _. ___ .. J lG 
Sm11mit and Nevada, White Pine County7 Nevada ...• _ ... ___ . ___ .•• _ .. 195, 196, 197, 199 
Sunbeam, Tooele County, Utah ... -. ___ .. _. ___ .. __ .--- ______ .---- _____ ·--_ •. 316,318 
Swan, Summit County, Colorado. _____ ------------------------ ..•. __________ 363 
Swansea, Tooele County, Utah ... --- .. _._. ____ ---- ___ . _____ .• __ ---- _________ 316,317 
Swansea Mill, White Pine County, Nevada .•.. --------------_------·--------- 198,199 
Sweepstakes, Humboldt County, Nevada ..•••. ------------------------------_ 222 
Sweepstakes, White Pine County, Nevada--- ..•• - •..•••.. _ ..•. __ ... _____ •• _. 201 
T. 
Table Mountain Tunnel Company, Tuolumne County, California .. ---- __ -------- 63 
Taeff and Franklin Ground, Placer County, California_ ••• __ . __ •••.. ___ . _. _. __ . 115 
Tallulah, Humboldt Countv, Nevada .. ---- .... ---- ____ . ____ --------------.... 213 
Tampico, Tooele County, Utah; ....•.... -- ... - .. -....•....... ___ ....... __ 308, 310, :~11 
Tar Heels, Park County Colorado_. ___ . _ ....... _ .. _ ..... _ ..•.. _. _. ___ .. ____ . _ 366 
'l'arsbisb, Alpine County, California .. -- .. -.--- ... ____ ... _________ . __ ... _____ 93,94 
Theresa, Salt Lake County,Utah ...... -----. ____ .. ____ .. ____ . ______ ...... __ __ 319 
Thompson's Claim, Radersburgh, Montana .... __ .. _____ . ______ .. ________ ~-____ 298 
Thorn, Calaveras County, California .. ______________________________________ . 70,81 
Thorpe, Calaveras County, California .. __ ..... __ . _. __ ... _____ . _ . _ .. _. _. _. ____ . 70 
Thorp's, Calaveras County, California .... -... _ ... __ .. _ .. __ ..... _. _ •. _____ ..•• 80 
Tiger, Summit County, Colorado ....•. --------.------------ ____ ------________ 364 
Tiger, Yavapai County, Arizona ...... -------------------- .... ---- __ ------ 331,333, 3:.l4 
Tin croft Mines, Cornwall ..... - .... -.... - ........ -. - ......•.. _. _ •..... _ . _ ••• _ 4R8 
Tip-Top, Lander County, Nevada ... - ..... - -..•. - ..••. - ....•. __ . ____ . __ . _.... 177 
Tennes">ee, Wyoming_ ....... -- ..... - ... - .. -.--- ..... - .• _ ...... _ .. ____ . __ ._. !374 
Todd, J., Summit County, Colorado ...... -----------·----------------________ 362 
Tolin, Iron Rod Distriet, Montana ...... ------------·------------------ ------ 28() 
Toll Road, White Pine County, Nevada ..•... ---------··"------------ ____ ---- 19~ 
Tom Paine, White Pine County, Nevada ..•.•.. - .. -- ___ . ___ ._._. ___ . __ ... _.... . 195 
Town Talk, Nevada County, California ... --- .... -- ....... __ .. -- ......• ---_... 45,1 HJ 
Trainor, Conovan & Co., Deer Lodge County, Montana._ .............•.. _ ... _ _ 27:) 
Treasure, Tooele County, Utah ....•. --·------·---·---· .... _-----·-- -----·.... 313 
Treasure, (0. H.,) White Pine County, Nevada _ ............•. -. _ .. 184, 186, 195, 196,517 
Treasure Hill Company, White Pine County, Nevada .... -------- .. : ... --·- .... 198,199 
Trench, White Pine County, Nevada .... __ ...... ---.---. ___ .... --- 196,198, 199,200,204 
Trenton, Humboldt County, Nevada------------.-- .... ----_.-------_........ 216 
Tresavean Mine, Cornwall ......••. - .••••...... --- .. - •• --- .• -.-. . . . . . . . . . . . . 488 
Triangle, Lander County, Nevada .......... --·------- _________ .... ·----·..... J7~ 
Tripoli, Humboldt County, Nevada ...•.. -----·------------·------ .•.... ---·.. 221 
Troy, Lander County, Nevada ... __ .--.--·------ .. ---·--------_-----· __ ------ 170 
Troy Con1pany, Nevada County, California------------··----------------·---· 117 
Truckee, White Pine County, Nevada .... - .. _--- ....... .......•..•. 190, 197, 198, 199,200 
True, Humboldt County, Nevada .... ---~-------· .... -----------·------·----- 220 
True Blue, Humboldt County, Nevada ...... ------ .... ------ ..•••. ------..... 223 
Trust & Hoper Company, Nevada County, California ......•... ____________ ---- 117 
Try Agaiu, ElDorado County, California ... __ ............ _._ .. _._ .. ____ ... ___ HS, 99 
Tucson, Tooele County, Utah ..... ____ ----·----- ........ ---------------------- 308 
Tullock & Co., Tuolumne County, California ...... -----··----· ..... ·"-------- 69 
Tully & Co., Nevada Cvunty, California ... _ ..••... __ . ___ .. ___ .. _ ........ ___ ._ 118 
Tunnel, Clear Creek County, Colorado ......•... ---- .... --···........ . ........ 356 
Turkey Hill, Placer County, California ..... - .... _ ............ _ ...... ___ . _ . _.. 114 
Turner's Flat and Table Mountain Mining Company, Tuo-lumne County, Cali-
fornia .... _ .... , ____ ... _ ....... - ...• _ .• _ .. _ ..•. __ .•••.• _ .....• ___ .•• ____ . 
Twilight, Radersburglt, Montana .•..•.••.•••••••...••••.••.. ---···-- ••...... 
53,54 
296 
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Uncle Sam, White Pine County, Nevada ................•....•...••••..... 198, 199, 204 
Union, Calaveras County, California ...........••...•...............•....... .48, 70, 75 
Union No.2, Lander County, Nevada .... ------.............................. 170 
Union (or Stickle's,) Calaveras County, California............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75 
Union Company, Calaveras County, California .......................... 45, 517,520,521 
Union Copper, Calaveras County, California.................................. 25 
Union Copper, Humboldt County, Nevada ........................ ------...... 223 
Union Hill Gravel Company, Nevada County, California ....•..... -------·----- 118 
Union Hydraulic Mining Company, Yuba County, California...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 131 
Union Series, Humboldt County, Nevada .. ---- .......•. ---.................... 216 
United States, White Pine County, Nevada........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 195 
U. S. Grant, El Dorado County, California.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 101 
Ut9.h Silver Mining Company, Tooele County, Utah ..•••..••••.•........ 314, 403,404,405 
Utica, Calaveras County, California...... . . . • . . . . • • • • . • . . . . . . . • • • . • • . • • • . . . . . . 76 
v. 
Vallejo, Tooele County, Utah................................................ 309 
Vanderbilt, Radersburgh, Montana........................................... 297 
Velocipede, Tooele County, Utah ...•......................................... 312,313 
Vermillion, Lincoln County, Nevada ....................•••...............•... 242,244 
Vernon, Yavapai County, Arizona............................................ 333 
Vespasian, Tooele County, Utah ............................................. 314,315 
Victory, Beaver Head County, Montana............................ . . .. . • . • . . . 207 
Virginia, Tooele County, Utah...... . . . . .. • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 308, 309 
Virginia, White Pine County, Nevada ..................... 189, 196, 198, 199,518, 520, fl21 
Virginia Consolidated, Storey County, Nevada ........•••........••...••.•. 517, 520, 521 
Virtue Gold Mining Company, Oregon........................................ 257 
Volcano, Boulder County, Colorado .•••••...... -----·......................... 361 
Vulture, Yavapai County, Arizona ......................................... 332,334,3:35 
w. 
Wabash, White Pine County, Nevada ........... - ......• -- ................. 195, 196,198 
W!tdham, Beaver Head County, Montana ----.... .. . . . . . ... . .... ... . .... .. .... 263 
Waguleslicunian, White Pine County, Nevada................................. 196 
Walker, Summit County, Colorado ............... --· .. --·- ...•...........•... 362,364 
\Valkinshaw Consolidated, Nevada County, California .....•......... --......... 118 
Walla-Walla Chief, Humboldt County, Nevada-----· ........ -~-·.............. 222 
Wall, Lander County, Nevada .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 170 
Wall Ledge, Lander County, Nevada......................................... 170 
Walter Scott, Clear Creek County, Colorado................................... 353 
Wamebatia, White Pine County, Nevada ................ ---·.................. 19fj 
Wandering Boy, Salt Lake County, Utah .............. ---·................... 319 
Ward Beecher, White Pine County, Nevada ............... .... 184, 185,187, 189,197, 198 
Ward Beecher Consolidated, White Pine County, Nevada ............ 187, 188, 190, 199,200 
\Vard Beecher South, White Pine County, Nevada ............. -----··----· .... 183,190 
Ward Mining Company, Boulder County, Colorado .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 361 
War Horse, White Pine County, Nevada...................................... 201 
Warn, Owyhee County, Idaho................................................ 254 
Warrior, Tooele County, Utah...... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 315 
Washington, Mariposa County, California........................... .......... 58 
Washington, Plumas County, California . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . .. . . . • . . . . . . . . 12, 45 
Washington, Tooele County, Utah.... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . • • • • . . . . . . .. . 314, 315 
Washington and Creole, Lincoln County, Nevada .......•.•.....•....... 249, 518,520,521 
Waterloo, White Pine County, Nevada........................................ 198 
\Vaterman, Gilpin County, Colorado.......................................... 341 
Waters, Calaveras County, California............................... .......... 7{) 
Waters, Tuolumne County, California......................................... 67 
·wayne County, Clear Creek County, Colorado .•.............................. 353, 35t! 
Weber & Co., ElDorado County, California................................... 100 
Web-Foot, Humboldt County, Nevada........................................ 221 
\Vebfoot, Owyhee County, Idaho .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 251 
Webster, Nevada County, California ................ ;................... ...... 119 
Wellington, Salt Lake County, Utah.......................................... 319 
Weske Claim, Placer County, California ..............•••....•.............. 45, 114, 115 
Western Extension, Lincoln County, Nevada ............................... 242,244, 245, 
H. Ex. 211-35 
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Western Star, Salt Lake County, Utah........................................ 323 
·west Point, Calaveras Couuty, California......... . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. • . . . . . .. . .. . 51 
vVet Gulch, Calaveras County, California . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. . • . 80 
Whale, Clear Creek County, Colorado... . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . . ~50 
What Cheer, Nevada County, California...................................... 118 
What Cheer Mining Company, Calaveras Cvunty, California.................... 82 
Wheeler, California ................................................... --·--- 517 
Whisky Slide, Calaveras County, California. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . • .. .. . .. • . . .. 83 
White, Humboldt County, Nevada ............................................ 216,217 
White's Bar Ditch Company, Beaver Head County, Montana.................... 262 
White Rock,· Boulder County, Colorado.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. . .. • .. .. .. .. . 360 
White> ide, El Dorado County, California...... .. . . .. .. .. . . . • • • .. . .. • .. .. . . . . .. 108 
Whitlatch Yankee Blade, Lander County, Nevada .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . 170 
Whitlatch Union, Lander County, Nevada.................................... 170 
Whitlatch Union, Unionville, Montana ....................................... 289,290 
Whopper, Beaver Head County, Montana .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . 267 
Wide West, Beaver Head County, Montana ................................. _._ 267 
Wide West, Owyhee County, Idaho . . . ... . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .... .. . ... ... . .... 254 
\Virr & Co., Deer Lodge County, Montana............. .. . . . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . . .. 272 
·wildcat, Amador County, California........................ .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 45 
Wild Delirium, Tooele County, Utah .......................................... 305,313 
Wild I Iishman, \Vyoming ................................................... 372,373 
"\\<Tilliamr;, J., ElDorado County, California...... . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. • . .. .. .. .. . . .. 100 
Wilson & Co., Calaveras County, California...... . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. .. . . 70, 73 
Wilson and Grasstree, White Pine County, Nevada . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 196 
Winnamuck, Tooele County, Utah .......................•.....•.. 314, 391, 403, 404, 405 
Winnebag-o, White Pine County, Nevada..................................... 197 
·wolcott Claim, Nevada County, California . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. ... . . . . ... .. .... 45 
Wolf Tone, Wyoming...................................................... 374 
Wolverine, Calaveras County, California . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 80 
Woodburn, White Pine County, Nevada...... . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .... .... .. . .. . 200 
Woodside, ElDorado County, California...................................... 108 
Wormer, Humbodlt County, Nevada .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . .... 222 
vVorcester, Clear Creek County, Colorado . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 353, 358 
Worthin!l'ton & Bowman, El Dorado County, California........................ 104 
Worth mann & Co., Calaveras County, California . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. 70 
W. S. Lee, Humboldt County, Nevada...... . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . ... .... . . .. .. .. 222 
vVunderlich, (Charles,) Deer Lodge County, Montana......................... 27~ 
Wyoming Coal Company, Wyoming .................................. 369, 370, 442, 44:3 
Y. 
Yankee Blade, Humboldt County, Nevada.................................... 212 
"¥ earing Brothers, Beaver Head Connty, Montana...... • . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . 262 
Yellow Jacket, Owyhee County, Idaho .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2f:l4 
Yellow Jacket, Storey County, Nevada ........ 142, 144, 1n5, 156, 164,487,516,517,520,521 
York, Boulder County, Colorado .... .... ...... ...... ...... .... .... .... ...... 361 
Yosemite, Lander County, Nevada........................................... 170 
Yosewite, White Pine County, Nevada........................................ 198 
Yosemite Ledge, Lander County, Nevada ................................... ·.. 170 
You Bet, Nevada County, California......................................... 117 
Young America, Wyoming .............................. :................... 3n 
Yreka, Owyhee County, Idaho...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . 254 
Yule Gravel, California ..................................................... 516,517 
z. 
Zeile, Amador County, California .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. • .. .. .. .. . • .. .. 4!i, 89 
Zella, Tooele County, Utah , .............................................. 308, 309,310 
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Adams Hill, Lander County, Nevada......................................... 179 · 
Albany Flat, Calaveras County, California.................................... 75 
Alder Creek, Madison County, Montana...................................... 281 
Alder Gulch, Madison County, Montana ............•...........•.. :.......... 2~:3 
Alpine, Alpine County, California............................................ 94 
Alpine County, California................................................... 9.2 
Amador City, Amador County, California ................................... .48, 49,88 
Amador County, California...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 83 
American Camp, Tuolumne County. California................................ 65 
American Fork, Salt Lake County, Utah ....•......••............. 30:3, 379, 385, 393, 405 
American Gulch, Summit County, Colorado................................... 362 
Angel's Camp, Calaveras County, California .............................. 47, 49, 55, 75 
Antelope Gulch, Deer Lodge County, Montana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 27:3 
Argenta, Beaver Head County, Montana ...................... 267, ::380, 386, 405, 406, 407 
Arqueros, Chili ........ -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . • 439 
Atlantic City, Wyoming.................................................... 374 
Auburn, Placer County, California........................................... 95, 121 
Aurora, Esmeralda County, Nevada ....... -- . ................................ 141 
Austin, Lander County, Nevada ...•.•....•.....•...•••••.........•......••.. 141,181 
B. 
Bald Hill, ElDorado County, California...................................... 99,105 
Bald Mountain, Tuolumne County, California................................. 47,68 
Bannack, BPaver Head County, Montana .....••........•.••............... 261, 262, 266 
Banner, San Diego County, California...... . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90 
Basin Gulch, Deer Lodge County, Montana .......•............•... ".......... 273 
Bath. Placer County, California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . • . . . • . 115 
Batopilas, Chihuahua, Mexico ............•.....•.•......•......••.•......... 434, 4:~5 
Battle Hill, ElDorado County, California..................................... 105 
Battle Mountain, Humboldt County, Nevada .................•••••.... 141,216,217,518 
Bear River Valley, ·wyoming................................................ 368 
Bear Valley, Mariposa County, California..................................... 48, 49 
Beaver Head County, Montana . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 261 
Belleville, San Bernardino County, California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . 91 
Bell's Diggings, El Dorado County, California.... . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 103 
Belmont, Nye County, Nevada ........................••..........••.....•.. 141,182 
Big Basin, Tuolumne County, California .•...•..... .,.......................... 67 
Big Bug, Yavapai County, Arizona.......................................... 333 
Big Cottonwood, Salt Lake County, Utah ...........•............. 303, 304,319,393,403 
Big Prickly Pear, Montana ......... -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2R8 
Bingham, or West Mountains, Tooele County, Utah ...•.••........•........ 303, 314, 315 
Bingham Caiion, Salt Lak~ County, Utah ........•...•........•....... 380, 381, 393,40:3 
Bitter Creek Desert, Wyommg...... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 367, 368 
Bitter's Point, ElDorado County, California.................................. 104 
Blackfoot, Deer Lodge County, Montana .......••..•..•.......... ~-.... . . . . . . 273 
Biackskin Gulch, Park County, Colorado..................................... 366 
Bloody Caiion, Humboldt County, Nevada .........•....••................ _... 212 
Blue Wing, Heaver Head County, Montana ..........•...•••...••••.•.••..•••. 266,269 
Boeckstein, Austria...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . 410 
Boise Basin, Boise County, Idaho .................•.......•..•....••......•.• 254,255 
Boulder County, Colorado .. · ...............•••......•........•....•••.•• _.... 359 
Boulder Hill, El Dorado County, California . . . • • . . . . • • • . . • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . 105 
Box Elder County. Utah ot _. _.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 303 
Bradshaw, Yavapai County, Arizona ......................................... 331,333 
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Bromide Flat, White Pine County, Nevada ...••.......•.•... ____ ------------- 184 
Brown Gulch, Montana ... _ .... ---. _ ..........••........•••......... _ .. __ • _. 283 
Bro'<Yn's Flat, Tuolumne County, California .... ·----·_---- .......•...... ·----· 68 
Buckeye Hill, ElDorado County, California----·-----·----- ..•... ·----·----·· 104 
Buena Vista, Humboldt County, Nevada .. _. ____ ---.---_--- ... _ .. ________ . 205,216,217 
Buffalo Flats, Summit County, Colorado-----------· ... ·----------------·..... 362 
Buffalo Hill, ElDorado County, California----------------------·--- .....••• , 106 
Bull Run, Elko County, Nevada .............. -----·-----··---------- •... ---- 219 
Bullion a, Alpine County, California ....•... __ .... _. __ .. _ .. _ · .••••. __ . _ . ____ • _. 94 
Bullion City, Owyhee County, Idaho ..• --· .. _.-- ... ---.-- •.. -- .. ______ ..••••• 254 
Burnt Iron, Oregon ........ ---·-----··----·---· .••••• -----· ..•...... ---·.... 257 
Butte, Beaver Head County, Montana .••••.....••..•.•. ---· ••.. __ ...••••. ---· 269 
Bntte, Deer Lodge County, Montana ......... _._ ...... _ ..... _ ...• ___ .. __ ._... 272 
Butte City, Deer Lodge County, Montana •...........•.•..... __ .... _......... 272 
Butte County, California .... -----··-----·---·· .•.••..•••.. ··---···---·-----· 95,133 
Byrne's Ferry, Calaveras County, California-----·-----------·------.......... 55 
c. 
Cable City, Deer Lodge County, Montana---··----· ...••••• ·----·............ 274 
Cache County, U tab_. ___ ........• -........ --- ... --- .... - ............ _ • . . • .. 303 
Calaveras County, California----------------···----------·-----·............ 69 
Calaveritas, (Lower,) Calaveras County, California .. --- .......... __ . _ ....... --. 70 
Caldwell's Ranch, Tuolumne County, California ...........•....•... ____ •. _._.. 68 
California Gulch, Lake County, Colorado ......•........•. •. _ ..........••.. ___ . 364 
Camp Douglas, Utah .... ---··----------·-----------·----------·--··........ 386 
Camp Floyd, Tooele County, Utah ..••............••.••.................. 303,313,386 
Camp Watson or Spanish Gulch, Oregon .............. _ .......••••..... _ . __ ... 257 
Calion District, Oregon..................................................... 257 
Captain Gardner's Point, ElDorado County, California . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 104 
Carbon, Wyoming .........••••• -----·-----·-----------·-----· .... -----·---· 442 
Cariso Gulch, Wyoming---· .••••..•.... ------ .............................. 373,375 
Carlin, Humboldt County, Nevada .. ---· ....... --- ............... ---. __ ·--·-· 141 
Carson, Ormsby County, Nevada.----· .......... ---.-------._ .. _ ...••... ____ 141 
Carson Hill, Calaveras County, California ..•••. ---· ......... ----.............. 49,75 
Carter's Point, ElDorado County, California.................................. 104 
Castle Dome, Yuma County, Arizona ............ ------....................... 336 
Cave City, ElDorado County, California ...... --·· ..•••..... ----............. 56 
Cedar Creek, Missoula County, Montana ...... -··---····--··----····--····--· 278 
Cedar Plains, Jefferson County, Montana-----··----·-----· ..••.. ·----··----- 293,2D8 
Cedar Ravine, ElDorado County, California .... -----· ...... ------ ...••. ·---·· 98 • 
Cement Hill, ElDorado County, California ........ -----··-···---········----- 105 
Central City, Gilpin County, Colorado .. --- ........ -- ........ ---- ......... 342, 343, 344 
Central District, Humboldt County, Nevada .... -·-·---· .•••.. ··--·-·---··· 212,216,217 
Centreville, Davis County, Utah---·-----·---···----·· .•.. -·---··---·-····--· 303 
Cerro Gordo, In yo County, California .•••... -- ... -- ....... ---- ............. 91, 380, 393 
Chaiiareillo, Chili. ..... ·-·--· ................. ---·--··---------·------··-·-· 439 
Cherokee Gulch, Clear Creek County, Colorado . _ ...•.... _ .••••... _ .... __ •. __ . 350 
Cherokee Flat, Butte County, California ........ _ ................. _ ........ __ . 134 
Chili Gulch, Calaveras County, California .... ---·............................ 81 
Chili Ravine, ElDorado County, California .... ---·---- ............. ---·...... 97 
Chinese Camp, Tuolumne County, California .... ·-------------................ 57,58 
Chloride Flat, White Pine County, Nevada .... -----·.----·----· .. ----···----- 184 
Chris Ranch, ElDorado County, California .............. _.................... 105 
Church Island, Tooele County, Utah .... -----· .... -----····---- .... --··...... 303 
Clark, San Bernardino County, California ............ ·----·.................. 91 
Clausthal, Prussia.----· .. -- .... - ............... ---- ......... ·----· .•.... 407, 408,409 
Clear Creek County, Colorado .... -----· .... -----·-·····--··-·····----·...... 347 
Clearwater Station, ~ez Perce County, Idaho ...• ------~- ..... ------ ....•..... 255,256 
Cold Springs, ElDorado County, California .... -----···----·----.............. 99 
Coloma, ElDorado County, California ...................... --· ..•........... _ 99 
Columbia, Tuolumne County, California ........ ---·.......................... 56,67 
Columbia Hill, Nevada County, California .. ___ .... _._ ...... ___ ......... __ •.•. 118 
Cooley & Murzuer's Dig-gings, ElDorado County, California .............. __ .. _ 104 
Coon Hill, ElDorado County, California .... __ .... ____ ---- .............. __ ... 97,98 
Coon Hollow Hill, ElDorado County, California ........................ __ .... 99 
Cope, Elko County, Nevada ................................. =········------- 219 
Copiap6, Chili ...................... _ ....... _. _ ... _ •.• ____ ............. __ . . 439 
Copperopolis, Calaveras County, California .. _ ...... _ • __ ..... _ ....... _. _. .. . . . 47 
Corinne, Utah.............................................................. 393 
INDEX OF COUNTIES, DISTRICTS, ETC. 
D. 
Darling's Ranch, ElDorado County, California .................. , ........... . 
Davis County, Utah .••••• ---------·-----------------·------------ ......... . 
Deer Lodge, Montana ...•.....•.... -- •...••..........•• _ ................ ___ . 
Deer Lodge City, Deer Lodge County, Montana .. --- •.. -- ••...•••....•..•••••• 
Deer Lodge County, Montana .............................................. . 
Dirty Flat, El Dorado County, California ............................. _ ...... . 
Dixie, Grant County, Oregon .•.••...•.••...••.....••........•.........••••. 
Douglas County, Oregon ...... ---------------- ............ ---- ............ .. 
Douglas Flat, Calaveras County, California ................ _ ................. . 
Drummond's Diggings, ElDorado County, California ...... ------------ ...... .. 
Dry Canon, Tooele County, Utah .......... ---------- .... ---- .... -------- •... 
Dry Gulch, Deer Lodge County, Montana ....... ------ .................... ----
Dry Lake, Cache County, Utah ................ ------ ...... ------ ...... ---- .. 


















East Argentine, Clear Creek County, Colorado...... • . . • • . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • 352 
East Canon, Tooele County, Utah ......................................... 308, 393, 403 
East Tintic, Utah County, Utah ......................................... ---- 303,316 
Eastern Montana ........••••...••............. ___ ..• _ ••...•• _.. . . . . • • . . . . . . 280 
Eastern Oregon ...... ------ ...................................... ·"····---- 257 
Echo Canon, Summit County, Utah ................... _. • . • . .. .. .. .. . . .. • . .. . 367 
Echo District, Humboldt County, Nevada ..................................... 213,216 
El Dorad'> County, California ...... ___ .................................... 14, 20, 95, fl6 
El Doraflo, Calaveras County, California ................................ ----.. 79 
Elk, Grant County, Oregon .. . • .. .. . . .. .. . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . .. . . . . .. . . . 257 
Elk City, Nez Perce County, Idaho ................................... __ ..... 255,256 
Elko County, Nevada....................................................... 219 
Ely District, Lincoln County, Nevada ........................................ 223, 518 
Enterprise, Gilpin County, Colorado....... .. .. . .. . . . .. • .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . • .. . 343, 344 
Eureka, Gilpin County, Colorado.... .. .. . .. . . . .. .. • .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. 343, 344 
Eureka, Lander County, Nevada .... 141, 167,171,172,180,181,379,380,383,385,386,392, 
393,394,399,400,40L,407,441,518 
Eureka, Nevada County, California ............................. _.. .. . . .. .. .. 121, 130 
Evanston, Wyoming........................................................ 442 
F. 
Fairplay, Park County, Colorado............................. .. .. .. .. • • .. . .. • 366 
Farmington, Davis County, Utah.. . . . . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. 303 
Fenian Gulch, Deer Lodge County, Montana.... .. . . .. .. • .. .. . . .. . . .. • . .. . . .. . 272 
Fiddle Creek, Sierra County, California.... . . . • .. .. . • .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 26 
Flint District, Owyhee County, Idaho._.... .. .. . . . .. • • . .. .. .. .. .. .. • • • . . . .. . . 250 
Flint Creek District, Deer Lodge County, Montana.... .. . . . .. .. . • .. . . . .. . . .. . . 278 
Florence Camp, Nez Perce County, Idaho .................................... 255 256 
Florida Mountain, Owyhee County, Idaho.... . . .. • .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. • .. . . '250 
Forbestown, Butte County, California.... .. .. . .. . . . .. . . .. • . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. 134 
Forest Hill, Placer County, Califomia...... .... ...... ...... .... ...... .... .... 95,115 
Fort Rill, ElDorado County, California...................................... 106 
Four-Mile, Boulder County, Colorado ........................ , • . . .. .. .. .. .. . 361 
Fourth Crossing, Calaveras County, California................................ 70 
Fredrickson, Deer Lodge County, Montana...... . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . • .. .. • • • . .. . 273 
French Corral, Nevada County, California ................................... 9, 117,120 
French Diggings, ElDorado County, California...... .. .. .. • .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 104 
French Gulch, Deer Lodge County, Montana ................................. 272,273 
French Gulch, Summit County, Colorado.................................... 362 
G. 
Galena, Humboldt County, Nevada ................................. ...... 141, 216,217 
Garrote, Tuolumne County, California ................ ,....................... 55 
Georgetown, Deer Lodge County, Montana ....... -------- ...... ----··----.... 273 
Georgetown, El Dorado County, California . . . . . .. . • .. . . . . • .. . .. • • .. . • • .. • .. . . J 06, 107 
Georgia Gulch, Summit County Colorado ........... __ ........... _ ........ _... 362 
Georgia Slide, El Dorado County, California ................... _ ............ _. 106 
German Gulch, Deer Lodge County, Montana ...................... _.. . .. . . .. . 272 
Gibson, Summit County, Colorado . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. . • .. • . .. .. .. .. .. 362 
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Gilpin County, Colorado ......•......•.................•••. __ •.. __ . . • . . • . . . . 340 
Gnat Cre(\k, Nez Perce County, Idaho __ ._. __ ... _ ... _ .. _. __ .. __ .. ____ .. ___ ... _ 255 
Gold Canon, Storey County, Nevada ...••............... __ .·-----............ 143 
Gold Hill, Boulder County, Colorado ......... ---· ...... ··-·-- ...•... .:........ 361 
Gold Hill, Deer Lodge County, Montana--·-· __ ...••......................... 274 
Gold Hill, El Dorado County, California ......•••...............•.. __ ••. __ . _.. 99 
Gold Hill, Storey County, Nevada ....•........... ---·........................ 155 
Gold Peak, Carter County, Wyoming. ___ ...•............................. ___ 372 
Gold Run, PlacN· County, California .....................•................ 115, 116,119 
Gold Run, Summit Count.y, Colorado .........•••..•..•......•..•..• _. . . . . . . . . 362 
Gold Springs, Tuolumne County, California ........•................. _. . . . • . . 68 
Golden Summit, .Butte County, California ...••........... ··----.............. 133 
Gopher Hill, El Dorado County. California . _. _ ..........................••• _. 106 
Grand Island, Boulder County, Colorado .......•••.................. _. . • . . . . . • 359 
Granite, La I\ e County, Colorado .................... _ ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 364 
Granite, Grant County, Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 257 
Granite Creek, Boise County, Idaho._ ..........••......• _ .. _ ...••.. _ ...... _.. 254 
Grass Valley, Nevada County, California ............•.....•...... 11, 17, 95,118,119,121 
Grasshopper Creek, Beaver Head County, Montana............................ 261 
Gravel and hydraulic ground, Placer County, California .............. __ .. __ .... 114 
Gravel Hill, ElDorado County, California ...... ____ .. ____ .... __ ........ ______ 105 
Gravel Point, ElDorado County, California------ ________________________ ---- 104 
Great Mogul, Alpine County, California ..•.•...•....... ____ ---· .••••. ---·---· 94 
Gregory, Gilpin County, Colorado ...... _ ............ _ ................• _ .. _ 342, 343, 344 
Grizzly Gulch, Lewis and Clarke County, Montana ....•..•................... ~89~ 291 
Grouse Gulch, Colfax County, New Mexico .. ,................................ 337 
H. 
Hamilton, White Pine County, Nevada .................•..•...........•. :.... 14l 
Hamilton, Tooele County, Utah............................................. 329 
Hangtown Hill, ElDorado County, California ................. ___ .••• _ .. __ .•. 97 
Harrison Hill, ElDorado County, California.................................. 105 
Hassyampa, Yavapai County, Arizona ........ ----- ........ ____ .............. 333 
Helena, Lewis and Clarke County, Montana ........ --·- .................. 260,261,287 
Henderson Gulch, Deer Lodge County, Montana-- .• ---·-- .... __ ........ __ ...• 273 
Hermit Gulch, Carter County, Wyoming ... ____ ...... -----·---·.............. 373 
Highland Gukh, Deer Lodge County, Montana ..•......................... __ . 273 
Hoisted, Arizona ........................................................... :-s31, ~32 
Hoosier Gulch, Summit County, Colorado.---- .. ---------------- .. -- __ .... ____ 363 
Horse Prairie Gulch, Beaver Head County, :Montana ...... _ ................. _. 262 
Hot Springs, Deer Lodge County, Montaua ............•..................... _ 27 4, 284 
Rot Spring, Salt Lake County, Utah ....... -----··----------- ...•.. ---------- 303 
Hualpai, Mojave Counr.y, Arizona ...•........ __ .•.. --- ....•..•....... 331, 334,:335,336 
Humboldt, Utah .. _ ......................•..... _... . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • ... . . . :i9:) 
Humboldt County, Nevada .... ----···----· ...•.........•.•.. -----· .... -----· 205 
Humbug Gulch, Colfax County, New Mexico . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3~-IT 
Humbug Gulch, Summit County, Colorado ........................... -... . . . . 362 
Humbug Valley, Plumas County, California .. :............................... J:34 
Hydraulic and gravel ground, Placer County, California._............. . . . . • • . • 114 
I. 
Idaho, Northern .......... ----.............................................. 255 
Illinois Central, Gilpin County, Colorado ....••...•.....••.. _ ..• _ .......... 342,343, 344 
Il-linois Guleh, Summit County, Colorado... . • • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 363 
Independence Hill, Placer County, California ......... __ ...................... 120 
Indiana Gulch, Summit County, Colorado ...................... __ .... __ .....• 363 
Indian Bar, Stanislaus County, California .... _. _. ___ . ____ ....••........... _.. 15, 21 
Indian Creek Djstrict, Madison County, Montana ... _............ . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 298 
Indian Hill, ElDorado County, California ...••. ____ ·----·..................... 97 
Inskip Valley, Plumas County, California .........•..•.... _ ... _............... 134 
Inyo County, California ............ ·----· .........•••..•..••..........•.•. __ 8, 91 
Iowa Hill, Placer County, California ................•....••........•.••...•••. 115,120 
lone, Nye County, Nevada. __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . 182 
Iowa Gulch, Lake County, Colorado. ____ .... ·-------......................... 365 
Iron Rod District, Madison County, Montana .. _... . . • . • • . • . . . • • • • • . • • • • • . . . . . 285 
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J. 
Jackass Flat, El Dorado County, California ....•.. , ......•.............•...... 
Jackson, Amador County, California .........................••...........••.. 
Jackson County, Oregon .................................................•.. 
Jamestown, Tuolumne County, California ... --- .......... -- .... ---- .......... . 
Jefferson, Jefferson County, Montana ....... _ .. - _ .............. - ............ . 
Jones's Canon, ElDorado County, California .•. --- .. - .....• --- .. ---.--- •...... 
Jones's Hill, ElDorado County, C"lifornia.- •. -- ........ ---· .. - --- ---. ---- .. --
,Josephine Conn ty, Oregon ..... _ .•..... _ ..................• -- .. -.-- .•....•.• 













Kanalm Creek, Nevada County, California ..•••• ·-----·----·-----------------· 26 
Keating Gulch, Haden burgh, Montana ........•.. - .••........ _ .... _.. . . . . . . . • 298 
Kelly's Diggings, El Dorado County, Calitornia .. ___ ..••••............... _. .. . 102 
Kentucky Flat, El Dorado County, California.......... . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . 10:~ 
Kimshew Valley, Butte County, California .. ---- ... - ............. - ... __ .----.. 134 
Kooster, Union County, Oregon ....•........... --- ....... ---- ..• -- ...• --..... 257 
L. 
La Grange, Stanislaus County, California ................. _ ...••••. _ .••.. __ ... 15 
Lake) Gilpin County, Cokrado. _. --· .. --- .... ---. ___ ..... --·. _ .... __ ---. __ --- 343 
Lake County, Colorado._. __ ... - •..... -- ....•................ _---._._ .... _--· 364 
Lake Side, Tooele County, Utah ................ --- •..... _ .... -.............. 303 
Lander County, Nevada................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 167 
Lander Hill, Lander County, Nevada .... __ ........ _--· ... _ .. _ ..... _ ..... ___ .. 170 
La Porte, Butte County, California .... -- ... --- ... --- ...•• - .. _ .....••...... _.. 134 
Last Chance, Colfax County, New Mexico ..... __ .... _ .•..... --............... 337 
Last ChancP, Lewis and Clarke County, Montana ...•...•••............ _ ... 2d9, 29.2, 293 
Lend, Austria . ............................... -----···----·----·------·----- 410 
Lid a Valley, Nye County, Nevada ... _ ... -- ... :._ ...... --- ... - •. -- ......... --. 183 
Lincoln County, Nevada ..... . .. _ ..........•...... _. _ ...•••.... _ .•. _ .... ___ . 22:~ 
Lion HiiJ, Tooele County, Utah ...•....••... __ ...... - .......... __ ... _. __ ..... 308, 309 
Little Cottonwood Canon, Utah ............... _ ... 303,319,379, 385, :393,403,405,453, 454 
Little Prickly Pear, Jefferson County, Montana._ .... ..... ____ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 288 
Lloyd's DiggingR, El Dorado County, California ..... _ ........ ___ ........ _ . _... ] 04 
Logan, Cache County, Utah ..................... ---··----· .............. ____ 303 
Lomas Bay as, Chili ........ -.. . .......•... __ . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4:39 
Lone Mountain, Elko County, Nevada ....•... __ ............•........ __ .•..... 219 
Lower Calaveritas, Calaveras County, California .. __ ..... _ ••.... _ ....... _____ .. 70 
Lower District, Tooele County, Utah .............. ---- ___ .... _ ... _._......... 303 
Lower Rich Gulch, Calaveras County, California .............. ___ •.. __ •.... __ .. 82 
Lynx Creek, Yavapai County, Arizona .•.......••..•.••.•.••... _ ....•.. _____ .• 333 
M. 
Mackey's Diggings, El Dorado County, California .... _ .. __ . __ ...•.. . .. _ ... _... 104 
Mahogany Canon, White Pine County, Nevada .... ____ .................. _..... 189 
Mameluke H1ll, ElDorado County, California ..••.. ------ .... ·-----------..... 10(i 
Mammoth, Nye County, Nevada ..• --· ....... _____ .. ____ ..... _---- ___ .. _____ .. 182 
Maricopa Coumy, Arizona ...... ___ ....•. ______ ........ ---- ____ ............ __ 3:31 
Mariposa, Mariposa County, California .... ____ .... ____________ ---- .. -----·____ 49 
Mariposa County, California ...... ___ ..• _--- ....... __________ . ___ . ___ . ___ .... 12,57 
Mayo Gulch, Summit County, Colorado ....•. --·· ......... ------ ..•. ------____ 363 
Meadow Gulch, Carter County, Wyoming----·---- .... ____ .. ·-----·---·-----.. 375 
Michigan Bluff, Placer Countv, California. ___ •.. _. __ . ___ ... _____ . _. _ .. ___ .. _. _ 115 
Mill City, Hut11boldt County~ Nevada .. -----------· ____ ----·-----------______ 141 
Miller's Camp, Idaho _ .. _ ... __ ........ _ ... ___ ••..... _ ....... _. _. __ .. _____ .. _ 255 
Miller's Diggings, El Dorado County, California. __ ...... ____ ... __ ... _____ .. _. 104 
Millville, Cache County, Utah. _____________ . __ . __ .... _______ . __ .•.... ____ .. _ :303 
Mineral Hill, Elko County, Nevada .•.•........ ----··--·-·----- ____ ...... __ .. _ 219 
Mineral Hill, Lander County, Nevada _____ . ___ ..• ----. _____________ .. ____ .141, 180,181 
Mineral Hill, Owyhee County, Idaho .. ___ .... _ _. __ . ___ .•• _ ... _. __ •• ____ • _ _ _ _ 254 
Mineral Park, M(.jave County, Arizona._._ .•• _ •. _. ___ • _ •. ____ ..• __ •..• _____ . _ 335 
Mineral Point, Caehe County, Utah .... _ ....... __ .•.. ___ .. _____ .______________ 303 
Missouri Canon, El Dorado County, California .•• _ •• __ .•. _. _ .• __ . ______ . _. __ • _ _ 103 
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Page. 
Mitchell's Flat, ElDorado County, California................................. 1G6 
Mojave County, Arizona.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 331 
Mokelumne Hill, Calaveras County, California ................................ 26, 55,81 
Monitor, Alpine County, California ........ -----· .................. ------..... 92,94 
Montana, Eastern.......................................................... 280 
Montana, Western ............ _ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 261 
Montezuma, Tuolumne County, California..................................... 57,60 
Moose Creek, Beaver Head County, Montana.................................. 269 
Moose Creek, Nez Perce County, Idaho ........................ _._. . . . . . . . . . . . . 255, 256 
Moreno, Colfax County, New Mexico......................................... 337 
Moreno Creek, Colfax County, New Mexico .......... --- ............ -···....... 3:37 
Morgan County, Utah ..... ......... -· ........... _............................ 303 
Morris Ravin(;', Butte County, California....................................... 134 
Mount Brass, Park County, Colorado ......................................... 365,366 
Mount Calvary, ElDorado County, California................................. 105 
Mount Gregory, ElDorado County, California................................. 104 
Mount Lincoln, Park County, Colorado ....................................... 365,366 
Mount Nebo or Timmins, Utah County, Utah.................................. ~03 
Mount Ophir, White Pine County, Nevada.................................... 189 
Mountain City, Elko County, Nevada........................................ 141 
Mountain Gulch, Radersburgh, Montana...................................... 298 
Murphy.'s, Calaveras County, California .......... ·.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...... .... .... 57,77 
N. 
Nameless Point, ElDorado County, California................................. 104 
N antoko, Chili ................................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 440 
Negro Hill, ElDorado County, California...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97, 98 
Nevada, Maricopa County, Arizona ......................... -... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 331, 332 
Nevada, Gilpin County, Colorado ..................................... 341, 342, 343, 344 
Nevada City, Nevada County, California ... _ .......... _ ... --.................. 118 
Nevada County, California .................................................. 8, 95,113 
Nevada Flat, ElDorado County, California.................................... 10;; 
NewEl Dorado, Salt Lake County, Utah..................................... 30: 
New Orleans Flat, Colfax County, New Mexico................................ 3:3' 
New York Flat, Butte County, California..................................... 13 
Newsome Creek, Nez Perce County, Idaho .................................... 255, 2f 
Ni-wat, Boulder County, Colorado............................................ 3( 
North Bloomfield, Nevada County, California.................................. 16, I.~. o 
Northern Idaho . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 255 
Nye County, Nevada ............................. --........................ H:l2 
0. 
Ohio Flat, Butte County, California.......................................... 134 
Olive, Grant County, Oregon ................ ------.......................... 257 
Omega, Nevada County, California........................................... l18 
Ophir, Placer County, California............................................. 121 
Ophir, Tooele County, Utah .............................................. 303, 305,308 
Oreana, Humboldt County, Nevada.......................................... 141 
Oregon City, Butte County, California........................................ 13fi 
Oregon, Eastern. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 257 
Oregon Point, ElDorado County, California................................... 97 
Oregon, Western . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 257 
Oro Fino, Shoshone County, Idaho ........................................... 255,256 
Oro Fino Gulch, Montana................................................... 289 
Oroville, Butte County, California............................................ 134 
Osceola, Tooele County, Utah................................................ 303 
Owyhee County, Idaho ....................................... __ .. . . . . . . . . . . 250, 251 
Owyhee District, Owyhee County, Idaho ......... _ ........ ---- .......••.... ___ 250 
P. 
Palisade, Elko County, Nevada ......•...............•.•............ _........ 141 
Paloma, Calaveras County, California......................................... 49 
Palouse, Idaho...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 255 
Park County, Colorado ......... _ ............................... _ ......... _.. 365 
Parkerville, Mojave County, Arizona ............... __ ................ ___ ..... 335 
Park's Bar, Yuba County, California .............. ---- ....................... 14, 20, 131 
Parley's Park, Salt Lake County, Utah .......................... ., . . . . . . . . • . . 329 
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Page. 
Philbrook Valley, Butte County, California................................... 134 
Philippsburg, Deer Lodge County, Montana.................................. 274 
Piermont, White Pine County, Nevada . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 203 
Pike's Peak, Deer Lodge County, Montana .......•........................... 273,274 
Pilgrim Bar. Deer Lodge County, Montana . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 274 
Pine Grove, Esmeralda County, Nevada...................................... 141 
Pinos Altos, Mesilla County, New Mexico.................................... 338 
Pioche, Lincoln County, Nevada..................... ... .... .... ...... ...... 141 
Pioneer, Maricopa County, Arizona .......................................... 331,332 
Pioneer Gulch, Deer Lodge County, Montana . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .•. . . . . .. . . . .. . . 273 
Placer County, California ...............................•................... 8, 95, 113 
Placerville, El Dorado County, California ..................................... 9, 96, 107 
Poverty Hill, Tuolumne County, California...... . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 62 
Poverty Point, ElDorado County, California.................................. 101 
Prairie Gulch. Deer Lodge County, Montana.................................. 273 
Prescott, Yavapai County, Arizona........................................... 334 
Princeton, Mariposa County, California....................................... 49 
Promise Gulch, Carter County, Wyoming.................................... 375 
Prospect Flat, El Dorado County, California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98, 99 
Prospect Hill, Lander Courity, Nevada....................................... 179 
Q. 
Quaker Hill, Nevada County, California ......••...............•.. --------.... 117 
Quartz Gulch, Park County, Colorado...... . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 366 
Quartz Hill, ElDorado County, California.................................... 101 
Quartz Mountain, Beaver Head County, :Montana ............ ··-----·--------- 271 
Quartz Mountain, Tuolumne County, California ...•........................... 49, 60, 61 
Quartzville, Park County, Colorado...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 366 
Queen Spring, White Pine County, Nevada................................... 201 
R. 
Radersburgh District, Jefferson County, Montana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29~ 
Railroad, Elko County, Nevada ............................................... 219,220 
Railroad Flat, Calaveras County, California................................... 78 
Rauris, Austria............................................................ 410 
Rawhide, Tuolumne County, California .... --- ... . .... ... . .. . . .. . . . . ... . ... . 49 
Raw bide Ranch, Tuolumne County, California ....................... _ ... : .. . . 67 
Raymond, Alpine County, California......................................... 9-1 
Red Point, ElDorado County, California..................................... 104 
Reese River, Lander County, Nevada ........................................ 167,181 
Relief, Humboldt County, Nevada........................................... 21G 
Relief Hill, Nevada County, California....................................... 118 
Reno, Washoe County, Nevada ................................... _.......... 141 
Rich Guh:h, Calaveras County, California.............. . . .. . . • . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . 79 
Richardson Hill, Placer County, California................................... 120 
Roach Hill, Placer County, California ........ -- ................. :............ 120 
Rock Creek, Carter County, \Vyoming....... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 375 
Rock Springs, Carter County, Wyoming ............ -----------· .............. 442,445 
Rocker, Deer :Lodge County, Montana....................................... 272 
Ross's Diggings, ElDorado County, California . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. 104 
Ruby Hill, Lander County, Nevada ................... -- ............. 172, 177,3£14,400 
H.uby Hill, White Pine County, Nevada ................................... __ . 202 
Rush Valley, Tooele County, Utah .............. -----· ..................... __ 304,305 
Russel Gulch, Gilpin County, Colorado ........................ _ .......... 342, 343, 344 
Rye Patch, Humboldt County, Nevada....................................... 141 
s. 
Sacramento, Mojave County, Arizona........................................ 331 
Salmon River, Idaho County, Idaho ......................................... 255,256 
Salt Lake County, Utah.................................................... 303 
Salt Lick Gulch, Summ!t County, Colorado ............................... _... 363 
San Andreas, Calaveras County, California ............................. 9, 55 70 72 120 
San Bernardino County, California ....................................... -~.' '91 
San Diego County, California ............... _ .................... _ ... _ .... _. 8, 89 
Scandin wian, Alpine County, California ....•....••.....•.. _ ........ -··...... 94 
Schell Creek, White Pine County, Nevada.................................... 200 
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Seminole Mountains, Carter County, Wyoming . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . • • •. . . . . . . 371 
Shaw's Flat, Tuolumne County, California .. -----·........................... 56,67 
Shirt-Tail Calion, Placer County, California.................................. 115 
Sierra District, Humboldt County, Nevada................................... 213 
Sierra County, California . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95, 138 
Silver Bow, Deer Lodge County, Montana.................................... 272 
Silver Ctty, Owyhl:'e County, Idaho ..........•.............................. 251,254 
Silver City, Lyon County, Nevada ................. -----·------.............. 141 
Silver Cit.y, Grant County, New Mexico...................................... 338 
Silver Fork, Salt Lake County, Utah. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 30:3 
Silver Mountain, Alpine County, California................................... 92,94 
Silver Star District, Montana ............ __ ...... __ ...................... __ .. 287 
Smartsviile, Yuba County, California ..................•........•.... __ ....... 9,131 
Smith's E'lat, ElDorado County, California ................ __ ................ _ 98,99 
Smith's Gulch, Carter County, Wyoming.................................... 375 
Snake Creek, Salt Lake County, Utah .......... ---- .... --------.. .. .. .. .. .. . 303 
Snake River, Alturas County, Idaho ......... _ ............................ _ .. 255, 256 
Soldier Canon, Tooele County, Utah................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 305 
Sonora, Tuolumne County, California .. ---- ...... -----· ...... ----------...... 56,65 
Sonoranian Camp, Tuolumne County, California ............ __ ................ 65 
South Mountain, Owyhee County, Idaho .. ------ .... ---------· .......... __ ... 254 
South Pass, Carter County, Wyoming .. ------ .... -------------- ........ ------ 372 
South Pass City, Wyoming .... ------ .. ---- ...•.......••••................. __ 373,374 
Spanish Fork, Utah Count.y, Utah .... ------ ...... ------..................... 303 
Spanish Gult:h, or Camp Watson, Oregon ......................... __ ...... __ .. 257 
Spanish Hill~, ElDorado County, California ........ __ ...... __ ...... ____ ----.. 98 
Springfield, Tuolumne County, California .. ___ .......... ___ .... __ .... ___ . __ .. 56,67 
Spring Gulch, Boulder County, Colorado ..... _ .. ____ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 361 
Spring Guleh, Deer Lodge County, Montana ...... __ .. ____ .... __ ........ __ ... 273,283 
Spring Gulch, Carter County, Wyoming ........ _ .... __ .... _. _ .... __ ......... 374,:375 
Star, Beaver County, Utah ........... __ ... _ ......... _ .................... _.. :329 
Star Calion, Humboldt County, Nevada ........•............. ____ .......... __ 212 
Star Distriet, HumbL>ldt County, Nevada------............................... 208 
Startown, Placer County, California-----·................................... 115 
State Creek Ba!'lin, Sierra County, California ........ ----_ .. _ .. _ .... _.......... 14,20 
Saint George, Salt Lake County, Utah ..... ___ ....•....... _ .. __ ......... ___ .. 329 
Stilson Patch, Sum mit County, Colorado .............. __ .............. _. . . . . . . 362 
Stockron, Tooele County, Utah ........................... _ ............. _. 303, 304, 39:3 
Summit District, Madison County, Montana . __ .. ___ .. ____ .... .. . . ... . . .. . ... . ~82 
Summit County, Colorado .......... ___ ............................. _........ 361 
Sutter CrePk, Amador County, California .........•... ---. __ .... _ ... ____ ...... 49.8-1 
Sweetland, Nevada County, Caiifornia .... -----· ...... ---- ...... ____ ------ .... 117 
Sweetwater, Carter County, Wyoming ...•......... -----· .......... ------.... 37~ 
T. 
Table Mountain, Calaveras County, California . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 51 
Table Mountain, Tuolumne County, California ....................... __ .. __ ... 62 
Ten-Mile, Summit County, Colorado ........ ---- __ -------- .. __ ·-----......... 3()3 
Thompson, Last Chance Gulch, Montana .. ---- ....•.....••. -----------·------ 293 
Timbuctoo, Yuba County, California ..... --------------··-----------·-----·.. 131 
Timmins, or Mount Nebo, Utah County, Utah .... ---------· .••... ----........ 303 
Tin tic, Juab County, Utah .................................................. 385, 393 
Tipton Hill, ElDorado County, California .............. ---- ..•••. -----·...... l06 
Toano, Elko County, Nevada................................................ 141 
Todd's Valley, Placer County, California ...................... ---·---........ 115 
Tooele, TooeiP. County, Utah ........ ------------------ ...... ---------·-----· 303,305 
Tooele County, Utah .. -- ..... --- ......... -- ..•..•... ------ ... ------ .. --.... 303 
Treasure Hill, White Pine County, Nevada ............................ 184, 185,186,402 
Tres PuntfL-:, Chili .................................. -- ........... --........ 4:39 
Trinity Gulch, Jefferson County, Montana ..•••...... ------------------------. 288 
TunnPl Hill, ElDorado County, Calitornia. ---------- ____ ...••. .... ...•.. ...• 101 
Tuolumne C.mnty, California .......................... ----.................. 59 
Turkey Hill, Placer County, California.-------------· .... ---- .•••.. ------.... 115 
Tuttletown, '1 uolumne County, California • . . . . . . . • . . • • • • • • • • . . . . • • . . • • • . . • . . • 49, 67 
u. 
Uintah, Salt Lake County, Utah.... . • • • • . . • • • • . • . . . • • . • • • • . • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . 303 
Union, Humboldt County, Nevada........................................... 216 
INDEX OF COUN'l'IES, DISTRICTS, ETC. 
Union Hill, Lander County, Nevada ........•.............................•• ~ 
Unionville, Jefferson County, Montana ........................... -----· ..... . 
Unionville, Humboldt County, Nevada •.................•.................... 
Utah County, Utah .....•......................•.....••......... -.- ........• 
Utah Gulch, Summit County, Colorado ...••..•.••.....•.....•. -~-" ......••... 
v. 
Vallecito, Calaveras County, California ............•...............•••........ 
Vipond, Beaver Head County, Montana .....................................• 
Virginia and Gold Hill, Storey County, Nevada ............................... . 
Virginia City, Madison County, Montana ....•..................... _ ......•... 
Volcano, Amador County, California ...•..........••....•...........•.....•.•• 















Wadsworth, Storey County, Nevada . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 141 
War Eagle, Owyhee County, Idaho.......................................... 254 
\Vard, Boulder County, Colorado .... -----·---- .... ---------------------·.... 359 
Warm Spring, \Yhite Pine County, Nevada ..•......•........ ·----· ..•.•.. ·--- 203 
Warren's Camp, Idaho ...... ---· ...... ---· ........•. ----··-----·------...... 255 
\Vashington, Calaveras County; California ........... -- ... ~-................. 67,77 
Washoe, Washoe County, Nevada ... __ .... __ .... --- .................. --·.... 517 
Weaver, Yavapai County, Arizona ...•..........•............•.. ------....... 3:35 
Weber, Morgan County, Utah .................... -----·..................... 303 
Webber Hill, ElDorado County, California ... --· .............. -- ....••.... --. 97 
Webber Gulch, Summit County, Colorado .......... ·----· .•..•. -----·........ 362 
V{ebster's Diggings, ElDorado County, California............................ 104 
West Argentine, Clear Creek County, Colorado...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 352, 354 
vVest Branch, Butte County, California ........ ____ ...•...... -- ........ --..... 134 
West Mountains or Bingham, Tooele County, Utah ..................•...... :)03, 314, 315 
·west Point, Calaveras County, California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 79 
West Tintic, Tooele County, Utah ...... -----·------ .... ---------------·------ 303,316 
Western ]\fontana.-----·---------···-----·------------ ..••.. ------......... 261 
Western Oregon .... _ .........................•....... -- ...... --.-. . . . . . . . . . 257 
Whisky Hill, Tuolumne County, California ............... --. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . tiO 
White Pine, White Pine County, Nevada .............. _._ .183, 184,386,393,401,402, 518 
White Pine County, Nevada·--------- ........ -----·---· ............ ---·.... 183 
White Pine Mountain, White Pine County, Nevada ..... ---·-------- .... ------ 184,204 
White Rock Point, ElDorado County, California ..........•....... -----...... 97,913 
Williams, Last Chance Gulch, Montana·----· .......••. ---- ............ ------ 293 
Willow Creek, Box Elder County, Utah .............. ---·.................... 303 
Willow Creek, Colfax County, New Mexico ..........•••••................. __ • 337 
Wilson Bar, Deer Lodge County, Montana----............................... 2'73 
Wisconsin Hill, Placer County, California·----·.............................. 120 
vVood's Crossing, Tuolumne County, California------ •••••.••••••...•.. ·-·---. 60 
Y. 
Yamhill, Deer Lodge County, Montana ..•.•.•......••••..••••............. 272, 278,274 
Yankee Gulch, Carter County, Wyoming.---- ..•••••....•..•. ·---·---........ 375 
Yankee Hill, Tuolumne County, California .•.••.••.. -----·----··............. 68 
Yavapai County, ArizonflJ ...... ....•. .••••. .•.•.. .... •... .... .... .... ....... 331 
Yellowstone, Wyoming and Montana......................................... 447 
Yuba County, California ...•...•••...•.••...•••.•.......•.•.•..••••....•.... 8, 95, 130 
z. 
Zell,Austria ••..••••.•••••.•.•••...••.•..••...•••.•••••..•••••••••.••..•• 4. 410,423 
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